
STATEMENT OF CATHERINE ALLEN 

I, Catherine Allen, of 39 Kessels Road, Coopers Plains in the State of Queensland, do 

solemnly and sincerely declare that: 

Background 

1. I am employed by Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services (QHFSS). 

2. I hold the position of Managing Scientist at QHFSS at Coopers Plains. 

3. I hold a Bachelor of Science from the University of Queensland, conferred in 1994, a 

Master of Science (Forensic Science) from Griffith University, conferred in 2002, and 

a Certificate IV in Project Management, conferred in 2008. 

4. On 19 September 2022, under s 5(1)(d) of the Commission of Inquiry Act 1950 (Qld), 

Commissioner SofronoffQC issued Notice 2022/00200 (Notice) to me. I am required 

to provide a statement regarding my knowledge of the matters set out in paragraphs 1 

to 101 of the Notice. 

5. To provide this response, I have read and had regard to the following: 

(a) the Notice; and 

(b) the documents annexed to this statement. 

6. Before turning to the questions I have been asked to answer, I record that I have 

endeavoured to provide as much assistance as I am currently able to provide, given 

some medical issues I am currently experiencing (about which my solicitors have 

previously made the Commission aware) and my ability to efficiently access documents 

is limited by the current circumstances of my employment. 

Proficiency testing 

Question 1 

Explain how proficiency testing is conducted by 'Collaborative Testing Services Inc' or any 

other provider used by the DNA Analysis Unit. 
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7. The Standard Operating procedure called Proficiency Testing in Forensic DNA 

Analysis details how this is undertaken. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-1 -

34114V6 Proficiency Testing. 

Question 2 

Are you aware of when a proficiency test is arriving at the FSS laboratory (whether that be 

approximately or exact date)? 

8. The Senior Scientist for Quality and Projects is responsible for the assessment of 

appropriate proficiency tests and putting forward a recommendation for their 

procurement. My role within this process is to review the recommendation and as 

financial delegate to procure the proficiency tests. 

9. The proficiency tests are not addressed to me. 

Question 3 

Are FSS laboratory staff aware of when a proficiency test is arriving at the FSS laboratory 

(whether that be approximately or exact date)? 

10. To my knowledge, the proficiency test is addressed to the Quality Manager for Forensic 

and Scientific Services, who forwards it to the Senior Scientist for Quality and Projects_ 

l l _ I am not aware of whether laboratory staff are aware of their arrival. 

Question 4 

Are there any differences between proficiency test samples and QPS samples that would allow 

for differentiation between the two (i_ e_ on the face of the test, how it is packaged, any case 

numbers attributed to it, how it is received, how it is identified in the Forensic Register etc)? 

12_ Differences between proficiency test samples and QPS samples is detailed with 

Standard Operating Procedure 'Proficiency Testing in Forensic DNA Analysis'_ Please 

see attached-Exhibit- CA-1_ 

Question 5 

Are you aware of whether staff are aware that a sample they are testing or analysing is a 

proficiency test? 

............... __ ....... __ 
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13. It's my understanding that some staff members will be aware that the samples are from 

a proficiency test due to allocation process and details within the Forensic Register. 

Question 6 

In your view, is the proficiency test "blind"? Should it be? 

14. The laboratory has sought to make the proficiency test as 'blind' as possible. The 

scenario is supplied with the proficiency test samples and staff follow routine Standard 

Operating Procedures to examine, analyse and interpret DNA profiles obtained. 

15. Reporting of proficiency test results to the manufacturer is via a different mechanism 

that the provision of results to QPS. 

Question 7 

Are you aware of proficiency tests being processed differently to other samples by staff? If so, 

how are they processed differently, what is the basis of your knowledge, and what, if any, steps 

have you taken in relation to that? 

16. I am not aware of staff processing proficiency tests differently to other samples as staff 

follow routine Standard Operating Procedures. Any deviation from Standard Operating 

Procedure should be noted within the casefile and an Opportunity for Quality 

Improvement raised if necessary. 

Question 8 

How are proficiency test results received by FSS? 

17. Standard Operating Procedure named 'Proficiency Testing in Forensic DNA Analysis' 

details in Section 12 how the results are received. Please see attached- Exhibit - CA-1. 

Question 9 

Explain the process that is undertaken once proficiency test results are received? (including 

who is provided with the results, how they are reviewed, any process for assessing the results). 

18. Standard Operating Procedure named 'Proficiency Testing in Forensic DNA Analysis' 

details in Section 12 how the results are received. Please see attached-Exhibit- CA-1. 

........................... . 
Witnes~····(3'····'t 
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Question 10 

Does FSS undertake any farther analysis or data processing of its proficiency test results (i.e. 

comparative statistics between tests, records of scores, other jurisdictions etc). 

19. Standard Operating Procedure named 'Proficiency Testing in Forensic DNA Analysis' 

details in Section 12 how the results are received. Please see attached-Exhibit- CA-1. 

20. To my knowledge, the laboratory does not compare its proficiency test results with 

other Australian jurisdictions. 

Sperm microscopy - past policies and procedures 

Question 11 

Explain when and how the suspension method was introduced for the preliminary testing of 

samples of suspected seminal fluid? Attach relevant validations for the new method. 

21. A Change Management Project #31 was undertaken to review improvements that could 

be made with testing of suspected seminal fluid samples. 

22. A change was introduced into the Standard Operating Procedure called The 

Examination for and of Spermatozoa Version 10, which was active from 20 September 

2010. Please see attached- Exhibit - CA-2. 

Question 12 

Explain whether there were any subsequent changes to the suspension procedure between its 

implementation and 2016? If so, identify those changes, the reasons for them, and whether a 

validation was conducted for the changes. 

23. All changes to the Standard Operating Procedure are detailed within the Amendment 

History table of each version. 

24. The current Standard Operating Procedure in place details all changes made within the 

Amendment History table. Please see attached - Exhibit CA-2. 

Question 13 

Identify the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) (including version numbers) related to the 

detection and testing of spermatozoa that were in force as at January 2016. 

Witness 
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25. Standard Operating Procedure called Examination of Sexual Cases, numbered 32106 

versions 3 and 4 for Auslab processes were active between January 2015 to December 

2017. Standard Operating Procedure called Examination of Sexual Cases, numbered 

33798, versions 1 to 8 for Forensic Register processes were active from January 2017 

to current. Please see attached-Exhibits- CA-3 to CA-12 

26. Standard Operating Procedure called Examination For and Of Spermatozoa, numbered 

17189, Versions 13 to 17 were active between January 2016 and current. Please see 

attached-Exhibits- CA-13 to CA-17. 

Question 14 

Explain your understanding of the process and procedure in January 2016 for testing samples 

suspected to contain spermatozoa, including the use of preliminary and presumptive testing 

and policies concerning when the testing should cease. 

27. My understanding is that staff deemed competent to undertake this process would 

follow Standard Operating Procedure called Examination For and Of Spermatozoa, 

numbered 17189. Please see attached-Exhibits-CA-13 to CA-17. 

Sperm microscopy-2016 and Project 181 

Question 15 

Explain how you first became aware of the issue related to a discrepancy in the levels of 

spermatozoa detected during evidence recovery microscopy compared to the levels detected 

during differential lysis microscopy (the sperm microscopy issue). 

28. Allan McNevin, Senior Scientist at the time, raised an item at the Forensic DNA 

Analysis Management Team meeting on 12 May 2016 - Item 5.4 in the Meeting 

Minutes. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-18 [ management team meeting minutes]. 

Question 16 

Explain your understanding of the sperm microscopy issue at the time it was raised. 

29. My understanding of the process used at the time was that staff deemed competent in 

the task followed Standard Operating Procedure called Examination For and Of 

Spermatozoa, numbered 17189. This procedure outlines the steps taken to examine for 

## 
· .. ···················· 
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spermatozoa in Section 5. In summary, approximately 100-300µL of nanopure water 

was added to a tube containing the substate (fabric or swab) and one drop of the 

suspension was added to a slide. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-14 [l 7189vl4]. 

In version 15 of this Standard Operating Procedure, Section 5 was amended to add 

200µL of nanopure water (CA-15). In version 17 of this Standard Operating Procedure 

(CA-17), these steps were removed, and reference is made to review of slides created 

after the analytical process of differential lysis had concluded. 

30. My understanding of the process used at the time was that staff deemed competent in 

the task followed Standard Operating Procedure - DNA IQ Extraction Using the 

Maxwell FSC. In summary, 3µL is taken from 50µL at step 24 of Section 8.3. Please 

see attached- Exhibit-CA-19 [35605v2]. 

Question 17 

Explain whether the management team at the DNA Laboratory was made aware of the issue. 

If yes, explain when and how. 

31. Minutes from Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team meetings provides a 

summary of the discussions. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-18. 

Question 18 

Identify your role in responding to the sperm microscopy issue. Identify if any other person 

was also responsible for responding to or actioning the sperm microscopy issue. 

32. My role as Managing Scientist was to ensure that a process was in place to review the 

Standard Operating Procedure, a process in place to conduct any reviews of data and a 

process to raise a Change Management project to design experiments that may be 

required. My role was to authorise any financial resources required, review change 

management documentation, provide feedback and approve documentation. 

Question 19 

Identify the OQI or Adverse Event Entry, if any, raised in relation to the sperm microscopy 

issue. Attach any relevant documentation of either if raised. 

33. I was on leave from 30 May 2016 until 6 September 2016 (inclusive). During this 

period Deborah Whelan was undertaking the role of Managing Scientist - Police 

ft
................. . 
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Services Stream. Deborah's usual role was Managing Scientist - Coronial Services 

Stream. 

34. I'm not aware of an OQI or Adverse Event Log entry for this item. 

Question 20 

Explain your role, if any, in the design, execution and reporting of results from each of the 

projects undertaken during or after 2016 in relation to the sperm microscopy issue. 

35. My role as Managing Scientist was to ensure that a process was in place to review the 

Standard Operating Procedure, a process in place to conduct any reviews of data and a 

process to raise a Change Management project to design experiments that may be 

required. My role was to authorise any financial resources required and review, provide 

feedback and approve the reports such as Experimental Design and Final Report. 

36. I was on leave from 30 May 2016 until 6 September 2016 (inclusive). Upon my return, 

I resumed my duties and participated in the Change Management Process for Project 

#181. 

Question 21 

What role did Allan McNevin take in responding to the sperm microscopy issue, and the 

reasons for his involvement? 

37. Allan McNevin, Senior Scientist at the time, took a lead in the response to the issue 

raised as he was the line manager responsible for the Evidence Recovery team where 

these processes took place. 

Question 22 

Explain how Project 181 was proposed and how it commenced? 

38. My understanding of the events is outlined in an email to Jade Franklin, Senior Human 

Resources Advisor in December 2016. Please find attached - Exhibit - CA-20 

(7 attachments - 001 Email to HR with background_ 20161212 plus email attachments). 

...................... . 
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Question 23 

lf the issue was dealt with by way of developing project proposals and conducting projects, 

why was it dealt with in this way? Why was it not dealt with in a different way (for example, by 

use of the OQI process or Adverse Event Log)? 

39. The issue was first raised at a Management Team meeting on 12 May 2016 and some 

analysis was to be undertaken and presented at the next Management Team meeting on 

27 May 2016. A project was raised to allow input from all management team members 

on the design of experiments to determine ifthere was an issue and ifthere were process 

improvements that could be made. Please see attached-Exhibit-CA-18 and CA-20. 

40. To my knowledge, no staff member was discouraged from raising an OQI or adding it 

to the Adverse Events Log. 

Question 24 

Explain whether any other staff members in the management team disagreed with your 

approach to handing the sperm microscopy issue. lf so, identify who and what was 

communicated. Explain whether you consider their disagreements were reasonable and 

affected your proposed approach and why. 

41. The issue was raised in May 2016 and my recollection of the discussion at the meeting 

was that Allan McN evin raised the agenda item and questions were asked to gain an 

understanding of the potential issue and any conclusions that other management team 

members may have come to. This was further discussed at the Management Team 

meeting on 27 May 2016. 

42. I was on leave from 30 May 2016 until 6 September 2016 (inclusive). During this 

period Deborah Whelan was undertaking the role of Managing Scientist - Police 

Services Stream. Ms Whelan's usual role was Managing Scientist - Coronial Services 

Stream. 

43. If feedback was provided regarding the issue being addressed through a change 

management process, it may have gone to Ms Whelan, Dr Kirsten Scott or Allan 

McNevin. 

## Witness 
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Question 25 

Provide an explanation of the document entitled 'Data analysis of modified sexual assault 

process for zero spermatozoa detected at Evidence Recovery'. Identify: 

(a) the aim of this report; 

(b) who approved this report, if anyone; 

( c) your role and/or involvement, if any, in the formulation of the report, including 

drafts; 

( d) what was work was conducted pursuant to the report, and over what period the 

work was conducted; and 

( e) the results and conclusions of this report; and 

(f) whether the paper was finalised. 

44. It's my understanding that Paula Brisotto, Team Leader undertook this body of the 

work, in conjunction Matthew Hunt, Reporting Scientist, Kylie Rika, Senior Scientist 

and Luke Ryan, Senior Scientist. 

45. I did not have a role in the formulation of this body of work, its report or drafts. To my 

knowledge, this report has not been finalised. 

Question 26 

Provide an explanation of document entitled 'Project #181 Spermatozoa Microscopy 

Sensitivity'. Identify: 

(a) the aim of this project; 

(b) who approved this proposal, if anyone; 

( c) your role and/or involvement, if any, in the formulation of the report, including 

drafts; 

( d) what work was conducted pursuant to the project, and over what period the 

work was conducted; and 

( e) the results and conclusions of the final report. 

······················· Witnes~----~ ·-·· -v · 
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46_ The aim of Project #181 was to investigate the process used to make slides for 

microscopy and determine if improvements could be made_ This project increased in 

size and complexity and took time and resources to complete_ 

47_ The Initial Request for this project was approved by Dr Kirsten Scott who was 

undertaking the role of Team Leader - Evidence Recovery and Quality in June 2016_ 

48_ I was on leave from 30 May 2016 until 6 September 2016 (inclusive)_ During this 

period Deborah Whelan was undertaking the role of Managing Scientist - Police 

Services Stream_ I had no involvement in the initial stages of this project until my 

return to the workplace in early September 2016_ 

49_ My role was to authorise any financial resources required and review reports, provide 

feedback and approve the reports such as Experimental Design reports and Final 

Reports_ 

Question 27 

Between 2016 and 2021, did you or another person determine why low levels of spermatozoa 

were detected on the Evidence Recovery slides even when significant amounts were detected 

and differential lysis: 

(a) if yes, what was the cause? 

(b) if no, was the attempt to find such a cause abandoned at some point? If so, 

advise when it was abandoned and explain the reasoning for that abandonment_ 

50_ Allan McNevin, then Senior Scientist for the Evidence Recovery team led this project 

and was assisted by a number of staff members within Forensic DNA Analysis_ The 

final report for this project outlines the work undertaken to review differences between 

spermatozoa microscopy at Evidence Recovery stage and after the Analytical stage_ 

This is detailed within Section 5, Part 1 of the report_ Please see attached - Exhibit -

CA-21 [Final report for #181]. 

51. In the Conclusions section of the final report (Section 12), it states that 'Initial 

investigations into the possible cause of the notable difference in sensitivity of ER 

semen microscopy compared to Diff Lysis microscopy were inconclusive and 

exaggerated differences between ER and Diff Lysis microscopy were not able to be 

 ------------------------·· 
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replicated.' 'Attempts to develop a more effective method for ER slide preparation and 

improve sensitivity were explored, however these were ultimately unsuccessful.' This 

section also details the development of 'an alternative 'proposed method' to replace 

microscopy at ER was devised' and that this proposed method features essentially the 

same microscopy process as that which occurs at Diff Lysis, then those results where 

Diff Lysis slides showed superior sensitivity the proposed method are not overly 

problematic.' 

Question 28 

Explain when and on what basis Project 181 concluded. Include any discoveries made from 

Project 181. 

52. The fmal report for Project #181 was approved by me on 5 August 2020, after all other 

management team members had endorsed the report. Please see attached - Exhibit -

CA-21. 

53. Section 12 of the report contains the Conclusions and outlines the discoveries made 

from this project. 

54. Section 13 of the report contains the Recommendations from this large body of work. 

55. A journal article has been prepared and submitted from this project. I'm unaware of 

the progress of this journal article. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-22 

[journal article]. 

56. A poster on this project was presented at the recent Australian and New Zealand 

Forensic Science Symposium held in Brisbane, 12 to 15 of September 2022. Please see 

attached-CA-23 [ANZFSS poster]. 

Question 29 

Explain whether you consider Project 181 adequately addressed the sperm microscopy issue. 

57. In my opinion, given the number of staff involved from different teams within Forensic 

DNA Analysis, the number of experiments undertaken and the review by the 

management team members, I believe that Project #181 addressed the sperm 

microscopy issue and other associated topics that arose during this project. 

## 
········--------·--·--·····--····· 
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Question 30 

Explain whether any other staff expressed concerns or disagreements with the approach taken 

to address the sperm microscopy issue during Project 181's completion. Identify each staff 

member and explain the nature of their concerns or disagreements. 

58_ I don't have any independent recollection of staff members expressing their concerns 

to me personally. All Forensic DNA Analysis staff members have access to the change 

management projects and avenues to provide feedback to the project lead or other 

project members, their line manager, the Senior Scientist for Quality and Projects, their 

Team Leader, myself or the Quality Manager for FSS. 

Question 31 

Explain any changes to Standard Operating Procedures that occurred as a result of the sperm 

microscopy issue and/or any part of Project #181. For each change (if any), identify: 

(a) which SOP was changed; 

(b) how it was changed; and 

( c) when the change occurred. 

59_ Standard Operating Procedure called Examination of and For Spermatozoa was 

updated_ The update to the Standard Operating Procedure is detailed within the 

Amendment History table and that the date that this occurred_ Please find attached -

Exhibits-CA-2 and CA-13 to CA-17. 

Question 32 

Explain whether there was any attempt to identify samples with suspected spermatozoa where 

DNA testing had been stopped prior to differential lysis, at least partly because of low levels 

of spermatozoa detected during microscopy of evidence recovery slides. If so, provide a list of 

cases reviewed or identified, and explain what action was taken in respect of those matters_ If 
no, explain why not_ 

60. It's my understanding that Paula Brisotto, Team Leader undertook an analysis of 738 

samples, in conjunction Matthew Hunt, Reporting Scientist, Kylie Rika, Senior 

-····-··-··-··--······ 
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Scientist and Luke Ryan, Senior Scientist to analyse this data. Please find attached -

Exhibit CA-24 [Data analysis report]. 

Question 33 

Explain if any workplace culture/environment issues (for example, personality clashes or 

communication issues between individuals at FSS, favouritism, productivity etc.) impeded the 

efficient resolution of the sperm microscopy issue. If so, provide any examples or attach any 

relevant documentation. 

61. Project# 181 was impacted by a negative interaction between two staff members in June 

2016. This negative interaction resulted in an investigation conducted by Livingstones. 

This was a stressful time for many staff members of Forensic DNA Analysis. Please 

see attached - CA-25. 

62. This project, and possibly others, was impacted by the movement of a Senior Scientist, 

Amanda Reeves to different duties in early 2017, returning back to the work unit and 

then from FS S to a different work unit within Queensland Health in 2018. This process 

involved Human Resources assistance and required staff members' time to respond to 

Right to Information requests and Workplace Edge processes (external consultants) .. 

Please see attached - Exhibits CA-26 to CA-30. 

Question 34 

Explain your knowledge and involvement, if any, into procuring and engaging the New Zealand 

Institute of Environment and Science and Research ("ESR '') to conduct an independent review, 

or provide an opinion about, the processing sexual assault investigation kits (SAIKS) at the 

QHFSS Forensic DNA Analysis Laboratory in 2016 and 2017, including: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

who proposed the review; 

the purpose of the review; 

determining the scope of the review; 

developing and finalising the Terms of Reference for the review sought; 

the preparation of the documents and/or production of the documents 

considered to develop the Terms of Reference; 

····· 
Witness 
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(f) who determined what documents should be provided to ESR in relation to the 

review or opinion sought; 

(g) the documents provided to ESR relating to the review or opinion sought; 

(h) whether you saw the final report and the conclusions stated therein; and 

(i) were changes implemented at FSS in line with the conclusions stated in the final 

report. If so, identify and attach any relevant documentation evidencing the 

changes. 

63. To ensure that processes within the laboratory were of a quality standard, I proposed to 

Paul Csoban, then Executive Director of FSS that a review of the Standard Operating 

Procedures regarding examination of sexual assault items would be beneficial. 

64. The purpose of the review was for independent scientists to review Standard Operating 

Procedures to determine if they were an acceptable scientific procedure. 

65. The Terms of Reference were drafted by me and reviewed by Paul Csoban. Due to the 

sensitive nature of the issues at the time, that involved both HR and Legal advice, the 

Terms of Reference remained with Paul and me, although Paul may have been party to 

other conversations that did not include me. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-31 

[drafts of Terms of Reference and final]. 

66. The Terms of Reference set out documents that would be supplied to the independent 

scientific reviewers and additional documents were supplied to them upon their request. 

Paul and I determined the documents to be supplied. Please see attached-CA-32. 

67. Please see attached additional documents that were supplied to the Institute for 

Environmental Scientific Research (ESR) - Exhibits - CA-33. 

68. The final report from ESR was emailed to me by Douglas Elliot, ESR and I shared this 

with Paul Csoban. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-34 [ emails and attachments 

marked 001 and 005]. 

69. A comment was added against the relevant Standard Operating Procedure with the 

feedback from ESR. Please see attached-Exhibit-CA-35. 
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Question 35 

Explain and detail your knowledge and involvement, if any, in the decision that made to engage 

Livingstones to externally investigate the workplace allegations raised by Amanda Reeves, 

including: 

( a) your knowledge of who proposed the investigation; 

(b) your participation in and/or knowledge of any conversations in which the 

following was raised: 

(i) the reasons for the investigation; 

(ii) the scope of the investigation; 

(iii) the intended or expected outcome from the investigation; and 

(iv) why an external investigation was preferred instead of an internal 

process. 

70. Upon returning from leave in early September 2016, Deborah Whelan, who had 

undertaken the role of Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream during my period 

ofleave, briefed me regarding the situation to date, amongst other items. I was advised 

of the negative interaction between two staff members that occurred in June 2016 and 

the allegations one staff member made regarding the other. 

71. In collaboration with Paul Csoban and Jade Franklin, Senior Human Resources 

Advisor, we discussed an appropriate mechanism to resolve this situation. During 

discussions regarding an appropriate mechanism, we discussed whether an internal 

process or an external, independent process would be likely to produce a better 

outcome. It was agreed that an external, independent process would be more likely to 

have a better outcome, given staff member/s may not trust an internal process. The 

delegation for approval of an external process sat with Gary Uhlmann, then Chief 

Executive Officer, Please see attached-Exhibit-CA-36 [meeting notes Jade Franklin 

Paul Csoban 20160915]. 

72. My recollection is that Jade Franklin drafted the Terms of Reference and Instrument of 

Appointment, which detailed the scope of the investigation. I drafted the Forensic DNA 

Analysis Brief for Approval, given my knowledge of the laboratory. These three 

Witness 
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documents were circulated between Paul Csoban, Jade Franklin and myself for review 

and updating. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-37 [ emails and drafts from 00175-

6 2]. 

73. I received a copy of the approved Brief for Approval, Terms of Reference and 

Instrument of Appointment on 24 October 2016. Please see attached- Exhibit - CA-38 

[email 13 from 00175-6_2]. 

Question 36 

Explain and detail your knowledge and involvement, if any, in the decision that was made that 

Amanda Reeves should return from her leave of absence in March 2017 to undertake an 

alternate research role instead of her substantive role as a reporting scientist, including: 

(a) your knowledge of who proposed the arrangement; 

(b) your participation in and/or knowledge of any conversations in which the 

following was raised: 

(i) the impact of Amanda Reeves' expressed concerns about the processing 

of spermatozoa samples to her suitability to perform the functions of her 

substantive role; and 

(ii) the impact of Amanda Reeves' expressed concerns about workplace 

issues to her suitability to perform the functions of her substantive role. 

74. On 19 January 2017, I had a phone conversation with Paul Csoban regarding a meeting 

between Amanda Reeves, Jade Franklin and himself. Paul advised that Ms Reeves had 

been cleared to work three days per week. Please see attached- Exhibit- CA-39 [Diary 

Note by CJA_20170119]. 

75 . On 24 January 2017, email advice was sent to Justin Howes from Kara Frederiksen, 

Principal Advisor Rehabilitation and Wellbeing. The advice included a proposed return 

to work program for discussion. Justin and I discussed the proposed return to work 

program and we were hesitant to sign off on the proposed work plan and I escalated 

this to Paul Csoban. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-40 [ email er possible return to 

work_20170125 in 00175-6_ 4]. 

... . 
Witness 
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76. On 23 February 2017, I was forwarded an email by Paul Csoban that advised 

WorkCover had not accepted Amanda Reeves' workers compensation claim 

application. 

77. I don't have any independent recollection of conversations regarding alternative work 

tasks for Amanda Reeves. My understanding is that the discussions and considerations 

regarding this were with Paul Csoban and Jade Franklin, Senior Human Resources 

Advisor. 

78. On 12 October 2017, I prepared a timeline of events for Workplace Edge, consulting 

company. Detailed within the timeline, I have noted 'Given a written directive from 

CEO to undertake a project ... ' Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-41 [CJA Timeline 

of events written 20171012 for meeting with Workplace Edge]. 

79. On 2 November 2017, I was provided with documentation from the office of the Chief 

Executive Officer of Health Support Queensland to include in the response for Right 

To Information request #3 961. Within this documentation was a copy of the letter from 

the Chief Executive Officer to Ms Reeves describing the return to work arrangements. 

Bones 

Question 37 

Explain the current process for bone samples and who is responsible for each task, including: 

(a) procurement of instruments; 

(b) cleaning of instruments; 

( c) allocation of bones samples to staff I work flow of a sample; 

( d) extraction; 

(e) testing and analysis; 

(f) reporting. 

76. The Managing Scientist role or the Executive Director role is the financial delegate for 

the procurement for the acquisition of instruments . 

## 
····················· 
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77. Standard Operating Procedure called Examination of post mortem and associated 

samples from deceased persons described in Appendix 2 the decontamination process 

for instruments. Please see attached- Exhibit- CA-42 [SOP 34300v4]. 

78. Staff deemed competent in undertaking this task are allocated of these types of samples 

for examination. I do not participate in allocation of these samples. 

79. Standard Operating Procedure called DNA Extraction and Quantification of Samples 

using the QIAsymphony SP and AS Modules describes the extraction procedure for 

these sample types. Please see attached-Exhibit- CA-43 [34132V6]. 

80. Standard Operating Procedure called Amplification of Extracted DNA using the 

PowerPlex 21 System describes the amplification process. Please see attached -

Exhibit - CA-44 [34052v6]. Standard Operating Procedure called Capillary 

Electrophoresis Set describes the method of analysing profiles through capillary 

electrophoresis. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-45 [34062v5 CE]. Standard 

Operating Procedure called STR fragment analysis of PowerPlex 21 profiles using 

GeneMapper ID-X software describes the method of analysing profiles using software. 

81. Standard Operating Procedure called Procedure for Case Management describes the 

management of samples within a case. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-46 

[ 1711 7v21]. Standard Operating Procedure called Procedure for Profile Data Analysis 

using the Forensic Register describes the procedure for managing DNA profiles results. 

Please see attached- Exhibit - CA-4 7 [3 3 773v3]. Standard Operating procedure called 

Procedure for the Release of Results using the Forensic Register describes the 

procedure for releasing results. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-48 [34006v5]. 

Standard Operating Procedure called Disaster Victim Identification DNA Reports 

describes the reports that can be used to submit information to the State Coroner for 

Disaster Victim Identification cases. Please see attached- Exhibit- CA-49 [23955v7]. 

Question 38 

Explain how the processes identified above in question 30 have differed in the last 5 years. 

82. The changes to Standard Operating Procedures are documented within the Amendment 

History table. 

Witness 
······ .. ··· ..................... . 
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Question 39 

Explain the reasons for the change in processes identified in question 31 above, including: 

(a) who made the decision; 

(b) the reasons for the decision; 

( c) the material or information on which each decision was based; 

( d) the risks and benefits considered for each decision and how they were assessed; 

( e) any investigation, consultation or review into the process that was undertaken 

immediately prior to the change; 

(f) the records of those decisions. 

83. Changes to the extraction method for bone samples were conducted through the Change 

Management Process of Project #192. Please see attached- Exhibits - CA-50 and CA-

51 [fmal report and supplementary fmal report]. 

Question 40 

Explain any challenges identified or concerns raised by any member of staff at the forensic 

DNA laboratory or Queensland Police Service or Coroner's Court in relation to any of the 

processes or changes to processes identified in questions 30 and 31 above. 

84. Please fmd attached a summary of all Opportunities for Quality Improvements that have 

been raised regarding coronial samples-Exhibit- CA-52 [spreadsheet]. 

85. Please fmd attached all correspondence that I located regarding coronial cases that have 

been authored by the previous Managing Scientist - Vanessa Ientile - Exhibit - CA-53. 

Question 41 

Please provide copies of any validations undertaken on the processes identified in question 30 

above, specific to bones. 

86. Please see question 39 regarding the validation for the extraction method for bone 

samples. 

Question 42 

## 
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If there are no validations specific to bones, or some part(s) of the bone process have not been 

validated, explain why. Who decided that validations that were not specific to bones were 

sufficient to be relied upon for bones, when and on what basis? Provide all records of those 

decisions. 

87. To the best of my lrn.owledge, validations regarding bone samples have been 

undertaken. 

Question 43 

Explain what training was provided to staff members about the new processes identified in 

question 31. 

88. All Forensic DNA analysis management team members are advised when the final 

report is ready for endorsement and are able to advise their team members of its 

completion. 

89. An Implementation Plan was devised for Project #192 which included communication 

and training. Please see attached-Exhibit - CA-54 [#192 hnp Plan]. 

Question 44 

Explain what monitoring and evaluation of success was conducted after the implementation of 

the new processes identified in question 31. 

90. A post implementation review or audit can be scheduled at a suitable period after 

implementation. 

Question 45 

Explain the process by which all bone-specific equipment was procured in 2022, including who 

purchased it, when and from where. 

91. To the best of my Im.owl edge, I have not exercised my financial delegate for large pieces 

of equipment for bone-specific processes. 

Question 46 

By reference to data provided in response to the Commission Requirement #132, Item 13, in 

relation to the DNA profiles obtained from bones: 
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(a) were you aware of that data, in particular any increase in obtaining mixed 

profiles or reporting ''No DNA" or "DNA insufficient for further processing"for 

bone samples; 

(b) can you give an explanation for any increase in obtaining mixed profiles from 

bones; 

( c) can you give an explanation for any increase in reporting "No DNA" or ''DNA 

insufficient for further processing" for bone samples. 

92. I was not aware of any particular increase in obtaining mixed profiles or reporting 'No 

DNA' or 'DNA insufficient for further processing' for bone samples. 

93. Whilst undertaking searches for this statement, I became aware of OQI #56724 called 

Mixtures in Bones which was raised on 17 June 2022. I am not on the Notifyee List 

for this OQI. This QOI is currently under investigation and may provide information 

for the mixed DNA profiles that have been obtained. 

Validations 

Question 47 

Explain what it means to: 

(a) 'approve' a validation proposal/report; and 

(b) 'endorse' a validation proposal/report. 

94. Approval of a validation proposal means that it can proceed with testing. Approval of 

a report means that it is approved to implement. 

95. Endorsement of a validation proposal means the staff member agrees and supports the 

proposal to proceed with testing. Endorsement of a report means that the staff member 

agrees and supports the report for implementation. 

Question 48 

Outline the duties and responsibilities of staff when approving or endorsing a validation 

proposal or report. Attach any Standard Operating procedures or guidelines for the 

requirements of staff endorsing a validation report. 
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96. The Standard Operating Procedure called Procedure for Change Management in 

Forensic DNA Analysis describes the responsibilities of the Forensic DNA Analysis 

Management Team in considering a Project Proposal (section 4.4) and in considering 

Implementation and Final Report (section 4.5). Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-55 

[22871 vl 7]. 

Question 49 

Explain whether there are any internal or external audits of the QHFSS DNA Analysis Unit's 

validation proposals or reports. 

97. Prior to a NATA accreditation visit, the laboratory will provide an Assessment 

Information Document. Within this document, instrument and software changes that 

have been made, other changes and new projects currently in progress since the last 

NATA visit are identified. Please see attached-Exhibit- CA-56 [NATA AID]. 

98. Other documents supplied with the Assessment Information Document was Project 

#199 Proflex Final Report, Project #199 Verification of ProFlex thermacyclers 

experimental design report, Project #220 Experimental design commercial H&E stain 

report, Project #220 Verification of commercial H&E stains Final Report, Project #223 

Verification of DCS v4.0 on 3500xL experimental design report, Project #223 

Verification of DCS v4.0 on 3500xL Final Report, Project #231 Experimental design 

STRmix v2.8 Report, Project #231 Verification of STRmix v2.8 Final Report and a 

number of routine Standard Operating Procedures. 

99. Internal audits are regularly scheduled to assess a process against a Standard Operating 

Procedure. A list of audits scheduled for 2022 is attached - Exhibit - CA-57. 

Question 50 

Explain how staff are chosen to validate and endorse a validation. 

I 00. Staff members can advise their line manager of their interest in a validation project at 

any time or during their Career Success Plan session. 

I 01. To be a participant in a validation project, it is ideal that the staff member is deemed 

competent in the task that the project relates to (ie if the project involves examination 

of items, ideally the staff member is deemed competent in this task). 
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Question 51 

Explain who chooses the staff to validate and endorse a validation. 

102. Standard Operating Procedure called Procedure for Change Management in Forensic 

DNA Analysis describes the responsibilities of the Forensic DNA Analysis 

Management Team in considering a Project Proposal (section 4.4) and in considering 

Implementation and Final Report (section 4.5). Staff members who are undertaking 

higher duties in a management team member role will also undertake these 

responsibilities. Please see attached- Exhibit - CA-55 [22871 vl 7]. 

Question 52 

Outline the qualifications, experience, or training relevant to pe,f orming or endorsing 

validations for the validators and endorsers of 

(a) The Quantifiler (2004 - 2005); 

(b) PowerPlex 21 (2012 - 2013); 

(c) STRmix (Project#l05 and#l51); 

(d) 3130xl B Genetic Analyzer; 

(e) Quantifiler Trio (Project #152); 

(t) Quant Studio 5 (Project #185); 

(g) QJAsymphony (Project #192); 

(h) 3500 Genetic Analyzer (Project#l82 and#l86); 

(i) ProFlex (Project #199); 

(j) Hamilton STARiet A (Project #173); and 

(k) Any method for the cleaning of bone instruments. 

103. Forensic DNA Analysis management team members and staff members who undertake 

higher duties in management team member roles have a Bachelor degree, several years 

of forensic experience, have a working knowledge of or been trained in the end to end 
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processes and equipment of the laboratory and may oversee the team that the validation 

relates to. 

Question 53 

List all validations you have performed while employed at QHFSS since January 2017. 

104. Since January 2017, I have not been a member of a validation group that has undertaken 

experimental work and written reports. 

Question 54 

List all the validations you have endorsed while employed at QHFSS since January 2017. 

105. Since January 2017, I have not endorsed any validation reports. 

Question 55 

List all the validations you have approved while employed at QHFSS since January 2017. 

106. Please find attached a list of projects for Forensic DNA Analysis, I'm likely to be the 

approver for most of them. Due to time constraints, I haven't identified each project. 

Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-58 

Question 56 

Explain the extent of your involvement as 'approver' of the validations listed in question 45. 

107. My role as an approver is to review documents, provide feedback, assist to resolve any 

issues or facilitate a discussion if requested and approve the final version of the 

documents. My role would be to exercise financial delegation for validation resources. 

Question 57 

Explain how you determined that each validation was completed successfully, appropriately 

and in accordance with international best practice. 

108. Validations were completed in line with Standard Operating Procedure called Forensic 

DNA Analysis Validation and Verification Guidelines. Please see attached- Exhibit -

CA-59 [23401]. The Standard Operating Procedure references the Scientific Working 
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Group on DNA Analysis Methods (SWGDAM) Validation Guidelines for DNA 

Analysis Methods. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-60 [SWGDAM]. 

109. Validations had oversight from project members, management team members and all 

staff within Forensic DNA Analysis through access to the documents on a local network 

drive or by updates at team meetings. 

110. Documents that described each step of the process were provided for feedback to ensure 

that the aim of the validation was being undertaken. 

111. I read, understood and assessed the documentation for validations and with my 

qualifications and experience in forensic DNA analysis determined that they had been 

successfully completed to a high standard. 

Question 58 

Explain the extent to which you engaged with the staff validating and endorsing the validations 

listed in question 45. 

112. Staff members undertaking validation projects provided updates to the Forensic DNA 

Analysis Management Team or Forensic DNA Analysis team. This was an opportunity 

to provide an overview of the status of the validation project and an opportunity to ask 

questions. 

113. Validations projects were a standing agenda item for the Forensic DNA Analysis 

management team meeting and was an opportunity to review the project status and 

discuss any issues with the management team member that was leading the validation 

project. 

114. I don't have an independent recollection of specifically engaging with particular staff 

from particular validation projects since January 2017. 

Question 59 

Explain any concerns you had with the validations listed in question 45, either during or after 

the validation. Attach any documentation evidencing the raising of any concerns and any 

response to your concerns. 

- --- -
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115 _ I am aware of two Opportunity for Quality Improvement ( OQ I) documents being raised 

with respect to validation projects. OQI #56218 was raised regarding Project #185 -

Validation of the Quant Studio 5 and the use of a National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST) standard_ Please see attached-Exhibit- CA-61. OQI#56377 was 

raised regarding Project #152 Validation of Quantifiler Trio and Y-Filer Plus and 

Project # 185 - Validation of the Quant Studio 5 and the use of significance testing_ 

Please see attached- Exhibit - CA-62_ 

116_ I don't have any independent recollection of concerns regarding validations during or 

after as I had a mechanism throughout the process to raise my concerns. 

Question 60 

Explain whether the staff endorsing the validations listed in question 45 raised any concerns 

with the validations and if so, whether you addressed those concerns, and how_ 

117_ I am aware of two Opportunity for Quality Improvement (OQI) documents being raised 

with respect to validation projects. OQI #56218 was raised regarding Project #185 -

Validation of the Quant Studio 5 and the use of a National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST) standard. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-61. OQI#563 77 was 

raised regarding Project #152 Validation of Quantifiler Trio and Y-Filer Plus and 

Project #185 - Validation of the Quant Studio 5 and the use of significance testing_ 

Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-62. 

118. The mechanism for concerns regarding validations during the process is to provide 

feedback on reports, initiate a discussion with the project leader, the Senior Scientist 

for Quality and Projects, Team Leader or the Quality Manager. If resolution isn't 

reached at this point, the staff member could raise an OQI to seek investigation and 

resolution_ 

Question 61 

Explain the reasons and purpose of validators of instruments/systems also endorsing their 

validation (such as Luke Ryan in Quant Studio and Thomas Nurthen in PowerPlex 21). 

119_ Luke Ryan, Senior Scientist and Thomas Nurthen, then Senior Scientist, were the 

project leaders for validation projects and may not have conducted the experiments or 

·· --···· 
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written the reports. It is likely that they reviewed the reports prior to submitting them 

to the Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team for review. 

120. Luke Ryan and Thomas Nurthen endorse the reports as a management team member. 

Question 62 

State any concerns you have about the validation process within the DNA Analysis Unit. Attach 

any documentation, if any, evidencing these concerns being raised. 

121. The laboratory works in a continuous improvement model and in my opinion, the 

validation process has improved over time. 

122. The projects leads can request additional assistance with particular areas such as 

statistics if I required. 

123. I don't have concerns about the validation process that has been used, but understand 

that if changes are made to SWGDAM Guidelines, the laboratory will update the 

Standard Operating Procedure. 

Quantifiler 

Question 63 

Outline the validations undertaken for the Quantifiler prior to its implementation in April 2004. 

Attach all relevant validation documents. 

124. A large number of experiments were undertaken prior to the implementation of the 

Quantifiler system and detailed within two documents. Please see attached - Exhibits 

- CA-63 to CA-76 Ministerial Briefmg 8 March 2005; Quantifiler Review 2005 

Petricevic, Review of Petricevic Report 2005 Simon Walsh, Review Petricevic Report 

2005 Peta Stringer, Summary of DNA Processing Improvement Project_Hlinka, DNA 

Improvement Project Update_04 March 2005, DNA Processing Improvement project, 

A report on the investigation into DNA quantitation using Quantifiler system _Jan 2005, 

Review of Amp Repeat Rates and Contributing Factors_2005, Review of Quantifiler 

Implementation and Performance March 2005, Extended Internal Validation of the ABI 

7000 Quantifiler System 19 April 2006, Extended Internal Validation of the ABI 7000 

Quantifiler System 28 April 2006, Quantifiler System by Forensic Biology Extended 

internal prospective validation of the ABI PRISM(R)7000 Quantifiler system 20 July 
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2006 and Extended internal retrospective validation of the ABI PRISM(R)7000 

Quantifiler system 9 August 2006. 

Question 64 

Explain in detail all investigations performed, decisions made and steps taken in response to 

OQI 11401. 

125. Details regarding investigations performed regarding OQI #11401 have been detailed 

within the OQI. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-77 [OQI 11401] 

126. At the time, the OQI was raised and directed to Vanessa Ientile, the previous Managing 

Scientist. My role in the laboratory was Senior Scientist for the Analytical Team within 

the Volume Crime Team and took direction from Maryanne Kregting (nee Hadfield), 

previous Team Leader for Volume Crime and Vanessa Ientile. 

Question 65 

In relation to the request to ESR to review the Quantifiler validation, explain: 

(a) the material and instructions given to ESR; 

(b) who decided to brief ESR, and the material and instructions on which they were 

briefed; 

( c) the extent to which recommendations made by ESR were implemented, and if so 

how and by whom were they implemented. 

127. It's my understand that Vanessa Ientile, previous Managing Scientist and Robyn Kelly, 

previous Forensic Manager for FSS were responsible for this activity. 

128. The recommendations made by ESR were implemented by Vanessa Ientile and resulted 

in amendments to Standard Operating Procedures to reflect the recommendations. 

Question 66 

State whether the Prospective and Retrospective validations of the Quantifiler by Vojtech 

Hlinka, Iman Muharam and yourself undertaken in 2006 were in response to any issues raised 

with the original validation, including but not limited to the issues raised in OQI 11401. 
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129. The validation reports were written to docwnent the experiments that had been 

undertaken, any further experiments that were undertaken and to ensure that all 

recommendations of ESR were covered off on. 

Forensic Register 

Question 67 

Who made the decision to implement the Forensic Register (FR) at the DNA laboratory? 

130. Queensland Health initiated a project to replace AUSLAB in October 2012. In 

February 2014, the Health Support Queensland Executive Board made the decision to 

split this project into two - one being a Pathology Laboratory Information System and 

a Forensic Information Management system. Greg Shaw, previous Senior Director of 

FSS and Kyle Gimpl, previous Commercial Director, FSS undertook an environmental 

scan which highlighted a nwnber of available Laboratory Information Management 

Systems, including the QPS FR. A Technical Assessment of the FR was conducted in 

August 2014 by members of the Laboratory Information System project team. The 

outcome of this assessment was a recommendation that the FR was fit for purpose for 

Police Services Stream of FSS. Greg Shaw and Kyle Gimpl met with Assistant 

Commissioner Alistair Dawson, Operations Support Command QPS, regarding 

adoption of the FR and the QPS provided approval to move forward with utilising the 

FR for forensic purposes. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-78 [FAQ]. 

Question 68 

If you made the decision, by what process and on what basis did you decide that QHFSS should 

implement the FR? Include a timeline of actions taken. 

131. I did not make the decision regarding the FR. 

Question 69 

If you did not make the decision, outline your understanding of the process and on what basis 

it was decided that QHFSS should implement the FR? Include a timeline of actions taken. 

132. Please see response in question 67. 
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133. Following QPS approval to move forward with the FR, a Forensic Information 

Management System Project (later became Forensic Register Implementation Project 

FRIP) begin in August 2014. Initial communication was provided to all FSS staff by 

Greg Shaw on 17 September 2014, advising that forensic Chemistry would pilot the use 

of the FR for the campus. The FR was implemented for use for Forensic DNA Analysis 

on 15 June 2017. 

Question 70 

Who else was involved in the decision to implement the FR, and how were they involved? 

134. Please see response for question 67. 

Question 71 

Was consultation undertaken within the laboratory regarding the decision to implement the 

FR? 

135. From my recollection, the laboratory was not consulted regarding the decision to 

implement the FR. 

Question 72 

What material, information, discussions or correspondence did you rely on to form your view 

about the implementation of the FR? 

136. I was a subject matter expert included on the Forensic Register Implementation Project 

(FRIP) Steering Committee. Prior to the implementation of the FR for Forensic DNA 

Analysis, other Steering Committee members were Paul Csoban, previous Executive 

Director, Andy Case, Project Manager, Deborah Whelan, previous Managing Scientist 

- Coronial Services Stream, Jonathan Shoebridge, previous Acting Delivery Director, 

JCT Portfolio, HSQ, Terry Devantier, Technical Project Manager, JCT Portfolio, Aarti 

Sharma, FSS Finance Officer and Inspector David Neville, then Quality Manager for 

QPS Forensic Services Group. 

137. The Project Manager was responsible for supplying docwnents to the Steering 

Committee such as a Project Summary Report, FRIP Issue Register, FRIP Risk 

Register, Benefits Realisation document and Lessons Learnt document. 
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138. The completed and signed off documents for FRIP would be held on corporate file 

within Queensland Health. 

Question 73 

What training was provided to DNA Analysis Team following the implementation of the FR? 

139. The Scientific Skills Development Unit provided overview training of the Forensic 

Register and this was followed by a number of training sessions led by Subject Matter 

Experts from Forensic DNA Analysis. Staff members completed Training Modules 

and were deemed competent to undertake tasks in the FR. 

Question 74 

Outline any concerns/issues you had with the previous information system used by the 

laboratory (A USLAB)? 

140. AUSLAB was patient focussed laboratory information system and this meant that 

several fields related to patients, rather than being forensic focussed. This meant that 

training of new staff members took longer as they needed to understand the pathology 

fields and how forensic areas used them. Changes for forensic areas within AUSLAB 

often took a long time, sometimes many months or years. It was difficult to extract data 

from AUSLAB and then could only be extracted in limited formats. AUSLAB required 

a scanning device to scan a document for inclusion in the casefile. Whilst a large 

number of forensic features had been added to AUSLAB, it was reaching its limit in 

being able to include more forensic features such as cross-checking crime scene profiles 

against the Staff Elimination Database. Due to the limitations of AUSLAB or the 

lengthy time for enhancements to be undertaken, most forensic work units created 

work-around solutions which meant that additional software programs were required 

and created some inefficiencies. 

Question 75 

When was the most recent version of the FR implemented at the laboratory? 

141. The commercial version of the FR was implemented on 30 April 2022. 

142. Change management project #235 was undertaken for the implementation of the 

commercial version of the FR. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-79 [project #235] 
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Question 76 

Were issues or concerns raised by any staff at the laboratory regarding the functionality of the 

FR_ Jfso: 

(a) how, and by whom; were such issues or concerns raised; 

(b) what steps have been taken to resolve those issues_ 

143_ I was on leave from 19 April to 16 May 2022 (inclusive)_ Upon my return from leave, 

Paula Brisotto, Team Leader- Evidence Recovery and Quality Team advised me of the 

issues that had been raised and the resolutions that had occurred or were awaiting 

finalisation_ 

144_ It appeared to me that staff may be unclear about some aspects of the implementation 

so in late May/early June, I liaised with Troy O'Malley, Managing Director-Forensic, 

bdna and members of the Forensic DNA Analysis and Forensic Chemistry management 

teams on an Information Sheet for staff members_ This Information Sheet was shared 

with all staff members in Police Services Stream on 10 June 2022. Please see attached 

- Exhibit - CA-80 [ email plus Information Sheet] 

145_ A Lessons Learnt session was held 7 June 2022 and Paula Brisotto chaired this session_ 

The attendees included line managers from each different work unit that uses the FR_ 

Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-81 [Appointment Lessons Learnt 

session_ 20220607 _ Q76]. 

Question 77 

Is the laboratory able to collate data about its processes or results directly from the FR? If not, 

why not? What steps have been taken, when and by whom, to enable the laboratory to have this 

functionality? 

146_ The laboratory is not able to collate data from the FR_ 

14 7 _ The laboratory has submitted Enhancement Requests via Microsoft Azure DevOps, 

software that provides the ability to register enhancements and issues_ Enhancement 

requests have been submitted for standard reports to be available such as turnaround 

times_ 

## 
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Question 78 

If a staff member wishes to collate data or results from the FR, what actions must be 

undertaken? Is approval required? 

148. A request is provided to Lara Keller, Acting Executive Director to authorise for data 

collation from the FR. A quote may be requested to undertake this package of work. 

Sexual Assault Investigation Kits (SAIKs) 

Question 79 

For which agencies or organisations does the Forensic and Scientific Services (FSS) DNA 

Analysis Unit conduct forensic DNA testing of samples obtained by using a sexual assault 

investigation kit (SAIK)? 

149. Forensic DNA Analysis analyses sexual assault investigation kits (SAIKs) submitted 

byQPS. 

Question 80 

Did the DNA Analysis Unit design the current SAIK model used in Queensland? 

(a) if yes, when was the current model designed? 

(b) if no, identify who designed or determined the contents of the current SAIK 

model. Detail the input the DNA Analysis Unit had into that process. 

150. Change management project #114 details the change process and consultation 

undertaken for the SAIKs which began in July 2012. Adrian Pippia, then Acting Senior 

Scientist was the project leader. Consultation was undertaken with Dr Adam Griffin, 

Director of the Clinical Forensic Medicine Unit on the constituents of the SAIKs. 

Question 81 

Do you consider the current components of a SAIK to be adequate for forensic DNA testing? 

Do you consider the current components of a SAIK permit the best quality biological samples 

to be taken? 

151. I consider that the current components of a SAIK to be adequate for forensic DNA 

testing . 
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152. Improvements to the SAIK could be made to ensure the components permit the best 

quality biological samples to be taken. 

Question 82 

Does the DNA Analysis Unit provide Queensland Police Service (QPS) with SAJK.s to use? 

(a) ifno, where does QPS obtain SAIK.sfrom? 

(b) if yes, are the SAIK.s provided for QPS officers state-wide, or only for QPS 

officers in certain regions? 

153. Forensic DNA Analysis provide SAIKs for QPS use. 

154. SAIKs are available for QPS collection at the Forensic Property Point at FSS, Coopers 

Plains. 

Question 83 

Does the DNA Analysis Unit produce and/or assemble SAIK.s? 

(a) if yes, attach a list of items that are included in a SAIK, including the 

brand/manufacturer of each item. Does the DNA Analysis Unit purchase each 

of the items included in a SAIK? 

(b) if no, what agency or organisation produces the SAIK.s? 

155. Laboratory Assistants within Forensic DNA Analysis compile the SAIKs for QPS. 

156. Standard Operating Procedure called Configuration of SAIKS (Sexual Assault 

Investigation Kits describes the configuration of the kits and lists the consumables. 

Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-82 [ 17151 v 14]. 

157. Due to recent supply chain issues, swabs will be sourced from a different manufacturer. 

Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-83 [Pl\.113 email and Minor Change doc]. 

Question 84 

Does the DNA Analysis Unit produce and/or assemble just-in-case SAIK.s? 

(a) if yes, identify how, if at all, what is included in the just-in-case SAIK is different 

to a regular SAIK? 

- --- --------------
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(b) if no, what agency or organisation produces the just-in-case SA/Ks? 

158. Laboratory Assistants within Forensic DNA Analysis compile the Just In Case SAIKs. 

159. Standard Operating Procedure called Configuration of SAIKS (Sexual Assault 

Investigation Kits describes the configuration of the kits and lists the consumables. 

Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-82 [ 17151 v 14]. 

Question 85 

Do you provide just-in-case SA/Ks to QPS and/or other agencies? If yes, detail which agencies. 

If they are provided to QPS - are the just-in-case SA/Ks provided to QPS officers state-wide, 

or only for QPS officers in certai.n regions? 

160. Just In Case SAIKs are supplied to Queensland Health Pathology Queensland 

laboratories across the state. When required, Pathology Queensland staff supply a Just 

ln Case SAIK to medical practitioners to undertake the procedure. 

Question 86 

To your knowledge, does 'the SAIK and the jus't-in-case SAIK contain equipment that is 

designed to take a reference sample? For the purp'oses of quality forensic testing, do you have 

a preference that the reference sample be included and taken with the rest of the SAIK, or be 

done entirely separately? 

161. The SAIK and Just In Case SAIK do not contain consumables for the purpose of taking 

a reference sample. 

162. The submission of a timely reference sample is beneficial for reporting of results to 

QPS. Given recent recommendations from the Women's Safety and Justice Taskforce, 

considerations should be made regarding the most appropriate opportunity for this 

sample to be taken from the victim-survivor and I will be guided by medical advice 

regarding this. 

163 . It is my preference that the reference sample remains external to the SAIK packaging 

to ensure that the SAIK is not compromised if the packaging is opened to retrieve the 

reference sample at Forensic Property Point. 
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Question 87 

Since 2015, have you raised with the QPS any problems or issues with how SAJKs have been 

administered, or with the equipment contained in SA/Ks? If yes, provide details and attach any 

documented forms of such communication, such as emails. 

164. On 22 September 2015, an apparent issue of manufacturer swab contamination was 

raised with FSS and this issue was followed up with the manufacturer. Please see 

attached - Exhibit - CA-84 [email SAIK swab contamination] and [follow up with 

images]. 

165. On 14 November 2016, Acting Inspector Peter Bushell met with Dr Adam Griffin and 

I at the FSS campus regarding the taking ofreference samples from victim-survivors. 

Please see attached- Exhibits - CA-85 and CA-86[ meeting appointment] and [ follow

up email from Bushell with report]. 

166. On different occasions over this period, I have advised the Inspector for DNA, QPS 

when a large number of SAIKs have been delivered to FSS. This advice is provided to 

highlight that this may affect turnaround times, given SAIK examination is labour 

intensive. 

167. During this period, if QPS advised that a SAIK is urgent, follow-up with QPS on the 

delivery of the reference sample would be completed by either me or the Team Leaders. 

DNAIQ 

Question 88 

Explain what DNAIQ is. Explain the way or ways in which the DNA laboratory used DNAIQ, 

and/or DNAIQ system(s), as at the start of 2008. 

168. The Promega DNAIQ system is a method used to extract DNA from a variety of sample 

types and can remove inhibitors that may affect the amplification process. 

169. The laboratory undertook an evaluation of a number of commercial DNA extraction 

chemistries to compare their overall performance against the current extraction protocol 

in use (Chelex). This project recommended that the Promega DNA IQ kit was the most 

suitable kit for extraction cell and blood samples. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-

---------- .. ---------
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87 - 'Project 9 - Report on the Evaluation of Commercial DNA Extraction 

Chemistries'. 

170. The laboratory undertook a project to validate a manual method of extracting DNA 

using the Promega DNA IQ system. This validation recommended that the manual 

DNA IQ protocol should be used for cell and blood samples. Please see attached -

Exhibit - CA-88 - 'Project 11 Validation of Extraction Chemistry report v 1.0' 

171. Verification of an Automated Promega DNA IQ Protocol on an automated platform 

was undertaken. This automated protocol was designed to mimic the validated manual 

method with minor modifications. Please see attached- Exhibit- CA-89 - 'Project 13 

- Report on the Verification of an Automated DNA IQ Protocol using the MultiPROBE 

II PLUS HT EX with Gripper Integration Platform' . 

Question 89 

Explain what problems with DNAIQ were experienced in approximately 2008. Explain, to the 

best of your knowledge, how these problems were first detected. 

172. An issue regarding DNAIQ was first discussed at the Forensic DNA Analysis 

Management Team meeting on 10 April 2008. Allan McN evin raised a discussion topic 

(Item 3.8). Please see attached-Exhibit- CA-90 [minutes 10 Apr 2008]. 

173. Please see the attached timeline for an overview of how the issues were detected. 

Exhibit- CA-91 [DNA IQ timeline 12-l l-2008_copy). Please see attached-Exhibit 

- CA-92 [Memo referred to in time line]. 

174. Please see the attached draft report for an additional overview of the issues detected -

Exhibit- CA-93 [OQI report v0.4]. I am unable to access OQI #20615 as this is marked 

Private in the QIS2 system. No records were found in QIS2 system for OQI #22880. 

Question 90 

Identify each OQI and adverse event that relates to DNAIQ problems at around this time, or 

has since been linked to DNAIQ problems from around this time. 

175. Please see the attached timeline for an overview of OQis relating to issues identified. 

Exhibit- CA-91 [DNA IQ timeline 12-l 1-2008_copy]. 

...................... . 
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176. Please see the attached draft report for an additional overview of the issues detected -

Exhibit-CA-93 [OQI report v0.4]. I am unable to access OQI #20615 as this is marked 

Private in the QIS2 system. No records were found in QIS2 system for OQI #22880. 

Question 91 

What actions did the management committee and/or staff at the DNA laboratory take in 

response to the discovery of the problem? Provide a clear timeline which covers the problems 

identified, the decisions taken in response and by whom, and how those decisions were 

implemented. 

177. Please see the attached timeline for an overview of OQ Is relating to issues identified. 

Exhibit-CA-91 [DNA IQ timeline 12-11-2008_copy]. 

178. Please see attached PowerPoint presentations that also provide an outline of the events 

-Exhibits CA-94 to CA-96 [3 x Update ppts]. 

179. On 29 July 2008, I verbally briefed Greg Shaw, previous Senior Director and then we 

phoned Superintendent Michael Keller to advise him of the situation. A Briefmg Note 

for Information was prepared by me on the same day and supplied to Greg Shaw for 

review, update and submission to the Chief Executive Officer, Clinical and Scientific 

Services (CaSS). Please find attached - Exhibit - CA-97 [ED Briefmg Extraction 

Issues Draft 1]. 

180. On 31 July 2008, a briefing meeting was held with Superintendent Michael Keller, Insp 

Tony Carstensen, A/Inspector Troy O'Malley, Greg Shaw, previous Senior Director 

and myself to advise QPS on the events to date and strategies that had been put in place. 

Attempts to locate to locate the 'hand out' referred to in the agenda have been 

unsuccessful. Please see attached - CA-98 [ Agenda _20080731 _ CJA]. 

181. The Management Team met on 5 August 2008 to discuss the adverse event and OQis 

and consider strategies to move forward. Please see attached - Exhibit - CA-99 

[20080805]. 

182. A follow up Briefing Note for Information for the Executive Director, CaSS was 

prepared by me on 22 September 2008 and provided to Greg Shaw for review, update 

Witness 
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and submission. Please find attached - Exhibit - CA-100 [ED Briefing_Extraction 

Issues_ 220908]. 

183. Legal advice was requested and engagement with Crown Law was undertaken. 

Requests for advice were issued from Greg Shaw's office and attempts to locate such 

documents have been unsuccessful. 

184. Greg Shaw and I met with the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions (ODPP) 

staff on 4 December 2008 to brief them regarding the issue. Greg Shaw confirmed the 

outcome of the meeting in a letter to ODPP, dated 9 January 2008 (sic). Please see 

attached - Exhibit - CA-101 [Letter to DPP Dec 2008]. 

185. On 19 December 2008, Greg Shaw received a letter from Rob Hutchings, Assistant 

Crown Solicitor providing an overview of joint opinion from Solicitor-General Walter 

Sofronoff QC and Mr Peter Davis SC. The letter included a copy of a Memorandum 

of Advice relating to the disclosure of adverse results. Please see attached - Exhibit -

CA-102 [Letter from Crown Law & Opinion from Solicitor General]. 

186. Upon legal advice, statements were re-issued with appropriate wording. Please find 

attached-Exhibit- CA-103 [statements containing IQ samples]. 

Question 92 

Was the cause of the issues or problems relating to DNAIQ identified? If yes, what was it? 

187. The root causes for the issue were identified as one or a combination of the following -

automated platform programming (Perkin Elmer MPH platform), automated platform 

syringe wear and tear, inappropriate seal used to cover a consumable, well to well 

seepage on the plate. Please see attached - CA-96 [powerpoint Update 

15122008 Crown Law]. 

Question 93 

What immediate action was taken after the cause of the issues or problems was identified? 

188. Once the issue had been isolated to the extraction automated platform, its use was 

ceased on 28 July 2008 and the laboratory reverted to extraction method used 

immediately prior to the implementation of the automated platforms . 

....... . 
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Question 94 

Identify each staff member involved in detecting and responding to the problems with DNAIQ, 

and the nature of each person's involvement. 

189. Please find attached reports of all OQis raised regarding this issue. The reports detail 

the staff member detecting the issue, the staff member responding and their 

involvement. Please find attached-Exhibits-CA-104 to CA-118 [all OQis]. 

Question 95 

Identify whether any issue or problem with respect to DNAIQ was audited by an external 

agency? lfyes, when did that occur and in respect of what particular issue or issues. Provide: 

(a) instructions; 

(b) list of material; and 

( c) the report, including draft reports. 

190. Greg Shaw requested an external audit be conducted by staff members from the Sir 

Albert Sakzewski Virus Research Centre at Royal Brisbane Hospital. I did not provide 

instruction or material for this external audit. Please find attached the Review of 

Operations report from Dr Sloots and Dr Whiley- Exhibit - CA-119. 

Question 96 

How were the results of the audit by the external agency communicated to the DNA laboratory? 

Who decided that should occur? 

191. I do not have an independent recollection of how the audit report was communicated to 

the laboratory staff. I am unable to access emails from 2008 to ascertain if it was 

provided to staff via email. 

Question 97 

What permanent changes, or amendments to SOPs, were made as a result of identifying the 

problems related to DNAIQ? 

## Witness 
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192_ Change Management Project #56 was conducted to provide additional experiments and 

procedures for the re-implementation of the automated DNAIQ process_ Please see 

attached-Exhibit- CA-120_ 

Question 98 

Explain what communications were made to external agencies, including the Queensland 

Police Service, the Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions, and the Queensland Courts, 

about the problems with DNAIQ and when the communications were made_ Attach copies of 

any emails or letters sent to the external agencies_ 

193 _ Please see response to question 91 _ 

Question 99 

Did the DNAIQ problems lead to the retraction or amendment of results in these cases? 

194. Upon legal advice, samples that were affected by the issue and had been reported in a 

statement were re-issued with appropriate clarification_ Please see attached 

Exhibit- CA-102 [Letter from Crown Law & Opinion from Solicitor General]. 

Question 100 

Has the DNA laboratory since returned to using DNAIQ processes, systems and/or products? 

Explain aU further problems in detail, including what has been done in response to them_ 

Attach any OQI's, Adverse Entry Logs or record of the problem being identified and 

investigated_ 

195_ On 22 June 2009, a manual procedure for DNA IQ Extraction of DNA was 

implemented for casework samples (with the exception of Differential Lysis, Hair and 

Semen extractions)- Please see attached- Exhibit - CA-121 [Change Register- Minor 

Changes and emerging or novel practices]_ 

196_ On 20 August 2009, an automated procedure for DNA IQ Extraction of DNA was 

implemented for volume crime scene samples_ The format for processing samples was 

in a checkerboard format. 

··----------·---·---
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197. On 19 January 2010, the automated procedure for DNA IQ Extraction of DNA was 

implemented for all crime scene samples. 

Question 101 

Identify any issues, if any, concerning the contamination of samples encountered in the R v 

Grant Westley Meredith case (reference: QP800109982). In doing so, explain: 

(a) your involvement and the steps you took in respect of the matter; 

(b) the issues encountered; 

( c) how were the issues detected; 

( d) what was the cause of the issues; 

( e) what action did you take once the issues were identified. 

198. I had no involvement with this matter. 

TAKEN AND DECLARED before me at Brisbane in the State of Queensland this 11 th 

day of October 2022 

..... . 
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Proficiency Testing in Forensic DNA Analysis 

1 Purpose and scope 
To monitor the performance of the Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory against our own 
requirements in terms of quality control and quality assurance procedures, and against the 
performance of peer laboratories. This procedure shall apply to all Forensic DNA Analysis 
staff that are competent and currently performing examination, analytical processes and 
case management/reporting duties in Forensic DNA Analysis.   

2 Definitions 
ANZPAA - Australia and New Zealand Policing Advisory Agency 
BPB - Brown paper bag 
CTS - Collaborative Testing Services (USA) 
FR – Forensic Register 
NIFS - National Institute of Forensic Science (Australia) 
STC - Said to contain 

3 Allocation of Case Files – Proficiency Schedule 
Proficiency tests assess an individual’s ability to examine, process or case manage/report 
results within the Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory.  A record of the external proficiency 
and internal proficiency participants is held in I:\Quality & Projects\Proficiency\Proficiency 
Roster, and is maintained by the Quality and Projects Team.  An attempt should be made 
to include all scientists in at least one proficiency test each year (external or internal), and 
those that are able to report/review parentage proficiency tests will be required to undertake 
this test in addition to the routine proficiency test.  Scientists that have not previously 
participated in an external proficiency test should be assigned a mentor (an experienced 
examining or reporting scientist as applicable) to assist them through the process. Each 
year on the construction of the proficiency roster, the staff (deemed competent for 
assessment) is to be reviewed by the appropriate senior staff member e.g. Team leader 
FRIT to review reporters and reviewers 

The majority of external CTS proficiency tests are performed by a sampling scientist and 
two reporting scientists (one scientist to report results, and one to review results).  
Occasionally, the Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory receives Body Fluid Identification 
Testing CTS; these tests are for sampling scientists only.  Similarly, the Forensic DNA 
Analysis laboratory may occasionally receive DNA Database - Saliva Testing CTS tests. 
These tests contain reference samples only. These tests are processed by CA staff and 
can be reported and reviewed by those competent in reference profile data analysis. 

CA-1
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4 Proficiency Case File Registration 
All Proficiency cases should be paperless within the FR.  However, if a hard copy case file 
is created, all pages are to have the FR number included. 

 
The registration of proficiency cases in FR will be performed by a quality team staff 
member. To register a case: 

1. Select Case Files Menu option 
 

2. Select the add button 
 

3. Select job type of “Quality Control” 
 

4. Quality officer to add their employee number to the case registration. Press the save 
button. 

 
5. Case information is to be added. In the Subject/Complainant field add “Proficiency 

test YY-XXXX” (where YY is the year and XXXX is the CTS test number e.g. 17-
5703). Select ‘Miscellaneous’ under “General Offence Class’ and in the Location 
field enter “Forensic DNA Analysis”. Save the record. On saving the case 
information, a unique FR number will be generated. 
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5 Proficiency Exhibit Registration 
Proficiency tests are usually received as a BPB - STC a number of items (e.g. Item 1, Item 
2 etc.). To simplify registration Quality team will directly register only the BPB as an exhibit.   

 
1. Item / exhibit registration is from the exhibit register tab.  Click the add button. 

 
2. Enter the following information 

o Barcode of Item/exhibt 
o Select appropriate category type for the item = Bag.  
o Enter “1 x BPB” and CTS number into the description (eg. CTS 17-5704 1 x 

BPB) 
o Enter ‘Forensic DNA Analysis’ into the ‘Located/Owner’ box 
o Tick:  ‘Low’, ‘FSS DNA Analysis’ and ‘Sample has been collected……’ 
o Enter your FR personnel ID number and  save 

 
Note: Check to see if the exhibit is registered as Priority 2.  (This should be 
automatic, but if not, add a “Notation” and change the priority in the same step). 

 
3. Assign the exhibit a location by clicking the add button above the ‘Exhibit 

Movement’ table (scan entry) and store to exhibit room shelf 699 (FDNA-EXSH-
0699).  
 
Note: Place the registered exhibit barcode onto the CTS BPB before placing the 
BPB on shelf 699. Remaining barcodes to be stapled to BPB. 
 

6 Scenario and Item Description 
 

1. The information required for each CTS is sent via email when the CTS itself has 
been sent. The participant code, webcode and due date are contained within the 
email, and the scenario and item description are attached to the email as a PDF. 
 
Note:  If the case scenario and details are not included, data sheets are to be 
downloaded from the CTS portal and saved to the relevant CTS test folder. 
Downloading of data sheets from the CTS portal can be done a couple of ways, 
depending on your level of access.  Either print from the status box in the Master 
Group main page, or through the Data Entry Library, by finding the test in the 
relevant year and clicking on DNA Analysis participant code link and using the print 
function. 
 

2. Create a folder for the CTS in I:\Quality & Projects\Proficiency\Reports, and save 
the PDF into this folder. 

 
3. Attach the PDF as a “Case File Notation” – access the “Case Management” tab and 

select “Case File Notation”.  Add the exhibit barcode into the Exhibit field and add 
appropriate comments.  (The Exhibit Category field will automatically populate once 
the page is saved).  Save page.  The PDF can be attached by updating the page 
and choosing file in the Related File field. 
 
Note:  Only one PDF can be uploaded per Case File Notation at one time, so 
multiple updates are required to attach more than one PDF.  (e.g. the cover letter 
and the worksheets can be added to the same Case File Notation – however, they 
need to be uploaded separately.)  
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7 Case Allocation 
 

1. Quality team are to Allocate the CTS test in the CTS portal – Refer to Appendix B 
 
Note:  If a test has been incorrectly allocated or needs re-allocating – contact NIFS 
(   
 

2. Allocate the case to a reporter via a request task function 
o From the case management tab request task 
o Check the “CM” box in the Request Type field 
o Check the “Reporter” box in the Job/Request Type field 
o Add the CTS due date to the “Date Required” field 
o Add the relevant Scientists staff number is added to the Case Officer Field, add 

CTS due date, and a comment  
   e.g. “CTS 17-XXXX allocated 

   Due date 16/05/2017 
   Reporter: Jane Smith 
   Reviewer: John Doe” 

 
3. Allocate the case to a reviewer via a request task function 

o From the case management tab request task 
o Check the “Review” box in the Request Type field 
o Check the “Reviewer” box in the Job/Request Type field 
o Add the CTS due date to the “Date Required” field 
o Add the relevant Senior Scientists staff number is added to the Case Officer Field, 

add CTS due date, and a comment  
   e.g. “CTS 17-XXXX allocated 

   Due date 16/05/2017 
   Reporter: Jane Smith 
   Reviewer: John Doe” 
 

4. Notify Senior Scientist Evidence of their allocated test by addition to FR personal list via a 
request task function. 

o From the case management tab request task 
o Check the “Exam” box in the Request Type field 
o Add the relevant Senior Scientists staff number is added to the Case Officer Field, 

add CTS due date, and a comment  
   e.g. “CTS 17-XXXX allocated 

   Due date 16/05/2017 
   Reporter: Jane Smith 
   Reviewer: John Doe” 
 

5. Send 3 x appointments to the quality team. Set 1 appointment for the due date with the title 
‘CTS XX-XXXX due today’. Another appointment is to be set 1 week before the due date 
with the title ‘CTS XX-XXXX due in 1 week’. The third appointment is to be set 2 weeks 
before the due date with the title ‘CTS XX-XXXX’ due in 2 weeks.  
 

6. Write the CTS number, barcode, and due date on the quality board.  
 

7. Enter the required information into the proficiency roster. 
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8 Examination 
The examination, registration is to be completed by a scientist deemed competent in the 
examination of items. 
 
There are three types of external proficiency tests received within the laboratory and 
examined by Evidence Recovery as follows: 

1. involves the investigation of biological fluids/material based on the relevant history 
and subsequent submission of samples, if required, for DNA analysis. 

2. does not require screening for the presence of biological fluids/materials and 
involves the submission of a sample from the substrates received for DNA analysis.  

3. involves the investigation of biological fluids/material based on the relevant history 
without the subsequent submission of samples i.e. no DNA analysis is required. 

 
All proficiencies should be examined and sampled as per the Examination of Items 
Standard Operating Procedure QIS 33800, and if applicable the appropriate presumptive 
and/or confirmatory test procedures.   
 
Note:  Reference samples must be registered as “Category = Reference”. 
 
Note: For proficiency cases only: 

o Images taken of BPB – to be loaded as a notation under Item 1 
o Sub-samples taken from Item exhibits, will need to be given exhibit status 

(via registration) 
 

For DNA Database - Saliva Testing CTS only: processing will be completed by CA staff 
competent in FTA processing.  After allocation of barcodes to each FTA, FTA cards are to 
be tracked to an FTA transfer box (for CA processing) and added to the Direct Amp FTA – 
FTA 3500xL worklist.  Processing will be completed as per QIS 34035 . 
 

8.1 CTS tracking – REF and CW samples 
 
The following steps are to be followed for the tracking and examination of CTS cases: 
 

1. Allocated HP3 opens the brown paper bag and registers the contents 
 

2. Reference samples are tracked to the Ref Sampling box (403508484) (or directly to 
EX15 if the allocated HP2 is ready to sample) 

 
3. HP3 examines the casework samples as per QIS 33800  and performs appropriate 

presumptive and/or confirmatory tests as required 
 

4. HP2 samples reference samples as per QIS 33800 
 

5. All samples to be stored to the CTS completed storage box when complete. Note: it 
is not necessary for the HP2 staff to track reference samples back to the original 
CTS packaging. 

 
6. For parentage CTS tests, individual envelopes are to the tracked to the FTA 

sampling box, and are to be stored when complete by CA staff as completed FTA’s. 
The outer packaging is to be stored to the CTS completed storage box.  
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9 Storage of Exhibits 
After sampling is complete, seal the exhibits and store to storage box 723211753.  
 

 
10 Case Management 

Cases shall be managed in accordance with the procedure 33773 Procedure for Profile 
Data Analysis using the Forensic Register.  Each proficiency test is treated in the same way 
as a casework casefile that includes reference samples.  An exception to this is that 
NCIDD uploads are not required for CTS samples.  The case manager/reporter should 
ensure that the “NCIDD” box on the PDA page remains unticked and that the appropriate 
result lines (excluding NCIDD uploads are used).  Each test will have a case 
manager/reporter and a peer reviewer.  

 
• The case managing scientist should monitor the progress of testing and ensure that 

after sampling all samples progress as required.   
• Ensure that any reference profiles provided with the case file information are used. 
• If required, an extension may be sought. The reporting scientist should contact the 

Quality & Projects team for extension requests.  Any extension should be 
communicated to all participants. 

 
 
11 Reporting Proficiency Cases 

1. Complete Forensic Register entries.  CTS results should also be electronically 
entered into the CTS portal (refer to Appendix C), which can be accessed at 
http://www.cts-portal.com/ 
NOTE: Must use Microsoft Edge browser for the CTS portal 
 

1. Reporting requirements as follows: 
a. Appropriate presumptive and confirmatory tests are indicated 
b. DNA interpretation is completed as per 33773 (with NCIDD exception as per 

Section 9) or 25303 for paternity tests. Please ensure appropriate datasets are 
used (e.g. NIST).  

c. The results obtained for each sample are entered into the proficiency paperwork, 
and as EXH lines. 

d. Enter results and submit for review via the CTS portal (Refer to Appendix C). 
 

2. After the report has been completed, the reviewing scientist shall: 
a. Review Forensic Register entries 
b. Review CTS portal entries 
c. Once review is accepted, email pdf of the results to the Quality team 

(  (Refer to Appendix C) 
d. Submit results directly to CTS (Refer to Appendix C) 

 
3. Quality and Projects Team will then: 

a. Save the pdf containing the results to the relevant proficiency folder in I drive. 
b. Upload the pdf of the results as a ‘Case File Notation’ 
c. Upload a copy of the automatic submission email as a “Case File Notation”  

 
 

Note:  In instances where the CTS test has been granted an extension, submission is 
not possible through the CTS portal, and the following steps are to be taken: 
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• Reporter: 
o Complete DNA Interpretation as per 33773.  (with the NCIDD exception as 

mentioned in Section 9). 
o Enter results into the proficiency paperwork and the Forensic Register. 

 
• Reviewer 

o Review paperwork and Forensic Register entries. 
o Submit paperwork to Quality and Projects Team. 

 
• Quality and Projects Team: 

o Scan paperwork and upload to the Forensic Register as a “Case File Notation”. 
o Email the results to NIFS.  

 
12 Review of Proficiency Results 

The Quality Team will review all proficiency tests as follows:  
  
1. Manufacturer’s information is received via email, which includes how the exhibits were 

created (including donors/biological material used) and the results (compiled from 
predistrubution laboratories and at least 10 participants). 
 

2. Compare the results received in the manufacturers information versus the results 
generated by our laboratory. 
 

3. A report of all participating laboratory’s results is also forwarded to the Forensic DNA 
Analysis laboratory for comparative purposes. These are useful if our laboratory 
generates results that do not align with the manufacturers information.  
 

4. An OQI should be generated for any results from our laboratory that do not align with 
the results from the majority of the other participating laboratories.   

 
5. All associated reports shall be uploaded as Case File Notations. 
 
6. Follow up to be added as a Case File Notation (template as per Appendix A) 

 
• Ensure that the casefile barcode is added to the “Exhibit Field” 
• Add the Manufacturers Information PDF to this Case File Notation 
• Update this Case File Notation with the method of feedback (once done) 

 
7. In the event of a discrepant result, a “please explain” letter is generated by NIFS. It is 

the responsibility of the Quality and Projects Team to initially investigate and address 
these communications. 

 
 Outcomes 
 

All proficiency test outcomes are to be reported to all staff at the monthly Forensic DNA 
Analysis Team Meetings. 

 
 
13 Records 

• Electronic CTS paperwork is stored in I:\Quality & Projects\Proficiency\Reports, and 
in the Forensic Register as a Case File Notation 
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• Reports from NIFS/ANZPAA are stored in I:\Quality & Projects\Proficiency\Reports, 
and within the Forensic Register as Case File Notations. 

• Forensic Register records to be complete 
 
 
14 References 

Nil 
 
 
15 Associated documents 

33773 Procedure for profile Data Analysis using the Forensic Register 
33800 Examination of Items (Forensic Register) 
34035 Forensic Register FTA Processing 
33744 Forensic Register Training Manual 
34006  Procedure for the release of Results using the Forensic Register 
 

 
16 Amendment history 

Version Date Author/s Amendments 
1 9 May 2017 Kirsten Scott First Issue 
2 9 October 2017 Kerry-Anne 

Lancaster 
Addition of paperless CTS workflow and 
required changes to processes.  Removed 
references to Internal Proficiency tests.  
Images are to be loaded against Item 1 
(no longer against casefile).  Slight 
change in order of review steps in CTS 
portal.  Only the BPB is to be registered 
by Quality.  Minor formatting changes. 

3 21 March 2018 Kerry-Anne 
Lancaster 

Able to add multiple documents against 
the one case file notation.  Added in extra 
steps for Quality for follow up and 
amended Appendix A to reflect this.  
Explicitly stated the reference samples 
must be registered as “reference”.  
Addition of extra screenshots to Appendix 
B for reviewers.  Added steps on 
submission of CTS tests that have been 
granted an extension. 

4 5 February 
2019 

Kerry-Anne 
Lancaster 

In the task/request for reporters and 
reviewers – due date added in the date 
required field, and appropriate request 
type check box ticked.  For reporting – 
NCIDD upload is not required – box to be 
unticked prior to saving PDA page.  If a 
hard copy of the test is required – all 
pages are to be marked with FR number.  
Addition of sample tracking steps for ER 
team.  Information added as to how to re-
allocate tests and download data sheets.  
Addition of worklist required for samples 
for Saliva database tests. 

5 2 April 2020 Chelsea Savage Edited screen shot in 16.2.3. Added points 
5, 6 and 7 to section 6. Removed details 
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regarding creating statements from 
section 10. Other minor edits and removal 
of screenshots. Section 3 - Addition of a 
yearly review of competent staff for 
proficiency testing.  

6 14 April 2021 Chelsea Savage CTS’s are now being received paperless – 
updates to section 4 – 6 to reflect this. 
Added QIS document number for 
Paternity tests – section 11. Separate 
Appendix B and C to clarify actions by 
Quality Team and actions by 
reporters/reviewers. Removed PPE from 
definitions. Added new email contact for 
NIFS. Amendments to section 12. Result 
PDFs no longer need to be forwarded to 
FSS Quality Advisor (Section 11). Change 
‘OO’ staff to ‘CA’ staff. Update section 8.1 
regarding CTS storage.  

 
 
17 Appendices 

1 Appendix A Proficiency Test Results Follow-up template 
2 Appendix B CTS portal instructions for the Quality Team 
3 Appendix C Instructions for entering, reviewing & submitting results via CTS portal 
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17.1 Appendix A 
 

Proficiency Tests 

Results Follow Up Template 

 
Proficiency Test #:  
 
Reporting Case FR#:  
 
Date Received:  
 
Date Due:  
 
Date Submitted: 
 
Reported by:   
 
Reviewed by (and date):   
 
 
Results Acceptable:  YES / NO (if NO) Team Leader notified: YES  /  N/A 
 
Comments:  
 
 
 
 
 
OQI Required:    YES / NO    OQI #: 
 
 
Results feedback to Forensic DNA Analysis staff:  YES / NO (and how) – eg. Team meeting 
or email. 
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17.2 Appendix B: CTS portal instruction for the Quality Team 
NOTE: Must use Microsoft Edge browser for the CTS portal 

17.2.1 To invite reporters/reviewers to the CTS portal group (Quality Team Action) 
2. Login to the portal as administrator (Quality Team member).  http://www.cts-portal.com/ 
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3. Select “My Groups” on the far left, then choose a group to action from the centre panel 

(CTS reporters or CTS reviewers).  Click “Review Dashboard”. 

 
 

4. Select “Manage Group” on the far right. 
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5. Add/edit membership as required. 

 
 

6. Add email address of user/s and click “Invite Users” 
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17.2.2 Assign/Allocate CTS test (Quality Team Action) 

1. Select “Master Group” Dashboard 
 

 
 

2. Select “Assign Tests” 
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3. Complete assignment details as per CTS envelope received. 

 
 

4. Click “Assign” to save 
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17.3 Appendix C: Instructions for entering, reviewing and submitting results via CTS portal 
 
Access the CTS portal using the following link http://www.cts-portal.com/, and login using your QH 
email and password.  
 
17.3.1 Entering results for a CTS test (Reporting Scientist Action) 

NOTE: Must use Microsoft Edge browser for the CTS portal 

1. When results are ready for upload the electronic CTS form is to be completed 
 

2. Click on “Open Test” in the orange box on the reporters login page 

 
 

3. The Electronic Form appears as below. Click ‘Next’. 
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4. Select “PowerPlex@Fusion 6C” to order loci appropriately (note that D6 is at the end).  

 

 
 

5. Enter relevant information into each tab i.e. Item 1, Item 2 etc 

 
6. After completing data entry (including interpretation), click “Save” and then click 

“Forward to Group” (in the top right corner) 
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7. Select ‘CTS Reviewers’ from the dropdown menu and then click ‘send’.  
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CTS Reporting has now been completed and is ready for review.  Reporter transfers the 
case file to the reviewer.  The Quality Team is notified that the CTS has progressed to 
review. 
 

 
 

17.3.2 Reviewing and submission of results for a CTS test (Reviewing Scientist Action) 
NOTE: Must use Microsoft Edge browser for the CTS portal 
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1. When results are ready for review, the reporter will transfer the case file to the reviewer.   
 

2. The reviewer logs into the CTS portal and selects “My Groups” from the left panel. 
 

3. Click on the CTS Reviewers “Review Dashboard” 
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4. Click on “Claim” from your allocated reporters test 

 
 

5. Click on “Open” to review the test 
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6. If the review is not OK, click on “Post Review Actions”, then click on “Return to User 
as Incomplete”, this will send the test back to the reporter for corrections.  Follow steps 
1-5 to re-review the test once completed by the reporter. 

 

 
 

7. If review is OK, Click on “Email PDF” and send the results to the Quality Team 
(  
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8. If the review is OK, click on “Continue to Final Submission” under Submit to CTS. 
 

 
 

9. Check the box “This participants data is not intended for submission to ASCLD/LAB 
and/or ANAB” 
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10. Click “Submit to CTS” in the top right corner. 
 

11. Check the test details and click “Yes” – you are sure you want to submit the test 
 

 
 

12. The test will be submitted and a submission confirmation screen will appear. 
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 The Quality Team is notified that the test has been submitted for review. 
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The Examination for and of Spermatozoa 

1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
 This method describes the microscopic examination of smears for the presence of 
spermatozoa. It includes the examination of items contained within the Sexual Assault 
Investigation Kits (SAIKS) that are assembled by either QHSS or other external companies 
such as Medi-Redi (owned by House with No Steps). 

This SOP also includes workflow diagrams pertaining to examination of items in alleged 
sexual assault cases. These diagrams show the steps necessary in these examinations 
which include AP and PSA screening, along with microscopic examination for spermatozoa. 

2 ACTIONS 
2.1 Interpretation 

1 The basophile haematoxylin stains the deoxyribonucleic-acid (DNA)/histone rich base of 
the sperm head deep purplish-blue. The acidophile eosin stains the acrosomal cap pink 
and, in intact-spermatozoa, also stains the tail pink. 

2 The use of counterstaining differentiates spermatozoa from most cell debris and can 
assist in the differentiation of human spermatozoa from common animal spermatozoa. 

3 Confusion with yeasts, especially monilia, can occur and extreme care must be taken 
when monilial infections such as thrush are suspected. With experience, spermatozoa 
and yeasts can be distinguished by size and/or the presence of cell walls. 

2.2 Slide Preparation (for AP positive stains and Sexual Assault kits with no slides) 
1 Use new slides and clean with ethanol. Label with the sample ID, date, case number 

and sampler’s initials using a pencil only. 

2 Use clean, flamed instruments.  

3 Create a suspension from the exhibit by one of the following methods, 

I. Scrape the stained area into a 1.5ml eppendorf tube. Add drops of distilled water
to the tube until the scraping is covered. Vortex thoroughly.

II. Excise the stained area and cut into small pieces. Place pieces into a 1.5ml
eppendorf tube and add drops of distilled water to the tube until the pieces are
covered. Vortex thoroughly.

III. If slide is being prepared from a swab, excise the cotton from the swab and cut the
cotton into small pieces. Place the pieces of cotton into a 1.5ml eppendorf tube
and add drops of distilled water to the tube until the pieces are covered (approx
150-300µl). Vortex thoroughly.

4 Add a drop of the recently vortexed suspension to the labelled slide. 

CA-2
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5 Dry the slide on a heat block. If a heat block is not available, heat-fix the slide by 
passing it over a flame with the material to be stained uppermost. 

 

 
2.3 Slide Stainer 
 The slide can be stained in the automatic slide stainer in Histology. If this is not available, 

see manual staining procedure in Appendix 1. 
 
2.4 Microscopic Examination 

1 Examine slide using the x40 or x100 (oil immersion) objective. Score the number of 
spermatozoa observed (use the standard microscopy form, 17037 or the Sexual 
Assault Investigation Kit form, 17032). 

 
0          (0)            None seen 
<+       (<1+)        Very hard to find (Use vernier) 

 + (1+)  Hard to find 
 ++ (2+)  Easy to find 
 +++ (3+)  Very easy to find 
 ++++ (4+)  Abundant 
 
 

2 Note whether spermatozoa are intact (heads and tails) or non-intact (heads only).  
Look for epithelial cells and whether there are bacteria or yeast present. Human 
spermatozoa are distinguished from non-human mammalian sources by their 
morphology and by their behaviour toward HE, resulting in a purple base and clear cap 
(see Section 2.5). 

 
3 If limited sperm are located, not the location on the slide as per the current laboratory 

procedure and/or take photographs. 
 
2.5 Animal Semen 

1 Identification or differentiation of animal spermatozoa is an extremely unusual request, 
however its possible presence should always be considered. Microscopy and our 
molecular biology protocols will differentiate human from animal spermatozoa. 

 
2 Special stains are available to assist in the differentiation/identification of human/animal 

spermatozoa. However H/E and routine molecular biology techniques will resolve the 
issue, and if non-human reactions are obtained there will be support for an opinion. 

 
2.6 Animal Spermatozoa Images 

1 The images of animal spermatozoa given below are observations from a limited number 
of samples. It must be borne in mind that there may be variations in shape and size 
according to age, breed, or individuality of animal concerned. 

 
2 The following images are meant to assist in the formation of an opinion. Do not attempt 

to diagnose an animal spermatozoa species and do not rely on immune antisera. If 
animal non-human reactions (i.e. negative reactions) are given at DNA quantification 
stage, a typical opinion could be, “spermatozoa present did not appear to be of human 
origin. No human DNA was detected”. 
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Bull Sperm at x1000 
magnification. (Oil immersion) 
Sperm head lengths ~6-7µm. 

Cat Sperm at x1000 
magnification. (Oil immersion) 
Sperm head lengths ~3-3.5µm. 

Human Sperm at x1000 
magnification. (Oil immersion) 
Sperm head lengths ~3-4µm. 
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Kangaroo Sperm at x1000 
magnification. (Oil immersion) 
Sperm head lengths ~9-11µm. 

Koala Sperm (uncurled) at x1000 
magnification. (Oil immersion) 
Sperm head lengths ~8-9µm. 

Pig Sperm at x1000 magnification. 
(Oil immersion) 
Sperm head lengths ~6-6.5µm. 
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Photos from DNA Analysis. 
 
2.7 Spermatozoa Interpretation 
 If slides are stained properly spermatozoa should be easily distinguished from epithelial 

cells, cellular debris, fibres etc. Spermatozoa heads can look similar in shape and colour to 
yeasts. If in any doubt consult an experienced examiner. 

  
 The recovery of semen is dependent on a number of factors but not limited to 
  I. The amount of spermatozoa in the ejaculate 
  II. The amount of ejaculate 
  III. The environment the ejaculate is deposited on 
  IV. Washing 
  V. Douching 
  VI. Menstruation 
  VII. Efficiency of the sampling process 
  VIII. Time between ejaculation and sampling 
  IX. Storage of the samples 
  X. Natural drainage or degradation of spermatozoa in certain environments 
 
 With respect to the above influences, the time since ejaculation has occurred can only be 

estimated.  A number of studies have been conducted regarding the persistence of 
spermatozoa in the vagina. References to these studies can be found in Appendix 6.2.  

 
2.8 Penile Swabs 
 Submit for DNA testing even if the semen on the penile swabs is of no evidentiary value. 

Unprotected sexual intercourse with no ejaculation may leave foreign cells (vaginal, anal, 
oral) on the penis. Depending on the time of swab collection and the effectiveness of the 
swab, female DNA on the penile swab may be successfully profiled from an unwashed 
penis. 

 
 Penile swabs may be submitted for Differential Lysis if the case history is such that the 

complainant had intercourse with another male prior to the alleged offence. Transfer of 
semen from the previous partner to the alleged offender may occur and DNA may be 
obtained in the sperm fraction. 

 
2.9 Examination of Sexual Assault Swabs 

1 If serum coated, charcoal swabs or other unsuitable swabs/media are submitted, the 
client must be notified. These swabs should still be examined. The serum coated or 
transport media swabs can be submitted for analysis. Add ‘Manual DNA IQ’ as the 

Possum Sperm at x1000 
magnification. (Oil immersion) 
Sperm head lengths ~4-5µm. 
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processing comment and email the Analytical Senior Scientist with the barcode 
numbers. If the supernatant is to be retained the sample will be processed by off-deck 
lysis and Manual DNA IQ. Register as per normal and email the Analytical Senior 
Scientist with the numbers. No processing comment is required. 

 
2 If a smear has not been received, one will need to be made. See Section 2.2. Stain the 

smears with the H&E stainer in Histology. Examine the smears for spermatozoa noting 
the presence or absence of intact sperm, sperm heads, epithelial cells, white blood 
cells, bacteria and any other cells seen. 

 
3 If no spermatozoa are found, perform AP tests on suspensions made from the swabs. 

 
4 If a smear is negative for spermatozoa and positive for AP it is necessary to perform a 

PSA test to characterize the biological material as semen. 
 

5 If smears are received with paper labels attached, photograph the slide with the label, 
remove the label and relabel with the Statmark Pen or a diamond pencil and 
rephotograph the slide with the new labels. See 20080 Photography of Exhibits in DNA 
Analysis. 

 
6 Submit swabs in separate sterile 1.5mL tubes for differential lysis extraction if not 

already in a tube as part of the slide preparation. 
 

2.10 Examination of Items Previously Screened by QPS 
QPS Scientific Officers will sometimes perform AP tests on items. Confirmatory testing 
should be performed in this case, and re-AP testing or feedback on screening results may 
be required. (See flow diagram in Appendix 6.3)  

 
 
3 REFERENCES 
  

1 Biology Methods Manual, Metropolitan Police Forensic Science Laboratory, Great 
Britain, 1978. 

 

2 Allard, J.E (1997). “The collection of data from findings in cases of sexual  
assault and the significance of spermatozoa on vaginal, anal and oral swabs.” Science 
and Justice V37(2): April; 99-108. 

 

3 Allery, J.P., Telmon, N., Mieuset, R., Blanc, A., Rouĝe, D. (2001). “Cytological Detection 
of Spermatozoa: Comparison of Three Staining Methods.” Journal of Forensic Sciences 
V46(2): 349-351. 

 
4 Chiasson, D.A., Vigorito, R., Lee, Y.S., Smialek, J.E. (1994). “Interpretation of 

postmortem vaginal acid phosphatase determinations.” American Journal of Forensic 
Medicine and Pathology 15(3): 242-246. 
 

 

5 Collins, K.A., Bennett, A.T. (2001). “Persistence of Spermatozoa and Prostatic Acid 
Phosphatase in Specimens from Deceased Individuals During Varied Postmortem 
Intervals.” American Journal of Forensic Medicine and Pathology 22(3): 228-232. 

 

6 Khaldi, N., Miras, A., Botti, K., Benali, L., Gromb, S. (2004) "Evaluation of Three Rapid 
Detection Methods for the Forensic Identification of Seminal Fluid in Rape Cases." 
Journal of Forensic Sciences July; 49(4):749-753.  
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4 ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS 
 

QIS: 20080 - Photography of Exhibits in DNA Analysis 
 

QIS: 17185 - Detection of Aspermic Semen in case Work Samples using the Biosign 
PSA11-WB Rapid Test for Prostate Specific Antigen  

 

QIS: 17186 - The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
 

QIS: 17037 - Microscopy of Smears Form 
 
 
5 AMENDMENT HISTORY 
 

Version Date Issue Author/s Comment 
1 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
2 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
3 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
4 27 Nov 2002 V Ientile Format updated, manual staining to appendix. 

Removed notes on examination of swabs, 
removed unpublished paper, as work wasn’t 
completed. 

5 19 Nov 2003 L Freney Updated references 
6 12 Jul 2006 J Howes/A 

Williamson 
“Reference” put after “Actions”.  

7 05 Aug 2006 J Howes Added in Sexual Assault Investigation 
Flowcharts, examination of SAIK Swabs, 
Photograph or Witness required for ++ (1+) 
sperm and PSA test. 

8 23 Oct 2006 J Howes Reporting results Eg. ++ or 2+ 
9 25 Jun 2007 J Howes Unified grading scale comments. Added 

Crimelite flowchart. 
9 13 Mar 2008 QIS2 

Migration 
Headers and Footers changed to new CaSS 
format.  Amended Business references from 
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Project QHSS to FSS, QHPSS to CaSS and QHPS to 
Pathology Queensland 

10 16 July 2010 A Lloyd Removal of Crimelite in scope and the 
Crimelite flowchart. Changed section 2.2 to 
include use of suspensions. Removal of 
section 2.8 – Vaginal Secretions. Changes to 
section 2.10 to remove AP testing on smears 
positive to spermatozoa. Photograph or 
locations required for smear with 1 or 2 sperm 
seen. Clarification of flowchart regarding 
previously screened items by QPS. Changes 
to SAIK flowchart. Removal of animal sperm 
diagrams and insertion of photographs of 
animal sperm.  

 
 
6 APPENDICES 
 

1 Preparation of H & E stain and manual staining procedure 
 

 2 How long do spermatozoa remain in the vagina? 
 

 3 Workflow Charts 
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6.1 Preparation of H & E Stain 
 CHEMICALS 

Absolute alcohols 
WARNING: Ethanol liquid and vapour are combustible. May irritate eyes and skin. Health 

effects well known – substance of abuse. 
 

Eosin (yellowish) 
WARNING: Eosin (yellowish) can cause serious damage to the eyes. Avoid contact, wear 
PPE. 

 

Haematoxylin 
WARNING: Haematoxylin: the toxicological properties have not been investigated. Prevent 

contact with skin and eyes. Do not inhale or ingest. Wear PPE. 
 

Sodium iodate 
WARNING: Sodium iodate causes burns and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Protect 

eyes and skin. 
 

Chloral hydrate (SLR) 
WARNING: Chloral hydrate causes burns and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Protect 

eyes and skin. 
 

Citric acid 
WARNING: May cause skin irritation.  Inhalation may cause irritation to mucus membranes.  

Avoid skin contact 
 

Acetic acid 
WARNING: Acetic acid is extremely corrosive and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. 

Protect eyes and skin. 
 

Hydrochloric acid 
WARNING: Hydrochloric acid causes burns and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Protect 

eyes and skin. 
 

NOTE: All the above chemicals are available from the Histology Section 
 
 PREPARATION OF REAGENTS 

NOTE: All reagents prepared in the laboratory shall bear a label: 
 

 ….(enter details eg 10% NaOH)…. 
 Prepd from Lot/batch:……….. 
 Date: ../../..    Initials: ……….. 
 Expires:../../..    Store at:….oC 
 WARNING: Contains ……………… 

 
 Mayer’s Haematoxylin 

Preparation of solution: 
Haematoxylin     1g 
Distilled water     1000mL 
Potassium or ammonium alum 50g 
Sodium iodate     0.2g 
Citric Acid     1g 
Chloral hydrate SLR    50g 
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The haematoxylin, potassium alum and sodium iodate are dissolved the distilled water by 
warming and stirring or by allowing to stand overnight.  The chloral hydrate and citric acid 
are added and mixture is boiled for 5 minutes then cooled and filtered. 
This mixture is then ready for use and has a shelf life for over one year at room 
temperature. 

 
  Eosin 

Eosin Y (eosin yellowish, eosin water soluble) C. I. No 45380 (C. I. Acid Red 87) 
 

Use as a 1% solution in distilled water.  Add 0.5mL of acetic acid to 1000mL of eosin Y 
 

• NOTE: This method provides a useful stain for spermatozoa and vaginal and 
buccal epithelium. It results in a dark purple nucleus with pink cytoplasm. 

 

• Place slide on staining rack over sink, flood with haematoxylin and leave for 5-10 
minutes. 

 

• Wash well in running tap water until smear “blues” (5 minutes or less) 
 

• Differentiate in 1% acid alcohol (1% HCl in 70% alcohol) for 5-10 seconds. 
 

• Wash well in tap water until smears are “blue” again (5 minutes or less). 
 

• Counterstain in 1% eosin for 10 minutes. 
 

• Wash in running tap water for 1-5 minutes. 
 

• Allow slide to dry on hot plate or on filter paper on the bench 
 

• Mount in depex if desired. 
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6.2 How long do Spermatozoa remain in the vagina? 
 6.2.1 Other references mentioning persistence of spermatozoa in the vagina - 
 

1 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
 - non-motile sperm 3-24 hrs. 

 

2 Noble Sharp 1963 Canada. Med. Ass. J. 89 
   - non-motile sperm 7-12 hrs, exceptionally 18-24 hrs, unique case 3-4 days. 
 

3 Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
   - 3-4 days 
 

4 Morrison 1972 Brit. J. Vener. Dis 48 p141 
   - up to 9 days or 12 days in the cervix, sometimes after menstruation. 
 
 6.2.2 How Long Do Spermatozoa Remain Alive (Motile) In the Vagina? 

The period for which spermatozoa may remain alive after deposition in the vagina may best 
be reviewed by quoting from the following workers in this field. 

 
O.J. Pollak: ‘The number of motile spermatozoa discernible in the vagina may be normal 
after one hour and markedly decreased after 2 hours; after 3 hours normally no 
spermatozoa are found. 
Menstruation often prolongs motility in the vagina to as long as 4 hours compared with the 
normal period of 30 to 45 minutes. 
Concerning human spermatozoa Weisman in his book “Spermatozoa and Sterility” (1941) 
summarises the periods of motility as follows: 
 

    Vagina…2 to 3 hours.   Cervix…48 to 110 hours. 
 
 6.2.3 Semen and Seminal Stains, Arch. Path., 1943, 35, 140. 
 

Samuel L. Siegler: ‘Normally 10% of the spermatozoa are alive in the vagina at the end of 2 
hours post coitum. Variations in number and motility depend upon the pH of the vagina and 
semen, quantity of semen deposited, bacteria and flora of the vagina and the time 
examined post-coitally. The author has seen motile spermatozoa in the vaginal pool after 8 
hours.  “Fertility in Women” (Wm.Heinmann Medical Books Ltd., 1945). 

 
Lane-Roberts, Sharman, Walker, Wiesner and Barton: ‘In most cases all intra-vaginal 
spermatozoa cease to move irreversibly within a few hours of coitus (Seguy and Vimeux, 
1933; Hartman, 1932). Huhner (1928, 1937), who has paid much attention to the problems 
involved, regards 30 minutes to 3 hours as a common measure of survival in the human 
subject, reduction in this period signifying an abnormal condition involving lowered fertility. 
Our own observations support the view that spermatozoa survive in the vagina for only a 
few hours and that even in fecund couples the variations are considerable. 

 
In several cases in which repeated examinations were possible before conception 
occurred, all motility ceased within one hour after intercourse. A fall of motility to 10% within 
30 minutes is compatible with fecundity. On the other hand, spermatozoa may continue to 
move for 3 hours in a normal untreated vagina.’ (Sterility and Impaired Fertility, Hamish 
Hamilton Medical Books, 1948). 

 
Sidney Smith: ‘The evidence points to a comparatively short life of the spermatozoa in the 
female tract and the period appears to get shorter with the number of observations. It is at 
present believed that the life of the spermatozoa in the vagina is a matter of hours.’ 
(Forensic Medicine, 1955). 
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Gonzales, Vance, Helpern and Umberger: ‘The motility of the spermatozoa in the specimen 
may give a clue to their length of stay as they remain motile from 30 to 60 minutes after 
deposition in the vagina.’ (Legal Medicine, 1954). 

 
Louis Portnoy and Jules Saltman: ‘As for motility, the sperms are mostly found non-motile 
or dead. This is to be expected because, after a lapse of one to three or more hours, all the 
sperms will normally have been killed by the acidity of the vaginal secretions. There may be 
live sperms but more likely not.’ (Fertility in Marriage, Signet Book, 1951). 

 
 6.2.4  How Long Do Spermatozoa (Non-Motile) Remain In the Vagina 
 Pollak in his comprehensive paper “Semen and Seminal Stains”, states: 
 

“Although the various authors give the period of their presence in the vagina as from 30 
minutes to 17 days, one may safely consider the period for non-motile spermatozoa in the 
vagina after coitus to be 30 minutes to 24 hours.” 

 
 Gonzales and others in their book “Legal Medicine” state: 

“Some have claimed that spermatozoa may be demonstrated in the vaginal contents of 
non-fatal cases from 45 minutes to several days after the last coitus, but these 
considerations do not offer a satisfactory basis for estimating the duration of their residence 
in the vagina in as much as the time of the last coitus cannot be determined with precision. 
If they are non-motile, it might be difficult to determine the length of time they have been in 
the female tract.” 

 
 Gordon, Turner and Price in their book “Medical Jurisprudence” make this comment: 

“The finding of spermatozoa on examination of a vaginal smear is indicative of an 
ejaculation into the vagina but it affords no evidence of the time of the ejaculation. In 
charges of rape, therefore, particularly in the case of married women, it becomes necessary 
to exclude the possibility of sexual intercourse having taken place before the assault. In this 
connection it should be noted that spermatozoa could be recovered from the vagina 3 to 4 
days after their introduction. Some authorities claim that they may be recovered after a 
lapse of even longer periods.” 
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6.3 Workflow Charts 

Examination of Sexual Assault Investigation Kits (SAIKs)

SAIK Swabs 
Endocervical, HVS, LVS, 
Vulval, Anal, Rectal, other

Microscopy of Smears (make own 
slides from suspensions if slides 

not present in SAIK)
Sperm seen Sperm not seen

AP Screening 

DNA 
(DLYS)

AP -ve AP +ve

Internal 
swabs 
(HVS, LVS 
etc) NFA

External 
swabs 
(Vulval, 
Perianal, 
Anal etc) 
DNA (Cells)

PSA -ve PSA +ve

DNA (DLYS)
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Examination of clothing in a PENILE PENETRATION case

Clothing

Sperm not 
seen

Sperm seen

Acid Phosphatase Test for Seminal Fluid (after tapelifting)

Make own slides for 
Sperm Microscopy

AP +ve AP –ve

Sperm seen

DNADNA

PSA +ve PSA -ve

Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) Test

NOTES

1. Take a tapelift from area of interest 
prior to AP testing to preserve 
cellular material if present

2.     Make a slide from the area of 
interest eg. Crotch of underpants

Sperm not 
seen

CellsDLYS

No further 
action

Large Items 
(eg. T-shirt)

Small Items (eg. Underwear)

Cells
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Examination of a DIGITAL and PENILE PENETRATION case

Sperm seen

AP +ve

Clothing 
eg Underpants

AP -ve

Sperm seen Sperm not 
seen

Sperm not 
seen

Acid Phosphatase Testing (after tapelifting)

DNA

PSA +ve

Make own slides for 
Sperm Microscopy

PSA -ve

Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) Test

Tapelift for trace DNA (cells)

NOTES

1. Take a tapelift from area of interest 
(ie. Crotch) prior to AP testing to 
preserve cellular material if present

2. Make a slide from the area of interest 
(AP +ve area or likely area 
eg. Crotch of underpants)

DLYS Tapelift for trace DNA (cells)

DLYS

 

Examination of clothing in a DIGITAL PENETRATION ONLY Case

Clothing
eg. Underpants

DNA

Tapelift area of interest 
(consider a tapelift for a negative 
control to isolate area of touch DNA if 
present)
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AP +ve

MicroscopySperm -ve Sperm +ve

DNA

DNA

PSA +ve PSA -ve

Examination of Items previously AP screened by QPS Scientific Officers

AP +ve AP -ve

Consider Re-APing item

PSA test

NFA

Feedback 
to QPS

Ask for whole 
item to test

Re-examine AP 
+ve area, and 
continue as before

Consider 
misinterpretation 
of AP test

DLYS

DLYS

(As indicated by QPS)
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Examination of Sexual Cases 

1 Purpose 
The purpose of this procedure is to describe those procedures required for the examination 
of sexual assault cases by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA 
Analysis, in addition to those described in QIS document 17142 (Examination of Items). 

2 Scope 
This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret 
examinations of evidentiary items.  This standard operating procedure is in conjunction with 
individual methods for particular screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting 
are to be found in each method. 

3 Definitions 
• Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for a

comprehensive list of abbreviations.
• All references to microscopy, refer to QIS document 17189 (Examination For & Of

Spermatozoa)
• All references to Acid Phosphatase (AP), refer to QIS document 17186 (The Acid

Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains)
• All references to Phadebas, refer to QIS document 17193 (Phadebas Test For Saliva)
• All references to Tetramethylbenzidine, refer to QIS document 17190

(Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood)
• All references to p-30, refer to QIS document 17185  (Detection of Azoospermic

Semen in Casework Samples)
• A semen negative item is an item which has either tested negative for spermatozoa

microscopically and tested negative for acid phosphatase; or tested negative for
spermatozoa microscopically, tested positive for acid phosphatase and tested
negative for P30.

4 General Principles 
Refer to the general principles contained in QIS document 17142 (Examination of Items). 

4.1 Examination Strategies 
An examination strategy must be prepared for all SAIKs which are examined.  This strategy 
must include: 

• For each item to be examined, what biological fluid is to be screened for
• Items which require no further action
• Items which may only require examination pending presumptive/screening results
• Sample submission strategies (i.e. extraction type, pooling, retain supernatant for

Phadebas testing etc).

CA-3
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The examination strategy must be reviewed by a scientist competent to perform the 
examinations contained in the strategy. 
 
The following are general principles which are used to develop examination strategies for 
SAIKs, however these principles must be considered within the context of the case history: 

• Female SAIKs which are semen negative, any external intimate swabs are 
submitted for cells (i.e. vulval and perianal) 

• Where the complainant is a minor or has an intellectual impairment which may 
mean that the provided case history is unreliable, all possible offence scenarios are 
considered. 

• Where the complainant is an adult who has lost consciousness, has impaired 
memory or has consumed alcohol or drugs prior to or during the offence which may 
impact on memory, all possible offence scenarios are considered. 

• Consider previous intercourse with same or different partner, prior to the offence.  
For digital only female complainant cases with prior intercourse, submit external 
swabs for DLYS with no testing.  For male SAIK swabs, consider submitting penile 
swabs for DLYS where previous intercourse with another partner has occurred. 

• Consider the number of offenders – for male SAIKs consider submitting penile 
swabs for DLYS (with no testing) to separate epithelial and spermatozoa. 

• For child complainants, treat all vaginal swabs as external swabs for semen or cells. 
• Samples taken from areas of biting, licking or kissing (or other oral contact) are 

submitted for CSUP.  This does not include swabs taken from the mouth (internal or 
external), anal and vaginal areas which may give false positive results. 

 
5 Examination 

The general examination procedures documented in QIS document 17142 (Examination of 
Items) apply to the examination of sexual cases. 
 

6 Specific Examination Strategies 
Refer to Section 6.2 of QIS document 17189 (Examination for and of Spermatozoa) for 
procedures relating to making a suspension and preparing, staining and reading 
microscope slides. 
 

6.1 Sexual Assault Investigation Kits 
Appendix 1 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of SAIKs.  Before 
commencing the examination of a SAIK an examination strategy must be devised and 
reviewed in accordance with Section 4.1 of this document. 
 
If there are issues related to the collection or documentation of a SAIK this must be fed 
back to the relevant FMO or FNE using the SAIK issues log. Examples of issues may 
include: 

• Serum coated, charcoal swabs or other unsuitable swabs/media are submitted 
(these should tested regardless of the swab type or media and a specimen note 
must be added to Auslab) 

• Insufficient case history 
• Labelling issues/inconsistencies 
• Smears have been prepared by the FMO/FNE 

 
If a smear has not been received, one will need to be made and tested, refer to QIS 
document 17189 (Examination for & of Spermatozoa - Section 6).  
 
The following principles should be applied to the submission of SAIK samples: 
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• Where an amount of spermatozoa which is considered likely to give a DNA profile 
(i.e. 2+ or more) are seen on multiple swabs from the same internal location (e.g. 
vagina), and there is no history of sexual contact with another person within the 
previous seven days, or multiple offenders, then only one of these swabs should be 
submitted for full analysis.  When selecting which swab to submit for testing, 
preference should be given to the highest internal swab (i.e. submit a high vaginal 
swab over a low vaginal swab).  Other swabs which would otherwise be submitted 
for full testing based on their presumptive/screening test results must be submitted 
but with a ‘POLD’ test code rather than 9plex/Xplex. These samples are then stored 
in the black box labelled ‘SAIK swabs on hold’. This enables the Case Manager to 
view the results of the first swab, before assessing whether additional samples 
require processing.   

• Submission of swabs for cells (where presumptive and screening tests are negative 
for semen and spermatozoa) should be considered based on the case history.  If 
more than several days have passed since the offence, it may be unlikely that 
foreign DNA will be located, particularly if the subject person has bathed.  Consult 
with the Senior Scientist for direction in these matters, however the following 
scenarios would justify the submission of samples for cells: 

o Child complainant 
o Complainant with mental impairment, or other impairment which may 

influence reliability of provided offence history 
o Complainant with loss of consciousness or drug/alcohol use which 

has impaired their recollection of events 
o Other circumstances as deemed appropriate by the QPS or Senior 

Scientist. 
 
6.2 Acid Phosphatase (AP) Positive Fabrics 

Appendix 2 describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of AP 
positive fabrics. 

 
AP positive fabrics are submitted by QPS. The AP positive area should be clearly marked 
on the fabric. If the fabric is not marked then the entire sample should be tested, including 
both sides of fabric.  
 
AP positive fabrics should be submitted with sufficient additional area surrounding the 
circled AP positive area to enable the examining scientist to safely hold the fabric if/when 
taking a scraping.  Where insufficient additional area has been provided a FERRO should 
be created so that it may be fed back to the QPS. 
 
Where a large piece of AP positive fabric is to be tested, divide the item into sections and 
test each section separately.  If spermatozoa are located microscopically on one section, 
but are not located on other sections, P30 testing is not required to be performed on all 
negative sections.  All sections are submitted for analysis as DLYS.  
 
If semen is not detected there is no further action and the item is returned. 
 
Generally fabrics are scraped or excised (extreme care to be taken to stop needle stick 
injuries). 

 
6.3 Semen in-tubes 

Appendices 2 and 3 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of semen in 
tubes based on whether the QPS have conducted AP testing. If semen in tubes are stored 
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in an in tube registration box, they must be transferred to an items box so that they can be 
examined by a scientist.  
 

6.4 Condoms 
Appendix 3 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Condoms. 
 
When a condom is received it should be described in terms of “O/S surface as received” 
and “I/S surface as received”. Describe any fluid that may be present on or within the 
condom.  Describe length and diameter, colour, patterning and translucency of condom. 
 
Take one wet and one dry swab from the O/S and I/S surfaces of the condom.  Sample and 
combine I/S wet and dry swabs into one tube and O/S wet and dry swabs into another tube. 
N.B. When sampling the swabs, to ensure that there is not excess substrate submitted, 
sample the entire of the wet swab, but only the outer layer of the dry swab. 
 

6.5 Sanitary Pads and Tampons 
Appendix 4 describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of sanitary 
pads and tampons. 
 
Sanitary pads are AP tested on the side worn in contact with the skin.   
 
Tampons are cut through the middle and splayed out.  The outer sides of the tampon are 
then AP tested.   
 

6.6 Post Mortem Samples 
Appendix 5 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Post Mortem 
samples.  
 
The examining scientist assigns an EXH barcode to the PM samples as a whole, which is 
passed onto QPS DNA results management (DRMU). All other samples submitted will be 
subsamples of the PM samples EXH (as per SAIK submissions). 
 
The receipt under which the samples are submitted usually has an associated Coronial 
case number. Before any subsamples are registered this Coronial case number needs to 
be changed to the associated QP number by an AUSLAB Corrections Officer. If 
subsamples are registered under a Coronial case number the EXH lines will not be 
transmitted to QPS 
 
PM samples may include sexual assault swabs and/or slides (high vaginal, low vaginal, 
vulval etc), pubic hair, head hair, fingernail clippings or scrapings. 
 
Intimate sexual assault swabs which are semen positive are submitted for DLYS.  Intimate 
sexual assault swabs which are semen negative are submitted for cells. 
 
Sometimes the fingernail clippings include a portion of tissue or part of the finger. In this 
case a moistened swab can be used to sample potential foreign DNA from the underside of 
the nail, taking care not to sample the deceased person’s tissue (i.e. targeting the distal end 
of the nail). 
 
When PM samples are complete, send an E-mail to the Senior Scientist with the EXH 
barcode so that that information can be passed onto DRMU to facilitate electronic 
transfer of results from Auslab to the Forensic Register. 
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6.7 Clothing and Bedsheets 
For large items, an examination strategy should be formulated based on the case history 
and if necessary consultation with the QPS.  This must be recorded in the UR notes for the 
case. 
 
If the case history suggests that the item has been washed then it may be necessary to 
perform microscopy only considering the water soluble nature of Acid Phosphatase and 
P30. Use the case history and if necessary communicate with the investigating officer to 
establish an area to target. 

 
6.8 Wet and Dry swabs – QPS submitted 

When wet and dry swabs are received from the same site (e.g. in a SAIK, or from one item) 
submit each of the swabs separately. 

 
6.9 Multiple Presumptive/Screening Tests 

Consideration should be given to the order in which screening tests are conducted based 
on the type of tests to be performed and the conservation of sample on the item.  Where 
both AP and Phadebas screening tests are required, Phadebas the exhibit first (using 
commercial paper).  Once the Phadebas test is complete the Phadebas paper can be 
sprayed with AP reagent. 

 
6.10 Analytical Slides 

If reading of differential slides is requested by a case scientist, retrieve slides from storage 
box and put a borrowed comment in AUSLAB. Stain slides and perform microscopy. 
 
Read slides and fill out QIS document 17037 (Microscopy of Smears) 
 
N.B.  Old slides- DLYS step 10 slide may have both sperm and epithelial cells, whereas 
step 22 slides may have sperm only.  Currently only one slide is made- should have sperm 
only. 
 
Return slides and add a returned comment in AUSLAB. 

 
6.11 Penile Swabs 

The presence of spermatozoa on penile swabs is not unexpected.  These swabs are 
generally submitted for Cells, however where the case history indicates multiple offenders, 
or previous sexual contact, they should be submitted for DLYS.  Appendix 1 describes the 
workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of SAIK swabs. 
 

6.12 Lubricant Testing 
If an item is required for lubricant testing consult with Forensic Chemistry before any 
examinations are conducted 
 

 
7 Associated Documentation 

QIS: 16004 AUSLAB Users Manual – DNA Analysis 
QIS: 17033 General Examination Record (Unruled) 
QIS: 17034 General Examination Record (Ruled) 
QIS: 17117 Procedure for Case Management 
QIS: 17119      Procedure for Release of Results 
QIS: 17135 Handling and Sampling of Syringes and Needles 
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QIS: 17140 Procedure for the Identification and Examination of Hairs 
QIS: 17185 Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
QIS: 17186 The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
QIS: 17189 Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
QIS: 17190 Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood 
QIS: 17193 Phadebas Test for Saliva 
QIS: 20080 Digital imaging in DNA Analysis  
QIS: 22846     General Swab Exam Record 
QIS: 22857 Anti Contamination Procedure  
QIS: 22870 Forensic DNA Analysis Outer Packaging Record 
QIS: 23008 Explanations of EXR/EXHs 
QIS: 23014 Cigarette Butt General Examination Record 
QIS: 23055 General Examination Record 
QIS: 23849     Common Forensic DNA Analysis terms and Acronyms 
QIS: 23898 SAIK Details Record 
QIS: 26071 Examination of in-tube samples  
QIS: 31286 SAIK form no semen testing 

 
8 Amendment History 

Version Date Author/s Amendments 
1 23/10/2013 L Ryan 

A Houlding 
J Seymour-Murray 

Document created (content split 
from Examination of Items) 

2 05/12/13 A Houlding Update for XPlex 
3 03/11/2014 A Houlding New template, 6.2 title changed, 

header changed, added POLD test 
code for SAIK samples on hold, also 
apply the SAIK on hold procedure to 
samples with a micro result of 2+ 
(changed from 1+), fixed hyperlinks 
Changed wet and dry swabs to be 
submitted separately. Formatted 
flowcharts. Added lubricant testing 
section 
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9 Appendices 
 
9.1 Appendix 1: SAIK Examination Workflow 
 
This workflow is intended to demonstrate the testing of one sample from a SAIK.  The submission 
of samples should be considered within the context of the Examination Strategy, taking into 
consideration the case history as well as the presumptive and screening results of other SAIK 
swabs, particularly those from the same location. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SAIK Swab 

Exam Strategy – 
Screen for Semen or 
submit for Cells/CSUP 

Nil screening – submit 
for cells/CSUP. 

Screen for Semen 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

Exam strategy P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit for DLYS Exam strategy 
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9.2 Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including Semen in-tubes) Workflow 
 
This workflow is to be used for all items which have previously tested positive using the AP test by 
the QPS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AP Pos Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS P30 Test 

P30 NEG 

Items: NFA – Unless 
Requested in Clinical 

Notes 
In-tube: Submit as cells.  

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 
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9.3 Appendix 3: Condoms and Semen in Tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

Submit for CELLS P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit for CELLS Submit for DLYS 
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9.4 Appendix 4: Sanitary Pads and Tampons Workflow 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Item 

AP Test 

AP Pos AP Neg 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS 

Submit for DLYS 

Microscopy NEG 

P30 Test 

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 

P30 NEG 

NFA 

NFA 
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9.5 Appendix 5: PM SAIK Samples Workflow 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PM SAIK Sample 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS 

DLYS 

Microscopy NEG 

AP Test 

AP POS 

P30 Test 

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 

P30 NEG 

Submit for Cells 

AP NEG 

Submit for Cells 
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Examination of Sexual Assault Cases 

1 Purpose 
The purpose of this procedure is to describe those procedures required for the examination 
of sexual assault cases by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA 
Analysis, in addition to those described in QIS document 17142 (Examination of Items). 

2 Scope 
This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret 
examinations of evidentiary items.  This standard operating procedure is in conjunction with 
individual methods for particular screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting 
are to be found in each method. 

3 Definitions 
• Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for a

comprehensive list of abbreviations.
• All references to microscopy, refer to QIS document 17189 (Examination For & Of

Spermatozoa)
• All references to Acid Phosphatase (AP), refer to QIS document 17186 (The Acid

Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains)
• All references to Phadebas, refer to QIS document 17193 (Phadebas Test For Saliva)
• All references to Tetramethylbenzidine, refer to QIS document 17190

(Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood)
• All references to p-30, refer to QIS document 17185  (Detection of Azoospermic

Semen in Casework Samples)
• A semen negative item is an item which has either tested negative for spermatozoa

microscopically and tested negative for acid phosphatase; or tested negative for
spermatozoa microscopically, tested positive for acid phosphatase and tested
negative for P30.

4 General Principles 
Refer to the general principles contained in QIS document 17142 (Examination of Items). 

4.1 Examination Strategies 
An examination strategy must be prepared for all SAIKs which are examined.  These are 
recorded under the specimen notes of the exhibit barcode.  This strategy must include: 

• For each item to be examined, what biological fluid is to be screened for
• Items which require no further action
• Items which may only require examination pending presumptive/screening results
• Sample submission strategies (i.e. extraction type, pooling, retain supernatant for

Phadebas testing etc).

CA-4
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The examination strategy must be reviewed by a scientist competent to perform the 
examinations contained in the strategy. 
 
The following are general principles which are used to develop examination strategies for 
SAIKs, however these principles must be considered within the context of the case history: 

• Female SAIKs which are semen negative, any external intimate swabs are 
submitted for cells (i.e. vulval and perianal) 

• Where the complainant is a minor or has an intellectual impairment which may 
mean that the provided case history is unreliable, all possible offence scenarios are 
considered. 

• Where the complainant is an adult who has lost consciousness, has impaired 
memory or has consumed alcohol or drugs prior to or during the offence which may 
impact on memory, all possible offence scenarios are considered. 

• Consider previous intercourse with same or different partner, prior to the offence.  
For digital only female complainant cases with prior intercourse, submit external 
swabs for DLYS with no testing.  For male SAIK swabs, consider submitting penile 
swabs for DLYS where previous intercourse with another partner has occurred. 

• Consider the number of offenders – for male SAIKs consider submitting penile 
swabs for DLYS (with no testing) to separate epithelial and spermatozoa. 

• For child complainants, treat all vaginal swabs as external swabs for semen or cells. 
• Samples taken from areas of biting, licking or kissing (or other oral contact) are 

submitted for CSUP.  This does not include swabs taken from the mouth (internal or 
external), anal and vaginal areas which may give false positive results. 

 
5 Examination 

The general examination procedures documented in QIS document 17142 (Examination of 
Items) apply to the examination of sexual cases. 
 

6 Specific Examination Strategies 
Refer to Section 6.2 of QIS document 17189 (Examination for and of Spermatozoa) for 
procedures relating to making a suspension and preparing, staining and reading 
microscope slides. 
 

6.1 Sexual Assault Investigation Kits 
Appendix 1 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of SAIKs.  Before 
commencing the examination of a SAIK an examination strategy must be devised and 
reviewed in accordance with Section 4.1 of this document. 
 
If there are issues related to the collection or documentation of a SAIK this must be fed 
back to the relevant FMO or FNE using the SAIK issues log. Examples of issues may 
include: 

• Serum coated, charcoal swabs or other unsuitable swabs/media are submitted 
(these should tested regardless of the swab type or media and a specimen note 
must be added to Auslab) 

• Insufficient case history 
• Labelling issues/inconsistencies 
• Smears have been prepared by the FMO/FNE 

 
If a smear has not been received, one will need to be made and tested, refer to QIS 
document 17189 (Examination for & of Spermatozoa - Section 6).  
 
The following principles should be applied to the submission of SAIK samples: 
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• Where an amount of spermatozoa which is considered likely to give a DNA profile 
(i.e. 3+ or more) are seen on multiple swabs from the same internal location (e.g. 
vagina), and there is no history of sexual contact with another person within the 
previous seven days or multiple offenders, then only one of these swabs should be 
submitted for full analysis.  When selecting which swab to submit for testing, 
preference should be given to the highest internal swab (i.e. submit a high vaginal 
swab over a low vaginal swab).  All of the swabs referred to should have the same 
or very similar micro (e.g. some 3+ some 4+)” Where swabs have different micro 
results (e.g. some 1+ some 3+), then submit all.  Other swabs which would 
otherwise be submitted for full testing based on their presumptive/screening test 
results must be submitted but with a ‘POLD’ test code rather than 9plex/Xplex. 
These samples are then stored in the black box labelled ‘SAIK swabs on hold’. This 
enables the Case Manager to view the results of the first swab, before assessing 
whether additional samples require processing.   

• Submission of swabs for cells (where presumptive and screening tests are negative 
for semen and spermatozoa) should be considered based on the case history.  If 
more than several days have passed since the offence, it may be unlikely that 
foreign DNA will be located, particularly if the subject person has bathed.  Consult 
with the Senior Scientist for direction in these matters, however the following 
scenarios would justify the submission of samples for cells: 

o Child complainant 
o Complainant with mental impairment, or other impairment which may 

influence reliability of provided offence history 
o Complainant with loss of consciousness or drug/alcohol use which 

has impaired their recollection of events 
o Other circumstances as deemed appropriate by the QPS or Senior 

Scientist. 
 
6.2 Acid Phosphatase (AP) Positive Fabrics and AP paper 

Appendix 2 describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of AP 
positive fabrics. 

 
AP positive fabrics are submitted by QPS. The AP positive area should be clearly marked 
on the fabric. If the fabric is not marked then the entire sample should be tested, including 
both sides of fabric.  
 
AP positive fabrics should be submitted with sufficient additional area surrounding the 
circled AP positive area to enable the examining scientist to safely hold the fabric if/when 
taking a scraping.  Where insufficient additional area has been provided a FERRO should 
be created so that it may be fed back to the QPS. 
 
Where a large piece of AP positive fabric is to be tested, divide the item into sections and 
test each section separately.  If spermatozoa are located microscopically on one section, 
but are not located on other sections, P30 testing is not required to be performed on all 
negative sections.  All sections are submitted for analysis as DLYS.  
 
If semen is not detected there is no further action and the item is returned. 
 
Generally fabrics are scraped or excised (extreme care to be taken to stop needle stick 
injuries). 
 
At times, the paper used by QPS to test for the presence of AP will also be sent for 
analysis. These are items should only be examined if specifically requested by QPS. For 
these items, microscopy for spermatozoa should be conducted, but not p30 testing. 
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6.3 Semen in-tubes 

Appendices 2 and 3 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of semen in 
tubes based on whether the QPS have conducted AP testing. If semen in tubes are stored 
in an in tube registration box, they must be transferred to an items box so that they can be 
examined by a scientist.  
 

6.4 Condoms 
Appendix 3 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Condoms. 
 
When a condom is received it should be described in terms of “O/S surface as received” 
and “I/S surface as received”. Describe any fluid that may be present on or within the 
condom.  Describe length and diameter, colour, patterning and translucency of condom. 
 
Take one wet and one dry swab from the O/S and I/S surfaces of the condom.  Sample and 
combine I/S wet and dry swabs into one tube and O/S wet and dry swabs into another tube. 
N.B. When sampling the swabs, to ensure that there is not excess substrate submitted, 
sample the entire of the wet swab, but only the outer layer of the dry swab. 
 

6.5 Sanitary Pads and Tampons 
Appendix 4 describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of sanitary 
pads and tampons. 
 
Sanitary pads are AP tested on the side worn in contact with the skin.   
 
Tampons are cut through the middle and splayed out.  The outer sides of the tampon are 
then AP tested.   
 

6.6 Post Mortem Samples 
Appendix 5 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Post Mortem 
samples.  
 
The examining scientist assigns an EXH barcode to the PM samples as a whole, which is 
passed onto QPS DNA results management (DRMU). All other samples submitted will be 
subsamples of the PM samples EXH (as per SAIK submissions). 
 
The receipt under which the samples are submitted usually has an associated Coronial 
case number. Before any subsamples are registered this Coronial case number needs to 
be changed to the associated QP number by an AUSLAB Corrections Officer. If 
subsamples are registered under a Coronial case number the EXH lines will not be 
transmitted to QPS 
 
PM samples may include sexual assault swabs and/or slides (high vaginal, low vaginal, 
vulval etc), pubic hair, head hair, fingernail clippings or scrapings. 
 
Intimate sexual assault swabs which are semen positive are submitted for DLYS.  Intimate 
sexual assault swabs which are semen negative are submitted for cells. 
 
Sometimes the fingernail clippings include a portion of tissue or part of the finger. In this 
case a moistened swab can be used to sample potential foreign DNA from the underside of 
the nail, taking care not to sample the deceased person’s tissue (i.e. targeting the distal end 
of the nail). 
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When PM samples are complete, send an E-mail to the Senior Scientist with the EXH 
barcode so that that information can be passed onto DRMU to facilitate electronic 
transfer of results from AUSLAB to the Forensic Register. 
 

6.7 Clothing and Bedsheets 
For large items, an examination strategy should be formulated based on the case history 
and if necessary consultation with the QPS.  This must be recorded in the UR notes for the 
case. 
 
If the case history suggests that the item has been washed then it may be necessary to 
perform microscopy only considering the water soluble nature of Acid Phosphatase and 
P30. Use the case history and if necessary communicate with the investigating officer to 
establish an area to target. 

 
6.8 Wet and Dry swabs – QPS submitted 

When wet and dry swabs are received from the same site (e.g. in a SAIK, or from one item) 
submit each of the swabs separately. 

 
6.9 Multiple Presumptive/Screening Tests 

Consideration should be given to the order in which screening tests are conducted based 
on the type of tests to be performed and the conservation of sample on the item.  Where 
both AP and Phadebas screening tests are required, Phadebas the exhibit first (using 
commercial paper).  Once the Phadebas test is complete the Phadebas paper can be 
sprayed with AP reagent. 

 
6.10 Analytical Slides 

If reading of differential slides is requested by a case scientist, retrieve slides from storage 
box and put a borrowed comment in AUSLAB. Stain slides and perform microscopy. 
 
Read slides and fill out QIS document 17037 (Microscopy of Smears) 
 
N.B.  Old slides- DLYS step 10 slide may have both sperm and epithelial cells, whereas 
step 22 slides may have sperm only.  Currently only one slide is made- should have sperm 
only. 
 
Return slides and add a returned comment in AUSLAB. 

 
6.11 Penile Swabs 

The presence of spermatozoa on penile swabs is not unexpected.  These swabs are 
generally submitted for Cells, however where the case history indicates multiple offenders, 
or previous sexual contact, they should be submitted for DLYS.  Appendix 1 describes the 
workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of SAIK swabs. 
 

6.12 Lubricant Testing 
If an item is required for lubricant testing consult with Forensic Chemistry before any 
examinations are conducted 
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QIS: 23849     Common Forensic DNA Analysis terms and Acronyms 
QIS: 23898 SAIK Details Record 
QIS: 26071 Examination of in-tube samples  
QIS: 31286 SAIK form no semen testing 

 
8 Amendment History 

Version Date Author/s Amendments 
1 23/10/2013 L Ryan 

A Houlding 
J Seymour-Murray 

Document created (content split 
from Examination of Items) 

2 05/12/13 A Houlding Update for XPlex 
3 03/11/2014 A Houlding New template, 6.2 title changed, 

header changed, added POLD test 
code for SAIK samples on hold, also 
apply the SAIK on hold procedure to 
samples with a micro result of 2+ 
(changed from 1+), fixed hyperlinks 
Changed wet and dry swabs to be 
submitted separately. Formatted 
flowcharts. Added lubricant testing 
section 

4 24/08/2016 A McNevin Section 4.1  and 6.2 updated other 
minor formatting adjustments 
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9 Appendices 
 
9.1 Appendix 1: SAIK Examination Workflow 
 
This workflow is intended to demonstrate the testing of one sample from a SAIK.  The submission 
of samples should be considered within the context of the Examination Strategy, taking into 
consideration the case history as well as the presumptive and screening results of other SAIK 
swabs, particularly those from the same location. 
 

 
 

SAIK Swab 

Exam Strategy – 
Screen for Semen or 
submit for Cells/CSUP 

Nil screening – submit 
for cells/CSUP. 

Screen for Semen 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

Exam strategy P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit for DLYS Exam strategy 
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9.2 Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including Semen in-tubes) Workflow 
 
This workflow is to be used for all items which have previously tested positive using the AP test by 
the QPS. 
 

 
 

AP Pos Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS P30 Test 

P30 NEG 

Items: NFA – Unless 
Requested in Clinical 

Notes 
In-tube: Submit as cells.  

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 
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9.3 Appendix 3: Condoms and Semen in Tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow 
 

 
 

Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

Submit for CELLS P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit for CELLS Submit for DLYS 
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9.4 Appendix 4: Sanitary Pads and Tampons Workflow 
 

 
 

Item 

AP Test 

AP Pos AP Neg 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS 

Submit for DLYS 

Microscopy NEG 

P30 Test 

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 

P30 NEG 

NFA 

NFA 
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9.5 Appendix 5: PM SAIK Samples Workflow 
 

 
 

PM SAIK Sample 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS 

DLYS 

Microscopy NEG 

AP Test 

AP POS 

P30 Test 

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 

P30 NEG 

Submit for Cells 

AP NEG 

Submit for Cells 
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1 Purpose 
The purpose of this procedure is to describe those procedures required for the examination 
of sexual assault cases by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA 
Analysis, in addition to those described in QIS document xxxxx (Examination of Items). 

 
2 Scope 

This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret 
examinations of evidentiary items.  This standard operating procedure is in conjunction with 
individual methods for particular screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting 
are to be found in each method. 

 
3 Definitions 

• Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for a 
comprehensive list of abbreviations. 

• All references to microscopy, refer to QIS document 17189 (Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa) 

• All references to Acid Phosphatase (AP), refer to QIS document 17186 (The Acid 
Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains) 

• All references to Phadebas, refer to QIS document 17193 (Phadebas Test For 
Saliva) 

• All references to Tetramethylbenzidine, refer to QIS document 17190 
(Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood) 

• All references to p-30, refer to QIS document 17185  (Detection of Azoospermic 
Semen in Casework Samples) 

• A semen negative item is an item which has tested negative for spermatozoa 
microscopically and tested negative for acid phosphatase; or tested negative for 
spermatozoa microscopically, tested positive for acid phosphatase and tested 
negative for P30. 

 
4 General Principles 

Refer to the general principles contained in QIS document xxxxx (Examination of Items). 
 
5 Specific Examination Strategies 

Refer to Section 6.2 of QIS document 17189 (Examination for and of Spermatozoa) for 
procedures relating to making a suspension and preparing, staining and reading 
microscope slides. 
 

5.1 Sexual Assault Investigation Kits 
An examination strategy must be prepared for all SAIKs which are examined.  This strategy 
must include: 

• For each item to be examined, what biological fluid is to be screened for 
• Items which require no further action 
• Items which may only require examination pending presumptive/screening results 
• Sample submission strategies (i.e. extraction type, pooling, retain supernatant for 

Phadebas testing etc.). 
 

The examination strategy must be reviewed by a scientist competent to perform the 
examinations contained in the strategy. 
 
The following are general principles which are used to develop examination strategies for 
SAIKs, however these principles must be considered within the context of the case history: 
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• Female SAIKs which are semen negative, any external intimate swabs are 
submitted for cells (i.e. vulval and perianal) 

• Where the complainant is a minor or has an intellectual impairment which may 
mean that the provided case history is unreliable, all possible offence scenarios are 
considered. 

• Where the complainant is an adult who has lost consciousness, has impaired 
memory or has consumed alcohol or drugs prior to or during the offence which may 
impact on memory, all possible offence scenarios are considered. 

• Consider previous intercourse with same or different partner, prior to the offence.  
For digital only female complainant cases with prior intercourse, submit external 
swabs for diff lysis with no testing.  For male SAIK swabs, consider submitting 
penile swabs for diff lysis where previous intercourse with another partner has 
occurred. 

• Consider the number of offenders – for male SAIKs consider submitting penile 
swabs for diff lysis (with no testing) to separate epithelial and spermatozoa. 

• For child complainants, treat all vaginal swabs as external swabs for semen or cells. 
• Samples taken from areas of biting, licking or kissing (or other oral contact) are 

submitted for saliva testing.  This does not include swabs taken from the mouth 
(internal or external), anal and vaginal areas which may give false positive results. 

 
Appendix 1 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of SAIKs.  Before 
commencing the examination of a SAIK an examination strategy must be devised and 
reviewed in accordance with Section 6.1 of this document. 
 
If there are issues related to the collection or documentation of a SAIK this must be fed 
back to the relevant FMO or FNE using the SAIK issues log. Examples of issues may 
include: 

• Serum coated, charcoal swabs or other unsuitable swabs/media are submitted 
(these should tested regardless of the swab type or media and a notation must be 
added in the forensic register) 

• Insufficient case history 
• Labelling issues/inconsistencies 
• Smears have been prepared by the FMO/FNE 

 
If a smear has not been received, one will need to be made and tested, refer to QIS 
document 17189 (Examination for & of Spermatozoa - Section 6).  
 
The following principles should be applied to the submission of SAIK samples: 

• Where an amount of spermatozoa which is considered likely to give a DNA profile 
(i.e. 2+ or more) are seen on multiple swabs from the same internal location (e.g. 
vagina), and there is no history of sexual contact with another person within the 
previous seven days, or multiple offenders, then only one of these swabs should be 
submitted for full analysis.  When selecting which swab to submit for testing, 
preference should be given to the highest internal swab (i.e. submit a high vaginal 
swab over a low vaginal swab).  Other swabs which would otherwise be submitted 
for full testing based on their presumptive/screening test results must be submitted 
but without an extraction selected in the worklist field. These samples are then 
stored in the black box labelled ‘SAIK swabs on hold’. This enables the Case 
Manager to view the results of the first swab, before assessing whether additional 
samples require processing.   

• Submission of swabs for cells (where presumptive and screening tests are negative 
for semen and spermatozoa) should be considered based on the case history.  If 
more than several days have passed since the offence, it may be unlikely that 
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foreign DNA will be located, particularly if the subject person has bathed.  Consult 
with the Senior Scientist for direction in these matters, however the following 
scenarios would justify the submission of samples for cells: 

o Child complainant 
o Complainant with mental impairment, or other impairment which may 

influence reliability of provided offence history 
o Complainant with loss of consciousness or drug/alcohol use which 

has impaired their recollection of events 
o Other circumstances as deemed appropriate by the QPS or Senior 

Scientist. 
 
5.2 Acid Phosphatase (AP) Positive Fabrics 

Appendix 2 describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of AP 
positive fabrics. 

 
AP positive fabrics are submitted by QPS. The AP positive area should be clearly marked 
on the fabric. If the fabric is not marked then the entire sample should be tested, including 
both sides of fabric.  
 
AP positive fabrics should be submitted with sufficient additional area surrounding the 
circled AP positive area to enable the examining scientist to safely hold the fabric if/when 
taking a scraping.   
 
Where a large piece of AP positive fabric is to be tested, divide the item into sections and 
test each section separately.  If spermatozoa are located microscopically on one section, 
but are not located on other sections, P30 testing is not required to be performed on all 
negative sections.  All sections are submitted for analysis as diff lysis.  
 
If semen is not detected there is no further action and the item is returned. 
 
Generally fabrics are scraped or excised (extreme care to be taken to stop needle stick 
injuries). 

 
5.3 Semen in-tubes 

Appendices 2 and 3 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of semen in 
tubes based on whether the QPS have conducted AP testing. If semen in tubes are stored 
in an in tube registration box, they must be transferred to an items box so that they can be 
examined by a scientist.  
 

5.4 Condoms 
Appendix 3 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Condoms. 
 
When a condom is received it should be described in terms of “O/S surface as received” 
and “I/S surface as received”. Describe any fluid that may be present on or within the 
condom.  Describe length and diameter, colour, patterning and translucency of condom. 
 
Take one wet and one dry swab from the O/S and I/S surfaces of the condom.  Sample and 
combine I/S wet and dry swabs into one tube and O/S wet and dry swabs into another tube. 
N.B. When sampling the swabs, to ensure that there is not excess substrate submitted, 
sample the entire of the wet swab, but only the outer layer of the dry swab. 
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5.5 Sanitary Pads and Tampons 
Appendix 4 describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of sanitary 
pads and tampons. 
 
Sanitary pads are AP tested on the side worn in contact with the skin.   
 
Tampons are cut through the middle and splayed out.  The outer sides of the tampon are 
then AP tested.   
 

5.6 Post Mortem Samples 
Appendix 5 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Post Mortem 
samples.  

 
PM samples may include sexual assault swabs and/or slides (high vaginal, low vaginal, 
vulval etc.), pubic hair, head hair, fingernail clippings or scrapings. 
 
Intimate sexual assault swabs which are semen positive are submitted for diff lysis.  
Intimate sexual assault swabs which are semen negative are submitted for cells. 
 
Sometimes the fingernail clippings include a portion of tissue or part of the finger. In this 
case a moistened swab can be used to sample potential foreign DNA from the underside of 
the nail, taking care not to sample the deceased person’s tissue (i.e. targeting the distal end 
of the nail). 

 
5.7 Clothing and Bed sheets 

For large items, an examination strategy should be formulated based on the case history 
and if necessary consultation with the QPS.  This must be recorded as a notation in the FR. 
 
If the case history suggests that the item has been washed then it may be necessary to 
perform microscopy only considering the water soluble nature of Acid Phosphatase and 
P30. Use the case history and if necessary communicate with the investigating officer to 
establish an area to target. 

 
5.8 Wet and Dry swabs – QPS submitted 

When wet and dry swabs are received from the same site (e.g. in a SAIK, or from one item) 
submit each of the swabs separately. 

 
5.9 Multiple Presumptive/Screening Tests 

Consideration should be given to the order in which screening tests are conducted based 
on the type of tests to be performed and the conservation of sample on the item.  Where 
both AP and Phadebas screening tests are required, perform Phadebas testing on the 
exhibit first (using commercial paper), once the Phadebas test is complete the Phadebas 
paper can be sprayed with AP reagent. 

 
5.10 Analytical Slides 

If reading of differential slides is requested by a case scientist, retrieve slides from storage 
box. Stain slides and perform microscopy. 
 
Read slides and complete the microscopy procedure as per section 6.2 of this document. 

 
Return slides to their original storage location 
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5.11 Penile Swabs 
The presence of spermatozoa on penile swabs is not unexpected.  These swabs are 
generally submitted for Cells, however where the case history indicates multiple offenders, 
or previous sexual contact, they should be submitted for diff lysis.  Appendix 1 describes 
the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of SAIK swabs. 
 

5.12 Lubricant Testing 
If an item is required for lubricant testing consult with Forensic Chemistry before any 
examinations are conducted 
 

6 Examination 
The general examination procedures documented in QIS document xxxxx (Examination of 
Items) apply to the examination of sexual cases. 
 

6.1 SAIK examination 
 
6.1.1 SAIK examination strategy 

1. Attach a new barcode to the FMO notes 

2. Scan the FMO notes and email to your outlook email address 

3. Open the email received from RICOH and right click on the attached PDF, select Save 
As. Navigate to I:\FR Images\FMO Notes. Keep the first 8 digits of the filename as this 
is the date, add the notes barcode to the end (e.g. 20160601 – 690636371). Save 

4. Log in to the FR, from the main menu screen scan the barcode of the SAIK into the 
search field in the top right corner. 

5. Scroll down to the exhibit testing table, click the add symbol, a new window will open 

 

Figure 1 Exhibit Testing Table 
 
6. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select notation from the dropdown menu 

7. In the SubID field enter the barcode you have assigned to the FMO notes 

8. In the SubType field select MISC from the dropdown menu 

9. In the notes field type the examination strategy for the SAIK. 

10. Use the choose file button to upload the PDF of the scanned notes. Navigate to I:\FR 
Images\FMO Notes and find the correct PDF. Click save. The attached file will appear 
next to the choose file button. 
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Figure 2 SAIK examination strategy 

11. Click on the Save symbol. 

12. To track the FMO paperwork to the strategy reviewer, in the exhibit testing table click on 
the date/time hyperlink for the notation. This will give you access to the subsample 
movement table. 

13. Click the add symbol on the subsample movement table, this takes you to the exhibit 
movement table. To be continued…. 

6.1.2 Validation of SAIK examination strategy 

1. The FMO notes will be tracked to your desk location. Read through the notes. 

2. Log in to the FR, from the main menu screen scan the barcode of the SAIK into the 
search field in the top right corner. 

3. Scroll down to the exhibit testing table, find the relevant notation and click the date/time 
hyperlink 

 

Figure 3 Hyperlink to notation 
 

4. Read the SAIK examination strategy in the notes field and ensure that the FMO notes 
PDF has been attached. 

5. Once you are satisfied that everything is correct and you agree with the SAIK 
examination strategy click the red validate bar. 
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Figure 4 Validation bar 
 

6. Track the FMO notes to blue paperless folder via subsample movement. . To be 
continued… 

6.1.3 Description of SAIK packaging and contents 
1. Retrieve SAIK from the freezer location and track to your examination bench in the 

evidence recovery laboratory via exhibit movement 

2. Photograph the packaging and upload images to I:\FR Images. Refer to digital imaging 
SOP (xxxxx) for details. 

3. Scroll down to exhibit testing table, click the add symbol, a new window will open 

 

Figure 5 Exhibit testing table 
 
4. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select item exam from the dropdown menu 

5. In the packaging and sample assessment notes field tick the “seal and packaging intact” 
box if this is the case. If the packaging and seals are not intact use the notes field to 
describe the nature of the packaging and seals. Note: the “sample meets requirements” 
box is specific to in-tubes and not to be used for item exam. 

6. In the notes field state if packaging has been opened by property point and if it was 
signed and dated. List the contents of the SAIK and for each item state whether it is to 
be examined or not. 

7. Click on the choose file button to upload the images. Navigate to I:\FR Images and find 
the correct image. Click save. The attached file will appear next to the choose file 
button. 
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Figure 6 Description of SAIK packaging and contents 
 

8. Click on the Save symbol. 

6.1.4 Registration of SAIK contents 
1. Assign each item in the SAIK a new barcode 

 
2. Scroll down to exhibit testing table, click the add symbol, a new window will open 

 

Figure 7 Exhibit testing table 
 
3. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select subsample from the dropdown menu 

4. Enter the barcode of the first item into the SubID field 

5. In the SubType field select MISC from the dropdown menu 

6. In the notes field add a description of the item e.g. high vaginal swab 
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Figure 8 Subsample description 
 

7. Click on the Save symbol. 

8. Repeat steps 2-7 for all other items contained within SAIK 

9. For each subsample that is to be examined the item needs to be converted to a full 
exhibit in the forensic register. 

 

Figure 9 Exhibit testing table 
 
6.1.5 Converting subsamples to full exhibits 

1. Click on the exhibit register tab 

2. Click the add exhibit symbol 

 

Figure 10 Exhibit Register tab 
 

3. Enter barcode of subsample in the exhibit barcode field 

4. In the category field select the relevant subsample type from the dropdown menu  
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5. Add description of subsample 

6. In the Located/Owner field enter the parent barcode and basic description of parent 
item in brackets 

7. Tick the following boxes: on victim, FSS DNA Analysis, and sample has been collected 
in strict compliance with CSE101 Biological Evidence 

8. Add your FR User ID in the Delivery Officer Rego field; ensure your surname is correct. 

9. Click on the Save symbol 

10. Repeat steps 1-9 for all subsamples. 
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Figure 11 Exhibit record table 
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6.1.6 Examination of SAIK 
1. For each item in the SAIK perform the item exam procedure, any necessary 

presumptive testing, and microscopy as needed. Refer to SOP (xxxxx) Examination of 
Items for detailed procedures. 

2. Store all subsamples and slides using exhibit movement. 

3. Once finished SAIK examination, repackage and track to the freezer returns location 
(FDNARTFZ0001). 

6.2 Microscopy 
1. Scroll down to exhibit testing table, click the add symbol, a new window will open 

 

Figure 12 Exhibit testing table 
 
2. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select microscopic from the dropdown menu 

3. In the SubID field enter a new barcode for the slide (label the slide with the same 
barcode) 

4. In the SubType field select SLIDE from the dropdown menu 

5. In the Equipment No field enter the details for the specific microscope that you are 
using. (dropdown menu?) 

6. Fill out the Results of Microscopy examination table and use the notes field to add 
specific details of the microscopy and any England finder coordinates etc. 

 
Figure 13 Microscopic Exam 
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7. Record details of staining reagent lot numbers in the reagents table. (Barcoded 
reagents or dropdown menus??) 

 
Figure 14 Reagent field 

8. Click on the Save symbol. 

9. Create a new sub-sample movement to store the slide 

 
7 Associated Documentation 

QIS: 17117 Procedure for Case Management 
QIS: 17119     Procedure for Release of Results 
QIS: 17135 Handling and Sampling of Syringes and Needles 
QIS: 17140 Procedure for the Identification and Examination of Hairs 
QIS: 17185 Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
QIS: 17186 The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
QIS: 17189 Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
QIS: 17190 Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood 
QIS: 17193 Phadebas Test for Saliva 
QIS: 20080 Digital imaging in DNA Analysis  
QIS: 22857 Anti-Contamination Procedure  
QIS: 23849     Common Forensic DNA Analysis terms and Acronyms 
QIS: 26071 Examination of in-tube samples  

 
 
8 Amendment History 
 

QIS2 Edition 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 

1 10/06/2016 A. Houlding First issue. 
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9 Appendices 
 
9.1 Appendix 1: SAIK Examination Workflow 
 
This workflow is intended to demonstrate the testing of one sample from a SAIK.  The submission 
of samples should be considered within the context of the Examination Strategy, taking into 
consideration the case history as well as the presumptive and screening results of other SAIK 
swabs, particularly those from the same location. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SAIK Swab 

Exam Strategy – 
Screen for Semen or 
submit for cells/saliva 

Nil screening – submit 
for cells/saliva 

Screen for Semen 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit diff lysis AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

Exam strategy P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit diff lysis Exam strategy 
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9.2 Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including Semen in-tubes) Workflow 
 
This workflow is to be used for all items which have previously tested positive using the AP test by 
the QPS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AP Pos Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit diff lysis P30 Test 

P30 NEG 

Items: NFA – Unless 
Requested in Clinical 

Notes 
In-tube: Submit as cells.  

P30 POS 

Submit diff lysis 
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9.3 Appendix 3: Condoms and Semen in Tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit diff lysis AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

Submit for CELLS P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit for CELLS Submit diff lysis 
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9.4 Appendix 4: Sanitary Pads and Tampons Workflow 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Item 

AP Test 

AP Pos AP Neg 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS 

Submit diff lysis 

Microscopy NEG 

P30 Test 

P30 POS 

Submit diff lysis 

P30 NEG 

NFA 

NFA 
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9.5 Appendix 5: PM SAIK Samples Workflow 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PM SAIK Sample 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS 

Submit diff lysis 

Microscopy NEG 

AP Test 

AP POS 

P30 Test 

P30 POS 

Submit diff lysis 

P30 NEG 

Submit for Cells 

AP NEG 

Submit for Cells 
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1 Purpose 
The purpose of this procedure is to describe those procedures required for the examination of 
sexual assault cases by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA Analysis, 
in addition to those described in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items. 

 
2 Scope 

This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret examinations 
of evidentiary items.  This standard operating procedure is in conjunction with individual methods 
for particular screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting are to be found in each 
method. 

 
3 Definitions 

• Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for a 
comprehensive list of abbreviations. 

• All references to microscopy, refer to QIS document 17189 (Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa) 

• All references to Acid Phosphatase (AP), refer to QIS document 17186 (The Acid 
Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains) 

• All references to Phadebas, refer to QIS document 33998 (Phadebas Test For Saliva) 
• All references to Tetramethylbenzidine, refer to QIS document 17190 

(Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood) 
• All references to p-30, refer to QIS document 17185 (Detection of Azoospermic Semen in 

Casework Samples) 
• A semen negative item is an item which has tested negative for spermatozoa 

microscopically and tested negative for acid phosphatase; or tested negative for 
spermatozoa microscopically, tested positive for acid phosphatase and tested negative for 
P30. 

 
4 General Principles 

Refer to the general principles contained in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic 
Register). 

 
5 Specific Examination Strategies 

Refer to Section 6.2 of QIS document 17189 (Examination for and of Spermatozoa) for 
procedures relating to making a suspension and preparing, staining and reading microscope 
slides. 
 

5.1 Sexual Assault Investigation Kits 
An examination strategy must be prepared for all SAIKs which are examined.  This strategy must 
include: 

• For each item to be examined, what biological fluid is to be screened for 
• Items which require no further action 
• Items which may only require examination pending presumptive/screening results 
• Sample submission strategies (i.e. extraction type, pooling, retain supernatant for 

Phadebas testing etc.). 
 

The examination strategy must be reviewed by a scientist competent to perform the examinations 
contained in the strategy. 
 
The following are general principles which are used to develop examination strategies for SAIKs, 
however these principles must be considered within the context of the case history: 
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• Female SAIKs which are semen negative, any external intimate swabs are submitted for 
cells (i.e. vulval and perianal) 

• Where the complainant is a minor or has an intellectual impairment which may mean that 
the provided case history is unreliable, all possible offence scenarios are considered. 

• Where the complainant is an adult who has lost consciousness, has impaired memory or 
has consumed alcohol or drugs prior to or during the offence which may impact on 
memory, all possible offence scenarios are considered. 

• Consider previous intercourse with same or different partner, prior to the offence.  For 
digital only female complainant cases with prior intercourse, submit external swabs for diff 
lysis with no testing.  For male SAIK swabs, consider submitting penile swabs for diff lysis 
where previous intercourse with another partner has occurred. 

• Consider the number of offenders – for male SAIKs consider submitting penile swabs for 
diff lysis (with no testing) to separate epithelial and spermatozoa. 

• For child complainants, treat all vaginal swabs as external swabs for semen or cells. 
• Samples taken from areas of biting, licking or kissing (or other oral contact) are submitted 

for saliva testing.  This does not include swabs taken from the mouth (internal or external), 
anal and vaginal areas which may give false positive results. 

 
Appendix 1 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of SAIKs.  Before 
commencing the examination of a SAIK an examination strategy must be devised and reviewed 
in accordance with Section 6.1.1 of this document. 
 
If there are issues related to the collection or documentation of a SAIK this must be fed back to 
the relevant FMO or FNE using the SAIK issues log. Examples of issues may include: 

• Serum coated, charcoal swabs or other unsuitable swabs/media are submitted (these 
should tested regardless of the swab type or media and a notation must be added in the 
forensic register) 

• Insufficient case history 
• Labelling issues/inconsistencies 
• Smears have been prepared by the FMO/FNE 

 
If a smear has not been received, one will need to be made and tested, refer to QIS document 
17189 (Examination for & of Spermatozoa - Section 6).  
 
The following principles should be applied to the submission of SAIK samples: 

• Where an amount of spermatozoa which is considered likely to give a DNA profile (i.e. 2+ 
or more) are seen on multiple swabs from the same internal location (e.g. vagina), and 
there is no history of sexual contact with another person within the previous seven days, 
or multiple offenders, then only one of these swabs should be submitted for full analysis.  
When selecting which swab to submit for testing, preference should be given to the 
highest internal swab (i.e. submit a high vaginal swab over a low vaginal swab).  Other 
swabs which would otherwise be submitted for full testing based on their 
presumptive/screening test results must be submitted but without an extraction selected in 
the worklist field. These samples are then stored in the black box labelled ‘SAIK swabs on 
hold’. This enables the Case Manager to view the results of the first swab, before 
assessing whether additional samples require processing.   

• Submission of swabs for cells (where presumptive and screening tests are negative for 
semen and spermatozoa) should be considered based on the case history.  If more than 
several days have passed since the offence, it may be unlikely that foreign DNA will be 
located, particularly if the subject person has bathed.  Consult with the Senior Scientist for 
direction in these matters, however the following scenarios would justify the submission of 
samples for cells: 

o Child complainant 
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o Complainant with mental impairment, or other impairment which may 
influence reliability of provided offence history 

o Complainant with loss of consciousness or drug/alcohol use which has 
impaired their recollection of events 

o Other circumstances as deemed appropriate by the QPS or Senior 
Scientist. 

 
5.2 Acid Phosphatase (AP) Positive Fabrics 

Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including semen in-tubes) Workflow describes the workflow 
to be used for presumptive/screening testing of AP positive fabrics.  

 
AP positive fabrics are submitted by QPS. The AP positive area should be clearly marked on the 
fabric. If the fabric is not marked then the entire sample should be tested, including both sides of 
fabric. It may be possible to check the QPS images which may indicate positive areas. 
 
AP positive fabrics should be submitted with sufficient additional area surrounding the circled AP 
positive area to enable the examining scientist to safely hold the fabric if/when taking a scraping.   
 
Where a large piece of AP positive fabric is to be tested, divide the item into sections and test 
each section separately.  If spermatozoa are located microscopically on one section, but are not 
located on other sections, P30 testing is not required to be performed on all negative sections.  
All sections are submitted for analysis as diff lysis.  
 
If semen is not detected there is no further action and the item is returned. 
 
Generally fabrics are scraped or excised (extreme care to be taken to stop needle stick 
injuries). 

 
5.3 Semen in-tubes 

Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including semen in-tubes) Workflow and Appendix 3: 
Condoms and Semen in-tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow describe the workflow for 
presumptive/screening testing of semen in tubes based on whether the QPS have conducted AP 
testing. If semen in tubes are stored in an in tube registration box, they must be transferred to an 
items box so that they can be examined by a scientist.  
 

5.4 Condoms 
Appendix 3: Condoms and Semen in-tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow describes the 
workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Condoms. 
 
When a condom is received it should be described in terms of “O/S surface as received” and “I/S 
surface as received”. Describe any fluid that may be present on or within the condom.  Describe 
length and diameter, colour, patterning and translucency of condom. 
 
Take one wet and one dry swab from the O/S and I/S surfaces of the condom.  Sample and 
combine I/S wet and dry swabs into one tube and O/S wet and dry swabs into another tube. N.B. 
When sampling the swabs, to ensure that there is not excess substrate submitted, sample the 
entire of the wet swab, but only the outer layer of the dry swab. 
 

5.5 Sanitary Pads and Tampons 
Appendix 4: Sanitary Pads and Tampons Workflow describes the workflow to be used for 
presumptive/screening testing of sanitary pads and tampons. 
 
Sanitary pads are AP tested on the side worn in contact with the skin.   
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Tampons are cut through the middle and splayed out.  The outer sides of the tampon are then AP 
tested.   
 

5.6 Post Mortem Samples 
Appendix 5: PM SAIK Samples Workflow describes the workflow for presumptive/screening 
testing of Post Mortem samples.  

 
PM samples may include sexual assault swabs and/or slides (high vaginal, low vaginal, vulval 
etc.), pubic hair, head hair, fingernail clippings or scrapings. 
 
Intimate sexual assault swabs which are semen positive are submitted for diff lysis.  Intimate 
sexual assault swabs which are semen negative are submitted for cells. 
 
Refer to SOP 34300 Examination of post mortem and associated samples from deceased 
persons, for further detail on post mortem examinations 

 
5.7 Clothing and Bed sheets 

For large items, an examination strategy should be formulated based on the case history and if 
necessary consultation with the QPS.  This must be recorded as a notation in the FR. 
 
If the case history suggests that the item has been washed then it may be necessary to perform 
microscopy only considering the water soluble nature of Acid Phosphatase and P30. Use the 
case history and if necessary communicate with the investigating officer to establish an area to 
target. 

 
5.8 Wet and Dry swabs – QPS submitted 

When wet and dry swabs are received from the same site (e.g. in a SAIK, or from one item) 
submit each of the swabs separately. 

 
5.9 Multiple Presumptive/Screening Tests 

Consideration should be given to the order in which screening tests are conducted based on the 
type of tests to be performed and the conservation of sample on the item.  Where both AP and 
Phadebas screening tests are required, perform Phadebas testing on the exhibit first (using 
commercial paper), once the Phadebas test is complete the Phadebas paper can be sprayed 
with AP reagent. 

 
5.10 Analytical Slides 

If reading of differential slides is requested by a case scientist this will populate the examination 
worklist. Retrieve slides from storage box. Stain slides and perform microscopy. 
 
Read slides and complete the microscopy procedure as per section 6.2 of this document. Return 
slides to their original storage location 
 
Refer to Appendix 10: Diff slide process for current process of reading all diff slides. 

 
5.11 Penile Swabs 

The presence of spermatozoa on penile swabs is not unexpected.  These swabs are generally 
submitted for Cells, however where the case history indicates multiple offenders, or previous 
sexual contact, they should be submitted for diff lysis.  Appendix 1: SAIK Examination Workflow 
describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of SAIK swabs. 
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5.12 Lubricant Testing 
If an item is required for lubricant testing consult with Forensic Chemistry before any 
examinations are conducted. Refer to Examination of Items (Forensic Register) 33800 section 
4.6 Dual Analysis for further details. 
 

6 Examination 
The general examination procedures documented in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items 
(Forensic Register) apply to the examination of sexual cases. 
 

6.1 SAIK examination 
6.1.1 SAIK examination strategy 

1. New SAIKs will be listed in the received worklist and will also be tracked to the freezer 
shelves 

2. Scan the barcode of the SAIK into the global search field  

3. Scroll to the Case Reports table at the bottom of the screen and click the Forensic Officer 
hyperlink to view the case file notation 

 

 Figure 1 Case reports table – hyperlink to case file notation 

4. In the files table click the  symbol to open the FMO notes pdf. The download box will 
appear in the bottom left corner. Read the FMO notes then close the tab 

5. Click the back button to return to the exhibit record page 

6. Scroll to the exhibit testing table, click the add symbol 

7. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select notation from the dropdown menu 

8. In the notes field type the examination strategy for the SAIK 

9. In the worklist table select examination from the technique dropdown menu and Item Exam 
from the method dropdown menu  

10. Click on the Save symbol. 
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 Figure 2 SAIK examination strategy 
 
6.1.2 Validation of SAIK examination strategy 

1. The examination worklist will indicate SAIK’s that require examination 

2. Navigate to the main menu and scan the barcode of the SAIK into the search field 

3. Read the FMO notes pdf which can be found in the Case Reports table 

4. Scroll down to the exhibit testing table, find the relevant notation and click the date/time 
hyperlink 

 

 Figure 3 Hyperlink to notation 
 

5. Read the SAIK examination strategy in the notes field. If you do not agree with the SAIK 
examination strategy discuss with the scientist who created the strategy and they can edit 
their original notation 

6. Once you are satisfied that everything is correct and you agree with the SAIK examination 
strategy click the edit button 

7. In the notes field add an additional note to agree to the examination strategy 
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 Figure 4 - Checking SAIK examination strategy 

8. Click on the Save symbol. 

6.1.3 Description of SAIK packaging 
1. Retrieve SAIK from the freezer location and track to your examination bench in the evidence 

recovery laboratory via exhibit movement 

2. Photograph the packaging and upload images to I:\FR Images. (See SOP 33771 Appendix 1) 

3. From the main menu screen scan the barcode of the SAIK into the search field in the top right 
corner. 

4. Scroll down to exhibit testing table, click the add symbol 

5. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select item exam from the dropdown menu 

6. In the packaging and sample assessment notes field tick the “seal and packaging intact” box 
if this is the case. If the packaging and seals are not intact use the notes field to describe the 
nature of the packaging and seals. Note: the “sample meets requirements” box is specific to 
in-tubes and not to be used for item exam. 

7. In the notes field state if packaging has been opened by property point and if it was signed 
and dated. Describe any labelling on the SAIK packaging. List the contents of the SAIK and 
for each item state whether it is to be examined or not. 
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 Figure 5 Description of SAIK packaging and contents 

8. Click on the Save symbol. 

6.1.4 Description of SAIK contents and image upload 
1. Click the Examination Summary tab 

2. Click the add symbol 

3. Change the start time to a time before your photos were taken. In the duration field add an 
estimate time for your examination 

 

 Figure 6 Examination Summary Time and Duration fields 
 

4. In the Examination notes field type a summary of the SAIK contents. Note: abbreviations such 
as HVS or LVS cannot be used. 

5. In the exhibits examined field scan the SAIK barcode 
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 Figure 7 - Description of SAIK contents 
 

6. Click on the Save symbol. 

7. Click the Related files symbol 

8. The file upload box will open, click the add files button. 

 

 Figure 8 File Upload table 
 

9. Navigate to I:\FR Images and find the relevant packaging images. Multiple images can be 
selected by holding down the Ctrl button. Click open 

10. Click the start upload button 

11. Once the images have uploaded click the close symbol. 
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6.1.5 Registration of SAIK contents – creating child exhibits 
1. Assign each item in the SAIK a new barcode 

2. Click the Add  Related exhibits symbol 

3. Scan/type the barcode of your first swab into the exhibit barcode field 

4. Choose the category (e.g. swab) 

5. Type in the description (e.g. high vaginal swab) Note: abbreviations must not be used. 

6. In the Located/Owner field add:  

• the located/owner text from the parent item (SAIK) 

• the barcode of the parent item (SAIK) 

• the description of the child (copied from description field above) 

7. In the parent barcode field add the parent barcode 

8. Tick the Admission/Intel box 

9. Tick the box - sample has been collected in strict compliance with CSE101 Biological 
Evidence 

10. Click on the Save symbol. 
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 Figure 9 Adding Child Exhibits 
 

11. To add more child exhibits click on the back button 

12. Edit the exhibit barcode of the 2nd child exhibit 

13. Choose the category 

14. Type in the description of the 2nd child 

15. Edit the last part of the Located /Owner field to match the description 

16. Click on the Save symbol 

17. Repeat steps 11-15 for every component of the SAIK 
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18. Note: These steps are not required for SAIK components that do not require examination, for 
example control swabs or drop sheets with nothing to submit 

6.1.6 Examination of SAIK 
1. Click the exhibit register tab and find the first SAIK swab to be examined, click the barcode to 

examine that sample 

 

 Figure 10 - Exhibit register page 
 

2. For each item in the SAIK perform the item exam procedure. Refer to SOP 33800 
Examination of Items (Forensic Register) for detailed procedures. Perform any necessary 
TMB presumptive testing as needed. 

3. Ensure to add the tube lot number during the item exam and in the notes field include details 
of any water that is added to the tube. 
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 Figure 11 SAIK swab item exam 
 
6.2 Microscopy 

1. Scroll down to exhibit testing table, click the add symbol 

2. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select microscopic from the dropdown menu 

3. In the SubID field enter a new barcode for the slide (label the slide with the same barcode) 

4. In the SubType field select SLIDE from the dropdown menu 

5. In the Equipment No field enter the barcode for the specific microscope that you are using 

6. Fill out the Results of Microscopy examination table and use the notes field to add specific 
details of the microscopy and any England finder coordinates etc. 

7. Record details of staining reagent lot numbers in the reagents fields by scanning the barcode 
that is affixed to the reagent. The name of the reagent will auto-populate after saving 

8. In the Storage rack ID field scan the barcode of the slide rack and tab for the next available 
position 
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 Figure 12 Microscopic exam 

9. Click on the Save symbol 

10. Perform any further presumptive testing as required if microscopy is negative 

6.3 Submitting samples to analytical 

1. On the sample that is to be submitted to analytical, click the add button in the exhibit 
testing table 

2. In the worklist table use the technique dropdown menu to select DNA Extraction and in the 
method field select the relevant extraction type 

3. The sample may be stored at this stage by entering the ERT-AS rack barcode into the 
storage ID field. (Note if there are many samples it may be more efficient to store using the 
bulk storage function in the equipment tab) 

4. Click on the Save symbol.  

 

 Figure 13 Worklist Table 
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6.4 Analytical notes 
1. If any samples require a comment for analytical processing e.g. “extract & hold for EFRAC”, 

an analytical note must be created for each sample. 

2. Scroll down to the exhibit testing table and click the add symbol. 

3. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select Analytical note from the dropdown menu. 

4. Use the notes field to type the comment for the analytical team. 

 

 Figure 14 Analytical note 
 

5. Click on the Save symbol. 

6. Note: Analytical notes will auto-validate and do not require validation from a second scientist. 

6.5 Entering exhibit result lines 
Exhibit result lines are created to communicate results to the QPS electronically. Some results 
will automatically be generated by ticking various boxes or radio buttons; however some results 
will need to be entered manually. See Appendix 6: Exhibit result lines (current process reading 
diff slides) and Appendix 7: Exhibit result lines (original process) for flow charts which indicate 
automatic vs manual entry.  
 

6.6 Finalisation of SAIK examination 
1. Once the SAIK examination is complete, repackage and track the SAIK to the freezer returns 

location (FDNA-RTFZ-0001). 

2. Store all samples to a ERT-AS transfer box if not already stored during examination 

7 Associated Documentation 
QIS: 17117 Procedure for Case Management 
QIS: 17119     Procedure for Release of Results 
QIS: 17135 Handling and Sampling of Syringes and Needles 
QIS: 17140 Procedure for the Identification and Examination of Hairs 
QIS: 17185 Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
QIS: 17186 The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
QIS: 17189 Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
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QIS: 17190 Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood 
QIS: 33998 Phadebas Test for Saliva 
QIS: 22857 Anti-Contamination Procedure  
QIS: 23849     Common Forensic DNA Analysis terms and Acronyms 
QIS: 33771 Examination of in-tube samples (Forensic Register) 
QIS: 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic Register) 
QIS: 34300 Examination of post mortem and associated samples from deceased persons 

 
8 Amendment History 

QIS2 Edition 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 

1 10/06/2016 A. Houlding First issue. 

2 

14/06/2017 A. Ryan Added examination summary, upload 
of images for SAIKs and creating 
related exhibits for each component of 
the SAIK. Added analytical notes. 
Added appendices 6-10 

 
9 Appendices 

Appendix 1: SAIK Examination Workflow 
Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including semen in-tubes) Workflow 
Appendix 3: Condoms and Semen in-tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow 
Appendix 4: Sanitary Pads and Tampons Workflow 
Appendix 5: PM SAIK Samples Workflow 
Appendix 6: Exhibit result lines (current process reading diff slides) 
Appendix 7: Exhibit result lines (original process) 
Appendix 8: Workflow for items – semen testing 
Appendix 9: Workflow for semen in-tubes 
Appendix 10: Diff slide process 
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9.1 Appendix 1: SAIK Examination Workflow 
This workflow is intended to demonstrate the testing of one sample from a SAIK.  The submission of 
samples should be considered within the context of the Examination Strategy, taking into consideration 
the case history as well as the presumptive and screening results of other SAIK swabs, particularly those 
from the same location. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 15 SAIK examination workflow 
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9.2 Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including semen in-tubes) Workflow 
 
This workflow is to be used for all items which have previously tested positive using the AP test by the 
QPS. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 16 QPS AP tested items workflow 
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9.3 Appendix 3: Condoms and Semen in-tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow 
 

 
 
 

Figure 17 Condoms and Semen In-tube workflow 
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9.4 Appendix 4: Sanitary Pads and Tampons Workflow 
 

 
 
 

Figure 18 Workflow for Sanitary Pads and Tampons 
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9.5 Appendix 5: PM SAIK Samples Workflow 
 

 
 
Figure 19 PM SAIK workflow 
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9.6 Appendix 6: Exhibit result lines (current process reading diff slides) 

 
 
9.7 Appendix 7: Exhibit result lines (original process) 

 Figure 21 Result lines (no Diff Lysis slides) 

Figure 20 Result lines (Diff Lysis Slides read) 
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9.8 Appendix 8: Workflow for items – semen testing 
1. Enter barcode into search field 

2. Using the exhibit movement table, track item to bench 

3. Click thumbnail of CSSE. Check image. Close the image tab 

4. Add additional images using examination summary as required. Note: Paint can be used to 
annotate images. 

5. Check testing requirements for biological screening 

6. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select item exam 

• Tick relevant boxes under packaging and sample assessment notes 

• Enter notes into the Notes field including details of the item, details of any staining and 
markings and how the item is to be sampled.  

• Save 

7. Create subsample of scraping/tapelift/swab/excision. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select subsample 

• In the SubID field enter in the barcode of the subsample 

• In the subtype dropdown list select MISC 

• In the notes field add a description of the subsample 

• Save 

• Repeat for any other subsamples 

8. Convert subsamples to child exhibits 

• Click on exhibit register tab  

• Click the add symbol 

• Enter barcode of subsample you have just created in the exhibit barcode field 

• In the category field select the relevant subsample type 

• Add description of subsample  

• In the located/owner field copy the start of the parent items located/owner description, the 
parent barcode, and a short description of the child exhibit. 

• Add the parent barcode in the parent barcode field 
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• Tick the following boxes: admission/Intel, FSS DNA Analysis, and sample has been 
collected in strict compliance with CSE101 Biological Evidence 

• Add your FR User ID in the Delivery Officer Rego field; press tab and your surname will 
automatically appear. Select Queensland Health Scientific 

• Save 

• Repeat steps for all subsamples 

9. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select item exam 

• Enter notes into the note field detailing how much water was added to the tube and slide 
created 

• Add the tube lot number 

• Save 

10. Perform microscopy. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select microscopic from dropdown list 

• Enter a  new barcode in the SubID field for the slide 

• In the SubType field select Slide from dropdown list 

• In the equipment field scan the barcode of the microscope 

• Fill out results of micro examination and complete information in notes field  

• Add in H&E reagent lot number in reagent field 

• Complete the storage information for the slide. 

• Save 

11. Perform presumptive if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select presumptive from dropdown list 

• Complete tick boxes to describe presumptive tests performed 

• Add in reagent lot numbers in reagent field 

• Add details of testing in notes field if required 

• Save 

12. Exhibit testing table  add  
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• Add extraction 

• Add storage location  

• Save 

13. Add manual result lines if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select result 

• Select the appropriate result from the dropdown menu labelled police report 

• Save 

14. Repeat steps 9-13 for all child exhibits 

15. Track CSSE to returns 
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9.9 Appendix 9: Workflow for semen in-tubes 
1. Enter barcode into search field 

2. Using the exhibit movement table, track item to bench 

3. Click thumbnail of CSSE. Check image. Close the image tab 

4. Add additional images using examination summary as required.  

5. Check testing requirements for biological screening 

6. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select item exam 

• Tick relevant boxes under packaging and sample assessment notes 

• Describe the sample in the notes field including details of any staining and how the item is 
to be sampled. Include details of any water added to the tube 

• Save 

7. Perform microscopy. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select microscopic from dropdown list 

• Enter a  new barcode in the SubID field for the slide 

• In the SubType field select Slide from dropdown list 

• In the equipment field scan the barcode of the microscope 

• Fill out results of micro examination and complete information in notes field  

• Add in H&E reagent lot number in reagent field 

• Complete the storage information for the slide. 

• Save 

8. Perform presumptive testing if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select presumptive from dropdown list 

• Complete tick boxes to describe presumptive tests performed 

• Add in reagent lot numbers in reagent field 

• Add details of testing in notes field if required 

• Save 

9. Exhibit testing table  add  
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• Add extraction 

• Add storage location  

• Save 

10. Add manual result lines if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select result 

• Select the appropriate result from the dropdown menu labelled police report 

• Save 

11. Put CSSE into destruction box 
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9.10 Appendix 10: Diff slide process 
HP2: 

1. Retrieve slides from storage 

2. Track to Evidence Recovery lab FDNA-ERER-0001 

3. Stain the slides 

4. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Add diff slide barcode to SubID field 

• In the SubType field select Slide from dropdown list 

• In the notes field add the H & E lot number 

• In the worklist table select examination from the technique dropdown menu 

• Select slide microscopy from the method dropdown menu 

• Save 

HP3: 

1. Navigate to the examination worklist 

2. Filter the list for slide microscopy, this will indicate the slides to be read 

3. The slides should be tracked to the lab and be stained 

4. Perform microscopy. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select microscopic from dropdown list 

• Enter the barcode in the SubID field for the slide 

• In the SubType field select Slide from dropdown list 

• In the equipment field scan the barcode of the microscope 

• Fill out results of micro examination and complete information in notes field  

• Add in H&E reagent lot number in reagent field  

• Save 

5. Return slide to storage 

6. Follow Appendix 6 for any additional exhibit result lines to will need to be sent 
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1 Purpose 
The purpose of this procedure is to describe those procedures required for the examination of 
sexual assault cases by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA Analysis, 
in addition to those described in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items. 

 
2 Scope 

This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret examinations 
of evidentiary items.  This standard operating procedure is in conjunction with individual methods 
for particular screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting are to be found in each 
method. 

 
3 Definitions 

• Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for a 
comprehensive list of abbreviations. 

• All references to microscopy, refer to QIS document 17189 (Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa) 

• All references to Acid Phosphatase (AP), refer to QIS document 17186 (The Acid 
Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains) 

• All references to Phadebas, refer to QIS document 33998 (Phadebas Test For Saliva) 
• All references to Tetramethylbenzidine, refer to QIS document 17190 

(Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood) 
• All references to p-30, refer to QIS document 17185 (Detection of Azoospermic Semen in 

Casework Samples) 
• A semen negative item is an item which has tested negative for spermatozoa 

microscopically and tested negative for acid phosphatase; or tested negative for 
spermatozoa microscopically, tested positive for acid phosphatase and tested negative for 
P30. 

 
4 General Principles 

Refer to the general principles contained in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic 
Register). 

 
5 Specific Examination Strategies 

Refer to Section 6.2 of QIS document 17189 (Examination for and of Spermatozoa) for 
procedures relating to making a suspension and preparing, staining and reading microscope 
slides. 
 

5.1 Sexual Assault Investigation Kits 
An examination strategy must be prepared for all SAIKs which are examined.  This strategy must 
include: 

• For each item to be examined, what biological fluid is to be screened for 
• Items which require no further action 
• Items which may only require examination pending presumptive/screening results 
• Sample submission strategies (i.e. extraction type, pooling, retain supernatant for 

Phadebas testing etc.). 
 

The examination strategy must be reviewed by a scientist competent to perform the examinations 
contained in the strategy. 
 
The following are general principles which are used to develop examination strategies for SAIKs, 
however these principles must be considered within the context of the case history: 
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• Female SAIKs which are semen negative, any external intimate swabs are submitted for 
cells (i.e. vulval and perianal) 

• Where the complainant is a minor or has an intellectual impairment which may mean that 
the provided case history is unreliable, all possible offence scenarios are considered. 

• Where the complainant is an adult who has lost consciousness, has impaired memory or 
has consumed alcohol or drugs prior to or during the offence which may impact on 
memory, all possible offence scenarios are considered. 

• Consider previous intercourse with same or different partner, prior to the offence.  For 
digital only female complainant cases with prior intercourse, submit external swabs for diff 
lysis with no testing.  For male SAIK swabs, consider submitting penile swabs for diff lysis 
where previous intercourse with another partner has occurred. 

• Consider the number of offenders – for male SAIKs consider submitting penile swabs for 
diff lysis (with no testing) to separate epithelial and spermatozoa. 

• For child complainants, treat all vaginal swabs as external swabs for semen or cells. 
• Samples taken from areas of biting, licking or kissing (or other oral contact) are submitted 

for saliva testing.  This does not include swabs taken from the mouth (internal or external), 
anal and vaginal areas which may give false positive results. 

 
Appendix 1 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of SAIKs.  Before 
commencing the examination of a SAIK an examination strategy must be devised and reviewed 
in accordance with Section 6.1.1 of this document. 
 
If there are issues related to the collection or documentation of a SAIK this must be fed back to 
the relevant FMO or FNE using the SAIK issues log. Examples of issues may include: 

• Serum coated, charcoal swabs or other unsuitable swabs/media are submitted (these 
should tested regardless of the swab type or media and a notation must be added in the 
forensic register) 

• Insufficient case history 
• Labelling issues/inconsistencies 
• Smears have been prepared by the FMO/FNE 

 
If a smear has not been received, one will need to be made and tested, refer to QIS document 
17189 (Examination for & of Spermatozoa - Section 6).  
 
The following principles should be applied to the submission of SAIK samples:   

• Submission of swabs for cells (where presumptive and screening tests are negative for 
semen and spermatozoa) should be considered based on the case history.  If more than 
several days have passed since the offence, it may be unlikely that foreign DNA will be 
located, particularly if the subject person has bathed.  Consult with the Senior Scientist for 
direction in these matters, however the following scenarios would justify the submission of 
samples for cells: 

o Child complainant 
o Complainant with mental impairment, or other impairment which may 

influence reliability of provided offence history 
o Complainant with loss of consciousness or drug/alcohol use which has 

impaired their recollection of events 
o Other circumstances as deemed appropriate by the QPS or Senior 

Scientist. 
 
5.2 Acid Phosphatase (AP) Positive Fabrics 

Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including semen in-tubes) Workflow describes the workflow 
to be used for presumptive/screening testing of AP positive fabrics.  
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AP positive fabrics are submitted by QPS. The AP positive area should be clearly marked on the 
fabric. If the fabric is not marked then the entire sample should be tested, including both sides of 
fabric. It may be possible to check the QPS images which may indicate positive areas. 
 
AP positive fabrics should be submitted with sufficient additional area surrounding the circled AP 
positive area to enable the examining scientist to safely hold the fabric if/when taking a scraping.   
 
Where a large piece of AP positive fabric is to be tested, divide the item into sections and test 
each section separately.  If spermatozoa are located microscopically on one section, but are not 
located on other sections, P30 testing is not required to be performed on all negative sections, 
however within the records for each section, records must be made to indicate p30 was not 
performed as another section was micro positive for spermatozoa (specify the micro positive 
sections).  All sections are submitted for analysis as diff lysis.  
 
If semen is not detected and no other biological screening or DNA testing is required, there is no 
further action and the item is returned. 
 
Generally fabrics are scraped or excised (extreme care to be taken to stop needle stick 
injuries). 

 
5.3 Semen in-tubes 

Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including semen in-tubes) Workflow and Appendix 3: 
Condoms and Semen in-tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow describe the workflow for 
presumptive/screening testing of semen in tubes based on whether the QPS have conducted AP 
testing. If semen in tubes are stored in an in tube registration box, they must be transferred to an 
items box so that they can be examined by a scientist.  
 

5.4 Condoms 
Appendix 3: Condoms and Semen in-tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow describes the 
workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Condoms. 
 
When a condom is received it should be described in terms of “O/S surface as received” and “I/S 
surface as received”. Describe any fluid that may be present on or within the condom.  Describe 
length and diameter, colour, patterning and translucency of condom. 
 
Take one wet and one dry swab from the O/S and I/S surfaces of the condom.  Sample and 
combine I/S wet and dry swabs into one tube and O/S wet and dry swabs into another tube. N.B. 
When sampling the swabs, to ensure that there is not excess substrate submitted, sample the 
entire of the wet swab, but only the outer layer of the dry swab. 
 

5.5 Sanitary Pads and Tampons 
Appendix 4: Sanitary Pads and Tampons Workflow describes the workflow to be used for 
presumptive/screening testing of sanitary pads and tampons. 
 
Sanitary pads are AP tested on the side worn in contact with the skin.   
 
Tampons are cut through the middle and splayed out.  The outer sides of the tampon are then AP 
tested.   
 

5.6 Post Mortem Samples 
Appendix 5: PM SAIK Samples Workflow describes the workflow for presumptive/screening 
testing of Post Mortem samples.  
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PM samples may include sexual assault swabs and/or slides (high vaginal, low vaginal, vulval 
etc.), pubic hair, head hair, fingernail clippings or scrapings. 
 
Intimate sexual assault swabs which are semen positive are submitted for diff lysis.  Intimate 
sexual assault swabs which are semen negative are submitted for cells. 
 
Refer to SOP 34300 Examination of post mortem and associated samples from deceased 
persons, for further detail on post mortem examinations 

 
5.7 Clothing and Bed sheets 

For large items, an examination strategy should be formulated based on the case history and if 
necessary consultation with the QPS.  This must be recorded as a notation in the FR. 
 
If the case history suggests that the item has been washed then it may be necessary to perform 
microscopy only considering the water soluble nature of Acid Phosphatase and P30. Use the 
case history and if necessary communicate with the investigating officer to establish an area to 
target. 

 
5.8 Wet and Dry swabs – QPS submitted 

When wet and dry swabs are received from the same site (e.g. in a SAIK, or from one item) 
submit each of the swabs separately. 

 
5.9 Multiple Presumptive/Screening Tests 

Consideration should be given to the order in which screening tests are conducted based on the 
type of tests to be performed and the conservation of sample on the item.  Where both AP and 
Phadebas screening tests are required, perform Phadebas testing on the exhibit first (using 
commercial paper), once the Phadebas test is complete the Phadebas paper can be sprayed 
with AP reagent. 

 
5.10 Analytical Slides 

If reading of differential slides is requested by a case scientist this will populate the examination 
worklist. Retrieve slides from storage box. Stain slides and perform microscopy. 
 
Read slides and complete the microscopy procedure as per section 6.2 of this document. Return 
slides to their original storage location 
 
Refer to Appendix 10: Diff slide process for current process of reading all diff slides. 

 
5.11 Penile Swabs 

The presence of spermatozoa on penile swabs is not unexpected.  These swabs are generally 
submitted for Cells, however where the case history indicates multiple offenders, or previous 
sexual contact, they should be submitted for diff lysis.  Appendix 1: SAIK Examination Workflow 
describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of SAIK swabs. 
 

5.12 Lubricant Testing 
If an item is required for lubricant testing consult with Forensic Chemistry before any 
examinations are conducted. Refer to Examination of Items (Forensic Register) 33800 section 
4.6 Dual Analysis for further details. 
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6 Examination 
The general examination procedures documented in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items 
(Forensic Register) apply to the examination of sexual cases. 
 

6.1 SAIK examination 
6.1.1 SAIK examination strategy 

1. New SAIKs will be listed in the received worklist and will also be tracked to the freezer 
shelves 

2. Scan the barcode of the SAIK into the global search field  

3. Scroll to the Case Reports table at the bottom of the screen and click the Forensic Officer 
hyperlink to view the case file notation 

 

 Figure 1 Case reports table – hyperlink to case file notation 

4. In the files table click the  symbol to open the FMO notes pdf. The download box will 
appear in the bottom left corner. Read the FMO notes then close the tab 

5. Click the back button to return to the exhibit record page 

6. Scroll to the exhibit testing table, click the add symbol 

7. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select notation from the dropdown menu 

8. In the notes field type the examination strategy for the SAIK 

9. In the worklist table select examination from the technique dropdown menu and Item Exam 
from the method dropdown menu  

10. Click on the Save symbol. 
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 Figure 2 SAIK examination strategy 
 
6.1.2 Validation of SAIK examination strategy 

1. The examination worklist will indicate SAIK’s that require examination 

2. Navigate to the main menu and scan the barcode of the SAIK into the search field 

3. Read the FMO notes pdf which can be found in the Case Reports table 

4. Scroll down to the exhibit testing table, find the relevant notation and click the date/time 
hyperlink 

 

 Figure 3 Hyperlink to notation 
 

5. Read the SAIK examination strategy in the notes field. If you do not agree with the SAIK 
examination strategy discuss with the scientist who created the strategy and they can edit 
their original notation 

6. Once you are satisfied that everything is correct and you agree with the SAIK examination 
strategy click the edit button 

7. In the notes field add an additional note to agree to the examination strategy 
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 Figure 4 Checking SAIK examination strategy 

8. Click on the Save symbol. 

6.1.3 Description of SAIK packaging 
1. Retrieve SAIK from the freezer location and track to your examination bench in the evidence 

recovery laboratory via exhibit movement 

2. Photograph the packaging and upload images to I:\FR Images 

3. From the main menu screen scan the barcode of the SAIK into the search field in the top right 
corner. 

4. Scroll down to exhibit testing table, click the add symbol 

5. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select item exam from the dropdown menu 

6. In the packaging and sample assessment notes field tick the “seal and packaging intact” box 
if this is the case. If the packaging and seals are not intact use the notes field to describe the 
nature of the packaging and seals. Note: the “sample meets requirements” box is specific to 
in-tubes and not to be used for item exam. 

7. In the notes field state if packaging has been opened by property point and if it was signed 
and dated. Describe any labelling on the SAIK packaging. List the contents of the SAIK and 
for each item state whether it is to be examined or not. If swab are labelled with the same 
white label containing the same patient details, this can be detailed in the notes field and 
referred to in each of the subsequent examination notes. 
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 Figure 5 Description of SAIK packaging and contents 

8. Click on the Save symbol. 

6.1.4 Description of SAIK contents and image upload 

1. Click the Examination Summary tab 

2. Click the add symbol 

3. Change the start time to a time before your photos were taken. In the duration field add an 
estimate time for your examination 

 

 Figure 6 Examination Summary Time and Duration fields 
 

4. The following check boxes must be ticked as this is required for compliance with software 
requirements: Examination location – General, Recording Method – Photo General (can tick 
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Photo Explicit if images are of a sensitive nature) and Recording Method – No Case File refer 
Figure 7 Examination type check boxes: 

 

Figure 7 Examination type check boxes 
 

5. In the Examination notes field type a summary of the SAIK contents. Note: abbreviations such 
as HVS or LVS cannot be used. 

6. In the exhibits examined field scan the SAIK barcode 

 

 Figure 8 Description of SAIK contents 
 

7. Click on the Save symbol. 

8. Click the Related files symbol 

9. The file upload box will open, click the add files button. 
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 Figure 9 File Upload table 
 

10. Navigate to I:\FR Images and find the relevant packaging images. Multiple images can be 
selected by holding down the Ctrl button. Click open 

11. Click the start upload button 

12. Once the images have uploaded click the close symbol. 

6.1.5 Registration of SAIK contents – creating child exhibits 
1. Assign each item in the SAIK a new barcode 

2. Click the Add  Related exhibits symbol 

3. Scan/type the barcode of your first swab into the exhibit barcode field 

4. Choose the category (e.g. swab) 

5. Type in the description (e.g. high vaginal swab) Note: abbreviations must not be used. 

6. In the Located/Owner field add:  

• the located/owner text from the parent item (SAIK) 

• the barcode of the parent item (SAIK) 

• the description of the child (copied from description field above) 

7. In the parent barcode field add the parent barcode 

8. Tick the Admission/Intel box 
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9. Tick the box - sample has been collected in strict compliance with CSE101 Biological 
Evidence 

10. Click on the Save symbol. 

  

 Figure 10 Adding Child Exhibits 
 

11. To add more child exhibits click on the back button 

12. Edit the exhibit barcode of the 2nd child exhibit 

13. Choose the category 

14. Type in the description of the 2nd child 

15. Edit the last part of the Located /Owner field to match the description 
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16. Click on the Save symbol 

17. Repeat steps 11-15 for every component of the SAIK 

18. Note: These steps are not required for SAIK components that do not require examination, for 
example control swabs or drop sheets with nothing to submit 

6.1.6 Examination of SAIK 
1. Click the exhibit register tab and find the first SAIK swab to be examined, click the barcode to 

examine that sample 

 

 Figure 11 Exhibit register page 
 

2. For each item in the SAIK perform the item exam procedure. Refer to SOP 33800 
Examination of Items (Forensic Register) for detailed procedures. Ensure to add 

a.  the tube lot number  

b. in the notes field include details of any labelling present  

c. in the notes field include water that is added to the tube. 

3. Perform any necessary TMB presumptive testing as needed.  
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 Figure 12 SAIK swab item exam 
 
6.2 Microscopy 

1. Scroll down to exhibit testing table, click the add symbol 

2. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select microscopic from the dropdown menu 

3. In the SubID field enter a new barcode for the slide (label the slide with the same barcode) 

4. In the SubType field select SLIDE from the dropdown menu 

5. In the Equipment No field enter the barcode for the specific microscope that you are using 

6. Fill out the Results of Microscopy examination table and use the notes field to add specific 
details of the microscopy and any England finder coordinates etc. 

7. Record details of staining reagent lot numbers in the reagents fields by scanning the barcode 
that is affixed to the reagent. The name of the reagent will auto-populate after saving 

8. In the Storage rack ID field scan the barcode of the slide rack and tab for the next available 
position 
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 Figure 13 Microscopic exam 

9. Click on the Save symbol 

10. Perform any further presumptive testing as required if microscopy is negative 

6.3 Submitting samples to analytical 

1. On the sample that is to be submitted to analytical, click the add button in the exhibit 
testing table 

2. In the worklist table use the technique dropdown menu to select DNA Extraction and in the 
method field select the relevant extraction type 

3. The sample may be stored at this stage by entering the ERT-AS rack barcode into the 
storage ID field. (Note if there are many samples it may be more efficient to store using the 
bulk storage function in the equipment tab) 

4. Click on the Save symbol.  

 

 Figure 14 Worklist Table 
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6.4 Analytical notes 
1. If any samples require a comment for analytical processing e.g. “extract & hold for EFRAC”, 

an analytical note must be created for each sample. 

2. Scroll down to the exhibit testing table and click the add symbol. 

3. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select Analytical note from the dropdown menu. 

4. Use the notes field to type the comment for the analytical team. 

 

 Figure 15 Analytical note 
 

5. Click on the Save symbol. 

6. Note: Analytical notes will auto-validate and do not require validation from a second scientist. 

6.5 Entering exhibit result lines 
Exhibit result lines are created to communicate results to the QPS electronically. Some results 
will automatically be generated by ticking various boxes or radio buttons; however some results 
will need to be entered manually. See Appendix 6: Exhibit result lines (current process reading 
diff slides) and Appendix 7: Exhibit result lines (original process) for flow charts which indicate 
automatic vs manual entry.  
 

6.6 Finalisation of SAIK examination 
1. Once the SAIK examination is complete, repackage and track the SAIK to the freezer returns 

location (FDNA-RTFZ-0001). 

2. Store all samples to a ERT-AS transfer box if not already stored during examination 
 

7 Associated Documentation 
QIS: 17117 Procedure for Case Management 
QIS: 17119     Procedure for Release of Results 
QIS: 17135 Handling and Sampling of Syringes and Needles 
QIS: 17140 Procedure for the Identification and Examination of Hairs 
QIS: 17185 Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
QIS: 17186 The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
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QIS: 17189 Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
QIS: 17190 Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood 
QIS: 33998 Phadebas Test for Saliva 
QIS: 22857 Anti-Contamination Procedure  
QIS: 23849     Common Forensic DNA Analysis terms and Acronyms 
QIS: 33771 Examination of in-tube samples (Forensic Register) 
QIS: 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic Register) 
QIS: 34300 Examination of post mortem and associated samples from deceased persons 

 
8 Amendment History 

Version Date Updated By Amendments 
1 10/06/2016 A. Houlding First issue. 
2 14/06/2017 A. Ryan Added examination summary, upload 

of images for SAIKs and creating 
related exhibits for each component of 
the SAIK. Added analytical notes. 
Added appendices 6-10 

3 14/07/2017 A. McNevin Updated information on required fields 
for an Examination, information on diff 
slide process 

 
9 Appendices 

Appendix 1: SAIK Examination Workflow 
Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including semen in-tubes) Workflow 
Appendix 3: Condoms and Semen in-tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow 
Appendix 4: Sanitary Pads and Tampons Workflow 
Appendix 5: PM SAIK Samples Workflow 
Appendix 6: Exhibit result lines (current process reading diff slides) 
Appendix 7: Exhibit result lines (original process) 
Appendix 8: Workflow for items – semen testing 
Appendix 9: Workflow for semen in-tubes 
Appendix 10: Diff slide process 
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9.1 Appendix 1: SAIK Examination Workflow 
This workflow is intended to demonstrate the testing of one sample from a SAIK.  The submission of 
samples should be considered within the context of the Examination Strategy, taking into consideration 
the case history as well as the presumptive and screening results of other SAIK swabs, particularly those 
from the same location. 
 

 
 
 

SAIK Swab 

Exam Strategy – 
Screen for Semen or 
submit for cells/saliva 

Nil screening – submit 
for cells/saliva 

Screen for Semen 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit diff lysis AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

Exam strategy P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit diff lysis 
Exam strategy 

Figure 16 SAIK examination workflow 
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9.2 Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including semen in-tubes) Workflow 
 
This workflow is to be used for all items which have previously tested positive using the AP test by the 
QPS. 
 

 
 
 

AP Pos Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit diff lysis P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Items: NFA – Unless Requested 
in Clinical Notes 

 
In-tube: Submit as cells. 

Submit diff lysis 

Figure 17 QPS AP tested items workflow 
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9.3 Appendix 3: Condoms and Semen in-tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow 
 

 
 
 

Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit diff lysis AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

Submit for CELLS P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit for CELLS Submit diff lysis 

Figure 18 Condoms and Semen In-tube workflow 
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9.4 Appendix 4: Sanitary Pads and Tampons Workflow 
 

 
 
 

Item 

AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS 

Submit diff lysis 

Microscopy NEG 

P30 Test 

P30 POS 

Submit diff lysis 

P30 NEG 

NFA 

NFA 

Figure 19 Workflow for Sanitary Pads and Tampons 
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9.5 Appendix 5: PM SAIK Samples Workflow 
 

 
 

PM SAIK Sample 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS 

Submit diff lysis 

Microscopy NEG 

AP Test 

AP POS 

P30 Test 

P30 POS 

Submit diff lysis 

P30 NEG 

Submit for Cells 

AP NEG 

Submit for Cells 

Figure 20 PM SAIK workflow 
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9.6 Appendix 6: Exhibit result lines (current process reading diff slides) 

 
 

Process: Microscopic 
‘Spermatozoa were detected’ box ticked 
 

 

Process: Microscopic 

‘No result’ box ticked 
  

Technique: DNA Extraction,  
Method: Differential Lysis DNA IQ 
 

Process: Presumptive 
‘AP +ve’ box ticked 

  

Process: Presumptive 
‘AP –ve’ box ticked 

  

Micro positive for sperm – submitted 
results pending (automatic result) 

 Technique: DNA Extraction 
Method: Differential Lysis DNA IQ 

  

Submitted results pending 
(manual result) 

  

Process: Presumptive 
‘P30 +ve’ box ticked 

 

    

  

Process: Presumptive 
‘P30 –ve’ box ticked 

  

    

  Technique: DNA Extraction 
 Method: Differential Lysis DNA IQ 

  

Presumptive PSA test positive, submitted 
- results pending (automatic result) 

And 
Presumptive AP test positive, submitted -
results pending (automatic result) *this will 

not send for AP fabrics 
  

Technique: DNA Extraction 
Method: Differential Lysis DNA IQ 

  

Presumptive AP test positive, submitted - 
results pending (automatic result) *this will 

not send for AP fabrics. 
 

AP Fabrics: Submitted results pending 
(manual result) 

  

Diff Slide Read 
  

Process: Microscopic 
‘Spermatozoa were detected’ box ticked 

  

Process: Microscopic 
‘No spermatozoa were detected’ box ticked 
  

  

Micro positive for sperm, submitted - 
results pending (manual result) 

  

Originally AP positive 
and P30 positive 

  

   
    

  

Originally AP neg or 
AP pos and P30 neg 

  

Micro neg for sperm 
(automatic result) 

  

Micro neg for sperm (automatic result) 
And 

Semen not detected (manual result) *This is not 
needed for AP fabrics when p30 testing is not 
performed (fabric divided and sperm found)  
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9.7 Appendix 7: Exhibit result lines (original process) 

 
Originally AP positive and P30 positive 

DNA IQ 

       

  

Process: Microscopic 
‘Spermatozoa were detected’ box ticked 

  

Process: Microscopic 
‘No spermatozoa were detected’ box ticked 

  

Technique: DNA Extraction 
Method: Differential Lysis DNA IQ 

  

Micro positive for sperm – 
submitted -results pending 

(automatic result) 
  

Process: Presumptive 
‘AP +ve’ box ticked 

Process: Presumptive 
‘AP -ve’ box ticked 

Internal 
Swabs (NFA) 

  

Micro neg for sperm 
(automatic result) 

And 
Semen not detected 

(manual result) 

External Swabs: 
Technique: DNA Extraction 
Method: QIAsymphony Pre-

Lysis 
  

Semen not detected 
(manual result) 

And 
Submitted results 

pending (manual result) 
And 

Micro neg for sperm 
(manual result) 

Process: 
Presumptive 
‘P30 +ve’ box 

ticked 

Process: 
Presumptive 
‘P30 –ve’ box 

ticked 

Technique: DNA Extraction 
Method: Differential Lysis DNA IQ 

Presumptive PSA test 
positive, submitted - 

results pending (automatic 
result) 
And 

Presumptive AP test 
positive, submitted - 

results pending (automatic 
result) *this will not send for 

AP fabrics 
And 

Micro neg for sperm 
(manual result) 

External Swabs: 
Technique: DNA Extraction 
Method: QIAsymphony Pre-

Lysis 
  

Internal Swabs (NFA) 

Presumptive AP test positive, submitted - 
results pending (automatic result) *this will 

not send for AP fabrics. 
AP Fabrics: Submitted results pending 

(manual result) 
And 

All exhibits: Semen not detected 
(manual result) 

And 
All exhibits: Micro neg for sperm 

(manual result) 

Micro neg for 
sperm (automatic 

result) 
And 

Semen not 
detected (manual 

result) 
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9.8 Appendix 8: Workflow for items – semen testing 

1. Enter barcode into search field 

2. Using the exhibit movement table, track item to bench 

3. Click thumbnail of CSSE. Check image. Close the image tab 

4. Add additional images as a Notation as required. Note: Paint can be used to annotate 
images. 

5. Check testing requirements for biological screening 

6. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select item exam 

• Tick relevant boxes under packaging and sample assessment notes 

• Enter notes into the Notes field including details of the item, details of any staining and 
markings and how the item is to be sampled.  

• Save 

7. Create subsample of scraping/tapelift/swab/excision. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select subsample 

• In the SubID field enter in the barcode of the subsample 

• In the subtype dropdown list select MISC 

• In the notes field add a description of the subsample 

• Save 

• Repeat for any other subsamples 

8. Convert subsamples to child exhibits 

• Click on exhibit register tab  

• Click the add symbol 

• Enter barcode of subsample you have just created in the exhibit barcode field 

• In the category field select the relevant subsample type 

• Add description of subsample  

• In the located/owner field copy the start of the parent items located/owner description, the 
parent barcode, and a short description of the child exhibit. 
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• Add the parent barcode in the parent barcode field 

• Tick the following boxes: admission/Intel, FSS DNA Analysis, and sample has been 
collected in strict compliance with CSE101 Biological Evidence 

• Add your FR User ID in the Delivery Officer Rego field; press tab and your surname will 
automatically appear. Select Queensland Health Scientific 

• Save 

• Repeat steps for all subsamples 

9. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select item exam 

• Enter notes into the note field detailing how much water was added to the tube and slide 
created 

• Add the tube lot number 

• Save 

10. Perform microscopy. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select microscopic from dropdown list 

• Enter a  new barcode in the SubID field for the slide 

• In the SubType field select Slide from dropdown list 

• In the equipment field scan the barcode of the microscope 

• Fill out results of micro examination and complete information in notes field  

• Add in H&E reagent lot number in reagent field 

• Complete the storage information for the slide. 

• Save 

11. Perform presumptive if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select presumptive from dropdown list 

• Complete tick boxes to describe presumptive tests performed 

• Add in reagent lot numbers in reagent field 

• Add details of testing in notes field if required 

• Save 
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12. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Add extraction 

• Add storage location  

• Save 

13. Add manual result lines if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select result 

• Select the appropriate result from the dropdown menu labelled police report 

• Save 

14. Repeat steps 9-13 for all child exhibits 

15. Track CSSE to returns 
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9.9 Appendix 9: Workflow for semen in-tubes 
1. Enter barcode into search field 

2. Using the exhibit movement table, track item to bench 

3. Click thumbnail of CSSE. Check image. Close the image tab 

4. Add additional images as a Notation as required. Note: Paint can be used to annotate 
images. 

5. Check testing requirements for biological screening 

6. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select item exam 

• Tick relevant boxes under packaging and sample assessment notes 

• Describe the sample in the notes field including details of any staining and how the item is 
to be sampled. Include details of any water added to the tube 

• Save 

7. Perform microscopy. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select microscopic from dropdown list 

• Enter a  new barcode in the SubID field for the slide 

• In the SubType field select Slide from dropdown list 

• In the equipment field scan the barcode of the microscope 

• Fill out results of micro examination and complete information in notes field  

• Add in H&E reagent lot number in reagent field 

• Complete the storage information for the slide. 

• Save 

8. Perform presumptive testing if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select presumptive from dropdown list 

• Complete tick boxes to describe presumptive tests performed 

• Add in reagent lot numbers in reagent field 

• Add details of testing in notes field if required 

• Save 
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9. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Add extraction 

• Add storage location  

• Save 

10. Add manual result lines if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select result 

• Select the appropriate result from the dropdown menu labelled police report 

• Save 

11. Put CSSE into destruction box 
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9.10 Appendix 10: Diff slide process 
HP2: 

1. Retrieve slides from storage 

2. Track to Evidence Recovery lab FDNA-ERER-0001 

3. Stain the slides 

4. Exhibit testing table  add  and choose Microscopic 

• Add diff slide barcode to SubID field 

• In the SubType field select Slide from dropdown list 

• In the Reagents field add the H & E lot number 

• Save 

HP3: 

1. The slides should be tracked to the lab and be stained 

2. Perform microscopy. Edit the existing Microscopic Process with the results of the microscopic 
examination and record the barcode of the microscope in the Equipment field.  

3. Save 

4. Follow Appendix 6 for any additional exhibit result lines to will need to be sent 

5. Place completed slides in the hatch for HP2 to return to storage. 
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1 Purpose 
The purpose of this procedure is to describe those procedures required for the examination of 
sexual assault cases by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA Analysis, 
in addition to those described in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items. 

 
2 Scope 

This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret examinations 
of evidentiary items.  This standard operating procedure is in conjunction with individual methods 
for particular screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting are to be found in each 
method. 

 
3 Definitions 

• Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for a 
comprehensive list of abbreviations. 

• All references to microscopy, refer to QIS document 17189 (Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa) 

• All references to Acid Phosphatase (AP), refer to QIS document 17186 (The Acid 
Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains) 

• All references to Phadebas, refer to QIS document 33998 (Phadebas Test For Saliva) 
• All references to Tetramethylbenzidine, refer to QIS document 17190 

(Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood) 
• All references to p30, refer to QIS document 17185 (Detection of Azoospermic Semen in 

Casework Samples) 
• A semen negative item is an item which has tested negative for spermatozoa 

microscopically and tested negative for acid phosphatase; or tested negative for 
spermatozoa microscopically, tested positive for acid phosphatase and tested negative for 
P30. 

 
4 General Principles 

Refer to the general principles contained in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic 
Register). 

 
5 Specific Examination Strategies 

Refer to Section 6.2 of QIS document 17189 (Examination for and of Spermatozoa) for 
procedures relating to making a suspension and preparing, staining and reading microscope 
slides. 
 

5.1 Sexual Assault Investigation Kits 
An examination strategy must be prepared for all SAIKs which are examined.  This strategy must 
include: 

• For each item to be examined, what biological fluid is to be screened for 
• Items which require no further action 
• Items which may only require examination pending presumptive/screening results 
• Sample submission strategies (i.e. extraction type, pooling, retain supernatant for 

Phadebas testing etc.). 
 

The examination strategy must be reviewed by a scientist competent to perform the examinations 
contained in the strategy. 
 
The following are general principles which are used to develop examination strategies for SAIKs, 
however these principles must be considered within the context of the case history: 
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• Where the complainant is a minor or has an intellectual impairment which may mean that 
the provided case history is unreliable, all possible offence scenarios are considered. 

• Where the complainant is an adult who has lost consciousness, has impaired memory or 
has consumed alcohol or drugs prior to or during the offence which may impact on 
memory, all possible offence scenarios are considered. 

• Consider previous intercourse with same or different partner, prior to the offence.  For 
digital only female complainant cases with prior intercourse, submit external swabs for diff 
lysis with no testing.  For male SAIK swabs, consider submitting penile swabs for diff lysis 
where previous intercourse with another partner has occurred. 

• Consider the number of offenders – for male SAIKs consider submitting penile swabs for 
diff lysis (with no testing) to separate epithelial and spermatozoa. 

• For child complainants, treat all vaginal swabs as external swabs for semen or cells. 
• Samples taken from areas of biting, licking or kissing (or other oral contact) are submitted 

for saliva testing.  This does not include swabs taken from the mouth (internal or external), 
anal and vaginal areas which may give false positive results. 

• All samples examined for spermatozoa microscopically are submitted for Differential Lysis 
regardless of microscopy result. Micro negative samples are added to the Diff Slide list. 

• For internal swabs on adult females, an Analytical Note for the Epithelial Fraction to be 
processed as “Extract and Hold” is required. 

 
Appendix 1 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of SAIKs.  Before 
commencing the examination of a SAIK an examination strategy must be devised and reviewed 
in accordance with Section 6.1.1 of this document. 
 
If there are issues related to the collection or documentation of a SAIK this must be fed back to 
the relevant FMO or FNE using the SAIK issues log. Examples of issues may include: 

• Serum coated, charcoal swabs or other unsuitable swabs/media are submitted (these 
should be tested regardless of the swab type or media and a notation must be added in 
the forensic register) 

• Insufficient case history 
• Labelling issues/inconsistencies 
• Smears have been prepared by the FMO/FNE 

 
5.2 Acid Phosphatase (AP) Positive Fabrics 

Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including semen in-tubes) Workflow describes the workflow 
to be used for presumptive/screening testing of AP positive fabrics.  

 
AP positive fabrics are submitted by QPS. The AP positive area should be clearly marked on the 
fabric. If the fabric is not marked then the entire sample should be tested, including both sides of 
fabric. It may be possible to check the QPS images which may indicate positive areas. 
 
AP positive fabrics should be submitted with sufficient additional area surrounding the circled AP 
positive area to enable the examining scientist to safely hold the fabric if/when taking a scraping.   
 
Where a large piece of AP positive fabric is to be tested, divide the item into sections and test 
each section separately.  If spermatozoa are located microscopically on one section, but are not 
located on other sections, P30 testing is not required to be performed on all negative sections, 
however within the records for each section, records must be made to indicate p30 was not 
performed as another section was micro positive for spermatozoa (specify the micro positive 
sections).  All sections are submitted for analysis for Differential Lysis.  
 
If semen is not detected, submit all sections for Differential Lysis and add to Diff Slide list. 
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Generally fabrics are scraped or excised (extreme care to be taken to stop needle stick type 
injuries). 

 
5.3 Semen in-tubes 

Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including semen in-tubes) Workflow and Appendix 3: 
Condoms and Semen in-tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow describe the workflow for 
presumptive/screening testing of semen in-tubes based on whether the QPS have conducted AP 
testing. If semen in-tubes are stored in an in-tube registration box, they must be transferred to an 
items box so that they can be examined by a scientist.  
 

5.4 Condoms 
Appendix 3: Condoms and Semen in-tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow describes the 
workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Condoms. 
 
When a condom is received it should be described in terms of “O/S surface as received” and “I/S 
surface as received”. Describe any fluid that may be present on or within the condom.  Describe 
length and diameter, colour, patterning and translucency of condom. 
 
Take one wet and one dry swab from the O/S and I/S surfaces of the condom.  Sample and 
combine I/S wet and dry swabs into one tube and O/S wet and dry swabs into another tube. N.B. 
When sampling the swabs, to ensure that there is not excess substrate submitted, sample the 
entire of the wet swab, but only the outer layer of the dry swab. 
 

5.5 Sanitary Pads and Tampons 
Appendix 4: Sanitary Pads and Tampons Workflow describes the workflow to be used for 
presumptive/screening testing of sanitary pads and tampons. 
 
Sanitary pads are AP tested on the side worn in contact with the skin.   
 
Tampons are cut through the middle and splayed out.  The outer sides of the tampon are then AP 
tested.   
 

5.6 Post Mortem Samples 
Appendix 5: PM SAIK Samples Workflow describes the workflow for presumptive/screening 
testing of Post Mortem samples.  

 
PM samples may include sexual assault swabs and/or slides (high vaginal, low vaginal, vulval 
etc.), pubic hair, head hair, fingernail clippings or scrapings. 
 
Intimate sexual assault swabs which are semen positive are submitted for diff lysis.  Intimate 
sexual assault swabs which are semen negative are submitted for Differential Lysis and added to 
Diff Slide list. 
 
Refer to SOP 34300 Examination of post mortem and associated samples from deceased 
persons, for further detail on post mortem examinations 

 
5.7 Clothing and Bed sheets 

For large items, an examination strategy should be formulated based on the case history and if 
necessary consultation with the QPS.  This must be recorded as a notation in the FR. 
 
If the case history suggests that the item has been washed then it may be necessary to perform 
microscopy only considering the water soluble nature of Acid Phosphatase and P30. Use the 
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case history and if necessary communicate with the investigating officer to establish an area to 
target. 

 
5.8 Wet and Dry swabs – QPS submitted 

When wet and dry swabs are received from the same site (e.g. in a SAIK, or from one item) 
submit each of the swabs separately. 

 
5.9 Multiple Presumptive/Screening Tests 

Consideration should be given to the order in which screening tests are conducted based on the 
type of tests to be performed and the conservation of sample on the item.  Where both AP and 
Phadebas screening tests are required, perform Phadebas testing on the exhibit first (using 
commercial paper), once the Phadebas test is complete the Phadebas paper can be sprayed 
with AP reagent. 

 
5.10 Diff Lysis Slides 

Diff Slides are read routinely on all samples with no spermatozoa seen on examination. These 
are added to a Diff Slide reading list in the Evidence Recovery roster. Diff Slides for other 
samples may be requested by a case scientist, these will populate the examination worklist.  
 
Read slides and complete the microscopy procedure as per section 6.2 of this document. Return 
slides to their original storage location 
 
Refer to Appendix 9: Diff slide process for process for Diff Slides. 

 
5.11 Penile Swabs 

The presence of spermatozoa on penile swabs is not unexpected.  These swabs are generally 
submitted for Cells, however where the case history indicates multiple offenders, or previous 
sexual contact, they should be submitted for diff lysis.  Appendix 1: SAIK Examination Workflow 
describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of SAIK swabs. 
 

5.12 Lubricant Testing 
If an item is required for lubricant testing consult with Forensic Chemistry before any 
examinations are conducted. Refer to Examination of Items (Forensic Register) 33800 section 
4.6 Dual Analysis for further details. 
 

6 Examination 
The general examination procedures documented in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items 
(Forensic Register) apply to the examination of sexual cases. 
 

6.1 SAIK examination 
6.1.1 SAIK examination strategy 

1. New SAIKs will be listed in the received worklist and will also be tracked to the freezer 
shelves 

2. Scan the barcode of the SAIK into the global search field  

3. Scroll to the Case Reports table at the bottom of the screen and click the Forensic Officer 
hyperlink to view the case file notation 
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 Figure 1 Case reports table – hyperlink to case file notation 
 
Note: If there is nothing in the case reports field, this may be because the FNE/FMO notes 
received have not been added by property point on receipt, or not notes were received. If no 
notes were received, use the Request / Task function to request copies from the relevant 
Forensic Officer and / or if possible contact the collecting FNE or FMO for a copy. Upon 
receipt or location of the notes, these need to be scanned and added as an attachment to a 
new Case File Notation. 

4. In the files table click the  symbol to open the FMO notes pdf. The download box will 
appear in the bottom left corner. Read the FMO notes then close the tab 

5. Click the back button to return to the exhibit record page 

6. Scroll to the exhibit testing table, click the add symbol 

7. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select notation from the dropdown menu 

8. In the notes field type the examination strategy for the 
SAIK

 

 Figure 2 SAIK examination strategy 
9. In the worklist table select Examination from the technique dropdown menu and Item Exam 

from the method dropdown menu  
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10. Click on the Save symbol. 

 
6.1.2 Validation of SAIK examination strategy 

1. The examination worklist will indicate SAIK’s that require examination 

2. Navigate to the main menu and scan the barcode of the SAIK into the search field 

3. Read the FMO notes pdf which can be found in the Case Reports table 

4. Scroll down to the exhibit testing table, find the relevant notation and click the date/time 
hyperlink 

 

 Figure 3 Hyperlink to notation 
 

5. Read the SAIK examination strategy in the notes field. If you do not agree with the SAIK 
examination strategy discuss with the scientist who created the strategy and they can edit 
their original notation 

6. Once you are satisfied that everything is correct and you agree with the SAIK examination 
strategy click the edit button 

7. In the notes field add an additional note to agree to the examination strategy 

 

 Figure 4 Checking SAIK examination strategy 

8. Click on the Save symbol. 
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6.1.3 Description of SAIK packaging 
1. Retrieve SAIK from the freezer location and track to your examination bench in the evidence 

recovery laboratory via exhibit movement 

2. Photograph the packaging and upload images to I:\FR Images 

3. From the main menu screen scan the barcode of the SAIK into the search field in the top right 
corner. 

4. Scroll down to exhibit testing table, click the add symbol 

5. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select Item Exam from the dropdown menu 

6. In the packaging and sample assessment notes field tick the “seal and packaging intact” box 
if this is the case. If the packaging and seals are not intact use the notes field to describe the 
nature of the packaging and seals. Note: the “sample meets requirements” box is specific to 
in-tubes and is not to be used for Item Exam. 

7. In the notes field state if packaging has been opened by property point and if it was signed 
and dated. Describe any labelling on the SAIK packaging. List the contents of the SAIK and 
for each item state whether it is to be examined or not. If swab are labelled with the same 
white label containing the same patient details, this can be detailed in the notes field and 
referred to in each of the subsequent examination notes. 

 

 Figure 5 Description of SAIK packaging and contents 
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8. Click on the Save symbol. 

6.1.4 Description of SAIK contents and image upload 

1. Click the Examination Summary tab 

2. Click the add symbol 

3. Change the start time to a time before your photos were taken. In the duration field add an 
estimate time for your examination 

 

 Figure 6 Examination Summary Time and Duration fields 
 

4. The following check boxes must be ticked as this is required for compliance with software 
requirements: Examination location – General, Recording Method – Photo General (can tick 
Photo Explicit if images are of a sensitive nature) and Recording Method – No Case File refer 
Figure 7 Examination type check boxes: 

 

Figure 7 Examination type check boxes 
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5. In the Examination notes field type a summary of the SAIK contents including items not 
examined such as unused swabs etc. Note: abbreviations such as HVS or LVS cannot be 
used. 

6. In the exhibits examined field scan the SAIK barcode 

 

 Figure 8 Description of SAIK contents 
 

7. Click on the Save symbol. 

8. Click the Related files symbol 

9. The file upload box will open, click the add files button . 

 

 Figure 9 File Upload table 
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10. Navigate to I:\FR Images and find the relevant packaging images. Multiple images can be 
selected by holding down the Ctrl button. Click open 

11. Click the start upload button 

12. Once the images have uploaded click the close symbol. 

6.1.5 Registration of SAIK contents – creating child exhibits 
1. Assign each item in the SAIK a new barcode 

2. Click the Add  Related exhibits symbol 

3. Scan/type the barcode of your first item into the exhibit barcode field 

4. Choose the category (e.g. swab) 

5. Type in the description (e.g. high vaginal swab) Note: abbreviations must not be used. 

6. In the Located/Owner field add:  

• the located/owner text from the parent item (SAIK) 

• the barcode of the parent item (SAIK) 

• the description of the child (copied from description field above) 

7. In the parent barcode field add the parent barcode 

8. Tick the Admission/Intel box 

9. Tick the box - sample has been collected in strict compliance with CSE101 Biological 
Evidence  

Note: If you wish to add an additional child exhibit after completion of the above steps, return to 
the Exhibit Record page for the exhibit, navigate to your examination from the Examination List & 
that will take you to the Examination Summary page, and you can start from clicking the “Add 
related Exhibit” icon and follow the steps above. 
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 Figure 10 Adding Child Exhibits 

10. Click on the Save symbol. 

11. To add more child exhibits click on the back button 

12. Edit the exhibit barcode of the 2nd child exhibit 

13. Choose the category 

14. Type in the description of the 2nd child 

15. Edit the last part of the Located /Owner field to match the description 

16. Click on the Save symbol 

17. Repeat steps 11-15 for every component of the SAIK 
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18. Note: These steps are not required for SAIK components that do not require examination, for 
example control swabs 

 

6.1.6 Examination of SAIK 
1. Click the exhibit register tab and find the first SAIK swab to be examined, click the barcode to 

examine that sample 

 

 Figure 11 Exhibit register page 
 

2. For each item in the SAIK perform the item exam procedure. Refer to SOP 33800 
Examination of Items (Forensic Register) for detailed procedures. Ensure to add 

a. the tube lot number  

b. in the notes field include details of any labelling present  

c. in the notes field include water that is added to the tube. 

3. Perform any necessary TMB presumptive testing as needed.  
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 Figure 12 SAIK swab item exam 
 
6.2 Microscopy 

1. Scroll down to exhibit testing table, click the add symbol 

2. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select microscopic from the dropdown menu 

3. In the SubID field enter a new barcode for the slide (label the slide with the same barcode) 

4. In the SubType field select SLIDE from the dropdown menu 

5. In the Equipment No field enter the barcode for the specific microscope that you are using 

6. Fill out the Results of Microscopy examination table and use the notes field to add specific 
details of the microscopy and any England finder coordinates etc. 

7. Record details of staining reagent lot numbers in the reagents fields by scanning the barcode 
that is affixed to the reagent. The name of the reagent will auto-populate after saving 

8. In the Storage rack ID field scan the barcode of the slide rack and tab for the next available 
position 
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 Figure 13 Microscopic exam 
 
Note: If no spermatozoa are seen at this time, check the “No Result” radio button. 

9. Click on the Save symbol 

10. Perform any further presumptive testing as required if microscopy is negative 

11. Add any microscopy negative items to the Diff Slide list 

6.3 Drop Sheets 
Drop sheets need to be registered regardless of whether they appear used or not. 
 
1. Follow 6.1.5 above for registration of the drop sheet 

2. Add an item exam, include any packaging and labelling details as appropriate, and state what 
is visible on the drop sheet – if it appears unused, then state this. 

3. If anything is present on the drop sheet which requires submission for DNA profiling (e.g. a 
hair), refer to 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic Register) for creation of subsamples and 
child exhibits (and recording of tube lot numbers, result lines etc.) 

6.4 Submitting samples to the Analytical team for DNA profiling 

1. On the sample that is to be submitted to the analytical team, click the add button in the 
exhibit testing table 

2. In the worklist table use the technique dropdown menu to select DNA Extraction and in the 
method field select the relevant extraction type 
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3. The sample may be stored at this stage by entering the ERT-AS rack barcode into the 
storage ID field. (Note if there are many samples it may be more efficient to store using the 
bulk storage function in the equipment tab) 

4. Click on the Save symbol.  

 

 Figure 14 Worklist Table 
6.5 Analytical notes 

1. If any samples require a comment for analytical processing e.g. “extract & hold for EFRAC”, 
an analytical note must be created for each sample. 

2. Scroll down to the exhibit testing table and click the add symbol. 

3. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select Analytical note from the dropdown menu. 

4. Use the notes field to type the comment for the analytical team. 

 

 Figure 15 Analytical note 
 

5. Click on the Save symbol. 

6. Note: Analytical notes will auto-validate and do not require validation from a second scientist. 

6.6 Entering exhibit result lines 
Exhibit result lines are created to communicate results to the QPS electronically. Some results 
will automatically be generated by ticking various boxes or radio buttons; however some results 
will need to be entered manually. Refer to Appendix 6: Exhibit result lines.  
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6.7 Finalisation of SAIK examination 
1. Once the SAIK examination is complete, repackage and track the SAIK to the freezer returns 

location (FDNA-RTFZ-0001). 

2. Store all samples to a ERT-AS transfer box if not already stored during examination 
 

7 Associated Documentation 
QIS: 17140 Procedure for the Identification and Examination of Hairs 
QIS: 17185 Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
QIS: 17186 The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
QIS: 17189 Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
QIS: 17190 Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood 
QIS: 33998 Phadebas Test for Saliva 
QIS: 22857 Anti-Contamination Procedure  
QIS: 23849 Common Forensic DNA Analysis terms and Acronyms 
QIS: 33771 Examination of in-tube samples (Forensic Register) 
QIS: 33773 Procedure for Profile Data Analysis using the Forensic Register 
QIS: 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic Register) 
QIS: 34006 Procedure for the Release of Results Using the Forensic Register 
QIS: 34300 Examination of post mortem and associated samples from deceased persons 

 
8 Amendment History 

Version Date Updated By Amendments 
1 10/06/2016 A. Houlding First issue. 
2 14/06/2017 A. Ryan Added examination summary, upload 

of images for SAIKs and creating 
related exhibits for each component of 
the SAIK. Added analytical notes. 
Added appendices 6-10 

3 14/07/2017 A. McNevin Updated information on required fields 
for an Examination, information on diff 
slide process 

4 13/12/2017 A. McNevin Minor edits to reflect current practices 
in FR; updated screen shots and 
associated documents 

 
9 Appendices 

Appendix 1: SAIK Examination Workflow 
Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including semen in-tubes) Workflow 
Appendix 3: Condoms and Semen in-tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow 
Appendix 4: Sanitary Pads and Tampons Workflow 
Appendix 5: PM SAIK Samples Workflow 
Appendix 6: Exhibit result lines 
Appendix 7: Workflow for items – semen testing 
Appendix 8: Workflow for semen in-tubes 
Appendix 9: Diff slide process 
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9.1 Appendix 1: SAIK Examination Workflow 
This workflow is intended to demonstrate the testing of one sample from a SAIK.  The submission of 
samples should be considered within the context of the Examination Strategy, taking into consideration 
the case history as well as the presumptive and screening results of other SAIK swabs, particularly those 
from the same location. 
 

 

SAIK Swab 

Exam Strategy – Screen 
for Semen or submit for 

cells/saliva 
Nil screening – submit 

for cells/saliva 

Screen for Semen 

Microscopy 

Microscopy - POS Microscopy - NEG 

Submit for Diff Lysis AP test 

AP NEG AP POS 

P30 test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit for Diff 
Lysis 

Submit for Diff 
Lysis 

Submit for Diff 
Lysis 

Figure 16 SAIK examination workflow 
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9.2 Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including semen in-tubes) Workflow 
 
This workflow is to be used for all items which have previously tested positive using the AP test by the 
QPS. 
 

 
 
 

AP Pos Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy Pos 

P30 Test 
Submit for Diff Lysis 

Submit for Diff Lysis 

Microscopy NEG 

P30 Pos P30 Neg 

Submit for Diff Lysis 

Figure 17 QPS AP tested items workflow 
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9.3 Appendix 3: Condoms and Semen in-tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow 

 
Figure 18 Condoms and Semen In-tube workflow 
 

Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit Diff Lysis AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

p30 Test 

Submit Diff Lysis Submit Diff Lysis 

Submit Diff Lysis 

P30 POS P30 NEG 
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9.4 Appendix 4: Sanitary Pads and Tampons Workflow 

 
 
 

Item 

AP test 

AP POS AP NEG 

NFA Microscopy 

Microscopy NEG Microscopy POS 

Submit Diff Lysis P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit Diff Lysis Submit Diff Lysis 

Figure 19 Workflow for Sanitary Pads and Tampons 
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9.5 Appendix 5: PM SAIK Samples Workflow 
 

 
 

PM SAIK Sample 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS 

Submit Diff Lysis 

Microscopy NEG 

AP Test 

AP POS 

P30 Test 

P30 POS 

Submit Diff Lysis 

P30 NEG 

Submit Diff Lysis 

AP NEG 

Submit Diff Lysis 

Figure 20 PM SAIK workflow 
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9.6 Appendix 6: Exhibit result lines 

 
 
 

Process: Microscopic 
 

‘Spermatozoa were detected’ box ticked 

Process: Microscopic 
 

‘No result’ box ticked 

Technique: DNA Extraction,  
Method: Differential Lysis DNA IQ 

Process: Presumptive 
‘AP +ve’ box ticked 

Process: Presumptive 
‘AP –ve’ box ticked 

Micro positive for sperm – submitted 
results pending (automatic result) 

Technique: DNA Extraction 
Method: Differential Lysis DNA IQ 

Submitted results pending 
(manual result) 

  

Process: Presumptive 
‘P30 +ve’ box ticked 

 

    

  

Process: Presumptive 
‘P30 –ve’ box ticked   

Technique: DNA Extraction 
 Method: Differential Lysis DNA IQ 

  

Presumptive PSA test positive, submitted 
- results pending (automatic result) 

And 
Presumptive AP test positive, submitted -
results pending (automatic result) *this will 

not send for AP fabrics 

Technique: DNA Extraction 
Method: Differential Lysis DNA IQ 

  

Presumptive AP test positive, submitted - 
results pending (automatic result) *this will 

not send for AP fabrics. 
 

AP Fabrics: Submitted results pending 
(manual result) 

Diff Slide Read 
  

Process: Microscopic 
‘Spermatozoa were detected’ box ticked  

Process: Microscopic 
‘No spermatozoa were detected’ box ticked 

Micro positive for sperm, submitted - 
results pending (manual result) 

  

Originally AP positive 
and P30 positive 

  

   
    

  

Originally AP neg or 
AP pos and P30 neg  

Micro neg for sperm 
(automatic result)  

Micro neg for sperm (automatic result) 
And 

Semen not detected (manual result) *This is not 
needed for AP fabrics when p30 testing is not 
performed (fabric divided and sperm found)  
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9.7 Appendix 7: Workflow for items – semen testing 
1. Enter barcode into search field 

2. Using the exhibit movement table, track item to bench 

3. Click thumbnail of CSSE. Check image. Close the image tab 

4. Add additional images as a Notation as required. Note: Paint can be used to annotate 
images. 

5. Check testing requirements for biological screening 

6. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select item exam 

• Tick relevant boxes under packaging and sample assessment notes 

• Enter notes into the Notes field including details of the item, details of any staining and 
markings and how the item is to be sampled.  

• Save 

7. Create subsample of scraping/tape-lift/swab/excision. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select subsample 

• In the SubID field enter in the barcode of the subsample 

• In the subtype dropdown list select MISC 

• In the notes field add a description of the subsample 

• Save 

• Repeat for any other subsamples 

8. Convert subsamples to child exhibits 

• Click on exhibit register tab  

• Click the add symbol 

• Enter barcode of subsample you have just created in the exhibit barcode field 

• In the category field select the relevant subsample type 

• Add description of subsample  

• In the located/owner field copy the start of the parent items located/owner description, the 
parent barcode, and a short description of the child exhibit. 

• Add the parent barcode in the parent barcode field 
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• Tick the following boxes: admission/Intel, FSS DNA Analysis, and sample has been 
collected in strict compliance with CSE101 Biological Evidence 

• Add your FR User ID in the Delivery Officer Rego field; press tab and your surname will 
automatically appear. Select Queensland Health Scientific 

• Save 

• Repeat steps for all subsamples 

9. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select item exam 

• Enter notes into the note field detailing how much water was added to the tube and slide 
created 

• Add the tube lot number 

• Save 

10. Perform microscopy. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select microscopic from dropdown list 

• Enter a new barcode in the SubID field for the slide 

• In the SubType field select Slide from dropdown list 

• In the equipment field scan the barcode of the microscope 

• Fill out results of micro examination and complete information in notes field  

• Add in H&E reagent lot number in reagent field 

• Complete the storage information for the slide. 

• Save 

11. Perform presumptive if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select presumptive from dropdown list 

• Complete tick boxes to describe presumptive tests performed 

• Add in reagent lot numbers in reagent field 

• Add details of testing in notes field if required 

• Save 

12. Exhibit testing table  add  
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• Add extraction 

• Add storage location  

• Save 

13. Add manual result lines if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select result 

• Select the appropriate result from the dropdown menu labelled police report 

• Save 

14. Repeat steps 9-13 for all child exhibits 

15. Track Exhibit to returns 
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9.8 Appendix 8: Workflow for semen in-tubes 
1. Enter barcode into search field 

2. Using the exhibit movement table, track item to bench 

3. Click thumbnail of CSSE. Check image. Close the image tab 

4. Add additional images as a Notation as required. Note: Paint can be used to annotate 
images. 

5. Check testing requirements for biological screening 

6. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select item exam 

• Tick relevant boxes under packaging and sample assessment notes 

• Describe the sample in the notes field including details of any staining and how the item is 
to be sampled. Include details of any water added to the tube 

• Save 

7. Perform microscopy. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select microscopic from dropdown list 

• Enter a new barcode in the SubID field for the slide 

• In the SubType field select Slide from dropdown list 

• In the equipment field scan the barcode of the microscope 

• Fill out results of micro examination and complete information in notes field  

• Add in H&E reagent lot number in reagent field 

• Complete the storage information for the slide. 

• Save 

8. Perform presumptive testing if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select presumptive from dropdown list 

• Complete tick boxes to describe presumptive tests performed 

• Add in reagent lot numbers in reagent field 

• Add details of testing in notes field if required 

• Save 
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9. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Add extraction 

• Add storage location  

• Save 

10. Add manual result lines if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select result 

• Select the appropriate result from the dropdown menu labelled police report 

• Save 

11. Put CSSE into destruction box 
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9.9 Appendix 9: Diff slide process 
HP2: 

1. Retrieve slides from storage 

2. Track to Evidence Recovery lab FDNA-ERER-0001 

3. Stain the slides 

4. Exhibit testing table  add  and choose Microscopic 

• Add diff slide barcode to SubID field 

• In the SubType field select Slide from dropdown list 

• In the Reagents field add the H & E lot number 

• Save 

HP3: 

1. The slides should be tracked to the lab and be stained 

2. Perform microscopy. Edit the existing Microscopic Process with the results of the microscopic 
examination and record the barcode of the microscope in the Equipment field.  

3. Save 

4. Follow Appendix 6 for any additional exhibit result lines that will need to be entered 

5. Place completed slides in the hatch for HP2 to return to storage. 
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1 Purpose 
The purpose of this procedure is to describe those processes required for the examination of 
sexual assault cases by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA Analysis, 
in addition to those described in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items. 

 
2 Scope 

This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret examinations 
of evidentiary items. This standard operating procedure is used in conjunction with individual 
methods for particular screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting are to be found 
in each method. 

 
3 Definitions 

• Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for a 
comprehensive list of abbreviations. 

• All references to microscopy, refer to QIS document 17189 (Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa) 

• All references to Acid Phosphatase (AP), refer to QIS document 17186 (The Acid 
Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains) 

• All references to Phadebas, refer to QIS document 33998 (Phadebas Test For Saliva) 
• All references to Tetramethylbenzidine, refer to QIS document 17190 

(Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood) 
• All references to p30, refer to QIS document 17185 (Detection of Azoospermic Semen in 

Casework Samples) 
• A semen negative item is an item which has tested negative for spermatozoa 

microscopically and tested negative for acid phosphatase; or tested negative for 
spermatozoa microscopically, tested positive for acid phosphatase and tested negative for 
P30. 

 
4 General Principles 

Refer to the general principles contained in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic 
Register). 

 
5 Specific Examination Strategies 

Refer to Section 6.2 of QIS document 17189 (Examination for and of Spermatozoa) for 
procedures relating to making a suspension and preparing, staining and reading microscope 
slides. 
 

5.1 Sexual Assault Investigation Kits (SAIKs) 
Before commencing the examination of a SAIK an examination strategy must be devised and 
reviewed in accordance with Section 6.1.1 of this document. This strategy must include: 

• For each item to be examined, what biological fluid is to be screened for 
• Items which require no further action 
• Items which may only require examination pending presumptive/screening results 
• Sample submission strategies (i.e. extraction type, pooling, retain supernatant for 

Phadebas testing etc.). 
 

The examination strategy must be reviewed by a scientist competent to perform the examinations 
contained in the strategy. 
 
The following are general principles which are used to develop examination strategies for SAIKs, 
however these principles must be considered within the context of the case history: 
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• Where the complainant is a minor or has an intellectual impairment which may mean that 
the provided case history is unreliable, all possible offence scenarios are considered. 

• Where the complainant is an adult who has lost consciousness, has impaired memory or 
has consumed alcohol or drugs prior to or during the offence which may impact on 
memory, all possible offence scenarios are considered. 

• Consider previous intercourse with same or different partner, prior to the offence.  For 
digital only female complainant cases with prior intercourse, submit external swabs for diff 
lysis with no presumptive screening testing.  For male SAIK swabs, consider submitting 
penile swabs for diff lysis where previous intercourse with another partner has occurred. 

• Consider the number of offenders – for male SAIKs consider submitting penile swabs for 
diff lysis (with no testing) to separate epithelial cells and spermatozoa. 

• Samples taken from areas of biting, licking or kissing (or other oral contact) are submitted 
for saliva testing.  This does not include swabs taken from the mouth (internal or external), 
anal and vaginal areas which may give false positive results. 

• All samples examined for spermatozoa microscopically are submitted for Differential Lysis 
regardless of microscopy result. Micro negative samples are added to the Diff Slide list. 
See Appendix 7: Diff slide processAppendix 4: Flowchart for diff slides for an explanation 
as to what the diff slide list is and where it is located.  

• For internal swabs on adult females, an Analytical Note for the Epithelial Fraction to be 
processed as “Extract and Hold” is required. 

 
On the rare occasion FMO prepared slides are received within a SAIK, the following workflow 
applies: Where the swab and smear are clearly labelled the same (can be identified as matching), 
screen the smear and if sperm is observed there is no need to create a slide from the swab, and 
submit as per usual for a microscopy positive swab. In the instances where the pre-prepared 
smear is microscopy negative, create a slide from the associated swab as per normal processing 
and proceed as per usual. If the swab and slide can’t be connected (e.g. something is unlabelled 
or labelled differently), then a slide needs to be made from the swab. 
 
On the occasion an item (such as a speculum, tampon, pad etc) is included in the SAIK the 
following examination principle applies: If the internal swabs within the SAIK (e.g. HVS) are 
positive for spermatozoa, then there is no need for further examination of the additional item. 
Discretion may be applied if the number of sperm observed from the internal swabs is low (e.g. 3 
internal swabs, one swab has <1+ spermatozoa observed). 
 
Appendix 1: Flowchart for SAIKs, PM intimate exhibits, semen in-tubes and items that require 
microscopy as initial testing (not pre-screened by QPS) describes the workflow for 
presumptive/screening testing of SAIKs.   
 
If there are any issues relating to the collection or documentation of a SAIK, contact the I/O 
(through SSLU) or the FMO / FNE (direct or through SSLU). Examples of issues include: 

• Missing paperwork 
• Insufficient case history to determine an examination strategy 
• Labelling issues/inconsistencies 

If the issue directly relates to the input of information into the FR (e.g. labelling inconsistencies) 
then a task/request may be sent to the forensic officer.  

 
If serum coated, charcoal swabs, expired swabs, or other unsuitable swabs/media are submitted 
then these are to be tested as per usual procedures, however notes must be made in the item 
exam of the affected swabs detailing the type of swab submitted.  
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5.2 Acid Phosphatase (AP) Positive Fabrics 
Appendix 2: Flowchart for items AP screened by QPS prior to submission (e.g. AP fabrics) 
describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of AP positive fabrics.  

 
AP positive fabrics are submitted by QPS. The AP positive area should be clearly marked on the 
fabric. If the fabric is not marked then the entire sample should be tested, including both sides of 
fabric. It may be possible to check the QPS images which may indicate positive areas. 
 
AP positive fabrics should be submitted with sufficient additional area surrounding the circled AP 
positive area to enable the examining scientist to safely hold the fabric if/when taking a scraping.   
 
Where a large piece of AP positive fabric is to be tested, divide the item into sections and test 
each section separately.  If spermatozoa are located microscopically on one section, but are not 
located on other sections, P30 testing is not required to be performed on all negative sections, 
however within the records for each section, records must be made to indicate p30 was not 
performed as another section was micro positive for spermatozoa (specify the micro positive 
sections).  All sections are submitted for analysis for Differential Lysis.  
 
If semen is not detected, submit all sections for Differential Lysis and add to Diff Slide list. 
 
When photographing AP fabrics, the side that is being photographed (e.g. side A or side B) is to 
be written somewhere within the photo to help with differentiating between the two photographs.   
 
Generally fabrics are scraped or excised (extreme care to be taken to stop needle stick type 
injuries). 

 
5.3 Semen in-tubes 

Appendix 1: Flowchart for SAIKs, PM intimate exhibits, semen in-tubes and items that require 
microscopy as initial testing (not pre-screened by QPS) and Appendix 2: Flowchart for items AP 
screened by QPS prior to submission (e.g. AP fabrics) describe the workflow for 
presumptive/screening testing of semen in-tubes based on whether the QPS have conducted AP 
testing. If semen in-tubes are stored in an in-tube registration box, they must be transferred to an 
items box so that they can be examined by a scientist.  
 

5.4 Condoms 
Appendix 1: Flowchart for SAIKs, PM intimate exhibits, semen in-tubes and items that require 
microscopy as initial testing (not pre-screened by QPS) describes the workflow for 
presumptive/screening testing of Condoms. 
 
When a condom is received it should be described in terms of “O/S surface as received” and “I/S 
surface as received”. Describe any fluid that may be present on or within the condom.  Describe 
length and diameter, colour, patterning and translucency of condom. 
 
Take one wet and one dry swab from the O/S and I/S surfaces of the condom. If fluid is visible 
within the condom then only a dry swab is needed for the I/S, a wet and dry swab of the O/S is 
still required. Sample and combine I/S wet and dry swabs into one tube and O/S wet and dry 
swabs into another tube. N.B. When sampling the swabs, to ensure that there is not excess 
substrate submitted, sample the entire of the wet swab, but only the outer layer of the dry swab. 
 

5.5 Sanitary Pads and Tampons 
Appendix 3: Flowchart for items that require AP screening (e.g. whole items, pads, 
tampons)Appendix 3:  describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of 
sanitary pads and tampons. 
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Sanitary pads are AP tested on the side worn in contact with the skin.   
 
Tampons are cut through the middle and splayed out.  The outer sides of the tampon are then AP 
tested, including string.  
 

5.6 Post Mortem Samples 
Appendix 1: Flowchart for SAIKs, PM intimate exhibits, semen in-tubes and items that require 
microscopy as initial testing (not pre-screened by QPS)Error! Reference source not found. 
describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Post Mortem samples.  

 
PM samples may include sexual assault swabs and/or slides (high vaginal, low vaginal, vulval 
etc.), pubic hair, head hair, fingernail clippings or scrapings. 
 
Intimate sexual assault swabs which are semen positive are submitted for diff lysis.  Intimate 
sexual assault swabs which are semen negative are submitted for Differential Lysis and added to 
Diff Slide list. 
 
Refer to SOP 34300 Examination of post mortem and associated samples from deceased 
persons, for further detail on post mortem examinations 

 
5.7 Clothing and Bed sheets 

For large items, an examination strategy should be formulated based on the case history and if 
necessary consultation with the QPS.  This must be recorded as a notation in the FR. 
 
If the case history suggests that the item has been washed then it may be necessary to perform 
microscopy only considering the water soluble nature of Acid Phosphatase and P30. Use the case 
history and if necessary communicate with the investigating officer to establish an area to target. 

 
5.8 Wet and Dry swabs – QPS submitted 

When wet and dry swabs are received from the same site (e.g. in a SAIK, or from one item) 
submit each of the swabs separately. 

 
5.9 Multiple Presumptive/Screening Tests 

Consideration should be given to the order in which screening tests are conducted based on the 
type of tests to be performed and the conservation of sample on the item.  Where both AP and 
Phadebas screening tests are required, perform Phadebas testing on the exhibit first (using 
commercial paper), once the Phadebas test is complete the Phadebas paper can be sprayed 
with AP reagent. 

 
5.10 Diff Lysis Slides 

Diff Slides are read routinely on all samples with no spermatozoa seen on examination. These are 
added to a Diff Slide reading list in the Evidence Recovery roster. Diff Slides for other samples may 
be requested by a case scientist, these will populate the examination worklist.  
 
Read slides and complete the microscopy procedure as per section 6.2 of this document. Return 
slides to their original storage location 
 
Refer to Appendix 4: Flowchart for diff slides and Appendix 7: Diff slide processAppendix 4: 
Flowchart for diff slides 
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5.11 Penile Swabs 
The presence of spermatozoa on penile swabs is not unexpected.  These swabs are generally 
submitted for Cells, however where the case history indicates multiple offenders, or previous 
sexual contact, they should be submitted for diff lysis.  Appendix 1: Flowchart for SAIKs, PM 
intimate exhibits, semen in-tubes and items that require microscopy as initial testing (not pre-
screened by QPS) describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of SAIK 
swabs. 
 

5.12 Lubricant Testing 
If an item is required for lubricant testing consult with Forensic Chemistry before any 
examinations are conducted. Refer to Examination of Items (Forensic Register) 33800 section 
4.6 Dual Analysis for further details. 
 

6 Examination 
The general examination procedures documented in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items 
(Forensic Register) apply to the examination of sexual cases. 
 

6.1 SAIK examination 
6.1.1 SAIK examination strategy 

1. New SAIKs will be listed in the received worklist and will also be tracked to the freezer 
shelves 

2. Scan the barcode attached to the SAIK paperwork into the global search field. Click on the 
FR number to navigate to the case reports tab.  

3. In the files table click the  symbol to open the FMO notes pdf. The download box will 
appear in the bottom left corner. Read the FMO notes then close the tab 

4. Click the back button to return to the exhibit record page 

5. Scroll to the exhibit testing table, click the add symbol 

6. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select notation from the dropdown menu 
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7. In the notes field type the examination strategy for the SAIK 

 

 Figure 1 SAIK examination strategy 
8. In the worklist table select Examination from the technique dropdown menu and Item Exam 

from the method dropdown menu  

9. If the SAIK if from a child victim or an unknown offender, add a PDA note specifying this for 
triaging purposes. 

10. Click on the Save symbol. 

 
6.1.2 Validation of SAIK examination strategy 

1. The examination worklist will indicate SAIK’s that require examination 

2. Click on the exhibit number of the SAIK to be examined, navigate to the exhibit record page 
and read the FMO notes pdf which can be found in the Case Reports table 

3. Scroll down to the exhibit testing table, find the relevant notation and click the date/time 
hyperlink 

 

 Figure 2 Hyperlink to notation 
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4. Read the SAIK examination strategy in the notes field. If you do not agree with the SAIK 

examination strategy discuss with the scientist who created the strategy and they can edit 
their original notation 

5. Once you are satisfied that everything is correct and you agree with the SAIK examination 
strategy click the edit button 

6. In the notes field add an additional note to agree to the examination strategy 

 

 Figure 3 Checking SAIK examination strategy 

7. Click on the Save symbol. 

6.1.3 Description of SAIK packaging 
1. Retrieve SAIK from the freezer location and track to your examination bench in the evidence 

recovery laboratory via exhibit movement 

2. Photograph the packaging and upload images to I:\FR Images 

3. Scroll down to exhibit testing table, click the add symbol 

4. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select Item Exam from the dropdown menu 

5. In the packaging and sample assessment notes field tick the “seal and packaging intact” box 
if this is the case. If the packaging and seals are not intact use the notes field to describe the 
nature of the packaging and seals. Note: the “sample meets requirements” box is specific to 
in-tubes and is not to be used for Item Exam. 

6. In the notes field state if packaging has been opened by property point and if it was signed 
and dated. Describe any labelling on the SAIK packaging. List the contents of the SAIK and 
for each item state whether it is to be examined or not. If the swab itself is labelled with an 
abbreviation rather than the swab location in full, then write this abbreviation in brackets when 
listing the SAIK contents (see Figure 5). If swabs are labelled with the same white label 
containing the same patient details, this can be detailed in the notes field and referred to in 
each of the subsequent examination notes.  
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Figure 4 Description of SAIK packaging 

 

 Figure 5 Description of SAIK contents 

7. Click on the Save symbol. 

6.1.4 Description of SAIK contents and image upload 

1. Click the Examination Summary tab 

2. Click the add symbol 

3. Change the start time to a time before your photos were taken. In the duration field add an 
estimate time for your examination 
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 Figure 6 Examination Summary Time and Duration fields 
 

4. The following check boxes must be ticked as this is required for compliance with software 
requirements: Examination location – General, Recording Method – Photo General (can tick 
Photo Explicit if images are of a sensitive nature) and Recording Method – No Case File refer 
Figure 7 Examination type check boxes: 

 

Figure 7 Examination type check boxes 
 

5. In the Examination notes field type a summary of the SAIK contents including items not 
examined such as unused swabs etc. Note: abbreviations such as HVS or LVS cannot be 
used. 

6. In the exhibits examined field scan the SAIK barcode 
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 Figure 8 Description of SAIK contents 
 

7. Click on the Save symbol. 

8. Click the Related files symbol 

9. The file upload box will open, click the add files button . 

 

 Figure 9 File Upload table 
 

10. Navigate to I:\FR Images and find the relevant packaging images. Multiple images can be 
selected by holding down the Ctrl button. Click open 

11. Click the start upload button 
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12. Once the images have uploaded click the close symbol. 

6.1.5 Registration of SAIK contents – creating child exhibits 
1. Assign each item in the SAIK a new barcode 

2. Click the Add  Related exhibits symbol 

3. Scan/type the barcode of your first item into the exhibit barcode field 

4. Choose the category (e.g. swab) 

5. Type in the description (e.g. high vaginal) Note: abbreviations must not be used. 

6. In the Located/Owner field copy the description from the parent item. If there is additional 
information within the “Located / Owner” field of the parent item which will indicate ownership, 
e.g. a name, “victim” or “suspect” etc. this is also to be included. 

7. In the parent barcode field add the parent barcode 

8. Tick the Admission/Intel box 

9. Tick the box - sample has been collected in strict compliance with CSE101 Biological 
Evidence  
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 Figure 10 Adding Child Exhibits 

10. Click on the Save symbol. 

11. To add more child exhibits click on the back button 

12. Edit the exhibit barcode of the 2nd child exhibit 

13. Choose the category 

14. Type in the description of the 2nd child 

15. Click on the Save symbol 

16. Repeat steps 11-15 for every component of the SAIK 
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Note: These steps are not required for SAIK components that do not require examination, for 
example control swabs 

Note: If you wish to add an additional child exhibit after completion of the above steps, return 
to the Exhibit Record page for the exhibit, navigate to your examination from the Examination 
List & that will take you to the Examination Summary page, and you can start from clicking the 
“Add related Exhibit” icon and follow the steps above. 

6.1.6 Examination of SAIK 
1. For each item in the SAIK perform the item exam procedure. Refer to SOP 33800 

Examination of Items (Forensic Register) for detailed procedures. Ensure to add 

a. the tube lot number  

b. in the notes field include details of any labelling present  

c. in the notes field include water that is added to the tube. 

2. Perform any necessary TMB presumptive testing as needed.  

 

 Figure 11 SAIK swab item exam 
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6.2 Microscopy 

1. Scroll down to exhibit testing table, click the add symbol 

2. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select microscopic from the dropdown menu 

3. In the SubID field enter a new barcode for the slide (label the slide with the same barcode) 

4. In the SubType field select SLIDE from the dropdown menu 

5. In the Equipment No field enter the barcode for the specific microscope that you are using 

6. Fill out the Results of Microscopy examination table and use the notes field to add specific 
details of the microscopy and any England finder coordinates etc. 

7. Record details of the staining reagent lot number in the reagents field. The name of the 
reagent will auto-populate after saving 

8. In the Storage rack ID field scan the barcode of the slide rack and tab for the next available 
position 

 

 Figure 12 Microscopic exam 
 
Note: If no spermatozoa are seen at this time, check the “No Result” radio button. 

9. Click on the Save symbol 

10. Perform any further presumptive testing as required if microscopy is negative 

11. Add any microscopy negative items to the Diff Slide list 
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6.3 Drop Sheets 
Drop sheets need to be registered regardless of whether they appear used or not. 
 
1. Follow 6.1.5 above for registration of the drop sheet 

2. Add an item exam, include any packaging and labelling details as appropriate, and state what 
is visible on the drop sheet – if it appears unused, then state this. 

3. If anything is present on the drop sheet which requires submission for DNA profiling (e.g. a 
hair), refer to 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic Register) for creation of subsamples and 
child exhibits (and recording of tube lot numbers, result lines etc.) 

6.4 Submitting samples to the Analytical team for DNA profiling 

1. On the sample that is to be submitted to the analytical team, click the add button in the 
exhibit testing table 

2. In the worklist table use the technique dropdown menu to select DNA Extraction and in the 
method field select the relevant extraction type 

3. The sample may be stored at this stage by entering the ERT-AS rack barcode into the 
storage ID field. (Note if there are many samples it may be more efficient to store using the 
bulk storage function in the equipment tab) 

4. Click on the Save symbol.  

 

 Figure 13 Worklist Table 
6.5 Analytical notes 

1. If any samples require a comment for analytical processing e.g. “extract & hold for EFRAC”, 
an analytical note must be created for each sample. 

2. Scroll down to the exhibit testing table and click the add symbol. 

3. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select Analytical note from the dropdown menu. 

4. Use the notes field to type the comment for the analytical team. 
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 Figure 14 Analytical note 
 

5. Click on the Save symbol. 

6. Note: Analytical notes will auto-validate and do not require validation from a second scientist. 

6.6 Entering exhibit result lines 
Exhibit result lines are created to communicate results to the QPS electronically. Some results 
will automatically be generated by ticking various boxes or radio buttons; however, some results 
will need to be entered manually. Refer to Appendix 1: Flowchart for SAIKs, PM intimate exhibits, 
semen in-tubes and items that require microscopy as initial testing (not pre-screened by QPS), 
Appendix 2: Flowchart for items AP screened by QPS prior to submission (e.g. AP fabrics), 
Appendix 3: Flowchart for items that require AP screening (e.g. whole items, pads, tampons) and 
Appendix 4: Flowchart for diff slides. 
 

6.7 Finalisation of SAIK examination 
1. Once the SAIK examination is complete, repackage and track the SAIK to the freezer returns 

location (FDNA-RTFZ-0001). 

2. Store all samples to a ERT-AS transfer box if not already stored during examination 
 

7 Associated Documentation 
QIS: 17140 Procedure for the Identification and Examination of Hairs 
QIS: 17185 Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
QIS: 17186 The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
QIS: 17189 Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
QIS: 17190 Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood 
QIS: 33998 Phadebas Test for Saliva 
QIS: 22857 Anti-Contamination Procedure  
QIS: 23849 Common Forensic DNA Analysis terms and Acronyms 
QIS: 33771 Examination of in-tube samples (Forensic Register) 
QIS: 33773 Procedure for Profile Data Analysis using the Forensic Register 
QIS: 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic Register) 
QIS: 34006 Procedure for the Release of Results Using the Forensic Register 
QIS: 34300 Examination of post mortem and associated samples from deceased persons 
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8 Amendment History 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 

1 10/06/2016 A. Houlding First issue. 
2 14/06/2017 A. Ryan Added examination summary, upload 

of images for SAIKs and creating 
related exhibits for each component of 
the SAIK. Added analytical notes. 
Added appendices 6-10 

3 14/07/2017 A. McNevin Updated information on required fields 
for an Examination, information on diff 
slide process 

4 13/12/2017 A. McNevin Minor edits to reflect current practices 
in FR; updated screen shots and 
associated documents 

5 02/11/2018 C. Savage Amendments to Appendices, Updated 
examination guidelines for SAIKs, 
other minor wording adjustments to 
reflect current processes as discussed 
in team meetings. 
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9 Appendices 

Appendix 1: Flowchart for SAIKs, PM intimate exhibits, semen in-tubes and items that require 
microscopy as initial testing (not pre-screened by QPS) 
Appendix 2: Flowchart for items AP screened by QPS prior to submission (e.g. AP fabrics) 
Appendix 3: Flowchart for items that require AP screening (e.g. whole items, pads, tampons) 
Appendix 4: Flowchart for diff slides  
Appendix 5: Workflow for items – semen testing 
Appendix 6: Workflow for semen in-tubes 
Appendix 7: Diff slide process 
Appendix 8: Standardised wording for describing the various sides of an exhibit. 
Appendix 9: Standardised wording for describing subsamples 
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9.1 Appendix 1: Flowchart for SAIKs, PM intimate exhibits, semen in-tubes and items that require 
microscopy as initial testing (not pre-screened by QPS) 

 

 

SAIK Swab 

Exam Strategy – Screen 
for Semen or submit for 

cells/saliva 
Nil screening – submit 

for cells/saliva 

Screen for Semen 

Microscopy 

Microscopy – POS 
 

Microscopy – NEG 
(Select ‘no result’ radio button) 

 

1. Submit for Diff Lysis: 
Technique: DNA extraction, Method: 
Differential Lysis DNA IQ 

2. Add analytical note: ‘Ext and hold on 
EFRAC’. *for internal SAIK swabs from 
adult victims only 

3. Result Lines:  
• Micro positive for sperm – submitted 

results pending (automatic result) 

AP test 

AP NEG AP POS 

P30 test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

1. Submit for Diff Lysis: 
Technique: DNA extraction, Method: 
Differential Lysis DNA IQ 

2. Add analytical note: ‘Ext and hold on 
EFRAC’. *for internal SAIK swabs from 
adult victims only’ 

3. Add to diff slide list 
4. Result Lines:  

• Presumptive PSA test positive – 
submitted results pending 
(automatic result) 

• Presumptive AP test positive – 
submitted results pending 
(automatic result) 

 

1. Submit for Diff Lysis: 
Technique: DNA 
extraction, Method: 
Differential Lysis DNA IQ 

2. Add analytical note: ‘Ext 
and hold on EFRAC’. 
*for internal SAIK swabs 
from adult victims only’ 

3. Add to diff slide list 
4. Result Lines:  

• Presumptive AP test 
positive – submitted 
results pending 
(automatic result) 

 

1. Submit for Diff Lysis: 
Technique: DNA 
extraction, Method: 
Differential Lysis DNA 
IQ 

2. Add analytical note: 
‘Ext and hold on 
EFRAC’. *for internal 
SAIK swabs from adult 
victims only 

3. Add to diff slide list 
4. Result Lines:  

• Submitted results 
pending (manual 
result) 

 

Figure 15 SAIK Flowchart for SAIKs, semen in-tubes and items that require microscopy as initial testing (not pre-
screened by QPS). 
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9.2 Appendix 2: Flowchart for items AP screened by QPS prior to submission (e.g. AP fabrics) 
This workflow is to be used for all items which have previously tested positive using the AP test by the 
QPS. 
 

 

AP Pos Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy Pos 

P30 Test 1. Submit for Diff Lysis: 
Technique: DNA extraction, 
Method: Differential Lysis 
DNA IQ 

2. Result Lines:  
• Micro positive for sperm – 

submitted results pending 
(automatic result) 

 
1. Submit for Diff Lysis: 

Technique: DNA 
extraction, Method: 
Differential Lysis 
DNA IQ 

2. Add to diff slide list 
3. Result Lines:  

• Submitted results 
pending (manual 
result) 

 

Microscopy NEG 
(Select ‘no result’ radio button) 

P30 Pos P30 Neg 

1. Submit for Diff Lysis: 
Technique: DNA 
extraction, Method: 
Differential Lysis DNA IQ 

2. Add to diff slide list 
3. Result Lines:  

• Presumptive PSA test 
positive – submitted 
results pending 
(automatic result) 

 

Figure 16 Flowchart for items AP screened by QPS prior to submission (e.g. AP fabrics) 
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9.3 Appendix 3: Flowchart for items that require AP screening (e.g. whole items, pads, tampons) 

 
 
  

Item 

AP test 

AP POS AP NEG 

1. Result lines: 
• Presumptive seminal fluid test 

negative (manual result) 
2. No further semen examination  
 

Microscopy 

Microscopy NEG 
(Select ‘no result’ radio button) 

 

Microscopy POS 

1. Submit for Diff Lysis: 
Technique: DNA extraction, 
Method: Differential Lysis 
DNA IQ 

2. Result Lines:  
• Micro positive for sperm 

– submitted results 
pending (automatic 
result) 

 

P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

1. Submit for Diff Lysis: 
Technique: DNA 
extraction, Method: 
Differential Lysis DNA 
IQ 

2. Add to diff slide list 
3. Result Lines:  

• Presumptive AP test 
positive – submitted 
results pending 
(automatic result) 

 

1. Submit for Diff Lysis: 
Technique: DNA extraction, 
Method: Differential Lysis 
DNA IQ 

2. Add to diff slide list 
3. Result Lines:  

• Presumptive PSA test 
positive – submitted 
results pending 
(automatic result) 

• Presumptive AP test 
positive – submitted 
results pending 
(automatic result) 
 

Figure 17 Flowchart for items that require AP screening (e.g. whole items, pads, tampons) 
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9.4 Appendix 4: Flowchart for diff slides 
  

Read diff slide 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Originally AP neg or AP 
positive and P30 

negative 
 

1. Result Lines:  
• Micro positive for sperm – 

submitted results pending 
(manual result) 

 
Originally AP positive and 

P30 positive 
 

1. Result Lines:  
• Micro neg for sperm 

(automatic result) 
 

1. Result Lines:  
• Micro neg for sperm (automatic result) 
• Semen not detected (manual result) *This 

is not needed for AP fabrics when p30 
testing is not performed (fabric divided and 
sperm found) 

  

Figure 18 Flowchart for diff slides 
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9.5 Appendix 5: Workflow for items – semen testing 
1. Enter barcode into search field 

2. Using the exhibit movement table, track item to bench 

3. Click thumbnail of CSSE. Check image. Close the image tab 

4. Add additional images either as a notation or within the examination summary as required. 
Note: Paint can be used to annotate images. 

5. Check testing requirements for biological screening 

6. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select item exam 

• Tick relevant boxes under packaging and sample assessment notes 

• Enter notes into the Notes field including details of the item, details of any staining and 
markings and how the item is to be sampled.  

• Save 

7. Create subsample of scraping/tape-lift/swab/excision. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select subsample 

• In the SubID field enter in the barcode of the subsample 

• In the subtype dropdown list select MISC 

• In the notes field add a description of the subsample 

• Save 

• Repeat for any other subsamples 

8. Convert subsamples to child exhibits 

• Click on exhibit register tab  

• Click the add symbol 

• Enter barcode of subsample you have just created in the exhibit barcode field 

• In the category field select the relevant subsample type 

• Add description of subsample  

• In the Located/Owner field copy the description from the parent item. If there is additional 
information within the “Located / Owner” field of the parent item which will indicate 
ownership, e.g. a name, “victim” or “suspect” etc. this is also to be included. 
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• Add the parent barcode in the parent barcode field 

• Tick the following boxes: admission/Intel, FSS DNA Analysis, and sample has been 
collected in strict compliance with CSE101 Biological Evidence 

• Add your FR User ID in the Delivery Officer Rego field; press tab and your surname will 
automatically appear. Select Queensland Health Scientific 

• Save 

• Repeat steps for all subsamples 

9. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select item exam 

• Enter notes into the note field detailing how much water was added to the tube and slide 
created 

• Add the tube lot number 

• Save 

10. Perform microscopy. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select microscopic from dropdown list 

• Enter a new barcode in the SubID field for the slide 

• In the SubType field select Slide from dropdown list 

• In the equipment field scan the barcode of the microscope 

• Fill out results of micro examination and complete information in notes field  

• Add in H&E reagent lot number in reagent field 

• Complete the storage information for the slide. 

• Save 

11. Perform presumptive if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select presumptive from dropdown list 

• Complete tick boxes to describe presumptive tests performed 

• Add in reagent lot numbers in reagent field 

• Add details of testing in notes field if required 

• Save 
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12. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Add extraction 

• Add storage location  

• Save 

13. Add manual result lines if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select result 

• Select the appropriate result from the dropdown menu labelled police report 

• Save 

14. Repeat steps 9-13 for all child exhibits 

15. Track Exhibit to returns 
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9.6 Appendix 6: Workflow for semen in-tubes 
1. Enter barcode into search field 

2. Using the exhibit movement table, track item to bench 

3. Click thumbnail of CSSE. Check image. Close the image tab 

4. Add additional images as a Notation as required. Note: Paint can be used to annotate 
images. 

5. Check testing requirements for biological screening 

6. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select item exam 

• Tick relevant boxes under packaging and sample assessment notes 

• Describe the sample in the notes field including details of any staining and how the item is 
to be sampled. Include details of any water added to the tube 

• Save 

7. Perform microscopy. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select microscopic from dropdown list 

• Enter a new barcode in the SubID field for the slide 

• In the SubType field select Slide from dropdown list 

• In the equipment field scan the barcode of the microscope 

• Fill out results of micro examination and complete information in notes field  

• Add in H&E reagent lot number in reagent field 

• Complete the storage information for the slide. 

• Save 

8. Perform presumptive testing if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select presumptive from dropdown list 

• Complete tick boxes to describe presumptive tests performed 

• Add in reagent lot numbers in reagent field 

• Add details of testing in notes field if required 

• Save 
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9. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Add extraction 

• Add storage location  

• Save 

10. Add manual result lines if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select result 

• Select the appropriate result from the dropdown menu labelled police report 

• Save 

11. Put CSSE into destruction box 
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9.7 Appendix 7: Diff slide process 
The diff slide list contains information (input by the HP3s during the initial examination) of all 
exhibits that were originally microscopy negative and therefore require the diff slide to be read. 
The list is at the following location: G:\ForBiol\AAA Evidence Recovery\ER Roster, ERT roster 
2018, tab “Diff slides FR”. 
 
HP2: 

1. Slides that require staining are listed in the diff slide list. 

2. Retrieve the slides from storage and place in cardboard slide folder. Newly made slides from 
Analytical are kept in Pre-PCR until such time that either the HP2’s or OO’s bring over and 
store in the exhibit room. All slides are stored in a slide storage box and kept in the exhibit 
room. 

3. Track to Evidence Recovery lab FDNA-ERER-0001 

4. Stain the slides using Haematoxylin and Eosin, coverslip and allow to dry on heating block. 

5. For each individual slide 

a. Exhibit testing table  add  and choose Microscopic 

• Add diff slide barcode to SubID field 

• In the SubType field select “Slide” from dropdown list 

• In the Reagents field add the H & E lot number, which can be copy and pasted from 
“Reference  Supply  within the category field type “HE”, from the search results find 
the H&E Stain which was used.  

• Save 

6. Once the slides have been read by HP3 evidence recovery staff, the slides will be placed 
back into a cardboard slide folder and placed into the pass-through hatch for HP2 staff to re-
store back into a slide storage box in the exhibit room. 

 

HP3: 

1. Perform microscopy. Edit the existing Microscopic process with the results of the microscopic 
examination and record the barcode of the microscope in the Equipment field. Record the 
results in the diff slide list.  

2. Save 

3. Follow Appendix 4: Flowchart for diff slides for any additional exhibit result lines that will need 
to be entered 

4. Place completed slides in the hatch for HP2 to return to storage. 
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9.8 Appendix 8: Standardised wording for describing the various sides of an exhibit. 
The following examples detail the correct wording for describing various sides of an exhibit such 
as a piece of fabric or a tissue. 
 

9.8.1 Marking on one side. 
A piece of fabric received with a marking on one side, item description states item is of AP 
positive area  

 
 Figure 19 AP fabric, marking visible on one side, not on other 
 

Examination notes should state that the marked side has been designated as side A and the 
unmarked side has been designated as side B by examiner. 
 

9.8.2 Marking on one side and partially visible on opposite side.  
Piece of fabric received with a marking on one side, item description states item is of AP positive 
area. Due to material type and / or marker used for marking, the marked area is visible through to 
the other side 

 
 Figure 20 marked area partially visible on reverse 
 

Examination notes should state that the marked side has been designated as side A and the 
alternate side has been designated as side B by examiner. 
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9.8.3 Pattern on one side  
Piece of fabric received with no marked area, has a pattern visible on one side 

 
 Figure 21 Pattern visible on one side 
 

Examination notes should state that the patterned side has been designated as side A and the 
alternate side has been designated as side B by examiner.  
Note: Use case notes to determine which side to label as side A and which to label as side B. 
Side A is generally the side to be examined, and in cases where the area of interest resides on 
the inside of the original garment and the pattern is on the outside of the original garment then 
the patterned side may be better labelled as side B while the inside (no pattern) labelled as side 
A.  

 
9.8.4 Pattern on one side and partially visible on the opposite side. 

Piece of fabric received with no marked area, has a pattern visible on one side, partially visible on 
other side 

 
 Figure 22 Pattern partially visible on reverse 
 

Examination notes should state that the patterned side has been designated as side A and the 
alternate side with a less distinct pattern has been designated as side B by examiner.  
Note: Use case notes to determine which side to label as side A and which to label as side B. 
Side A is generally the side to be examined, and in cases where the area of interest resides on 
the inside of the original garment and the pattern is on the outside of the original garment then 
the patterned side may be better labelled as side B while the inside (partial pattern) labelled as 
side A.  
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9.8.5 Seams 
Piece of fabric from an item of clothing that has an obvious “inside” and “outside” seam. FSS 
advice notes indicates inside to be examined for semen 

 
 Figure 23 fabric with obvious inside and outside seam 
 

Examination notes should state that the side that the seam is visible, indicating inside of garment 
as worn, has been designated as side A and the alternate side has been designated as side B by 
examiner. Note: When describing the ‘inside’ or ‘outside’ of a fabric, the ‘right side’ or the ‘left 
side’ of a garment; examiners should be aware that these terms are used in relation to ‘as would 
be worn’. i.e. Side A appears to be inside of fabric infers the inside of the fabric as would be 
worn/used. 1 x red/brown stain on outside left leg of pants infers that the red/brown stain is on the 
outside surface of the left leg of the pants as they would be worn – not as the examiner is 
witnessing them on the examination bench. 
 

9.8.6 Nil distinguishing features 
If a piece of fabric or similar item is received with nil distinguishing features such that one side 
cannot be differentiated visually from the other, the examiner is to designate one side as Side A 
and the alternate side as Side B. The examiner should mark, label or otherwise make it such that 
it can be determined at a later date which side was designated as A or B. 
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9.9 Appendix 9: Standardised wording for describing subsamples  
The following examples detail the correct wording to use in the following instances: 

• where multiple stains / marked areas exist on the same item 
• where one or more stains / marked areas needs to be sampled into two or more smaller 

sections 
Note: when designating a section, side etc. as per the guidelines below, use of either annotated 
images, or labelling in the photograph to connect images to examination notes is advised 
 

9.9.1 A piece of fabric that is not marked (or the border is the edge of the fabric). 
Each of the subsamples will be referred to as “sections” i.e. Section 1, Section 2 etc. 

 
 Figure 24 Sections 
 

 
9.9.2 A piece of fabric that has two marked areas, each area is small enough to be sampled into a 

single tube.  
Each subsample is to be referred to as an “Area” i.e. Area 1, Area 2 etc. 

 
 Figure 25 Areas 
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9.9.3 A piece of fabric, one large marked area, too big to be sampled as one subsample.  
Each subsample is divided into sections, to be referred to as sections 

 
 Figure 26 One area, two sections 

 
9.9.4 A piece of fabric, two marked areas. 

One area sampled as a single subsample, another sampled into two sections 

 
 Figure 27 Two Areas, Area 1 two subsamples 
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9.9.5 Whole item  
Follows convention as for piece of fabric above, each area to be referred to as Area 1, Area 2 
etc. regardless of whether same or different presumptive result 

 
 Figure 28 Whole item, different presumptive pos areas 
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1 Purpose 
The purpose of this procedure is to describe those processes required for the examination of 
sexual assault cases by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA Analysis, 
in addition to those described in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items. 
 

2 Scope 
This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret examinations 
of evidentiary items. This standard operating procedure is used in conjunction with individual 
methods for screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting are to be found in each 
method. 
 

3 Definitions 
• Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for a 

comprehensive list of abbreviations. 
• All references to microscopy, refer to QIS document 17189 (Examination For & Of 

Spermatozoa). 
• All references to Acid Phosphatase (AP), refer to QIS document 17186 (The Acid 

Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains). 
• All references to Phadebas, refer to QIS document 33998 (Phadebas Test For Saliva). 
• All references to Tetramethylbenzidine, refer to QIS document 17190 

(Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood). 
• All references to p30, refer to QIS document 17185 (Detection of Azoospermic Semen in 

Casework Samples). 
• A semen negative item is an item which has tested negative for spermatozoa 

microscopically and tested negative for acid phosphatase; or tested negative for 
spermatozoa microscopically, tested positive for acid phosphatase and tested negative for 
P30. 

 
4 General Principles 

Refer to the general principles contained in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic 
Register). 
 

5 Specific Examination Strategies 
Refer to Section 6.2 of QIS document 17189 (Examination for and of Spermatozoa) for 
procedures relating to making a suspension and preparing, staining and reading microscope 
slides. 
 

5.1 Sexual Assault Investigation Kits (SAIKs) 
Before commencing the examination of a SAIK an examination strategy must be devised and 
reviewed in accordance with Section 6.1.1 of this document. This strategy must include: 

• For each item to be examined, what biological fluid is to be screened for, 
• Items which require no further action, 
• Items which may only require examination pending presumptive/screening results, 
• Sample submission strategies (i.e. extraction type, pooling, retain supernatant for 

Phadebas testing etc.). 
 
The examination strategy must be reviewed by a scientist competent to perform the examinations 
contained in the strategy. 
 
The following are general principles which are used to develop examination strategies for SAIKs, 
however these principles must be considered within the context of the case history: 
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• Where the complainant is a minor or has an intellectual impairment, which may mean that 
the provided case history is unreliable, all possible offence scenarios are considered, 

• Where the complainant is an adult who has lost consciousness, has impaired memory or 
has consumed alcohol or drugs prior to or during the offence which may impact on 
memory, all possible offence scenarios are considered, 

• Consider previous intercourse with same or different partner, prior to the offence.  For 
digital only female complainant cases with prior intercourse, submit external swabs for diff 
lysis with no presumptive screening testing.  For male SAIK swabs, consider submitting 
penile swabs for diff lysis where previous intercourse with another partner has occurred, 

• Consider the number of offenders – for male SAIKs consider submitting penile swabs for 
diff lysis (with no testing) to separate epithelial cells and spermatozoa, 

• Samples taken from areas of biting, licking or kissing (or other oral contact) are submitted 
for presumptive saliva testing.  This does not include swabs taken from the mouth 
(internal or external), anal and vaginal areas which may give false positive results, 

• All samples examined for spermatozoa microscopically are submitted for Differential Lysis 
regardless of microscopy result. Micro negative samples are added to the Diff Slide list. 
See Appendix 7: Diff slide process and Appendix 4: Flowchart for diff slides for an 
explanation as to what the diff slide list is and where it is located, 

• For internal swabs on adult females, an Analytical Note for the Epithelial Fraction to be 
processed as “Extract and Hold on Efrac” is required. 

 
On the rare occasion FMO prepared slides are received within a SAIK, the following workflow 
applies: Where the swab and smear are clearly labelled the same (can be identified as matching), 
screen the smear and if sperm is observed there is no need to create a slide from the swab, and 
submit as per usual for a microscopy positive swab. In the instances where the pre-prepared 
smear is microscopy negative, create a slide from the associated swab as per normal processing 
and proceed as per usual. If the swab and slide can’t be connected (e.g. something is unlabelled 
or labelled differently), then a slide needs to be made from the swab. 
 
On the occasion an item (such as a speculum, tampon, pad etc) is included in the SAIK the 
following examination principle applies: If the internal swabs within the SAIK (e.g. HVS) are 
positive for spermatozoa, then there is no need for further examination of the additional item. 
Discretion may be applied if the number of sperm observed from the internal swabs is low (e.g. 3 
internal swabs, one swab has <1+ spermatozoa observed). 
 
Appendix 1: Flowchart for SAIKs, PM intimate exhibits, semen in-tubes and items that require 
microscopy as initial testing (not pre-screened by QPS) describes the workflow for 
presumptive/screening testing of SAIKs. 
 
If there are any issues relating to the collection or documentation of a SAIK, contact the I/O 
(through SSLU) or the FMO / FNE (direct or through SSLU). Examples of issues include: 

• Missing paperwork 
• Insufficient case history to determine an examination strategy 
• Labelling issues/inconsistencies 

If the issue directly relates to the input of information into the FR (e.g. labelling inconsistencies) 
then a task/request may be sent to the forensic officer. 
 
If serum coated, charcoal swabs, expired swabs, or other unsuitable swabs/media are submitted 
then these are to be tested as per usual procedures, however notes must be made in the item 
exam of the affected swabs detailing the type of swab submitted. An Analytical note is added for 
swabs that are received in transport medium. 
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5.2 Acid Phosphatase (AP) Positive Fabrics 
Appendix 2: Flowchart for items AP screened by QPS prior to submission (e.g. AP fabrics) 
describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of AP positive fabrics.  
 
AP positive fabrics are submitted by QPS. The AP positive area should be clearly marked on the 
fabric. If the fabric is not marked then the entire sample should be tested, including both sides of 
fabric. It may be possible to check the QPS images which may indicate positive areas. 
 
AP positive fabrics should be submitted with enough additional area surrounding the circled AP 
positive area to enable the examining scientist to safely hold the fabric if/when taking a scraping. 
 
Where a large piece of AP positive fabric is to be tested, divide the item into sections and test 
each section separately.  If spermatozoa are located microscopically on one section, but are not 
located on other sections, P30 testing is not required to be performed on all negative sections, 
however within the records for each section, records must be made to indicate p30 was not 
performed as another section was micro positive for spermatozoa (specify the micro positive 
sections).  All sections are submitted for analysis for Differential Lysis. 
 
If semen is not detected, submit all sections for Differential Lysis and add to Diff Slide list. 
 
When photographing AP fabrics, the side that is being photographed (e.g. side A or side B) is to 
be written somewhere within the photo to help with differentiating between the two photographs. 
 
Generally, fabrics are scraped or excised (extreme care to be taken to avoid biohazard type 
injuries). 
 

5.3 Semen in-tubes 
Appendix 1: Flowchart for SAIKs, PM intimate exhibits, semen in-tubes and items that require 
microscopy as initial testing (not pre-screened by QPS) and Appendix 2: Flowchart for items AP 
screened by QPS prior to submission (e.g. AP fabrics) describe the workflow for 
presumptive/screening testing of semen in-tubes based on whether the QPS have conducted AP 
testing. If semen in-tubes are stored in an in-tube registration box, they must be transferred to an 
items box so that they can be examined by a scientist. 
 

5.4 Condoms 
Appendix 1: Flowchart for SAIKs, PM intimate exhibits, semen in-tubes and items that require 
microscopy as initial testing (not pre-screened by QPS) describes the workflow for 
presumptive/screening testing of Condoms. 
 
When a condom is received it should be described in terms of “O/S surface as received” and “I/S 
surface as received”. Describe any fluid that may be present on or within the condom.  Describe 
length and diameter, damage, colour, patterning and translucency of condom. 
 
Take one wet and one dry swab from the O/S and I/S surfaces of the condom. If fluid is visible 
within the condom then only a dry swab is needed for the I/S, a wet and dry swab of the O/S is 
still required. Sample and combine I/S wet and dry swabs into one tube and O/S wet and dry 
swabs into another tube. N.B. When sampling the swabs, to ensure that there is not excess 
substrate submitted, sample the entire of the wet swab, but only the outer layer of the dry swab. 
 

5.5 Sanitary Pads and Tampons 
Appendix 3: Flowchart for items that require AP screening (e.g. whole items, pads, tampons) 
describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of sanitary pads and 
tampons. 
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Sanitary pads are AP tested on the side worn in contact with the skin. 
 
Tampons are cut through the middle and splayed out. The outer sides of the tampon are then AP 
tested, including string. 
 

5.6 Post-mortem Samples  
Refer to Appendix 1: Flowchart for SAIKs, PM intimate exhibits, semen in-tubes and items that 
require microscopy as initial testing (not pre-screened by QPS) describes the workflow for 
presumptive/screening testing of Post-mortem samples. 
 
PM samples may include sexual assault swabs and/or slides (high vaginal, low vaginal, vulval 
etc.), pubic hair, head hair, fingernail clippings or scrapings. 
 
Intimate sexual assault swabs which are semen positive are submitted for diff lysis.  Intimate 
sexual assault swabs which are semen negative are submitted for Differential Lysis and added to 
Diff Slide list. 
 
Refer to SOP 34300 Examination of post mortem and associated samples from deceased 
persons, for further detail on post mortem examinations. 
 

5.7 Clothing and Bed sheets 
For large items, an examination strategy should be formulated based on the case history and if 
necessary, consultation with the QPS.  This must be recorded as a notation in the FR. 
 
If the case history suggests that the item has been washed, then it may be necessary to perform 
microscopy only considering the water-soluble nature of Acid Phosphatase and P30. Use the case 
history and if necessary, communicate with the investigating officer to establish an area to target. 
 

5.8 Wet and Dry swabs – QPS submitted 
When wet and dry swabs are received from the same site (e.g. in a SAIK, or from one item) 
submit each of the swabs separately. 
 

5.9 Multiple Presumptive/Screening Tests 
Consideration should be given to the order in which screening tests are conducted based on the 
type of tests to be performed and the conservation of sample on the item.  Where both AP and 
Phadebas screening tests are required, perform Phadebas testing on the exhibit first (using 
commercial paper), once the Phadebas test is complete the Phadebas paper can be sprayed 
with AP reagent. 
 

5.10 Diff Lysis Slides 
Diff Slides are read routinely on all samples with no spermatozoa seen on examination. These are 
added to a Diff Slide reading list in the Evidence Recovery roster. Diff Slides for other samples may 
be requested by a case scientist, these will populate the examination worklist. 
 
Read slides and complete the microscopy procedure as per section 6.2 of this document. HP2 staff 
will return slides to their original storage location (when placed in the pass-through hatch with the 
“slides to be returned” sign is attached to the slide tray). 
 
Refer to Appendix 4: Flowchart for diff slides and Appendix 7: Diff slide process. 
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5.11 Penile Swabs 
The presence of spermatozoa on penile swabs is not unexpected.  These swabs are generally 
submitted for Cells, however where the case history indicates multiple offenders, or previous 
sexual contact, they should be submitted for diff lysis.  Appendix 1: Flowchart for SAIKs, PM 
intimate exhibits, semen in-tubes and items that require microscopy as initial testing (not pre-
screened by QPS) describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of SAIK 
swabs. 
 

5.12 Lubricant Testing 
If it’s not clear whether lubricant testing is required or not, a task request is sent to the Forensic 
Officer using suggested wording; if lubricant testing is required on an item, consult with Forensic 
Chemistry before any examinations are conducted.  
Refer to Examination of Items (Forensic Register) 33800 section 4.6 Dual Analysis for further 
details. Additional information located in Appendix 10.10 Appendix 10: Trace Evidence Lubricant 
Testing Process below. 
 

6 Examination 
The general examination procedures documented in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items 
(Forensic Register) apply to the examination of sexual cases. 
 

6.1 SAIK examination 
6.1.1 SAIK examination strategy 

1. New SAIKs will be listed in the received worklist and will also be tracked to the freezer 
shelves 

2. Scan the barcode attached to the SAIK paperwork into the global search field. Click on the 
FR number to navigate to the case reports tab  

3. In the files table click the  symbol to open the FMO notes pdf. The download box will 
appear in the bottom left corner. Read the FMO notes then close the tab 

4. Click the back button to return to the exhibit record page 

5. Scroll to the exhibit testing table, click the add symbol 

6. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select notation from the dropdown menu 
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7. In the notes field type the examination strategy for the SAIK 

 

 Figure 1 SAIK examination strategy 
 

8. In the worklist table select Examination from the technique dropdown menu and Item Exam 
from the method dropdown menu  

9. If the SAIK if from a child victim or an unknown offender, add a PDA note specifying this for 
triaging purposes 

10. Click on the Save symbol. 

 
6.1.2 Validation of SAIK examination strategy 

1. The examination worklist will indicate SAIK’s that require examination 

2. Click on the exhibit number of the SAIK to be examined, navigate to the exhibit record page 
and read the FMO notes pdf which can be found in the Case Reports table 

3. Scroll down to the exhibit testing table, find the relevant notation and click the date/time 
hyperlink 
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 Figure 2 Hyperlink to notation 
 

4. Read the SAIK examination strategy in the notes field. If you do not agree with the SAIK 
examination strategy discuss with the scientist who created the strategy and they can edit 
their original notation 

5. Once you are satisfied that everything is correct, and you agree with the SAIK examination 
strategy click the edit button 

6. In the notes field add an additional note to agree to the examination strategy 

 

 Figure 3 Checking SAIK examination strategy 

7. Click on the Save symbol. 

6.1.3 Description of SAIK packaging 
1. Retrieve SAIK from the freezer location and track to your examination bench in the evidence 

recovery laboratory via exhibit movement 

2. Photograph the packaging and upload images to I:\FR Images 

3. Scroll down to exhibit testing table, click the add symbol 

4. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select Item Exam from the dropdown menu 

5. In the packaging and sample assessment notes field tick the “seal and packaging intact” box 
if this is the case. If the packaging and seals are not intact use the notes field to describe the 
nature of the packaging and seals. Note: the “sample meets requirements” box is specific to 
in-tubes and is not to be used for Item Exam 

6. In the notes field state if packaging has been opened by property point and if it was signed 
and dated. Describe any labelling on the SAIK packaging. List the contents of the SAIK and 
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for each item state whether it is to be examined or not. If swabs are labelled with the same 
white label containing the same patient details, this can be detailed in the notes field and 
referred to in each of the subsequent examination notes  

Figure 4 Description of SAIK packaging 

  

 Figure 5 Description of SAIK contents 

7. Click on the Save symbol. 

6.1.4 Description of SAIK contents and image upload 

1. Click the Examination Summary tab 

2. Click the add symbol 
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3. Change the start time to a time before your photos were taken. In the duration field add an 
estimate time for your examination 

 

 Figure 6 Examination Summary Time and Duration fields 
 

4. The following check boxes must be ticked as this is required for compliance with software 
requirements: Examination location – General, Recording Method – Photo General (can tick 
Photo Explicit if images are of a sensitive nature) and Recording Method – No Case File refer 
Figure 7 Examination type check boxes: 

 

Figure 7 Examination type check boxes 
 

5. In the Examination notes field type a summary of the SAIK contents including items not 
examined such as unused swabs etc. Note: abbreviations such as HVS or LVS cannot be 
used. Do not state “examined or “not examined” 

6. In the exhibits examined field scan the SAIK barcode 
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 Figure 8 Description of SAIK contents 
 

7. Click on the Save symbol. 

8. Click the Related files symbol 

9. The file upload box will open, click the add files button . 

 

 Figure 9 File Upload table 
 

10. Navigate to I:\FR Images and find the relevant packaging images. Multiple images can be 
selected by holding down the Ctrl button. Click open 

11. Click the start upload button 
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12. Once the images have uploaded click the close symbol. 

6.1.5 Registration of SAIK contents – creating child exhibits 
1. Assign each item in the SAIK a new barcode 

2. Click the Add  Related exhibits symbol 

3. Scan/type the barcode of your first item into the exhibit barcode field 

4. Choose the category (e.g. swab) 

5. Type in the description (e.g. high vaginal) Note: abbreviations must not be used 

6. In the Located/Owner field use information within the “Located / Owner” field of the parent 
item which will indicate ownership, for example “SAIK – name of complainant” 

7. In the parent barcode field add the parent barcode 

8. Tick the Admission/Intel box 

9. Tick the box - sample has been collected in strict compliance with CSE101 Biological 
Evidence  
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 Figure 10 Adding Child Exhibits 

10. Click on the Save symbol. 

11. To add more child exhibits, click on the back button 

12. Edit the exhibit barcode of the 2nd child exhibit 

13. Choose the category 

14. Type in the description of the 2nd child 

15. Click on the Save symbol 

16. Repeat steps 11-15 for every component of the SAIK 
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Note: These steps are not required for SAIK components that do not require examination, for 
example; control swabs. 

Note: If you wish to add an additional child exhibit after completion of the above steps, return 
to the Exhibit Record page for the exhibit, navigate to your examination from the Examination 
List & that will take you to the Examination Summary page, and you can start from clicking the 
“Add related Exhibit” icon and follow the steps above. 

6.1.6 Examination of SAIK 
1. For each item in the SAIK perform the item exam procedure. Refer to SOP 33800 

Examination of Items (Forensic Register) for detailed procedures. Ensure to add: 

a. the Tube Lot number and Storage Box ID (position will autofill) 

b. in the notes field include details of any labelling present  

c. in the notes field include water that is added to the tube 

2. Perform any necessary TMB presumptive testing as needed  

 

 Figure 11 SAIK swab item exam 
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6.2 Microscopy 

1. Scroll down to exhibit testing table, click the add symbol 

2. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select microscopic from the dropdown menu 

3. In the SubID field enter a new barcode for the slide (label the slide with the same barcode) 

4. In the SubType field select SLIDE from the dropdown menu 

5. In the Equipment No field enter the barcode for the specific microscope that you are using 

6. Fill out the Results of Microscopy examination table and use the notes field to add specific 
details of the microscopy and any England finder coordinates etc. 

7. If no spermatozoa are seen at this time, the “No Result” radio button is checked 

8. Record details of the staining reagent lot number in the reagents field. The name of the 
reagent will auto-populate after saving 

9. In the Storage rack ID field scan the barcode of the slide rack and tab for the next available 
position 

 

 Figure 12 Microscopic exam 
 

Click on the Save symbol 

10. Perform any further presumptive testing as required if microscopy is negative 

11. Add any microscopy negative items to the Diff Slide list 
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6.3 Drop Sheets 
Drop sheets need to be registered regardless of whether they appear used or not. If the drop 
sheet is marked “not used” (or similar) it is not required to register the drop sheet. 
 
1. Follow 6.1.5 above for registration of the drop sheet 

2. Add an item exam, include any packaging and labelling details as appropriate, and state what 
is visible on the drop sheet – if it appears unused, then state this and if no hairs present state 
“No hairs present – NFA” 

3. If anything is present on the drop sheet which requires submission for DNA profiling (e.g. a 
hair), refer to 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic Register) for creation of subsamples and 
child exhibits (and recording of tube lot numbers, result lines etc.) 

 
6.4 Analytical notes 

1. If any samples require a comment for analytical processing e.g. “extract & hold for EFRAC”, 
an analytical note must be created for each sample 

2. Scroll down to the exhibit testing table and click the add symbol 

3. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select Analytical note from the dropdown menu 

4. Use the notes field to type the comment for the analytical team 

 

 Figure 13 Analytical note 
 

5. Click on the Save symbol. 

6. Note: Analytical notes will auto-validate and do not require validation from a second scientist 

6.5 Entering exhibit result lines 
Exhibit result lines are created to communicate results to the QPS electronically. Some results 
will automatically be generated by ticking various boxes or radio buttons; however, some results 
will need to be entered manually. Refer to Appendices. 
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6.6 Finalisation of SAIK examination 
1. Once the SAIK examination is complete, repackage and track the SAIK to the freezer returns 

location (FDNA-RTFZ-0001) 

2. Store all samples to a ERT-AS transfer box if not already stored during examination 
 

7 Associated Documentation 
QIS: 17140 Procedure for the Identification and Examination of Hairs 
QIS: 17185 Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
QIS: 17186 The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
QIS: 17189 Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
QIS: 17190 Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood 
QIS: 33998 Phadebas Test for Saliva 
QIS: 22857 Anti-Contamination Procedure  
QIS: 23849 Common Forensic DNA Analysis terms and Acronyms 
QIS: 33771 Examination of in-tube samples (Forensic Register) 
QIS: 33773 Procedure for Profile Data Analysis using the Forensic Register 
QIS: 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic Register) 
QIS: 34006 Procedure for the Release of Results Using the Forensic Register 
QIS: 34300 Examination of post mortem and associated samples from deceased persons 
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8 Amendment History 

Version Date Updated By Amendments 
1 10/06/2016 A. Houlding First issue. 
2 14/06/2017 A. Ryan Added examination summary, upload 

of images for SAIKs and creating 
related exhibits for each component of 
the SAIK. Added analytical notes. 
Added appendices 6-10 

3 14/07/2017 A. McNevin Updated information on required fields 
for an Examination, information on diff 
slide process 

4 13/12/2017 A. McNevin Minor edits to reflect current practices 
in FR; updated screen shots and 
associated documents 

5 02/11/2018 C. Savage Amendments to Appendices, Updated 
examination guidelines for SAIKs, 
other minor wording adjustments to 
reflect current processes as discussed 
in team meetings. 

6 31/08/2020 S. Byrne & A. McNevin Added additional information on 
numbering of areas, other minor 
wording adjustments, removed 
“Forensic Register” from title of 
document, further information on 
lubricant testing 

 
9 References 

AS2243.1:2005 Safety in Laboratories Part 1 - General 
 

Workplace Health and Safety Act 2011 
 
 Workplace Health and Safety Regulation 2011 
 

Workplace Health and Safety Advisory Standards – various 
 

Queensland Health Occupational Health & Safety Homepage (QHEPS) 
http://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/safety/employees/home.htm 
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10 Appendices 

Appendix 1: Flowchart for SAIKs, PM intimate exhibits, semen in-tubes and items that require 
microscopy as initial testing (not pre-screened by QPS) 
Appendix 2: Flowchart for items AP screened by QPS prior to submission (e.g. AP fabrics) 
Appendix 3: Flowchart for items that require AP screening (e.g. whole items, pads, tampons) 
Appendix 4: Flowchart for diff slides  
Appendix 5: Workflow for items – semen testing 
Appendix 6: Workflow for semen in-tubes 
Appendix 7: Diff slide process 
Appendix 8: Standardised wording for describing the various sides of an exhibit. 
Appendix 9: Standardised wording for describing subsamples 
Appendix 10: Trace Evidence Lubricant Testing Process 
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10.1 Appendix 1: Flowchart for SAIKs, PM intimate exhibits, semen in-tubes and items that require 
microscopy as initial testing (not pre-screened by QPS) 

 

 

SAIK Swab 

Exam Strategy – Screen 
for Semen or submit for 

cells/saliva 
Nil screening – submit 

for cells/saliva 

Screen for Semen 

Microscopy 

Microscopy – POS 
 

Microscopy – NEG 
(Select ‘no result’ radio button) 

 

1. Validator to submit for Diff Lysis 
(Technique: DNA extraction, Method: Differential Lysis 
DNA IQ) 
 

2. Add analytical note: ‘Ext and hold on 
EFRAC’. *for internal SAIK swabs from 
adult victims only 

3. Result Lines:  
• Micro positive for sperm – submitted 

results pending (automatic result) 

AP test 

AP NEG AP POS 

P30 test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

1. Validator to submit for Diff Lysis 
(Technique: DNA extraction, Method: Differential Lysis 
DNA IQ) 
 

2. Add analytical note: ‘Ext and hold on 
EFRAC’. *for internal SAIK swabs from 
adult victims only’ 

3. Add to diff slide list 
4. Result Lines:  

• Presumptive PSA test positive – 
submitted results pending 
(automatic result) 

• Presumptive AP test positive – 
submitted results pending 
(automatic result) 

 

1. Validator to submit for 
Diff Lysis 
(Technique: DNA extraction, 
Method: Differential Lysis DNA 
IQ) 

2. Add analytical note: ‘Ext 
and hold on EFRAC’. 
*for internal SAIK swabs 
from adult victims only’ 

3. Add to diff slide list 
4. Result Lines:  

• Presumptive AP test 
positive – submitted 
results pending 
(automatic result) 

 

1. Validator to submit for 
Diff Lysis 
(Technique: DNA extraction, 
Method: Differential Lysis DNA 
IQ) 
 

2. Add analytical note: 
‘Ext and hold on 
EFRAC’. *for internal 
SAIK swabs from adult 
victims only 

3. Add to diff slide list 
4. Result Lines:  

• Submitted results 
pending (manual 
result) 

 

Figure 14 SAIK Flowchart for SAIKs, semen in-tubes and items that require microscopy as initial testing (not pre-
screened by QPS). 
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10.2 Appendix 2: Flowchart for items AP screened by QPS prior to submission (e.g. AP fabrics) 
This workflow is to be used for all items which have previously tested positive using the AP test by the 
QPS. 
 

 

AP Pos Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy Pos 

P30 Test 1. Validator to submit for Diff 
Lysis 
(Technique: DNA extraction, Method: 
Differential Lysis DNA IQ) 
 

2. Result Lines:  
• Micro positive for sperm – 

submitted results pending 
(automatic result) 

 1. Validator to submit 
for Diff Lysis 
(Technique: DNA extraction, 
Method: Differential Lysis 
DNA IQ) 
 

2. Add to diff slide list 
3. Result Lines:  

• Submitted results 
pending (manual 
result) 

 

Microscopy NEG 
(Select ‘no result’ radio button) 

P30 Pos P30 Neg 

1. Validator to submit for Diff 
Lysis 
(Technique: DNA extraction, 
Method: Differential Lysis DNA IQ) 
 

2. Add to diff slide list 
3. Result Lines:  

• Presumptive PSA test 
positive – submitted 
results pending 
(automatic result) 

 

Figure 15 Flowchart for items AP screened by QPS prior to submission (e.g. AP fabrics) 
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10.3 Appendix 3: Flowchart for items that require AP screening (e.g. whole items, pads, tampons) 

 
 
  

Item 

AP test 

AP POS AP NEG 

1. Result lines: 
• Presumptive seminal fluid test 

negative (manual result) 
2. No further semen examination  
 

Microscopy 

Microscopy NEG 
(Select ‘no result’ radio button) 

 

Microscopy POS 

1. Validator to submit for Diff 
Lysis 
(Technique: DNA extraction, Method: 
Differential Lysis DNA IQ) 
 

2. Result Lines:  
• Micro positive for sperm 

– submitted results 
pending (automatic 
result) 

 

P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

1. Validator to submit for 
Diff Lysis 
Technique (DNA extraction, 
Method: Differential Lysis DNA 
IQ) 
 

2. Add to diff slide list 
3. Result Lines:  

• Presumptive AP test 
positive – submitted 
results pending 
(automatic result) 

 

1. Validator to submit for Diff 
Lysis: 
(Technique: DNA extraction, Method: 
Differential Lysis DNA IQ) 
 

2. Add to diff slide list 
3. Result Lines:  

• Presumptive PSA test 
positive – submitted 
results pending 
(automatic result) 

• Presumptive AP test 
positive – submitted 
results pending 
(automatic result) 
 

Figure 16 Flowchart for items that require AP screening (e.g. whole items, pads, tampons) 
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10.4 Appendix 4: Flowchart for diff slides 
  

Read diff slide 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Originally AP neg or AP 
positive and P30 

negative 
 

1. Result Lines:  
• Micro positive for sperm – 

submitted results pending 
(manual result) 

 
Originally AP positive and 

P30 positive 
 

1. Result Lines:  
• Micro neg for sperm 

(automatic result) 
 

1. Result Lines:  
• Micro neg for sperm (automatic result) 
• Semen not detected (manual result) *This 

is not needed for AP fabrics when p30 
testing is not performed (fabric divided, and 
sperm found) 

  

Figure 17 Flowchart for diff slides 
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10.5 Appendix 5: Workflow for items – semen testing 
1. Enter barcode into search field 

2. Using the exhibit movement table, track item to bench 

3. Click thumbnail of CSSE. Check image. Close the image tab 

4. Add additional images either as a notation or within the examination summary as required. 
Note: Paint can be used to annotate images. 

5. Check testing requirements for biological screening 

6. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select item exam 

• Tick relevant boxes under packaging and sample assessment notes 

• Enter notes into the Notes field including details of the item, details of any staining and 
markings and how the item is to be sampled  

• Save 

7. Create subsample of scraping/tape-lift/swab/excision. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select subsample 

• In the SubID field enter in the barcode of the subsample 

• In the subtype dropdown list select MISC 

• In the notes field add a description of the subsample 

• Save 

• Repeat for any other subsamples 

8. Convert subsamples to child exhibits 

• Click on exhibit register tab  

• Click the add symbol 

• Enter barcode of subsample you have just created in the exhibit barcode field 

• In the category field select the relevant subsample type 

• Add description of subsample  

• In the Located/Owner field copy the relevant description from the parent item. If there is 
additional information within the “Located / Owner” field of the parent item which will 
indicate ownership, e.g. a name, “victim” or “suspect” etc. this is also to be included 
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• Add the parent barcode in the parent barcode field 

• Tick the following boxes: admission/Intel, FSS DNA Analysis, and sample has been 
collected in strict compliance with CSE101 Biological Evidence 

• Add your FR User ID in the Delivery Officer Rego field; press tab and your surname will 
automatically appear. Select Queensland Health Scientific 

• Save 

• Repeat steps for all subsamples 

Note: samples can also be created as part of the Examination Summary process as outlined 
in 6.1.5 above 

9. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select item exam 

• Enter notes into the note field detailing how much water was added to the tube and slide 
created 

• Add storage box location and tube lot number 

• Save 

10. Perform microscopy. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select microscopic from dropdown list 

• Enter a new barcode in the SubID field for the slide 

• In the SubType field select Slide from dropdown list 

• In the equipment field scan the barcode of the microscope 

• Fill out results of micro examination and complete information in notes field  

• Add in H&E reagent lot number in reagent field 

• Complete the storage information for the slide 

• Save 

11. Perform presumptive if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select presumptive from dropdown list 

• Complete tick boxes to describe presumptive tests performed 

• Add in reagent lot numbers in reagent field 

• Add details of testing in notes field if required 
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• Save 

12. Add manual result lines if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select result 

• Select the appropriate result from the dropdown menu labelled police report 

• Save 

13. Repeat steps 9-13 for all child exhibits 

14. Track Exhibit to returns 
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10.6 Appendix 6: Workflow for semen in-tubes 
1. Enter barcode into search field 

2. Using the exhibit movement table, track item to bench 

3. Click thumbnail of CSSE. Check image. Close the image tab 

4. Add additional images as a Notation as required. Note: Paint can be used to annotate images 

5. Check testing requirements for biological screening 

6. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select item exam 

• Tick relevant boxes under packaging and sample assessment notes 

• Describe the sample in the notes field including details of any staining and how the item is 
to be sampled. Include details of any water added to the tube 

• Add storage box location 

• Save 

7. Perform microscopy. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select microscopic from dropdown list 

• Enter a new barcode in the SubID field for the slide 

• In the SubType field select Slide from dropdown list 

• In the equipment field scan the barcode of the microscope 

• Fill out results of micro examination and complete information in notes field  

• Add in H&E reagent lot number in reagent field 

• Complete the storage information for the slide 

• Save 

8. Perform presumptive testing if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• Select presumptive from dropdown list 

• Complete tick boxes to describe presumptive tests performed 

• Add in reagent lot numbers in reagent field 

• Add details of testing in notes field if required 

• Save 
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9. Add manual result lines if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select result 

• Select the appropriate result from the dropdown menu labelled police report 

• Save 

10. Put CSSE into destruction box 
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10.7 Appendix 7: Diff slide process 
The diff slide list contains information (input by the HP3s during the initial examination) of all 
exhibits that were originally microscopy negative and therefore require the diff slide to be read. 
The list is at the following location: G:\ForBiol\AAA Evidence Recovery\ER Roster, ERT roster 
<XXXX>,(where XXXX refers to the current year) tab “Diff slides FR.” 
 
HP2: 

1. Slides that require staining are listed in the diff slide list 

2. Retrieve the slides from storage and place in cardboard slide folder. Newly made slides from 
Analytical are kept in Pre-PCR until such time that either the HP2’s or OO’s bring over and 
store in the exhibit room. All slides are stored in a slide storage box and kept in the exhibit 
room 

3. Track to Evidence Recovery lab FDNA-ERER-0001 

4. Stain the slides using Haematoxylin and Eosin, coverslip and allow to dry on heating block. 

5. For each individual slide 

a. Exhibit testing table  add  and choose Microscopic 

• Add diff slide barcode to SubID field 

• In the SubType field select “Slide” from dropdown list 

• In the Reagents field add the H & E lot number, which can be copy and pasted from 
“Reference  Supply  within the category field type “HE”, from the search results find 
the H&E Stain which was used  

• Save 

6. Once the slides have been read by HP3 evidence recovery staff, the slides will be placed 
back into a cardboard slide folder and placed into the pass-through hatch for HP2 staff to re-
store back into a slide storage box in the exhibit room 

 

HP3: 

1. Perform microscopy. Edit the existing Microscopic process with the results of the microscopic 
examination and record the barcode of the microscope in the Equipment field. Record the 
results in the diff slide list  

2. Save 

3. Follow Appendix 4: Flowchart for diff slides for any additional exhibit result lines that will need 
to be entered 

4. Place completed slides in the hatch for HP2 to return to storage 
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10.8 Appendix 8: Standardised wording for describing the various sides of an exhibit. 
The following examples detail the correct wording for describing various sides of an exhibit such 
as a piece of fabric or a tissue. 
 

10.8.1 Marking on one side. 
A piece of fabric received with a marking on one side, item description states item is of AP 
positive area. 

 
Figure 18 AP fabric, marking visible on one side, not on other 

 
  
 

Examination notes should state that the marked side has been designated as side A and the 
unmarked side has been designated as side B by examiner 
 

10.8.2 Marking on one side and partially visible on opposite side.  
Piece of fabric received with a marking on one side, item description states item is of AP positive 
area. Due to material type and / or marker used for marking, the marked area is visible through to 
the other side. 

 
 Figure 19 marked area partially visible on reverse 
 

Examination notes should state that the marked side has been designated as side A and the 
alternate side has been designated as side B by examiner. 
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10.8.3 Pattern on one side  
Piece of fabric received with no marked area, has a pattern visible on one side. 

 
 Figure 20 Pattern visible on one side 
 

Examination notes should state that the patterned side has been designated as side A and the 
alternate side has been designated as side B by examiner.  
Note: Use case notes to determine which side to label as side A and which to label as side B. 
Side A is generally the side to be examined, and in cases where the area of interest resides on 
the inside of the original garment and the pattern is on the outside of the original garment then 
the patterned side may be better labelled as side B while the inside (no pattern) labelled as side 
A.  

 
10.8.4 Pattern on one side and partially visible on the opposite side. 

Piece of fabric received with no marked area, has a pattern visible on one side, partially visible on 
other side. 

 
 Figure 21 Pattern partially visible on reverse 
 

Examination notes should state that the patterned side has been designated as side A and the 
alternate side with a less distinct pattern has been designated as side B by examiner.  
Note: Use case notes to determine which side to label as side A and which to label as side B. 
Side A is generally the side to be examined, and in cases where the area of interest resides on 
the inside of the original garment and the pattern is on the outside of the original garment then 
the patterned side may be better labelled as side B while the inside (partial pattern) labelled as 
side A.  
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10.8.5 Seams 
Piece of fabric from an item of clothing that has an obvious “inside” and “outside” seam. FSS 
advice notes indicates inside to be examined for semen 

 
 Figure 22 fabric with obvious inside and outside seam 
 

Examination notes should state that the side that the seam is visible, indicating inside of garment 
as worn, has been designated as side A and the alternate side has been designated as side B by 
examiner.  
Note: When describing the ‘inside’ or ‘outside’ of a fabric, the ‘right side’ or the ‘left side’ of a 
garment; examiners should be aware that these terms are used in relation to ‘as would be worn’. 
i.e. Side A appears to be inside of fabric infers the inside of the fabric as would be worn/used. 1 x 
red/brown stain on outside left leg of pants infers that the red/brown stain is on the outside 
surface of the left leg of the pants as they would be worn – not as the examiner is witnessing 
them on the examination bench. 
 

10.8.6 Nil distinguishing features 
If a piece of fabric or similar item is received with nil distinguishing features such that one side 
cannot be differentiated visually from the other, the examiner is to designate one side as Side A 
and the alternate side as Side B. The examiner should mark, label or otherwise make it such that 
it can be determined later which side was designated as A or B. 
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10.8.7 Numbering sequence for Side A and Side B 

 
If both Side A and Side B of fabric are to be sampled, then the numbering will be consecutive and 
separate for each side. 
 
Example: Both sides of a fabric sampled, with 3 areas on each side sampled. 
Label areas Side A, Area 1 – 3; and Side B Area 1 – 3. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 23 Numbering of areas sampled 
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10.9 Appendix 9: Standardised wording for describing subsamples  
The following examples detail the correct wording to use in the following instances: 

• where multiple stains / marked areas exist on the same item, 
• where one or more stains / marked areas needs to be sampled into two or more smaller 

sections. 
Note: when designating a section, side etc. as per the guidelines below, use of either annotated 
images, or labelling in the photograph to connect images to examination notes is advised. 
 

10.9.1 A piece of fabric that is not marked (or the border is the edge of the fabric). 
Each of the subsamples will be referred to as “sections” i.e. Section 1, Section 2 etc. 

 
 Figure 24 Sections 
 

 
10.9.2 A piece of fabric that has two marked areas, each area is small enough to be sampled into a 

single tube.  
Each subsample is to be referred to as an “Area” i.e. Area 1, Area 2 etc. 

 
 Figure 25 Areas 
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10.9.3 A piece of fabric, one large marked area, too big to be sampled as one subsample.  
Each subsample is divided into sections, to be referred to as sections. 

 
 Figure 26 One area, two sections 

 
10.9.4 A piece of fabric, two marked areas. 

One area sampled as a single subsample, another sampled into two sections. 

 
 Figure 27 Two Areas, Area 1 two subsamples 
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10.9.5 Whole item  
Follows convention as for piece of fabric above, each area to be referred to as Area 1, Area 2 
etc. regardless of whether same or different presumptive result. 

 
 Figure 28 Whole item, different presumptive pos areas 
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10.10 Appendix 10: Trace Evidence Lubricant Testing Process 

Sexual Assaults which require lubricant testing need to have an analytical  
note recorded against the relevant child exhibit, such as: 
"All substrates[swab/tapelift/scraping/excised], spin baskets, supernatants and any 
remaining tubes (that do not contain DNA extract) need to be retained and returned to ER 
to be submitted to Physical Evidence for lubricant comparison examination”. 
These samples require the extraction type “Diff Lysis Retain Supernatant”. 
 
Analytical Department will store the Trace Evidence samples and their associated components 
for lubricant testing in allocated boxes namely: 728116488, 728116499, 727205006,  
723226862. 
 
Once Analytical have stored the tubes, they need to be retrieved and packaged with the  
original SAIK containing the entire contents of the SAIK and swab casings, which is stored in 
Freezer Box 4 (FDNA-EXFZ-0004). This box needs to be checked by the staff member who is 
rostered on validations once a week and arrangements made for the SAIK and samples to be 
forwarded to FPP for Chemistry. The person performing Phadebas testing is responsible for  
this process (see below). However, if lubricant testing is not required, the Analytical Department 
needs to be notified by the validator, and the samples may be destroyed. 
  
Retrieval and Packaging Process: 
 
The Trace Evidence Storage Box containing the samples needs to be retrieved and tracked  
to the ER laboratory for packaging. The items are stored per row according to the sample site 
and will not electronically reflect what is in FR due to the inability of one barcode to be stored  
in more than one location. 
 
For e.g. All tubes taken from the HVS may be stored in positions A01 – A08. All tubes taken  
from the LVS may be stored in positions B01-B08. 
  
Store the tubes per sample site in a labelled CSPB.  For e.g. All the components for HVS  
are contained within a CSPB labelled HVS. If there are numerous CSPB’s these are stored in  
a larger CSPB for ease of transport. Seal any outer packaging with signed and dated Evidence 
Tape and attach to the SAIK. If there are any extraction control samples stored amongst the 
samples, these also need to be sent to Chemistry. To identify these, look in the Exhibit Testing 
List and locate similar to:  CDNAEXT20200803-03 Diff Lysis Retain Supernatant. The link can be accessed  
to display the batch, and positive and negative control barcodes which might be stored in the  
box. 
 
Electronically remove stored samples out of the Trace Evidence boxes by entering the barcode 
from the contents list. This will take you to the parent number.  
Search in the Exhibit Testing Table for the subsample number which will have SPIN or SUPNAT.  
Highlight the Date/Time and conduct Subsample Movement to “stored in primary packaging” or 
“723214727” in the “Storage Box ID” field.  This procedure can also be done for the extraction 
control, however, add a notation specifying that it has been sent with SAIK barcode number for 
lubricant testing. 
Notify FPP and Chemistry of pending arrival and take SAIK and tubes to FPP. 
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1 Purpose 
The purpose of this procedure is to describe those processes required for the examination of 
sexual assault cases by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA Analysis, 
in addition to those described in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items. 
 

2 Scope 
This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret examinations 
of evidentiary items. This standard operating procedure is used in conjunction with individual 
methods for screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting are to be found in each 
method. 
 

3 Definitions 
• Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for a 

comprehensive list of abbreviations. 
• All references to microscopy, refer to QIS document 17189 (Examination For & Of 

Spermatozoa). 
• All references to Acid Phosphatase (AP), refer to QIS document 17186 (The Acid 

Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains). 
• All references to Phadebas, refer to QIS document 33998 (Phadebas Test For Saliva). 
• All references to Tetramethylbenzidine, refer to QIS document 17190 

(Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood). 
• All references to p30, refer to QIS document 17185 (Detection of Azoospermic Semen in 

Casework Samples). 
• A semen negative item is an item which has tested negative for spermatozoa 

microscopically and tested negative for P30. 
 

4 General Principles 
Refer to the general principles contained in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic 
Register). 
 

5 Specific Examination Strategies 
Refer to Section 6.2 of QIS document 17189 (Examination for and of Spermatozoa) for 
procedures relating to making a suspension and preparing, staining and reading microscope 
slides. 
 

5.1 Sexual Assault Investigation Kits (SAIKs) 
Before commencing the examination of a SAIK an examination strategy must be devised and 
reviewed in accordance with Section 6.1.1 of this document. This strategy must include: 

• For each item to be examined, what biological fluid is to be screened for, 
• Items which require no further action, 
• Items which may only require examination pending presumptive/screening results, 
• Sample submission strategies (i.e. extraction type, pooling, retain supernatant for 

Phadebas testing etc.). 
 
The examination strategy must be reviewed by a scientist competent to perform the examinations 
contained in the strategy. 
 
The following are general principles which are used to develop examination strategies for SAIKs, 
however these principles must be considered within the context of the case history: 

• Where the complainant is a minor or has an intellectual impairment, which may mean that 
the provided case history is unreliable, all possible offence scenarios are considered, 
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• Where the complainant is an adult who has lost consciousness, has impaired memory or 
has consumed alcohol or drugs prior to or during the offence which may impact on 
memory, all possible offence scenarios are considered, 

• Consider previous intercourse with same or different partner, prior to the offence.  For 
digital only female complainant cases with prior intercourse, submit external swabs for diff 
lysis with no presumptive screening testing.  For male offender SAIK swabs, consider 
submitting penile swabs for diff lysis where previous intercourse with another partner has 
occurred, 

• Consider the number of offenders – for male SAIKs consider submitting penile swabs for 
diff lysis (with no testing) to separate epithelial cells and spermatozoa, 

• Samples taken from areas of biting, licking or kissing (or other oral contact) are submitted 
for presumptive saliva testing.  This does not include swabs taken from the mouth 
(internal or external), anal and vaginal areas which may give false positive results, 

• For internal swabs on adult females, an Analytical Note for the Epithelial Fraction to be 
processed as “Extract and Hold on EFRAC” is required. This rule applies for both SAIK 
swabs and PM SAIK swabs. This does not apply to priority 1 samples. 

 
If FMO prepared slides are received within a SAIK, the following workflow applies:  

• Where the swab and smear are clearly labelled the same (can be identified as matching), 
create a microscopic entry under the swab barcode and record the slide labelling details 
in the notes field. Screen the smear and if sperm is observed the diff slide does not 
require reading after extraction. 

• In the instances where the pre-prepared smear is microscopy negative, proceed with 
routine processing.  

• If the swab and slide cannot be connected (e.g. something is unlabelled or labelled 
differently) register the slides as separate child exhibits and perform microscopy. Proceed 
with routine processing of the swabs. 

 
On the occasion an item (such as a speculum, tampon, pad etc) is included in the SAIK the 
following examination principle applies: If the internal swabs within the SAIK (e.g. HVS) are 
positive for spermatozoa, then there is no need for further examination of the additional item. 
Discretion may be applied if the number of sperm observed from the internal swabs is low (e.g. 3 
internal swabs, one swab has <1+ spermatozoa observed). 
 
Appendix 3: Workflow for items – semen testing describes the workflow for 
presumptive/screening testing of SAIKs. 
 
If there are any issues relating to the collection or documentation of a SAIK, contact the I/O 
(through SSLU) or the FMO / FNE (direct or through SSLU). Examples of issues include: 

• Missing paperwork 
• Insufficient case history to determine an examination strategy 
• Labelling issues/inconsistencies 

If the issue directly relates to the input of information into the FR (e.g. labelling inconsistencies) 
then a task/request may be sent to the forensic officer. 
 
If serum coated, charcoal swabs, expired swabs, or other unsuitable swabs/media are received 
notes must be made in the item exam of the affected swabs detailing the type of swab submitted. 
An Analytical note is added for swabs that are received in transport medium. 
 

5.2 Acid Phosphatase (AP) Positive Fabrics 
Appendix 3: Workflow for items – semen testing describes the workflow to be used for 
presumptive/screening testing of AP positive fabrics.  
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AP positive fabrics are submitted by QPS. The AP positive area should be clearly marked on the 
fabric. If the fabric is not marked then the entire item should be tested, including both sides of 
fabric. It may be possible to check the QPS images which may indicate positive areas. 
 
AP positive fabrics should be submitted with enough additional area surrounding the circled AP 
positive area to enable the examining scientist to safely hold the fabric if/when taking a scraping. 
 
Where a large piece of AP positive fabric is to be tested, divide the item into sections and test 
each section separately.  If spermatozoa are located microscopically on one section, but are not 
located on other sections, P30 testing is not required to be performed on all negative sections, 
however within the records for each section, records must be made to indicate p30 was not 
performed as another section was micro positive for spermatozoa (specify the micro positive 
sections).  All sections are submitted for quant. If semen is not detected all testing on SFRAC’s is 
ceased. 
 
When photographing AP fabrics, the side that is being photographed (e.g. side A or side B) is to 
be written within the photo to help with differentiating between the two sides of the fabric. 
 
Generally, the entire marked area on a fabric is either scraped or excised (extreme care to be 
taken to avoid biohazard type injuries). 
 

5.3 Semen in-tubes 
Appendix 3: Workflow for items – semen testing describes the workflow for 
presumptive/screening testing of semen in-tubes. If semen in-tubes are stored in an in-tube 
registration box, they must be transferred to an items box so that they can be examined by a 
scientist. 
 

5.4 Condoms 
Appendix 3: Workflow for items – semen testing describes the workflow for 
presumptive/screening testing of Condoms. 
 
When a condom is received it should be described in terms of “O/S surface as received” and “I/S 
surface as received”. Describe any fluid that may be present on or within the condom.  Describe 
length and diameter, damage, colour, patterning and translucency of condom. 
 
Take one wet and one dry swab from the O/S and I/S surfaces of the condom. If fluid is visible 
within the condom then only a dry swab is needed for the I/S, a wet and dry swab of the O/S is 
still required. Sample and combine I/S wet and dry swabs into one tube and O/S wet and dry 
swabs into another tube. N.B. When sampling the swabs, to ensure that there is not excess 
substrate submitted, sample the entire of the wet swab, but only the outer layer of the dry swab. 
 

5.5 Sanitary Pads and Tampons 
 Sanitary pads are AP tested on the side worn in contact with the skin. 

 
Tampons are cut through the middle and splayed out. The outer sides of the tampon are then AP 
tested, including string. 
 

5.6 Post-mortem Samples  
Appendix 3: Workflow for items – semen testing describes the workflow for 
presumptive/screening testing of Post-mortem samples. 
 
PM samples may include sexual assault swabs and/or slides (high vaginal, low vaginal, vulval 
etc.), pubic hair, head hair, fingernail clippings or scrapings. 
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Swabs which are semen positive are submitted for quant.  For semen negative swabs testing is 
ceased. 
 
Refer to SOP 34300 Examination of post mortem and associated samples from deceased 
persons, for further detail on post mortem examinations. 
 

5.7 Clothing and Bed sheets 
For large items, an examination strategy should be formulated based on the case history and if 
necessary, consultation with the QPS.  This must be recorded as a notation in the FR.  
 
Appendix 2: Fabrics/Clothing requiring AP testing describes the different scenarios and required 
result lines for whole item AP testing. 
 
If the case history suggests that the item has been washed, then it may be necessary to perform 
microscopy only considering the water-soluble nature of Acid Phosphatase and P30. Use the case 
history and if necessary, communicate with the investigating officer to establish an area to target. 
 

5.8 Wet and Dry swabs – QPS submitted 
When wet and dry swabs are received from the same site (e.g. in a SAIK, or from one item) 
submit each of the swabs separately. 
 

5.9 Multiple Presumptive/Screening Tests 
Consideration should be given to the order in which screening tests are conducted based on the 
type of tests to be performed and the conservation of sample on the item.  Where both AP and 
Phadebas screening tests are required, perform Phadebas testing on the exhibit first (using 
commercial paper), once the Phadebas test is complete the Phadebas paper can be sprayed 
with AP reagent. 

 
5.10 Penile Swabs 

The presence of spermatozoa on penile swabs is not unexpected.  These swabs are generally 
submitted for Cells, however where the case history indicates multiple offenders, or previous 
sexual contact, they should be submitted for diff lysis.   
 
For samples that are submitted for diff lysis that do not require semen screening add an 
Analytical Note “Quant and Amp on SFRAC and EFRAC” (refer to section 6.2). 
 
The diff slide does not require reading for these samples and presumptive screening is not 
performed. 
 

5.11 Lubricant Testing 
If it’s not clear whether lubricant testing is required or not, a task request is sent to the Forensic 
Officer using suggested wording; if lubricant testing is required on an item, consult with Forensic 
Chemistry before any examinations are conducted.  
Refer to Examination of Items (Forensic Register) 33800 section 4.6 Dual Analysis for further 
details. Additional information is located in Appendix 7: Trace Evidence Lubricant Testing 
Process. 
 

6 Examination 
The general examination procedures documented in QIS document 33800 Examination of Items 
(Forensic Register) apply to the examination of sexual cases. 
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6.1 SAIK examination 
6.1.1 SAIK examination strategy 

1. New SAIKs will be listed in the received worklist and will also be tracked to the freezer 
shelves. 

2. Scan the barcode attached to the SAIK paperwork into the global search field. Click on the 
FR number to navigate to the case reports tab. 

3. In the files table click the  symbol to open the FMO notes pdf. The download box will 
appear in the bottom left corner. Read the FMO notes then close the tab. 

4. Click the back button to return to the exhibit record page. 

5. Scroll to the exhibit testing table, click the add symbol. 

6. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select notation from the dropdown menu. 

7. In the notes field type the examination strategy for the SAIK.  

 

 Figure 1 SAIK examination strategy 
 

8. In the worklist table select Examination from the technique dropdown menu and Item Exam 
from the method dropdown menu.  

9. If the SAIK if from a child victim or an unknown offender, add a PDA note specifying this for 
triaging purposes. 
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10. Click on the Save symbol. 

 
6.1.2 Validation of SAIK examination strategy 

1. The examination worklist will indicate SAIK’s that require examination. 

2. Click on the exhibit number of the SAIK to be examined, navigate to the exhibit record page 
and read the FMO notes pdf which can be found in the Case Reports table. 

3. Scroll down to the exhibit testing table, find the relevant notation and click the date/time 
hyperlink. 

 

 Figure 2 Hyperlink to notation 
 

4. Read the SAIK examination strategy in the notes field. If you do not agree with the SAIK 
examination strategy discuss with the scientist who created the strategy and they can edit 
their original notation. 

5. Once you are satisfied that everything is correct, and you agree with the SAIK examination 
strategy click the edit button. 

6. In the notes field add an additional note to agree to the examination strategy. 

 

 Figure 3 Checking SAIK examination strategy 

7. Click on the Save symbol. 

6.1.3 Description of SAIK packaging 
1. Retrieve SAIK from the freezer location and track to your examination bench in the evidence 

recovery laboratory via exhibit movement. 
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2. Photograph the packaging and upload images to I:\FR Images. 

3. Scroll down to exhibit testing table, click the add symbol. 

4. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select Item Exam from the dropdown menu. 

5. In the packaging and sample assessment notes field tick the “seal and packaging intact” box 
if this is the case. If the packaging and seals are not intact use the notes field to describe the 
nature of the packaging and seals. Note: the “sample meets requirements” box is specific to 
in-tubes and is not to be used for Item Exam. 

6. In the notes field state if packaging has been opened and if it was signed and dated. Describe 
any labelling on the SAIK packaging, it is acceptable to state “labelled as per images”. List the 
contents of the SAIK and for each item state whether it is to be examined or not. If swabs are 
labelled with the same white label containing the same patient details, this can be detailed in 
the notes field and referred to in each of the subsequent examination notes. 

Figure 4 Description of SAIK packaging 
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7. Click on the Save symbol. 

6.1.4 Description of SAIK contents and image upload 

1. Click the Examination Summary tab. 

2. Click the add symbol. 

3. Change the start time to a time before your photos were taken. In the duration field add an 
estimate time for your examination. 

 

 Figure 5 Examination Summary Time and Duration fields 
 

4. The following check boxes must be ticked as this is required for compliance with software 
requirements: Examination location – General, Recording Method – Photo General (can tick 
Photo Explicit if images are of a sensitive nature) and Recording Method – No Case File refer 
Figure 6 Examination type check boxes: 

 

Figure 6 Examination type check boxes 
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5. In the Examination notes field type a summary of the SAIK contents including items not 
examined such as unused swabs etc. Note: abbreviations such as HVS or LVS cannot be 
used. Do not state “examined or “not examined”. 

6. In the exhibits examined field scan the SAIK barcode. 

 

 Figure 7 Description of SAIK contents 
 

7. Click on the Save symbol. 

8. Click the Related files symbol. 

9. The file upload box will open, click the add files button . 

 

 Figure 8 File Upload table 
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10. Navigate to I:\FR Images and find the relevant packaging images. Multiple images can be 
selected by holding down the Ctrl button. Click open. 

11. Click the start upload button. 

12. Once the images have uploaded click the close symbol. 

6.1.5 Registration of SAIK contents – creating child exhibits 
1. Assign each item in the SAIK a new barcode. 

2. Click the Add  Related exhibits symbol. 

3. Scan/type the barcode of your first item into the exhibit barcode field. 

4. Choose the category (e.g. swab). 

5. Type in the description (e.g. high vaginal) Note: abbreviations must not be used. 

6. In the Located/Owner field use information within the “Located / Owner” field of the parent 
item which will indicate ownership, for example “SAIK – name of complainant”. 

7. In the parent barcode field add the parent barcode. 

8. Tick the Admission/Intel box. 

9. Tick the box - sample has been collected in strict compliance with CSE101 Biological 
Evidence.  
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 Figure 9 Adding Child Exhibits 

10. Click on the Save symbol. 

11. To add more child exhibits, click on the back button. 

12. Edit the exhibit barcode of the 2nd child exhibit. 

13. Choose the category. 

14. Type in the description of the 2nd child. 

15. Click on the Save symbol. 

16. Repeat steps 11-15 for every component of the SAIK. 

These steps are not required for SAIK components that do not require examination, for example 
control swabs. 
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Note: If you wish to add an additional child exhibit after completion of the above steps, return 
to the Exhibit Record page for the exhibit, navigate to your examination from the Examination 
List & that will take you to the Examination Summary page, and you can start from clicking the 
“Add related Exhibit” icon and follow the steps above. 

6.1.6 Examination of SAIK swabs 
1. For each item in the SAIK perform the item exam procedure. Refer to SOP 33800 

Examination of Items (Forensic Register) for detailed procedures. Ensure to add: 

a. the Tube Lot number and Storage Box ID (position will autofill) 

b. in the notes field include details of any labelling present  

c. in the notes field include sampling details 

           

 Figure 5 SAIK swab item exam 
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2. Perform any necessary TMB presumptive testing as needed.  

3. Place sample in a 1.5ml sample tube and label appropriately. 

4. Add 400uL of nanopure water to form a suspension. 

5. Vortex mix thoroughly. 

6. Incubate on a hot block at 30°C for 15 minutes. 

7. Vortex mix the sample and spin using the centrifuge for 3 minutes. 

8. Register a ‘retain’ subsample and print a tube label. 

9. Remove 200uL of supernatant into a new 1.5ml tube and store frozen in the p30 supernatant 
box.  

6.2 Analytical notes 
If any samples require a comment for analytical processing e.g. “extract & hold for EFRAC”, an 
analytical note must be created for each sample. For “quant & hold” samples submitted for diff 
lysis (e.g. cold case samples) it must be specified in the analytical note that this applies to both 
the SFRAC and the EFRAC. 
 
1. Scroll down to the exhibit testing table and click the add symbol. 

2. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select Analytical note from the dropdown menu. 

3. Use the notes field to type the comment for the analytical team. 

 

 Figure 11 Analytical note 
 

4. Click on the Save symbol. 

5. Note: Analytical notes will auto-validate and do not require validation from a second scientist. 

6.3 Drop Sheets 
Drop sheets need to be registered regardless of whether they appear used or not. If the drop 
sheet is marked “not used” (or similar) it is not required to register the drop sheet. 
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1. Follow 6.1.5 above for registration of the drop sheet. 

2. Add an item exam, include any packaging and labelling details as appropriate, and state what 
is visible on the drop sheet – if it appears unused, then state this and if no hairs present state 
“No hairs present – NFA”. 

3. If anything is present on the drop sheet which requires submission for DNA profiling (e.g. a 
hair), refer to 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic Register) for creation of subsamples and 
child exhibits (and recording of tube lot numbers, result lines etc.). 

6.4 Finalisation of SAIK examination 
Once the SAIK examination is complete, repackage and track the SAIK to the freezer returns 
location (FDNA-RTFZ-0001). 
 
Store all samples to a ERT-AS transfer box if not already stored during examination. 

 
6.5 Microscopy of diff slides 

Refer to Appendix 4: Diff slide process for microscopy of diff slides process. 
 
6.6 p30 testing 

If microscopy is negative for spermatozoa, perform p30 testing on the retained supernatant. 
Ensure to add the subsample barcode of the supernatant into the SubID field of the presumptive 
page. 

 
Note: p30 testing is not required on AP positive fabrics that have been sectioned and one or more 
sections are positive for spermatozoa. Add a notation “p30 not performed as alternate section 
<barcode> is micro pos for sperm”. 
 
If a p30 kit is faulty (e.g. control line doesn’t appear) create the presumptive record but don’t select 
a result. Enter the batch number of the p30 kit in the reagent field and add a comment in the notes 
section. 
 
Discard supernatant tube after testing and create an exhibit movement to ‘Destroyed’ using the 
batch exhibit function. 
 
1. Navigate to the Main Menu 

2. Click on the “Forms” tab 

3. Click on the “Batch Exhibit” button 

 

Figure 12 Forms tab, Batch Exhibit button 
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4. Scan each subsample barcode from the completed batch into the “Exhibit Movement” table. 

5. In the location field select “Destroyed” 

 

 

Figure 13 Batch Exhibit Movement 

6. Click on the save icon  

Untested supernatants are to be retained for 3 months then discarded. 
 
6.7 Result lines 

Add any relevant result lines. Refer to Appendix 1: SAIKs, PM Intimate Exhibits, Semen In-Tubes 
and AP Fabrics. 
 

7 Associated Documentation 
QIS: 17140 Procedure for the Identification and Examination of Hairs 
QIS: 17185 Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
QIS: 17186 The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
QIS: 17189 Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
QIS: 17190 Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood 
QIS: 33998 Phadebas Test for Saliva 
QIS: 22857 Anti-Contamination Procedure  
QIS: 23849 Common Forensic DNA Analysis terms and Acronyms 
QIS: 33771 Examination of in-tube samples (Forensic Register) 
QIS: 33773 Procedure for Profile Data Analysis using the Forensic Register 
QIS: 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic Register) 
QIS: 34006 Procedure for the Release of Results Using the Forensic Register 
QIS: 34300 Examination of post mortem and associated samples from deceased persons 
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8 Amendment History 

Version Date Updated By Amendments 
1 10/06/2016 A. Houlding First issue. 
2 14/06/2017 A. Ryan Added examination summary, upload 

of images for SAIKs and creating 
related exhibits for each component of 
the SAIK. Added analytical notes. 
Added appendices 6-10 

3 14/07/2017 A. McNevin Updated information on required fields 
for an Examination, information on diff 
slide process 

4 13/12/2017 A. McNevin Minor edits to reflect current practices 
in FR; updated screen shots and 
associated documents 

5 02/11/2018 C. Savage Amendments to Appendices, Updated 
examination guidelines for SAIKs, 
other minor wording adjustments to 
reflect current processes as discussed 
in team meetings. 

6 31/08/2020 S. Byrne & A. McNevin Added additional information on 
numbering of areas, other minor 
wording adjustments, removed 
“Forensic Register” from title of 
document, further information on 
lubricant testing. 

7 23/02/2021 A. Ryan Changes in process following 
implementation of project#181. 
Appendices updated. 

 
9 References 

AS2243.1:2005 Safety in Laboratories Part 1 - General 
 

Workplace Health and Safety Act 2011 
 
 Workplace Health and Safety Regulation 2011 
 

Workplace Health and Safety Advisory Standards – various 
 

Queensland Health Occupational Health & Safety Homepage (QHEPS) 
http://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/safety/employees/home.htm 
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10 Appendices 

Appendix 1: SAIKs, PM Intimate Exhibits, Semen In-Tubes and AP Fabrics 
Appendix 2: Fabrics/Clothing requiring AP testing 
Appendix 3: Workflow for items – semen testing 
Appendix 4: Diff slide process 
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Appendix 5: Standardised wording for describing the various sides of an exhibit. 
Appendix 6: Standardised wording for describing subsamples 
Appendix 7: Trace Evidence Lubricant Testing Process 
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10.1 Appendix 1: SAIKs, PM Intimate Exhibits, Semen In-Tubes and AP Fabrics 
 
Table 1 Semen testing result lines and processing workflow 

Scenario Result Line/s Manual / 
Automatic 

Result 

Quant/Cease 
testing 

Micro pos Micro positive for sperm – submitted 
results pending  

  

Manual Quant 

Micro neg, p30 pos Presumptive PSA test positive – 
submitted results pending  

  

Manual Quant 

Micro neg for sperm 
  

Automatic 

Micro neg, p30 neg Micro neg for sperm Automatic Cease testing 

Semen not detected Manual 

Micro not performed (slide broken), 
p30 pos 

Presumptive PSA test positive – 
submitted results pending  

Manual Quant 

Micro not performed (slide broken), 
p30 neg 

Semen not detected 
  

Manual Quant 

Micro neg, p30 not performed (faulty 
p30 kit) 

Micro neg for sperm Automatic Quant 

Micro neg, p30 not performed (fabric 
sectioned by ER and one section is 

micro positive) 

Micro neg for sperm Automatic Quant 
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10.2 Appendix 2: Fabrics/Clothing requiring AP testing 
 

Table 2 AP testing result lines and processing workflow 
Scenario Result Line/s Manual / 

Automatic 
Result 

Quant/Cease 
testing 

AP neg Presumptive seminal fluid test negative  
  

Manual Cease testing 

AP Pos - Micro pos Presumptive AP test positive – submitted 
results pending ^ 

Manual Quant 

Micro positive for sperm – submitted results 
pending  

  

Manual 

AP Pos - Micro neg, p30 pos Presumptive AP test positive – submitted 
results pending ^ 

  

Manual Quant 

Presumptive PSA test positive – submitted 
results pending  

  

Manual 

Micro neg for sperm 
  

Automatic 

 AP Pos - Micro neg, p30 neg Presumptive AP test positive – submitted 
results pending ^ 

Manual Cease testing 

Micro neg for sperm Automatic 
Semen not detected Manual 
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10.3 Appendix 3: Workflow for items – semen testing 
1. Enter barcode into search field. 

2. Using the exhibit movement table, track item to bench. 

3. Click thumbnail of CSSE. Check image. Close the image tab. 

4. Add additional images either as a notation or within the examination summary as required. 
Note: Paint can be used to annotate images. 

5. Check testing requirements for biological screening. 

6. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select item exam. 

• Tick relevant boxes under packaging and sample assessment notes. 

• Enter notes into the Notes field including details of the item, details of any staining and 
markings and how the item is to be sampled.  

• Save. 

7. Create subsample of scraping/tape-lift/swab/excision. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select subsample. 

• In the SubID field enter in the barcode of the subsample. 

• In the subtype dropdown list select MISC. 

• In the notes field add a description of the subsample. 

• Save. 

• Repeat for any other subsamples. 

8. Convert subsamples to child exhibits: 

• Click on exhibit register tab. 

• Click the add symbol. 

• Enter barcode of subsample you have just created in the exhibit barcode field. 

• In the category field select the relevant subsample type. 

• Add description of subsample.  

• In the Located/Owner field copy the relevant description from the parent item. If there is 
additional information within the “Located / Owner” field of the parent item which will 
indicate ownership, e.g. a name, “victim” or “suspect” etc. this is also to be included. 
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• Add the parent barcode in the parent barcode field. 

• Tick the following boxes: admission/Intel, FSS DNA Analysis, and sample has been 
collected in strict compliance with CSE101 Biological Evidence. 

• Add your FR User ID in the Delivery Officer Rego field; press tab and your surname will 
automatically appear. Select Queensland Health Scientific. 

• Save. 

• Repeat steps for all subsamples. 

Note: samples can also be created as part of the Examination Summary process as outlined 
in 6.1.5 above. 

9. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select item exam. 

• Enter notes into the note field detailing how much water was added to the tube and how 
much is retained. 

• Add storage box location and tube lot number. 

• Save. 

10. Create subsample for the retained p30 supernatant: 

• In the process field select subsample. 

• In the SubID field enter in the barcode of the subsample. 

• In the subtype dropdown list select RETAIN. 

• In the notes field add a description of the subsample. 

• Add tube lot number. 

• Save. 

• Store tube to p30 supernatant box. 

11. Add result line if required. Exhibit testing table  add  

• In the process field select result. 

• Select ‘submitted results pending’ result from the dropdown menu labelled police report. 

• Save. 

12. Repeat steps 9-11 for all child exhibits. 

13. Track exhibit to returns. 
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10.4 Appendix 4: Diff slide process 
HP2: 

1. Locate batches ready for microscopy slide processing: 

• Under sample management click on the “administration” tab twice. 

• From the dropdown menu select “workflow diary” 

• Click “view history” 

• Change the date to the previous working day 

• Look for batches “DNA Extraction Differential Lysis DNA IQ” or “DNA Extraction Diff Lysis 
Retain Supernatant. The slides from these batches require microscopy. 

2. Retrieve the blue slide storage box slides from Analytical. An empty slide box needs to be 
taken over to replace the slide box for the next batch. 

3. Track the blue slide storage box to Evidence Recovery lab FDNA-ERER-0001. 

4. Transfer each slide to Evidence Recovery lab FDNA-ERER-0001 and place into a carboard 
slide carrier. 

5. Stain the slides using Haematoxylin and Eosin, coverslip and allow to dry on heating block. 

6. For each individual slide: 

• Exhibit testing table  add  and choose Microscopic. 

• Add diff slide barcode to SubID field. 

• In the SubType field select “Slide” from dropdown list. 

• In the Reagents field add the Haematoxylin and Eosin lot numbers, which can be copied 
and pasted from “Reference  Supply  Category field type “Haematoxylin” and “Eosin”. 

• Save. 

7. Track the blue slide storage box to Evidence Recovery Evidence Sorting room FDNA-ERES-
0001. 

Note: The negative control slide does not require staining or a microscopic record creating, this 
slide is to be stored by the HP3. 
 
HP3: 

1. Check whether the diff slide requires reading, FMO prepared slides that were positive or 
samples that don’t require semen testing will not require diff slide microscopy. Add a note to 
the microscopic page stating, “microscopy not performed”. 

2. Perform microscopy. Edit the existing Microscopic process with the results of the microscopic 
examination. 
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3. In the Equipment No field enter the barcode for the specific microscope that you are using. 

4. Use radio buttons to record if “spermatozoa were detected” or “no spermatozoa were 
detected”. Note: if the slide cannot be read (e.g. broken), select ‘no result’ and enter notes. 

5. Use the notes field to add specific details of the microscopy and any England finder 
coordinates. 

6. Click on the Save symbol. 

7. Store the slide in the current slide storage box. 
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10.5 Appendix 5: Standardised wording for describing the various sides of an exhibit. 
The following examples detail the correct wording for describing various sides of an exhibit such 
as a piece of fabric or a tissue. 
 

10.5.1 Marking on one side. 
A piece of fabric received with a marking on one side, item description states item is of AP 
positive area. 

 
 Figure 6 AP fabric, marking visible on one side, not on other 

 
  
 

Examination notes should state that the marked side has been designated as side A and the 
unmarked side has been designated as side B by examiner. 
 

10.5.2 Marking on one side and partially visible on opposite side.  
Piece of fabric received with a marking on one side, item description states item is of AP positive 
area. Due to material type and / or marker used for marking, the marked area is visible through to 
the other side. 

 
 Figure 15 marked area partially visible on reverse 
 

Examination notes should state that the marked side has been designated as side A and the 
alternate side has been designated as side B by examiner. 
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10.5.3 Pattern on one side  
Piece of fabric received with no marked area, has a pattern visible on one side. 

 
 Figure 16 Pattern visible on one side 
 

Examination notes should state that the patterned side has been designated as side A and the 
alternate side has been designated as side B by examiner.  
Note: Use case notes to determine which side to label as side A and which to label as side B. 
Side A is generally the side to be examined, and in cases where the area of interest resides on 
the inside of the original garment and the pattern is on the outside of the original garment then 
the patterned side may be better labelled as side B while the inside (no pattern) labelled as side 
A.  

 
10.5.4 Pattern on one side and partially visible on the opposite side. 

Piece of fabric received with no marked area, has a pattern visible on one side, partially visible on 
other side. 

 
 Figure 17 Pattern partially visible on reverse 
 

Examination notes should state that the patterned side has been designated as side A and the 
alternate side with a less distinct pattern has been designated as side B by examiner.  
Note: Use case notes to determine which side to label as side A and which to label as side B. 
Side A is generally the side to be examined, and in cases where the area of interest resides on 
the inside of the original garment and the pattern is on the outside of the original garment then 
the patterned side may be better labelled as side B while the inside (partial pattern) labelled as 
side A.  
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10.5.5 Seams 
Piece of fabric from an item of clothing that has an obvious “inside” and “outside” seam. FSS 
advice notes indicates inside to be examined for semen. 

 
 Figure 18 fabric with obvious inside and outside seam 
 

Examination notes should state that the side that the seam is visible, indicating inside of garment 
as worn, has been designated as side A and the alternate side has been designated as side B by 
examiner.  
Note: When describing the ‘inside’ or ‘outside’ of a fabric, the ‘right side’ or the ‘left side’ of a 
garment; examiners should be aware that these terms are used in relation to ‘as would be worn’. 
i.e. Side A appears to be inside of fabric infers the inside of the fabric as would be worn/used. 1 x 
red/brown stain on outside left leg of pants infers that the red/brown stain is on the outside 
surface of the left leg of the pants as they would be worn – not as the examiner is witnessing 
them on the examination bench. 
 

10.5.6 Nil distinguishing features 
If a piece of fabric or similar item is received with nil distinguishing features such that one side 
cannot be differentiated visually from the other, the examiner is to designate one side as Side A 
and the alternate side as Side B. The examiner should mark, label or otherwise make it such that 
it can be determined later which side was designated as A or B. 
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10.5.7 Numbering sequence for Side A and Side B 

 
If both Side A and Side B of fabric are to be sampled, then the numbering will be consecutive and 
separate for each side. 
 
Example: Both sides of a fabric sampled, with 3 areas on each side sampled. 
Label areas Side A, Area 1 – 3; and Side B Area 1 – 3. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 19 Numbering of areas sampled 
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10.6 Appendix 6: Standardised wording for describing subsamples  
The following examples detail the correct wording to use in the following instances: 

• where multiple stains / marked areas exist on the same item, 
• where one or more stains / marked areas needs to be sampled into two or more smaller 

sections. 
Note: when designating a section, side etc. as per the guidelines below, use of either annotated 
images, or labelling in the photograph to connect images to examination notes is advised. 
 

10.6.1 A piece of fabric that is not marked (or the border is the edge of the fabric). 
Each of the subsamples will be referred to as “sections” i.e. Section 1, Section 2 etc. 

 
 Figure 20 Sections 
 

 
10.6.2 A piece of fabric that has two marked areas, each area is small enough to be sampled into a 

single tube.  
Each subsample is to be referred to as an “Area” i.e. Area 1, Area 2 etc. 

 
 Figure 21 Areas 
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10.6.3 A piece of fabric, one large marked area, too big to be sampled as one subsample.  
Each subsample is divided into sections, to be referred to as sections. 

 
 Figure 22 One area, two sections 

 
10.6.4 A piece of fabric, two marked areas. 

One area sampled as a single subsample, another sampled into two sections. 

 
 Figure 23 Two Areas, Area 1 two subsamples 
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10.6.5 Whole item  
Follows convention as for piece of fabric above, each area to be referred to as Area 1, Area 2 
etc. regardless of whether same or different presumptive result. 

 
Figure 24 Whole item, different presumptive pos areas 
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10.7 Appendix 7: Trace Evidence Lubricant Testing Process 

Sexual Assaults which require lubricant testing need to have an analytical  
note recorded against the relevant child exhibit, such as: 
"All substrates[swab/tapelift/scraping/excised], spin baskets, supernatants and any 
remaining tubes (that do not contain DNA extract) need to be retained and returned to ER 
to be submitted to Physical Evidence for lubricant comparison examination”. 
These samples require the extraction type “Diff Lysis Retain Supernatant”. 
 
Analytical Department will store the Trace Evidence samples and their associated components 
for lubricant testing in allocated boxes namely: 728116488, 728116499, 727205006,  
723226862. 
 
Once Analytical have stored the tubes, they need to be retrieved and packaged with the  
original SAIK containing the entire contents of the SAIK and swab casings, which is stored in 
Freezer Box 4 (FDNA-EXFZ-0004). This box needs to be checked by the staff member who is 
rostered on validations once a week and arrangements made for the SAIK and samples to be 
forwarded to FPP for Chemistry. The person performing Phadebas testing is responsible for  
this process (see below). However, if lubricant testing is not required, the Analytical Department 
needs to be notified by the validator, and the samples may be destroyed. 
  
Retrieval and Packaging Process: 
 
The Trace Evidence Storage Box containing the samples needs to be retrieved and tracked  
to the ER laboratory for packaging. The items are stored per row according to the sample site 
and will not electronically reflect what is in FR due to the inability of one barcode to be stored  
in more than one location. 
 
For e.g. All tubes taken from the HVS may be stored in positions A01 – A08. All tubes taken  
from the LVS may be stored in positions B01-B08. 
  
Store the tubes per sample site in a labelled CSPB.  For e.g. All the components for HVS  
are contained within a CSPB labelled HVS. If there are numerous CSPB’s these are stored in  
a larger CSPB for ease of transport. Seal any outer packaging with signed and dated Evidence 
Tape and attach to the SAIK. If there are any extraction control samples stored amongst the 
samples, these also need to be sent to Chemistry. To identify these, look in the Exhibit Testing 
List and locate similar to:  CDNAEXT20200803-03 Diff Lysis Retain Supernatant. The link can be accessed  
to display the batch, and positive and negative control barcodes which might be stored in the  
box. 
 
Electronically remove stored samples out of the Trace Evidence boxes by entering the barcode 
from the contents list. This will take you to the parent number.  
Search in the Exhibit Testing Table for the subsample number which will have SPIN or SUPNAT.  
Highlight the Date/Time and conduct Subsample Movement to “stored in primary packaging” or 
“723214727” in the “Storage Box ID” field.  This procedure can also be done for the extraction 
control, however, add a notation specifying that it has been sent with SAIK barcode number for 
lubricant testing. 
Notify FPP and Chemistry of pending arrival and take SAIK and tubes to FPP. 
 
Once samples have been transferred to Forensic Chemistry the samples can be reallocated from 
the Trace Evidence Worklist. Ensure to add the subsample barcode into the SubID field in the 
reallocate process. 
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1 Purpose 
The purpose of this procedure is to describe the processes required for the examination of 
sexual assault cases by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA 
Analysis, in addition to those described in QIS 33800 Examination of Items. 

 
 
2 Scope 

This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret 
examinations of evidentiary items. This standard operating procedure is used in conjunction 
with individual methods for screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting are to 
be found in each method. 

 
 
3 Definitions 

• Refer to QIS 23849 (Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for a 
comprehensive list of abbreviations. 

• All references to microscopy, refer to QIS 17189 (Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa). 

• All references to Acid Phosphatase (AP), refer to QIS 17186 (The Acid Phosphatase 
Screening Test for Seminal Stains). 

• All references to Phadebas, refer to QIS 33998 (Phadebas Test For Saliva). 
• All references to Tetramethylbenzidine, refer to QIS 17190 (Tetramethylbenzidine 

Screening Test for Blood). 
• All references to p30, refer to QIS 17185 (Detection of Azoospermic Semen in 

Casework Samples). 
 
 
4 Actions 

Refer to the general principles contained in QIS 33800 Examination of Items. 
 
4.1 Sexual Assault Investigation Kits (SAIKs) 

Before commencing the examination of a SAIK an examination strategy must be devised 
and reviewed in accordance with Section 4.12.1 of this document by different scientists that 
are competent to perform the examinations contained in the strategy. This strategy must 
include: 

• For each item to be examined, what biological fluid is to be screened for, 
• Items which require no further action, 
• Sample submission strategies (i.e. extraction type, pooling, retain supernatant for 

Phadebas testing etc.). 
 

The following are general principles which are used to develop examination strategies for 
SAIKs, however these principles must be considered within the context of the case history: 

• Where the complainant is a minor or has an intellectual impairment, which may 
mean that the provided case history is unreliable, all possible offence scenarios are 
considered, 

• Where the complainant is an adult who has lost consciousness, has impaired 
memory or has consumed alcohol or drugs prior to or during the offence which may 
impact on memory, all possible offence scenarios are considered, 

• Consider previous intercourse with same or different partner, prior to the offence.  
For digital only female complainant cases with prior intercourse, submit external 
swabs for diff lysis with no presumptive testing.   
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• For male offender SAIK swabs, consider submitting penile swabs for diff lysis where 
the victim has had previous intercourse with another person, 

• Consider the number of offenders – for male SAIKs consider submitting penile 
swabs for diff lysis (with no presumptive testing) to separate epithelial cells and 
spermatozoa, 

• Samples taken from areas of biting, licking or kissing (or other oral contact) are 
submitted for presumptive saliva testing (retain supernatant). This does not include 
swabs taken from the mouth (internal or external), anal and vaginal areas which 
may give false positive results, 

• Internal and external vaginal swabs can be submitted for retain supernatant only if 
the female is under 16 years old,  

• For internal swabs on adult females (16 years and older), an Analytical Note for the 
Epithelial Fraction to be processed as “Extract and Hold on EFRAC” is required. 
This rule applies for both SAIK swabs and PM SAIK swabs. This does not apply to 
priority 1 samples. 

• If an oral swab has been received which is labelled as a reference, the SAIK is to be 
placed on hold and a request/task sent for further advice from QPS. If QPS advise 
that the sample is not required as a reference it can be examined accordingly with 
the other SAIK contents. 

 
If FMO prepared slides are received within a SAIK, the following workflow applies:  

• Where the swab and smear are clearly labelled the same (can be identified as 
matching), create a microscopic entry under the swab barcode and record the slide 
labelling details in the notes field. Stain and examine the slide, if sperm is observed 
the diff slide from the examined swab does not require reading after extraction. 

• In the instances where the pre-prepared smear is microscopy negative, proceed 
with routine processing.  

• If the swab and slide cannot be connected (e.g. unlabelled or labelled differently) 
register the slides as separate child exhibits and perform microscopy. Proceed with 
routine processing of the swabs. 

 
Additional items such as pads, tampons or fluid samples received within a SAIK are to be 
examined at the same time as the rest of the SAIK samples, refer to section 4.5 for testing 
requirements for sanitary items and section 4.20 for examining fluid samples.  

 
If there are any issues relating to the collection or documentation of a SAIK, send a 
request/task to the forensic officer or to SSLU, refer to QIS 33771 to create and complete a 
request/task and QIS 33800 for standard wording. In some cases the FMO / FNE (direct or 
through SSLU) may need to be contacted. Examples of issues include: 

• Missing paperwork 
• Insufficient case history to determine an examination strategy 
• Labelling issues/inconsistencies 

 
If serum coated, charcoal swabs, expired swabs, or other unsuitable swabs/media are 
received notes must be made in the item exam of the affected swabs detailing the type of 
swab submitted. An analytical note must be added for swabs that are received in transport 
medium. 
 
Refer to appendix 8.3 for the workflow of presumptive/screening testing of SAIKs. 
 

4.2 Acid Phosphatase (AP) Positive Fabrics 
Refer to appendix 8.3 for the workflow of presumptive/screening testing of AP positive 
fabrics.  
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AP positive fabrics are submitted by QPS. The AP positive area/s should be clearly marked 
on the fabric, refer to the QPS images for guidance if necessary. If the fabric is not marked 
then the entire item should be sampled, including both sides of fabric. 
 
AP positive fabrics should be submitted with an additional area surrounding the circled AP 
positive area to enable the examining scientist to safely hold the fabric during sampling. 
When a large AP positive fabric has been received it may be necessary to divide marked 
area/s into sections for separate sampling. Examining scientists are to liaise with the senior 
scientist if a fabric requires more than 3 samples to be taken.  
 
Images of AP fabrics must clearly indicate the side that is being photographed (e.g. side A 
or B). If a fabric has no marked areas and both sides of the fabric cannot be visually 
differentiated, the examiner should label or mark the fabric so sides can be easily identified 
if a further examination is required. If a fabric contains a seam which can be identified as 
the I/S or O/S, this should be noted in the item exam. 
 
The entire marked area must be sampled no matter the sampling technique (scraping, 
excision, tape lifting or swabbing). Extreme care must be taken during sampling to 
avoid sharp related injuries. 
 
Refer to appendices 8.5 and 8.6 for standard labelling of AP positive fabrics. 
 

4.3 Semen in-tubes 
Refer to appendix 8.3 for the workflow of presumptive/screening testing of semen in-tubes. 
All in-tubes that require semen testing are to be examined by scientists only. If semen in-
tubes are stored in an in-tube box, they must be transferred to an items box and added to 
the examination worklist. If an in-tube check has been completed the tube must be stored to 
an ERT-AS box and transferred to an examination bench. If an in-tube check has been 
performed but has not been validated it must be validated by the scientist performing the 
examination. Three scenarios are as follows:  
 

• In-tube contained within CSSE, no in-tube check performed 
• In-tube removed from CSSE, in-tube check performed  
• In-tube contained within CSSE, in-tube check performed  

 
1. Track ERT-AS box, the in-tube or CSSE to an examination bench  

2. Check the image/s of the CSSE to ensure the details match the FR  

3. Remove the tube from the CSSE if necessary, sign and date the opening 

4. Create an item exam as per appendix 8.3 and describe the tube and contents, note any 
staining visible if the item is a swab and if a tape lift has been received note whether it 
appears used or not.  

5. No tube lot number is required on the item exam as the sample will be submitted in the 
original in-tube. Scan the ERT-AS box into the storage box ID field.  

6. If the sample received is a swab, all the swab material is to be cut from the stick and the 
stick disposed of. 

7. Follow steps 4 – 9 in section 4.12.6. 

8. Refer to section 4.18 to add a result line. 
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4.4 Condoms 
Refer to appendix 8.3 for the workflow of presumptive/screening testing of condoms. 
 
A condom should be described in terms of “O/S surface as received” and “I/S surface as 
received”. Describe any fluid that may be present on or within the condom. Measure the 
length and diameter and describe any damage, colour, patterning and translucency. 
 
Collect one wet and one dry swab from the O/S and I/S surfaces of the condom. If fluid is 
visible within the condom then only a dry swab is needed for the I/S surface. Combine the 
I/S wet and dry swabs into one tube and the O/S wet and dry swabs into another tube.  
Note: When sampling the swabs, to ensure that there is not excess substrate submitted, 
sample the entire wet swab material, but only submit the outer layer of the dry swab. 
 

4.5 Sanitary Pads and Tampons 
 Sanitary pads are AP tested on the side worn in contact with the skin. 

 
The body of a tampon is cut through the middle and splayed out. The outer sides that were 
in contact with the skin are to be AP tested, including the string. 
 

4.6 Post-mortem Samples  
Refer to appendix 8.3 for the workflow of presumptive/screening testing of post-mortem 
samples. 
 
PM samples may include sexual assault swabs and/or slides (high vaginal, low vaginal, 
vulval etc.), pubic hair, head hair, fingernail clippings or scrapings. The testing requirements 
are to be confirmed by QPS prior to sampling. 

 
Refer to QIS 34300 Examination of post mortem and associated samples from deceased 
persons, for further detail on post mortem examinations. 
 

4.7 Clothing and Bed sheets 
Refer to appendix 8.2 for different scenarios and required result lines for whole item AP 
testing. 

 
For large items, an examination strategy should be formulated based on the case history and 
if necessary, in consultation with the QPS. This must be recorded in the item exam or as a 
notation in the FR.  
 
If the case history suggests that the item has been washed, then it may be necessary to 
perform microscopy only considering the water-soluble nature of AP and p30.  
 
When describing the I/S, O/S, right side or left side of a garment; examiners should be aware 
that these terms are used in relation to ‘as would be worn’.  

 
4.8 Wet and Dry swabs – QPS submitted 

When wet and dry swabs are received from the same site (e.g. high vaginal swab from a 
SAIK, an item) submit each of the swabs separately. 
 

4.9 Multiple Presumptive/Screening Tests 
Consideration should be given to the order in which screening tests are conducted in order 
to conserve the possible biological material on an item. Where both AP and Phadebas 
screening tests are required, perform Phadebas testing on the exhibit first (using 
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commercial paper), once the Phadebas test is complete the Phadebas paper can be 
sprayed with AP reagent. 

 
4.10 Penile Swabs 

The presence of spermatozoa on penile swabs is not unexpected. These swabs are 
generally submitted for cells only, however where the case history indicates multiple 
offenders, or the female has had previous sexual contact, they should be submitted for diff 
lysis with no semen screening performed. 
 
Samples that are submitted straight for diff lysis only that do not require semen screening 
must have an analytical note “Quant and Amp on SFRAC and EFRAC” (refer to section 
4.13). 
 
The diff slide is not read for these samples, microscopic process notes are to be removed 
and replaced with ‘slide not read at this time’ should be added to the microscopic process. 
 

4.11 Lubricant Testing 
If the lubricant box has been ticked on the SAIK paperwork, QPS must indicate whether 
lubricant testing is required prior to examination of the SAIK. The SAIK must be placed on 
hold and a request/task must be sent to the forensic officer or SSLU by the validator or 
examining scientist, refer to QIS 33771 to create and complete a request/task and QIS 
33800 for standard wording. Note: Lubricant testing cannot be performed if Phadebas 
supernatant testing is also required. Refer to section 4.19 for the lubricant process. 
 

4.12 SAIK examination 
4.12.1 SAIK examination strategy 

1. New SAIKs will be listed on the received worklist, click on the DNA icon and select 
worklist to view the received worklist. New SAIKs will be tracked to freezer shelf 2 
(FDNA-EXFZ-0002) and the SAIK paperwork will be located in the ER in-tray. 

2. On any page, click the key identifier search  icon and scan the barcode attached to 

the SAIK paperwork, press enter or click search. In the files table click the  icon to 
open the FMO notes pdf. The download box will appear in the bottom left corner. 
Compare the physical and electronic notes to ensure all pages are scanned, scan and 
upload any missed pages to a case file notation (refer to appendix 8.7). If a case file 
notation has been created by FPP but no scanned notes are present, FPP will need to 
be contacted (3096 2962) to upload the notes.  

3. Review the FMO notes and ensure any identifiers on the paperwork match the FR 
exhibit record and forensic case file record pages. Ensure the patient the SAIK was 
collected from is visible on the exhibit record page in the description or location/owner 
fields.  

4. Scroll to the exhibit analytical/testing table on the exhibit record page and ensure the 
priority is listed as either P1 (if requested) or P2, if the SAIK is listed as P3 a 
request/task will need to be sent to SSLU requesting that the priority be changed.  
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5. Click the create exhibit test icon in the exhibit analytical/testing table and select a 
notation from the process field. 

6. In the notes field type the examination strategy for the SAIK.  

 

 Figure 1 – SAIK examination strategy 
 

7. In the worklist table select Examination from the technique dropdown menu and Item 
Exam from the method dropdown menu.  

8. Click on the save button. 

4.12.2 Validation of SAIK examination strategy 

1. The examination worklist will indicate SAIKs that require examination. 

2. Click on the exhibit number of the SAIK to be examined, navigate to the exhibit record 
page and read the FMO notes, which can be found in the “Case Management Reports” 
table. 

3. Scroll down to the exhibit analytical/testing table, find the relevant notation and click the 
date/time hyperlink.  
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 Figure 2 – Hyperlink to notation 

4. Read the SAIK examination strategy in the notes field. If you do not agree with the SAIK 
examination strategy discuss with the scientist who created the strategy, they can edit 
the original notation if necessary. 

5. Once you are satisfied that everything is correct and you agree with the SAIK 
examination strategy click the edit button. 

6. In the notes field add an additional note to agree to the examination strategy. 

 

 Figure 3 – Checking SAIK examination strategy 

7. Click on the save button. 

4.12.3 Description of SAIK packaging 
1. Retrieve SAIK from the freezer location and track to an examination bench in the 

evidence recovery laboratory via exhibit movement. 

2. Photograph the packaging and upload images to I:\FR Images. 

3. Scroll down to exhibit analytical/testing table, click the create exhibit test icon. 

4. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select Item Exam from the dropdown menu. 

5. In the packaging and sample assessment notes field tick the “Seal and Packaging 
Intact” box if this is the case. If the packaging and seals are not intact use the notes 
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field to describe the nature of the packaging and seals. Note: The “Sample meets 
requirements” box is specific to in-tubes and is not to be used for Item Exam’s. 

6. It is standard practice for FPP to open SAIK packaging to retrieve paperwork prior to 
delivery to Forensic DNA Analysis. Note whether the packaging has or has not been 
opened including if it has been re-sealed, signed and dated. Describe any labelling on 
the SAIK packaging, it is acceptable to state “labelled as per images”. List the contents 
of the SAIK and for each item state whether it is to be examined or not. If all contents 
are labelled with identical printed labels, this can be detailed in the notes field and 
referred to in each of the subsequent examination notes. 

 

Figure 4 – Description of SAIK packaging 

7. Click on the save button. 

4.12.4 Description of SAIK contents and image upload 

1. Click the Examinations tab. 
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2. Click the add button. 

3. Change the start time to a time before images were taken. In the duration field add an 
estimate time for the examination. 

 

 Figure 5 – Examination Record Time and Duration fields 

4. The following check boxes must be ticked as this is required for compliance with 
software requirements: Examination location – General, Recording Method – Photo 
General (can tick Photo Explicit if images are of a sensitive nature) and No Case File. 

 

 Figure 6 – Examination record check boxes 
 

5. In the Examination notes field type a summary of the SAIK contents including items not 
examined such as unused swabs etc. Note: Abbreviations such as HVS or LVS cannot 
be used. Do not state “examined” or “not examined”. 

6. In the exhibits examined field, scan the SAIK barcode. 

 
 Figure 7 – Description of SAIK contents 
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7. Click on the save button. 

8. Click the arrow  icon next to the edit button and select upload 
files/images. 

9. Alternatively scroll to the images table and click the upload images plus icon. 

10. The examination file upload box will open, click the add files button . 

 

 Figure 8 – File Upload table 
 

11. Navigate to I:\FR Images and find the relevant packaging images. Multiple images can 
be selected by holding down the Ctrl button. Click open. 

12. Click the start upload button. 

13. Once the images have uploaded click the save button. 

4.12.5 Registration of SAIK contents – creating child exhibits 

1. Click the arrow  icon next to the edit button and select add related exhibit. 

2. Click the plus  icon in the forensic exhibit no field to auto assign a new barcode. 

3. Choose the forensic category (e.g. swab). 

4. Type in the description (e.g. high vaginal) Note: Abbreviations must not be used. 

5. The Located/Owner field will auto fill from the parent item, any information that is not 
required can be removed. Any additional details in the description field of the parent 
item must be manually transferred. The located/owner field should indicate ownership, 
for example “SAIK – name of complainant”.  
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6. The parent barcode field will auto fill. 

7. Tick the Admission/Intel and Sample has been collected in strict compliance with 
CSE101 Biological Evidence boxes.  

 

 

 Figure 9 – Adding Child Exhibits 

8. Click on the save button. 

9. To add more child exhibits, click on the back button. 

10. Click the plus  icon in the forensic exhibit no field to auto assign a new barcode and 
edit the category and description of the 2nd child exhibit. 

11. Click on the save button. 
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12. Repeat steps 9 – 11 for every component of the SAIK. 

These steps are not required for SAIK components that do not require examination, for 
example control swabs. 

Note: To add an additional child exhibit after completion of the above steps, return to the 
Exhibit Record page for the exhibit, open the examination from the Examinations table, click 

the arrow  icon next to the edit button and follow the steps above. 

4.12.6 Examination of SAIK swabs 
1. For each item in the SAIK perform the item exam procedure. Refer to SOP 33800 

Examination of Items for detailed procedures. Ensure to add: 

a. The Tube Lot number and Storage Box ID (position will autofill) 

b. Any labelling present  

c. Sampling details 

 

 Figure 10 – SAIK swab item exam 
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2. Perform any necessary TMB presumptive testing as needed.  

3. Place sample in a 1.5ml tube (for diff lysis) or 2mL tube (for cells) and label. 

Note: Steps 4 – 9 are for samples that require semen screening only.  

4. Add 400uL of nanopure water to the tube to form a suspension 

5. Vortex mix thoroughly 

6. Incubate on a hot block at 30°C for 15 minutes. 

7. Vortex mix the sample and spin using the centrifuge for 3 minutes. 

8. Register a ‘RETAIN’ subsample and print a tube label. 

9. Pipette 200uL of supernatant and transfer to a new 1.5ml tube and store frozen in the 
p30 supernatant box 1.  

4.13 Analytical notes 
An analytical note e.g. “extract & hold EFRAC” must be added to each sample if required. 
For “quant & hold” samples submitted for diff lysis (e.g. cold case samples) it must be 
specified in the analytical note that this applies to both the SFRAC and the EFRAC. 

1. Scroll down to the exhibit analytical/testing table and click the create exhibit test 
icon. 

2. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select Analytical note from the dropdown 
menu. 

3. Use the notes field to type the comment for the analytical team. 

 
 Figure 11 – Analytical note 
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4. Click on the save button. 

Note: Analytical notes will auto-validate and do not require validation from a second 
scientist. 

4.14 Drop Sheets 
Drop sheets need to be registered regardless of whether they appear used or not. If the 
drop sheet is marked “not used” (or similar), registration or examination is not required. 
 
1. Ensure the category is ‘Paper’ and the description is ‘Dropsheet’ when registering.  

2. Add an item exam, include any packaging and labelling details as appropriate, state 
what is visible on the drop sheet – if it appears used or unused. State if any possible 
hairs are present “No possible hairs present – NFA”. 

3. If any possible hairs are visible, they must be collected and placed into a CSPB, a 
‘MISC’ subsample must be created (refer to 33800 for creation of subsamples) and the 
CSPB labelled with the subsample barcode. The number of possible hairs collected 
must be noted in the item exam and subsample notes field.  

4. Note in the item exam that the CSPB containing possible hair/s has been retained 
within the dropsheet CSPB. 

5. The result line ‘HAIRNFA: Hair located – not examined as this time’ must be added to 
the dropsheet barcode. 

4.15 Finalisation of SAIK examination 
Once the SAIK examination is complete, repackage, seal, sign date and track the SAIK to 
the freezer returns location (FDNA-RTFZ-0001) or to freezer box 4 (FDNA-EXFZ-0004) for 
lubricant testing.  
 
Store all samples to an ERT-AS box if not already stored during examination, track the 
ERT-AS box to FDNA-ERER-0001 and place into the hatch for collection. 

 
4.16 Microscopy of diff slides 

Refer to QIS 17189 (Examination for and of Spermatozoa) for staining and examination of 
microscopic slides. 
 
Refer to Appendix 8.4 for the diff slide process. 

 
4.17 p30 testing 

If microscopy is negative for spermatozoa, add a new exhibit test and select ‘Presumptive’ 
and select the p30 supernatant subsample barcode from the dropdown list in the SubID, 
type “p30 required” into the notes field and click save.  

 
Note: P30 testing is not required on AP positive fabrics that have been sectioned and one or 
more sections are positive for spermatozoa. Add a notation “p30 not performed as alternate 
section <barcode> is micro pos for sperm”.  
 

1. Click the DNA icon and select “Worklist”, click the “Worklist” tab and select 
“Awaiting Review”, “Presumptive”. 
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2. Click and open only the presumptive tests created by the person performing p30 testing 
as other presumptive tests from examinations may appear on this list.  

3. Refer to QIS 17185 to perform the p30 test  

Note: If a p30 kit is faulty (e.g. control line doesn’t appear) create the presumptive record but 
don’t select a result. Enter the batch number of the p30 kit in the reagent field and add a 
comment in the notes section. 
 
4. Edit the presumptive and add the p30 reagent code into the reagents field, select the 

appropriate radio button and remove the comment in the notes field. 

5. Follow section 4.18 and refer to appendix 8.1 to add and select an appropriate result 
line. 

Create an exhibit movement for each used p30 supernatant tube and discard.  
 

1. Navigate to the Forms/Toolbox  icon and select “Batch Move Exhibits” 

2. Scan each supernatant tube barcode into the “Exhibit Movement” table. 

3. In the location field select “DESTROYED”. 

 

 Figure 12 – Batch Exhibit Movement 

4. Click on the save button. 

A box audit must be performed on the p30 supernatant box 1 each week to ensure samples 
have not been missed. 

Positive microscopy p30 supernatants are to be transferred to appropriate month box to be 
stored for 3 months. 
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On the first day of the month the person rostered on slide reading is to audit the oldest p30 
retain supernatant box and send tubes to “DESTROYED” as per steps above. If tubes are 
present within the box that have had a NWQPS result line added prior to extraction the p30 
supernatant tube must be transferred to the long term freezer storage box located in freezer 
box 3 (FDNA-EXFZ-0003).  

4.18 Result lines 
Add a new exhibit test to the exhibit analytical/testing table and select “Result”, use the drop-
down menu to select the appropriate result line and click save (refer to Appendix 8.1 and 
8.2). 
 

4.19 Lubricant testing 
1. If QPS have confirmed the SAIK requires lubricant testing, each child exhibit must have 

an Analytical note added during examination that states: 

"All substrates[swab/tapelift/scraping/excised], spin baskets, supernatants and any 
remaining tubes (that do not contain DNA extract) need to be retained and returned 
to ER to be submitted to Trace Evidence for lubricant comparison examination”. 

2. All samples for lubricant testing must be added to the extraction worklist “Diff Lysis 
Retain Supernatant”. The SAIK must be tracked to freezer box 4 (FDNA-EXFZ-0004) 
after the examination.  

3. Each Wednesday, the Scientist rostered on supernatant testing must check the Trace 
Evidence worklist and freezer box 4 for samples that require lubricant testing, they are 
responsible for packaging the samples for transfer. 

4. Analytical will store the Trace Evidence samples and their associated components for 
lubricant testing in allocated boxes namely: 728116488, 728116499, 727205006, 
723226862. All tubes from the child exhibit (swab site) are stored per row within the 
box, only tubes with subsample barcodes (SUPNAT and SPIN) will be stored in FR. All 
other tubes will be labelled with the child exhibit barcode. E.g. All components from a 
high vaginal swab will be stored in positions A01 – A08 and components from a low 
vaginal swab will be in positions B01-B08. 

5. Retrieve the storage box from Analytical and the SAIK from freezer box 4 (FDNA-EXFZ-
0004) and transfer both to an examination bench.  

6. Perform a subsample movement for the ‘SUPNAT’ and ‘SPIN’ barcodes relating to each 
swab site from the SAIK and track to 723214727 or ‘Stored in primary packaging’. 

7. Package all components of each swab site in a CSPB together, label each CSPB with 
the child exhibit barcode. E.g. all tubes relating to the high vaginal swab are packaged 
together and the CSPB labelled with the high vaginal barcode.  

8. Take a photo of the sealed and labelled CSPBs for each swab site and upload the 
photo to a notation on the SAIK barcode. All individual CSPBs can be photographed 
together as long as the label of each is clear. 

9. Place individual CSPBs into a larger CSPB, seal with evidence tape, sign and date the 
seal and label with the SAIK barcode. 

10. Create a notation under the SAIK barcode and describe the packaging and the 
contents.  
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a. Example for a high vaginal swab: 1 x tube labelled SUPNAT XXXXXXXX, 1 x 
tube labelled SPIN XXXXXXXX, 4 x tubes labelled with barcode XXXXXXXX 
from the high vaginal swab packaged together for lubricant testing. 

11. Open the SAIK packaging and place the large CSPB inside the SAIK packaging, re seal 
the SAIK following standard procedures. 

12. If there are extraction control tubes stored amongst the SAIK tubes within the storage 
box, these will need to be sent to Forensic Chemistry. Only the ‘SUPNAT’ subsample 
will be stored within the box, this sample will need to be converted to an exhibit for 
tracking purposes. Follow step 8 of appendix 8.3 to convert a subsample to an exhibit. 

13. Place the extraction control supernatant into a 5mL tube and label, place the 5mL tube 
into a HSPB, heat seal, sign, date and label. Enter a notation on the negative extraction 
control to state ‘supernatant XXXXXXXX sent with SAIK XXXXXXXX for lubricant 
testing’. Add a notation to the supernatant barcode and detail the packaging and 
contents, upload an image of the packaging. 

14. Attach the HSPB containing the negative extraction supernatant to the SAIK packaging 
with staples. 

15. Enter the SAIK barcode and negative extraction supernatant barcode to the exhibit 
transfer manifest form QIS 36268. Print and complete the packaged by field, another 
Scientist must review the contents and complete the exhibit list reviewed by field on the 
form. Scan and upload into FR the transfer manifest form as a case file notation on the 
SAIK (refer to 8.7). Attach the exhibit manifest form to the SAIK packaging with staples.  

16. Track the SAIK and the negative extraction supernatant HSPB to freezer returns 
(FDNA-RTFZ-0001). Send an email to 

 to alert FPP that samples are located 
in freezer returns that are ready to be collected to be forwarded to Forensic Chemistry 
for lubricant testing. Upload the email correspondence as a case file notation to the 
SAIK in FR. 

17. If the SAIK requires urgent transport to FPP the SAIK and negative extraction 
supernatant must be tracked to the DNA storage bench within Forensic Property Point 
(FPPB-DNAT-0001). Call FPP (3096 2962) to notify them of the incoming SAIK for 
forwarding to Forensic Chemistry and lubricant testing, deliver the SAIK to FPP.  

18. Once the SAIK has been tracked to the appropriate location the samples must be 
reallocated from the Trace Evidence worklist. Click into each barcode on the worklist, 
add a new exhibit test and select reallocate, ensure the supernatant barcode is entered 
into the SubID field. 

 
4.20 Fluid samples  

If a fluid sample is received for testing for semen (e.g. oral rinse), the following procedure 
should be followed. 

1. Transfer the fluid from the original container to a 1.5mL tube. 

Note: Depending on the volume received multiple 1.5mL tubes or 50mL falcon tubes may 
be necessary. 
 
2. Create a balance tube and centrifuge the sample for 3 minutes. If a falcon tube is used 

it must be transferred and centrifuged in the Analytical laboratory.  
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3. Carefully remove the supernatant from the tube without disrupting the pellet and return 
to the original container. 

4. If a falcon tube is used, transfer the pellet using a single use pipette to a 1.5mL tube. 
Alternatively the pellet can be collected using a swab. 

5. Follow steps 4 – 9 in section 4.12.6. 
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5 Associated Documentation 
QIS: 17185 – Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
QIS: 17186 – The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
QIS: 17189 – Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
QIS: 17190 – Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood 
QIS: 22857 – Anti-Contamination Procedure  
QIS: 23849 – Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 
QIS: 33771 – Examination of in-tube samples  
QIS: 33773 – Procedure for Profile Data Analysis using the Forensic Register 
QIS: 33800 – Examination of Items  
QIS: 33998 – Phadebas Test for Saliva 
QIS: 34006 – Procedure for the Release of Results Using the Forensic Register 
QIS: 34300 – Examination of post mortem and associated samples from deceased persons 
QIS: 36268 – Exhibit Transfer Manifest  

 
 
6 References 

AS2243.1:2005 Safety in Laboratories Part 1 - General 
 

Workplace Health and Safety Act 2011 
 
 Workplace Health and Safety Regulation 2011 
 

Workplace Health and Safety Advisory Standards – various 
 

Health, safety and wellbeing | HSQ staff site 
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7 Amendment History 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 

1 10/06/2016 A. Houlding First issue. 
2 14/06/2017 A. Ryan Added examination summary, upload 

of images for SAIKs and creating 
related exhibits for each component of 
the SAIK. Added analytical notes. 
Added appendices 6-10 

3 14/07/2017 A. McNevin Updated information on required fields 
for an Examination, information on diff 
slide process 

4 13/12/2017 A. McNevin Minor edits to reflect current practices 
in FR; updated screen shots and 
associated documents 

5 02/11/2018 C. Savage Amendments to Appendices, Updated 
examination guidelines for SAIKs, 
other minor wording adjustments to 
reflect current processes as discussed 
in team meetings. 

6 31/08/2020 S. Byrne & A. McNevin Added additional information on 
numbering of areas, other minor 
wording adjustments, removed 
“Forensic Register” from title of 
document, further information on 
lubricant testing. 

7 23/02/2021 A. Ryan Changes in process following 
implementation of project#181. 
Appendices updated. 

8 22/04/2022 K Morton Updated template, added a process 
for examining fluid samples, semen 
in-tubes and case file notation 
creation. Updated lubricant and p30 
processes, associated documents, 
references, appendices and 
screenshots. Updated content to 
reflect current procedures. 

 
 
8 Appendices 

1 Appendix 1: SAIKs, PM Intimate Exhibits, Semen In-Tubes and AP Fabrics 
2 Appendix 2: Fabrics/Clothing requiring AP testing 
3 Appendix 3: Workflow for items – semen testing 
4 Appendix 4: Diff slide process 
5 Appendix 5: Standardised wording for describing sides of an exhibit 
6 Appendix 6: Standardised wording for describing subsamples 
7 Appendix 7: Creating a case file notation  
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8.1 Appendix 1: SAIKs, PM Intimate Exhibits, Semen In-Tubes and AP Fabrics 
 
Table 1 – Semen testing result lines and processing workflow 

Scenario Result Line/s Manual / 
Automatic 

Result 

Quant/Cease 
testing 

Micro pos Micro positive for sperm – submitted 
results pending  

  

Manual Quant 

Micro neg, p30 pos Presumptive PSA test positive – 
submitted results pending  

  

Manual Quant 

Micro neg for sperm 
  

Automatic 

Micro neg, p30 neg Micro neg for sperm Automatic Cease testing 

Semen not detected Manual 

Micro not performed (slide broken), 
p30 pos 

Presumptive PSA test positive – 
submitted results pending  

Manual Quant 

Micro not performed (slide broken), 
p30 neg 

Semen not detected 
  

Manual Quant 

Micro neg, p30 not performed (faulty 
p30 kit) 

Micro neg for sperm Automatic Quant 

Micro neg, p30 not performed (fabric 
sectioned by ER and one section is 

micro positive) 

Micro neg for sperm Automatic Quant 
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8.2 Appendix 2: Fabrics/Clothing requiring AP testing 
 
Table 2 – AP testing result lines and processing workflow 

Scenario Result Line/s Manual / 
Automatic 

Result 

Quant/Cease 
testing 

AP neg Presumptive seminal fluid test negative  
  

Manual Cease testing 

AP Pos - Micro pos Presumptive AP test positive – submitted 
results pending ^ 

Manual Quant 

Micro positive for sperm – submitted results 
pending  

  

Manual 

AP Pos - Micro neg, p30 pos Presumptive AP test positive – submitted 
results pending ^ 

  

Manual Quant 

Presumptive PSA test positive – submitted 
results pending  

  

Manual 

Micro neg for sperm 
  

Automatic 

 AP Pos - Micro neg, p30 neg Presumptive AP test positive – submitted 
results pending ^ 

Manual Cease testing 

Micro neg for sperm Automatic 
Semen not detected Manual 
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8.3 Appendix 3: Workflow for items – semen testing 

1. Click the key identifier search  icon and scan the barcode, press enter or click 
search. 

2. Using the exhibit movement table, track item to an examination bench. 

3. Click thumbnail of CSSE, check image, close the image window. 

4. Add image/s to the item exam or the examination record. Note: Paint or the FR 
annotation application can be used to annotate images. 

5. Check testing requirements for biological screening. 

6. Exhibit analytical/testing table  create exhibit test  

• In the process field select item exam. 

• Tick relevant boxes under packaging and sample assessment notes. 

• Enter notes into the notes field including details of the item, details of any staining 
and markings and how the item is to be sampled.  

• Save. 

7. Create subsample of scraping/tape-lift/swab/excision. Exhibit analytical/testing table  

create exhibit test  

• In the process field select subsample. 

• In the SubID field select the plus  icon to auto assign a new barcode. 

• In the subtype dropdown list select MISC. 

• In the notes field add a description of the subsample. 

• Save. 

• Repeat for any other subsamples. 

8. Convert subsamples to child exhibits: 

• Click on the exhibits tab. 

• Click the add button. 

• Enter barcode of subsample you have just created in the exhibit barcode field. 

• In the category field select the relevant subsample type. 

• Add description of subsample.  

• In the Located/Owner field copy the relevant description from the parent item. If 
there is additional information within the “Located / Owner” field of the parent item 
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which will indicate ownership, e.g. a name, “victim” or “suspect” etc. this is also to be 
included. 

• Add the parent barcode in the parent barcode field. 

• Tick the following boxes: admission/Intel, FSS DNA Analysis, and sample has been 
collected in strict compliance with CSE101 Biological Evidence. 

• Add your FR User ID in the Delivery Officer Rego field; press tab and your surname 
will automatically appear. Select Queensland Health Scientific. 

• Save. 

• Repeat steps for all subsamples. 

Note: Samples can be created as part of the Examination Record process as outlined 
in 4.12.5 above. 

9. Exhibit analytical/testing table  create exhibit test  

• In the process field select item exam. 

• Enter notes into the note field detailing how much water was added to the tube and 
how much is retained. 

• Add storage box location and tube lot number. 

• Save. 

10. Create subsample for the retained p30 supernatant: 

• In the process field select subsample. 

• In the SubID field select the plus  icon to auto assign a new barcode. 

• In the subtype dropdown list select RETAIN. 

• In the notes field add a description of the subsample. 

• Add tube lot number. 

• Save. 

• Store tube to p30 supernatant box 1. 

11. Add result line if required. Exhibit analytical/testing table  create exhibit test  

• In the process field select result and select ‘submitted results pending’ result from 
the dropdown menu labelled police report. 

• Save. 

12. Repeat steps 9 - 11 for all child exhibits. 

13. Track exhibit to returns. 
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8.4 Appendix 4: Diff slide process 
HP2: 

1. Locate batches ready for microscopy slide processing: 

• Click on the DNA icon, select “Worklist” and click the “Administration” tab. 

• From the dropdown menu select “Workflow Diary” 

• Click “View History” 

• Change the date to the previous working day 

• Look for batches “DNA Extraction Differential Lysis DNA IQ” or “DNA Extraction Diff 
Lysis Retain Supernatant”. The slides from these batches require microscopy. 

2. Alternatively, click the equipment and supplies  icon and select “Storage Box 
Search”. Enter ‘slide transfer’ into the storage box description and press enter. This will 
show any slide boxes containing slides ready for staining.  

3. Retrieve the blue slide storage box from the extraction sorting hatch. An empty slide 
box needs to be placed into the hatch for the next batch. 

4. Track the blue slide storage box to an examination bench. 

5. Transfer each slide to Evidence Recovery lab FDNA-ERER-0001 and place into a slide 
carrier. 

6. Stain the slides using Haematoxylin and Eosin, coverslip and allow to dry on the heat 
block.  

7. For each individual slide: 

• Exhibit analytical/testing table  create exhibit test and choose Microscopic. 

• Add diff slide barcode to SubID field. 

• In the SubType field select “SLIDE” from dropdown list. 

• In the Reagents field add the Haematoxylin and Eosin lot numbers, which can be 

copied and pasted from “equipment and supplies  icon  Supply Search  
Category field type “Haematoxylin” and “Eosin”. 

• Save. 

8. Track the empty blue slide storage box to Evidence Recovery Evidence Sorting room 
FDNA-ERES-0001. Place the slide carrier into the hatch and attach the relevant 
laminated sign. 

Note: The negative control slide does not require staining or a microscopic process, this 
slide is to be stored by the HP3. 
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HP3: 

1. Scan slide barcode and check whether the diff slide requires reading. FMO prepared 
slides that were positive or samples that don’t require semen testing will not require diff 
slide microscopy. Add a note to the microscopic page stating, “slide not read at this 
time”. 

2. Perform microscopy. Edit the existing Microscopic process with the results of the 
microscopic examination. 

3. In the “Equipment No” field enter the equipment number for the specific microscope 
used. Enter the asset barcode of the microscope into the asset number field of the 

equipment search page from the equipment and supplies  icon to locate the 
equipment number. 

4. Use radio buttons to record if “spermatozoa were detected” or “no spermatozoa were 
detected”. Note: If the slide cannot be read (e.g. broken), select ‘no result’ and enter 
notes. 

5. Use the notes field to add specific details of the microscopy and any England finder 
coordinates. 

6. Click on the save button. 

7. Store the slide in a diff slide storage box. 
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8.5 Appendix 5: Standardised wording for describing sides of an exhibit  
The following examples detail the standard wording/labelling for describing various sides of 
an exhibit such as a piece of fabric. 
 

8.5.1 Marking on one side 
A piece of fabric received with a marking on one side, item description states item is of AP 
positive area. 

 
 Figure 13 – AP fabric, marking visible on one side 
 

Examination notes should state that the marked side has been designated as side A and 
the unmarked side has been designated as side B by the examiner. 
 

8.5.2 Corresponding marking on both sides   
Piece of fabric received with a marking on one side, item description states item is of AP 
positive area. Due to material type and / or marker used for marking, the marked area is 
visible on the other side. 

 
 Figure 14 – Marked area partially visible on reverse 
 

Examination notes should follow section 8.5.1 and state that the marking from side A 
appears to have soaked through to side B. 

 
8.5.3 Multiple marked areas on both sides  

If both sides of a fabric have markings, the numbering of each marked area will be 
consecutive and individual for each side. 
 
Example: Side A and side B have multiple marked areas, each area on both sides is to be 
designated an area number by the examiner. Label side A areas 1 – 3; and side B areas 1 
– 3. 
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 Figure 15 – Numbering of marked areas on both sides of a fabric 
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8.6 Appendix 6: Standardised wording for describing subsamples  
The following examples detail the correct wording to use in the following instances: 

• Where multiple stains / marked areas exist on the same item, 
• Where one or more stains / marked areas needs to be divided into two or more 

smaller sections for sampling. 
Note: When designating a section, side etc. as per the guidelines below, annotated images 
is advised. 
 

8.6.1 Creating sections 
A piece of fabric that is not marked or the marked area is too big to sample into one tube. 
Each of the subsamples will be referred to as “sections” i.e. Section 1, Section 2 etc. 

 
 Figure 16 – Sections 

 
8.6.2 Multiple marked areas on one side 

A piece of fabric that has two marked areas, each area is small enough to be sampled into 
a single tube each. Each subsample is to be referred to as an “Area” i.e. Area 1, Area 2 etc. 

 
 Figure 17 – Areas 
 
8.6.3 Multiple marked areas with sectioning  

A piece of fabric that has two marked areas, one area sampled as a single subsample, 
another divided into two sections (too large to sample into one tube). 
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 Figure 18 – Two Areas, Area 1 two subsamples 
 
8.6.4 Whole item  

Follows convention as for piece of fabric above, each area to be referred to as Area 1, Area 
2 etc. regardless of whether same or different presumptive result. 

 
 Figure 19 – Whole item, different presumptive positive areas 
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8.7 Appendix 7: Creating a case file notation 
1. Click on the case management tab for the relevant exhibit and click the add button.  

2. Select the Case File Notation check box in the “Report Type” field. 

3. Enter the exhibit barcode into the forensic exhibit no field. 

4. Enter in relevant notes to the comments field (i.e. QP127 scanned). 

5. Click on the save button. 

 
Figure 20 – Creating a new case file notation 

6. In the files table, click the add files plus icon. 

7. Click “Add Files” or drag the document/s from a folder into the table, click start upload.  

8. Click on the save button. 
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The Examination for and of Spermatozoa 

1 Purpose 
The presence of spermatozoa is a confirmatory test for the presence of semen.  This 
document describes the method by which a scientist performs microscopic examination for 
the presence of spermatozoa which includes the preparation of microscopic slides from 
exhibits, staining of slides and interpretation of the microscopic smears/slides for 
spermatozoa and other cellular material. 

2 Scope 
This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) applies to all scientists performing the 
examination of items for the presence of semen.  

3 Definitions 
In this document, where reference is made to spermatozoa, it refers to human spermatozoa 
unless otherwise specified. 

4 Background 
The investigation of sexual assault cases may require the testing of exhibits collected as 
part of a forensic medical examination or scene examination for the presence of semen. 
Within the laboratory the detection of spermatozoa confirms the presence of semen.  A 
reliable and accurate staining method is essential to aid the examining scientist the ability to 
differentiate between cellular types; most significantly spermatozoa from epithelial, yeast 
and white blood cells. 

Currently the Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stain is adopted for this process.  The H&E 
staining method has been used for this purpose within the laboratory for many years. The 
haematoxylin (basic stain) stains the deoxyribonucleic-acid (DNA)/histone rich base of the 
spermatozoa head deep purplish-blue. The eosin (acidic stain) stains the acrosomal cap 
pink and the tail pink if the spermatozoa are intact (N.B. because Forensic DNA Analysis 
uses a water based eosin stain, the acrosomal cap often appears very light pink or clear). 
The use of counterstaining differentiates spermatozoa from most cellular debris.   

Confusion with yeasts, especially monilia, can occur and extreme care must be taken when 
monilial infections such as thrush are suspected. With experience, spermatozoa and yeasts 
can be distinguished by size and/or the presence of cell walls. 

Haematoxylin is a natural dye.  Its active colouring agent is haematin, which is formed by 
the oxidation of haematoxylin. This oxidation process or “ripening” occurs when 
haematoxylin solutions are allowed to stand for several days. However, the process can be 
accelerated with the introduction of an oxidising agent such as sodium iodate. During 

CA-13
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oxidation the haematoxylin loses two atoms of hydrogen, and its formula changes from 
C16H14O6 to C16H12O6. Sufficient haematoxylin should be left unoxidized in the solution so 
that natural oxidation can continue thus prolonging the shelf life and useability of the stain. 
Completely oxidized haematoxylin becomes colourless. As the oxidation process occurs 
when haematoxylin is exposed to light and continues over the life of the solution, 
haematoxylin should be stored in dark bottles until ready for use. Haematoxylin is an 
excellent nuclear stain. Haematin, via the aluminium ion mordant, binds to the anionic sites 
in the nuclei (a mordant is a substance that causes certain staining reactions to take place 
by forming a link between the tissue and the stain).  At this stage the nuclei stain red, which 
is then converted to the blue-black colour when the pH is raised (by a weak alkali wash 
such as Scott’s tap water substitute in some H&E staining methods) known as “blueing”. 
 
To avoid stain precipitation on the slide, the haematoxylin solution must be filtered. It should 
be changed immediately if staining quality deteriorates. 
 
Eosin is an acid dye which combines electrostatically with the acidophilic tissue 
components such as cytoplasm. (an anionic dye that stains the cationic tissue 
components).  Alcoholic and acidified solutions of eosin tend to stain much more vividly 
than do the aqueous solutions.  With water soluble eosin, rinse in water very quickly or else 
eosin will wash out. 

 
Figure 1 Spermatozoa 
 
 
5 Actions- Staining procedure 
5.1 Slide Preparation 

Use new slides and clean with ethanol. Label with the sample ID, date, case number and 
sampler’s initials using a pencil only.  Use clean, flamed instruments.  

 
Create a suspension from the exhibit by one of the following methods, 

 
1.  Scrape the stained area into a 1.5/2ml tube. Add between100-300µl nanopure 

water with a POVA pipette to the tube until the scraping is moist. Vortex 
thoroughly. 
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2.  Excise the stained area and cut into small pieces. Place pieces into a 1.5/2ml 
tube and add between100-300µl nanopure water with a POVA pipette to the tube 
until the pieces are moist. Vortex thoroughly. 

 
3.  If slide is being prepared from a swab, excise the material from the swab and cut 

the material into small pieces. Place the pieces of material into a 1.5/2ml tube 
and add between100-300µl nanopure water with a POVA pipette to the tube until 
the pieces are covered (approx 200µl). Vortex thoroughly. 

 
Add a drop of the recently vortexed suspension to the labelled slide. 
 
Dry the slide on a heat block. If a heat block is not available, heat-fix the slide by passing it 
over a flame with the material to be stained uppermost once the suspension has dried. 

 
5.2 Slide Staining 

Microscopic slides are stained using Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E).  The method for 
preparing the staining reagents, and performing manual staining is as per procedure 
detailed in Appendix 1. 
 
Note: registration of the reagent and association to individual exhibits is detailed in QIS 
24469 (Batch Functionality in AUSLAB) 
 

5.3 Microscopic Examination 
Examine slide using the x40 or x100 objective using the oil immersion, or the x40 objective 
using the dry microscope. Score the number of spermatozoa observed (use the standard 
microscopy form, QIS 17037 (Microscopy of Smears) or the Sexual Assault Investigation Kit 
form, QIS 17032 (Sexual Assault Investigation Kit). 
 

0          (0)            None seen 
<+       (<1+)        Very hard to find (Use England Finder Graticule) 

 + (1+)  Hard to find 
 ++ (2+)  Easy to find 
 +++ (3+)  Very easy to find 
 ++++ (4+)  Abundant 

 
Note whether spermatozoa are intact (heads and tails) or non-intact (heads only).  Look for 
epithelial cells and whether there are bacteria or yeast present. Human spermatozoa are 
distinguished from non-human mammalian sources by their morphology and by their 
behaviour toward H&E, resulting in a purplish/blue head and light pink/clear cap (see 
Section 5.4). 
 
If less than ten spermatozoa are located, for at least one spermatozoa, note the location on 
the slide with the use of the England Finder Graticule (see Appendix 3).  
 

5.4 Animal Semen 
Animal spermatozoa are morphologically different to human spermatozoa and react 
differently to staining.  Where suspected spermatozoa are located which are 
morphologically different to human spermatozoa, the examining scientist should consider 
the possible presence of animal spermatozoa.  N.B. Forensic DNA Analysis does not 
identify or characterise animal spermatozoa. 
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5.5 Spermatozoa Interpretation 
If slides are stained properly spermatozoa should be easily distinguished from epithelial 
cells, cellular debris, fibres etc. Spermatozoa heads can look similar in shape and colour to 
yeasts. If in any doubt consult an experienced examiner. 

 
The recovery of semen is dependent on a number of factors but not limited to 

• The amount of spermatozoa in the ejaculate 
• The amount of ejaculate 
• The environment the ejaculate is deposited on 
• Washing 
• Douching 
• Menstruation 
• Efficiency of the sampling process 
• Time between ejaculation and sampling 
• Storage of the samples 
• Natural drainage or degradation of spermatozoa in certain environments 

 
 With respect to the above influences, the time since ejaculation has occurred can only be 
estimated.  A number of studies have been conducted regarding the persistence of 
spermatozoa in the vagina. References to these studies can be found in Appendix 2.  

 
 
6 Records 

Nil 
 
 
7 Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 

 Controls are used to test the quality and validity of the staining reagents prior to use. A 
positive control slide should be tested prior to the staining of slides for microscopy, (once 
daily), each time a new batch of Haematoxylin and Eosin solution is prepared and when 
positive control slides are prepared.  
 
A positive control slide is a known sample of human semen, which has been diluted. 
  

7.1 Creation of H&E control slides 
Collect human semen in a sterile green-capped “Falcon” tube. The tube is to be labelled 
with the following information: 

•  Sperm donor number 
•  Date and time of collection 

 
The semen is to be stored within a freezer until required to create H&E positive control 
slides using the following process: 

1.  Clean heating block using bleach and 70% ethanol solution.    
2.  Clean frosted microscope slides with ethanol and label with white label (H&E Pos 

Ctrl: Sperm donor number; Lot No.).  
3.  Spread slides out on heating block to heat before use. 
4.  Clean automatic pipette with bleach and 70% ethanol solution. 
5.  Using a new filtered pipette tip, add 20µL of the neat semen to 10.0ml nanopure 

water using a clean 10ml tube. Vortex. 
6.  Add 20 µL of the diluted semen solution to each slide.  
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7.  Heat fix the slides on a heating block at 50ºC for approximately 30 minutes. 
8.  Store the slides in labelled plastic slide box “Unstained H&E Positive Control Slide 

Storage”, and store the box in Rm 6124.   
 
7.2 Testing and interpretation of control slides 

The following process is used to test, interpret and record control slide results: 
1. Remove a H&E control slide from slide box , label with date, initials, lot number and 

batch, and stain with H&E using the method in Appendix 1. 
2. Dry slide on heating block at 50ºC. 
3. Coverslip slide using mounting medium. 
4. Examine slide microscopically in Rm 6119 as per section 5.3. 
5. Completed control slides get transferred to a plastic box labelled H&E Control Slide 

Storage box # 
6. Once a slide box is full of completed positive control slides, transfer the box to Rm 

6106B, ‘Exhibit Room’ for long term storage. 
7. Add audit entry to document that the control slide has passed control and what box 

it has been stored in (i.e. 2) 
 

 Acceptance of the reagents is based on the interpretation of the Positive control slide. The 
following criteria must be met before passing the reagent for use: 
 

1. Spermatozoa head stains a deep purplish-blue.  
2. Acrosomal cap stains light pink/clear.  
3. Tail stains pink. 

 
In the event the control slide fails the following process is to be completed: 
 

1. Repeat the staining procedure with a new control slide and assess as above. 
2. If the control slide fails again then discard the in-use staining batch and stain a new 

slide using a fresh batch from the stock solutions and assess slide as above. 
3. If the control slide fails then a new batch of stock solutions must be prepared and 

the old solutions discarded, and assess the validity of the reagents as per this 
section. 
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8 Associated Documentation 

QIS: 17037  Microscopy of Smears Form 
 

QIS: 17142  Examination of Items 
 

QIS: 17185  Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples   
 

QIS: 17186  The acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
 

QIS: 20080  Digital Imaging in Forensic DNA Analysis 
 

QIS: 23849  Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 
 

QIS: 30800  Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA Analysis Unit 
 

QIS: 24469  Batch Functionality in AUSLAB 
 

QIS: 32106  Examination of Sexual Cases 
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10 Amendment History 

Revision Date Author/s Amendments 
0 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
1 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
2 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
3 27 Nov 2002 V Ientile Format updated, manual staining to appendix. 

Removed notes on examination of swabs, 
removed unpublished paper, as work wasn’t 
completed. 

4 19 Nov 2003 L Freney Updated references 
5 12 Jul 2006 J Howes/A 

Williamson 
“Reference” put after “Actions”.  

6 05 Aug 2006 J Howes Added in Sexual Assault Investigation 
Flowcharts, examination of SAIK Swabs, 
Photograph or Witness required for ++ (1+) 
sperm and PSA test. 

7 23 Oct 2006 J Howes Reporting results Eg. ++ or 2+ 
8 25 Jun 2007 J Howes Unified grading scale comments. Added 

Crimelite flowchart. 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 
9 13 Mar 2008 QIS2 Migration 

Project 
Headers and Footers changed to new CaSS 
format.  Amended Business references from 
QHSS to FSS, QHPSS to CaSS and QHPS to 
Pathology Queensland 

10 16 July 2010 A Lloyd Removal of Crimelite in scope and the 
Crimelite flowchart. Changed section 2.2 to 
include use of suspensions. Removal of 
section 2.8 – Vaginal Secretions. Changes to 
section 2.10 to remove AP testing on smears 
positive to spermatozoa. Photograph or 
locations required for smear with 1 or 2 sperm 
seen. Clarification of flowchart regarding 
previously screened items by QPS. Changes 
to SAIK flowchart. Removal of animal sperm 
diagrams and insertion of photographs of 
animal sperm.  

11 03 Feb 2011 A Lloyd Amended use of vernier for slides to use of the 
England Finder Graticule. 

12 31 Oct 2013 A Lloyd 
J Seymour-
Murray 

Removed animal sperm photos. Amended 
workflow charts, changed headings from CASS 
to HSSA. Change H&E solutions and staining, 
add England Finder information. Updated 
some hyperlinks. 

13 03 July 2015 J Seymour-
Murray 

New template, update hyperlinks, some 
formatting updates and minor wording 
changes. 
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11 Appendices 
1 Appendix 1:  Preparation of H & E Stain and Manual Staining Procedure 
2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa in the Vagina 
3 Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 

 
11.1 Appendix 1:  Preparation of H & E Stain and Manual Staining Procedure 
11.1.1 Chemical Hazards 

Eosin (yellowish) 
WARNING: Eosin (yellowish) can cause serious damage to the eyes. Avoid contact, wear 
PPE and eye protection. 
 
Haematoxylin 
WARNING: Haematoxylin: the toxicological properties have not been investigated. Prevent 
contact with skin and eyes. Do not inhale or ingest. Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Sodium iodate (NaIO3) 
WARNING: Sodium iodate causes burns and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Protect 
eyes and skin. 
Wear PPE and eye protection.  
 
Glacial acetic acid 
WARNING: Acetic acid is extremely corrosive and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. 
Protect eyes and skin. Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Pertex Mounting medium 
WARNING: Pertex is irritating to eyes, respiratory system and skin. 
 
Xylene 
WARNING: Flammable. Harmful by inhalation and in contact with skin. Irritating to skin. 
 

NOTE: All reagents prepared in the laboratory shall bear a label: 
 

 (enter details eg 10% NaOH)…. 
 Prepd from Lot/batch:……….. 
 Date: ../../..    Initials: ……….. 
 Expires:../../..    Store at:….oC 
 WARNING: Contains ……………… 
Or an individual label printed by the Bar-One Lite system (B1Lite on short cut). 

  
11.1.2 Preparation of Eosin 

Eosin –Water soluble (CI 45380)  
• Eosin 5.0g 
• Nanopure water 500mL 

 
Procedure 

1. Weigh 5.0g Eosin and add 500mL nanopure water in a flask. 
2. Mix on the magnetic stirrer until completely dissolved. 
3. Label the reagent bottle according to laboratory standards. 

 
11.1.3 Preparation of Haematoxylin 

Haematoxylin (CI 75290)  
• Haematoxylin 2.5g 
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• Sodium iodate (NaIO3 ) 0.2g (Must be accurate) 
• Potassium aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate (KAl(SO4)2.12H2O (potassium alum) 

25.0g  
• Nanopure water 350mL 
• Glycerol 150mL 
• Glacial Acetic acid 10mL 

 
Procedure  

1. Weigh 2.5g Haematoxylin and dissolve in 350mL nanopure water in a flask. Mix on 
the magnetic stirrer. (Haematoxylin must be fully dissolved before adding the other 
reagents) 

2. Weigh 25.0g potassium aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate and add to 
haematoxylin solution, continue stirring.  

3. Weigh 0.2g sodium iodate and add to Haematoxylin solution, continue stirring until 
reagents are dissolved. 

4. Measure 10mL glacial acetic acid and add to haematoxylin solution, continue 
stirring. 

5. Measure 150mL glycerol and add to haematoxylin solution, continue stirring for 5 
minutes. 

6. Filter into a clean dark reagent bottle. (Haematoxylin oxidises) 
7. Label the reagent bottle according to laboratory standards. 
 
 

11.1.4 Register lot details of reagent 

• Register lot details using QIS 24469  Batch Functionality in AUSLAB and QIS 17165 
Receipt, Storage and Preparation of Chemicals, Reagents & Kits (Appendix 3). 
 

11.1.5 Manual Staining Procedure 
Staining is performed in the staining fumehood in Rm 6124, main laboratory, Forensic DNA 
Analysis.  
Procedure: 

1. Place slide on staining rack over sink, stain with haematoxylin for five minutes (add 
one volume and let rest)  

2. Wash with nanopure water. 
3. Stain with eosin for one minute.  
4. Wash with nanopure water (quick wash).  
5. Allow to dry on hot plate. 
6. Mount coverslip in Pertex 

 
11.1.6 Staining Quality Controls 

The following quality steps should be implemented: 
• Haematoxylin should be filtered before use as the crystals in solution can result in 

stain deposit on the slides which affects the reading of the slide. (Once a week) 
• Haematoxylin differentiates better if it is matured for 3 to 4 days before use. 
• Eosin should be filtered once a week. 

 
When stored in dark bottles, haematoxylin may keep for up to 12 months and eosin for up 
to 12 months (dependent on control slide result). 

 
11.2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa in the Vagina 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of non-motile spermatozoa in the 
vagina: 
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• Up to 24 Hours1  
• Up to 3-4 days2 
• Up to 9 days or 12 days in the cervix, sometimes after menstruation3 
• Up to 3 to 4 days, but may be longer4 

 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of motile spermatozoa in the vagina: 

• The number of motile spermatozoa discernible in the vagina may be normal after one hour 
and markedly decreased after 2 hours; after 3 hours normally no spermatozoa are found.  
Menstruation often prolongs motility in the vagina to as long as 4 hours compared with the 
normal period of 30 to 45 minutes.5 

• Spermatozoa remain motile in the vagina for 2 to 3 hours and in the cervix for 48 to 110 
hours6 

• Normally 10% of the spermatozoa are alive in the vagina at the end of 2 hours post coitum. 
Variations in number and motility depend upon the pH of the vagina and semen, quantity of 
semen deposited, bacteria and flora of the vagina and the time examined post-coitally. The 
author has seen motile spermatozoa in the vaginal pool after 8 hours.7 

• In several cases in which repeated examinations were possible before conception 
occurred, all motility ceased within one hour after intercourse. A fall of motility to 10% within 
30 minutes is compatible with fecundity. On the other hand, spermatozoa may continue to 
move for 3 hours in a normal untreated vagina.8 

• The motility of the spermatozoa in the specimen may give a clue to their length of stay as 
they remain motile from 30 to 60 minutes after deposition in the vagina.9 

 

                                                
1 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
2 Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
3 Morrison 1972 Brit. J. Vener. Dis 48 p141 
4Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
5 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
6 Weisman 1941 Spermatozoa and Sterility 
7 Wm.Heinmann Medical Books Ltd 1945 Fertility in Women 
8 Hamish Hamilton Medical Books 1948 Sterility and Impaired Fertility 
9 Gonzales, Vance, Helpern and Umberger 1954 Legal Medicine 
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11.3  Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 
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11.3.1 England Finder Graticule Use 
Before use ensure stage slide holder is in correct position (slide holder should be in the 
correct position as it is not removed on cleaning but if not-hold with one hand push holder 
back to full extent against the screws, tighten screws while holding and check for correct 
positioning). 

 
1. Place graticule on stage with labelled corner at LHS front and clear edge    

 against back of slide holder  
 
2. Using the 10x objective (and Kohler illumination) – locate co-ordinates   
 
3. Proceed to 40x objective and adjust focus as required (using oil if  applicable). 

Locate co-ordinates and revert back to the 10x objective. 
 
4. Taking care not to alter the position of the fixed stops of the stage, remove 

 the graticule and replace with the slide of interest.  
 
5. Proceed stepwise to 40x objective (oil or dry as applicable) 
 
6. Adjust focus and locate sperm  
 

NB: If the stage has moved repeat from step 1. 
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Examination for and of Spermatozoa 

1 Purpose 
The presence of spermatozoa is a confirmatory test for the presence of semen.  This 
document describes the method by which a scientist performs microscopic examination for 
the presence of spermatozoa which includes the preparation of microscopic slides from 
exhibits, staining of slides and interpretation of the microscopic smears/slides for 
spermatozoa and other cellular material. 

2 Scope 
This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) applies to all scientists performing the 
examination of items for the presence of semen.  

3 Definitions 
In this document, where reference is made to spermatozoa, it refers to human spermatozoa 
unless otherwise specified. 

4 Background 
The investigation of sexual assault cases may require the testing of exhibits collected as 
part of a forensic medical examination or scene examination for the presence of semen. 
Within the laboratory the detection of spermatozoa confirms the presence of semen.  A 
reliable and accurate staining method is essential to aid the examining scientist the ability to 
differentiate between cellular types; most significantly spermatozoa from epithelial, yeast 
and white blood cells. 

Currently the Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stain is adopted for this process.  The H&E 
staining method has been used for this purpose within the laboratory for many years. The 
haematoxylin (basic stain) stains the deoxyribonucleic-acid (DNA)/histone rich base of the 
spermatozoa head deep purplish-blue. The eosin (acidic stain) stains the acrosomal cap 
pink and the tail pink if the spermatozoa are intact (N.B. because Forensic DNA Analysis 
uses a water based eosin stain, the acrosomal cap often appears very light pink or clear). 
The use of counterstaining differentiates spermatozoa from most cellular debris.   

Confusion with yeasts, especially monilia, can occur and extreme care must be taken when 
monilial infections such as thrush are suspected. With experience, spermatozoa and yeasts 
can be distinguished by size and/or the presence of cell walls. 

Haematoxylin is a natural dye.  Its active colouring agent is haematin, which is formed by 
the oxidation of haematoxylin. This oxidation process or “ripening” occurs when 
haematoxylin solutions are allowed to stand for several days. However, the process can be 

CA-14
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accelerated with the introduction of an oxidising agent such as sodium iodate. During 
oxidation the haematoxylin loses two atoms of hydrogen, and its formula changes from 
C16H14O6 to C16H12O6. Sufficient haematoxylin should be left unoxidized in the solution so 
that natural oxidation can continue thus prolonging the shelf life and useability of the stain. 
Completely oxidized haematoxylin becomes colourless. As the oxidation process occurs 
when haematoxylin is exposed to light and continues over the life of the solution, 
haematoxylin should be stored in dark bottles until ready for use. Haematoxylin is an 
excellent nuclear stain. Haematin, via the aluminium ion mordant, binds to the anionic sites 
in the nuclei (a mordant is a substance that causes certain staining reactions to take place 
by forming a link between the tissue and the stain).  At this stage the nuclei stain red, which 
is then converted to the blue-black colour when the pH is raised (by a weak alkali wash 
such as Scott’s tap water substitute in some H&E staining methods) known as “blueing”. 
 
To avoid stain precipitation on the slide, the haematoxylin solution must be filtered. It should 
be changed immediately if staining quality deteriorates. 
 
Eosin is an acid dye which combines electrostatically with the acidophilic tissue 
components such as cytoplasm. (an anionic dye that stains the cationic tissue 
components).  Alcoholic and acidified solutions of eosin tend to stain much more vividly 
than do the aqueous solutions.  With water soluble eosin, rinse in water very quickly or else 
eosin will wash out. 

 
Figure 1 Spermatozoa 
 
 
5 Actions- Staining procedure 
5.1 Slide Preparation 

Use new slides and clean with ethanol. Label with the sample ID, date, case number and 
sampler’s initials using a pencil only.  Use clean, flamed instruments.  

 
Create a suspension from the exhibit by one of the following methods, 

 
1. Scrape the stained area into a 1.5/2ml tube. Add between 100-300µl nanopure 

water with a POVA pipette to the tube until the scraping is moist. Vortex 
thoroughly. 
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2. Excise the stained area and cut into small pieces. Place pieces into a 1.5/2ml 
tube and add between 100-300µl nanopure water with a POVA pipette to the 
tube until the pieces are moist. Vortex thoroughly. 

 
3. If slide is being prepared from a swab, excise the material from the swab and cut 

the material into small pieces. Place the pieces of material into a 1.5/2ml tube 
and add between 100-300µl nanopure water with a POVA pipette to the tube until 
the pieces are covered (approx 200µl). Vortex thoroughly. 

 
Add a drop of the recently vortexed suspension to the labelled slide. 
 
Dry the slide on a heat block. If a heat block is not available, heat-fix the slide by passing it 
over a flame with the material to be stained uppermost once the suspension has dried. 
 
Note: If cell suspensions are not to be stored at – 20 oC immediately following processing, 
then store at 4 oC 

 
5.2 Slide Staining 

Microscopic slides are stained using Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E).  The method for 
preparing the staining reagents, and performing manual staining is as per procedure 
detailed in Appendix 1. 
 
Note: registration of the reagent and association to individual exhibits is detailed in QIS 
24469 (Batch Functionality in AUSLAB) 
 

5.3 Microscopic Examination 
Examine slide using the x40 or x100 objective using the oil immersion, or the x40 objective 
using the dry microscope. Score the number of spermatozoa observed (use the standard 
microscopy form, QIS 17037 (Microscopy of Smears) or the Sexual Assault Investigation Kit 
form, QIS 17032 (Sexual Assault Investigation Kit). 
 

0          (0)            None seen 
<+       (<1+)        Very hard to find (Use England Finder Graticule) 

 + (1+)  Hard to find 
 ++ (2+)  Easy to find 
 +++ (3+)  Very easy to find 
 ++++ (4+)  Abundant 

 
Note whether spermatozoa are intact (heads and tails) or non-intact (heads only).  Look for 
epithelial cells and whether there are bacteria or yeast present. Human spermatozoa are 
distinguished from non-human mammalian sources by their morphology and by their 
behaviour toward H&E, resulting in a purplish/blue head and light pink/clear cap (see 
Section 5.4). 
 
If less than ten spermatozoa are located, for at least one spermatozoa, note the location on 
the slide with the use of the England Finder Graticule (see Appendix 3).  
 

5.4 Animal Semen 
Animal spermatozoa are morphologically different to human spermatozoa and react 
differently to staining.  Where suspected spermatozoa are located which are 
morphologically different to human spermatozoa, the examining scientist should consider 
the possible presence of animal spermatozoa.  N.B. Forensic DNA Analysis does not 
identify or characterise animal spermatozoa. 
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5.5 Spermatozoa Interpretation 

If slides are stained properly spermatozoa should be easily distinguished from epithelial 
cells, cellular debris, fibres etc. Spermatozoa heads can look similar in shape and colour to 
yeasts. If in any doubt consult an experienced examiner. 

 
The recovery of semen is dependent on a number of factors but not limited to 

• The amount of spermatozoa in the ejaculate 
• The amount of ejaculate 
• The environment the ejaculate is deposited on 
• Washing 
• Douching 
• Menstruation 
• Efficiency of the sampling process 
• Time between ejaculation and sampling 
• Storage of the samples 
• Natural drainage or degradation of spermatozoa in certain environments 

 
 With respect to the above influences, the time since ejaculation has occurred can only be 
estimated.  A number of studies have been conducted regarding the persistence of 
spermatozoa in the vagina. References to these studies can be found in Appendix 2.  

 
 
6 Records 

Nil 
 
 
7 Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 

 Controls are used to test the quality and validity of the staining reagents prior to use. A 
positive control slide should be tested prior to the staining of slides for microscopy, (once 
daily), each time a new batch of Haematoxylin and Eosin solution is prepared and when 
positive control slides are prepared.  
 
A positive control slide is a known sample of human semen, which has been diluted. 
  

7.1 Creation of H&E control slides 
Collect human semen in a sterile green-capped “Falcon” tube. The tube is to be labelled 
with the following information: 

• Sperm donor number 
• Date and time of collection 

 
The semen is to be stored within a freezer until required to create H&E positive control 
slides using the following process: 

1. Clean heating block using bleach and 70% ethanol solution. 
2. Clean frosted microscope slides with ethanol and label with white label (H&E Pos 

Ctrl: Sperm donor number; Lot No.).  
3. Spread slides out on heating block to heat before use. 
4. Clean automatic pipette with bleach and 70% ethanol solution. 
5. Using a new filtered pipette tip, add 20µL of the neat semen to 10.0ml nanopure 

water using a clean 10ml tube. Vortex. 
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6. Add 20 µL of the diluted semen solution to each slide, put a circle around the 
sample using a black marker pen.  

7. Heat fix the slides on a heating block at 50ºC for approximately 30 minutes. 
8. Store the slides in labelled plastic slide box “Unstained H&E Positive Control Slide 

Storage”, and store the box in Rm 6124.   
 
7.2 Testing and interpretation of control slides 

The following process is used to test, interpret and record control slide results: 
1. Remove a H&E control slide from slide box , label with date, initials, lot number and 

batch, and stain with H&E using the method in Appendix 1. 
2. Dry slide on heating block at 50ºC. 
3. Coverslip slide using pertex® mounting medium. 
4. Examine slide microscopically in Rm 6119 as per section 5.3. 
5. Completed control slides get transferred to a plastic box labelled H&E Control Slide 

Storage box # 
6. Once a slide box is full of completed positive control slides, transfer the box to Rm 

6106B, ‘Exhibit Room’ for long term storage. 
7. Add audit entry to document that the control slide has passed control and what box 

it has been stored in (i.e. 2) 
 

 Acceptance of the reagents is based on the interpretation of the Positive control slide. The 
following criteria must be met before passing the reagent for use: 
 

1. Spermatozoa head stains a deep purplish-blue.  
2. Acrosomal cap stains light pink/clear.  
3. Tail stains pink. 

 
In the event the control slide fails the following process is to be completed: 
 

1. Repeat the staining procedure with a new control slide and assess as above. 
2. If the control slide fails again then discard the in-use staining batch and stain a new 

slide using a fresh batch from the stock solutions and assess slide as above. 
3. If the control slide fails then a new batch of stock solutions must be prepared and 

the old solutions discarded, and assess the validity of the reagents as per this 
section. 
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8 Associated Documentation 
QIS: 17037  Forensic DNA Analysis Microscopy of Smears 
 

QIS: 17142  Examination of Items 
 

QIS: 17185  Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples   
 

QIS: 17186  The acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
 

QIS: 20080  Digital Imaging in Forensic DNA Analysis 
 

QIS: 23849  Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 
 

QIS: 30800  Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA Analysis Unit 
 

QIS: 24469  Batch Functionality in AUSLAB 
 

QIS: 32106  Examination of Sexual Cases 
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10 Amendment History 
Revision Date Author/s Amendments 
0 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
1 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
2 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
3 27 Nov 2002 V Ientile Format updated, manual staining to appendix. 

Removed notes on examination of swabs, 
removed unpublished paper, as work wasn’t 
completed. 

4 19 Nov 2003 L Freney Updated references 
5 12 Jul 2006 J Howes/A 

Williamson 
“Reference” put after “Actions”.  

6 05 Aug 2006 J Howes Added in Sexual Assault Investigation 
Flowcharts, examination of SAIK Swabs, 
Photograph or Witness required for ++ (1+) 
sperm and PSA test. 

7 23 Oct 2006 J Howes Reporting results Eg. ++ or 2+ 
8 25 Jun 2007 J Howes Unified grading scale comments. Added 

Crimelite flowchart. 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 
9 13 Mar 2008 QIS2 Migration 

Project 
Headers and Footers changed to new CaSS 
format.  Amended Business references from 
QHSS to FSS, QHPSS to CaSS and QHPS to 
Pathology Queensland 

10 16 July 2010 A Lloyd Removal of Crimelite in scope and the 
Crimelite flowchart. Changed section 2.2 to 
include use of suspensions. Removal of 
section 2.8 – Vaginal Secretions. Changes to 
section 2.10 to remove AP testing on smears 
positive to spermatozoa. Photograph or 
locations required for smear with 1 or 2 sperm 
seen. Clarification of flowchart regarding 
previously screened items by QPS. Changes 
to SAIK flowchart. Removal of animal sperm 
diagrams and insertion of photographs of 
animal sperm.  

11 03 Feb 2011 A Lloyd Amended use of vernier for slides to use of the 
England Finder Graticule. 

12 31 Oct 2013 A Lloyd 
J Seymour-
Murray 

Removed animal sperm photos. Amended 
workflow charts, changed headings from CASS 
to HSSA. Change H&E solutions and staining, 
add England Finder information. Updated 
some hyperlinks. 

13 03 July 2015 J Seymour-
Murray 

New template, update hyperlinks, some 
formatting updates and minor wording 
changes. 

14 17 Fbruary 
2017 

A McNevin Added storage of cell suspensions at 4 oC, 
removed “The” from title, typographical 
corrections, included product name for 
mounting medium 
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11 Appendices 
1 Appendix 1:  Preparation of H & E Stain and Manual Staining Procedure 
2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa in the Vagina 
3 Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 

 
11.1 Appendix 1:  Preparation of H & E Stain and Manual Staining Procedure 
11.1.1 Chemical Hazards 

Eosin (yellowish) 
WARNING: Eosin (yellowish) can cause serious damage to the eyes. Avoid contact, wear 
PPE and eye protection. 
 
Haematoxylin 
WARNING: Haematoxylin: the toxicological properties have not been investigated. Prevent 
contact with skin and eyes. Do not inhale or ingest. Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Sodium iodate (NaIO3) 
WARNING: Sodium iodate causes burns and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Protect 
eyes and skin. 
Wear PPE and eye protection.  
 
Glacial acetic acid 
WARNING: Acetic acid is extremely corrosive and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. 
Protect eyes and skin. Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Pertex Mounting medium 
WARNING: Pertex is irritating to eyes, respiratory system and skin. 
 
Xylene 
WARNING: Flammable. Harmful by inhalation and in contact with skin. Irritating to skin. 
 

NOTE: All reagents prepared in the laboratory shall bear a label: 
 

 (enter details eg 10% NaOH)…. 
 Prepd from Lot/batch:……….. 
 Date: ../../..    Initials: ……….. 
 Expires:../../..    Store at:….oC 
 WARNING: Contains ……………… 
Or an individual label printed by the Bar-One Lite system (B1Lite on short cut). 

  
11.1.2 Preparation of Eosin 

Eosin –Water soluble (CI 45380)  
• Eosin 5.0g 
• Nanopure water 500mL 

 
Procedure 

1. Weigh 5.0g Eosin and add 500mL nanopure water in a flask. 
2. Mix on the magnetic stirrer until completely dissolved. 
3. Label the reagent bottle according to laboratory standards. 

 
11.1.3 Preparation of Haematoxylin 

Haematoxylin (CI 75290)  
• Haematoxylin 2.5g 
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• Sodium iodate (NaIO3 ) 0.2g (Must be accurate) 
• Potassium aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate (KAl(SO4)2.12H2O (potassium alum) 

25.0g  
• Nanopure water 350mL 
• Glycerol 150mL 
• Glacial Acetic acid 10mL 

 
Procedure  

1. Weigh 2.5g Haematoxylin and dissolve in 350mL nanopure water in a flask. Mix on 
the magnetic stirrer. (Haematoxylin must be fully dissolved before adding the other 
reagents) 

2. Weigh 25.0g potassium aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate and add to 
haematoxylin solution, continue stirring.  

3. Weigh 0.2g sodium iodate and add to Haematoxylin solution, continue stirring until 
reagents are dissolved. 

4. Measure 10mL glacial acetic acid and add to haematoxylin solution, continue 
stirring. 

5. Measure 150mL glycerol and add to haematoxylin solution, continue stirring for 5 
minutes. 

6. Filter into a clean dark reagent bottle. (Haematoxylin oxidises) 
7. Label the reagent bottle according to laboratory standards. 
 
 

11.1.4 Register lot details of reagent 

• Register lot details using QIS 24469  Batch Functionality in AUSLAB and QIS 17165 
Receipt, Storage and Preparation of Chemicals, Reagents & Kits (Appendix 3). 
 

11.1.5 Manual Staining Procedure 
Staining is performed in the staining fumehood in Rm 6124, main laboratory, Forensic DNA 
Analysis.  
Procedure: 

1. Place slide on staining rack over sink, stain with haematoxylin for five minutes (add 
one volume and let rest)  

2. Wash with nanopure water. 
3. Stain with eosin for one minute.  
4. Wash with nanopure water (quick wash).  
5. Allow to dry on hot plate. 
6. Mount coverslip in Pertex 

 
11.1.6 Staining Quality Controls 

The following quality steps should be implemented: 
• Haematoxylin should be filtered before use as the crystals in solution can result in 

stain deposit on the slides which affects the reading of the slide. (Once a week) 
• Haematoxylin differentiates better if it is matured for 3 to 4 days before use. 
• Eosin should be filtered once a week. 

 
When stored in dark bottles, haematoxylin may keep for up to 12 months and eosin for up 
to 12 months (dependent on control slide result). 

 
11.2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa in the Vagina 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of non-motile spermatozoa in the 
vagina: 
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• Up to 24 Hours1  
• Up to 3-4 days2 
• Up to 9 days or 12 days in the cervix, sometimes after menstruation3 
• Up to 3 to 4 days, but may be longer4 

 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of motile spermatozoa in the vagina: 

• The number of motile spermatozoa discernible in the vagina may be normal after one hour 
and markedly decreased after 2 hours; after 3 hours normally no spermatozoa are found.  
Menstruation often prolongs motility in the vagina to as long as 4 hours compared with the 
normal period of 30 to 45 minutes.5 

• Spermatozoa remain motile in the vagina for 2 to 3 hours and in the cervix for 48 to 110 
hours6 

• Normally 10% of the spermatozoa are alive in the vagina at the end of 2 hours post coitum. 
Variations in number and motility depend upon the pH of the vagina and semen, quantity of 
semen deposited, bacteria and flora of the vagina and the time examined post-coitally. The 
author has seen motile spermatozoa in the vaginal pool after 8 hours.7 

• In several cases in which repeated examinations were possible before conception 
occurred, all motility ceased within one hour after intercourse. A fall of motility to 10% within 
30 minutes is compatible with fecundity. On the other hand, spermatozoa may continue to 
move for 3 hours in a normal untreated vagina.8 

• The motility of the spermatozoa in the specimen may give a clue to their length of stay as 
they remain motile from 30 to 60 minutes after deposition in the vagina.9 

 
  

                                                
1 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
2 Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
3 Morrison 1972 Brit. J. Vener. Dis 48 p141 
4Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
5 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
6 Weisman 1941 Spermatozoa and Sterility 
7 Wm.Heinmann Medical Books Ltd 1945 Fertility in Women 
8 Hamish Hamilton Medical Books 1948 Sterility and Impaired Fertility 
9 Gonzales, Vance, Helpern and Umberger 1954 Legal Medicine 
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11.3  Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 

 
 

 
 
11.3.1 England Finder Graticule Use 

Before use ensure stage slide holder is in correct position (slide holder should be in the 
correct position as it is not removed on cleaning but if not-hold with one hand push holder 
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back to full extent against the screws, tighten screws while holding and check for correct 
positioning). 

 
1. Place graticule on stage with labelled corner at LHS front and clear edge    

 against back of slide holder  
 
2. Using the 10x objective (and Kohler illumination) – locate co-ordinates   
 
3. Proceed to 40x objective and adjust focus as required (using oil if  applicable). 

Locate co-ordinates and revert back to the 10x objective. 
 
4. Taking care not to alter the position of the fixed stops of the stage, remove 

 the graticule and replace with the slide of interest.  
 
5. Proceed stepwise to 40x objective (oil or dry as applicable) 
 
6. Adjust focus and locate sperm  
 

NB: If the stage has moved repeat from step 1. 
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Examination for and of Spermatozoa 

1 Purpose 
The presence of spermatozoa is a confirmatory test for the presence of semen.  This 
document describes the method by which a scientist performs microscopic examination for 
the presence of spermatozoa which includes the preparation of microscopic slides from 
exhibits, staining of slides and interpretation of the microscopic smears/slides for 
spermatozoa and other cellular material. 

2 Scope 
This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) applies to all scientists performing the 
examination of items for the presence of semen.  

3 Definitions 
In this document, where reference is made to spermatozoa, it refers to human spermatozoa 
unless otherwise specified. 

4 Background 
The investigation of sexual assault cases may require the testing of exhibits collected as 
part of a forensic medical examination or scene examination for the presence of semen. 
Within the laboratory the detection of spermatozoa confirms the presence of semen.  A 
reliable and accurate staining method is essential to aid the examining scientist the ability to 
differentiate between cellular types; most significantly spermatozoa from epithelial, yeast 
and white blood cells. 

Currently the Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stain is adopted for this process.  The H&E 
staining method has been used for this purpose within the laboratory for many years. The 
haematoxylin (basic stain) stains the deoxyribonucleic-acid (DNA)/histone rich base of the 
spermatozoa head deep purplish-blue. The eosin (acidic stain) stains the acrosomal cap 
pink and the tail pink if the spermatozoa are intact (N.B. because Forensic DNA Analysis 
uses a water based eosin stain, the acrosomal cap often appears very light pink or clear). 
The use of counterstaining differentiates spermatozoa from most cellular debris.   

Confusion with yeasts, especially monilia, can occur and extreme care must be taken when 
monilial infections such as thrush are suspected. With experience, spermatozoa and yeasts 
can be distinguished by size and/or the presence of cell walls. In addition, yeasts do not 
display the typical biphasic staining that spermatozoa do (refer staining characteristics in 
paragraph above). 

CA-15
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Haematoxylin is a natural dye.  Its active colouring agent is haematin, which is formed by 
the oxidation of haematoxylin. This oxidation process or “ripening” occurs when 
haematoxylin solutions are allowed to stand for several days. However, the process can be 
accelerated with the introduction of an oxidising agent such as sodium iodate. During 
oxidation the haematoxylin loses two atoms of hydrogen, and its formula changes from 
C16H14O6 to C16H12O6. Sufficient haematoxylin should be left unoxidized in the solution so 
that natural oxidation can continue thus prolonging the shelf life and useability of the stain. 
Completely oxidized haematoxylin becomes colourless. As the oxidation process occurs 
when haematoxylin is exposed to light and continues over the life of the solution, 
haematoxylin should be stored in dark bottles until ready for use. Haematoxylin is an 
excellent nuclear stain. Haematin, via the aluminium ion mordant, binds to the anionic sites 
in the nuclei (a mordant is a substance that causes certain staining reactions to take place 
by forming a link between the tissue and the stain).  At this stage the nuclei stain red, which 
is then converted to the blue-black colour when the pH is raised (by a weak alkali wash 
such as Scott’s tap water substitute in some H&E staining methods) known as “blueing”. 
 
To avoid stain precipitation on the slide, the haematoxylin solution must be filtered. It should 
be changed immediately if staining quality deteriorates. 
 
Eosin is an acid dye which combines electrostatically with the acidophilic tissue 
components such as cytoplasm (an anionic dye that stains the cationic tissue components).  
Alcoholic and acidified solutions of eosin tend to stain much more vividly than do the 
aqueous solutions.  With water soluble eosin, rinse in water very quickly or else eosin will 
wash out. 

 
Figure 1 Spermatozoa 
 
 
5 Actions- Staining procedure 
5.1 Slide Preparation 

Use new slides and clean with ethanol. Label with the sample ID, FR number, a brief 
description and sampler’s initials & date using a pencil only.  Use clean, flamed 
instruments.  

 
1. Create a suspension from the exhibit by one of the following methods, 
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I. Scrape the stained area into a 1.5mL tube. Add 200µl nanopure water with a 
POVA pipette to the tube, if the scraping is not sufficiently moistened add 
additional nanopore water as necessary and note within examination notes.  

 
II. Excise the stained area and cut into small pieces. Place pieces into a 1.5mL tube 

and add 200µl nanopure water with a POVA pipette if the pieces are not 
sufficiently moistened add additional nanopore water as necessary and note 
within examination notes.  

 
III. If slide is being prepared from a swab, excise the material from the swab and cut 

the material into small pieces. Place the pieces of material into a 1.5mL tube and 
add 200µl nanopure water with a POVA pipette if the pieces are not sufficiently 
moistened add additional nanopore water as necessary and note within 
examination notes. 

 
2. Mix thoroughly using a vortex mixer. 

 
3. Add a drop of the recently vortexed suspension to the labelled slide. 

 
4. Dry the slide on a heat block. If a heat block is not available, heat-fix the slide by 

passing it over a flame with the material to be stained uppermost once the 
suspension has dried. 

 
Note: If cell suspensions are not to be stored at – 20 oC immediately following 
processing, then store at 4 oC 

 
5.2 Slide Staining 

Microscopic slides are stained using Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E).  The method for 
preparing the staining reagents, and performing manual staining is as per procedure 
detailed in Appendix 1. 
 
Recording the stain lot number in the “Microscopic” process in the Forensic Register 
 
 

5.3 Microscopic Examination 
Examine slide using the x40, x50 or x100 objectives. Quantitate the number of whole 
spermatozoa, spermatozoa heads and epithelial cells observed in the “Microscopic” 
process under subsample barcode of the microscopy slide. Do this by appending the pre-
formed text using the following criteria as a guide: 
Table 1 Quantitation criteria 
Quantity Description 
0 None seen 
<1+ Very hard to find * 
1+ Hard to find 
2+ Easy to find 
3+ Very easy to find 
4+ Abundant 

* If less than ten spermatozoa are observed on the whole slide, a quantitation of <1+ must 
be used and for at least one spermatozoa, note the location on the slide with the use of the 
England Finder Graticule (see Appendix 3). 
 
Human spermatozoa are distinguished from non-human mammalian sources by their 
morphology and by their behaviour toward H&E, resulting in a purplish/blue head and light 
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pink/clear cap (see Section 5.4). Record whether there are bacteria or yeast present next to 
“Other:” If no bacteria or yeast seen record “N/A”.  
 
In addition record the magnification used to determine the presence / absence of 
spermatozoa. 
 

Figure 2 Recording microscopy findings in Microscopic Process 
 

5.4 Animal Semen 
Animal spermatozoa are morphologically different to human spermatozoa and react 
differently to staining.  Where suspected spermatozoa are located which are 
morphologically different to human spermatozoa, the examining scientist should consider 
the possible presence of animal spermatozoa.  N.B. Forensic DNA Analysis does not 
identify or characterise animal spermatozoa. 

 
5.5 Spermatozoa Interpretation 

If slides are stained properly spermatozoa should be easily distinguished from epithelial 
cells, cellular debris, fibres etc. Spermatozoa heads can look similar in shape and colour to 
yeasts, however they do have different staining characteristics. If in any doubt consult an 
experienced examiner. 

 
The recovery of semen is dependent on a number of factors but not limited to 

• The amount of spermatozoa in the ejaculate 
• The amount of ejaculate 
• The environment the ejaculate is deposited on 
• Washing 
• Douching 
• Menstruation 
• Efficiency of the sampling process 
• Time between ejaculation and sampling 
• Storage of the samples 
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• Natural drainage or degradation of spermatozoa in certain environments 
 

 With respect to the above influences, the time since ejaculation has occurred can only be 
estimated.  A number of studies have been conducted regarding the persistence of 
spermatozoa in the vagina. References to these studies can be found in Appendix 2.  

 
6 Records 

Nil 
 
 
7 Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 

 Controls are used to test the quality and validity of the staining reagents prior to use. A 
positive control slide should be tested prior to the staining of slides for microscopy, (once 
daily), each time a new batch of Haematoxylin and Eosin solution is prepared and when 
positive control slides are prepared.  
`  

7.1 Creation of H&E control slides 
Collect human semen in a sterile yellow-capped Specimen jar. The tube is to be labelled 
with the following information: 

• Sperm donor number 
• Date and time of collection 

Each new collection of positive control material should be checked with a previously 
accepted batch of stain. 

 
The semen is to be stored within a freezer until required to create H&E positive control 
slides using the following process: 

1. Clean heating block using bleach and 70% ethanol solution. 
2. Clean frosted microscope slides with ethanol and label with white label (H&E Pos 

Ctrl: Sperm donor number; Lot No.).  
3. Spread slides out on heating block to heat before use. 
4. Clean automatic pipette with bleach and 70% ethanol solution. 
5. Using a new filtered pipette tip, add 20µL of the neat semen to 10.0ml nanopure 

water using a clean 10ml tube. Vortex. 
6. Add 20 µL of the diluted semen solution to each slide, put a circle around the 

sample using a black marker pen.  
7. Heat fix the slides on a heating block at 50ºC for approximately 30 minutes. 
8. Store the slides in labelled plastic slide box “Unstained H&E Positive Control Slide 

Storage”, and store the box in Rm 6124.   
 
7.2 Testing and interpretation of control slides 

The following process is used to test, interpret and record control slide results: 
1. Remove a H&E control slide from slide box , label with date, initials, lot number, and 

stain with H&E using the method in Appendix 1. 
2. Dry slide on heating block at 50ºC. 
3. Coverslip slide using Pertex® mounting medium. A small amount of xylene can be 

used to assist with slide mounting. 
4. Examine slide microscopically in Rm 6119 as per section 5.3. 
5. Completed control slides get transferred to a plastic box labelled H&E Control Slide 

Storage box # 
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6. Once a slide box is full of completed positive control slides, write the date range of 
the slides contained within the box on the outside of the box and transfer the box to 
Rm 6106B, ‘Exhibit Room’ for long term storage. 

 
 Acceptance of the reagents is based on the interpretation of the Positive control slide. The 
following criteria must be met before passing the reagent for use: 
 

1. Spermatozoa head stains a deep purplish-blue.  
2. Acrosomal cap stains light pink/clear.  
3. Tail stains pink. 

 
In the event the control slide fails the following process is to be completed: 
 

1. Repeat the staining procedure with a new control slide and assess as above. 
2. If the control slide fails again then discard the in-use staining batch and stain a new 

slide using a fresh batch from the stock solutions and assess slide as above. 
3. If the control slide fails then a new batch of stock solutions must be prepared and the 

old solutions discarded, and assess the validity of the reagents as per this section. 
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8 Associated Documentation 
QIS: 17185 Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
QIS: 17186 The acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
QIS: 23849 Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 
QIS: 30800 Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA Analysis Unit 
QIS: 33798 Examination of Sexual Cases (Forensic Register) 
QIS: 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic Register) 
QIS: 34103 Receipt, Storage and Preparation of Chemicals, Reagents and Kits in 
Forensic Register 
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10 Amendment History 

Revision Date Author/s Amendments 
0 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
1 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
2 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
3 27 Nov 2002 V Ientile Format updated, manual staining to appendix. 

Removed notes on examination of swabs, 
removed unpublished paper, as work wasn’t 
completed. 

4 19 Nov 2003 L Freney Updated references 
5 12 Jul 2006 J Howes/A 

Williamson 
“Reference” put after “Actions”.  

6 05 Aug 2006 J Howes Added in Sexual Assault Investigation 
Flowcharts, examination of SAIK Swabs, 
Photograph or Witness required for ++ (1+) 
sperm and PSA test. 

7 23 Oct 2006 J Howes Reporting results Eg. ++ or 2+ 
8 25 Jun 2007 J Howes Unified grading scale comments. Added 

Crimelite flowchart. 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 
9 13 Mar 2008 QIS2 Migration 

Project 
Headers and Footers changed to new CaSS 
format.  Amended Business references from 
QHSS to FSS, QHPSS to CaSS and QHPS to 
Pathology Queensland 

10 16 July 2010 A Lloyd Removal of Crimelite in scope and the 
Crimelite flowchart. Changed section 2.2 to 
include use of suspensions. Removal of 
section 2.8 – Vaginal Secretions. Changes to 
section 2.10 to remove AP testing on smears 
positive to spermatozoa. Photograph or 
locations required for smear with 1 or 2 sperm 
seen. Clarification of flowchart regarding 
previously screened items by QPS. Changes 
to SAIK flowchart. Removal of animal sperm 
diagrams and insertion of photographs of 
animal sperm.  

11 03 Feb 2011 A Lloyd Amended use of vernier for slides to use of the 
England Finder Graticule. 
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Revision Date Author/s Amendments 
12 31 Oct 2013 A Lloyd 

J Seymour-
Murray 

Removed animal sperm photos. Amended 
workflow charts, changed headings from CASS 
to HSSA. Change H&E solutions and staining, 
add England Finder information. Updated 
some hyperlinks. 

13 03 July 2015 J Seymour-
Murray 

New template, update hyperlinks, some 
formatting updates and minor wording 
changes. 

14 17 February 
2017 

A McNevin Added storage of cell suspensions at 4 oC, 
removed “The” from title, typographical 
corrections, included product name for 
mounting medium,  

15 29 August 
2018 

A McNevin Additional references added; further 
information added to Appendix 2 regarding 
persistence of spermatozoa in oral and anal 
samples; other minor changes reflecting FR 
processes 

 
11 Appendices 

1 Appendix 1:  Preparation of H & E Stain and Manual Staining Procedure 
2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa 
3 Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 
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11.1 Appendix 1:  Preparation of H & E Stain and Manual Staining Procedure 
11.1.1 Chemical Hazards 

Eosin (yellowish) 
WARNING: Eosin (yellowish) can cause serious damage to the eyes. Avoid contact, wear 
PPE and eye protection. 
 
Haematoxylin 
WARNING: Haematoxylin: the toxicological properties have not been investigated. Prevent 
contact with skin and eyes. Do not inhale or ingest. Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Sodium iodate (NaIO3) 
WARNING: Sodium iodate causes burns and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Protect 
eyes and skin. 
Wear PPE and eye protection.  
 
Glacial acetic acid 
WARNING: Acetic acid is extremely corrosive and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. 
Protect eyes and skin. Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Pertex Mounting medium 
WARNING: Pertex is irritating to eyes, respiratory system and skin. 
 
Xylene 
WARNING: Flammable. Harmful by inhalation and in contact with skin. Irritating to skin. 
 

NOTE: All reagents prepared in the laboratory shall bear a label: 
 

 (enter details eg 10% NaOH)…. 
 Prepd from Lot/batch:……….. 
 Date: ../../..    Initials: ……….. 
 Expires:../../..    Store at:….oC 
 WARNING: Contains ……………… 
Or an individual label printed by the ZebraDesigner software for the Zebra printers. 

  
11.1.2 Preparation of Eosin 

Eosin –Water soluble (CI 45380)  
• Eosin 5.0g 
• Nanopure water 500mL 

 
Procedure 

1. Weigh 5.0g Eosin and add 500mL nanopure water in a flask. 
2. Mix on the magnetic stirrer until completely dissolved. 
3. Label the reagent bottle according to laboratory standards. 

 
11.1.3 Preparation of Haematoxylin 

Haematoxylin (CI 75290)  
• Haematoxylin 2.5g 
• Sodium iodate (NaIO3 ) 0.2g (Must be accurate) 
• Potassium aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate (KAl(SO4)2.12H2O (potassium alum) 

25.0g  
• Nanopure water 350mL 
• Glycerol 150mL 
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• Glacial Acetic acid 10mL 
 
Procedure  

1. Weigh 2.5g Haematoxylin and dissolve in 350mL nanopure water in a flask. Mix on 
the magnetic stirrer. (Haematoxylin must be fully dissolved before adding the other 
reagents) 

2. Weigh 25.0g potassium aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate and add to haematoxylin 
solution, continue stirring.  

3. Weigh 0.2g sodium iodate and add to Haematoxylin solution, continue stirring until 
reagents are dissolved. 

4. Measure 10mL glacial acetic acid and add to haematoxylin solution, continue stirring. 
5. Measure 150mL glycerol and add to haematoxylin solution, continue stirring for 5 

minutes. 
6. Filter into a clean dark reagent bottle. (Haematoxylin oxidises) 
7. Label the reagent bottle according to laboratory standards. 
 
 

11.1.4 Register lot details of reagent 
Register lot details using QIS 34103 Receipt, Storage and Preparation of Chemicals, 
Reagents and Kits in Forensic Register. 
 

11.1.5 Manual Staining Procedure 
Staining is performed in the staining fumehood in Rm 6124, main laboratory, Forensic DNA 
Analysis.  
Procedure: 

1. Place slide on staining rack over sink, stain with haematoxylin for five minutes (add 
one volume and let rest)  

2. Wash with nanopure water. 
3. Stain with eosin for one minute.  
4. Wash with nanopure water (quick wash).  
5. Allow to dry on hot plate. 
6. Mount coverslip in Pertex 

 
11.1.6 Staining Quality Controls 

The following quality steps should be implemented: 
• Haematoxylin should be filtered before use as the crystals in solution can result in 

stain deposit on the slides which affects the reading of the slide. (Once a week) 
• Haematoxylin differentiates better if it is matured for 3 to 4 days before use. 
• Eosin should be filtered once a week. 

 
When stored in dark bottles, haematoxylin may keep for up to 12 months and eosin for up 
to 12 months (dependent on control slide result). 
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11.2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa 
The following information is provided to assist with the provision of expert opinion evidence in 
court. 
 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of non-motile spermatozoa in the 
vagina: 

• Up to 24 Hours1  
• Up to 3-4 days2 
• Up to 9 days or 12 days in the cervix, sometimes after menstruation3 
• Up to 3 to 4 days, but may be longer4 

 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of motile spermatozoa in the vagina: 

• The number of motile spermatozoa discernible in the vagina may be normal after one hour 
and markedly decreased after 2 hours; after 3 hours normally no spermatozoa are found.  
Menstruation often prolongs motility in the vagina to as long as 4 hours compared with the 
normal period of 30 to 45 minutes.5 

• Spermatozoa remain motile in the vagina for 2 to 3 hours and in the cervix for 48 to 110 
hours6 

• Normally 10% of the spermatozoa are alive in the vagina at the end of 2 hours post coitum. 
Variations in number and motility depend upon the pH of the vagina and semen, quantity of 
semen deposited, bacteria and flora of the vagina and the time examined post-coitally. The 
author has seen motile spermatozoa in the vaginal pool after 8 hours.7 

• In several cases in which repeated examinations were possible before conception 
occurred, all motility ceased within one hour after intercourse. A fall of motility to 10% within 
30 minutes is compatible with fecundity. On the other hand, spermatozoa may continue to 
move for 3 hours in a normal untreated vagina.8 

• The motility of the spermatozoa in the specimen may give a clue to their length of stay as 
they remain motile from 30 to 60 minutes after deposition in the vagina.9 

 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of spermatozoa in the oral cavity 

• One study shows that the expectation of observing a sperm-positive oral swab is very low 
15 hours post assault, with the longest time period being 27 hours, and no positives at 48 
hours.10  

• Other studies have shown a maximum time of 6 hours11 and 24 hours (with one example of 
>48hours in deceased person with time since intercourse based on time of death)12 

  

                                                
1 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
2 Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
3 Morrison 1972 Brit. J. Vener. Dis 48 p141 
4Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
5 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
6 Weisman 1941 Spermatozoa and Sterility 
7 Wm.Heinmann Medical Books Ltd 1945 Fertility in Women 
8 Hamish Hamilton Medical Books 1948 Sterility and Impaired Fertility 
9 Gonzales, Vance, Helpern and Umberger 1954 Legal Medicine 
10 Casey et. al. 2016 Journal of Forensic Sciences p1-8  
11 Willott & Allard 1982 Forensic Science International p135-154 
12 Nittis et al 2016 Journal of Forensic and Legal Medicine p92-97 
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Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of spermatozoa in anal and rectal 
swabs 

• One study shows that spermatozoa with tails are rare to find (observed at 4 and 6 hours 
post intercourse) and sperm heads were observed up to 46 hours post intercourse (with 
one example of 65 hours)13  

• Another study indicates sperm can persist for up to 48 hours post intercourse, with the 
longest recorded time period being 85 hours, however it is unlikely that sperm will be 
detected on internal swabs beyond 24 hours.14 

  

                                                
13 Willott & Allard 1982 Forensic Science International p135-154 
14 Casey et. al. 2016 Journal of Forensic Sciences p1-8 
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11.3  Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 

 
 

 
 
11.3.1 England Finder Graticule Use 

Before use ensure stage slide holder is in correct position (slide holder should be in the 
correct position as it is not removed on cleaning but if not-hold with one hand push holder 
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back to full extent against the screws, tighten screws while holding and check for correct 
positioning). 

 
1. Place graticule on stage with labelled corner at LHS front and clear edge    

 against back of slide holder  
 
2. Using the 10x objective (and Kohler illumination) – locate co-ordinates   
 
3. Proceed to 40x or 50x objective and adjust focus as required (using oil if applicable). 

Locate co-ordinates and revert back to the 10x objective. 
 
4. Taking care not to alter the position of the fixed stops of the stage, remove 

 the graticule and replace with the slide of interest.  
 
5. Proceed stepwise to 40x or 50x objective (oil or dry as applicable) 
 
6. Adjust focus and locate sperm  
 

NB: If the stage has moved repeat from step 1. 
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Examination for and of Spermatozoa 

11  Purpose 
The presence of spermatozoa is a confirmatory test for the presence of semen.  This 
document describes the method by which a scientist performs microscopic examination for 
the presence of spermatozoa which includes the preparation of microscopic slides from 
exhibits, staining of slides and interpretation of the microscopic smears/slides for 
spermatozoa and other cellular material. 

22  Scope 
This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) applies to all scientists performing the 
examination of items for the presence of semen.  

33  Definitions 
In this document, where reference is made to spermatozoa, it refers to human spermatozoa 
unless otherwise specified. 

44  Background 
The investigation of sexual assault cases may require the testing of exhibits collected as 
part of a forensic medical examination or scene examination for the presence of semen. 
Within the laboratory the detection of spermatozoa confirms the presence of semen.  A 
reliable and accurate staining method is essential to aid the examining scientist the ability to 
differentiate between cellular types; most significantly spermatozoa from epithelial, yeast 
and white blood cells. 

Currently the Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stain is adopted for this process.  The H&E 
staining method has been used for this purpose within the laboratory for many years. The 
haematoxylin (basic stain) stains the deoxyribonucleic-acid (DNA)/histone rich base of the 
spermatozoa head deep purplish-blue. The eosin (acidic stain) stains the acrosomal cap 
pink and the tail pink if the spermatozoa are intact (N.B. because Forensic DNA Analysis 
uses a water based eosin stain, the acrosomal cap often appears very light pink or clear). 
The use of counterstaining differentiates spermatozoa from most cellular debris.   

Confusion with yeasts, especially monilia, can occur and extreme care must be taken when 
monilial infections such as thrush are suspected. With experience, spermatozoa and yeasts 
can be distinguished by size and/or the presence of cell walls. In addition, yeasts do not 
display the typical biphasic staining that spermatozoa do (refer staining characteristics in 
paragraph above). 

CA-16
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Haematoxylin is a natural dye.  Its active colouring agent is haematin, which is formed by 
the oxidation of haematoxylin. This oxidation process or “ripening” occurs when 
haematoxylin solutions are allowed to stand for several days. However, the process can be 
accelerated with the introduction of an oxidising agent such as sodium iodate. During 
oxidation the haematoxylin loses two atoms of hydrogen, and its formula changes from 
C16H14O6 to C16H12O6. Sufficient haematoxylin should be left unoxidized in the solution so 
that natural oxidation can continue thus prolonging the shelf life and useability of the stain. 
Completely oxidized haematoxylin becomes colourless. As the oxidation process occurs 
when haematoxylin is exposed to light and continues over the life of the solution, 
haematoxylin should be stored in dark bottles until ready for use. Haematoxylin is an 
excellent nuclear stain. Haematin, via the aluminium ion mordant, binds to the anionic sites 
in the nuclei (a mordant is a substance that causes certain staining reactions to take place 
by forming a link between the tissue and the stain).  At this stage the nuclei stain red, which 
is then converted to the blue-black colour when the pH is raised (by a weak alkali wash 
such as Scott’s tap water substitute in some H&E staining methods) known as “blueing”. 
 
To avoid stain precipitation on the slide, the haematoxylin solution must be filtered. It should 
be changed immediately if staining quality deteriorates. 
 
Eosin is an acid dye which combines electrostatically with the acidophilic tissue 
components such as cytoplasm (an anionic dye that stains the cationic tissue components).  
Alcoholic and acidified solutions of eosin tend to stain much more vividly than do the 
aqueous solutions.  With water soluble eosin, rinse in water very quickly or else eosin will 
wash out. 

 
Figure 1 Spermatozoa 
 
 
55  Actions- Staining procedure 
5.1 Slide Preparation 

Use new slides and clean with ethanol. Label with printed label from FR number, a brief 
description and sampler’s initials can be added using a pen.  Use clean, flamed 
instruments.  

 
1. Create a suspension from the exhibit by one of the following methods, 
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I. Scrape the stained area into a 1.5mL tube. Add 200µL nanopure water with a POVA 
pipette to the tube, if the scraping is not sufficiently moistened add additional 
nanopore water as necessary and note within examination notes.  
 

II. Excise the stained area and cut into small pieces. Place pieces into a 1.5mL tube 
and add 200µL nanopure water with a POVA pipette if the pieces are not 
sufficiently moistened add additional nanopore water as necessary and note 
within examination notes.  
 

III. If slide is being prepared from a swab, excise the material from the swab and cut 
the material into small pieces. Place the pieces of material into a 1.5mL tube and 
add 200µL nanopure water with a POVA pipette if the pieces are not sufficiently 
moistened add additional nanopore water as necessary and note within 
examination notes.  
 
Note: For each of the above, if more than 300 µL is required to be added, consult 
senior scientist. 

 
2. Mix thoroughly using a vortex mixer. 

 
3. Add a drop of the recently vortexed suspension to the labelled slide. Circle with an 

appropriate black marker pen. 
 

4. Dry the slide on a heat block. If a heat block is not available, heat-fix the slide by 
passing it over a flame with the material to be stained uppermost once the 
suspension has dried. 

 
Note: If cell suspensions are not to be stored at – 20 oC immediately following 
processing, then store at 4 oC 

 
5.2 Slide Staining 

Microscopic slides are stained using Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E).  The method for 
preparing the staining reagents, and performing manual staining is as per procedure 
detailed in Appendix 1. 
 
Recording the stain lot number in the “Microscopic” process in the Forensic Register 
 
 

5.3 Microscopic Examination 
Examine slide using the x40, x50 or x100 objectives. Quantitate the number of whole 
spermatozoa, spermatozoa heads and epithelial cells observed in the “Microscopic” 
process under subsample barcode of the microscopy slide. Do this by appending the pre-
formed text using the following criteria as a guide: 
Table 1 Quantitation criteria 
Quantity Description 
0 None seen 
<1+ Very hard to find * 
1+ Hard to find 
2+ Easy to find 
3+ Very easy to find 
4+ Abundant 
* If less than ten spermatozoa are observed on the whole slide, a quantitation of <1+ must 
be used and for at least one spermatozoa, note the location on the slide with the use of the 
England Finder Graticule (see Appendix 3). 
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Human spermatozoa are distinguished from non-human mammalian sources by their 
morphology and by their behaviour toward H&E, resulting in a purplish/blue head and light 
pink/clear cap (see Section 5.4). Record whether there are bacteria or yeast present next to 
“Other:” If no bacteria or yeast seen record “N/A”.  
 
In addition record the magnification used to determine the presence / absence of 
spermatozoa. 
 

Figure 2 Recording microscopy findings in Microscopic Process 
 

5.4 Animal Semen 
Animal spermatozoa are morphologically different to human spermatozoa and react 
differently to staining.  Where suspected spermatozoa are located which are 
morphologically different to human spermatozoa, the examining scientist should consider 
the possible presence of animal spermatozoa.  N.B. Forensic DNA Analysis does not 
identify or characterise animal spermatozoa. 

 
5.5 Spermatozoa Interpretation 

If slides are stained properly spermatozoa should be easily distinguished from epithelial 
cells, cellular debris, fibres etc. Spermatozoa heads can look similar in shape and colour to 
yeasts, however they do have different staining characteristics. If in any doubt consult an 
experienced examiner. 

 
The recovery of semen is dependent on a number of factors but not limited to 

• The amount of spermatozoa in the ejaculate 
• The amount of ejaculate 
• The environment the ejaculate is deposited on 
• Washing 
• Douching 
• Menstruation 
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• Efficiency of the sampling process 
• Time between ejaculation and sampling 
• Storage of the samples 
• Natural drainage or degradation of spermatozoa in certain environments 

 
 With respect to the above influences, the time since ejaculation has occurred can only be 
estimated.  A number of studies have been conducted regarding the persistence of 
spermatozoa in the vagina. References to these studies can be found in Appendix 2.  

 
66  Records 

Nil 
 
 
77  Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 

 Controls are used to test the quality and validity of the staining reagents prior to use. A 
positive control slide should be tested prior to the staining of slides for microscopy, (once 
daily), each time a new batch of Haematoxylin and Eosin solution is prepared and when 
positive control slides are prepared.  
`  

7.1 Creation of H&E control slides 
Collect human semen in a sterile yellow-capped Specimen jar. The tube is to be labelled 
with the following information: 

• Sperm donor number 
• Date and time of collection 

Each new collection of positive control material should be checked with a previously 
accepted batch of stain. 

 
The semen is to be stored within a freezer until required to create H&E positive control 
slides using the following process: 

1. Clean heating block using bleach and 70% ethanol solution. 
2. Clean frosted microscope slides with ethanol and label with white label (H&E Pos 

Ctrl: Sperm donor number; Lot No.).  
3. Spread slides out on heating block to heat before use. 
4. Clean automatic pipette with bleach and 70% ethanol solution. 
5. Using a new filtered pipette tip, add 20µL of the neat semen to 10.0ml nanopure 

water using a clean 10ml tube. Vortex. 
6. Add 20 µL of the diluted semen solution to each slide, put a circle around the 

sample using a black marker pen.  
7. Heat fix the slides on a heating block at 50ºC for approximately 30 minutes. 
8. Store the slides in labelled plastic slide box “Unstained H&E Positive Control Slide 

Storage”, and store the box in Rm 6124.   
 
7.2 Testing and interpretation of control slides 

The following process is used to test, interpret and record control slide results: 
1. Remove a H&E control slide from slide box , label with date, initials, lot number, and 

stain with H&E using the method in Appendix 1. 
2. Dry slide on heating block at 50ºC. 
3. Coverslip slide using Pertex® mounting medium. A small amount of xylene can be 

used to assist with slide mounting. 
4. Examine slide microscopically in Rm 6119 as per section 5.3. 
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5. Completed control slides get transferred to a plastic box labelled H&E Control Slide 
Storage box # 

6. Once a slide box is full of completed positive control slides, write the date range of 
the slides contained within the box on the outside of the box and transfer the box to 
Rm 6106B, ‘Exhibit Room’ for long term storage. 

 
 Acceptance of the reagents is based on the interpretation of the Positive control slide. The 
following criteria must be met before passing the reagent for use: 
 

1. Spermatozoa head stains a deep purplish-blue.  
2. Acrosomal cap stains light pink/clear.  
3. Tail stains pink. 

 
In the event the control slide fails the following process is to be completed: 
 

1. Repeat the staining procedure with a new control slide and assess as above. 
2. If the control slide fails again then discard the in-use stain and then stain a new slide 

using a fresh batch from the stock solutions and assess slide as above. 
3. If the control slide fails then a new batch of stock solutions must be prepared and 

the old solutions discarded, and assess the validity of the reagents as per this 
section. 
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88  Associated Documentation 

QIS: 17185 Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
QIS: 17186 The acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
QIS: 23849 Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 
QIS: 30800 Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA Analysis Unit 
QIS: 33798 Examination of Sexual Cases (Forensic Register) 
QIS: 33800 Examination of Items (Forensic Register) 
QIS: 34103 Receipt, Storage and Preparation of Chemicals, Reagents and Kits in 
Forensic Register 
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Revision Date Author/s Amendments 
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1 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
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3 27 Nov 2002 V Ientile Format updated, manual staining to appendix. 

Removed notes on examination of swabs, 
removed unpublished paper, as work wasn’t 
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4 19 Nov 2003 L Freney Updated references 
5 12 Jul 2006 J Howes/A 

Williamson 
“Reference” put after “Actions”.  

6 05 Aug 2006 J Howes Added in Sexual Assault Investigation 
Flowcharts, examination of SAIK Swabs, 
Photograph or Witness required for ++ (1+) 
sperm and PSA test. 

7 23 Oct 2006 J Howes Reporting results Eg. ++ or 2+ 
8 25 Jun 2007 J Howes Unified grading scale comments. Added 

Crimelite flowchart. 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 
9 13 Mar 2008 QIS2 Migration 

Project 
Headers and Footers changed to new CaSS 
format.  Amended Business references from 
QHSS to FSS, QHPSS to CaSS and QHPS to 
Pathology Queensland 

10 16 July 2010 A Lloyd Removal of Crimelite in scope and the 
Crimelite flowchart. Changed section 2.2 to 
include use of suspensions. Removal of 
section 2.8 – Vaginal Secretions. Changes to 
section 2.10 to remove AP testing on smears 
positive to spermatozoa. Photograph or 
locations required for smear with 1 or 2 sperm 
seen. Clarification of flowchart regarding 
previously screened items by QPS. Changes 
to SAIK flowchart. Removal of animal sperm 
diagrams and insertion of photographs of 
animal sperm.  

11 03 Feb 2011 A Lloyd Amended use of vernier for slides to use of the 
England Finder Graticule. 
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12 31 Oct 2013 A Lloyd 
J Seymour-
Murray 

Removed animal sperm photos. Amended 
workflow charts, changed headings from CASS 
to HSSA. Change H&E solutions and staining, 
add England Finder information. Updated 
some hyperlinks. 

13 03 July 2015 J Seymour-
Murray 

New template, update hyperlinks, some 
formatting updates and minor wording 
changes. 

14 17 February 
2017 

A McNevin Added storage of cell suspensions at 4 oC, 
removed “The” from title, typographical 
corrections, included product name for 
mounting medium,  

15 29 August 
2018 

A McNevin Additional references added; further 
information added to Appendix 2 regarding 
persistence of spermatozoa in oral and anal 
samples; other minor changes reflecting FR 
processes 

16 06 May 2020 N Roselt, A 
McNevin 

Minor updates 

 
1111  Appendices 

1 Appendix 1:  Preparation of H & E Stain and Manual Staining Procedure 
2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa 
3 Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 
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11.1 Appendix 1:  Preparation of H & E Stain and Manual Staining Procedure 
11.1.1 Chemical Hazards 

Eosin (yellowish) 
WARNING: Eosin (yellowish) can cause serious damage to the eyes. Avoid contact, wear 
PPE and eye protection. 
 
Haematoxylin 
WARNING: Haematoxylin: the toxicological properties have not been investigated. Prevent 
contact with skin and eyes. Do not inhale or ingest. Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Sodium iodate (NaIO3) 
WARNING: Sodium iodate causes burns and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Protect 
eyes and skin. 
Wear PPE and eye protection.  
 
Glacial acetic acid 
WARNING: Acetic acid is extremely corrosive and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. 
Protect eyes and skin. Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Pertex Mounting medium 
WARNING: Pertex is irritating to eyes, respiratory system and skin. 
Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Xylene 
WARNING: Flammable. Harmful by inhalation and in contact with skin. Irritating to skin. 
Keep out of direct sunlight 
Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Note: All reagent aliquots shall bear a Chemalert label. These labels are able to be 
downloaded from Chemalert 
 

 Reagent: …. 
 Lot no.:……….. 
 Expiry: …./..../....    Store at:….oC 
 WARNING: ……………… 
Or an individual label printed by the ZebraDesigner software for the Zebra printers. 

  
11.1.2 Preparation of Eosin 

Eosin –Water soluble (CI 45380)  
• Eosin 5.0g 
• Nanopure water 500mL 

 
Procedure 

1. Weigh 5.0g Eosin and add 500mL nanopure water in a flask. 
2. Mix on the magnetic stirrer until completely dissolved. 
3. Label the reagent bottle according to laboratory standards. 

 
11.1.3 Preparation of Haematoxylin 

Haematoxylin (CI 75290)  
• Haematoxylin 2.5g 
• Sodium iodate (NaIO3 ) 0.2g (Must be accurate) 
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• Potassium aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate (KAl(SO4)2.12H2O (potassium alum) 
25.0g  

• Nanopure water 350mL 
• Glycerol 150mL 
• Glacial Acetic acid 10mL 

 
Procedure  

1. Weigh 2.5g Haematoxylin and dissolve in 350mL nanopure water in a flask. Mix on 
the magnetic stirrer. (Haematoxylin must be fully dissolved before adding the other 
reagents) 

2. Weigh 25.0g potassium aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate and add to 
haematoxylin solution, continue stirring.  

3. Weigh 0.2g sodium iodate and add to Haematoxylin solution, continue stirring until 
reagents are dissolved. 

4. Measure 10mL glacial acetic acid and add to haematoxylin solution, continue 
stirring. 

5. Measure 150mL glycerol and add to haematoxylin solution, continue stirring for 5 
minutes. 

6. Filter into a clean dark reagent bottle. (Haematoxylin oxidises) 
7. Label the reagent bottle according to laboratory standards. 
 
 

11.1.4 Register lot details of reagent 
Register lot details using QIS 34103 Receipt, Storage and Preparation of Chemicals, 
Reagents and Kits in Forensic Register. 
 

11.1.5 Manual Staining Procedure 
Staining is performed in the staining fumehood in Rm 6124, main laboratory, Forensic DNA 
Analysis.  
Procedure: 

1. Place slide on staining rack over sink, stain with haematoxylin for five minutes (add 
one volume and let rest)  

2. Wash with nanopure water. 
3. Stain with eosin for one minute.  
4. Wash with nanopure water (quick wash).  
5. Allow to dry on hot plate. 
6. Mount coverslip in Pertex 

 
11.1.6 Staining Quality Controls 

The following quality steps should be implemented: 
• Haematoxylin should be filtered before use as the crystals in solution can result in 

stain deposit on the slides which affects the reading of the slide. (Once a week) 
• Haematoxylin differentiates better if it is matured for 3 to 4 days before use. 
• Eosin should be filtered once a week. 

 
When stored in dark bottles, haematoxylin may keep for up to 12 months and eosin for up 
to 12 months (dependent on control slide result). 
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11.2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa 
The following information is provided to assist with the provision of expert opinion evidence in 
court. 
 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of non-motile spermatozoa in the 
vagina: 

• Up to 24 Hours1  
• Up to 3-4 days2 
• Up to 9 days or 12 days in the cervix, sometimes after menstruation3 
• Up to 3 to 4 days, but may be longer4 

 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of motile spermatozoa in the vagina: 

• The number of motile spermatozoa discernible in the vagina may be normal after one hour 
and markedly decreased after 2 hours; after 3 hours normally no spermatozoa are found.  
Menstruation often prolongs motility in the vagina to as long as 4 hours compared with the 
normal period of 30 to 45 minutes.5 

• Spermatozoa remain motile in the vagina for 2 to 3 hours and in the cervix for 48 to 110 
hours6 

• Normally 10% of the spermatozoa are alive in the vagina at the end of 2 hours post coitum. 
Variations in number and motility depend upon the pH of the vagina and semen, quantity of 
semen deposited, bacteria and flora of the vagina and the time examined post-coitally. The 
author has seen motile spermatozoa in the vaginal pool after 8 hours.7 

• In several cases in which repeated examinations were possible before conception 
occurred, all motility ceased within one hour after intercourse. A fall of motility to 10% within 
30 minutes is compatible with fecundity. On the other hand, spermatozoa may continue to 
move for 3 hours in a normal untreated vagina.8 

• The motility of the spermatozoa in the specimen may give a clue to their length of stay as 
they remain motile from 30 to 60 minutes after deposition in the vagina.9 

 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of spermatozoa in the oral cavity 

• One study shows that the expectation of observing a sperm-positive oral swab is very low 
15 hours post assault, with the longest time period being 27 hours, and no positives at 48 
hours.10  

• Other studies have shown a maximum time of 6 hours11 and 24 hours (with one example of 
>48hours in deceased person with time since intercourse based on time of death)12 

                                                
1 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
2 Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
3 Morrison 1972 Brit. J. Vener. Dis 48 p141 
4Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
5 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
6 Weisman 1941 Spermatozoa and Sterility 
7 Wm.Heinmann Medical Books Ltd 1945 Fertility in Women 
8 Hamish Hamilton Medical Books 1948 Sterility and Impaired Fertility 
9 Gonzales, Vance, Helpern and Umberger 1954 Legal Medicine 
10 Casey et. al. 2016 Journal of Forensic Sciences p1-8  
11 Willott & Allard 1982 Forensic Science International p135-154 
12 Nittis et al 2016 Journal of Forensic and Legal Medicine p92-97 
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Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of spermatozoa in anal and rectal 
swabs 

• One study shows that spermatozoa with tails are rare to find (observed at 4 and 6 hours 
post intercourse) and sperm heads were observed up to 46 hours post intercourse (with 
one example of 65 hours)13  

• Another study indicates sperm can persist for up to 48 hours post intercourse, with the 
longest recorded time period being 85 hours, however it is unlikely that sperm will be 
detected on internal swabs beyond 24 hours.14 

                                                
13 Willott & Allard 1982 Forensic Science International p135-154 
14 Casey et. al. 2016 Journal of Forensic Sciences p1-8 
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11.3  Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 
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11.3.1 England Finder Graticule Use 
Before use ensure stage slide holder is in correct position (slide holder should be in the 
correct position as it is not removed on cleaning but if not-hold with one hand push holder 
back to full extent against the screws, tighten screws while holding and check for correct 
positioning). 

 
1. Place graticule on stage with labelled corner at LHS front and clear edge    

 against back of slide holder  
 
2. Using the 10x objective (and Kohler illumination) – locate co-ordinates   
 
3. Proceed to 40x or 50x objective and adjust focus as required (using oil if applicable). 

Locate co-ordinates and revert back to the 10x objective. 
 
4. Taking care not to alter the position of the fixed stops of the stage, remove 

 the graticule and replace with the slide of interest.  
 
5. Proceed stepwise to 40x or 50x objective (oil or dry as applicable) 
 
6. Adjust focus and locate sperm  
 

NB: If the stage has moved repeat from step 1. 
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Examination for and of Spermatozoa 

1 Purpose 
The presence of spermatozoa is a confirmatory test for the presence of semen. This 
document describes the method by which a scientist performs microscopic examination for 
the presence of spermatozoa which includes the preparation of microscopic slides from 
exhibits, staining of slides and interpretation of the microscopic smears/slides for 
spermatozoa and other cellular material. 

2 Scope 
This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) applies to all scientists performing the 
examination of items for the presence of semen.  

3 Definitions 
In this document, where reference is made to spermatozoa, it refers to human spermatozoa 
unless otherwise specified. 

4 Principle 
The investigation of sexual assault cases may require the testing of exhibits collected as 
part of a forensic medical examination or scene examination for the presence of semen. 
Within the laboratory the detection of spermatozoa confirms the presence of semen. A 
reliable and accurate staining method is essential to aid the examining scientist the ability to 
differentiate between cellular types; most significantly spermatozoa from epithelial, yeast 
and white blood cells. 

Currently the Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stain is adopted for this process. The H&E 
staining method has been used for this purpose within the laboratory for many years. The 
haematoxylin (basic stain) stains the deoxyribonucleic-acid (DNA)/histone rich base of the 
spermatozoa head deep purplish-blue. The eosin (acidic stain) stains the acrosomal cap 
pink and the tail pink if the spermatozoa are intact (N.B. because Forensic DNA Analysis 
uses a water based eosin stain, the acrosomal cap often appears very light pink or clear). 
The use of counterstaining differentiates spermatozoa from most cellular debris.   

Confusion with yeasts, especially monilia, can occur and extreme care must be taken when 
monilial infections such as thrush are suspected. With experience, spermatozoa and yeasts 
can be distinguished by size and/or the presence of cell walls. In addition, yeasts do not 
display the typical biphasic staining that spermatozoa do (refer staining characteristics in 
paragraph above). 

Haematoxylin is a natural dye.  Its active colouring agent is haematin, which is formed by 
the oxidation of haematoxylin. This oxidation process or “ripening” occurs when 

CA-17
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haematoxylin solutions are allowed to stand for several days. However, the process can be 
accelerated with the introduction of an oxidising agent such as sodium iodate. During 
oxidation the haematoxylin loses two atoms of hydrogen, and its formula changes from 
C16H14O6 to C16H12O6. Sufficient haematoxylin should be left unoxidized in the solution so 
that natural oxidation can continue thus prolonging the shelf life and useability of the stain. 
Completely oxidized haematoxylin becomes colourless. As the oxidation process occurs 
when haematoxylin is exposed to light and continues over the life of the solution, 
haematoxylin should be stored in dark bottles until ready for use. Haematoxylin is an 
excellent nuclear stain. Haematin, via the aluminium ion mordant, binds to the anionic sites 
in the nuclei (a mordant is a substance that causes certain staining reactions to take place 
by forming a link between the tissue and the stain). At this stage the nuclei stain red, which 
is then converted to the blue-black colour when the pH is raised (by a weak alkali wash 
such as Scott’s tap water substitute in some H&E staining methods) known as “blueing”. 
 
To avoid stain precipitation on the slide, the haematoxylin solution must be filtered. It should 
be changed immediately if staining quality deteriorates. 
 
Eosin is an acid dye which combines electrostatically with the acidophilic tissue 
components such as cytoplasm (an anionic dye that stains the cationic tissue components).  
Alcoholic and acidified solutions of eosin tend to stain much more vividly than do the 
aqueous solutions.  With water soluble eosin, rinse in water very quickly or else eosin will 
wash out. 

 
 Figure 1 Spermatozoa 
 
 
5 Actions – Staining procedure 
5.1 Slide Staining 

Slides are created by Analytical Scientists and stored to a slide box, this box is tracked to 
the Analytical laboratory. The slide box containing the stored and prepared slides are 
retrieved by Evidence Recovery staff from the extraction sorting hatch and tracked to the 
Evidence Recovery laboratory. Individual slides are then tracked to the Evidence Recovery 
laboratory and the empty slide box is returned to the extraction sorting hatch after 
processing. 
 
Add a Microscopic process from the Exhibit testing table, complete the SubID, SubType 
and the Reagents lot numbers fields in the Forensic Register. 
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 Figure 2 Creating a microscopic process 

 
Microscopic slides are stained using Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E). The method for 
performing manual staining is as per procedure detailed in Appendix 1. 

 
5.2 Microscopic Examination 

 Examine slide using the x40, x50 or x100 objectives. Quantitate the number of whole 
spermatozoa, spermatozoa heads and epithelial cells observed in the “Microscopic” 
process under subsample barcode of the microscopy slide. Do this by appending the pre-
formed text using the following criteria as a guide: 
Table 1 Quantitation criteria 
Quantity Description 
0 None seen 
<1+ Very hard to find * 
1+ Hard to find 
2+ Easy to find 
3+ Very easy to find 
4+ Abundant 

* If less than ten spermatozoa are observed on the whole slide, a quantitation of <1+ must 
be used and for at least one spermatozoa, note the location on the slide with the use of the 
England Finder Graticule (see Appendix 3). 
 
Human spermatozoa are distinguished from non-human mammalian sources by their 
morphology and by their behaviour toward H&E, resulting in a purplish/blue head and light 
pink/clear cap (see Section 5.4). Record whether there are bacteria or yeast present next to 
“Other:” If no bacteria or yeast seen record “N/A”.  
 
The default Magnification: x400 is used when adding the Microscopic process. Edit if 
applicable, e.g. x500. Record the Equipment No. used and select the appropriate radio 
button in the Results of Microscopy Examination field.  
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Figure 3 Recording microscopy findings in Microscopic Process 
 

5.3 Animal Semen 
 Animal spermatozoa are morphologically different to human spermatozoa and react 
differently to staining.  Where suspected spermatozoa are located which are 
morphologically different to human spermatozoa, the examining scientist should consider 
the possible presence of animal spermatozoa. N.B. Forensic DNA Analysis does not 
identify or characterise animal spermatozoa. 

 
5.4 Spermatozoa Interpretation 

 If slides are stained properly spermatozoa should be easily distinguished from epithelial 
cells, cellular debris, fibres etc. Spermatozoa heads can look similar in shape and colour to 
yeasts, however they do have different staining characteristics. If in any doubt consult an 
experienced examiner. 

 
The recovery of semen is dependent on a number of factors but not limited to 

• The amount of spermatozoa in the ejaculate 
• The amount of ejaculate 
• The environment the ejaculate is deposited on 
• Washing 
• Douching 
• Menstruation 
• Efficiency of the sampling process 
• Time between ejaculation and sampling 
• Storage of the samples 
• Natural drainage or degradation of spermatozoa in certain environments 

 
 With respect to the above influences, the time since ejaculation has occurred can only be 
estimated.  A number of studies have been conducted regarding the persistence of 
spermatozoa in the vagina. References to these studies can be found in Appendix 2.  
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6 Records 
 Nil 
 
 
7 Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 

 Controls are used to test the quality and validity of the staining reagents prior to use. A 
positive control slide should be tested and read by a Scientist prior to the staining of slides 
for microscopy, (once daily), each time a new batch of Haematoxylin and Eosin solution is 
received/opened and when positive control slides are prepared.  

 
7.1 Creation of H&E control slides 

 Collect human semen in a sterile yellow-capped Specimen jar. The tube is to be labelled 
with the following information: 

• Sperm donor number 
• Date and time of collection 

Each new collection of positive control material should be checked with a previously 
accepted batch of stain. 

 
The semen is to be stored within a freezer until required to create H&E positive control 
slides using the following process: 

1. Clean heating block using bleach and 70% ethanol solution. 
2. Clean frosted microscope slides with ethanol and label with white label (H&E Pos 

Ctrl: Sperm donor number; Lot No.).  
3. Spread slides out on heating block to heat before use. 
4. Clean automatic pipette with bleach and 70% ethanol solution. 
5. Using a new filtered pipette tip, add 20µL of the neat semen to 10.0ml nanopure 

water using a clean 10ml tube. Vortex. 
6. Add 20 µL of the diluted semen solution to each slide, put a circle around the 

sample using a black marker pen.  
7. Heat fix the slides on a heating block at 50ºC for approximately 30 minutes. 
8. Store the slides in labelled plastic slide box “Unstained H&E Positive Control Slide 

Storage” and store the box in Rm 6124.   
 

7.2 Testing and interpretation of control slides 
 The following process is used to test, interpret and record control slide results: 

1. Remove a H&E control slide from slide box, label with date, initials, and stain with 
H&E using the method in Appendix 1. 

2. Dry slide on heating block at 50ºC. 
3. Coverslip slide using Pertex® mounting medium. A small amount of xylene can be 

used to assist with slide mounting. 
4. A scientist must examine and pass or fail control slides microscopically before 

processing exhibit slides can occur. 
5. Completed control slides get transferred to a plastic box labelled H&E Control Slide 

Storage box # 
6. Once a slide box is full of completed positive control slides, write the date range of 

the slides contained within the box on the outside of the box and transfer the box to 
Rm 6106B, ‘Exhibit Room’ for long term storage. 
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 Acceptance of the reagents is based on the interpretation of the Positive control slide. The 
following criteria must be met before passing the reagent for use: 
 

1. Spermatozoa head stains a deep purplish-blue.  
2. Acrosomal cap stains light pink/clear.  
3. Tail stains pink. 

 
In the event the control slide fails the following process is to be completed: 
 

1. Repeat the staining procedure with a new control slide and assess as above. 
2. If the control slide fails again then discard the in-use stain and then stain a new slide 

using a fresh batch from the stock solutions and assess slide as above. 
 
 
8 Associated Documentation 

QIS: 17185 Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
QIS: 17186 The Acid Phosphatase screening test for seminal stains 
QIS: 23849 Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 

 QIS: 25747 Use and routine care of compound optical and stereo microscopes 
QIS: 30800 Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA Analysis 
QIS: 33798 Examination of Sexual Cases  
QIS: 33800 Examination of Items  
QIS: 34103 Receipt, Storage and Preparation of Chemicals, Reagents and Kits in 

Forensic Register  
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10 Amendment History 
Revision Date Author/s Amendments 
0 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
1 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
2 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
3 27 Nov 2002 V Ientile Format updated, manual staining to appendix. 

Removed notes on examination of swabs, 
removed unpublished paper, as work wasn’t 
completed. 

4 19 Nov 2003 L Freney Updated references 
5 12 Jul 2006 J Howes/A 

Williamson 
“Reference” put after “Actions”.  

6 05 Aug 2006 J Howes Added in Sexual Assault Investigation 
Flowcharts, examination of SAIK Swabs, 
Photograph or Witness required for ++ (1+) 
sperm and PSA test. 

7 23 Oct 2006 J Howes Reporting results Eg. ++ or 2+ 
8 25 Jun 2007 J Howes Unified grading scale comments. Added 

Crimelite flowchart. 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 
9 13 Mar 2008 QIS2 Migration 

Project 
Headers and Footers changed to new CaSS 
format.  Amended Business references from 
QHSS to FSS, QHPSS to CaSS and QHPS to 
Pathology Queensland 

10 16 July 2010 A Lloyd Removal of Crimelite in scope and the 
Crimelite flowchart. Changed section 2.2 to 
include use of suspensions. Removal of 
section 2.8 – Vaginal Secretions. Changes to 
section 2.10 to remove AP testing on smears 
positive to spermatozoa. Photograph or 
locations required for smear with 1 or 2 sperm 
seen. Clarification of flowchart regarding 
previously screened items by QPS. Changes 
to SAIK flowchart. Removal of animal sperm 
diagrams and insertion of photographs of 
animal sperm.  

11 03 Feb 2011 A Lloyd Amended use of vernier for slides to use of the 
England Finder Graticule. 

12 31 Oct 2013 A Lloyd 
J Seymour-
Murray 

Removed animal sperm photos. Amended 
workflow charts, changed headings from CASS 
to HSSA. Change H&E solutions and staining, 
add England Finder information. Updated 
some hyperlinks. 

13 03 July 2015 J Seymour-
Murray 

New template, update hyperlinks, some 
formatting updates and minor wording 
changes. 

14 17 February 
2017 

A McNevin Added storage of cell suspensions at 4 oC, 
removed “The” from title, typographical 
corrections, included product name for 
mounting medium,  

15 29 August 
2018 

A McNevin Additional references added; further 
information added to Appendix 2 regarding 
persistence of spermatozoa in oral and anal 
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samples; other minor changes reflecting FR 
processes 

16 06 May 2020 N Roselt, A 
McNevin 

Minor updates 

17 01 December 
2021 

C Chang New Template. Added QIS:25747 hyperlink. 
Formatting updates. Updated document to 
reflect current processes. 

 
 
11 Appendices 

1  Appendix 1: H & E Manual Staining Procedure 
2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa 
3 Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 
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11.1 Appendix 1:  H & E Manual Staining Procedure 
11.1.1 Chemical Hazards 

Pertex Mounting medium 
WARNING: Pertex is irritating to eyes, respiratory system and skin. 
Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 

11.1.2 Manual Staining Procedure 
Staining is performed in the staining fumehood in Rm 6124, Evidence Recovery laboratory, 
Forensic DNA Analysis.  
Procedure: 

1. Place slide on staining rack over sink, stain with haematoxylin for five minutes (add 
one volume and let rest)  

2. Wash with nanopure water. 
3. Stain with eosin for one minute.  
4. Wash with nanopure water (quick wash).  
5. Allow to dry on hot plate. 
6. Mount coverslip in Pertex 

 
11.1.3 Staining Quality Controls 

The following quality steps should be implemented: 
• Haematoxylin should be filtered before use as the crystals in solution can result in 

stain deposit on the slides which affects the reading of the slide. (Once a month) 
Filtering should also occur when refilling the Schott bottle from the stock solution. 
Eosin does not require filtering. 

 
Commercial haematoxylin and eosin have expiry dates which are added to the reagent’s 
registration page  
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11.2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa 
The following information is provided to assist with the provision of expert opinion evidence in 
court. 
 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of non-motile spermatozoa in the 
vagina: 

• Up to 24 Hours1  
• Up to 3-4 days2 
• Up to 9 days or 12 days in the cervix, sometimes after menstruation3 
• Up to 3 to 4 days, but may be longer4 

 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of motile spermatozoa in the vagina: 

• The number of motile spermatozoa discernible in the vagina may be normal after one hour 
and markedly decreased after 2 hours; after 3 hours normally no spermatozoa are found.  
Menstruation often prolongs motility in the vagina to as long as 4 hours compared with the 
normal period of 30 to 45 minutes.5 

• Spermatozoa remain motile in the vagina for 2 to 3 hours and in the cervix for 48 to 110 
hours6 

• Normally 10% of the spermatozoa are alive in the vagina at the end of 2 hours post coitum. 
Variations in number and motility depend upon the pH of the vagina and semen, quantity of 
semen deposited, bacteria and flora of the vagina and the time examined post-coitally. The 
author has seen motile spermatozoa in the vaginal pool after 8 hours.7 

• In several cases in which repeated examinations were possible before conception 
occurred, all motility ceased within one hour after intercourse. A fall of motility to 10% within 
30 minutes is compatible with fecundity. On the other hand, spermatozoa may continue to 
move for 3 hours in a normal untreated vagina.8 

• The motility of the spermatozoa in the specimen may give a clue to their length of stay as 
they remain motile from 30 to 60 minutes after deposition in the vagina.9 

 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of spermatozoa in the oral cavity 

• One study shows that the expectation of observing a sperm-positive oral swab is very low 
15 hours post assault, with the longest time period being 27 hours, and no positives at 48 
hours.10  

• Other studies have shown a maximum time of 6 hours11 and 24 hours (with one example of 
>48hours in deceased person with time since intercourse based on time of death).12 

  

                                                
1 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
2 Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
3 Morrison 1972 Brit. J. Vener. Dis 48 p141 
4Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
5 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
6 Weisman 1941 Spermatozoa and Sterility 
7 Wm.Heinmann Medical Books Ltd 1945 Fertility in Women 
8 Hamish Hamilton Medical Books 1948 Sterility and Impaired Fertility 
9 Gonzales, Vance, Helpern and Umberger 1954 Legal Medicine 
10 Casey et. al. 2016 Journal of Forensic Sciences p1-8  
11 Willott & Allard 1982 Forensic Science International p135-154 
12 Nittis et al 2016 Journal of Forensic and Legal Medicine p92-97 
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Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of spermatozoa in anal and rectal 
swabs. 

• One study shows that spermatozoa with tails are rare to find (observed at 4 and 6 hours 
post intercourse) and sperm heads were observed up to 46 hours post intercourse (with 
one example of 65 hours).13  

• Another study indicates sperm can persist for up to 48 hours post intercourse, with the 
longest recorded time period being 85 hours, however it is unlikely that sperm will be 
detected on internal swabs beyond 24 hours.14 

  

                                                
13 Willott & Allard 1982 Forensic Science International p135-154 
14 Casey et. al. 2016 Journal of Forensic Sciences p1-8 
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11.3 Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 
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11.3.1 England Finder Graticule Use 
Before use ensure stage slide holder is in correct position (slide holder should be in the 
correct position as it is not removed on cleaning but if not-hold with one hand push holder 
back to full extent against the screws, tighten screws while holding and check for correct 
positioning). 

 
1. Place graticule on stage with labelled corner at LHS front and clear edge    

 against back of slide holder  
 
2. Using the 10x objective (and Kohler illumination) – locate co-ordinates   
 
3. Proceed to 40x or 50x objective and adjust focus as required (using oil if applicable). 

Locate co-ordinates and revert back to the 10x objective. 
 
4. Taking care not to alter the position of the fixed stops of the stage, remove 

 the graticule and replace with the slide of interest.  
 
5. Proceed stepwise to 40x or 50x objective (oil or dry as applicable) 
 
6. Adjust focus and locate sperm  
 

NB: If the stage has moved repeat from step 1. 
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MINUTES 
Forensic DNA Analysis – Management Team Meeting 
Date: 12 May 2016 
Time: 9.30am – 11.45am 
Venue: FSS CR611 

1. Present

Allan McNevin (ARM) 
Amanda Reeves (AJR) 
Cathie Allen (CJA) 

Kylie Rika (KDR)  
Kerry-Anne Lancaster (KAL) 
Luke Ryan (LBR) 

Kirsten Scott (KDS) Sharon Johnstone (SMJ) 
Justin Howes (JAH) Wendy Harmer (WAH) 

2. Apologies –
3. Guests – Nil

Agenda items 

Item Topic 

1.0 Confirmation of previous minutes - SMJ 

2.0 Conflicts of Interest - Nil 

3.0 Action Register – See below 

4.0 Standing items 
4.1 Workplace Health & Safety Issues – 
Annual safety audit of lab space to be done – allocated to a staff member on campus to 
complete. 
Vicky has completed a risk assessment of the freezer area – will be loaded to QIS soon.  
Details within the risk assessment. 

4.2 Analytical Issues of Note - LBR 
7500B has dye calibrations completed, 7500A to be done this morning. 
Hamilton instruments have been purchased and soon to be delivered to campus. 
No update on mastermix separation issue – other than LBR’s email sent during this week. 
No comment back yet from PP21 BSAG labs. 

4.3 AUSLAB Working Party Update – KDS 
A request for change regarding QIASymphony will need to be submitted (Quant Report 
Analyser Mask work). 

CA-18
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4.4 Project Updates 
 
Project #152 – Y-Filer Plus – LBR.  
No update from last meeting. 
 
Project #168 – Validation of QIAsymphony – LBR 
Running some final AS integrated runs (ie overnight & different temps).  Report anticipated 
to be completed in the next week.  Training in the next few weeks. 
 
Project #170 – Reassessment of in-house stutter thresholds and stutter file used in 
STRmix – JAH.  
Linked with v2.4 of STRmix.  AAP and EJC looking for samples that can be re-used for 
v2.4.  Need to coordinate any changes with implementation with v2.4 being brought online. 
 
Project #171 Verification of the Internal Lane Standard from CC5 to WEN (Promega) – 
LBR 
Presentation and discussion ensued.  LBR to send out an email with clarifying email and a 
voting question to respond to. 
 
Project #172 – Phadebas testing from suspension in ERT – ARM 
Report has been provided to Management Team for review.  ARM would like to investigate 
the way that suspensions are made, so this project will be placed on hold until this has 
been completed.  ACTION: ARM to look at the way in which suspensions are made. 
 
Projects on-hold 
Project #146 – GlobalFiler - LBR 
On hold until new size standard has been completed (17.03.2016) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.0 
 
 
 

New business 
5.1  LOD and LOR 3130xl PP21 WEN (LBR)   
As above.  Presentation saved here: G:\ForBiol\DNA Analysis Team Meetings\DNA 
Analysis Management Team\2016\Jan - Jun 
 
 
5.2 HR – part day absences (time claimed) (CJA) 
Please ask team members to ensure their leave taken is to the 15min, 30mins, 45mins or 
the hour as this requires resources to check on. 
 
5.3 OQI 41850 re: Link not being associated and reported (SMJ) 
Link #12541 was found in 2012, however not placed into Auslab and reported to QPS.  
QPS have been notified.  This was found due to the daily audit which was put in place after 
the last incident was found.  Link was crime scene to crime scene, and when updated 
recently it was to add a Person Sample and audit discovered the missing crime scene 
profile – refer to OQI for detail. 
 
5.4 Sperm seen on Diff Lysis extraction slide vs ER suspension slide – ARM 
This has been raised as a potential issue.  First step to look at this is to compare a number 
of Diff Lysis extraction slides against ER suspension slide to see if the trend shows that 
more are seen on the extraction slides as a norm.  This first step project is being monitored 
by ARM and KDS. 
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6.0 New business – for noting 
Nil 

 

 
Next Meeting 
Date:  26 May 2016, 9.30am  
Venue: CR611 

 
ACTION REGISTER 
 
Minutes  
Reference 

Item  
Number 

Subject Action Action 
Officer 

Status 

14/04/2016 5.2 Validation 
Baseline Methods 

To be prepared - one page on 
software, benefits, costs, if 
more than 1 product etc.  
Once software has been 
looked at, then this will affect 
the SOP to be created – 
Found STR-validator program 
(G:\ForBiol\DNA Analysis 
Team Meetings\DNA Analysis 
Management Team\2016\Jan 
– Jun) – SMJ to complete a 
project initiation document  

SMJ Closed 

29/04/2016 4.1 Change in access 
for retrieving liquid 
nitrogen 

Add a comment to the SOP KDS Closed 
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1 Purpose and scope 
This method describes the routine method for the extraction of DNA using the Maxwell® 

FSC DNA IQ™ Casework kit (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA) and the Maxwell® FSC 
instrument from varying substrates.  
 
This method applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff members who are required to 
extract DNA from reference and casework samples.  
 
Reference samples and casework samples must be extracted separately. If casework and 
reference samples are to be extracted on the same instrument, the instrument (including all 
required lab-ware) must be decontaminated between operations. 
 

 
2 Definitions 

DTT   1,4 Dithiothreitol 
 
Extracts  Samples that have undergone DNA extraction 
 
FR   Forensic Register  
 
Lysates  Samples that have undergone pre-lysis but not DNA extraction 
 
Paramagnetic  Becomes magnetic with the application of a magnetic force 
 
Pro K   Proteinase K  
 
Samples  Sample substrates in tubes awaiting a DNA extraction process 
 
Maxwell® FSC Maxwell Forensic Sample Concentrator - Instrument that is 

specifically designed for optimal extraction of DNA from forensic 
casework and reference samples. 

 
Sarcosyl  N-Lauroylsarcosine 
 

 TNE   Tris, NaCl and EDTA buffer 
 
 
3 Principle 

The Maxwell® FSC DNA IQ™ Casework kit (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA) is 
designed to purify DNA from a number of different substrates and has been optimised for 
trace DNA samples. In-house verifications have been performed using the Maxwell® FSC 
DNA IQ™ Casework kit for Maxwell® FSC.  
 

3.1 Pre-Lysis 
Samples must undergo a pre-extraction lysis step before processing with the Maxwell® FSC 
DNA IQ™ Casework kit for Maxwell® FSC instrument. 
 
The Extraction Buffer used for the pre-lysis of cellular material contains Pro K (Proteinase 
K), TNE buffer (Tris, NaCl, EDTA, pH 8.0) and Sarcosyl (N-Lauroylsarcosine sodium). DTT 
(1, 4 Dithiothreitol) is also used in the Extraction Buffer for Maxwell extractions but not for 
Differential Lysis extractions.  
 
TNE acts as a basic buffer with EDTA chelating ions in solution.  
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Sarcosyl is a detergent that releases cellular material from the substrate.  
 
Pro K is an enzyme from the fungus Engyodontium album (formerly Tritirachium album). As 
a highly active endopeptidase, it cleaves peptide bonds adjacent to the carboxyl group of N-
substituted (blocked alpha amino) hydrophobic, aliphatic and aromatic amino acids. Pro K 
is added to the Extraction Buffer to digest cellular material, helping the DNA to be released. 
It also digests proteins that interfere with the DNA binding capacity of the resin. In addition, 
Pro K rapidly inactivates enzymatic activity that could potentially degrade DNA (e.g. 
nucleases).  
 
DTT is a reducing agent used in the Extraction Buffer for Maxwell extractions to break 
protein disulfide bonds. In the Differential Lysis procedure, DTT is not used in the Extraction 
Buffer because it digests sperm cells. Instead, DTT is added to the Lysis Buffer for 
Differential Lysis extractions. 
 
The Lysis Buffer is a proprietary buffer containing chaotropic salts required for binding of 
DNA to the magnetic beads. According to the MSDS (Promega Corporation 2006), the 
Lysis Buffer contains 50-75 % guanidinium thiocyanate, < 2.5 % EDTA, < 2 % 3-[(3-
Choalamidopropryl) dimethylammonio] propanesulfonic and < 2 % polyethylene glycol tert-
octylphenyl ether. 

 
3.2 DNA IQ™ Casework Kit Chemistry 

The basis of the DNA IQ™ System is the magnetic bead resin which contains novel 
paramagnetic particles covered with silica. The resin has a negative charge at basic and 
near neutral pH, however the Lysis Buffer changes the solution pH and salt concentration 
and the silica on the magnetic beads becomes positively charged, which is then able to 
bind the DNA. Proteinase K is added to enable more cells to be digested so that more DNA 
is released to be bound to the resin beads. The amount of DNA bound is limited by the 
maximum binding capacity of the resin which is approximately 100 ng. Samples with small 
amounts of DNA are more efficient than samples with large amounts of DNA, and as a 
result a small sample size is critical to ensure efficient recovery of DNA.   

 
Inhibitors are removed from the DNA through several washing steps. The first washing step 
is performed using Lysis Buffer to ensure the DNA is bound to the magnetic bead resin and 
to wash out inhibitors. The next three washing steps incorporate the use of DNA IQ™ Wash 
Buffer. This buffer contains an alcohol/aqueous mixture which dehydrates the DNA to 
ensure it is not eluted during washing, while the aqueous phase washes out inhibitors.  
 
The DNA IQ™ Elution Buffer changes the salt content which, in conjunction with heating to 
65 ºC, allows the DNA to be released from the magnetic beads. The Elution Buffer is a low 
ionic strength buffer that reduces the affinity of the DNA for the silica that covers the 
magnetic beads, by re-hydration of the phosphate backbone. To prevent PCR inhibition 
caused by the presence of very small DNA fragments within extracts the DNA IQ™ System 
selectively isolates DNA fragments greater than 80 bp. 

 
3.3 Maxwell® FSC Automated DNA Purification 

The Maxwell® FSC instruments uses the DNA IQ™ Casework kit which consists of single-
use, pre-filled reagent cartridges (see Figure 1) and elutes the purified DNA in small 
volumes. It is a magnetic-particle-handling instrument that efficiently transports and mixes 
the DNA IQ™ Resin with the pre-dispensed purification reagents during processing. This 
paramagnetic particle-based methodology avoids common problems such as clogged tips 
or partial transfer of reagents that may lead to suboptimal purification of the DNA sample. 
The instrument is configured and specifically designed for optimal DNA extraction from 
forensic casework and reference samples.  
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 Figure 1 Reagent well locations along the DNA™IQ Casework Pro Kit cartridge. 
 
 
4 Safety 

QIS 28363 Risk Assessment – DNA Extraction Using the Maxwell®16 DNA IQ™ Casework 
Pro Kit 
 
As per QIS 22857 Anti-Contamination Procedure, PPE is to be worn by all staff when 
performing this procedure. This includes the use of safety glasses. 
 
The Maxwell® FSC instruments should be wiped with 70 % v/v Ethanol only before and 
after use. The work area around the instrument and any other associated equipment should 
be wiped with 5 % v/v TriGene™ or 0.5 % w/v bleach followed by 70% v/v ethanol before 
and after use.  

 
If it is necessary to open the door press the Run/Stop button to pause the program. If the 
run is abandoned prior to completion the instrument will release the resin within the current 
well and eject the plungers into well 8 of the cartridges. The sample DNA will remain bound 
to the resin within the solution and may be recovered by re-starting the extraction 
procedure. 

 
Warning: Lysis Buffer is toxic and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. It can cause 
burns when in contact with skin. 
 
Warning: Tris base, EDTA, Sarcosyl and Lysis Buffer are irritants.  
 
Warning: DTT is a reducing agent that cleaves disulfide bonds. 
 
Lysis Buffer is toxic and contains guanidinium thiocyanate. Never dispose down the sink. If 
spillage occurs, absorb with liquid-binding material (such as sand or kitty litter) and discard 
into a biohazard bin.  
 
If Lysis Buffer is combined with bleach, the reaction produces cyanide gas. Do not combine 
bleach with Lysis Buffer and do not use bleach to clean areas of Lysis Buffer spillage.  
 
Handle Lysis Buffer carefully and wear appropriate PPE, including safety glasses. If Lysis 
Buffer is spilt onto PPE (e.g. gloves, gowns), immediately discard and replace with fresh 
PPE. 
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5 Records 
All verifications, preventative maintenance and component replacements performed by staff 
or a Promega service technician are recorded in FR under the Equipment Record. 

 
 
6 Reagents, Equipment and Consumables 
6.1 Reagents 

Table 1 outlines all the reagents and their storage locations required for DNA IQ™ 
Extraction using Maxwell® FSC. 
 

 Table 1 Reagent storage room and location. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
6.1.1 Extraction Buffer for Maxwell Extractions 

Prepare fresh reagents in the biosafety cabinet in room 3188.  Reagents can be made up 
to a few hours before commencing the pre-lysis procedure. 

 
1. Determine the required volumes of reagents by referring to Appendix A (Section 14.1) 

Table 7. 
 

2. Remove the required amount of 1M DTT from the freezer and thaw. Vortex and 
centrifuge before use. 

 
3. Obtain an in-use 10 mL bottle of 20 mg/mL Pro K from the fridge and gently agitate. 

 
4. Ensure that the 40 % (w/v) Sarcosyl is completely dissolved and appears clear in the 

stock solution. If not dissolved, invert the container a few times and leave at room 
temperature. 

 
5. Aliquot the volume of TNE buffer required into a 10 mL screw-cap tube. 

 
6. Add the appropriate volumes of 20 mg/mL Pro K, 1M DTT and 40 % (w/v) Sarcosyl to 

the TNE buffer and invert gently to mix. 
 

7. Label with “Extraction Buffer”, initials and date. 
 
6.1.2 Extraction Buffer for Retain Supernatant Maxwell Extractions 

Prepare fresh reagents in the biosafety cabinet in room 3188.  Reagents can be made up 
to a few hours before commencing the pre-lysis procedure. 

 
 

Reagent Room Location 
DNA IQ™ Elution Buffer 3188  In-use tray or shelf 
DNA IQ™ Lysis Buffer 3188  In-use tray or shelf 
DNA IQ™ Maxwell® FSC Cartridges 3188  In-use tray or shelf 
1,4 Dithiothreitol (DTT) 1M 3188  Freezer 
70 % v/v Ethanol 3188, 3189 Sink or bench 
0.5 % w/v Bleach 3188, 3189 Sink or bench 
Nanopure water 3188, 3189 Sink 
40 % w/v Sarcosyl 3188  In-use tray or shelf 
Proteinase K (Pro K) 20 mg/mL 3188  Fridge 
TNE 3188  In-use tray or shelf 
5 % v/v Trigene Advance 3188, 3189 Sink or bench 
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Note: Separate aliquots of TNE, Pro K, DTT and Sarcosyl need to be prepared. 
Pro K, DTT and Sarcosyl, are to be used for steps AFTER the supernatant has been 
removed from the sample. 
 
1. Determine the required volumes of reagents by referring to Appendix A (Section 14.1) 

Table 8.  
 

2. Remove the required amount of 1,4 Dithiothreitol (DTT) from the freezer and thaw. 
Vortex and centrifuge before use. 

 
3. Obtain an in-use 10 mL bottle of 20 mg/mL Pro K from the fridge and gently agitate. 

 
4. Ensure that the 40 % (w/v) Sarcosyl is completely dissolved and appears clear in the 

stock solution. If not dissolved, invert the container a few times and leave at room 
temperature. 

 
5. Aliquot the required amount of TNE buffer into a 10 mL tube (for initial addition to 

substrate), label with “TNE Buffer”, initials and date. 
 

6. Aliquot the required amount of Sarcosyl (for addition to substrate after supernatant 
removal) into a 1.5 mL tube, label with “Sarcosyl”, initials and date. 

 
7. Aliquot the required amount of 20 mg/mL Pro K (for addition to substrate after 

supernatant removal) into a 1.5 mL tube, label with “Pro K”, initials and date. 
 

8. Aliquot the required amount of 1,4 Dithiothreitol (DTT) (for addition to substrate after 
supernatant removal) into a 1.5 mL tube, label with “DTT”, initials and date. 

 
6.1.3 Extraction Buffer for Differential Lysis Extractions 

Prepare fresh reagents in the biosafety cabinet in room 3188.  Reagents can be made up 
to a few hours before commencing the pre-lysis procedure.   

 
1. Determine the required volumes of reagents by referring to Appendix A (Section 14.1) 

Table 9. 
 

2. Obtain an in-use 10mL bottle of 20 mg/mL Pro K from the fridge and gently agitate. 
 

3. Ensure that the 40 % (w/v) Sarcosyl is completely dissolved and appears clear in the 
stock solution. If not dissolved, invert the container a few times and leave at room 
temperature. 

 
4. Aliquot the volume of TNE buffer required into a 50 mL screw-cap tube. 

 
5. Add the appropriate volumes of 20 mg/mL Pro K and 40 % (w/v) Sarcosyl to the TNE 

buffer and invert gently to mix. 
 

6. Label with “Extraction Buffer”, initials and date. 
 
6.1.4 Extraction Buffers for Retain Supernatant Differential Lysis Extraction 

Prepare fresh reagents in the biosafety cabinet in room 3188.  Reagents can be made up to 
a few hours before commencing the pre-lysis procedure.   
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Note: Additional to the Extraction Buffer (for wash steps), separate aliquots of TNE, Pro K 
and Sarcosyl need to be prepared. The Extraction Buffer is prepared by combining TNE, 
Pro K and Sarcosyl, and is only to be used for wash steps AFTER the supernatant has 
been removed from the sample. 
 
1. Determine the required volumes of reagents by referring to Appendix A (Section 14.1) 

Table 10.  
 

2. Obtain an in-use 10 mL bottle of 20 mg/mL Pro K from the fridge and gently agitate. 
 

3. Ensure that the 40 % (w/v) Sarcosyl is completely dissolved and appears clear in the 
stock solution. If not dissolved, invert the container a few times and leave at room 
temperature. 

 
Note: Prepare reagents for the retain part of the procedure. 

 
4. Aliquot the required amount of TNE buffer into a 10 mL tube (for initial addition to 

substrate), label with “TNE Buffer”, initials and date. 
 

5. Aliquot the required amount of Pro K (for addition to substrate after supernatant 
removal) into a 1.5 mL tube, label with “Pro K”, initials and date. 

 
6. Aliquot the required amount of Sarcosyl (for addition to substrate after supernatant 

removal) into a 1.5 mL tube, label with “Sarcosyl”, initials and date. 
 

Note: Prepare Extraction Buffer for the wash steps of the procedure. 
 
7. Add the required volume of TNE buffer to a 50 mL tube (Extraction Buffer for wash 

steps). 
 

8. Add the required volume of Pro K  to the TNE (Extraction Buffer for wash steps) to the 
50 mL tube containing TNE and Sarcosyl,  

 
9. Add the required volume of Sarcosyl to the TNE and Pro K (Extraction Buffer for wash 

steps) and label with “Extraction Buffer – Wash”, initials and date.  
 
6.1.5 Lysis Buffer for Maxwell Extractions and Retain Supernatant Extractions 

Note: Lysis Buffer is supplied with the DNA IQ™ Casework Kit and is stored in the clean 
room (3188). It must be aliquoted into a new tube and not used directly from the stock 
solution. 

 
1. Determine the required volumes of reagents by referring to Appendix A (Section 14.1) 

Tables 7 & 8. 
 

2. Aliquot the amount of Lysis Buffer required into a 5 mL tube. 
 

3. Label with “Lysis Buffer”, initials and date. 
 
6.1.6 Lysis Buffer for Differential Lysis and Retain Supernatant Differential Lysis Extractions 

Note: Lysis Buffer is supplied with the DNA IQ™ Casework kit and is stored in the clean 
room (3188). It must be aliquoted into a new tube and not used directly from the stock 
solution. 

 
1. Determine the required volumes of reagents by referring to Appendix A (Section 14.1) 

Tables 9 & 10. 
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2. Remove the required amount of 1M DTT from the freezer and thaw. Vortex and 

centrifuge before use. 
 

3. Aliquot the required volume of Lysis Buffer required into a 15 ml tube. 
 

4. Add the appropriate volume of 1M DTT to the Lysis Buffer and swirl gently to mix. 
 

5. Label with “Lysis Buffer and DTT”, initials and date. 
 
6.1.7 Elution Buffer for Maxwell, Retain Supernatant Maxwell, Differential Lysis and Retain 

Supernatant Differential Lysis Extractions 
Note: Elution Buffer is supplied with the DNA IQ™ Casework kit and is stored in the clean 
room (3188). It must be aliquoted into a new tube and not used directly from the stock 
solution. 

 
1. Determine the required volume of reagent by referring to the relevant Table in Appendix 

A (Section 14.1). 
 

2. Aliquot the amount of Elution Buffer required into a 2 mL tube for Maxwell extraction 
batches or a 5 mL tube for Differential Lysis extraction batches. 

 
3. Label with “Elution Buffer”, initials and date. 

 
6.2 Equipment  

Table 2 outlines the equipment and their locations required for DNA IQ™ Extraction using 
Maxwell® FSC. 
 

 Table 2 Location of required equipment. 
Equipment Location 
Fridge 3189 
Freezers 3189 / 3190 
Biological safety cabinet class II x 4 3188 x 1, 3189 x 4 
96 well tube racks 3189 
Vortex x 4 3189 
Hot block x 2 3191 
Centrifuge x 4 3189 
Mini/Micro centrifuges x 4 3189 
Pipettes 100 – 1000 µL 3188 / 3189 
Pipettes 20 – 200 µL 3188 / 3189 
Pipettes 5 – 50 µL 3189 
Pipettes 1 – 10 µL 3189 
Thermomixer x 7 3191 
Maxwell® FSC Instrument x 2 3189 

 
6.3 Consumables  

Table 3 outlines the consumables and their locations required for DNA IQ™ Extraction 
using Maxwell® FSC. 
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 Table 3 Location of required consumables. 
Consumables Location 
Spin baskets and 2 mL collection tubes 3189 
1.5 mL and 2 mL tubes 3188 / 3189 
Nunc™ tubes 3189 
Nunc™ caps 3189 / 3194 
5 mL, 10 mL, 15 mL and 50 mL sterile tubes 3188 
Sharps bins 3189 
10 µL, 20 µL and 50 µL pipette tips 3189 
300 µL, and 1000 µL pipette tips 3188 / 3189 
Inoculation sticks 3189 
Glass slides 3189 
Elution tubes 3189 
Maxwell® FSC plungers 3189 

 
 Additional consumables can be found in the store room (3184). 
 
6.4 Entering Reagents, Equipment, Consumables and Locations into FR 

1. Access the batch according to QIS 34034 Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure. 
 

2. Click the Edit/Update Batch  icon. 
 

3. Using the relevant dropdown menu select the correct consumables and reagents. 
 

4. Scan the equipment and location barcodes into the required fields (Figure 2). 
 

 
 Figure 2 Entering batch details. 
 

5. Click the Batch Prepared check box and the On Instrument check box when 
appropriate (Figure 3). 

 

 
 Figure 3 Batch Prepared and On Instrument Check Boxes. 
 

6. Click the Save Batch  icon. 
 

Note: Fields should be filled out contemporaneously while processing the batch. 
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7 Sample Location and Batch Preparation 
7.1 Workflow Diary 

The Workflow Diary in FR is used to request and allocate Maxwell extraction batches for 
creation and location of samples. 

 
7.2 Batch Creation 

Create extraction batches according to QIS 34034 Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow 
Procedure. 

 
7.3 QC Samples  

One negative control and one positive control will be registered automatically by FR when 
creating Maxwell extraction batches according to QIS 34034 Forensic DNA Analysis 
Workflow Procedure. 

 
7.4 Sample Location and Locating Samples 

Samples waiting to be extracted are stored as described in Table 4. 
 

 Table 4 Sample storage locations. 
Sample type Storage Device  Storage Location 
Urgent/High/Medium Priority 
Samples Freezer 3190 or Block 6 walk-in 

freezer* 
Pre-lysed samples Room Temperature 3189 

* Some medium and low priority storage boxes are located within the Exhibit Room (6106) 
in Block 6 
 
Locate samples according to QIS 34034 Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure. 

  
7.5 Analytical Notes 

1. Access the batch according to QIS 34034 Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure. 
 

2. On the batch Exhibit Analysis page, if any samples are coloured half orange, hover the 
cursor over it to check for analytical notes that request for specific processing comments 
(e.g. Extract and hold) (Figure 4).  

 

 
 Figure 4 Checking for analytical notes. 
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7.6 Creating and Printing Sample Labels 
1. Access the batch according to QIS 34034 Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure. 

 
2. Click the Subsamples  icon to create additional barcodes for samples and positive 

extraction controls requiring a spin basket label (substrates that need to be stored 
permanently in spin basket storage & substrates that need to be retained for 1 month in 
discard storage).  Refer to Table 5 for subsample labels required for each type of 
extraction batch. 

 
Note: Substrates that require a spin basket include absorbant substrates such as swabs 
and fabric. Substrates that do not require a spin basket are: tapelifts, chewing gum, straws, 
fingernail clippings/scrapings and toothbrush bristles.  Small absorbant substrates such as 
paper and cigarette butt papers can be spun in spin baskets at the operators discretion. 

 
 Table 5 Subsample labels required for Maxwell batches. 

Method SPIN SUPNAT EFRAC SLIDE DILN 
Maxwell IQ Yes No No No No 

Retain Supernatant Maxwell Yes Yes No No No 
Differential Lysis Yes No Yes Yes No 

Retain Supernatant Differential Lysis Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
 

3. For samples not requiring substrate storage (e.g. negative controls or hair), uncheck 
the corresponding SPIN box (Figure 5). 
 

 
 Figure 5 Creating substrate storage barcodes. 
 

4. For positive controls not requiring supernatant storage uncheck the corresponding 
SUPNAT box (this is only for Retain Supernatant batches). 

 
5. Click Create Subsamples  icon. 

 
Note: Once subsamples have been created and saved, this option is no longer available for 
the batch. 
 

6. Click the Batch Labels  icon to display the sample labels.  Print the labels to the 
designated label printer. 
 

7. If there are samples with analytical notes indicating supernatant testing other than 
Phadebas (eg: lubricants) is required, print more labels with the original barcode- these 
will be for anything that would usually be discarded such as washes in a Differential 
Lysis extraction. All empty tubes are to be kept for further testing as well. 
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7.7 Sequence Checking 
1. Perform a sequence check of all tubes for the batch by clicking the Sequence Check & 

Lock  icon. 
 

2. Scan all tubes in the order they are positioned in the rack corresponding with the FR 
plate map. The parent barcode must be the first barcode scanned. 

 
Note: If a barcode is scanned incorrectly during the sequence check an error message will 
appear above the virtual rack.  Check the position the error message indicates and rescan 
with the correct barcode. 
3. To complete the sequence check, check the Confirm Sequence Check box. (Figure 

6). The Confirm Sequence Check box should not be checked if there are any errors 
showing on the sequence check screen. 
 

 
 Figure 6 Confirm Sequence Check box. 

 

4. Click the Lock Batch  icon. 
 
 

8 Procedure 
8.1 Pre-Lysis Procedure for Maxwell Extraction 

1. In the Clean Reagent Room 3188 prepare/aliquot Extraction Buffer, Lysis Buffer and 
Elution Buffer, and collect the prefilled cartridges prior to commencing.  Refer to Section 
6.1 for preparation of reagents. Use Table 7 in Appendix A (Section 14.1) for reagent 
volumes. 

 
2. All manual extraction steps are to be performed within a biological safety cabinet in 

Manual Extraction Room 3189. 
 

3. Turn on a hot block or thermomixer and set the temperature to 70 °C. 
 

4. Check for Analytical notes as per Section 7.5 and action as required. 
 

5. Print labels required as per Section 7.6. 
 

6. For each sample label: 
 Original sample tube (use parent barcode if a control, use spin if used for substrate 

storage) 
 Spin basket collection tube assembly as required (parent barcode) 
 2.0 mL tube (spin barcode) 
 1.0 mL Nunc™ tube (parent barcode) 
 0.5 mL Elution tube (parent barcode)  

Note: If the substrate is to be stored in the original tube post extraction, ensure that the 
spin label is applied over the barcode of the original tube making sure the original tube 
label number is still visible. 

 
7. Ensure a sequence check is performed as per Section 7.7 prior to continuing. 
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8. Add 400 µL of Extraction Buffer and vortex at high speed for at least 5 seconds. Ensure 
substrates are immersed in the Extraction Buffer. 

 
9. Vortex and incubate for 1 hour at 70 ºC on a hotblock or thermomixer. 

 
10. Remove samples from the hotblock or thermomixer, mix and pulse spin to remove any 

condensation from the lid of the tubes. 
 

11. Add 200 µL of Lysis Buffer to each sample and vortex at high speed for at least 10 
seconds then pulse spin. 

 
12. Transfer substrates requiring a spin basket to the spin basket assembly. 

 
13. Centrifuge spin baskets for 2 minutes at maximum speed. 

 
14. For samples not requiring a spin basket transfer the lysate to a new and appropriately 

labelled 1.5 mL or 2 mL tube. 
 

15. Transfer the substrate in the spin basket to a 1.5 mL or 2 mL tube labelled with a SPIN 
label and retain. 

 
16. Transfer the flow through back to original lysis tube. Lysates are now ready for 

extraction on the Maxwell®16 Instrument. 
 

Note: Lysates can be stored at room temperature for up to 120 hours prior to processing 
the lysates on the Maxwell Instrument. 

 
17. Add 100 µL of Elution Buffer to each Elution tube ensuring that the solution sits in the 

bottom of the tube. 
 

18. Store tubes containing substrates in spin basket or discard boxes located in the Manual 
Extraction Room 3189 freezer as per QIS 23959 Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA 
Analysis. 

 
19. Proceed to Section 8.5.  

 
8.2 Pre-Lysis Procedure for Retain Supernatant Maxwell Extraction 

1. In the Clean Reagent Room 3188 prepare/aliquot TNE Buffer, Proteinase K, Sarcosyl 
Lysis Buffer, DTT and Elution Buffer, and collect the prefilled cartridges prior to 
commencing.  Refer to Section 6.1 for preparation of reagents. Use Table 9 in Appendix 
A (Section 14.1) for reagent volumes. 

 
2. All manual extraction steps are to be performed within a biological safety cabinet in 

Room 3189. 
 

3. Turn on a hot block or thermomixer and set the temperature to 70 °C. 
 

4. Check for Analytical notes as per Section 7.5 and action as required. 
 

5. Print labels required as per Section 7.6. 
 

6. For each sample label: 
 Original sample tube (use parent barcode if a control, use spin if used for substrate 

storage) 
 Spin basket collection tube assembly as required (parent barcode) 
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 2.0mL tube (spin barcode) 
 1.5mL tube (supnat barcode) 
 1.0mL Nunc™ tube (parent barcode) 
 0.5mL Elution tube (parent barcode)  

Note: If the substrate is to be stored in the original tube post extraction, ensure that the 
spin label is applied over the barcode of the original tube making sure the original tube 
label number is still visible. 

 
7. Perform a sequence check as outlined in Section 7.7. 

 
8. Add 495 µL of TNE Buffer and vortex at high speed for at least 5 seconds. Ensure 

substrates are immersed in the TNE Buffer. Incubate at room temperature for 30 
minutes. 

9. Vortex briefly, then centrifuge at 15800 rcf for 3 minutes. 

10. Remove 150 µL of supernatant and dispense into the1.5 mL tube labelled SUPNAT for 
Phadebas/further testing. 

Note: Discard the 150 µL of supernatant from the Extraction Positive Blood 
control. 

11. Add 10 µL of 20 mg/mL Proteinase K and 5µL of 40 % (w/v) Sarcosyl and 40 µL of 1,4 
Dithiothreitol (DTT) to the original sample tube containing the substrate and the TNE 
buffer, then vortex at high speed for 5 seconds. 

 
12. Vortex and incubate for 1 hour at 70 ºC on a hotblock or thermomixer. 

 
13. Remove samples from the hotblock or thermomixer, vortex and then pulse spin to 

remove any condensation from the lid of the tubes. 
 

14. Add 200 µL of Lysis Buffer to each sample and vortex at high speed for at least 10 
seconds then pulse spin. 

 
15. Transfer substrates requiring a spin basket to the spin basket assembly. 

 
16. Centrifuge spin baskets for 2 minutes at maximum speed. 

 
17. For samples not requiring a spin basket transfer the lysate to a new and appropriately 

labelled 1.5 mL or 2 mL tube. 
 

18. Transfer the substrate in the spin basket to the 1.5 mL or 2 mL tube labelled with a 
SPIN label and retain. 

 
19. Transfer the flow through back to original lysis tube. Lysates are now ready for 

extraction on the Maxwell®16 Instrument. 
 
20. Add 100 µL of Elution Buffer to each Elution tube ensuring that the solution sits in the 

bottom of the tube. 
 

21. Store tubes containing substrates in spin basket or discard boxes located in the Manual 
Extraction Room (3189) freezer as per QIS 23959 Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA 
Analysis. 
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22. Store tubes containing the supernatant (SUPNAT) in the current ‘FR Retain 
Supernatant Box 1’ or the ‘Trace Evidence Box 1’, which are located in Extraction 
Sorting (Room 3190), as per QIS 23959 Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA Analysis. 

 
23. If storing in the ‘Trace Evidence Box 1’, refer to Table 6 for the configuration of the box.  

Each new Exhibit starts in A01, C01, E01, G01 and I01 to allow for each Exhibit’s 
processing tubes to have a storage position.  Only the spin storage tube (SPIN) and the 
supernatant tube (SUP) need to be electronically moved in FR whereas all subsequent 
processing tubes are labelled with the original barcode and placed in the storage 
position without tracking in FR. 

 
 Table 6 Trace Evidence Box 1 Configuration. 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
A Sample 1 

 
SPIN tube 
 
Scan into 
FR 
location 

Sample 1 
 
SUP tube  
 
Scan into  
FR 
location 

Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

B Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

Sample 1 
 
Space for 
any other 
tube  
(no FR 
location) 

C Sample 2 
 
SPIN tube 
 
Scan into 
FR 
location  

Sample 2 
 
SUP tube  
 
Scan into 
FR 
location 

Sample 2 Sample 2 Sample 2 Sample 2 Sample 2 Sample 2 Sample 2 Sample 2 

D Sample 2 Sample 2 Sample 2 Sample 2 Sample 2 Sample 2 Sample 2 Sample 2 Sample 2 Sample 2 
E Sample 3 

 
SPIN tube 
 
Scan into 
FR 
location  

Sample 3 
 
SUP tube  
 
Scan into 
FR 
location 

Sample 3 Sample 3 Sample 3 Sample 3 Sample 3 Sample 3 Sample 3 Sample 3 

F Sample 3 Sample 3 Sample 3 Sample 3 Sample 3 Sample 3 Sample 3 Sample 3 Sample 3 Sample 3 
G Sample 4 

 
SPIN tube 
 
Scan into 
FR 
location  

Sample 4 
 
SUP tube  
 
Scan into 
FR 
location 

Sample 4 Sample 4 Sample 4 Sample 4 Sample 4 Sample 4 Sample 4 Sample 4 

H Sample 4 Sample 4 Sample 4 Sample 4 Sample 4 Sample 4 Sample 4 Sample 4 Sample 4 Sample 4 
I Sample 5 

 
SPIN tube 
 
Scan into 
FR 
location  

Sample 5 
 
SUP tube  
 
Scan into 
FR 
location 

Sample 5 Sample 5 Sample 5 Sample 5 Sample 5 Sample 5 Sample 5 Sample 5 

J Sample 5 Sample 5 Sample 5 Sample 5 Sample 5 Sample 5 Sample 5 Sample 5 Sample 5 Sample 5 

 
24. Proceed to Section 8.5. 

 
8.3 Pre-Lysis Procedure for Differential Lysis Extraction 

1. In the Clean Reagent Room 3188 prepare/aliquot Extraction Buffer, Lysis Buffer + DTT, 
Elution Buffer and water and collect the prefilled cartridges prior to commencing. Refer 
to Section 6.1 for preparation of reagents. Use Appendix A (Section 14.1) Table 9 for 
reagent volumes. 
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2. All manual extractions are to be performed within a biological safety cabinet in Manual 
Extraction Room 3189. 

 
3. Turn on a thermomixer select the Diff Lysis program and set the temperature to 56 °C. 

 
4. Check for Analytical notes as per Section 7.5 and action as required. 

 
5. Print labels required as per Section 7.6. 

 
Note: All Differential Lysis samples require SPIN, EFRAC and SLIDE labels.  

 
6. Assemble and label the following for the sperm lysate of each sample: 

 Original sample tube (use parent barcode if a control, use spin barcode if used for 
substrate storage) 

 Spin basket collection tube assembly as required (parent barcode) 
 1.5 mL tube (spin barcode) 
 Glass slide cleaned with 100 % ethanol (slide barcode) 
 1.0 mL Nunc™ tube (parent barcode) 
 0.5 mL Elution tube (parent barcode) 

 
Note: If the substrate is to be stored in the original tube post extraction, ensure that the 
spin label is applied over the barcode of the original tube making sure the original tube 
label number is still visible. 

 
7. Assemble and label the following for the epithelial lysate of each sample: 

 2 mL Epithelial Lysate tube (EFRAC barcode) 
 1.0 mL Nunc™ tube (EFRAC barcode) 
 0.5 mL Elution tube (EFRAC barcode) 

 
8. Perform a sequence check is as per Section 7.7.  

 
Note: EFRAC barcodes need to be sequence checked in the same column as the 
PARENT barcode. 

 
9. Pipette 400 µL of Extraction Buffer into each Sperm Lysate sample tube (which contain 

substrate) and vortex at high speed for at least 5 seconds. Ensure the substrates are 
immersed in the Extraction Buffer and are not compacted into the bottom of the tube to 
allow buffer circulation. 

 
10. Incubate at 56 °C without shaking for 40 minutes on a thermo-mixer followed by a 

further 5 min at 56 °C shaking at 1100 rpm. 
 

11. Pulse spin sample tubes to remove condensation from the lid. 
 

12. Place the substrate into a spin basket and centrifuge for 30 seconds at 15800 rcf. 
 

13. Transfer substrate from the spin basket into the 1.5 mL tube labelled with a SPIN label 
and retain. 

 
14. Pool supernatant with remaining lysate within the original sample tube. 

 
Note: Ensure that the pooled lysate is in a 1.5 mL tube.  If necessary, return the substrate 
to the original sample tube and use a new labelled 1.5 mL transfer tube for the lysate. 

 
15. Vortex briefly, then spin samples in centrifuge for 5 mins at 15800 rcf. 
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16. Carefully transfer all but 50 μL of supernatant to the Epithelial Lysate tube. Set the 

Epithelial Lysates aside until ready to proceed with step 27. 
 

Note: Do not disturb the pellet when transferring the Epithelial Lysate. 
 

17. Resuspend pellet in 500 μL Extraction Buffer. 
 

18. Vortex for at least 10 seconds and centrifuge at 15800 rcf for 5 minutes. 
 

19. Remove all but 50 μL of supernatant and discard. 
 

Note: Do not disturb the pellet when discarding the Extraction Buffer wash supernatant. 
 

20. Repeat steps 17 – 20. 
 

21. Resuspend pellet in 500 μL of nanopure water. 
 

22. Vortex for at least 10 seconds and centrifuge at 15800 rcf for 5 minutes. 
 

23. Remove all but 50 μL of supernatant and discard. 
 

Note: Do not disturb the pellet when discarding the nanopure water supernatant. 
 

24. Resuspend pellet and spot 3 μL onto the labelled microscope slide and carefully draw a 
circle around the spot with a solvent resistant pen. Allow the slide to air-dry and place 
on a 65 °C hot block for 10 minutes. 

 
25. Set the Sperm Lysates aside until ready to proceed with step 28. 

 
26. Add 100 μL of Elution Buffer to each Elution tube ensuring that the solution sits in the 

bottom of the tube. 
 

27. Add 200 μL of Lysis Buffer (with DTT) to the Epithelial Lysate and vortex mix briefly. Set 
aside until ready to proceed with Section 8.5. 

 
28. Add 400 μL of Lysis Buffer (with DTT) to the Sperm Lysate, vortex mix for 10 seconds 

and incubate at room temperature for 45 minutes. Proceed to Section 8.5. 
 

29. Store tubes containing substrates in spin basket or discard boxes located in the Manual 
Extraction Room (3189) freezer as per QIS 23959 Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA 
Analysis. 

 
30. Store slides in the slide storage box located on the shelf in Extraction Sorting Room 

3190 as per QIS 23959 Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA Analysis. 
 
8.4 Pre-Lysis Procedure for Retain Supernatant Differential Lysis Extraction 

1. In the Clean Reagent Room 3188 prepare/aliquot Extraction Buffer, Lysis Buffer, Elution 
Buffer, nanopure water, TNE Buffer, Pro K and Sarcosyl, and collect the prefilled 
cartridges prior to commencing. Refer to Section 6.1 for preparation of reagents. Use 
Appendix A (Section 14.1) Table 10 for reagent volumes. 

 
2. All manual extractions are to be performed within a biological safety cabinet in Manual 

Extraction Room 3189. 
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3. Turn on a thermomixer select the Diff Lysis program and set the temperature to 56 °C. 
 

4. Check for Analytical notes as per Section 7.5 and action as required. 
 

5. Print labels required as per Section 7.6. 
 

Note: All Retain Supernatant Differential Lysis samples require SPIN, EFRAC, SUPNAT 
and SLIDE labels. If there are notes for testing other than Phadebas for the supernatant, all 
tubes and washes are to be retained – More labels will be required to be printed and tubes 
labelled for the washes that are otherwise discarded.  
 
6. Assemble and label the following for the Sperm Lysate of each sample: 

 Original sample tube (use parent barcode if a control, use spin barcode if used for 
substrate storage) 

 Spin basket collection tube assembly as required (parent barcode) 
 1.5 mL tube (spin barcode) 
 Glass slide cleaned with 100 % ethanol (slide barcode) 
 1.0 mL Nunc™ tube (parent barcode) 
 0.5 mL Elution tube (parent barcode) 
 1.5 mL tube (supnat barcode) 

 
Note: If the substrate is to be stored in the original tube post extraction, ensure that the 
SPIN label is applied over the barcode of the original tube making sure the original tube 
label number is still visible.  
 
7. Assemble and label the following for the epithelial lysate of each sample: 

 2 mL Epithelial Lysate tube (EFRAC barcode) 
 1.0 mL Nunc™ tube (EFRAC barcode) 
 0.5 mL Elution tube (EFRAC barcode) 

 
8. Perform a sequence check as per Section 7.7 prior to continuing. 

 
Note: EFRAC barcodes need to be sequence checked in the same column as the 
PARENT barcode. 

 
9. Add 530 µL of TNE to all samples.  Ensure the substrate is not compacted down into 

the bottom of the tube to allow circulation of the buffer. 
 

10. Vortex at high speed for 5 seconds. 
 

11. Incubate at room temperature for 30 minutes. 
 

12. Vortex at high speed for 5 seconds, then centrifuge at 15800 rcf for 3 minutes. 
 

13. Remove 150 µL of supernatant and place into the respective 1.5 mL tube labelled with 
‘SUPNAT’ (for further testing). 

 
14. Add 10 µL of 20 mg/mL Proteinase K and 10 µL of 40 % (w/v) Sarcosyl to the original 

sample tube containing the substrate and the TNE buffer, then vortex at high speed for 
5 seconds. 

 
15. Continue from step 10 of Section 8.3. 
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16. Store tubes containing the supernatant (SUPNAT) in the current ‘FR Retain 
Supernatant Box 1’ or the ‘Trace Evidence Box 1’, which are located in Extraction 
Sorting Room 3190, as per QIS 23959 Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA Analysis. 

 
17. If storing in the ‘Trace Evidence Box 1’, refer to Table 6 in Section 8.2 for the 

configuration of the box.  Each new Exhibit starts in A01, C01, E01, G01 and I01 to 
allow for each Exhibit’s processing tubes to have a storage position.  Only the spin 
storage tube (SPIN) and the supernatant tube (SUP) need to be electronically moved in 
FR whereas all subsequent processing tubes are labelled with the original barcode and 
placed in the storage position without tracking in FR. 

 
8.5 Maxwell® FSC Automated Extraction Protocol 

1. Vortex and pulse spin the lysate tubes ready to be added to the pre-filled cartridges. 
 

2. Turn on the Microsoft Surface tablet and Maxwell® FSC instrument - the instrument will 
power up and perform an internal self-check including homing all moving parts. 

 
3. Clean the Maxwell® FSC instrument with 70 % v/v ethanol only. DO NOT USE 

BLEACH OR TRIGENE ON ANY COMPONENT OF THE MAXWELL® FSC 
INSTRUMENT. 

 
4. Launch the ‘Maxwell FSC’ software by double pressing the icon. 

 
5. Press the ‘Start’ icon on the tablet’s ‘Home’ screen (see Figure 7). 

 

 
 Figure 7 Maxwell® FSC Home screen. 
 

6. Select and press the ‘DNA IQ Casework – Maxwell FSC DNA IQ™ Casework’ 
protocol on the ‘Methods’ screen, once highlighted orange press ‘Proceed’ on the 
right. 

 
7. On the ‘Cartridge Setup – DNA IQ Casework’ screen, press and highlight the number 

of columns required for the run (ie. for a full batch of 16 samples highlight all columns).  
 
8. Press ‘OK’ on ‘The door will now open’ prompt. The door will open automatically 

which will extend the deck tray. 
 

9. Once open and the ‘Extraction Checklist’ prompt is up, insert Cartridges, Elution 
tubes and Plungers. 
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Note:  Safety glasses should be worn when loading and removing cartridges from the 
Maxwell. 

 
10. Carefully peel back the seal of the first cartridge so that all the foil comes away from the 

top of the plastic cartridge. Ensure that all the sealing tape and any residual adhesive 
are completely removed.  

 
11. Place the first cartridge into the deck tray with the label side facing away from the 

elution tube holder, press down so that it clicks into position.  
 

12. Check the elution tube and lysate tube labels match. 
 

13. Check the elution tube contains 100 µL of Elution Buffer and add to the designated 
position on the cartridge rack. 

 
14. Carefully transfer the lysate to Well 1 of the cartridge. 

 
Note: Well 1 is the largest well closest to the cartridge label (see Figure 1).  If there is thick 
or course sediment at the bottom of the lysate tube, do not transfer this to the cartridge. 
Excessive/large sediment in the cartridge may cause the FSC plunger to become jammed 
in the well during the Maxwell run.  

 
15. Repeat steps 9 to 14 for all samples using new cartridges. 

 
16. Carefully avoiding contact with the tip, place a FSC plunger in Well 8 of all cartridges.  

 
Note: Well 8 is the well closest to the elution tube holder (see Figure 1).  

 
17. Open the Elution tubes lids outwards. 

 
18. Ensure the deck tray is fully loaded with cartridges, lysates, plungers and elution tubes 

are all in place. 
 
19. Select and press ‘Start’ on the ‘Extraction Checklist’ prompt. 

 
20. The door will close and the automated process will begin displaying the ‘Method 

Running’ screen showing the user, protocol and remaining time (see Figure 9). 
 

Note: If issues are encountered during running of the Maxwell® FSC instrument, please 
refer to Appendix B (Section 14.2) for problem solving.  
 
Warning: Do not open the door when a batch is running.  
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 Figure 8 Processing screen of the Maxwell® FSC instrument. 

21. At the end of the run the ‘Method Running’ screen will display the ‘Current Step’ to 
completed. Press ‘Open door’ 

 
22. Close the caps of the elution tubes and remove the tubes from the deck tray. 

 
23. Verify that all the cartridges have a plunger in well 8 (Figure 1). Remove the deck tray 

from the instrument, cover the cartridges with a plastic seal and keep until the final 
transfer has been performed. 

 
Note: If the plungers are still attached to the instrument, please refer to Appendix B 
(Section 14.2) for problem solving.  

  
24. On the ‘Sanitize Checklist’ prompt select and press ‘Start’ to begin the UV 

sanitization step (the UV light timer has been set for 20 minutes). 
 

25. The ‘Report View’ screen will be displayed during the UV sanitization step.  
 

Note:  The report is automatically saved and therefore is not required to be printed or 
exported – all instrument runs can be accessed through the ‘Results’ on the Home Screen. 
  
26. Press the ‘Home’ icon on the top left corner of the ‘Report View’ screen to exit and 

direct back to the home screen (Figure 7). 
 

27. While on the Home Screen the UV sanitization indicator in the upper right corner will 
show the time remaining in minutes.  
 

28. Pulse spin the closed elution tubes in a minifuge to spin down condensation from the 
side of the tubes. 
 

29. In a biological safety cabinet in Manual Extraction Room 3189 transfer the purified 
sample from the elution tube to the corresponding Nunc™ tube. 
 

30. Discard cartridges. 
 

31. Store extracts in temporary storage boxes located within Pre-PCR Sorting Room 3194 
as per QIS 23959 Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA Analysis. 
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9 Batch Finalisation 
1. Ensure all reagents, equipment, consumables and locations are selected against the 

batch as per Section 6.4. 
 

2. Click Sample Transition  icon and select the appropriate technique and method 
from the dropdown menus (Figure 9 and Figure 10 for Retain Supernatant).  If samples 
have an Extract & Hold or NWQPS analytical note, the Technique and Method fields 
need to be left blank. 

 
Note: For differential lysis batches, do not progress SFRAC samples to quantification 
unless requested in the Analytical Note. 

 
3. Click the Complete Batch  icon (Figure 9 and Figure 10). 

 

 
 Figure 9 Checking for analytical notes and sample transition for a Maxwell extraction. 
 

 
Figure 10 Checking for analytical notes and sample transition for a Retain Supernatant 
Differential Lysis Maxwell extraction. 

 

4. Click the Edit/Update Batch  icon. 
 

5. Complete the Run Date & Run Time fields (Figure 11) (manually enter and date and 
time, or select the current date from the calender which autofills the time field upon 
batch completion).  
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 Figure 11 Run date and Run Time field. 

6. Click the Complete Batch  icon to complete the batch.  
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QIS 22857 Anti-Contamination procedure 
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QIS 23849 Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 
 QIS 23959 Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA Analysis 

QIS 34034 Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure 
QIS 34044 DNA IQ™ Extraction Using the Maxwell®16 

 QIS 34064 Miscellaneous Analytical Section Tasks 
 QIS 34103 Receipt, Storage and Preparation of Chemicals, Reagents and Test Kits 
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13 Amendment history 
 

Version Date Author/s Amendments 
1 25 May 

2020 
P. Acedo Initial Maxwell FSC procedure 

2 March 
2022 

A Darmanin Major revision and update to new template. 
Updated all hyperlinks, figures and tables. 
Applied rewording throughout as appropriate. 
Added SFRAC samples hold after extraction. 
Updated list of validations. Updated 
references. Updated associated documents.  

 
 
14 Appendices 
 Appendix A  Reagent Volumes for Maxwell Extraction, Retain Supernatant Maxwell 

Extraction, Differential Lysis Extraction and Retain Supernatant Differential 
Lysis Extraction 

 Appendix B Maxwell Troubleshooting Guide 
 Appendix C Extraction Troubleshooting Guide 
 Appendix D Creating an Exhibit from a Subsample 
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14.1 Appendix A Reagent Volumes for Maxwell Extraction, Retain Supernatant Maxwell 
Extraction, Differential Lysis Extraction and Retain Supernatant Differential Lysis Extraction 

 
Table 7 Reagent volumes required for Maxwell extraction. 

 Reagent Volume per sample (µL) Volume for 16 samples (µL) 

Extraction Buffer 

TNE buffer 345 6210 

Proteinase K (20 mg/mL) 10 180 

Sarcosyl (40%) 5 90 

DTT (1M) 40 720 

    

Lysis Buffer DNA IQ™ Lysis Buffer 200 3600 

    

Elution Buffer DNA IQ™ Elution Buffer 100 1800 

    

Maxwell Cartridges Maxwell®16 Cartridges 1 16 

 
 

 
Table 8 Reagent volumes required for Retain Supernatant Maxwell extraction. 

 Reagent Volume per sample (µL) Volume for 16 samples (µL) 

TNE TNE buffer 495 8910 

    

Pro K Proteinase K (20 mg/mL) 10 180 

    

Sarcosyl Sarcosyl (40%) 5 90 

    

DTT DTT (1M) 40 720 

    

Lysis Buffer DNA IQ™ Lysis Buffer 200 3600 

    

Elution Buffer DNA IQ™ Elution Buffer 100 1800 

    

Maxwell Cartridges Maxwell®16 Cartridges 1 16 
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Table 9 Reagent volumes required for Differential Lysis extraction. 

 Reagent Volume per sample (µL) Volume for 16 samples (µL) 

Extraction Buffer 

TNE buffer 1330 23940 

Proteinase K (20 mg/mL) 35 630 

Sarcosyl (40%) 35 630 

    

Water Wash Milli-Q Water 500 9000 

    

Lysis Buffer 
DNA IQ™ Lysis Buffer 600 10800 

DTT (1M) 60 1080 

    

Elution Buffer DNA IQ™ Elution Buffer 200 3600 

    

Maxwell Cartridges Maxwell®16 Cartridges 2 32 

 
 
Table 10 Reagent volumes required for Retain Supernatant Differential Lysis extraction. 

 Reagent Volume per sample (µL) Volume for 16 samples (µL) 

TNE TNE buffer 530 9540 

    

Pro K Proteinase K (20 mg/mL) 10 180 

    

Sarcosyl Sarcosyl (40%) 10 180 

    

Extraction Buffer (For 
wash steps) 

TNE buffer 950 17100 

Proteinase K (20 mg/mL) 25 450 

Sarcosyl (40%) 25 450 

    

Water Wash Milli-Q Water 500 9000 

    

Lysis Buffer 
DNA IQ™ Lysis Buffer 600 10800 

DTT (1M) 60 1080 

    

Elution Buffer DNA IQ™ Elution Buffer 200 3600 

    

Maxwell Cartridges Maxwell®16 Cartridges 2 32 
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14.2 Appendix B Maxwell Troubleshooting Guide 
 
Note:  For additional troubleshooting guide see Section 8 on the Maxwell® FSC Instrument 
Operating Manual located on the home screen of the tablet attached to the instrument. 

 
Table 11 Maxwell Troubleshooting Guide. 

 Issue Cause Action  

UV not turning on at end of 
run 

UV Sanitization settings changed 
 
 
 
 
 
UV light bulb has come loose at connection 
 
 
 
 
UV light bulb has blown 
 
 
 
 
UV function not selected at end of run 

 
 

On the Home screen, select 
‘Settings’ – ‘Administrator’ – 
‘Sanitization Settings’ – select 
‘Sanitize after extraction for’ and 
enter 20 min and ‘Save’ 
 
 
Turn off Maxwell instrument. Remove 
and reinstall bulb making sure it is 
correctly aligned with fitting and 
rotated into place 
 
Obtain new bulb and replace, or 
contact vendor for replacement 
 
 
 
From the main screen, select setup, 
press RUN/STOP button and select 
UV ON’, press RUN/STOP button 
and follow prompts 

 

Plunger has detached during 
run 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Excessive sediment from sample has caused 
plunger to be jammed in well 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tabs at the top of the plunger have snapped 
 
Magnetic rack has been bent or damaged 

 

 
After removing all non-affected 
samples, remove cartridge containing 
the detached plunger. Determine at 
what point in the extraction process 
the plunger has detected by looking 
at which well the plunger has been 
lodged in. Obtain a new cartridge, 
removing the reagents in the well that 
corresponds to the well containing 
the sample/broken plunger. Transfer 
sample (and reagent) from the well in 
the original cartridge to this empty 
well in the new cartridge, ensuring no 
sample sediment is transferred.  
Load this new cartridge onto the 
Maxwell (or another Maxwell 
instrument if preferred) and run as 
usual. Make appropriate batch notes 
and a “see batch” comment in FR 
under the batch and an entry in the 
Adverse Events Log. 
 
As above 
 
As above and alert HP5 to organise 
maintenance by vendor. 

 

Plunger has pierced through 
lid of Elution tube 

 
 

Elution tubes have not been properly 
opened prior to run 

 
 
 

 
Alert HP5 to determine best action to 
take. Check if the resin has been 
scraped off the plunger and spilled 
onto platform/possibly cross 
contaminated other samples. Close 
all other samples and remove 
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Elution tube lid has been caught by the 
plunger during elution phase 

 

everything from platform. Thoroughly 
decontaminate the platform. 
Transfer samples from Elution tubes 
to corresponding labelled Nunc™ 
 tubes taking care not to transfer any 
residual resin. To access the 
contents of the Elution tube pierced 
with the plunger, the lid tether may 
require cutting.  
 
This incident may affect the elution 
process of the other samples on the 
batch as the plunger piercing the lid 
may inhibited the other attached 
plungers from submerging 
appropriately into their corresponding 
Elution tubes thus affecting the DNA 
yield. If this is the case, or in the case 
of suspected sample contamination, 
monitor results and order re-
extractions as required. Make 
appropriate batch notes and a “see 
batch” comment in FR and an entry 
in the Forensic DNA Analysis 
Adverse Events Log. 
 
 
 
 
As above 
 

 
 
Maxwell ceases to function 
during run 

  

Electrical/instrument issue 

 
Alert HP5 to organise maintenance  
Another Maxwell instrument may be 
used to complete batch. Alternatively, 
transfer samples to appropriately 
labelled 2 mL tubes and extraction 
process may be continued using the 
manual process outlined in the 
Troubleshooting “Manual Processing” 
section of QIS 34132. Make 
appropriate batch notes and a “see 
batch” comment in FR and an entry 
in the Forensic DNA Analysis 
Adverse Events Log. 
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14.3 Appendix C Extraction Troubleshooting Guide 
 

Note: To enter Analytical Notes or Sample Notations for specific samples, refer to QIS 
34064 Miscellaneous Analytical Procedures and Tasks. 

 
14.3.1 Dropped Substrate 

If Substrate has been dropped during transfer 
 

1. Unaffected lysate continues through processing as per standard procedure through to 
quantification. 

 
2. The volume of the unaffected substrate is measured and noted in FR as a Sample 

Notation. 
 

3. The dropped substrate is placed in a clean 2 mL tube and labelled with the “SPIN” 
barcode 

 
4. The “SPIN” barcode is made into an exhibit barcode according to Appendix D (Section 

14.4). 
 
5. Create a new Maxwell extraction batch according to QIS 34034 Forensic DNA Analysis 

Workflow Procedure using the Manual fill option. 
 
6. Manually add the dropped “SPIN” barcode to position 3 of the Maxwell batch. 
 
7. Prepare Maxwell extraction reagents as per Section 6.1. Enter equipment, 

consumables and reagents as per Section 6.4. 
 
8. Create and print sample labels as per Section 7.6 and sequence check batch as per 

Section 7.7. 
 
9. The positive and negative control for the new Maxwell batch follows all steps in Section 

8.1.  
 
10. The dropped substrate continues with the Maxwell extraction procedure along with the 

positive and negative control from the addition of 200 µL Lysis Buffer in Step 11.  
 

11. At the completion of the Maxwell extraction procedure the Positive and Negative control 
are transitioned as standard procedure. The dropped substrate is held after extraction. 

 
12. A Sample Notation is added under the original barcode and the new subsample 

barcode in FR. 
 

13. Add an entry in the Forensic DNA Analysis Adverse Events Log. 
 

If Substrate has been dropped after being spun in spin basket 
 

1. Continue to extract unaffected lysate as per standard procedure through to 
quantification. 

 
2. Store substrate in spin basket storage as per standard procedure. 

 
3. Add Sample Notation for the sample in FR stating that the substrate was dropped post 

spinning. 
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4. Add an entry in the Forensic DNA Analysis Adverse Events Log. 
 
14.3.2 Excess Substrate 

1. If the excess substrate is noticed while labelling the batch and it is in “prep” stage, 
delete the excess sample from the batch and return to Evidence Recovery for 
subsampling.  Another sample can be added manually in place of the removed sample 
as per QIS 34034 Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure. 

 
2. If excess substrate is noticed before the TNE buffer is added (i.e. before step 7.1.8) and 

the batch is in “lock” stage, the sample is removed from the extraction batch by 
selecting N/R option in the batch status field.  A new batch will need to be re-created 
using the original batch ID as the source batch, delete the excess sample from the 
batch and return to Evidence Recovery for subsampling.  Another sample can be added 
manually in place of the removed sample as per QIS 34034 Forensic DNA Analysis 
Workflow Procedure. 

  
3. If excess substrate is noticed after the Extraction Buffer or TNE buffer has been added 

(i.e. after step 8 of Sections 8.1 & 8.2 or step 9 of Sections 8.3 & 8.4) and the batch is 
in “lock” stage, continue processing as per standard procedure taking care to avoid 
cross contamination when transferring the substrate.  The Analytical HP5 is to be 
informed of the sample number so that QPS can be informed of the excess substrate.  

 
14.3.3 Plungers not Added 

In the event that the plungers were not added and the Maxwell extraction run has been 
completed, the follow steps are to be taken: 

 
1. Remove the entire deck from the Maxwell (including the cartridges with the lysate) and 

carefully place it in a different clean Maxwell instrument. 
 

2. Place an plunger in Well 8 of all cartridges and rerun on the new Maxwell as per 
standard procedure. 

 
3. Thoroughly decontaminate the rods and the inside surfaces of the original Maxwell with 

0.5% Bleach & then 70% Ethanol. 
 

4. On the Maxwell home display, select and press ‘Sanitize’ and press ‘Start’. The UV 
lamp will turn on for 20 minutes. 

 
5. Repeat steps 3 & 4 twice. 

 
6. A batch of all negative controls is to be created and run on the decontaminated Maxwell 

and the instrument is to be put out of use until the results of the batch have been 
checked. 

 
7. Add batch notes in FR and enter into the Adverse Events Log. 
 

14.3.4 Hole in Plunger 
In the event that there is a hole in the plunger (or other damage) which has resulted in 
some of the sample/reagents/resin leaking out of the plunger, the following steps are to be 
taken: 
 
1. Thoroughly decontaminate the rods and the inside surfaces of the Maxwell with 0.5 % 

w/v bleach & then 70 % v/v ethanol. 
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2. Take an environmental monitoring swab (ENVM) from the inside of the Maxwell 
instrument as per QIS 34280 Environmental Monitoring.  Put the instrument out of use 
until ENVM results are available and confirm that the instrument has been successfully 
decontaminated (i.e. NSD profile). 

 
3. Add batch notes in FR and enter into the Adverse Events Log. 
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14.4 Appendix D Creating an Exhibit from a Subsample 
 

1. Open the parent barcode in the Case Management side of FR. 
 

2. Click the Exhibit Register tab and then click the ‘add an exhibit’ icon  
 
3. Enter the subsample barcode in the ‘Exhibit Barcode’ field. 
 
Note: Once the subsample barcode has been entered the following warning will appear. 
Warning: This Barcode has previously been allocated to a subsample. 
 
4. Choose a ‘Category’ from the drop-down box. This should be the same as the parent 

(e.g. swab/trace DNA). 
 

5. Fill in the ‘Description’ field with a description of what the subsample was from (e.g. 
Subsample of 123456789/re-extract of 123456789). 

 
6. Enter FSS in the ‘Located / Owner’ field. 
 
7. IMPORTANT. Add the parent barcode in the ‘Parent Barcode’ field. 
 
Note: If the parent barcode is not entered, the subsample will no longer be associated with 
the parent barcode. This step is essential for continuity. 
 
8. Check Admission / Intel in the ‘Ownership / Relationship / Prioritisation’ field. 
 
9. Check the “Sample has been collected in strict compliance with CSE101 Biological 

Evidence [Required]” box in the ‘Forensic Biology Analytical Advice’ field. 
 
10. Enter FR user number in the Delivery Officer Rego field and tab across to Surname to 

populate that field. 
 
11. Change Station field to “Queensland Health Scientific”. 
 

12. Click the ‘Save’ icon  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen
Sent: Monday, 12 December 2016 2:31 PM
To: Jade Franklin
Cc: Paul Csoban
Subject: RE: Project #181
Attachments: 10_27 May_Minutes.doc; 2016 - Diff Lysis slide micro v original micro.xlsx; Initial 

Request #181 - signed.pdf; Project#181 Feedback matrix v0.1.xls; Project proposal 
and project plan #181 - signed.pdf; 20_24 November_Minutes.docx

Hi Jade 

The potential issue that was raised was – it appears that there is a difference between the numbers of sperm seen at 
Evidence Recovery stage versus the number of sperm seen once Analytical processes had been undertaken – and is 
this difference of significance.  I believe that this issue was raised in early May 2016. 

This was investigated by Allan McNevin, with Dr Kirsten Scott as his line manager overseeing the investigation.  Allan 
provided an update to the Management Team about the initial findings of the investigation on the 27th of May 
2016.  Attached are the management meeting minutes and the presentation that Allan provided (excel spreadsheet 
titled ‘2016 – Diff Lysis slide micro v original micro). 

After the meeting on the 27th of May, Allan went on to draft an initial request and then a draft project plan.  The 
initial request is attached titled ‘Initial Request #181’ and only required approval from the line manager to proceed 
to a full project plan. 

The project proposal and plan were sent to management team on the 1st of Sept 2016, with a request for 
feedback.  All feedback sent via email was incorporated into a spreadsheet (titled ‘Project#181 Feedback matrix 
v0.1’) so that it was transparent to all management team members the feedback that was put forward and the 
outcome of the discussion between Emma Caunt and Allan McNevin regarding the feedback and whether it was 
included in an updated proposal or not (the 2 project staff members.  Emma is a HP4 court reporting scientist).  I 
believe that between the first draft and the final signed off proposal, Paula had input into directing the project.  I 
was on leave from the beginning of June until the 6th of Sept 2016. 

The progress of Project #181 is provided to all management team members at the Management Team meeting 
(projects are a standing agenda item).  Attached is the latest minutes to show that an update was provided. 

During the period of this project, Dr Kirsten Scott was acting in the Team Leader role (and therefore Allan’s line 
manager) from 11th of April until the 12th of June.  From the 13th of June, Luke Ryan was acting in the Team Leader 
role until the 12th of July when Paula Brisotto returned from Maternity leave to her substantive position. 

The substantive management team members are: myself, Wendy Harmer (AO4), Justin Howes (HP6), Paula Brisotto 
(HP6), Allan McNevin (HP5), Luke Ryan (HP5), Kirsten Scott (HP5), Amanda Reeves (HP5), Kylie Rika (HP5) and Sharon 
Johnstone (HP5).  Only Justin and Paula have been interviewed so far and the interviews were limited to the poor 
interaction between Allan and Amanda I believe.  My assumption is that they will need to be interviewed again to 
ask about their opinion on the poor working relationship within management team. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

CA-20
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
 

 
  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 
 

From: Jade Franklin  
Sent: Friday, 9 December 2016 4:14 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: Fw: Project #181 
 
Cathie  
 
Could you send (what you can) through to me in prep for next year. 
 
Jade 
 
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Telstra Mobile network. 

From: Mark Brady <  
Sent: Friday, 9 December 2016 14:02 
To: Jade Franklin 
Subject: Project #181 

 
Hi Jade 
 
So I can hit the ground running in the new year, can you get me the documentation for project #181? 
 
Cheers 
 
 
 
Mark Brady 
Principal Consultant 
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This e-mail, and any files transmitted with it, is intended for the addressee only and may contain confidential information. If you are not the addressee, you are notified 
that any transmission, distribution or print production of this e-mail and its inclusions is not permitted. The confidentiality attached to this e-mail is not waived, lost or 
destroyed by reasons of a mistaken delivery to you. If you have received this e-mail and you are not the addressee, please notify us immediately by telephone. Thank 
you. 
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MINUTES 
Forensic DNA Analysis – Management Team Meeting 
 
Date: 27 May 2016 
Time: 9.30am – 11.00am 
Venue: FSS CR611 
 
1. Present 

 
Allan McNevin (ARM) 
Cathie Allen (CJA) 
Kirsten Scott (KDS) 

 
Kerry-Anne Lancaster (KAL) 
Luke Ryan (LBR) 
Sharon Johnstone (SMJ) 

Kylie Rika (KDR)  
 

Wendy Harmer (WAH) 

2. Apologies –  Justin Howes (JAH), Amanda Reeves (AJR) 
3. Guests – Deb Whelan (DAW) 

  

Agenda items 

Item Topic  

1.0 Confirmation of previous minutes - SMJ  

2.0 Conflicts of Interest - Nil  

3.0 Action Register – See below  

4.0 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Standing items 
4.1 Workplace Health & Safety Issues – 
OH&S will be assessing a workstation to attempt to identify any potential risks. 
Strut has been replaced on the centrifuge which had previously caused a minor injury. 
 
4.2 Analytical Issues of Note - LBR 
Nil – other than MPIIs which are still causing issues. 
 
4.3 AUSLAB Working Party Update – KDS 
Have had a few service call submissions – ie prep for QIASymphony 
 
4.4 Project Updates 
 
Project #152 – Y-Filer Plus – LBR.  
ALL has prepared the written part for the mixtures and forwarded to AJR & KDR for peer 
review. 
 
Project #168 – Validation of QIAsymphony – LBR 
Training on the instrument has commenced and final touches to the report. 
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Project #170 – Reassessment of in-house stutter thresholds and stutter file used in 
STRmix – JAH.  
Report has been sent for peer review by management team – to be completed by 3rd of 
June. 
 
Project #171 Verification of the Internal Lane Standard from CC5 to WEN (Promega) – 
LBR 
3500 part has not been progressed due to other parts of the project.  Mixtures have been 
assessed by EJC, however still uncertain about the baseline due to the previous 
thresholds.  Have completed the Saturation plate and have run the 10 samples used in 
baseline plates (have reamped at 0.6 and 0.7ng) to be included in baseline data set – to 
see the effect on the calculated baseline – which is currently being read by LBR.  
Anticipate getting this out to management team by today or Monday 30th May.  The 
additional amps have been covered by a one page amendment document by EJC.  Have 
55 tubes of CC5 – which will last about 4 weeks, so this is a time critical project that needs 
to be progressed as a priority. 
 
Project #TBC Hamilton Instruments being validated – LBR 
2 instruments delivered today (1 to come) – pre-PCR and CE instruments – training begins 
in about 2 weeks.  Validation project will commence after training.  The 3rd instrument to be 
delivered in June – and will be used for Pre-PCR. 
 
Sperm seen on Diff Lysis extraction slide vs ER suspension slide – ARM 
Discussed graphs and results produced so far, all agreed that ARM would initiate a project 
plan for the next step. 
 
Projects on-hold 
Project #146 – GlobalFiler - LBR 
On hold until new size standard has been completed (17.03.2016) 
 
Project #172 – Phadebas testing from suspension in ERT – ARM 
Pending outcome of project on how suspensions are made. (12/05/2016) 

 
 
 
 

5.0 
 
 
 

New business 
5.1  Risk Assessments - KDS As a result of Audit#21986 (late December 2015) -  in the 
January Management Team meetings we allocated risk assessments to each of the teams 
for completion. 
According to QIS there are still are number outstanding.  (Open Link Doc.) 
ForBiol\DNA Analysis Team Meetings\DNA Analysis Management Team\2016\Jan - 
Jun\Risk Assessments_2016.xls 
ACTION: JAH to advise KDS the staff member assigned to each of the FRIT allocated 
risks. 
 
5.2 FR Go Live for Forensic Chemistry – CJA 
Brief overview provided of how it went with the team. 
 
5.3  Maternity Leave Backfill of HP4 – KDR 
Cassandra James will be joining FRIT on the 11th of July due to Maternity Leave of 3 staff 
members. 
 
 

 

6.0 New business – for noting 
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Next Meeting 
Date:  9 June 2016, 9.30am  
Venue: CR611 

 
ACTION REGISTER 
 
Minutes  
Reference 

Item  
Number 

Subject Action Action 
Officer 

Status 

14/04/2016 5.2 Validation Baseline 
Methods 

SMJ to complete a project 
initiation document  

SMJ Closed 

12/05/2016 4.4 Project #171 
Verification of the 
Internal Lane 
Standard from CC5 
to WEN (Promega) 

An email (including clarification) is 
to be sent out with voting options 

LBR Closed 

12/05/2016 4.4 Project #172 – 
Phadebas testing 
from suspension in 
ERT 

ARM to look at the way in which 
suspensions are made. 
 

ARM Closed 

12/05/2016 5.4 Sperm seen on Diff 
Lysis extraction slide 
vs ER suspension 
slide  

Project will be monitored by ARM 
and KDS.  

ARM / 
KDS 

Closed 
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Lab number Case number Client reference tails heads AP p30 Diff Lysis batch ID diff lysis micro result Slys Quant (1st run) Other notes tails > heads
0 <1+ n/a n/a 3+ 0.0444 casefile FB2CFB93 Orig micro (heads) D Lys micro Count av quant No instance where more sperm with tails was > sperm heads on original micro Orig micro (heads) D Lys micro Count
0 <1+ n/a n/a 0 0.0172 0 0 4 0.01005 In all instances where 1+ tails were seen, 2+ or greater heads where seen 0 0 4
0 <1+ n/a n/a 0 0 0 <1+ 0 N/A No instances of 2+ or more sperm with tails seen <1+ 0 7
0 <1+ n/a n/a 0 0.0147 exam notes FBCM24 0 1+ 0 N/A 1+ 0 0
0 <1+ n/a n/a 0 0.0231 casefile FB2CFB95 0 2+ 2 0.332 Number of instances Orig micro > D lys micro 10 2+ 0 0
0 1+ n/a n/a 1+ 0.00928 casefile FB2CFB93 0 3+ 2 0.8861 Number of instances Orig micro = D lys micro 17 3+ 0 0
0 1+ n/a n/a 2+ 0.0534 exam notes FBP34 0 4+ 3 0.322467 Number of instances Orig micro < D lys micro 52 4+ 0 0
0 2+ n/a n/a 3+ 1.45 <1+ 0 7 0.008171 0 <1+ 0
0 3+ n/a n/a 2+ 5 <1+ <1+ 2 0.07075 Number of times D lys micro 4+ 19 <1+ <1+ 2
0 2+ n/a n/a 4+ 0.785 casefile FB2CFB93 <1+ 1+ 7 0.039717 Number of times D lys micro 3+ 19 1+ <1+ 1
0 2+ n/a n/a 1+ 0.265 <1+ 2+ 3 0.071167 Number of times D lys micro 2+ 15 2+ <1+ 0
0 0 n/a n/a 0 0 exam notes FBP35 <1+ 3+ 4 0.20595 Number of times D lys micro 1+ 12 3+ <1+ 0
0 0 n/a n/a 0 0 <1+ 4+ 5 1.83406 Number of times D lys micro <1+ 3 4+ <1+ 0

<1+ 2+ n/a n/a 2+ 0.0654 1+ 0 0 N/A Number of times D lys micro 0 11 0 1+ 0
0 1+ n/a n/a 1+ 0.327 1+ <1+ 1 0.0853 <1+ 1+ 7
0 1+ n/a n/a 2+ 0.706 1+ 1+ 4 0.159245 Dlys micro Av quant N Orig micro Av quant N 1+ 1+ 4
0 2+ n/a n/a 4+ 0.945 1+ 2+ 7 0.314329 0 0.008855 11 0 0.313073 11 2+ 1+ 1
0 <1+ n/a n/a 2+ 0.0155 1+ 3+ 6 0.3772 <1+ 0.0756 3 <1+ 0.381583 28 3+ 1+ 0
0 1+ n/a n/a 2+ 0.262 1+ 4+ 6 1.555583 1+ 0.098333 12 1+ 0.60497 24 4+ 1+ 0
0 <1+ n/a n/a 1+ 0.00278 2+ 0 0 N/A 2+ 0.606533 15 2+ 1.33675 10 0 2+ 2

1+ 3+ n/a n/a 3+ 1.45 2+ <1+ 0 N/A 3+ 0.619553 19 3+ 1.87654 5 <1+ 2+ 3
0 1+ n/a n/a 1+ 0.175 2+ 1+ 1 0.265 4+ 2.619889 19 4+ 20.754 1 1+ 2+ 7
0 <1+ n/a n/a 4+ 0.193 casefile FB2CFB97 2+ 2+ 2 0.5101 2+ 2+ 2
0 <1+ n/a n/a 3+ 0.344 2+ 3+ 3 0.8432 Number of instances orig micro pos, diff micro neg 7 3+ 2+ 1
0 1+ n/a n/a 3+ 0.259 2+ 4+ 4 2.388175 all instances of orig micro pos, diff neg had <1+ in orig micro 4+ 2+ 0
0 1+ n/a n/a 3+ 0.177 3+ 0 0 N/A 0 3+ 2
0 0 pos pos 0 0.0385 casefile FB2CFB97 3+ <1+ 0 N/A Number of instances orig micro neg, diff micro pos 7 <1+ 3+ 4
0 <1+ n/a n/a 1+ 0.0188 exam notes FBP35 3+ 1+ 0 N/A instances of orig micro neg, diff pos 2+ 2 1+ 3+ 6
0 1+ n/a n/a 4+ 0.338 3+ 2+ 1 5 instances of orig micro neg, diff pos 3+ 2 2+ 3+ 3
0 1+ n/a n/a 3+ 0.229 3+ 3+ 4 1.095675 instances of orig micro neg, diff pos 4+ 3 3+ 3+ 4
0 2+ n/a n/a 3+ 0.173 3+ 4+ 0 N/A 4+ 3+ 0
0 0 pos pos 0 0.0017 4+ 0 0 N/A 0 4+ 3
0 <1+ n/a n/a 0 0.0007 4+ <1+ 0 N/A <1+ 4+ 5
0 <1+ n/a n/a 0 0.0008 4+ 1+ 0 N/A 1+ 4+ 6
0 <1+ n/a n/a 0 0.0007 4+ 2+ 0 N/A 2014 31 2+ 4+ 4
0 0 pos pos 4+ 0.3973 4+ 3+ 0 N/A 2015 11 3+ 4+ 0
0 <1+ n/a n/a 4+ 2.1598 4+ 4+ 1 20.754 2016 37 4+ 4+ 1
0 0 pos pos 4+ 0.4081 total 79 total 79
0 1+ n/a n/a 3+ 0.9501
0 1+ n/a n/a 4+ 3.9821
0 3+ n/a n/a 3+ 0.3902
0 1+ n/a n/a 1+ 0.1257
0 <1+ n/a n/a 4+ 0.756
0 <1+ n/a n/a 4+ 2.3197

<1+ 2+ n/a n/a 4+ 3.7443
0 <1+ n/a n/a 4+ 3.7418
0 0 n/a n/a 3+ 1.7075
0 1+ n/a n/a 4+ 1.8191
0 1+ n/a n/a 3+ 0.4547
0 1+ n/a n/a 3+ 0.1934
0 <1+ n/a n/a 3+ 0.1796
0 1+ n/a n/a 4+ 0.7121
0 0 n/a pos 2+ 0.3429
0 <1+ n/a n/a 1+ 0.122
0 <1+ n/a n/a 2+ 0.1666
0 0 pos pos 3+ 0.0647
0 2+ n/a n/a 2+ 0.9548

1+ 2+ n/a n/a 3+ 0.9066
0 1+ n/a n/a 2+ 0.8624
0 1+ n/a n/a 4+ 1.093
0 1+ n/a n/a 4+ 1.3892

<1+ <1+ n/a n/a <1+ 0.0065
0 0 pos pos 4+ 0.162
0 0 pos pos 2+ 0.3211
0 <1+ n/a n/a 3+ 0.2558
0 2+ n/a n/a 4+ 4.0784
0 3+ n/a n/a 3+ 2.1695

1+ 4+ n/a n/a 4+ 20.754
0 <1+ n/a n/a 1+ 0.0631
0 1+ n/a n/a 2+ 0.11
0 <1+ n/a n/a 1+ 0.0454
0 1+ n/a n/a 2+ 0.0805 casefile FB2CFB112
0 3+ n/a n/a 3+ 0.373
0 1+ n/a n/a 2+ 0.126

<1+ <1+ n/a n/a 1+ 0.00614
0 <1+ n/a n/a 1+ 0.0198 casefile FB2CFB114
0 <1+ n/a n/a 2+ 0.0314
0 1+ n/a n/a <1+ 0.0853
0 <1+ n/a n/a <1+ 0.135
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Retrospective Comparison of initial microscopy to differential lysis slide microscopy
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Feedback Response
The proposed experiments will use swabs.  Is any of the data that you quote (where you have 
looked quantitatively at the old samples’ exam slides vs their diff slides) from swabs or was it 
all scrapings/cuttings?  I would be curious to know whether the quantitative variation we are 
seeing could be related to the substrate/sampling method.

The initial data mining was done on a mix of substrates as it was taken from samples that 
had been processed through diff lysis extraction. It was considered at the time to record the 
sample type. There have been a number of discussions and this has included substrate type, 
however there are so many variables to consider such as sample type, amount of sample, 
sample source, presence / absence of other biological material & other substances such as 
lubricant, investigation of operator variability (both at examination and the process of 
making the slides at extraction) etc. This initial investigation needed to be more focussed, 
and substrate (as well as other elements will be something that may well come into the 
investigation further on.

I don’t understand where the AP and p30 fit into testing the reliability of microscopy.  You 
know there’s sperm on the swabs because you put it there.  For a whole host of reasons 
AP/p30 are poorly correlated with spermatozoa concentrations.

The idea of recording AP / p30 was to include some data for education purposes on how 
sperm micro sensitivity and p30 & AP testing sensitivity relate – we know that the relative 
levels of sperm, p30 and AP will vary between individuals, and we don’t do quantitative 
testing. There are also variables such as sampling method, whether an item has been 
washed, time since deposition etc. Agree that definitely no absolutes can be drawn from 
any of our data. However, the thought was that the lab had never (from records that were 
located) tested all of the elements together – presumptive test, micro and extraction 
results. In the past validations were all performed on individual steps in isolation (p30 or 
extraction etc.). A consideration was to include testing from a range of donors, but as with 
substrates above, there are too many variables which would expand the size and number of 
experiments, so it was decided would start small, and as more information is gathered start 
to test some of the variables.

I don’t think the presumptive testing component  is necessary – we know that any number of 
combinations of results between AP/p30/micro could have legitimate explanations, so I’m not 
sure what this testing will show.

As above, the idea was to include it as the testing previously has been done in isolation. In 
addition, work on p30 and AP (from validation documentation located) has been performed 
on dilutions of the material eluted / suspended from neat semen placed on a substrate (e.g. 
neat semen added to a substrate, water added, then dilutions of that water tested), 
whereas in this project we propose to test diluting the semen prior to addition to the 
substrate, this should mimic casework closer.

Has there been a background lit search performed? A search was conducted to find work performed on comparisons of microscopy results vs 
profiling sensitivity, microscopy results vs p30 or AP testing, however no papers where 
processing was performed the same or similar to the techniques we employ could be 
located. The individual elements (e.g. AP testing, ABA card p30 test, H & E stain etc.) are 
well documented, but could not locate documentation of anyone performing a process the 
same or very similar to ours where a suspension is made right from the start.

1.1 Background - results from earlier investigation should really be written up in a separate 
section as a pilot study Will write it as a sub-section
1.1 Background - paragraph 3 should be in the Purpose and scope section as it is the aim of 
the study. Agree, document to be updated
5.1 section ii - this needs to be clearer. A short table consisting of a brief outline of each 
batches contents would be ideal. Agree, document to be updated
6. Results and Data Compilation - How will any statistical differences be determined? You 
have repeated samples measured with a difficult categorical system (0-4; where the 
difference between 0 and 1 is not the same as the difference between 3 and 4) in a probably 
non-normal population across pre and post treatment groups. This is not easy to analyse 
statistically – if at all, in its current form.

There was no intention to conduct statistical analysis for the reason noted, however data 
trends will be looked at and considered. A lack of trend may itself also indicate where an 
issue may lie (e.g. may lead to reproducibility / repeatability investigations as a next step)

Other minor wording options provided mostly adopted and changed
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 Forensic and Scientific Services 
 
 
 
 
 

Minutes 
Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team Meeting 
Date: 24 November 2016 
Time: 9:30am to 11:45am 
Venue: FSS CR611 
 
1. Present 

Allan McNevin (ARM)  
Amanda Reeves (AJR) 
Justin Howes (JAH) (Chairperson) 
Kirsten Scott (KDS) 
Kylie Rika (KDR) 
 

Luke Ryan (LBR) 
Paula Brisotto (PMB) 
Peter Culshaw (PC) in late 
Sharon Johnstone (SMJ) 
Wendy Harmer (WAH) 
 

2. Apologies –   Cathie Allen (CJA) 
 
Agenda items 
Item Topic  

1.0 Confirmation of previous minutes – JAH  

2.0 Conflicts of Interest – Nil. Agenda sent out prior to meeting, if any conflicts exist, these are to 
be discussed with chair prior to meeting. 
 

 

3.0 Action Register – See below  

4.0 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Standing items 
4.1 Workplace Health & Safety Issues – Everyone  
KDR – staff member who is in process for being assessed for carpal tunnel. Incident form 
completed. Tasks being managed to reduce pain. Work cover claim possible. 
KDS – one staff member had a car accident on the way home. 
 
4.2 Sub-Team Updates  
Evidence Recovery:  
Very busy time. 17 SAIKs last week, 10 this week. 
 
Analytical:  
Number of outstanding samples has increased – outcome of ER processing. Oldest P2 from the 
22/11/2016. P3s from the 17/11/2016. 66 diff lysis samples outstanding – oldest from the 18th.  
Symphony implement on the 21st. First run was 23rd overnight. 
 
Quality & Projects:  
New OO staff signed off in 3 or 4 areas. Very busy, partially in training and with Evids 
certificates. Minimal time spent on destructions. KDS and KAL spending majority of time on FR.  
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Minutes  Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team Meeting - 2 of 4 - 
 

 
Reporting 1: 
Very busy. A lot of defence requests. JMW defence request – Magistrate has ruled that the DNA 
evidence can be submitted, but cannot include statistics. Statistics used was STRmix, not binary 
RMNE – which may be the confusion…. Magistrate has issue with ‘assuming’ the number of 
contributors to a mixture. Prosecutor to be engaged by JMW, AJR and EJC to discuss, including 
legal advice. TEN defence request – sperm microscopy SOPs. 
 
Reporting 2: 
PJT defence request – timeframe being pushed out due to short timeframe requested – pushed 
out until Feb 2017. Defence expert has written a statement about PJT original statement. PJT 
requested to respond to this in a statement format - covering touch, trace DNA, continuity. 
Defence Expert is not someone we have had interaction with before. 
As of next week, AAQ doing refresher training with be fully signed off. 
One staff member has been unexpectedly away for this week, which has had an impact on 
batch checks part of quality processing. 
EJC and AAP off line full time for projects.  
AJR and KDR to work on process for managing large operations, as there are some on the 
horizon.  
 
Intelligence:  
Shortage of staff. SMJ and TJG spent time in Canberra for training this week. VOLLOW 
numbers high for last couple of months, Help offered from reporting 1. 
 
Admin:  
OO help with filing and moving in file store room and electronic compactus. 
 
Managing Scientist:  
RTI request came in a couple of weeks ago regarding STRmix miscode. CJA negotiated in 
relation to amount of information requested/required. The information required to be provided is 
case number and crime class code for all cases involved in the STRmix miscode. 
 
4.3 Project Updates 
Project #168 – Validation of QIAsymphony – LBR  
Implemented 21/11/2016. CLOSED. 
 
Project #173 & #175 Hamilton Instruments being validated – LBR 
#173 – A and B – Final report draft for A almost complete. Expectation to have out for review in 
next couple of weeks. Verification of B to follow. 
#175 – C – LBR to look into seals for CE plates.  
 
Project #181 – Sensitivity of Sperm microscopy – ARM 
More controls received. Work to commence now ARM resume role in ER.   
 
Project #174 Artel verification – KDS  
Completed. CLOSED 
 
Projects on-hold 
Project #146 – GlobalFiler - LBR 
On hold until new size standard has been completed (17.03.2016) 
 
Project #172 – Phadebas testing from suspension in ERT – ARM 
Pending outcome of project on how suspensions are made. (12.05.2016) 
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Minutes  Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team Meeting - 3 of 4 - 
 

5.0 
 
 
 

New business 
 
5.1   Requests for specific 2017 Audits (Kirsten) 
 
Please think about this and provide to KDS. 
Suggestion from AJR - Periodic audits around batch investigations – mid next year proposed 
date. More information to be provided one SOPs and work processes for batch investigations 
completed. 
 
5.2   Bonaparte Training Feedback (Sharon) 
TJG and SMJ went to Canberra 21-22/11/2016 for training. 
Bonaparte enables familial searching. 
Bonaparte available in the training environment next week. Will initially be a stand alone system 
– not yet linked to NCIDD. Possible NCIDD integration March 2017. 
Policy drafted by NIFS on use of familial searching. Each state is essentially following current 
matching rules on NCIDD. Each state should be searching within own jurisdiction first. Set up 
will enable automatic searching. Different access levels an option for users. NCIDD will be 
verifying data transfer. Already validated by developers. Datasets to be updated to cover all 
profiling systems – PP21, P+ and Globalfiler.  
March 2017 implementation enables time for training, work processes etc. Change Management 
to be initiated.   
 
5.3 Research and Innovation strategy 
Initial meeting to read through 60 proposals and determine criteria to present to staff : 
Criteria: 

- Is it essential or desirable 
- Does it fall within Paul Csoban’s 3 areas (increase expertise, build FSS profile, increase 

efficiency, and bonus if it is revenue raising). 
 
Five proposals fell into the essential category – long term storage, background 
contamination/consumables, STRmix mixture searching for Intelligence, streamlining work unit 
structure, 4 person mixtures. 
Other proposals fell into the desirable category. Meeting on the desirable proposal has not yet 
occurred. 
 

 

6.0 New business – for noting 
 
6.1 QDVIC Update (Justin) 
JAH attended this annual meeting. Chaired by Supt Huxley. Attendees included State Coroner, 
Alex Forrest, Damien Cass, and other key staff. 
A number of Operations were discussed, including processes, what worked, standards etc. Two 
representatives from the AFP discussed MH17 DVI. 
 
 
6.2 Visit (Tour) Monday 28 November (Director-General) (Justin) 
DG and a number of other visitors and touring three areas of the Campus, one of which is 
Forensic DNA Analysis. 
 

 

 
• Next Meeting 
Date:  Thursday 8th December 
Venue: CR611 
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Minutes   - 4 of 4 - 
 

 
 
ACTION REGISTER 
 
Minutes  
Reference 

Item  
Number 

Subject Action Action 
Officer 

Status 

09/06/2016 5.2 Collecting of 
alternative sample for 
deceased ID  

ARM met with Charles – could 
bladder swabs and toenails assist 
with profiles from deceased, rather 
than bones? Charles asked if we 
could request this.  Deb, Tim, KDR 
met and discussion was around 
funding for this project – put forward 
for research and innovation idea? 
Additionally ethical considerations to 
be discussed with Charles. 
 

CJA / 
PMB / 
KDS 

27/10/2016 
CJA spoke to 
Charles; need 
further 
discussion with 
PMB and KDS 
before moving 
forward. 
 
24/11  KDS - 
FR  
Closed 

07/07/2016 5.2 • DNA Profiling Kits JAH to prepare a matrix / table for 
Mgmt to consider  
 
 
10/11/2016 Updated information: 
JAH, LBR and ARM met  with 
thermofisherscientific (AB) – 
Identifiler/ID+ is their biggest selling 
kit, and it is the chemistry that 
Globalfiler is built on (ID+ has the 
buffer that was then used for GF) 
24/11 – JAH to have one more 
conversation 

Mgmt 
Team 

27/10/2016 
Read doc and 
feedback when 
you can. 
 
Ongoing – JAH 
to finalise 

15/09/2016 5.1 • Intel Team Provide feedback to ACIC through 
JAH & CJA 
 
24/11 - Feedback has been passed 
on to development team. 

SMJ / 
JAH 

27/10/2016 
Feedback to 
Carmen to be 
provided by 
COB 
28/10/2016. 
 
SMJ to provide 
feedback to 
JAH/CJA by 
11/11/2016 
 
24/11 - 
CLOSED 
 

10/11/2016 4.3 • Validation of 
QIAsymphony 

Provide final feedback JAH to 
LBR 

JAH 24/11  
CLOSED 

10/11/2016 5.1 • Result of Audit 
QIS #22420 - back 
up of electronic 
records 

KDS to send e-mail for all 
members to vote on approve or 
reject this proposal 

KDS 24/11 – VLC, 
PMB, AJR to 
vote 

10/11/2016 6 • NATA surveillance 
Feb 2017  

KDS to find out about date and 
assess timing 
 

KDS 24/11 – FR 
likely to be 
delayed, so no 
overlap for 
NATA visit. 
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Improving the Detection of Spermatozoa Microscopically from 

Routine Sexual Assault Examinations 
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Improving the Detection of Spermatozoa Microscopically from 

Routine Sexual Assault Examinations 

This study was undertaken to determine if the detection of spermatozoa could be 

improved by submitting sexual assault swabs directly for Differential Lysis 

extraction, whilst preserving the ability to conduct presumptive testing, thus 

eliminating the need to prepare a microscopic slide during initial examination. 

Analysis of semen donors from cotton swabs, rayon swabs, scrapings, tape-lifting 

and excisions from both thick and thin fabrics was conducted to ensure that the 

methodologies evaluated were tested on a range of exhibits and biological fluids 

typically seen in routine forensic casework. Results showed that microscopy 

slides created during Differential Lysis Extraction performed favourably in 

comparison with slides created during initial examination. A newly developed 

sexual assault process gave comparable detection levels to the traditional 

processing for Prostate Specific Antigen (p30) and Phadebas presumptive testing. 

It should be noted that the detection sensitivity for Acid Phosphatase (AP) was 

slightly better for traditional processing. The sensitivity of p30 was shown to be 

far superior to that of AP across most experiments.  

Keywords: spermatozoa, Differential Lysis Extraction, microscopy, semen, Acid 

Phosphatase, Prostate Specific Antigen 

Introduction 

Visualising spermatozoa within a sample taken from a sexual assault case is an 

important aspect of forensic examination and can help inform whether a sexual 

encounter took place. Presumptive testing for seminal fluid may also be significant for 

sexual assault cases, particularly for azoospermia or oligospermic males who have 

either no, or low spermatozoa counts (1).  

Three common approaches exist for creating a microscopic slide to visualise 

spermatozoa on an evidentiary item from a sexual assault case. The first involves 

creating a smear directly from a moistened swab taken from an area of interest. The 

second is to create a suspension from the item of interest and create a microscopic slide 
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from this suspension.  The third is to create a slide from the spermatozoa fraction 

obtained during Differential Lysis Extraction, in which the spermatozoa and epithelial 

cells have been separated (2, 3, 4). 

In conjunction with microscopy the detection of enzymes and proteins 

commonly found in semen are used to detect the possible presence of seminal fluid. 

Common components of seminal fluid which can be tested for are Acid Phosphatase 

(AP) and Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA - also known as p30), which are found in 

higher levels in seminal fluid than in other bodily fluids. An item with a positive result 

for both AP and p30 is commonly deemed to be positive for the possible presence of 

seminal fluid. 

At Queensland Health Forensic and Scientific Services (QHFSS), traditional 

processing for sexual assault exhibits involved creating a microscopy slide during initial 

examination (referred to as the ‘exam slide’) which was routinely examined, and 

presumptive testing performed accordingly. A slide was also produced during 

Differential Lysis Extraction (referred to as the ‘DL slide’); however, this was not 

routinely examined (see figure 1 – defined as ‘method 1’). If DNA profiling results 

were not consistent with initial microscopy (a profile with strong male DNA 

components was obtained however low or no spermatozoa were seen), the DL slide 

could be examined for confirmation of the presence of spermatozoa. 

Figure 1 here 

Figure 1: The workflow for routine sexual assault examinations at QHFSS 

(Method 1), which involves the creation of a slide during initial examination (exam 

slide) and a slide after Differential Lysis Extraction from the sperm pellet (DL slide). 
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A review of historical in-house data was conducted prior to the start of this 

experimentation. Results showed that when the DL slide was examined for confirmation 

of the presence of spermatozoa, it was common to find more spermatozoa present on the 

DL slide than the exam slide. Whilst a difference between these two slides is not 

unexpected due to the Differential Lysis Extraction procedure concentrating the sample 

(from ~200 µL to <50 µL), in some instances, the difference observed was larger than 

expected.   This difference had not previously been characterised, and thus the 

relationships and considerations for testing were not fully optimised. A lack of 

published data into this observed difference was the basis for this study.  

This work aimed to use experimental observations from an array of forensic 

materials to design a sample processing workflow that maximised retention of 

spermatozoa for profiling, while ensuring spermatozoa are visualised through 

microscopy with the retention of presumptive screening capacity (AP/p30) (see figure 2 

– defined as ‘method 2’). 

Figure 2 here 

Figure 2: The workflow being testing during this study (Method 2), which 

involves only the creation of a slide after Differential Lysis Extraction from the 

sperm pellet (DL slide).  

 

 

Materials and methods 

Semen and buccal cell collection from volunteers 

All biological samples were collected from anonymous donors with informed consent. 

This process was approved by Queensland Health, Forensic and Scientific Services 
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Human Ethics Committee (HEC 21-24).  

Semen samples were collected from five donors who were provided with an at-home 

collection kit. These donors were asked to abstain from ejaculation for three to five days 

and then use the container to collect a masturbatory semen sample, which was 

refrigerated until the sample could be delivered to the laboratory, where the sample was 

stored frozen.  

Buccal cells were collected from a single female donor. Each time a collection 

was required, the volunteer was provided with two Cytobrush™ Plus Cell collector 

devices and a 2 mL tube containing 500 µL of 0.9 % saline solution. The donor was 

instructed to rub one device against the inside of one cheek for one minute to obtain 

buccal cells, and then swirl the device within the saline solution to release the buccal 

cells. This was repeated for the second device against the other cheek, releasing the 

cells into the same saline solution. Once complete, the samples were stored refrigerated.  

Addition of semen and epithelial cells to swabs 

To mimic evidentiary items from a SAIK, swabs with relatively high numbers of 

epithelial (buccal) cells and low numbers of spermatozoa cells were prepared. Tubes 

containing semen and buccal cells were set aside until at room temperature and gently 

vortex mixed before use. Swab heads were broken away from the swab stick and placed 

swab head up within a 1.5 mL tube, labelled with the semen dilution and donor number. 

30µL of neat buccal cell suspension was pipetted onto each swab, allowing the liquid to 

completely absorb. The tubes were then placed into a dry block heater (set at 35 ℃) and 

left to dry for one to two hours.  

From the neat semen sample, dilutions of 1/20, 1/50, 1/100, 1/200 and 1/500 

were created by adding Nanopure water. These dilutions were chosen as samples most 
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likely to be approaching the limit of detection of spermatozoa were required.  Once the 

buccal cells were dry, 5 µL of diluted semen was added to each swab, and the tubes 

placed back into the dry block heater for a further one to two hours. Once dried, the 

swabs were inverted and stored within a freezer until required.   

Cleaning fabrics, and the addition of semen and epithelial cells 

Cotton fabric was purchased and cut to size before being washed to remove any DNA. 

The cleaning protocol was as follows: each piece of fabric was placed in a flask 

containing 10 % (v/v) bleach which was positioned on an orbital mixer. The cover of 

the flask was sealed with PARAFILM® and left to stir on low speed for 20 minutes. 200 

mL of a stock solution containing 0.13M sodium sulfite was transferred to a second 

flask, positioned on an orbital mixture. The fabric was transferred from the bleach to the 

sodium sulfite, the flask was covered with PARAFILM® and left to stir on low speed for 

20 minutes. The fabric was then transferred to a third flask containing 500 mL of 

nanopure water on an orbital mixer and left to stir for ten minutes. The fabric was next 

placed back into the sodium sulfite for 20 minutes, and then placed into fresh nanopure 

water for ten minutes. The fabric was then placed on a drying line. Once dried, the 

fabric was marked with a circle to indicate where to sample. 

Tubes containing semen and buccal cells were set aside until at room 

temperature and gently vortex mixed before use. From the neat semen sample, dilutions 

of 1/20, 1/50, 1/100, 1/200 and 1/500 were created using Nanopure water. 30 µL of 

buccal cells were added to the marked area of fabric and the fabric was set aside to dry 

for one to two hours. 5 µL of diluted semen was next added to the marked area of fabric 

and the fabric was set aside to dry for a further one to two hours. Once dried, the fabric 

was packaged within brown paper bags until sampled.  
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Sampling of mock exhibits (swabs, scraping, tape-lifting and excising) 

Swabs 

Swabs were removed from the tube and the swab head was excised from the swab stick. 

The swab head was cut into three to four pieces and placed back into the original tube. 

Fabrics - scraping 

Fabric was scraped using a scalpel focussing on the marked area. The top layer of fabric 

was removed and placed into a 1.5 mL tube. 

Fabrics – tape-lifting 

Fabric was tape-lifted using adhesive tape. Both ends of the adhesive tape were folded 

to allow it to be held, and the middle section was repeatedly placed against the marked 

area until all adhesiveness was lost. The folded ends of the adhesive tape were removed 

using a scalpel. The middle section of the adhesive tape was rolled in on itself (adhesive 

side facing inwards) and placed into a 1.5 mL tube. 

Fabrics - excised 

Fabric was excised using a scalpel. The entire marked area was removed and placed into 

a 1.5 mL tube. 

Amylase testing for the possible presence of saliva 

As testing for the possible presence of saliva may also form part of sexual assault 

examinations, at times there is a need to screen for saliva and seminal fluid from the 

same sample. Where the use of the Phadebas Forensic Press Test is not possible, 

QHFSS will remove supernatant in the first step of the extraction process and store 

frozen until Phadebas testing can occur using Phadebas Amylase Test tablets.  
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Examination and screening – method 1 

This method is the traditional process for examining sexual assault items at QHFSS (see 

figure 1 above). For the purposes of this study all items were submitted for Differential 

Lysis Extraction and all items had comprehensive screening for spermatozoa (exam and 

DL slide examined, AP, p30 and amylase testing) to ensure that a full dataset was 

available for review and assessment.  

200 µL of nanopure water was added to the tube containing exhibit substrate and 

a microscopy slide was created from the suspension and stained using Haematoxylin 

and Eosin (Forensic DNA Analysis, Brisbane, QLD, AU). The slides were examined 

using a BX41 Microscope (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). The presence of one 

or more spermatozoon (with or without a tail) on the microscopy slide constituted a 

positive result. At QHFSS, routine analysis involves the use of a semi-qualitative 

scoring system (nil observed, <1+, 1+, 2+, 3+, 4+). This scoring system was applied in 

this work, however due to the large amount of data obtained, and for ease of 

presentation, it has been simplified to a binary positive / negative result as that is what is 

used for the purposes of reporting within a court setting (i.e. Spermatozoa observed or 

not observed).  

The tube was vortex mixed and centrifuged at 16 000 x g and AP testing was 

performed first by spotting 1 drop (using a transfer pipette) of substrate supernatant and 

1 drop of AP reagent (Forensic DNA Analysis, Brisbane, QLD, AU) directly onto filter 

paper. A positive reaction was recorded where a purple colouration, similar to the 

positive control developed within two minutes. PSA was conducted by adding 150 µL 

of nanopure water to the tube, the tube was vortex mixed and centrifuged at 16 000 x g 

for three minutes. 150 µL of the sample supernatant was then added to a p30 cartridge 
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(Abacus Diagnostics) sample well ‘S’. A positive result was recorded after ten minutes 

if a pink line appeared in both the test ‘T’ and control ‘C’ areas. 

During the first stage of extraction, 495 µL of TNE Buffer was added to the 

sample, the sample was incubated and 150 µL supernatant removed and stored frozen 

for amylase testing. The item then proceeded through Differential Lysis DNA extraction 

using DNA IQ™ Casework Pro Kit for Maxwell® 16 on the Maxwell® 16 MDx 

Instrument (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA) using the manufacturer recommended 

protocol (5). During extraction, a microscopic slide was created from the spermatozoa 

pellet by spotting 3 µL of pellet resuspended with 50 µL of supernatant onto a 

microscopic slide. 

The slide was stained using Haematoxylin and Eosin (Forensic DNA Analysis, 

Brisbane, QLD, AU) and examined using a BX41 Microscope (Olympus Corporation, 

Tokyo, Japan).  The supernatant retained for amylase testing was tested using Phadebas 

Amylase Test tablets (Phadebas, Kristianstad, Sweden) using the 150 µL removed 

during the first stage of extraction. A Phadebas tablet was crushed into powder form and 

a microspoon was used to add approximately 0.003 – 0.01 g of crushed powder to the 

supernatant tube. This tube was incubated at 37℃ for 15 minutes. The sample was then 

centrifuged at 16000 x g for 3 minutes and immediately observed for a blue colour 

change to the supernatant, which indicated a positive result.  

Examination and screening – method 2 

This method was the workflow designed to improve the detection of spermatozoa (see 

figure 2 above). While routine use of this method in the laboratory would result in a 

subset of tests being conducted (as per fig 2), for this study full testing was conducted, 

including microscopy, AP, p30 and amylase testing on all samples. 
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400 µL of nanopure water was added to each sample tube and the tube vortex 

mixed. The tube was incubated for 15 minutes at 30 ℃. After incubation, the sample 

was vortex mixed and centrifuged at 16 000 x g for three minutes. 200 µL of 

supernatant was removed and stored frozen for AP and p30 testing. The original tube 

with substrate proceeded through Differential Lysis DNA extraction using DNA IQ™ 

Casework Pro Kit for Maxwell® 16 on the Maxwell® 16 MDx Instrument (Promega 

Corp., Madison, WI, USA) using the manufacturer recommended protocol (5). During 

the first stage of extraction, 495 µL of TNE Buffer was added to the sample, the sample 

was incubated and 150 µL supernatant removed and stored frozen for amylase testing. 

Supernatant for amylase testing was removed at this stage, and not at the same time as 

the supernatant for AP and p30 testing, as additional liquid would be required to be 

added to the sample, further diluting the supernatant removed for AP and p30 testing.  

During extraction, a microscopic slide was created from the spermatozoa pellet by 

spotting 3 µL of pellet resuspended with 50 µL of supernatant onto a microscopic slide. 

The slide was stained using Haematoxylin and Eosin (Forensic DNA Analysis, 

Brisbane, QLD, AU) and examined using a BX41 Microscope (Olympus Corporation, 

Tokyo, Japan). All samples were tested for seminal fluid from the frozen supernatant 

retained during examination, using AP reagent (Forensic DNA Analysis, Brisbane, 

QLD, AU) and p30 (Abacus Diagnostics), as described above. The supernatant retained 

for amylase testing was tested using Phadebas Amylase Test tablets (Phadebas, 

Kristianstad, Sweden), as described above.  

Sampling scenarios 

This study involved testing thick (e.g. cotton bath towel type material) and thin (e.g. 

cotton, commonly found in underwear, lightweight clothing etc) fabric by conducting 

200 scrapings, 120 tape-lifts and 120 excisions, as well as testing 20 rayon swabs and 
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60 cotton swabs. Table 1 shows that in total, 26 scenarios were tested. Each scenario 

tested a different substrate type, sampling technique or semen donor. 

Table 1 here 

Table 1: A list of the 26 different scenarios tested. Each scenario consists of a 

substrate type (rayon swab, cotton swab, thick fabric or thin fabric), sampling 

technique (tape-lift, scraping or excision) and semen donor (1-5). All 26 

scenarios were tested using method 1 and method 2, at 5 dilutions (1/20, 1/50, 

1/100, 1/200, 1/500), in duplicate.  

 

 Results 

Microscopy 

More spermatozoa were present on the DL slide produced using method 2 compared to 

the exam slide produced using method 1 in 22 out of 26 scenarios, they were 

comparable in one scenario, and comparison between the methods was inconclusive in 

three scenarios (Table 2). Figure 3 shows that at each of the 5 dilutions, method 2 

consistently had a larger number of DL slides with spermatozoa present, and a greater 

number of scenarios where both duplicates had spermatozoa present, compared to the 

exam slide from Method 1. Method 1 showed six scenarios (all tape-lifted fabrics) 

where spermatozoa was not detected at any dilution on exam slides. Method 2 showed 

just one scenario where spermatozoa was not detected at any dilution on DL slides, also 

using the sampling technique of tape-lifting.  

Table 2 and Figure 3 here  

Table 2: A comparison of the microscopy results for method 1 (exam slide) and 

method 2 (DL slide) across each of the 26 scenarios. White refers to both 
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duplicates testing positive at that specific dilution, grey refers to one duplicate 

testing positive, and black refers to neither testing positive. Scenarios 12-17 

were tape-lifts taken from thick and thin fabric. 

Figure 3: Comparison between the number of samples where spermatozoa was 

detected using method 1 and method 2 at each dilution. Black refers to both 

duplicates testing positive for method 1, dark grey refers to one duplicate testing 

positive for method 1, light grey refers to both duplicates testing positive for 

method 2 and white refers to one duplicate testing positive for method 2. 

 

Acid Phosphatase 

Method 1 slightly outperformed method 2 for Acid Phosphatase testing, however very 

few positive results were obtained, as seen in table 3 and figure 4. Method 1 

outperformed method 2 in eight scenarios and method 2 performed better in one 

scenario. Notably, seventeen scenarios did not produce positive results at any dilution 

for either method (table 3). Method 1 was able to detect AP at 1/100 and 1/200 in 1 

scenario each, method 2 could only detect AP to a dilution of 1/50 (figure 4).  

Table 3 and Figure 4 here  

Table 3: A comparison of the AP results for method 1 and method 2 across each 

of the 26 scenarios. White refers to both duplicates testing positive at that 

specific dilution, grey refers to one duplicate testing positive, and black refers to 

neither testing positive. 

Figure 4: Comparison between the number of samples where AP was detected 

using method 1 and method 2 at each dilution. Black refers to both duplicates 

testing positive for method 1, dark grey refers to one duplicate testing positive 
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for method 1, light grey refers to both duplicates testing positive for method 2 

and white refers to one duplicate testing positive for method 2. 

 

P30 

P30 results were relatively consistent between method 1 and method 2 across 

most semen dilutions, although method 2 did perform slightly better at the lowest semen 

dilution (1/500), as seen in figure 5. Comparing the 26 scenarios, method 2 

outperformed method 1 in nine scenarios, they performed comparably in ten scenarios, 

method 1 was better in five scenarios and comparison between methods was 

inconclusive in two scenarios (table 4).   

Table 4 and Figure 5 here  

Table 4: A comparison of the p30 results for method 1 and method 2 across 

each of the 26 scenarios. White refers to both duplicates testing positive at that 

specific dilution, grey refers to one duplicate testing positive, and black refers to 

neither testing positive. Scenarios 12-17 were tape-lifts taken from thick and 

thin fabric. 

Figure 5: Comparison between the number of samples where p30 was detected 

using method 1 and method 2 at each dilution. Black refers to both duplicates 

testing positive for method 1, dark grey refers to one duplicate testing positive 

for method 1, light grey refers to both duplicates testing positive for method 2 

and white refers to one duplicate testing positive for method 2. 

 

Phadebas 

The results for this test were comparable between method 1 (118 positive results) and 
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method 2 (111 positive results). 

Discussion 

This study aimed to improve the detection of spermatozoa whilst retaining the ability to 

perform presumptive testing. A range of experiments using mock exhibits were 

conducted to emulate casework samples routinely submitted to QHFSS for the 

investigation of sexual assaults. Results demonstrated an improved detection of 

spermatozoa across a range of mock samples could be obtained when using an 

improved workflow with existing technologies and techniques.   

The DL slide produced using method 2 outperformed the exam slide produced 

during method 1 in 22 out of 26 scenarios. As seen in figure 3, out of the 26 scenarios, 

method 1 could only detect spermatozoa at a dilution of 1/500 in four scenarios. Method 

2 could detect spermatozoa at the same dilution in half of the scenarios (13). In this 

way, the microscopy results were considered to be more sensitive from Method 2, as 

spermatozoa were seen in the most dilute samples more often. There were also a greater 

number of scenarios where method 2 yielded spermatozoa present on both duplicates 

compared to method 1. As casework samples can be diluted with other bodily fluids, be 

partially removed by washing or other environmental factors, and are further diluted 

during examination, the ability to detect spermatozoa where few spermatozoa are 

present is important.   

The exam slide records separate counts for whole spermatozoa (head with 

attached tail), and spermatozoa heads alone (without tails). The ability to differentiate 

between whole spermatozoa and spermatozoa heads may potentially provide useful 

information regarding the time elapsed since deposition, as whole spermatozoa are 

associated with relatively recent ejaculation. However, studies show a range of 

timeframes for persistence of intact spermatozoa (7), suggesting that the time since 
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deposition cannot be accurately determined by the presence of intact spermatozoa.  

After Differential Lysis Extraction, whole spermatozoa are not typically seen and 

therefore for method 2, only spermatozoa heads are counted. The presence of whole 

spermatozoa as distinguished from spermatozoa heads is not currently reported within 

the standard Statement of Witness issued by QHFSS, and it is the experience of this 

laboratory that this topic is only rarely discussed as part of expert witness testimony. 

The inability to differentiate spermatozoa types is therefore not expected to 

meaningfully impact upon the service provided to our clients. 

The majority of AP tests showed equivalent detection between the two methods, 

however method 1 did perform better than method 2 in eight scenarios, while method 2 

only performed better than method 1 in one scenario.  Method 1 was also able to detect 

AP at 1/100 and 1/200 for one scenario each, while method 2 could not detect AP at 

these dilutions. These results were not unexpected, as the supernatant tested for AP 

using method 2 was twice as dilute as that for method 1. As presumptive testing for 

method 2 was not performed until after Differential Lysis Extraction, enough 

supernatant needed to be added to enable testing for both AP and p30. Overall AP 

testing produced quite poor results using either method. Implications of this findings are 

discussed below. 

For p30 testing, both methods produced results which were generally 

comparable, with method 2 performing better in nine scenarios, and method 1 

performing better in five. Where most of the dilutions have comparable results between 

the two methods, method 2 had notably better detection rates at the lowest dilutions 

(1/500). Method 1 required the addition of 350 µL of diluent added before p30 testing 

occurred, whereas method 2 added 400 µL of diluent before p30 testing. The addition of 
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more diluent before p30 testing did not seem to have an impact on the detection or 

sensitivity levels for method 2.   

Method 2 improved the detection of spermatozoa and maintained the ability for 

the laboratory to test for p30, however it did compromise AP results. The use of AP and 

p30 together is intended to minimise the possibility of false positives and false negatives 

occurring when screening for seminal fluid. The manufacturers outline the potential for 

a false positive result for p30 when testing male urine, which has a reported p30 mean 

value of 260 mg/mL (6). QHFSS does not routinely test male urine for seminal fluid, 

however it may be detected in trace amounts on contaminated items. Given how items 

are sampled for processing, as well as the addition of diluent, the risk of this false 

positive to items at QHFSS is small. The ‘high dose hook’ effect is a false negative 

which can occur when testing for p30. This is where a very high level of PSA may 

overload the ABAcard p30 test mechanism, resulting in an incorrect negative result 

being recorded. In order to observe the high dose hook effect, samples need to replicate 

the levels seen when neat semen is applied to the test device. The initial addition of 400 

µL of nanopure water to the tube to create a suspension would therefore dilute neat 

semen stains enough to avoid the ‘high dose hook’ effect. Additionally, scientists at 

QHFSS have not reported seeing this phenomenon in casework samples. The results 

from this study demonstrated that p30 is a more sensitive screening tool for the 

detection of seminal fluid, consistently outperforming AP.  

As a result of p30 sensitivity findings and poor AP performance it was therefore 

decided that AP testing would be ceased as a standard presumptive screening technique 

for the detection of seminal fluid on subsamples from swabs, fabrics etc., instead 

maintaining AP screening solely for the purpose of screening whole items (such as 
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clothing or bedding) for the possible presence of semen stains and subsequent sub-

sampling.  

Phadebas testing was performed to ensure that method 2 did not impact on the 

ability to perform amylase testing. The results were generally comparable between the 

two methods, with method 1 detecting 118 positive Phadebas results, and method 2 

detecting 111 positive Phadebas results. Phadebas testing was found to be generally 

very sensitive for both methods, although is it noted that only one saliva donor has been 

used for this study and therefore there may well be physiological variability between 

individuals which has not been explored here. 

In summary, this work has highlighted the potential benefits of a new sexual 

assault examination procedure to maximise spermatozoa detected while minimising 

sample loss through the creation of only one slide after Differential Lysis Extraction. 

The improved methodology offers comparable p30 and phadebas testing results, with 

minimal increases in cost due to the increased p30 use. The increase use of p30 costs 

would be offset by the reduction in laboratory costs resulting from no longer creating an 

exam slide. QHFSS has implemented this new methodology for routine casework. 
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Improving the Detection of Spermatozoa Microscopically from 
Routine Sexual Assault Examinations

Chelsea Savage, Matthew Hunt, Allan McNevin, Emma Caunt, Kirsten Scott, Paula Brisotto and Cathie Allen.
Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream, Prevention Division, Queensland Health.

Abstract
This study was undertaken to determine if the detection of spermatozoa 
could be improved by submitting sexual assault swabs directly for 
Differential Lysis extraction, whilst preserving the ability to conduct 
presumptive testing, thus eliminating the need to prepare a microscopic 
slide during initial examination. Analysis of semen donors from cotton 
swabs, rayon swabs, scrapings, tape-lifting and excisions from both thick 
and thin fabrics were conducted to ensure that the methodologies evaluated 
were tested on a range of exhibits and biological fluids typically seen in 
routine forensic casework. Results showed that microscopy slides created 
during Differential Lysis Extraction performed favourably in comparison with 
slides created during initial examination. The newly developed sexual 
assault process gave comparable detection levels to the traditional 
processing for Prostate Specific Antigen (p30) and Phadebas presumptive 
saliva testing. It should be noted that the detection sensitivity for Acid 
Phosphatase (AP) was slightly better for traditional processing. The 
sensitivity of p30 was shown to be far superior to that of AP across most 
experiments. 

Materials and Methods
Samples - Semen and buccal cells were provided by voluntary donors.
This process was approved by Queensland Health, Forensic and Scientific 
Services Human Ethics Committee (HEC 21-24). Buccal cell collections 
were suspended in 0.9% w/v saline solution. 30 µL of neat buccal cell 
suspension was pipetted onto each substrate. From the neat semen 
samples, dilutions of 1/20, 1/50, 1/100, 1/200 and 1/500 were created by 
adding nanopure water. Once the buccal cell suspension was dry, 5 µL of 
diluted semen was added to each substrate. Table 1 below describes 
substrates tested and donors used, all fabric was cut to size and washed 
to remove any DNA prior to use. In total, 26 different scenarios were tested 
and the two methods in each scenario compared. 

The flow charts under results show the two methods being compared as 
performed during routine testing. For this project, all samples underwent 
microscopy, AP, p30 and amylase testing.

Extraction - Samples were processed through Differential Lysis DNA 
extraction using DNA IQ™ Casework Pro Kit for Maxwell® 16 on the 
Maxwell® 16 MDx Instrument, using the manufacturer recommended 
protocol with the following modication. During the first stage of extraction, 
495 µL of TNE buffer was added to the sample, the sample incubated and 
150 µL supernatant removed and stored frozen for amylase testing. 

Microscopy - Slides prepared during initial examination (exam slide -
method 1) were prepared by spotting a drop of suspension (substrate and 
200 µL nanopure water) onto a microscopic slide. Slides created during 
Differential Lysis (DL slides – method 1 and 2) were created from the 
spermatozoa pellet by spotting 3 µL of pellet resuspended with 50 µL of 
supernatant onto a microscopic slide. Microscopy slides were stained 
using Haematoxylin and Eosin and examined using an Olympus BX41 
Microscope. 

Acid Phosphatase - 1 spot of substrate supernatant and 1 drop of AP 
reagent were spotted directly onto filter paper. A positive reaction was 
recorded where a purple colouration, similar to the positive control 
developed within 2 minutes.

Prostate Specific Antigen (p30) – 150 µL of sample supernatant was 
added to a p30 cartridge (Abacus Diagnostics) sample well ‘S’. A positive 
result was recorded after ten minutes if a pink line appeared in both the 
test ‘T’ and control ‘C’ areas. 

Phadebas - A Phadebas amylase test tablet was crushed into powder 
form and a microspoon was used to add approximately 0.003 – 0.01 g of 
crushed powder to the supernatant tube. This tube was incubated at 37℃
for 15 minutes. The sample was then centrifuged at 16000 x g for 3 
minutes, an immediate blue colour change in the supernatant indicated a 
positive result.

Conclusion
In summary, this work has highlighted the potential benefits of a new sexual 
assault examination procedure to maximise spermatozoa detected while 
minimising sample loss through the creation of only one slide after Differential 
Lysis Extraction. QHFSS has implemented this new methodology for routine 
casework.

Results
Microscopy - More spermatozoa were present on the DL slide produced using 
method 2 compared to the exam slide produced using method 1 in 22 out of 26 
scenarios, they were comparable in one scenario, and comparison between the 
methods was inconclusive in three scenarios. For samples collected using the 
tape-lift method, method 1 produced six scenarios where spermatozoa was not 
detected at any dilution on the exam slide, while method 2 showed just one 
scenario where spermatozoa was not detected at any dilution on DL slides

AP - Method 1 slightly outperformed method 2 for Acid Phosphatase testing, 
however very few positive results were obtained. Method 1 was able to detect 
AP at 1/200 and 1/100 in 1 scenario each, method 2 could only detect AP to a 
dilution of 1/50. Notably, seventeen scenarios did not produce positive results at 
any dilution for either method. 

P30 - P30 results were relatively consistent between method 1 and method 2 
across most semen dilutions, although method 2 did perform slightly better at 
the lowest semen dilution (1/500).

Phadebas - The results were quite consistent when comparing Phadebas
results between method 1 (118 positive results) and method 2 (111 positive 
results).

Scenario Substrate Donor Method 1 Method 2
1 Rayon Swab 2
2 1
3 2
4 3
5 4
6 5
7 1
8 2
9 3
10 4
11 5
12 1
13 3
14 5
15 1
16 3
17 5
18 1
19 3
20 5
21 1
22 3
23 5
24 1
25 3
26 5
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Cotton swab

Thick fabric - scraping

Thin fabric - scraping

Thick fabric - tape-lift

Thin fabric - tape-lift

Thick fabric - excised

Thin fabric - excised

Discussion 
This study aimed to improve the detection of spermatozoa whilst retaining the 
ability to perform presumptive testing. A range of experiments using mock exhibits 
were conducted to emulate casework samples routinely submitted to QHFSS for 
the investigation of sexual assaults. Results demonstrated an improved detection 
of spermatozoa across a range of mock samples could be obtained when using 
an improved workflow with existing technologies and techniques. 

Spermatozoa microscopy results obtained from method 2 were superior to those 
obtained from method 1. Out of the 26 scenarios, method 1 could only detect 
spermatozoa at a dilution of 1/500 in four scenarios. Method 2 could detect 
spermatozoa at the same dilution in half (13) of the scenarios. Method 2 was also 
more consistent, with a greater number of scenarios where both duplicates had 
spermatozoa present. As casework samples can be diluted with other bodily 
fluids, be partially removed by washing or other environmental factors, and are 
further diluted during examination, the ability to detect spermatozoa where few 
spermatozoa are present is important.  

Method 2 improved the detection of spermatozoa and maintained the ability for 
the laboratory to test for p30, however it did compromise AP results, likely due to 
the extra diluent added before AP testing. The use of AP and p30 together is 
intended to minimise the possibility of false positives and false negatives 
occurring when screening for seminal fluid. The manufacturer outlines the 
potential for a false positive result for p30 when testing male urine, which has a 
reported p30 mean value of 260 mg/ml (1). QHFSS does not routinely test male 
urine for seminal fluid, however it may be detected in trace amounts on 
contaminated items. Given how items are sampled for processing, as well as the 
addition of diluent, the risk of this false positive to items at QHFSS is small. The 
high dose hook effect is a false negative result which can occur when testing for 
p30 due to very high levels of PSA in a sample which overload the ABAcard p30 
test mechanism. In order to observe this hook effect, samples need to replicate 
the levels seen in a neat semen sample. The initial addition of 400 µL of 
nanopure water to the tube to create a suspension dilutes semen sufficiently to 
avoid the high dose hook effect being observed. The results from this study 
demonstrated that p30 is a more sensitive screening tool for the detection of 
seminal fluid, consistently outperforming AP. As a result of p30 sensitivity findings 
and poor AP performance it was decided that AP testing would be ceased as a 
standard presumptive screening technique on subsamples from swabs, fabrics 
etc., rather AP testing would be retained solely for the purpose of screening whole 
items such as clothing or bedding.

Phadebas testing was performed to ensure that method 2 did not impact on the 
ability to perform amylase testing. The results were generally comparable 
between the two methods, with method 1 detecting 118 positive Phadebas
results, and method 2 detecting 111 positive Phadebas results. It is noted that 
only one saliva donor has been used for this study and therefore there may well 
be physiological variability between individuals which has not been explored here.

References
1. ABACard p30 Test For The Forensic Identification of Semen. Abacus
Diagnostics. 308332 Revised 06/2019

Table 1: A list of the 26 different scenarios tested. Each scenario consists of
a substrate type (rayon swab, cotton swab, thick fabric or thin fabric),
sampling technique (tape-lift, scraping or excision) and semen donor (1-5).
All 26 scenarios were tested using method 1 and method 2, at 5 dilutions
(1/20, 1/50, 1/100, 1/200, 1/500), in duplicate.

Figure 1: Comparison between the number of samples where spermatozoa was
detected using method 1 and method 2 at each dilution. Figure 4: A comparison of the microscopy results for method 1 (exam slide)

and method 2 (DL slide) across each of the 26 scenarios. Green refers to
both duplicates testing positive at that specific dilution, yellow refers to one
duplicate testing positive, and red refers to neither testing positive.
Scenarios 12-17 were tape-lifts taken from thick and thin fabric.

Figure 2: The workflow for routine sexual assault examinations at QHFSS (Method 1),
which involves the creation of a slide during initial examination (exam slide) and a slide
after Differential Lysis Extraction from the sperm pellet (DL slide).

Figure 3: The workflow being testing during this study (Method 2), which involves only
the creation of a slide after Differential Lysis Extraction from the sperm pellet (DL slide).
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Data Analysis of modified sexual assault process for zero 
spermatozoa detected at Evidence Recovery  
Paula Brisotto, Matthew Hunt, Kylie Rika, Luke Ryan 

May 2017 

Introduction 
Prior to August 2016, exhibits which gave negative results for spermatozoa and seminal fluid were 
typically not submitted for DNA testing, using the differential lysis extraction protocol (depending on case 
circumstances and examination strategy these samples may still be submitted for differential lysis 
extraction or for cell extraction).  In August 2016, the Evidence Recovery Team implemented a modified 
sample submission process for all samples whereby all samples screened for seminal fluid were 
submitted for DNA testing, using differential lysis extraction, irrespective of the presumptive screening 
results (i.e. even those samples for which spermatozoa were not located microscopically and P30 tests 
were negative were still submitted for DNA testing using a differential lysis extraction).  The microscopy 
slides created during the differential lysis extraction were then read by Evidence Recovery Team 
scientists for final reporting of spermatozoa detection results. 

This modified process was introduced after it was raised that the initial slide microscopy conducted 
during ERT examinations may have a lower sensitivity than that slides produced during the differential 
lysis extraction process. 

This modification process was introduced in response to concerns that the initial microscopy conducted 
during ERT examinations may be detecting fewer spermatozoa than were seen by subsequent 
microscopy of slides produced after the differential lysis extraction process. 

This data analysis examines the set of samples which had no spermatozoa or seminal fluid detected 
during the initial Evidence Recovery examination, and which were then submitted for differential lysis 
extraction. The results from this data set will be used to assess the difference in the pre and post August 
2016 examination and sample submission strategies based on the final DNA results and attempt to 
determine what, if any, impact this may have had on the DNA results reported for the case. 

In assessing the potential implications for the DNA results reported, relevant aspects of case-
management were taken into account, including presumptive screening test results, existing examination 
strategies for different sample types and other results within the case. 

CA-24
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Results 
Since August 2016, the sample submission strategy was changed for samples which gave negative 
presumptive screening results for spermatozoa and seminal fluid (i.e. no spermatozoa observed on 
microscopy and P30 negative test).  All samples which were tested for the presence of spermatozoa and 
seminal fluid were submitted for DNA extraction using the differential lysis protocol, regardless of the 
presumptive screening results. 

During the period, 8 August 2016 to 28 March 2017, there were 738 samples for which the presumptive 
screening in Evidence Recovery did not identify spermatozoa during microscopy which were submitted 
for differential lysis extraction.  For each of these 738 samples a microscopy slide was created during the 
Evidence Recovery examination (the Evidence Recovery slide), and a second slide was created during 
the differential lysis extraction (the Differential Lysis slide).  Both slides were read by Evidence Recovery 
scientists.  

The differences in the methods for creating the Evidence Recovery and Differential Lysis slides are a 
relevant context to the results of this data mining.  Evidence Recovery slides are created by suspending 
the sample substrate (i.e. swab, scraping, material etc.) in 200µL to 300µL of nanopure water.  This 
suspension is then vortexed and agitated with a disposable pipette.  One drop (using a disposable 
pipette) of the suspension is then spotted onto a microscopy slide.  The Differential Lysis slides are 
created by taking 3µL from the male fraction (post separation from the female fraction) during the 
differential lysis protocol.  The total volume for the male fraction from which the Differential Lysis slide is 
created is approximately 50µL.  It is expected that the Differential Lysis slide would be more sensitive (in 
terms of spermatozoa detection) for one main reason:  the Differential Lysis slide is created by sampling 
3µL from a total volume of 50µL of male fraction, therefore any spermatozoa present in the male fraction 
are at a higher concentration than the Evidence Recovery suspension which has a total volume of 
200µL.  Suggest could also briefly cover the categorisation of sperm numbers (how many meant by <1+, 
1+ etc.) 

Table 1 Differential Lysis slide reads for the presence of sperm. 
Original ER read Diff Lysis Slide read Number of samples Percentage of Total  

0 sperm 0 sperm 591 80.08 

0 sperm  <+1 sperm 104 14.09 

0 sperm +1 sperm 36 4.88 

0 sperm +2 sperm 7 0.95 

 

For 591 of these 738 samples, no spermatozoa were observed on either the Evidence Recovery or the 
Differential Lysis slides. For these results we can infer that either there were no spermatozoa present, or 
if they were present they were below the limit of detection for both the Differential Lysis and Evidence 
Recovery slide preparation techniques. 

The remaining 147 slides, for which there were no spermatozoa observed on the Evidence Recovery 
slide, but where spermatozoa were observed on the Differential Lysis slide, were assessed to determine 
the impact on final DNA results for that sample.   
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Of the 7 samples for which no spermatozoa were located on the Evidence Recovery slide, but +2 
spermatozoa were located on the Differential Lysis slide: 

• 6 would have been submitted for differential lysis extraction pre-August 2016 based on a positive 
P30 result.   

• SUGGEST use our standard wording for all of the below interpretations/stats: for example: 
•  

• The remaining sample was a vulval swab sample Sug. remove barcodes that could 
be used to identify case details) from a SAIK.  The  

 A mixed DNA profile was obtained from this vulval sample  swab, spermatozoa fraction which 
indicated the presence of DNA from 3 contributors, one of whom could be the complainant. Based on 
statistical analysis it was estimated that the mixed DNA profile obtained is greater than 100 billion 
times more likely to have occurred if the nominated suspect has contributed DNA, along with the 
complainant, rather than if he has not. 

  gave a 3P mixed DNA profile (not yet reported).  Both Tthe high vaginal and low vaginal samples 
swabs from this SAIK  had spermatozoa observed on the Evidence Recovery slides.  Mixed DNA 
profiles were obtained from the high vaginal swab, spermatozoa fraction and the low vaginal swab, 
spermatozoa fraction which each indicated the presence of DNA from 2 contributors, one of whom 
could be the complainant.  Based on statistical analysis it was estimated that the each of these mixed 
DNA profiles obtained is greater than 100 billion times more likely to have occurred if the suspect has 
contributed DNA, along with the complainant, rather than if he has not.The high vaginal sample gave 
a two person mixture which was conditioned on the complainant, and gave a remaining profile with 
>100 billion support for contribution from the suspect.   

 The low vaginal sample gave a similar result to the high vaginal sample.   

• Therefore failure to submit the vulval sample would not have altered the final result for the 
SAIK. ?True statement. – the presence of a possible third contributor in the vulval swab may still 
be considered relevant for the case. Defence could use this evidence of a third person to cast 
doubt on the complainants story / character – who is this third person? - could this be the true 
offender etc. - think we should acknowledge that there could be limited impact on the results 
reported for this SAIK.   

 

For the 36 samples which gave no spermatozoa on the Evidence Recovery slide but +1 spermatozoa on 
the Differential Lysis slide: 

• 19 would have been submitted for differential lysis extraction pre-August 2016 based on positive 
P30 results. 

• Seven of these 36 samples would have been submitted for cell extraction rather than differential 
lysis extraction pre-August 2016.  Submission of these seven samples for cell extraction rather 
than for differential lysis would not have altered the final results for these SAIKs because: (As 
above, too definitive a statement? – A strong contribution from the suspect was obtained for each 
sample, however there may still be an impact if enough DNA from the female epithelial cells is 
present following a cell extraction as this could potentially swamp out the contribution of male 
DNA from the spermatozoa. )  

o The spermatozoa fractions of two of these samples gave single source profiles which 
consistent with matched the nominated suspect. 

o The spermatozoa fractions of four of the samples gave either two/three person mixtures 
with >100 billion support for suspect contribution.(Use standard wording..) 
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o The spermatozoa fraction of the final one sample (was this )(a perianal SAIK 
swab) gave a 2P mixture where the known contributor (SAIK complainant) and the 
suspect were represented (use std wording).  The vulval swab from this SAIK had +1 
spermatozoa observed on the Evidence Recovery slide and the spermatozoa fraction 
gave a single source final result consistent with that matched the suspect.   

 
• The remaining ten of these 36 samples would not have been submitted for DNA testing (either by 

cell or differential lysis extraction protocols) pre-August 2016.  Of these ten samples: 
o High vaginal sample S.frac gave a two person mixture which was 

conditioned on the complainant, and gave a remaining profile with >100 billion support for 
contribution from the suspect.  From the same SAIK, tThe second high vaginal, low 
vaginal, vulval and perianal swabs samples (suggest change throughout)all had 
spermatozoa detected on the Evidence Recovery slides.  The low vaginal and vulval 
samples gave single source profiles which were consistent with the suspect.  The second 
high vaginal sample gave a two person mixture which was conditioned on the 
complainant, and gave a remaining profile with >100 billion support for contribution from 
the suspect.  Therefore failure to submit the first high vaginal sample would not have 
?significantly altered the final results reported for the SAIK. 

o Low vaginal sample SFrac  gave a complex final result which was not 
interpreted.  The vulval and rectal samples Sfracs from this SAIK had spermatozoa 
detected on the Evidence Recovery slide.  The rectal swab gave a single source DNA 
result which was consistent with the suspect.  The vulval gave a complex final result 
which was not interpreted.  Given the results of the rectal sample, and vulval sample, 
failure to submit the low vaginal sample would not have altered the final DNA results for 
this SAIK.   

o Low vaginal sampleSFrac gave a complex final result which was not 
interpreted suitable for interpretation.  The high vaginal sample SFrac from this SAIK was 
AP and P30 positive and therefore would have been submitted for differential lysis 
extraction pre-August 2016.  This high vaginal swab gave a 2 person mixture with >100 
billion support for contribution from the suspect.  The perianal swab was also p30 positive 
and therefore would have also been submitted for a differential lysis extraction pre-August 
2016.  The perianal swab gave a single source profile consistent with the suspect.  The 
left nipple sample from this SAIK was also submitted for testing and have a 3 person 
mixture with >100 billion support for contribution from the suspect. Therefore failure to 
submit the low vaginal sample would not have altered the final result for this SAIK. 

o Low vaginal sample  SFrac gave a final result which was not interpreted/ 
deconvoluted based on other results from the SAIK gave a 2person mixture conditioned 
on the complainant (LR >100billion favouring support for contribution by suspect).  The 
cervical, high vaginal and posterior fornix SFracs all gave 1+ spermatozoa on the 
Evidence Recovery slide and were submitted for differential lysis extraction (consistent 
with pre-August process).  These cervical sample Sfracs each gave a two person 
conditioned mixtures with >100 billion support for contribution from the suspect.  Based on 
this other samples from this SAIK were not interpreted further.  Therefore failure to submit 
the low vaginal sample would not have significantly altered the final reported results for 
this SAIK. 

o Low vaginal sample SFrac ) gave a complex final result which was not 
interpreted (indicates poss 4p). The high vaginal and vulval samples from this SAIK gave 
>1+ spermatozoa on the Evidence Recovery slide.  The vulval sample (Sfrac) gave a 
complex final result which was not interpreted. The vulval Efrac give a 3p conditioned  
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The high vaginal (Sfrac) gave a 2 person mixture, from which the complainant was 
excluded.  The high vaginal mixture appears to be an  ~ 1:1 2 person mixture from two 
males.  No suspect reference samples have been submitted, but if they were they could 
be compared to this mixture.  Therefore failure to submit the low vaginal sample would not 
have altered the final result for this SAIK. 

o Tapelift from inside crotch ( gave a complex result for the spermatozoa 
fraction which was not interpreted. The epithelial fraction also gave a complex result 
which was not interpreted.  Therefore submission of this sample for cellular or differential 
lysis extraction would not have altered the final DNA result for this sample. 

o A piece of fabric ) gave a single source profile matching the suspect for the 
spermatozoa fraction. The epithelial fraction gave a three person mixture with >100 billion 
support for contribution from the suspect.  Submission of this sample for cell extraction 
would not have altered the final result for this sample (i.e. suspect DNA located), albeit 
from cells extraction rather than a spermatozoa fraction. We would be able to talk about 
probable biological source in court though – given the SFrac is single source and 
attempting to isolate spermatozoa, then ‘in my opinion highly likely at least some of DNA 
matching suspect is from semen’. 

o Low vaginal sample Sfrac ( ) gave a 2p conditioned mixed DNA profile 
>100billion for suspect. which indicates contribution from a male person, but has not been 
interpreted based on the high vaginal sample result.  The high vaginal sample was AP 
and P30 positive and therefore submitted for differential lysis and the SFrac gave a two 
person mixture which was conditioned on the complainant, and gave >100billion favouring 
contribution by the suspect. a UKM1 remaining profile (n.b. reference sample for suspect 
does not have a final result).  The vulval sample had spermatozoa observed on the 
Evidence Recovery slide and the SFrac gave a 3p mixed DNA profile conditioned on the 
complainant, and gave>100billion favouring contribution by the suspect.with indications of 
contribution from a male person, but this result has not been interpreted based on the 
high vaginal sample result.  (Note the Vulval Efrac is yet to be interpreted/reviewed – do 
not include in report until result finalised) Therefore based on the high vaginal sample 
Sfrac result, failure to submit the low vaginal sample would not have significantly altered 
the final result for this SAIK. 

o High vaginal sample Sfrac(  gave a two person mixture which was conditioned 
on the complainant and the remaining profile was UKM1 (n.b. offender is unknown).  The 
low vaginal and vulval samples both had spermatozoa observed on the Evidence 
Recovery slide.  The low vaginal SFrac gave a similar result to the high vaginal sample 
SFrac and was has not been interpreted further at this stage. The vulval sample SFrac 
was a three person mixture which was conditioned on the complainant, and the remaining 
profile was reported as ‘not suitable for NCIDD load’. The vulval EFrac gave a partial 
single source DNA profile consistent with the complainant. Therefore based on the low 
vaginal samples SFrac result, failure to submit the high vaginal sample would not have 
significantly altered the final results reported for this SAIK.   

o A sanitary pad SFrac  gave a two person mixture (Wait until interp 
finalised- maybe 3p with repro) with contribution from a male person (not 
interpreted further as yet, but apparent major is a male contribution). The high 
vaginal and rectal samples both had no spermatozoa observed on the Evidence 
Recovery slide and were P30 negative.  The high vaginal sample Sfrac gave a two 
person mixed DNA profile which was conditioned on the complainant, and the 
remaining profile was reported as  ‘unsuitable for NCIDD’.  The rectal sampleSfrac 
and Efrac both gave a single source profiles which was wereconsistent with the 
complainant.  Therefore failure to submit the sanitary pad for DNA testing would 
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have impacted on the final result of this SAIK, as the sanitary pad was the only 
sample which gave a profile with a male contribution. 

 
 
There were 104 samples which for which no spermatozoa were detected located on the Evidence 
Recovery slide, but >1+ spermatozoa were detected located on the Differential Lysis slide (i.e. less than 
10 spermatozoa observed on the Differential Lysis slide).  The results of these 104 samples should be 
considered within the context described previously, i.e. that it is expected that the Differential Lysis slides 
are more sensitive than the Evidence Recovery slide, and that an change in microscopy result from zero 
spermatozoa detected to between one and ten spermatozoa detected may be representative of this 
difference in sensitivity.  Of these 104 samples: 

• 46 would have been submitted for differential lysis extraction pre-August 2016 based on a 
positive P30 result or examination strategy. 

• 39 would have been submitted for cell extraction (rather than differential lysis extraction) pre-
August 2016.  Of these 39 samples: 

o 17 samples Sfracs gave final results which were complex unsuitable for comparison, 
partial unsuitable for comparison or no DNA detected.  Therefore submission for cell 
extraction would be unlikely to alter the final result ?and provide more probative 
information from for these samples. 

o 8 samples Sfracs gave final results which were single source and were consistent with an 
assumed known contributor.  Therefore submission of these samples for cell extraction 
would be unlikely to have significantly altered the final result. 

o Vaginal and anal swab SFrac gave a three person mixed profile which was 
conditioned on the complainant, and gave a remaining profile with >100 billion support for 
contribution from the suspect.  Given that this sample would have been submitted for cell 
extraction pre-August 2016, it is likely that a similar result would have been obtained via a 
cell extraction.  

o Vulval sample ) gave a final DNA result which was not interpreted.  Sfrac 
gave 2p conditioned, >100 bill for suspect. The high vaginal and low vaginal samples from 
this SAIK had spermatozoa observed on the Evidence Recovery slide.  The high vaginal 
gave a three person mixture, the low vaginal gave a two person mixture.  Both mixtures 
were conditioned on the complainant, and gave a remaining profile with >100 billion 
support for contribution from the suspect.  Therefore submission of the vulval sample for 
cell extraction would not have altered the final result for this SAIK. 

o Rectal sample (727181286) SFrac gave a single source profile consistent with the 
suspect.  The cervical, high vaginal, low vaginal, vulval and perianal samples from this 
SAIK all had spermatozoa observed on the Evidence Recovery slide and each SFrac 
sample gave a single source profile consistent with the suspect.  Therefore submission of 
the rectal sample for cell extraction would not have altered the final result for this SAIK. 

o Vulval and rectal samples Sfracs ) gave three person 
mixtures which were conditioned on the complainant, and gave a remaining profile with 
>100 billion support for contribution from the suspect.  (Vulval Efrac = 3p, conditioned, 
6300 LR favouring suspect. Rectal Efrac 3p, cond and LR of 2 for susp.) LVS was AP/p30 
positive Other samples in this SAIK (perianal and low vaginal sfracs) gave (2p and 
3p)mixtures which were conditioned on the complainant, and gave remaining profiles with 
support for contribution from the suspect.  It is possible that had the vulval and rectal 
samples been submitted for cell extraction they could have given a similar final result to 
that obtained from the differential lysis extraction.  
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o Vulval sample ( ) Sfrac gave a partial profile consistent with the suspect. (Efrac 
was 3p cond, LR ~140 for susp)  The high and low vaginal samples from this SAIK had 
spermatozoa observed on the Evidence Recovery slides.  The high vaginal sample Sfrac 
gave a single source profile consistent with the suspect.  The low vaginal sample gave a 
two person mixture which was conditioned on the complainant, and gave a remaining 
profile with >100 billion support for contribution from the suspect.  Therefore submission 
of the vulval sample for cell extraction would not have altered the final result for this SAIK. 

o Two fabric samples ) Sfracs gave two person mixtures for 
which no statistical interpretation was performed. The Efrac from 581798138 gave a 3p, 
no statistical interpretation was performed.  A third scraping from the same fabric gave a 
single source profile from an UKF1 from the epithelial fraction.  It is possible that had 
these two fabrics been submitted for cell extraction that the final result would not be 
different. 

o Vulval sample Sfrac ( gave a two person mixture which was conditioned on 
the complainant, and gave a remaining profile which was consistent with UKM1.  Efrac 
was SS AKC comp’t . The low vaginal sample gave an AP/ P30 positive result and was 
submitted for a differential lysis extraction and Sfrac gave 2p mixed DNA profile which 
was conditioned on the complainant and gave a remaining profile which is consistent with 
UKM1.  Given the low vaginal Sfrac sample result, and the possibility that the vulval 
sample would have given a similar result if submitted for a cell extraction, the final result 
for the SAIK is unlikely to be different if the vulval sample was submitted for cell 
extraction. (Vulval may have female swamping male if cell ext (given Efrac result) 

o Vulval sample Sfrac  gave a partial single source profile from designated  as 
UKM1.  Vulval EFrac has not been interpreted (Matter withdrawn) but indicates a 
male/female mixture (would require rework to determine # contributors. I wouldn’t include 
this sample in report)The high vaginal swab had spermatozoa observed on the Evidence 
Recovery slide and the SFrac gave a mixed DNA profile with a male contributor 
(consistent with UKM1 although not reported).  Given the high vaginal sfrac result and the 
possibility that the vulval sample would have given a similar result if submitted for cell 
extraction, the final result for the SAIK is unlikely to be different if the vulval sample was 
submitted for cell extraction. 

o Mouth sample Sfrac gave a single source female profile (likely the 
complainant but FTA does not yet have a final result).  2p mix cond compl’t, LR supports 
non-contrib for sus’t. EFrac gave SS AKC comp’t. The high vaginal sample from the SAIK 
had spermatozoa observed on the Evidence Recovery slide and Sfrac gave a 2p mixed 
DNA profile cond on compl’t, susp >100bill with a major male contributor.  Therefore given 
the high vaginal sample result and submission of the mouth sample for cell extraction 
would not have altered the final result for the SAIK. 

• 19 samples would not have been submitted for DNA extraction (either cell or differential lysis 
extraction).  Of these 19 samples: 

o 8 samples gave complex unsuitable, partial unsuitable or no DNA detected final results.  
Failure to submit these samples for DNA extraction would not have altered the final result. 

o 5 samples gave single source profiles from an assumed known contributor.  Failure to 
submit these samples for DNA extraction would not have altered the final result. 

o Low vaginal sample SFrac ) gave a 2p mixed profile cond on compl’t with 
major contribution from the complainant (which was not interpreted or reported).  The high 
vaginal sample from the SAIK gave a P30 positive result and spermatozoa were detected 
on the vulval sample on the Evidence Recovery slide.  The vulval sample and HV Sfracs 
both gave a two person mixture which was conditioned on the complainant and gave a 
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remaining profile UKM1 (which was loaded to NCIDD).  Therefore given the vulval result, 
and the low High?vaginal result, failure to submit the low vaginal sample for testing would 
not have altered the final result for this SAIK. 

o•  
o Endocervix sample SFrac ( ) gave two person mixture which was conditioned 

on the complainant and gave a remaining profile with >100 billion support for contribution 
from the suspect (this result was the same as for the perianal EFrac sample and was not 
reported via EXH).  Spermatozoa were detected on the Evidence Recovery slides for the 
high vaginal 2, low vaginal, vulval, and perianal samples.  The high vaginal (2? – need to 
specify, also applies to HVS 1) gave a similar result to the perianal EFrac and was not 
reported via EXH.  The low vaginal and vulval Sfracs samples both gave single source 
profiles consistent with the suspect.  (Vulval Efrac = 2p cond, LR susp’t low support 
contribn) Given the results of the other samples for this case, and the fact that the 
endocervix sample was not reported via EXH, (I’d leave this out – only true because no 
statement request received to date) failure to submit the endocervix sample for testing 
would not have altered the final result of the SAIK. 

o High vaginal sample Sfrac  gave a two person mixture which was 
conditioned on the complainant and gave a remaining male profile which was compared 
to two suspects for this case but both were excluded.  The cervical sample for this case 
(which it should be noted had no spermatozoa detected on the Evidence Recovery or 
Differential Lysis slides) Sfrac gave a similar result.  The low vaginal sample gave a 
AP/P30 positive result and the LVS Sfrac gave a similar final result to the cervical and 
high vaginal Sfracs.  Spermatozoa were detected on the rectal sample on the Evidence 
Recovery slide, but Sfrac gave a complex final result (+ EFrac SS AKC compl’t).  
Therefore given the results of the low vaginal sample Sfrac , failure to submit the high 
vaginal sample for testing would not have altered the final result for this SAIK.  

o  
o High vaginal sample Sfrac gave a two person mixture which was 

conditioned on the complainant and gave a remaining profile with >100 billion support for 
contribution from the suspect.  The vulval had no spermatozoa detected on the Evidence 
Recovery slide, but which pre-August 2016 would have been submitted for cell extraction, 
Vulval Sfrac gave a three person mixture which was conditioned on the complainant and 
gave a remaining profile with >100 billion support for contribution from the suspect. Given 
that the vulval sample may have given a similar result if submitted for cell extraction 
(rather than differential lysis) failure to submit the high vaginal sample for testing may not 
have altered the final result for this SAIK. Or including the female DNA in the epi fraction 
may have swamped the male DNA 

o  
o High vaginal sample ( Sfrac gave two person mixture which was conditioned 

on the complainant and the remaining profile was used to compare against nominated 
suspects.  The low vaginal sample was AP/P30 positive and the Sfrac gave a three 
person cond mixture which was also used to compare against suspects.  Given the result 
of the low vaginal sample, failure to submit the high vaginal is not likely to have altered 
the final result for this SAIK. Change in # contributors may impact (as above) 

o  
o Fabric sample ( Sfrac gave a two person mixture which had >100 billion 

support for contribution from the suspect. (EFRAC = complex) This was the only result for 
this sample, however there are a large number of exhibits in this case with >100 billion 
support for contribution from the suspect.  Therefore although failure to submit this 
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sample would have changed the final result of this sample, there are a number of other 
exhibits in this case linked to the suspect.  

 

Discussion 
The aim of this data analysis was to assess the 738 samples which had no spermatozoa or seminal fluid 
detected during the initial Evidence Recovery examination, and which were then submitted for differential 
lysis extraction, and compare these to pre August 2016 examination and sample submission strategies 
to determine what, if any, impact this may have had on the DNA results reported for the case as a whole. 

738 samples has been considered a sufficiently large dataset for the purposes of drawing some general 
conclusions, although this relies on the particular cases processed during this period, and therefore 
sampling variability may show a greater or lesser impact by assessing another dataset. Sug. ‘due to 
sampling variation there may have been a greater or lesser impact if another dataset had been 
assessed. It was beyond the scope of this data analysis to assess slides other than those that were 
originally zero spermatozoa detected at examination, and were submitted for differential lysis extraction 
since 8 August 2016.  

 

The focus of this data analysis has been largely from a whole case perspective and several results were 
considered not to be impacted upon because of other samples/ similar results within the case. Assessing 
results on a whole case basis is part of standard case management practice, and is a process utilised 
across all case and sample types. It is acknowledged that the impact on individual samples may be 
considered significant if semen is not observed at examination, the presumptive screening is also 
negative and no further action was taken for that sample. There is a risk that if spermatozoa were 
consequently detected on the differential lysis slide and provided an interpretable DNA result, then 
potentially a valuable DNA profile for the case may not be obtained. What this data analysis shows is 
that this risk is mitigated when considering the typical case submission as a whole.  The majority of 
SAIKs/sexual assault cases contain multiple swabs and items, which provide several opportunities to 
locate semen and subsequently obtain foreign DNA profile that may support an allegation of sexual 
assault.   

Examination strategies are formulated to try and maximise the chances that even if one sample has no 
spermatozoa observed and the sample truly contains spermatozoa, then the DNA profile information can 
be obtained through other means.  The presumptive screening for seminal fluid and examination 
strategies for submitting samples for differential lysis or cell extraction (including but not limited to: 
submission of external swabs/swabs from minors for cell extraction; submitting all areas from an item if 
one obtains a positive sperm or presumptive result) and also the capacity of STRmix to interpret even 
mixtures of up to 3 contributors (and including conditioning) all contribute to minimising the overall case 
impact for a particular sample.  

It is acknowledged the slide read at both examination and differential lysis is a detection step, and the 
sample used to make the slide is a very small amount from the prepared suspension (a drop and 3uL 
respectively), which is a representation of the spermatozoa that may be present in the sample. For very 
low levels of spermatozoa, if a second slide is prepared from the sample, lower or higher levels of 
spermatozoa may be observed, as is to be expected as a consequence of  from sampling variability.  

The aim of the differential lysis process is to attempt to separate any spermatozoa from any epithelial 
cells in order to aid in the interpretation of the DNA profiles obtained. While complete separation of the 
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spermatozoa fractions and epithelial fractions is the ideal, this is not often not the case, and carry-over of 
epithelial cells into the sperm fraction is commonly observed. The advantage of using STRmix for 
mixture interpretation helps mitigate the consequences of failing to obtain the ideal separation of 
spermatozoa and epithelial fractions, which is the aim for differential lysis. In cases where a sample 
undergoes a cell extraction and the sample does contain spermatozoa, it is reasonable to assume that 
this extraction process will extract any DNA present in the sample, including from any spermatozoa 
present. STRmix will similarly aid in the interpretation of any mixed DNA profiles obtained from this 
process.  

As described previously, there is a degree of concentration of spermatozoa in the differential lysis 
process, and the number of spermatozoa present to give a slide read of <+1 is very low (defined as ‘very 
hard to find spermatozoa’), therefore to go from zero to <+1 after differential lysis may not be 
unexpected.  Similarly a slide read of +1 (‘hard to find spermatozoa’) after differential lysis, following a 
zero slide read at examination may not be too concerning or necessarily need to be taken as 
symptomatic of a problem with ?inefficiencies in the examination slide read process.  

Where a zero sperm read has produced a +2 sperm read of the slide after differential lysis, then this is 
harder to rationalise, even allowing for some variation in the subsample taken for the slide, and the 
differential lysis concentrating step. In this data there were 7 samples of the 738 total which showed this 
degree of difference ie. Zero to +2 (easy to find spermatozoa) which equates to 0.95% of this sample 
set. 6 of these samples would have undergone differential lysis extraction based on the presumptive 
result, and therefore the DNA results would are expected to have been unchanged. The one sample 
remaining was a vulval swab, which and would have been submitted for a cell extraction. Within this 
particular SAIK, the high vaginal and low vaginal swabs both had sperm observed ?at and examination, 
and from these samples provided a mixed DNA profiles were obtained that STRmix gave Likelihood 
Ratios of greater than 100 billion favouring with a contribution >100 billion for by the suspect. Given the 
reasons listed above, for all samples within this data analysis where +2 spermatozoa were detected at 
differential lysis, the DNA profiling results for the case were not considered to be negatively impacted. 

  

Conclusions 
Therefore in summary: 

• Of the 738 total samples for which no spermatozoa were detected on the Evidence Recovery 
slide, 591 also had no spermatozoa detected on the Differential Lysis slide.   

• 147 of the 738 samples had spermatozoa detected on the Differential Lysis slide (>1+, 1+ or 2+). 

• Of these 147 slides, 1 sample (a sanitary pad ), gave a final result which would not 
have been obtained pre-August 2016.  I.e. the decreased sensitivity of the Evidence Recovery 
slide (when compared to the Differential Lysis slide) resulted would have resulted in the sanitary 
pad sample not being submitted for DNA testing pre-August 2016. 

The results of the analysis of this data set hasve shown that the difference in sensitivity of the Evidence 
Recovery and Differential Lysis swabs, although acknowledged, has not resulted in a systemic failure 
with regards to final reported results.  (I wouldn’t include this phrase- don’t think a ‘systemic failure’ of 
reported results is the concern.)  

For a small proportion of sexual assault samples containing low numbers of spermatozoa, the difference 
in the sensitivity between the ERT and Diff Microscopy methods had previously caused samples to be 
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reported as semen negative when spermatozoa may have been detectable by microscopy following the 
differential lysis extraction procedure. As the ERT microscopy was previously used as a key determinant 
as to which extraction method was employed, and indeed whether the samples were submitted for DNA 
analysis at all, there is a potential impact on a small subset of reported results.  Depending on the case 
circumstances, the ability to report that semen was detected may or may not be critical, in the context of 
the allegation.  For sexually active adults, confirming the presence of spermatozoa on intimate swabs, 
may perhaps not be considered as critical as it is for sexual assault allegations involving complainants to 
whom limited opportunities for the transfer of spermatozoa may make such findings more pertinent (for 
example minors, the elderly or individuals with disabilities).  

In many instances we have found that this issue is mitigated by the common practice of submitting 
multiple swabs within a typical SAIK, thus increasing the chances of detecting semen. The fact that this 
data analysis has found that the methods in use prior to August 2016 would have had in only a relatively 
limited impact on the particular reported results for these SAIKS should be reassuring, however we 
should continue to strive to eliminate impacts of this type for all cases, and seek to improve the 
sensitivity of our methods, including by selecting the most effective point in the process to conduct 
microscopy.  It may also be the case that if one swab from a SAIK is affected by this issue, then other 
swabs in the SAIK could also have an increased chance of being similarly affected, as microscopy 
examinations are not genuinely independent events.  A SAIK containing a High Vaginal Swab with low 
numbers of spermatozoa may be more likely to also contain a Low Vaginal Swab with low numbers of 
spermatozoa.  The microscopy process is a manual one, which is in a large measure dependent on the 
technique and ability of the examining scientist. If the slide created from one SAIK swab is affected by an 
issue which decreases the chance of observing spermatozoa, then this would also tend to affect the 
chance of detecting spermatozoa on a slide from a second swab of the same SAIK, made by the same 
scientist.  

There was one sample in the 738 sample data set which would not have been submitted for DNA testing 
pre-August 2016, and which gave 1+ spermatozoa on the Differential Lysis swab and a final DNA result 
consistent with the suspect.  This was the only DNA result for this case.  Pre-August 2016 this sample 
would have been reported to the QPS as “Semen not detected” and no further action taken.  It should be 
noted that this presumptive EXH advised the QPS that “Spermatozoa were not observed…” rather than 
advising that there were no spermatozoa present.  If deemed critical, the QPS could request further 
processing of this sample.  

Therefore, although some individual samples may be negatively impacted as a consequence of the 
sensitivity of the examination slide process, overall this is considered to be an acceptable risk  as it 
occurs relatively infrequently, and from a case perspective the risk is mitigated by the established 
practices of multiple sample submissions, examination submission and interpretation strategies. 

 

The results of this study did not demonstrate a systemic failure in the examination of exhibits for seminal 
fluid. The examination processes described throughout this report, as well as the resulting DNA profile, 
the assessment of the whole case, and the ability to submit for processing any samples not actioned, 
aims to mitigate the risk that may arise when spermatozoa is not detected at the examination step. 
Continuous process improvements are imbedded in Forensic DNA Analysis and are part of our quality 
management system, and improvements to the examination of sexual assault process will continue, as 
they will with all processes within the unit, to ensure any risks are mitigated as much as practical. (???) 
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Suggest all wording used to describe stats/ interpretations should be as per standard wording for 
statements - see Procedure for Release of Results SOP 17119.   

e.g “and gave a remaining profile with >100 billion support for contribution from the suspect.”  

Suggested wording: “Based on statistical analysis it is estimated that the mixed DNA profile 
obtained is greater than 100 billion times more likely to have occurred if the suspect has 
contributed DNA along with the complainant,  rather than if he has not.” 
  

Sug. leave out identifiers (sample barcodes) where discussing interps/case details. ?Could number the 
samples based on the order in the xls. and refer to Sample 1, 2 etc. within the report – add 
appendix/notes to explain. 

 

Sug. leave out any interpretations which have not been finalised (reviewed), and may be subject to 
change. 
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Investigator Précis  
 

The Organisation 
Livingstones is one of the largest Workplace Relations and Human Resource Management 
Consultancy firms within Australia.  We operate on a national basis from our Brisbane office 
offering the services of our 23 professional Consultants.  Our Industrial Relations division acts 
on behalf of employers (Private Sector, Local Government and State Government Departments) 
on all aspects of employee relations including, but not limited to, investigations, mediation, 
advocacy and training. 

The investigator was Mark Brady, Principal Consultant of Livingstones. 

Mark’s extensive experience across a broad range of employee relations means that he can 
provide expert and practical advice and services on all aspects of workplace matters.  His 
experience includes advocacy, investigations and resolving complex employment matters. 

Mark is a specialist in complaints management, managing and resolving misconduct and 
workplace bullying complaints as well as providing strategic advice in relation employment 
arrangements and conditions. Throughout his career, Mark has been recognised for providing 
creative and practical solutions for complex workplace issues.  Mark is also an experienced 
mediator and brings to his work a genuine desire to reach resolution in a constructive manner 
where possible, however he does not shy away from the ‘hard’ issues when the need arises.  

Mark works closely with clients to ensure that the strategic solutions support the business needs 
and philosophy of the client whilst addressing the specific issues that arise in the workplace and 
any systemic contributors. 

Methodology 
 

The investigator conducted a review of the issues with recommendations for resolution rather 
than making findings on the balance of probabilities.  The investigator is of the belief that 
making specific findings would not assist in resolving the issues and may, in fact, exacerbate 
the unresolved issues between the parties.  

Persons considered to be in a position to provide relevant evidence for the investigation were 
requested to attend an interview and advised of their option to have a support person present.  
Each interviewee was provided a written statement arising from the interview and given an 
opportunity to request amendments to ensure this was accurate and complete.  Signed 
statements were taken from the following witnesses and are appended to this report: 

Amanda Reeves “A” 

Allan McNevin “B” 

Deborah Whelan “C” 

Justin Howes “D” 

Paula Brisotto “E” 
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Background 
 

On 24 October 2016, Livingstones was appointed by the Chief Executive Officer, Heath Support 
Queensland in accordance with the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 to investigate and 
report on matters related to the management team of Forensic DNA Analysis at Forensic and 
Scientific Services and specifically the incident on 9 June 2016 at the management meeting 
between Allan McNevin and Amanda Reeves.  Both Mr McNevin and Ms Reeves are 
supervising scientists of their respective teams and members of the Forensic DNA Analysis 
management team.  Further, Ms Reeves also raised concerns in relation to management of the 
matter.  The investigator also examined the management of the matter.   

 

Issues 
 

The terms of reference outlined specific issues to be investigated. Summarised, the key issues 
are: 

• Project #181 

• Incident of 9 June 2016 

• Conduct of parties post incident 

• Management action post incident 

 
Project #181 
Project #181 is a project that arose from concerns raised by the DNA reporting team in relation 
to testing for spermatozoa and the difference of evidence recovery and the differential slide. The 
primary concern was that there was a risk that threatened the collection of evidence. 

The issue was the subject of discussion at, at least, two management meetings prior to the 
management meeting in which the incident occurred on 9 June 2016. 

Resolution of the issue as soon as possible was a priority for Ms Reeves and the reporting team 
whereas Mr McNevin and the recovery team were seeking more evidence about the issue 
before looking for a solution. 

Ms Reeves alleged Mr McNevin’s refusal to consider any other position than his own was a 
roadblock in process improvement and potentially put the organisation at risk.  Whereas Mr 
McNevin found Ms Reeves’ approach as emotional and not analytical.  This led to frustration 
and tension between the two. This came to a head at the management meeting on 9 June 2016 
where Mr McNevin discussed the project to address the issue. 

In relation to the actual process issue that was the cause of Mr Reeves’ concern, Ms Reeves 
outlined at interview that, “The risk I raised had been mitigated by the process change but the 
process change is resource intensive, inefficient and causing strain on the ER and Analytical 
team.  This has been raised at a recent Management Meeting.”  
Incident of 9 June 2016   
Prior Issues 
As outlined above, the project brought tension between Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin to the 
surface.  Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin have worked in the Forensic DNA Analysis Team 
Management Team together for about ten years.  Mr McNevin outlined that 
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“The different teams approach issues from different positions so sometimes there is conflict in 
the management team.  This is normal for this sort of work. I like to approach problems from a 
very scientific position whereas Amanda can get very emotional. She says things like ‘you have 
to remember that there is a person on the end of this.’ It seems that Amanda and I often end at 
opposite ends of the argument when issues are raised.  I never feel it is personal it is just the 
way the discussion pans out as we come from different angles sometimes with competing 
interests. Amanda has a strong personality. She can often go straight on the front foot about a 
matter.” 

Ms Reeves outlined at interview, “The behaviour by Allan McNevin on 9 June 2016 is an 
escalation of previous behaviour by Allan towards me, in my opinion. I believe that Allan 
dismisses what I have to say.  I think Allan has trouble dealing with me as an assertive woman. 
While we have equal standing at the management table, I feel that unless my opinion gels with 
Allan’s he dismisses me out of hand. I have raised concerns with my line manager Justin 
Howes (HP6 Forensic Reporting & Intelligence Team - FRIT) about this in the past. As a result 
of this, I met with Allan to address the issues. This meeting was a couple of years ago.  Allan 
seemed to listen to me at this meeting but in my opinion his behaviour did not change following 
this. There have been other attempts to address this through my line manager. I met with Allan 
on 8 August this year to attempt to resolve this issue.  Allan’s response was that ‘you have 
always had a problem with me, I can’t help how you perceive me, I am who I am’.” 

While there was obviously tension between the two and two have different personalities and 
communication styles, there was no evidence presented that there had been any specific 
confrontations between Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin prior to this incident but rather underlying 
tension. 
At the management meeting on 9 June 2016, Mr McNevin commenced to provide an update in 
relation to project #181.  Mr McNevin was seated next to Ms Reeves. During this discussion, Ms 
Reeves was addressing the meeting about her perceptions of the risk to the organisation. It was 
at this time that Mr McNevin turned and yelled at Ms Reeves words to the effect, “Oh for God 
sake Amanda, I am aware of the risks, you keep telling me, I’m not stupid.” Both Mr McNevin 
and Ms Reeves confirmed Mr McNevin yelled at Ms Reeves.  Ms Reeves stated that Mr 
McNevin slammed his hands on the table but Mr McNevin could not recall this.  Both confirmed 
that Mr Howes and Ms Whelan verbally intervened to calm the situation and terminated the 
conversation. 

Shortly after this, not immediately though, Ms Reeves left the meeting room.  Ms Reeves stated 
she broke down in a room nearby.  Ms Reeves returned to the meeting just prior to the meeting 
concluding.  At the conclusion of the meeting Ms Whelan and Mr Howes asked Mr McNevin to 
remain behind. 

After the meeting, Mr McNevin said to Ms Whelan and Mr Howes that he knew he had done the 
wrong thing and would apologise in writing to Ms Reeves. 

 
Conduct of the parties post incident 
Following the end of the management meeting, Ms Whelan, Mr Howes and Kirsten Scott (acting 
in Paula Brisotto’s absence), met with Mr McNevin.  Mr McNevin readily admitted that he had 
acted inappropriately and that he would apologise to Ms Reeves. Shortly after the meeting, Mr 
McNevin emailed Ms Reeves and offered to apologise in person for “spitting the dummy” in the 
management team meeting.  Further, that he should not have let his frustration out like he did. 

Ms Reeves responded by acknowledging the apology but declining to meet.  Further, Ms 
Reeves responded by saying, “I can just tolerate you discounting my opinions and treating me 
with that vague sense of amused disdain, because mostly I don’t care what you think of me, but 
I will not ever accept being physically or emotionally intimidated. You frightened me in that 
moment.  I hope you feel like a big man.” 
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Following receipt of this email, Mr McNevin forwarded it to his supervisors, Mr Howes, Ms Scott 
and Ms Whelan.  As a result of this Ms Whelan sought a meeting with Ms Reeves with a view to 
discussing the incident and also Ms Reeves’ email. 

Prior to the meeting with Ms Reeves, Ms Whelan met with Mr McNevin. In that meeting Mr 
McNevin admitted his behaviour at the meeting was inappropriate but outlined that it was due to 
Ms Reeves repeatedly making the same point through the meeting.  Mr McNevin also was 
concerned about Ms Reeves’ email because he believed she intended to use it against him in 
the future.  Further Mr McNevin sought a retraction of Ms Reeves’ email and written apology as 
he believes there was no physical intimidation. 

Ms Whelan met with Ms Reeves on 14 June 2016.  In Ms Reeves’ view the meeting focused on 
her email rather than the incident.  Further that she outlined that she was entitled to express 
how Mr McNevin’s behaviour made her feel. Ms Whelan sought Ms Reeves’ agreement for her 
and Mr Howes to have more time to attempt to resolve the matter to which Ms Reeves agreed. 

In August Ms Whelan again met with both parties separately.  This culminated in Mr McNevin 
emailing Ms Reeves a further apology.  Both parties agreed to meeting in person to discuss.  
The meeting between the parties went ahead on 8 August.  Both were accompanied by a 
support person.  Both parties’ recollection of the meeting was that it didn’t go well.  The sticking 
points were the view of Ms Reeves that Mr McNevin physically intimidated her and does not 
listen to Ms Reeves whereas Mr McNevin strongly denied that he physically intimidated Ms 
Reeves.  Ms Reeves also stated that she believed Mr McNevin’s actions may constitute assault 
and if it happened again she may call the police.  Further Ms Reeves raised concerns about 
McNevin’s martial arts training.  Both parties left the meeting no closer to resolution and at loss 
on how to resolve the matter. 

Ms Paula Brisotto then attempted to organise a facilitated discussion between the parties with 
Jade Franklin of HR but Ms Reeves declined.  

 

Management action post incident 
At interview Ms Reeves outlined that she believed management’s handling of the matter was 
deficient and needed to be investigated. 

The major issue for Ms Reeves is that she believes management inappropriately down played 
Mr McNevin’s behaviour in the management meeting and escalated her email response to Mr 
Mc Nevin’s original apology. 

From a process point of view, management, in particular Ms Whelan who was acting as the 
Managing Scientist met with both parties separately on a number of occasions and facilitated 
the meeting on 8 August 2016 taking place.  Ms Whelan was not present at the meeting on 8 
August.   Ms Brisotto returned from long-term maternity leave on 12 July 2016 and was 
therefore not present at the management meeting on 9 June 2016.  Upon her return, Ms 
Brisotto met with both Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin. Ms Brisotto then relieved for a short period 
as the Managing Scientist while Ms Whelan was on leave.  During this time, following a 
discussion with Jade Franklin from Human Resources, Ms Brisotto attempted to organise 
resolution of the matter by a ‘facilitated discussion’ chaired by Mr Franklin.  Following 
consideration, Ms Reeves declined to participate. 

 

Analysis 
 

Project #181 
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Project #181 has been concluded and the issues of concern have been addressed.  The major 
issue of the project appears to be the communication and approach differences between Mr 
McNevin and Ms Reeves.  In such a situation, different views, priorities and approaches can 
create tension and competing interests in attempts to address the issue.   

In this case, Mr McNevin was seeking a more analytical approach to identify process issues 
whereas Ms Reeves was seeking a solution more quickly.  Ms Reeves believed that the issue 
posed a greater risk than Mr McNevin did.  Major issues at play were that Ms Reeves did not 
believe Mr McNevin respected her opinion and was dismissive of her whereas Mr McNevin felt 
that Ms Reeves was approaching the matter in a far too emotional way.  It is the view of the 
investigator that this tension has existed between the two parties for a significant period of time 
but has been able to be avoided.  The project brought this to the surface. While Ms Reeves may 
have interpreted Mr McNevin’s approach as obstructive and failing to progress the matter in a 
timely way, Mr McNevin adequately outlined his reasons for a slower approach.  

Ms Reeves outlined that while the risk has been mitigated, the process is resource intensive, 
inefficient and causing strain on the ER and Analytical teams and has been raised at a recent 
management meeting.  The management team should continue to monitor this issue with a view 
to further improve the process and address any issues that may arise. 

Incident of 9 June 2016 
Prior Issues 
Both Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin outlined an ongoing tension between the two.  This is based 
on different perceptions of each other.  Ms Reeves believes that Mr McNevin does not listen to 
her and does not respect her opinion whereas Mr McNevin believes has an emotional response 
to issues and can be very persistent in making her points.  There was no evidence presented 
that there has been confrontations in the past.  The investigator believes that the two have 
managed their relationship with each other in the interests of interacting professionally but the 
significant differences personalities and communication styles came to the fore on 9 June 2016. 

In relation to the incident at the management meeting on 9 June, Mr McNevin freely admits that 
he yelled and his action was inappropriate.   Mr McNevin has apologised to Ms Reeves on three 
occasions (twice via email and once in person) for yelling at her.  The issue for both of them is 
whether Mr McNevin’s actions were physically intimidating towards Ms Reeves. 

Ms Reeves strongly expresses that she felt scared and was physically intimidated by Mr 
McNevin’s conduct whereas Mr McNevin just as strongly denies that he physically intimidated 
Ms Reeves.  Further, Mr McNevin is concerned that Ms Reeves will raise the physical 
intimidation allegation at a later date. This matter is difficult to resolve as it involves the 
perception of the parties.  Ms Reeves believes Mr McNevin is not empathetic to how his 
conduct made her feel whereas Mr McNevin believes that Ms Reeves is acting vexatiously 
towards him. 

Both senior managers who were present at the meeting, Mr Howes and Ms Whelan both 
described Ms McNevin as yelling and that it was inappropriate but neither believed Mr 
McNevin’s conduct was physically intimidating.  Having said that, the investigator accepts that 
Ms Reeves is genuine in her belief she felt physically intimidated by the incident. 

The investigator believes that the parties have attempted to reach a resolution and both want 
the matter resolved, however the positional approach of both parties and misunderstanding of 
each other’s core issues has prevented this.  The investigator also believes that both Ms 
Reeves and Mr McNevin are genuine in their concerns about the incident.  Further, that 
interviews of the staff present is most likely to result in an inconclusive finding based on the 
balance of probabilities but will not bring the issue or the parties’ perceptions any closer to 
resolution.   
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Conduct of the parties post incident 
Shortly after the incident Mr McNevin sent an email of apology and offer of meeting which Ms 
Reeves believes was flippant.  Ms Reeves responded in how she describes “as the recipient of 
his behaviour, how it made me feel.” This included the comment, “I hope you feel like a big 
man.” From this point on, resolution of the matter became very difficult.  Both parties retreated 
to a position with neither willing to acknowledge each other’s issues. 

This culminated in a meeting on 8 August 2016 in which both parties acknowledge didn’t go 
well.  The major concerns from Mr McNevin’s point of view was that Ms Reeves’ allegation of 
physical intimidation was unfounded and may be used against him in the future whereas Ms 
Reeves believed that Mr McNevin was unwilling to show empathy to how his behaviour made 
her feel and generally was dismissive of Ms Reeves and did not listen to her opinions. 

Neither party has retreated from these perceptions and positions since the incident.  For this 
matter to be resolved, both parties need to accept the affect of the issues and aftermath on 
each other.  It is the view of the investigator that an experienced, senior manager from HSQ but 
outside of the DNA Analysis team meets with both individually to discuss the issues with a view 
to assisting the parties to see the issues from each other’s point of view.  Following this, the 
parties should be brought together to meet with the same senior manager or if preferred, an 
experienced independent facilitator to attempt to reach resolution.  Both parties should be made 
aware that following this meeting, despite the outcome, HSQ will consider the matter closed. 

Management action post incident 
At interview Ms Reeves outlined that she believed management’s handling of the matter was 
deficient and needed to be investigated. 

Ms Whelan, Mr Howes and Ms Brisotto were all interviewed.  Ms Whelan was responsible for 
leading the management of the issue. Ms Whelan was relieving as Managing Scientist in the 
absence of the incumbent, Cathie Allen.  Ms Whelan was unfamiliar with the team dynamics 
and personalities. 

It is the view of the investigator that overall, the management team has genuinely attempted to 
resolve the matters in good faith.  There have been numerous meetings with Ms Reeves and Mr 
McNevin.  Issues raised by both parties have attempted to be addressed by the management 
team.   

Upon reflection, Ms Whelan admitted that she should have dealt with some aspects differently. 
It is the view of the investigator that two aspects of Ms Whelan’s management of the matter 
could have been approached differently.  The first was that no manager checked in on the 
welfare of Ms Reeves after the incident.  Ms Reeves was genuinely shocked and upset by the 
incident and therefore a manager should have checked in with her. 

The second aspect of Ms Whelan’s management of the matter that in hindsight could have been 
better handled was Ms Whelan’s first meeting with Ms Reeves where the first issue raised by 
Ms Whelan was Ms Reeves’ email to Mr McNevin.  While Ms Reeves’ email should have been 
raised during the meeting, as it was the first meeting about the issue, Ms Reeves’ well-being 
should have been checked on.  Further, in hindsight, it would have been more prudent to deal 
with the incident in the first instance. However, Ms Reeves’ comments in the email, “I hope you 
feel like a big man” feel were provocative and made resolution difficult.  This is despite her view 
that she was entitled to express how the incident made her feel. 

Ms Whelan demonstrated an acute awareness of the flaws in her early approaches and is 
contrite upon reflection.  Ms Whelan indicated that she had never confronted such a situation in 
all her time at Queensland Health.  Further, Ms Whelan also stated that at the time, she was 
dealing with serious family issues and was quite preoccupied.  The investigator believes that Ms 
Whelan’s early actions were as a result of misjudgement than of any act of negligence or 
malevolence towards Ms Reeves.  
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Apart from those early blemishes, the management of the matter has been reasonable and 
sound considering the difficult circumstances approach to resolution of the parties.  While the 
meeting of 8 August did not go well, this was due to the entrenched positions of the parties 
which escalated the animosity rather than mismanagement of this issue.  It could be speculated 
that a person chairing the meeting may have assisted in this meeting but as Ms Reeves has 
declined mediation and a facilitated meeting, it is likely this meeting may not have gone ahead if 
a chair was proposed for the meeting. 

 Recommendations 
 

Both Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin are seeking closure to this matter.  This is unlikely to occur 
while both parties are positional in approach and unwilling to concede any ground. It is the view 
of the investigator that an experienced senior manager from Health Support Queensland, 
outside Forensic DNA Analysis Team should meet with both Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin 
separately in the first instance.  Both parties could be provided with a copy of this report at the 
meeting.  The senior manager should outline the issues and perceptions of each party with a 
view to assisting each party to see the issues from the other’s perspective.  Following this, the 
parties should meet together with the senior manager together to attempt closure.  An 
experienced independent facilitator may also be considered a suitable chair for this meeting.  
The parties must understand that following this meeting, the matter is closed. 

In relation to management of the matter, it is the view of the investigator that the incident and 
aftermath has been difficult for the management team.  In such a vital service, a well-functioning 
management team is essential. HSQ may wish to consider introducing a comprehensive 
management development and support program. 

 
Summary of Recommendations 
Health Support Queensland may wish to consider the following: 

1. Continue monitoring the outcome of project #181 with a view to streamlining processes 
without compromising the integrity of the outcome. 

2. An experienced, senior manager from Health Support Queensland meeting with both 
parties separately in the first instance with a view to assisting the parties to ‘see the 
issues from the other’s perspective’ and gain support for a facilitated meeting. 

3. The same manager or experienced independent facilitator hold a facilitated meeting 
with both parties together with a view to reaching closure of the issue. 

4. Introducing a comprehensive management development and support program for the 
management team. 
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Feedback from the 
Reporting Teams

Interviews conducted by Workplace 
Edge between 4th and 18th Dec 2017
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General comments

• The information supplied within this presentation is a 
summary of opinions of the majority of staff interviewed

• Names of interviewees have not been linked with their 
comments and no identifying material has been made 
available to FSS staff or HSQ staff
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• Please bear in mind – the presentation is reflecting your 
views that you put forward and a lot of information was 
provided, but main points provided today reflect the 
significant number of interviewees that brought this 
information forward
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Status of the Reporting Teams

Staff Perceptions:
• Seen by other teams as: 

- as difficult to work with
- tending to engage in conflict more than cooperation

• Clarified that reporting staff raise concerns due to ensure 
appropriate interpretation and that other teams may not 
appreciate the level of clarity required for Court

• Majority of staff reported morale is low
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Management

Staff Perceptions:
• Management culture is one of blame

- Too many managers
- Favouritism 

• Decisions made on the basis of personal relationships, 
rather than business requirements

• Management culture discourages dissent and dissent risks 
reprisal

• Management culture is disharmonious and the effect of this 
is deflating and fatiguing
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HR Support
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Staff Perceptions:
• No-one in the Reporting Teams considered that the 

organisation has been well served by HR, referring to: 
- unresolved grievances;
- HR being bound to the management view and not 

exhibiting any independent thinking; and
- HR being passive, not active, and largely ineffective.

• Some staff indicated that they have sought HR advice 
from external sources, including Legal advice, due to a 
lack of confidence in the service provided by the 
Department.
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Culture

Staff Perceptions:
• Presence of pernicious gossip permeates the organisation –

management incapable of addressing this

• Gossip is toxic and this type of conduct is personally 
damaging for some individuals, but it also contributes to low 
morale.

• Some managers were not willing to act against poor 
workplace behaviours because of the potential to offend 
cliques and affect relationships. It was generally considered 
that values and goals are not aligned across the 
organisation.
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Team Organisation

Staff Perceptions:
• Reporting Teams 1 and 2 are really one team where the two 

halves of the team alternate between Case Management 
and Statement preparation on a fortnightly basis.  This was 
seen to be unnecessarily rigid and inefficient.

• The supervisors seem to be engaged in a lot of activity, but 
that activity does not contribute to the output of the Teams.  

• Under the current structure, the three teams that undertake 
Case Management activities have four managers, and that 
this is excessive and unnecessary and leads to micro-
management.  
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Team Organisation

• Staff Perceptions:
• The current piecemeal allocation of work by supervisors is 

unnecessary and inefficient, leading to considerable 
inequities in the allocation of work.  

• Inequitable workload distribution is a symptom of a lack of 
an internal framework:

» lack of defined accountabilities 
» KPIs with monitoring  

• Unequal output of work from staff is neither fair, nor 
reasonable or efficient, and contributes to the low morale
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Team Functioning
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Staff Perceptions:
• cliques within the teams, which affects a wide range of 

issues, such as the distribution of work and access to 
other opportunities.

• Some staff reported that they have been bullied and 
harassed in the workplace and that managers have not 
taken appropriate action, either by way of investigation or 
other appropriate intervention.

• Some staff reported that they often felt unwell because of 
the distress they felt from the effects of the social and 
interpersonal dysfunction in the teams and some have 
sought external professional advice and support.
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Team Functioning
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Staff Perceptions:

• The Reporting Teams do not interact socially with the other 
Teams, and that there were losses from this for the whole 
organisation, including damage to morale.

• Internal communications, both vertically and horizontal are 
poor.

• The current bottleneck and growing case management list 
affects the reputation of the Reporting Teams and there is no 
clear plan to deal with it.

• The change from Profiler Plus for Volume Crime samples is a 
significant change and there is no clear plan to address this.
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Work Arrangements

Staff Perceptions:
• Part-time staff are unable to accumulate TOIL, however this 

is different to what occurs in Forensic Chemistry

• View the rigidity applied to ‘spread of hours’ affects flexibility 
in the workplace
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Training

Staff Perceptions:
• Most team members believed that the use of Moot Courts 

was a very effective training tool to help staff to appear in 
Court and many believed that this experience should be 
extended to the other teams so that they could have a better 
understanding of what form of thinking was required in order 
to present results in a Court setting.

• Some Reporters take an inappropriate level of interest in 
case outcomes and risk losing the objectivity required of an 
expert witness.

• A significant number of team members reinforced the need 
for this form of moot court training to assist staff to remain 
objective in the provision of evidence and offset contextual 
bias
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Integration of the Teams

14Feedback from Reporting Teams - Interviews by Workplace Edge

Staff Perceptions:
• The Intelligence Team does not currently have an effective 

compliment of staff and should be absorbed into the 
Reporting Teams, enabling a redistribution of tasks as this 
would improve efficiencies and improve work quality and 
variety.

• A strongly expressed view was that a single integrated 
Reporting Team, which included the Intelligence Team, 
would only require one Team Leader (HP6) and one 
supervisor (HP5)

–More responsibility for work output by all staff members
–More autonomy
– Improved quality of work life
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Forensic Register
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Staff Perceptions:
• Most staff felt positive benefits will flow from the introduction 

of FR, in the future.

• organisation should not lose the opportunity to refine its 
systems and process to make best use of FR, and to ensure 
that further development of FR meets everyone’s needs.  

– for example, currently statement preparation in FR takes 
much longer than under the previous system.
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Quality and Projects

Staff Perceptions:
• Concern that significant Projects have not been delivered, 

which contributes to difficulties between Reporting and the 
other teams. 

– example given: the failure to finalise the capillary 
electrophoresis project, which is not yet finalised after 
seven years of consideration 

• Projects are not managed effectively:
– no single point of responsibility for delivery of Projects
– can affect the level of confidence they have with regard to 

court  
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Quality & Projects

Staff Perceptions:
• there should be a central point of accountability for process 

improvement and project delivery
– this should be the role of Quality and Projects to drive 

this, particularly to ensure scientific rigour

• opportunity to work on projects is not shared equitably
– leads to loss of existing skills and ability to develop new 

skills

• consistent with concerns regarding favouritism
– allocation of project opportunities should be on the basis 

of scientific merit, not to placate agitators or reward allies
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Summary of 
Concerns
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Summary of Concerns

Staff Perceptions:
• The culture is worse now than it was in the mid 2000’s

• There is a lack of accountability for work output in the 
Reporting Teams and performance is not actively managed, 
and the social dysfunction is serious and damaging

• Outstanding workload is increasing and there is no clear 
plan to manage this. The changeover from Profiler Plus to 
PP21 and the associated business rules are not agreed 
upon with the QPS and this is becoming urgent 

• The Commonwealth Games is also looming and no plan has 
been communicated to the teams  
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Rolled up summary of the more pressing concerns that we need to work on



Summary of concerns

Staff Perceptions:
• Communications are poor between the vertical levels of management and it 

is not an inclusive workplace

• There is a failure to manage social processes in the broader organisation 
e.g. disengagement / marginalisation of the Reporting Team and failure to 
manage pernicious rumours

• There is separation between the ‘science’ teams and the reporting teams as 
a result of the development of antagonistic attitudes, which is further 
entrenched by a lack of socialising and reduction in other meaningful 
interactions

• Managers are not managing staff

• Planning for moving forward is not clear
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Way Forward

• Status of the Reporting Teams
» Investigate ways to improve the interactions between 

the teams to improve information sharing and ensure 
shared decision making where it’s appropriate

• Morale
» There is an urgent need to address morale and this will 

not be achieved without purposeful effort over a period 
of time.

» Culture Development process to be undertaken
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Way Forward

• Management
» There is a clear message that staff expect improved 

communications and more timely action on problems 
that affect their well-being.  We will be looking at the best 
ways to achieve this.

» There is an expectation that internal processes will be 
open and merit based and transparent in accordance 
with Departmental policies and internal processes and  
communications need to enable and demonstrate this. 

» A goal must be to ensure a culture of inclusion and 
shared sense of achievement and this will be a key goal 
of the cultural development process
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Way Forward

• HR Support
»There is no disagreement that we have not been well 

resourced or well serviced from an HR management 
perspective.  We are currently examining options for 
improving HR / IR support for the whole of FSS.
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Way Forward

• Culture
»Gossip is damaging and destructive and improper conduct will 

be  addressed decisively.  There are employment policies and 
processes to deal with inappropriate behaviour and one of the 
reasons for improving our access to HR resources is to 
address issues before they become problematic.

»The Department has no tolerance for workplace bullying and 
harassment.  There will be education programs to ensure staff 
are informed of standards of conduct the Department expects 
and resources will be available to support staff

» Managers will be expected to manage and they will be 
supported to ensure that best practice outcomes are achieved 
for all our staff.
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Way Forward

• Team Organisation & Team Functioning
» Much information has been provided about the 

organisation and functioning of the Reporting Teams and 
the Intelligence Team and a process will be put in place 
to assess the issues raised, do some data mining and 
devise a change management plan

»This process will include consideration of the thoughts 
put forward about Team Integration.

»There will be further consultation with all staff of Forensic 
DNA Analysis as we go forward on this issue.
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Way Forward

• Work Arrangements
» Forensic Chemistry work under different arrangements and 

part-time staff accumulate ATO
» We will work with HR regarding a way forward

• Training
» Suggestions about training needs for staff who provide court 

evidence will be considered and the benefits from widening 
participation in the use of Moot Courts and other training 
methods will be considered

• Forensic Register
» presents us with both challenges and opportunities and 

further information will be provided about FR and additional 
input can be put forward to your line manager for 
enhancement
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Way Forward

• Quality & Projects

» Clearly there is a high level of awareness about quality 
issues and projects, including project design and project 
completion and access to opportunities for involvement 
in projects

» There is much to consider in what has been put forward 
and there will be further consultation with staff on these 
issues before final decisions are made
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Way Forward

• The current bottleneck and growing case management list 
» We will seek your input and ideas on how to tackle this

• Changeover from Profiler Plus to PP21 and associated business 
rules

» Kylie and Sharon have been tasked with devising the 
workflow process for Volume Crime samples

» Additional consultation will be undertaken with the QPS as 
appropriate

• Commonwealth Games
»It is anticipated that an increase in items will be received 

during this period and workforce management plans have 
been implemented

» If a DVI were to occur, we will align with the DVI plan to 
process the samples and the plan allocates the priority.  This 
is done in consultation with the QPS and Coroner.
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Questions
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 Review - Forensic DNA Analysis Team Page 1 of 8  

 

 Review - Forensic DNA Analysis Team  

RELEVANT BACKGROUND  

Health Support Queensland (HSQ) businesses provide critical services to Hospital and Health 
Services, other government agencies, commercial clients and the community.  

Within HSQ, Forensic and Scientific Services (FSS) delivers products and services in the areas of DNA 
profiling (forensic and non-forensic) and forensic chemistry, clinical forensic medicine, coronial 
services, and scientific services to support public and environmental health investigations.  

Within the Police Services Stream, managed by Ms Cathie Allen, DNA Analysis and Reporting is 
undertaken by the Forensic DNA Analysis Team.  

FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS TEAM  

The Forensic DNA Analysis team has seen a number of significant changes, both technical and 
operational, over at least the past decade, some of which have resulted in adjustments to the 
organisational structure.  

These changes include the way that samples are received, changes in analytical procedures and 
technology and a recent change of information management system, from Auslab to Forensic 
Register.  

The most significant development which contributed to the requirement for adjustments to 
operating procedures and organisational structure was the change from receiving evidence in the 
form of whole items to receiving evidentiary materials in tubes, after initial processing of the whole 
material by the Queensland Police Service (QPS).  

The QPS then allocates a priority level to the sample which, effectively, acts as a measurable 
performance standard.  For example, Forensic DNA Analysis has set standards for the following - 
Priority 1 samples are to be processed within 3 days, Priority 2 samples between 1 to 2 weeks and 
Priority 3 samples within 2 to 3 weeks.  

This change in the evidence handling process enabled the Forensic DNA Analysis Team to arrange its 
Evidence Recovery and Analysis activities to operate as a throughput laboratory with sequential 
operations delivering results to reporting teams which then refine the information and generate the 
end product.  

Consequently, the current organisational structure reflects a production line approach where 
materials are put through a refining process to produce an end-product that meets the requirements 
of customers.  
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From the information available, the last significant assessment of the organisational structure 
occurred in about 2008 and, given the number of significant changes that have occurred, since then, 
together with the recent history of significant interpersonal and operational dysfunction within the 
group, it is timely that the operating model is reviewed with a view to the revising the organisational 
structure.  

 

Organisational Structure @ 9 January 2018  

 

CURRENT SITUATION  

During the period since at least early to mid-2016, the Forensic DNA Analysis team has been 
managing complex human resource issues that have adversely affected the operational efficiency 
and morale of the team, at both the management and operational levels.  

To assist FSS to better understand the basis for the ongoing operational dysfunction in the Forensic 
DNA Analysis team, Workplace Edge has conducted interviews with senior management, the 
members of the management team and operational staff from the two Reporting Teams.  

Contributing factors to the dysfunction in the Forensic DNA Analysis team and the primary issues of 
concern to staff, identified in the course of these interviews, are shown below:  

1. Operations, Operating Model and supporting Structure  

 

 a) The production line model has not achieved the optimal delivery of services under the 
current structure with the existing systems and processes, and resource allocation.  

It is not accurate to say that the production line model has not achieved the optimal delivery of 
services – as it had been delivering results which were noted as being the best in the country during 
the national end to end evaluation undertaken by the National Institute of Forensic Science in 2011 
and 2014.  It is only in more recent times of change (instrument issues and implementation of the 
FR) and increased stress, that the end of the production line is not achieving the optimal delivery of 
results to the QPS. 

 b) The organisational structure does not fully support the current operating model as 
illustrated by comments provided by staff:  

 

- The team, as a whole is over governed with 10 supervisors managing approximately 60 staff, giving 
a ratio of 1:6 actuals and between 1:4 and 1:5 FTE.  

Staff members highlighted that the reporting teams were over-governed by supervisors and 
proposed that the two reporting teams could be merged into one team with one supervisor. 

Commented [CJA1]: It’s our understanding that the comments 
made about over governed were restricted to the reporting teams, 
not the whole team.  This needs to be clarified.  The Analytical Line 
Manager oversees about 15 people, which arguably is not over 
governed.  
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- Projects take too long to establish and complete and there is no single point of accountability for 
bringing projects to completion.  

Projects taking too long – the reporting staff interviewed were specifically discussing projects in 
which reporting were involved – this is a smaller proportion of projects than projects as a whole (ie 
discussing Y-STR project which is led by a Reporting Team Member as all bench work has been 
completed, as opposed to new instruments being implemented for use which has been completed in 
a shorter timeframe).  Given staff are of a science background and the statements are somewhat 
nonspecific, more detail is required. 

The perception of the interviewed staff members that projects take too long may well be due to not 
receiving timely feedback and updates on the status of the projects from their line managers. 

-The Quality and Projects, and Operational Officers Team provides Operational Support to the other 
Teams, but is not accountable for the delivery of projects and does not have a significant role in 
monitoring quality in the forensic reporting and intelligence teams. Combining the functions of 
Quality, Projects and operations support and placing this as a Team with a subgroup together with 
Evidence Recovery and Analysis has not met the organisational needs in the areas of Quality and 
Project management.  

It is not accurate to say that the Quality unit does not have a significant role in monitoring quality in 
the forensic reporting and intelligence teams.  Dr Kirsten Scott provides significant input into SOPs, 
training modules and significant advice and guidance regarding quality to staff that see her.  Quality 
is everyone’s responsibility; therefore Justin Howes is responsible for operational quality from his 
team.  Dr Kirsten Scott is responsible for overseeing that quality activities are undertaken 
appropriately and she performs this function to a very high level. 

It is not accurate  to say that the function of Quality have not met the operational needs in the area 
of quality and projects – this team have ensured that a large number of projects have been 
completed, despite the delayed responses for feedback from some members of the management 
team..  It cannot be stated categorically that a team have not delivered, when the reasoning behind 
that is due to the delay from other staff members (regardless of the workload by the managers of 
the reporting teams, deadlines have been given and not met by them and not enforced due to 
working in an inclusive environment). 

- The staff in the Reporting Teams are paid at a higher level than similarly qualified staff in the other 
teams, due to the presumption that they will be required to present results to the Courts and 
respond to examination by prosecution and defence attorneys. However, only around 10% of results 
are presented in Court and some members of the Reporting Teams may never, or only rarely, attend 
Court, which is seen by some as an inequity that contributes to disharmony in both the Reporting 
Teams and the Forensic DNA Analysis Team, as a whole.  

It should be noted that staff who have never attended court are newer reporting team members 
who have not yet fulfilled their training and have not been deemed competent for court – it is not 
accurate  to say ‘never’ and not provide detail surrounding this. 
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It is very difficult to ensure that all reporting team members attend court – given the case types may 
provide a plea, which is not the fault of the staff member.  Ensuring that there is equal 
representation of staff in court can only be done when cases require re-allocation (which Justin does 
on an equity basis), however, court may still not go ahead and this is beyond of our control. 

 

- The Production Line concept contributes to feelings of frustration among highly qualified staff, who 
would prefer to see less rigidity in the organisation and more equitable distribution of work.  

 

- The Production Line concept has also led to the relative isolation of Teams. The restricted 
information sharing and limited professional interaction between staff has contributed to deskilling 
and re-work during the case management stage.  

It is not accurate  to say that the production line concept has led to the isolation of the teams – as 
this concept has been working extremely well for the most part since its inception.  The reasoning 
behind it no longer working well is due to the culture that is currently within the management 
group, which has created mistrust and disharmony. The reporting managers do not include 
themselves in group activities such as group morning teas, therefore staff members see this and 
therefore may not  attend either.  This is  contributes to the disharmony, not the production line 
process which has been demonstrated to be very successful by the NIFS end to end projects (twice). 

Re-work during case management can also be due to lack of confidence by the staff member 
undertaking the work, which hasn’t been highlighted. 

Staff members have been advised that they are able to observe tasks being undertaken by the 
Evidence Recovery and Analytical teams, by liaison with the line managers of those teams. 

- There is a management team comprising nine people who identify as managers for an overall 
compliment of around 70 people. It is large and unwieldy and has become dysfunctional, partly due 
to the interplay of particular personalities, but a contributing factor must also be its size and lack of 
internal structure and the expectations it generates.  

 

- This dysfunction is evidenced by the failure to deliver projects and the failure to address critical 
issues such as the impending technical changes to DNA analysis for intelligence purposes, the 
breakdown of the Intelligence Team and the failure to manage to bottleneck in the production line 
between Analytical and Reporting.  

It is not accurate to include the breakdown of the Intelligence Team as a dysfunction of the 
management team.  During the FR project, it was highlighted that changes would be required within 
this team, however a gentle approach to this change was taken.  Personal issues within this team 
have not been included in this review as those staff members were not interviewed. 
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It is not accurate to place the failure of managing the bottleneck of results onto the management 
team when members of this team are ensuring that results are being reported, on top of the other 
tasks that they currently perform.  This is a more complex issue that requires more detail than what 
has been provided. 

- Within the Reporting Teams the piecemeal basis on which work is allocated contributes to 
inefficiencies, particularly an overall low work output, inequitable sharing of the workload and low 
levels of reported work satisfaction.  

AGREED 

2. Culture  

 a) Whole Group Issues  

 - There has been a failure, over the long term, to effectively address human resource 
management issues so that by the end of 2017; despite repeated attempts by senior managers:  
ordinary line management reporting was not in operation between the Reporting Teams and the 
Managing Scientist;  

 o the management team was not functioning effectively, due to an undercurrent of personal 
disagreements;  

 o a number of personal grievances remained unresolved; and  

  

 o the Intelligence Team was without an effective compliment of staff.  

 

- Vertically and horizontally, within the Forensic DNA Analysis team, there are significant 
communication issues. It is perceived that there is inadequate communication by senior managers, 
which contributes to the circulation of pernicious rumours.  

 

- There is a perceived lack of transparency in decision making, which contributes to high levels of 
suspicion and separation into cliques, with the resultant breakdown in trust amongst staff and 
management.  

The perceived lack of transparency in decision making is also due to the circulation of the pernicious 
rumours from some staff members and their undermining of other management team members – 
this hasn’t been detailed effectively in the above statement.  

 

- There are significant issues regarding priorities for action, where personal relationship and 
grievance issues have distracted management from priority operational decisions. This has resulted 
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in inefficiencies and a failure to resolve bottlenecks with a resultant perceived impact on customer 
service.  

 

- There is a breakdown in line management processes and respect for normal workplace behaviour, 
as a result of the failure to apply ordinary performance standards in relation to conduct and 
professional output.  

 

- There is a lack of flexibility in leadership and management to address operational performance 
issues and to adjust the operating model and allocation of resources to address these issues.  

It should be noted that the above are purely statements from staff members, so it is their perception 
of the situation. 

- Morale is low, and the reporting list is growing without any clear plan to reduce the list. This is very 
upsetting for all of the Reporting staff. Overtime is a short-term solution to a long-term problem.  

The statement ‘This is very upsetting for all of the reporting staff’ would be extended to ‘all staff 
members’, as all team members are affected by the decreased  output from the reporting teams.   

Similarly “the reporting list is growing without any clear plan to reduce the list” is not accurate.  This 
issue has been the subject of discussion amongst senior management and there are plans to utilise 
FR and planned overtime activities to assist in addressing this situation. 

 

b) Reporting and Intelligence Team Issues  

 

- The Reporting function is over-governed with two supervisors when in effect, it operates as a single 
team.  

 

- The system of work allocation is inefficient, with reported co-dependence of the supervisors, 
resulting in inequitable piecemeal allocation of work.  

It should be noted that the above statement is how the reporting teams describe their work 
environment. 

- There is a lack of appropriate performance standards and monitoring, with a resultant lack of 
accountability for individual performance, which contributes to less than optimal production 
outcomes. This contributes to a lack of job satisfaction, and concern by individuals at the 
performance variability amongst staff.  

It should be noted that the above statement is how the reporting teams describe their work 
environment. 
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- The Reporting Team comprises staff with a wide variety of skills qualifications and experience, 
which is not fully utilised due to the rigidity of the production line operating model. This has created 
silos, with little opportunity for staff to broaden the use of their skills and experience.  

It has also been stated that a further contribution to staff being unable to broaden their use of skills 
and experience is due to favouritism by the reporting managers – i.e. only particular staff are 
allocated ‘projects’ to undertake and that this is unfairly distributed – this should  have been 
included since it should be considered as a major factor. 

- There is considerable re-work when a particular case is received by the Reporting Team, and full 
consideration is given to the evidentiary issues. This is primarily due to a lack of consultation across 
silos, as the case progresses through the Evidence Recovery and Analytical areas.  

The re-working of some samples that can be undertaken by a reporting staff member can be due to 
additional reasons – e.g. additional information has been received that was not available when the 
items arrived which requiring rework, etc.  There is an apparent lack of trust from the senior staff 
members within the reporting teams regarding the work undertaken by the Evidence Recovery and 
Analytical teams – this contributes to the reworking undertaken, however this hasn’t been 
highlighted. 

- The Intelligence Team has virtually ceased to operate due to the loss of an effective compliment of 
staff.  

The loss of an effective compliment of staff from the Intel team is beyond management control – 
however and plans are being implemented to address this. 

- This Unit currently uses the nine loci DNA kit, which is no longer in commercial production, and 
there is a requirement for new business rules to be developed with QPS to support the use of the 21 
loci DNA kit for intelligence purposes.  

It should be noted that Volume Crime items are processed with the 9 loci DNA kit and that these 
items now need to be processed in another kit – which the QPS has deemed to be the PP21 kit.  The 
statement about the ‘Unit using 9 loci’ is very unclear around content and relevance. 

- The Intelligence Team is responsible for uploads to the national data base, which is not the most 
efficient allocation of this task. There is merit in considering merging of Intelligence with Reporting 
and then training the integrated team to perform uploads.  

It is not an effective use of HP4 reporter’s time in uploading of profiles to NCIDD.  Whilst the task of 
reviewing links can be done by HP4 reporting staff (given they report other similar results), it is not 
envisaged that HP4 reporters should upload profiles to NCIDD.  This statement is too simplistic in its 
current wording.  In the process of integrating the Intel team, the tasks are planned to be broken 
down and reallocated to appropriate HP levels. 

3. Systems and Processes - Forensic Register (FR)  
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The introduction of FR is an opportunity to review systems and processes, particularly to inform the 
further development of FR. Whilst the new system has not been fully implemented at this stage, it 
will result in changes to work processes and work practices and ultimately structure and resourcing. 
Any immediate changes from this review need to take into account that further adjustments may be 
necessary as FR is fully implemented.  

The FR has been fully implemented – it is not accurate to say that it hasn’t.  FSS have reported to all 
(including within the QPS) that the FR has been implemented.  There are elements to the reporting 
processes that require enhancement, however the statement as it stands is not accurate and 
contradicts the reporting that we have previously submitted for the Project (FRIP).  It should be 
noted that the Project team for this implementation has in fact been disbanded due to completion. 

The reporting teams have been incorrectly advised that certain parts of their processes weren’t 
addressed.  A large amount of development work was directed to  the automatic reporting lines 
within the FR, however the reporting matrix provided to the QPS had a large number of errors in it 
which caused wrong lines to be provided.  This was a large risk for both organisations, so with the 
agreement of the Team Leaders, this portion was postponed until after implementation.  This meant 
that the system of choosing a line that is done in Auslab was done in the FR until further work could 
be done to correct the matrix.  Progress has been made on this and the reporting staff are giving 
feedback on the automated lines that are now available in the FR.  It is due to this mis-
communication regarding the FR that staff have built further false impressions. 

4. Conditions of Employment  

 

It has been raised that part-time staff are not allowed to accumulate TOIL and that this is a blanket 
ban which is not applied to other FSS staff. It is reported that, part-time staff in Forensic Chemistry 
do have access to TOIL.  

Forensic Chemistry staff work under a different arrangement – staff voted for a Variable working 
arrangement meaning the accumulation of ATO.  This has been communicated on numerous 
occasions.  Forensic DNA Analysis voted for a Standard arrangement, meaning the accumulation of 
TOIL.  Under the Award arrangements, part-time staff were only able to accumulate TOIL after they 
had completed an 8 hour shift.  Due to budget constraints, it was not feasible to allow staff to work 
additional hours and accumulate TOIL, unless required for urgent items or court.  Clarification has 
been sought from HR regarding the new Award and Enterprise Bargain Agreement. 

Staff have put the view that denial of access to TOIL and the rigidity applied to ‘spread of hours’ 
affects flexibility in the workplace and personal wellbeing and is not consistent with the family 
friendly policies of the Department.  

The spread of hours is due to the service that is provided to our clients, namely the QPS and the 
Court which is open between 9am and 5pm.  Notification of the requirement for evidence is not 
always supplied in advance.  Thus if we accept flexibility according to some staff wishes, the 
situation could arise where all staff have left at 2.30pm (due to a 6am start) and court evidence is 
required at 3pm.  This would not be providing a service to the client.  
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This statement also hasn’t been balanced with the client’s request for availability during court 
business hour  (the QPS 8am to 4pm; the courts 9am to 5pm).  It should be noted that this has 
already been the subject of union negotiation and in fact has been settled. 

5. Training & Development  

 

Staff reported that there were few opportunities to gain broader experience in other roles and that 
limited training opportunities exacerbate this problem.  

Training is ad hoc and restricted to the work staff are undertaking in their substantive role. It is 
poorly organised and not needs-based.  

There are limited opportunities for teams to share what they are undertaking and to learn from each 
other.  

A reporting staff member attends the Evidence Recovery team meeting and a different reporting 
staff member attends the Analytical team meeting – feedback should be provided from these team 
members at their meetings.  As the reporting teams don’t hold meetings, there is no mechanism for 
feedback and this hasn’t been highlighted. 

Due to the requirement for the provision of timely results to the client, training outside their core 
duties is not able to be provided.  A training matrix is currently being developed in the reporting 
teams to ensure that all staff are trained across all tasks required. 

RECOMMENDATIONS  

1. Operating Model and Structural Options  

 

Option 1: Process Integrated Team Approach  

This option would involve a shift from the production line model to integrated horizontal teams 
which would handle cases through all process stages. The model would split the teams horizontally 
into product segments, for example:  

1. Major crime;  

2. Sexual assault; and  

3. Volume crime.  

 

There are some significant benefits in adopting this model, as follows:  

1. Reduction of silos;  

2. More flexible working arrangements;  
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3. Greater variety of work for individual staff;  

4. Increased skills and experience development opportunities for staff;  

5. An opportunity to develop a more collaborative and cooperative team-based operating approach, 
which would increase the flexibility to allocate resources where the greatest demand for work was 
located, and to speedily remove any blockages such as in the reporting area; and  

6. Potentially less re-work which currently occurs under the production line model due to the siloed 
nature of work.  

 

Implications:  

1. Three new Team Leaders at HP6 levels to lead the teams.  

2. Reduction in Supervisors – 5 x HP5’s (Evidence, Analytical, Reporting x 2, Intelligence x 1) and 1 x 
HP4 (Operations).  

3. Reduction in two Team Leaders - 2 x HP6 (may be successful in the three new Team Leader 
positions)  

4. Possible shift in resources to strengthen Quality and Projects Unit.  

 

It is inefficient and not cost effective to have 3 Analytical teams – given the large number of volume 
crimes samples are required to ensure a timely throughput of major crime samples (ie larger batches 
enable more samples to be processed efficiently).  The proposed structure is not viable given 
workload and resource constraints. 

In fact this may create more silos, as the ER staff wouldn’t see the variety of samples that they 
currently have access to. 

 

Option 2: Enhanced Production Line Model  

This option would involve structural and process changes to address many of the concerns expressed 
above.  

The proposed changes to the current model would involve:  

 

1. Separating the Quality and Projects functions from Operational Support. Having this function 
report directly under the Managing Scientist will provide an overarching service to all program 
activities and units.  

2. Merging the two reporting teams into one unit and also merging the Intelligence Team into the 
merged Reporting Team.  
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 3. Reducing the size of the management team to four positions namely: a. Managing 
Scientist  

 b. Quality and Projects Manager  

 c. Team Leader Evidence Recovery and Quality;  

 d. Team Leader Forensic Reporting and Intelligence  

  

 4. Establishing a Technical Advisory Group (or Reference Group), which would comprise 
Supervisors in Evidence Recovery, Analytical, Reporting, Operations and Quality/Projects and other 
staff on as as-needs basis, depending on the nature of the technical, scientific or operations matter 
for consideration.  

Implications:  

1. Reduction in supervisors – 3 x HP5 – these positions may take up other roles or take up the duties 
of the area on a (Present Incumbent Only) PIO basis.  

2. Quality and Projects is elevated to a whole of team oversight and support position reporting 
directly to the Chief Scientist.  

There seems to be a fundamental misunderstanding regarding Quality and Projects – this position 
previously reported directly to the Managing Scientist, however this did not change the perception 
of the role.  The fundamental piece that is missing is that some staff members  delay projects and do 
not provide feedback to their teams on projects.  If this were adequately addressed, the perception 
of Quality and projects would change. 

Note: There is no Chief Scientist - presume this is the Managing Scientist 

SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS  

REC 1. Operational Model - consider the options for operational model and structural change, and 
assess the merits of each option and the implications, and decide which is the most appropriate 
option. Should Option 2 be the most appropriate option, consider the establishment of a Technical 
Advisory Group (TAG) or Reference Group, the function of which would be to support decision 
making at the technical and operational issue level. This Group would comprise Senior Team Leaders 
and Supervisors and others on an as-needs basis. This Group would not usurp the role of 
management, but rather address operational and technical issues and provide advice to the 
management team, thus freeing up the management team to address strategic issues.  

Changing the name from Management Team to Technical Advisory Group wouldn’t seem to assist 
with the issues that are being considered for resolution 

REC 2. Quality and Projects - notwithstanding the choice of operating model, it is recommended 
that Quality and Projects is strengthened with additional resources, and reports directly to the 
Managing Scientist, to enable the Unit to provide overarching quality review and project delivery 
across the whole business.  
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This is feasible but care should be taken that by placing Quality & projects under the Managing 
Scientist, the expectation would be that the Managing Scientist is able to achieve more than others 
do currently.   The change would have to be framed appropriately and may be seen as reverting to 
old ways. 

REC 3. Court attendance – review the officers currently qualified to attend court and undertake an 
assessment of the need for court attendance, the number of staff required for this function, and the 
most appropriate staff members to attend court. This may involve additional training and 
development for some officers.  

This has ramifications for Workforce Planning.   The proposal means that some staff would retain 
their HP4 role but not attend court – this is very difficult to justify.  Given the large number of items 
waiting reporting, supporting this would have implications for workflow, given it is beyond our 
control to know or estimate court requirements 

REC 4. Performance Framework – develop and implement an appropriate performance framework 
and system with clear standards for operational delivery and throughput for each position. Ensure 
there is alignment of expectations between staff and managers/supervisors, and that staff are 
regularly assessed and coached against agreed KPIs and performance criteria. This will ensure 
equitable allocation and delivery of work.  

Agree 

REC 5. Bottlenecks – with whichever model is chosen, and whatever recommendations are adopted, 
ensure that managers and supervisors identify fluctuations in capability and capacity to deliver in 
certain areas early, and develop appropriate strategies to address the shortfall speedily prior to the 
gap becoming a major problem.  

This recommendation should include a requirement that PDPs for the reporting managers should 
note responsibility for responding to the changing needs.  There is no bottleneck at the front end of 
the process as the line managers currently take responsibility and accountability for the work and 
put adequate processes in place. 

REC 6. HR Issues – ensure the appointment of an HR Manager and supporting resources at FSS to 
provide on time HR advice, and support, including advice on process and strategic interventions. 
Ensure that all HR issues are triaged, and addressed equitably and promptly to avoid escalation and 
dysfunction in the organisation.  

Strongly Agree 

REC 7. Communication – develop an internal communications strategy based on the 
communications issues identified, and ensure that the strategies are implemented using approaches 
such as more regular team meetings, timely communication of decisions impacting staff, internal 
communiques, intranet posts, management “walking the talk” and other targeted strategies and 
actions.  

Agree 
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REC 8. Systems and Processes – ensure there are appropriate processes in place to support the 
implementation of FR, and ensure that internal systems and processes are developed to ensure staff 
utilise the full capacity and capability of FR, which may result in streamlining of workflows and an 
increase in productivity.  

FR is already implemented; there is a structure in place that supports ongoing enhancements (VSTS, 
fortnightly meetings, changes rolled out and SOPs changed).  An FAQ is currently being drafted. 

REC 9. Conditions of employment – review the conditions of employment in areas such as TOIL, and 
rigidity in the spread of hours, and ensure that staff are treated equitably across different 
professional, operational and administrative areas.  

Staff are all treated equitably according to the operational needs of the unit as outlined above.  
Additionally there is a current request underway around the latest Award and EB provisions. 

REC 10. Utilisation of skills and experience base – depending on the operating model chosen, 
ensure that all staff have an equitable opportunity to undertake work and duties in areas where 
their skills and experience can be applied, and they have opportunities to enhance their skills 
through targeted training and development.  

Agree 

REC 11. Outstanding operational issues – ensure that processes are in place to address outstanding 
operational changes, and that staff are up to date with the latest techniques and approaches eg 
change from nine loci DNA kits to 21 loci DNA kits. 

Agree 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 20 December 2016 2:04 PM

To: Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin

Subject: Brief for Clayton Utz

Attachments: Brief - Clayton Utz.docx

Importance: High

Hi Paul & Jade 

 

I’ve put the Brief together as best I can. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Department RecFind No:  
Division/Business  Group:  
File Ref No:  

 

 

 

Brief for Approval 
Requested by: ED PPE  

 
 

SUBJECT: Approval to engage Clayton Utz to provide legal services related to Forensic 
and Scientific Services (FSS) employee Amanda Reeves. 

 

Recommendation/s 
         
 

1. It is recommended that the Chief Forensic Pathologist FSS: 
Approve expenditure of up to $66,000 (Inc. GST) to engage Clayton Utz to provide 
legal services related to FSS employee Ms. Reeves. 

 

APPROVED I NOT APPROVED 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Dr Charles Naylor 
Chief Forensic 
Pathologist 
Forensic & Scientific Services 

 
 
 

  

  

 
 

 
2. It is recommended that the Executive Director, Forensic and Scientific Services, HSQ: 

Approve the engagement of Clayton Utz to provide legal services for the case of 
FSS employee Ms. Reeves exercising Type 2 procurement delegation. 

 
APPROVED I NOT APPROVED 

 

 
 
 

 
 
  
 
 

3.  It is recommended that the Executive Director, People Performance and Excellence,                                                                                   
HSQ:   

         Exercise Type 5 procurement delegation to sign the attached Quote engaging Clayton 
         Utz to provide legal services for the case of FSS employee Ms. Reeves (Attachment 1) 
 
         APPROVED I NOT APPROVED 
 
 
 
               

  
 
 
 
 
 

Delegate's comments 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Paul Csoban 
Executive Director 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
 

Date: I /2016 

Dianne Woolley 
Executive Director  
People, Performance and Excellence  
 

Date: I /2016 

Date: I /2016 
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Division/Business  Group:  
File Ref No:  

 
Background 
1. Ms. Reeves is a long term employee, currently employed as a Senior Scientist in Forensic DNA 

Analysis. 
 
 

2. Earlier in the year, an issue has been raised regarding the processing of Sexual Assault 
Investigation Kits and whether spermatozoa are being identified by the current standard 
operating procedure. 

 
3. Identification of spermatozoa during the evidence recovery phase of examination means that 

an appropriate DNA extraction technique is chosen.  If the appropriate DNA extraction 
technique is not chosen, there is a potential for biological evidence to be lost. 

 
4. Additional measures have been put in place to ensure that evidence is not lost and any risks 

are mitigated, whilst an investigation is conducted into this standard operating procedure to 
ensure that best practice methods are being used. 

 
5. In 2005, an Opportunity for Quality Improvement document (OQI) was provided to the media 

and resulted in adverse media attention and a Ministerial Taskforce Review. 
 

  
lssue/s 
6. Ms Reeves initially raised the issue regarding identification of spermatozoa at the evidence 

recovery phase of examination and this was discussed at Forensic DNA Analysis Management 
Team meetings. 

7. On the 9th of June 2016, when this issue was discussed at a Forensic DNA Analysis 
Management Team meeting, Mr Allan McNevin spoke inappropriately to Ms Reeves. 

8. Ms. Reeves has lodged a number of allegations regarding Mr Nevin with his line manager, 
Ms Paula Brisotto, regarding the handling of this issue and other issues. 

9. An external investigation, led by Mr Mark Brady of Livingstones, has commenced to review 
the poor interaction between Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin, the allegations put forward by Ms 
Reeves and the poor working relationship between the substantial members of the Forensic 
DNA Analysis Management Team. 

10. Mr Brady has completed an interview with Ms Reeves. 
11. Ms Reeves has lodged a Work Cover Claim and engaged a lawyer regarding this issue.   
12. In discussions between Ms Reeves’ lawyer and Mr Jade Franklin, the lawyer has indicated 

that his client believes there may be a need for a Public Interest Disclosure (PID) in relation 
to the identification of spermatozoa during the evidence recovery phase of examination. 

13. Whilst an internal investigation is being undertaken by the work unit to address this issue, 
Mr Paul Csoban, Executive Director FSS, will make contact with the Institute of 
Environmental Science and Research Ltd (ESR) to undertake an external review of this 
issue.  ESR have an excellent reputation in the forensic arena and have previously 
undertaken an external review for Forensic DNA Analysis in 2005. 

14. HSQ requires specialised employment law expertise to resolve this matter in light of the 
complexities around the possible damage to Queensland Health’s reputation if Ms Reeves 
goes forward with a PID, the documents that may be held by Ms Reeves with respect to a PID, 
and the culmination of the external investigation led by Mr Brady and any issues that may arise 
from further interviews with team members from Forensic DNA Analysis. 

Vision 
 

15. This brief for approval aligns with the direction set out in the 10-year vision, My Health, 
Queensland Future: Advancing  Health 2026 as follows: 

 
8.1 Delivering Healthcare: Strategic Agenda 2.2 - Empowering our People. 
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Results of Consultation 
 
16. Consultation has occurred with the following staff: 

 
1. Paul Csoban, Executive Director, FSS. 

 
2. Cathie Allen, Managing Scientist, Police Services Stream 

 

3. Jade Franklin, HR, HSQ 
 

 
Resource Implications (including Financial) 

 
17. Funding will be sourced through FSS Operational Budget (787103). 

 
 

Attachments 
18. Quote from Clayton Utz for legal services provided for Amanda Reeves 

 
  
 
Author:  Cleared by: Content Verified by:  
Cathie Allen Paul Csoban Jade Franklin 
Managing Scientist, Police 
Services Stream 

Executive Director Manager Human Resource and  
Business Relationships  

Forensic and Scientific Services  Forensic and Scientific Services People Performance & Excellence  
   

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Department RecFind No:  
Division/Business  Group:  
File Ref No:  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 15 June 2017 2:18 PM

To: Jade Franklin; Paul Csoban

Subject: RE: Private, confidential and legally prevailed [CU-Legal.FID2085012]

Hi Jade 

 

The first part of #181 which was to see if the process that currently is in place is sensitive enough to detect sperm or 

seminal fluid.  The results of these experiment were as expected – ie that our process is sensitive enough.  During this 

first part, staff highlighted areas of improvement – so phase 2 of the project is to determine the next best step to 

improve the process.  Phase 1 of #181 has had a report written for it.  It is not uncommon for a second phase to be 

constructed once phase 1 has been completed. 

 

Paula Brisotto has also data mined the 6 months of data prior to the mitigation step being introduced.  This was set up 

to assess the process when used with casework (as casework samples can behave differently than lab set up 

samples).  Paula is close to finalising that report, which shows that in 1% of samples, we could have processed the 

sample better, but does not show a gross failure of the system.  

 

The ESR review of processes is complete and I believe that has been communicated. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Jade Franklin  

Sent: Thursday, 15 June 2017 1:37 PM 

To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban 
Subject: FW: Private, confidential and legally prevailed [CU-Legal.FID2085012] 

 

Hi Both 

 

Update below regarding Ms Reeves. 
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Cathie has #181 now completely finished? 

 

Jade 

 

Jade Franklin 
Manager Human Resources and Business Relationships 

People Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland 

 

From: Tuffield, Claire [mailto:   

Sent: Thursday, 15 June 2017 1:35 PM 
To: Jade Franklin 

Cc: McCartney, Shae; Stevenson, Joanne 
Subject: Private, confidential and legally prevailed [CU-Legal.FID2085012] 

 

Dear Jade 
 
We have not heard from John-Anthony yet. We will let you know once we hear from him.  
 
In the meantime, we will progress our advice to you on the transfer option. In order to do this can you please urgently 
provide us an update on the Project #181 samples? If the process is still ongoing do you have any indication when the 
review will be complete? 
 
Kind regards, 
 
 
Shae McCartney, Partner 
Clayton Utz 

 | 
 | www.claytonutz.com 

 
Claire Tuffield, Lawyer (Senior) 
Clayton Utz 

 | 
 | www.claytonutz.com 

 
 
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 5:38 PM

To: Shae McCartney (

Cc: Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin

Subject: FW: Additional doucmentation

Attachments: 17142V13_Examination of Items.doc; 17037V17_Microscopy of Smears.doc; 31281V5

_SAIK Medical Form.doc; 23898V6_SAIK Details Record.doc

Hi Shae 

 

After a telephone conference between myself and 3 ESR staff members, I supplied the attached documents as 

requested by Douglas Elliot. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Friday, 24 February 2017 1:50 PM 
To: Douglas Elliot (  

Cc: John Bone; Paul Csoban 
Subject: Additional doucmentation 

 

Hi Douglas 

 

Please find attached additional documentation that is referred to in Sections 3 to 6 of the Examination of Sexual Assault 

Cases standard operating procedure. 

 

If you require any further documentation, please contact Paula Brisotto (  as she is the 

Team Leader for this group and will be able to provide you with the information. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Forensic and Scientific Services 

 

Page: 1 of 23 
Document Number: 17142V13 
Valid From: 15/09/2016 
Approver/s: Cathie ALLEN 

Examination of items 

1 Purpose 
 

The purpose of this procedure is to describe the procedures for the examination of 
evidentiary items by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA 
Analysis. 

 
 
2 Scope 
 

This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret 
examinations of evidentiary items.  This standard operating procedure is an adjunct to 
individual methods for particular screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting 
are to be found in each method. 

 
 
3 Definitions 
 

Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for 
a comprehensive list of abbreviations. 
 
 9PLEX: Test code used for submission of samples for Profiler Plus testing 
 XPLEX: Test code used for submission of samples for PowerPlex 21, PowerPlex Fusion or 
Globalfiler 
Dual analysis: The term used for the examination of an exhibit by two or more forensic 
sections (e.g. Forensic DNA Analysis and Chemistry).  

 
 
4 General Principles 
4.1 Anti-contamination procedures 

QIS document 22857 (Anti-contamination Procedure) describes the anti-contamination 
procedures for the examination of items, which must be adhered to at all times. 
 
NOTE: Examination bench 15 must be used for reference samples, and this examination 
bench is reserved solely for this purpose. All other examination benches are used for crime 
scene samples. 

 
4.2 Continuity 

Continuity is the ability to demonstrate and account for the movements and ownership of an 
item, meaning that at any point between when the exhibit is seized through to when the 
exhibit is produced in court or destroyed, its location and all persons who have come in 
contact with the exhibit can be determined. This provides evidence that the exhibit has not 
had the opportunity to be tampered with, or has not come in direct contact with other 
exhibits. Refer to QIS document 14077 (FSS- Legal Analysis). 
 
When moving an exhibit or case file the physical movement must be recorded electronically 
in AUSLAB using the transfer function (for exhibits or case files already with a physical 
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location) or using the add or fill functions (for exhibits or case files without a current physical 
location). 
 
In addition to recording the physical location of exhibits and case files, continuity also 
includes: 

•  Recording exhibit packaging details, including seals. 
•  Examination notes 
•  Use unique identifying numbers or barcodes for exhibits and sub-samples.  
•  Maintaining custody and security of exhibits at all times. Only items which are drying 

should be left in the laboratory overnight.  All other items must be returned to the 
exhibit room or freezer. 

 
NOTE: Staff with three initials must use three initials at all times when signing, so as to 
distinguish staff.  Refer to QIS document 17088 (Procedure for recording handwriting 
specimens in Forensic DNA Analysis). 

 
4.3 Forensic Relationship 

The Forensic Relationship field is provided by QPS to indicate the relationship between the 
exhibit and the case, and where the exhibit appears to have originated from.  An exhibit 
may have one or more forensic relationships assigned to it. 

 
The Forensic Relationship of an exhibit can be viewed in two ways: 

•  In the SF9 Summary Page of a case, listed in the “Relation” column. 
•  On the EXR/EXH page the exhibit, listed in the “For Relationship” field. 

 
Definitions: 

•  N: No further work (All work must be ceased for items with this forensic relationship) 
•  S: Item/sample is believed to have originated from the suspect 
•  V: Item/sample is believed to have originated from the victim 
•  E: Item/sample is from a known source, to be used as an elimination sample 
•  X: Item/sample is has been found/originated from the point of entry/exit 
•  W: Item/sample is believed to have come from/been used as a weapon 
•  A: This item sample has been identified as a key sample of interest and is preferred 

to be sampled due to admission/ intelligence value 
 

4.4 Priority 
The QPS will designate a priority for a case and for exhibits (which may be different).  A 
case/sample may be given the following priorities: 
 

•  Priority 1 (Urgent): Samples specifically approved by the QPS for processing in 3-5 
day turn around.  Samples may only be processed as Priority 1 with the approval of 
the Senior Scientist, Team Leader or Managing Scientist. 
Samples identified as needing to be processed before routine samples, due to an 
identified specific issue e.g. pending court date for case 
 

•  Priority 2 (High): Allocated based on crime code and generally used for crimes 
against a person. 
 

•  Priority 3 (Medium):  Allocated based on crime code and generally used for crimes 
not against a person (i.e. property crime). 
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•  Priority 6 (Cease work): Used to designate that a sample no longer requires 
processing and all work is to be ceased. 
 

• Priority 4 and Priority 5 have been retained for legacy samples from old cases that 
are yet to be processed. If any of these samples are identified as requiring 
processing, they are to be changed to an appropriate higher priority based on the 
case type and other specific information to the case. 

 
The priority of a sample/case may change at any stage and should be reviewed when 
determining testing or re-testing requirements. 
 

4.5 Clinical notes 
The QPS can enter examination strategies, or other information to guide the examination by 
Forensic DNA Analysis in Exhibit Notes field in the Forensic Register, which electronically 
populates the Clinical Notes field in AUSLAB. 
 

4.6 Dual Analysis 
Dual analyses must be completed in the Evidence Recovery laboratory as this location has 
the optimal environmental conditions for DNA sampling.   
 
Exhibits which are to be transferred to the custody of Forensic DNA Analysis must be 
receipted as per normal receipting arrangements through the Property Point.  Where the 
item is not transferred to Forensic DNA Analysis, but is maintained in the custody of 
another section (e.g. when samples are suspected of containing prohibited substances), 
this is documented in the UR notes. 
 
Where the dual analysis involves hazardous chemicals or other substances (i.e. drugs, 
explosives etc) the relevant forensic section is responsible for making a hazard assessment 
and documenting this in the UR notes for that case.  This assessment must include 
personal risk to staff during examination, storage and subsequent analysis as well as 
potential risks to equipment. 
 

4.7 Managing Worklists 
Evidence Recovery is responsible for managing four generic worklists: SAWL, 1BT, ESMP 
and SALIVA.  To access these worklists from AUSLAB main menu: 
1. Press 5, workflow management 
2. Press 1, workflow menu 1 
3. Press 1, workflow lists 
4. Highlight required list, e.g. SAWL, SALIVA, 1BT and press enter 
 

4.7.1 SAWL list 
SSLU are responsible for adding cases to this list which involve a sexual element to the 
offence.  Management of the SAWL list is a rostered task.  The rostered scientist is 
responsible for reviewing this list on a daily basis and actioning entries as required: 

•  Responding to UR note entries as necessary 
•  Compiling case files (where required) and formulating examination strategies for 

SAIKs (all examination strategies must be documented in the UR notes for that case 
and reviewed by a scientist competent to examine SAIKs). 

•  Where items have been delivered for sexual assault cases, the rostered scientist 
will check to see if the Forensic Relationship field has been completed for each 
item.  If a Forensic Relationship has not been entered the scientist will enter a UR 
note requesting this information from the QPS, and place the case on the 1WPP list. 
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•  Checking items received for a Yellow case (particularly in tubes) to determine 
testing requirements (i.e. if semen screening is required).  This may require access 
to the Forensic Register. 

 
4.7.2 1BT list 

SSLU use the 1BT list to notify the Evidence Recovery team that action is required for a 
particular case. The specific advice is recorded by SSLU in the UR notes and may include: 

•  Testing is no longer required for one or more exhibits 
•  A change to the priority of a case 
•  Additional items have been received 
•  Requests to contact an QPS officer to provide advice 
• Testing is to be re-started or commenced on a previously halted exhibit or case 

 
4.7.3 SALIVA list 

This list contains all samples that require Phadebas supernatant testing. Refer to QIS 
document 17193 (Phadebas Test for Saliva) for further details. 
 
 

4.7.4 ESMP list 
This list contains reference samples which require manual sampling by an ER scientist.  It 
is important to check whether these samples do require processing, i.e. if a duplicate FTA 
sample has been received. 
 
 

5 Pre-examination preparation 
 

Before commencing the examination of an item all available case details should be 
reviewed to determine the type of examination and testing which is required.  This 
information may also be used to prioritise examinations.  The following items should be 
reviewed: 

•  UR, Specimen and Clinical notes 
•  Medical notes including SAIK paperwork 
•  QP127 (if available) 
•  Forensic Relationship 
•  Exhibit description 

 
Where the above information does not provide sufficient information to determine testing 
requirements the following additional strategies may be employed: 

•  Accessing the Forensic Register (HP5 only) 
•  Contacting the Investigating Officer, SOCO or Scientific Officer either directly or 

through SSLU via AUSLAB (1WPP list) 
•  Contacting the QPS DNA Sample Management Unit 
•  Contacting FMOs or FNEs 

 
All communications must be recorded electronically in AUSLAB using UR Notes. 
 
Note: Specific details relating to the examination of sexual cases are outlined in QIS 
document 32106 (Examination of Sexual Cases) 
 

5.1 Case File Documentation 
QIS document 17117 (Procedure for Case Management) describes when a paper case file 
is required to be created and the process for creating a case file. 
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When making handwritten examination notes, including making sketches and annotating 
images, the following general principles must be followed: 

•  Only approved examination forms (located in QIS) can be used for making 
examination notes. Printed copies of these forms are kept in the Evidence Recovery 
laboratory. 

•  All notes must be legible and in pen. 
•  All sketches and diagrams must be in pen; however areas of interest and staining 

may be in coloured pencil. 
•  Errors must be crossed out once (so that the original item is still visible) and 

initialled and dated. 
•  Examination notes must be made contemporaneously and in the examination area. 
•  Registration of samples must be completed as soon as practicable after the 

examination. 
 
5.2 Amended receipts 

Amended receipts are used where there is a discrepancy between the original receipt and 
the actual contents of the exhibit/s.  QIS document 26040 (Procedure for Issuing Amended 
Receipts in the Forensic Sciences Property Point) describes the process for issuing 
amended receipts. 
 

5.3 FERROs (Forensic non-compliance feedback) 
A  FERRO should be created when a submission for Forensic DNA Analysis does not 
conform to our standard operating procedures and is not described in an EXH line.  
 
To create a FERRO, From EXH page: 
1. Press Shift F10 Registration 
2. Press End to move cursor to test code box 
3. Enter FERRO in box, press enter 
4. F7, F4, F4 (automatically returns to EXH page) 
5. Pg down to forensic non compliance feedback page 
6. Press Tab to contact person 
7. Press Shift F2 bulk edit and enter ‘dnaer’. Press F4 to save 
8. Enter barcode(s). Press F4 to save 
9. Enter reason. Press F4 to save 
10. Enter comments as per standard phrasing (see SOP 26071). Press F4 to save 
11. Press F8 to escape from bulk edit  
12. Press Shift F12 and enter ‘FERRO’ to add to list 
 
The Senior Scientist is responsible for reviewing and sending FERROs to the QPS. 
 

5.4 Exhibit Delivery 
The Property Point deliver exhibits to Forensic DNA Analysis typically once each normal 
work day (usually in the afternoon).  Exhibits are tracked to the Exhibit Room Shelves 
(FBEXS696-700) or DNA Freezer Shelves (FBDFS1-4).  Exhibits may also be stored in 
other locations within the Exhibit Room or Freezer and must be tracked to their physical 
shelf location in AUSLAB. 
 
 

6 Examination 
 

Exhibits must be retrieved from their storage location and tracked to the Evidence Recovery 
laboratory (DAER1). 
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6.1 Print receipt and labels 

The receipt must be printed and attached to the examination notes.  
To view receipt- press INSERT on the correct casefile page  
 
To print receipts: 
1. From the receipt page SF11 
2. F7 Direct to 
3. Enter printer name  
 
The following labels are printed: 

• Receipt label to attach to each examination page 
• Exhibit barcode (FBLAB6) for examination notes and labelling exhibit as necessary 
• Exhibit barcode (FSAMP) to label sample submission tubes 

 
To print labels: 
1. From AUSLAB main menu press 7, 1, 3 
2. Type in label type wanted e.g. FBLAB6 or FSAMP 
3. Change ‘Printer Name’ as required e.g. fblabel2 
4. Press F6, F5 
5. Scan barcode/s required 
6. Press Esc from edit mode 
7. Press F7 to print 

 
6.2 Description of packaging 

Using QIS documents 17033 (General Examination Record (Unruled)), 17034 (General 
Examination Record (Ruled)) or 22870 (Forensic DNA Analysis Outer Packaging Record) 
describe the packing of the exhibit, working from the outer packaging to the inner 
packaging. 
 
The following minimum details must be recorded for each layer of packaging: 

•  Packaging type (e.g. HSPB, CSPB, BPB) 
•  Seal type, whether the seals are intact and if they are signed and/or dated. 
•  A brief description of the labelling including unique identifiers (typically barcode). 
•  QPS outer packaging and all other packaging should be photographed.   
•  HSPB outer packaging which has been created by Property Point (e.g. for SAIKs) 

does not need to be photographed. 
 
Packaging should be opened in such a way as to maintain the original seals.  Where 
packaging has been opened by it must be signed and dated. 
 

6.3 Digital Imaging 
Images must be taken for exhibits which are complex and/or difficult to accurately describe 
in written notes.  Smaller, uniform items (i.e. cigarette butts, fingernails, straws etc) do not 
require images, except where there is unusual staining, damage or other features which are 
difficult to describe. 
 
A scale and exhibit barcode must be included in every image.  QIS document 20080 (Digital 
Imaging of exhibits in Forensic DNA Analysis) describes the digital imaging process in more 
detail, including the use of cameras, uploading images to AUSLAB and annotating images. 
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6.4 Exhibit Numbering 
Each exhibit must have a unique barcode registered in AUSLAB, which is used as the 
common identifier between Forensic DNA Analysis and the QPS.  Forensic DNA Analysis 
assigns a secondary identifier to each exhibit which is a reference to the receipt for that 
exhibit.  Each exhibit is assigned a secondary identifier according to the following format: 
123456789-001, where 12345789 is the receipt barcode and each exhibit is assigned an 
ascending number (i.e. -001, -002, -003 etc). 
 
Subsamples are assigned numbers according to the following example:  The first 
subsample from exhibit 123456789-001 is assigned the secondary identifier 123456789-
001-1; the second subsample from the same exhibit is then assigned the secondary 
identifier 123456789-001-2. 
 

6.5 Description of item 
Exhibits must be described according to the following minimum requirements: 

•  What it is 
•  Size 
•  Labelling/brand 
•  Colour 
•  Staining (including any presumptive tests conducted) 
•  Physical appearance of damage (without commenting on the cause of the damage) 

 
Staining must be further described using according to its: 

•  Shape 
•  Distribution 
•  Colour 
•  Size (including measurements) 
•  Intensity 
•  Which side of the item the stain may have originated from 
•  Any presumptive tests performed 
•  Odour if applicable 

 
Please note that images can be used to describe the physical appearance of stains. 
 
Extraneous surface material such as hairs, glass fragments, fibres and vegetative matter 
may easily be lost from an item. These materials should be noted in the examination notes, 
collected into CSPBs (labelled with item barcode)  and kept with the repackaged exhibit.  
 

6.6 Presumptive or Screening tests 
Forensic DNA Analysis uses the following screening tests: 

•  TMB test for blood – see QIS document 17190 (Tetramethylbenzidine Screening 
Test for Blood) 

•  AP test for seminal fluid – see QIS document 17186 (The Acid Phosphatase 
Screening Test for Seminal Stains) 

•  Phadebas test for saliva (paper and supernatant) – see QIS document 17193 
(Phadebas Test For Saliva) 

•  P30 test for seminal fluid – see QIS document 17185 (Detection of Azoospermic 
Semen in Casework Samples) 

•  Microscopy for spermatozoa – see QIS document 17189 (Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa) 
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The results of all presumptive testing, including positive and negative control results, must 
be recorded in the examination notes. Areas on the exhibit which test positive for a 
presumptive and/or screening test can be circled using a chinagraph pencil or felt tip pen. 
 
 
Where an examining scientist elects not to perform a presumptive or screening test a 
justification must be recorded in the Specimen Notes for that exhibit (e.g. that presumptive 
testing would consume the sample).  Where an examination strategy has not been 
prepared, the examining scientist is responsible for assessing the exhibit and selecting the 
appropriate presumptive and/or screening tests as per Pre-examination preparation above. 
 

6.6.1 Phadebas supernatant testing 
Phadebas supernatant testing can be performed following submission of sample for  DNA 
Analysis.  This possible screening strategy should be taken into consideration when 
deciding whether Phadebas screening prior to DNA Analysis will consume the evidence. 
 
Items which are legitimately expected to contain saliva and the presence of saliva is not 
probative (i.e. cigarette butts, straws, drinking containers) do not require Phadebas testing. 
 
When registering a sample for supernatant testing, the sample must be registered with the 
Specimen Type ‘CSUP’ and with “retain s’natant” in the 9PLEX/XPLEX processing 
comment, and inserted to the SALIVA list. 
 

6.7 Sample Selection 
The case history, presumptive/screening test results and the staining present on the item 
are all used to determine which samples, and how many samples are to be submitted.  The 
following elements should be considered when selecting samples for submission: 

•  Case history – offence type and the modus operandi  
•  Number of offenders – if there are multiple offenders/complainants then an 

increased number of samples may be required to identify as many involved persons 
as possible. 

•  Presumptive/screening test results – samples of each biological fluid type should be 
considered for submission. 

•  Size, location and distribution of staining 
 
6.8 Sampling techniques 

Forensic DNA Analysis uses the following sampling techniques: 
•  Swabbing 
•  Tape-lifting 
•  Scraping 
•  Excision 
•  Submission of whole item 

Samples may be either processed directly on a cleaned examination bench, on brown 
paper and / or within a vessel such as a petri dish (large and small sizes available). The 
choice of examination surface or receptacle will be determined by the item to be examined 
and the nature of the examination required 

 
6.8.1 Swabbing – used for non-porous surfaces 

Swabs are moistened using nanopure water or 70% v/v Ethanol, used to sample the stain, 
and the entire swab head is submitted for analysis.  In some cases a dry swab may be used 
following the wet swab and both swabs combined in one tube.  This strategy should only be 
used in consultation with the Senior Scientist. 
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6.8.2 Tape-lifting – used for porous surfaces 

The sticky surface of commercial tape is pressed against the item until the tape’s adhesive 
properties are exhausted.  Always ensure that a newly exposed section of the tape is used 
to reduce the chance of contamination.  The tape must be rolled with adhesive side in the 
middle and then placed into a tube for analysis. 

 
 
6.8.3 Scraping 

This method is used for fabrics or surfaces where tape-lifting or swabbing are not 
appropriate and the stain is too large to excise.  A scalpel blade (in holder), is used to 
scrape the top layer of the exhibit, from which a suspension is made or which is submitted 
for analysis directly. 
 

6.8.4 Excision 
This method is used for stains/samples which are small enough to fit into a sample 
submission tube. 
 

6.8.5 Submission of whole item 
This method is used where the entire item is small enough to fit into a 1.5 or 2ml eppendorf 
tube. 
 

6.9 Specific examination strategies 
6.9.1 Examination of clothing / footwear for epithelial cells 

Generally only a small number of epithelial cells are deposited by touching or wearing 
items.  It is best to use one side of a swab or a piece of tape no more than 2cm long to 
collect for submission, so as to concentrate cellular material into one sample. 
 
High friction areas, including armpits, collars, inside collarbone, waist bands, hat bands and 
other parts of clothing that are in constant contact with the wearer are good areas to 
sample. 
 

6.9.2 Syringes 
Specific Syringe Handling Kits are available to make this process as safe as possible. Refer 
to QIS document 17135 (Handling and Sampling of Syringes and Needles). 
 

6.9.3 Swabs 
Record the amount of the swab that is stained, the colour, the stain intensity, the result of 
any screening tests and the amount of the swab that is submitted for DNA analysis.  The 
entire swab head can be cut off and submitted for testing. A specific form is available for 
recording: QIS document 22846 (General Swab Exam Record). 
 
 

6.9.4 Cigarette Butts  
When examining cigarette butts, indicate whether or not the cigarette appears to have been 
smoked, whether it has been stubbed/flattened and any brand names visible on the butt.  A 
specific form is available for recording: QIS document 23014 (Cigarette Butt General 
Examination Record).  When sampling cigarette butts, any tobacco and/or filters are 
removed during sampling and not submitted for testing. 
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Smoked manufactured cigarettes:  Excise a 0.5cm circumference of the filter paper from the 
butt using a scalpel blade and submit for testing. 
 
Smoked hand rolled cigarettes: Submit entire cigarette paper for testing. 
 
Unsmoked manufactured and hand-rolled cigarettes:  Submit the entire cigarette paper and 
filter paper for testing.  If there is too much substrate for one tube, the sample must be 
submitted for extraction in multiple tubes and then pooled post extraction (see Appendix 2: 
Pooling). 
 
For all cigarette butts, once sampling has been completed, any remaining portion of the 
item (excluding filters and tobacco) are retained in the item retention box, for further testing 
if required.  If the examining scientist believes that a substance other than tobacco is 
contained with cigarette, this must also be retained in the item retention box. 
 
Where a CSSE contains multiple cigarette butts, and not all cigarette butts have been 
submitted for analysis, the Sample Info 1 fields are used to communicate to the QPS the 
total number of cigarette butts contained in the CSSE and the number of cigarettes which 
have been tested.  To do this, complete the Sample Info 1 fields as per below: 

•  For the Parent exhibit – add to the end of the existing item description add ‘N total 
cig butts’ where N is the total number of cigarette butts in the CSSE. 

•  For each cigarette butt submitted for tests – add ‘cig butt 1 of N’, ‘cig butt 2 of N’ etc. 
 

6.9.5 Fingernails 
Fingernails or fingernail scrapings are examined to find blood or cells on or under the nails. 
Clippings, loose scrapings, scrapings on swab sticks or complete nails may be submitted. 
Describe the fingernails in terms of number, size and any visible staining. Submit these 
items for analysis (noting if all or some submitted). Generally samples for each hand are 
pooled, i.e. all samples from the left hand together and all samples from the right hand 
together.  
 
Samples are not pooled where the case circumstances require: 

•  seeing which finger was used in digital penetration 
•  where the items are whole swabs 
•  where there are TMB positive and TMB negative samples. 

 
6.9.6 Post Mortem samples 

The examining scientist is responsible for assigning an EXH barcode to the PM samples as 
a whole, which must be communicated to the Senior Scientist who will forward this 
information to DRMU via QPS email.  The receipt under which the samples are submitted 
usually has an associated Coronial case number. Before any subsamples are registered 
this Coronial case number needs to be changed to the associated QP number by an 
AUSLAB Corrections Officer. If subsamples are registered under a Coronial case number 
the EXH lines will not be transmitted to QPS. 
 
PM samples may include sexual assault swabs and/or slides (high vaginal, low vaginal, 
vulval etc), body swabs, pubic hair, head hair, fingernail clippings or scrapings.  
 
Intimate swabs (i.e. those taken for a sexual offence including vaginal, anal and oral) are 
examined according to standard SAIK examination procedures.  However, semen negative 
intimate PM swabs are all submitted for analysis - refer to QIS document 32106 
(Examination of Sexual Cases). 
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Sometimes the fingernail clippings include a portion of tissue or part of the finger. In this 
case a moistened swab can be used to sample potential foreign DNA from the underside of 
the nail, taking care not to sample the deceased person’s tissue (i.e. targeting the distal end 
of the nail). 
 

6.9.7 Heavily stained items and known infectious items (universal precautions)  
Heavily stained or soiled items, or items containing known infectious material may be 
examined in the fume hood to prevent contamination and infection.  Double gloving should 
be considered during examination, as this provides an additional physical barrier between 
the examiner and the item. 
 
 

7 Sample registration 
7.1 CS page 

The case status must be updated: 
•  If the status is ‘Started’ no change is required 
•  If the status is ‘Received’ it must be changed to “Allocated’ then to ‘Started’ 
•  If the status is “Allocated” then change to “Started” 
•  If the status is ‘Report Issued’, or ‘Analysed- Report not Required’, change the 

status to ‘Reactivated’ 
•  If the status is ‘Reactivated’, ‘Sent to Peer Review’ or ‘Return from Peer Review’, no 

change is required 
 
Ensure that the Team is entered on the CS page and also in the BTEAMS field on the 
registration (SF10) page.  The Priority listed on the CS page should be used as the priority 
for all samples submitted for that case (unless otherwise specified in the UR notes). 
 

7.2 EXH entry 
An appropriate EXH line (or multiple lines) must be entered on the EXH page for each 
exhibit.  QIS document 23008 (Explanations of EXR/EXH Results) provides a list of all 
EXHs and their expanded wording. 
 
Enter the appropriate barcode for the EXH line, which may be the exhibit barcode (where 
the result refers to the entire item, or the entire item is submitted for testing), or a 
subsample barcode.  There is no need to enter duplicate EXH lines where multiple 
subsamples are submitted for the same analysis. 
 
To enter an EXH line: 
1. Press 3 – Patient Enquiry 
2. Scan exhibit barcode 
3. Press Shift F2 to edit the page 
4. Fill in appropriate EXH lines with barcodes and results/status (Use F1 look-up) 
5. Fill in team name (if not already populated) 
6. Press F8 to exit edit mode 

 
7.3 Registration of exhibits 

Sample registration, from EXH page: 
1. Press Shift F10 Registration and complete the following fields: 
2. Specimen type e.g. EXHIBITS (if there are sub-samples) or FSS 
3. Primary site e.g. SWAB, CIG BUTT 
4. Client Ref (receipt # - 00x) 
5. DNA priority 
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6. Sample Info 1 - description of the sample, any relevant barcodes and micro result if 
applicable  

7. Enter ‘FBX’ in box, press enter and follow prompts at bottom of page 
8. Enter ‘9PLEX/XPLEX’ in box, press enter (for swabs, cig butts and items consumed 

by sampling) A prompt will appear - enter in any necessary processing comments, 
e.g. ~150ul nano H20 added. 

9. Press F7, F4, F4 (automatically returns to EXH page) 
10. SHIFT F9 to view summary page 

 
Note: If the item is a piece of clothing, item ownership can greatly assist with DNA profile 
interpretation. If there is no indication within the item details / descriptions transferred from 
the Forensic Register or on the item packaging as to whom the item of clothing is attributed 
to (or if is unknown), including information within the Forensic Relationship field (or if this 
information is not informative e.g. when there is more than one victim or suspect), list insert 
the exhibit barcode onto the Item Ownership List “ELF” for SSLU to follow-up with QPS. If 
there are no reference samples associated with the case at the time of examination, this is 
not necessary. 

 
Commonly used specimen types include: 

•  HAIR or HDNA: for samples that have been identified as human hair suitable for 
DNA analysis. 

•  SFRAC/EFRAC: for samples that have semen present.  
•  CSUP: for samples that are to have their supernatants retained for phadebas 

amylase activity testing. Enter processing comment “retain s’natant”. Sample should 
then be placed on SALIVA communication list. 

•  NUCT: for tissue samples 
 

Repeat procedure for other exhibits/ samples if required. 
 

7.4 Registration of sub-samples 
Sub-sample Registration 
1. From EXH page: 
2. Press Shift F10 Registration 
3. Press F7, F4, Shift F5 to copy page 
4. Scan in new barcode for sub-sample and complete the following fields: 
5. Specimen type e.g. FSS 
6. Primary site e.g. SWAB  
7. Client Ref (receipt # - 00x-y) 
8. DNA priority  
9. Sample Info 1 – description of the sample, barcode of exhibit the sub-sample is 

taken from 
10. Enter ‘9PLEX/XPLEX’ in box, press enter. A prompt will appear - enter in any 

necessary processing comments e.g. :retain s’natant” 
11. F7, F4, F4 (automatically returns to EXH page) 
12. SHIFT F9 to view sub-samples on summary page 
13. Enter on sub-sample and add ‘Team’ name if not already present 
 
Repeat for other sub-samples if necessary. 
 

7.5 Consumables and reagents 
For each tube that is used, details of the tube lot number must be recorded in the audit trail 
for that sample barcode. Reagent details must be attached to all samples where a reagent 
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has been used (e.g. when TMB screening performed) with an EXH page – in the case of an 
item with multiple sub-samples the reagents only need to be logged against the item EXH. 
1. From the EXH page or from the 9PLEX/XPLEX page for sub-samples 
2. Press F12 
3. Press F5 consumables 
4. Press F5 Add Entry 
5. Use F1 look-up list and arrows to highlight required consumable or reagent 
6. Press Enter 
7. Press F6 Add Notes to record bag number or details of box number e.g. P30 kits 
8. Press F4 to save 
9. Press ESC only when you are ready to escape and the reagent has been logged.  
 
To see that the items have been assigned, from the EXH screen, press F12, F5 
 

7.6 Sample tracking 
When registration is complete samples must be tracked to an ERT transfer box and placed 
in the transfer hatch.  Transfer boxes not collected and transferred to Analytical must be 
stored at close of business to the Exhibit Room (FBEXS700) or if the samples are wet to 
the Freezer (FBDFS1). 
 
To Store sample tubes: 
1. From main menu 
2. Press 2 sample processing 
3. Press 6 sample storage 
4. Scan the barcode of the storage box 
5. Press Shift F5 to fill the rack 
6. Scan the barcode on the tube and place tube in rack position as indicated on the 

screen. 
 
7.7 Exhibit repackaging and return 

Exhibits should be repackaged in the same packaging if practical. Re-seal the openings 
with evidence tape, sticky tape or heat seal and initial and date the seal.   
 
If an exhibit is wet as the result of examination, it can be placed on the drying rails overnight 
to allow it to dry.  Ensure that the rails are cleaned with bleach and ethanol before and after 
drying. Exhibits must have a piece of brown paper between the rail and the item, and an 
additional piece of brown paper covering the item. 
 
If examination of an exhibit is not complete, the item can be tracked back to the freezer or 
the exhibit room and retrieved at a later date.  Where the examination is complete the 
exhibit must be tracked to the Exhibit Room return location (FBEXR1) or the Freezer 
returns location (FBEFR1). 
 
To transfer an Exhibit, from the EXH page: 
1. Press Shift F9 summary page 
2. Press Shift F5 to show storage locations 
3. Highlight line for receipt/exhibit barcode of interest  
4. Press Shift F7 to transfer item 
5. Enter storage location where you want to move it to and press Enter  
6. You will be prompted to confirm transfer, Press Y, and Enter 
7. Check item of interest has been transferred to desired location 
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7.8 Tracking case files and examination notes for review 
After examinations and registrations are complete, all notes are to be tracked to the DAPR1 
drawer to be peer reviewed by another competent scientist and the EXH lines reviewed and 
validated. Refer to QIS document 17117 (Procedure for Case Management) for the review 
of EXH lines. 
 
Once examination notes have been reviewed they are to be filed in one of the following 
locations: 

•  If the case is paperless, track the receipt to FBSI47 for filing by the admin team. 
•  If you are in possession of the case file, add the notes to the file and track to the 

back section of the DAPR1 drawer. Case files will stay in this location until they are 
transferred once weekly to a case management drawer. 

•  If the case file is stored to another location and you have an additional receipt, add 
the notes to the case file and remove the location of the receipt in AUSLAB, and 
track the receipt to the Case Management drawer (FBCM24). 

 
 
8 Examination and sampling of reference samples 
 

All samples that are designated as reference samples must be examined and sampled on 
Examination Bench 15, and this bench is used solely for this purpose. Reference samples 
for processing are added to the ESMP list and stored to the ESMP box located on Exhibit 
room shelf 702. Once completed, items are stored to FTAbox 660 located on the same 
shelf. 
 

8.1 Examination of reference samples other than FTA cards 
The principles of examination and sampling of reference samples other than FTA cards 
(e.g. swabs, hairs) are the same as those for casework exhibits. Refer to Examination 
above. The specific registration of reference samples is different refer to Appendix 3: 
Reference sample registration for the registration of reference samples. 
 

8.2 Examination of FTA reference samples 
For reference FTA cards, determine if the card is being sampled due to either: 
  
a) the unavailability of the BSD instrument for extraction preparation or if the process is 
being performed in Evidence Recovery due the urgent nature of a case. Or, 
 
b) due to failure to gain sufficient DNA from routine extraction preparation processes, and 
additional sample is required to yield a DNA profile.  
 
Note: All blood FTA cards are to be sampled by ERT and not processed through the BSD.  
 

8.2.1 For FTA cards being sampled for routine extraction preparation when BSD instrument is 
unavailable. 
For these samples, an EREF test code should be visible in the SF7 Results History table. 
There should be no results against the EREF test code, the specimen notes should state 
something similar to “to be sampled by Evidence Recovery”. Additionally, within the sample 
audit trail, the EREF test code should be outstanding on an “R21EXT” batch. If the sample 
has been extracted previously, a connected barcode may be registered, specimen notes 
will indicate under which barcode the FTA card is to be sampled. If it is unclear which 
barcode is to be used, or if a connected barcode is required, do not proceed with sampling 
and consult the Senior Scientist 
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1. Excise an approximately 5 mm x 5 mm section from each of the black circles on the 

FTA card and place into an appropriately labelled 2 mL screw capped tube. 
 

2. Register and complete an FBEXAM test code for the sample and add an additional 
specimen note indicating the card has been sampled by the Evidence Recovery 
team. If multiple FTA samples are to be processed, registration of each individual 
sample is required before moving onto the next one. In this way, the FBEXAM 
registration time will accurately reflect the time of sampling.  
 
Note: If the FBEXAM and specimen note are to be recorded against the barcode 
that the sample is being processed under. This may be a connected barcode. 
 

3. Add details of tube lot number (refer section Consumables and reagents above 
 

4. Notify the Quality and Projects senior scientist, the Operational Officer supervisor or 
the Analytical Team senior scientist that sampling is complete and that the sample 
is ready to for DNA extraction. 

 
5. Add a specimen note stating that sampling is complete. 
 

8.2.2 Blood FTA cards being sampled for the first time 
1. Excise an approximately 5 mm x 5 mm section from each of the black circles on the 

FTA card and place into an appropriately labelled 2 mL screw capped tube. 
 

2. Register and complete an FBEXAM test code for the sample and add an additional 
specimen note indicating the card has been sampled by the Evidence Recovery 
team. If multiple FTA samples are to be processed, registration of each individual 
sample is required before moving onto the next one. In this way, the FBEXAM 
registration time will accurately reflect the time of sampling.  
 
Note: If the FBEXAM and specimen note are to be recorded against the barcode 
that the sample is being processed under. This may be a connected barcode. 

 
3. Access the SF7 results history table, order an EREF test code using the SF8 add 

rework function. 
 

4. Add a specimen note stating that sampling is complete. 
 
 

8.2.3 For FTA cards being sampled due to insufficient DNA from previous extraction processing. 
These samples will be being processed as a final attempt to gain a DNA profile after routine 
methods have failed. As such, as much remaining sample as is reasonable is to be 
sampled for profiling.  
 
1. Determine whether a connected barcode has been registered for this sampling 

process. For the registration of connected barcodes for reference samples refer to 
QIS document 17117 (Procedure for Case Management). 
 

2. Excise as much sample as is feasible and place in an appropriately labelled 2 mL 
screw capped tube. 
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3. Under the connected barcode, register and complete an FBEXAM test code for the 
sample and add an additional specimen note indicating the card has been sampled 
by the Evidence Recovery team. If multiple FTA samples are to be processed, 
registration of each individual sample is required before moving onto the next one. 
In this way, the FBEXAM registration time will accurately reflect the time of 
sampling. 
 

4. Notify the Quality and Projects senior scientist, the Operational Officer supervisor or 
the Analytical Team senior scientist that sampling is complete and that the sample 
is ready to for DNA extraction. 

 
5. Add a specimen note stating that sampling is complete. 
 

8.2.4 Blood Cloths that have not been previously registered in AUSLAB 
 

1. Request registration [1] 
 

2. Full Reception Entry [1]  Fields to fill in are: 
Lab Number - Scan new assigned barcode #  
UR/Case No. – Add the P number from the blood cloth ((this may auto populate 
some fields depending if it has anything registered on the number previously) 
Surname, Given Names – if known 
Loc./Client – QPS (Queensland Polices Services) 
Collected – the current date 
Received – the current date 
Specimen – RCELLS (reference cells) 
Primary Site – MISC 
DNA Priority – should be requested from information given (usually a 2) 
Sample Info 1 – Add the name  
Test codes – REF21 & FBX 
If page did not self populate with information, it will need to be linked to the parent 
case: 
- [F6] Associated Crisps 
- [F5] Add Crisp 
- Enter QP number (should be in email request for blood cloths) 
- Enter QP number again 
[F7] Billing 
Add current date to Requested field. 
[F4] [F4] to exit 
 

3. Enter back into new lab# 
 

4. Enter into registration [Shft-F10 
] 

5. Change Specimen to RBLOOD (Reference Blood) 
 

6. Change Primary Site to BLCTH (blood cloth) 
 

7. Save and exit [F7] [F4] [F4] 
 

8. Add a specimen note stating that sampling is complete. 
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9 Associated Documentation 
 

QIS: 16004 – AUSLAB Users Manual – Forensic DNA Analysis 
 

QIS: 17033 – General Examination Record (Unruled) 
 

QIS: 17034 – General Examination Record (Ruled) 
 

QIS: 17117 – Procedure for Case Management 
 

QIS: 17119 – Procedure for Release of Results 
 

QIS: 17135 – Handling and Sampling of Syringes and Needles 
 

QIS: 17140 – Procedure for the Identification and Examination of Hairs 
 

QIS: 17185 – Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
 

QIS: 17186 – The acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
 

QIS: 17189 – Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
 

QIS: 17190 – Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood 
 

QIS: 17193 – Phadebas Test for Saliva 
 

QIS: 20080 – Digital Imaging in DNA Analysis 
 

QIS: 22846 – General Swab Exam Record 
 

QIS: 22857 – Anti-contamination Procedure 
 

QIS: 22870 – Forensic DNA Analysis Outer Packaging Record 
 

QIS: 23008 – Explanations of EXR/EXHs 
 

QIS: 23014 – Cigarette Butt General Examination Record 
 

QIS: 23055 – General Examination Record 
 

QIS: 23849 – Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 
 

QIS: 23898 – SAIK Details Record 
 

QIS: 26071 – Examination of In-tube samples 
 

QIS: 31286 – SAIK form no semen testing 
 

QIS: 32106 – Examination of Sexual Cases 
 

QIS: 32639 – General Examination Form (Packaging) with microscopy 
 

QIS: 32640 – General Examination Form with microscopy 
 
 
10 Amendment History 
 

Revision Date Author/s Amendments 
0 17 Feb 

1999 
  

1 26 Jun 
2001 

V Ientile  

2 18 Sep 
2002 

V Ientile Amendments to references, (8) 
Characterisation of Biological 
material and (22) Reference 
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Samples 
3 26 May 

2005 
K Lee Entire document revised and 

rewritten 
4 21 Oct 2005 M Gardam Added when to use “what appears 

to be” for when a confirmatory test is 
not available. 

5 22 June 
2006 

M Gardam Added Techniques for various 
exhibits, added AUSLAB 
Flowcharts. 

6 14 Feb 
2007 

L Weston Update with new processes for 
AUSLAB-LIMS 

7 14 Jan 
2009 

J. Connell 
J. Munoz 

Added: size references for DNA 
extractions; destruction 
requirements; dual examinations; 
swab and tape lift brands used; 
associated documents; table of 
contents. Removed appendix & 
reference to volume flowcharts. 
Updated processes for: off deck 
lysis; registration of multiple items. 
Separated General Examination 
Procedure into subheadings. 
Transferred information for case file 
compilation and AUSLAB 
procedures from Case Management 
SOP. Transferred into new template.  
Changed EXRs to EXR/EXHs. 

QIS2 Edition 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 
9 25 August 

2009 
K.Scott Updated requirements as per NATA 

assessment DEC 2008. 
Updated FIRMU contact emails. 
Addition of examination/registration 
of a reference sample – including 
appendix 6 
Add submission of wet/dry swabs 
from skin or other items. 
Add submission of TMB pos. TMB 
neg fingernail scrapings 
Add N=No further work in Foren.Rel. 
Field. 
Add references to SOP 26071 
Clarify photography requirements 
Update examination of condoms 
section 

10 October 
2013 

L. Ryan 
A Houlding 
J Seymour-Murray 
 

Split Examination of Items SOP in 
sexual and non-sexual SOPs.  
Rework entire SOP content.. 

11 6th 
December 
2013 

J Seymour-Murray Changed DNA Analysis to Forensic 
DNA Analysis, added XPLEX, 
updated Appendix 3. 

12 15th 
January 

J Seymour-Murray 
A McNevin 

Added minor corrections, included 
an updated section on reference 
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2015 samples, updated to new template. 
New multiple items screen shot. 
Combined 11.3.4 & 11.3.5 into 
11.3.3 

13 24 August 
2016 

A McNevin Updated section 8 processing of 
Reference samples and minor 
updates to sections 6.8 & 4.1, small 
formatting changes 
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11 Appendices 
11.1 Appendix 1: Registration of multiple items 

Where QPS submit multiple items under the one barcode, each item can be individually 
assigned a barcode and an EXH ordered, so that each item can be reported separately to 
the QPS.  The screen shot below shows a parent item (228755843) which contains three 
items (white shirt, red shorts and black hat).  The EXH has been entered so that each of 
these three items can be registered under the Linked No. barcode, and an EXH ordered for 
each of these items. 

 
Figure 1: EXR/EXH page for original barcode 
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11.2 Appendix 2: Pooling 
The example below is based on the following examination scenario:   
 
One parent item, an unsmoked cigarette butt (lab# PARENT), is to be sampled into two 
subsamples: Subsample A (lab# SSA) and Subsample B (lab# SSB).  These two 
subsamples will then be pooled into one sample: Pooled (lab# POOLED).   
 
PARENT barcode is the existing EXH barcode which has been transferred from the 
Forensic Register.  SSA, SSB and POOLED are all new barcodes which must be registered 
by the examining scientist using standard item registration methods. 
 
Actions for Parent Item – Unsmoked Cigarette Butt (lab# PARENT) 
Registration: 

• Client ref: -001 
• Test Codes: EXH, FBEXAM 
• Specimen Type: FSS 
• Primary Site: CBUTT 
• Sample Info 1: Leave as transferred from Forensic Register 

 
EXH: 

• EXH line: submitted results pending, using lab#  POOLED as this will be the 
reported lab# 

 
Actions for Subsample A (lab# SSA) 
Registration: 

• Client ref: -001-1 
• Test Codes: 9PLEX/XPLEX, POOLED 
• Processing Comment: Ext & Hold 
• Specimen Type: FSS 
• Primary Site: CBUTT 
• Sample Info 1: Parent Item description; Sub Sample A 

 
9PLEX Page only (these fields are not relevant for XPLEX pages): 

•  Accepted Barcode: #POOLED 
•  Connected Barcodes: #SSB, #POOLED 

 
Pooled Page: 

• This lab number has been pooled with Lab Number: #SSB 
• Processed Using Lab Number: #POOLED 
• Reported Under Lab Number: #POOLED 

 
Actions for Subsample B (lab# SSB) 
Registration: 

• Client ref: -001-2 
• Test Codes: 9PLEX/XPLEX, POOLED 
•  Processing Comment: Ext & Hold 
•  Specimen Type: FSS 
•  Primary Site: CBUTT 
•  Sample Info 1: Parent Item description; Sub Sample B 

  
9PLEX Page only (these fields are not relevant for XPLEX pages): 

• Accepted Barcode: #POOLED 
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• Connected Barcode: #SSA, #POOLED 
 
Pooled Page: 

• This lab number has been pooled with Lab Number: #SSA 
• Processed Using Lab Number: #POOLED 
• Reported Under Lab Number: #POOLED 

 
Actions for Pooled (Lab# POOLED) 
Registration: 

• Client ref: -001-3 
• Test Codes: 9PLEX/XPLEX 
• Processing Comment: nil 
• Specimen Type: POOLED 
• Primary Site: leave blank 
• Sample Info 1: SSA, SSB, Parent Item description in Sample Info 1 
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11.3 Appendix 3: Reference sample registration 
 
11.3.1 Registration of reference tissue from a coronial 
Take the following steps to register the sample: 
1. Locate the receipt page for the coronial samples 
2. Access the registration page for the receipt (Shift F10) 
3. Copy the page (F7, F4, Shift F5) 
4. Scan the new barcode for the reference tissue 
5. Specimen Type: Nucleospin-Cells-Ref (NUCCR) 
6. Primary Site: leave blank 
7. Client Ref: receipt barcode 
8. Sample Info 1: enter a description of the tissue (e.g. liver) 
9. Test Codes: FBEXAM, REF21 
10. Save the registration (F7, F4, F4) 
 
11.3.2 For Blood Swab/ Blood Cloth 
Specimen Type: Reference Blood 
Test Code:  REF21 
 
11.3.3 For Cell Swab/ Reference Hair (for samples in ESMP box) 
1. Note down the delivery person and receiving person details 
2. Enter into the registration page (SF10) 
3. Add FTAR test code 
4. Delete REF21 & FTAREF test codes 
5. Change specimen type to RCELLS/RHAIR 
6. Save registration (F7, F4, F4) 
7. Re-enter the SF10 registration page 
8. Delete FTAR test code 
9. Add FTAREF & REF21 test codes 
10. F7,F4,F4 to save 
11. Check audit trail, it should be on a RFIQMAX batch. 
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Forensic DNA Analysis 
MICROSCOPY OF SMEARS 

Case: 
 
Item Barcode: 
 

Page: 
 

Date: 
 

Time: 
 

Description Whole 
Sperm 

Sperm 
Heads 

Epithelial 
Cells 

Comments 
(e.g. Bacteria; cellular or non-cellular debris; 
Red Blood Cells; White Blood Cells; Yeast; 

Fungi; Fibres) 

     

     

     

     

     

Grading system: 
0 = None seen 
<+ (<1) = Very hard to find (<10 use England Finder) 
+  (1+)  = Hard to find 
++  (2+) = Easy to find 
+++  (3+) = Very easy to find 
++++  (4+) = Abundant 

Microscope Details: 
Microscope ID: _____________ 
Magnification: _____________ 
 
Read by: _____________ 
Date:  _____________ 
 

COMMENTS: 
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Sexual Assault Investigation Kit (SAIK) 

F  
    

SURNAME: GIVEN NAMES: 

DOB: SEX: Male  Female   

Examining Doctor / FMO / FNE: 
 
Address of examiner: 
 
 
 
 
E-mail address: 
 
Contact Phone Number: 
 

Investigating Officer:  
 
Police Station: 
 
 
 
 
E-mail address: 
 
Contact Phone Number: 
 

Date of SAIK Examination: 

Time of SAIK Examination: 

Date of Assault: 

Time of Assault: 

Sterilisation process complete for workspace & equipment Yes  No  
Exam room details: (room number or location) ______________________________________________________________________________ 
TYPE OF 
ASSAULT: Digital Penile 

penetration Oral Object 
penetration 

 
PREVIOUS SEXUAL ACTIVITY: Yes  >7 days previous  
    Date (if ≤ 7days) : ____________ 
    No  
 
Was previous coitus with suspect?  Yes   No   Unknown  
Was condom used with previous coitus? Yes   No   Unknown  
 
 
For Female SAIK  
Date of last LMP: _____________ 

Oral     

Vaginal     

Anal     

Penile     

Other  (please provide details in “Summary of Assault”): 

ASSAULT DETAILS 
Was a condom used: Yes   No   Unknown  

Did ejaculation occur: Yes   No   Unknown  

Was a lubricant used: Yes   No   Unknown  

(if yes, please provide details in summary of assault details section) 

 

How many offenders were involved: Male _____ Female _____ 

(if multiple offenders or if unknown, please detail within summary of 

assault details section) 

 

SINCE THE ASSAULT, HAS THE PATIENT: 
Changed Clothing: Yes   No    Douched: Yes   No  

Washed Clothing: Yes   No    Urinated: Yes   No  

Showered / Bathed: Yes   No    Defecated: Yes   No  

Washed Mouth: Yes   No    Vomited: Yes   No  

Cleaned Teeth: Yes   No   Had drink / food: Yes   No  

CASE HISTORY 
Has the patient consumed a substance which may alter consciousness? 

 Yes   No   Unknown  

Can the patient recall and communicate the incident? 

 Yes   No   Unknown  

Did the assault involve any kissing / licking / biting? 

 Yes   No   Unknown   

If yes, locations: ___________________________________________ 

Was there any genital / anal injury causing bleeding? 

 Yes   No  

If yes, details: ___________________________________________ 

SUMMARY OF ASSAULT DETAILS (please provide as much information as possible as this assists with DNA Analysis): _____________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ (continue on next page) 
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Sexual Assault Investigation Kit (SAIK) 
Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic and Scientific Services, Department of Health 

     Telephone:  
SUMMARY OF ASSAULT DETAILS (continued from previous): __________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
CLOTHING AND OTHER ITEMS 
 
Item Clothing / Sanitary Items: 
Details: 
 
 
 
 
 
Worn pre-assault:   Worn post-assault   Worn pre- and post-assault  
 
Item Clothing / Sanitary Items: 
Details: 
 
 
 
 
 
Worn pre-assault:   Worn post-assault   Worn pre- and post-assault  
 
REFERENCE SPECIMENS: (please package in a separate envelope within the SAIK) 
 
FTA Sample (preferred)  Yes  No  Buccal Cells  Blood  
 
Blood reference sample  Yes  No  5ml EDTA tube 
 
Oral reference sample  Yes  No   
(May only be used by Forensic DNA Analysis if no allegation of oral assault or no history of loss of consciousness) 

Blood sample taken for Toxicology? Yes  No    Urine sample taken for Toxicology? Yes  No  
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Sexual Assault Investigation Kit (SAIK) 
Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic and Scientific Services, Department of Health 

      
Please document the samples collected for DNA below 
FEMALE SAIK SWABS: 

 High vaginal      Low vaginal     

 Vulval       Cervical      

 Perianal       Rectal      

 Oral       Other      

 Other       Other      

MALE SAIK SWABS: 

 Base of penis      Shaft of penis     

 Glans penis      Scrotum      

 Perianal       Rectal      

 Oral       Other      

 Other       Other      

BODY/SKIN SWABS: (please specify if biting, licking or kissing has occurred at site from which body swab was collected) 

 Location       Location      

 Location       Location      

 Location       Location      

 Location       Location      

 Location       Location      

FINGERNAIL CLIPPINGS/SCRAPINGS: DROP SHEET 

 Left Hand    Right Hand     
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Forensic DNA Analysis 
SAIK DETAILS RECORD 

Case:        
 
Receipt No: 

Page: 
 
Date: 

Time: 

 

Barcode 

 

Labelling details 
Barcode/unique identifier present on SAIK when received?   Yes     No           
Labelled in part: 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

See image/s in AUSLAB   

 
Details of seal 
Original Seal  

Sticky tape   Evidence tape   Glued   Stapled   Tamper evident seal   Other _______ _______   

Is original seal intact? 

Yes                                                                     No     

Signed    Yes   No                                        Is opening signed?   Yes   No       

Dated    Yes   No                                          Is opening dated? Yes   No          

Has the SAIK been opened by Property Point staff (somewhere other than original seal)?      

Yes                                                                      No   

Signed   Yes   No       

Dated   Yes   No   

Contents of SAIK 
 

___________________________________________

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

   

Examined        Not Examined      Appears unused 

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

Comments:         Exam bench: Examined by: 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 5:37 PM

To: Shae McCartney (

Cc: Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin

Subject: FW: Documents for Scientific Review

Attachments: Scientific Review ToR_20170131.docx; AP Paper Investigation November 2016 final.doc; 

17185V10_Detection of azoospermic semen in casework samples.doc; 17186V12_The 

AP screening test for seminal stains.doc; 17189V13_Examination For and Of 

Spermatozoa.doc; 32106V4_Examination of Sexual Assault Cases.doc

Hi Shae 

 

As discussed, please find attached the documents that have been supplied to ESR for the Scientific Review. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Monday, 6 February 2017 8:44 AM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Documents for Scientific Review 

 

Hi Paul 

 

Please find attached the documents required for a scientific review within Forensic DNA Analysis by a representative 

from ESR. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 
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2

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Scientific Review  
Forensic DNA Analysis 

Forensic & Scientific Services 
31 January 2017 
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Scientific Review – Forensic & Scientific Services - 1 - 
 

Background 
An issue has been raised specifically regarding spermatozoa negative, acid 
phosphatase negative sexual assault samples, however a review of the processing of 
SAIKs would be appreciated in the spirit of continuing quality improvement. 

 

An independent review regarding evidence recovery processing with respect to sexual 
assault investigation kits (SAIKs) is requested of the Institute of Environmental Science 
and Research Limited (ESR), a Crown Research Institute in New Zealand. 

Terms of Reference 
The objective of the scientific review is to examine the processing of sexual assault 
investigation kits in the Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory to ascertain its validity as an 
acceptable, scientific process. 

Specifically, the review will consider the following: 

• the current Standard Operating Procedure for Examination of Sexual Assault 
Cases  

• associated Standard Operating Procedures – The Acid Phosphatase Screening 
Test for Seminal Stains, Examination For & Of Spermatozoa and Detection of 
Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 

• small report titled ‘AP Paper – False Positive Investigation’  

• other documents requested by ESR that are pertinent to sexual assault cases 

Documents to be provided 
Current versions of the above SOPs and small report will be provided via email 
(Procedure for Examination of Sexual Assault Cases QIS #32106v4; The Acid 
Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains QIS #17186v12, Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa QIS #17189v13 and Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework 
Samples QIS #17185v10) 

Provision of work 
Assessment of the SOPs and report can be conducted remotely with any follow-up 
being conducted either by via email, phone, teleconference, video conference or in 
person. 
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AP Paper – False Positive Investigation 

       (Valerie Caldwell and Allan McNevin) 
 

 Incident   
 
On 08/11/2016 whilst carrying out testing of a CTS exhibit, the negative control gave a false 
positive AP result was when testing was performed using the large filter paper sheets located 
within ER laboratory. 
Positive and Negative controls are performed each time AP testing is carried out.  The Positive 
control is a dilution of a known semen source on a small Whatman filter paper disc prepared as 
required in bulk and stored in the freezer in 6124. The negative control test is a reagent blank test, 
and the reagent can either be added direct to the filter paper, or the paper may be wet first using 
nanopure water. No nanopure water used in this instance. 
The filter paper showed a colour change within the 2 min test period. Subsequent testing at the 
time was performed on a small (45.2 mm) Whatman filter paper disc and a large (150mm) 
Whatman filter paper disc. Both were negative @ 2 mins. 
Further investigation was required. 

 
 Investigation 

 
All paper types within the laboratory were tested  with the same lot of AP reagent.  
The spray method was used in the fumehood.    
Large filter paper sheets have been in use in ER lab 6124 and Bone prep room 6121  
 

 
ERT blotting paper 

 
Bone room blotting paper  
 
The blotting paper is not of the same batch or type – see images.  
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All items used in investigation:  

• 2 x 50mL AP solution  (Lot 20160901JSM – exp. 01/03/2017) 

• Large AP paper (ERT stock) 

• Large blotting paper (Bone prep room stock) 

• Brown paper  

• 45.2 mm Whatmans filter paper 

• 150mm Whatmans filter paper  

• A4 paper 

 

 
Investigation results tabulated as follows: 
 
 
 Nanopure H2Oresult @2 mins AP solution result @ 2 mins 

 
Large A.P. blotting paper ER Neg 

 
Pos @ ~10secs- developing 

Large blotting paper Bone  
 

Neg Neg 

A4 paper 
 

Neg Neg 

Whatman 42.5mm  
 

Neg Neg 

Whatman 150 mm 
 

Neg Neg 

Brown paper 
 

Neg Neg 

 
 
 
Images of the above reactions have been stored to in  G:\ForBiol\AAA Evidence 
Recovery\Photos\AP neg control investigation.   
 
A possible reason for the false positive result is a steady build-up of bleach residue from 
environmental cleaning. Although the paper itself is not cleaned, the cupboard containing the paper 
is, and the cardboard box that the paper is stored in is not sealed. The paper is generally only used 
to test whole items, and these are only rarely received for AP testing by the laboratory. 
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 Outcomes 

 
Corrective actions taken 

• Remove the large blotting paper in the ERT lab from use in AP testing (can be used as 
general blotting paper, for example when draining / drying coplin jars) and purchase new 
paper  

• Place some of the blotting paper from the stock in the bone room in the laboratory, and 
store within a plastic bag 

• Keep the new paper in plastic to avoid exposure to bleach aerosols 

 
This investigation was a good learning tool, reminding the team of the importance and relevance of 
negative control testing, and testing reagents prior to testing of exhibits. It must also be noted that 
there was no impact on the testing of any exhibits as a result of the events and investigations 
outlined above.  
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Detection of azoospermic semen in casework samples 

1 Purpose and scope 
The purpose of this document is to describe the procedure for the presumptive detection of 
azoospermic semen. This method describes the ABAcard p30 test for Prostate Specific 
Antigen (PSA) or p30. To be used when a possible human seminal stain is suspected of 
having low or no spermatozoa (oligospermic / azoospermic) - post acid phosphatase and 
microscopic investigation. 

 
 
2 Definitions 

PSA – Prostate Specific Antigen 
p30 – Alternate nomenclature for PSA 

 
 
3 Principle 

The ABAcard p30 kit has been designed for the detection of PSA/p30 in blood samples 
collected from patients with prostate cancer. Within this laboratory, the ABAcard p30 kit is 
used to detect the PSA / p30 component of seminal fluid. This test has been validated for 
use in this and many forensic laboratories. It uses a solid phase immunochromatographic 
format for the qualitative detection of p30. It has been validated for use with forensic 
casework stains and swabs.  
 
The sample is added to a well in the test device containing a pad impregnated with a dye 
conjugated anti-p30 antibody. When sample is added to the well, it diffuses through a 
membrane where an anti-p30 antibody has been immobilised in a strip. If p30 is present in 
the sample at a concentration of 4µg/L or more, a pink line will appear within 10 minutes in 
both the Test (T) and Control (C) areas where the coloured conjugate has been captured. If 
no band appears in the test window, the PSA concentrate is either less than 4µg/L or not 
present in the sample. If no band appears in the control (C) window, the test is considered 
invalid and should be repeated. 

 
Samples with very high levels of p30 may overload the test mechanism and prevent the 
antigen-antibody complex with the pink colour from binding to the antibody. As a result  
 no pink line will form in the Test (T) area although p30 is present. This false negative  
 result is known as the ‘high dose hook effect’. 

 
Samples that are strongly acid phosphatase positive (i.e. under 20 sec) with no 
spermatozoa detected and a negative p30 test should be suspected of the ‘high dose hook 
effect’. To test whether the effect has occurred, the supernatant should be diluted and 
retested using the ABAcard p30 test.  
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4 Reagents and equipment 
4.1 Reagents 

ABAcard p30 test kit cassette 
Nanopure water 

 
4.2 Equipment 

Pipette 
Vortex tube mixer 
Centrifuge 
1.5 mL sample tube or 2.0 mL sample tube 
Timer 
 

 
5 Safety 

There are no special safety risks associated with this method 
 
 
6 Procedure 
6.1 Sample preparation (extraction) 

1. Place sample in a 1.5 or 2.0 mL sample tube and label appropriately 
 

2. Add at least 200 μL nanopure water to form a suspension 
 

3. Vortex mix thoroughly. 
 

4. Centrifuge at at least 6,500 x g (14,000 rpm on Sigma 1-14 centrifuge) for 3 minutes 
prior to testing 

 
6.2 Performing the test 

1. Remove test cassette from sealed foil pouch immediately prior to use and label 
accordingly.  

 
2. Add 150 µL of the sample supernatant to the sample well “S”. If capillary action doesn’t 

occur in the test strip within 30 sec, add one drop of nanopure water. 
 
3. Read test result in 10 minutes. 
 
4. If test result ambiguous - have another scientist verify test result. 
 
5. Note p30 batch number and expiry in AUSLAB under reagents/consumables. 

 
6.3 Diluting the supernatant for suspected “high dose hook effect” samples 

1. Remove 20 µL of supernatant from the original suspension using a pipette and add to a 
new 1.5 mL tube. 

 
2. Add 180 µL of nanopure water to the tube. This creates a 1:10 dilution of the original 

sample. 
 

3. Vortex thoroughly.  
 

4. Perform test as per Section 6.2.  
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Note: A 1:10 dilution should negate samples with possible ‘high dose hook effect’. If unsure, a 
1:100 dilution may be prepared and tested. 

 
 
7 Validation 

The ABAcard p30 test kit has been validated for use in 2011 within Forensic DNA Analysis 
(reference below). 

 
 
8 Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 

Refer to “Principle” above for test specific QA criteria. One kit from each delivery (or each 
different lot number within a delivery) is tested using a known semen sample and nanopure 
water to test the integrity of the delivered kits. 
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10 Associated documents 
 

QIS: 17142 - Examination of Items 
 

QIS: 17186 - The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
 

QIS: 17189 - Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
 

QIS: 20080 – Digital Imaging in DNA Analysis 
 

QIS: 22857 – Anti-Contamination Procedure 
 

QIS: 23849 - Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 
 

QIS: 30800 - Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA Analysis 
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The Acid Phosphatase screening test for seminal stains 

1 Purpose and scope 
This method describes the screening test for the possible presence of human seminal fluid. 
This screening test is a presumptive test that detects acid phosphatase (AP) activity as an 
indicator of human seminal fluid. The microscopic identification of spermatozoa confirms 
the presence of human seminal fluid. 

 
 
2 Introduction 

Whole Semen is a suspension of cells and spermatozoa in a fluid medium called the 
seminal plasma. The average volume of human ejaculate is approximately 3mL, with a 
sperm density of 100 000 cells/µL which represents about 10% of the total volume. 

 
The seminal plasma is rich in non-enzymic and enzymic constituents. In particular, it has an 
extraordinarily high phosphatase activity; i.e. phosphatases (acid and alkaline), 
nucleotidases, pyrophosphatases and several ATP’ases, and is the richest known source of 
acid phosphatase. Freshly ejaculated semen is also rich in phosphorylcholine, which is 
immediately dephosphorylated by acid phosphatase to choline and orthophosphate. 

 
In this laboratory detection of possible human semen and seminal stains is demonstrated 
by the presence of acid phosphatase. 

 
The test for acid phosphatase described below is a versatile, simple and relatively cheap 
method used only as a screening test for human seminal stains. The presence of acid 
phosphatase is not specific for human semen. Acid phosphatase activity is found in 
moderate amounts in some vegetable extracts, yeasts, fungi, and bacteria. Acid 
phosphatase activity may also be found in faecal matter, though this is usually 
distinguishable from seminal acid phosphatase activity by the suspect colour of the azo-dye 
formed. In addition, free phenols in a stain e.g. from contraceptive creams may also react 
with the Fast Blue though again usually to give an azo-dye of suspect colour. Animal semen 
contains acid phosphatase though generally at low levels. Most importantly, vaginal fluid 
also contains moderate levels of an acid phosphatase which displays similar chemical 
properties to seminal acid phosphatase. The level of acid phosphatase on vaginal swabs 
can be sufficiently high to cause confusion between pure vaginal secretion and weak 
seminal contamination. The level of acid phosphatase in vaginal secretions is thought to 
rise during pregnancy and may be affected by the menstrual cycle.  
 
Conversely, the absence of acid phosphatase activity from a stain does not necessarily 
mean that the stain is not of seminal origin. Seminal acid phosphatase originates in the 
prostate gland. The other glands of the male genital tract secrete little or no acid 
phosphatase. Thus obviously, males who have undergone prostatectomy may have a 
decreased amount of acid phosphatase in their semen.  Since different parts of an ejaculate 
originate in different glands, it is also possible for one seminal stain, say on a sheet, to differ 
markedly in its acid phosphatase content from a second stain from the same ejaculate. It 
has also been shown that acid phosphatase activity can be lost from a garment after most 
washing procedures whereas spermatozoa can persist through all but the most rigorous of 
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such procedures. Finally, acid phosphatase activity in the vagina is lost faster than 
spermatozoa. 
 
Within these limitations, the acid phosphatase test is an excellent screening test for seminal 
stains, and is far superior to visual examination which will miss all but the heaviest stains. 
However the acid phosphatase test can exhaust biological material. This means DNA, if 
present, may be lost through the actions of the test itself. It is advisable to perform tapelifts 
on areas of interest (e.g. crotch of underwear), prior to acid phosphatase testing.  
 
 

3 Principle 
Acid phosphatase activity in a stain is a strong indication of the presence of seminal fluid.  It 
is a water soluble enzyme and is therefore easily absorbed onto moistened filter paper 
where it can be detected using the Brentamine test. 
 

3.1 The Brentamine Reaction 

This reaction relies on the liberation of napthol from sodium α–naphthyl phosphate by the 
enzyme, and the concomitant formation of a purple azo-dye by the coupling of napthol with 
buffered Brentamine fast blue B. 
 
 

4 Reagents and equipment 
4.1 Safety 

WARNING:  The AP solution is carcinogenic – take great care when handling the reagents 
and wear gloves the whole time. Do not inhale mists. 
 
NOTE: Any reagents prepared in-house shall bear a label created at the time of 
preparation: 
 
….(enter details eg 10% NaOH)…. 
Prepd from Lot/batch:……….. 
Date: ../../..    Initials: ……….. 
Expires:../../..    Store at:….oC 
WARNING: Contains ……………… 
 
Brentamine Fast blue B (Sigma D-3502). 
WARNING: Fast Blue Salt BN (o-dianisidine, tetrazolized) is harmful by inhalation, contact 
with skin, or if swallowed. Possible carcinogen, possible mutagen. Do not breathe dust. 
Wear PPE. 
 
Sodium Acetate (Anhydrous, AR). 
WARNING: Sodium acetate may irritate eyes and repeated exposure may cause dermatitis. 
Wear eye protection and gloves. 
 
Acetic Acid (glacial, AR). 
WARNING: Glacial acetic acid. Vapours, liquid mists are extremely corrosive to eyes, skin, 
respiratory surfaces and membranes. Avoid contact, do not inhale or ingest. Wear PPE. 
 
Sodium α-naphthyl phosphate (Sigma N-7255). 
WARNING: α-naphthyl phosphate di-sodium salt is irritating to the eyes, respiratory 
surfaces and skin. Wear PPE. 
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Nanopure water 
Nil. 
 

4.2 Preparation of Working Reagent 

Prepare Na α–naphthyl phosphate by dissolving 0.8g in 10mL nanopure water.  This acts 
as a stock solution. 
 
To about 300mL of Nanopure water add: 

1. 4.8g Anhydrous Sodium acetate and 
2. 0.4g Brentamine Fast Blue B Salt (Swirl to dissolve) 
3. 4mL of Na α–naphthyl phosphate 
4. Add 10mL of Acetic Acid 
5. Make up solution to 400mL with Nanopure water 
6. Decant into 2ml tubes and label each tube individually as per section 4.1. The 

reagent can also be decanted into 50ml falcon tubes for larger items. 
7. Store the tubes in the freezer in a plastic box 

 
NOTE: If the reagent is not frozen it can be stored in the fridge and reused for 7 days. Any 
reagent that is frozen must have a 6 month expiry date and be discarded after this time. 
 

The reagent is tested with positive and negative controls at time of solution preparation and 
prior to each use (as outlined in section 8). If no purple colouration develops with the 
positive control, discard the reagent. If a second batch of reagent also proves ineffective, 
refer to section 4.2 of SOP 30800 and/or notify Senior Scientist of Evidence Recovery 
Team. 
  
Reagents are to be registered in AUSLAB as per batch functionality SOP 24469. 
 
 

5 Procedure 
5.1 Acid Phosphatase screening of items 

This process applies to whole items such as bedding, clothing, sanitary items or tissues. 
Determine the area of interest to be AP screened depending on the case particulars. For 
items of clothing and some bedding it will be necessary to keep front and back surfaces 
separate by sliding suitable perspex or other separators into the garment. The thickness of 
an exhibit material will govern whether one side or both sides require testing. 
 

1. Lightly spray the item with Nanopure water - take care not to over-moisten the item as this 
dilutes the stain. 

2. Place a suitably sized piece of blotting or filter paper over the item or area in question and 
mark its position and orientation on the item with chinagraph or felt pen.  

3. Spray the paper with Nanopure water - take care not to over-moisten the paper as this 
makes further examination difficult. 

4. Press the paper onto the item firmly so that any seminal staining will come into contact with 
the dampened paper. 

5. Hang the paper in the fume cupboard with the side that has been in contact with the item 
facing out. 

6. Spray the side of the paper, which contacted the item with tested AP solution. 
7. Allow the process to run for 2 minutes and complete interpretation as per section 

Interpretation of Results below. A positive reaction is obtained if a purple colouration 
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appears within 2 minutes (the stain may develop gradually). If a positive result is obtained, 
proceed to next step. If a negative result is obtained, this will either prompt further AP 
testing of the exhibit or signify that semen was not detected on the exhibit. 

8. The side of the blotting paper which was in contact with the item needs to be facing up and 
placed on a clean area of bench.  Cut out the AP positive area. 

9. The blotting paper sheet is then placed back on the item and repositioned using the 
chinagraph marks.  The AP positive areas are then traced back on to the item.  

10. Place the used paper in the biological waste bin. 
11. Further testing of any AP positive areas should be conducted at the discretion of the 

examining scientist as per SOP 17189 “Examination For & Of Spermatozoa” and or 17185 
“Detection Of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples”. 
 

5.2 Acid Phosphatase of substrates within a tube 
This process details the examination for the presence of semen on substrates received 
within tubes or placed in a tube as part of sample preparation. This includes, but is not 
limited to, swabs, tapelifts, scrapings and other textiles. 
 

1. If the item is a swab cut the swab head from the stick, and then cut into several pieces and 
place in 1.5mL/2mL tube. If the item is a tapelift or fabric cut in smaller portions if required. 

2. Add approx 150µL-300µL Nanopure water to the swab head, tapelift or fabric pieces or as 
little water as is required to cover the substrate.  It is important to minimise the amount of 
water added to the substrate as the addition of water dilutes the sample. 

3. Vortex the substrate suspension. 
4. Centrifuge the substrate suspension at 14000rpm for 3 minutes. 
5. Retrieve a tube of AP reagent from the freezer and allow to defrost 
6. Apply 1 drop of the substrate supernatant and 1 drop AP reagent drop-wise directly onto 

filter paper and interpret reaction as per 6.2. If a positive result is obtained, proceed to step 
7. If a negative result is obtained, sample should be submitted for routine processing.  

7. Further testing of any AP positive areas should be conducted at the discretion of the 
examining scientist as per SOP 17189 “Examination For & Of Spermatozoa” and or 17185 
“Detection Of Azospermic Semen in Casework Samples 

 
6 Results and Interpretation 
6.1 Recording of Results 

Test results must be recorded in the case file notes with date, time of examination and the 
time of the AP test result. Positive results are to be accompanied with the time taken for the 
colour reaction to develop. Negative results however, do not require the time of the reaction 
to be noted, as a negative result is defined as no visible colouration development at 2 
minutes.   

 
6.2 Interpretation of Results 

 A positive AP reaction is recorded where a purple colouration, similar to the positive control 
develops within 2 minutes.  Any stain producing a positive reaction should be considered as 
a potential seminal stain.  A pure seminal stain may give an intense colour development in 
as little as 5 seconds.  A weak seminal stain may take 60 to 90 seconds.  Some substances 
other than seminal fluid will give delayed reactions from as little as 30 to 60 seconds.  Keep 
a record of the time when the positive result developed. A negative AP reaction is indicated 
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by no colour reaction within 2 minutes. A negative acid phosphatase test result does not 
mean that seminal fluid was not present, but only not detected. 

 
6.3 False positive reactions 

The following substances have been noted to give a positive reaction to AP testing: 
 

Faecal stains – results with fast blue B reagent can be distinguished from a true seminal 
result in that the reaction is slower and fainter, and pink/brown in colour. 

 
Vaginal secretions – vaginal acid phosphatase gives a slow, faint pinkish result with fast 
blue B reagent which can be similar in intensity to weak seminal stains. The activity is 
enhanced during pregnancy and when there is evidence of vaginal infection. The most 
common false positive result will be from vaginal secretions staining underwear. 

 
Plants – positive but slow reactions with a brownish appearance are obtained from 
vegetable stains, e.g. cauliflower, sprouts, etc. tea may give a positive Brentamine reaction 
– this is due to the presence of phenols which combine with the dye. 

 
Fungi – fungal acid phosphatase may cause a positive reaction. 

 
Bacteria – positive results may be obtained when there is bacterial contamination. The 
bacterial content of the vagina is high during pregnancy and with vaginal infections; 
bacteria may also be present on unwashed fabrics (clothing/bedding). 

 
Contraceptive creams – a brownish purple colouration is obtained with certain creams. This 
is not due to acid phosphatase, but to resorcinol (m-dihydroxybenzene) and a positive 
reaction is obtained with solution A of the Brentamine test. Other chemicals which combine 
with the diazo compound include α–naphthol, 8 hydroxyquinoline, phloroglucinol. 

 
False positive stains will be negative for spermatozoa or PSA. 

 
6.4 Interpretation or estimation of time since deposition of semen 

The best answer is “since the garment was last thoroughly washed.”  Seminal stains have 
been detected both in this and other laboratories on old (decades) dry fabrics stored at 
room temperature.  There are however, some exceptions.  Experiments have shown that 
very heavy seminal stains deposited into the crotch of a pair of heavy denim jeans may be 
sufficiently shielded from washing and full elution in a fully loaded machine wash. 

 
Smears prepared from fabrics where heavy seminal stains have been present and the 
fabric washed have resulted in small numbers of spermatozoa seen even though the 
washing has eluted the seminal fluid (AP negative screening).  It appears the spermatozoa 
can be trapped by the fibres while the soluble components elute into the wash. 

 
 
7 Validation 

This method is used universally in forensic laboratories and there are numerous peer 
reviewed published articles available. Within Forensic DNA Analysis the method of freezing 
aliquots of AP reagent for use in screening for seminal fluid has been validated in project 
#136. 
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8 Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 
 Controls are used to test the quality and validity of the reagent prior to use.  
 

A positive and negative control should be tested prior to testing of exhibits, each time a new 
batch of working AP solution is prepared and when positive controls are prepared. A 
positive control is a known sample of human semen and Nanopure water is used as a 
negative control.   
 
 The positive control is known human semen on a piece of filter paper. 
 The negative control is Nanopure water on a piece of the same filter paper used to create   
the AP positive control with the absence of semen.  
 

8.1 Creation of AP controls 
 Human semen is provided by a donor and collected in a sterile green-capped “Falcon” tube. 

The tube is to be labelled with the donor number and date of collection. The semen is to be 
stored within a freezer until required to create AP positive controls. 

1. Clean down a fume cupboard bench using bleach and 70% ethanol solution and place 
portions of blotting paper onto the fume hood bench surface.  

2. Using sterile forceps lay individual pieces of filter paper onto the blotting paper draw a circle 
in the centre of each filter paper with a black marker pen. Spot 1 to 2 drops of semen onto 
each circle using a disposable plastic pipette and allow to dry. The concentration of semen 
used may be neat; 1:2 dilution; or 1:4 dilution. See Table 1. 

 
Table 1 Semen Dilutions 
Semen dilution Semen volume (uL) Nanopure water (uL) 
neat 25 0 
1:2 25 25 
1:4 25 75 

 
3. Package the AP positive controls into CSPBs labelled with the semen donor ID, initials of 

scientist preparing the positive controls and date prepared. The AP positive controls are to 
be stored in the freezer within Rm 6124. 

 
8.2 Testing and interpretation of control samples 

1. Remove an AP positive control from the freezer and allow to come to room temperature. 
2. Add a drop of the AP reagent to the positive control and interpret reaction after 2 minutes. A 

purple colouration develops within 5 seconds.      
3. Add a drop of the AP reagent to the AP negative control and interpret the reaction after 2 

minutes. No colouration should develop. 
 
Positive control: a purple colouration develops within 5 seconds 
Negative control: does not develop a purple colouration within 2 minute 
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4 12 Jul 2006 J Howes/ A Williamson Use of Polilight eliminated. 
5 02 Aug 

2007 
N Govind Approver to CJA. 

QIS2 Edition 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 
6 April 2008 QIS2 Migration Project Headers and Footers changed to 

new CaSS format.  Amended 
Business references from QHSS to 
FSS, QHPSS to CaSS and QHPS to 
Pathology Queensland 
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7 12 May 
2009 

K.Scott Remove reference to CrimeLite for 
localization of stains.  Altered the 
method of transferring AP positive 
areas from the blotting paper back 
on to the item.  Change method for 
AP screening swabs to include the 
preparation of a suspension. 

8 12 May 
2009 

K.Scott Version Correction 

9 30 June 
2009 

K.Scott Addition of associated documents 
Add hyperlinks to QIS documents 
Remove PSA as a confirmatory test 
for seminal fluid – now a 
presumptive test. 
Clarify acceptance of test results 
and test interpretation. 
Add specific dates to amendment 
history 
Format changes 

10 19 Jul 2012 M Brian Changed Quality and project 
scientist to ERT scientist; section 9 
QC rewritten; added 30800 and 
23849 to associated documents. 
Changed section 7.1 reagent notes. 
Reworded sections of section 7 and 
9. Section 8 rewritten. Purpose and 
scope have been combined; fixed 
amendment history table; amended 
“introduction” to include reference to 
human semen and seminal fluid. 

11 02/01/2014 M Brian Updated template. 
12 13/07/2015 A Houlding New template. Formatting changes. 

Corrected amendment history table. 
Added use of black marker pen 
when creating positive semen 
controls. Added SOP 32106 as an 
associated document. Changed 
preparation of working reagent 
method to incorporate freezing the 
reagent. 
Added validation (project #136). 
Other minor wording changes. 
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The Examination for and of Spermatozoa 

1 Purpose 
The presence of spermatozoa is a confirmatory test for the presence of semen.  This 
document describes the method by which a scientist performs microscopic examination for 
the presence of spermatozoa which includes the preparation of microscopic slides from 
exhibits, staining of slides and interpretation of the microscopic smears/slides for 
spermatozoa and other cellular material. 
 

 
2 Scope 

This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) applies to all scientists performing the 
examination of items for the presence of semen.  

 
 
3 Definitions 

In this document, where reference is made to spermatozoa, it refers to human spermatozoa 
unless otherwise specified. 
 
 

 

4 Background 
The investigation of sexual assault cases may require the testing of exhibits collected as 
part of a forensic medical examination or scene examination for the presence of semen. 
Within the laboratory the detection of spermatozoa confirms the presence of semen.  A 
reliable and accurate staining method is essential to aid the examining scientist the ability to 
differentiate between cellular types; most significantly spermatozoa from epithelial, yeast 
and white blood cells. 
 
Currently the Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stain is adopted for this process.  The H&E 
staining method has been used for this purpose within the laboratory for many years. The 
haematoxylin (basic stain) stains the deoxyribonucleic-acid (DNA)/histone rich base of the 
spermatozoa head deep purplish-blue. The eosin (acidic stain) stains the acrosomal cap 
pink and the tail pink if the spermatozoa are intact (N.B. because Forensic DNA Analysis 
uses a water based eosin stain, the acrosomal cap often appears very light pink or clear). 
The use of counterstaining differentiates spermatozoa from most cellular debris.   
 
Confusion with yeasts, especially monilia, can occur and extreme care must be taken when 
monilial infections such as thrush are suspected. With experience, spermatozoa and yeasts 
can be distinguished by size and/or the presence of cell walls. 
 
Haematoxylin is a natural dye.  Its active colouring agent is haematin, which is formed by 
the oxidation of haematoxylin. This oxidation process or “ripening” occurs when 
haematoxylin solutions are allowed to stand for several days. However, the process can be 
accelerated with the introduction of an oxidising agent such as sodium iodate. During 
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oxidation the haematoxylin loses two atoms of hydrogen, and its formula changes from 
C16H14O6 to C16H12O6. Sufficient haematoxylin should be left unoxidized in the solution so 
that natural oxidation can continue thus prolonging the shelf life and useability of the stain. 
Completely oxidized haematoxylin becomes colourless. As the oxidation process occurs 
when haematoxylin is exposed to light and continues over the life of the solution, 
haematoxylin should be stored in dark bottles until ready for use. Haematoxylin is an 
excellent nuclear stain. Haematin, via the aluminium ion mordant, binds to the anionic sites 
in the nuclei (a mordant is a substance that causes certain staining reactions to take place 
by forming a link between the tissue and the stain).  At this stage the nuclei stain red, which 
is then converted to the blue-black colour when the pH is raised (by a weak alkali wash 
such as Scott’s tap water substitute in some H&E staining methods) known as “blueing”. 
 
To avoid stain precipitation on the slide, the haematoxylin solution must be filtered. It should 
be changed immediately if staining quality deteriorates. 
 
Eosin is an acid dye which combines electrostatically with the acidophilic tissue 
components such as cytoplasm. (an anionic dye that stains the cationic tissue 
components).  Alcoholic and acidified solutions of eosin tend to stain much more vividly 
than do the aqueous solutions.  With water soluble eosin, rinse in water very quickly or else 
eosin will wash out. 

 
Figure 1 Spermatozoa 
 
 
5 Actions- Staining procedure 
5.1 Slide Preparation 

Use new slides and clean with ethanol. Label with the sample ID, date, case number and 
sampler’s initials using a pencil only.  Use clean, flamed instruments.  

 
Create a suspension from the exhibit by one of the following methods, 

 
1.  Scrape the stained area into a 1.5/2ml tube. Add between100-300µl nanopure 

water with a POVA pipette to the tube until the scraping is moist. Vortex 
thoroughly. 
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2.  Excise the stained area and cut into small pieces. Place pieces into a 1.5/2ml 
tube and add between100-300µl nanopure water with a POVA pipette to the tube 
until the pieces are moist. Vortex thoroughly. 

 
3.  If slide is being prepared from a swab, excise the material from the swab and cut 

the material into small pieces. Place the pieces of material into a 1.5/2ml tube 
and add between100-300µl nanopure water with a POVA pipette to the tube until 
the pieces are covered (approx 200µl). Vortex thoroughly. 

 
Add a drop of the recently vortexed suspension to the labelled slide. 
 
Dry the slide on a heat block. If a heat block is not available, heat-fix the slide by passing it 
over a flame with the material to be stained uppermost once the suspension has dried. 

 
5.2 Slide Staining 

Microscopic slides are stained using Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E).  The method for 
preparing the staining reagents, and performing manual staining is as per procedure 
detailed in Appendix 1. 
 
Note: registration of the reagent and association to individual exhibits is detailed in QIS 
24469 (Batch Functionality in AUSLAB) 
 

5.3 Microscopic Examination 
Examine slide using the x40 or x100 objective using the oil immersion, or the x40 objective 
using the dry microscope. Score the number of spermatozoa observed (use the standard 
microscopy form, QIS 17037 (Microscopy of Smears) or the Sexual Assault Investigation Kit 
form, QIS 17032 (Sexual Assault Investigation Kit). 
 

0          (0)            None seen 
<+       (<1+)        Very hard to find (Use England Finder Graticule) 

 + (1+)  Hard to find 
 ++ (2+)  Easy to find 
 +++ (3+)  Very easy to find 
 ++++ (4+)  Abundant 

 
Note whether spermatozoa are intact (heads and tails) or non-intact (heads only).  Look for 
epithelial cells and whether there are bacteria or yeast present. Human spermatozoa are 
distinguished from non-human mammalian sources by their morphology and by their 
behaviour toward H&E, resulting in a purplish/blue head and light pink/clear cap (see 
Section 5.4). 
 
If less than ten spermatozoa are located, for at least one spermatozoa, note the location on 
the slide with the use of the England Finder Graticule (see Appendix 3).  
 

5.4 Animal Semen 
Animal spermatozoa are morphologically different to human spermatozoa and react 
differently to staining.  Where suspected spermatozoa are located which are 
morphologically different to human spermatozoa, the examining scientist should consider 
the possible presence of animal spermatozoa.  N.B. Forensic DNA Analysis does not 
identify or characterise animal spermatozoa. 
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5.5 Spermatozoa Interpretation 
If slides are stained properly spermatozoa should be easily distinguished from epithelial 
cells, cellular debris, fibres etc. Spermatozoa heads can look similar in shape and colour to 
yeasts. If in any doubt consult an experienced examiner. 

 
The recovery of semen is dependent on a number of factors but not limited to 

• The amount of spermatozoa in the ejaculate 
• The amount of ejaculate 
• The environment the ejaculate is deposited on 
• Washing 
• Douching 
• Menstruation 
• Efficiency of the sampling process 
• Time between ejaculation and sampling 
• Storage of the samples 
• Natural drainage or degradation of spermatozoa in certain environments 

 
 With respect to the above influences, the time since ejaculation has occurred can only be 
estimated.  A number of studies have been conducted regarding the persistence of 
spermatozoa in the vagina. References to these studies can be found in Appendix 2.  

 
 
6 Records 

Nil 
 
 
7 Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 

 Controls are used to test the quality and validity of the staining reagents prior to use. A 
positive control slide should be tested prior to the staining of slides for microscopy, (once 
daily), each time a new batch of Haematoxylin and Eosin solution is prepared and when 
positive control slides are prepared.  
 
A positive control slide is a known sample of human semen, which has been diluted. 
  

7.1 Creation of H&E control slides 
Collect human semen in a sterile green-capped “Falcon” tube. The tube is to be labelled 
with the following information: 

•  Sperm donor number 
•  Date and time of collection 

 
The semen is to be stored within a freezer until required to create H&E positive control 
slides using the following process: 

1.  Clean heating block using bleach and 70% ethanol solution.    
2.  Clean frosted microscope slides with ethanol and label with white label (H&E Pos 

Ctrl: Sperm donor number; Lot No.).  
3.  Spread slides out on heating block to heat before use. 
4.  Clean automatic pipette with bleach and 70% ethanol solution. 
5.  Using a new filtered pipette tip, add 20µL of the neat semen to 10.0ml nanopure 

water using a clean 10ml tube. Vortex. 
6.  Add 20 µL of the diluted semen solution to each slide.  
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7.  Heat fix the slides on a heating block at 50ºC for approximately 30 minutes. 
8.  Store the slides in labelled plastic slide box “Unstained H&E Positive Control Slide 

Storage”, and store the box in Rm 6124.   
 
7.2 Testing and interpretation of control slides 

The following process is used to test, interpret and record control slide results: 
1. Remove a H&E control slide from slide box , label with date, initials, lot number and 

batch, and stain with H&E using the method in Appendix 1. 
2. Dry slide on heating block at 50ºC. 
3. Coverslip slide using mounting medium. 
4. Examine slide microscopically in Rm 6119 as per section 5.3. 
5. Completed control slides get transferred to a plastic box labelled H&E Control Slide 

Storage box # 
6. Once a slide box is full of completed positive control slides, transfer the box to Rm 

6106B, ‘Exhibit Room’ for long term storage. 
7. Add audit entry to document that the control slide has passed control and what box 

it has been stored in (i.e. 2) 
 

 Acceptance of the reagents is based on the interpretation of the Positive control slide. The 
following criteria must be met before passing the reagent for use: 
 

1. Spermatozoa head stains a deep purplish-blue.  
2. Acrosomal cap stains light pink/clear.  
3. Tail stains pink. 

 
In the event the control slide fails the following process is to be completed: 
 

1. Repeat the staining procedure with a new control slide and assess as above. 
2. If the control slide fails again then discard the in-use staining batch and stain a new 

slide using a fresh batch from the stock solutions and assess slide as above. 
3. If the control slide fails then a new batch of stock solutions must be prepared and 

the old solutions discarded, and assess the validity of the reagents as per this 
section. 
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8 Associated Documentation 

QIS: 17037  Microscopy of Smears Form 
 

QIS: 17142  Examination of Items 
 

QIS: 17185  Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples   
 

QIS: 17186  The acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
 

QIS: 20080  Digital Imaging in Forensic DNA Analysis 
 

QIS: 23849  Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 
 

QIS: 30800  Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA Analysis Unit 
 

QIS: 24469  Batch Functionality in AUSLAB 
 

QIS: 32106  Examination of Sexual Cases 
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10 Amendment History 

Revision Date Author/s Amendments 
0 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
1 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
2 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
3 27 Nov 2002 V Ientile Format updated, manual staining to appendix. 

Removed notes on examination of swabs, 
removed unpublished paper, as work wasn’t 
completed. 

4 19 Nov 2003 L Freney Updated references 
5 12 Jul 2006 J Howes/A 

Williamson 
“Reference” put after “Actions”.  

6 05 Aug 2006 J Howes Added in Sexual Assault Investigation 
Flowcharts, examination of SAIK Swabs, 
Photograph or Witness required for ++ (1+) 
sperm and PSA test. 

7 23 Oct 2006 J Howes Reporting results Eg. ++ or 2+ 
8 25 Jun 2007 J Howes Unified grading scale comments. Added 

Crimelite flowchart. 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 
9 13 Mar 2008 QIS2 Migration 

Project 
Headers and Footers changed to new CaSS 
format.  Amended Business references from 
QHSS to FSS, QHPSS to CaSS and QHPS to 
Pathology Queensland 

10 16 July 2010 A Lloyd Removal of Crimelite in scope and the 
Crimelite flowchart. Changed section 2.2 to 
include use of suspensions. Removal of 
section 2.8 – Vaginal Secretions. Changes to 
section 2.10 to remove AP testing on smears 
positive to spermatozoa. Photograph or 
locations required for smear with 1 or 2 sperm 
seen. Clarification of flowchart regarding 
previously screened items by QPS. Changes 
to SAIK flowchart. Removal of animal sperm 
diagrams and insertion of photographs of 
animal sperm.  

11 03 Feb 2011 A Lloyd Amended use of vernier for slides to use of the 
England Finder Graticule. 

12 31 Oct 2013 A Lloyd 
J Seymour-
Murray 

Removed animal sperm photos. Amended 
workflow charts, changed headings from CASS 
to HSSA. Change H&E solutions and staining, 
add England Finder information. Updated 
some hyperlinks. 

13 03 July 2015 J Seymour-
Murray 

New template, update hyperlinks, some 
formatting updates and minor wording 
changes. 
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11 Appendices 
1 Appendix 1:  Preparation of H & E Stain and Manual Staining Procedure 
2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa in the Vagina 
3 Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 

 
11.1 Appendix 1:  Preparation of H & E Stain and Manual Staining Procedure 
11.1.1 Chemical Hazards 

Eosin (yellowish) 
WARNING: Eosin (yellowish) can cause serious damage to the eyes. Avoid contact, wear 
PPE and eye protection. 
 
Haematoxylin 
WARNING: Haematoxylin: the toxicological properties have not been investigated. Prevent 
contact with skin and eyes. Do not inhale or ingest. Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Sodium iodate (NaIO3) 
WARNING: Sodium iodate causes burns and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Protect 
eyes and skin. 
Wear PPE and eye protection.  
 
Glacial acetic acid 
WARNING: Acetic acid is extremely corrosive and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. 
Protect eyes and skin. Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Pertex Mounting medium 
WARNING: Pertex is irritating to eyes, respiratory system and skin. 
 
Xylene 
WARNING: Flammable. Harmful by inhalation and in contact with skin. Irritating to skin. 
 

NOTE: All reagents prepared in the laboratory shall bear a label: 
 

 (enter details eg 10% NaOH)…. 
 Prepd from Lot/batch:……….. 
 Date: ../../..    Initials: ……….. 
 Expires:../../..    Store at:….oC 
 WARNING: Contains ……………… 
Or an individual label printed by the Bar-One Lite system (B1Lite on short cut). 

  
11.1.2 Preparation of Eosin 

Eosin –Water soluble (CI 45380)  
• Eosin 5.0g 
• Nanopure water 500mL 

 
Procedure 

1. Weigh 5.0g Eosin and add 500mL nanopure water in a flask. 
2. Mix on the magnetic stirrer until completely dissolved. 
3. Label the reagent bottle according to laboratory standards. 

 
11.1.3 Preparation of Haematoxylin 

Haematoxylin (CI 75290)  
• Haematoxylin 2.5g 
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• Sodium iodate (NaIO3 ) 0.2g (Must be accurate) 
• Potassium aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate (KAl(SO4)2.12H2O (potassium alum) 

25.0g  
• Nanopure water 350mL 
• Glycerol 150mL 
• Glacial Acetic acid 10mL 

 
Procedure  

1. Weigh 2.5g Haematoxylin and dissolve in 350mL nanopure water in a flask. Mix on 
the magnetic stirrer. (Haematoxylin must be fully dissolved before adding the other 
reagents) 

2. Weigh 25.0g potassium aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate and add to 
haematoxylin solution, continue stirring.  

3. Weigh 0.2g sodium iodate and add to Haematoxylin solution, continue stirring until 
reagents are dissolved. 

4. Measure 10mL glacial acetic acid and add to haematoxylin solution, continue 
stirring. 

5. Measure 150mL glycerol and add to haematoxylin solution, continue stirring for 5 
minutes. 

6. Filter into a clean dark reagent bottle. (Haematoxylin oxidises) 
7. Label the reagent bottle according to laboratory standards. 
 
 

11.1.4 Register lot details of reagent 

• Register lot details using QIS 24469  Batch Functionality in AUSLAB and QIS 17165 
Receipt, Storage and Preparation of Chemicals, Reagents & Kits (Appendix 3). 
 

11.1.5 Manual Staining Procedure 
Staining is performed in the staining fumehood in Rm 6124, main laboratory, Forensic DNA 
Analysis.  
Procedure: 

1. Place slide on staining rack over sink, stain with haematoxylin for five minutes (add 
one volume and let rest)  

2. Wash with nanopure water. 
3. Stain with eosin for one minute.  
4. Wash with nanopure water (quick wash).  
5. Allow to dry on hot plate. 
6. Mount coverslip in Pertex 

 
11.1.6 Staining Quality Controls 

The following quality steps should be implemented: 
• Haematoxylin should be filtered before use as the crystals in solution can result in 

stain deposit on the slides which affects the reading of the slide. (Once a week) 
• Haematoxylin differentiates better if it is matured for 3 to 4 days before use. 
• Eosin should be filtered once a week. 

 
When stored in dark bottles, haematoxylin may keep for up to 12 months and eosin for up 
to 12 months (dependent on control slide result). 

 
11.2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa in the Vagina 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of non-motile spermatozoa in the 
vagina: 
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• Up to 24 Hours1  
• Up to 3-4 days2 
• Up to 9 days or 12 days in the cervix, sometimes after menstruation3 
• Up to 3 to 4 days, but may be longer4 

 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of motile spermatozoa in the vagina: 

• The number of motile spermatozoa discernible in the vagina may be normal after one hour 
and markedly decreased after 2 hours; after 3 hours normally no spermatozoa are found.  
Menstruation often prolongs motility in the vagina to as long as 4 hours compared with the 
normal period of 30 to 45 minutes.5 

• Spermatozoa remain motile in the vagina for 2 to 3 hours and in the cervix for 48 to 110 
hours6 

• Normally 10% of the spermatozoa are alive in the vagina at the end of 2 hours post coitum. 
Variations in number and motility depend upon the pH of the vagina and semen, quantity of 
semen deposited, bacteria and flora of the vagina and the time examined post-coitally. The 
author has seen motile spermatozoa in the vaginal pool after 8 hours.7 

• In several cases in which repeated examinations were possible before conception 
occurred, all motility ceased within one hour after intercourse. A fall of motility to 10% within 
30 minutes is compatible with fecundity. On the other hand, spermatozoa may continue to 
move for 3 hours in a normal untreated vagina.8 

• The motility of the spermatozoa in the specimen may give a clue to their length of stay as 
they remain motile from 30 to 60 minutes after deposition in the vagina.9 

 

                                                
1 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
2 Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
3 Morrison 1972 Brit. J. Vener. Dis 48 p141 
4Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
5 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
6 Weisman 1941 Spermatozoa and Sterility 
7 Wm.Heinmann Medical Books Ltd 1945 Fertility in Women 
8 Hamish Hamilton Medical Books 1948 Sterility and Impaired Fertility 
9 Gonzales, Vance, Helpern and Umberger 1954 Legal Medicine 
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11.3  Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 
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11.3.1 England Finder Graticule Use 
Before use ensure stage slide holder is in correct position (slide holder should be in the 
correct position as it is not removed on cleaning but if not-hold with one hand push holder 
back to full extent against the screws, tighten screws while holding and check for correct 
positioning). 

 
1. Place graticule on stage with labelled corner at LHS front and clear edge    

 against back of slide holder  
 
2. Using the 10x objective (and Kohler illumination) – locate co-ordinates   
 
3. Proceed to 40x objective and adjust focus as required (using oil if  applicable). 

Locate co-ordinates and revert back to the 10x objective. 
 
4. Taking care not to alter the position of the fixed stops of the stage, remove 

 the graticule and replace with the slide of interest.  
 
5. Proceed stepwise to 40x objective (oil or dry as applicable) 
 
6. Adjust focus and locate sperm  
 

NB: If the stage has moved repeat from step 1. 
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Examination of Sexual Assault Cases 

1 Purpose 
The purpose of this procedure is to describe those procedures required for the examination 
of sexual assault cases by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA 
Analysis, in addition to those described in QIS document 17142 (Examination of Items). 

 
2 Scope 

This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret 
examinations of evidentiary items.  This standard operating procedure is in conjunction with 
individual methods for particular screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting 
are to be found in each method. 

 
3 Definitions 

• Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for a 
comprehensive list of abbreviations. 

• All references to microscopy, refer to QIS document 17189 (Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa) 

• All references to Acid Phosphatase (AP), refer to QIS document 17186 (The Acid 
Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains) 

• All references to Phadebas, refer to QIS document 17193 (Phadebas Test For Saliva) 
• All references to Tetramethylbenzidine, refer to QIS document 17190 

(Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood) 
• All references to p-30, refer to QIS document 17185  (Detection of Azoospermic 

Semen in Casework Samples) 
• A semen negative item is an item which has either tested negative for spermatozoa 

microscopically and tested negative for acid phosphatase; or tested negative for 
spermatozoa microscopically, tested positive for acid phosphatase and tested 
negative for P30. 

 
4 General Principles 

Refer to the general principles contained in QIS document 17142 (Examination of Items). 
 

4.1 Examination Strategies 
An examination strategy must be prepared for all SAIKs which are examined.  These are 
recorded under the specimen notes of the exhibit barcode.  This strategy must include: 

• For each item to be examined, what biological fluid is to be screened for 
• Items which require no further action 
• Items which may only require examination pending presumptive/screening results 
• Sample submission strategies (i.e. extraction type, pooling, retain supernatant for 

Phadebas testing etc). 
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The examination strategy must be reviewed by a scientist competent to perform the 
examinations contained in the strategy. 
 
The following are general principles which are used to develop examination strategies for 
SAIKs, however these principles must be considered within the context of the case history: 

• Female SAIKs which are semen negative, any external intimate swabs are 
submitted for cells (i.e. vulval and perianal) 

• Where the complainant is a minor or has an intellectual impairment which may 
mean that the provided case history is unreliable, all possible offence scenarios are 
considered. 

• Where the complainant is an adult who has lost consciousness, has impaired 
memory or has consumed alcohol or drugs prior to or during the offence which may 
impact on memory, all possible offence scenarios are considered. 

• Consider previous intercourse with same or different partner, prior to the offence.  
For digital only female complainant cases with prior intercourse, submit external 
swabs for DLYS with no testing.  For male SAIK swabs, consider submitting penile 
swabs for DLYS where previous intercourse with another partner has occurred. 

• Consider the number of offenders – for male SAIKs consider submitting penile 
swabs for DLYS (with no testing) to separate epithelial and spermatozoa. 

• For child complainants, treat all vaginal swabs as external swabs for semen or cells. 
• Samples taken from areas of biting, licking or kissing (or other oral contact) are 

submitted for CSUP.  This does not include swabs taken from the mouth (internal or 
external), anal and vaginal areas which may give false positive results. 

 
5 Examination 

The general examination procedures documented in QIS document 17142 (Examination of 
Items) apply to the examination of sexual cases. 
 

6 Specific Examination Strategies 
Refer to Section 6.2 of QIS document 17189 (Examination for and of Spermatozoa) for 
procedures relating to making a suspension and preparing, staining and reading 
microscope slides. 
 

6.1 Sexual Assault Investigation Kits 
Appendix 1 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of SAIKs.  Before 
commencing the examination of a SAIK an examination strategy must be devised and 
reviewed in accordance with Section 4.1 of this document. 
 
If there are issues related to the collection or documentation of a SAIK this must be fed 
back to the relevant FMO or FNE using the SAIK issues log. Examples of issues may 
include: 

• Serum coated, charcoal swabs or other unsuitable swabs/media are submitted 
(these should tested regardless of the swab type or media and a specimen note 
must be added to Auslab) 

• Insufficient case history 
• Labelling issues/inconsistencies 
• Smears have been prepared by the FMO/FNE 

 
If a smear has not been received, one will need to be made and tested, refer to QIS 
document 17189 (Examination for & of Spermatozoa - Section 6).  
 
The following principles should be applied to the submission of SAIK samples: 
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• Where an amount of spermatozoa which is considered likely to give a DNA profile 
(i.e. 3+ or more) are seen on multiple swabs from the same internal location (e.g. 
vagina), and there is no history of sexual contact with another person within the 
previous seven days or multiple offenders, then only one of these swabs should be 
submitted for full analysis.  When selecting which swab to submit for testing, 
preference should be given to the highest internal swab (i.e. submit a high vaginal 
swab over a low vaginal swab).  All of the swabs referred to should have the same 
or very similar micro (e.g. some 3+ some 4+)” Where swabs have different micro 
results (e.g. some 1+ some 3+), then submit all.  Other swabs which would 
otherwise be submitted for full testing based on their presumptive/screening test 
results must be submitted but with a ‘POLD’ test code rather than 9plex/Xplex. 
These samples are then stored in the black box labelled ‘SAIK swabs on hold’. This 
enables the Case Manager to view the results of the first swab, before assessing 
whether additional samples require processing.   

• Submission of swabs for cells (where presumptive and screening tests are negative 
for semen and spermatozoa) should be considered based on the case history.  If 
more than several days have passed since the offence, it may be unlikely that 
foreign DNA will be located, particularly if the subject person has bathed.  Consult 
with the Senior Scientist for direction in these matters, however the following 
scenarios would justify the submission of samples for cells: 

o Child complainant 
o Complainant with mental impairment, or other impairment which may 

influence reliability of provided offence history 
o Complainant with loss of consciousness or drug/alcohol use which 

has impaired their recollection of events 
o Other circumstances as deemed appropriate by the QPS or Senior 

Scientist. 
 
6.2 Acid Phosphatase (AP) Positive Fabrics and AP paper 

Appendix 2 describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of AP 
positive fabrics. 

 
AP positive fabrics are submitted by QPS. The AP positive area should be clearly marked 
on the fabric. If the fabric is not marked then the entire sample should be tested, including 
both sides of fabric.  
 
AP positive fabrics should be submitted with sufficient additional area surrounding the 
circled AP positive area to enable the examining scientist to safely hold the fabric if/when 
taking a scraping.  Where insufficient additional area has been provided a FERRO should 
be created so that it may be fed back to the QPS. 
 
Where a large piece of AP positive fabric is to be tested, divide the item into sections and 
test each section separately.  If spermatozoa are located microscopically on one section, 
but are not located on other sections, P30 testing is not required to be performed on all 
negative sections.  All sections are submitted for analysis as DLYS.  
 
If semen is not detected there is no further action and the item is returned. 
 
Generally fabrics are scraped or excised (extreme care to be taken to stop needle stick 
injuries). 
 
At times, the paper used by QPS to test for the presence of AP will also be sent for 
analysis. These are items should only be examined if specifically requested by QPS. For 
these items, microscopy for spermatozoa should be conducted, but not p30 testing. 
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6.3 Semen in-tubes 

Appendices 2 and 3 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of semen in 
tubes based on whether the QPS have conducted AP testing. If semen in tubes are stored 
in an in tube registration box, they must be transferred to an items box so that they can be 
examined by a scientist.  
 

6.4 Condoms 
Appendix 3 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Condoms. 
 
When a condom is received it should be described in terms of “O/S surface as received” 
and “I/S surface as received”. Describe any fluid that may be present on or within the 
condom.  Describe length and diameter, colour, patterning and translucency of condom. 
 
Take one wet and one dry swab from the O/S and I/S surfaces of the condom.  Sample and 
combine I/S wet and dry swabs into one tube and O/S wet and dry swabs into another tube. 
N.B. When sampling the swabs, to ensure that there is not excess substrate submitted, 
sample the entire of the wet swab, but only the outer layer of the dry swab. 
 

6.5 Sanitary Pads and Tampons 
Appendix 4 describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of sanitary 
pads and tampons. 
 
Sanitary pads are AP tested on the side worn in contact with the skin.   
 
Tampons are cut through the middle and splayed out.  The outer sides of the tampon are 
then AP tested.   
 

6.6 Post Mortem Samples 
Appendix 5 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Post Mortem 
samples.  
 
The examining scientist assigns an EXH barcode to the PM samples as a whole, which is 
passed onto QPS DNA results management (DRMU). All other samples submitted will be 
subsamples of the PM samples EXH (as per SAIK submissions). 
 
The receipt under which the samples are submitted usually has an associated Coronial 
case number. Before any subsamples are registered this Coronial case number needs to 
be changed to the associated QP number by an AUSLAB Corrections Officer. If 
subsamples are registered under a Coronial case number the EXH lines will not be 
transmitted to QPS 
 
PM samples may include sexual assault swabs and/or slides (high vaginal, low vaginal, 
vulval etc), pubic hair, head hair, fingernail clippings or scrapings. 
 
Intimate sexual assault swabs which are semen positive are submitted for DLYS.  Intimate 
sexual assault swabs which are semen negative are submitted for cells. 
 
Sometimes the fingernail clippings include a portion of tissue or part of the finger. In this 
case a moistened swab can be used to sample potential foreign DNA from the underside of 
the nail, taking care not to sample the deceased person’s tissue (i.e. targeting the distal end 
of the nail). 
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When PM samples are complete, send an E-mail to the Senior Scientist with the EXH 
barcode so that that information can be passed onto DRMU to facilitate electronic 
transfer of results from AUSLAB to the Forensic Register. 
 

6.7 Clothing and Bedsheets 
For large items, an examination strategy should be formulated based on the case history 
and if necessary consultation with the QPS.  This must be recorded in the UR notes for the 
case. 
 
If the case history suggests that the item has been washed then it may be necessary to 
perform microscopy only considering the water soluble nature of Acid Phosphatase and 
P30. Use the case history and if necessary communicate with the investigating officer to 
establish an area to target. 

 
6.8 Wet and Dry swabs – QPS submitted 

When wet and dry swabs are received from the same site (e.g. in a SAIK, or from one item) 
submit each of the swabs separately. 

 
6.9 Multiple Presumptive/Screening Tests 

Consideration should be given to the order in which screening tests are conducted based 
on the type of tests to be performed and the conservation of sample on the item.  Where 
both AP and Phadebas screening tests are required, Phadebas the exhibit first (using 
commercial paper).  Once the Phadebas test is complete the Phadebas paper can be 
sprayed with AP reagent. 

 
6.10 Analytical Slides 

If reading of differential slides is requested by a case scientist, retrieve slides from storage 
box and put a borrowed comment in AUSLAB. Stain slides and perform microscopy. 
 
Read slides and fill out QIS document 17037 (Microscopy of Smears) 
 
N.B.  Old slides- DLYS step 10 slide may have both sperm and epithelial cells, whereas 
step 22 slides may have sperm only.  Currently only one slide is made- should have sperm 
only. 
 
Return slides and add a returned comment in AUSLAB. 

 
6.11 Penile Swabs 

The presence of spermatozoa on penile swabs is not unexpected.  These swabs are 
generally submitted for Cells, however where the case history indicates multiple offenders, 
or previous sexual contact, they should be submitted for DLYS.  Appendix 1 describes the 
workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of SAIK swabs. 
 

6.12 Lubricant Testing 
If an item is required for lubricant testing consult with Forensic Chemistry before any 
examinations are conducted 
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7 Associated Documentation 
QIS: 16004 AUSLAB Users Manual – DNA Analysis 
QIS: 17033 General Examination Record (Unruled) 
QIS: 17034 General Examination Record (Ruled) 
QIS: 17117 Procedure for Case Management 
QIS: 17119      Procedure for Release of Results 
QIS: 17135 Handling and Sampling of Syringes and Needles 
QIS: 17140 Procedure for the Identification and Examination of Hairs 
QIS: 17185 Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
QIS: 17186 The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
QIS: 17189 Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
QIS: 17190 Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood 
QIS: 17193 Phadebas Test for Saliva 
QIS: 20080 Digital imaging in DNA Analysis  
QIS: 22846     General Swab Exam Record 
QIS: 22857 Anti Contamination Procedure  
QIS: 22870 Forensic DNA Analysis Outer Packaging Record 
QIS: 23008 Explanations of EXR/EXHs 
QIS: 23014 Cigarette Butt General Examination Record 
QIS: 23055 General Examination Record 
QIS: 23849     Common Forensic DNA Analysis terms and Acronyms 
QIS: 23898 SAIK Details Record 
QIS: 26071 Examination of in-tube samples  
QIS: 31286 SAIK form no semen testing 

 
8 Amendment History 

Version Date Author/s Amendments 
1 23/10/2013 L Ryan 

A Houlding 
J Seymour-Murray 

Document created (content split 
from Examination of Items) 

2 05/12/13 A Houlding Update for XPlex 
3 03/11/2014 A Houlding New template, 6.2 title changed, 

header changed, added POLD test 
code for SAIK samples on hold, also 
apply the SAIK on hold procedure to 
samples with a micro result of 2+ 
(changed from 1+), fixed hyperlinks 
Changed wet and dry swabs to be 
submitted separately. Formatted 
flowcharts. Added lubricant testing 
section 

4 24/08/2016 A McNevin Section 4.1  and 6.2 updated other 
minor formatting adjustments 
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9 Appendices 
 
9.1 Appendix 1: SAIK Examination Workflow 
 
This workflow is intended to demonstrate the testing of one sample from a SAIK.  The submission 
of samples should be considered within the context of the Examination Strategy, taking into 
consideration the case history as well as the presumptive and screening results of other SAIK 
swabs, particularly those from the same location. 
 

 
 

SAIK Swab 

Exam Strategy – 
Screen for Semen or 
submit for Cells/CSUP 

Nil screening – submit 
for cells/CSUP. 

Screen for Semen 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

Exam strategy P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit for DLYS Exam strategy 
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9.2 Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including Semen in-tubes) Workflow 
 
This workflow is to be used for all items which have previously tested positive using the AP test by 
the QPS. 
 

 
 

AP Pos Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS P30 Test 

P30 NEG 

Items: NFA – Unless 
Requested in Clinical 

Notes 
In-tube: Submit as cells.  

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 
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9.3 Appendix 3: Condoms and Semen in Tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow 
 

 
 

Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

Submit for CELLS P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit for CELLS Submit for DLYS 
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9.4 Appendix 4: Sanitary Pads and Tampons Workflow 
 

 
 

Item 

AP Test 

AP Pos AP Neg 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS 

Submit for DLYS 

Microscopy NEG 

P30 Test 

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 

P30 NEG 

NFA 

NFA 
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9.5 Appendix 5: PM SAIK Samples Workflow 
 

 
 

PM SAIK Sample 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS 

DLYS 

Microscopy NEG 

AP Test 

AP POS 

P30 Test 

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 

P30 NEG 

Submit for Cells 

AP NEG 

Submit for Cells 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 1:57 PM

To: Shae McCartney (

Cc: Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin; 

Subject: Additional information

Attachments: 17185V10_Detection of azoospermic semen in casework samples.doc; Details for Sperm 

SOP_20170309.ppt; 30800V4_Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA 

Analysis.doc; NATA Guidelines_20170309.doc; Project proposal and project plan #181 - 

signed.pdf; EMF_AJR.pdf; ANZFSS-Code-of-Professional-Practice-Final.pdf; Forensic 

DNA Analysis Team Chart_28.02.2017.xls; 28079V2_Evid Rec processes for Reporting 

Scientists TM.doc

Hi Shae  

 

The SOP used to detect sperm in sexual assault cases contains an amendment history (section 11), this shows that the 

process hasn’t vastly changed in the period between 2008 and 2016.  The PowerPoint attachment (Details for Sperm 

SOP) shows that Amanda Reeves has had the opportunity to have input into the procedure over a number of years.  She 

was a reviewer of the SOP, then a notifee of all updates to the SOP (as most other staff are as well).  

 

As discussed by phone with Joanne – I’ve attached a document which shows when we would use the different 

SOPSs.  Plus also a Team Chart – how the teams are set up on the page (L to R) is how a sample moves through our 

processes (without going through the Quality & Operational Team specifically). 

 

Adverse event and their guidelines – I’ve attached the SOP for investigating Adverse Events, however this issue has 

never been deemed an adverse event as we have no evidence to suggest that there is a gross or systemic issue with the 

procedure.  Whilst a couple of cases have been put forward as showing no sperm detected at Evidence Recovery stage, 

but a DNA profile was obtained and review of the slides from the Analytical process showed sperm – this could be due 

to human error as well as other factors that may have affected only that sample.  Other examples of an adverse event in 

Forensic DNA Analysis are: in 2008, an instrument did not operate at an optimal level and sample to sample 

contamination was discovered.  This affected samples that had been processed for a period of time and required advice 

to both QPS and DPP from myself and the Senior Director.  Another example was a minor miscode in STRmix (software 

used to generate likelihood ratios for DNA profiles).  A new version was released, however 24 Statements had to be re-

issued as the stats had changed with the new version and again, required advice to both QPS and DPP from myself and 

the Senior Director. 

 

Jacqui Wilson raised the issue to her line manager, Amanda Reeves, a case that she was reporting on (email from 4
th

 of 

March 2016) had minimal sperm detected at Evidence Recovery phase of the process but larger numbers of sperm at 

Analytical phase.  Jacqui has been interviewed by the External Investigator and she has verbally advised me that she has 

no issue with the processing that is undertaken in the lab regarding sexual assaults (or any other sample). 

 

Staff had a small round table discussion about the processing of Sexual Assault Investigation Kits (SAIKs) – they were: 

Anna Lemalu (now works at ESR NZ and we’ve just been thanked for the excellent training that we gave her as she’s 

fitted seamlessly into their workplace), Adrian Pippia (interviewed by Ext Inv), Thomas Nurthen (interviewed by Ext Inv), 

Jacqui Wilson (interviewed by Ext Inv), Matthew Hunt (currently acting in Amanda’s HP5 position and has been 

supportive of all our efforts with Project #181 etc), Josie Entwistle and Penelope Taylor (neither have been interviewed 

as they are in a different reporting team).  The list of suggestions they put forward was: 

- looking at the slide making process in the Evidence Recovery phase of the process  
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- data mining (this is being done from the mitigation step – so all samples have been submitted for profiling regardless 

of sperm detection since August 2016 – data suggests that there is no gross / systemic failure of the process) 

- check on the amount of liquid added to swab at the Evidence Recovery phase of the process – (Justin Howes has 

looked at journal articles and has found that of the articles that list the amount – we add less volume as we are trying to 

converse the amount of evidence in the sample – so we’re trying not to dilute it too much so that we detect sperm) 

- suggested making control swabs and following them through the process – (this is essentially what Project #181 is 

doing) 

 

Amanda has supplied ‘evidence’ to her lawyer of another staff member questioning the process - Emma Caunt.  Emma is 

currently doing Project #181 in conjunction with Allan McNevin.  The evidence supplied was from a Lynx instant 

message.  Kylie Rika is a Emma’s line manager, and Emma and Amanda are friends outside of work.  Kylie has not raised 

any issues from her team regarding this process. 

 

Amanda has acted in the role of Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team for a two week period in June 

2016 (EMF attached) – during this time, she could have used the authority of that position to implement changes or 

request work to be done to ascertain if a gross or systemic failure of the process was occurring.  In a previous higher 

duties period, Amanda used the NCIDD results to conduct a familial search – authority for which was only held by Team 

Leaders and above.  A familial search of NCIDD can only be authorised by the QPS or Team Leader or above for a 

particular matter – as the Qld legislation is silent on familial searching.  This issue was investigated at the time, and as 

Amanda supplied the SOP that stated Team Leaders had the authority, no further action was taken. 

 

Amanda is also the Author responsible for the Evidence Recovery processes for reporting scientists training module – 

I’ve attached that Training Module #28079.  This means that she should have a very good understanding of all the 

processes in the Evidence Recovery portion, so during formulation of this training module, she may have reviewed 

documents including the sperm process.  This document was first introduced in 2013. 

 

I’ve attached the Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS) code of conduct.  I’m fairly sure that 

Amanda is a current member.  The code discusses – acting ‘truthfully and objectively’ – given that ESR have said that we 

have a sound, scientific procedure, if Amanda were to not accept this, then perhaps she’s not being objective (I 

understand that she would need to have access to the report or a summary thereof). 

 

The court expects that an expert witness will provide testimony that is fact based, and if the expert offers ‘opinion 

based’ testimony then they should clearly state that it is opinion based.  The facts as presented in a Statement of 

Witness are that a biological matter was identified (or a sample process with the assumption of biological material – eg 

cells due to someone touching an object) and a DNA profile obtained, with statistics on the likelihood of it being from a 

particular person.  How that biological matter was deposited is an opinion. 

 

Amanda Reeves supplied controlled documents (SOPs) and minutes of Management Team Meetings to her 

counsel.  Amanda did not ask permission to supply these documents to anyone. 

 

Please let me know if there’s anything else that I can supply or provide detail on. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 
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3

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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4 Reagents and equipment 
4.1 Reagents 

ABAcard p30 test kit cassette 
Nanopure water 

 
4.2 Equipment 

Pipette 
Vortex tube mixer 
Centrifuge 
1.5 mL sample tube or 2.0 mL sample tube 
Timer 
 

 
5 Safety 

There are no special safety risks associated with this method 
 
 
6 Procedure 
6.1 Sample preparation (extraction) 

1. Place sample in a 1.5 or 2.0 mL sample tube and label appropriately 
 

2. Add at least 200 μL nanopure water to form a suspension 
 

3. Vortex mix thoroughly. 
 

4. Centrifuge at at least 6,500 x g (14,000 rpm on Sigma 1-14 centrifuge) for 3 minutes 
prior to testing 

 
6.2 Performing the test 

1. Remove test cassette from sealed foil pouch immediately prior to use and label 
accordingly.  

 
2. Add 150 µL of the sample supernatant to the sample well “S”. If capillary action doesn’t 

occur in the test strip within 30 sec, add one drop of nanopure water. 
 
3. Read test result in 10 minutes. 
 
4. If test result ambiguous - have another scientist verify test result. 
 
5. Note p30 batch number and expiry in AUSLAB under reagents/consumables. 

 
6.3 Diluting the supernatant for suspected “high dose hook effect” samples 

1. Remove 20 µL of supernatant from the original suspension using a pipette and add to a 
new 1.5 mL tube. 

 
2. Add 180 µL of nanopure water to the tube. This creates a 1:10 dilution of the original 

sample. 
 

3. Vortex thoroughly.  
 

4. Perform test as per Section 6.2.  
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Note: A 1:10 dilution should negate samples with possible ‘high dose hook effect’. If unsure, a 
1:100 dilution may be prepared and tested. 

 
 
7 Validation 

The ABAcard p30 test kit has been validated for use in 2011 within Forensic DNA Analysis 
(reference below). 

 
 
8 Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 

Refer to “Principle” above for test specific QA criteria. One kit from each delivery (or each 
different lot number within a delivery) is tested using a known semen sample and nanopure 
water to test the integrity of the delivered kits. 
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10 Associated documents 
 

QIS: 17142 - Examination of Items 
 

QIS: 17186 - The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
 

QIS: 17189 - Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
 

QIS: 20080 – Digital Imaging in DNA Analysis 
 

QIS: 22857 – Anti-Contamination Procedure 
 

QIS: 23849 - Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 
 

QIS: 30800 - Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA Analysis 
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Detection of azoospermic semen in casework samples 

1 Purpose and scope 
The purpose of this document is to describe the procedure for the presumptive detection of 
azoospermic semen. This method describes the ABAcard p30 test for Prostate Specific 
Antigen (PSA) or p30. To be used when a possible human seminal stain is suspected of 
having low or no spermatozoa (oligospermic / azoospermic) - post acid phosphatase and 
microscopic investigation. 

 
 
2 Definitions 

PSA – Prostate Specific Antigen 
p30 – Alternate nomenclature for PSA 

 
 
3 Principle 

The ABAcard p30 kit has been designed for the detection of PSA/p30 in blood samples 
collected from patients with prostate cancer. Within this laboratory, the ABAcard p30 kit is 
used to detect the PSA / p30 component of seminal fluid. This test has been validated for 
use in this and many forensic laboratories. It uses a solid phase immunochromatographic 
format for the qualitative detection of p30. It has been validated for use with forensic 
casework stains and swabs.  
 
The sample is added to a well in the test device containing a pad impregnated with a dye 
conjugated anti-p30 antibody. When sample is added to the well, it diffuses through a 
membrane where an anti-p30 antibody has been immobilised in a strip. If p30 is present in 
the sample at a concentration of 4µg/L or more, a pink line will appear within 10 minutes in 
both the Test (T) and Control (C) areas where the coloured conjugate has been captured. If 
no band appears in the test window, the PSA concentrate is either less than 4µg/L or not 
present in the sample. If no band appears in the control (C) window, the test is considered 
invalid and should be repeated. 

 
Samples with very high levels of p30 may overload the test mechanism and prevent the 
antigen-antibody complex with the pink colour from binding to the antibody. As a result  
 no pink line will form in the Test (T) area although p30 is present. This false negative  
 result is known as the ‘high dose hook effect’. 

 
Samples that are strongly acid phosphatase positive (i.e. under 20 sec) with no 
spermatozoa detected and a negative p30 test should be suspected of the ‘high dose hook 
effect’. To test whether the effect has occurred, the supernatant should be diluted and 
retested using the ABAcard p30 test.  
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For version 9.0 of the Sperm SOP, Amanda Reeves was on the Reviewers list
– this means that she can provide technical feedback about its contents

prior to its release for use
SOP active from 24/07/2007
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For version 10 of the Sperm SOP, Amanda Reeves was notified of a new 
version  – she is still able to add comments or suggested changes if required

SOP active from 20/09/2010
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For version 11 of the Sperm SOP, Amanda Reeves was notified of a new 
version  – she is still able to add comments or suggested changes if required

SOP active from 22/02/2011
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For version 12 of the 
Sperm SOP, Amanda 

Reeves was notified of a 
new 

version  – she is still 
able to add comments 
or suggested changes if 

required
SOP active from 

15/11/2013
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For version 13 of the Sperm SOP, Amanda Reeves was notified of a new 
version  – she is still able to add comments or suggested changes if required

SOP active from 29/07/2015 711
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This is the latest version of the SOP – released for noting 09/03/2017
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1 Purpose 
The purpose of this document is to provide guidelines around standard investigation 
protocols and result acceptance criteria for adverse events in Forensic DNA Analysis. The 
procedure outlines the key considerations in an investigation, the required actions and the 
necessary documentation for issues that may interfere with the quality of results within 
Forensic DNA Analysis. 
 
These guidelines have been developed in complement to the OQI process (QIS 13965) and 
the Procedure for Quality Practice in Forensic DNA Analysis (QIS 17154). 

 
 
2 Scope 

This procedure applies to all staff within Forensic DNA Analysis. This document has 
attempted to cover key quality issues that may arise from adverse events in sample 
preparation, in screening of exhibits for biological fluids and in DNA profiling; however it 
cannot cover all possible adverse events. Where an event occurs which is outside the 
scope of this document, consult Senior Scientists and Team Leaders for guidance. This 
document does not cover adverse events that relate to workplace health and safety. 

 
 
3 Definitions 

For a comprehensive list of abbreviations refer to QIS 23849 Common Forensic DNA 
Analysis Terms and Acronyms.  
Adverse Event: Any event or occurrence which brings into question a procedure or result 
AI: Allelic imbalance 
AP: Acid phosphatase 
CE: Capillary electrophoresis 
DNA Profiling techniques: All procedures, analytical instruments and consumables used 
in the process of obtaining a DNA profile (including extraction, quantification, amplification, 
capillary electrophoresis and profile interpretation)  
EREF: Extraction FTA sample 
GII: Generic Instrument Interface used to import batch changes into AUSLAB 
OQI: Opportunity for Quality Improvement 
ReGs (Re-CE): Sample or batch is re-prepared and analysed again on the 3130xl or 3500xl 

SD: Standard deviation 
TMB: Tetramethylbenzidine 
QEXH: Case management list to hold quarantined samples 
QPS: Queensland Police Service 

 
 
4 Evidence recovery – presumptive testing quality control 
4.1 Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) presumptive screening 

Tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) is a presumptive test for blood used within Forensic DNA 
Analysis (refer to QIS 17190 for testing methodology). Before the reagent can be used for 
casework, both positive and negative controls must pass quality control criteria. 
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The positive TMB control is a known blood sample. A positive control pass is the 
appearance of the blue-green colour developing in < 5 seconds. A colour change in 5-20 
seconds should be considered inconclusive and the test repeated, if after repetition it is still 
inconclusive this should be considered a fail (refer below). A positive control fail is the 
absence of the blue-green colour change, or the appearance of the blue-green colour 
developing > 20 seconds. If a colour change occurs after the addition of TMB only (without 
hydrogen peroxide) it is also a failed test. 
 
The negative control for TMB is performed on a substrate that does not react to TMB (e.g. 
clean filter paper). A negative control pass is the absence of a blue-green colour developing 
in 10 seconds, with a negative control fail being the development of a blue-green colour 
within 10 seconds. 
 
If the positive or negative controls fail, the TMB and hydrogen peroxide reagents should be 
re-prepared and the controls re-tested. If the new reagent preparation has passing TMB 
controls, the chemical test is acceptable for use. If the newly prepared reagents fail the 
quality criteria for TMB positive and negative controls, notify the Senior Scientist Evidence 
Recovery. New reagents may need to be purchased and new positive controls prepared for 
testing. 
 

4.2 Acid Phosphatase (AP) presumptive screening 
Acid phosphatase (AP) is a presumptive test for seminal fluid used within Forensic DNA 
Analysis (refer to QIS 17186 for testing methodology). Before the reagent can be used for 
casework, both positive and negative controls must pass. 
 
The positive AP control is a known seminal fluid sample. A positive control pass is the 
development of a purple colouration within 5 seconds. A positive control fail is purple 
colouration developing > 5 seconds or the absence of the purple colour change after 5 
seconds.  
 
The negative control for AP is performed on a substrate that does not react to AP (e.g. 
clean filter paper). A negative control pass is the absence of a purple colouration within 2 
minutes. A negative control fail is the development of a purple colouration within 2 minutes. 
 
In cases where the positive or negative controls fail, the AP reagent should be re-prepared 
and the controls retested. If the new reagent preparation has passed AP controls, the 
reagent is acceptable for use. If the newly prepared reagent fails the quality criteria for AP 
positive and negative controls, notify the Senior Scientist Evidence Recovery. New 
reagents may need to be purchased and new positive controls prepared for testing. 
 

4.3 Phadebas presumptive screening 
Phadebas is a presumptive test for saliva used within Forensic DNA Analysis. The 
laboratory utilises both a supernatant (liquid), and a paper based testing procedure (refer to 
QIS 17193 for methodologies). Positive and negative controls must both pass for the test 
results to be accepted and reported.  
 
The Phadebas positive control is a known saliva sample, and the negative control is 
Nanopure water. The criteria for positive and negative controls are different for the 
supernatant and paper tests, as outlined below. 
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Phadebas paper test: 
 
A positive control pass is the development of pale blue zones on the blank side of the 
Phadebas paper at 40 minutes. On the spotted/treated side of the paper the blue spots 
appear dissolved or smudged. A positive control fail would be the absence of the pale blue 
zones on the blank side of the paper, and/or the absence of the dissolved/smudged blue 
spots on the treated side at 40 minutes. 
 
A negative control pass is indicated by no colour change on either side of the paper (at 40 
min.), with a negative control fail occurring if the Phadebas paper develops pale blue zones 
or dissolved/smudged areas on the treated side of the paper at 40min. 
 
For Phadebas paper based testing, the positive and negative controls should be processed 
prior to use on casework samples, as a control failure would constitute an unacceptable risk 
to the exhibit.  
 
If a positive control fails for the Phadebas paper, the paper should be retested with the 
saliva of a different staff member used as the positive control. If the second control passes, 
the results can be accepted (as individual staff may have differing levels of amylase). If the 
second positive control does not pass, notify the Senior Scientist Evidence Recovery, as 
new Phadebas paper may need to be purchased.  
 
If the negative control for the Phadebas paper test fails, fresh nanopure water should be 
obtained and the negative control retested. If the retested negative control passes, the 
Phadebas test can be performed on casework samples. If the negative control still fails an 
investigation will be required. The investigation should consider the area in which the test 
was performed (e.g. laboratory bench), the equipment (spray bottles) and the water used 
for possible contribution of amylase and/or the function of the Phadebas paper. Casework 
samples are not able to be processed until both the positive and negative controls pass. 
 
Phadebas supernatant test: 
 
A positive control pass is indicated by a blue coloured supernatant in the positive control 
sample after processing, with a positive control fail indicated by the absence of a blue 
colouration in the supernatant. 
 
A negative control pass is indicated by a clear and colourless supernatant in the negative 
control sample after processing, and a negative control fail occurring if the supernatant is 
blue in colour. 
 
In the Phadebas supernatant testing procedure a positive and negative control are 
processed prior to casework samples being tested, this ensures that the reagents are 
suitable for use (i.e. reagent controls).  
 
If the positive control fails for the Phadebas supernatant test, it should be retested with the 
saliva of a different staff member. If the second control passes, the results can be accepted 
(as individual staff may have differing levels of amylase). If the second positive control does 
not pass, in consultation with the Senior Scientist Evidence Recovery an investigation may 
be required and/or new Phadebas tablets may need to be purchased.  
 
If the negative control for the Phadebas supernatant test fails, in consultation with the 
Senior Scientist Evidence Recovery and Senior Scientist Quality and Projects an 
investigation should be initiated. The investigation should examine the environment, 
processing procedure, labware and reagents used in testing for possible sources of 
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amylase. Until the positive and negative reagent controls pass, no casework samples can 
be processed. 
 
If the first set of controls pass (reagent controls), the positive and negative controls are re-
run with the casework samples (as methodology controls). On completion of the batch the 
pass/fail status of the controls determines if the casework Phadebas results can be 
accepted and reported. 
 

4.4 ABAcard p30 seminal fluid presumptive screening 
ABAcard® p30 test (Abacus Diagnostics Inc.) detects p30 and is a presumptive test for 
seminal fluid used within Forensic DNA Analysis (refer to QIS 17185 for testing 
methodology). The ABAcard® device has two result areas within the device window; the 
control “C” area and the test “T” area.  
 
On completion of the test, a pink line in the “C” area is a positive control pass, and indicates 
that the test is functional. On test completion a pink line in the “T” test result area is a 
positive test result i.e. presumptive positive for seminal fluid. The absence of a pink line in 
the “T” test area is a negative test result i.e. presumptive negative for seminal fluid.  
 
For valid use of the ABAcard® test, the positive control line must be apparent on completion 
of the test, and the test must not be used after the expiration date. If there is no pink line 
visible in the “C” control area of the test, it is inconclusive and the test should be repeated. 
If the second ABAcard® test fails (i.e. no pink line visible in the control area) notify the 
Senior Scientist Evidence Recovery. New test kits may need to be purchased. 
 

5 Sample preparation/processing – adverse event investigations 
Adverse events can occur during sample preparation and/or processing. This procedure is 
not able to provide a comprehensive coverage of all possible adverse occurrences, but will 
outline the four most critical types of events which may occur and would require 
investigation. These include: 
 
 Incorrect labelling (refer section 5.1) 
 Sample cross contamination (refer section 5.2) 
 Incorrect use of reagents (refer section 5.3) 
 Dropping of sample (refer section 5.4) 

 
Minor adverse events which do not require corrective actions and/or investigation must be 
detailed in specimen notes (e.g. incorrect storage of an exhibit) or a batch audit entry if 
required. Significant adverse events, or adverse events for which corrective action is 
needed will require an investigation to be completed (an OQI may also be required) in 
addition to the specimen notes. 
 

5.1 Incorrect labelling event 
Where there are labelling discrepancies on samples delivered to Forensic DNA Analysis 
from QPS, an investigation by Forensic DNA Analysis staff is not required as these 
labelling issues are reported back to QPS for their investigation by the validation of the 
“Labelling discrepancy” EXH line during examination. Prior to processing the sample, an 
Evidence Recovery Scientist/Senior Scientist needs to ensure that the sample within the 
packaging is in fact the correct sample (check details on the Forensic Register and/or 
contact QPS Sample Management Unit). After QPS have investigated these occurrences, 
they communicate any additional required action/s back to Forensic DNA Analysis. Any 
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communication received by Forensic DNA Analysis from QPS must be put into AUSLAB 
(e.g. emails scanned to AUSLAB, phone conversations added as a UR Note to the relevant 
case). 
 
Where labelling discrepancies have occurred during the processing of exhibits, sub-
samples or DNA extract tubes within Forensic DNA Analysis, an investigation is required. 
Labelling discrepancies may occur as a result of incorrect data entry, barcode misprinting or 
from the application of an incorrect barcode to a tube. The Senior Scientist Evidence 
Recovery, Senior Scientist Analytical or Senior Scientist Quality and Projects must be 
notified of any instances of labelling discrepancies. Investigations into these occurrences 
will depend on the nature of each event, however strategies and considerations for an 
investigation into mislabelling should include: 
 
 An examination of the AUSLAB audit trail to determine when the affected sample’s labels 

were printed and the staff member that printed it (information on samples processed 
simultaneous, or samples processed by a single person - can be obtained from AUSLAB 
extended enquires for the purpose of investigation). Using the information from AUSLAB 
audit trails, from discussions with staff, and from worksheets or examination notes, it 
should be possible to determine the number of potential labelling errors that may have 
occurred. The information may be of use to determine how the mislabelling happened. 
For example: if a mislabelling occurred during examination, other samples processed by 
that sampling scientist, or other sample barcodes printed at the same time could 
potentially be affected.  

 A review of the documentation which relates to the processing of the sample is required 
(e.g. examination notes, analytical worksheets, AUSLAB batch audit entries) to see if the 
correct identity of the sample can be established.  

 A confirmation of sample type should be completed as an identity check and/or to 
provide additional information to an investigation. For example if examination notes 
indicate that sample barcode 123456789 should be associated to a swab, but on 
retrieving the sample it is noted to contain a cigarette butt, a sample/barcode switch 
should be investigated. 

 An assessment of the AUSLAB tracking of the sample may be informative. In situations 
where barcode labels have been switched (between two items), incorrectly printed, or 
duplicate labels printed, evidence on the time at which this occurred may be obtained 
from AUSLAB storage records. 

Corrective actions and documentation: 
In all cases of mislabelling, specimen notes must be added to all affected samples. 
Specimen notes must record the adverse event and if applicable the corrective action (e.g. 
OQI). The investigation must be detailed in an OQI, specimen notes and in I:\Adverse 
Events Forensic DNA Analysis (refer to section 8.2.3). 
 
Upon conclusion of the investigation, if the sample can be positively identified the result 
may be reported after the completion of corrective actions and documentation as described 
above. If the sample cannot be positively identified, it may be failed in consultation with the 
Senior Scientist Quality and Projects or a Team Leader. Where a sample is failed it should 
be re-sampled/re-extracted if possible. If it is not possible to positively identify or reprocess 
the sample, an EXH line and/or communications with QPS must indicate a quality failure for 
the sample. Communications to QPS on sample failures will only occur in consultation with 
the Senior Scientist Quality and Projects or a Team Leader. An Intel letter may be required 
for this communication (refer to QIS 240  15). 
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5.2 Sample cross contamination 
Sample cross-contamination can occur between exhibits, between DNA samples or from 
staff to exhibits/samples. The type of contamination that has occurred will determine 
how/when the contamination is detected and how it will be investigated. Cross 
contamination will usually only be detected after profiling. 
 
Detection of staff contamination of samples can be identified at plate reading by: 
- the staff match and PP21 staff match macros (for casework and reference samples) which 
is performed prior to uploading results to AUSLAB to identify potential matches between 
samples and Forensic DNA Analysis staff, QPS staff or FBUNK profiles.  

 
Detection of sample-to-sample contaminations can be identified by: 
- Case management and reporting processes 
- Link creation/confirmation 
- Incorrect profile in positive or negative controls 

 
Detection of staff to sample or sample-to-sample contaminations may also be identified 
from quality searches (as performed by the Quality Team - refer section 13). 
 
Where a cross contamination event is suspected a Senior Scientist or Team Leader should 
be consulted and the following actions should be considered: 
 
 If a possible contamination event of an exhibit/DNA sample by a staff member is 

identified (by staff match macro or by quality search) AUSLAB records including audit 
trails, and/or FBX fields should be reviewed to establish if the staff member has had 
contact with the exhibit/DNA during processing i.e. during examination, DNA extraction 
etc. If there is no evidence that the staff member has contacted the sample, an analytical 
investigation is required (refer to section 8).  For environmental monitoring samples 
which contain a possible staff match refer to QIS 23602 for required actions. 

 
 If a contamination between exhibits is suspected, AUSLAB records should be 

reviewed (by extended enquiry function, user audits and/or audit trails) to establish who 
has handled the exhibits, when they were processed/moved, and where the exhibits 
have been located/examined. It may also be useful to refer to Forensic Register records 
(from QPS). This information should enable any potential cross contamination events - 
due to physical proximity (time/place/staff handling) to be identified. The possibility of 
transfer of DNA from exhibit to equipment (e.g. tweezers) and equipment on to the next 
exhibit should also be considered (swabbing and profiling the equipment may assist an 
investigation). If there is no evidence of physical proximity of the exhibits under 
investigation, an analytical investigation will be required (refer to section 8). 

 
 If a contamination between DNA samples is suspected, an analytical investigation is 

required (refer to section 8). 
 
Corrective actions and documentation: 
In all cases of cross-contamination, specimen notes must be added to all affected samples. 
Specimen notes must record the adverse event and if applicable the corrective action (e.g. 
OQI). The investigation should be detailed in an OQI, in specimen notes and in I:\Adverse 
Events Forensic DNA Analysis (Refer to section 8.2.3). 
 
Upon conclusion of the investigation, if it is determined that the sample/s have not been 
contaminated the results may be reported after the completion of all documentation as 
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described above. If the investigation has determined that the sample has been 
contaminated, the sample may be failed in consultation with the Senior Scientist Quality 
and Projects or a Team Leader. When a sample (or sub-sample) is failed the item should 
be re-sampled/re-extracted and profiled if possible. If reprocessing the item is not possible 
then a quality failure must be reported for the item/sample by an EXH line and/or by 
communications to QPS. Such communications to QPS on sample failures may only occur 
in consultation with the Senior Scientist Quality and Projects and a Team Leader. An Intel 
letter may be required for this communication (refer to QIS 24015). 
 

5.3 Incorrect use of reagents 
The incorrect use of reagents during the preparation of samples, or in the completion of a 
presumptive screening test, has the potential to detrimentally impact on further presumptive 
testing, DNA extraction and/or profiling results. If incorrect reagent usage is suspected, an 
investigation is required and the Senior Scientist Evidence Recovery, Senior Scientist 
Analytical or Senior Scientist Quality and Projects should be advised. The investigation into 
incorrect reagent usage should include: 
 
 A check of the labelling on the reagents used for sample processing. Ensure that the 

correct reagent has been used, and that the reagent has not expired.  
 Review all the reagents that have been used for the processing of the sample - as shown 

in the AUSLAB consumables audit trail. A check of other samples processed with the 
same reagent/s, is required to determine if the reagent has functioned (as expected) on 
previously tested samples. 

 If the reagent is specific to a presumptive test, repeat the presumptive test with the 
suspected incorrect reagent (and if possible a known functional reagent) with the 
presumptive tests positive and negative controls (Refer to section 4). The function of the 
test on the controls - may provide information on the correct function of the reagents 
and/or the presumptive test.  

 Note any unusual test results or test performance issues  
 Ensure that the correct procedure has been used (refer to active QIS document as 

applicable) 
 

Before any further testing is conducted, reagents should be re-prepared (if applicable), 
purchased (if applicable) and/or retested with positive and negative controls. All quality 
controls (positive and negative) must pass the criteria as outlined in section 4, section 8 
and/or section 9 before further testing can be conducted on casework/reference samples.   

 
Corrective actions and documentation: 
 
In all cases of incorrect reagent usage notes must record the adverse event and if 
applicable the corrective action (e.g. OQI). The investigation must be detailed in an OQI, 
batch audit entries (with GII see batch), in specimen notes and/or in I:\Adverse Events 
Forensic DNA Analysis (refer to section 8.2.3). 
 
Upon conclusion of the investigation, if it is determined that the sample/s have not been 
adversely affected, the results may be reported after the completion of the documentation 
as described above. If it is determined that the sample has been adversely affected by 
incorrect use of reagents, but still has some evidentiary value, the impact of the event of the 
sample should be described in specimen notes. Any compromised result should be 
reported to QPS via an Intel report written in collaboration with a Team Leader. 
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If the sample is no longer suitable for reporting due to the adverse event the sample may be 
failed in consultation with the Senior Scientist Quality and Projects and a Team Leader. If 
possible, a sample (or sub-sample) that has failed should be re-sampled/re-extracted and 
profiled. If it is not possible to reprocess the item/sample, a quality failure must be reported 
for the sample by an EXH line and/or by communications to QPS. Such communications to 
QPS on sample failures will only occur in consultation with the Senior Scientist Quality and 
Projects and a Team Leader. An Intel letter may be required for this communication (refer 
to QIS 24015). 

 
5.4 Dropped sample 

In the case where an exhibit/subsample/substrate is dropped during processing the 
minimum requirements are: 

- A specimen note must be added by the operator 
- An entry into the Adverse events log is to be made (or an OQI raised) 
- Additional corrective actions (depending on scenario) as below : 

 
Drop in Evidence Recovery Laboratory: 

 If the exhibit/subsample is dropped on the floor, the exhibit will be quality failed. The 
“Quality control failure – results not reportable” results will be sent to QPS - due the 
compromised sample integrity, and an Intel Letter from a Team Leader is to be sent to 
the Inspector QPS DRMU (refer to QIS 24015). 

 If the exhibit/subsample is dropped on a non-cleaned space (Keyboard/Gown etc.), an 
Intel Letter from a Team Leader is to be sent to the Inspector QPS DRMU to ask for 
advice on if processing is required (refer to QIS 24015). 

 If the exhibit/subsample is dropped on a clean space (e.g. Petrie dish), sample is to be 
submitted for processing. 
 

Drop in Analytical Laboratory: 

 If the subsample/substrate is dropped pre-spinning (e.g. transfer from spin basket) the 
lysate component that is unaffected is to continue through processing (on the current 
batch). Analytical to note the volume of unaffected lysate. Potentially affected 
lysate/substrate: process under a connected barcode on a separate batch and hold 
sample after extraction (with specimen notes).  Specimen notes and adverse event log 
entry (and OQI if applicable).  An Intel Letter from a Team Leader is to be sent to the 
Inspector QPS DRMU (refer to QIS 24015). 

 If the subsample/substrate is dropped post spinning. Store the dropped substrate with 
specimen notes and continue to extract unaffected lysate. 

 
6 Casework extraction and amplification batches: results acceptance criteria 

Microcon and nucleospin batches contain a negative extraction control only. For microcon 
and nucleospin batches, the negative control must pass (refer to Figure 2) for the batch to 
pass. If the negative control is NSD (No Sizing Data) then the batch is passed. If the 
negative control has ≤ 2 alleles then the batch is passed with the GII comment 
“EXTN<3peaks”. If the negative control has > 2 alleles Analytical staff re-CE the plate to 
confirm the profile is reproducible, before initiating an investigation.  
 
All other casework extraction batches contain a minimum of one positive and one negative 
extraction control. If the positive control within a batch is not the expected full profile and/or 
if the negative control has > 2 alleles, Analytical staff re-CE the plate to confirm the profile is 
reproducible before initiating an investigation. For an extraction batch to pass, both the 
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positive and negative controls must pass as determined by the quality criteria indicated 
in Figure 1 (positive control criteria) and Figure 2 (negative control criteria).  
 
All amplification batches contain one positive and one negative amplification control. If the 
positive control within a batch is not the expected full profile and/or if the negative control is 
not NSD, Analytical staff re-CE the plate to confirm the profile is reproducible before 
initiating an investigation. For an extraction batch to pass, both the positive and negative 
controls must pass as determined by the quality criteria indicated in Figure 1 (positive 
control criteria) and Figure 2 (negative control criteria). 
 
In some rare circumstances, where the amplification batch positive control fails, it may be 
possible to use a sample as a “positive control” if that particular sample has been previously 
profiled and the profile results for the sample in this batch match its previous profile. This 
approach requires consultation with the Senior Scientist Analytical, Senior Scientist Quality 
and Projects or Team Leader. 
 
Where the positive and/or negative control profile is not ideal (i.e. expected full profile for 
the positive control, and NSD for the negative control) there are specific actions which must 
be completed, and batch details assessed before the batch can be passed. Figure 1 and 
Figure 2 outline the required actions and batch considerations which must be made prior to 
passing or failing a batch. The actions and considerations are dependent on the control 
profile/s results (i.e. partial profile, excess, or a mixture profile).  
 
Note: the actions and batch check details in Figure 1 and Figure 2 are brief, for full details 
of requirements for each action refer section 8, and Appendix A and Appendix B. 

 
7 Quantification batches: results acceptance criteria 

Quantification batches have several quality criteria which need to be assessed to determine 
if the batch is passed or failed (refer to Figure 3). In circumstances where quality 
criteria/thresholds are not met, the batch requires review and is to be discussed with the 
Senior Scientist Analytical (or Team Leader/Senior Scientist Quality and Projects) to 
determine batch outcome. 
  
An initial evaluation of the extraction negative controls occurs during the quantification 
process (refer to section 6, and Figure 2 for additional information on extraction control 
quality guidelines). The quality control criteria and actions for quantification values in 
extraction negative controls are also detailed in the Quantification of Extracted DNA 
standard operating procedure (refer to QIS 33407). 
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7.1 Figure 1: Casework Positive Control Workflow (Extraction and Amplification Batches).  
N.B. Flowchart contains brief details of the actions and batch checks required - refer to section 8 for full details. 

Casework 
Positive Control 

Full Profile, 
consistent 

with expected 
profile 

Partial profile 
consistent 

with expected 
profile 

≥12 P+ or ≥ 34 PP21 alleles  
 

Actions: 
• PP21 - Accept result 
• P+ - Analytical order 

reworks 
• Notify Senior Scientist 

Analytical, Quality or 
Team Leader 

• Add audit batch entries 
and update GII 

  

 
Pass Batch 

Mixture or 
profile not 
consistent 

with expected 
profile 

Actions: 
• Analytical order reworks 
• Notify Senior Scientist 

Analytical, Quality or 
Team Leader 

• Review quantification 
values 

• Review batch profiles 
• Investigate 
• Quality Searches 
• Add audit batch entries 

and update GII 
•  

Depending on 
outcome of the 
investigation 
the batch, or 
some samples 
may Pass.  

Depending on the outcome of 
investigation the batch or 
some samples may Fail.  
 
Additional actions: 
• In consultation with Team 

Leader resampling or re-
extraction may be 
required  

• Samples which can not 
be resampled or re-
extracted are to have 
“Quality Control Failure-
results not reportable” 
EXH line added 

• Communication to QPS 
may be required (via Intel 
report) 

  

 
No sizing data 
(NSD) profile 

Full or Partial 
profile with 

analysis issues 
(AI, XS, ULP) 

Actions: 
• Analytical order reworks 
• Notify Senior Scientist 

Analytical, Quality or 
Team Leader 

• Review quantification 
values 

• Review batch profiles 
• Investigate 
• Add audit batch entries 

and update GII 
  

If samples 
have 
acceptable 
profile 
outcomes, and 
the 
investigation 
does not 
require the 
batch to fail: 
Pass Batch.  

If samples have unacceptable 
profile outcomes, or if the 
investigation requires it– Fail 
Batch.  
 
Additional actions: 
• In consultation with Team 

Leader resampling or re-
extraction may be required  

• Samples which can not be 
resampled or      re-extracted 
are to have “Quality Control 
Failure-results not reportable” 
EXH line added 

• Communication to QPS may 
be required (via Intel report) 

 

<12 P+ or <34 PP21 alleles  
 

Actions: 
• Analytical order reworks 
• Notify Senior Scientist 

Analytical, Quality or 
Team Leader 

• Review quantification 
values 

• Review batch profiles 
• Investigate 
• Add audit batch entries 

and update GII 

If samples have 
acceptable profile 
outcomes, and the 
investigation does 
not require the batch 
to fail: Pass Batch.  

If samples have unacceptable 
profile outcomes, or if the 
investigation requires it– Fail 
Batch.  
 
Additional actions: 
• In consultation with Team 

Leader resampling or re-
extraction may be required  

• Samples which cannot be 
resampled or re-extracted are 
to have “Quality Control 
Failure-results not reportable” 
EXH line added 

• Communication to QPS may 
be required (via Intel report) 

Allelic Imbalance (AI)  
 

Actions: 
• Analytical may order 

reworks  
• Add audit batch 

entries and update GII 
• If more than one AI 

notify Senior Scientist 
Analytical, Quality or 
Team Leader 

Excess (XS) 
or  

Unlabelled Peak 
(ULP)  

 
Actions: 

• If several ULPs 
notify Senior 
Scientist 
Analytical, 
Quality or Team 
Leader 

 
Pass Batch 

Pass Batch – 
unless there is 
extensive AI. If 
extensive AI 
follow workflow 
as for “Mixture” 

If consistent 
with expected 
profile Pass 

Batch 

If not consistent with 
expected profile refer 
to workflow for 
“Mixture” 

Refer to section 8 for all 
considerations/exceptions prior to 
decision on sample/batch outcome 

Refer to section 8 for all 
considerations/exceptions prior to 
decision on sample/batch outcome 

Refer to section 8 for all 
considerations/exceptions prior to 
decision on sample/batch outcome 
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7.2 Figure 2: Casework Negative Control Workflow (Extraction and Amplification Batches).  
Amplification negative controls are not processed through quantification - quantification values do not apply. N.B. Flowchart contains brief 
details of the actions and batch checks required - refer to section 8 and Appendix B for full details. 

 
Casework 

Negative Control 

 
 

No sizing date 
(NSD) profile 

FOR EXTRACTION CONTROLS 
ONLY 

 
Quantification value above the 

limit of detection (LOD), no 
amplification peaks present 

 
Actions: 

• Analytical order re-quantification 
• Add audit batch entries and 

update GII 
• Notify Senior Scientist 

Analytical, Quality or Team 
Leader 

 

Profile (partial, full or mixture), present 
above LOD may have suspected peaks 

below detection thresholds  
 

Actions: 
• Analytical order reworks 
• Notify Senior Scientist Analytical, Quality 

or Team Leader 
• Review quantification values 
• Review batch profiles 
• Investigate 
• Quality Searches 
• Add audit batch entries and update GII 

 

 
Pass Batch 

 
If both amplifications fail 
to show any amplified 
product Pass Batch 

 
If either amplification 
shows an amplified 

product refer to workflow 
for “Profile” 

 
Depending on outcome 
of the investigation the 

batch, or some samples 
may Pass. 

Depending on the outcome of 
investigation the batch or 
some samples may Fail.  
 
Additional actions: 
• In consultation with Team 

Leader resampling or re-
extraction may be 
required  

• Samples which cannot be 
resampled or re-extracted 
may have “Quality 
Control Failure-results 
not reportable” EXH line 
added 

• Communication to QPS 
may be required (via Intel 
report) 

 

FOR EXTRACTION 
CONTROLS ONLY 

 
Quantification value 

below the limit of 
detection (LOD) 

 

 
If amplification product is 

NSD Pass Batch 
 

 
If amplification produces a 
product refer to workflow 

for “Profile” 
 

Refer to section 8 and Appendix B for 
all considerations/exceptions prior to 
decision on sample/batch outcome  

Pass Batch 

FOR EXTRACTION 
CONTROLS ONLY 

 
≤ 2 peaks above LOD 

 
Actions: 

• Add batch audit entries 
• Update extraction batch GII 

status to “EXTN<3peaks” 
• Update amplification & CE 

batch GII status’ to “Pass” 
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7.3 Figure 3: Quantification quality criteria and required actions.  
N.B. Flowchart contains brief details of the actions and batch checks required - refer to section 8 for full details. 

 
Quantification Quality 

Criteria 

 
Standard Curve  
• Slope:-2.9 to -3.33 
• Y-Intercept: 26.867152 

to 28.958198 (=2SD) 
• R2: ≥0.980000 
 
Reagent blank 
≤ 0.0021 ng/µL 

 
Standard Curve  
• Slope >-2.9 or <-3.33 
• Y-Intercept: <26.344390 

or >29.480960) (>3SD) 
• R2: <0.980000 
 
Reagent blank  
≤ 0.0021 ng/µL 

 
Standard Curve  
• Slope:-2.9 to -3.33 
• Y-Intercept: 26.867152 to 

28.958198 (=2SD) 
• R2: ≥0.980000 
 
Reagent blank > 0.0021ng/µL 

 
Pass Batch 
Refer to 33407 for batch 
acceptance process.  

Fail Batch 
 
Additional required actions: 
 
• Notify Senior Scientist 

Analytical, Quality or Team 
Leader 

• Add batch audit entries 
and GII update 

• Review equipment function 
• Repeat quantification 

(prepare new standards if 
required) 

• If repeat fails - investigate 
 

Fail Batch 
A contamination may have 
occurred. 
 
Additional required actions: 
 
• Notify Senior Scientist 

Analytical, Quality or Team 
Leader 

• Add batch audit entries 
• Clean work area and 

equipment 
• Repeat quantification 

(prepare new standards if 
required) 

• If repeat fails - investigate 
 

 
Standard Curve  
• Slope:-2.9 to -3.33 
• Y-Intercept: (26.344390 

to 26.867152) or 
(28.958198 to 29.480960) 
(=3SD) 

• R2: ≥0.980000 
 
Reagent blank 
≤ 0.0021 ng/µL 

If the following 
quantification batch has a 
Y-intercept in the 
range:26.867152 to 
28.958198 (=2SD)  
Both Batches Pass  
Refer to 33407 for batch 
acceptance process. 

If the following quantification 
batch has a Y-intercept in the 
range: (26.344390 to 
26.867152) or (28.958198 to 
29.480960) (=3SD) – in 
consultation with the Senior 
Scientist Analytical Both 
Batches Fail. 
 
Additional required actions: 
• Add batch audit entries and 

GII update 
• Review equipment function 
• Repeat quantification 

(prepare new standards if 
required) 

• If repeat fails - investigate 

Pass or fail status of the 
batch is determined by the 
results of the following 
quantification batch.  
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8 Investigations into adverse analytical events including controls outside acceptance 

criteria 
An investigation is required in cases where unexpected profile/s are obtained from positive 
controls, DNA is detected in negative controls (from extraction or amplification batches) or a 
laboratory processing event has occurred which has the potential to cause a DNA 
contamination event. Investigations into potential contamination events will be conducted in 
consultation with the Senior Scientist Analytical and the Senior Scientist Quality and 
Projects. Where possible, all results from batches under investigation should be placed on-
hold until the outcome of the investigation is complete.  
 
All batches under investigation should have a GII status of “Investigation”. Investigations 
should include the actions as described in sections 8.1-8.7. On completion of the 
investigation the GII will be updated to either “fail” or “see batch” as determined by the 
outcome of the investigation. 
 

8.1 Repetition of CE results prior to investigation 
The increasing number of capillaries on newer CE instruments means that the capillaries 
are physically located in close proximity to each other.  This may result in the following 
phenomena: 
 
Cross talk  
This is where a small amount of fluorescence or light absorption from one capillary appears 
in an adjacent capillary - this source of the excess fluorescence is typically overloaded 
(highly excess) sample that results in off scale data (e.g. NAD XS). 
 
Signal interference 
This is similar to cross talk, but the transfer of the fluorescence is not from an adjacent 
capillary but from one in the same injection.  Again this may be the result of an extremely 
excess sample. 
 
In both instances, the cross talk or signal interference peak will appear in the affected 
sample as low level and usually off bin.  However, it should be noted that they may, at 
times, appear in bins, and may slightly shift basepair size on re-preparation of the plate. 
If either cross talk or signal interference is suspected, it can be confirmed by ordering a re-
capillary electrophoresis (Re-CE) of the sample; whereby the sample is rerun through CE 
away from the excess sample. If the Re-CE sample results in a profile that is clear from 
extra peaks, cross talk or signal interference, then the issue is confirmed – showing that the 
extra peaks are due to a capillary electrophoresis issue only and the clear Re-CE result is 
suitable for reporting.  
 
If the positive control within a batch does not pass (shown in yellow/red) in Figure 1 and/or 
the negative control within a batch does not pass (shown in yellow/red) in Figure 2, 
Analytical staff will re-CE the plate to confirm the profile outcome (i.e. is it reproducible), 
before an investigation is initiated (also consider CE carry-over, cross talk or signal 
interference  as a possible source of unexpected alleles - particularly negative controls). 
Other adverse events may require re-CE to confirm the adverse event is reproducible, 
before an investigation is initiated.  
 
Analytical staff will order reworks on controls as per standard operating procedures QIS 
24012 and QIS 17130 where it is indicated as necessary by the workflows in Figure 1 and 
Figure 2. Analytical staff should consider quantification values of the controls, the 
quantification values of the samples on the batch and profiling results before ordering the 
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rework/s. Where an investigation is required, additional reworks may be requested by the 
staff who are completing the investigation (refer to section 8.7). 
 

8.2 Investigation process 
8.2.1 Results management 

For samples or batches under investigation, where possible no results should be 
released until the investigation deems it suitable to do so (part or all of the results may 
be released after the investigation – depending on the outcome). This may require the 
following actions: 
 Update GII (and workflow diary) to investigation 
 Where possible do not upload to AUSLAB results until the investigation is complete. If 

the batch is failed as a result of the investigation the results are not to be uploaded. 
 “DO NOT USE” may be added to 9PLEX, XPLEX or REF21 result (if results have already 

been uploaded to AUSLAB but not yet reported). 
 Adding specimen notes and batch audit entries immediately. Batch audit entry should 

indicate that an investigation is required. For analytical investigations refer also to QIS 
24012 for additional information on specimen and batch notes. 

 If results have been reported discuss required actions with Senior Scientist Quality and 
Projects and the Team Leaders.  

 Senior Scientist should email details of the investigation to the Management Team. 
 

8.2.2 Required actions and considerations in investigations 
Investigations should include the following steps: 
 Batch audit entries must be used to detail the investigation process (refer to section 8.3). 
 GII batch updates as appropriate 
 Entries into the Adverse event log I:\Adverse Events Forensic DNA Analysis 
 Review of batch audit entries, specimen notes and worksheet to evaluate if there have 

been any processing issues which may have affected samples or batches that are under 
investigation. 

 Review the controls that relate to the sample/batches under investigation to ensure they 
meet quality criteria as detailed in Figure 1 - 5 as applicable. 

 Review the batch profiles (refer to section 8.5) and quantification values if useful (refer to 
section 8.4). 

 It may be useful in some circumstances, to check the function/programming of the 
equipment that was used (e.g. was the correct program used on the thermal cycler, was 
the performance of the Genetic Analyzer suitable for interpretation). 

 A check of the controls, chemicals/kits and reagents that have been used may be useful 
(information located on worksheets and AUSLAB material audit history) including: 

- correct control for the batch (e.g. the correct FTA control card punched) 
- expiry date of reagents/kit 
- has the reagent/kit functioned on a previous and a subsequent batch 
- in cases of contamination, consider reagents/chemical as a possible source 
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 In consultation with Team Leaders and Senior Scientist Quality and Projects order 
reworks (e.g. microcons, re-amplification, re-extractions etc) if they will provide additional 
information to the investigation. Refer to section 8.7 for rework strategies for investigation 
purposes. However before reworks are ordered the amount of sample available for 
testing should be carefully considered. Additional quality searches (refer section 13).  
and batch checks may be required on reworked samples. 

 Complete quality search if applicable (refer section 13). There may be instances where a 
quality search is completed at the beginning of an investigation and then repeated after 
rework results have been obtained. 

Raising an OQI should be considered, particularly in instances of a significant or 
reoccurring adverse event. If an OQI has been raised – the findings of the investigation will 
be recorded within QIS2. 
 

8.2.3 Documentation of investigation 
On completion of the investigation, detailed batch audit entries (refer section 8.3), an entry 
into the adverse events log (I:\Adverse Events Forensic DNA Analysis ) and/or specimen 
notes should be completed for all affected samples. 
Where results are released to AUSLAB for interpretation (and there have been unexpected 
processing issues or profiling results for the sample/batch) notes should include: a 
description of the adverse event, the investigation that was completed, the corrective 
actions completed (if applicable), the impact of the event on the sample/s, and the 
considerations that are required for the interpretation of the profile/s as a result of the issue. 
Where results are not suitable for release notes should include: a description of the adverse 
event, the investigation that was completed, the corrective actions completed (if applicable) 
and the impact of the event on the sample/s. A clear statement that the results are not 
suitable for interpretation or reporting should be made. 
Failed samples/batches will need to be repunched/reworked (if they are reference 
samples), or reworked/re-extracted/resampled or failed (if they are casework). Failure of 
samples will occur only in consultation with a Team Leader/Senior Scientist 
Analytical/Senior Scientist Quality and Projects, and may require additional communications 
with the QPS. If needed, supporting data and information for investigations into adverse 
events can be stored to network drive I:\Adverse Events Forensic DNA Analysis. Issue/s 
and findings (including OQIs) may also be discussed in relevant team meetings to alert staff 
to quality issue/s. 
 

8.3 Batch audit entries 
Batch audit entries must: 
 Be entered in a timely way.  
 Should be added progressively if the batch is under investigation. For example if a batch 

is on hold pending the results of an investigation, the batch audit entry must state that the 
batch is under investigation. As reworks are ordered for the purpose of investigation, the 
details of the reworks and the implications of the findings of the rework/s should be 
stated in the batch audit entry.  

 For analytical investigations refer to QIS 24012 for additional information on specimen 
and batch notes. 

 Clearly state if the batch fails, passes (with no quality issues) or passes (but has been 
affected by one or more quality issues which are detailed in the batch audit entries). 
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 If there is a quality issue with the batch – the batch audit entry must clearly state what the 
issue is, the action/s taken (i.e. investigation details), and the outcome of the 
actions/investigations. 

 If there is a quality issue with the batch – the final batch GII status must be either “See 
Batch” or “Fail”. 

 Where the negative control on a batch has a quantification value, the batch audit entry 
must state the quantification value obtained from the negative control, and state if that 
value is >or< the limit of detection (LOD), or limit of reporting (LOR). 

 If an OQI is raised as a result of findings/investigations, the batch audit entry, and 
specimen notes (for all samples on the batch) should have the OQI number entered into 
the notes. 

 
8.4 Review quantification values (controls and samples) 

Reviews of quantification values of individual samples and/or a batch is beneficial when: 
 a quantification batch is under investigation - due to the controls not meeting the quality 

criteria as described in Figure 3 
 a negative control has a quantification value (particularly >LOD) 
 an adverse event has occurred that impacts significantly on DNA yield 
 an adverse event has occurred and the quantity of DNA in the samples adversely 

affected would inform the investigation.  
 to determine if reworks should be ordered for investigation purposes 
A review of a quantification batch requires a scientist to make an assessment of the 
expected quantification values (based on sample type and previous quantification results) in 
comparison with the quantification values obtained from the sample/batch under 
investigation. 
 

8.5 Review batch profiles (controls and samples) 
Where an unexpected profile has been obtained in a control, or there has been an adverse 
event on a batch which has required investigation, a check of the profiles from the other 
samples and controls in the batch is required. This check is usually completed in 
Genemapper ID-X (not AUSLAB) so that peaks below reporting threshold can be 
reviewed/assessed. All controls that related to a batch and/or samples under investigation 
should be reviewed to ensure they meet acceptable quality criteria (refer to Figures 1-5 as 
applicable).  
 
For casework samples that have been processed on an automated platform this batch 
check may include an Extraction Batch (EB) check at lowered thresholds (refer to QIS 
17119). 
 
For FTA reference batches - the batch review should include a visual inspection of the 
plate to ensure the correct location and number of spots is present in each well (Refer to 
section 11 for FTA investigations).  
 
The purpose of the batch review is to: 

 Identify any additional quality issues on the batch/plate (if present) 
 Establish possible sources of unexpected alleles within a control/sample that 

may have sourced from within the batch/es in which the sample/controls have 
been processed (if applicable).  
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 To assess if an event has impacted on some or all of the controls/samples 
(e.g. poor amplification) 

 
Examples of batch reviews: 

 Where a negative control contains a part or full profile, the review of the batch 
would aim to determine if any samples from within that batch could have 
contributed to the alleles that have been observed in the negative control. 

 If a positive amplification control was NSD the batch check would determine if 
it is the control only, or the entire batch that failed to amplify. 

 If an FTA or FTA control produced a mixture profile, the batch review would 
be searching for the source of the additional alleles from FTAs processed on 
the same batch/plate.  

 
Instances where adverse events impact on casework samples are more difficult to 
investigate, and may require mixture interpretation to determine if cross-contamination 
within batches has occurred. 
 

8.6 Rework strategies for investigation purposes 
Reworks including microcons, nucleospins or re-amplifications should be requested if they 
will provide additional information to the investigation. However before reworks are ordered 
the amount of sample available for testing should be carefully considered. Examples of the 
use of reworks for investigations include: 
 
Improving profiles for quality searches/match purposes: 
- A microcon may be ordered to increase the number of alleles present in a partial/below 
threshold profile 
- Reamplifications at higher DNA concentrations to increase available alleles 
Reworks to establish time/source of contamination/s: 
- A re-preparation/CE may establish if a contamination occurred at/prior to amplification (if 
the result is reproducible) or occurred during CE (if the result is not reproducible) 
- A re-amplification may establish if a contamination occurred at/prior to extraction (if result 
is reproducible) or occurred during amplification (if result is not reproducible) 
- A re-extraction/re-punch may establish if a contamination occurred during extraction  
 
The quantification values for samples under investigation should be considered. Samples 
with low quantification values may not produce uniform profiling results - due to the 
stochastic effect of PCR. Samples with high quantification values should profile 
consistently. Additional quality searches (refer section 13) and batch checks may be 
required on reworked samples. 
 

9 FTA reference batch controls: results acceptance criteria 
FTA reference batches (this does not include EREF batches – Refer to section 10 for EREF 
samples) contain one positive and one negative amplification control. If the positive control 
within a batch is not the expected full profile and/or the negative control is not No Sizing 
Data (NSD), Analytical staff re-CE the plate to confirm the profile is reproducible, before 
initiating an investigation. For an FTA batch to pass, both a positive and negative control 
must pass as determined by the quality criteria indicated in Figure 4 and Figure 5.  
 
In some rare circumstances, where the batch positive control fails, it may be possible to use 
a sample as a “positive control”, if that particular sample has been previously profiled and 
the profile results for the sample in this batch match its previous profile. This approach 
requires consultation with the Team Leader and Senior Scientist Quality and Projects.  
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Where the positive and/or negative control profile is not ideal (i.e. expected full profile for 
the positive control and NSD for the negative control) there are specific actions which must 
be completed, and batch details assessed before the batch can be passed. Figure 4 and 
Figure 5 outline the actions and batch considerations which must be made prior to passing 
or failing a batch. The actions and considerations are dependent on the control profile/s 
results (i.e. partial profile, excess, or a mixture profile).  
 
Note: Figure 4 and Figure 5 contain brief actions and batch check details. For full details of 
requirements for each action refer to section 8 and section 11.
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9.1 Figure 4: Reference Positive Control Workflow (EREF Extraction, EREF Amplification and FTA Batches).    
N.B. Flowchart contains brief details of the actions and batch checks required - refer to section 8 for full details. 

Reference 
Positive Control 

Full Profile 
consistent 

with expected 
profile 

Partial profile 
consistent 

with expected 
profile 

 
Pass Batch 

Mixture or 
profile not 
consistent 

with expected 
profile 

Actions: 
• Notify Senior Scientist 

Quality or Team Leader 
• Review batch profiles 
• Investigate 
• Add batch audit entries 

and GII update 
• Quality searches 
 
FOR EREF EXTRACTION 
BATCHES 
• Review quantification 

values 

Depending on 
outcome of the 
investigation the 
batch, or some 
samples may 
Pass.  

Depending on the outcome 
of investigation the batch 
or some samples may Fail.  
 
Additional actions: 
• In consultation with 

Senior Scientist 
Quality and Projects or 
a Team Leader re-
punching will be 
required for all 
samples on the batch 

 
No sizing date 
(NSD) profile 

Full or Partial 
profile with 

analysis issues 
(AI, XS, ULP) 

Actions: 
• Notify Senior Scientist 

Quality or Team Leader 
• Review batch profiles 
• Investigate 
• Add batch audit entries 

and GII update 
• Determine if a previously 

profiled sample can be 
used as a control (refer to 
section 9). 

 
FOR EREF EXTRACTION 
BATCHES 
• Review quantification 

values 

If samples have 
acceptable profile 
outcomes, and 
the investigation 
does not require 
the batch to fail: 
Pass Batch.  

If samples have unacceptable 
profile outcomes, or if the 
investigation requires it 
Fail Batch.  
 
Additional actions: 
• In consultation with 

Senior Scientist Quality 
and Projects or a Team 
Leader re-punching will 
be required for all 
samples on the batch 

Actions: 
• Notify Senior Scientist 

Quality or Team 
Leader 

• Review batch profiles 
• Add batch audit 

entries and GII update 
 
FOR EREF EXTRACTION 
BATCHES 
• Review quantification 

values 
 

If the control has 
≥12 alleles and the 
samples have 
acceptable profile 
outcomes  
Pass Batch.  

If the control has < 12 alleles 
or poor sample amplification 
Fail Batch.  
 
Additional actions: 
• Investigate 
• In consultation with 

Senior Scientist Quality 
and Projects or a Team 
Leader re-punching will 
be required for all 
samples on the batch 

Allelic Imbalance (AI) 
 

Actions: 
• If more than one AI 

notify Senior Scientist 
Quality and Projects 
or Team Leader 

Excess (XS) 
or  

Unlabelled Peak 
(ULP) 

 
Actions: 

• If several ULPs 
notify Senior 
Scientist Analytical, 
Quality or Team 
Leader Pass Batch – 

unless there is 
extensive AI. If 
extensive AI 
follow workflow 
as for “Mixture” 

 
If consistent with 
expected profile 

Pass Batch 

If not consistent 
with expected 
profile refer to 
workflow for 
“Mixture” 
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9.2 Figure 5: Reference Negative Control Workflow (EREF Extraction, EREF Amplification and FTA Batches).  
Amplification negative controls are not processed through quantification - quantification values do not apply. N.B. Flowchart contains brief 
details of the actions and batch checks required - refer to section 8 for full details. 

 
Reference 

Negative Control 

 
No sizing date (NSD) 

profile 
 

FOR EREF 
EXTRACTION 

CONTROLS ONLY 
 

≤ 2 alleles 

FOR EREF EXTRACTION 
CONTROLS ONLY 

 
Quantification value above the 

limit of detection (LOD) 
≤ 2 amplification peaks present 

 
Actions: 

• Analytical order re-quantification 
• Add batch audit entries and GII 

update 
• Notify Senior Scientist 

Analytical, Quality or Team 
Leader 

 

Profile (partial, full or mixture), 
present above LOD, may include 
suspected peaks below detection 

thresholds 
 

Actions: 
• Notify Senior Scientist 

Analytical, Quality or Team 
Leader 

• Review batch profiles 
• Quality order reworks 
• Investigate 
• Quality searches 
• Add batch audit entries and GII 

update 
  

Pass Batch 
 

FOR EREF 
EXTRACTION 

CONTROLS ONLY 
 

If ≤ 2 alleles add batch 
GII status 

“EXTN<3peaks” 

 
If both amplifications 

have ≤ 2 peaks  
Pass Batch 

 
If either amplification >2 
amplified peaks refer to 

workflow for “Profile” 

 
Depending on the 

outcome of the 
investigation the batch, 
or some samples may 

Pass. 
 

Depending on the outcome 
of investigation the batch or 
some samples may  
Fail.  
 
Additional actions: 
• In consultation with 

Senior Scientist Quality 
and Projects samples are 
to be repunched 

 

FOR EREF 
EXTRACTION 

CONTROLS ONLY 
 

Quantification value 
below the limit of 
detection (LOD) 

 

 
If amplification product is 

NSD or ≤ 2alleles 
 Pass Batch 

 

If amplification produces a 
product refer to workflow 

for “Profile” 
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10 Extraction FTA (EREF) batch controls: results acceptance criteria 

FTA samples which are processed through a DNA IQ extraction process - are Extraction 
FTA samples (EREF). EREF punch batches contain a negative control only, and do not 
contain a positive control on the batch. EREF differ from standard FTA processing, as the 
samples are processed through an extraction batch, a quantification batch and an 
amplification batch - each of which have specific controls. EREF sample quality guidelines 
and required actions for each step of processing are listed in Table 1. In circumstances 
where an EREF batch fails (as a result of not meeting the quality criteria) adequate batch 
audit entries and specimen notes are required, and an investigation should be initiated 
(refer to section 8 and section 11). Where a significant or reoccurring quality issue is 
identified an OQI should be raised. 
 
Table 1: Extraction FTA (EREF) batches: quality criteria and required actions.  

Batch 
Type 

Control Actions 

Punching 
batch  

Negative 
Control 

EREF negative control pass/fail batch status and required actions 
are the same as those for standard FTA Negative Controls 
Refer to Figure 5 for workflow 

Extraction 
Batch  

Positive 
Control 

EREF positive control pass/fail batch status and required actions 
are the same as those for standard FTA Positive Controls 
Refer to Figure 4 for workflow 

Negative 
Control 

EREF negative control pass/fail batch status and required actions 
are the same as those for standard FTA Negative Controls 
Refer to Figure 5 for workflow 

Quantification 
Batch 

 EREF batch control pass/fail batch status and required actions – 
Refer to Figure 3 for workflow. 

Amplification 
Batch  

Positive 
Control 

EREF positive control pass/fail batch status and required actions 
are the same as those for standard FTA Positive Controls 
Refer to Figure 4 for workflow 

Negative 
Control 

EREF negative control pass/fail batch status and required actions 
are the same as those for standard FTA Negative Controls 
Refer to Figure 5 for workflow 

 
11 Investigation processes for adverse events in FTA processing 

An investigation is required in cases where a mixed profile results from an FTA sample, an 
unexpected profile is obtained from a positive control, DNA is detected in a negative control 
or a laboratory processing event has occurred which has the potential to cause a DNA 
contamination. In each case, the adversely affected control/sample should undergo a re-CE 
to confirm the adverse event is reproducible, before an investigation is initiated.  
 
Investigations into potential contamination events will be conducted in consultation with the 
Senior Scientist Quality and Projects or Team Leader. Where possible, all results from 
batches under review should be placed on-hold until the outcome of the investigation is 
complete.  
 
For EREF batches: If an EREF extraction, quantification or amplification batch fails – only 
the samples on the affected batch/es will be failed. These failed samples will likely be 
distributed over several plate reading batches. For failed EREF batches partial plate 
reading batches may thus need to be uploaded (i.e. with the failed samples removed). This 
differs from FTA plates which are processed together during punching, amplification and 
plate reading. 
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Investigations should include the following actions: 

 
 Ensure results are not incorrectly utilised or reported. Refer to Section 8.2.1 for 

results management guidelines 
 Check all positive and negative control samples meet quality guidelines (refer to Figure 4 

and Figure 5).  
 Review batch audit entries, specimen notes and worksheet to evaluate if there have 

been any processing issues which may have affected samples or batches that are under 
investigation. 

 For FTA batches visually inspect the plate (not applicable to EREF batches) for the 
correct number of punch spots in each well.  

 Batch profiles must be checked - refer to section 8.5. For EREF batches a review of 
quantification results may also be required (refer to section 8.4). 

 It may be useful in some circumstances, to check the function and or programming of the 
equipment that was used (e.g. was the correct program used on the thermal cycler, was 
the performance of the Genetic Analyzer suitable for interpretation). 

 A check of the controls, chemicals/kits and reagents that have been used may be useful 
(information located on worksheets and AUSLAB material audit history) including: 

- correct control for the batch (e.g. the correct FTA control card punched) 
- expiry date of reagents/kit 
- has the reagent/kit functioned on a previous and subsequent batch 
- in cases of contamination, consider reagents/chemical as a possible source 

 For EREF investigations order reworks (e.g. microcons, re-amplification etc.) if they will 
provide additional information to the investigation. Refer to section 8.7 for rework 
strategies for investigation purposes. Additional quality searches and batch checks may 
be required on reworked samples. 

 Complete quality search if applicable (refer section 13). There may be instances where a 
quality search is completed at the beginning of an investigation and then repeated after 
rework results have been obtained. 

 Raising an OQI should be considered, particularly in instances of a significant or 
reoccurring adverse event. If an OQI has been raised – the findings of the investigation 
will be recorded within QIS. 

 All investigation findings must be documented as per section 8.2.3 
 On completion of the investigation: ensure all affected reference samples have been 

reprocessed, such that reportable results are available. 
 All reference plate investigations to be logged in I:\Adverse Events DNA Analysis\FTA 

Plate Issues.xls 
 

12 Investigation into reference sample mixture profiles 
Reference samples are expected to be single source samples. An investigation is required 
in cases where a mixed profile is obtained from an FTA sample. The investigation will aim 
to determine if a DNA contamination has occurred within the Forensic DNA Analysis 
Laboratory or if the sample that was submitted to Forensic DNA Analysis (as a reference 
sample) was not a single source specimen.  
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A mixture in a reference sample may result from occurrences such as: CE issues (cross 
talk/signal interference), an FTA card contamination, BSD punch carryover, FTA spots 
moving within a plate, labware contamination, reagent contamination, cross contamination 
during extraction/quantification/amplification, or in very rare circumstances it may be the 
correct profile for a person. 
 
Before an investigation is initiated the adversely affected plate/sample should under go a 
re-CE to confirm the adverse event is reproducible.  While it is usual practice for the entire 
plate to be re-CE for investigation purposes, if cross-talk or signal interference (refer section 
8.6) is suspected there may be no value in reprepping the whole plate, as the extra peaks 
will more than likely be replicated as the same samples are prepped and run in the same 
order (in proximity to excess samples). Where low level extra peaks are suspected to be 
either cross talk or signal interference a 21RRRF will be ordered. The 21RRRF enables the 
CE result to be assessed for the sample/s in a difference array of samples. This will allow 
cross-talk/signal interference to be identified.   
 
Investigations into potential contamination events will be conducted in consultation with the 
Senior Scientist Quality and Projects. Where possible, all results from batches under review 
should be placed on-hold until the outcome of the investigation is complete.  
 
If the re-CE confirms that the result is reproducible, the following initial investigation 
steps are required: 
 
• Review batch audit entries, specimen notes and worksheet to evaluate if there have 

been any processing issues which may have affected the sample. 
• For FTA batches visually inspect the plate (not applicable to EREF batches) for the 

correct number of punch spots in each well.  
• Batch profiles must be checked - refer to section 8.5. 
• Check all positive and negative control samples meet quality guidelines (refer to Figure 

4 and Figure 5).  
 

Complete quality search (refer section 13).. 
 

12.1 Investigation actions for FTA samples with a reproducible mixture 
If on completion of the initial investigation actions above (section 12) it is determined that 
there are multiple quality issues with the plate (i.e. multiple samples on the plate contain 
mixtures, control failures) the plate should be failed. For a failed batch refer to section 11 
for investigation processes and required actions. 
 
If there is only one sample on the plate/batch that is a mixture, but the source of the mixture 
is not able to be determined, after completion of the initial investigations actions above 
(section 12), a repunch of the sample which has produced the mixture profile should be 
requested. The plate/batch on which the mixture sample was processed should be placed 
on hold pending the results of the rework. 
 
If the repunch of the sample confirms the mixture profile, and there are no additional 
mixtures or analysis issues identified during the batch profiles check (refer to section 8.5), 
in consultation with Senior Scientist Quality and Projects - the batch may be passed. All 
investigation findings must be documented as per section 8.2.3. The batch can be passed 
as the mixture has been confirmed as the correct profile for that FTA card, and not as a 
result of a sample processing issue. However, due to the FTA card producing a mixture 
profile, it is not suitable as a reference sample and as such an Intel report is to be sent to 
QPS (in consultation with a Team Leader). 
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If the repunch is single source in consultation with Senior Scientist Quality and Projects the 
batch - should be failed, as a contamination event has occurred. For a failed batch refer to 
section section 11 for investigation processes and required actions. 
 

12.2 Investigation actions for EREF samples with a reproducible mixture 
If a mixture profile in an EREF sample is reproducible (after re-CE) but the initial 
investigation actions above (section 12) are not able to determine the source/cause of the 
mixture profile the following actions are required: 
 
Order a re-extraction (EREF) of the mixture FTA samples (under a connected barcode) and 
a re-amplification from the initial EREF sample to determine if the contamination has 
occurred prior to extraction, during extraction or during amplification. Where possible the 
batches on which the mixture sample was processed should be placed on hold pending the 
rework results. 
 
If the re-extraction and re-amplification confirm the mixture profile (and there are no 
additional quality issues identified during the initial investigation actions above (section 12), 
in consultation with Senior Scientist Quality and Projects - the batch may be passed. All 
investigation findings must be documented as per section 8.2.3. An Intel report will be 
required for QPS. 
 
If the re-extraction and re-amplification is single source (or there are quality issues with the 
batch/es) in consultation with Senior Scientist Quality and Projects - the batch should be 
failed. For a failed batch refer to section 11 for investigation processes and required 
actions. The results from the re-extraction and re-amplification will provide information to 
the investigation on the likely time/process at which the contamination occurred. 

 
If an EREF extraction, quantification or amplification batch fails – only the samples on the 
affected batch/es will be failed. These failed samples will likely be distributed over several 
plate reading batches. For failed EREF batches partial plate reading batches may thus 
need to be uploaded (i.e. with the failed samples removed). 
 

13 Quality searches 
Quality searches are to be performed when the source of an unexpected profile is not able 
to be determined (e.g. a profile in a negative control that does not match a sample on a 
batch).  Quality searches can only be completed by the Managing Scientist or by Quality 
and Projects. If a quality search is required, a copy of the profile requiring a search will be 
required.  The quality search may identify possible sources of the unknown profile, and can 
inform investigations. 
 
A quality search consists of a search against Forensic DNA Analysis staff, QPS staff, the 
unknown profiles database and a search against all casework and all reference samples 
that have been processed within Forensic DNA Analysis.  Where possible individual 
amplification products/reworks will be quality searched separately, however if there are 
insufficient alleles in one amplification product - a combined profile may be required for 
searching purposes.  The exact number of alleles required for a quality search can not be 
exactly defined - as it is in part is determined by the relative rarity of the alleles.  As a 
general guideline <6 alleles are not suitable for quality searching >10 alleles are suitable for 
searching, within the 6-10 allele range the outcome of the quality search is dependent on 
the loci/alleles available.  If staff are unsure of a profiles suitability for quality searching, 
submit the profile to Quality for consideration. 
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In cases where the source of an unknown profile is not able to be determined, the unknown 
profile will be uploaded to the “Unknown profile” database (if the profile has ≥12 alleles) 
maintained by the quality team. This will ensure that any future occurrences of this profile 
can be identified.  Where profiles are suitable (e.g. control profiles) – unknown profiles may 
be submitted to manufactures for searching against their staff databases. 
 
Where the quality team have conducted a quality search, a specimen note detailing the 
outcome of the search will be added against the relevant barcode.  

 
14 Investigating a sample which has different profiling results 

Where a casework or a reference sample is profiled twice and the two resulting profiles do 
not match, Re-CE of both amplified profiles (refer to QIS 17130) should be ordered (Note: 
alleles present in a mixture may vary between amplifications). After Re-CE: 
 
If it is confirmed that both sample profiles are the same: 

 Advise Senior Scientist Quality and Projects 
 Investigate incorrect CE result (refer to section 8 for casework, section 11 for 

reference samples) 
 Ensure that no incorrect profiles have been reported. 

 
If it is confirmed that the sample profiles are different: 

 Advise Senior Scientist Quality and Projects 
 Order re-extraction (casework) or re-punch (reference) of the sample. 
 Investigate incorrect CE result (refer to section 8 for casework, section 11 for 

reference samples) 
 View samples to ensure they have been correctly labelled 
 Ensure that no incorrect profiles have been reported. 

 
All investigation processes, actions and reporting in relation to this type of adverse event 
will be as described section 8 for casework, section 11 for reference samples. 
 

15 Records 
• AUSLAB batch audit entries, specimen notes and UR notes (as appropriate) will detail 

results from adverse events, adverse event investigation/s and outcomes of 
investigations.  
 

• OQIs within QIS may used: particularly in instances of a significant adverse event.  
 
• For minor adverse events they may be recorded in the Adverse Events Log (I:\Adverse 

Events DNA Analysis\adverse Event log.xls) (as an alternative to an OQI). 
 
• If needed, supporting data and information for investigations into adverse events can 

be stored to network drive I:\Adverse Events Forensic DNA Analysis. 
 
• Investigations into reference batch failures are recorded in I:\Adverse Events DNA 

Analysis\FTA Plate Issues.xls, in addition to batch audit entries. 
 

16 Associated documentation 
QIS: 13965 Opportunities for Quality Improvement (OQIs) Management Procedure (HSQ)  
QIS: 17119 Procedure for the Release of Results 
QIS: 17130 CE Quality Check 
QIS: 17154 Procedure for Quality Practice in Forensic DNA Analysis  
QIS: 17186 The acid phosphatise screening test for seminal stains 
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QIS: 17190 Tetramethylbenzidine screening test for blood 
QIS: 17193 Phadebas test for saliva 
QIS: 19976 Amplification of Extracted DNA using the AmpFℓSTR® Profiler Plus® Kit or 

AmpFℓSTR® COfiler® Kit 
QIS: 33407 Quantification of Extracted DNA using the Quantifiler® Trio DNA Quantification 

Kit 
QIS: 24012 Miscellaneous Analytical Section tasks 
QIS: 24015 Procedure for Intelligence Reports and Interstate/Interpol Requests 
QIS: 24823 FTA Processing and Work Instructions. 
QIS: 31511 Amplification of Extracted DNA using the PowerPlex®21 System 
QIS: 32882 Operation and Maintenance of the Applied Biosystems 3500 Series Genetic 

Analyzers 
 

17 References 
ABAcard® p30 Test for the Forensic Identification of Semen. Technical Information sheet. 
Abacus Diagnostics, Inc. 
 

18 Amendment history 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 
1 5 April 2012 K Scott First Issue 
2 4 Sept 2013 K Scott Update header and footer. Update 

location for storage of adverse event 
documentation, hyperlinks and 
replace 9FTAR with REF21 

3 13 March 2015 A Darmanin Changed to HSQ template. Added 
reference to QIS 17185 in section 
4.4. Updated hyperlinks. Removed 
reference to AUSLAB staff match. 
Removed EB check as a routine 
process. Added references to batch 
GII. In Section 6 and Figure 2 
updated that ≤ 2 alleles are 
acceptable in negative extraction 
controls. In Section 6 separated 
extraction and amplification batch 
quality pass criteria. In Section 9 
removed reference to 2 positive 
amplification controls. Updated 
EFTA to EREF. Added QIS 32882 to 
Section 15. 

4 25 Oct 2016 K Scott Add section 5.4 – dropped sample, 
addition of cross-talk/signal 
interference to section 8.1. Edit 
section 15. Inclusion of investigation 
checklists (Appendix A & B) 

 
19 Appendices 

1 Appendix A  Investigation Checklist – items for consideration 
2 Appendix B Negative Extraction Control Investigation Checklist  
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19.1 Appendix A: Investigation Checklist – items for consideration 
 
Initial Investigation Actions: 
☐ Perform actions to hold affected results/samples pending investigation outcomes (e.g. hold 

plates from reading, mark samples “Do_Not_Use”, add specimen notes etc). 
☐ Check for CE issues in sample/control (Cross-talk, Signal interference, and CE carry-over) 
☐ Review plate as a whole – general outcomes for controls and samples 
☐ Review technical aspects as required (e.g. thermal cycler programs, reagent usage etc.). 
☐ Re-CE samples/controls – if these reworks are informative 
☐ Add sample to a worklist for follow up (e.g. VH list, BQUAL list, QFLAG list) 
☐ Order additional reworks – as applicable to the investigation 
☐ Add initial batch audit entries and/or specimen notes as needed. 
☐ Update GII status (e.g. to “Investigation” status) 
☐ Update workflow diary with GII information 
☐ Quality searches (if applicable) 
☐ Record the issue/investigation in either Adverse Events Log, FTA Plate Issue Log or raise 

an OQI 
 
Actions when reworks are available: 
☐ Assess rework results 
☐ Order additional reworks if required 
☐ Quality searches (if applicable) 
☐ Update batch audit entries with findings and/or specimen notes as needed 
☐ Update the issue/investigation in either Adverse Events Log, FTA Plate Issue Log or raise 

an OQI 
 
Finalisation of Investigation: 
☐ Finalise rework results 
☐ Quality searches (if applicable) 
☐ Release acceptable results (e.g. release plates, GII status, update specimen notes etc) 
☐ Results not suitable for release to be communicated to QPS (eg. Intel report), and finalised 

in AUSLAB appropriately 
☐ Finalise batch audit entries (Outcome of investigation and consequences for reporting of 

samples). This is likely to include a summary of the following information 
• Are peaks confirmed on reworks 
• Is there sufficient information for matching purposes 
• Does it match anything on the batch 
• Results of quality search (if applicable), and FBUNK load (if applicable) 
• Source/method of contamination if known. If not known, state is it not known 

and provide possible/potential sources or reasons 
• State which samples are suitable for reporting, which are not suitable for 

reporting or caveats on samples that can be reported (if applicable) 
• Where there has been a technical issue an indication of the likely impact on 

sample quantity/quality should be provided 
• Where corrective actions have been taken state what these are. 

☐ Finalise the investigation in the Adverse Events Log/FTA Plate Issue Log and/or the OQI.  
This will include the information as above and may include preventative actions. 

☐ Update GII status (e.g. See Batch) 
☐ Update workflow diary with GII information 
☐ Remove sample from the worklist (e.g. VH list, BQUAL list, QFLAG list) 
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19.2 Appendix B: Negative Casework Extraction Control Investigation Checklist 
 
Blue text – actions to be completed by CEQ checker  
Black text – actions to be completed by Senior Scientist 
 
Where there is < 3 peaks present in an extraction negative control 
☐ Add batch audit entries noting the observed peaks. 
☐ Update GII status (e.g. to “<3 peaks” status) 
☐ Update workflow diary with GII information 
 
Where there is ≥ 3 peaks present in an extraction negative control 
 
Initial Investigation Actions: 
☐ CEQ checker add CE batch audit entries e.g. “EXTN NEG 123456789 (insert number) 

peaks present. Plate to be ReCE to confirm” 
☐ CEQ checker requests the appropriate Re-CE (which includes re-prep from amp product)  
☐ Plate to be given to Senior Scientist for investigation 
☐ Using Re-CE reworks check for CE issues in the control (Artefacts, Cross-talk, Signal 

interference, and CE carry-over) 
☐ Review plate as a whole – general outcomes for controls and samples 
☐ If Re-CE: 
 Clear of peaks 

o Update workflow diary – CE batch GII status to “Pass” 
o Add notes to the CE batch to confirm that the issue was CE only (nil issues 

on extraction batch)  
o Release the plate for reading 

 Confirms presence of peaks 
o Update workflow diary with GII information (e.g. to “Investigation” status) for 

all potentially affected batches i.e. both the extraction batch and the 
amplification batch (until re-amplification from extract is available to confirm 
which batch type is affected). 

o Add batch audit entries on all relevant batches which may include CE batch, 
amplification batch and extraction batch e.g. EXTN NEG 123456789 ReCE 
reworks found…...”.) 

o If batches are 9PLEX batch, batch notes are required due to absence of GII 
☐ Add control to the VH worklist for follow up 
☐ Order additional reworks (as applicable) to see if the peaks are reproducible from the 

extract (e.g. re-amplification or microcon) 
☐ Initial batch check – see if peaks in the control match any sample co-processed with the 

control 
☐ Quality search (if > 8 alleles) 
☐ Results/samples may be held pending investigation outcomes (e.g. hold plates from 

reading), however this is not generally the case as samples are effectively quarantined via 
a GII status of “investigation”, and later workflows are more efficient if plates have already 
been read.  In some cases case managers may have been able to order additional reworks 
while the initial result is still under “investigation” hold. 

☐ May be necessary to record the investigation in either Adverse Events Log or raise an OQI. 
The adverse event number or OQI number must appear in the batch audit entry. 
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Actions when reworks are available: 
☐ Assess rework results 
☐ Order additional reworks if required 
☐ Quality searches (if applicable) – with multiple reworks quality searching <8 alleles may be 

possible (Refer to section 13 for details) 
☐ Additional batch check – see if peaks in the control match any sample co-processed with 

the control 
☐ Update extraction batch and/or amplification audit entries with findings as needed 
 
 
Finalisation of Investigation: 
☐ Finalise rework results 
☐ Quality searches (if applicable) – with multiple reworks quality searching <8 alleles may be 

possible (Refer to section 13 for details) 
☐ Update workflow diary with GII information (e.g. “See Batch”) 
☐ Release acceptable results (if plates are on hold) 
☐ Results not suitable for release to be communicated to QPS (eg. Intel report), and finalised 

in AUSLAB appropriately 
☐ Finalise batch audit entries (Outcome of investigation and consequences for reporting of 

samples). This is likely to include a summary of the following information 
• Are peaks confirmed on reworks 
• The findings of the search against the extraction, quant and amp batches 

and any actions 
• The findings of the Quality search and any actions 
• The FBUNK number (if appropriate) 
• Whether there is any evidence that the peaks are the result of drop in or 

contamination (possibly low level contamination). If no source identified, the 
contamination could be environmental, consumables, labware, reagents. 

• State which samples are suitable for reporting, which are not suitable for 
reporting or caveats on samples that can be reported (if applicable) 

• Where corrective actions have been taken state what these are. 
• Example of wording used: “123456789 – Compared XPLEX, XAMP1 and 

MCONC  to each of their respective batches. No source could be found.  
Due to the low level DNA profiles obtained from negative control 123456789, the 
sporadic nature of the DNA profiles obtained after each amplification is not 
unexpected (only a few of the peaks were consistent between amplifications). 
Given this, the extract cannot be definitively identified as the true source of the 
contamination; however this is the most likely explanation. The source of these 
contaminant peaks is not known and therefore the mechanism for this 
contamination cannot be determined, however some possible explanations are: 
 the low level contaminant peaks could be the result of environmental, 
consumable, reagents or labware contaminants. Results from this extraction can 
be released for reporting.” 

 
☐ Finalise the investigation in the Adverse Events Log and/or the OQI (if applicable).  This will 

include the information as above and may include preventative actions. Where an OQI is 
raised the OQI number must appear in the batch audit entry. 

☐ Remove sample from the worklist (e.g. VH list) 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 10:01 AM

To: Shae McCartney (

Cc:  Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin

Subject: FW: Additional information

Attachments: 17189V9_20070724.doc; 17189V10_20100920.doc

Hi Everyone 

 

It has been stated that the procedure used to process samples for sperm was changed in 2008 – so there is a question 

about sample processing between 2008 and August 2016 (when the risk mitigation step was introduced). 

 

I’ve compared the SOPs used and the new process where water was added to a swab in a tube and then the water used 

to make a smear (instead of wetting the swab and rolling the swab on the slide) was introduced in September 2010.  I’ve 

attached the SOPs and highlighted the change in yellow – usually on page 1 of the SOP. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 1:57 PM 

To: Shae McCartney (  
Cc: Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin; '  

Subject: Additional information 

 

Hi Shae  

 

The SOP used to detect sperm in sexual assault cases contains an amendment history (section 11), this shows that the 

process hasn’t vastly changed in the period between 2008 and 2016.  The PowerPoint attachment (Details for Sperm 

SOP) shows that Amanda Reeves has had the opportunity to have input into the procedure over a number of years.  She 

was a reviewer of the SOP, then a notifee of all updates to the SOP (as most other staff are as well).  
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As discussed by phone with Joanne – I’ve attached a document which shows when we would use the different 

SOPSs.  Plus also a Team Chart – how the teams are set up on the page (L to R) is how a sample moves through our 

processes (without going through the Quality & Operational Team specifically). 

 

Adverse event and their guidelines – I’ve attached the SOP for investigating Adverse Events, however this issue has 

never been deemed an adverse event as we have no evidence to suggest that there is a gross or systemic issue with the 

procedure.  Whilst a couple of cases have been put forward as showing no sperm detected at Evidence Recovery stage, 

but a DNA profile was obtained and review of the slides from the Analytical process showed sperm – this could be due 

to human error as well as other factors that may have affected only that sample.  Other examples of an adverse event in 

Forensic DNA Analysis are: in 2008, an instrument did not operate at an optimal level and sample to sample 

contamination was discovered.  This affected samples that had been processed for a period of time and required advice 

to both QPS and DPP from myself and the Senior Director.  Another example was a minor miscode in STRmix (software 

used to generate likelihood ratios for DNA profiles).  A new version was released, however 24 Statements had to be re-

issued as the stats had changed with the new version and again, required advice to both QPS and DPP from myself and 

the Senior Director. 

 

Jacqui Wilson raised the issue to her line manager, Amanda Reeves, a case that she was reporting on (email from 4
th

 of 

March 2016) had minimal sperm detected at Evidence Recovery phase of the process but larger numbers of sperm at 

Analytical phase.  Jacqui has been interviewed by the External Investigator and she has verbally advised me that she has 

no issue with the processing that is undertaken in the lab regarding sexual assaults (or any other sample). 

 

Staff had a small round table discussion about the processing of Sexual Assault Investigation Kits (SAIKs) – they were: 

Anna Lemalu (now works at ESR NZ and we’ve just been thanked for the excellent training that we gave her as she’s 

fitted seamlessly into their workplace), Adrian Pippia (interviewed by Ext Inv), Thomas Nurthen (interviewed by Ext Inv), 

Jacqui Wilson (interviewed by Ext Inv), Matthew Hunt (currently acting in Amanda’s HP5 position and has been 

supportive of all our efforts with Project #181 etc), Josie Entwistle and Penelope Taylor (neither have been interviewed 

as they are in a different reporting team).  The list of suggestions they put forward was: 

- looking at the slide making process in the Evidence Recovery phase of the process  

- data mining (this is being done from the mitigation step – so all samples have been submitted for profiling regardless 

of sperm detection since August 2016 – data suggests that there is no gross / systemic failure of the process) 

- check on the amount of liquid added to swab at the Evidence Recovery phase of the process – (Justin Howes has 

looked at journal articles and has found that of the articles that list the amount – we add less volume as we are trying to 

converse the amount of evidence in the sample – so we’re trying not to dilute it too much so that we detect sperm) 

- suggested making control swabs and following them through the process – (this is essentially what Project #181 is 

doing) 

 

Amanda has supplied ‘evidence’ to her lawyer of another staff member questioning the process - Emma Caunt.  Emma is 

currently doing Project #181 in conjunction with Allan McNevin.  The evidence supplied was from a Lynx instant 

message.  Kylie Rika is a Emma’s line manager, and Emma and Amanda are friends outside of work.  Kylie has not raised 

any issues from her team regarding this process. 

 

Amanda has acted in the role of Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team for a two week period in June 

2016 (EMF attached) – during this time, she could have used the authority of that position to implement changes or 

request work to be done to ascertain if a gross or systemic failure of the process was occurring.  In a previous higher 

duties period, Amanda used the NCIDD results to conduct a familial search – authority for which was only held by Team 

Leaders and above.  A familial search of NCIDD can only be authorised by the QPS or Team Leader or above for a 

particular matter – as the Qld legislation is silent on familial searching.  This issue was investigated at the time, and as 

Amanda supplied the SOP that stated Team Leaders had the authority, no further action was taken. 

 

Amanda is also the Author responsible for the Evidence Recovery processes for reporting scientists training module – 

I’ve attached that Training Module #28079.  This means that she should have a very good understanding of all the 
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processes in the Evidence Recovery portion, so during formulation of this training module, she may have reviewed 

documents including the sperm process.  This document was first introduced in 2013. 

 

I’ve attached the Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS) code of conduct.  I’m fairly sure that 

Amanda is a current member.  The code discusses – acting ‘truthfully and objectively’ – given that ESR have said that we 

have a sound, scientific procedure, if Amanda were to not accept this, then perhaps she’s not being objective (I 

understand that she would need to have access to the report or a summary thereof). 

 

The court expects that an expert witness will provide testimony that is fact based, and if the expert offers ‘opinion 

based’ testimony then they should clearly state that it is opinion based.  The facts as presented in a Statement of 

Witness are that a biological matter was identified (or a sample process with the assumption of biological material – eg 

cells due to someone touching an object) and a DNA profile obtained, with statistics on the likelihood of it being from a 

particular person.  How that biological matter was deposited is an opinion. 

 

Amanda Reeves supplied controlled documents (SOPs) and minutes of Management Team Meetings to her 

counsel.  Amanda did not ask permission to supply these documents to anyone. 

 

Please let me know if there’s anything else that I can supply or provide detail on. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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The Examination for and of Spermatozoa 

1 PURPOSE 
To describe the various steps in of the examination of spermatozoa 

 
2 SCOPE 

This method describes the microscopic examination of smears for the presence of 
spermatozoa. It includes the examination of items contained within the Sexual Assault 
Investigation Kits (SAIKS) that are assembled by either QHSS or other external companies 
such as Medi-Redi (owned by House with No Steps). 
 
This SOP also includes workflow diagrams pertaining to examination of items in alleged 
sexual assault cases. These diagrams show the steps necessary in these examinations 
which include AP, Crimelite and PSA screening, along with microscopic examination for 
spermatozoa. 

 
3 ACTIONS 
3.1 Interpretation 

1 The basophile haematoxylin stains the deoxyribonucleic-acid (DNA)/histone rich base 
of the sperm head deep purplish-blue. The acidophile eosin stains the acrosomal cap 
pink and, in intact-spermatozoa, also stains the tail pink. 

 

2 The use of counterstaining differentiates spermatozoa from most cell debris and can 
assist in the differentiation of human spermatozoa from common animal spermatozoa. 

 

3 Confusion with yeasts, especially monilia, can occur and extreme care must be taken 
when monilial infections such as thrush are suspected. With experience, spermatozoa 
and yeasts can be distinguished by size and/or the presence of cell walls. 

 
3.2 Slide Preparation (for AP positive stains and Sexual Assault Kits with no slides) 

1 Use new slides and label with the sample id and date, using a pencil only. 
 

2 Use clean, flamed instruments  
 

3 Prepare the slide by one of the following methods, 
 

I. Scrape the stain into a drop of distilled water on the slide (if the stain is crusty). 
II. Cut out a small area (3mm square) and prepare an extract for spotting. 
III. Moisten suspect area, leave a few minutes and scrape with a sterile scalpel blade. 

Place material onto a slide. 
IV. If slide is being prepared from a swab, moisten the swab with a drop of distilled 

water and roll on the slide to make a stain approximately the size of a five-cent 
piece. 

 

4 Dry the slide on the bench. 
 

5 Heat-fix the slide by passing over flame with the material to be stained uppermost. 
Alternatively, use a heat block. 
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3.3 Slide Stainer 
The slide can be stained in the automatic slide stainer in Histology. If this is not available, 
see manual staining procedure in Appendix 1. 

 
3.4 Microscopic Examination 

1 Examine slide using the x40 or x100 (oil immersion) objective. Score the number of 
spermatozoa observed (use the standard microscopy form, 17037). 

 
0          (0)          None seen 
<+       (<+1)        Very hard to find (Use vernier) 

 + (1+)  Hard to find 
 ++ (2+)  Easy to find 
 +++ (3+)  Very easy to find 
 ++++ (4+)  Abundant 
 
 

2 Note whether spermatozoa are intact (heads and tails) or non-intact (heads only).  
Look for epithelial cells and whether there are bacteria or yeast present. Human 
spermatozoa are distinguished from non-human mammalian sources by their 
morphology and by their behaviour toward HE, resulting in a purple base and clear cap 
(see Section 3.6). 

 
3.5 Animal Semen 

NOTE: (i) Identification or differentiation of animal spermatozoa is an extremely unusual 
request, however its possible presence should always be considered. Microscopy 
and our molecular biology protocols will differentiate human from animal 
spermatozoa. 

 (ii) Special stains are available to assist in the differentiation/identification of 
human/animal spermatozoa. However H/E and routine molecular biology techniques 
will resolve the issue, and if non-human reactions are obtained there will be support 
for an opinion. 

 
3.6 Spermatozoa Diagrams 

1 The description of animal spermatozoa and attendant diagrams given below, are 
observations from a limited number of samples. It must be borne in mind that there 
may be variations in shape and size according to age, breed, or individuality of animal 
concerned. 

 

2 The following diagrams are meant to assist in the formation of an opinion. Do not 
attempt to diagnose an animal spermatozoa species and do not rely on immune 
antisera. If animal non-human reactions (i.e. negative reactions) are given at DNA 
quantification stage, a typical opinion could be, “spermatozoa present did not appear to 
be of human origin. No human DNA was detected”. 
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SPECIES 

 
DESCRIPTION OF SPERMATOZOA 

 
DIAGRAM 

 
LENGTH 

 
WIDTH 

TOTAL 
LENGTH 

BULL ABE Pear shaped head; 2 zones – 
acrosomal cap and post nuclear cap, 
some have lighter band between the 
two zones. 
HE Uniformly stained, no distinct zones, 
middle piece not distinguishable from 
tail. 

 

9µ 4µ 65µ 

GOAT ABE Oval shaped head indented where 
middle piece joins. Two zones – 
acrosomal cap, post nuclear cap. 
HE No distinct zones, middle piece not 
clear.  

9µ 5µ 63µ 

RAM ABE Roughly oval head, 3 zones – 
acrosomal cap, lightly staining nuclear 
area, post nuclear cap. Posterior end 
indented where middle piece joins the 
head. 
HE As for ABE. 

 

8µ 4µ 56µ 

BOAR ABE Broadly rectangular; 3 distinct 
zones – anterior part of the nucleus 
covered by acrosomal cap, remainder 
of nucleus lightly stained, post nuclear 
cap. 
HE Zones only just resolved. No middle 
piece. 

 

8µ 4µ 52-57µ 

DOG ABE Similar to ram, but shorter head 
with acrosomal cap, thin light nuclear 
zone, post nuclear cap. 
HE As for ABE, but no middle piece 
visible.  

7µ 4µ 60µ 

HORSE ABE Spindle shaped head; 2 zones – 
nuclear area and post nuclear cap. The 
interface between areas diffuse. 
HE As for ABE, but no middle piece. 
  

7µ 4µ 58µ 

HUMAN ABE Small oval shaped head, stains 
lightly in the acrosome and densely in 
the post nuclear area. 
HE As ABE but no middle piece. 
 

 

7µ 4µ 55µ 

CAT ABE Bullet shaped head, small, lightly 
stained nuclear zone gradually 
darkening to posterior end. 
HE As for ABE. 
  

5µ 3µ 50µ 

CHICKEN ABE Appears as long strands stained 
darkly at one end, getting lighter and 
thinner to the posterior end. No distinct 
head middle piece, or tail regions. 
HE Does not stain. 

 

   

 
NOTE: ABE in the following table means Aniline blue and Eosin. WARNING: Aniline Blue (water soluble): the toxicological properties 
have not been investigated. Prevent contact with eyes and skin. Do not inhale. 
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3.7 Spermatozoa Interpretation 

I. They are likely to be found at longer intervals after sexual intercourse than AP activity. 
 

II. They should be found up to 24 hrs after sexual intercourse with ejaculation. 
 

III. They may be found up to 72 hrs. 
 

IV. It is possible to find them at 6 days. 
 

V. Density of sperm heads on a slide can be correlated with reaction time for AP and time 
after sexual intercourse. AP positivity on post coital swabs taken from a mature female 
of child bearing age persists for about 36 hrs after intercourse. 

 

Note: The persistence of spermatozoa and seminal acid phosphatase on post coital swabs 
can vary enormously. Factors like washing, douching, urination and menstruation prior to 
the collection of the swab/slide influence the quality of the specimen. 

 

If time of sexual intercourse is an important evidence factor, review the slides with an 
experienced caseworker. 

 
3.8 Vaginal Secretions 

These are encountered on swabs, in stains and occasionally in aspirate form, and are 
usually examined for the presence of semen. Other suspect stains that may be examined 
for the presence of vaginal secretions include seminal stains or items and apparatuses in 
cases of sexual assault and abortion. 
 
Note: The distinction between cell types are not used routinely in this laboratory. It is 
advised that epithelial be described as epithelial cells only. 

 
 

 For Reference Only, 
(i) In sexually mature women, the vaginal wall consists of four distinct zones 

 

Basal layer - cells forming the basement layer. They do not exfoliate and are not seen 
in normal smears. 

 

Parabasal layer - lies adjacent to the basal layer. In smears these cells appear round 
with large nuclei. 

 

Intermediate layer - consists of larger flatter cells with comparatively small nuclei. The 
internal structure of the nucleus shows well with staining, and the cells tend to clump 
together. 

 

Superficial layer - consists of large flat cells with small dark pyknotic nuclei (diameter 
< 5µm). 

 

(ii) Prepuberty, the vaginal wall is thin and atrophic. Smears consist mainly of parabasal 
cells and leukocytes. Post menopause, the smear may appear atrophic as in 
prepuberty, but more commonly it will consist mainly of intermediate cells with 
occasional parabasal and superficial cells. This is due either to small amounts of 
oestrogen still being produced probably by the adrenal cortex, or to androgens. This 
prevents the occurrence of atrophy. 

 

(iii) Under the influence of hormones, the structure of the vaginal wall changes throughout 
the menstrual cycle. The normal vaginal smear reflects these changes, with different 
cells predominating at each phase. 

 

(iv) Smears taken during the proliferative phase (the growth phase during the first half of 
the cycle) are characterised by the presence of increasing numbers of superficial cells. 
Smears taken during the latter half of the cycle (the secretory phase) show a 
predominance of intermediate cells. At the beginning of the cycle (during menstrual 
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bleeding) blood cells, intermediate and endometrial cells are present, and at the end of 
the cycle and during pregnancy, extensive cytolysis and a high bacterial flora can be 
seen. 

 

(v) The presence of intermediate type epithelial cells alone is not proof of vaginal material; 
buccal epithelial cells can appear similar to intermediate cells, but superficial cells only 
occur in the vagina. Microscopy and acid phosphatase determination together yield the 
maximum amount of information. 

 

(vi) To examine for vaginal epithelium cells prepare a slide and stain with H & E. 
 
3.9 Penile Swabs 

1 Submit for DNA testing even if the semen on the penile swabs is of no evidentiary 
value. Unprotected sexual intercourse with no ejaculation may leave vaginal cells on 
the penis. Depending on the time of swab collection and the effectiveness of the swab, 
female DNA on the penile swab may be successfully profiled from an unwashed penis. 

 
3.10 Examination of sexual assault swabs 

• If serum coated, charcoal swabs or other unsuitable swabs/media are submitted, the 
client must be notified. These swabs should still be examined and submitted for 
nucleospin if necessary as a profile can be generated on occasion. 

 
• If a smear has not been received, one will need to be made. Stain the smears with the 

H&E stainer in Histology. Examine the smears for spermatozoa noting the presence or 
absence of intact sperm, sperm heads, epithelial cells, white blood cells, bacteria and 
any other cells seen. 

 
• If no spermatozoa are found, perform AP tests on the swabs. 

 
• If a smear is negative for spermatozoa and positive for AP it is necessary to perform a 

PSA test to characterize the biological material as semen. In these instances either 
have the observation verified by another competent scientist, or take a photograph. 

 
• If a smear is ++ (2+) sperm or greater, perform AP tests to improve estimations of 

deposition of seminal fluid. 
 

• If a smear is <+ (<1+) (few sperms, hard to find), either have the observation verified by 
another competent scientist, or take a photograph. Do not perform AP to conserve 
spermatozoa on the swab, except as otherwise specified by the case scientist. 

 
 

3.11 Examination of items previously screened by QPS 
• QPS Scientific Officers will sometimes perform AP tests on items. Confirmatory testing 

should be performed in this case, and re AP testing or feedback on screening 
results may be required. (see flow diagram) 

 
SUBMIT SWABS IN SEPARATE STERILE 5ML TUBES FOR DIFFERENTIAL LYSIS 

EXTRACTION 
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4 REVISION HISTORY 

Revision Date Issue Author/s Comment 
3 27 Nov 2002 V Ientile Format updated, manual staining to appendix. 

Removed notes on examination of swabs, 
removed unpublished paper, as work wasn’t 
completed. 

4 19 Nov 2003 L Freney Updated references 
5 12 Jul 2006 J Howes/A 

Williamson 
“Reference” put after “Actions”.  

6 05 Aug 2006 J Howes Added in Sexual Assault Investigation 
Flowcharts, examination of SAIK Swabs, 
Photograph or Witness required for ++ (1+) 
sperm and PSA test. 

7 23 Oct 2006 J Howes Reporting results Eg. ++ or 2+ 
8 25 Jun 2007 J Howes Unified grading scale comments. Added 

Crimelite flowchart. 
8 April 2008 QIS2 

Migration 
Project 

Headers and Footers changed to new CaSS 
format.  Amended Business references from 
QHSS to FSS, QHPSS to CaSS and QHPS to 
Pathology Queensland 

 
 
5 APPENDICES 
 Appendix 1 Preparation of H & E stain and manual staining procedure. 
 Appendix 2 How long do spermatozoa remain in the vagina? 
 Appendix 3 Workflow Charts 
 Appendix 4  References 
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APPENDIX 1: Preparation of H & E stain 
1 CHEMICALS 

Absolute alcohols 
WARNING: Ethanol liquid and vapour are combustible. May irritate eyes and skin. Health 

effects well known – substance of abuse. 
 

Eosin (yellowish) 
WARNING: Eosin (yellowish) can cause serious damage to the eyes. Avoid contact, wear 
PPE. 

 

Haematoxylin 
WARNING: Haematoxylin: the toxicological properties have not been investigated. Prevent 

contact with skin and eyes. Do not inhale or ingest. Wear PPE. 
 

Sodium iodate 
WARNING: Sodium iodate causes burns and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Protect 

eyes and skin. 
 

Chloral hydrate (SLR) 
WARNING: Chloral hydrate causes burns and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Protect 

eyes and skin. 
 

Citric acid 
WARNING: May cause skin irritation.  Inhalation may cause irritation to mucus membranes.  

Avoid skin contact 
 

Acetic acid 
WARNING: Acetic acid is extremely corrosive and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. 

Protect eyes and skin. 
 

Hydrochloric acid 
WARNING: Hydrochloric acid causes burns and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Protect 

eyes and skin. 
 

NOTE: All the above chemicals are available from the Histology Section 
 
2 Preparation of REAGENTS 

NOTE: All reagents prepared in the laboratory shall bear a label: 
 

 ….(enter details eg 10% NaOH)…. 
 Prepd from Lot/batch:……….. 
 Date: ../../..    Initials: ……….. 
 Expires:../../..    Store at:….oC 
 WARNING: Contains ……………… 

 
 Mayer’s Haematoxylin 

Preparation of solution: 
Haematoxylin     1g 
Distilled water     1000mL 
Potassium or ammonium alum 50g 
Sodium iodate     0.2g 
Citric Acid     1g 
Chloral hydrate SLR    50g 

 

The haematoxylin, potassium alum and sodium iodate are dissolved the distilled water by 
warming and stirring or by allowing to stand overnight.  The chloral hydrate and citric acid 
are added and mixture is boiled for 5 minutes then cooled and filtered. 
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This mixture is then ready for use and has a shelf life for over one year at room 
temperature. 

 
  Eosin 

Eosin Y (eosin yellowish, eosin water soluble) C. I. No 45380 (C. I. Acid Red 87) 
 

Use as a 1% solution in distilled water.  Add 0.5mL of acetic acid to 1000mL of eosin Y 
 

• NOTE: This method provides a useful stain for spermatozoa and vaginal and 
buccal epithelium. It results in a dark purple nucleus with pink cytoplasm. 

 

• Place slide on staining rack over sink, flood with haematoxylin and leave for 5-10 
minutes. 

 

• Wash well in running tap water until smear “blues” (5 minutes or less) 
 

• Differentiate in 1% acid alcohol (1% HCl in 70% alcohol) for 5-10 seconds. 
 

• Wash well in tap water until smears are “blue” again (5 minutes or less). 
 

• Counterstain in 1% eosin for 10 minutes. 
 

• Wash in running tap water for 1-5 minutes. 
 

• Allow slide to dry on hot plate or on filter paper on the bench 
 

• Mount in depex if desired 
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APPENDIX 2: How long do Spermatozoa remain in the vagina? 
1 Other references mentioning persistence of spermatozoa in the vagina - 
 

1 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
- non-motile sperm 3-24 hrs. 

 

2 Noble Sharp 1963 Canada. Med. Ass. J. 89 
  - non-motile sperm 7-12 hrs, exceptionally 18-24 hrs, unique case 3-4 days. 
 

3 Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
  - 3-4 days 
 

4 Morrison 1972 Brit. J. Vener. Dis 48 p141 
  - up to 9 days or 12 days in the cervix, sometimes after menstruation. 
 
2 How Long Do Spermatozoa Remain Alive (Motile) In the Vagina? 

The period for which spermatozoa may remain alive after deposition in the vagina may best 
be reviewed by quoting from the following workers in this field. 

 
O.J. Pollak: ‘The number of motile spermatozoa discernible in the vagina may be normal 
after one hour and markedly decreased after 2 hours; after 3 hours normally no 
spermatozoa are found. 
Menstruation often prolongs motility in the vagina to as long as 4 hours compared with the 
normal period of 30 to 45 minutes. 
Concerning human spermatozoa Weisman in his book “Spermatozoa and Sterility” (1941) 
summarises the periods of motility as follows: 
 

    Vagina…2 to 3 hours.   Cervix…48 to 110 hours. 
 
3 Semen and Seminal Stains, Arch. Path., 1943, 35, 140. 
 

Samuel L. Siegler: ‘Normally 10% of the spermatozoa are alive in the vagina at the end of 2 
hours post coitum. Variations in number and motility depend upon the pH of the vagina and 
semen, quantity of semen deposited, bacteria and flora of the vagina and the time 
examined post-coitally. The author has seen motile spermatozoa in the vaginal pool after 8 
hours.  “Fertility in Women” (Wm.Heinmann Medical Books Ltd., 1945). 

 
Lane-Roberts, Sharman, Walker, Wiesner and Barton: ‘In most cases all intra-vaginal 
spermatozoa cease to move irreversibly within a few hours of coitus (Seguy and Vimeux, 
1933; Hartman, 1932). Huhner (1928, 1937), who has paid much attention to the problems 
involved, regards 30 minutes to 3 hours as a common measure of survival in the human 
subject, reduction in this period signifying an abnormal condition involving lowered fertility. 
Our own observations support the view that spermatozoa survive in the vagina for only a 
few hours and that even in fecund couples the variations are considerable. 

 
In several cases in which repeated examinations were possible before conception 
occurred, all motility ceased within one hour after intercourse. A fall of motility to 10% within 
30 minutes is compatible with fecundity. On the other hand, spermatozoa may continue to 
move for 3 hours in a normal untreated vagina.’ (Sterility and Impaired Fertility, Hamish 
Hamilton Medical Books, 1948). 

 
Sidney Smith: ‘The evidence points to a comparatively short life of the spermatozoa in the 
female tract and the period appears to get shorter with the number of observations. It is at 
present believed that the life of the spermatozoa in the vagina is a matter of hours.’ 
(Forensic Medicine, 1955). 
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Gonzales, Vance, Helpern and Umberger: ‘The motility of the spermatozoa in the specimen 
may give a clue to their length of stay as they remain motile from 30 to 60 minutes after 
deposition in the vagina.’ (Legal Medicine, 1954). 

 
Louis Portnoy and Jules Saltman: ‘As for motility, the sperms are mostly found non-motile 
or dead. This is to be expected because, after a lapse of one to three or more hours, all the 
sperms will normally have been killed by the acidity of the vaginal secretions. There may be 
live sperms but more likely not.’ (Fertility in Marriage, Signet Book, 1951). 

 
4  How Long Do Spermatozoa (Non-Motile) Remain In the Vagina 
 Pollak in his comprehensive paper “Semen and Seminal Stains”, states: 
 

“Although the various authors give the period of their presence in the vagina as from 30 
minutes to 17 days, one may safely consider the period for non-motile spermatozoa in the 
vagina after coitus to be 30 minutes to 24 hours.” 

 
 Gonzales and others in their book “Legal Medicine” state: 

“Some have claimed that spermatozoa may be demonstrated in the vaginal contents of 
non-fatal cases from 45 minutes to several days after the last coitus, but these 
considerations do not offer a satisfactory basis for estimating the duration of their residence 
in the vagina in as much as the time of the last coitus cannot be determined with precision. 
If they are non-motile, it might be difficult to determine the length of time they have been in 
the female tract.” 

 
 Gordon, Turner and Price in their book “Medical Jurisprudence” make this comment: 

“The finding of spermatozoa on examination of a vaginal smear is indicative of an 
ejaculation into the vagina but it affords no evidence of the time of the ejaculation. In 
charges of rape, therefore, particularly in the case of married women, it becomes necessary 
to exclude the possibility of sexual intercourse having taken place before the assault. In this 
connection it should be noted that spermatozoa could be recovered from the vagina 3 to 4 
days after their introduction. Some authorities claim that they may be recovered after a 
lapse of even longer periods.” 
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APPENDIX 3: Workflow Charts 

Examination of Sexual Assualt Investigation Kits (SAIKs)

SAIK Swabs 
Endocervical, HVS, LVS, 
Vulval, Anal, Rectal, other

Acid Phosphatase Test for Seminal 
Fluid

AP +ve AP -ve

Sperm 
seen

Sperm 
not seen

Sperm 
not seen

Sperm 
seen

DNA

No 
Further 
Action

DNA
Sperm 
seen

Sperm 
not seen

Sperm Microscopy 
of good slides

DNA

PSA +ve PSA -ve

Make own slide if of poor quality

Prostate Specific 
Antigen (PSA) Test

DNA

DLYS

DNA

External swabs (eg. Vulval, 
perianal etc.) See notes

CellsInternal 
swabs

NOTES
1.     Do AP on all 
swabs and submit 
externals for cells 
combined with the 
blotting paper

NFA (submit 
externals for 

cells) See 
notes
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Examination of clothing in a PENILE PENETRATION case

Clothing

Sperm not 
seen

Sperm seen

Acid Phosphatase Test for Seminal Fluid (after tapelifting)

Make own slides for 
Sperm Microscopy

AP +ve AP –ve

Sperm seen

DNADNA

PSA +ve PSA -ve

Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) Test

NOTES

1. Take a tapelift from area of interest 
prior to AP testing to preserve 
cellular material if present

2.     Make a slide from the area of 
interest eg. Crotch of underpants

Sperm not 
seen

CellsDLYS

No further 
action

Large Items 
(eg. T-shirt)

Small Items (eg. Underwear)

Cells
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Examination of a DIGITAL and PENILE PENETRATION case

Sperm seen

AP +ve

Clothing 
eg Underpants

AP -ve

Sperm seen Sperm not 
seen

Sperm not 
seen

Acid Phosphatase Testing (after tapelifting)

DNA

PSA +ve

Make own slides for 
Sperm Microscopy

PSA -ve

Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) Test

Tapelift for trace DNA (cells)

NOTES

1.     Take a tapelift from area of interest 
(ie. Crotch) prior to AP testing to 
preserve cellular material if present

1. Make a slide from the area of interest 
(AP +ve area or likely area 
eg. Crotch of underpants)

DLYS Tapelift for trace DNA (cells)

DLYS

 

Examination of clothing in a DIGITAL PENETRATION ONLY Case

Clothing
eg. Underpants

DNA

Tapelift area of interest 
(consider a tapelift for a negative 
control to isolate area of touch DNA if 
present)
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AP +ve

MicroscopySperm -ve Sperm +ve

DNA

DNA

PSA +ve PSA -ve

Examination of Items previously screened by QPS Scientific Officers

AP +ve AP -ve

Re-AP item

PSA test

NFA

Feedback 
to QPS

Ask for whole 
item to test

Re-examine AP 
+ve area, and 
continue as before

Consider 
misinterpretation 
of AP test

DLYS

DLYS
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APPENDIX 4: REFERENCES: 
 
 

1 Biology Methods Manual, Metropolitan Police Forensic Science Laboratory, England, 
1978. 

 

2 17185. Detection of Aspermic Semen in case Work Samples using the Biosign PSA11-
WB Rapid Test for Prostate Specific Antigen. 

 

3 17186. The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains. 
 

4 Allard, J E (1997). “The Collection of Data from Findings in Cases of Sexual  
Assault and the Significance of Spermatozoa on Vaginal, Anal, and Oral Swabs.” 
Sci Just V37(2): April; P99-108. 

 

 The construction of a database to hold information obtained from the laboratory 
analysis of items in cases of sexual assault is described. Examples of the usefulness of 
the database are described. For vaginal, anal, and oral swabs, the persistence of 
spermatozoa in relation to time since intercourse is presented and discussed. 

 

• 5300 vaginal swabs 
• Maximum persistence of sperm from internal vaginal swabs was 7 days & for intact sperm 

was 5 days 
• Differences between recovery from donors as opposed to rape victims 
• Differences in level of activity following intercourse will affect the drainage of semen from 

vagina 
 

5 Allery, J P, N Telmon, R Mieusset, et al. (2001). “Cytological Detection of 
Spermatozoa: Comparison of Three Staining Methods.” J Forensic Sci V46(2): 
P349-351. 

 

 The detection of spermatozoa can be an important factor in confirming sexual assault 
in rape cases. In this study, a comparison was made between three commonly used 
staining methods: Christmas tree, haematoxylin-eosin, and alkaline fuchsin. It was 
found that alkaline fuchsin was ineffective at detecting spermatozoa in vaginal 
samples. Compared with haematoxylin-eosin, Christmas tree stain seemed to be the 
test of choice in the first 72 h. Time since intercourse and sperm volume were the two 
external factors associated with decreased detection of spermatozoa. 

 

• 174 cervicovaginal samples were studied 
 

6 Chiasson, D. A., R. Vigorito, Y. S. Lee, et al. (1994). “Interpretation of postmortem 
vaginal acid phosphatase determinations.” Am J Forensic Med Pathol 15(3): 242- 

  Identification of evidence indicative of sexual assault, including elevated levels of acid 
phosphatase (AP) in the vagina, is an important part of the investigation of female 
homicidal deaths. In this study, vaginal AP levels in 43 female homicide victims, 
determined using sodium thymol phthalein as the substrate, were retrospectively 
correlated with semi quantitative assessment of spermatozoa in vaginal smears. The 
results were then compared with those from a prospectively studied age-matched 
group of controls. AP determinations ranged from 0 to 6,000 units (U)/L in the homicide 
group and from 1 to 726 U/L in the control group. In both groups, the majority of the AP 
values (homicide, 65%; and controls 85%) were < 100 U/L. Spermatozoa were 
identified on vaginal smears from 30% of the homicide victims and 17% of the controls. 
The spermatozoa-positive cases had AP levels that ranged from 2 to 6,000 U/L. In both 
groups, an AP value of > or = 400 U/L was always associated with the presence of 
spermatozoa on the vaginal smear. Intermediate AP values (100-399 U/L) were 
associated with the presence of spermatozoa in 60% of the control group and 22% of 
the homicide group; 18% of the homicide group and 3% of the control group were 
positive for spermatozoa despite AP values of < 100 U/L. In the absence of 
spermatozoa on a vaginal smear, an AP value of > 400 U/L strongly suggests the 
presence of semen that is either oligo- or aspermic. A low or intermediate AP 
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determination, however, does not exclude the presence of semen and hence a careful 
search for spermatozoa on the vaginal smear is indicated, regardless of the AP value 
obtained. 

 

• Changes in the vaginal milieu following death as well as limitation of postcoital activity, 
important in the living female, could significantly affect postcoital vaginal AP levels. Results 
of AP studies in the living female may therefore not be directly applicable to the post-
mortem setting. 

• In all sperm positive cases the interval for positive AP result was less than 48 hours. 
• Use of AP testing as the sole screening test for the presence of semen in post-mortem 

setting would result in a significant number of false negative results. 
 

7 Collins, K. A. and A. T. Bennett (2001). “Persistence of spermatozoa and 
prostatic acid phosphatase in specimens from deceased individuals during 
varied post-mortem intervals.” Am J Forensic Med Pathol 22(3): 228-32. 
The survival of spermatozoa and the persistence of prostatic acid phosphatase has 
been an area of interest for investigators of sexual assault. However, not much 
documentation exists concerning the examination of a deceased individual with regard 
to the post-mortem interval and presence of such evidence. The authors reviewed 
cases referred to the medical examiner's office during a 10-year period. During this 
time, 199 cases were both autopsied and examined for sexual assault. In particular, 
these examinations included procurement of swabs for Papanicolaou staining of 
smears and for quantitation of prostatic acid phosphatase. Most of the victims were 
female, although a few were male. In the majority of cases, the swabs for smears and 
prostatic acid phosphatase were taken from oral, vaginal, and anorectal areas in 
females and oral and anorectal areas in males. The smears all were stained with the 
routine Papanicolaou stain, and intact spermatozoa and spermatozoan heads were 
sought. The prostatic acid phosphatase was analysed by the micro particle enzyme 
immunoassay method and reported as ng/ml. A level of greater than 100 ng/ml was 
considered positive. The cases were analysed with respect to post-mortem interval; 
presence or absence of intact spermatozoa or spermatozoan heads; presence of an 
elevated prostatic acid phosphatase; body location of the specimen; the time of year; 
location of the victim; and physical injury (anogenital) of sexual assault. The authors 
hope that by examining the laboratory evidence of sexual assault, a correlation can be 
drawn between the presence or absence of such evidence and the aforementioned 
variables. 

 

• Many factors can affect adversely the recovery of sperm or AP. 
• Apparently sperm survive longer in deceased individuals. 

 

8 Montagna, C. P. (1996). “The recovery of seminal components and DNA from the 
vagina of a homicide victim 34 days post-mortem.” J Forensic Sci 41(4): 700-2. 
The body of an 18-year-old female was discovered in a gravel pit in Northern Maine. 
Investigation determined the body to be that of a woman who had disappeared from 
the Bangor, Maine area 34 days earlier. Laboratory examination revealed the presence 
of intact spermatozoa, P30 and restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) 
typable DNA on a vaginal swab and smear slide collected at autopsy. 

 

• Weather conditions over the 34 days were on average between 0 and 4 degrees C. 
 

9 Randall, B. (1987). “Persistence of vaginal spermatozoa as assessed by routine 
cervicovaginal (PAP) smears.” JOURNAL OF FORENSIC SCIENCES 32(3): 678-
683. 
Retrospective review of cervicovaginal (Pap) smears of women with known sexual 
histories affords an opportunity to assess the potential for postcoital sperm recovery for 
large numbers of individuals. This study reviewed 542 individuals' Pap smears with 
accompanying sexual histories. Three hundred forty-nine respondents reported at least 
one act of sexual intercourse during the five days preceding the Pap smear. Unlike a 
previous report, the current study showed very poor sperm recovery (maximum of 25% 
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during the first postcoital day). The observed results roughly correlate with the 
incidence of sperm noted on screening of large numbers of routine clinical Pap smears 
in a private reference laboratory. Routine Pap smears can detect sperm but do not 
appear to be an ideal method to substantiate recent sexual intercourse. 

 

10 Ricci, L. R. and S. A. Hoffman (1982). “Prostatic acid phosphatase and sperm in 
the post-coital vagina.” Ann Emerg Med 11(10): 530-4. 
Sperm and prostatic acid phosphatase identified in vaginal fluid after an alleged sexual 
assault constitute important physical evidence useful in courts of law during rape trials. 
The purpose of this study was to define a normal and abnormal range for acid 
phosphatase in the post-coital vagina for our emergency department and to compare 
the sensitivity of acid phosphatase versus sperm in determining recent coitus. Vaginal 
swabs obtained from 90 patients were analysed for acid phosphatase activity by the 
Sigma p-nitro phenyl phosphate technique. Swabs were stored in a bovine albumin 
preservative broth. Pap smears for sperm identification were also performed. Acid 
phosphatase values greater than 50, especially those greater than 138 Sigma units/cc, 
correlated with intercourse within the preceding 24 hours (P .005). Values greater than 
20 but less than 50 correlated with intercourse within 48 hours (P .005). The presence 
or absence of sperm was found to be less sensitive, and correlated poorly with the time 
since intercourse [of 12 cases less than or equal to 24 hours, 11 were acid 
phosphatase-positive (91.7%) while seven were sperm-positive (58.4%)]. 

 

• AP is a better method of semen identification.  Quantitative AP levels can be used as a 
time-since intercourse marker whereas sperm presence was quite variable in relation to 
time. 

• Bloody contamination from menses had no deleterious effect on AP measurement. 
 

11 Silverman, E. M. and A. G. Silverman (1978). “Persistence of spermatozoa in the 
lower genital tracts of women.” Jama 240(17): 1875-7. 
Cervicovaginal scrapings from 675 women who had volunteered information about the 
time of their last coitus and their contraceptive and douching practices were stained 
with Papanicolaou stain and screened for spermatozoa. Generally, as the interval 
between coitus and preparation of the smears (postcoital interval) increased, the 
percentage of smears with spermatozoa and the mean number of spermatozoa per 
smear decreased, but the percentage of spermatozoa with tails did not change 
significantly. Spermatozoa were found irregularly after the seventh and rarely after the 
tenth postcoital day. Vaginal douching, pregnancy, use of oral contraceptives, coitus 
interruptus, condoms, and vasectomy were associated with reduced prevalence of 
spermatozoa in smears. 

 

• Evidence of sperm persisting in vaginas of rape-murder victims for 70 days and 3 to 4 
months. 

• Authors found no difference in proportions of sperm with or without tails at any time after 
coitus. 

 
12  Willott, G. M. and J. E. Allard (1982). “Spermatozoa--their persistence after sexual 

intercourse.” Forensic Sci Int 19(2): 133-54. 
 

• The longest times after intercourse that sperm have been found on 1332 internal vaginal 
swabs was: 5 days 

• Data from other studies: 
1. 200 family planning patients: 7 days 
2. 730 laboratory staff: 6 days with 3 days for intact sperm 
3. 104 women attending clinic: 9 days 

 
13 Khaldi, N., et al. "Evaluation of Three Raid Detection Methods for the Forensic 

Identification of Seminal Fluid in Rape Cases." J Forensic Science 2004 Jul;49(4):749-
53.  
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14  Maher, J., et al. "Evaluation of the BioSign PSA Membrane Test for the Identification of 

Seminal Stains in Forensic Casework." NZ Med j 2002 Feb 8:115(1147):48-9. 
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The Examination for and of Spermatozoa 

1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
 This method describes the microscopic examination of smears for the presence of 
spermatozoa. It includes the examination of items contained within the Sexual Assault 
Investigation Kits (SAIKS) that are assembled by either QHSS or other external companies 
such as Medi-Redi (owned by House with No Steps). 
 
This SOP also includes workflow diagrams pertaining to examination of items in alleged 
sexual assault cases. These diagrams show the steps necessary in these examinations 
which include AP and PSA screening, along with microscopic examination for spermatozoa. 

 
 
2 ACTIONS 
2.1 Interpretation 

1 The basophile haematoxylin stains the deoxyribonucleic-acid (DNA)/histone rich base of 
the sperm head deep purplish-blue. The acidophile eosin stains the acrosomal cap pink 
and, in intact-spermatozoa, also stains the tail pink. 

 
2 The use of counterstaining differentiates spermatozoa from most cell debris and can 

assist in the differentiation of human spermatozoa from common animal spermatozoa. 
 

3 Confusion with yeasts, especially monilia, can occur and extreme care must be taken 
when monilial infections such as thrush are suspected. With experience, spermatozoa 
and yeasts can be distinguished by size and/or the presence of cell walls. 

 
2.2 Slide Preparation (for AP positive stains and Sexual Assault kits with no slides) 

1 Use new slides and clean with ethanol. Label with the sample ID, date, case number 
and sampler’s initials using a pencil only. 

 
2 Use clean, flamed instruments.  

 
3 Create a suspension from the exhibit by one of the following methods, 

 
I. Scrape the stained area into a 1.5ml eppendorf tube. Add drops of distilled water 

to the tube until the scraping is covered. Vortex thoroughly. 
II. Excise the stained area and cut into small pieces. Place pieces into a 1.5ml 

eppendorf tube and add drops of distilled water to the tube until the pieces are 
covered. Vortex thoroughly. 

III. If slide is being prepared from a swab, excise the cotton from the swab and cut the 
cotton into small pieces. Place the pieces of cotton into a 1.5ml eppendorf tube 
and add drops of distilled water to the tube until the pieces are covered (approx 
150-300µl). Vortex thoroughly. 

 
 

4 Add a drop of the recently vortexed suspension to the labelled slide. 
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5 Dry the slide on a heat block. If a heat block is not available, heat-fix the slide by 
passing it over a flame with the material to be stained uppermost. 

 

 
2.3 Slide Stainer 
 The slide can be stained in the automatic slide stainer in Histology. If this is not available, 

see manual staining procedure in Appendix 1. 
 
2.4 Microscopic Examination 

1 Examine slide using the x40 or x100 (oil immersion) objective. Score the number of 
spermatozoa observed (use the standard microscopy form, 17037 or the Sexual 
Assault Investigation Kit form, 17032). 

 
0          (0)            None seen 
<+       (<1+)        Very hard to find (Use vernier) 

 + (1+)  Hard to find 
 ++ (2+)  Easy to find 
 +++ (3+)  Very easy to find 
 ++++ (4+)  Abundant 
 
 

2 Note whether spermatozoa are intact (heads and tails) or non-intact (heads only).  
Look for epithelial cells and whether there are bacteria or yeast present. Human 
spermatozoa are distinguished from non-human mammalian sources by their 
morphology and by their behaviour toward HE, resulting in a purple base and clear cap 
(see Section 2.5). 

 
3 If limited sperm are located, not the location on the slide as per the current laboratory 

procedure and/or take photographs. 
 
2.5 Animal Semen 

1 Identification or differentiation of animal spermatozoa is an extremely unusual request, 
however its possible presence should always be considered. Microscopy and our 
molecular biology protocols will differentiate human from animal spermatozoa. 

 
2 Special stains are available to assist in the differentiation/identification of human/animal 

spermatozoa. However H/E and routine molecular biology techniques will resolve the 
issue, and if non-human reactions are obtained there will be support for an opinion. 

 
2.6 Animal Spermatozoa Images 

1 The images of animal spermatozoa given below are observations from a limited number 
of samples. It must be borne in mind that there may be variations in shape and size 
according to age, breed, or individuality of animal concerned. 

 
2 The following images are meant to assist in the formation of an opinion. Do not attempt 

to diagnose an animal spermatozoa species and do not rely on immune antisera. If 
animal non-human reactions (i.e. negative reactions) are given at DNA quantification 
stage, a typical opinion could be, “spermatozoa present did not appear to be of human 
origin. No human DNA was detected”. 
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Bull Sperm at x1000 
magnification. (Oil immersion) 
Sperm head lengths ~6-7µm. 

Cat Sperm at x1000 
magnification. (Oil immersion) 
Sperm head lengths ~3-3.5µm. 

Human Sperm at x1000 
magnification. (Oil immersion) 
Sperm head lengths ~3-4µm. 
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Kangaroo Sperm at x1000 
magnification. (Oil immersion) 
Sperm head lengths ~9-11µm. 

Koala Sperm (uncurled) at x1000 
magnification. (Oil immersion) 
Sperm head lengths ~8-9µm. 

Pig Sperm at x1000 magnification. 
(Oil immersion) 
Sperm head lengths ~6-6.5µm. 
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Photos from DNA Analysis. 
 
2.7 Spermatozoa Interpretation 
 If slides are stained properly spermatozoa should be easily distinguished from epithelial 

cells, cellular debris, fibres etc. Spermatozoa heads can look similar in shape and colour to 
yeasts. If in any doubt consult an experienced examiner. 

  
 The recovery of semen is dependent on a number of factors but not limited to 
  I. The amount of spermatozoa in the ejaculate 
  II. The amount of ejaculate 
  III. The environment the ejaculate is deposited on 
  IV. Washing 
  V. Douching 
  VI. Menstruation 
  VII. Efficiency of the sampling process 
  VIII. Time between ejaculation and sampling 
  IX. Storage of the samples 
  X. Natural drainage or degradation of spermatozoa in certain environments 
 
 With respect to the above influences, the time since ejaculation has occurred can only be 

estimated.  A number of studies have been conducted regarding the persistence of 
spermatozoa in the vagina. References to these studies can be found in Appendix 6.2.  

 
2.8 Penile Swabs 
 Submit for DNA testing even if the semen on the penile swabs is of no evidentiary value. 

Unprotected sexual intercourse with no ejaculation may leave foreign cells (vaginal, anal, 
oral) on the penis. Depending on the time of swab collection and the effectiveness of the 
swab, female DNA on the penile swab may be successfully profiled from an unwashed 
penis. 

 
 Penile swabs may be submitted for Differential Lysis if the case history is such that the 

complainant had intercourse with another male prior to the alleged offence. Transfer of 
semen from the previous partner to the alleged offender may occur and DNA may be 
obtained in the sperm fraction. 

 
2.9 Examination of Sexual Assault Swabs 

1 If serum coated, charcoal swabs or other unsuitable swabs/media are submitted, the 
client must be notified. These swabs should still be examined. The serum coated or 
transport media swabs can be submitted for analysis. Add ‘Manual DNA IQ’ as the 

Possum Sperm at x1000 
magnification. (Oil immersion) 
Sperm head lengths ~4-5µm. 
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processing comment and email the Analytical Senior Scientist with the barcode 
numbers. If the supernatant is to be retained the sample will be processed by off-deck 
lysis and Manual DNA IQ. Register as per normal and email the Analytical Senior 
Scientist with the numbers. No processing comment is required. 

 
2 If a smear has not been received, one will need to be made. See Section 2.2. Stain the 

smears with the H&E stainer in Histology. Examine the smears for spermatozoa noting 
the presence or absence of intact sperm, sperm heads, epithelial cells, white blood 
cells, bacteria and any other cells seen. 

 
3 If no spermatozoa are found, perform AP tests on suspensions made from the swabs. 

 
4 If a smear is negative for spermatozoa and positive for AP it is necessary to perform a 

PSA test to characterize the biological material as semen. 
 

5 If smears are received with paper labels attached, photograph the slide with the label, 
remove the label and relabel with the Statmark Pen or a diamond pencil and 
rephotograph the slide with the new labels. See 20080 Photography of Exhibits in DNA 
Analysis. 

 
6 Submit swabs in separate sterile 1.5mL tubes for differential lysis extraction if not 

already in a tube as part of the slide preparation. 
 

2.10 Examination of Items Previously Screened by QPS 
QPS Scientific Officers will sometimes perform AP tests on items. Confirmatory testing 
should be performed in this case, and re-AP testing or feedback on screening results may 
be required. (See flow diagram in Appendix 6.3)  
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4 ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS 
 

QIS: 20080 - Photography of Exhibits in DNA Analysis 
 

QIS: 17185 - Detection of Aspermic Semen in case Work Samples using the Biosign 
PSA11-WB Rapid Test for Prostate Specific Antigen  

 

QIS: 17186 - The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
 

QIS: 17037 - Microscopy of Smears Form 
 
 
5 AMENDMENT HISTORY 
 

Version Date Issue Author/s Comment 
1 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
2 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
3 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
4 27 Nov 2002 V Ientile Format updated, manual staining to appendix. 

Removed notes on examination of swabs, 
removed unpublished paper, as work wasn’t 
completed. 

5 19 Nov 2003 L Freney Updated references 
6 12 Jul 2006 J Howes/A 

Williamson 
“Reference” put after “Actions”.  

7 05 Aug 2006 J Howes Added in Sexual Assault Investigation 
Flowcharts, examination of SAIK Swabs, 
Photograph or Witness required for ++ (1+) 
sperm and PSA test. 

8 23 Oct 2006 J Howes Reporting results Eg. ++ or 2+ 
9 25 Jun 2007 J Howes Unified grading scale comments. Added 

Crimelite flowchart. 
9 13 Mar 2008 QIS2 

Migration 
Headers and Footers changed to new CaSS 
format.  Amended Business references from 
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Project QHSS to FSS, QHPSS to CaSS and QHPS to 
Pathology Queensland 

10 16 July 2010 A Lloyd Removal of Crimelite in scope and the 
Crimelite flowchart. Changed section 2.2 to 
include use of suspensions. Removal of 
section 2.8 – Vaginal Secretions. Changes to 
section 2.10 to remove AP testing on smears 
positive to spermatozoa. Photograph or 
locations required for smear with 1 or 2 sperm 
seen. Clarification of flowchart regarding 
previously screened items by QPS. Changes 
to SAIK flowchart. Removal of animal sperm 
diagrams and insertion of photographs of 
animal sperm.  

 
 
6 APPENDICES 
 

1 Preparation of H & E stain and manual staining procedure 
 

 2 How long do spermatozoa remain in the vagina? 
 

 3 Workflow Charts 
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6.1 Preparation of H & E Stain 
 CHEMICALS 

Absolute alcohols 
WARNING: Ethanol liquid and vapour are combustible. May irritate eyes and skin. Health 

effects well known – substance of abuse. 
 

Eosin (yellowish) 
WARNING: Eosin (yellowish) can cause serious damage to the eyes. Avoid contact, wear 
PPE. 

 

Haematoxylin 
WARNING: Haematoxylin: the toxicological properties have not been investigated. Prevent 

contact with skin and eyes. Do not inhale or ingest. Wear PPE. 
 

Sodium iodate 
WARNING: Sodium iodate causes burns and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Protect 

eyes and skin. 
 

Chloral hydrate (SLR) 
WARNING: Chloral hydrate causes burns and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Protect 

eyes and skin. 
 

Citric acid 
WARNING: May cause skin irritation.  Inhalation may cause irritation to mucus membranes.  

Avoid skin contact 
 

Acetic acid 
WARNING: Acetic acid is extremely corrosive and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. 

Protect eyes and skin. 
 

Hydrochloric acid 
WARNING: Hydrochloric acid causes burns and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Protect 

eyes and skin. 
 

NOTE: All the above chemicals are available from the Histology Section 
 
 PREPARATION OF REAGENTS 

NOTE: All reagents prepared in the laboratory shall bear a label: 
 

 ….(enter details eg 10% NaOH)…. 
 Prepd from Lot/batch:……….. 
 Date: ../../..    Initials: ……….. 
 Expires:../../..    Store at:….oC 
 WARNING: Contains ……………… 

 
 Mayer’s Haematoxylin 

Preparation of solution: 
Haematoxylin     1g 
Distilled water     1000mL 
Potassium or ammonium alum 50g 
Sodium iodate     0.2g 
Citric Acid     1g 
Chloral hydrate SLR    50g 
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The haematoxylin, potassium alum and sodium iodate are dissolved the distilled water by 
warming and stirring or by allowing to stand overnight.  The chloral hydrate and citric acid 
are added and mixture is boiled for 5 minutes then cooled and filtered. 
This mixture is then ready for use and has a shelf life for over one year at room 
temperature. 

 
  Eosin 

Eosin Y (eosin yellowish, eosin water soluble) C. I. No 45380 (C. I. Acid Red 87) 
 

Use as a 1% solution in distilled water.  Add 0.5mL of acetic acid to 1000mL of eosin Y 
 

• NOTE: This method provides a useful stain for spermatozoa and vaginal and 
buccal epithelium. It results in a dark purple nucleus with pink cytoplasm. 

 

• Place slide on staining rack over sink, flood with haematoxylin and leave for 5-10 
minutes. 

 

• Wash well in running tap water until smear “blues” (5 minutes or less) 
 

• Differentiate in 1% acid alcohol (1% HCl in 70% alcohol) for 5-10 seconds. 
 

• Wash well in tap water until smears are “blue” again (5 minutes or less). 
 

• Counterstain in 1% eosin for 10 minutes. 
 

• Wash in running tap water for 1-5 minutes. 
 

• Allow slide to dry on hot plate or on filter paper on the bench 
 

• Mount in depex if desired. 
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6.2 How long do Spermatozoa remain in the vagina? 
 6.2.1 Other references mentioning persistence of spermatozoa in the vagina - 
 

1 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
 - non-motile sperm 3-24 hrs. 

 

2 Noble Sharp 1963 Canada. Med. Ass. J. 89 
   - non-motile sperm 7-12 hrs, exceptionally 18-24 hrs, unique case 3-4 days. 
 

3 Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
   - 3-4 days 
 

4 Morrison 1972 Brit. J. Vener. Dis 48 p141 
   - up to 9 days or 12 days in the cervix, sometimes after menstruation. 
 
 6.2.2 How Long Do Spermatozoa Remain Alive (Motile) In the Vagina? 

The period for which spermatozoa may remain alive after deposition in the vagina may best 
be reviewed by quoting from the following workers in this field. 

 
O.J. Pollak: ‘The number of motile spermatozoa discernible in the vagina may be normal 
after one hour and markedly decreased after 2 hours; after 3 hours normally no 
spermatozoa are found. 
Menstruation often prolongs motility in the vagina to as long as 4 hours compared with the 
normal period of 30 to 45 minutes. 
Concerning human spermatozoa Weisman in his book “Spermatozoa and Sterility” (1941) 
summarises the periods of motility as follows: 
 

    Vagina…2 to 3 hours.   Cervix…48 to 110 hours. 
 
 6.2.3 Semen and Seminal Stains, Arch. Path., 1943, 35, 140. 
 

Samuel L. Siegler: ‘Normally 10% of the spermatozoa are alive in the vagina at the end of 2 
hours post coitum. Variations in number and motility depend upon the pH of the vagina and 
semen, quantity of semen deposited, bacteria and flora of the vagina and the time 
examined post-coitally. The author has seen motile spermatozoa in the vaginal pool after 8 
hours.  “Fertility in Women” (Wm.Heinmann Medical Books Ltd., 1945). 

 
Lane-Roberts, Sharman, Walker, Wiesner and Barton: ‘In most cases all intra-vaginal 
spermatozoa cease to move irreversibly within a few hours of coitus (Seguy and Vimeux, 
1933; Hartman, 1932). Huhner (1928, 1937), who has paid much attention to the problems 
involved, regards 30 minutes to 3 hours as a common measure of survival in the human 
subject, reduction in this period signifying an abnormal condition involving lowered fertility. 
Our own observations support the view that spermatozoa survive in the vagina for only a 
few hours and that even in fecund couples the variations are considerable. 

 
In several cases in which repeated examinations were possible before conception 
occurred, all motility ceased within one hour after intercourse. A fall of motility to 10% within 
30 minutes is compatible with fecundity. On the other hand, spermatozoa may continue to 
move for 3 hours in a normal untreated vagina.’ (Sterility and Impaired Fertility, Hamish 
Hamilton Medical Books, 1948). 

 
Sidney Smith: ‘The evidence points to a comparatively short life of the spermatozoa in the 
female tract and the period appears to get shorter with the number of observations. It is at 
present believed that the life of the spermatozoa in the vagina is a matter of hours.’ 
(Forensic Medicine, 1955). 
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Gonzales, Vance, Helpern and Umberger: ‘The motility of the spermatozoa in the specimen 
may give a clue to their length of stay as they remain motile from 30 to 60 minutes after 
deposition in the vagina.’ (Legal Medicine, 1954). 

 
Louis Portnoy and Jules Saltman: ‘As for motility, the sperms are mostly found non-motile 
or dead. This is to be expected because, after a lapse of one to three or more hours, all the 
sperms will normally have been killed by the acidity of the vaginal secretions. There may be 
live sperms but more likely not.’ (Fertility in Marriage, Signet Book, 1951). 

 
 6.2.4  How Long Do Spermatozoa (Non-Motile) Remain In the Vagina 
 Pollak in his comprehensive paper “Semen and Seminal Stains”, states: 
 

“Although the various authors give the period of their presence in the vagina as from 30 
minutes to 17 days, one may safely consider the period for non-motile spermatozoa in the 
vagina after coitus to be 30 minutes to 24 hours.” 

 
 Gonzales and others in their book “Legal Medicine” state: 

“Some have claimed that spermatozoa may be demonstrated in the vaginal contents of 
non-fatal cases from 45 minutes to several days after the last coitus, but these 
considerations do not offer a satisfactory basis for estimating the duration of their residence 
in the vagina in as much as the time of the last coitus cannot be determined with precision. 
If they are non-motile, it might be difficult to determine the length of time they have been in 
the female tract.” 

 
 Gordon, Turner and Price in their book “Medical Jurisprudence” make this comment: 

“The finding of spermatozoa on examination of a vaginal smear is indicative of an 
ejaculation into the vagina but it affords no evidence of the time of the ejaculation. In 
charges of rape, therefore, particularly in the case of married women, it becomes necessary 
to exclude the possibility of sexual intercourse having taken place before the assault. In this 
connection it should be noted that spermatozoa could be recovered from the vagina 3 to 4 
days after their introduction. Some authorities claim that they may be recovered after a 
lapse of even longer periods.” 
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6.3 Workflow Charts 

Examination of Sexual Assault Investigation Kits (SAIKs)

SAIK Swabs 
Endocervical, HVS, LVS, 
Vulval, Anal, Rectal, other

Microscopy of Smears (make own 
slides from suspensions if slides 

not present in SAIK)
Sperm seen Sperm not seen

AP Screening 

DNA 
(DLYS)

AP -ve AP +ve

Internal 
swabs 
(HVS, LVS 
etc) NFA

External 
swabs 
(Vulval, 
Perianal, 
Anal etc) 
DNA (Cells)

PSA -ve PSA +ve

DNA (DLYS)
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Examination of clothing in a PENILE PENETRATION case

Clothing

Sperm not 
seen

Sperm seen

Acid Phosphatase Test for Seminal Fluid (after tapelifting)

Make own slides for 
Sperm Microscopy

AP +ve AP –ve

Sperm seen

DNADNA

PSA +ve PSA -ve

Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) Test

NOTES

1. Take a tapelift from area of interest 
prior to AP testing to preserve 
cellular material if present

2.     Make a slide from the area of 
interest eg. Crotch of underpants

Sperm not 
seen

CellsDLYS

No further 
action

Large Items 
(eg. T-shirt)

Small Items (eg. Underwear)

Cells
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Examination of a DIGITAL and PENILE PENETRATION case

Sperm seen

AP +ve

Clothing 
eg Underpants

AP -ve

Sperm seen Sperm not 
seen

Sperm not 
seen

Acid Phosphatase Testing (after tapelifting)

DNA

PSA +ve

Make own slides for 
Sperm Microscopy

PSA -ve

Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) Test

Tapelift for trace DNA (cells)

NOTES

1. Take a tapelift from area of interest 
(ie. Crotch) prior to AP testing to 
preserve cellular material if present

2. Make a slide from the area of interest 
(AP +ve area or likely area 
eg. Crotch of underpants)

DLYS Tapelift for trace DNA (cells)

DLYS

 

Examination of clothing in a DIGITAL PENETRATION ONLY Case

Clothing
eg. Underpants

DNA

Tapelift area of interest 
(consider a tapelift for a negative 
control to isolate area of touch DNA if 
present)
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AP +ve

MicroscopySperm -ve Sperm +ve

DNA

DNA

PSA +ve PSA -ve

Examination of Items previously AP screened by QPS Scientific Officers

AP +ve AP -ve

Consider Re-APing item

PSA test

NFA

Feedback 
to QPS

Ask for whole 
item to test

Re-examine AP 
+ve area, and 
continue as before

Consider 
misinterpretation 
of AP test

DLYS

DLYS

(As indicated by QPS)
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 12:48 PM

To: Shae McCartney (

Cc: Joanne Stevenson; Jade Franklin; Paul Csoban

Subject: Additional Document

Attachments: Explanation of SOPs used_20170309.pdf

Hi Shae 

 

I had forgotten to attach the document / flowchart that shows how we use each of the SOPs.  Its now attached. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 3:30 PM

To: Stevenson, Joanne

Cc: McCartney, Shae; Paul Csoban

Subject: RE: PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED : Additional information [CU-

Legal.FID2085012]

Attachments: Letter to JA Hodgens re AR 9 3 17_CJA.docx

Hi Jo 

 

I’ve tracked changes and added comments to the letter. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Stevenson, Joanne [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 2:33 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: McCartney, Shae 

Subject: PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED : Additional information [CU-Legal  

 

Hi Cathie 
 
Please see attached a draft letter we are preparing with the background regarding the testing process as we have 
discussed. 
 
I would appreciate it if you could review and provide us with any comments. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Jo 
 
Joanne Stevenson, Senior Associate 
Clayton Utz 
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Shae McCartney, Partner 
Clayton Utz 

 
 

 

� Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail 
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Private and confidential 

Email 
 
John-Anthony Hodgens 
Principal & Director 
Human A.S.S.E.T. Solutions Pty Ltd 
 
  

  10 March 2017 
 

Dear John-Anthony 

Your client: Amanda Reeves 

We set out below a history of the testing of the semen for sexual assault cases: 

We are instructed as follows: 

1. Background to HSQ's policies and procedures for examination of sperm. 

1.1 HSQ has in place a standard operating procedure which applies to all scientists performing 
the examination for and of spermatozoa. This SOP is titled "The Examination for and of 
Spermatozoa" and is identified as document number 17189 (Examination SOP).  

1.2 At section 10 of the Examination SOP there is an amendment history. This amendment shows 
that there has there has been a regular and systematic review of the Examination SOP on the 
following dates: 

(a) 13 March 2008; 

(b) 16 July 2010; 

(c) 3 February 2011; 

(d) 31 October 2013; and 

(e) 3 July 2015. 

1.3 Each review identifies who updated the Examination SOP and also provides a summary of 
what was amended.  

1.4 The SOP is supported by other documentation which includes procedures and other 
documentation. Each time the Examination SOP is reviewed, it may be that a corresponding 
amendment is made to supporting documentation. In addition, the supporting documentation 
is also reviewed separately and this is also recorded in the amendment history of each 
document.  

1.5 HSQ also has a procedure in place for when "adverse events" occur in fForensic DNA 
Analysis. This procedure is titled "Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA Analysis" 
and is identified as document number 30800. This procedure provides guidelines around 
standard investigation protocols and result acceptance criteria for adverse events in Forensic 
DNA Analysis procedure.  

1.6 The testing of the sperm in sexual assault cases follows a three step process: 

(a) Step 1: Evidence Recovery - this involves tests being conducted to determine 
whether sperm is present on an item; 
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(b) Step 2 : Analytical DNA Profiling - if sperm is present on an item then further 
testing is conducted to determine whether a DNA profile can be 
obtaineddetermined (that may be compared to a reference sample is to identify a 
person). If a DNA profile can be obtaineddetermined, it may be a partial or full DNA 
profile. If the DNA profile is only a partial profile, it may not yield a sufficient 
likelihood ratio that is of evidential value to the court this would not be sufficient to 
discriminate between people and therefore assist in identifying a person; and 

(c) Step 3 : Reporting and providing expert evidence - at this stage, a electronic report 
is prepared of the results of the Analytical DNA Profiling. A Statement of Witness 
can be prepared and This report can be tabled in court and a member of the 
reporting team can also attend court to give expert evidence.  

1.7 The testing method used in step 1 changed in September 2010. At this stage, instead of 
wetting the swab and rolling the swab on the slide, a new process was introduced where 
water was added to a swab in a tube and then the water used to make a smear [Ms Reeves 
had incorrectly stated that the method changed in 2008].   

2. Chronology of events since issue with step 1 was first raised 

2.1 OnIn 4th of March 2016, a member of Ms Reeve's team raised an issue via email in relation to 
the testing process within a case her. This issue was discussed amongst her team internally. 
No adverse event investigation commenced as a consequence of these discussions indicating 
that the issue was not considered to be a gross or systematic failure of the process 
[obtaining copy of email]. [There is more history regarding the response to this email in 
Amanda's response in the Livingstones report at page 22].  

2.2 On or around 12 May 2016 when, during a management team meeting, Ms Reeves raised her 
concerns and further articulated the issue to the management team. Management team 
meetings are held fortnightly and this was the first Ms Reeves raised the issue at this meeting. 
The issue was, in summary, that there was a difference in sperm microscopy counts observed 
at the time of examination during evidence recovery (that is step 1) and the numbers of sperm 
observed on slides made from the same sample during the differential lysis extraction 
procedure (used at step 2). 

2.3 To put this in layman's terms: 

(a) the test which is undertaken in step 2 uses a centrifugation step that is not used at 
is more sophisticated that step 1. 

(b) as such, the test of an item using the test in step 1 test may detect no sperm; 

(c) if a test was conducted of the same item using the test in step 2, then it may be 
that some sperm is detected; and 

(d) therefore there are potentially some items which have sperm present which are not 
having further tests undertaken (ie step 2).  

2.4 However, tThe purpose of the testing process is not to determine whether sperm can be 
detected on an item and then generate a DNA profile from the sperm detected.  A DNA profile 
may not be generated from the sperm detected as there is insufficient DNA present. is present 
on an item or not, but to determine whether a DNA profile can be produced. A DNA profile can 
only be produced if there is a sufficient amount of DNA availablesperm. If the amount of 
sperm on an item is so low that it is not being detected by the testing occurring at step 1, then 
there will it may be insufficient sperm to undertake an analysis to obtain a sufficient DNA 
profile to allow comparison to a reference sample identify a person. In a small number of 

Formatted: Superscript

Commented [CJA1]: This issue was discussed amongst her 
team and an email sent to the Team Leader on the 11th of May 
2016 

Commented [CJA2]: Saying this in this way puts the 
organisation at risk – as it appears that we are admitting that 
we sometimes don’t detect sperm – but we haven’t added 
context.  I would recommend leaving this out. 
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cases, there may be sufficient sperm to obtain a partial profile, however, a partial profile will 
may not be of sufficient evidential value for the court. to discriminate between persons. The 
effect of this in terms of the reporting/expert evidence step in the process is that a partial 
profile is may not be sufficient to assist in the Queensland Police Service 
prosecutingidentifying an alleged offender in a sexual assault matter.   

2.5 The members of the management team considered this issue and a list of suggestions were 
made, however, no "adverse event" was notified or concerns elevated which would suggest 
there was a gross or systematic failure of the process.  

2.6 HSQ undertook the following action: 

(a) allno items were submitted for DNA profiling regardless of presumptive screening 
tests or negative smearseliminated based on a negative result in step 1 from 
August 2016.  

(b) Results from these items will be collated and analysed.Since August 2016 
approximately 600 samples have been reviewed. Of these samples: 

(i) approximately 90 percent of the samples tested whether there was a "0" 
result at step 1, also obtained a "0" result at step 2; 

(ii) approximately 10 percent of the samples tested a small amount of 
sperm was detected; and 

(iii) the FSS team has yet to undertake further tests to see whether these 
samples would result in partial profiles. 

(c)(b) Allan McNevin considered the last 100 items to determine the number of items 
which were not tested further as a consequence of no sperm being detected and 
identified that this only occurred 11 times [This is detailed further in the Project 
#181 document]; and  

(c) initiated Project #181. The purpose of Project #181 was to conduct further testing 
for further evidence to support the theory that a low level of sperm that was not 
detectable at step 1 but detectable at step 2 would not be sufficient to obtain a 
DNA profile that would be able to identify a person for the purpose of a sexual 
assault case.  This project is ongoing and has been delayed due to the increase of 
sexual assault kits needing to be analysed (an increase from approximately 5 per 
week to 10-15 per week). Given that all items are being tested at present, even if 
no sperm is detected, the delay in the results from Project #181 are not impacting 
on the testing of semen samples.  

(d) Requested a scientific review – see below for details 

2.7 In relation to Project #181, the supporting documentation titled "Project Proposal #181 
Investigation into the sensitivity of spermatozoa microscopy" dated August 2016 is drafted in a 
manner consistent with scientific reporting. The hypothesis is drafted such as to not reflect 
any bias regarding the potential outcome of the results. As such, the "concerns" which are 
identified on page 4 are not indicative of a risk that there are potentially items producing 
negative results at step 1 which would be able to produce a DNA profile sufficient for 
production of evidence in a sexual assault case.  

2.8 On 31 January 2017 HSQ engaged the Institute of Environmental Science and Research 
Limited (ESR) a Crown Research Institute in New Zealand, was engaged to examine the 
processing of sexual assault investigation kits in the Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory to 

Commented [CJA3]: I’m not ready to make this information 
available, I would like further information and inform the 
management team as a normal course of action. 

Commented [CJA4]: I’m not sure I understand what you’re 
trying to say 
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ascertain its validity as an acceptable scientific process. The review will consider the current 
Standard Operating Procedure for Examination of Sexual Assault Cases and associated 
procedures, that is the whole procedure.   

3. Additional points re: Ms Reeves  

3.1 Ms Reeves has systematically been provided with an opportunity to provide input into the 
procedure over a number of years as a "reviewer" of the Examination SOP and is notified of 
all updates to the Examination SOP. 

3.13.2 Ms Reeves has been the author of the ‘Evidence Recovery Processes for Reporting Scientists 
– Training Module’ since 2013, which includes reference to examination for possible presence 
of semen.  

3.23.3 In June 2016, Ms Reeves was also acting in the role of Team Leader - Forensic Reporting 
and Intelligence Team for a two week period in June 2016 at which time she had an 
opportunity to implement changes or initiate further testing be conducted.  

3.33.4 Ms Reeves has notnever raised any concerns which have initiated the procedure for 
investigation into an "adverse event". 

**** 

If you have any queries or wish to discuss this letter, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Shae McCartney, Partner 
 

 

Jo Stevenson, Senior Associate 
 

 

Enc 

Our ref   

Commented [CJA5]: I think this is controversial and you may 
not want to include this yet. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Stevenson, Joanne <

Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 12:01 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Cc: McCartney, Shae

Subject: PRIVATE, CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED : Additional information

Hi Cathie 
 
Thank you for the additional information. I have a couple of further points to clarify with you. 
 
Can you please call me when you are free. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Jo 
 
Joanne Stevenson, Senior Associate 
Clayton Utz 

 
  

 
 
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail 

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 10:01 AM 

To: McCartney, Shae 
Cc: Stevenson, Joanne; Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin 

Subject: FW: Additional information 

 

Hi Everyone 

 

It has been stated that the procedure used to process samples for sperm was changed in 2008 – so there is a question 

about sample processing between 2008 and August 2016 (when the risk mitigation step was introduced). 

 

I’ve compared the SOPs used and the new process where water was added to a swab in a tube and then the water used 

to make a smear (instead of wetting the swab and rolling the swab on the slide) was introduced in September 2010.  I’ve 

attached the SOPs and highlighted the change in yellow – usually on page 1 of the SOP. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
  e |    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 1:57 PM 

To: Shae McCartney (  
Cc: Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin; '  

Subject: Additional information 

 

Hi Shae  

 

The SOP used to detect sperm in sexual assault cases contains an amendment history (section 11), this shows that the 

process hasn’t vastly changed in the period between 2008 and 2016.  The PowerPoint attachment (Details for Sperm 

SOP) shows that Amanda Reeves has had the opportunity to have input into the procedure over a number of years.  She 

was a reviewer of the SOP, then a notifee of all updates to the SOP (as most other staff are as well).  

 

As discussed by phone with Joanne – I’ve attached a document which shows when we would use the different 

SOPSs.  Plus also a Team Chart – how the teams are set up on the page (L to R) is how a sample moves through our 

processes (without going through the Quality & Operational Team specifically). 

 

Adverse event and their guidelines – I’ve attached the SOP for investigating Adverse Events, however this issue has 

never been deemed an adverse event as we have no evidence to suggest that there is a gross or systemic issue with the 

procedure.  Whilst a couple of cases have been put forward as showing no sperm detected at Evidence Recovery stage, 

but a DNA profile was obtained and review of the slides from the Analytical process showed sperm – this could be due 

to human error as well as other factors that may have affected only that sample.  Other examples of an adverse event in 

Forensic DNA Analysis are: in 2008, an instrument did not operate at an optimal level and sample to sample 

contamination was discovered.  This affected samples that had been processed for a period of time and required advice 

to both QPS and DPP from myself and the Senior Director.  Another example was a minor miscode in STRmix (software 

used to generate likelihood ratios for DNA profiles).  A new version was released, however 24 Statements had to be re-

issued as the stats had changed with the new version and again, required advice to both QPS and DPP from myself and 

the Senior Director. 

 

Jacqui Wilson raised the issue to her line manager, Amanda Reeves, a case that she was reporting on (email from 4
th

 of 

March 2016) had minimal sperm detected at Evidence Recovery phase of the process but larger numbers of sperm at 

Analytical phase.  Jacqui has been interviewed by the External Investigator and she has verbally advised me that she has 

no issue with the processing that is undertaken in the lab regarding sexual assaults (or any other sample). 

 

Staff had a small round table discussion about the processing of Sexual Assault Investigation Kits (SAIKs) – they were: 

Anna Lemalu (now works at ESR NZ and we’ve just been thanked for the excellent training that we gave her as she’s 

fitted seamlessly into their workplace), Adrian Pippia (interviewed by Ext Inv), Thomas Nurthen (interviewed by Ext Inv), 

Jacqui Wilson (interviewed by Ext Inv), Matthew Hunt (currently acting in Amanda’s HP5 position and has been 

supportive of all our efforts with Project #181 etc), Josie Entwistle and Penelope Taylor (neither have been interviewed 

as they are in a different reporting team).  The list of suggestions they put forward was: 

- looking at the slide making process in the Evidence Recovery phase of the process  

- data mining (this is being done from the mitigation step – so all samples have been submitted for profiling regardless 

of sperm detection since August 2016 – data suggests that there is no gross / systemic failure of the process) 

- check on the amount of liquid added to swab at the Evidence Recovery phase of the process – (Justin Howes has 

looked at journal articles and has found that of the articles that list the amount – we add less volume as we are trying to 

converse the amount of evidence in the sample – so we’re trying not to dilute it too much so that we detect sperm) 

- suggested making control swabs and following them through the process – (this is essentially what Project #181 is 

doing) 
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Amanda has supplied ‘evidence’ to her lawyer of another staff member questioning the process - Emma Caunt.  Emma is 

currently doing Project #181 in conjunction with Allan McNevin.  The evidence supplied was from a Lynx instant 

message.  Kylie Rika is a Emma’s line manager, and Emma and Amanda are friends outside of work.  Kylie has not raised 

any issues from her team regarding this process. 

 

Amanda has acted in the role of Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team for a two week period in June 

2016 (EMF attached) – during this time, she could have used the authority of that position to implement changes or 

request work to be done to ascertain if a gross or systemic failure of the process was occurring.  In a previous higher 

duties period, Amanda used the NCIDD results to conduct a familial search – authority for which was only held by Team 

Leaders and above.  A familial search of NCIDD can only be authorised by the QPS or Team Leader or above for a 

particular matter – as the Qld legislation is silent on familial searching.  This issue was investigated at the time, and as 

Amanda supplied the SOP that stated Team Leaders had the authority, no further action was taken. 

 

Amanda is also the Author responsible for the Evidence Recovery processes for reporting scientists training module – 

I’ve attached that Training Module #28079.  This means that she should have a very good understanding of all the 

processes in the Evidence Recovery portion, so during formulation of this training module, she may have reviewed 

documents including the sperm process.  This document was first introduced in 2013. 

 

I’ve attached the Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS) code of conduct.  I’m fairly sure that 

Amanda is a current member.  The code discusses – acting ‘truthfully and objectively’ – given that ESR have said that we 

have a sound, scientific procedure, if Amanda were to not accept this, then perhaps she’s not being objective (I 

understand that she would need to have access to the report or a summary thereof). 

 

The court expects that an expert witness will provide testimony that is fact based, and if the expert offers ‘opinion 

based’ testimony then they should clearly state that it is opinion based.  The facts as presented in a Statement of 

Witness are that a biological matter was identified (or a sample process with the assumption of biological material – eg 

cells due to someone touching an object) and a DNA profile obtained, with statistics on the likelihood of it being from a 

particular person.  How that biological matter was deposited is an opinion. 

 

Amanda Reeves supplied controlled documents (SOPs) and minutes of Management Team Meetings to her 

counsel.  Amanda did not ask permission to supply these documents to anyone. 

 

Please let me know if there’s anything else that I can supply or provide detail on. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 
it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 

175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 

or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Cathie Allen

From: Stevenson, Joanne <

Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 12:01 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Cc: McCartney, Shae

Subject: PRIVATE, CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED : Additional information

Hi Cathie 
 
Thank you for the additional information. I have a couple of further points to clarify with you. 
 
Can you please call me when you are free. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Jo 
 
Joanne Stevenson, Senior Associate 
Clayton Utz 

 
  

 
 
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail 

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 10:01 AM 

To: McCartney, Shae 
Cc: Stevenson, Joanne; Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin 

Subject: FW: Additional information 

 

Hi Everyone 

 

It has been stated that the procedure used to process samples for sperm was changed in 2008 – so there is a question 

about sample processing between 2008 and August 2016 (when the risk mitigation step was introduced). 

 

I’ve compared the SOPs used and the new process where water was added to a swab in a tube and then the water used 

to make a smear (instead of wetting the swab and rolling the swab on the slide) was introduced in September 2010.  I’ve 

attached the SOPs and highlighted the change in yellow – usually on page 1 of the SOP. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
 |    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 1:57 PM 

To: Shae McCartney (  
Cc: Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin; '  

Subject: Additional information 

 

Hi Shae  

 

The SOP used to detect sperm in sexual assault cases contains an amendment history (section 11), this shows that the 

process hasn’t vastly changed in the period between 2008 and 2016.  The PowerPoint attachment (Details for Sperm 

SOP) shows that Amanda Reeves has had the opportunity to have input into the procedure over a number of years.  She 

was a reviewer of the SOP, then a notifee of all updates to the SOP (as most other staff are as well).  

 

As discussed by phone with Joanne – I’ve attached a document which shows when we would use the different 

SOPSs.  Plus also a Team Chart – how the teams are set up on the page (L to R) is how a sample moves through our 

processes (without going through the Quality & Operational Team specifically). 

 

Adverse event and their guidelines – I’ve attached the SOP for investigating Adverse Events, however this issue has 

never been deemed an adverse event as we have no evidence to suggest that there is a gross or systemic issue with the 

procedure.  Whilst a couple of cases have been put forward as showing no sperm detected at Evidence Recovery stage, 

but a DNA profile was obtained and review of the slides from the Analytical process showed sperm – this could be due 

to human error as well as other factors that may have affected only that sample.  Other examples of an adverse event in 

Forensic DNA Analysis are: in 2008, an instrument did not operate at an optimal level and sample to sample 

contamination was discovered.  This affected samples that had been processed for a period of time and required advice 

to both QPS and DPP from myself and the Senior Director.  Another example was a minor miscode in STRmix (software 

used to generate likelihood ratios for DNA profiles).  A new version was released, however 24 Statements had to be re-

issued as the stats had changed with the new version and again, required advice to both QPS and DPP from myself and 

the Senior Director. 

 

Jacqui Wilson raised the issue to her line manager, Amanda Reeves, a case that she was reporting on (email from 4
th

 of 

March 2016) had minimal sperm detected at Evidence Recovery phase of the process but larger numbers of sperm at 

Analytical phase.  Jacqui has been interviewed by the External Investigator and she has verbally advised me that she has 

no issue with the processing that is undertaken in the lab regarding sexual assaults (or any other sample). 

 

Staff had a small round table discussion about the processing of Sexual Assault Investigation Kits (SAIKs) – they were: 

Anna Lemalu (now works at ESR NZ and we’ve just been thanked for the excellent training that we gave her as she’s 

fitted seamlessly into their workplace), Adrian Pippia (interviewed by Ext Inv), Thomas Nurthen (interviewed by Ext Inv), 

Jacqui Wilson (interviewed by Ext Inv), Matthew Hunt (currently acting in Amanda’s HP5 position and has been 

supportive of all our efforts with Project #181 etc), Josie Entwistle and Penelope Taylor (neither have been interviewed 

as they are in a different reporting team).  The list of suggestions they put forward was: 

- looking at the slide making process in the Evidence Recovery phase of the process  

- data mining (this is being done from the mitigation step – so all samples have been submitted for profiling regardless 

of sperm detection since August 2016 – data suggests that there is no gross / systemic failure of the process) 

- check on the amount of liquid added to swab at the Evidence Recovery phase of the process – (Justin Howes has 

looked at journal articles and has found that of the articles that list the amount – we add less volume as we are trying to 

converse the amount of evidence in the sample – so we’re trying not to dilute it too much so that we detect sperm) 

- suggested making control swabs and following them through the process – (this is essentially what Project #181 is 

doing) 
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Amanda has supplied ‘evidence’ to her lawyer of another staff member questioning the process - Emma Caunt.  Emma is 

currently doing Project #181 in conjunction with Allan McNevin.  The evidence supplied was from a Lynx instant 

message.  Kylie Rika is a Emma’s line manager, and Emma and Amanda are friends outside of work.  Kylie has not raised 

any issues from her team regarding this process. 

 

Amanda has acted in the role of Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team for a two week period in June 

2016 (EMF attached) – during this time, she could have used the authority of that position to implement changes or 

request work to be done to ascertain if a gross or systemic failure of the process was occurring.  In a previous higher 

duties period, Amanda used the NCIDD results to conduct a familial search – authority for which was only held by Team 

Leaders and above.  A familial search of NCIDD can only be authorised by the QPS or Team Leader or above for a 

particular matter – as the Qld legislation is silent on familial searching.  This issue was investigated at the time, and as 

Amanda supplied the SOP that stated Team Leaders had the authority, no further action was taken. 

 

Amanda is also the Author responsible for the Evidence Recovery processes for reporting scientists training module – 

I’ve attached that Training Module #28079.  This means that she should have a very good understanding of all the 

processes in the Evidence Recovery portion, so during formulation of this training module, she may have reviewed 

documents including the sperm process.  This document was first introduced in 2013. 

 

I’ve attached the Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS) code of conduct.  I’m fairly sure that 

Amanda is a current member.  The code discusses – acting ‘truthfully and objectively’ – given that ESR have said that we 

have a sound, scientific procedure, if Amanda were to not accept this, then perhaps she’s not being objective (I 

understand that she would need to have access to the report or a summary thereof). 

 

The court expects that an expert witness will provide testimony that is fact based, and if the expert offers ‘opinion 

based’ testimony then they should clearly state that it is opinion based.  The facts as presented in a Statement of 

Witness are that a biological matter was identified (or a sample process with the assumption of biological material – eg 

cells due to someone touching an object) and a DNA profile obtained, with statistics on the likelihood of it being from a 

particular person.  How that biological matter was deposited is an opinion. 

 

Amanda Reeves supplied controlled documents (SOPs) and minutes of Management Team Meetings to her 

counsel.  Amanda did not ask permission to supply these documents to anyone. 

 

Please let me know if there’s anything else that I can supply or provide detail on. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 
it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 

175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 

or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Cathie Allen

Subject: Paul and Cathie meeting with Louise Syme

Location: Crown Law, State Law Building, 50 Ann Street, Brisbane 

Start: Mon 27/03/2017 11:00 AM

End: Mon 27/03/2017 12:00 PM

Recurrence: (none)

Meeting Status: Accepted

Organizer: Paul Csoban

Required Attendees: Cathie Allen; 

Hi Cathie 

 

Can you please pick up Paul on the way he will be at CFMU 51 Herschel street. I have booked a car for you. 

 

Cheers, Sandy 
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Cathie Allen

From: Louise Syme <

Sent: Monday, 27 March 2017 7:38 AM

To: Paul Csoban

Cc: Sandy Sinclair; Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: FSS - Legal and Priveleged

Hi Paul 

 

I have arranged a conference room on level 10 for your meeting today.  If you have state Id you will be able to come 

straight to level 10.  We have a phone in the foyer and my direct line is 96100. 

 

If you don’t have state id, you will need to sign in at security on the ground floor.  Security can then contact me and I 

will arrange for you to be collected. 

 

I understand that a car park has also been booked for you.  Please let me know if you haven’t already received the 

details for parking in our building. 

 

Kind regards 

Louise 

 

Louise Syme 

Senior Principal Lawyer 

Advocacy - Galligan Chambers  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 24 March 2017 12:53 PM 

To: Louise Syme <  

Cc: Sandy Sinclair <  Cathie Allen <  

Subject: RE: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

 
Hi Louise 

Thank you for agreeing to see us at short notice.  Things have progressed and I need some advice on FSS direction in this 

– largely as it relates to possible issues with prosecution of sexual assault cases. 

It may well be worthwhile for you to bring in someone from employment law as the 2 are intermixed.  However again 

the reason for approaching you is the issue of legal prosecution .  It is rather complex to explain in writing.  I will be 

bringing along my managing scientist in charge of our police stream. 

Kind regards 

Paul 
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Paul Csoban 
Executive Director 

  

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
       

 
   

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

 

 

From: Louise Syme [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 11:56 AM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: RE: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

 
Thanks Paul 

 

All the best for this afternoon. 

 

Kind regards 

Louise 

 

 

Louise Syme 

Senior Principal Lawyer 

Advocacy - Galligan Chambers  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 11:53 AM 

To: Louise Syme <  

Subject: RE: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

 
Hi Louise, 
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Just to update you.  We have a further meeting with Amanda’s legal representatives today.  The legal position and 

arguments have changed somewhat so I will let you know whether your expertise and advice will be needed thereafter 

Thank you in the interim 

Regards 

Paul 

 

From: Louise Syme [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 12:03 PM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Re: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

 

Thanks Paul 

From: Paul Csoban <  

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 11:58:06 AM 

To: Louise Syme 

Subject: RE: FSS - Legal and Priveleged  

  
Hi Louise, 

Thank you.  I will make arrangements after the meeting and fit in with your time table 

Regards 

Paul 

 

From: Louise Syme [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 11:48 AM 

To: Paul Csoban 
Subject: Re: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

 

Hi Paul 

 

That sounds like a very prudent approach- however, I am not available this afternoon.  I would be happy to 

catch up with you tomorrow if that suits? 

 

Kind regards 

Louise Syme 

Senior Principal Lawyer 

Advocacy - Galligan Chambers  

 

 

   
The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

 

 

From: Paul Csoban <  

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 11:38 AM 

To: Louise Syme 

Subject: RE: FSS - Legal and Priveleged  
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Dear Louise, 

  

The issue is complex and it is difficult to fully cover in written briefing.  Amanda is currently  removed from the reporting 

section but has been placed into a project role outside of DNA pending outcome of the HR Review and also the Scientific 

review of the process she is challenging.  It is probably not feasible for her to issue a PID but given her statements, the 

longer term implications in court are in question. 

  

My concern is largely around her suitability to give evidence on these types of cases given her overt and documented 

questioning of the outcomes of the tests.  She has clearly stated that she will not accept the outcomes of the scientific 

review if it contradicts her views. 

  

In any event we have a Without Prejudice meeting with Amanda and her legal representatives this afternoon (Clayton 

Utz will also be attending on our behalf) and perhaps I can contact you after that to work out the next steps.  Would it 

be feasible after that to come and meet with you (if required) to fully explain my concerns in this matter and answer any 

questions that may still arise? 

Kind regards 

Paul 

  

From: Louise Syme [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 10:06 AM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Re: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

  

Dear Paul 

  

Thank you for your email.  As I alluded to in our discussion last week, I believe the advice you are seeking 

would be best provided by our employment law team (particularly in the context of the direction already 

given to Ms Reeves and the potential for a future Public Interest Disclosure) with input as required from our 

advocacy team regarding the effect of any expert evidence that Ms Reeves may seek to give or the impact of a 

PID on current or future cases. 

  

Would you be content for me to forward your email to our colleagues in the employment law team for them 

to provide the advice you seek regarding the direction to Ms Reeves that she is not to give expert evidence at 

present and any other steps you may take in relation to any overtures she may make about giving evidence or 

making a PID? 

  

Kind regards 

Louise 
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Louise Syme 
Senior Principal Lawyer 
Advocacy - Galligan Chambers  

 
 

   
The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

 

  

From: Paul Csoban <  

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 9:47 AM 

To: Louise Syme 

Subject: FW: FSS - Legal and Priveleged  

  

  

  

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Thursday, 2 March 2017 1:12 PM 

To: '  
Subject: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

Importance: High 

  

Hi Louise, 

  

Thank you for taking my call regarding advice on a serious matter. 

  

I have attached two documents which outline the issues in the matter of Amanda Reeves. 

  

1.       Brief to DG as a preliminary in case of PID 

2.       Letter from CEO outlining issues and actions taken. 
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It should be noted that further correspondence has occurred and it appears that Amanda is engaging further 

counsel with the statement (from current lawyer) that she will not accept the findings of the independent 

scientific review from ESR (Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited) whatever they may 

be,  as she hadn’t been interviewed on the matter.  This is again in contradiction to her previous statements that 

she is fully accepting of the current scientific process 

Further, Clayton Utz have been engaged by HSQ and are currently handling the HR side of things. 

  

Please call me of let me know if you have any further questions, as I appreciate the matter is quite complex. 

  

Regards 

Paul 

  

  

Paul Csoban 

Executive Director| Forensic and Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health | Queensland Government 

 

 

  

  

  

      

 

  

******************************************************************************** 
This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 
Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent 

with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 
If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 

198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 
If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or 

publication of this email is also prohibited. 
Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer 

programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 
Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 
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********************************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 

protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you 

use it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy 

this email without appropriate authority.  

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the 

sender immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. 

Any legal privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake.  

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, 

defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems.  

**************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 

protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you 

use it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy 

this email without appropriate authority.  

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the 

sender immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. 

Any legal privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake.  

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, 

defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems.  

**************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 

protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use 

it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this 

email without appropriate authority.  

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 

immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 

privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake.  

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, 

defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems.  

**************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 

protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use 

it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this 

email without appropriate authority.  

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 

immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 

privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake.  

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, 

defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems.  

**************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 
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Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 

protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use 

it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this 

email without appropriate authority.  

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 

immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 

privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake.  

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, 

defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems.  

**************************************************************** 
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Cathie Allen

From: Louise Syme <

Sent: Wednesday, 29 March 2017 5:23 PM

To: Paul Csoban

Cc: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Other Advice from CL [CU-Legal.FID2085012]

Thanks Paul 

 

From: Paul Csoban [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 29 March 2017 5:20 PM 

To: Louise Syme <  

Cc: Cathie Allen <  

Subject: Fwd: Other Advice from CL [CU-Legal.FID2085012] 

 

Hi Louise 

Please see request below from Clayton Utz for your consideration 

 

Kind regards 

 

Paul 

 

Sent from my iPad 

 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jade Franklin <  

Date: 29 March 2017 at 3:11:40 pm AEDT 

To: Paul Csoban <  

Subject: FW: Other Advice from CL [CU-Legal.FID2085012] 

Hi there 
  
For inclusion in the advice from Crown Law. 
  
Clayton Utz will make contact (via letter)  with Ms Reeves regarding Monday’s meeting on Thurday/ 
  
Jade 
  

From: Stevenson, Joanne [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 29 March 2017 1:22 PM 
To: Jade Franklin 

Cc: McCartney, Shae 
Subject: Other Advice from CL [CU-Legal.FID2085012] 
  

Dear Jade 
  
I refer to our discussion yesterday regarding instructions to Crown Law. 
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We recommend that the instructions be amended by included the underline text below and also question 

(2)  
  
 1.       If the scientist gave evidence that the new process was “bad science” prior to August 2016 (that is 

before the risk minimisation process was introduced), what would be the effect of that evidence on: 
a.       the relevant prosecution; 
b.      the outcome of past prosecutions; 
c.       the reputation and effectiveness of the scientist as an expert witness; and 
d.      the reputation of the FFS and effectiveness of other FFS scientists as expert witnesses. 
2. Would your advice change if, in light of the ESR Report, the scientist accepted the scientific process.  
  
I note that I've also corrected some of the dates and instructions below to assist. I've highlighted the 

necessary amendments. 
  
Please let me know if I can assist further. 
  
Jo 

  
Joanne Stevenson, Senior Associate 
Clayton Utz 

 
  

Shae McCartney, Partner 
Clayton Utz 

 
 

The 
linke
d 
imag
e 
cann
ot 
be 

displ
ayed
.  
Th…

 
� Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail 
  
  

  

  

Joanne Stevenson, Senior Associate 
Clayton Utz 

 
  

 
 
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail 

From: Jade Franklin [mailto:   
Sent: Tuesday, 28 March 2017 2:50 PM 

To: Stevenson, Joanne 
Subject: Other Advice from CL 

  

Hi there 

  

The text below in italics relates to the conversation Paul had with Crown Law yesterday. 

  

On review of the information below, is there anything else from your perspective you think we need to 

cover off on, or further clarified as this will become the basis of the advice we receive. 
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Background 

  

Scientists employed within the Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team  (Reporting Team) of Forensic 

and Scientific Services (FSS)  are responsible for preparing reports to the Queensland Police Service, 

providing witness statements and appearing to give expert evidence as required. 

  

The FFS has had a standard operating procedure (SOP) for the analysis of sexual assault kits. Prior to 

2008 that SOP involved the following steps (the old process): 

1.       The swab is removed from its vial and dabbed on a microscope slide. If sperm was identified on that 

slide, the swab was sent for DNA analysis. 
2.       If sperm was not identified on that slide, water would be added to the swab and the swab would be 

rolled across paper.  Presumptive testing would then be conducted on that paper.  If sperm was 

identified on the paper, the swab would be sent for DNA analysis. 
3.       If no sperm was identified in the presumptive test, the swab would then be used for cell testing. 

  

In June 2010 the SOP was amended to involve the following steps (the new process): 

1.       Dilution of the swab in the vial in which it was provided.  The swab was then removed from the vial and 

rolled across a microscope slide (the slide test).  If sperm is identified on that slide, the swab is sent for 

DNA analysis. 
2.       If sperm is not identified on that slide, the swab is be returned to the vial and the vial would be 

“vortexed” to extract sperm that had penetrated the swab.  A sample of the fluid after vortexing is used 

for presumptive testing.  If sperm is identified on that test, the swab is sent for DNA analysis. 
3.       If no sperm is identified in the presumptive test, the swab is then be used for cell testing. 
4.       Swabs sent for DNA analysis then undergo a procedure to remove the water used for dilution- thereby 

returning the any sperm sample to its concentrated state. 

  

The new process was introduced with a view to preserving a larger sample for testing and analysis. As 

the new process dilutes the sperm sample, where only a low number of sperm have been collected 

presumably only a small number of sperm will be used in each stage of testing- allowing for a greater 

number of sperm to be available for DNA analysis if appropriate. 

  

The SOP remained largely unchanged until August 2016 when further risk mitigation processes were 

written into the procedure.  Whilst the SOP was amended in 2010, the manual detailing the SOP was not 

amended until August 2016.   

  

A member of the Reporting Team (the scientist) raised concerns regarding the new process being “bad 

science” around [March] June 2016.  In response to those concerns the FFS implemented risk 

minimisation processes for the analysis of sexual assault kits.  In particular, the FFS has been sending 

swabs for DNA analysis irrespective of whether sperm was identified on the slide test or presumptive 

test.   As a result, approximately 650 swabs have been analysed with approximately 2% (approximately 

13) of those swabs being found to contain sperm.  At present the FFS cannot confirm whether positive 

DNA analysis has been possible on those swabs. 

  

The scientist made complaints regarding the personal conduct of a colleague in June November 

2016.  Since that time the scientist has taken personal leave and made claims for personal injury a 
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workers' compensation application and been involved in meetings with the FFS regarding her return to 

work concerns.  Crown Law is not instructed to act in relation to any of those matters.   

  

In the course of her communications with the FFS regarding her complaints and injury claims, the 

scientist has also raised concerns that the FFS has been relying on “bad science” for the period between 

June 2010 and August 2016 present.  Those concerns include, but may not be limited to, concerns that: 

1.       The new process has resulted in sperm samples being over diluted with the effect that some samples 

have not been sent for DNA analysis because the diluted sample did not result in the identification of 

sperm on either the slide test or presumptive test.   
2.       As the sperm sample is more diluted using the new process, there is a lower probability of sperm being 

identified on the slide test or presumptive test and therefore an increased probability that swabs 

containing low sperm numbers are not being sent for DNA analysis.  
3.       There may be 60 cases which require re-examination because of over dilution.  (However, the basis for 

this figure has not been explained or investigated.) 

  

In response to the concerns raised by the scientist, FFS increased its risk minimisation processes in 

August 2016.   The FFS has also sought a review by the Institute of Environment Science Research (ESR) 

and undertaken complementary internal work testing the science.  The FFS remains of the view that the 

new process represents the best process currently available for the analysis of sexual assault kits and a 

practice consistent with those used in benchmark organisations. 

  

After a period away from the workplace, the scientist has returned to work and is undertaking a 

project.  She has indicated that she wishes to return to her substantive role, including undertaking work 

as an expert witness for the FFS.  The scientist has previously indicated that she would be satisfied that 

the new process is appropriate if the ESR report supports that position.  However, the FFS is concerned 

that the scientist has been inconsistent in her position over the new process.  Accordingly, the FFS has 

ongoing concerns about the evidence the scientist may give in sexual assault prosecutions and the 

impact of that evidence on the scientist’s reputation and effectiveness as an expert witness, the outcome 

of prosecutions (future and past) and the reputation of the FFS. 

  

We are asked to advise on the following: 

1.       If the scientist gave evidence that the new process was “bad science”, what would be the effect of that 

evidence on: 
a.       the relevant prosecution; 
b.      the outcome of past prosecutions; 
c.       the reputation and effectiveness of the scientist as an expert witness; and 
d.      the reputation of the FFS and effectiveness of other FFS scientists as expert witnesses. 

  

With Thanks 

  

Jade 
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The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

 

Jade Franklin 

Manager Human Resources and Business Relationships 

People Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland 

       

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

******************************************************************************** 
This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or 

lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including 

any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 
If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on 

Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any 

hard copies produced. 
If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, 

distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept 

responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a 

virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 
Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

  

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 

protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you 

use it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy 

this email without appropriate authority.  

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the 

sender immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. 

Any legal privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake.  
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It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, 

defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems.  

**************************************************************** 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Monday, 27 March 2017 8:00 AM

To: Louise Syme

Cc: Sandy Sinclair; Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: FSS - Legal and Priveleged

Hi Louise 

Thank you.  We have a car park booked but unfortunately today of all days I left my ID at home so you will have to send 

someone to escort us. 

See you soon 

Paul 

 

From: Louise Syme [mailto:   

Sent: Monday, 27 March 2017 7:38 AM 

To: Paul Csoban 
Cc: Sandy Sinclair; Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

 
Hi Paul 

 

I have arranged a conference room on level 10 for your meeting today.  If you have state Id you will be able to come 

straight to level 10.  We have a phone in the foyer and my direct line is 96100. 

 

If you don’t have state id, you will need to sign in at security on the ground floor.  Security can then contact me and I 

will arrange for you to be collected. 

 

I understand that a car park has also been booked for you.  Please let me know if you haven’t already received the 

details for parking in our building. 

 

Kind regards 

Louise 

 

Louise Syme 

Senior Principal Lawyer 

Advocacy - Galligan Chambers  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 24 March 2017 12:53 PM 
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To: Louise Syme <  

Cc: Sandy Sinclair <  Cathie Allen <  

Subject: RE: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

 
Hi Louise 

Thank you for agreeing to see us at short notice.  Things have progressed and I need some advice on FSS direction in this 

– largely as it relates to possible issues with prosecution of sexual assault cases. 

It may well be worthwhile for you to bring in someone from employment law as the 2 are intermixed.  However again 

the reason for approaching you is the issue of legal prosecution .  It is rather complex to explain in writing.  I will be 

bringing along my managing scientist in charge of our police stream. 

Kind regards 

Paul 

 

 

Paul Csoban 
Executive Director 

  

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
       

 
   

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

 

 

From: Louise Syme [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 11:56 AM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: RE: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

 
Thanks Paul 

 

All the best for this afternoon. 

 

Kind regards 

Louise 

 

 

Louise Syme 

Senior Principal Lawyer 

Advocacy - Galligan Chambers  
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From: Paul Csoban [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 11:53 AM 

To: Louise Syme <  

Subject: RE: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

 
Hi Louise, 

Just to update you.  We have a further meeting with Amanda’s legal representatives today.  The legal position and 

arguments have changed somewhat so I will let you know whether your expertise and advice will be needed thereafter 

Thank you in the interim 

Regards 

Paul 

 

From: Louise Syme [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 12:03 PM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Re: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

 

Thanks Paul 

From: Paul Csoban <  

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 11:58:06 AM 

To: Louise Syme 

Subject: RE: FSS - Legal and Priveleged  

  
Hi Louise, 

Thank you.  I will make arrangements after the meeting and fit in with your time table 

Regards 

Paul 

 

From: Louise Syme [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 11:48 AM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Re: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

 

Hi Paul 

 

That sounds like a very prudent approach- however, I am not available this afternoon.  I would be happy to 

catch up with you tomorrow if that suits? 

 

Kind regards 
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Louise Syme 

Senior Principal Lawyer 

Advocacy - Galligan Chambers  

 

 

   
The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

 

 

From: Paul Csoban <  

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 11:38 AM 

To: Louise Syme 

Subject: RE: FSS - Legal and Priveleged  

  

Dear Louise, 

  

The issue is complex and it is difficult to fully cover in written briefing.  Amanda is currently  removed from the reporting 

section but has been placed into a project role outside of DNA pending outcome of the HR Review and also the Scientific 

review of the process she is challenging.  It is probably not feasible for her to issue a PID but given her statements, the 

longer term implications in court are in question. 

  

My concern is largely around her suitability to give evidence on these types of cases given her overt and documented 

questioning of the outcomes of the tests.  She has clearly stated that she will not accept the outcomes of the scientific 

review if it contradicts her views. 

  

In any event we have a Without Prejudice meeting with Amanda and her legal representatives this afternoon (Clayton 

Utz will also be attending on our behalf) and perhaps I can contact you after that to work out the next steps.  Would it 

be feasible after that to come and meet with you (if required) to fully explain my concerns in this matter and answer any 

questions that may still arise? 

Kind regards 

Paul 

  

From: Louise Syme [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 10:06 AM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Re: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 
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Dear Paul 

  

Thank you for your email.  As I alluded to in our discussion last week, I believe the advice you are seeking 

would be best provided by our employment law team (particularly in the context of the direction already 

given to Ms Reeves and the potential for a future Public Interest Disclosure) with input as required from our 

advocacy team regarding the effect of any expert evidence that Ms Reeves may seek to give or the impact of a 

PID on current or future cases. 

  

Would you be content for me to forward your email to our colleagues in the employment law team for them 

to provide the advice you seek regarding the direction to Ms Reeves that she is not to give expert evidence at 

present and any other steps you may take in relation to any overtures she may make about giving evidence or 

making a PID? 

  

Kind regards 

Louise 

  

Louise Syme 
Senior Principal Lawyer 
Advocacy - Galligan Chambers  

 
 

   
The linked image cannot be displayed.  The file may have been moved, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

 

  

From: Paul Csoban <  

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 9:47 AM 

To: Louise Syme 

Subject: FW: FSS - Legal and Priveleged  

  

  

  

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Thursday, 2 March 2017 1:12 PM 

To: '  
Subject: FSS - Legal and Priveleged 

Importance: High 
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Hi Louise, 

  

Thank you for taking my call regarding advice on a serious matter. 

  

I have attached two documents which outline the issues in the matter of Amanda Reeves. 

  

1.       Brief to DG as a preliminary in case of PID 

2.       Letter from CEO outlining issues and actions taken. 

  

It should be noted that further correspondence has occurred and it appears that Amanda is engaging further 

counsel with the statement (from current lawyer) that she will not accept the findings of the independent 

scientific review from ESR (Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited) whatever they may 

be,  as she hadn’t been interviewed on the matter.  This is again in contradiction to her previous statements that 

she is fully accepting of the current scientific process 

Further, Clayton Utz have been engaged by HSQ and are currently handling the HR side of things. 

  

Please call me of let me know if you have any further questions, as I appreciate the matter is quite complex. 

  

Regards 

Paul 

  

  

Paul Csoban 

Executive Director| Forensic and Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health | Queensland Government 

 

 

e.  
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******************************************************************************** 
This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 
Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent 

with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 
If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 

198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 
If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or 

publication of this email is also prohibited. 
Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer 

programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 
Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 
********************************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 

protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you 

use it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy 

this email without appropriate authority.  

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the 

sender immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. 

Any legal privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake.  

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, 

defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems.  

**************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 

protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you 

use it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy 

this email without appropriate authority.  

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the 

sender immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. 

Any legal privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake.  

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, 

defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems.  

**************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 

protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use 

it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this 

email without appropriate authority.  
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If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 

immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 

privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake.  

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, 

defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems.  

**************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 

protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use 

it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this 

email without appropriate authority.  

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 

immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 

privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake.  

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, 

defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems.  

**************************************************************** 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 

protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you use 

it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy this 

email without appropriate authority.  

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the sender 

immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. Any legal 

privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake.  

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, 

defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems.  

**************************************************************** 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Wednesday, 29 March 2017 9:52 AM

To: Louise Syme

Cc: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Confirmation of instructions.

Importance: High

Dear Louise 

 

Thank you for meeting us last Monday.  Cathie and I have gone over your points and enclose the following alterations. 

 

Please call me if you have any further queries 

 

Regards 

Paul 

 

 

Background 

 

Scientists employed within the Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team  (Reporting Team) of Forensic and Scientific 

Services (FSS)  are responsible for preparing reports to the Queensland Police Service, providing scientific [witness] 

statements and appearing to give expert evidence as required. 

 

The FFS FSS has had a standard operating procedure (SOP) for the analysis of sexual assault kits. Prior to 2008 that SOP 

involved the following steps (the old process): 

1.       The swab is removed from its swab casing vial, moistened with distilled water and rolled abbed on a 

microscope slide. If sperm was identified on that slide, the swab was sent for DNA analysis. 

2.       If sperm was not identified on that slide, water would be added to the swab and the swab would be rolled 

across paper.  Presumptive testing would then be conducted on that paper.  If sperm seminal fluid was detected 

identified on the paper, the swab would be sent for DNA analysis. 

3.       If no sperm seminal fluid was identified in the presumptive test, the swab would then be used for cell testing. 

 

In June 2010 the SOP was amended to involve the following steps (the new process): 

1.       Dilution of the swab in a the vial with nanopure water and mixed. in which it was provided.  The swab was then 

removed from the vial and rolled across A drop of the water is removed and placed onto a microscope slide (the 

slide test).  If sperm is identified on that slide, the swab is sent for DNA analysis. 

2.       If sperm is not identified on that slide, the swab is be returned to the vial and the vial would be “vortexed” in 

the hope to extract sperm that had penetrated the swab.  A sample of the fluid after vortexing is used for 

presumptive testing.  If sperm seminal fluid is identified on that test, the swab is sent for DNA analysis. 

3.       If no sperm or seminal fluid is identified in either the slide test or the presumptive test, the swab is then be 

used for cell testing. 

4.       Swabs sent for DNA analysis whereby both the swab and the remaining fluid are processed to separate the 

sperm from epithelial cells.  During this processing, sperm are spun to the bottom of the tube before another 

slide is prepared. then undergo a procedure to remove the water used for dilution- thereby returning the any 

sperm sample to its concentrated state. 
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The new process was introduced with a view to preserving as much sample as possible for DNA profiling whilst still 

undertaking a slide test and presumptive tests. larger sample for testing and analysis. As the new process retains the 

fluid and dilutes the sperm sample, where only a low number of sperm have been collected presumably only a small 

number of sperm will be used in each stage of testing- allowing for a greater number of sperm to be available for DNA 

analysis if appropriate. 

 

The SOP remained largely unchanged until August 2016 when further risk mitigation processes were implemented to 

ensure that all samples were processed were written into the procedure. .  hilst the  The scientist alleges that w process

was amended in , the manual detailing the SOP was not amended until 2008 June 2010 (risk mitigation step was 

August 2016).  new process was implemented and introduced in However the version history of the SOP shows that the 

documented in the SOP in 2010.  A risk mitigation step wasn’t implemented until August 2016.  The SOP has been 

updated on the following occasions: 20/09/2010, 22/02/2011, 15/11/2013, 29/07/2015 and 09/03/2017. 

 

A member of the Reporting Team (the scientist) raised concerns regarding the new process being “bad science” around 

March June 2016.  In response to those concerns the FFS implemented risk minimisation processes for the analysis of 

sexual assault kits in August 2016, after some preliminary investigation into the process.  In particular, the FFS has been 

sending swabs for DNA analysis irrespective of whether sperm was identified on the slide test or presumptive test.   As a 

result, approximately 650 swabs have been analysed with approximately 2% (approximately 13) of those swabs being 

found to contain sperm.  At present the FFS cannot confirm whether positive DNA analysis has been possible on those 

swabs.  These results are still being reviewed and a report will be compiled in the next 2 weeks. 

 

The scientist made complaints regarding the personal conduct of a colleague in August November 2016.  Since that time 

the scientist has made claims for personal injury and been involved in meetings with the FSS regarding her 

concerns.  Crown Law is not instructed to act in relation to any of those matters.   

 

In the course of her communications with the FSS regarding her complaints and injury claims, the scientist has also 

raised concerns that the FSS has been relying on “bad science” for the period between 01/01/2008 June 2010 and the 

present (although this has been contradicted in the last legal letter to specify the concern was only for the process up to 

August 2016).  Those concerns include, but may not be limited to, concerns that: 

1.       The new process has resulted in sperm samples not being effectively detected by the slide test or presumptive 

test and therefore samples are not being sent for DNA analysis and evidence is not detected. being over diluted 

with the effect that some samples have not been sent for DNA analysis because the diluted sample did not 

result in the identification of sperm on either the slide test or presumptive test.   

2.     As the new process is not as effective, the samples most at risk of being missed, as the samples were low 

numbers of sperm are.  The new process won’t detected that there’s sperm or seminal fluid and therefore 

won’t be sent for DNA analysis.   As the sperm sample is more diluted using the new process, there is a lower 

probability of sperm being identified on the slide test or presumptive test and therefore an increased 

probability that swabs containing low sperm numbers are not being sent for DNA analysis.  

3.       There may be 60 cases which require re-examination because of an ineffective process over 

dilution.  (However, the basis for this figure has not been explained or investigated.) 

 

In response to the concerns raised by the scientist, FSS increased its risk minimisation processes in August 2016.   The 

FSS has also sought a review by the Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited (ESR) and undertaken 

complementary internal work testing the science.  The FSS remains of the view that the new process represents the best 

process currently available for the analysis of sexual assault kits and a practice consistent with those used in benchmark 

organisations.  This has now been confirmed by ESR. 

 

After a period away from the workplace, the scientist has returned to work and is undertaking a project in another 

forensic field.  She has indicated that she wishes to return to her substantive role, including undertaking work as an 

expert witness for the FSS.  The scientist has previously indicated that she would be satisfied that the new process is 

appropriate if the ESR report supports that position, however that position has now changed again, although the 

scientist hasn’t been provided with the outcome of the ESR review.  However, the FSS is concerned that the scientist has 
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been inconsistent in her position over the new process.  Accordingly, the FSS has ongoing concerns about the evidence 

the scientist may give in sexual assault prosecutions and the impact of that evidence on the scientist’s reputation and 

effectiveness as an expert witness, the outcome of prosecutions (future and past) and the reputation of the FSS. 

 

We are asked to advise on the following: 

1.       If the scientist gave evidence that the new process was “bad science”, what would be the effect of that 

evidence on: 

a.       the relevant prosecution; 

b.      the outcome of past prosecutions; 

c.       the reputation and effectiveness of the scientist as an expert witness; and 

d.      the reputation of the FSS and effectiveness of other FSS scientists as expert witnesses. 

 

 

From: Louise Syme [mailto:   

Sent: Tuesday, 28 March 2017 1:44 PM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Confirmation of instructions. 

 

Dear Paul, 

 

Thank you for your time yesterday.  I have provided below a summary of the information you provided yesterday and 

framed a number of questions to be answered in our advice.  Could you please advise whether the summary and draft 

questions accurately reflect your concerns? 

 

Background 

 

Scientists employed within the Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team  (Reporting Team) of Forensic and Scientific 

Services (FSS)  are responsible for preparing reports to the Queensland Police Service, providing witness statements and 

appearing to give expert evidence as required. 

 

The FFS has had a standard operating procedure (SOP) for the analysis of sexual assault kits. Prior to 2008 that SOP 

involved the following steps (the old process): 

1.       The swab is removed from its vial and dabbed on a microscope slide. If sperm was identified on that slide, the 

swab was sent for DNA analysis. 

2.       If sperm was not identified on that slide, water would be added to the swab and the swab would be rolled 

across paper.  Presumptive testing would then be conducted on that paper.  If sperm was identified on the 

paper, the swab would be sent for DNA analysis. 

3.       If no sperm was identified in the presumptive test, the swab would then be used for cell testing. 

 

In June 2010 the SOP was amended to involve the following steps (the new process): 

1.       Dilution of the swab in the vial in which it was provided.  The swab was then removed from the vial and rolled 

across a microscope slide (the slide test).  If sperm is identified on that slide, the swab is sent for DNA analysis. 

2.       If sperm is not identified on that slide, the swab is be returned to the vial and the vial would be “vortexed” to 

extract sperm that had penetrated the swab.  A sample of the fluid after vortexing is used for presumptive 

testing.  If sperm is identified on that test, the swab is sent for DNA analysis. 

3.       If no sperm is identified in the presumptive test, the swab is then be used for cell testing. 

4.       Swabs sent for DNA analysis then undergo a procedure to remove the water used for dilution- thereby 

returning the any sperm sample to its concentrated state. 

 

The new process was introduced with a view to preserving a larger sample for testing and analysis. As the new process 

dilutes the sperm sample, where only a low number of sperm have been collected presumably only a small number of 
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sperm will be used in each stage of testing- allowing for a greater number of sperm to be available for DNA analysis if 

appropriate. 

 

The SOP remained largely unchanged until August 2016 when further risk mitigation processes were written into the 

procedure.  Whilst the SOP was amended in 2010, the manual detailing the SOP was not amended until August 2016.   

 

A member of the Reporting Team (the scientist) raised concerns regarding the new process being “bad science” around 

June 2016.  In response to those concerns the FFS implemented risk minimisation processes for the analysis of sexual 

assault kits.  In particular, the FFS has been sending swabs for DNA analysis irrespective of whether sperm was identified 

on the slide test or presumptive test.   As a result, approximately 650 swabs have been analysed with approximately 2% 

(approximately 13) of those swabs being found to contain sperm.  At present the FFS cannot confirm whether positive 

DNA analysis has been possible on those swabs. 

 

The scientist made complaints regarding the personal conduct of a colleague in November 2016.  Since that time the 

scientist has made claims for personal injury and been involved in meetings with the FFS regarding her concerns.  Crown 

Law is not instructed to act in relation to any of those matters.   

 

In the course of her communications with the FFS regarding her complaints and injury claims, the scientist has also 

raised concerns that the FFS has been relying on “bad science” for the period between June 2010 and present.  Those 

concerns include, but may not be limited to, concerns that: 

1.       The new process has resulted in sperm samples being over diluted with the effect that some samples have not 

been sent for DNA analysis because the diluted sample did not result in the identification of sperm on either the 

slide test or presumptive test.   

2.       As the sperm sample is more diluted using the new process, there is a lower probability of sperm being 

identified on the slide test or presumptive test and therefore an increased probability that swabs containing low 

sperm numbers are not being sent for DNA analysis.  

3.       There may be 60 cases which require re-examination because of over dilution.  (However, the basis for this 

figure has not been explained or investigated.) 

 

In response to the concerns raised by the scientist, FFS increased its risk minimisation processes in August 2016.   The 

FFS has also sought a review by the Institute of Environment Science Research (ESR) and undertaken complementary 

internal work testing the science.  The FFS remains of the view that the new process represents the best process 

currently available for the analysis of sexual assault kits and a practice consistent with those used in benchmark 

organisations. 

 

After a period away from the workplace, the scientist has returned to work and is undertaking a project.  She has 

indicated that she wishes to return to her substantive role, including undertaking work as an expert witness for the 

FFS.  The scientist has previously indicated that she would be satisfied that the new process is appropriate if the ESR 

report supports that position.  However, the FFS is concerned that the scientist has been inconsistent in her position 

over the new process.  Accordingly, the FFS has ongoing concerns about the evidence the scientist may give in sexual 

assault prosecutions and the impact of that evidence on the scientist’s reputation and effectiveness as an expert 

witness, the outcome of prosecutions (future and past) and the reputation of the FFS. 

 

We are asked to advise on the following: 

1.       If the scientist gave evidence that the new process was “bad science”, what would be the effect of that 

evidence on: 

a.       the relevant prosecution; 

b.      the outcome of past prosecutions; 

c.       the reputation and effectiveness of the scientist as an expert witness; and 

d.      the reputation of the FFS and effectiveness of other FFS scientists as expert witnesses. 
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I would be happy to discuss any of this information as required. 

 

Louise Syme 

Senior Principal Lawyer 

Advocacy - Galligan Chambers  

 

 

   

 

 

 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 

protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you 

use it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy 

this email without appropriate authority.  

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the 

sender immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. 

Any legal privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake.  

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, 

defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems.  

**************************************************************** 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Tuesday, 28 March 2017 2:37 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: FW: Confirmation of instructions.

Hi Cathie 

Can you please reviews and send back any amendments to me please. 

I will do the same 

Thanks 

Paul 

 

From: Louise Syme [mailto:   

Sent: Tuesday, 28 March 2017 1:44 PM 

To: Paul Csoban 
Subject: Confirmation of instructions. 

 

Dear Paul, 

 

Thank you for your time yesterday.  I have provided below a summary of the information you provided yesterday and 

framed a number of questions to be answered in our advice.  Could you please advise whether the summary and draft 

questions accurately reflect your concerns? 

 

Background 

 

Scientists employed within the Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team  (Reporting Team) of Forensic and Scientific 

Services (FSS)  are responsible for preparing reports to the Queensland Police Service, providing witness statements and 

appearing to give expert evidence as required. 

 

The FFS has had a standard operating procedure (SOP) for the analysis of sexual assault kits. Prior to 2008 that SOP 

involved the following steps (the old process): 

1.       The swab is removed from its vial and dabbed on a microscope slide. If sperm was identified on that slide, the 

swab was sent for DNA analysis. 

2.       If sperm was not identified on that slide, water would be added to the swab and the swab would be rolled 

across paper.  Presumptive testing would then be conducted on that paper.  If sperm was identified on the 

paper, the swab would be sent for DNA analysis. 

3.       If no sperm was identified in the presumptive test, the swab would then be used for cell testing. 

 

In June 2010 the SOP was amended to involve the following steps (the new process): 

1.       Dilution of the swab in the vial in which it was provided.  The swab was then removed from the vial and rolled 

across a microscope slide (the slide test).  If sperm is identified on that slide, the swab is sent for DNA analysis. 

2.       If sperm is not identified on that slide, the swab is be returned to the vial and the vial would be “vortexed” to 

extract sperm that had penetrated the swab.  A sample of the fluid after vortexing is used for presumptive 

testing.  If sperm is identified on that test, the swab is sent for DNA analysis. 

3.       If no sperm is identified in the presumptive test, the swab is then be used for cell testing. 

4.       Swabs sent for DNA analysis then undergo a procedure to remove the water used for dilution- thereby 

returning the any sperm sample to its concentrated state. 
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The new process was introduced with a view to preserving a larger sample for testing and analysis. As the new process 

dilutes the sperm sample, where only a low number of sperm have been collected presumably only a small number of 

sperm will be used in each stage of testing- allowing for a greater number of sperm to be available for DNA analysis if 

appropriate. 

 

The SOP remained largely unchanged until August 2016 when further risk mitigation processes were written into the 

procedure.  Whilst the SOP was amended in 2010, the manual detailing the SOP was not amended until August 2016.   

 

A member of the Reporting Team (the scientist) raised concerns regarding the new process being “bad science” around 

June 2016.  In response to those concerns the FFS implemented risk minimisation processes for the analysis of sexual 

assault kits.  In particular, the FFS has been sending swabs for DNA analysis irrespective of whether sperm was identified 

on the slide test or presumptive test.   As a result, approximately 650 swabs have been analysed with approximately 2% 

(approximately 13) of those swabs being found to contain sperm.  At present the FFS cannot confirm whether positive 

DNA analysis has been possible on those swabs. 

 

The scientist made complaints regarding the personal conduct of a colleague in November 2016.  Since that time the 

scientist has made claims for personal injury and been involved in meetings with the FFS regarding her concerns.  Crown 

Law is not instructed to act in relation to any of those matters.   

 

In the course of her communications with the FFS regarding her complaints and injury claims, the scientist has also 

raised concerns that the FFS has been relying on “bad science” for the period between June 2010 and present.  Those 

concerns include, but may not be limited to, concerns that: 

1.       The new process has resulted in sperm samples being over diluted with the effect that some samples have not 

been sent for DNA analysis because the diluted sample did not result in the identification of sperm on either the 

slide test or presumptive test.   

2.       As the sperm sample is more diluted using the new process, there is a lower probability of sperm being 

identified on the slide test or presumptive test and therefore an increased probability that swabs containing low 

sperm numbers are not being sent for DNA analysis.  

3.       There may be 60 cases which require re-examination because of over dilution.  (However, the basis for this 

figure has not been explained or investigated.) 

 

In response to the concerns raised by the scientist, FFS increased its risk minimisation processes in August 2016.   The 

FFS has also sought a review by the Institute of Environment Science Research (ESR) and undertaken complementary 

internal work testing the science.  The FFS remains of the view that the new process represents the best process 

currently available for the analysis of sexual assault kits and a practice consistent with those used in benchmark 

organisations. 

 

After a period away from the workplace, the scientist has returned to work and is undertaking a project.  She has 

indicated that she wishes to return to her substantive role, including undertaking work as an expert witness for the 

FFS.  The scientist has previously indicated that she would be satisfied that the new process is appropriate if the ESR 

report supports that position.  However, the FFS is concerned that the scientist has been inconsistent in her position 

over the new process.  Accordingly, the FFS has ongoing concerns about the evidence the scientist may give in sexual 

assault prosecutions and the impact of that evidence on the scientist’s reputation and effectiveness as an expert 

witness, the outcome of prosecutions (future and past) and the reputation of the FFS. 

 

We are asked to advise on the following: 

1.       If the scientist gave evidence that the new process was “bad science”, what would be the effect of that 

evidence on: 

a.       the relevant prosecution; 

b.      the outcome of past prosecutions; 

c.       the reputation and effectiveness of the scientist as an expert witness; and 

d.      the reputation of the FFS and effectiveness of other FFS scientists as expert witnesses. 
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I would be happy to discuss any of this information as required. 

 

Louise Syme 

Senior Principal Lawyer 

Advocacy - Galligan Chambers  

 

 

   

 

 

 

**************************************************************** 

Please think about the environment before you print this message. 

This email and any attachments may contain confidential, private or legally privileged information and may be 

protected by copyright. You may only use it if you are the person(s) it was intended to be sent to and if you 

use it in an authorised way. No one is allowed to use, review, alter, transmit, disclose, distribute, print or copy 

this email without appropriate authority.  

If you are not the intended addressee and this message has been sent to you by mistake, please notify the 

sender immediately, destroy any hard copies of the email and delete it from your computer system network. 

Any legal privilege or confidentiality is not waived or destroyed by the mistake.  

It is your responsibility to ensure that this email does not contain and is not affected by computer viruses, 

defects or interferences by third parties or replication problems.  

**************************************************************** 
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Cathie Allen

Subject: FW: Catch up Paul/ John

Location: By phone; John to call Paul on 

Start: Thu 5/01/2017 11:00 AM

End: Thu 5/01/2017 11:30 AM

Recurrence: (none)

Meeting Status: Accepted

Organizer: John Bone

 

 

-----Original Appointment----- 
From: John Bone [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 4 January 2017 12:26 PM 

To: John Bone; Paul Csoban; Sandy Sinclair 
Subject: Catch up Paul/ John 

When: Thursday, 5 January 2017 11:00 AM-11:30 AM (UTC+10:00) Brisbane. 
Where: By phone; John to call Paul on  

 

 

NB:  11.00am Queensland/ 2.00pm NZ 
  

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
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Cathie Allen

Subject: ESR/ QHFSS teleconf

Location: By phone - see body

Start: Thu 12/01/2017 11:00 AM

End: Thu 12/01/2017 12:00 PM

Recurrence: (none)

Meeting Status: Accepted

Organizer: Kate Buckingham

NB:  11.00am Queensland/ 2.00pm NZ 
  
As the NZ participants are at different locations, this will now be a Conferlink Phone conference, please follow 
instructions below. 
  
From NZ:                 
From Australia:  (toll free) 
  

At the prompt:          722351396966# 
  
Participants details fyi: 
  
ESR:                                                             
John Bone               GM Forensic                              
Dion Sheppard   Forensic R&D Manager 
Sarah Cockerton Forensic Biology Manager 
Libby Harrison          GM Environmental Science 
Wim Nijhof              Group Manager Food, Water & Biowaste 
Maxie Christison        Group Manager Food Chemistry & NCRS 
  
  
Health Support Queensland: 
Paul Csoban             Executive Director 
Cathie Allen            Managing Scientist Police Services 
Lee Smythe              Managing Scientist Public and Environmental Health 
Lucretia Angus  Research and Human Ethics Coordinator 
  
  
Thank you 
  
  
Kate Buckingham 
Executive Assistant to John Bone, GM Forensic 

Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited (ESR)  
Mt Albert Science Centre: 120 Mt Albert Road, Sandringham, Auckland 1025 
Private Bag 92021, Auckland 1142, New Zealand 
  

 
E:  
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www.esr.cri.nz 

  
  
  
  

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
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Cathie Allen

From: Kate Buckingham <

Sent: Friday, 24 February 2017 7:47 AM

To: Sandy Sinclair; Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen

Cc: John Bone

Subject: FW: Contact numbers for Friday teleconference

Hi Sandy 
 
I have updated the meeting invite with the teleconf access info, also detailed below. 
Paul, and Cathie, fyi. 
 
Australian participants: 
Guest landline Dial In (Freephone):      – NB: same access number from mobile phone, but will incur 

airtime charges.                   

Guest Pin number:              

 
Many thanks 
 
Kate 
 

Kate Buckingham 

Executive Assistant to John Bone, GM Forensic 

Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited (ESR)  

Mt Albert Science Centre: 120 Mt Albert Road, Sandringham, Auckland 1025 
Private Bag 92021, Auckland 1142, New Zealand 
 

 
  

 

 
 
 
 
 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Sandy Sinclair <  

Date: 23 February 2017 at 5:18:22 PM NZDT 

To: John Bone <  

Cc: Paul Csoban <  Cathie Allen <  

Subject: Contact numbers for Friday teleconference 

Hi John 

  

Thank you for confirming the 11.30am time slot for the teleconference tomorrow.  Paul’s mobile is  

 and Cathie will be on . 

  

Kind regards, Sandy 
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Sandy Sinclair 

ESO to Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
   

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

  

  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or 

lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including 

any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on 
Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any 

hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, 

distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept 

responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a 

virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Monday, 6 February 2017 9:05 AM

To: John Bone

Cc: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Documents for Scientific Review

Thanks John 

Happy NZ Day ☺ 

Pal 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: John Bone [mailto:   

Sent: Monday, 6 February 2017 9:04 AM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Cc: Cathie Allen 

Subject: Re: Documents for Scientific Review 

 

Thx Paul will do. Nz day here so will get Sarah et al to review and revert tomorrow. 

Regards 

John 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

> On 6/02/2017, at 12:00 PM, Paul Csoban <  wrote: 

> 

> Hi John, 

> As discussed, please find attached all relevant documentation for the review. 

> I would be grateful if you could send us the quote for this work and please feel free to call with any queries.  If the 

queries are of a technical nature around the scientific aspects, Cathie would be the most appropriate person for 

(?)Sarah to call. 

> Regards 

> Paul 

> 

> 

> 

> [HSQ email image] 

> 

> Paul Csoban 

> 

> Executive Director 

> 

> 

> 

> Forensic and Scientific Services 

> Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

> 

> 

> 
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> p | 

> 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

> 

> 

> Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 

future. 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> ********************************************************************** 

> ********** 

> 

> This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 

confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is 

transmitted/received in error. 

> 

> Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information 

contained in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it 

relates to health service matters. 

> 

> If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify 

the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and 

any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

> 

> If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form 

of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

> 

> Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, 

Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers 

any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or 

code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

> 

> Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland 

Government. 
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> 

> ********************************************************************** 

> ************ 

> <image002.png> 

> <Scientific Review ToR_20170131.docx> 

> <AP Paper Investigation November 2016 final.doc> <17185V10_Detection  

> of azoospermic semen in casework samples.doc> <17186V12_The AP  

> screening test for seminal stains.doc> <17189V13_Examination For and  

> Of Spermatozoa.doc> <32106V4_Examination of Sexual Assault Cases.doc> 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, disclosure, copying, 

distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by ESR. If you have received this 

message in error, please notify the sender immediately. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Monday, 13 February 2017 1:03 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: FW: Review Project

FYI 

 

From: John Bone [mailto:   

Sent: Monday, 13 February 2017 12:46 PM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: RE: Review Project 

 

Actioned as requested. 

 

Cheers 

John 

 

From: Paul Csoban [mailto:   

Sent: Monday, 13 February 2017 3:27 p.m. 

To: John Bone 

Cc: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: Review Project 

 

Thanks John 

My sincere condolences. 

We are happy to proceed with the review and the cost is acceptable.  Could you update the reviewer on our discussions 

please. 

Many thanks 

Paul 

 

 

Paul Csoban 
Executive Director 

  

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
       

 
   

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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From: John Bone [mailto:   

Sent: Monday, 13 February 2017 12:23 PM 

To: Paul Csoban 
Subject: Review Project 

 

Hi Paul I end up off all last week due to my wife’s dad dying. I spoke with team and it appears our service centre folk are 

best placed to do the review. Steve Cordiner has provided a quote back to Cathie and waiting for approval to start the 

project.  

 

 

 

Regards, 

 

John Bone 

General Manager Forensic  

Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited (ESR)  

Mt Albert Science Centre: 120 Mt Albert Road, Sandringham, Auckland 1025 
Private Bag 92021, Auckland 1142, New Zealand 
 

 
  

  

www.esr.cri.nz 

 
 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 

it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 
175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 

or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Friday, 17 March 2017 2:02 PM

To: John Bone; Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Report

Importance: High

Hi John, 

Not sure if the report was meant to be attached but we still do not have a draft version to consider Regards Paul 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: John Bone [mailto:  

Sent: Thursday, 16 March 2017 8:15 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Re: Report 

 

Hi Guys 

 hope we are back on track? Let me know if you have concerns still. 

John 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

On 13/03/2017, at 5:56 PM, Cathie Allen < mailto:  

wrote: 

 

Hi John 

 

No problem, I understand the difficulties with juggling priorities. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

[HSQ email image] 

 

Cathie Allen 

 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

 

 

 

Forensic & Scientific Services, 

Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

 

 

 

p | 
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 

future. 

 

 

 

From: John Bone [mailto:  

Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 2:17 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: Report 

 

Cathie, apologies for the delay. I have asked Douglas to get a copy to you asap on his return. 

 

Rgds 

John 

 

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:  

Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 4:19 p.m. 

To: John Bone; Paul Csoban 

Cc: Jill Vintiner 

Subject: RE: Report 

 

Hi John 

 

Neither Paul nor I have seen a draft copy or the finalised copy of the report. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

[HSQ email image] 

 

Cathie Allen 

 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
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Forensic & Scientific Services, 

Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 

future. 

 

 

 

From: John Bone [mailto:  

Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 9:51 AM 

To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban 

Cc: Jill Vintiner 

Subject: RE: Report 

 

Ok that is good to know. Was there any feed back that needed to be considered from your read of the first draft or were 

you happy as presented? 

 

John 

 

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:  

Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 11:39 a.m. 

To: John Bone; Paul Csoban 

Cc: Jill Vintiner 

Subject: RE: Report 

 

Hi John 
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Douglas emailed me on Friday the 3rd of March letting me know that he’d get me the draft on Monday, 6th of March, 

but a search of my emails shows that no further emails have come from Douglas.  So I don’t think we’ve received a copy 

of the draft yet. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

[HSQ email image] 

 

Cathie Allen 

 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

 

 

 

Forensic & Scientific Services, 

Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 

future. 

 

 

 

From: John Bone [mailto:  

Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 8:30 AM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Cc: Cathie Allen; Jill Vintiner 

Subject: Report 

 

Paul, 
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Douglas who was generating the report is ill today so I have  a few people checking to find out the status of what was 

supplied. Cathie can you confirm Douglas actually shared a draft as discussed when we last me collectively? It was due a 

week post our last meeting. If this hasn’t happened my apologies we will get this sorted ASAP. 

Regards, 

 

John Bone 

General Manager Forensic 

Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited (ESR) Mt Albert Science Centre: 120 Mt Albert Road, 

Sandringham, Auckland 1025 Private Bag 92021, Auckland 1142, New Zealand 

 

 

  

 

 

 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, disclosure, copying, 

distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by ESR. If you have received this 

message in error, please notify the sender immediately. 

 

******************************************************************************** 

 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 

confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is 

transmitted/received in error. 

 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information 

contained in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it 

relates to health service matters. 

 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify 

the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and 

any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of 

disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, 

Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers 

any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or 

code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland 

Government. 

 

********************************************************************************** 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, disclosure, copying, 

distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by ESR. If you have received this 

message in error, please notify the sender immediately. 
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The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, disclosure, copying, 

distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by ESR. If you have received this 

message in error, please notify the sender immediately. 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, disclosure, copying, 

distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by ESR. If you have received this 

message in error, please notify the sender immediately. 
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Cathie Allen

From: John Bone <

Sent: Saturday, 18 March 2017 1:02 PM

To: Paul Csoban

Cc: Cathie Allen

Subject: Re: Report

No report should have been sent to Cathie by Douglas. 

Let me know if still not done. 

J 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

> On 17/03/2017, at 5:01 PM, Paul Csoban <  wrote: 

> 

> Hi John, 

> Not sure if the report was meant to be attached but we still do not  

> have a draft version to consider Regards Paul 

> 

> -----Original Message----- 

> From: John Bone [mailto:  

> Sent: Thursday, 16 March 2017 8:15 PM 

> To: Cathie Allen 

> Cc: Paul Csoban 

> Subject: Re: Report 

> 

> Hi Guys 

> hope we are back on track? Let me know if you have concerns still. 

> John 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 

> 

> On 13/03/2017, at 5:56 PM, Cathie Allen < mailto:  

wrote: 

> 

> Hi John 

> 

> No problem, I understand the difficulties with juggling priorities. 

> 

> Cheers 

> Cathie 

> 

> [HSQ email image] 

> 

> Cathie Allen 

> 

> Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream 

> 

> 
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> 

> Forensic & Scientific Services, 

> Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

> 

> 

> 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

> 

> 

> Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 

future. 

> 

> 

> 

> From: John Bone [mailto:  

> Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 2:17 PM 

> To: Cathie Allen 

> Subject: RE: Report 

> 

> Cathie, apologies for the delay. I have asked Douglas to get a copy to you asap on his return. 

> 

> Rgds 

> John 

> 

> From: Cathie Allen [mailto:  

> Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 4:19 p.m. 

> To: John Bone; Paul Csoban 

> Cc: Jill Vintiner 

> Subject: RE: Report 

> 

> Hi John 

> 

> Neither Paul nor I have seen a draft copy or the finalised copy of the report. 

> 

> Cheers 
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> Cathie 

> 

> [HSQ email image] 

> 

> Cathie Allen 

> 

> Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream 

> 

> 

> 

> Forensic & Scientific Services, 

> Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

> 

> 

> 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

> 

> 

> Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 

future. 

> 

> 

> 

> From: John Bone [mailto:  

> Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 9:51 AM 

> To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban 

> Cc: Jill Vintiner 

> Subject: RE: Report 

> 

> Ok that is good to know. Was there any feed back that needed to be considered from your read of the first draft or 

were you happy as presented? 

> 

> John 

> 

> From: Cathie Allen [mailto:  
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> Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 11:39 a.m. 

> To: John Bone; Paul Csoban 

> Cc: Jill Vintiner 

> Subject: RE: Report 

> 

> Hi John 

> 

> Douglas emailed me on Friday the 3rd of March letting me know that he'd get me the draft on Monday, 6th of March, 

but a search of my emails shows that no further emails have come from Douglas.  So I don't think we've received a copy 

of the draft yet. 

> 

> Cheers 

> Cathie 

> 

> [HSQ email image] 

> 

> Cathie Allen 

> 

> Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream 

> 

> 

> 

> Forensic & Scientific Services, 

> Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

> 

> 

> 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  

 

 

 

> 

> 

> HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

> 

> 

> Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 

future. 

> 

> 

> 
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> From: John Bone [mailto:  

> Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 8:30 AM 

> To: Paul Csoban 

> Cc: Cathie Allen; Jill Vintiner 

> Subject: Report 

> 

> Paul, 

> 

> Douglas who was generating the report is ill today so I have  a few people checking to find out the status of what was 

supplied. Cathie can you confirm Douglas actually shared a draft as discussed when we last me collectively? It was due a 

week post our last meeting. If this hasn't happened my apologies we will get this sorted ASAP. 

> Regards, 

> 

> John Bone 

> General Manager Forensic 

> Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited (ESR) Mt  

  

 

> 

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

> 

> The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, disclosure, copying, 

distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by ESR. If you have received this 

message in error, please notify the sender immediately. 

> 

> ********************************************************************** 

> ********** 

> 

> This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 

confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is 

transmitted/received in error. 

> 

> Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information 

contained in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it 

relates to health service matters. 

> 

> If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify 

the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and 

any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

> 

> If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form 

of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

> 

> Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, 

Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers 
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any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or 

code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

> 

> Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland 

Government. 

> 

> ********************************************************************** 

> ************ The information contained in this message and/or  

> attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If 

you are not the intended recipient, any review, disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be 

taken in reliance on it is prohibited by ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 

immediately. 

> The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, disclosure, copying, 

distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by ESR. If you have received this 

message in error, please notify the sender immediately. 

> The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, disclosure, copying, 

distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by ESR. If you have received this 

message in error, please notify the sender immediately. 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, disclosure, copying, 

distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by ESR. If you have received this 

message in error, please notify the sender immediately. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Monday, 10 April 2017 3:09 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: FW: Doc

FYI 

 

From: John Bone [mailto:   

Sent: Monday, 10 April 2017 2:24 PM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Doc 

 

Douglas will have that to you tomorrow morning. 

 

Regards, 

 

John Bone 

General Manager Forensic  

Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited (ESR)  

 
 

 
 

  
  

www.esr.cri.nz 

 
 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
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Cathie Allen

From: John Bone <

Sent: Monday, 10 April 2017 9:28 AM

To: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen

Subject: Assignment close out

Paul , Cathie 

 

Just following up to confirm we have hit the mark in terms of what you needed? 

 

Regards, 

 

John Bone 

General Manager Forensic  

  

 
 

 
 

  
  

www.esr.cri.nz 

 
 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
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Cathie Allen

From: Sandy Sinclair

Sent: Tuesday, 21 February 2017 9:18 AM

To: John Bone

Cc: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Placeholder for Feed back to QH

Hi John 

 

Paul said he will be fine to take the call on Friday 24
th

, will 11.30am Brisbane time (NZ 2.30pm) suit? Cathie Allen - 

Managing Scientist Police Services will also be a participant. I will organise a calendar invite with phone details once 

confirmed.  

 

Kind regards, Sandy 

 

From: John Bone [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 17 February 2017 2:32 PM 

To: Sandy Sinclair 
Subject: RE: Placeholder for Feed back to QH 

 
How is he about mid-morning on the Thursday? 

 

From: Sandy Sinclair [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 17 February 2017 4:49 p.m. 

To: John Bone 

Cc: Kate Buckingham; Paul Csoban 

Subject: RE: Placeholder for Feed back to QH 

 
Hi John 

  

Paul is on leave Friday the 24th, is there any chance for another date? 

  

Kind regards, Sandy 

  

 

Sandy Sinclair 
ESO to Executive Director 

  

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
  
p |     

  

 
    

  

  

  

  
HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 
future. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

-----Original Appointment----- 

From: John Bone [mailto:   
Sent: Friday, 17 February 2017 1:21 PM 

To: Sandy Sinclair 

Subject: Placeholder for Feed back to QH 
When: Friday, 24 February 2017 11:00 AM-11:30 AM (UTC+10:00) Brisbane. 

Where: JB to call Paul 
  

  

Verbal walk through review conclusions 

  

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 
it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 

175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 
or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
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Cathie Allen

From: John Bone <

Sent: Thursday, 23 February 2017 1:03 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Feed back to QH

Sorry just havent been at my desk - hope I have moved it in right direction 

  

-----Original Appointment----- 

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 22 February 2017 6:08 p.m. 

To: John Bone 

Subject: New Time Proposed: Feed back to QH 

When: Friday, 24 February 2017 11:00 a.m.-11:30 a.m. (UTC+10:00) Brisbane. 

Where: JB to call Paul 

  

  

Hi John 

  

If we could hold the teleconference at 11.30am Brisbane Time, it would be much appreciated. 

  

Cheers 

Cathie 

  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 
it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 

175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 
of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 

or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

  

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
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Cathie Allen

From: John Bone <

Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 2:17 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Report

Cathie, apologies for the delay. I have asked Douglas to get a copy to you asap on his return. 

 

Rgds 

John 

 

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   

Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 4:19 p.m. 

To: John Bone; Paul Csoban 

Cc: Jill Vintiner 

Subject: RE: Report 

 

Hi John 

 

Neither Paul nor I have seen a draft copy or the finalised copy of the report. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: John Bone [mailto:   

Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 9:51 AM 

To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban 
Cc: Jill Vintiner 

Subject: RE: Report 

 

Ok that is good to know. Was there any feed back that needed to be considered from your read of the first draft or were 

you happy as presented? 
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John 

 

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   

Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 11:39 a.m. 

To: John Bone; Paul Csoban 

Cc: Jill Vintiner 

Subject: RE: Report 

 

Hi John 

 

Douglas emailed me on Friday the 3
rd

 of March letting me know that he’d get me the draft on Monday, 6
th

 of March, but 

a search of my emails shows that no further emails have come from Douglas.  So I don’t think we’ve received a copy of 

the draft yet. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: John Bone [mailto:   

Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 8:30 AM 

To: Paul Csoban 
Cc: Cathie Allen; Jill Vintiner 

Subject: Report 

 

Paul,  

 

Douglas who was generating the report is ill today so I have  a few people checking to find out the status of what was 

supplied. Cathie can you confirm Douglas actually shared a draft as discussed when we last me collectively? It was due a 

week post our last meeting. If this hasn’t happened my apologies we will get this sorted ASAP.  

Regards, 

 

John Bone 

General Manager Forensic  
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www.esr.cri.nz 

 
 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 

it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 

175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 

or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
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Cathie Allen

From: John Bone <

Sent: Monday, 20 March 2017 9:14 AM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Report

Douglas has promised me you will have it today. A homicide case has been getting between him and this task I 

apologise. 

John 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:  

Sent: Monday, 20 March 2017 11:26 a.m. 

To: John Bone; Paul Csoban 

Subject: RE: Report 

 

Hi John 

 

I haven't received a report (draft or otherwise). 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream 

 

Forensic & Scientific Services, 

Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 

future. 

 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: John Bone [mailto:  

Sent: Saturday, 18 March 2017 1:02 PM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Cc: Cathie Allen 

Subject: Re: Report 
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No report should have been sent to Cathie by Douglas. 

Let me know if still not done. 

J 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

> On 17/03/2017, at 5:01 PM, Paul Csoban <  wrote: 

> 

> Hi John, 

> Not sure if the report was meant to be attached but we still do not  

> have a draft version to consider Regards Paul 

> 

> -----Original Message----- 

> From: John Bone [mailto:  

> Sent: Thursday, 16 March 2017 8:15 PM 

> To: Cathie Allen 

> Cc: Paul Csoban 

> Subject: Re: Report 

> 

> Hi Guys 

> hope we are back on track? Let me know if you have concerns still. 

> John 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 

> 

> On 13/03/2017, at 5:56 PM, Cathie Allen < mailto:  

wrote: 

> 

> Hi John 

> 

> No problem, I understand the difficulties with juggling priorities. 

> 

> Cheers 

> Cathie 

> 

> [HSQ email image] 

> 

> Cathie Allen 

> 

> Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream 

> 

> 

> 

> Forensic & Scientific Services, 

> Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

> 

> 

> 
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> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

> 

> 

> 

> HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

> 

> 

> Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 

future. 

> 

> 

> 

> From: John Bone [mailto:  

> Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 2:17 PM 

> To: Cathie Allen 

> Subject: RE: Report 

> 

> Cathie, apologies for the delay. I have asked Douglas to get a copy to you asap on his return. 

> 

> Rgds 

> John 

> 

> From: Cathie Allen [mailto:  

> Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 4:19 p.m. 

> To: John Bone; Paul Csoban 

> Cc: Jill Vintiner 

> Subject: RE: Report 

> 

> Hi John 

> 

> Neither Paul nor I have seen a draft copy or the finalised copy of the report. 

> 

> Cheers 

> Cathie 

> 

> [HSQ email image] 

> 

> Cathie Allen 

> 

> Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream 

> 

> 
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> 

> Forensic & Scientific Services, 

> Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

> 

> 

> 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

> 

> 

> Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 

future. 

> 

> 

> 

> From: John Bone [mailto:  

> Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 9:51 AM 

> To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban 

> Cc: Jill Vintiner 

> Subject: RE: Report 

> 

> Ok that is good to know. Was there any feed back that needed to be considered from your read of the first draft or 

were you happy as presented? 

> 

> John 

> 

> From: Cathie Allen [mailto:  

> Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 11:39 a.m. 

> To: John Bone; Paul Csoban 

> Cc: Jill Vintiner 

> Subject: RE: Report 

> 

> Hi John 

> 
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> Douglas emailed me on Friday the 3rd of March letting me know that he'd get me the draft on Monday, 6th of March, 

but a search of my emails shows that no further emails have come from Douglas.  So I don't think we've received a copy 

of the draft yet. 

> 

> Cheers 

> Cathie 

> 

> [HSQ email image] 

> 

> Cathie Allen 

> 

> Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream 

> 

> 

> 

> Forensic & Scientific Services, 

> Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

> 

> 

> 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 :  

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

> 

> 

> Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 

future. 

> 

> 

> 

> From: John Bone [mailto:  

> Sent: Monday, 13 March 2017 8:30 AM 

> To: Paul Csoban 

> Cc: Cathie Allen; Jill Vintiner 

> Subject: Report 

> 

> Paul, 
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> 

> Douglas who was generating the report is ill today so I have  a few people checking to find out the status of what was 

supplied. Cathie can you confirm Douglas actually shared a draft as discussed when we last me collectively? It was due a 

week post our last meeting. If this hasn't happened my apologies we will get this sorted ASAP. 

> Regards, 

> 

> John Bone 

> General Manager Forensic 

> Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited (ESR) Mt  

  

 

 

 

 

 :  

> Executive Assistant: Kate Buckingham DDI   

> www.esr.cri.nz<http://www.esr.cri.nz/> 

>  

 

> 

> The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, disclosure, copying, 

distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by ESR. If you have received this 

message in error, please notify the sender immediately. 

> 

> ********************************************************************** 

> ********** 

> 

> This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This 

confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is 

transmitted/received in error. 

> 

> Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information 

contained in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it 

relates to health service matters. 

> 

> If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify 

the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and 

any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

> 

> If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form 

of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

> 

> Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, 

Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers 

any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or 

code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

> 

> Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland 

Government. 

> 

> ********************************************************************** 
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> ************ The information contained in this message and/or  

> attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If 

you are not the intended recipient, any review, disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be 

taken in reliance on it is prohibited by ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 

immediately. 

> The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, disclosure, copying, 

distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by ESR. If you have received this 

message in error, please notify the sender immediately. 

> The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, disclosure, copying, 

distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by ESR. If you have received this 

message in error, please notify the sender immediately. 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, disclosure, copying, 

distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by ESR. If you have received this 

message in error, please notify the sender immediately. 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee and may 

contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, disclosure, copying, 

distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by ESR. If you have received this 

message in error, please notify the sender immediately. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paula Brisotto

Sent: Friday, 24 February 2017 1:55 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Folder

Will do. 

 

Thanks, 

Paula 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Friday, 24 February 2017 1:53 PM 

To: Paula Brisotto 

Subject: RE: Folder 

 

Thanks (and just cc Paul Csoban into your reply please) 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Paula Brisotto  

Sent: Friday, 24 February 2017 1:53 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: Folder 

 

Hi Cathie, 

 

Thanks. Will follow up on anything they need. 

 

Paula 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Friday, 24 February 2017 1:51 PM 
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To: Paula Brisotto 

Subject: Folder 

 

HI Paula 

 

I’ve supplied the additional info to ESR.  If they need something from you, they’ll contact you, but here’s all the folder 

where I’ve saved all the documents that I’ve sent them already: 

G:\ForBiol\AAA Administration\Managing Scientist\Forensic DNA Analysis\Briefings & Memos\Review 2017 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Friday, 3 March 2017 12:18 PM

To: Stephen Cordiner

Cc: Douglas Elliot; Cathie Allen; Jade Franklin; Karyn Bell

Subject: RE: Contract

Thanks Guys 

 

From: Stephen Cordiner [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 3 March 2017 12:15 PM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Cc: Douglas Elliot 
Subject: RE: Contract 

 

Thanks Paul, 

I understand Douglas has been in contact with Catherine, or is about to contact her, and will have a draft report to you 

on Monday.  I put the completion date of the 10
th  

in the contract but you should have the final report before then. 

Regards 

Steve 

 

From: Paul Csoban [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 3 March 2017 3:07 p.m. 

To: Stephen Cordiner 

Subject: RE: Contract 

Importance: High 

 

Hi Steve, 

Please find attached the signed form. 

Could you please confirm with Douglas when we can expect the report.  During our last discussions we thought it would 

be today.  There is a degree of urgency around this now, so getting a firm date would be great. 

 

Many thanks 

Paul 

 

 

Paul Csoban 

Executive Director 

  

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
       

 
   

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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From: Stephen Cordiner [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 3 March 2017 11:42 AM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Contract 

 

Hi Paul, 

Please find attached a standard  ESR short form contract covering the review work Douglas Elliot is undertaking for 

Queensland Health.  My apologies, I should have sent this earlier.   I understand Douglas has discussed his preliminary 

findings and everything is on track to get a report to you next week.  If you could email me a pdf of the signed contract I 

would be most grateful 

Thanks 

Steve 

 

 

Steve Cordiner  

Manager – Forensic Service Centres 

Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited (ESR)  

  

  
 

 
  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 
you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 

it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 

175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 

or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 
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********************************************************************************** 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 10 February 2017 4:23 PM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: RE: Documents for Scientific Review

Yes, happy. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Friday, 10 February 2017 4:00 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: FW: Documents for Scientific Review 

 

Happy ? 

 

From: Stephen Cordiner [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 10 February 2017 1:02 PM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Cc: John Bone 
Subject: Documents for Scientific Review 

 

Hello Paul, 

Further to your email to John,  I have been contacted by  Sarah Cockerton our Biology Manager and it would appear that 

the content of the documents sent through is more aligned with the work of our Forensic Service Centres laboratories at 

ESR.   Our service centre staff carry the initial processing and screening of medical examination kits and evidence 

recovery from other  Police exhibits in relation to alleged sex assault cases.   

 

Dr Douglas Elliot, who is the Science Leader in our Auckland laboratory as well as Director of the Auckland University 

post grad forensic programme, has considerable experience in both casework and research that would be very relevant 

to the review. He would be my first choice to conduct the review. 
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I have read the terms of reference you provided and also contacted Cathie Allen this morning and understand your 

requirements to be: 

1.      An independent review the SOP for examination of sex assault cases, taking into account the other related 

technical documents provided, to ensure that  the labs processes are valid, scientifically sound, and in line with 

best practice. 

2.      To make recommendations on any improvements to the SOPs for  Queensland Health to consider. 

I also understand that the primary focus is 1 above. 

 

With regard to a quote for the work: 

For  Douglas to read and assess  the documents, follow up any technical aspects with Catherine, and prepare a written 

report would be 5 hrs work at $AU 250/hr.  $AU 1,250 total 

 

If that is acceptable I will put into a contract for services and  forward to you for signing. 

Look forward to hearing from you. 

Regards 

Steve 

 

 

Steve Cordiner  

Manager – Forensic Service Centres 

  

  

  
 

 
  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 28 March 2017 2:11 PM

To: Paul Csoban

Cc: Jade Franklin

Subject: RE: ESR REport

HI Paul 

 

Yes, Douglas was aware of the change in process in 2010 to the current process that he’d reviewed and has attempted 

to add that in succinctly. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Tuesday, 28 March 2017 2:08 PM 
To: Jade Franklin 

Cc: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: ESR REport 

Importance: High 

 

Hi Jade, 

Yes this is the report 

Please see last paragraph on page one – specified that the process was changed in July 2010 and that this is the process 

he is reviewing – Cathie is this correct? 

Paul 

 

 

From: Jade Franklin  

Sent: Tuesday, 28 March 2017 1:51 PM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: RE: ESR REport 
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Hi there 

 

Is this the full report? 

 

How long will the update be regarding the previous period 2008/2010- August 2016. 

 

With Thanks 

 

Jade 

 

 

 

Jade Franklin 
Manager Human Resources and Business Relationships 

People Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland 

       
 

   

  
 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Thursday, 23 March 2017 5:10 PM 

To: Jade Franklin; Karyn Bell; Sharon Kelly 

Cc: Cathie Allen 
Subject: ESR REport 

Importance: High 

 

Hi All, 

 

Please find attached the report from ESR. 

 

You will note that they specify the process as staring from 2010 with notated comments on minor changes 

 

I can also advise that the 1
st
 stage of Project 181 is complete and confirms the current process is fit for purpose and the 

methodology is scientifically sound.  A written report will shortly be provided 

 

Please contact me for any further explanations 

Regards 

Paul 

 

 

Paul Csoban 

Executive Director| Forensic and Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health | Queensland Government 

39 Kessels Road Coopers Plains QLD 4108 

t. 07 3000 9900 m: 0447 071 461 

e.  
 | www.health.qld.gov.au 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 28 March 2017 2:18 PM

To: Paul Csoban

Cc: Jade Franklin

Subject: RE: ESR REport

Hi Paul & Jade 

 

The Examination of Items SOP (#17142) is for all other items except for sexual assault items.  This SOP was provided to 

ESR as it is referred to in the other sexual assault examination items.  It was provided so that ESR has a more complete 

context of the sexual assault SOPs.  It is very processed focussed, as it describes how to enter testcodes into Auslab and 

provide electronic results to the QPS – neither of which ESR do. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
 |    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban  
Sent: Tuesday, 28 March 2017 2:13 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: FW: ESR REport 
Importance: High 

 

 

 

From: Jade Franklin  
Sent: Tuesday, 28 March 2017 1:55 PM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: FW: ESR REport 
Importance: High 

 

Hi  

 

Just another thought – bottom of page three where it talks about the examination of items. 
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Does this need to be tightened up? 

 

Is it a problem that the report does not  comment on the fact that Ms Reeves is wrong in her thinking? 

 

In terms that “false negative” issue Ms Reeves discusses is not an issue at all. 

 

Jade 

 

 

 

Jade Franklin 
Manager Human Resources and Business Relationships 

People Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland 

       
 

   

  
 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Thursday, 23 March 2017 5:10 PM 
To: Jade Franklin; Karyn Bell; Sharon Kelly 

Cc: Cathie Allen 
Subject: ESR REport 

Importance: High 

 

Hi All, 

 

Please find attached the report from ESR. 

 

You will note that they specify the process as staring from 2010 with notated comments on minor changes 

 

I can also advise that the 1
st
 stage of Project 181 is complete and confirms the current process is fit for purpose and the 

methodology is scientifically sound.  A written report will shortly be provided 

 

Please contact me for any further explanations 

Regards 

Paul 

 

 

Paul Csoban 

Executive Director| Forensic and Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health | Queensland Government 
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Cathie Allen

From: Sharon Kelly

Sent: Friday, 24 March 2017 5:51 AM

To: Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin; Karyn Bell

Cc: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: ESR REport

Thanks Paul, 

Great outcome! 

Sharon 

 

 
Sharon Kelly 

 

General Manager 
Community & Scientific Support | Health Support Queensland 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Thursday, 23 March 2017 5:10 PM 
To: Jade Franklin; Karyn Bell; Sharon Kelly 

Cc: Cathie Allen 

Subject: ESR REport 
Importance: High 

 

Hi All, 

 

Please find attached the report from ESR. 

 

You will note that they specify the process as staring from 2010 with notated comments on minor changes 

 

I can also advise that the 1
st
 stage of Project 181 is complete and confirms the current process is fit for purpose and the 

methodology is scientifically sound.  A written report will shortly be provided 

 

Please contact me for any further explanations 

Regards 

Paul 

 

 

Paul Csoban 

Executive Director| Forensic and Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health | Queensland Government 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Friday, 3 February 2017 5:05 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: ToR

Hi Cathy 

I can send it if you like 

Any further changes to the copy I currently have ? 

Regards 

Paul 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Friday, 3 February 2017 4:31 PM 

To: Paul Csoban 
Subject: ToR 

 

Hi Paul 

 

Would you like me to send the ToR to ESR?  Or would you like to send it to John Bone? 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Monday, 20 March 2017 1:12 PM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: FW: draft report

Attachments: queensland report.docx

Importance: High

FYI 

 

From: Douglas Elliot [mailto:   

Sent: Monday, 20 March 2017 12:34 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: draft report 

 

My watermarking function has been disabled, but this is a draft. It’s not very long, but really, the overall conclusion is 

the key thing, and once I’d said that there wasn’t much else to say. Please get back to me if there is anything else that 

needs to go in. Once we’ve done that, I’ll send you a pdf copy with a covering letter. 

 

I was going to suggest that you switch to Christmas Tree Stain, as this seems to be the stain of choice at the moment, 

but you’re obviously happy with H&E and it works. 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Wednesday, 22 March 2017 11:12 AM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: FW: Report

Attachments: QH1.pdf; QH2.pdf

 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Douglas Elliot [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 22 March 2017 10:33 AM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: Report 

 

HI Cathie 

 

I’ve sent 2 formats over. Which you wish to use is fine. In terms of text there is no difference; one layout is different 

from the other. 

 

Douglas. 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 11 April 2017 8:49 AM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: FW: report

Attachments: QH1A.pdf; QH2A.pdf

 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Douglas Elliot [mailto:   

Sent: Tuesday, 11 April 2017 7:33 AM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: report 

 

Hi Cathie 

 

I’ve attached the amended report in 2 versions. 

 

Douglas. 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 24 February 2017 1:50 PM

To: Douglas Elliot (

Cc: John Bone; Paul Csoban

Subject: Additional doucmentation

Attachments: 17142V13_Examination of Items.doc; 17037V17_Microscopy of Smears.doc; 31281V5

_SAIK Medical Form.doc; 23898V6_SAIK Details Record.doc

Hi Douglas 

 

Please find attached additional documentation that is referred to in Sections 3 to 6 of the Examination of Sexual Assault 

Cases standard operating procedure. 

 

If you require any further documentation, please contact Paula Brisotto (  as she is the 

Team Leader for this group and will be able to provide you with the information. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Douglas Elliot <

Sent: Friday, 3 March 2017 1:11 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Additional doucmentation

Thanks Cathy. This was both useful and interesting. Steve Cordiner has forwarded a contract to Paul Csoban, and I’ve let 

both of them know that despite my best intentions my draft is too unfinished to send off today. I’ll polish it up and get it 

to you on Monday. 

 

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 24 February 2017 4:50 p.m. 

To: Douglas Elliot 

Cc: John Bone; Paul Csoban 

Subject: Additional doucmentation 

 

Hi Douglas 

 

Please find attached additional documentation that is referred to in Sections 3 to 6 of the Examination of Sexual Assault 

Cases standard operating procedure. 

 

If you require any further documentation, please contact Paula Brisotto (  as she is the 

Team Leader for this group and will be able to provide you with the information. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 

it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 
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If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 

175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 

or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 14 March 2017 8:15 AM

To: Douglas Elliot

Cc: Stephen Cordiner

Subject: RE: draft report

Hi Douglas 

 

I totally understand how much you are juggling and appreciate your efforts for us. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Douglas Elliot [mailto:   

Sent: Tuesday, 14 March 2017 5:29 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Stephen Cordiner 

Subject: draft report 

 

Hi Cathie 

 

Sorry about the delay. The start of the University year and a big homicide trial and a recurrence of some back trouble 

collided with my writing plans. All should settle down today, and you’ll have my draft tomorrow. 

 

Douglas. 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 11 April 2017 8:57 AM

To: Douglas Elliot

Subject: RE: report

Thanks Douglas, really appreciate it. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Douglas Elliot [mailto:   

Sent: Tuesday, 11 April 2017 7:33 AM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: report 

 

Hi Cathie 

 

I’ve attached the amended report in 2 versions. 

 

Douglas. 

The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 

and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 

disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 

ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  
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Cathie Allen

From: Sandy Sinclair

Sent: Monday, 20 March 2017 2:12 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: International Call on Tuesday morning

Sure will do Cathie 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Monday, 20 March 2017 1:46 PM 
To: Sandy Sinclair 

Subject: International Call on Tuesday morning 

 

Hi Sandy 

 

At about 9.15am on Tuesday morning (21
st

 Mar), could you please place an international call for me to: 

 

Dr Douglas Elliot 
The Institute of Environmental Science and Research (ESR) 

 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 19 September 2017 4:20 PM

To: Gary Uhlmann; Paul Csoban; Dianne Woolley

Subject: RE: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting

Attachments: Forensic DNA Analysis - Overtime FY14-18 Aug-17.xlsx

Hi Everyone 

 

I’ve compiled the data supplied by Brendan for the HP5 staff members.  I’ve reviewed the data and for some staff 

members, I cannot find any supporting documentation to justify the payment of overtime, so it must be payment for a 

different reason. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Gary Uhlmann  

Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 4:35 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban; Dianne Woolley 

Subject: RE: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting 

 

Thanks Cathie! 

 

 

Gary Uhlmann   

Chief Executive Officer   

    

Health Support Queensland, Department of Health   

    
p | 07 3096 2115  m | 0437 184 186  
a | Level 5, 41 O’Connell Terrace, Bowen Hills QLD 4006   
w | Queensland Health  e |     
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier 
Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 4:20 PM 
To: Gary Uhlmann; Paul Csoban; Dianne Woolley 

Subject: RE: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting 

 

Hi Everyone 

 

I’ve responded below is blue. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Gary Uhlmann  

Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 12:32 PM 

To: Paul Csoban; Dianne Woolley 
Cc: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting 

 

Paul/Cathie – Please see my questions embedded below. Di may have others. 

 

Thanks 

 

Gary 
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Gary Uhlmann   

Chief Executive Officer   

    

Health Support Queensland, Department of Health   

    
  

   
     

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier 
Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 12:00 PM 

To: Gary Uhlmann; Dianne Woolley 

Subject: FW: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting 

 

Hi Gary, Di, 

Following on from our discussions, I have asked Cathie to supply more entailed information on certain points 

Please see her comments below 

Please let me know if there are any further clarifications required 

Regards 

Paul 

 

 

From: Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 11:43 AM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting 

 

Hi Paul 

 

I’ve followed up on some points from yesterday’s meeting: 

 

- The Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited (ESR) Scientific Review showed that the laboratory 

protocols in place are ‘fit for purpose and in line with best practice for this type of examination’.  ESR found no 

evidence of a gross or systemic failure of the laboratory’s system that is used to process sexual assault 

investigation kits.  

- All recommendations from ESR Scientific Review paper (page 3) have been added to the Standard Operating 

Procedures as comments in Quality Information System to be included in the next version. 

- Project #181 was set up to provide in-house laboratory experimental data to support the microscopy and 

presumptive screening processes used to determine if a sample should be submitted for DNA profiling.  This 

project was instigated in early June 2016 and the initial experiments showed results as expected, in that the 

number of sperm seen decreased as the concentration of the semen decreased in an almost linear fashion.  This 

showed that there was no gross or systemic failure within the processes used. 

Q: Have any sperm been detected in the changed process that would have been missed otherwise?   

- The Risk Mitigation Step, whereby all sexual assault investigation kit samples regardless of sperm detection 

(both positive and negative), was implemented on the 8
th

 of August 2016 and remains in place.  This minor 

change was registered in the ‘Change Register – Minor Changes’ log that is available to all Forensic DNA Analysis 
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staff members.  This change was introduced to monitor the process whilst awaiting the outcome of Project 

#181. 

Statement: This process needs to continue indefinately.   

- Confidential: since implementation of the risk mitigation step (approx. 13 months), about 1011 samples have 

been processed through this and no evidence of a gross or systemic failure of the process has been identified.   

Q: See first question above.  738 samples have been reviewed to see if the risk mitigation step would have 

changed the course of the case.  Of the 738 samples, 1 sample from 1 case was submitted which provided a 

DNA profile from the sperm fraction and this would have altered the reporting to the QPS.  FSS reported ‘no 

spermatozoa observed’ as none were observed on the items submitted, the QPS are able to request further 

testing if other information from their investigations warrants this. 

- Allan McNevin was deemed competent in the examination of Sexual Assault Investigation Kits in September 

2015 [Amanda Reeves is not deemed competent to undertake this type of examination].  Allan was deemed 

competent to provide court evidence for sexual assault cases on the 13
th

 of Jan 2017 (Allan was previously 

deemed competent on providing court evidence for other cases types such as Murder, Assault and Volume 

Crime case types).  

- From Thursday’s discussion, it appeared that Amanda Reeves raised an issue that Allan McNevin was not 

competent to implement the risk mitigation step.  I’m unsure why this would be the case as the risk mitigation 

step is an approach taken to attempt to lower the potential risk of not detecting spermatozoa and allows 

monitoring of ‘negative’ sexual assault samples.  Implementation of the risk mitigation step was done with the 

consent of the Team Leader – Paula Brisotto.   

- Overtime – my instructions to Justin Howes, Team Leader for the Reporting and Intelligence Team were that 

staff could complete one 5 hour overtime session per month to process results– on 2 occasions my instructions 

were not followed.   

- Overtime for Financial Year 2017/2018 – 1 overtime session of 5 hours has been undertaken by HP4 staff 

(different staff on the 8
th

 and the 15
th

 of July – totalling 5 staff) – none of these staff members were HP5 staff 

(there are four HP5 staff that are able to process results, in addition to Amanda Reeves) 

- Overtime for Financial Year 2016 / 2017 – 7 overtime sessions of 5 hours has been undertaken by HP4 staff – 2 

in June, 1 in May, 1 in April, 1 in March and 2 in Feb.  Matthew Hunt, who is currently acting in the HP5 role, 

undertook overtime for 3 sessions (totalling 15 hours).  However no other HP5 undertook overtime during these 

sessions.  As previously stated, an offer of overtime was made to HP4 staff to process results.  As Matthew Hunt 

is a substantive HP4, he undertook overtime In Feb and March although he was acting in higher duties, however 

as his higher duties were further extended, he no longer took part in overtime. 

Q: Were the HP5s paid any overtime at all each financial year and if so how much? I have requested a report 

from Brendan Egan for this data, going back 3 financial years.  I’ll forward this as soon as I get it. 

- All staff returning from long term leave are provided with Refresher training, which is intending to cover 

previous tasks that the staff member had undertaken, as well as new tasks or new processes that may have 

been introduced during their leave (ie the Forensic Register) 

- I have attached a team chart of Police Services Stream so that its visible on the team structure that I manage. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Measures by Division QH_ALT_7 and Paypoint and Fiscal and Employee for Cash, Overtime, Paid
Division QH_ALT_7 Paypoint Fiscal Year Classification Employee Amount FTE Hrs Reason for Overtime

Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP5 McNevin Allan $           4.00        On-Call for the G20 Event

Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP5 Reeves Amanda( $           13.25      

To process results for QPS (5 hrs 30mins); 
On-call over the Christmas break to process 

urgent items if requested by QPS

Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP5 Ryan Luke( ) $           17.50      

On-Call for the G20 Event, however cannot 
find any supporting documentation to 
support overtime for these hours (ie 

timesheet, AVAC, overtime approval form)

Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP5 Scott Kirsten $           5.00        

Unknown as cannot find any supporting 
documentation to support overtime for these 

hours (ie timesheet, AVAC, overtime 
approval form)

Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2015 HP5 Johnstone Sharon $           1.00        

Unknown as cannot find any supporting 
documentation to support overtime for these 

hours (ie timesheet, AVAC, overtime 
approval form)

Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 A/HP5 Hunt Matthew ) $           15.00      
To process results for QPS (5 hrs per 

session, 3 sessions completed)

Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP5 Johnstone Sharon $           5.00        
Recall over the compulsory Christmas 

closure period Dec 2016

Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP5 Ryan Luke $           5.50        
Urgent work to proces baseline work for 

instrument
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Measures by Division QH_ALT_7 and Paypoint and Fiscal and Emp     Classification
Division QH_ALT_7 Paypoint Fiscal Year Employee Amount FTE Hrs
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Operational 2014 OO3 325.20$    8.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP4 7.52$        0.10                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP3 475.64$    6.80                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP3 1,103.48$ 14.50                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP3 2,078.78$ 29.00                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP4 2,599.02$ 30.00                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP4 952.66$    11.00                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP6 1,958.68$ 19.00                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP4 1,502.07$ 17.50                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP4 461.84$    5.50                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP4 1,090.84$ 13.30                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP5 352.38$    4.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP4 150.42$    2.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP4 1,154.22$ 11.00                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP4 3,542.69$ 40.00                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP4 2,296.05$ 26.25                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP5 1,249.06$ 13.25                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP5 1,606.57$ 17.50                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP5 398.60$    5.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP4 4,094.92$ 44.10                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP3 1,495.69$ 20.00                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2014 HP4 3,001.64$ 33.50                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2015 HP3 215.86$    3.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2015 HP4 153.73$    2.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2015 HP5 86.43$      1.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2015 HP3 118.32$    2.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2015 HP3 134.05$    2.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2015 HP3 172.69$    2.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2015 HP4 211.02$    2.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2015 HP3 140.53$    2.17                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2015 HP3 22.65$      0.40                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2016 HP3 248.17$    4.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2016 HP4 338.00$    3.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2016 HP3 294.83$    4.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2016 HP4 323.03$    3.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Operational 2017 OO3 123.15$    2.83                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Operational 2017 OO3 239.68$    5.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Operational 2017 OO3 239.68$    5.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP3 646.24$    8.60                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP6 133.82$    1.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP2 884.53$    16.00                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP3 1,441.23$ 18.50                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP4 910.54$    9.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP3 40.69$      0.58                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP4 3,295.08$ 34.25                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP3 782.68$    11.50                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 A/HP5 1,479.39$ 15.00                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP4 698.38$    8.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP5 469.16$    5.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP3 457.14$    5.50                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP4 1,852.79$ 23.00                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP3 1,131.61$ 13.67                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP4 2,442.07$ 25.00                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP4 469.07$    5.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP4 918.08$    9.92                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP4 1,462.38$ 14.75                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP4 4,822.96$ 49.40                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP3 889.06$    13.60                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP4 153.39$    1.80                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP3 929.83$    11.50                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP5 575.09$    5.50                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP3 734.76$    11.50                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP3 958.88$    11.50                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP4 2,333.90$ 25.00                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2017 HP4 3,285.81$ 34.26                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2018 HP6 585.45$    5.75                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2018 HP3 395.18$    5.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2018 HP4 482.90$    5.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2018 HP3 464.72$    7.25                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2018 HP4 456.63$    5.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2018 HP4 901.63$    10.00                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2018 HP4 8.28$        0.10                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2018 HP4 981.62$    10.00                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2018 HP4 524.25$    5.50                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2018 HP4 14.07$      0.17                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2018 HP4 1,057.33$ 10.33                
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2018 HP4 255.65$    3.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2018 HP3 422.48$    7.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2018 HP4 469.07$    5.00                  
Fss Forensic Dna Analysis Professional and Technical 2018 HP4 490.81$    5.00                  
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Note to go with copy of CJA's notebook -  

 

Teleconference held with reps from ESR - notes taken starting at 'Feedback from ESR 24/02/2017' up 
to  

last line which is ''Douglas Elliot @ what's in the SAIK and how' 
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Scientific Review – Forensic & Scientific Services - 1 - 
 

Background 
An issue has been raised specifically regarding spermatozoa negative, acid 
phosphatase negative sexual assault samples, however a review of the processing of 
SAIKs would be appreciated in the spirit of continuing quality improvement. 

 

An independent review regarding evidence recovery processing with respect to sexual 
assault investigation kits (SAIKs) is requested of the Institute of Environmental Science 
and Research Limited (ESR), a Crown Research Institute in New Zealand. 

Terms of Reference 
The objective of the scientific review is to examine the processing of sexual assault 
investigation kits in the Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory to ascertain its validity as an 
acceptable, scientific process. 

Specifically, the review will consider the following: 

• the current Standard Operating Procedure for Examination of Sexual Assault 
Cases  

• associated Standard Operating Procedures – The Acid Phosphatase Screening 
Test for Seminal Stains, Examination For & Of Spermatozoa and Detection of 
Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 

• small report titled ‘AP Paper – False Positive Investigation’  

• other documents requested by ESR that are pertinent to sexual assault cases 

Documents to be provided 
Current versions of the above SOPs and small report will be provided via email 
(Procedure for Examination of Sexual Assault Cases QIS #32106v4; The Acid 
Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains QIS #17186v12, Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa QIS #17189v13 and Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework 
Samples QIS #17185v10) 

Provision of work 
Assessment of the SOPs and report can be conducted remotely with any follow-up 
being conducted either by via email, phone, teleconference, video conference or in 
person. 
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Forensic DNA Analysis 
MICROSCOPY OF SMEARS 

Case: 
 
Item Barcode: 
 

Page: 
 

Date: 
 

Time: 
 

Description Whole 
Sperm 

Sperm 
Heads 

Epithelial 
Cells 

Comments 
(e.g. Bacteria; cellular or non-cellular debris; 
Red Blood Cells; White Blood Cells; Yeast; 

Fungi; Fibres) 

     

     

     

     

     

Grading system: 
0 = None seen 
<+ (<1) = Very hard to find (<10 use England Finder) 
+  (1+)  = Hard to find 
++  (2+) = Easy to find 
+++  (3+) = Very easy to find 
++++  (4+) = Abundant 

Microscope Details: 
Microscope ID: _____________ 
Magnification: _____________ 
 
Read by: _____________ 
Date:  _____________ 
 

COMMENTS: 
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Examination of items 

1 Purpose 
 

The purpose of this procedure is to describe the procedures for the examination of 
evidentiary items by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA 
Analysis. 

 
 
2 Scope 
 

This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret 
examinations of evidentiary items.  This standard operating procedure is an adjunct to 
individual methods for particular screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting 
are to be found in each method. 

 
 
3 Definitions 
 

Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for 
a comprehensive list of abbreviations. 
 
 9PLEX: Test code used for submission of samples for Profiler Plus testing 
 XPLEX: Test code used for submission of samples for PowerPlex 21, PowerPlex Fusion or 
Globalfiler 
Dual analysis: The term used for the examination of an exhibit by two or more forensic 
sections (e.g. Forensic DNA Analysis and Chemistry).  

 
 
4 General Principles 
4.1 Anti-contamination procedures 

QIS document 22857 (Anti-contamination Procedure) describes the anti-contamination 
procedures for the examination of items, which must be adhered to at all times. 
 
NOTE: Examination bench 15 must be used for reference samples, and this examination 
bench is reserved solely for this purpose. All other examination benches are used for crime 
scene samples. 

 
4.2 Continuity 

Continuity is the ability to demonstrate and account for the movements and ownership of an 
item, meaning that at any point between when the exhibit is seized through to when the 
exhibit is produced in court or destroyed, its location and all persons who have come in 
contact with the exhibit can be determined. This provides evidence that the exhibit has not 
had the opportunity to be tampered with, or has not come in direct contact with other 
exhibits. Refer to QIS document 14077 (FSS- Legal Analysis). 
 
When moving an exhibit or case file the physical movement must be recorded electronically 
in AUSLAB using the transfer function (for exhibits or case files already with a physical 
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location) or using the add or fill functions (for exhibits or case files without a current physical 
location). 
 
In addition to recording the physical location of exhibits and case files, continuity also 
includes: 

•  Recording exhibit packaging details, including seals. 
•  Examination notes 
•  Use unique identifying numbers or barcodes for exhibits and sub-samples.  
•  Maintaining custody and security of exhibits at all times. Only items which are drying 

should be left in the laboratory overnight.  All other items must be returned to the 
exhibit room or freezer. 

 
NOTE: Staff with three initials must use three initials at all times when signing, so as to 
distinguish staff.  Refer to QIS document 17088 (Procedure for recording handwriting 
specimens in Forensic DNA Analysis). 

 
4.3 Forensic Relationship 

The Forensic Relationship field is provided by QPS to indicate the relationship between the 
exhibit and the case, and where the exhibit appears to have originated from.  An exhibit 
may have one or more forensic relationships assigned to it. 

 
The Forensic Relationship of an exhibit can be viewed in two ways: 

•  In the SF9 Summary Page of a case, listed in the “Relation” column. 
•  On the EXR/EXH page the exhibit, listed in the “For Relationship” field. 

 
Definitions: 

•  N: No further work (All work must be ceased for items with this forensic relationship) 
•  S: Item/sample is believed to have originated from the suspect 
•  V: Item/sample is believed to have originated from the victim 
•  E: Item/sample is from a known source, to be used as an elimination sample 
•  X: Item/sample is has been found/originated from the point of entry/exit 
•  W: Item/sample is believed to have come from/been used as a weapon 
•  A: This item sample has been identified as a key sample of interest and is preferred 

to be sampled due to admission/ intelligence value 
 

4.4 Priority 
The QPS will designate a priority for a case and for exhibits (which may be different).  A 
case/sample may be given the following priorities: 
 

•  Priority 1 (Urgent): Samples specifically approved by the QPS for processing in 3-5 
day turn around.  Samples may only be processed as Priority 1 with the approval of 
the Senior Scientist, Team Leader or Managing Scientist. 
Samples identified as needing to be processed before routine samples, due to an 
identified specific issue e.g. pending court date for case 
 

•  Priority 2 (High): Allocated based on crime code and generally used for crimes 
against a person. 
 

•  Priority 3 (Medium):  Allocated based on crime code and generally used for crimes 
not against a person (i.e. property crime). 
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•  Priority 6 (Cease work): Used to designate that a sample no longer requires 
processing and all work is to be ceased. 
 

• Priority 4 and Priority 5 have been retained for legacy samples from old cases that 
are yet to be processed. If any of these samples are identified as requiring 
processing, they are to be changed to an appropriate higher priority based on the 
case type and other specific information to the case. 

 
The priority of a sample/case may change at any stage and should be reviewed when 
determining testing or re-testing requirements. 
 

4.5 Clinical notes 
The QPS can enter examination strategies, or other information to guide the examination by 
Forensic DNA Analysis in Exhibit Notes field in the Forensic Register, which electronically 
populates the Clinical Notes field in AUSLAB. 
 

4.6 Dual Analysis 
Dual analyses must be completed in the Evidence Recovery laboratory as this location has 
the optimal environmental conditions for DNA sampling.   
 
Exhibits which are to be transferred to the custody of Forensic DNA Analysis must be 
receipted as per normal receipting arrangements through the Property Point.  Where the 
item is not transferred to Forensic DNA Analysis, but is maintained in the custody of 
another section (e.g. when samples are suspected of containing prohibited substances), 
this is documented in the UR notes. 
 
Where the dual analysis involves hazardous chemicals or other substances (i.e. drugs, 
explosives etc) the relevant forensic section is responsible for making a hazard assessment 
and documenting this in the UR notes for that case.  This assessment must include 
personal risk to staff during examination, storage and subsequent analysis as well as 
potential risks to equipment. 
 

4.7 Managing Worklists 
Evidence Recovery is responsible for managing four generic worklists: SAWL, 1BT, ESMP 
and SALIVA.  To access these worklists from AUSLAB main menu: 
1. Press 5, workflow management 
2. Press 1, workflow menu 1 
3. Press 1, workflow lists 
4. Highlight required list, e.g. SAWL, SALIVA, 1BT and press enter 
 

4.7.1 SAWL list 
SSLU are responsible for adding cases to this list which involve a sexual element to the 
offence.  Management of the SAWL list is a rostered task.  The rostered scientist is 
responsible for reviewing this list on a daily basis and actioning entries as required: 

•  Responding to UR note entries as necessary 
•  Compiling case files (where required) and formulating examination strategies for 

SAIKs (all examination strategies must be documented in the UR notes for that case 
and reviewed by a scientist competent to examine SAIKs). 

•  Where items have been delivered for sexual assault cases, the rostered scientist 
will check to see if the Forensic Relationship field has been completed for each 
item.  If a Forensic Relationship has not been entered the scientist will enter a UR 
note requesting this information from the QPS, and place the case on the 1WPP list. 
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•  Checking items received for a Yellow case (particularly in tubes) to determine 
testing requirements (i.e. if semen screening is required).  This may require access 
to the Forensic Register. 

 
4.7.2 1BT list 

SSLU use the 1BT list to notify the Evidence Recovery team that action is required for a 
particular case. The specific advice is recorded by SSLU in the UR notes and may include: 

•  Testing is no longer required for one or more exhibits 
•  A change to the priority of a case 
•  Additional items have been received 
•  Requests to contact an QPS officer to provide advice 
• Testing is to be re-started or commenced on a previously halted exhibit or case 

 
4.7.3 SALIVA list 

This list contains all samples that require Phadebas supernatant testing. Refer to QIS 
document 17193 (Phadebas Test for Saliva) for further details. 
 
 

4.7.4 ESMP list 
This list contains reference samples which require manual sampling by an ER scientist.  It 
is important to check whether these samples do require processing, i.e. if a duplicate FTA 
sample has been received. 
 
 

5 Pre-examination preparation 
 

Before commencing the examination of an item all available case details should be 
reviewed to determine the type of examination and testing which is required.  This 
information may also be used to prioritise examinations.  The following items should be 
reviewed: 

•  UR, Specimen and Clinical notes 
•  Medical notes including SAIK paperwork 
•  QP127 (if available) 
•  Forensic Relationship 
•  Exhibit description 

 
Where the above information does not provide sufficient information to determine testing 
requirements the following additional strategies may be employed: 

•  Accessing the Forensic Register (HP5 only) 
•  Contacting the Investigating Officer, SOCO or Scientific Officer either directly or 

through SSLU via AUSLAB (1WPP list) 
•  Contacting the QPS DNA Sample Management Unit 
•  Contacting FMOs or FNEs 

 
All communications must be recorded electronically in AUSLAB using UR Notes. 
 
Note: Specific details relating to the examination of sexual cases are outlined in QIS 
document 32106 (Examination of Sexual Cases) 
 

5.1 Case File Documentation 
QIS document 17117 (Procedure for Case Management) describes when a paper case file 
is required to be created and the process for creating a case file. 
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When making handwritten examination notes, including making sketches and annotating 
images, the following general principles must be followed: 

•  Only approved examination forms (located in QIS) can be used for making 
examination notes. Printed copies of these forms are kept in the Evidence Recovery 
laboratory. 

•  All notes must be legible and in pen. 
•  All sketches and diagrams must be in pen; however areas of interest and staining 

may be in coloured pencil. 
•  Errors must be crossed out once (so that the original item is still visible) and 

initialled and dated. 
•  Examination notes must be made contemporaneously and in the examination area. 
•  Registration of samples must be completed as soon as practicable after the 

examination. 
 
5.2 Amended receipts 

Amended receipts are used where there is a discrepancy between the original receipt and 
the actual contents of the exhibit/s.  QIS document 26040 (Procedure for Issuing Amended 
Receipts in the Forensic Sciences Property Point) describes the process for issuing 
amended receipts. 
 

5.3 FERROs (Forensic non-compliance feedback) 
A  FERRO should be created when a submission for Forensic DNA Analysis does not 
conform to our standard operating procedures and is not described in an EXH line.  
 
To create a FERRO, From EXH page: 
1. Press Shift F10 Registration 
2. Press End to move cursor to test code box 
3. Enter FERRO in box, press enter 
4. F7, F4, F4 (automatically returns to EXH page) 
5. Pg down to forensic non compliance feedback page 
6. Press Tab to contact person 
7. Press Shift F2 bulk edit and enter ‘dnaer’. Press F4 to save 
8. Enter barcode(s). Press F4 to save 
9. Enter reason. Press F4 to save 
10. Enter comments as per standard phrasing (see SOP 26071). Press F4 to save 
11. Press F8 to escape from bulk edit  
12. Press Shift F12 and enter ‘FERRO’ to add to list 
 
The Senior Scientist is responsible for reviewing and sending FERROs to the QPS. 
 

5.4 Exhibit Delivery 
The Property Point deliver exhibits to Forensic DNA Analysis typically once each normal 
work day (usually in the afternoon).  Exhibits are tracked to the Exhibit Room Shelves 
(FBEXS696-700) or DNA Freezer Shelves (FBDFS1-4).  Exhibits may also be stored in 
other locations within the Exhibit Room or Freezer and must be tracked to their physical 
shelf location in AUSLAB. 
 
 

6 Examination 
 

Exhibits must be retrieved from their storage location and tracked to the Evidence Recovery 
laboratory (DAER1). 
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6.1 Print receipt and labels 

The receipt must be printed and attached to the examination notes.  
To view receipt- press INSERT on the correct casefile page  
 
To print receipts: 
1. From the receipt page SF11 
2. F7 Direct to 
3. Enter printer name  
 
The following labels are printed: 

• Receipt label to attach to each examination page 
• Exhibit barcode (FBLAB6) for examination notes and labelling exhibit as necessary 
• Exhibit barcode (FSAMP) to label sample submission tubes 

 
To print labels: 
1. From AUSLAB main menu press 7, 1, 3 
2. Type in label type wanted e.g. FBLAB6 or FSAMP 
3. Change ‘Printer Name’ as required e.g. fblabel2 
4. Press F6, F5 
5. Scan barcode/s required 
6. Press Esc from edit mode 
7. Press F7 to print 

 
6.2 Description of packaging 

Using QIS documents 17033 (General Examination Record (Unruled)), 17034 (General 
Examination Record (Ruled)) or 22870 (Forensic DNA Analysis Outer Packaging Record) 
describe the packing of the exhibit, working from the outer packaging to the inner 
packaging. 
 
The following minimum details must be recorded for each layer of packaging: 

•  Packaging type (e.g. HSPB, CSPB, BPB) 
•  Seal type, whether the seals are intact and if they are signed and/or dated. 
•  A brief description of the labelling including unique identifiers (typically barcode). 
•  QPS outer packaging and all other packaging should be photographed.   
•  HSPB outer packaging which has been created by Property Point (e.g. for SAIKs) 

does not need to be photographed. 
 
Packaging should be opened in such a way as to maintain the original seals.  Where 
packaging has been opened by it must be signed and dated. 
 

6.3 Digital Imaging 
Images must be taken for exhibits which are complex and/or difficult to accurately describe 
in written notes.  Smaller, uniform items (i.e. cigarette butts, fingernails, straws etc) do not 
require images, except where there is unusual staining, damage or other features which are 
difficult to describe. 
 
A scale and exhibit barcode must be included in every image.  QIS document 20080 (Digital 
Imaging of exhibits in Forensic DNA Analysis) describes the digital imaging process in more 
detail, including the use of cameras, uploading images to AUSLAB and annotating images. 
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6.4 Exhibit Numbering 
Each exhibit must have a unique barcode registered in AUSLAB, which is used as the 
common identifier between Forensic DNA Analysis and the QPS.  Forensic DNA Analysis 
assigns a secondary identifier to each exhibit which is a reference to the receipt for that 
exhibit.  Each exhibit is assigned a secondary identifier according to the following format: 
123456789-001, where 12345789 is the receipt barcode and each exhibit is assigned an 
ascending number (i.e. -001, -002, -003 etc). 
 
Subsamples are assigned numbers according to the following example:  The first 
subsample from exhibit 123456789-001 is assigned the secondary identifier 123456789-
001-1; the second subsample from the same exhibit is then assigned the secondary 
identifier 123456789-001-2. 
 

6.5 Description of item 
Exhibits must be described according to the following minimum requirements: 

•  What it is 
•  Size 
•  Labelling/brand 
•  Colour 
•  Staining (including any presumptive tests conducted) 
•  Physical appearance of damage (without commenting on the cause of the damage) 

 
Staining must be further described using according to its: 

•  Shape 
•  Distribution 
•  Colour 
•  Size (including measurements) 
•  Intensity 
•  Which side of the item the stain may have originated from 
•  Any presumptive tests performed 
•  Odour if applicable 

 
Please note that images can be used to describe the physical appearance of stains. 
 
Extraneous surface material such as hairs, glass fragments, fibres and vegetative matter 
may easily be lost from an item. These materials should be noted in the examination notes, 
collected into CSPBs (labelled with item barcode)  and kept with the repackaged exhibit.  
 

6.6 Presumptive or Screening tests 
Forensic DNA Analysis uses the following screening tests: 

•  TMB test for blood – see QIS document 17190 (Tetramethylbenzidine Screening 
Test for Blood) 

•  AP test for seminal fluid – see QIS document 17186 (The Acid Phosphatase 
Screening Test for Seminal Stains) 

•  Phadebas test for saliva (paper and supernatant) – see QIS document 17193 
(Phadebas Test For Saliva) 

•  P30 test for seminal fluid – see QIS document 17185 (Detection of Azoospermic 
Semen in Casework Samples) 

•  Microscopy for spermatozoa – see QIS document 17189 (Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa) 
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The results of all presumptive testing, including positive and negative control results, must 
be recorded in the examination notes. Areas on the exhibit which test positive for a 
presumptive and/or screening test can be circled using a chinagraph pencil or felt tip pen. 
 
 
Where an examining scientist elects not to perform a presumptive or screening test a 
justification must be recorded in the Specimen Notes for that exhibit (e.g. that presumptive 
testing would consume the sample).  Where an examination strategy has not been 
prepared, the examining scientist is responsible for assessing the exhibit and selecting the 
appropriate presumptive and/or screening tests as per Pre-examination preparation above. 
 

6.6.1 Phadebas supernatant testing 
Phadebas supernatant testing can be performed following submission of sample for  DNA 
Analysis.  This possible screening strategy should be taken into consideration when 
deciding whether Phadebas screening prior to DNA Analysis will consume the evidence. 
 
Items which are legitimately expected to contain saliva and the presence of saliva is not 
probative (i.e. cigarette butts, straws, drinking containers) do not require Phadebas testing. 
 
When registering a sample for supernatant testing, the sample must be registered with the 
Specimen Type ‘CSUP’ and with “retain s’natant” in the 9PLEX/XPLEX processing 
comment, and inserted to the SALIVA list. 
 

6.7 Sample Selection 
The case history, presumptive/screening test results and the staining present on the item 
are all used to determine which samples, and how many samples are to be submitted.  The 
following elements should be considered when selecting samples for submission: 

•  Case history – offence type and the modus operandi  
•  Number of offenders – if there are multiple offenders/complainants then an 

increased number of samples may be required to identify as many involved persons 
as possible. 

•  Presumptive/screening test results – samples of each biological fluid type should be 
considered for submission. 

•  Size, location and distribution of staining 
 
6.8 Sampling techniques 

Forensic DNA Analysis uses the following sampling techniques: 
•  Swabbing 
•  Tape-lifting 
•  Scraping 
•  Excision 
•  Submission of whole item 

Samples may be either processed directly on a cleaned examination bench, on brown 
paper and / or within a vessel such as a petri dish (large and small sizes available). The 
choice of examination surface or receptacle will be determined by the item to be examined 
and the nature of the examination required 

 
6.8.1 Swabbing – used for non-porous surfaces 

Swabs are moistened using nanopure water or 70% v/v Ethanol, used to sample the stain, 
and the entire swab head is submitted for analysis.  In some cases a dry swab may be used 
following the wet swab and both swabs combined in one tube.  This strategy should only be 
used in consultation with the Senior Scientist. 
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6.8.2 Tape-lifting – used for porous surfaces 

The sticky surface of commercial tape is pressed against the item until the tape’s adhesive 
properties are exhausted.  Always ensure that a newly exposed section of the tape is used 
to reduce the chance of contamination.  The tape must be rolled with adhesive side in the 
middle and then placed into a tube for analysis. 

 
 
6.8.3 Scraping 

This method is used for fabrics or surfaces where tape-lifting or swabbing are not 
appropriate and the stain is too large to excise.  A scalpel blade (in holder), is used to 
scrape the top layer of the exhibit, from which a suspension is made or which is submitted 
for analysis directly. 
 

6.8.4 Excision 
This method is used for stains/samples which are small enough to fit into a sample 
submission tube. 
 

6.8.5 Submission of whole item 
This method is used where the entire item is small enough to fit into a 1.5 or 2ml eppendorf 
tube. 
 

6.9 Specific examination strategies 
6.9.1 Examination of clothing / footwear for epithelial cells 

Generally only a small number of epithelial cells are deposited by touching or wearing 
items.  It is best to use one side of a swab or a piece of tape no more than 2cm long to 
collect for submission, so as to concentrate cellular material into one sample. 
 
High friction areas, including armpits, collars, inside collarbone, waist bands, hat bands and 
other parts of clothing that are in constant contact with the wearer are good areas to 
sample. 
 

6.9.2 Syringes 
Specific Syringe Handling Kits are available to make this process as safe as possible. Refer 
to QIS document 17135 (Handling and Sampling of Syringes and Needles). 
 

6.9.3 Swabs 
Record the amount of the swab that is stained, the colour, the stain intensity, the result of 
any screening tests and the amount of the swab that is submitted for DNA analysis.  The 
entire swab head can be cut off and submitted for testing. A specific form is available for 
recording: QIS document 22846 (General Swab Exam Record). 
 
 

6.9.4 Cigarette Butts  
When examining cigarette butts, indicate whether or not the cigarette appears to have been 
smoked, whether it has been stubbed/flattened and any brand names visible on the butt.  A 
specific form is available for recording: QIS document 23014 (Cigarette Butt General 
Examination Record).  When sampling cigarette butts, any tobacco and/or filters are 
removed during sampling and not submitted for testing. 
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Smoked manufactured cigarettes:  Excise a 0.5cm circumference of the filter paper from the 
butt using a scalpel blade and submit for testing. 
 
Smoked hand rolled cigarettes: Submit entire cigarette paper for testing. 
 
Unsmoked manufactured and hand-rolled cigarettes:  Submit the entire cigarette paper and 
filter paper for testing.  If there is too much substrate for one tube, the sample must be 
submitted for extraction in multiple tubes and then pooled post extraction (see Appendix 2: 
Pooling). 
 
For all cigarette butts, once sampling has been completed, any remaining portion of the 
item (excluding filters and tobacco) are retained in the item retention box, for further testing 
if required.  If the examining scientist believes that a substance other than tobacco is 
contained with cigarette, this must also be retained in the item retention box. 
 
Where a CSSE contains multiple cigarette butts, and not all cigarette butts have been 
submitted for analysis, the Sample Info 1 fields are used to communicate to the QPS the 
total number of cigarette butts contained in the CSSE and the number of cigarettes which 
have been tested.  To do this, complete the Sample Info 1 fields as per below: 

•  For the Parent exhibit – add to the end of the existing item description add ‘N total 
cig butts’ where N is the total number of cigarette butts in the CSSE. 

•  For each cigarette butt submitted for tests – add ‘cig butt 1 of N’, ‘cig butt 2 of N’ etc. 
 

6.9.5 Fingernails 
Fingernails or fingernail scrapings are examined to find blood or cells on or under the nails. 
Clippings, loose scrapings, scrapings on swab sticks or complete nails may be submitted. 
Describe the fingernails in terms of number, size and any visible staining. Submit these 
items for analysis (noting if all or some submitted). Generally samples for each hand are 
pooled, i.e. all samples from the left hand together and all samples from the right hand 
together.  
 
Samples are not pooled where the case circumstances require: 

•  seeing which finger was used in digital penetration 
•  where the items are whole swabs 
•  where there are TMB positive and TMB negative samples. 

 
6.9.6 Post Mortem samples 

The examining scientist is responsible for assigning an EXH barcode to the PM samples as 
a whole, which must be communicated to the Senior Scientist who will forward this 
information to DRMU via QPS email.  The receipt under which the samples are submitted 
usually has an associated Coronial case number. Before any subsamples are registered 
this Coronial case number needs to be changed to the associated QP number by an 
AUSLAB Corrections Officer. If subsamples are registered under a Coronial case number 
the EXH lines will not be transmitted to QPS. 
 
PM samples may include sexual assault swabs and/or slides (high vaginal, low vaginal, 
vulval etc), body swabs, pubic hair, head hair, fingernail clippings or scrapings.  
 
Intimate swabs (i.e. those taken for a sexual offence including vaginal, anal and oral) are 
examined according to standard SAIK examination procedures.  However, semen negative 
intimate PM swabs are all submitted for analysis - refer to QIS document 32106 
(Examination of Sexual Cases). 
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Sometimes the fingernail clippings include a portion of tissue or part of the finger. In this 
case a moistened swab can be used to sample potential foreign DNA from the underside of 
the nail, taking care not to sample the deceased person’s tissue (i.e. targeting the distal end 
of the nail). 
 

6.9.7 Heavily stained items and known infectious items (universal precautions)  
Heavily stained or soiled items, or items containing known infectious material may be 
examined in the fume hood to prevent contamination and infection.  Double gloving should 
be considered during examination, as this provides an additional physical barrier between 
the examiner and the item. 
 
 

7 Sample registration 
7.1 CS page 

The case status must be updated: 
•  If the status is ‘Started’ no change is required 
•  If the status is ‘Received’ it must be changed to “Allocated’ then to ‘Started’ 
•  If the status is “Allocated” then change to “Started” 
•  If the status is ‘Report Issued’, or ‘Analysed- Report not Required’, change the 

status to ‘Reactivated’ 
•  If the status is ‘Reactivated’, ‘Sent to Peer Review’ or ‘Return from Peer Review’, no 

change is required 
 
Ensure that the Team is entered on the CS page and also in the BTEAMS field on the 
registration (SF10) page.  The Priority listed on the CS page should be used as the priority 
for all samples submitted for that case (unless otherwise specified in the UR notes). 
 

7.2 EXH entry 
An appropriate EXH line (or multiple lines) must be entered on the EXH page for each 
exhibit.  QIS document 23008 (Explanations of EXR/EXH Results) provides a list of all 
EXHs and their expanded wording. 
 
Enter the appropriate barcode for the EXH line, which may be the exhibit barcode (where 
the result refers to the entire item, or the entire item is submitted for testing), or a 
subsample barcode.  There is no need to enter duplicate EXH lines where multiple 
subsamples are submitted for the same analysis. 
 
To enter an EXH line: 
1. Press 3 – Patient Enquiry 
2. Scan exhibit barcode 
3. Press Shift F2 to edit the page 
4. Fill in appropriate EXH lines with barcodes and results/status (Use F1 look-up) 
5. Fill in team name (if not already populated) 
6. Press F8 to exit edit mode 

 
7.3 Registration of exhibits 

Sample registration, from EXH page: 
1. Press Shift F10 Registration and complete the following fields: 
2. Specimen type e.g. EXHIBITS (if there are sub-samples) or FSS 
3. Primary site e.g. SWAB, CIG BUTT 
4. Client Ref (receipt # - 00x) 
5. DNA priority 
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6. Sample Info 1 - description of the sample, any relevant barcodes and micro result if 
applicable  

7. Enter ‘FBX’ in box, press enter and follow prompts at bottom of page 
8. Enter ‘9PLEX/XPLEX’ in box, press enter (for swabs, cig butts and items consumed 

by sampling) A prompt will appear - enter in any necessary processing comments, 
e.g. ~150ul nano H20 added. 

9. Press F7, F4, F4 (automatically returns to EXH page) 
10. SHIFT F9 to view summary page 

 
Note: If the item is a piece of clothing, item ownership can greatly assist with DNA profile 
interpretation. If there is no indication within the item details / descriptions transferred from 
the Forensic Register or on the item packaging as to whom the item of clothing is attributed 
to (or if is unknown), including information within the Forensic Relationship field (or if this 
information is not informative e.g. when there is more than one victim or suspect), list insert 
the exhibit barcode onto the Item Ownership List “ELF” for SSLU to follow-up with QPS. If 
there are no reference samples associated with the case at the time of examination, this is 
not necessary. 

 
Commonly used specimen types include: 

•  HAIR or HDNA: for samples that have been identified as human hair suitable for 
DNA analysis. 

•  SFRAC/EFRAC: for samples that have semen present.  
•  CSUP: for samples that are to have their supernatants retained for phadebas 

amylase activity testing. Enter processing comment “retain s’natant”. Sample should 
then be placed on SALIVA communication list. 

•  NUCT: for tissue samples 
 

Repeat procedure for other exhibits/ samples if required. 
 

7.4 Registration of sub-samples 
Sub-sample Registration 
1. From EXH page: 
2. Press Shift F10 Registration 
3. Press F7, F4, Shift F5 to copy page 
4. Scan in new barcode for sub-sample and complete the following fields: 
5. Specimen type e.g. FSS 
6. Primary site e.g. SWAB  
7. Client Ref (receipt # - 00x-y) 
8. DNA priority  
9. Sample Info 1 – description of the sample, barcode of exhibit the sub-sample is 

taken from 
10. Enter ‘9PLEX/XPLEX’ in box, press enter. A prompt will appear - enter in any 

necessary processing comments e.g. :retain s’natant” 
11. F7, F4, F4 (automatically returns to EXH page) 
12. SHIFT F9 to view sub-samples on summary page 
13. Enter on sub-sample and add ‘Team’ name if not already present 
 
Repeat for other sub-samples if necessary. 
 

7.5 Consumables and reagents 
For each tube that is used, details of the tube lot number must be recorded in the audit trail 
for that sample barcode. Reagent details must be attached to all samples where a reagent 
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has been used (e.g. when TMB screening performed) with an EXH page – in the case of an 
item with multiple sub-samples the reagents only need to be logged against the item EXH. 
1. From the EXH page or from the 9PLEX/XPLEX page for sub-samples 
2. Press F12 
3. Press F5 consumables 
4. Press F5 Add Entry 
5. Use F1 look-up list and arrows to highlight required consumable or reagent 
6. Press Enter 
7. Press F6 Add Notes to record bag number or details of box number e.g. P30 kits 
8. Press F4 to save 
9. Press ESC only when you are ready to escape and the reagent has been logged.  
 
To see that the items have been assigned, from the EXH screen, press F12, F5 
 

7.6 Sample tracking 
When registration is complete samples must be tracked to an ERT transfer box and placed 
in the transfer hatch.  Transfer boxes not collected and transferred to Analytical must be 
stored at close of business to the Exhibit Room (FBEXS700) or if the samples are wet to 
the Freezer (FBDFS1). 
 
To Store sample tubes: 
1. From main menu 
2. Press 2 sample processing 
3. Press 6 sample storage 
4. Scan the barcode of the storage box 
5. Press Shift F5 to fill the rack 
6. Scan the barcode on the tube and place tube in rack position as indicated on the 

screen. 
 
7.7 Exhibit repackaging and return 

Exhibits should be repackaged in the same packaging if practical. Re-seal the openings 
with evidence tape, sticky tape or heat seal and initial and date the seal.   
 
If an exhibit is wet as the result of examination, it can be placed on the drying rails overnight 
to allow it to dry.  Ensure that the rails are cleaned with bleach and ethanol before and after 
drying. Exhibits must have a piece of brown paper between the rail and the item, and an 
additional piece of brown paper covering the item. 
 
If examination of an exhibit is not complete, the item can be tracked back to the freezer or 
the exhibit room and retrieved at a later date.  Where the examination is complete the 
exhibit must be tracked to the Exhibit Room return location (FBEXR1) or the Freezer 
returns location (FBEFR1). 
 
To transfer an Exhibit, from the EXH page: 
1. Press Shift F9 summary page 
2. Press Shift F5 to show storage locations 
3. Highlight line for receipt/exhibit barcode of interest  
4. Press Shift F7 to transfer item 
5. Enter storage location where you want to move it to and press Enter  
6. You will be prompted to confirm transfer, Press Y, and Enter 
7. Check item of interest has been transferred to desired location 
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7.8 Tracking case files and examination notes for review 
After examinations and registrations are complete, all notes are to be tracked to the DAPR1 
drawer to be peer reviewed by another competent scientist and the EXH lines reviewed and 
validated. Refer to QIS document 17117 (Procedure for Case Management) for the review 
of EXH lines. 
 
Once examination notes have been reviewed they are to be filed in one of the following 
locations: 

•  If the case is paperless, track the receipt to FBSI47 for filing by the admin team. 
•  If you are in possession of the case file, add the notes to the file and track to the 

back section of the DAPR1 drawer. Case files will stay in this location until they are 
transferred once weekly to a case management drawer. 

•  If the case file is stored to another location and you have an additional receipt, add 
the notes to the case file and remove the location of the receipt in AUSLAB, and 
track the receipt to the Case Management drawer (FBCM24). 

 
 
8 Examination and sampling of reference samples 
 

All samples that are designated as reference samples must be examined and sampled on 
Examination Bench 15, and this bench is used solely for this purpose. Reference samples 
for processing are added to the ESMP list and stored to the ESMP box located on Exhibit 
room shelf 702. Once completed, items are stored to FTAbox 660 located on the same 
shelf. 
 

8.1 Examination of reference samples other than FTA cards 
The principles of examination and sampling of reference samples other than FTA cards 
(e.g. swabs, hairs) are the same as those for casework exhibits. Refer to Examination 
above. The specific registration of reference samples is different refer to Appendix 3: 
Reference sample registration for the registration of reference samples. 
 

8.2 Examination of FTA reference samples 
For reference FTA cards, determine if the card is being sampled due to either: 
  
a) the unavailability of the BSD instrument for extraction preparation or if the process is 
being performed in Evidence Recovery due the urgent nature of a case. Or, 
 
b) due to failure to gain sufficient DNA from routine extraction preparation processes, and 
additional sample is required to yield a DNA profile.  
 
Note: All blood FTA cards are to be sampled by ERT and not processed through the BSD.  
 

8.2.1 For FTA cards being sampled for routine extraction preparation when BSD instrument is 
unavailable. 
For these samples, an EREF test code should be visible in the SF7 Results History table. 
There should be no results against the EREF test code, the specimen notes should state 
something similar to “to be sampled by Evidence Recovery”. Additionally, within the sample 
audit trail, the EREF test code should be outstanding on an “R21EXT” batch. If the sample 
has been extracted previously, a connected barcode may be registered, specimen notes 
will indicate under which barcode the FTA card is to be sampled. If it is unclear which 
barcode is to be used, or if a connected barcode is required, do not proceed with sampling 
and consult the Senior Scientist 
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1. Excise an approximately 5 mm x 5 mm section from each of the black circles on the 

FTA card and place into an appropriately labelled 2 mL screw capped tube. 
 

2. Register and complete an FBEXAM test code for the sample and add an additional 
specimen note indicating the card has been sampled by the Evidence Recovery 
team. If multiple FTA samples are to be processed, registration of each individual 
sample is required before moving onto the next one. In this way, the FBEXAM 
registration time will accurately reflect the time of sampling.  
 
Note: If the FBEXAM and specimen note are to be recorded against the barcode 
that the sample is being processed under. This may be a connected barcode. 
 

3. Add details of tube lot number (refer section Consumables and reagents above 
 

4. Notify the Quality and Projects senior scientist, the Operational Officer supervisor or 
the Analytical Team senior scientist that sampling is complete and that the sample 
is ready to for DNA extraction. 

 
5. Add a specimen note stating that sampling is complete. 
 

8.2.2 Blood FTA cards being sampled for the first time 
1. Excise an approximately 5 mm x 5 mm section from each of the black circles on the 

FTA card and place into an appropriately labelled 2 mL screw capped tube. 
 

2. Register and complete an FBEXAM test code for the sample and add an additional 
specimen note indicating the card has been sampled by the Evidence Recovery 
team. If multiple FTA samples are to be processed, registration of each individual 
sample is required before moving onto the next one. In this way, the FBEXAM 
registration time will accurately reflect the time of sampling.  
 
Note: If the FBEXAM and specimen note are to be recorded against the barcode 
that the sample is being processed under. This may be a connected barcode. 

 
3. Access the SF7 results history table, order an EREF test code using the SF8 add 

rework function. 
 

4. Add a specimen note stating that sampling is complete. 
 
 

8.2.3 For FTA cards being sampled due to insufficient DNA from previous extraction processing. 
These samples will be being processed as a final attempt to gain a DNA profile after routine 
methods have failed. As such, as much remaining sample as is reasonable is to be 
sampled for profiling.  
 
1. Determine whether a connected barcode has been registered for this sampling 

process. For the registration of connected barcodes for reference samples refer to 
QIS document 17117 (Procedure for Case Management). 
 

2. Excise as much sample as is feasible and place in an appropriately labelled 2 mL 
screw capped tube. 
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3. Under the connected barcode, register and complete an FBEXAM test code for the 
sample and add an additional specimen note indicating the card has been sampled 
by the Evidence Recovery team. If multiple FTA samples are to be processed, 
registration of each individual sample is required before moving onto the next one. 
In this way, the FBEXAM registration time will accurately reflect the time of 
sampling. 
 

4. Notify the Quality and Projects senior scientist, the Operational Officer supervisor or 
the Analytical Team senior scientist that sampling is complete and that the sample 
is ready to for DNA extraction. 

 
5. Add a specimen note stating that sampling is complete. 
 

8.2.4 Blood Cloths that have not been previously registered in AUSLAB 
 

1. Request registration [1] 
 

2. Full Reception Entry [1]  Fields to fill in are: 
Lab Number - Scan new assigned barcode #  
UR/Case No. – Add the P number from the blood cloth ((this may auto populate 
some fields depending if it has anything registered on the number previously) 
Surname, Given Names – if known 
Loc./Client – QPS (Queensland Polices Services) 
Collected – the current date 
Received – the current date 
Specimen – RCELLS (reference cells) 
Primary Site – MISC 
DNA Priority – should be requested from information given (usually a 2) 
Sample Info 1 – Add the name  
Test codes – REF21 & FBX 
If page did not self populate with information, it will need to be linked to the parent 
case: 
- [F6] Associated Crisps 
- [F5] Add Crisp 
- Enter QP number (should be in email request for blood cloths) 
- Enter QP number again 
[F7] Billing 
Add current date to Requested field. 
[F4] [F4] to exit 
 

3. Enter back into new lab# 
 

4. Enter into registration [Shft-F10 
] 

5. Change Specimen to RBLOOD (Reference Blood) 
 

6. Change Primary Site to BLCTH (blood cloth) 
 

7. Save and exit [F7] [F4] [F4] 
 

8. Add a specimen note stating that sampling is complete. 
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9 Associated Documentation 
 

QIS: 16004 – AUSLAB Users Manual – Forensic DNA Analysis 
 

QIS: 17033 – General Examination Record (Unruled) 
 

QIS: 17034 – General Examination Record (Ruled) 
 

QIS: 17117 – Procedure for Case Management 
 

QIS: 17119 – Procedure for Release of Results 
 

QIS: 17135 – Handling and Sampling of Syringes and Needles 
 

QIS: 17140 – Procedure for the Identification and Examination of Hairs 
 

QIS: 17185 – Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
 

QIS: 17186 – The acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
 

QIS: 17189 – Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
 

QIS: 17190 – Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood 
 

QIS: 17193 – Phadebas Test for Saliva 
 

QIS: 20080 – Digital Imaging in DNA Analysis 
 

QIS: 22846 – General Swab Exam Record 
 

QIS: 22857 – Anti-contamination Procedure 
 

QIS: 22870 – Forensic DNA Analysis Outer Packaging Record 
 

QIS: 23008 – Explanations of EXR/EXHs 
 

QIS: 23014 – Cigarette Butt General Examination Record 
 

QIS: 23055 – General Examination Record 
 

QIS: 23849 – Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 
 

QIS: 23898 – SAIK Details Record 
 

QIS: 26071 – Examination of In-tube samples 
 

QIS: 31286 – SAIK form no semen testing 
 

QIS: 32106 – Examination of Sexual Cases 
 

QIS: 32639 – General Examination Form (Packaging) with microscopy 
 

QIS: 32640 – General Examination Form with microscopy 
 
 
10 Amendment History 
 

Revision Date Author/s Amendments 
0 17 Feb 

1999 
  

1 26 Jun 
2001 

V Ientile  

2 18 Sep 
2002 

V Ientile Amendments to references, (8) 
Characterisation of Biological 
material and (22) Reference 
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Samples 
3 26 May 

2005 
K Lee Entire document revised and 

rewritten 
4 21 Oct 2005 M Gardam Added when to use “what appears 

to be” for when a confirmatory test is 
not available. 

5 22 June 
2006 

M Gardam Added Techniques for various 
exhibits, added AUSLAB 
Flowcharts. 

6 14 Feb 
2007 

L Weston Update with new processes for 
AUSLAB-LIMS 

7 14 Jan 
2009 

J. Connell 
J. Munoz 

Added: size references for DNA 
extractions; destruction 
requirements; dual examinations; 
swab and tape lift brands used; 
associated documents; table of 
contents. Removed appendix & 
reference to volume flowcharts. 
Updated processes for: off deck 
lysis; registration of multiple items. 
Separated General Examination 
Procedure into subheadings. 
Transferred information for case file 
compilation and AUSLAB 
procedures from Case Management 
SOP. Transferred into new template.  
Changed EXRs to EXR/EXHs. 

QIS2 Edition 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 
9 25 August 

2009 
K.Scott Updated requirements as per NATA 

assessment DEC 2008. 
Updated FIRMU contact emails. 
Addition of examination/registration 
of a reference sample – including 
appendix 6 
Add submission of wet/dry swabs 
from skin or other items. 
Add submission of TMB pos. TMB 
neg fingernail scrapings 
Add N=No further work in Foren.Rel. 
Field. 
Add references to SOP 26071 
Clarify photography requirements 
Update examination of condoms 
section 

10 October 
2013 

L. Ryan 
A Houlding 
J Seymour-Murray 
 

Split Examination of Items SOP in 
sexual and non-sexual SOPs.  
Rework entire SOP content.. 

11 6th 
December 
2013 

J Seymour-Murray Changed DNA Analysis to Forensic 
DNA Analysis, added XPLEX, 
updated Appendix 3. 

12 15th 
January 

J Seymour-Murray 
A McNevin 

Added minor corrections, included 
an updated section on reference 
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2015 samples, updated to new template. 
New multiple items screen shot. 
Combined 11.3.4 & 11.3.5 into 
11.3.3 

13 24 August 
2016 

A McNevin Updated section 8 processing of 
Reference samples and minor 
updates to sections 6.8 & 4.1, small 
formatting changes 
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11 Appendices 
11.1 Appendix 1: Registration of multiple items 

Where QPS submit multiple items under the one barcode, each item can be individually 
assigned a barcode and an EXH ordered, so that each item can be reported separately to 
the QPS.  The screen shot below shows a parent item ) which contains three 
items (white shirt, red shorts and black hat).  The EXH has been entered so that each of 
these three items can be registered under the Linked No. barcode, and an EXH ordered for 
each of these items. 

 
Figure 1: EXR/EXH page for original barcode 
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11.2 Appendix 2: Pooling 
The example below is based on the following examination scenario:   
 
One parent item, an unsmoked cigarette butt (lab# PARENT), is to be sampled into two 
subsamples: Subsample A (lab# SSA) and Subsample B (lab# SSB).  These two 
subsamples will then be pooled into one sample: Pooled (lab# POOLED).   
 
PARENT barcode is the existing EXH barcode which has been transferred from the 
Forensic Register.  SSA, SSB and POOLED are all new barcodes which must be registered 
by the examining scientist using standard item registration methods. 
 
Actions for Parent Item – Unsmoked Cigarette Butt (lab# PARENT) 
Registration: 

• Client ref: -001 
• Test Codes: EXH, FBEXAM 
• Specimen Type: FSS 
• Primary Site: CBUTT 
• Sample Info 1: Leave as transferred from Forensic Register 

 
EXH: 

• EXH line: submitted results pending, using lab#  POOLED as this will be the 
reported lab# 

 
Actions for Subsample A (lab# SSA) 
Registration: 

• Client ref: -001-1 
• Test Codes: 9PLEX/XPLEX, POOLED 
• Processing Comment: Ext & Hold 
• Specimen Type: FSS 
• Primary Site: CBUTT 
• Sample Info 1: Parent Item description; Sub Sample A 

 
9PLEX Page only (these fields are not relevant for XPLEX pages): 

•  Accepted Barcode: #POOLED 
•  Connected Barcodes: #SSB, #POOLED 

 
Pooled Page: 

• This lab number has been pooled with Lab Number: #SSB 
• Processed Using Lab Number: #POOLED 
• Reported Under Lab Number: #POOLED 

 
Actions for Subsample B (lab# SSB) 
Registration: 

• Client ref: -001-2 
• Test Codes: 9PLEX/XPLEX, POOLED 
•  Processing Comment: Ext & Hold 
•  Specimen Type: FSS 
•  Primary Site: CBUTT 
•  Sample Info 1: Parent Item description; Sub Sample B 

  
9PLEX Page only (these fields are not relevant for XPLEX pages): 

• Accepted Barcode: #POOLED 
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• Connected Barcode: #SSA, #POOLED 
 
Pooled Page: 

• This lab number has been pooled with Lab Number: #SSA 
• Processed Using Lab Number: #POOLED 
• Reported Under Lab Number: #POOLED 

 
Actions for Pooled (Lab# POOLED) 
Registration: 

• Client ref: -001-3 
• Test Codes: 9PLEX/XPLEX 
• Processing Comment: nil 
• Specimen Type: POOLED 
• Primary Site: leave blank 
• Sample Info 1: SSA, SSB, Parent Item description in Sample Info 1 
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11.3 Appendix 3: Reference sample registration 
 
11.3.1 Registration of reference tissue from a coronial 
Take the following steps to register the sample: 
1. Locate the receipt page for the coronial samples 
2. Access the registration page for the receipt (Shift F10) 
3. Copy the page (F7, F4, Shift F5) 
4. Scan the new barcode for the reference tissue 
5. Specimen Type: Nucleospin-Cells-Ref (NUCCR) 
6. Primary Site: leave blank 
7. Client Ref: receipt barcode 
8. Sample Info 1: enter a description of the tissue (e.g. liver) 
9. Test Codes: FBEXAM, REF21 
10. Save the registration (F7, F4, F4) 
 
11.3.2 For Blood Swab/ Blood Cloth 
Specimen Type: Reference Blood 
Test Code:  REF21 
 
11.3.3 For Cell Swab/ Reference Hair (for samples in ESMP box) 
1. Note down the delivery person and receiving person details 
2. Enter into the registration page (SF10) 
3. Add FTAR test code 
4. Delete REF21 & FTAREF test codes 
5. Change specimen type to RCELLS/RHAIR 
6. Save registration (F7, F4, F4) 
7. Re-enter the SF10 registration page 
8. Delete FTAR test code 
9. Add FTAREF & REF21 test codes 
10. F7,F4,F4 to save 
11. Check audit trail, it should be on a RFIQMAX batch. 
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Detection of azoospermic semen in casework samples 

1 Purpose and scope 
The purpose of this document is to describe the procedure for the presumptive detection of 
azoospermic semen. This method describes the ABAcard p30 test for Prostate Specific 
Antigen (PSA) or p30. To be used when a possible human seminal stain is suspected of 
having low or no spermatozoa (oligospermic / azoospermic) - post acid phosphatase and 
microscopic investigation. 

 
 
2 Definitions 

PSA – Prostate Specific Antigen 
p30 – Alternate nomenclature for PSA 

 
 
3 Principle 

The ABAcard p30 kit has been designed for the detection of PSA/p30 in blood samples 
collected from patients with prostate cancer. Within this laboratory, the ABAcard p30 kit is 
used to detect the PSA / p30 component of seminal fluid. This test has been validated for 
use in this and many forensic laboratories. It uses a solid phase immunochromatographic 
format for the qualitative detection of p30. It has been validated for use with forensic 
casework stains and swabs.  
 
The sample is added to a well in the test device containing a pad impregnated with a dye 
conjugated anti-p30 antibody. When sample is added to the well, it diffuses through a 
membrane where an anti-p30 antibody has been immobilised in a strip. If p30 is present in 
the sample at a concentration of 4µg/L or more, a pink line will appear within 10 minutes in 
both the Test (T) and Control (C) areas where the coloured conjugate has been captured. If 
no band appears in the test window, the PSA concentrate is either less than 4µg/L or not 
present in the sample. If no band appears in the control (C) window, the test is considered 
invalid and should be repeated. 

 
Samples with very high levels of p30 may overload the test mechanism and prevent the 
antigen-antibody complex with the pink colour from binding to the antibody. As a result  
 no pink line will form in the Test (T) area although p30 is present. This false negative  
 result is known as the ‘high dose hook effect’. 

 
Samples that are strongly acid phosphatase positive (i.e. under 20 sec) with no 
spermatozoa detected and a negative p30 test should be suspected of the ‘high dose hook 
effect’. To test whether the effect has occurred, the supernatant should be diluted and 
retested using the ABAcard p30 test.  
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4 Reagents and equipment 
4.1 Reagents 

ABAcard p30 test kit cassette 
Nanopure water 

 
4.2 Equipment 

Pipette 
Vortex tube mixer 
Centrifuge 
1.5 mL sample tube or 2.0 mL sample tube 
Timer 
 

 
5 Safety 

There are no special safety risks associated with this method 
 
 
6 Procedure 
6.1 Sample preparation (extraction) 

1. Place sample in a 1.5 or 2.0 mL sample tube and label appropriately 
 

2. Add at least 200 μL nanopure water to form a suspension 
 

3. Vortex mix thoroughly. 
 

4. Centrifuge at at least 6,500 x g (14,000 rpm on Sigma 1-14 centrifuge) for 3 minutes 
prior to testing 

 
6.2 Performing the test 

1. Remove test cassette from sealed foil pouch immediately prior to use and label 
accordingly.  

 
2. Add 150 µL of the sample supernatant to the sample well “S”. If capillary action doesn’t 

occur in the test strip within 30 sec, add one drop of nanopure water. 
 
3. Read test result in 10 minutes. 
 
4. If test result ambiguous - have another scientist verify test result. 
 
5. Note p30 batch number and expiry in AUSLAB under reagents/consumables. 

 
6.3 Diluting the supernatant for suspected “high dose hook effect” samples 

1. Remove 20 µL of supernatant from the original suspension using a pipette and add to a 
new 1.5 mL tube. 

 
2. Add 180 µL of nanopure water to the tube. This creates a 1:10 dilution of the original 

sample. 
 

3. Vortex thoroughly.  
 

4. Perform test as per Section 6.2.  
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Note: A 1:10 dilution should negate samples with possible ‘high dose hook effect’. If unsure, a 
1:100 dilution may be prepared and tested. 

 
 
7 Validation 

The ABAcard p30 test kit has been validated for use in 2011 within Forensic DNA Analysis 
(reference below). 

 
 
8 Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 

Refer to “Principle” above for test specific QA criteria. One kit from each delivery (or each 
different lot number within a delivery) is tested using a known semen sample and nanopure 
water to test the integrity of the delivered kits. 
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10 Associated documents 
 

QIS: 17142 - Examination of Items 
 

QIS: 17186 - The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
 

QIS: 17189 - Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
 

QIS: 20080 – Digital Imaging in DNA Analysis 
 

QIS: 22857 – Anti-Contamination Procedure 
 

QIS: 23849 - Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 
 

QIS: 30800 - Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA Analysis 
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The Acid Phosphatase screening test for seminal stains 

1 Purpose and scope 
This method describes the screening test for the possible presence of human seminal fluid. 
This screening test is a presumptive test that detects acid phosphatase (AP) activity as an 
indicator of human seminal fluid. The microscopic identification of spermatozoa confirms 
the presence of human seminal fluid. 

 
 
2 Introduction 

Whole Semen is a suspension of cells and spermatozoa in a fluid medium called the 
seminal plasma. The average volume of human ejaculate is approximately 3mL, with a 
sperm density of 100 000 cells/µL which represents about 10% of the total volume. 

 
The seminal plasma is rich in non-enzymic and enzymic constituents. In particular, it has an 
extraordinarily high phosphatase activity; i.e. phosphatases (acid and alkaline), 
nucleotidases, pyrophosphatases and several ATP’ases, and is the richest known source of 
acid phosphatase. Freshly ejaculated semen is also rich in phosphorylcholine, which is 
immediately dephosphorylated by acid phosphatase to choline and orthophosphate. 

 
In this laboratory detection of possible human semen and seminal stains is demonstrated 
by the presence of acid phosphatase. 

 
The test for acid phosphatase described below is a versatile, simple and relatively cheap 
method used only as a screening test for human seminal stains. The presence of acid 
phosphatase is not specific for human semen. Acid phosphatase activity is found in 
moderate amounts in some vegetable extracts, yeasts, fungi, and bacteria. Acid 
phosphatase activity may also be found in faecal matter, though this is usually 
distinguishable from seminal acid phosphatase activity by the suspect colour of the azo-dye 
formed. In addition, free phenols in a stain e.g. from contraceptive creams may also react 
with the Fast Blue though again usually to give an azo-dye of suspect colour. Animal semen 
contains acid phosphatase though generally at low levels. Most importantly, vaginal fluid 
also contains moderate levels of an acid phosphatase which displays similar chemical 
properties to seminal acid phosphatase. The level of acid phosphatase on vaginal swabs 
can be sufficiently high to cause confusion between pure vaginal secretion and weak 
seminal contamination. The level of acid phosphatase in vaginal secretions is thought to 
rise during pregnancy and may be affected by the menstrual cycle.  
 
Conversely, the absence of acid phosphatase activity from a stain does not necessarily 
mean that the stain is not of seminal origin. Seminal acid phosphatase originates in the 
prostate gland. The other glands of the male genital tract secrete little or no acid 
phosphatase. Thus obviously, males who have undergone prostatectomy may have a 
decreased amount of acid phosphatase in their semen.  Since different parts of an ejaculate 
originate in different glands, it is also possible for one seminal stain, say on a sheet, to differ 
markedly in its acid phosphatase content from a second stain from the same ejaculate. It 
has also been shown that acid phosphatase activity can be lost from a garment after most 
washing procedures whereas spermatozoa can persist through all but the most rigorous of 
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such procedures. Finally, acid phosphatase activity in the vagina is lost faster than 
spermatozoa. 
 
Within these limitations, the acid phosphatase test is an excellent screening test for seminal 
stains, and is far superior to visual examination which will miss all but the heaviest stains. 
However the acid phosphatase test can exhaust biological material. This means DNA, if 
present, may be lost through the actions of the test itself. It is advisable to perform tapelifts 
on areas of interest (e.g. crotch of underwear), prior to acid phosphatase testing.  
 
 

3 Principle 
Acid phosphatase activity in a stain is a strong indication of the presence of seminal fluid.  It 
is a water soluble enzyme and is therefore easily absorbed onto moistened filter paper 
where it can be detected using the Brentamine test. 
 

3.1 The Brentamine Reaction 

This reaction relies on the liberation of napthol from sodium α–naphthyl phosphate by the 
enzyme, and the concomitant formation of a purple azo-dye by the coupling of napthol with 
buffered Brentamine fast blue B. 
 
 

4 Reagents and equipment 
4.1 Safety 

WARNING:  The AP solution is carcinogenic – take great care when handling the reagents 
and wear gloves the whole time. Do not inhale mists. 
 
NOTE: Any reagents prepared in-house shall bear a label created at the time of 
preparation: 
 
….(enter details eg 10% NaOH)…. 
Prepd from Lot/batch:……….. 
Date: ../../..    Initials: ……….. 
Expires:../../..    Store at:….oC 
WARNING: Contains ……………… 
 
Brentamine Fast blue B (Sigma D-3502). 
WARNING: Fast Blue Salt BN (o-dianisidine, tetrazolized) is harmful by inhalation, contact 
with skin, or if swallowed. Possible carcinogen, possible mutagen. Do not breathe dust. 
Wear PPE. 
 
Sodium Acetate (Anhydrous, AR). 
WARNING: Sodium acetate may irritate eyes and repeated exposure may cause dermatitis. 
Wear eye protection and gloves. 
 
Acetic Acid (glacial, AR). 
WARNING: Glacial acetic acid. Vapours, liquid mists are extremely corrosive to eyes, skin, 
respiratory surfaces and membranes. Avoid contact, do not inhale or ingest. Wear PPE. 
 
Sodium α-naphthyl phosphate (Sigma N-7255). 
WARNING: α-naphthyl phosphate di-sodium salt is irritating to the eyes, respiratory 
surfaces and skin. Wear PPE. 
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Nanopure water 
Nil. 
 

4.2 Preparation of Working Reagent 

Prepare Na α–naphthyl phosphate by dissolving 0.8g in 10mL nanopure water.  This acts 
as a stock solution. 
 
To about 300mL of Nanopure water add: 

1. 4.8g Anhydrous Sodium acetate and 
2. 0.4g Brentamine Fast Blue B Salt (Swirl to dissolve) 
3. 4mL of Na α–naphthyl phosphate 
4. Add 10mL of Acetic Acid 
5. Make up solution to 400mL with Nanopure water 
6. Decant into 2ml tubes and label each tube individually as per section 4.1. The 

reagent can also be decanted into 50ml falcon tubes for larger items. 
7. Store the tubes in the freezer in a plastic box 

 
NOTE: If the reagent is not frozen it can be stored in the fridge and reused for 7 days. Any 
reagent that is frozen must have a 6 month expiry date and be discarded after this time. 
 

The reagent is tested with positive and negative controls at time of solution preparation and 
prior to each use (as outlined in section 8). If no purple colouration develops with the 
positive control, discard the reagent. If a second batch of reagent also proves ineffective, 
refer to section 4.2 of SOP 30800 and/or notify Senior Scientist of Evidence Recovery 
Team. 
  
Reagents are to be registered in AUSLAB as per batch functionality SOP 24469. 
 
 

5 Procedure 
5.1 Acid Phosphatase screening of items 

This process applies to whole items such as bedding, clothing, sanitary items or tissues. 
Determine the area of interest to be AP screened depending on the case particulars. For 
items of clothing and some bedding it will be necessary to keep front and back surfaces 
separate by sliding suitable perspex or other separators into the garment. The thickness of 
an exhibit material will govern whether one side or both sides require testing. 
 

1. Lightly spray the item with Nanopure water - take care not to over-moisten the item as this 
dilutes the stain. 

2. Place a suitably sized piece of blotting or filter paper over the item or area in question and 
mark its position and orientation on the item with chinagraph or felt pen.  

3. Spray the paper with Nanopure water - take care not to over-moisten the paper as this 
makes further examination difficult. 

4. Press the paper onto the item firmly so that any seminal staining will come into contact with 
the dampened paper. 

5. Hang the paper in the fume cupboard with the side that has been in contact with the item 
facing out. 

6. Spray the side of the paper, which contacted the item with tested AP solution. 
7. Allow the process to run for 2 minutes and complete interpretation as per section 

Interpretation of Results below. A positive reaction is obtained if a purple colouration 
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appears within 2 minutes (the stain may develop gradually). If a positive result is obtained, 
proceed to next step. If a negative result is obtained, this will either prompt further AP 
testing of the exhibit or signify that semen was not detected on the exhibit. 

8. The side of the blotting paper which was in contact with the item needs to be facing up and 
placed on a clean area of bench.  Cut out the AP positive area. 

9. The blotting paper sheet is then placed back on the item and repositioned using the 
chinagraph marks.  The AP positive areas are then traced back on to the item.  

10. Place the used paper in the biological waste bin. 
11. Further testing of any AP positive areas should be conducted at the discretion of the 

examining scientist as per SOP 17189 “Examination For & Of Spermatozoa” and or 17185 
“Detection Of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples”. 
 

5.2 Acid Phosphatase of substrates within a tube 
This process details the examination for the presence of semen on substrates received 
within tubes or placed in a tube as part of sample preparation. This includes, but is not 
limited to, swabs, tapelifts, scrapings and other textiles. 
 

1. If the item is a swab cut the swab head from the stick, and then cut into several pieces and 
place in 1.5mL/2mL tube. If the item is a tapelift or fabric cut in smaller portions if required. 

2. Add approx 150µL-300µL Nanopure water to the swab head, tapelift or fabric pieces or as 
little water as is required to cover the substrate.  It is important to minimise the amount of 
water added to the substrate as the addition of water dilutes the sample. 

3. Vortex the substrate suspension. 
4. Centrifuge the substrate suspension at 14000rpm for 3 minutes. 
5. Retrieve a tube of AP reagent from the freezer and allow to defrost 
6. Apply 1 drop of the substrate supernatant and 1 drop AP reagent drop-wise directly onto 

filter paper and interpret reaction as per 6.2. If a positive result is obtained, proceed to step 
7. If a negative result is obtained, sample should be submitted for routine processing.  

7. Further testing of any AP positive areas should be conducted at the discretion of the 
examining scientist as per SOP 17189 “Examination For & Of Spermatozoa” and or 17185 
“Detection Of Azospermic Semen in Casework Samples 

 
6 Results and Interpretation 
6.1 Recording of Results 

Test results must be recorded in the case file notes with date, time of examination and the 
time of the AP test result. Positive results are to be accompanied with the time taken for the 
colour reaction to develop. Negative results however, do not require the time of the reaction 
to be noted, as a negative result is defined as no visible colouration development at 2 
minutes.   

 
6.2 Interpretation of Results 

 A positive AP reaction is recorded where a purple colouration, similar to the positive control 
develops within 2 minutes.  Any stain producing a positive reaction should be considered as 
a potential seminal stain.  A pure seminal stain may give an intense colour development in 
as little as 5 seconds.  A weak seminal stain may take 60 to 90 seconds.  Some substances 
other than seminal fluid will give delayed reactions from as little as 30 to 60 seconds.  Keep 
a record of the time when the positive result developed. A negative AP reaction is indicated 
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by no colour reaction within 2 minutes. A negative acid phosphatase test result does not 
mean that seminal fluid was not present, but only not detected. 

 
6.3 False positive reactions 

The following substances have been noted to give a positive reaction to AP testing: 
 

Faecal stains – results with fast blue B reagent can be distinguished from a true seminal 
result in that the reaction is slower and fainter, and pink/brown in colour. 

 
Vaginal secretions – vaginal acid phosphatase gives a slow, faint pinkish result with fast 
blue B reagent which can be similar in intensity to weak seminal stains. The activity is 
enhanced during pregnancy and when there is evidence of vaginal infection. The most 
common false positive result will be from vaginal secretions staining underwear. 

 
Plants – positive but slow reactions with a brownish appearance are obtained from 
vegetable stains, e.g. cauliflower, sprouts, etc. tea may give a positive Brentamine reaction 
– this is due to the presence of phenols which combine with the dye. 

 
Fungi – fungal acid phosphatase may cause a positive reaction. 

 
Bacteria – positive results may be obtained when there is bacterial contamination. The 
bacterial content of the vagina is high during pregnancy and with vaginal infections; 
bacteria may also be present on unwashed fabrics (clothing/bedding). 

 
Contraceptive creams – a brownish purple colouration is obtained with certain creams. This 
is not due to acid phosphatase, but to resorcinol (m-dihydroxybenzene) and a positive 
reaction is obtained with solution A of the Brentamine test. Other chemicals which combine 
with the diazo compound include α–naphthol, 8 hydroxyquinoline, phloroglucinol. 

 
False positive stains will be negative for spermatozoa or PSA. 

 
6.4 Interpretation or estimation of time since deposition of semen 

The best answer is “since the garment was last thoroughly washed.”  Seminal stains have 
been detected both in this and other laboratories on old (decades) dry fabrics stored at 
room temperature.  There are however, some exceptions.  Experiments have shown that 
very heavy seminal stains deposited into the crotch of a pair of heavy denim jeans may be 
sufficiently shielded from washing and full elution in a fully loaded machine wash. 

 
Smears prepared from fabrics where heavy seminal stains have been present and the 
fabric washed have resulted in small numbers of spermatozoa seen even though the 
washing has eluted the seminal fluid (AP negative screening).  It appears the spermatozoa 
can be trapped by the fibres while the soluble components elute into the wash. 

 
 
7 Validation 

This method is used universally in forensic laboratories and there are numerous peer 
reviewed published articles available. Within Forensic DNA Analysis the method of freezing 
aliquots of AP reagent for use in screening for seminal fluid has been validated in project 
#136. 
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8 Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 
 Controls are used to test the quality and validity of the reagent prior to use.  
 

A positive and negative control should be tested prior to testing of exhibits, each time a new 
batch of working AP solution is prepared and when positive controls are prepared. A 
positive control is a known sample of human semen and Nanopure water is used as a 
negative control.   
 
 The positive control is known human semen on a piece of filter paper. 
 The negative control is Nanopure water on a piece of the same filter paper used to create   
the AP positive control with the absence of semen.  
 

8.1 Creation of AP controls 
 Human semen is provided by a donor and collected in a sterile green-capped “Falcon” tube. 

The tube is to be labelled with the donor number and date of collection. The semen is to be 
stored within a freezer until required to create AP positive controls. 

1. Clean down a fume cupboard bench using bleach and 70% ethanol solution and place 
portions of blotting paper onto the fume hood bench surface.  

2. Using sterile forceps lay individual pieces of filter paper onto the blotting paper draw a circle 
in the centre of each filter paper with a black marker pen. Spot 1 to 2 drops of semen onto 
each circle using a disposable plastic pipette and allow to dry. The concentration of semen 
used may be neat; 1:2 dilution; or 1:4 dilution. See Table 1. 

 
Table 1 Semen Dilutions 
Semen dilution Semen volume (uL) Nanopure water (uL) 
neat 25 0 
1:2 25 25 
1:4 25 75 

 
3. Package the AP positive controls into CSPBs labelled with the semen donor ID, initials of 

scientist preparing the positive controls and date prepared. The AP positive controls are to 
be stored in the freezer within Rm 6124. 

 
8.2 Testing and interpretation of control samples 

1. Remove an AP positive control from the freezer and allow to come to room temperature. 
2. Add a drop of the AP reagent to the positive control and interpret reaction after 2 minutes. A 

purple colouration develops within 5 seconds.      
3. Add a drop of the AP reagent to the AP negative control and interpret the reaction after 2 

minutes. No colouration should develop. 
 
Positive control: a purple colouration develops within 5 seconds 
Negative control: does not develop a purple colouration within 2 minute 
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11 Amendment history 

Revision Date Author/s Amendments 
0 Unknown Unknown  
1 Unknown Unknown  
2 03 Aug 

2000 
R Grice  

3 25 Nov 
2002 

V Ientile Update actions, method numbers 

4 12 Jul 2006 J Howes/ A Williamson Use of Polilight eliminated. 
5 02 Aug 

2007 
N Govind Approver to CJA. 

QIS2 Edition 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 
6 April 2008 QIS2 Migration Project Headers and Footers changed to 

new CaSS format.  Amended 
Business references from QHSS to 
FSS, QHPSS to CaSS and QHPS to 
Pathology Queensland 
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7 12 May 
2009 

K.Scott Remove reference to CrimeLite for 
localization of stains.  Altered the 
method of transferring AP positive 
areas from the blotting paper back 
on to the item.  Change method for 
AP screening swabs to include the 
preparation of a suspension. 

8 12 May 
2009 

K.Scott Version Correction 

9 30 June 
2009 

K.Scott Addition of associated documents 
Add hyperlinks to QIS documents 
Remove PSA as a confirmatory test 
for seminal fluid – now a 
presumptive test. 
Clarify acceptance of test results 
and test interpretation. 
Add specific dates to amendment 
history 
Format changes 

10 19 Jul 2012 M Brian Changed Quality and project 
scientist to ERT scientist; section 9 
QC rewritten; added 30800 and 
23849 to associated documents. 
Changed section 7.1 reagent notes. 
Reworded sections of section 7 and 
9. Section 8 rewritten. Purpose and 
scope have been combined; fixed 
amendment history table; amended 
“introduction” to include reference to 
human semen and seminal fluid. 

11 02/01/2014 M Brian Updated template. 
12 13/07/2015 A Houlding New template. Formatting changes. 

Corrected amendment history table. 
Added use of black marker pen 
when creating positive semen 
controls. Added SOP 32106 as an 
associated document. Changed 
preparation of working reagent 
method to incorporate freezing the 
reagent. 
Added validation (project #136). 
Other minor wording changes. 
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The Examination for and of Spermatozoa 

1 Purpose 
The presence of spermatozoa is a confirmatory test for the presence of semen.  This 
document describes the method by which a scientist performs microscopic examination for 
the presence of spermatozoa which includes the preparation of microscopic slides from 
exhibits, staining of slides and interpretation of the microscopic smears/slides for 
spermatozoa and other cellular material. 
 

 
2 Scope 

This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) applies to all scientists performing the 
examination of items for the presence of semen.  

 
 
3 Definitions 

In this document, where reference is made to spermatozoa, it refers to human spermatozoa 
unless otherwise specified. 
 
 

 

4 Background 
The investigation of sexual assault cases may require the testing of exhibits collected as 
part of a forensic medical examination or scene examination for the presence of semen. 
Within the laboratory the detection of spermatozoa confirms the presence of semen.  A 
reliable and accurate staining method is essential to aid the examining scientist the ability to 
differentiate between cellular types; most significantly spermatozoa from epithelial, yeast 
and white blood cells. 
 
Currently the Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stain is adopted for this process.  The H&E 
staining method has been used for this purpose within the laboratory for many years. The 
haematoxylin (basic stain) stains the deoxyribonucleic-acid (DNA)/histone rich base of the 
spermatozoa head deep purplish-blue. The eosin (acidic stain) stains the acrosomal cap 
pink and the tail pink if the spermatozoa are intact (N.B. because Forensic DNA Analysis 
uses a water based eosin stain, the acrosomal cap often appears very light pink or clear). 
The use of counterstaining differentiates spermatozoa from most cellular debris.   
 
Confusion with yeasts, especially monilia, can occur and extreme care must be taken when 
monilial infections such as thrush are suspected. With experience, spermatozoa and yeasts 
can be distinguished by size and/or the presence of cell walls. 
 
Haematoxylin is a natural dye.  Its active colouring agent is haematin, which is formed by 
the oxidation of haematoxylin. This oxidation process or “ripening” occurs when 
haematoxylin solutions are allowed to stand for several days. However, the process can be 
accelerated with the introduction of an oxidising agent such as sodium iodate. During 
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oxidation the haematoxylin loses two atoms of hydrogen, and its formula changes from 
C16H14O6 to C16H12O6. Sufficient haematoxylin should be left unoxidized in the solution so 
that natural oxidation can continue thus prolonging the shelf life and useability of the stain. 
Completely oxidized haematoxylin becomes colourless. As the oxidation process occurs 
when haematoxylin is exposed to light and continues over the life of the solution, 
haematoxylin should be stored in dark bottles until ready for use. Haematoxylin is an 
excellent nuclear stain. Haematin, via the aluminium ion mordant, binds to the anionic sites 
in the nuclei (a mordant is a substance that causes certain staining reactions to take place 
by forming a link between the tissue and the stain).  At this stage the nuclei stain red, which 
is then converted to the blue-black colour when the pH is raised (by a weak alkali wash 
such as Scott’s tap water substitute in some H&E staining methods) known as “blueing”. 
 
To avoid stain precipitation on the slide, the haematoxylin solution must be filtered. It should 
be changed immediately if staining quality deteriorates. 
 
Eosin is an acid dye which combines electrostatically with the acidophilic tissue 
components such as cytoplasm. (an anionic dye that stains the cationic tissue 
components).  Alcoholic and acidified solutions of eosin tend to stain much more vividly 
than do the aqueous solutions.  With water soluble eosin, rinse in water very quickly or else 
eosin will wash out. 

 
Figure 1 Spermatozoa 
 
 
5 Actions- Staining procedure 
5.1 Slide Preparation 

Use new slides and clean with ethanol. Label with the sample ID, date, case number and 
sampler’s initials using a pencil only.  Use clean, flamed instruments.  

 
Create a suspension from the exhibit by one of the following methods, 

 
1.  Scrape the stained area into a 1.5/2ml tube. Add between100-300µl nanopure 

water with a POVA pipette to the tube until the scraping is moist. Vortex 
thoroughly. 
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2.  Excise the stained area and cut into small pieces. Place pieces into a 1.5/2ml 
tube and add between100-300µl nanopure water with a POVA pipette to the tube 
until the pieces are moist. Vortex thoroughly. 

 
3.  If slide is being prepared from a swab, excise the material from the swab and cut 

the material into small pieces. Place the pieces of material into a 1.5/2ml tube 
and add between100-300µl nanopure water with a POVA pipette to the tube until 
the pieces are covered (approx 200µl). Vortex thoroughly. 

 
Add a drop of the recently vortexed suspension to the labelled slide. 
 
Dry the slide on a heat block. If a heat block is not available, heat-fix the slide by passing it 
over a flame with the material to be stained uppermost once the suspension has dried. 

 
5.2 Slide Staining 

Microscopic slides are stained using Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E).  The method for 
preparing the staining reagents, and performing manual staining is as per procedure 
detailed in Appendix 1. 
 
Note: registration of the reagent and association to individual exhibits is detailed in QIS 
24469 (Batch Functionality in AUSLAB) 
 

5.3 Microscopic Examination 
Examine slide using the x40 or x100 objective using the oil immersion, or the x40 objective 
using the dry microscope. Score the number of spermatozoa observed (use the standard 
microscopy form, QIS 17037 (Microscopy of Smears) or the Sexual Assault Investigation Kit 
form, QIS 17032 (Sexual Assault Investigation Kit). 
 

0          (0)            None seen 
<+       (<1+)        Very hard to find (Use England Finder Graticule) 

 + (1+)  Hard to find 
 ++ (2+)  Easy to find 
 +++ (3+)  Very easy to find 
 ++++ (4+)  Abundant 

 
Note whether spermatozoa are intact (heads and tails) or non-intact (heads only).  Look for 
epithelial cells and whether there are bacteria or yeast present. Human spermatozoa are 
distinguished from non-human mammalian sources by their morphology and by their 
behaviour toward H&E, resulting in a purplish/blue head and light pink/clear cap (see 
Section 5.4). 
 
If less than ten spermatozoa are located, for at least one spermatozoa, note the location on 
the slide with the use of the England Finder Graticule (see Appendix 3).  
 

5.4 Animal Semen 
Animal spermatozoa are morphologically different to human spermatozoa and react 
differently to staining.  Where suspected spermatozoa are located which are 
morphologically different to human spermatozoa, the examining scientist should consider 
the possible presence of animal spermatozoa.  N.B. Forensic DNA Analysis does not 
identify or characterise animal spermatozoa. 
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5.5 Spermatozoa Interpretation 
If slides are stained properly spermatozoa should be easily distinguished from epithelial 
cells, cellular debris, fibres etc. Spermatozoa heads can look similar in shape and colour to 
yeasts. If in any doubt consult an experienced examiner. 

 
The recovery of semen is dependent on a number of factors but not limited to 

• The amount of spermatozoa in the ejaculate 
• The amount of ejaculate 
• The environment the ejaculate is deposited on 
• Washing 
• Douching 
• Menstruation 
• Efficiency of the sampling process 
• Time between ejaculation and sampling 
• Storage of the samples 
• Natural drainage or degradation of spermatozoa in certain environments 

 
 With respect to the above influences, the time since ejaculation has occurred can only be 
estimated.  A number of studies have been conducted regarding the persistence of 
spermatozoa in the vagina. References to these studies can be found in Appendix 2.  

 
 
6 Records 

Nil 
 
 
7 Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 

 Controls are used to test the quality and validity of the staining reagents prior to use. A 
positive control slide should be tested prior to the staining of slides for microscopy, (once 
daily), each time a new batch of Haematoxylin and Eosin solution is prepared and when 
positive control slides are prepared.  
 
A positive control slide is a known sample of human semen, which has been diluted. 
  

7.1 Creation of H&E control slides 
Collect human semen in a sterile green-capped “Falcon” tube. The tube is to be labelled 
with the following information: 

•  Sperm donor number 
•  Date and time of collection 

 
The semen is to be stored within a freezer until required to create H&E positive control 
slides using the following process: 

1.  Clean heating block using bleach and 70% ethanol solution.    
2.  Clean frosted microscope slides with ethanol and label with white label (H&E Pos 

Ctrl: Sperm donor number; Lot No.).  
3.  Spread slides out on heating block to heat before use. 
4.  Clean automatic pipette with bleach and 70% ethanol solution. 
5.  Using a new filtered pipette tip, add 20µL of the neat semen to 10.0ml nanopure 

water using a clean 10ml tube. Vortex. 
6.  Add 20 µL of the diluted semen solution to each slide.  
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7.  Heat fix the slides on a heating block at 50ºC for approximately 30 minutes. 
8.  Store the slides in labelled plastic slide box “Unstained H&E Positive Control Slide 

Storage”, and store the box in Rm 6124.   
 
7.2 Testing and interpretation of control slides 

The following process is used to test, interpret and record control slide results: 
1. Remove a H&E control slide from slide box , label with date, initials, lot number and 

batch, and stain with H&E using the method in Appendix 1. 
2. Dry slide on heating block at 50ºC. 
3. Coverslip slide using mounting medium. 
4. Examine slide microscopically in Rm 6119 as per section 5.3. 
5. Completed control slides get transferred to a plastic box labelled H&E Control Slide 

Storage box # 
6. Once a slide box is full of completed positive control slides, transfer the box to Rm 

6106B, ‘Exhibit Room’ for long term storage. 
7. Add audit entry to document that the control slide has passed control and what box 

it has been stored in (i.e. 2) 
 

 Acceptance of the reagents is based on the interpretation of the Positive control slide. The 
following criteria must be met before passing the reagent for use: 
 

1. Spermatozoa head stains a deep purplish-blue.  
2. Acrosomal cap stains light pink/clear.  
3. Tail stains pink. 

 
In the event the control slide fails the following process is to be completed: 
 

1. Repeat the staining procedure with a new control slide and assess as above. 
2. If the control slide fails again then discard the in-use staining batch and stain a new 

slide using a fresh batch from the stock solutions and assess slide as above. 
3. If the control slide fails then a new batch of stock solutions must be prepared and 

the old solutions discarded, and assess the validity of the reagents as per this 
section. 
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8 Associated Documentation 

QIS: 17037  Microscopy of Smears Form 
 

QIS: 17142  Examination of Items 
 

QIS: 17185  Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples   
 

QIS: 17186  The acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
 

QIS: 20080  Digital Imaging in Forensic DNA Analysis 
 

QIS: 23849  Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 
 

QIS: 30800  Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA Analysis Unit 
 

QIS: 24469  Batch Functionality in AUSLAB 
 

QIS: 32106  Examination of Sexual Cases 
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10 Amendment History 

Revision Date Author/s Amendments 
0 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
1 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
2 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
3 27 Nov 2002 V Ientile Format updated, manual staining to appendix. 

Removed notes on examination of swabs, 
removed unpublished paper, as work wasn’t 
completed. 

4 19 Nov 2003 L Freney Updated references 
5 12 Jul 2006 J Howes/A 

Williamson 
“Reference” put after “Actions”.  

6 05 Aug 2006 J Howes Added in Sexual Assault Investigation 
Flowcharts, examination of SAIK Swabs, 
Photograph or Witness required for ++ (1+) 
sperm and PSA test. 

7 23 Oct 2006 J Howes Reporting results Eg. ++ or 2+ 
8 25 Jun 2007 J Howes Unified grading scale comments. Added 

Crimelite flowchart. 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 
9 13 Mar 2008 QIS2 Migration 

Project 
Headers and Footers changed to new CaSS 
format.  Amended Business references from 
QHSS to FSS, QHPSS to CaSS and QHPS to 
Pathology Queensland 

10 16 July 2010 A Lloyd Removal of Crimelite in scope and the 
Crimelite flowchart. Changed section 2.2 to 
include use of suspensions. Removal of 
section 2.8 – Vaginal Secretions. Changes to 
section 2.10 to remove AP testing on smears 
positive to spermatozoa. Photograph or 
locations required for smear with 1 or 2 sperm 
seen. Clarification of flowchart regarding 
previously screened items by QPS. Changes 
to SAIK flowchart. Removal of animal sperm 
diagrams and insertion of photographs of 
animal sperm.  

11 03 Feb 2011 A Lloyd Amended use of vernier for slides to use of the 
England Finder Graticule. 

12 31 Oct 2013 A Lloyd 
J Seymour-
Murray 

Removed animal sperm photos. Amended 
workflow charts, changed headings from CASS 
to HSSA. Change H&E solutions and staining, 
add England Finder information. Updated 
some hyperlinks. 

13 03 July 2015 J Seymour-
Murray 

New template, update hyperlinks, some 
formatting updates and minor wording 
changes. 
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11 Appendices 
1 Appendix 1:  Preparation of H & E Stain and Manual Staining Procedure 
2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa in the Vagina 
3 Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 

 
11.1 Appendix 1:  Preparation of H & E Stain and Manual Staining Procedure 
11.1.1 Chemical Hazards 

Eosin (yellowish) 
WARNING: Eosin (yellowish) can cause serious damage to the eyes. Avoid contact, wear 
PPE and eye protection. 
 
Haematoxylin 
WARNING: Haematoxylin: the toxicological properties have not been investigated. Prevent 
contact with skin and eyes. Do not inhale or ingest. Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Sodium iodate (NaIO3) 
WARNING: Sodium iodate causes burns and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Protect 
eyes and skin. 
Wear PPE and eye protection.  
 
Glacial acetic acid 
WARNING: Acetic acid is extremely corrosive and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. 
Protect eyes and skin. Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Pertex Mounting medium 
WARNING: Pertex is irritating to eyes, respiratory system and skin. 
 
Xylene 
WARNING: Flammable. Harmful by inhalation and in contact with skin. Irritating to skin. 
 

NOTE: All reagents prepared in the laboratory shall bear a label: 
 

 (enter details eg 10% NaOH)…. 
 Prepd from Lot/batch:……….. 
 Date: ../../..    Initials: ……….. 
 Expires:../../..    Store at:….oC 
 WARNING: Contains ……………… 
Or an individual label printed by the Bar-One Lite system (B1Lite on short cut). 

  
11.1.2 Preparation of Eosin 

Eosin –Water soluble (CI 45380)  
• Eosin 5.0g 
• Nanopure water 500mL 

 
Procedure 

1. Weigh 5.0g Eosin and add 500mL nanopure water in a flask. 
2. Mix on the magnetic stirrer until completely dissolved. 
3. Label the reagent bottle according to laboratory standards. 

 
11.1.3 Preparation of Haematoxylin 

Haematoxylin (CI 75290)  
• Haematoxylin 2.5g 
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• Sodium iodate (NaIO3 ) 0.2g (Must be accurate) 
• Potassium aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate (KAl(SO4)2.12H2O (potassium alum) 

25.0g  
• Nanopure water 350mL 
• Glycerol 150mL 
• Glacial Acetic acid 10mL 

 
Procedure  

1. Weigh 2.5g Haematoxylin and dissolve in 350mL nanopure water in a flask. Mix on 
the magnetic stirrer. (Haematoxylin must be fully dissolved before adding the other 
reagents) 

2. Weigh 25.0g potassium aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate and add to 
haematoxylin solution, continue stirring.  

3. Weigh 0.2g sodium iodate and add to Haematoxylin solution, continue stirring until 
reagents are dissolved. 

4. Measure 10mL glacial acetic acid and add to haematoxylin solution, continue 
stirring. 

5. Measure 150mL glycerol and add to haematoxylin solution, continue stirring for 5 
minutes. 

6. Filter into a clean dark reagent bottle. (Haematoxylin oxidises) 
7. Label the reagent bottle according to laboratory standards. 
 
 

11.1.4 Register lot details of reagent 

• Register lot details using QIS 24469  Batch Functionality in AUSLAB and QIS 17165 
Receipt, Storage and Preparation of Chemicals, Reagents & Kits (Appendix 3). 
 

11.1.5 Manual Staining Procedure 
Staining is performed in the staining fumehood in Rm 6124, main laboratory, Forensic DNA 
Analysis.  
Procedure: 

1. Place slide on staining rack over sink, stain with haematoxylin for five minutes (add 
one volume and let rest)  

2. Wash with nanopure water. 
3. Stain with eosin for one minute.  
4. Wash with nanopure water (quick wash).  
5. Allow to dry on hot plate. 
6. Mount coverslip in Pertex 

 
11.1.6 Staining Quality Controls 

The following quality steps should be implemented: 
• Haematoxylin should be filtered before use as the crystals in solution can result in 

stain deposit on the slides which affects the reading of the slide. (Once a week) 
• Haematoxylin differentiates better if it is matured for 3 to 4 days before use. 
• Eosin should be filtered once a week. 

 
When stored in dark bottles, haematoxylin may keep for up to 12 months and eosin for up 
to 12 months (dependent on control slide result). 

 
11.2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa in the Vagina 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of non-motile spermatozoa in the 
vagina: 
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• Up to 24 Hours1  
• Up to 3-4 days2 
• Up to 9 days or 12 days in the cervix, sometimes after menstruation3 
• Up to 3 to 4 days, but may be longer4 

 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of motile spermatozoa in the vagina: 

• The number of motile spermatozoa discernible in the vagina may be normal after one hour 
and markedly decreased after 2 hours; after 3 hours normally no spermatozoa are found.  
Menstruation often prolongs motility in the vagina to as long as 4 hours compared with the 
normal period of 30 to 45 minutes.5 

• Spermatozoa remain motile in the vagina for 2 to 3 hours and in the cervix for 48 to 110 
hours6 

• Normally 10% of the spermatozoa are alive in the vagina at the end of 2 hours post coitum. 
Variations in number and motility depend upon the pH of the vagina and semen, quantity of 
semen deposited, bacteria and flora of the vagina and the time examined post-coitally. The 
author has seen motile spermatozoa in the vaginal pool after 8 hours.7 

• In several cases in which repeated examinations were possible before conception 
occurred, all motility ceased within one hour after intercourse. A fall of motility to 10% within 
30 minutes is compatible with fecundity. On the other hand, spermatozoa may continue to 
move for 3 hours in a normal untreated vagina.8 

• The motility of the spermatozoa in the specimen may give a clue to their length of stay as 
they remain motile from 30 to 60 minutes after deposition in the vagina.9 

 

                                                
1 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
2 Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
3 Morrison 1972 Brit. J. Vener. Dis 48 p141 
4Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
5 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
6 Weisman 1941 Spermatozoa and Sterility 
7 Wm.Heinmann Medical Books Ltd 1945 Fertility in Women 
8 Hamish Hamilton Medical Books 1948 Sterility and Impaired Fertility 
9 Gonzales, Vance, Helpern and Umberger 1954 Legal Medicine 
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11.3  Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 
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11.3.1 England Finder Graticule Use 
Before use ensure stage slide holder is in correct position (slide holder should be in the 
correct position as it is not removed on cleaning but if not-hold with one hand push holder 
back to full extent against the screws, tighten screws while holding and check for correct 
positioning). 

 
1. Place graticule on stage with labelled corner at LHS front and clear edge    

 against back of slide holder  
 
2. Using the 10x objective (and Kohler illumination) – locate co-ordinates   
 
3. Proceed to 40x objective and adjust focus as required (using oil if  applicable). 

Locate co-ordinates and revert back to the 10x objective. 
 
4. Taking care not to alter the position of the fixed stops of the stage, remove 

 the graticule and replace with the slide of interest.  
 
5. Proceed stepwise to 40x objective (oil or dry as applicable) 
 
6. Adjust focus and locate sperm  
 

NB: If the stage has moved repeat from step 1. 
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Forensic DNA Analysis 
SAIK DETAILS RECORD 

Case:        
 
Receipt No: 

Page: 
 
Date: 

Time: 

 

Barcode 

 

Labelling details 
Barcode/unique identifier present on SAIK when received?   Yes     No           
Labelled in part: 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

See image/s in AUSLAB   

 
Details of seal 
Original Seal  

Sticky tape   Evidence tape   Glued   Stapled   Tamper evident seal   Other _______ _______   

Is original seal intact? 

Yes                                                                     No     

Signed    Yes   No                                        Is opening signed?   Yes   No       

Dated    Yes   No                                          Is opening dated? Yes   No          

Has the SAIK been opened by Property Point staff (somewhere other than original seal)?      

Yes                                                                      No   

Signed   Yes   No       

Dated   Yes   No   

Contents of SAIK 
 

___________________________________________

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

___________________________________________ 

   

Examined        Not Examined      Appears unused 

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

                                                

Comments:         Exam bench: Examined by: 
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Sexual Assault Investigation Kit (SAIK) 

 
    

SURNAME: GIVEN NAMES: 

DOB: SEX: Male  Female   

Examining Doctor / FMO / FNE: 
 
Address of examiner: 
 
 
 
 
E-mail address: 
 
Contact Phone Number: 
 

Investigating Officer:  
 
Police Station: 
 
 
 
 
E-mail address: 
 
Contact Phone Number: 
 

Date of SAIK Examination: 

Time of SAIK Examination: 

Date of Assault: 

Time of Assault: 

Sterilisation process complete for workspace & equipment Yes  No  
Exam room details: (room number or location) ______________________________________________________________________________ 
TYPE OF 
ASSAULT: Digital Penile 

penetration Oral Object 
penetration 

 
PREVIOUS SEXUAL ACTIVITY: Yes  >7 days previous  
    Date (if ≤ 7days) : ____________ 
    No  
 
Was previous coitus with suspect?  Yes   No   Unknown  
Was condom used with previous coitus? Yes   No   Unknown  
 
 
For Female SAIK  
Date of last LMP: _____________ 

Oral     

Vaginal     

Anal     

Penile     

Other  (please provide details in “Summary of Assault”): 

ASSAULT DETAILS 
Was a condom used: Yes   No   Unknown  

Did ejaculation occur: Yes   No   Unknown  

Was a lubricant used: Yes   No   Unknown  

(if yes, please provide details in summary of assault details section) 

 

How many offenders were involved: Male _____ Female _____ 

(if multiple offenders or if unknown, please detail within summary of 

assault details section) 

 

SINCE THE ASSAULT, HAS THE PATIENT: 
Changed Clothing: Yes   No    Douched: Yes   No  

Washed Clothing: Yes   No    Urinated: Yes   No  

Showered / Bathed: Yes   No    Defecated: Yes   No  

Washed Mouth: Yes   No    Vomited: Yes   No  

Cleaned Teeth: Yes   No   Had drink / food: Yes   No  

CASE HISTORY 
Has the patient consumed a substance which may alter consciousness? 

 Yes   No   Unknown  

Can the patient recall and communicate the incident? 

 Yes   No   Unknown  

Did the assault involve any kissing / licking / biting? 

 Yes   No   Unknown   

If yes, locations: ___________________________________________ 

Was there any genital / anal injury causing bleeding? 

 Yes   No  

If yes, details: ___________________________________________ 

SUMMARY OF ASSAULT DETAILS (please provide as much information as possible as this assists with DNA Analysis): _____________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________ (continue on next page) 
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Sexual Assault Investigation Kit (SAIK) 
Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic and Scientific Services, Department of Health 

     Telephone:  
SUMMARY OF ASSAULT DETAILS (continued from previous): __________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
CLOTHING AND OTHER ITEMS 
 
Item Clothing / Sanitary Items: 
Details: 
 
 
 
 
 
Worn pre-assault:   Worn post-assault   Worn pre- and post-assault  
 
Item Clothing / Sanitary Items: 
Details: 
 
 
 
 
 
Worn pre-assault:   Worn post-assault   Worn pre- and post-assault  
 
REFERENCE SPECIMENS: (please package in a separate envelope within the SAIK) 
 
FTA Sample (preferred)  Yes  No  Buccal Cells  Blood  
 
Blood reference sample  Yes  No  5ml EDTA tube 
 
Oral reference sample  Yes  No   
(May only be used by Forensic DNA Analysis if no allegation of oral assault or no history of loss of consciousness) 

Blood sample taken for Toxicology? Yes  No    Urine sample taken for Toxicology? Yes  No  
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Sexual Assault Investigation Kit (SAIK) 
Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic and Scientific Services, Department of Health 

      
Please document the samples collected for DNA below 
FEMALE SAIK SWABS: 

 High vaginal      Low vaginal     

 Vulval       Cervical      

 Perianal       Rectal      

 Oral       Other      

 Other       Other      

MALE SAIK SWABS: 

 Base of penis      Shaft of penis     

 Glans penis      Scrotum      

 Perianal       Rectal      

 Oral       Other      

 Other       Other      

BODY/SKIN SWABS: (please specify if biting, licking or kissing has occurred at site from which body swab was collected) 

 Location       Location      

 Location       Location      

 Location       Location      

 Location       Location      

 Location       Location      

FINGERNAIL CLIPPINGS/SCRAPINGS: DROP SHEET 

 Left Hand    Right Hand     
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Examination of Sexual Assault Cases 

1 Purpose 
The purpose of this procedure is to describe those procedures required for the examination 
of sexual assault cases by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA 
Analysis, in addition to those described in QIS document 17142 (Examination of Items). 

 
2 Scope 

This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret 
examinations of evidentiary items.  This standard operating procedure is in conjunction with 
individual methods for particular screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting 
are to be found in each method. 

 
3 Definitions 

• Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for a 
comprehensive list of abbreviations. 

• All references to microscopy, refer to QIS document 17189 (Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa) 

• All references to Acid Phosphatase (AP), refer to QIS document 17186 (The Acid 
Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains) 

• All references to Phadebas, refer to QIS document 17193 (Phadebas Test For Saliva) 
• All references to Tetramethylbenzidine, refer to QIS document 17190 

(Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood) 
• All references to p-30, refer to QIS document 17185  (Detection of Azoospermic 

Semen in Casework Samples) 
• A semen negative item is an item which has either tested negative for spermatozoa 

microscopically and tested negative for acid phosphatase; or tested negative for 
spermatozoa microscopically, tested positive for acid phosphatase and tested 
negative for P30. 

 
4 General Principles 

Refer to the general principles contained in QIS document 17142 (Examination of Items). 
 

4.1 Examination Strategies 
An examination strategy must be prepared for all SAIKs which are examined.  These are 
recorded under the specimen notes of the exhibit barcode.  This strategy must include: 

• For each item to be examined, what biological fluid is to be screened for 
• Items which require no further action 
• Items which may only require examination pending presumptive/screening results 
• Sample submission strategies (i.e. extraction type, pooling, retain supernatant for 

Phadebas testing etc). 
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The examination strategy must be reviewed by a scientist competent to perform the 
examinations contained in the strategy. 
 
The following are general principles which are used to develop examination strategies for 
SAIKs, however these principles must be considered within the context of the case history: 

• Female SAIKs which are semen negative, any external intimate swabs are 
submitted for cells (i.e. vulval and perianal) 

• Where the complainant is a minor or has an intellectual impairment which may 
mean that the provided case history is unreliable, all possible offence scenarios are 
considered. 

• Where the complainant is an adult who has lost consciousness, has impaired 
memory or has consumed alcohol or drugs prior to or during the offence which may 
impact on memory, all possible offence scenarios are considered. 

• Consider previous intercourse with same or different partner, prior to the offence.  
For digital only female complainant cases with prior intercourse, submit external 
swabs for DLYS with no testing.  For male SAIK swabs, consider submitting penile 
swabs for DLYS where previous intercourse with another partner has occurred. 

• Consider the number of offenders – for male SAIKs consider submitting penile 
swabs for DLYS (with no testing) to separate epithelial and spermatozoa. 

• For child complainants, treat all vaginal swabs as external swabs for semen or cells. 
• Samples taken from areas of biting, licking or kissing (or other oral contact) are 

submitted for CSUP.  This does not include swabs taken from the mouth (internal or 
external), anal and vaginal areas which may give false positive results. 

 
5 Examination 

The general examination procedures documented in QIS document 17142 (Examination of 
Items) apply to the examination of sexual cases. 
 

6 Specific Examination Strategies 
Refer to Section 6.2 of QIS document 17189 (Examination for and of Spermatozoa) for 
procedures relating to making a suspension and preparing, staining and reading 
microscope slides. 
 

6.1 Sexual Assault Investigation Kits 
Appendix 1 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of SAIKs.  Before 
commencing the examination of a SAIK an examination strategy must be devised and 
reviewed in accordance with Section 4.1 of this document. 
 
If there are issues related to the collection or documentation of a SAIK this must be fed 
back to the relevant FMO or FNE using the SAIK issues log. Examples of issues may 
include: 

• Serum coated, charcoal swabs or other unsuitable swabs/media are submitted 
(these should tested regardless of the swab type or media and a specimen note 
must be added to Auslab) 

• Insufficient case history 
• Labelling issues/inconsistencies 
• Smears have been prepared by the FMO/FNE 

 
If a smear has not been received, one will need to be made and tested, refer to QIS 
document 17189 (Examination for & of Spermatozoa - Section 6).  
 
The following principles should be applied to the submission of SAIK samples: 
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• Where an amount of spermatozoa which is considered likely to give a DNA profile 
(i.e. 3+ or more) are seen on multiple swabs from the same internal location (e.g. 
vagina), and there is no history of sexual contact with another person within the 
previous seven days or multiple offenders, then only one of these swabs should be 
submitted for full analysis.  When selecting which swab to submit for testing, 
preference should be given to the highest internal swab (i.e. submit a high vaginal 
swab over a low vaginal swab).  All of the swabs referred to should have the same 
or very similar micro (e.g. some 3+ some 4+)” Where swabs have different micro 
results (e.g. some 1+ some 3+), then submit all.  Other swabs which would 
otherwise be submitted for full testing based on their presumptive/screening test 
results must be submitted but with a ‘POLD’ test code rather than 9plex/Xplex. 
These samples are then stored in the black box labelled ‘SAIK swabs on hold’. This 
enables the Case Manager to view the results of the first swab, before assessing 
whether additional samples require processing.   

• Submission of swabs for cells (where presumptive and screening tests are negative 
for semen and spermatozoa) should be considered based on the case history.  If 
more than several days have passed since the offence, it may be unlikely that 
foreign DNA will be located, particularly if the subject person has bathed.  Consult 
with the Senior Scientist for direction in these matters, however the following 
scenarios would justify the submission of samples for cells: 

o Child complainant 
o Complainant with mental impairment, or other impairment which may 

influence reliability of provided offence history 
o Complainant with loss of consciousness or drug/alcohol use which 

has impaired their recollection of events 
o Other circumstances as deemed appropriate by the QPS or Senior 

Scientist. 
 
6.2 Acid Phosphatase (AP) Positive Fabrics and AP paper 

Appendix 2 describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of AP 
positive fabrics. 

 
AP positive fabrics are submitted by QPS. The AP positive area should be clearly marked 
on the fabric. If the fabric is not marked then the entire sample should be tested, including 
both sides of fabric.  
 
AP positive fabrics should be submitted with sufficient additional area surrounding the 
circled AP positive area to enable the examining scientist to safely hold the fabric if/when 
taking a scraping.  Where insufficient additional area has been provided a FERRO should 
be created so that it may be fed back to the QPS. 
 
Where a large piece of AP positive fabric is to be tested, divide the item into sections and 
test each section separately.  If spermatozoa are located microscopically on one section, 
but are not located on other sections, P30 testing is not required to be performed on all 
negative sections.  All sections are submitted for analysis as DLYS.  
 
If semen is not detected there is no further action and the item is returned. 
 
Generally fabrics are scraped or excised (extreme care to be taken to stop needle stick 
injuries). 
 
At times, the paper used by QPS to test for the presence of AP will also be sent for 
analysis. These are items should only be examined if specifically requested by QPS. For 
these items, microscopy for spermatozoa should be conducted, but not p30 testing. 
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6.3 Semen in-tubes 

Appendices 2 and 3 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of semen in 
tubes based on whether the QPS have conducted AP testing. If semen in tubes are stored 
in an in tube registration box, they must be transferred to an items box so that they can be 
examined by a scientist.  
 

6.4 Condoms 
Appendix 3 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Condoms. 
 
When a condom is received it should be described in terms of “O/S surface as received” 
and “I/S surface as received”. Describe any fluid that may be present on or within the 
condom.  Describe length and diameter, colour, patterning and translucency of condom. 
 
Take one wet and one dry swab from the O/S and I/S surfaces of the condom.  Sample and 
combine I/S wet and dry swabs into one tube and O/S wet and dry swabs into another tube. 
N.B. When sampling the swabs, to ensure that there is not excess substrate submitted, 
sample the entire of the wet swab, but only the outer layer of the dry swab. 
 

6.5 Sanitary Pads and Tampons 
Appendix 4 describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of sanitary 
pads and tampons. 
 
Sanitary pads are AP tested on the side worn in contact with the skin.   
 
Tampons are cut through the middle and splayed out.  The outer sides of the tampon are 
then AP tested.   
 

6.6 Post Mortem Samples 
Appendix 5 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Post Mortem 
samples.  
 
The examining scientist assigns an EXH barcode to the PM samples as a whole, which is 
passed onto QPS DNA results management (DRMU). All other samples submitted will be 
subsamples of the PM samples EXH (as per SAIK submissions). 
 
The receipt under which the samples are submitted usually has an associated Coronial 
case number. Before any subsamples are registered this Coronial case number needs to 
be changed to the associated QP number by an AUSLAB Corrections Officer. If 
subsamples are registered under a Coronial case number the EXH lines will not be 
transmitted to QPS 
 
PM samples may include sexual assault swabs and/or slides (high vaginal, low vaginal, 
vulval etc), pubic hair, head hair, fingernail clippings or scrapings. 
 
Intimate sexual assault swabs which are semen positive are submitted for DLYS.  Intimate 
sexual assault swabs which are semen negative are submitted for cells. 
 
Sometimes the fingernail clippings include a portion of tissue or part of the finger. In this 
case a moistened swab can be used to sample potential foreign DNA from the underside of 
the nail, taking care not to sample the deceased person’s tissue (i.e. targeting the distal end 
of the nail). 
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When PM samples are complete, send an E-mail to the Senior Scientist with the EXH 
barcode so that that information can be passed onto DRMU to facilitate electronic 
transfer of results from AUSLAB to the Forensic Register. 
 

6.7 Clothing and Bedsheets 
For large items, an examination strategy should be formulated based on the case history 
and if necessary consultation with the QPS.  This must be recorded in the UR notes for the 
case. 
 
If the case history suggests that the item has been washed then it may be necessary to 
perform microscopy only considering the water soluble nature of Acid Phosphatase and 
P30. Use the case history and if necessary communicate with the investigating officer to 
establish an area to target. 

 
6.8 Wet and Dry swabs – QPS submitted 

When wet and dry swabs are received from the same site (e.g. in a SAIK, or from one item) 
submit each of the swabs separately. 

 
6.9 Multiple Presumptive/Screening Tests 

Consideration should be given to the order in which screening tests are conducted based 
on the type of tests to be performed and the conservation of sample on the item.  Where 
both AP and Phadebas screening tests are required, Phadebas the exhibit first (using 
commercial paper).  Once the Phadebas test is complete the Phadebas paper can be 
sprayed with AP reagent. 

 
6.10 Analytical Slides 

If reading of differential slides is requested by a case scientist, retrieve slides from storage 
box and put a borrowed comment in AUSLAB. Stain slides and perform microscopy. 
 
Read slides and fill out QIS document 17037 (Microscopy of Smears) 
 
N.B.  Old slides- DLYS step 10 slide may have both sperm and epithelial cells, whereas 
step 22 slides may have sperm only.  Currently only one slide is made- should have sperm 
only. 
 
Return slides and add a returned comment in AUSLAB. 

 
6.11 Penile Swabs 

The presence of spermatozoa on penile swabs is not unexpected.  These swabs are 
generally submitted for Cells, however where the case history indicates multiple offenders, 
or previous sexual contact, they should be submitted for DLYS.  Appendix 1 describes the 
workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of SAIK swabs. 
 

6.12 Lubricant Testing 
If an item is required for lubricant testing consult with Forensic Chemistry before any 
examinations are conducted 
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7 Associated Documentation 
QIS: 16004 AUSLAB Users Manual – DNA Analysis 
QIS: 17033 General Examination Record (Unruled) 
QIS: 17034 General Examination Record (Ruled) 
QIS: 17117 Procedure for Case Management 
QIS: 17119      Procedure for Release of Results 
QIS: 17135 Handling and Sampling of Syringes and Needles 
QIS: 17140 Procedure for the Identification and Examination of Hairs 
QIS: 17185 Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
QIS: 17186 The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
QIS: 17189 Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
QIS: 17190 Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood 
QIS: 17193 Phadebas Test for Saliva 
QIS: 20080 Digital imaging in DNA Analysis  
QIS: 22846     General Swab Exam Record 
QIS: 22857 Anti Contamination Procedure  
QIS: 22870 Forensic DNA Analysis Outer Packaging Record 
QIS: 23008 Explanations of EXR/EXHs 
QIS: 23014 Cigarette Butt General Examination Record 
QIS: 23055 General Examination Record 
QIS: 23849     Common Forensic DNA Analysis terms and Acronyms 
QIS: 23898 SAIK Details Record 
QIS: 26071 Examination of in-tube samples  
QIS: 31286 SAIK form no semen testing 

 
8 Amendment History 

Version Date Author/s Amendments 
1 23/10/2013 L Ryan 

A Houlding 
J Seymour-Murray 

Document created (content split 
from Examination of Items) 

2 05/12/13 A Houlding Update for XPlex 
3 03/11/2014 A Houlding New template, 6.2 title changed, 

header changed, added POLD test 
code for SAIK samples on hold, also 
apply the SAIK on hold procedure to 
samples with a micro result of 2+ 
(changed from 1+), fixed hyperlinks 
Changed wet and dry swabs to be 
submitted separately. Formatted 
flowcharts. Added lubricant testing 
section 

4 24/08/2016 A McNevin Section 4.1  and 6.2 updated other 
minor formatting adjustments 
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9 Appendices 
 
9.1 Appendix 1: SAIK Examination Workflow 
 
This workflow is intended to demonstrate the testing of one sample from a SAIK.  The submission 
of samples should be considered within the context of the Examination Strategy, taking into 
consideration the case history as well as the presumptive and screening results of other SAIK 
swabs, particularly those from the same location. 
 

 
 

SAIK Swab 

Exam Strategy – 
Screen for Semen or 
submit for Cells/CSUP 

Nil screening – submit 
for cells/CSUP. 

Screen for Semen 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

Exam strategy P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit for DLYS Exam strategy 
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9.2 Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including Semen in-tubes) Workflow 
 
This workflow is to be used for all items which have previously tested positive using the AP test by 
the QPS. 
 

 
 

AP Pos Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS P30 Test 

P30 NEG 

Items: NFA – Unless 
Requested in Clinical 

Notes 
In-tube: Submit as cells.  

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 
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9.3 Appendix 3: Condoms and Semen in Tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow 
 

 
 

Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

Submit for CELLS P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit for CELLS Submit for DLYS 
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9.4 Appendix 4: Sanitary Pads and Tampons Workflow 
 

 
 

Item 

AP Test 

AP Pos AP Neg 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS 

Submit for DLYS 

Microscopy NEG 

P30 Test 

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 

P30 NEG 

NFA 

NFA 
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9.5 Appendix 5: PM SAIK Samples Workflow 
 

 
 

PM SAIK Sample 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS 

DLYS 

Microscopy NEG 

AP Test 

AP POS 

P30 Test 

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 

P30 NEG 

Submit for Cells 

AP NEG 

Submit for Cells 
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AP Paper – False Positive Investigation 

       (Valerie Caldwell and Allan McNevin) 
 

 Incident   
 
On 08/11/2016 whilst carrying out testing of a CTS exhibit, the negative control gave a false 
positive AP result was when testing was performed using the large filter paper sheets located 
within ER laboratory. 
Positive and Negative controls are performed each time AP testing is carried out.  The Positive 
control is a dilution of a known semen source on a small Whatman filter paper disc prepared as 
required in bulk and stored in the freezer in 6124. The negative control test is a reagent blank test, 
and the reagent can either be added direct to the filter paper, or the paper may be wet first using 
nanopure water. No nanopure water used in this instance. 
The filter paper showed a colour change within the 2 min test period. Subsequent testing at the 
time was performed on a small (45.2 mm) Whatman filter paper disc and a large (150mm) 
Whatman filter paper disc. Both were negative @ 2 mins. 
Further investigation was required. 

 
 Investigation 

 
All paper types within the laboratory were tested  with the same lot of AP reagent.  
The spray method was used in the fumehood.    
Large filter paper sheets have been in use in ER lab 6124 and Bone prep room 6121  
 

 
ERT blotting paper 

 
Bone room blotting paper  
 
The blotting paper is not of the same batch or type – see images.  
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All items used in investigation:  

• 2 x 50mL AP solution  (Lot 20160901JSM – exp. 01/03/2017) 

• Large AP paper (ERT stock) 

• Large blotting paper (Bone prep room stock) 

• Brown paper  

• 45.2 mm Whatmans filter paper 

• 150mm Whatmans filter paper  

• A4 paper 

 

 
Investigation results tabulated as follows: 
 
 
 Nanopure H2Oresult @2 mins AP solution result @ 2 mins 

 
Large A.P. blotting paper ER Neg 

 
Pos @ ~10secs- developing 

Large blotting paper Bone  
 

Neg Neg 

A4 paper 
 

Neg Neg 

Whatman 42.5mm  
 

Neg Neg 

Whatman 150 mm 
 

Neg Neg 

Brown paper 
 

Neg Neg 

 
 
 
Images of the above reactions have been stored to in  G:\ForBiol\AAA Evidence 
Recovery\Photos\AP neg control investigation.   
 
A possible reason for the false positive result is a steady build-up of bleach residue from 
environmental cleaning. Although the paper itself is not cleaned, the cupboard containing the paper 
is, and the cardboard box that the paper is stored in is not sealed. The paper is generally only used 
to test whole items, and these are only rarely received for AP testing by the laboratory. 
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 Outcomes 

 
Corrective actions taken 

• Remove the large blotting paper in the ERT lab from use in AP testing (can be used as 
general blotting paper, for example when draining / drying coplin jars) and purchase new 
paper  

• Place some of the blotting paper from the stock in the bone room in the laboratory, and 
store within a plastic bag 

• Keep the new paper in plastic to avoid exposure to bleach aerosols 

 
This investigation was a good learning tool, reminding the team of the importance and relevance of 
negative control testing, and testing reagents prior to testing of exhibits. It must also be noted that 
there was no impact on the testing of any exhibits as a result of the events and investigations 
outlined above.  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 8:35 AM

To: Karyn Bell; Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin

Subject: RE: Advice requested please

Thanks everyone, I’ll email this response today – have been snowed under so haven’t been able to get to it before that. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Karyn Bell  

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 1:42 PM 

To: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen; Jade Franklin 
Subject: RE: Advice requested please 

 

 

Absolutely, I have no problems with this ☺  

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 1:41 PM 

To: Karyn Bell; Cathie Allen; Jade Franklin 
Subject: RE: Advice requested please 

 

Can I suggest the addition below? 

 

From: Karyn Bell  

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 1:36 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Jade Franklin 

Cc: Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Advice requested please 

 

Dear Cathie, 
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Thanks for your email. 

 

I have reviewed the content below and have drafted the below email for you to send to Amanda. I have also confirmed 

this approach with Jade. 

 

I know that it doesn’t address all the concerns you have outlined in your email such as the deficient notes in AUS Lab 

however given the current situation we need to be careful with the manner that we respond to Amanda and 

unfortunately addressing the concerns you have raised in your email (although valid) would only escalate the current 

issue.  

  

I am working out at HCC today so if you would like to discuss this further please send me an email and I will contact you. 

 

Kind Regards 

Karyn 

 

 

EMAIL TO AMANDA 

 

Dear Amanda, 

  

I refer to your email. I have attached a copy of the compliment for your records. 

  

Our normal practice in this regard would have been to speak to you about the compliment in person. 

  

On this occasion as you have been out of the workplace we have been unable to do this. 

  

Please note it is not standard practice to register personal compliments in QIS however we congratulate you 

and your team on a job well done.  

  

If you have any questions please feel free to contact me. 

  

Kind Regards 

Cathie 

 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 10:30 AM 

To: Jade Franklin; Karyn Bell 
Cc: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Advice requested please 

Importance: High 

 

Hi Jade & Karyn 

 

I would greatly appreciate your advice on a matter. 

 

Below is an email compliment that we have received.  As the officer states that a staff member liaised with family 

members, I requested that Justin Howes contact the officer to confirm these details.  It turns out the officer has 

overstated the facts, and the staff member has only liaised with a doctor and police. 
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Whilst attempting to ascertain these details, I consulted Auslab and the UR notes for this case and found that no notes 

were entered into Auslab regarding the conversation with the doctor and only 1 email referred to this 

conversation.  This is unusual as we request that staff enter all pertinent notes into Auslab, so that if the staff member is 

away, others may read the notes and be up to date with the case to provide advice. 

 

Normal practice would have seen us provide verbal feedback to the staff member on the compliment, but also on the 

deficient notes in Auslab.  Generally, we wouldn’t raise a compliment OQI in QIS for a personal compliment like the 

below. 

 

I’ve received an email from Amanda Reeves which is as follows:  

 

Cathie, 

 

I have been advised that a compliment email from Queensland Police was sent to yourself, Justin Howes and Paul 

Csoban on Wednesday 15
th

 February 2017 regarding work performed by myself, and Polly Williams, on an incest 

paternity matter that was recently finalised. 

 

I note that this email has not been sent to me, nor have I been notified of its existence by line management.   

 

I also note that, unlike the example below which was received two days later, this QPS compliment has neither been 

acknowledged nor registered in QIS. 

 

I request that this email is sent to me please so that I may read the contents. 

 

Regards, 

 

Amanda 

 

Could you please advise on my next course of action – given Amanda is currently not within Forensic DNA Analysis and 

legal discussions are ongoing.  I have not currently taken any action on this.  Paul Csoban, Sharon Kelly and Gary 

Uhlmann were CC’d into the email from Amanda. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:49 PM 

To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban; Justin Howes; Andrea Norton;  
Subject: FW: Matter of  

 

Good afternoon, 

 

I received this email today from an Investigator who has asked me to pass on her appreciation for our efforts and 

provision of evidence for a successful prosecution. 

 

Paul/Cathie/Justin – Amanda went above and beyond with this one and her efforts are clearly noted by the Investigator. 

For your information and please pass on to Amanda. 

 

Andrea – Polly was an immense help to me in establishing what was needed for the case and disseminating required 

information. Please note her efforts and pass on both my, and the Investigators thanks. 

 

Sir – Forwarded for your information as thanks to DMS for everyone’s efforts. 

 

Regards, 

 

Carolyn 
Carolyn HOFFMAN  

From:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:39 PM 

To: Hoffman.CarolynP[OSC] <  

Subject: Matter of  

 

Hi Carolyn,  

 

I am writing to advise the end result of the investigation  

 

The sentencing for this matter was last Friday and I am happy to tell you that the defendant has been sentenced to 10 

years with a requirement of serving 80% of his sentence, giving a no parole period until 24/06/2023.  

 

I would like to pass on thanks to everyone within your unit who was involved in this matter regarding the DNA analysis. 

In particular, a special thank you to the primarily DNA scientist Amanda REEVES. Amanda went out of her way to initially 

assist me in understanding the DNA process with key information required to assist in the successful prosecution for an 

Incest/rape matter of a  by her biological father. In addition, Amanda happily liaised with family and 

medical specialists which was vital for this investigation to proceed to such a successful outcome.  

 

The medical team involved in this matter did not initially understand the importance of the DNA in this case and why 

the pregnancy needed to be held until 12weeks to enable successful DNA analysis. With medical staff and family 

wanting to terminate the pregnancy at 6weeks, Amanda’s willingness to liaise with the specialist and provide a greater 

understanding of the evidentiary requirements for this matter and eventuated in the termination at 12weeks and 

successful DNA profiling of the foetus/POC. 

 

Having access to a scientist who is not only willing to assist investigators but also liaise with family/specialists with 

compassion and clarity was greatly appreciated. 
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Please pass on my thanks to everyone involved, particularly Amanda.  

 

Regards,  

 

 
  

 
 

  

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Cathie Allen

From: Karyn Bell

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 1:42 PM

To: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen; Jade Franklin

Subject: RE: Advice requested please

 

Absolutely, I have no problems with this ☺  

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 1:41 PM 
To: Karyn Bell; Cathie Allen; Jade Franklin 

Subject: RE: Advice requested please 

 

Can I suggest the addition below? 

 

From: Karyn Bell  

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 1:36 PM 

To: Cathie Allen; Jade Franklin 
Cc: Paul Csoban 

Subject: RE: Advice requested please 

 

Dear Cathie, 

 

Thanks for your email. 

 

I have reviewed the content below and have drafted the below email for you to send to Amanda. I have also confirmed 

this approach with Jade. 

 

I know that it doesn’t address all the concerns you have outlined in your email such as the deficient notes in AUS Lab 

however given the current situation we need to be careful with the manner that we respond to Amanda and 

unfortunately addressing the concerns you have raised in your email (although valid) would only escalate the current 

issue.  

  

I am working out at HCC today so if you would like to discuss this further please send me an email and I will contact you. 

 

Kind Regards 

Karyn 

 

 

EMAIL TO AMANDA 

 

Dear Amanda, 

  

I refer to your email. I have attached a copy of the compliment for your records. 

  

Our normal practice in this regard would have been to speak to you about the compliment in person. 

  

On this occasion as you have been out of the workplace we have been unable to do this. 
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Please note it is not standard practice to register personal compliments in QIS however we congratulate you 

and your team on a job well done.  

  

If you have any questions please feel free to contact me. 

  

Kind Regards 

Cathie 

 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 10:30 AM 
To: Jade Franklin; Karyn Bell 

Cc: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Advice requested please 
Importance: High 

 

Hi Jade & Karyn 

 

I would greatly appreciate your advice on a matter. 

 

Below is an email compliment that we have received.  As the officer states that a staff member liaised with family 

members, I requested that Justin Howes contact the officer to confirm these details.  It turns out the officer has 

overstated the facts, and the staff member has only liaised with a doctor and police. 

 

Whilst attempting to ascertain these details, I consulted Auslab and the UR notes for this case and found that no notes 

were entered into Auslab regarding the conversation with the doctor and only 1 email referred to this 

conversation.  This is unusual as we request that staff enter all pertinent notes into Auslab, so that if the staff member is 

away, others may read the notes and be up to date with the case to provide advice. 

 

Normal practice would have seen us provide verbal feedback to the staff member on the compliment, but also on the 

deficient notes in Auslab.  Generally, we wouldn’t raise a compliment OQI in QIS for a personal compliment like the 

below. 

 

I’ve received an email from Amanda Reeves which is as follows:  

 

Cathie, 

 

I have been advised that a compliment email from Queensland Police was sent to yourself, Justin Howes and Paul 

Csoban on Wednesday 15
th

 February 2017 regarding work performed by myself, and Polly Williams, on an incest 

paternity matter that was recently finalised. 

 

I note that this email has not been sent to me, nor have I been notified of its existence by line management.   

 

I also note that, unlike the example below which was received two days later, this QPS compliment has neither been 

acknowledged nor registered in QIS. 

 

I request that this email is sent to me please so that I may read the contents. 

 

Regards, 
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Amanda 

 

Could you please advise on my next course of action – given Amanda is currently not within Forensic DNA Analysis and 

legal discussions are ongoing.  I have not currently taken any action on this.  Paul Csoban, Sharon Kelly and Gary 

Uhlmann were CC’d into the email from Amanda. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:49 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban; Justin Howes; Andrea Norton;  

Subject: FW: Matter of  

 

Good afternoon, 

 

I received this email today from an Investigator who has asked me to pass on her appreciation for our efforts and 

provision of evidence for a successful prosecution. 

 

Paul/Cathie/Justin – Amanda went above and beyond with this one and her efforts are clearly noted by the Investigator. 

For your information and please pass on to Amanda. 

 

Andrea – Polly was an immense help to me in establishing what was needed for the case and disseminating required 

information. Please note her efforts and pass on both my, and the Investigators thanks. 

 

Sir – Forwarded for your information as thanks to DMS for everyone’s efforts. 

 

Regards, 

 

Carolyn 
Carolyn HOFFMAN  
Acting Sergeant 18298 
DNA Sample Management Unit 
30009393 
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From:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:39 PM 

To: Hoffman.CarolynP[OSC] <  

Subject: Matter of  

 

Hi Carolyn,  

 

I am writing to advise the end result of the investigation . 

 

The sentencing for this matter was last Friday and I am happy to tell you that the defendant has been sentenced to 10 

years with a requirement of serving 80% of his sentence, giving a no parole period until 24/06/2023.  

 

I would like to pass on thanks to everyone within your unit who was involved in this matter regarding the DNA analysis. 

In particular, a special thank you to the primarily DNA scientist Amanda REEVES. Amanda went out of her way to initially 

assist me in understanding the DNA process with key information required to assist in the successful prosecution for an 

Incest/rape matter of a  by her biological father. In addition, Amanda happily liaised with family and 

medical specialists which was vital for this investigation to proceed to such a successful outcome.  

 

The medical team involved in this matter did not initially understand the importance of the DNA in this case and why 

the pregnancy needed to be held until 12weeks to enable successful DNA analysis. With medical staff and family 

wanting to terminate the pregnancy at 6weeks, Amanda’s willingness to liaise with the specialist and provide a greater 

understanding of the evidentiary requirements for this matter and eventuated in the termination at 12weeks and 

successful DNA profiling of the foetus/POC. 

 

Having access to a scientist who is not only willing to assist investigators but also liaise with family/specialists with 

compassion and clarity was greatly appreciated. 

 

Please pass on my thanks to everyone involved, particularly Amanda.  

 

Regards,  

 

 

  
 

 
  

 
 

   

 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 2:31 PM

To: Angela Petie

Subject: RE: Information requested

Hi Angela 

 

Paul Csoban has sent an email to Amanda advising her of the meeting with you tomorrow morning at 9.30am (in the 

same room that you were in today).  He has asked her if she has any problems with the day or time to let him know 

asap. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Angela Petie [mailto:   

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 1:48 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: Information requested 

 

Thanks Cathie. I will wait to hear about tomorrow then. If it is going ahead, ideally I would like to meet with Amanda at 

9.30am or 10am for an hour, and then have half an hour break, and then progress to the meeting together with Justin. 

 

Regards, 

 

 

Angela Petie 
Workplace Consultant 
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From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 1:37 PM 

To: Angela Petie (  <  

Subject: Information requested 

 

Hi Angela 

 

Thanks for your time this morning. 

 

I’ve attached the Team Chart and the Role Description for the Senior Scientist position. 

 

Helen Russell has advised that the ESU complainant from Amanda has been referred to the HR Branch with Corporate 

Office.  This office advised Helen that it is progressing and doesn’t affect the work that you will be undertaking.  The 

outcome should be given to Di Woolley, General Manager for People Performance and Excellence by the end of this 

week and they are aware of Gary Uhlmann’s email regarding Amanda’s return into the work unit.  Apparently the 

complaint is ‘complex’.   

 

The HR office agreed that a suitable way forward would be for you to meet with Amanda on her own before progressing 

to a meeting with Amanda and Justin.  Helen is drafting an email for Paul to send to Amanda, so that should be done 

this afternoon.  Pending Amanda’s agreement, the meeting should be able to go ahead tomorrow morning. 

 

Regarding the grievance from Jacqui Wilson – Helen is happy to undertake the investigation from the beginning (as she 

can’t locate the notes from the meeting in Feb with Jacqui), and then she’s happy to hand this over to you for you to 

progress – given it a mediation aspect which is within the scope of Gary’s email. 

 

Helen will read over the External Investigations document and draft a response to Allan, but this is unlikely to happen 

this week. 

 

I’ll let you know the outcome of the email to Amanda regarding your meeting with her. 

 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have further questions. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

******************************************************************************** 
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This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 

it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 

175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 
or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Health Services Support Agency 

 

 
Job ad reference:       
Role title: Forensic Scientist - Advanced 
Status: 
(Permanent/Temporary) 
(Full-time/ Part-Time) 
(Casual) 

Permanent Full Time.  Please note future vacancies of a 
temporary, full time and part time nature may also be filled 
through this recruitment process. 

Unit/Branch: DNA Analysis Unit 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Services Support Agency 

Division/District: 

Location: Coopers Plains  
Classification level: HP5 

Reference: JEDii 1814  08/08/2012 
Salary level:       
Closing date:       
Contact: Cathie Allen 
Telephone:   
Online applications:     
Fax application:  
Post application: Recruitment Services - Corporate & Statewide, Locked Mail Bag 

7004, Chermside Centre, CHERMSIDE  QLD  4032 
Deliver application:       

 
 

About our organisation 
Queensland Health’s purpose is to provide safe, sustainable, efficient, quality and responsive 
health services for all Queenslanders. Our behaviour is guided by Queensland Health’s 
commitment to high levels of ethics and integrity and the following five core values:  

 Caring for People:  We will show due regard for the contribution and diversity of all staff and 
treat all patients and consumers, carers and their families with professionalism and respect. 

 Leadership: We will exercise leadership in the delivery of health services and in the broader 
health system by communicating vision, aligning strategy with delivering outcomes, taking 
responsibility, supporting appropriate governance and demonstrating commitment and 
consideration for people. 

 Partnership: Working collaboratively and respectfully with other service providers and 
partners is fundamental to our success. 

 Accountability, efficiency and effectiveness: We will measure and communicate our 
performance to the community and governments. We will use this information to inform ways 
to improve our services and manage public resources effectively, efficiently and economically. 

 Innovation: We value creativity. We are open to new ideas and different approaches and seek 
to continually improve our services through our contributions to, and support of, evidence, 
innovation and research. 
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Purpose   

Provide authoritative advice applying an expert level of knowledge, skills and experience in the 
area of Forensic Biology and operate as a State-wide reference point for forensic advice and 
advocacy. To manage the Forensic and Scientific Services, DNA Analysis Unit – to ensure the 
provision of an integrated, comprehensive, cost effective and quality forensic service in line with 
the policies, guidelines and strategies of Forensic and Scientific Services. 

 
Your key responsibilities 
 Fulfil the responsibilities of this role in accordance with Queensland Health’s core values, as 

outlined above. 
 As a recognised forensic expert and DNA Analyst, demonstrates a specialist level of 

knowledge, skills and experience and clinical leadership within DNA Analysis, Forensic and 
Scientific Services and is recognised for servicing at a state-wide level. Duties are performed 
through the independent application of forensic expertise and the use of established 
specialised techniques, to facilitate complex, critical discipline specific clinical decisions with 
minimal supervision. 

 Accountable for providing independent high level forensic services, based on work performed 
by others, to all key stakeholders incorporating the interpretation of results, the use of 
information relating to the National Criminal Investigation DNA Database, and the provision of 
expert testimony on work performed within the laboratory in accordance with legislative 
requirements. 

 Demonstrated high level management skills, especially in the areas of operational 
management and resource allocation with respect to new and existing samples, to be 
processed within an agreed timeframe. 

 Provide specialist clinical advice to peers and relevant stakeholders regarding service delivery, 
on a state wide level, demonstrating involvement and participate in providing strategic direction 
to DNA Analysis and key stakeholders. 

 Demonstrated ability to manage a medium sized team, including high level interpersonal skills 
including conflict management, ensuring that the team works cooperatively and with effective 
communication with clients internal and external to the laboratory, chairing weekly team 
meetings and being involved in the decision making process as part of the DNA Analysis 
Management Team. 

 Ensure the development of scientific knowledge and expertise by supporting active learning 
and professional development of DNA Analysis Unit staff under your line management. 

 Represent the DNA Analysis Unit laboratory group (Forensic & Scientific Services) which 
includes participation in decision making and strategic planning at a state-wide level. 

 Represents Queensland Health at a state-wide level in the provision of expert forensic 
scientific evidence in all tiers within the court system. 

 Applies high level evidence and judgement in advising senior management on quality service 
improvements to ensure that DNA Analysis complies with all relevant legislative, administrative 
and professional standards to meet NATA/ISO accreditation/certification requirements. 

 Responsible for a high level of formal daily management of a medium-sized discipline-specific 
professional team.  Responsibilities include performance appraisal, assistance with 
performance management, training of HP3 and HP4 staff, maintenance of appropriate 
standard operating procedures, appropriate management of allocated resources, assistance 
and input into strategic planning at a Department level and responsibility for the monitoring of 
professional standards and quality outcomes from staff and work unit. 

 
Qualifications/Professional registration/Other requirements 
 
 The successful applicant must hold a tertiary qualification, or equivalent, in science from a 

recognised university or tertiary institution. 
 In some circumstances and following consultation, Queensland Health staff may be required to 

participate in 24 hour shift, on-call or weekend roster arrangements. 
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 Appointment to this position requires proof of qualification and if applicable registration or 
membership with the appropriate registration authority or association.  Certified copies of the 
required information must be provided to the appropriate supervisor/manager, prior to 
commencement of clinical duties. 

 
Are you the right person for the job? 
You will be assessed on your ability to demonstrate the following key attributes.  Within the context 
of the responsibilities described above, the ideal applicant will be someone who can demonstrate 
the following:    
 Demonstrated extensive expertise and understanding of the contemporary discipline of 

forensic biology, with demonstrated abilities in a range of relevant procedures, techniques, 
instrumentation and quality assurance systems, including the use of computer systems. 

 Demonstrated ability to solve scientific problems, generate ideas and innovations, introduce 
new technology and actively participate in the processes of change and continuous 
improvement. 

 Demonstrated interpersonal skills for working in a team both as a member and as a leader; the 
ability to consult and communicate scientific/technical information effectively both orally and in 
writing including presentation of expert testimony in a court of law. 

 A demonstrated commitment to the principles of quality management and continuous quality 
improvement and a contemporary knowledge of NATA/ISO accreditation/certification. 

 Demonstrated ability to supervise and manage staff in line with quality human resource 
management practices with particular reference to employment equity, anti-discrimination, 
occupational health and safety and ethical behaviour. 

 
How to apply 
Please provide the following information to the panel to assess your suitability: 
 Your current CV or resume, including referees.  You must seek approval prior to nominating a 

person as a referee.  Referees should have a thorough knowledge of your work performance 
and conduct, and it is preferable to include your current/immediate past supervisor.  By 
providing the names and contact details of your referee/s you consent for these people to be 
contacted by the selection panel. If you do not wish for a referee to be contacted, please 
indicate this on your resume and contact the selection panel chair to discuss. 

 A short statement (maximum 2 pages) on how your experience, abilities, knowledge and 
personal qualities are relevant for the role, taking into account the key responsibilities and 
attributes noted in the ‘Are you the right person for the job?’ section. 

 
 
About the Health Services Support Agency  
Working in the Health Services Support Agency (HSSA) is an opportunity to creatively and 
productively contribute to improving the provision of health services to the people of Queensland. 
HSSA is a learning organisation, committed to developing our people through training, support and 
leadership programs. We offer challenging opportunities to allow you to explore your potential.  
HSSA promotes a healthy balance between your work and personal life, provides flexible work 
hours, paid parental leave and study leave options. 
 
We look forward to working with you! 
 
HSSA is a division of Queensland Health that aims to deliver safe, sustainable and appropriate 
services to enhance health care throughout Queensland. It provides these services through 

• Diagnostic and Scientific Services 
• Procurement Logistics and Health Technology Services 
• Clinical Support Services 

 
http://www.health.qld.gov.au/hssa/home.htm 
 
Pre-employment screening 
Pre-employment screening, including criminal history and discipline history checks, may be 
undertaken on persons recommended for employment. The recommended applicant will be 
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required to disclose any serious disciplinary action taken against them in public sector 
employment. In addition, any factors which could prevent the recommended applicant complying 
with the requirements of the role are to be declared.  
 
Roles providing health, counselling and support services mainly to children will require a Blue 
Card.  Please refer to the Information Package for Applicants for details of employment screening 
and other employment requirements.  
 
Salary Packaging 
To confirm your eligibility for the Public Hospital Fringe Benefits Tax (FBT) Exemption Cap please 
contact the Queensland Health Salary Packaging Bureau Service Provider – RemServ via 
telephone 1300 30 40 10 or http://www.remserv.com.au. 
  
Disclosure of Previous Employment as a Lobbyist 
Applicants will be required to give a statement of their employment as a lobbyist within one (1) 
month of taking up the appointment.  Details are available at 
http://www.psc.qld.gov.au/library/document/policy/lobbyist-disclosure-policy.pdf  
 
Probation 
Employees who are permanently appointed to Queensland Health may be required to undertake a 
period of probation appropriate to the appointment.  For further information, refer to Probation HR 
Policy B2 http://www.health.qld.gov.au/hrpolicies/resourcing/b_2.pdf  
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Cathie Allen

From: Amanda Reeves

Sent: Friday, 29 April 2016 4:11 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Outstanding PDPs for staff

Ok thanks 

 

Amanda Reeves Dip Mgt BSc MSc For Sci 
Senior Reporting Forensic Scientist 
Forensic DNA Analysis | Police Services Stream 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland 
Department of Health | Queensland Government 

 
 

e.  |  

  

  

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Friday, 29 April 2016 4:10 PM 
To: Amanda Reeves 

Subject: RE: Outstanding PDPs for staff 

 

Hi Amanda 

 

I thought this might be the case for a couple so I’m seeking advice on the process.  Once I know what we should do, I’ll 

let you know. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 
Cathie Allen BSc MSc (For Sci) 
Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream (Forensic Chemistry & Forensic DNA Analysis) 
Forensic & Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 
Department of Health | Queensland Government 
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From: Amanda Reeves  

Sent: Friday, 29 April 2016 9:52 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: Outstanding PDPs for staff 

 

Hi 

 

One of my staff members listed as having no PDP recorded is that way because I closed off her last one just prior to her 

going on mat leave, on the understanding that she would start a fresh cycle once she returns. I’m pretty sure I captured 

this in the comments, but that probably isn’t visible in the audit? Is there something else I need to do in QIS under the 

circumstances, given that she won’t be returning until sometime next year?  

 

Thanks 

 

 

Amanda Reeves Dip Mgt BSc MSc For Sci 
Senior Reporting Forensic Scientist 
Forensic DNA Analysis | Police Services Stream 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland 
Department of Health | Queensland Government 

 
 

   

  

  

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Thursday, 28 April 2016 5:09 PM 

To: Kylie Rika; Luke Ryan; Amanda Reeves; Allan McNevin; Sharon Johnstone; Wendy Harmer 
Subject: Outstanding PDPs for staff 

 

Hi Everyone 

 

At the last Leadership Team Meeting (previously called FSS Executive Meeting), the number of outstanding PDPs was 

discussed.  Each leadership team member was requested to conduct an ‘audit’ on QIS of staff that didn’t have a PDP 

recorded in QIS.  I’ve completed an audit for Forensic DNA Analysis and attached is a spreadsheet with staff highlighted 

that don’t have a PDP listed as ‘In Progress’ on QIS.  Could you please review the spreadsheet and follow-up on any 

outstanding staff members.  Paul Csoban has requested that all staff have a PDP registered in QIS by 1
st

 of June 2016. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 
Cathie Allen BSc MSc (For Sci) 
Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream (Forensic Chemistry & Forensic DNA Analysis) 
Forensic & Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 
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Department of Health | Queensland Government 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 8:49 AM

To: Amanda Reeves

Cc: Paul Csoban; Sharon Kelly; Gary Uhlmann; Justin Howes

Subject: RE: Compliments from the QPS Central Region

Hi Amanda 

 

I refer to your email below.  I have provided a copy of the email below for your records. 

 

Our normal practice in this regard would have been to speak to you about the compliment in person.  On this occasion 

as you have been out of the workplace, we have been unable to do this. 

 

Please note it is not standard practice to register personal compliments in QIS however Paul Csoban and I pass on our 

thanks and acknowledgement of the hard work that you and the team contributed on this case. 

 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Justin or myself. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:49 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban; Justin Howes; Andrea Norton;  

Subject: FW: Matter of  

 

Good afternoon, 

 

I received this email today from an Investigator who has asked me to pass on her appreciation for our efforts and 

provision of evidence for a successful prosecution. 

 

Paul/Cathie/Justin – Amanda went above and beyond with this one and her efforts are clearly noted by the Investigator. 

For your information and please pass on to Amanda. 
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Andrea – Polly was an immense help to me in establishing what was needed for the case and disseminating required 

information. Please note her efforts and pass on both my, and the Investigators thanks. 

 

Sir – Forwarded for your information as thanks to DMS for everyone’s efforts. 

 

Regards, 

 

Carolyn 
Carolyn HOFFMAN  
Acting Sergeant 18298 
DNA Sample Management Unit 

 

 

From:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:39 PM 

To: Hoffman.CarolynP[OSC] <  

Subject: Matter of  

 

Hi Carolyn,  

 

I am writing to advise the end result of the investigation  

 

The sentencing for this matter was last Friday and I am happy to tell you that the defendant has been sentenced to 10 

years with a requirement of serving 80% of his sentence, giving a no parole period until 24/06/2023.  

 

I would like to pass on thanks to everyone within your unit who was involved in this matter regarding the DNA analysis. 

In particular, a special thank you to the primarily DNA scientist Amanda REEVES. Amanda went out of her way to initially 

assist me in understanding the DNA process with key information required to assist in the successful prosecution for an 

Incest/rape matter of a  by her biological father. In addition, Amanda happily liaised with family and 

medical specialists which was vital for this investigation to proceed to such a successful outcome.  

 

The medical team involved in this matter did not initially understand the importance of the DNA in this case and why 

the pregnancy needed to be held until 12weeks to enable successful DNA analysis. With medical staff and family 

wanting to terminate the pregnancy at 6weeks, Amanda’s willingness to liaise with the specialist and provide a greater 

understanding of the evidentiary requirements for this matter and eventuated in the termination at 12weeks and 

successful DNA profiling of the foetus/POC. 

 

Having access to a scientist who is not only willing to assist investigators but also liaise with family/specialists with 

compassion and clarity was greatly appreciated. 

 

Please pass on my thanks to everyone involved, particularly Amanda.  

 

Regards,  
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From: Amanda Reeves  

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 9:27 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Paul Csoban; Sharon Kelly; Gary Uhlmann 

Subject: FW: Compliments from the QPS Central Region 

 

Cathie, 

 

I have been advised that a compliment email from Queensland Police was sent to yourself, Justin Howes and Paul 

Csoban on Wednesday 15
th

 February 2017 regarding work performed by myself, and Polly Williams, on an incest 

paternity matter that was recently finalised. 

 

I note that this email has not been sent to me, nor have I been notified of its existence by line management.   

 

I also note that, unlike the example below which was received two days later, this QPS compliment has neither been 

acknowledged nor registered in QIS. 

 

I request that this email is sent to me please so that I may read the contents. 

 

Regards, 

 

Amanda 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Friday, 17 February 2017 5:16 PM 

To: Abigail Ryan; Adam Kaity; Adrian Pippia; Alanna Darmanin; Alicia Quartermain; Allan McNevin; Allison Lloyd; Amanda 
Reeves; Angela Adamson; Angela McCristal; Angelina Keller; Anne Finch; Belinda Andersen; Biljana Micic; Cassandra 

James; Cecilia Iannuzzi; Chantal Angus; Chelsea Savage; Cindy Chang; Claire Gallagher; Emma Caunt; Generosa Lundie; 

Helen Williams; Ingrid Moeller; Jacqui Wilson; Janine Seymour-Murray; Josie Entwistle; Julie Brooks; Justin Howes; Kerry-
Anne Lancaster; Kevin Avdic; Kirsten Scott; Kylie Rika; Lai-Wan Le; Lisa Benstead; Lisa Farrelly; Luke Ryan; Matthew 

Hunt; Melissa Cipollone; Michael Goodrich; Michael Hart; Michael Ward; Michelle Margetts; Nicole Gardiner; Paige 
Rosekrans; Paula Brisotto; Penelope Taylor; Pierre Acedo; Rhys Parry; Ryu Eba; Sandra McKean; Sharelle Nydam; Sharon 

Byrne; Sharon Cummings; Sharon Johnstone; Susan Brady; Suzanne Sanderson; Tara Prowse; Tegan Dwyer; Thomas 
Nurthen; Timothy Gardam; Valerie Caldwell; Vicki Jarrett; Virginia Jones; Wendy Harmer; Yvonne Connolly 

Cc: Paul Csoban; Sharon Kelly 

Subject: Compliments from the QPS Central Region 

 

Hi Everyone 

 

Each and every day, all of you come to work and ensure that every task you undertake is done with the highest level of 

quality and with the greatest amount of efficiency.  We all do this because we are passionate about ensuring that the 

Queensland community gets the level of service that it deserves for forensic matters. 

 

Inspector Artie Van Panhuis, Forensic Co-ordinator in Central Region, has passed on his thanks and acknowledgement of 

the hard work that you do each and every day, which enables them to solve crimes which has a positive impact on the 

community.  He also made particular reference to the vital intelligence information that we provide, which generates 

links to previously unrelated crimes or suspects, which has a huge impact on their investigations.   

 

It is extremely pleasing to receive this compliment on your behalf, especially given the high workloads that everyone is 

currently experiencing.  All the things that you do contribute towards a bigger picture, which is keeping the community 
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safe and it is wonderful for you to be recognised for that.  Paul Csoban and I also pass on our thanks and 

acknowledgement of the hard work that you do as it doesn’t go unnoticed.   

 

I will raise a compliment OQI in QIS regarding this. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 2:54 PM

To: Jacqui Wilson

Cc: Paul Csoban; Helen Russell

Subject: RE: For your consideration - confidential 

Hi Jacqui 

 

From Tuesday, 3
rd

 of October, you will move into Reporting Team 2 with Kylie Rika as your line manager.  Kylie has been 

advised of this movement. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Helen Russell  

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 2:45 PM 
To: Jacqui Wilson 

Cc: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: For your consideration - confidential  

 

Afternoon Jacqui,  

 

As of last week I commenced as the Senior HR Officer for FSS whilst Karyn Bell is on maternity leave.  

 

I am aware that you lodged a grievance last year and note in your email to Paul you advise you did not receive an 

outcome to your concerns.   

 

I currently do not have your grievance file available to me this afternoon, however I can assure you I will investigate this 

matter as a priority early next week. 

 

Kind Regards 
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Helen Russell 
Senior Human Resources Officer 

  

HR Performance, People Performance and Excellence, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 
future. 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 1:13 PM 
To: Jacqui Wilson 

Cc: Helen Russell; Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: For your consideration 

 

Hi Jacqui, 

I acknowledge your email and concerns.   

I have forwarded your email to Helen Russell, our new HR partner.  I will ask her to contact you and take carriage of this 

matter. 

Please let me know if you feel you may require further assistance from me. 

Regards 

Paul 

 

 

From: Jacqui Wilson  

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 12:50 PM 

To: Paul Csoban 
Subject: For your consideration 

 

Good afternoon Paul 

 

Forensic DNA Analysis staff have just been advised that Amanda Reeves will be returning to her position as Line Manager 

for Reporting Team 1 next Tuesday.  

 

As previously discussed with you, over the years there have been a number of conflict situations between Amanda and me 

in which I have felt her behaviours towards me to be bullying and intimidating in nature such that I raised a grievance in 

early June of last year, which I don't believe to have been resolved in a formally appropriate manner.   

 

I did meet with Karen Bell in February of this year and she indicated to me that she felt that there were enough 'red flags' 

within my grievance for this to have progressed further than it did, i.e. there was no formal resolution to my grievance.  I 

feel that I have thrived in the months that Amanda has been absent, particularly with Matthew Hunt as my direct Line 

Manager, and am worried that this will change now that Amanda is to return. 
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I hereby request that my grievance be given further consideration. 

 

Kind regards 

Jacqui 

 

Jacqui Wilson B App Sc M Sc 
Scientist – Forensic Reporting & Intelligence 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
  

 
     

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 9:50 AM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: Accepted: Meeting with FSS and Shae McCartney re Amanda Reeves
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1

Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2016 3:07 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: Final version 

Attachments: Terms of Reference v 01.doc; Instrument of Appointment.doc; Forensic DNA Analysis 

Brief for Approval_v4.doc

Hi Cathie, 

Final versions of documents before I send them off 

Regards 

Paul 

 

 

Paul Csoban 

Executive Director| Forensic and Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health | Queensland Government 
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 Department RecFind No:  
Division/Business Group:  
File Ref No:  

 
 

SUBJECT: Engagement of an external investigator to address concerns in the Forensic 
DNA Analysis work unit, Forensic and Scientific Services 

 
Recommendation/s 
 
It is recommended that the Chief Executive Officer, Health Support Queensland: 
 
1. Approve the engagement of Livingstones Australia to investigate concerns in Forensic 

DNA Analysis, Forensic and Scientific Services  
      APPROVED / NOT APPROVED 
 
2. Sign the attached Instrument of Appointment and Terms of Reference to engage 

Livingstones Australia. (Attachment 1)        
      APPROVED / NOT APPROVED 
 
3. Sign the attached Terms of Reference for Livingstones Australia (Attachment 2) 
      APPROVED / NOT APPROVED 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GARY UHLMANN  

 
 
 

 
 
Date:        /        /       

 

Chief Executive Officer 
Health Support Queensland 

  

 
Chief Executive Officer’s comment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chief Executive Officer, HSQ 
Brief for Approval 
Requested by: Paul Csoban, Executive Director Forensic and 
Scientific Services                   
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Background 
1. Forensic DNA Analysis are delegated the authority to test forensic items by the 

Commissioner of Police through the Police Powers and Responsibilities Act 2000 (section 
488B).  The work unit analyses approximately 21,000 crime scene items and 15,000 person 
samples each year.  Results are provided electronically to the Queensland Police Service 
(QPS).  Statement of Witness documents and expert evidence are provided to the 
Queensland Courts.  Forensic DNA Analysis provide vital DNA analysis results for both 
court purposes and intelligence purposes, which enable the QPS to link together previously 
unrelated alleged offences.  

2. The Forensic DNA Analysis management team has had little employee turnover in the past 
five years.  

3. Forensic and Scientific Services underwent a Ministerial Taskforce Review in 2005 following 
three front page media articles highlighting the large number of untested items held by 
Forensic DNA Analysis.  The QPS and FSS worked collaboratively to reduce the number of 
untested items down to zero and begin working in real-time at the beginning of 2008.  The 
Review also provided resources for the purchase of automated platforms to assist with 
laboratory throughput, a laboratory refurbishment and additional staff members (both 
permanent and temporary) to process the items.   

Issue/s 
 
4. On the 9th of June 2016, an inappropriate interaction occurred between two senior scientists, 

Mrs Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin in a Forensic DNA Analysis management team 
meeting.  As a result of this interaction and the slow disintegration of the team mentality 
within the management team, there has been an increasingly difficult working relationship 
between the two members listed above and within the management team.   

5. A number of local strategies have been implemented to resolve this most recent incident 
including: 
a) Mr McNevin has sent two email apologies (one informal and one formal) to Mrs Reeves.  

These apologies were accepted by Mrs Reeves, however her email response to Mr 
McNevin’s first apology included inappropriate comments.   

b) Follow-up on Mrs Reeves’ inappropriate email comments was conducted, however Mrs 
Reeves does not believe she needs to apologise for her comments and still has not 
apologised. 

c) Mrs Reeves declined the offer of formal mediation.  Mr McNevin accepted the offer of 
formal mediation.  Mrs Reeves advised that mediation involved compromise and her 
strongly held belief is that she should not have to compromise in this situation. 

d) Mrs Reeves declined the offer of a facilitated meeting.  Mr McNevin accepted the offer of 
a facilitated meeting. 

6. None of the local interventions have resolved the situation to an extent that either party is 
satisfied.  This has led to an increase in tension and a decrease in open communication 
within the management team.  This has created an environment where members are 
hesitant to provide scientific feedback on projects due to the uncomfortable atmosphere that 
has been created due to the protracted nature of the poor interaction.  

7. Mrs Reeves is unwilling to amend her strongly held beliefs regarding Mr McNevin as Mrs 
Reeves has put forward a number of allegations regarding Mr McNevin.  These were put 
forward in an email to Mr McNevin’s line manager on the 16th of August 2016.  The 
allegations are described as occurring for many years and affecting multiple team members.  
One allegation relates to Mrs Reeves feeling unsafe in the workplace due to the poor 
interaction on the 9th of June.   

8. None of the allegations supplied in Mrs Reeves’ email have been investigated at a local 
level.  The most viable option to resolve the situation which appears to have been occurring 
for many years, involves many staff members, some of whom are senior and the strong 
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personalities, an external investigation into these allegations is considered the most viable 
option to move forward. 

9. Appropriate communication and interaction is critical to the overall function and 
effectiveness of the work unit.  Mr McNevin and Mrs Reeves are senior members of the 
organisation and if the allegations are an accurate portrayal of the situation, then their 
pattern of behaviour is not in line with the Queensland Public Service Code of Conduct.   

10. An external investigation would allow a clear understanding of the issues that need to be 
addressed so that long term, sustainable strategies can be implemented.  This would 
provide the best opportunity to correct the behaviours within the management team and also 
demonstrate the organisation’s commitment to the Code of Conduct and safety and 
wellbeing of all staff members. 

11. The delegate for approval of the instrument of appointment sits with the Chief Executive 
Officer. 

Vision 
 
12. The recommend course of action to approve the engagement of Livingstones Australia to 

investigate concerns in Forensic DNA service aligns in particular with the first two of the four 
directions set out in the 10 year vision My health, Queensland’s future: Advancing health 
2026: Promoting wellbeing, Delivering healthcare.  This is because the recommended 
course of action will promote staff wellbeing and ultimately deliver better health outcomes for 
all Queenslanders by addressing concerns raised about the quality of the management 
team service provided by Forensic DNA Analysis who provide a service to the community. 

 
Results of Consultation 
 
13. The following people have been consulted on this matter and the proposed course of action: 

a) Paul Csoban, Executive Director, Forensic and Scientific Services,  
b) Deborah Whelan, Managing Scientist – Coronial Services Stream,  
c) Jade Franklin, Manager Human Resources and Business Relationships  

 
Resource Implications (including Financial) 
14. It is difficult to anticipate the cost of the recommended actions.  However the charge out rate 

of a Director/Partner level from Livingstones Australia is $290 per hour.  The investigation 
will be funded by Forensic and Scientific Services  

 
 
 
 
 
Attachments 
 
Attachment 1- Instrument of Appointment to engage Livingstones Australia 
Attachment 2- Terms of Reference  
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Author Cleared by: (SD/Dir) Content verified by: (Business Group Head) 
Cathie Allen 
 

Paul Csoban 
 

<Name> 
 

Managing Scientist 
 

Executive Director 
 

<Position> 
 

Police Services Stream, Forensic Forensic and Scientific Services <Unit/HSD> 

Tel number> 
Mob number> 

28 September 2016 <Date> <Date> 
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HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATION  

12961796/2 

INSTRUMENT OF APPOINTMENT -  HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATOR 

I, GARY UHLMANN, Chief Executive, Health Support Queensland, appoint, pursuant to Part 9 of the 

Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (Qld) (HHBA), Mark Brady, Principal Consultant, Livingstones, 

(appointee), as a Health Service Investigator to investigate and report on matters relating to the culture 

and management of the Forensic DNA Analysis unit of Forensic and Scientific Services, Health Support 

Queensland, Department of Health, and provide a written report to me by Friday, 30 September 2016 or 

such other date as agreed by me. 

Conditions of appointment 

1. The appointment is made in accordance with section 190(2) of the HHBA to conduct a health 

service investigation (Investigation) in accordance with the appointee’s terms of reference. 

2. The appointment commences on the date of this Instrument and will end on delivery of the 

required report. 

3. The appointee is to work co-operatively during the Investigation with any appointed Clinical 

Reviewer/s.  

4. The appointee is to prepare an Investigation report to me under section 199 of the HHBA.  

5. The appointee must have regard to the Clinical Review report/s provided by the Clinical 
Reviewer/s under section 136 of the HHBA and must attach a copy of the Clinical Review 

Report/s to the Investigation report. 

6. The appointee will be indemnified against any claims made against the appointee arising out of 

the performance by the appointee of the functions under this Instrument, on the terms contained 

in the Instrument of Indemnity.   

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 

______________________________ 

Gary Uhlmann, Chief Executive Officer 

Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health 
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HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATION  

INVESTIGATION INTO CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS IN THE FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS UNIT OF 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this health service investigation is to investigate and report on matters relating to the 

management team of Forensic DNA Analysis at Forensic and Scientific Services. In particular, the 

workplace behaviour and interactions between Ms Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin (the 

Investigation).  

 

2. Appointment 

2.1. Under section 190(2) of the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (Qld) (HHBA), following my 

assessment that he is qualified for the appointment because he has the necessary expertise or 

experience, I have appointed Livingstones Australia, as the Health Service Investigator to 

conduct this Investigation. 

2.2. The Health Service Investigator must investigate the matters outlined under ‘3. Scope of the 

Investigation’ below and prepare a Health Service Investigation report to me in accordance with 

section 199 of the HHBA.  

 

3. Scope of the Investigation 

3.1. The Health Service Investigator is to investigate matters relating to allegations in relation to 

inappropriate workplace behaviour. More specifically:  

3.1.1. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s response to feedback 

provided by her in a meeting held on 9 June 2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable 

escalation of his existing behaviours. 
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3.1.2. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s determination to take 

and immovably maintain a position and associated unwillingness to be open to 

feedback or adjust his attitudes and behaviours to improve the working relationships. 

3.1.3. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that an email from Justin Howes, Team 

Leader, to all reporting staff on the 5th of August 2016 regarding standardised statement 

wording was specifically directed at Mr McNevin. 

3.1.4. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin failed to progress the 
project regarding Project #181 Spermatozoa seen on Differential Lysis extraction slide 

vs Evidence Recovery suspension slide. 

3.1.5. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin caused a serious 

roadblock to process improvement and potentially put the organisation at risk by doing 

so. 

3.1.6. review and investigate Ms Reeves response to Mr McNevin’s email apology on the 9th 

of June 2016. 

3.1.7. review and investigate the poor working relationship between the substantive team 

members of the Forensic DNA Analysis management team and provide details on the 

areas of improvement. 

3.2. The Health Service Investigator is to make findings and recommendations in respect of: 

(a) the matters outlined in 3.1 above or any other relevant aspect of the complaints;  

(b) possible misconduct by any employee of Health Support Queensland; 

(b) any identified systemic weaknesses in Forensic and Scientific Services, 
Queensland Health, or Health Support Queensland policies, procedures or 

processes and provide any recommended remedial or preventative actions, in 

particular the process for recruitment and appointing employees into temporary or 

permanent positions within the Forensic DNA Analysis unit (at FSS); 

(c) the ways in which the management, administration or delivery of the public sector 

health services, including employment matters, can be maintained and improved; 

and 

(d) any other matter identified during the course of the Investigation. 

 

4. Powers of the Health Service Investigator 

4.1. The Health Service Investigator has all of the powers given under section 194 of the HHBA 

including to enter a public sector health service facility when it is open and to access, copy or take 

extracts from any document (including documents that contain confidential information) that is 
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relevant to the Health Service Investigator’s functions and is in the possession or control of an 

employee of the Department of Health or a Hospital and Health Service. 

4.2. The Health Service Investigator must make every reasonable effort to also obtain any other 

information or documentation that is relevant to the Investigation. 

 

5. Conduct of the Investigation 

5.1. The Health Service Investigator will: 

5.1.1. provide within 7 days (or as otherwise agreed) of receiving the appointment and these 

terms of reference: 

(a) an Investigation plan;  

(b) an estimate of hours of work required to complete the Investigation; and 

(c) confirmation in writing of an ability to meet the timeframes for the conduct of the 

Investigation, including the due date for the Investigation report. 

5.1.2. submit within 30 calendar days after commencing the Investigation, an interim report on 

progress, significant findings and recommendations.  

5.2. Should the Health Service Investigator be approached by a representative of the media in 

connection with the Investigation, the Health Service Investigator is to make no comment about the 

Investigation and refer the media representative to the Health Support Queensland Executive 

Director People Performance and Excellence to allow for appropriate escalation. 

5.3. The Health Service Investigator is to notify any person who provides information for the 

Investigation that they have been appointed as an independent Health Service Investigator, having 
no conflict or perceived conflict of interest regarding the matters under Investigation. 

5.4. The Health Service Investigator is to be aware of and comply at all times with the provisions of 

Part 9 of the HHBA which govern the undertaking of this Investigation, including (but not limited to) 

the duty of confidentiality. 

5.5. With the prior notification to and facilitation by me, the Health Service Investigator will: 

5.5.1. interview those persons who the Health Service Investigator believes may be able to 

provide information relevant to the Investigation, which may include persons who are 

not employees of the Department or a Hospital and Health Service; and  

5.5.2. request a Hospital and Health Service and/or the Department of Health (as applicable) 

to give any lawful and reasonable directions to its employees which may be required 

during the Investigation.  For example, to provide a lawful direction and reasonable 

direction to an employee to maintain confidentiality, to attend an interview, or to provide 
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copies of documents in their possession or control.  The Health Service Investigator 

must inform me of any failure to comply with a direction. 

5.6. The Health Service Investigator may co-opt specialist clinical, clinical governance, or human 

resource management expertise or opinion, or administrative, information technology or other 

assistance, where necessary in accordance with section 197(3) (a) of the HHBA.  The Health 

Service Investigator must obtain my written approval before incurring any expenses in this regard. 

5.7. Where the Health Service Investigator proposes to make a comment, finding or recommendation 
that is adverse to a person, the Health Service Investigator must first afford that person an 

opportunity to respond to the substance of any allegations against them or any potential adverse 

comment, finding or recommendation about them.  

5.8. The Investigation report prepared in accordance with section 199 of the HHBA must specifically 

address the matters outlined in section 3 above. The Health Service Investigator is to provide in 

the body of the report their assessment of the evidence and reasons for their findings.  

5.9. A summary of evidence relied upon by the Health Service Investigator in order to make a 

recommendation is to be included in the Investigation report. 

5.10. The Investigation relates to a Public Interest Disclosure and any information that persons provide 

during the course of the Investigation may be protected as a Public Interest Disclosure pursuant to 

the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010. 

5.11. The names of persons providing information to the Health Service Investigator, and any patient, 

staff or other names, must be kept confidential and referred to in a de-identified form in the body of 

the Investigation report (with a legend confirming the identity of those persons to be provided by 
way of attachment), unless it is agreed by the Health Service Investigator and me that the 

identification of a person is essential to ensure that natural justice is afforded to any particular 

person pursuant to section 65 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010.  

5.12. Legal advice is able to be obtained by the Health Service Investigator at the arrangement and cost 

of Health Support Queensland where necessary in accordance with section 197(3) (a) of the 

HHBA. 

5.13. The Health Service Investigator is to notify me about the progress of the Investigation at regular 

intervals, as will be agreed following the submission of the Investigation plan. 

5.14. Any request for an extension of the due date for the Investigation report is to be made in writing to 

me at least 7 days before the due date, with supporting reasons. 

5.15. Terms and conditions relating to the health service investigator’s professional rates, out-of-pocket 

expenses, travel arrangements and other relevant matters are contained in the associated 

agreement for provision of the health service investigator’s services.  
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5.16. If necessary, the Health Service Investigator should report back to me (or other person nominated 

by me) for further instructions during the course of the Investigation. 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 
______________________________ 

Gary Uhlmann 

Chief Executive Officer 

Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health   

      /     /  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INSTRUMENT OF INDEMNITY 

 

Grant of Indemnity 

 

State of Queensland acting through Queensland Health ABN 66 329 169 412 (Department) agrees to 

indemnify Livingstones Australia in respect of this Health Service Investigation in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of the Queensland Government Indemnity Guideline as at the date of this Instrument. 

 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 

______________________________ 

GARY UHLMANN 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 

HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Wednesday, 25 October 2017 10:36 AM

To: Justin Howes

Subject: RTI request for documentation - due date 3rd Nov

Attachments: RS881038.doc

Hi Justin 

 

Can you please gather relevant documents in a secure place.  Once all documents have been collated, I will advise the 

process to ensure transfer to RTI. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 12:28 PM

To: Helen Russell

Subject: Brief & Instrument of Appointment

Attachments: HS006084 - HSQ FINAL Brief.pdf; HS006084 - HSQ FINAL Instrument of 

Appointment.pdf; HS006084 - HSQ FINAL ToR.PDF

Sensitivity: Confidential

Hi Helen 

 

Here’s a copy of the final versions signed by Gary for engagement of Livingstone’s (Brief, Instrument of Appointment & 

Terms of Reference). 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: FSS Corro

Sent: Monday, 6 November 2017 1:57 PM

To: HSQ-CSS; FSS Corro; RTI-Privacy

Cc: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen

Subject: RTI REQUEST: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 6/11)

Attachments: FSS response 6 November.pdf

Hi Donna, E copy for your records. The originals together with a USB containing all the info is being delivered to you 

shortly. 

 

Cheryl 

Copy for your records. 

 

Kind regards, Sandy 

                                                                                                                                        
 

 

Sandy Sinclair  
Office of the Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
 

 
   

 
 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

 

 

From: HSQ-CSS  

Sent: Friday, 27 October 2017 3:00 PM 

To: FSS Corro 
Cc: Paul Csoban 

Subject: FW: FYI RTI REQUEST: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 6/11) 

 

Paul, Cristina, for your information 

Regards 

Cheryl 

 

From: HSQ-Corro  

Sent: Friday, 27 October 2017 2:43 PM 
To: HSQ-CSS 

Cc: HSQ-GMPPE 

Subject: FYI RTI REQUEST: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 6/11) 
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Hi Cheryl 
 
Please note the comments below from PPE regarding RTI3961. I have some documentation from the Office of the CEO 
that is pending Russell’s clearance for inclusion in FSS’s submission and will send that your way as soon as possible. 
 
Regards 
Navina 
 

From: HSQ-GMPPE  

Sent: Friday, 27 October 2017 1:43 PM 
To: HSQ-Corro 

Cc: HSQ-OCE; HSQ-GMPPE 
Subject: RE: RTI REQUEST: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 27/10) 

 

Good Afternoon HSQ Corro,  

 

Thank you for your email notification regarding the RTI 3961. 

 

Due to the sensitive nature and size of the documents the People Performance and Excellence team will be suppling in 

response to the RTI 3961 and RTI 3960 and after consultation with the RTI Officer, Donna Pottinger, we have reached an 

agreement for the PPE Team to supply this information direct on Monday 30 October 2017 by hand.  

 

If you have any questions relating to this email, please do not hesitate to contact me.  

 

 

Lorraine Sullivan 
People Performance and Excellence Officer 

  

People Performance & Excellence 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
   

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

 

 

 

From: HSQ-Corro  
Sent: Thursday, 19 October 2017 5:07 PM 

To: HSQ-CSS; HSQ-GMPPE 

Cc: HSQ-OCE 
Subject: RTI REQUEST: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 27/10) 

Importance: High 

 

Good afternoon Teams 
 
It would be appreciated if the relevant staff conduct a search within the scope of the attached RTI request. 
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As Gary Uhlmann is mentioned as a contact, I will conduct a search within the Office of the Chief Executive Officer, HSQ. 
 
It would be greatly appreciated if FSS could take the lead on actioning this request and for PPE and OCE (me) to provide 
our input/response to  for inclusion in the final response. 
 
Please give me a call if any of this is unclear and note that the due date for these documents is 27 October 2017. 
 
I will check in with you all closer to the date re progress. 
 
Regards 
 

 

Navina Mitchell 

Correspondence Coordinator 

  

Office of the Chief Executive Officer 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
       

 
     

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: RTI-Privacy  
Sent: Thursday, 19 October 2017 2:31 PM 

To: HSQ-Corro 

Subject: Request for documents (our ref: 3961) - searches due 27/10/17 

 

Good afternoon, 
 
The Privacy and Right to Information Unit is currently processing an application under Right to Information 
legislation. HSQ Corro has been identified as potentially holding documents relevant to this application. The 
scope of the application is outlined on the attached ‘Request for Documents’ form (RS234975). 
 
Please note that we require you to provide information in the following formats: 
 

a) Hard copies of documents; or 
b) A single pdf copy of the document, minus blank pages; or 
c) Excel spreadsheet (if specifically requested or how the information has been captured). 

 
In the past we have encountered multiple issues with receiving electronic copies, including archived emails 
that will not open (or are incomplete), pdf documents in various formats, and confusion around email 
attachments which are not attached to the correct email. The different formats also create errors with our 
redaction software. We therefore appreciate you complying with our requirements around provision of 
documents. 
 
Important: Please contact us within the first 48 Hours of receipt if you:  

• believe processing this search request will exceed FIVE HOURS or encompasses an 
unreasonable diversion of resources;  

• need any clarity in order to perform adequate searches or are unsure if certain documents are 
relevant. 

 
If you have any queries regarding the provision of documents, please do not hesitate to call. 
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Note that the applicant has requested that searches be completed by the following individual staff 
members.  Accordingly, I would appreciate if each of these individuals could also complete the 
attached certification to confirm they have conducted the necessary searches: 
 

-          Paul Csoban FSS 

-          Justin Howes FSS 

-          Paula Brisotto FSS 

-          Luke Ryan FSS 

-          Deborah Whelan FSS 

-          Allan McNevin FSS 

-          Gary Uhlmann OCE 

-          Jade Franklin PPE 

-          Dianne Woolley PPE 

-          Helen Gregg FSS 

As this application is a request for personal information, I would ask that all employees remember 
their obligations under the Information Privacy Act 2009 (the IP Act) in ensuring that this request is not 
discussed further unless appropriate to do so.  If unsure, please contact me to discuss. 
 
I would appreciate if you could provide all relevant documents to me by COB Friday 27 October 2017. Please 
also complete and return the attached form. 
 
Thank you for your assistance with this matter. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
 
 

 

Donna Pottinger 
Principal Right to Information Officer 
Privacy and Right to Information Unit 

Legal Branch, Corporate Services Division, Department of Health 

   
  
      

    
 

      Privacy                                                  Right to Information                                       Open Data 

 
For information about the types of personal information held by the Department of Health and how we handle this 
information, or to learn about your rights to access your own personal information, please refer to our Privacy Plan. 

 

Queensland’s health vision | By 2026 Queenslanders will be among the healthiest people in the world.  
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Wednesday, 25 October 2017 10:36 AM

To: Paula Brisotto

Subject: RTI request for documentation - due date 3rd Nov

Attachments: RS881038.doc

Hi Paula 

 

Can you please gather relevant documents in a secure place.  Once all documents have been collated, I will advise the 

process to ensure transfer to RTI. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Wednesday, 1 November 2017 2:13 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: Re: RTI REQUEST: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 27/10)

I will call you 

Paul 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

On 1 Nov 2017, at 12:04 pm, Cathie Allen <  wrote: 

Hi Paul 

  

For this particular RTI, the search certification document is also required to be completed. 

  

Cheers 

Cathie 

  

<image007.jpg> Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

  

  

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Friday, 20 October 2017 10:15 AM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: FW: RTI REQUEST: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 27/10) 

Importance: High 

  

For our input and lead 

Regards 

Paul 
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From: HSQ-CSS  

Sent: Friday, 20 October 2017 9:26 AM 

To: FSS Corro 
Cc: Paul Csoban 

Subject: FW: RTI REQUEST: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 27/10) 
Importance: High 

  

Hi Cristina 

This is a separate RTI for FSS to action.  PPE an OCCE to have input, with FSS to lead. 

Thanks 

Cheryl 

  

From: HSQ-Corro  

Sent: Thursday, 19 October 2017 5:07 PM 

To: HSQ-CSS; HSQ-GMPPE 
Cc: HSQ-OCE 

Subject: RTI REQUEST: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 27/10) 

Importance: High 

  

Good afternoon Teams 
  
It would be appreciated if the relevant staff conduct a search within the scope of the attached RTI 
request. 
  
As Gary Uhlmann is mentioned as a contact, I will conduct a search within the Office of the Chief 
Executive Officer, HSQ. 
  
It would be greatly appreciated if FSS could take the lead on actioning this request and for PPE and OCE 
(me) to provide our input/response to  for inclusion in the final response. 
  
Please give me a call if any of this is unclear and note that the due date for these documents is 27 
October 2017. 
  
I will check in with you all closer to the date re progress. 
  
Regards 
  

<image008.png> Navina Mitchell 
Correspondence Coordinator 
  

Office of the Chief Executive Officer 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
       

 
     

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

  

From: RTI-Privacy  

Sent: Thursday, 19 October 2017 2:31 PM 
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To: HSQ-Corro 

Subject: Request for documents (our ref: 3961) - searches due 27/10/17 

  

Good afternoon, 
  
The Privacy and Right to Information Unit is currently processing an application under Right to 
Information legislation. HSQ Corro has been identified as potentially holding documents 
relevant to this application. The scope of the application is outlined on the attached ‘Request for 
Documents’ form ). 
  
Please note that we require you to provide information in the following formats: 
  

a) Hard copies of documents; or 

b) A single pdf copy of the document, minus blank pages; or 

c) Excel spreadsheet (if specifically requested or how the information has been captured). 
  
In the past we have encountered multiple issues with receiving electronic copies, including 
archived emails that will not open (or are incomplete), pdf documents in various formats, and 
confusion around email attachments which are not attached to the correct email. The different 
formats also create errors with our redaction software. We therefore appreciate you complying 
with our requirements around provision of documents. 
  
Important: Please contact us within the first 48 Hours of receipt if you:  

• believe processing this search request will exceed FIVE HOURS or encompasses 
an unreasonable diversion of resources;  

• need any clarity in order to perform adequate searches or are unsure if certain 
documents are relevant. 

  
If you have any queries regarding the provision of documents, please do not hesitate to call. 
  
Note that the applicant has requested that searches be completed by the following 
individual staff members.  Accordingly, I would appreciate if each of these individuals 
could also complete the attached certification to confirm they have conducted the 
necessary searches: 
  

-          Paul Csoban FSS 

-          Justin Howes FSS 

-          Paula Brisotto FSS 

-          Luke Ryan FSS 

-          Deborah Whelan FSS 

-          Allan McNevin FSS 

-          Gary Uhlmann OCE 

-          Jade Franklin PPE 

-          Dianne Woolley PPE 
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-          Helen Gregg FSS 

As this application is a request for personal information, I would ask that all employees 
remember their obligations under the Information Privacy Act 2009 (the IP Act) in 
ensuring that this request is not discussed further unless appropriate to do so.  If 
unsure, please contact me to discuss. 
  
I would appreciate if you could provide all relevant documents to me by COB Friday 27 
October 2017. Please also complete and return the attached form. 
  
Thank you for your assistance with this matter. 
  
Kind regards, 
  
  
  

<image009.gif> Donna Pottinger 

Principal Right to Information Officer 
Privacy and Right to Information Unit 
Legal Branch, Corporate Services Division, Department of Health 

   
  
      

<image010.jpg> <image011.jpg> <image012.jpg> <image013.jpg> 
 

      Privacy                                                  Right to Information                                       Open Data 

  
For information about the types of personal information held by the Department of Health and how we 
handle this 
information, or to learn about your rights to access your own personal information, please refer to our 
Privacy Plan. 

  

Queensland’s health vision | By 2026 Queenslanders will be among the healthiest people in the world.  

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

  

<Search certification 3961.docx> 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 20 October 2017 10:21 AM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: RE: RTI REQUEST: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 27/10)

Hi Paul 

 

Given the potential volume of documents, your absence next week and the required liaison with the team leaders, I 

believe that there’s insufficient time to gather the documentation before the 27
th

 of October. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Friday, 20 October 2017 10:15 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: FW: RTI REQUEST: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 27/10) 
Importance: High 

 

For our input and lead 

Regards 

Paul 

 

From: HSQ-CSS  
Sent: Friday, 20 October 2017 9:26 AM 

To: FSS Corro 

Cc: Paul Csoban 
Subject: FW: RTI REQUEST: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 27/10) 

Importance: High 

 

Hi Cristina 

This is a separate RTI for FSS to action.  PPE an OCCE to have input, with FSS to lead. 

Thanks 
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Cheryl 

 

From: HSQ-Corro  

Sent: Thursday, 19 October 2017 5:07 PM 
To: HSQ-CSS; HSQ-GMPPE 

Cc: HSQ-OCE 

Subject: RTI REQUEST: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 27/10) 
Importance: High 

 

Good afternoon Teams 
 
It would be appreciated if the relevant staff conduct a search within the scope of the attached RTI request. 
 
As Gary Uhlmann is mentioned as a contact, I will conduct a search within the Office of the Chief Executive Officer, HSQ. 
 
It would be greatly appreciated if FSS could take the lead on actioning this request and for PPE and OCE (me) to provide 
our input/response to  for inclusion in the final response. 
 
Please give me a call if any of this is unclear and note that the due date for these documents is 27 October 2017. 
 
I will check in with you all closer to the date re progress. 
 
Regards 
 

 

Navina Mitchell 
Correspondence Coordinator 

  

Office of the Chief Executive Officer 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
       

 
     

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: RTI-Privacy  

Sent: Thursday, 19 October 2017 2:31 PM 

To: HSQ-Corro 
Subject: Request for documents (our ref: 3961) - searches due 27/10/17 

 

Good afternoon, 
 
The Privacy and Right to Information Unit is currently processing an application under Right to Information 
legislation. HSQ Corro has been identified as potentially holding documents relevant to this application. The 
scope of the application is outlined on the attached ‘Request for Documents’ form (RS234975). 
 
Please note that we require you to provide information in the following formats: 
 

a) Hard copies of documents; or 
b) A single pdf copy of the document, minus blank pages; or 
c) Excel spreadsheet (if specifically requested or how the information has been captured). 
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In the past we have encountered multiple issues with receiving electronic copies, including archived emails 
that will not open (or are incomplete), pdf documents in various formats, and confusion around email 
attachments which are not attached to the correct email. The different formats also create errors with our 
redaction software. We therefore appreciate you complying with our requirements around provision of 
documents. 
 
Important: Please contact us within the first 48 Hours of receipt if you:  

• believe processing this search request will exceed FIVE HOURS or encompasses an 
unreasonable diversion of resources;  

• need any clarity in order to perform adequate searches or are unsure if certain documents are 
relevant. 

 
If you have any queries regarding the provision of documents, please do not hesitate to call. 
 
Note that the applicant has requested that searches be completed by the following individual staff 
members.  Accordingly, I would appreciate if each of these individuals could also complete the 
attached certification to confirm they have conducted the necessary searches: 
 

-          Paul Csoban FSS 

-          Justin Howes FSS 

-          Paula Brisotto FSS 

-          Luke Ryan FSS 

-          Deborah Whelan FSS 

-          Allan McNevin FSS 

-          Gary Uhlmann OCE 

-          Jade Franklin PPE 

-          Dianne Woolley PPE 

-          Helen Gregg FSS 

As this application is a request for personal information, I would ask that all employees remember 
their obligations under the Information Privacy Act 2009 (the IP Act) in ensuring that this request is not 
discussed further unless appropriate to do so.  If unsure, please contact me to discuss. 
 
I would appreciate if you could provide all relevant documents to me by COB Friday 27 October 2017. Please 
also complete and return the attached form. 
 
Thank you for your assistance with this matter. 
 
Kind regards, 
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Donna Pottinger 
Principal Right to Information Officer 
Privacy and Right to Information Unit 

Legal Branch, Corporate Services Division, Department of Health 

   
  
      

    
 

      Privacy                                                  Right to Information                                       Open Data 

 
For information about the types of personal information held by the Department of Health and how we handle this 
information, or to learn about your rights to access your own personal information, please refer to our Privacy Plan. 

 

Queensland’s health vision | By 2026 Queenslanders will be among the healthiest people in the world.  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Monday, 23 October 2017 9:31 AM

To: Helen Gregg

Subject: RTI request fo documentation

Attachments: Search certification 3961.docx; RS234975.doc

Hi Helen 

 

Can you please place copies of relevant documents in the following place: 

 

G:\FSS Executive\FSS Executive Meeting\FSS EXEC MINUTES\RTI3961 

 

Once all documents have been collated, they will be saved to disc for sending to RTI. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Monday, 23 October 2017 12:39 PM

To: Justin Howes

Subject: RTI request for documentation

Attachments: Search certification 3961.docx; RS234975.doc

Hi Justin 

 

Can you please gather relevant documents in a secure place.  Once all documents have been collated, I will advise the 

process to ensure transfer to RTI. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Monday, 23 October 2017 12:40 PM

To: Allan McNevin

Subject: RTI request for documentation

Attachments: Search certification 3961.docx; RS234975.doc

Hi Allan 

 

Can you please gather relevant documents in a secure place.  Once all documents have been collated, I will advise the 

process to ensure transfer to RTI. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Monday, 23 October 2017 12:40 PM

To: Luke Ryan

Subject: RTI request for documentation

Attachments: Search certification 3961.docx; RS234975.doc

Hi Luke 

 

Can you please gather relevant documents in a secure place.  Once all documents have been collated, I will advise the 

process to ensure transfer to RTI. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Wednesday, 1 November 2017 10:13 AM

To: Deborah Whelan

Subject: FW: RTI request fo documentation

Attachments: Search certification 3961.docx; RS234975.doc

Hi Deb 

 

Please don’t forget to complete the Search certification 3961 document. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Monday, 23 October 2017 9:16 AM 
To: Deborah Whelan 

Subject: RTI request fo documentation 

 

Hi Deb 

 

Can you please place copies of relevant documents in the following place: 

 

G:\FSS Executive\FSS Executive Meeting\FSS EXEC MINUTES\RTI3961 

 

Once all documents have been collated, they will be saved to disc for sending to RTI. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
 |    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Sharon Byrne

Amy Morgan (HP2)

Angela Adamson
Cassandra James

Jacqui Wilson

Allison Lloyd

Paige Rosekrans (AO2)

Alanna Darmanin

Sharelle Nydam

Kevin Avdic

Maternity Leave

Michael Hart
Deborah Nicoletti 

Hannah Pattison (HP4)

Rhys Parry
Thomas Nurthen Penny Taylor

Tim Gardam

A / Matthew Hunt

Kerry-Anne Lancaster

Kirsten Scott

Julie Brooks

Amy Cheng Alicia Quartermain

Biljana Micic

Michael Goodrich

Angelina Keller

Team Leader

Anne Finch

Generosa Lundie

Claire Gallagher

Evidence Recovery and Quality

Lisa Benstead
Belinda Anderson Angela McCristal

Adrian Pippia

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence

Reporting (1) Reporting (2)

Susan Brady

Adam Kaity

Cindy Chang
Janine Seymour-Murray

Josie Entwistle

Megan Mathieson

Emma Caunt

Sandra McKean

Nicole Gardiner

Team Leader

Chantal Angus

Quality & Projects            
Operational Officers

Yvonne Connolly

Evidence Recovery

Paula Brisotto

Forensic DNA Analysis Team Chart

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 

Administration Support Officer
Administration
Wendy Harmer

Vicki Jarrett

Chelsea Savage

Justin Howes

Intelligence

Kylie Rika
Abigail Ryan

Allan McNevin
Analytical

Helen Williams

Sharon Johnstone
Luke Ryan 

Maria Aguilera (HP3)Tegan Dwyer

Cecilia Iannuzzi

Virginia Jones
Suzanne Sanderson
Sharon Cummings

Lai-Wan Le

Tara Prowse

Michael Ward

Lisa Farrelly

Michelle Margetts

Valerie Caldwell
Ryu Eba

Ingrid Moeller

Pierre Acedo
Melissa Cipollone

Secondment
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Others not in Forensic DNA Analysis
Paul Csoban - PC

Peter Culshaw - PNC

Jade Franklin - JF
Karyn Bell - KB
Gary Uhlmann - GU
Di Woolley - DW
Deborah Whelan - DAW or DW
Kara Fredriksen - KF

Secondment Parental Leave

Thomas Nurthen TEN

Hannah Pattison HP

Tara Prowse (HP3) TP

Abigail Ryan (HP3) AR

Josie Entwistle JEE

Tegan Dwyer
Amy Morgan (HP2)

Maria Aguilera (HP3) MA
Lisa Benstead (HP3) LAB

Suzanne Sanderson
Penny Taylor PJTMelissa Cipollone

Pierre Acedo
Virginia JonesSharelle Nydam

Valerie Caldwell Lisa Farrelly
Sandra McKean

Sharon Cummings
Megan Mathieson

Jacqui Wilson JMW
Sharon Byrne Lai-Wan Le

Ryu Eba
Rhys Parry RJPMichael Ward Ingrid Moeller IM

Michelle Margetts Cecilia Iannuzzi
Michael Hart

Cassandra James CJ Emma Caunt EJC
Nicole Gardiner

Luke Harmer
Generosa Lundie Matthew Hunt MOH

Kevin Avdic Biljana Micic Julie Brooks Angela Adamson ADA Deborah Nicoletti DRN
Tim Gardam TJG

Allison Lloyd AKL Anne Finch PAF
Janine Seymour-Murray Belinda Anderson Chantal Angus Angelina Keller AK Claire Gallagher CG

Cindy Chang
Chelsea Savage Amy Cheng Michael Goodrich Kerry-Anne Lancaster Adrian Pippia AAP

Anita Sandanasamy
Kirsten Scott KDS Amanda Reeves AJR Kylie Rika KDR Sharon Johnstone SMJ

Luke Ryan LBE

Susan Brady SLB

Adam Kaity
Alicia Quartermain AAQ Helen Williams HMW

Alanna Darmanin

Paula Brisotto PMB Justin Howes JAH

Evidence Recovery Analytical Quality & Projects            
Operational Officers Reporting (1) Reporting (2) Intelligence

Allan McNevin ARM

Yvonne Connolly YC

Team Leader Team Leader
Evidence Recovery and Quality Forensic Reporting and Intelligence

Vicki Jarrett VJJ
Paige Rosekrans PR

Forensic DNA Analysis Team Chart

Managing Scientist 
Cathie Allen CJA

Administration Support Officer
Administration

Wendy Harmer WAH
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 

 Report Purpose 
 This report will assist you to manage your workforce data and ensure your employees are paid correctly.  Line Managers are responsible for the accuracy of 
  all information contained within this report. 

 The report will identify:- 
   • Employees Commenced / Terminated 
   • Position Modifications 3. Follow up Employee Reviews requiring attention. 
   • Employee Movements 
   • Employee Positional Data  • Continuation of contracts for employees belonging to another work unit 
   • Org Unit Establishment Levels Where an employee or work unit is seeking release or extension of a  
   • Employee Reviews previously approved movement from another work unit, please negotiate  
 the terms of the agreement with the line manager of the employee's  
 substantive position. 

 Instructions  • Complete and supply the appropriate documentation to action 
 1. Verify Employees Commenced / Terminated 
 Validate Employees Commenced and Terminated within 14 days by return  
 email to your local Payroll Services Office – please do not change the  
 subject details; select ‘Reply’ and enter your response eg. ‘I verify that the  
 employees Commenced/Terminated details are correct.’ or ‘I verify that the  4. Verify Org Unit establishment information and occupancy levels of each  
 Employees Commenced/Terminated are incorrect – see details below: …..’  position.  

 2. Verify Employee Allocation to correct position. Sub Group, Hours per  • This includes reporting relationships, organisation unit, designation,  
 FN, Status, Cost Centre. Ensure terminated employees have no position  approved hours/FTE, payment level, cost centre, position description.  
 allocation. Position details are  highlighted in bold print on the report. 
   
 • Changes to positional information require an authorised Position  
 Maintenance Request Form from the Payroll and Rostering Intranet Site  
 To change employee position allocation forward appropriate form from the  (PARIS) to facilitate the change. Forward the form to your local Payroll  
 Payroll and Rostering Intranet Site (PARIS) to your local Payroll Services  Services Office. 

 Office: 

        o Employee Movement - Permanent For further information please refer to the glossary of abbreviations on the  
        o Employee Movement - Temporary (higher duties/acting at level) last page and if you still require further assistance please contact your  
        o Separation Advice (Termination) local Payroll Services Office. 
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  Page 2 of 22 

 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017)  
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Employees Commenced Since Last Report (Dated 09/01/2017) 

 Employee ID PAN Name Position ID Position Title Status Standard Hrs Wage Rate Comments 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
    Administrative Officer TF 76 AO2.01 Commenced  16/01/2017 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Employees Terminated Since Last Report (Dated 09/01/2017) 
 Employee ID PAN Name Position ID Position Title Status Standard Hrs Wage Rate Comments 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Page 3 of 22 

 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Establishment Modifications Since Last Report (Dated 09/01/2017) 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Approved FTE Reports To Designation Comments 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Employee Movements/Changes Since Last Report (Dated 09/01/2017) 
 Employee ID PAN Name Position ID Position Title Status Std Hrs Wage Rate Sub Grp Occ Status RecLveWeeks Comments 

_____________________________ _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 00302516  Scientist PF 76 HP3.01 DHSEA-HP H 4 

to:  Scientist PF 76 HP3.01 Health  H 4 
              
 00200731  Administrative Officer PF 76 AO2.04 DHSEA-Admin S 4 

to:  Administrative Officer PF 76 AO2.05 DHSEA-Admin S 4 
              
 00161391  Scientist PF 76 HP3.07 DHSEA-HP H 4 

to:  Scientist PF 76 HP3.07 Health  H 4 
              
 00295816  Scientist PF 76 HP2.02 DHSEA-HP S 4 

to:  Forensic Technician PF 76 HP2.02 Health  S 4 
              
 00208228  Scientist PF 76 HP3.02 DHSEA-HP S 4 

to:  Scientist PF 76 HP3.03 Health  S 4 
              
 00152250  Forensic Scientist Advanced PP 56.3 HP5.02 DHSEA-HP A 4 

to:  Forensic Scientist Advanced PP 52 HP5.02 Health  A 4 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  Laboratory Assistant Supervisor PF DHSEA-Oper OO4.01-OO4.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00210078  PF 4RD OO4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Supervisor-Operational (20008480) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 Position Not Occupied 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   0 Occupied FTE:   0.00 Hours:   0.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   1.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   0.00 Hours:   0.00 

                         

  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00302516  PF 4RD OO3.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 Position Not Occupied 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   0 Occupied FTE:   0.00 Hours:   0.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

 0 Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00129108  PF 4RD OO3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

 1 Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00083601  PF 4RD OO3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
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 Page 5 of 22 

 Position Occupancy Report for - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00082896 PF 4RD OO3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 

 S 00347985 TF 4RD OO3.01 76.00 1.00 0.00 4/06/2017 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

 3 Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00314592  PF 4RD OO3.03 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00270453  PF 4RD OO3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00202511  PF 4RD OO3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00184778  PF 4RD OO3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00312553 PF 4RD OO3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 

 S 00338797 TF 4RD OO3.01 76.00 1.00 0.00 4/06/2017 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00270420  TF 4RD OO3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 4/06/2017 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   1.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   0.00 Hours:   0.00 

                         

  Forensic Scientist Advanced PF Health Practitioner HP5.01-HP5.02 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00145842 PF 4 HP5.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 

 A 00260323 PF 4 HP5.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 11/02/2018 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Forensic Scientist Advanced PF Health Practitioner HP5.01-HP5.02 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00152250 PF 4 HP5.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 

 A 00152250 PP 4 HP5.02 52.00 0.68 0.00 28/01/2018 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.68 Hours:   52.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Forensic Scientist Advanced PF Health Practitioner HP5.01-HP5.02 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00139155  PF 4 HP5.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Forensic Scientist Advanced PF Health Practitioner HP5.01-HP5.02 787166 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00180474  PF 4 HP5.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Forensic Scientist Advanced PF Health Practitioner HP5.01-HP5.02 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S  PF 4 HP5.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Forensic Scientist Advanced PF Health Practitioner HP5.01-HP5.02 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 A 00145842 PF 4 HP5.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 11/02/2018 

 H 00182807 PF 4 HP5.01 76.00 1.00 0.00 12/02/2017 

 S 00260323 PF 4 HP5.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   2 Occupied FTE:   2.00 Hours:   152.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00163349 PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 

 A 00163349 PP 4 HP4.04 45.60 0.60 0.00 12/03/2017 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.60 Hours:   45.60 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Reporting Scientist PP Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00134897 PP 4 HP4.04 55.50 0.73 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   0.73 Hours:   55.48 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.73 Hours:   55.50 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   0.73 Hours:   55.50 

                         

  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00346419 PF 4 HP4.03 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Reporting Scientist PP Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00161255 PP 4 HP4.04 60.80 0.80 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   0.80 Hours:   60.80 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.80 Hours:   60.80 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   0.80 Hours:   60.80 

                         

  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00119912 PP 4 HP4.04 58.50 0.77 0.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   0.79 Hours:   60.04 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.77 Hours:   58.50 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.02 Perm Appointed FTE:   0.77 Hours:   58.50 

                         

  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00145986 PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 

 A 00145986 PP 4 HP4.04 45.60 0.60 0.00 5/03/2017 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.60 Hours:   45.60 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00207728 PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00176304 PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00155544  PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 S 00130301 PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00138083 PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00164676 PF 4 HP4.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 

 A 00164676 PP 4 HP4.02 61.00 0.80 0.00 26/03/2017 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.80 Hours:   61.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00194199 PF 4 HP4.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00068192 PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00154529 PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 

 A 00154529 PP 4 HP4.04 60.80 0.80 0.00 9/04/2017 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.80 Hours:   60.80 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00029014 PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00165321 PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00109359 PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00141365 PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Senior Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00128765 PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 

 A 00128765 PP 4 HP4.04 39.00 0.51 0.00 31/01/2020 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.51 Hours:   39.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Senior Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00082501 PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Senior Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00153962 PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 

 A 00153962 PP 4 HP4.04 60.80 0.80 0.00 25/01/2021 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.80 Hours:   60.80 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00348473 PF 4 HP3.03 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Scientist (20008547) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  Scientist PP Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00186765 PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Technician - Laboratory (20008623) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00139430 PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 

 A 00139430 PP 4 HP3.07 42.00 0.55 0.00 16/07/2017 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.55 Hours:   42.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00083001 PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00194342 PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00056814 PF 4 HP3E.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00163495 PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00316214 PF 4 HP3.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00117899 PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 

 A 00117899 PP 4 HP3.07 58.80 0.77 0.00 18/06/2017 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.77 Hours:   58.80 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00151693 PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 

 H 00161391 PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 4/06/2017 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   2 Occupied FTE:   2.00 Hours:   152.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00137584 PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 

 A 00137584 PP 4 HP3.07 45.60 0.60 0.00 24/01/2021 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.60 Hours:   45.60 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PP Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00000807 PP 4 HP3E.04 43.50 0.57 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   0.57 Hours:   43.32 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.57 Hours:   43.50 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   0.57 Hours:   43.50 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 H 00302516 PF 4 HP3.01 76.00 1.00 0.00 12/03/2017 

 S 00163036 PF 4 HP3E.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   2 Occupied FTE:   2.00 Hours:   152.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00154426 PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00153980 PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00182807 PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 Position Not Occupied 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   0 Occupied FTE:   0.00 Hours:   0.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00208228 PF 4 HP3.03 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00163399 PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 

 A 00163399 PP 4 HP3.07 45.60 0.60 0.00 28/01/2020 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.60 Hours:   45.60 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00164159  PF 4 HP3E.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Scientist (20008547) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 S 00312182 PF 4 HP3.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Scientist (20008547) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00164875 PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Scientist (20008547) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00252939 PF 4 HP3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Forensic Technician PF Health Practitioner HP2.01-HP2.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 H 00082896 PF 4 HP2.01 76.00 1.00 0.00 4/06/2017 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   1.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   0.00 Hours:   0.00 

                         

  Forensic Technician PF Health Practitioner HP2.01-HP2.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 H 00312553 PF 4 HP2.01 76.00 1.00 0.00 4/06/2017 

 S 00295816 PF 4 HP2.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  Forensic Technician PF Health Practitioner HP2.01-HP2.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00161391 PF 4 HP2.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 Position Not Occupied 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   0 Occupied FTE:   0.00 Hours:   0.00 
 Job Code: Technician - Laboratory (20008623) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Administration Support Officer PF DHSEA-Admin AO4.01-AO4.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00153366 PF 4 AO4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Administration Officer (20008110) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Administrative Officer PF DHSEA-Admin AO2.01-AO2.08 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00354188 TF 4 AO2.01 76.00 1.00 0.00 4/06/2017 

 S 00200731 PF 4 AO2.05 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Administrative Officer (20008109) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Administrative Officer PF DHSEA-Admin AO2.01-AO2.08 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00326466 PF 4 AO2.08 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Administrative Officer (20008109) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

  Administrative Officer PF DHSEA-Admin AO2.01-AO2.08 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 

 S 00300849 PF 4 AO2.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 (30497704) 

 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Administrative Officer (20008109) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 

                         

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Org Unit Establishment Levels - FSS DNA Analysis 
 The totals shown below are grouped by the position's wage rate not the individual wage rate of the employees 

 Position Wage Rate Current  Current FTE Current  Approved FTE Approved  Variance Permanent  Permanent  SubstantiveV 
 Headcount Hours Hours FTE Hours acancy 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 OO4.01-OO4.04 1 1.00 76.00 1.00 76.00 0.00 1.00 76.00 0.00 

 OO3.01-OO3.04 9 9.00 684.00 11.00 836.00 2.00 9.00 684.00 2.00 

 HP5.01-HP5.02 7 6.68 508.00 6.00 456.00 -0.68 6.00 456.00 0.00 

 HP4.01-HP4.04 22 19.41 1475.60 21.32 1620.32 1.91 21.30 1618.80 0.02 

 HP3.01-HP3.07 23 21.09 1603.50 21.57 1639.32 0.48 21.57 1639.50 0.00 

 HP2.01-HP2.07 2 2.00 152.00 3.00 228.00 1.00 2.00 152.00 1.00 

 AO4.01-AO4.04 1 1.00 76.00 1.00 76.00 0.00 1.00 76.00 0.00 

 AO2.01-AO2.08 3 3.00 228.00 3.00 228.00 0.00 3.00 228.00 0.00 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Total: 68 63.18 4803.10 67.89 5159.64 4.71 64.87 4930.30 3.02 

                           

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Employee Reviews Requiring Attention (Reviews up to 19/03/2017) 
 Employee ID PAN Name Description Date Action Required 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 End higher duties 12/02/17 If you do not wish this change to be processed please complete the appropriate form and submit to Payroll Services 
as

 

 Confirm probation 15/02/17 Please confirm probation 

 Confirm probation 01/03/17 Please confirm probation 

 End change of hrs 05/03/17 If you do not wish this change to be processed please complete the appropriate form and submit to Payroll Services 
as

 End higher duties 12/03/17 If you do not wish this change to be processed please complete the appropriate form and submit to Payroll Services 
as

 End change of hrs 12/03/17 If you do not wish this change to be processed please complete the appropriate form and submit to Payroll Services 
as

 Next Increment to OO3-03 Due for  16/03/17 Contact your local People and Culture Unit if you object to this being processed 
 Substantive Position 

  • Continuation of contracts for employees belonging to another work unit 
 Where an employee or work unit is seeking release or extension of a previously approved movement from another work unit, please negotiate  
 the terms of the agreement with the line manager of the employee's substantive position. 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201617 (Current as at 06/02/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Glossary            
 Period: The first four digits identifies the financial year with the last two digits identifying the pay period in that financial year. Eg. 201007 is FY 2010/11 pay period 7 
 AFT – Approved FTE: Approved Full Time (AFT) which is calculated as the Base Standard funded hours + Permanent funded leave replacement (hours that are funded for permanent appointment to  
 replace leave) divided by Award Fulltime Standard Hours 
 Occupied FTE: This FTE calculated by totalling FTE Hours of each occupant where "Not Current Position" does not appear against employee divided by Award Hours 
 Permanent FTE: This FTE calculated by totalling FTE Hours of each occupant where the Occ Status is "S" and employee's Status starts with "P" divided by Award Hours 
 Substantive Vacancy: Substantive Vacancy = Approved FTE - Perm Appointed FTE 
 Occ Status (Occupancy Status): Details the employee's occupancy status in this position 
      S - Substantive: An employee's substantive position 
      A - Acting at Level: An employee is temporarily appointed either to another position at the same wage rate or the same position with different hours 
      H - Higher Duties: An employee is temporarily appointed to a position at a higher wage rate 
      P - Contractor paid through the Finance system and not the Payroll system 
 Status: Details the employee's current employment status with Queensland Health 
      PF - Permanent Full-time:  An employee is a permanent employee and is currently employed in a full-time capacity 
      PFS - Permanent Full time Shift:  An employee is a permanent employee and is currently employed in a full-time capacity to do shift work 
      PFCS – Permanent Full time Continuous Shift:  Employee is permanent employee and is currently employed in full-time capacity to do continuous shift work 
      PP - Permanent Part-time:  An employee is a permanent employee and is currently employed in a part-time capacity. 
      PPS - Permanent Part-time Shift:  An employee is a permanent employee and is currently employed in a part-time capacity to do shift work. 
      PPCS - Permanent Part-time Continuous Shift: An employee is a permanent employee and is currently employed in a part-time capacity to do continuous shift work 
      TF - Temporary Full-time:  An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a full-time capacity 
      TFS - Temporary Full-time Shift:  This is where the employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a full-time capacity to do shift work 
      TFCS - Temporary Full-time Continuous Shift:  An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a full-time capacity to do continuous shift work 
      TFT – Temporary Full Time Trainee:  An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a full-time capacity as a trainee 
      TFTS - Temporary Full Time Shift Trainee:  An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a full-time capacity as a trainee to do shift work 
      TP - Temporary Part-time:  An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a part-time capacity 
      TPS - Temporary Part-time Shift: An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a part-time capacity to do shift work 
      TPCS - Temporary Part-time Continuous Shift: An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a part-time capacity to do continuous shift work 
      TPT - Temporary Part-time Trainee: An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a part-time capacity as a trainee 
      TPTS - Temporary Part Time Shift Trainee:  An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a part-time capacity as a trainee to do shift work 
      CA - Casual:  An employee is employed in a casual capacity 
      CAS - Casual Shift: An employee is employed in a casual capacity to do shift work 
      CACS - Casual Continuous Shift: An employee is employed in a casual capacity to do continuous shift work 
      CSB – Casual School Based:  An employee is employed in a casual capacity as a school based trainee 
      APP – Apprentice:  An employee is employed in a temporary capacity as an apprentice 
      EXNP - Contractor paid through the Finance system and not the Payroll system 
 RecLveWksRDIndicator: The number of weeks recreation leave that is accrued each year. Prorata for part time employees. RDIndicator identifies RDO/ADO. 
 Cost Centre: Details the position's default cost centre and cost centre split if the position has more than one cost centre. 
 Pers Area: The Personnel Area name and code of the HHS or Dept of Health. 
 PRT/PDE Status: Idenities the position's Payroll Tax exemption and the Nursing Professional Development category if this is a nursing position. 
 FBT Exempt: This identifies whether the position has PBI status or not. If the FBT Exempt is NO then there is no PBI Status. 
 SHE Contract: Identifies whether the Senior Health Employee Contract is an Exemption or Annualised contract. 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 Report Purpose 
 This report will assist you to manage your workforce data and ensure your employees are paid correctly.  Line Managers are responsible for the accuracy of 
  all information contained within this report. 
 The report will identify:- 
   • Employees Commenced / Terminated 
   • Position Modifications 3. Follow up Employee Reviews requiring attention. 
   • Employee Movements 
   • Employee Positional Data  • Continuation of contracts for employees belonging to another work unit 
   • Org Unit Establishment Levels Where an employee or work unit is seeking release or extension of a      
   • Employee Reviews previously approved movement from another work unit, please negotiate  
 the terms of the agreement with the line manager of the employee's  
 substantive position. 

 Instructions  • Complete and supply the appropriate documentation to action 
 1. Verify Employees Commenced / Terminated 
 Validate Employees Commenced and Terminated within 14 days by return  
 email to your local Payroll Services Office – please do not change the  
 subject details; select ‘Reply’ and enter your response eg. ‘I verify that the  
 employees Commenced/Terminated details are correct.’ or ‘I verify that the  4. Verify Org Unit establishment information and occupancy levels of each  
 Employees Commenced/Terminated are incorrect – see details below: …..’  position.  
 2. Verify Employee Allocation to correct position. Sub Group, Hours per  • This includes reporting relationships, organisation unit, designation,  
 FN, Status, Cost Centre. Ensure terminated employees have no position  approved hours/FTE, payment level, cost centre, position description.  
 allocation. Position details are  highlighted in bold print on the report. 
   
 • Changes to positional information require an authorised Position  
 Maintenance Request Form from the Payroll and Rostering Intranet Site  
 To change employee position allocation forward appropriate form from the  (PARIS) to facilitate the change. Forward the form to your local Payroll  
 Payroll and Rostering Intranet Site (PARIS) to your local Payroll Services  Services Office. 
 Office: 
        o Employee Movement - Permanent For further information please refer to the glossary of abbreviations on the  
        o Employee Movement - Temporary (higher duties/acting at level) last page and if you still require further assistance please contact your  
        o Separation Advice (Termination) local Payroll Services Office. 
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  Page 2 of 22 
 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017)  
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Employees Commenced Since Last Report (Dated 18/09/2017) 
 Employee ID PAN Name Position ID Position Title Status Standard Hrs Wage Rate Comments 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Employees Terminated Since Last Report (Dated 18/09/2017) 
 Employee ID PAN Name Position ID Position Title Status Standard Hrs Wage Rate Comments 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Establishment Modifications Since Last Report (Dated 18/09/2017) 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Approved FTE Reports To Designation Comments 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Employee Movements/Changes Since Last Report (Dated 18/09/2017) 
 Employee ID PAN Name Position ID Position Title Status Std Hrs Wage Rate Sub Grp Occ Status RecLveWeeks Comments 

___________ ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Laboratory Assistant TF 76 OO3.03 DHSEA-Oper S 4RD 

to: Laboratory Assistant TF 76 OO3.04 DHSEA-Oper S 4RD 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  Laboratory Assistant Supervisor PF DHSEA-Oper OO4.01-OO4.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  PF 4RD OO4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Supervisor-Operational (20008480) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 Position Not Occupied  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   0 Occupied FTE:   0.00 Hours:   0.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   1.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   0.00 Hours:   0.00 
                         
  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4RD OO3.03 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 S TF 4RD OO3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 5/11/2017 
 land Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  PF 4RD OO3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  PF 4RD OO3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S TF 4RD OO3.01 76.00 1.00 0.00 5/11/2017 
 S PF 4RD OO3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  PF 4RD OO3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  PF 4RD OO3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  TF 4RD OO3.01 76.00 1.00 0.00 5/11/2017 
 S  PF 4RD OO3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   2 Occupied FTE:   2.00 Hours:   152.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  PF 4RD OO3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4RD OO3.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 S TF 4RD OO3.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 5/11/2017 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Laboratory Assistant PF DHSEA-Oper OO3.01-OO3.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 Position Not Occupied  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   0 Occupied FTE:   0.00 Hours:   0.00 
 Job Code: Laboratory Assistant (20008474) Substantive Vacancy:   1.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   0.00 Hours:   0.00 
                         
  Forensic Scientist Advanced PF Health Practitioner HP5.01-HP5.02 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP5.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 A PF 4 HP5.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 11/02/2018 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
 3  Forensic Scientist Advanced PF Health Practitioner HP5.01-HP5.02 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 H PF 4 HP5.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 22/10/2017 
 S PF 4 HP5.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 A PP 4 HP5.02 52.00 0.68 0.00 28/01/2018 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   2 Occupied FTE:   1.68 Hours:   128.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Forensic Scientist Advanced PF Health Practitioner HP5.01-HP5.02 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  PF 4 HP5.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Forensic Scientist Advanced PF Health Practitioner HP5.01-HP5.02 787166 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  PF 4 HP5.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Forensic Scientist Advanced PF Health Practitioner HP5.01-HP5.02 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  PF 4 HP5.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Forensic Scientist Advanced PF Health Practitioner HP5.01-HP5.02 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 A PF 4 HP5.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 11/02/2018 
 S PF 4 HP5.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
 30482791 Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 S PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 A PP 4 HP4.04 45.60 0.60 0.00 28/01/2018 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.60 Hours:   45.60 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Reporting Scientist PP Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  PP 4 HP4.04 55.50 0.73 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   0.73 Hours:   55.48  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.73 Hours:   55.50 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   0.73 Hours:   55.50 
                         
  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Reporting Scientist PP Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  PP 4 HP4.04 60.80 0.80 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   0.80 Hours:   60.80  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.80 Hours:   60.80 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   0.80 Hours:   60.80 
                         
  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  PP 4 HP4.04 60.00 0.79 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   0.79 Hours:   60.04  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.79 Hours:   60.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   0.79 Hours:   60.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 A PP 4 HP4.04 58.80 0.77 0.00 28/01/2018 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.77 Hours:   58.80 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
 Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 Position Not Occupied  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   0 Occupied FTE:   0.00 Hours:   0.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
 Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
 Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S  PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
 Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP4.03 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 nd Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
 Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP4.03 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 A PP 4 HP4.03 53.20 0.70 0.00 30/01/2022 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.70 Hours:   53.20 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 A PP 4 HP4.04 45.60 0.60 0.00 1/02/2021 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.60 Hours:   45.60 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 A PP 4 HP4.04 60.80 0.80 0.00 28/01/2018 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.80 Hours:   60.80 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Reporting Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
 Senior Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 A PP 4 HP4.04 39.00 0.51 0.00 31/01/2020 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.51 Hours:   39.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Senior Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Senior Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP4.01-HP4.04 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 A PP 4 HP4.04 60.80 0.80 0.00 25/01/2021 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.80 Hours:   60.80 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
 Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.03 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Scientist (20008547) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  Scientist PP Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Technician - Laboratory (20008623) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 A PP 4 HP3.07 42.00 0.55 0.00 28/01/2018 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.55 Hours:   42.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3E.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
 Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.03 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 A PP 4 HP3.07 58.80 0.77 0.00 24/01/2020 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.77 Hours:   58.80 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 H PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 28/01/2018 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   2 Occupied FTE:   2.00 Hours:   152.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 A PP 4 HP3.07 45.60 0.60 0.00 24/01/2021 
 S PF 4 HP2.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  * * Warning - Position is Permanently Filled   (30497704) above approved level * *  
 Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.60 Hours:   45.60 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   -1.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   2.00 Hours:   152.00 
                         
  Scientist PP Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PP 4 HP3E.04 43.50 0.57 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   0.57 Hours:   43.32  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.57 Hours:   43.50 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   0.57 Hours:   43.50 
                         
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3E.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 A PP 4 HP3E.04 45.60 0.60 0.00 27/01/2020 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.60 Hours:   45.60 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787165 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.03 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 S TF 4 HP3.01 76.00 1.00 0.00 17/12/2017 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   2 Occupied FTE:   2.00 Hours:   152.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
 A PP 4 HP3.07 45.60 0.60 0.00 28/01/2020 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   0.60 Hours:   45.60 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3E.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Scientist (20008547) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.03 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Scientist (20008547) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Scientist (20008547) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Scientist PF Health Practitioner HP3.01-HP3.07 787167 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 HP3.05 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Forensic Technician PF Health Practitioner HP2.01-HP2.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 H PF 4 HP2.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 5/11/2017 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   1.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   0.00 Hours:   0.00 
                         
  Forensic Technician PF Health Practitioner HP2.01-HP2.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 H PF 4 HP2.02 76.00 1.00 0.00 5/11/2017 
 S PF 4 HP2.03 76.00 1.00 0.00 Not Current Position 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Forensic Scientist (20008562) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Forensic Technician PF Health Practitioner HP2.01-HP2.07 787164 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 H PF 4 HP2.07 76.00 1.00 0.00 5/11/2017 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Technician - Laboratory (20008623) Substantive Vacancy:   1.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   0.00 Hours:   0.00 
                         
 Administration Support Officer PF DHSEA-Admin AO4.01-AO4.04 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 AO4.04 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Administration Officer (20008110) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Administrative Officer PF DHSEA-Admin AO2.01-AO2.08 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 AO2.05 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Administrative Officer (20008109) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
 Administrative Officer PF DHSEA-Admin AO2.01-AO2.08 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 AO2.08 76.00 1.00 0.00 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Administrative Officer (20008109) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
  Administrative Officer PF DHSEA-Admin AO2.01-AO2.08 787103 100 PRT exempt & no PDE No 
 S PF 4 AO2.05 76.00 1.00 0.00 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Pers Area Queensland Health (3600) Reports To: Managing Scientist Police Services  Approved FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00  (30497704)  Work Centre: Queensland Health Scientific Services Current Headcount:   1 Occupied FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
 Job Code: Administrative Officer (20008109) Substantive Vacancy:   0.00 Perm Appointed FTE:   1.00 Hours:   76.00 
                         
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Org Unit Establishment Levels - FSS DNA Analysis 
 The totals shown below are grouped by the position's wage rate not the individual wage rate of the employees 
 Position Wage Rate Current  Current FTE Current  Approved FTE Approved  Variance Permanent  Permanent  SubstantiveV 
 Headcount Hours Hours FTE Hours acancy 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 OO4.01-OO4.04 1 1.00 76.00 1.00 76.00 0.00 1.00 76.00 0.00 
 OO3.01-OO3.04 10 10.00 760.00 11.00 836.00 1.00 9.00 684.00 2.00 
 HP5.01-HP5.02 7 6.68 508.00 6.00 456.00 -0.68 6.00 456.00 0.00 
 HP4.01-HP4.04 21 18.10 1376.10 21.32 1620.32 3.22 21.32 1620.30 0.00 
 HP3.01-HP3.07 24 21.69 1649.10 21.57 1639.32 -0.12 22.57 1715.50 -1.00 
 HP2.01-HP2.07 3 3.00 228.00 3.00 228.00 0.00 1.00 76.00 2.00 
 AO4.01-AO4.04 1 1.00 76.00 1.00 76.00 0.00 1.00 76.00 0.00 
 AO2.01-AO2.08 3 3.00 228.00 3.00 228.00 0.00 3.00 228.00 0.00 
 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Total: 70 64.47 4901.20 67.89 5159.64 3.42 64.89 4931.80 3.00 
                           

 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Employee Reviews Requiring Attention (Reviews up to 26/11/2017) 
 Employee ID PAN Name Description Date Action Required 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
  End higher duties 22/10/17 If you do not wish this change to be processed please complete the appropriate form and submit to Payroll Services 
asap 
             

 End temp contract 05/11/17 If you do not wish this change to be processed please complete the appropriate form and submit to Payroll Services 
asap 

 End HDA across award 05/11/17 If you do not wish this change to be processed please complete the appropriate form and submit to Payroll Services 
asap 

  End temp contract 05/11/17 If you do not wish this change to be processed please complete the appropriate form and submit to Payroll Services 
asap 

 End HDA across award 05/11/17 If you do not wish this change to be processed please complete the appropriate form and submit to Payroll Services 
asap 

  End temp contract 05/11/17 If you do not wish this change to be processed please complete the appropriate form and submit to Payroll Services 
asap 

 End temp contract 05/11/17 If you do not wish this change to be processed please complete the appropriate form and submit to Payroll Services 
asap 

  End higher duties 05/11/17 If you do not wish this change to be processed please complete the appropriate form and submit to Payroll Services 
asap 

   End higher duties 14/11/17 If you do not wish this change to be processed please complete the appropriate form and submit to 
Payroll Services asap 

  • Continuation of contracts for employees belonging to another work unit 
 Where an employee or work unit is seeking release or extension of a previously approved movement from another work unit, please negotiate  
 the terms of the agreement with the line manager of the employee's substantive position. 
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 Position Occupancy Report for  - Period 201709 (Current as at 16/10/2017) 
 ______________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 FSS DNA Analysis  -  Pay Team: CTM  Office: Dept of Health 
 Position ID Position Title Status Sub Grp Wage Rate Costcentre % PRT/PDE Status FBT Exempt Comments 
 Occ Status Employee ID PAN Name RecLveWksRDIndicator Standard Hrs FTE % Aggregate End Date 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Glossary            
 Period: The first four digits identifies the financial year with the last two digits identifying the pay period in that financial year. Eg. 201007 is FY 2010/11 pay period 7 
 AFT – Approved FTE: Approved Full Time (AFT) which is calculated as the Base Standard funded hours + Permanent funded leave replacement (hours that are funded for permanent appointment to  
 replace leave) divided by Award Fulltime Standard Hours 
 Occupied FTE: This FTE calculated by totalling FTE Hours of each occupant where "Not Current Position" does not appear against employee divided by Award Hours 
 Permanent FTE: This FTE calculated by totalling FTE Hours of each occupant where the Occ Status is "S" and employee's Status starts with "P" divided by Award Hours 
 Substantive Vacancy: Substantive Vacancy = Approved FTE - Perm Appointed FTE 
 Occ Status (Occupancy Status): Details the employee's occupancy status in this position 
      S - Substantive: An employee's substantive position 
      A - Acting at Level: An employee is temporarily appointed either to another position at the same wage rate or the same position with different hours 
      H - Higher Duties: An employee is temporarily appointed to a position at a higher wage rate 
      P - Contractor paid through the Finance system and not the Payroll system 
 Status: Details the employee's current employment status with Queensland Health 
      PF - Permanent Full-time:  An employee is a permanent employee and is currently employed in a full-time capacity 
      PFS - Permanent Full time Shift:  An employee is a permanent employee and is currently employed in a full-time capacity to do shift work 
      PFCS – Permanent Full time Continuous Shift:  Employee is permanent employee and is currently employed in full-time capacity to do continuous shift work 
      PP - Permanent Part-time:  An employee is a permanent employee and is currently employed in a part-time capacity. 
      PPS - Permanent Part-time Shift:  An employee is a permanent employee and is currently employed in a part-time capacity to do shift work. 
      PPCS - Permanent Part-time Continuous Shift: An employee is a permanent employee and is currently employed in a part-time capacity to do continuous shift work 
      TF - Temporary Full-time:  An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a full-time capacity 
      TFS - Temporary Full-time Shift:  This is where the employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a full-time capacity to do shift work 
      TFCS - Temporary Full-time Continuous Shift:  An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a full-time capacity to do continuous shift work 
      TFT – Temporary Full Time Trainee:  An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a full-time capacity as a trainee 
      TFTS - Temporary Full Time Shift Trainee:  An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a full-time capacity as a trainee to do shift work 
      TP - Temporary Part-time:  An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a part-time capacity 
      TPS - Temporary Part-time Shift: An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a part-time capacity to do shift work 
      TPCS - Temporary Part-time Continuous Shift: An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a part-time capacity to do continuous shift work 
      TPT - Temporary Part-time Trainee: An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a part-time capacity as a trainee 
      TPTS - Temporary Part Time Shift Trainee:  An employee is a temporary employee and is currently employed in a part-time capacity as a trainee to do shift work 
      CA - Casual:  An employee is employed in a casual capacity 
      CAS - Casual Shift: An employee is employed in a casual capacity to do shift work 
      CACS - Casual Continuous Shift: An employee is employed in a casual capacity to do continuous shift work 
      CSB – Casual School Based:  An employee is employed in a casual capacity as a school based trainee 
      APP – Apprentice:  An employee is employed in a temporary capacity as an apprentice 
      EXNP - Contractor paid through the Finance system and not the Payroll system 
 RecLveWksRDIndicator: The number of weeks recreation leave that is accrued each year. Prorata for part time employees. RDIndicator identifies RDO/ADO. 
 Cost Centre: Details the position's default cost centre and cost centre split if the position has more than one cost centre. 
 Pers Area: The Personnel Area name and code of the HHS or Dept of Health. 
 PRT/PDE Status: Idenities the position's Payroll Tax exemption and the Nursing Professional Development category if this is a nursing position. 
 FBT Exempt: This identifies whether the position has PBI status or not. If the FBT Exempt is NO then there is no PBI Status. 
 SHE Contract: Identifies whether the Senior Health Employee Contract is an Exemption or Annualised contract. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Tuesday, 4 April 2017 10:22 AM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Higher Duties in Forensic DNA

Yes thanks Cathie 
Let’s do two weeks as an interim until I have a clearer picture this Friday 
Regards 
Paul 
 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Tuesday, 4 April 2017 10:03 AM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Higher Duties in Forensic DNA 
 

Hi Paul 

 

Currently Matthew Hunt is acting in higher duties in a HP5 position given that Amanda Reeves is working on a 

project.  Matthew’s higher duties are due to expire this Friday.  Should we extend him?  If so, for how long? 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

 
  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 16 June 2017 5:09 PM

To: Jade Franklin; Karyn Bell; Paul Csoban

Subject: Resolution

Hi Everyone 

 

If a resolution is reached regarding Amanda Reeves whilst I’m on leave, could you please ensure that the following 

actions are undertaken to ensure the integrity of the organisation: 

 

- Access to Block 3 and 6 is removed (request to Becky Coggins) 

- Access to the Forensic Register is removed (email to A/Insp Troy O’Malley) 

- Access to AUSLAB is removed (request to CISSU) 

- Access to QIS is removed (request to CISSU) 

- The chair she currently uses is returned to Forensic DNA Analysis (paid for by Forensic DNA Analysis  cost 

centre) 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 6 January 2017 5:02 PM

To: Paula Brisotto

Subject: RE: AAP acting

You too ☺ 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Paula Brisotto  

Sent: Friday, 6 January 2017 4:56 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: AAP acting 

 

Thanks Cathie. Will do. 

 

Have a good weekend. 

 

Paula 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Friday, 6 January 2017 4:54 PM 

To: Paula Brisotto 
Subject: RE: AAP acting 

 

Hi Paula 

 

Let’s wait until Monday and then Justin can make the announcement and also announce if AAP will continue for the 

entire time or if its someone else.  2 birds and 1 stone and all that. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Paula Brisotto  

Sent: Friday, 6 January 2017 4:33 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: AAP acting 

 

Hi Cathie, 

 

I have realised that I haven’t informed the Management Team or FRIT regarding Amanda’s continued absence and 

Adrian continuing to act in the role until the 13
th

 Jan. How would you like this info delivered – simply saying Adrian will 

continue to act as the HP5 in Reporting 1 until the 13
th

 Jan, and leave it simple? 

 

Thanks, 

Paula 

 

Paula Brisotto 

Team Leader – Evidence Recovery and Quality Team, Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Monday, 20 March 2017 10:22 AM

To: Helen Gregg; Cathie Allen

Subject: FW: Extension of Your Work from Home Arrangement

FYI – sent on Friday 

 

From: Karyn Bell  

Sent: Monday, 20 March 2017 10:21 AM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: FW: Extension of Your Work from Home Arrangement 

 

 

 

From: Karyn Bell  

Sent: Friday, 17 March 2017 5:57 PM 

To: Amanda Reeves; '  
Subject: FW: Extension of Your Work from Home Arrangement 

 

Dear Amanda  
 
This is just a short note to confirm that you have permission to undertake your current duties from your home until and 
including 24 March 2017.  
 
This agreement is on a temporary basis to assist and support you at this time. Any further request to work from home or 
extension of the current arrangements will be considered as necessary upon request.  
 
You must at all times comply with the relevant Flexible Work Arrangements policy– C5 (QH-POL-242) that contains a 
provision for working at home. 
 
If you have any questions please contact Mr Paul Csoban on  

 
Kind Regards 
Karyn  

 

 

Karyn Bell 
Senior Human Resources Officer 

People Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Wednesday, 9 August 2017 10:50 AM

To: Amanda Reeves

Cc: Paul Csoban

Subject: Extension of current work arrangements

Dear Amanda,  

 

I refer to our previous correspondence on 10 February 2017 where HSQ  directed you to return to work in an alternative 

research role pending the outcome of two independent reviews.  

 

This email is to confirm that HSQ are extending the current arrangements in relation to the alternative research role 

until further notice for the following reasons: 

 

a. You have raised a complaint with the Ethical Standards Unit, and the outcome of this complaint has not yet 

been finalised; 

b. You have raised an application to have your WorkCover decision reviewed, and the outcome of this application 

has not been finalised;  

c. HSQ have not yet had the opportunity to resolve the current  issues that you have raised to date due to the two 

points above.  

 

We note that the current role research project that you have been working on to date will end shortly, however Ms 

Helen Gregg, will organise for you to undertake a further research project. 

Ms Gregg will confirm the scope of the project within the next couple of days.  

 

I can also confirm in addition to the information provided above that: 

a. You will continue to report to Ms Gregg, Quality Manager; 

b. The position is full time and your classification and pay rate will remain the same; 

c. You will be located at the Coopers Plains Campus, 39 Kessels Road, in an office located in the library on Level 1 

of the FSS Building; and 

d. You will continue in this role until the completion of the research task which is expected to take approximately 8 

weeks.  

 

I appreciate that this may be a difficult time for you, and encourage you to contact employee assistance if required who 

offers a confidential counselling service which is free of charge to all employees of HSQ for up to six sessions per 

calendar year. 

Access to this service is by self-referral. Please contact Optum on 1800 604 640. More information on employee 

assistance can be found at: http://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/eap 

 

Kind Regards 

 

Paul 
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Paul Csoban 
Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 12:30 PM

To: Paul Csoban; Helen Russell

Subject: FW: Staff Movements

Expires: Friday, 6 October 2017 5:00 PM

Hi Paul & Helen 

 

Below is what I’ve just sent out to the whole team. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 12:17 PM 
To: Adam Kaity; Adrian Pippia; Alanna Darmanin; Alicia Quartermain; Allan McNevin; Allison Lloyd; Amy Cheng 

(  Angela Adamson; Angelina Keller; Anita Sandanasamy; Anne Finch; Belinda Andersen 

(  Biljana Micic; Cassandra James; Cecilia Iannuzzi; Chantal Angus; Chelsea 
Savage; Cindy Chang; Claire Gallagher; Deborah Nicoletti; Emma Caunt; Generosa Lundie; Hannah Pattison; Helen 

Williams; Ingrid Moeller; Jacqui Wilson; Janine Seymour-Murray; Josie Entwistle; Julie Brooks; Justin Howes; Kerry-Anne 
Lancaster; Kevin Avdic; Kirsten Scott; Kylie Rika; Lai-Wan Le; Lisa Benstead; Lisa Farrelly; Luke Harmer; Luke Ryan; 

Matthew Hunt; Megan Mathieson; Melissa Cipollone; Michael Goodrich; Michael Hart; Michael Ward; Michelle Margetts; 
Nicole Gardiner; Paige Rosekrans (  Paula Brisotto; Penelope Taylor; Pierre Acedo; 

Rhys Parry; Ryu Eba; Sandra McKean; Sharelle Nydam; Sharon Byrne; Sharon Cummings; Sharon Johnstone; Susan 

Brady; Suzanne Sanderson; Tegan Dwyer; Thomas Nurthen; Timothy Gardam; Valerie Caldwell; Vicki Jarrett; Virginia 
Jones; Wendy Harmer; Yvonne Connolly 

Subject: Staff Movements 

 

Hi Everyone 

 

Amanda Reeves will be returning on Tuesday, 3
rd

 of October, following the completion of a Forensic Pathology 

project.  Amanda will be re-joining Reporting Team 1. 
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Please join me in welcoming Amanda back and please include her in on your group emails. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 3:24 PM

To: Cathie Allen; Helen Russell

Subject: Paul's file note - AR

Attachments: Paul's file note - AR.doc

Hi guys, 

Can you review this as an action plan and let me know any edits prior to sending off to Gary please 

Thanks 

Paul 
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     Forensic and Scientific Services 
 
 
 
 

28/9/17 

Amanda Reeves 

1. Guided by PPE advice re communication of her return 

• normal practice of sending out email to be provided to Helen Russell as a 
suggestion 

2. Close off Livingstone report with Allan McNevin 

• waiting for advice  from HR on best method 

• one suggestion would be to issue him with the summary only. 

3. Awaiting advice on whether grievance and work cover claim affect return to 
work. 

4. Mediation for specific members of management team and Amanda with the 
assistance of an external facilitator 

5. Initiate a resilience program similar to Mortuary staff - Rachel Hannam.  This 
will assist with the day to day processes which appear to be problematic 

6. Continue ongoing team building supported by resilience program 

7. Refresher training program developed and implemented 

8. Offer EAS support 

9. Provide interim report to Amanda for Project 181 for her comment 

10. Allocated task of auditing of negative SAIKS (sexual assault kits) to put 
forward plan for ongoing action 

11. Work with Helen Russell re provision of ESR report and/or summary 

10.Cover off with lawyers(Clayton Utz)  to close off current actions 

12. Issue cover letter re implementation of ESR recommendations – work with 
Helen  

13. Finalise PDP done in 1 month. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 12 October 2017 9:02 AM

To: Helen Russell; Paul Csoban

Subject: FW: Attachment from Helen Russell

Attachments: 11102017170337-0001.pdf

Hi Helen 

 

Justin’s meeting off campus is until about 1pm today.  Between 2.30pm and 3.30pm, we both have the Forensic DNA 

Analysis Management Team Meeting hence my offer to him of my 3.30pm appointment.  I’ll let him take the 3.30pm 

appointment and I can see you after that. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Kylie Harris  

Sent: Wednesday, 11 October 2017 5:10 PM 
To: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen 

Cc: Helen Russell 
Subject: Attachment from Helen Russell 

 

HI Paul, 

Please see email attachment from Helen.  Her email is not letting her email at the moment so she has asked me to send 

this on her behalf. 

 

Helen will be at FSS from around 8am tomorrow.  

 

Regards, Kylie 
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Kylie Harris 
A/Principal Human Resource Relationship Partner 

  

HR Performance, People Performance and Excellence, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 
future. 

 
 

 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: harriskyl [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 11 October 2017 5:04 PM 

To: Kylie Harris 

Subject: Scan Data from  

 

 

 

Sent by: harriskyl [  Number of Images: 2 Attachment File Type: PDF 

 

Device Name: HSQ-41OC-LVL5-R19 

Device Location:  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Monday, 20 March 2017 10:24 AM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: RE: Extension of Your Work from Home Arrangement

Hi Paul  

 

I’ve been advised that Amanda has forwarded an email regarding court to Justin Howes this morning, which indicates 

that she’s accessed her work email account and should have seen this email. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Monday, 20 March 2017 10:22 AM 
To: Helen Gregg; Cathie Allen 

Subject: FW: Extension of Your Work from Home Arrangement 

 

FYI – sent on Friday 

 

From: Karyn Bell  

Sent: Monday, 20 March 2017 10:21 AM 

To: Paul Csoban 
Subject: FW: Extension of Your Work from Home Arrangement 

 

 

 

From: Karyn Bell  
Sent: Friday, 17 March 2017 5:57 PM 

To: Amanda Reeves; '  

Subject: FW: Extension of Your Work from Home Arrangement 

 

Dear Amanda  
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This is just a short note to confirm that you have permission to undertake your current duties from your home until and 
including 24 March 2017.  
 
This agreement is on a temporary basis to assist and support you at this time. Any further request to work from home or 
extension of the current arrangements will be considered as necessary upon request.  
 
You must at all times comply with the relevant Flexible Work Arrangements policy– C5 (QH-POL-242) that contains a 
provision for working at home. 
 
If you have any questions please contact Mr Paul Csoban on  

 
Kind Regards 
Karyn  

 

Karyn Bell 
Senior Human Resources Officer 

People Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Tuesday, 13 June 2017 2:41 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Extension EMF

Yes I think that would be appropriate . 

We are still negotiating her future role 

Regards 

Paul 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Tuesday, 13 June 2017 12:49 PM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Extension EMF 

 

Hi Paul 

 

Currently Matthew is acting in Amanda Reeves position, however his temp contract ends this week.  Should we extend 

him for a month? 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Tuesday, 8 August 2017 6:10 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: Fwd: Email to Amanda for Review

FYI 

 

Sent from my iPad 

 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Patrick Steele <  

Date: 8 August 2017 at 4:11:59 pm AEST 

To: Karyn Bell <  

Cc: Paul Csoban <  

Subject: RE: Email to Amanda for Review 

Thanks Karyn – approved.  

  

Patrick Steele 

Director, HR Performance 
  

People Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

  

  

From: Karyn Bell  

Sent: Tuesday, 8 August 2017 2:38 PM 

To: Patrick Steele 
Subject: Email to Amanda for Review 

  

Hi Pat, 

  

Please see below email for Amanda. 

  

Feel free to make any changes/suggestions. 

  

Thanks 
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Karyn 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>  

  

Dear Amanda,  

  

I refer to our previous correspondence on 10 February 2017 where HSQ  directed you to return to work 

in an alternative research role pending the outcome of two independent reviews.  

  

This email is to confirm that HSQ are extending the current arrangements in relation to the alternative 

research role until further notice for the following reasons: 

  

a. You have raised a complaint with the Ethical Standards Unit, and the outcome of this complaint 

has not yet been finalised; 

b. You have raised an application to have your WorkCover decision reviewed, and the outcome of 

this application has not been finalised;  

c. HSQ have not yet had the opportunity to resolve the current  issues that you have raised to date 

due to the two points above.  

  

We note that the current role research project that you have been working on to date will end shortly, 

however Ms Helen Gregg, will organise for you to undertake a further research project. 

Ms Gregg will confirm the scope of the project within the next couple of days.  

  

I can also confirm in addition to the information provided above that: 

a. You will continue to report to Ms Gregg, Quality Manager; 

b. The position is full time and your classification and pay rate will remain the same; 

c. You will be located at the Coopers Plains Campus, 39 Kessels Road, in an office located in the 

library on Level 1 of the FSS Building; and 

d. You will continue in this role until the completion of the research task which is expected to take 

approximately 8 weeks.  

  

I appreciate that this may be a difficult time for you, and encourage you to contact employee assistance 

if required who offers a confidential counselling service which is free of charge to all employees of HSQ 

for up to six sessions per calendar year. 

Access to this service is by self-referral. Please contact Optum on 1800 604 640. More information on 

employee assistance can be found at: http://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/eap 

  

Kind Regards 

  

Karyn 

  

 

Karyn Bell 
Senior Human Resources Officer 

People Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 12:17 PM

To: Adam Kaity; Adrian Pippia; Alanna Darmanin; Alicia Quartermain; Allan McNevin; Allison 

Lloyd; Amy Cheng (  Angela Adamson; Angelina Keller; 

Anita Sandanasamy; Anne Finch; Belinda Andersen 

(  Biljana Micic; Cassandra James; Cecilia Iannuzzi; 

Chantal Angus; Chelsea Savage; Cindy Chang; Claire Gallagher; Deborah Nicoletti; 

Emma Caunt; Generosa Lundie; Hannah Pattison; Helen Williams; Ingrid Moeller; Jacqui 

Wilson; Janine Seymour-Murray; Josie Entwistle; Julie Brooks; Justin Howes; Kerry-Anne 

Lancaster; Kevin Avdic; Kirsten Scott; Kylie Rika; Lai-Wan Le; Lisa Benstead; Lisa Farrelly; 

Luke Harmer; Luke Ryan; Matthew Hunt; Megan Mathieson; Melissa Cipollone; Michael 

Goodrich; Michael Hart; Michael Ward; Michelle Margetts; Nicole Gardiner; Paige 

Rosekrans (  Paula Brisotto; Penelope Taylor; Pierre 

Acedo; Rhys Parry; Ryu Eba; Sandra McKean; Sharelle Nydam; Sharon Byrne; Sharon 

Cummings; Sharon Johnstone; Susan Brady; Suzanne Sanderson; Tegan Dwyer; Thomas 

Nurthen; Timothy Gardam; Valerie Caldwell; Vicki Jarrett; Virginia Jones; Wendy Harmer; 

Yvonne Connolly

Subject: Staff Movements

Expires: Friday, 6 October 2017 5:00 PM

Hi Everyone 

 

Amanda Reeves will be returning on Tuesday, 3
rd

 of October, following the completion of a Forensic Pathology 

project.  Amanda will be re-joining Reporting Team 1. 

 

Please join me in welcoming Amanda back and please include her in on your group emails. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 17 January 2017 4:56 PM

To: Jade Franklin; Paul Csoban

Subject: EMF re: Higher Duties for Amanda Reeves

Attachments: EMF_AJR_Signed.pdf

Hi Jade & Paul 

 

From the end of July to the beginning of November 2013, Amanda Reeves was acting in the Team Leader role.  Allan 

McNevin’s HP5 role directly reports to the Team Leader role that Amanda was undertaking higher duties in.  I was 

Amanda’s direct line manager at the time, and Amanda did not report any issues between herself and Allan during that 

period. 

 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 14 March 2017 5:41 PM

To: Jade Franklin; Paul Csoban

Subject: TImesheets for Amanda Reeves

Hi Jade and Paul 

 

Could you please provide advice on the following: 

 

Amanda Reeves has completed her timesheet from the 5
th

 of Jan 2017 as standard days.  However it was my 

understanding that she was on leave until the 18
th

 of Jan 2017.  From the 18
th

 of Jan, the medical certificate advised that 

she was able to work 3 days per week.  Then from the 2
nd

 of Feb, she was able to work fulltime. 

 

Can you please advise on the period between 5
th

 of Jan to the 18
th

 of Jan.  And then the period between 18
th

 of Jan and 

the 2
nd

 of Feb. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Wednesday, 31 May 2017 10:27 AM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: FW: Letter to John-Anthony Hodgens re potential new positions for AR

Attachments: Letter to John-Anthony Hodgens re potential new positions for AR.DOCX

FYI 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Jade Franklin  

Sent: Tuesday, 30 May 2017 2:29 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: Letter to John-Anthony Hodgens re potential new positions for AR 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Wednesday, 15 March 2017 2:54 PM

To: Jade Franklin

Subject: RE: HSQ_LVAPP_Various_CTM_ 04.01.2017 to 29.01.2017_00139155_Amanda 

Reeves

Hi Jade 

 

It seems that Payroll would have left it the way that it is, as Amanda has been paid Standard Hours from the 5
th

 of 

Jan.  So it would only have been amended if the Work Cover claim was approved – in which case, her leave would have 

been returned to her. 

 

The leave pending Work Cover began in mid-November 2016.  Payroll processed those forms as leave.  However they 

have acted differently in 2017, but I don’t know why. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Jade Franklin  

Sent: Wednesday, 15 March 2017 2:44 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: HSQ_LVAPP_Various_CTM_ 04.01.2017 to 29.01.2017_00139155_Amanda Reeves 

 

Cathie 

 

Can you hold off until I have spoken  to Shae. 

 

If you had not called and chased this, when would have payroll processed it? 

 

Jade 

 

Jade Franklin 
Manager Human Resources and Business Relationships 
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People Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Wednesday, 15 March 2017 2:35 PM 

To: Jade Franklin 

Subject: FW: HSQ_LVAPP_Various_CTM_ 04.01.2017 to 29.01.2017_00139155_Amanda Reeves 

 

Hi Jade 

 

For your advice please, given our discussion this morning. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Wendy Harmer  

Sent: Wednesday, 15 March 2017 1:05 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: FW: HSQ_LVAPP_Various_CTM_ 04.01.2017 to 29.01.2017_00139155_Amanda Reeves 

 

Hi Cathie 

 

I spoke with Payroll. 

They advised the following – 

 

As the forms initially all have the box ticked for “… pending work claim”  - Payroll advised that they would generally be 

sent to the Payroll Rehab to be processed.  But on checking workbrain again, none of the three forms above are yet to 

be processed. 

 

The regular payroll office advised that if I made a note on each of the forms i.e. crossed out the tick (relating to pending 

work claim) and initialled and dated the change, and resent the forms to payroll they would process these forms asap. 

 

So just checking if you are ok for me to do this, just being cautious. 
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Please advise, if I don’t hear from you today, then I am sure that Chantal, Vicki or Yvonne can assist in my absence. 

 

Regards 

Wendy 

 

 

 

 

From: FSS DNA Analysis Admin  

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 3:03 PM 

To: HRBC_ESTeam 
Subject: HSQ_LVAPP_Various_CTM_ 04.01.2017 to 29.01.2017_00139155_Amanda Reeves 

 

Good Afternoon 

 

Our records show that the attached leave application forms have not been processed. 

 

Can you please process these forms as soon as possible. 

 

Many thanks 

Regards 

Wendy 

 

 

Administrative Officer 
Forensic DNA Analysis 

  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 30 May 2017 5:36 PM

To: Jade Franklin

Subject: RE: Letter to John-Anthony Hodgens re potential new positions for AR

Hi Jade 

 

I’ve spoken with Paul Csoban regarding our phone conversation.  Paul will discuss with Stuart Rodney and email Gary 

Uhlmann. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Jade Franklin  

Sent: Tuesday, 30 May 2017 2:29 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: Letter to John-Anthony Hodgens re potential new positions for AR 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Monday, 20 March 2017 10:22 AM

To: Helen Gregg; Cathie Allen

Subject: FW: Extension of Your Work from Home Arrangement

FYI – sent on Friday 

 

From: Karyn Bell  

Sent: Monday, 20 March 2017 10:21 AM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: FW: Extension of Your Work from Home Arrangement 

 

 

 

From: Karyn Bell  

Sent: Friday, 17 March 2017 5:57 PM 

To: Amanda Reeves; '  
Subject: FW: Extension of Your Work from Home Arrangement 

 

Dear Amanda  
 
This is just a short note to confirm that you have permission to undertake your current duties from your home until and 
including 24 March 2017.  
 
This agreement is on a temporary basis to assist and support you at this time. Any further request to work from home or 
extension of the current arrangements will be considered as necessary upon request.  
 
You must at all times comply with the relevant Flexible Work Arrangements policy– C5 (QH-POL-242) that contains a 
provision for working at home. 
 
If you have any questions please contact Mr Paul Csoban on (  

 
Kind Regards 
Karyn  

 

 

Karyn Bell 
Senior Human Resources Officer 

People Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland 
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Cathie Allen

From: Helen Gregg

Sent: Tuesday, 21 March 2017 8:04 AM

To: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen

Subject: Amanda is taking sick leave today EOM

 

 

Helen Gregg 
Quality Manager 

  

Forensic and Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
 

s  
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Helen Gregg

Sent: Wednesday, 22 March 2017 9:46 AM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: Amanda Reeves is at work today EOM

 

 

Helen Gregg 
Quality Manager 

  

Forensic and Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
 

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Sherri Hasted

Sent: Monday, 23 October 2017 4:11 PM

To: FSS DNA Analysis Admin

Subject: Returning the Favour

Attachments:  

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Completed

Hi team 

 

Please find attached additional leave forms for Amanda that weren't sent to you and the list of leave forms / AVACs I 

was chasing.  So thanks for all your help, I have now secured the lot 

 

Regards 

 

 

Sherri Hasted 

Senior Administration Officer (Workforce Support) 

  

Forensic and Scientific Services, 

Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 

future. 

 

 

 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From:  [mailto:  

Sent: Monday, 23 October 2017 4:12 PM 

To: Sherri Hasted 

Subject: Message from "RNP002673742963" 

 

This E-mail was sent from "RNP002673742963" (MP C3003). 

 

Scan Date: 10.23.2017 16:12:03 (+1000) 
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Queries to:  
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Cathie Allen

From: Sherri Hasted

Sent: Monday, 23 October 2017 3:21 PM

To: FSS DNA Analysis Admin

Cc: Vicki Jarrett

Subject: RE: Before I go and rumble through the jungle

Thanks heaps Paige, you saved me hours of dumpster dumping. 

 

Regards 
 

Sherri Hasted 
Senior Administration Officer (Workforce Support) 

  

Forensic and Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
 

 
     

 

 

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
 

 

 

From: FSS DNA Analysis Admin  

Sent: Monday, 23 October 2017 3:07 PM 
To: Sherri Hasted 

Cc: Vicki Jarrett 

Subject: RE: Before I go and rumble through the jungle 

 

Hi Sherri, 

 

Please see attached the ones we have here on record. During the time she was away: ie March -  May dates, we do not 

have the forms on record, as they were not sent through DNA Admin. 

Please let me know if there is anything else I may help with. 

 

 

Thank you, 

Kind Regards, 

 

Paige Rosekrans 

Forensic DNA Analysis Admin 

 

Ext. 2736 
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From: Sherri Hasted  

Sent: Monday, 23 October 2017 2:48 PM 
To: FSS DNA Analysis Admin 

Subject: RE: Before I go and rumble through the jungle 

 

Yes there is. Below are the leave forms I am chasing.  I have been going through boxes all afternoon and I’m 

bored.  Please help! Save me! 

Reeves, Amanda 24/08/2016 24/08/2016 Carers Leave    

Reeves, Amanda 24/08/2016 24/08/2016 Carers Leave - No Pay    

Reeves, Amanda 13/10/2016 13/10/2016 Sick Leave    

Reeves, Amanda 19/10/2016 19/10/2016 Carers Leave    

Reeves, Amanda 18/11/2016 18/11/2016 Sick Leave    

Reeves, Amanda 25/11/2016 25/11/2016 Recreation Leave - Half Pay    

Reeves, Amanda 28/11/2016 28/11/2016 Sick Leave    

Reeves, Amanda 29/11/2016 29/11/2016 Sick - No Pay    

Reeves, Amanda 29/11/2016 29/11/2016 Sick Leave    

Reeves, Amanda 30/11/2016 14/12/2016 Recreation Leave - Half Pay    

Reeves, Amanda 15/12/2016 28/12/2016 Recreation Leave - Half Pay    

Reeves, Amanda 29/12/2016 30/12/2016 Long Service Leave - Full Pay    

Reeves, Amanda 03/01/2017 03/01/2017 Recreation Leave - Half Pay    

Reeves, Amanda 04/01/2017 06/01/2017 Recreation Leave - Half Pay    

Reeves, Amanda 09/01/2017 17/01/2017 Long Service Leave - Half Pay    

Reeves, Amanda 21/03/2017 21/03/2017 Sick Leave    

Reeves, Amanda 04/04/2017 04/04/2017 Recreation Leave - Full Pay    

Reeves, Amanda 06/04/2017 06/04/2017 Sick Leave    

Reeves, Amanda 10/04/2017 12/04/2017 Recreation Leave - Full Pay    

Reeves, Amanda 03/05/2017 03/05/2017 Sick Leave    

Reeves, Amanda 04/05/2017 04/05/2017 Sick Leave    

Reeves, Amanda 10/10/2017 10/10/2017 Carers Leave    

Reeves, Amanda 13/10/2017 13/10/2017 Recreation Leave - Full Pay    

      
 

 

 

 

 

 

Regards 
 

Sherri Hasted 
Senior Administration Officer (Workforce Support) 

  

Forensic and Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

 

 

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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From: FSS DNA Analysis Admin  

Sent: Monday, 23 October 2017 2:20 PM 
To: Sherri Hasted 

Subject: RE: Before I go and rumble through the jungle 

 

Hi Sherri, 

 

We do keep electronic copies of all forms sent to HR. Is there a particular one you are looking for? 

Thank you, 

Kind Regards, 

 

Paige Rosekrans 

Forensic DNA Analysis Admin 

 

Ext. 2736 

 

         

 

 

 

From: Sherri Hasted  

Sent: Monday, 23 October 2017 2:19 PM 
To: FSS DNA Analysis Admin 

Subject: FW: Before I go and rumble through the jungle 

 

Hi Vicki / Anyone 

 

Now that I have your attention, do you keep copies of leave forms for your staff (2016 – 2017) 

 

 

Regards 
 

Sherri Hasted 
Senior Administration Officer (Workforce Support) 

  

Forensic and Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

 

 

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Justin Howes

Sent: Monday, 5 December 2016 3:44 PM

To: Andrea Norton; Abigail Ryan; Adam Kaity; Alanna Darmanin; Allan McNevin; Allison 

Lloyd; Amy L Morgan; Angela McCristal; Belinda Andersen; Biljana Micic; Cathie Allen; 

Cecilia Iannuzzi; Chelsea Savage; Cindy Chang; Generosa Lundie; Janine Seymour-

Murray; Julie Brooks; Kerry-Anne Lancaster; Kevin Avdic; Kirsten Scott; Lai-Wan Le; Lisa 

Farrelly; Luke Ryan; Michael Goodrich; Michael Hart; Michael Ward; Michelle Margetts; 

Nicole Gardiner; Paula Brisotto; Pierre Acedo; Ryu Eba; Sandra McKean; Sharelle Nydam; 

Sharon Byrne; Sharon Cummings; Suzanne Sanderson; Tara Prowse; Tegan Dwyer; 

Valerie Caldwell; Virginia Jones; Paige Rosekrans; Vicki Jarrett; Wendy Harmer; Yvonne 

Connolly; Adrian Pippia; Alicia Quartermain; Amanda Reeves; Angela Adamson; 

Angelina Keller; Anne Finch; Cassandra James; Claire Gallagher; Deborah Nicoletti; 

Emma Caunt; Hannah Pattison; Helen Williams; Ingrid Moeller; Jacqui Wilson; Josie 

Entwistle; Justin Howes; Kylie Rika; Lisa Benstead; Matthew Hunt; Penelope Taylor; Rhys 

Parry; Sharon Johnstone; Susan Brady; Thomas Nurthen; Timothy Gardam

Subject: Acting arrangements

Hi all 

 

We have just received confirmation from ED Paul CSOBAN that acting arrangements have been approved for the 

following people while the substantives are on leave: 

 

- Kerry-Anne Lancaster will act as Supervising Scientist Quality and Projects team: 05-09 December 

- Adrian Pippia will act as Supervising Scientist Reporting Team 1: 06-14 December 

 

Regards 

Justin 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Justin Howes

Sent: Monday, 5 December 2016 3:43 PM

To: Kerry-Anne Lancaster; Allan McNevin; Amanda Reeves; Cathie Allen; Kirsten Scott; Kylie 

Rika; Luke Ryan; Paula Brisotto; Sharon Johnstone; Wendy Harmer

Subject: acting arrangements

Hi all 

I will be sending out the following information shortly. 

 

We have just received confirmation from ED Paul CSOBAN that acting arrangements have been approved for the 

following people while the substantives are on leave: 

 

- Kerry-Anne Lancaster will act as Supervising Scientist Quality and Projects team: 05-09 December 

- Adrian Pippia will act as Supervising Scientist Reporting Team 1: 06-14 December 

 

Regards 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Justin Howes

Sent: Friday, 16 December 2016 11:57 AM

To: Andrea Norton; Adrian Pippia; Alicia Quartermain; Allison Lloyd; Amanda Reeves; 

Angela Adamson; Angelina Keller; Anne Finch; Cassandra James; Claire Gallagher; 

Deborah Nicoletti; Emma Caunt; Hannah Pattison; Helen Williams; Ingrid Moeller; Jacqui 

Wilson; Josie Entwistle; Justin Howes; Kylie Rika; Lisa Benstead; Matthew Hunt; Penelope 

Taylor; Rhys Parry; Sharon Johnstone; Susan Brady; Thomas Nurthen; Timothy Gardam

Cc: Allan McNevin; Cathie Allen; Kirsten Scott; Luke Ryan; Paula Brisotto; Wendy Harmer

Subject: A/Supervisor R1

Hi all 

Please note Paul CSOBAN had approved an extension to Adrian’s higher duties as Supervisor Reporting Team 1 up to 

and including 4 Jan. 

 

Regards 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Justin Howes

Sent: Thursday, 12 January 2017 4:29 PM

To: Andrea Norton; Adrian Pippia; Alicia Quartermain; Allison Lloyd; Amanda Reeves; 

Angela Adamson; Angelina Keller; Anne Finch; Cassandra James; Claire Gallagher; 

Deborah Nicoletti; Emma Caunt; Hannah Pattison; Helen Williams; Ingrid Moeller; Jacqui 

Wilson; Josie Entwistle; Justin Howes; Kylie Rika; Lisa Benstead; Matthew Hunt; Penelope 

Taylor; Rhys Parry; Sharon Johnstone; Susan Brady; Thomas Nurthen; Timothy Gardam; 

Allan McNevin; Cathie Allen; Kirsten Scott; Luke Ryan; Paula Brisotto; Wendy Harmer

Subject: acting in FRIT

Hi 

From next Tues, Matthew will move to Reporting Team 1 as A/Supervisor in Amanda’s absence. R1, please see me for 

anything on Monday until Matthew moves across. 

 

In order to try to even the contact hours as best as possible, Angela will move to Reporting Team 2 for the same period 

but this will occur on Monday. 

 

Thankyou to Adrian for the period of acting for Amanda, and the combination of Josie and Matthew for the period of 

Kylie’s leave. Kylie will return on Tuesday. 

 

Regards 

Justin 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 28 September 2017 4:01 PM

To: Justin Howes

Subject: FW: Converstion points - Confidential 

Sensitivity: Confidential

Hi Justin 

 

As discussed earlier today, below is the list of dot points regarding the phone conversation between you and Amanda 

tomorrow. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Helen Russell  

Sent: Thursday, 28 September 2017 11:16 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: Converstion points - Confidential  

 

Hi Cathie,  

 

As discussed. Here are a few pointers for Justin’s conversation with Amanda (AR). 

 

• welcome AR back to the team 

• Inform AR the content of her first day – that she will be updated on recent changes in the department and 

undertake any required training (i.e. new forensics register training) 

• Ask AR if she has any questions prior to Tuesday? Any support required of Justin as her manager? 

• Inform AR the team has been/ will be notified in the staff movement’s email of her return.  

 

Thanks  
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Helen Russell 
Senior Human Resources Officer 

  

HR Performance, People Performance and Excellence, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 
future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 3:03 PM

To: Justin Howes

Subject: Advise on movement

Hi Justin 

 

I have verbally advised Matt that Amanda would be returning to work on Tuesday 3rd, prior to me sending out the team 

wide email.  I thanked Matt for all his efforts as he was a considerable help to all involved and really appreciated his 

efforts.  Matt understood that he would continue to be paid at HP5 level for 1 week despite undertaking his normal 

role. 

 

Paula phoned Amanda and welcomed her back and offered her support etc. 

 

Jacqui will move into Reporting Team 2 from Tuesday 3
rd

 of Oct for the foreseeable future.  I have advised Kylie verbally 

of this – the advice I gave Kylie was ‘ from Tuesday, 3
rd

 of October, Jacqui will move into your Reporting Team 2 group 

for the foreseeable future’.  Kylie asked about where Matt will go, and I advised that this would be worked out on 

Tuesday upon your return.  Kylie was aware that Matt has a course all day on Tuesday so its not an issue. 

 

I have emailed Jacqui to let her know that from Tuesday 3
rd

 she will be moving into Reporting Team 2 and Kylie will be 

her line manager. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Vicki Jarrett

Sent: Tuesday, 24 October 2017 12:54 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Cc: Wendy Harmer

Subject: Staff in confidence

Attachments: RE: Before I go and rumble through the jungle; Returning the Favour

Hi Cathie 

 

I attach herewith, for your records, two email threads between Forensic DNA Admin and Workforce Support Services 

yesterday.  We provided copy forms as requested, but were unable to provide forms for the period of time when the 

staff member was seconded to another department.  Sherri in WSS has since located and forwarded the leave forms for 

this period to admin, but as they are not relevant to the DNA Team records they have not been saved to our drive and, 

as such, I have subsequently deleted both emails. 

Kind regards 

Vicki Jarrett 
Acting Administration Support Officer 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Wednesday, 27 September 2017 3:59 PM

To: Helen Russell

Subject: RE: Org charts - FSS

Hi Helen 

 

I will ask Justin to have the confidential conversation with Matthew regarding his higher duties.  Yes, the communication 

regarding staff movements will only include Amanda’s return and Jacqui’s move to a new team. 

 

I have let my Team Leaders (all 3 of them) know about the courses and I’ve enrolled for the Effective Communication 

course. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Helen Russell  

Sent: Wednesday, 27 September 2017 3:33 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: Org charts - FSS 

 

Thanks Cathie, That is a great help.  Each day it is becoming clearer! 

 

We do not need to give Matthew 2 weeks’ notice as an end date has been stipulated. Please have the discussion with 

him this week (prior to the communication of Amanda’s return but inform him this is confidential because the team have 

not been updated yet). Having the conversation now will ensure he does not have any expectation that the contract will 

continue past 8 October.  

 

I will touch base with Derek Broanda, HR Manager on his return tomorrow regarding the communication to the team 

about Amanda’s return. I believe the email communication is best but want to check being new to the team. Will these 

be the only two movements/ updates in this weeks email (Amanda’s return and Jacqui’s movement)? 
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I have emailed Justin to introduce myself and set up a meeting for Friday/ early next week. I will talk to him about the 

support I can provide as his HR contact. I have also just been informed we have two courses being held at Coopers 

Plains that are in danger of being cancelled due to low numbers. I wondered if these would be of interest for Justin or 

any other staff members? Both have received excellent feedback.  

 

They are: 

• Communicating effectively at work on 20 October from 8.30 to 10.30 click here to book 

https://ilearncatalogue.health.qld.gov.au/course/602/doh-corp-c-communicating-effectively-at-work-20102017 

• Building effective relationships through trust on 31 October from 9am to 1pm click here to 

book  https://ilearncatalogue.health.qld.gov.au/course/603/doh-corp-c-building-effective-relationships-

through-trust-31102017  

 

The ‘Communicating effectively at work’ workshop is run by Amanda Wild at Rowland and covers: 

• How to better plan your communication approach 

• Feel comfortable and confident with the communication process 

• Boost your communication skills 

• Communicate more succinctly – reduce the ‘waffle’ 

• Communicate more effectively for various channels 

 

The ‘Building effective relationships through trust’ workshop is run by Lindsay Bridger from FranklinCovey. It’s based on 

their ‘Speed of Trust’ process and will take learners through: 

• How to build trust 

• How to increase their personal credibility 

• Understanding the link between trust and engagement 

• How to behave in ways that inspire trust. 

 

Thanks  

 

 

 

Helen Russell 
Senior Human Resources Officer 

  

HR Performance, People Performance and Excellence, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 
future. 
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From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Wednesday, 27 September 2017 11:12 AM 

To: Helen Russell 
Subject: RE: Org charts - FSS 

 

Hi Helen 

 

Attached are the team charts – 1 for Police Services Stream so that you can see my direct reports and how they find 

in.  Then other is the team chart for Forensic DNA Analysis – with Matthew Hunt acting in Amanda Reeves’ position. 

 

Matthew’s current higher duties finished on the 8
th

 of October – do we need to give him 2 weeks notice that we won’t 

be extending this arrangement? 

 

Also when we communicate with the team about Amanda’s return, do we need to communicate why Jacqui is moving 

to a different reporting team? 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Helen Russell  

Sent: Tuesday, 26 September 2017 3:54 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: Org charts - FSS 

 

Afternoon Cathie,  

 

Please can you send me the org chart for your areas when you have a spare 5 minutes? 

 

Thanks  
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Helen Russell 
Senior Human Resources Officer 

  

HR Performance, People Performance and Excellence, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 
future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 28 September 2017 10:49 AM

To: Helen Russell

Subject: RE: Discussions with team members

Thanks Helen 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Helen Russell  

Sent: Thursday, 28 September 2017 9:21 AM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: Discussions with team members 

 

Morning Cathie,  

 

I am meeting with Derek this morning at 10am to confirm he is happy with the decisions I have recommended regarding 

communicating to the team.  

 

I will be in touch. 

 

Thanks  

 

 

Helen Russell 
Senior Human Resources Officer 

  

HR Performance, People Performance and Excellence, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 
future. 

 

 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  
Sent: Thursday, 28 September 2017 8:48 AM 

To: Helen Russell 

Subject: Discussions with team members 

 

Hi Helen 

 

Previously I’ve been advised by HR that you shouldn’t give negative or distressing news to a staff member on a Friday – 

as this means that they could be alone on the weekend to process the news.  So today we need to advise some team 

members, in particular Allan McNevin, regarding Amanda’s return to the work unit.  Is there any update on 

communication regarding this?   

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Gary Uhlmann

Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 4:35 PM

To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban; Dianne Woolley

Subject: RE: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting

Thanks Cathie! 

 

 

Gary Uhlmann   

Chief Executive Officer   

    

Health Support Queensland, Department of Health   

  

 

  

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier 
Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 4:20 PM 
To: Gary Uhlmann; Paul Csoban; Dianne Woolley 

Subject: RE: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting 

 

Hi Everyone 

 

I’ve responded below is blue. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Gary Uhlmann  

Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 12:32 PM 

To: Paul Csoban; Dianne Woolley 
Cc: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting 

 

Paul/Cathie – Please see my questions embedded below. Di may have others. 

 

Thanks 

 

Gary 

 

 

Gary Uhlmann   

Chief Executive Officer   

    

Health Support Queensland, Department of Health   

    

 

  

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier 
Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 12:00 PM 

To: Gary Uhlmann; Dianne Woolley 
Subject: FW: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting 

 

Hi Gary, Di, 

Following on from our discussions, I have asked Cathie to supply more entailed information on certain points 

Please see her comments below 

Please let me know if there are any further clarifications required 

Regards 

Paul 

 

 

From: Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 11:43 AM 

To: Paul Csoban 
Subject: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting 

 

Hi Paul 
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I’ve followed up on some points from yesterday’s meeting: 

 

- The Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited (ESR) Scientific Review showed that the laboratory 

protocols in place are ‘fit for purpose and in line with best practice for this type of examination’.  ESR found no 

evidence of a gross or systemic failure of the laboratory’s system that is used to process sexual assault 

investigation kits.  

- All recommendations from ESR Scientific Review paper (page 3) have been added to the Standard Operating 

Procedures as comments in Quality Information System to be included in the next version. 

- Project #181 was set up to provide in-house laboratory experimental data to support the microscopy and 

presumptive screening processes used to determine if a sample should be submitted for DNA profiling.  This 

project was instigated in early June 2016 and the initial experiments showed results as expected, in that the 

number of sperm seen decreased as the concentration of the semen decreased in an almost linear fashion.  This 

showed that there was no gross or systemic failure within the processes used. 

Q: Have any sperm been detected in the changed process that would have been missed otherwise?   

- The Risk Mitigation Step, whereby all sexual assault investigation kit samples regardless of sperm detection 

(both positive and negative), was implemented on the 8
th

 of August 2016 and remains in place.  This minor 

change was registered in the ‘Change Register – Minor Changes’ log that is available to all Forensic DNA Analysis 

staff members.  This change was introduced to monitor the process whilst awaiting the outcome of Project 

#181. 

Statement: This process needs to continue indefinately.   

- Confidential: since implementation of the risk mitigation step (approx. 13 months), about 1011 samples have 

been processed through this and no evidence of a gross or systemic failure of the process has been identified.   

Q: See first question above.  738 samples have been reviewed to see if the risk mitigation step would have 

changed the course of the case.  Of the 738 samples, 1 sample from 1 case was submitted which provided a 

DNA profile from the sperm fraction and this would have altered the reporting to the QPS.  FSS reported ‘no 

spermatozoa observed’ as none were observed on the items submitted, the QPS are able to request further 

testing if other information from their investigations warrants this. 

- Allan McNevin was deemed competent in the examination of Sexual Assault Investigation Kits in September 

2015 [Amanda Reeves is not deemed competent to undertake this type of examination].  Allan was deemed 

competent to provide court evidence for sexual assault cases on the 13
th

 of Jan 2017 (Allan was previously 

deemed competent on providing court evidence for other cases types such as Murder, Assault and Volume 

Crime case types).  

- From Thursday’s discussion, it appeared that Amanda Reeves raised an issue that Allan McNevin was not 

competent to implement the risk mitigation step.  I’m unsure why this would be the case as the risk mitigation 

step is an approach taken to attempt to lower the potential risk of not detecting spermatozoa and allows 

monitoring of ‘negative’ sexual assault samples.  Implementation of the risk mitigation step was done with the 

consent of the Team Leader – Paula Brisotto.   

- Overtime – my instructions to Justin Howes, Team Leader for the Reporting and Intelligence Team were that 

staff could complete one 5 hour overtime session per month to process results– on 2 occasions my instructions 

were not followed.   

- Overtime for Financial Year 2017/2018 – 1 overtime session of 5 hours has been undertaken by HP4 staff 

(different staff on the 8
th

 and the 15
th

 of July – totalling 5 staff) – none of these staff members were HP5 staff 

(there are four HP5 staff that are able to process results, in addition to Amanda Reeves) 

- Overtime for Financial Year 2016 / 2017 – 7 overtime sessions of 5 hours has been undertaken by HP4 staff – 2 

in June, 1 in May, 1 in April, 1 in March and 2 in Feb.  Matthew Hunt, who is currently acting in the HP5 role, 

undertook overtime for 3 sessions (totalling 15 hours).  However no other HP5 undertook overtime during these 

sessions.  As previously stated, an offer of overtime was made to HP4 staff to process results.  As Matthew Hunt 

is a substantive HP4, he undertook overtime In Feb and March although he was acting in higher duties, however 

as his higher duties were further extended, he no longer took part in overtime. 

Q: Were the HP5s paid any overtime at all each financial year and if so how much? I have requested a report 

from Brendan Egan for this data, going back 3 financial years.  I’ll forward this as soon as I get it. 
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- All staff returning from long term leave are provided with Refresher training, which is intending to cover 

previous tasks that the staff member had undertaken, as well as new tasks or new processes that may have 

been introduced during their leave (ie the Forensic Register) 

- I have attached a team chart of Police Services Stream so that its visible on the team structure that I manage. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Sunday, 24 September 2017 8:11 AM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: Fwd: Amanda Reeves return to substantive position

Hi Cathie 

Can we catch up on Monday am to discuss this please 

Paul 

 

Sent from my iPad 

 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gary Uhlmann <  

Date: 22 September 2017 at 5:28:10 pm AEST 

To: Paul Csoban <  Cathie Allen <  

Subject: FW: Amanda Reeves return to substantive position 

Paul/Cathie – Please note my email to Amanda below. I am happy to discuss this in more detail next 

week. 

  

Thanks 

  

Gary 

  

  

Gary Uhlmann   

Chief Executive Officer   

    

Health Support Queensland, Department of Health   

  

  

  

  

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier 
Queensland. 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future 

  

  

From: Gary Uhlmann  

Sent: Friday, 22 September 2017 5:27 PM 

To: '  
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Cc: Shaun Mulholland; Theresa Hodges; Dianne Woolley; Barbara Phillips 

Subject: Amanda Reeves return to substantive position 

  

Hi Amanda 

  

Thank you for your time this week. I was pleased to have the opportunity to explore and clarify your 

issues and concerns. I also noted your assurances that you support the current standing scientific 

processes and your additional confirmation that the processes currently in place also satisfy your 

concerns about the possibility of positive samples being missed although you do believe that there are 

more efficient ways of undertaking this testing.  

  

I committed at that meeting I would finish my discussions and considerations about your current 

employment arrangements and operational concerns and notify you of my decisions at the end of this 

week.  

  

As such I have decided the following: 

1. That you should return to your substantive position within the DNA team on Tuesday 3 October 

2017; 

2. That the current process you believe is inefficient will be reviewed to determine whether it can 

be improved; 

3. That a review will be undertaken to determine whether any previous negative samples should 

be retested to ensure that this negative result is accurate; 

4. That upon your returning to your position, an external consultant will be engaged to help 

undertake the following reintegration activities: 

a. Support the re-establishment of the management team and working relationships 

including clarification of any existing role, responsibilities and relationship issues and 

matters and obtaining a clear agreement on these matters by all parties. 

b. Support the re-establishment of your individual team and address any matters that may 

impact on the effectiveness of your team. 

c. Where a written commitment needs to be obtained between any of the parties in order 

to ensure the effective future operation of the overall DNA function then this will be 

completed as part of this process. 

  

Please note that I consider that the effective operation of the DNA function is critical for the State and 

that the reintegration activities outlined above are an important step in ensuring the function is not 

compromised. 

  

I will personally communicate the above decisions to FSS management to ensure everyone works in 

close partnership with the nominated consultant for the success of the implementation of the above 

decisions. My objective is that this work will begin on the 3
rd

 October. 

  

Regards 

  

Gary 
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Gary Uhlmann   

Chief Executive Officer   

    

Health Support Queensland, Department of Health   

    

  

  

  

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier 
Queensland. 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 3:20 PM

To: Gary Uhlmann

Cc: Cathie Allen; Helen Russell

Subject: Amanda Reeves

Attachments: Action plan  - AR return to work v2.doc

Gary, 

As per your instructions, Amanda Reeves has been returned to her substantive poistion today. 

We have consulted with Helen Russell our PPE business partner and together have developed the attached action plan 

to ensure a smooth transition for Amanda back into the DNA Unit. 

Please let me know if you have any further queries or amendments 

Regards 

Paul 

 

 

 

Paul Csoban 
Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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     Forensic and Scientific Services 
 
 
 
 

28/9/173 October 2017 

Amanda Reeves Integration plan 

1. Guided by PPE on advice re communication of her return 

• normal practice of sending staff movements out via email should be 
followed - Completed to be provided to Helen Russell as a suggestion 

• Phone call to Amanda from line management prior to her return – details 
of her first day (training/ updates etc) – Completed  

2. Close off Livingstone report with Allan McNevin 

• waiting for advice  from HR on best method 

• one suggestion would be to issue him with the summary only. 

3. Awaiting advice on whether grievance and work cover claim affect return to 
work.  

4. Mediation for specific members of management team and Amanda with the 
assistance of an external facilitator 

• External consultant provided with scope on 29.9.17 

4.• Meeting arranged for 4 Oct 2017 

5. Initiate a resilience program similar to Mortuary staff - Rachel Hannam.  This 
will assist with the day to day processes which appear to be problematic 

6. Continue ongoing team building supported by resilience program 

7. Refresher training program developed and implemented – commenced 3 Oct 
2017 

8. Offer EAS support- Completed 

9. Provide interim report to Amanda for Project 181 for her comment 

10. Allocated task of auditing of negative SAIKS (sexual assault investigation kits) 
to put forward plan for ongoing action 

11. Work with Helen Russell re provision of ESR report and/or summary 
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     Forensic and Scientific Services 
 
 
 
 

10.Cover.Cover off with lawyers (Clayton Utz)  to close off current actions – 
meeting scheduled with Clayton Utz 4 October 2017 

12. Issue cover letter re implementation of ESR recommendations – work with 
Helen  

12.13. Ensure all recommendations in ESR report are implemented as 
appropriate - Completed 

13.14. Finalise PDP done to be incompleted in 1 month. 

 

Formatted: Font: Bold
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 22 September 2017 4:48 PM

To: Gary Uhlmann

Subject: RE: Follow-up from Wednesday meeting

Thanks Gary.  Have a lovely weekend. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Gary Uhlmann  

Sent: Friday, 22 September 2017 3:23 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Paul Csoban 

Subject: RE: Follow-up from Wednesday meeting 

 

Thanks Cathie – I am in the process of finalising a communication to Amanda which I will also forward to you and Paul 

so I’m not sure of the basis that comment was made. I will get Di Woolley to clarify your other queries. 

 

Regards 

 

Gary 

 

 

Gary Uhlmann   

Chief Executive Officer   

    

Health Support Queensland, Department of Health   
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier 
Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Friday, 22 September 2017 2:23 PM 

To: Gary Uhlmann 

Cc: Paul Csoban 
Subject: Follow-up from Wednesday meeting 

 

Hi Gary 

 

I wanted to follow-up on 2 items that occurred to me, following the meeting on Wednesday afternoon. 

 

It is my understanding that Amanda Reeves has lodged a grievance with Ethic Standards Unit, who have referred this to 

the Chief Human Resources Officer and it is still pending.  If this grievance is not resolved, does this have any effect on 

Amanda’s return to the work unit?  It’s also my understand that Amanda has a pending appeal regarding the denial of 

her Work Cover claim and I assume that the appeal still being open doesn’t impede her return to the work unit. 

 

It’s my understanding that this issue is confidential and I have treated it as such.  A staff member from Forensic DNA 

Analysis advised me today that the reporting staff have become aware that ‘the issue will be resolved by early October’ 

as Amanda Reeves had divulged this to Angela Williamson, a former Forensic DNA Analysis staff member.  I don’t expect 

any feedback on this particular point, however wanted to make you aware of the information that has been provided to 

me today. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Allan McNevin Luke Ryan 
Kirsten Scott A / Matthew Hunt Kylie Rika Sharon Johnstone

Abigail Ryan Adam Kaity
Chelsea Savage Amy Cheng Michael Goodrich Kerry-Anne Lancaster Adrian Pippia Alicia Quartermain Helen Williams

Cindy Chang Alanna Darmanin Allison Lloyd Anne Finch Lisa Benstead
Janine Seymour-Murray Belinda Anderson Angela McCristal Angelina Keller Claire Gallagher Susan Brady

Kevin Avdic Biljana Micic Julie Brooks Angela Adamson Deborah Nicoletti Tim Gardam
Michelle Margetts Cecilia Iannuzzi Michael Hart Cassandra James Emma Caunt
Nicole Gardiner Generosa Lundie Michael Ward Jacqui Wilson Ingrid Moeller
Sharon Byrne Lai-Wan Le Ryu Eba Rhys Parry Josie Entwistle

Valerie Caldwell Lisa Farrelly Sandra McKean Thomas Nurthen Penny Taylor
Megan Mathieson Sharon Cummings
Melissa Cipollone Suzanne Sanderson

Pierre Acedo Virginia Jones
Sharelle Nydam Secondment Maternity Leave

Tara Prowse (HP )
Abigaill Ryan (HP )

Tara Prowse Hannah Pattison (HP4)
Tegan Dwyer Amy Morgan (HP2) Maria Aguilera (HP3)
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Deborah Nicoletti (HP4)

Maternity Leave

Amy Morgan (HP2)

On leave

Amanda Reeves

Ingrid Moeller

Allan McNevin

Yvonne Connolly (AO2)

Maria Aguilera (HP3)
Hannah Pattison (HP4)

Secondment
Sharon Cummings

Virginia Jones

Cassandra James

Rhys Parry
Michael Hart

Ryu Eba

Suzanne Sanderson

Jacqui Wilson

Allison Lloyd

Kirsten Scott

Julie Brooks
Susan Brady

Helen Williams

Sharon Johnstone

Tim Gardam

A / Matthew Hunt

Kerry-Anne Lancaster

Pierre Acedo

Team Leader

Anne Finch

Generosa Lundie
Claire Gallagher

Evidence Recovery and Quality

Lisa BensteadBelinda Anderson
Angela McCristal

Adrian Pippia

Kevin Avdic
Cecilia Iannuzzi

Alanna Darmanin

Sharelle Nydam

Melissa Cipollone

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence

Alicia Quartermain
Angela Adamson

Biljana Micic

Michael GoodrichCindy Chang
Janine Seymour-Murray

Josie Entwistle
Megan Mathieson

Angelina Keller

Emma Caunt

Sandra McKean

Nicole  Gardiner

A / Abigail Ryan
Analytical

Wendy Harmer

Paige Rosekrans

Team Leader

Vicki Jarrett

Quality & Projects            
Operational Officers

Chantal Angus

Forensic DNA Analysis Team Chart

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 

Administration Support Officer
Administration

Reporting (1) Reporting (2)
Evidence Recovery

Paula Brisotto

Luke Ryan 

Adam KaityChelsea Savage

Justin Howes

A/ Intelligence

Kylie Rika

Penny Taylor

Michelle Margetts

Thomas Nurthen

Amy Cheng (HP3)

Tegan Dwyer

Valerie Caldwell Lai-Wan Le

Tara Prowse

Michael Ward

Sharon Byrne

Lisa Farrelly
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Lisa Farrelly

Michelle Margetts

Valerie Caldwell
Ryu Eba

Ingrid Moeller

Pierre Acedo
Melissa Cipollone

Secondment

Maria Aguilera (HP3)Tegan Dwyer

Cecilia Iannuzzi

Virginia Jones
Suzanne Sanderson
Sharon Cummings

Lai-Wan Le

Tara Prowse

Michael Ward

Chelsea Savage

Justin Howes
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Kylie Rika
Abigail Ryan

Allan McNevin
Analytical

Helen Williams

Sharon Johnstone
Luke Ryan 

Forensic DNA Analysis Team Chart

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist 

Administration Support Officer
Administration
Wendy Harmer

Vicki Jarrett

Emma Caunt

Sandra McKean

Nicole Gardiner

Team Leader

Chantal Angus

Quality & Projects            
Operational Officers

Yvonne Connolly

Evidence Recovery

Paula Brisotto

Reporting (1) Reporting (2)

Susan Brady

Adam Kaity

Cindy Chang
Janine Seymour-Murray

Josie Entwistle

Megan Mathieson

Team Leader

Anne Finch

Generosa Lundie

Claire Gallagher

Evidence Recovery and Quality

Lisa Benstead
Belinda Anderson Angela McCristal

Adrian Pippia

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence

A / Matthew Hunt

Kerry-Anne Lancaster

Kirsten Scott

Julie Brooks

Amy Cheng Alicia Quartermain

Biljana Micic

Michael Goodrich

Angelina Keller

Maternity Leave

Michael Hart
Deborah Nicoletti 

Hannah Pattison (HP4)

Rhys Parry
Thomas Nurthen Penny Taylor

Tim Gardam

Sharon Byrne

Amy Morgan (HP2)

Angela Adamson
Cassandra James

Jacqui Wilson

Allison Lloyd

Paige Rosekrans (AO2)

Alanna Darmanin

Sharelle Nydam

Kevin Avdic
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Forensic DNA Analysis Team Chart

Managing Scientist 
Cathie Allen

Administration Support Officer
Administration
Wendy Harmer

Vicki Jarrett
Paige Rosekrans 
Yvonne Connolly

Team Leader Team Leader
Evidence Recovery and Quality Forensic Reporting and Intelligence

Paula Brisotto Justin Howes

Evidence Recovery Analytical Quality & Projects            
Operational Officers Reporting (1) Reporting (2)

Alicia Quartermain Helen Williams
Cindy Chang

Intelligence
Allan McNevin

Kirsten Scott A / Matthew Hunt Kylie Rika Sharon Johnstone
Luke Ryan

Adam Kaity
Chelsea Savage Amy Cheng Michael Goodrich Kerry-Anne Lancaster Adrian Pippia

Anita Sandanasamy

Alanna Darmanin Allison Lloyd Anne Finch Lisa Benstead
Janine Seymour-Murray Belinda Anderson Chantal Angus Angelina Keller Claire Gallagher Susan Brady

Kevin Avdic Biljana Micic Julie Brooks Angela Adamson Deborah Nicoletti Tim Gardam
Michelle Margetts Cecilia Iannuzzi

Michael Hart
Cassandra James Emma Caunt

Nicole Gardiner
Luke Harmer

Generosa Lundie
Michael Ward

Jacqui Wilson
Ingrid MoellerSharon Byrne Lai-Wan Le

Ryu Eba
Rhys Parry

Hannah Pattison 

Josie EntwistleValerie Caldwell Lisa Farrelly
Sandra McKean

Thomas Nurthen 
Penny Taylor

Sharon CummingsMelissa Cipollone
Megan Mathieson

Suzanne SandersonPierre Acedo
Virginia JonesSharelle Nydam

Secondment Parental Leave

Tara Prowse (HP )

Abigaill Ryan (HP )
Tegan Dwyer

Amy Morgan (HP2)
Maria Aguilera (HP3)
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Forensic DNA Analysis Team Chart

Cathie Allen 
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Administration Support Officer
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Reporting (2)
Evidence Recovery

Paula Brisotto

Luke Ryan 
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Rhys Parry
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Forensic DNA Analysis Team Chart
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Level 28, Riparian Plaza 
71 Eagle Street 
Brisbane QLD 4000 

GPO Box 9806 
Brisbane QLD 4001 

T +61 7 3292 7000 
F +61 7 3221 9669 

www.claytonutz.com 

L\322766055.4 

 

Private and confidential 

Email 

Mr John-Anthony Hodgens 
Principal and Director 
Human A.S.S.E.T. Solutions Pty Ltd 

 

 [INSERT] May 2017 
 

Without prejudice 

Dear John-Anthony 

Your client: Amanda Reeves 

We refer to your letter dated 26 May 2017. We also refer to our without prejudice meeting on 7 April 2017 
and your without prejudice discussion with Joanne Stevenson of our office on 11 April 2017. 

You will recall from our last meeting that the parties agreed to consider possible alternative roles for Ms 
Reeves, rather than returning Ms Reeves to her substantive position. The meeting and discussion was 
left on the basis that your client was going to come back to our client with dot points setting out the 
proposed parameters for a new position. We note that this was subsequently confirmed on the telephone 
call with Joanne Stevenson of our office on 11 April 2017.  

We note that our client is still awaiting a response from your client regarding Ms Reeves' proposed 
parameters for a new position. 

Despite this, HSQ has continued to progress the matter by considering the positions that would be most 
suitable for Ms Reeves, based on her qualifications, skills and experience. We have set out below a list 
of the options that our client considers are potentially available and attached position descriptions for 
each of the options.  

We note that all of the options outlined below are within Pathology Queensland and are classified as a 
HP5, which is the same classification as Ms Reeves. Pathology Queensland is the only other division 
within Health Support Queensland  Queensland Health [CONFIRM] that employs a substantial health 
practitioner workforce. professionals with the same classification [CONFIRM]. 

The potential positions are: 

1. HSQ143307 - Supervising Scientist; 

2. HSQ143308 - Supervising Scientist; 

3. HSQ152107 - Supervising Scientist; 

4. HSQ171810 - Medical Laboratory Scientist - Advanced; 

5. HSQ174356 - Supervising Scientist; 

6. HSQ174360 - Supervising Scientist; 

7. HSQ195261 - Senior Molecular Scientist; 

8. HSQ199901 - Supervising Scientist - Haematology/Transfusion; 
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9. HSQ204459 - Supervising Scientist; and 

10. HSQ207148 - Advanced Scientist in Haematology and Transfusion. 

You will note that some positions have similar or identical titles and the position descriptions will aid Ms 
Reeves in understanding the distinction between these roles. 

Within Pathology Queensland In each of these positions there is further room for Ms Reeves to 
specialise, in areas such as the tissue bank, MDU, auto immune and immune biology, bacteriology, 
molecular bacteriology and quality, MSR and high acuity, and PCR suite (including microbiology, 
immunity, haematology, DNA extracting and testing). [CONFIRM]. 

Of note, and particular relevance to Ms Reeves current training is the DNA extraction and testing unit. 

HSQ is minded to ensure that Ms Reeves is placed into a position suited to her qualification, skills and 
experience.  

As previously discussed, this is not the only option open to your client, but the option which both HSQ 
and Ms Reeves agreed to pursue during the last without prejudice meeting.  

Can you please ask your client to consider these roles and provide a response as soon as possible.  

We note that Ms Reeves' position in her temporary role as a Research Clerk is due to expire on 9 June 
2017 [CONFIRM]. It may be appropriate to extend this time if a resolution was reached before the end of 
that period. 

Please contact us if you wish to discuss.  

Yours sincerely 

Shae McCartney, Partner 
 

 

Joanne Stevenson, Senior Associate 
 

 

 

Our ref  17287/17710/80183146 
 

Formatted: Font: Not Bold
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Forensic and Scientific Services 

 

Page: 1 of 2 
Document Number: 24765T9 
Valid From: 19/09/2014 
Approver/s: Helen GREGG 

 
 

Monthly Meeting with Executive Director – Police Services Stream 
 
Date: 12/01/2017 
Attendees: Paul Csoban, Cathie Allen 
 
Agenda Items: 
 

1. Signing for EMFs, Spousal Leave Request & Petty Cash Voucher 

2. Unvalidated Tests in Auslab 

3. New IR Laws released – briefing for Leadership Team given more onus on managers 

4. Awareness Session for all FSS Staff on Bullying & Harassment 

5. Green Team – possible to re-institute? 

6. HR Support for FSS Leadership Team members 

7. Attire of staff members – HR advice re: policy requirement 

8. Leave discussion with HR – wider communication re: outcomes; equity across FSS 

9. Way forward with Forensic Chemistry given HR discussion 10/01/20107 

10. Way forward with Forensic DNA Analysis given Union meeting 10/01/2017 

11. Suggestion to transfer Asset of Hair Microscope to the QPS 

12. Springboard sign off for HP4 Field Analyst for Clan Lab Group, Forensic Chemistry 

13. Email with attachments sent to QTC for costing 

 
 
 
Ongoing Items: 
 

- WiFi – some confusion over who is the project manager for this 

- Network Segmentation 

- FRIP and Paper-Lite Project 

- HEI requests for Honours 

- Work Cover Claim 

- External Investigation 

- Scientific Review (slight increase in non-labour due to mitigation in place) 
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Forensic and Scientific Services 

 

Page: 1 of 1 
Document Number: 24765T9 
Valid From: 19/09/2014 
Approver/s: Helen GREGG 

Monthly Meeting with Executive Director – Police Services Stream 
 
Date: 12/01/2017 
Attendees: Paul Csoban, Cathie Allen 
 
Agenda Items: 
 

1. Signing for EMFs,  

2. Unvalidated Tests in Auslab – ‘rules’ on which cases to validate have been sent 

3. any update from HR on: 

a. New IR Laws released – briefing for Leadership Team given more onus on 

managers –  

b. Awareness Session for all FSS Staff on Bullying & Harassment 

c. HR Support for FSS Leadership Team members 

4. Waiting on meeting with Jade Franklin to progress: 

a. Way forward with Forensic Chemistry given HR discussion 10/01/20107 

b. Way forward with Forensic DNA Analysis given Union meeting 10/01/2017 

5. Asbestos Testing – essential FSS provides Admin function – see attached document by Dr 

Peter Culshaw      

6. Meeting re: ILIT occupation of existing QPS area 

7. Incident Form regarding detection of cigarette smoke in Block 3 

8. QPS Project for use of TruNarc in Mackay area 

 
Ongoing Items: 
 

- WiFi – some confusion over who is the project manager for this 

- Network Segmentation 

- FRIP and Paper-Lite Project 

- HEI requests for Honours 

- Work Cover Claim 

- External Investigation 

- Scientific Review (slight increase in non-labour due to mitigation in place) 

Completed Items: 

- Suggestion to transfer Asset of Hair Microscope to the QPS  

- Springboard sign off for HP4 Field Analyst for Clan Lab Group, Forensic Chemistry 

- Email with attachments sent to QTC for costing – meeting set up for 15th Feb to discuss 

data sent and their interpretation of it 
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Cathie Allen

Subject: Paul /Cathie/ Jade/Kara Catch-up

Location: Paul's office

Start: Mon 30/01/2017 9:00 AM

End: Mon 30/01/2017 9:30 AM

Recurrence: (none)

Meeting Status: Accepted

Organizer: Paul Csoban

Required Attendees: Cathie Allen; Jade Franklin; Kara Frederiksen
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Cathie Allen

Subject: Paul and Cathie (FSS) meeting with Kara (PPE)

Location: Paul's office - Level 1 - 39 Kessells Road, Coopers Plains

Start: Thu 5/01/2017 9:00 AM

End: Thu 5/01/2017 10:00 AM

Recurrence: (none)

Meeting Status: Accepted

Organizer: Paul Csoban

Required Attendees: Kara Frederiksen; Cathie Allen
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Cathie Allen

From: Terry Carrick

Sent: Thursday, 15 December 2016 8:57 AM

To: Justin Howes

Cc: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: PRIVATE AND CONFDIENTIAL WCMC AND TAX INVOICE RE- Mrs Amanda Reeves

Hi Justin 

Amanda wishes to continue to take half pay rec leave pending workcover up to the 4
th

.  

At this stage workcover have not received her factors regarding the claim. 

When workcover do get the factors they will ask the employer for a response before determination; so it will be unlikely 

we get a claim outcome prior to this. 

 

Regards 

 

Terry Carrick 

Principal Advisor  

  

Safety and Wellbeing Performance, People Performance and Excellence, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

 

From: Justin Howes  

Sent: Wednesday, 14 December 2016 10:38 AM 

To: Terry Carrick 

Cc: Cathie Allen 

Subject: FW: PRIVATE AND CONFDIENTIAL WCMC AND TAX INVOICE RE- Mrs Amanda Reeves 

 

Hi 

Please note the medical certificate for Amanda up until reassessment on 4 Jan. 

 

Please advise myself or Wendy Harmer what we should be putting in as leave type. 

 

Kind regards 
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Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Alison Campbell [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 14 December 2016 10:25 AM 

To: Justin Howes 
Subject: PRIVATE AND CONFDIENTIAL WCMC AND TAX INVOICE RE- Mrs Amanda Reeves 

 

 

 

To our valued client, 

 

Please find attached copy of your employee’s workcover medical certificate and tax invoice.   A copy has also been sent 

to WC Queensland. 

 

With regards, 

 

Alison. 

 

 

Alison Campbell 
Clinical Administration Officer 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 15 December 2016 7:58 AM

To: Jade Franklin; Paul Csoban

Subject: FW: PRIVATE AND CONFDIENTIAL WCMC AND TAX INVOICE RE- Mrs Amanda Reeves

Attachments: REEVES-AMANDA-WCMC AND TAX INVOICE-14DECEMBER2016.pdf

Importance: High

FYI 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Justin Howes  

Sent: Wednesday, 14 December 2016 3:59 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: FW: PRIVATE AND CONFDIENTIAL WCMC AND TAX INVOICE RE- Mrs Amanda Reeves 

 

Hi Cathie 

In your absence, I have asked Adrian to continue to act for Amanda until further notice. He agreed and I asked Wendy to 

complete the Higher Duties form. 

 

I have no advice from Terry Carrick on leave type for Amanda at this stage. 

 

JAH 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Justin Howes  

Sent: Wednesday, 14 December 2016 10:38 AM 
To: Terry Carrick 

Cc: Cathie Allen 
Subject: FW: PRIVATE AND CONFDIENTIAL WCMC AND TAX INVOICE RE- Mrs Amanda Reeves 

 

Hi 

Please note the medical certificate for Amanda up until reassessment on 4 Jan. 

 

Please advise myself or Wendy Harmer what we should be putting in as leave type. 

 

Kind regards 

 

Justin Howes 

Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Alison Campbell [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 14 December 2016 10:25 AM 

To: Justin Howes 
Subject: PRIVATE AND CONFDIENTIAL WCMC AND TAX INVOICE RE- Mrs Amanda Reeves 

 

 

 

To our valued client, 

 

Please find attached copy of your employee’s workcover medical certificate and tax invoice.   A copy has also been sent 

to WC Queensland. 
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With regards, 

 

Alison. 

 

 

Alison Campbell 
Clinical Administration Officer 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Wednesday, 18 January 2017 9:46 AM

To: Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin

Subject: FW: Amanda Reeves ( )

Hi Paul & Jade 

 

I’ve made some notes on Kara’s email below.  Please let me know how you would like me to proceed. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Kara Frederiksen  

Sent: Tuesday, 17 January 2017 5:51 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin 

Subject: FW: Amanda Reeves (  ) 

 

Hi Cathie,   

 

Kimberley the Claims Officer rom WorkCover has reviewed Amanda’s application and associated submissions of 

information, and sent the email below with regard to other additional information that may be relevant to provide from 

FSS as Amanda’s  employer in relation to issues raised in the application. 

 

if you wish to submit additional points to WorkCover pre their making a decision on liability or Amanda’s claim 

application, I am advised by WorkCover, further to  this email, that examples of relevant additional information could 

include: 

- Confirm if previous mediation has occurred, date of etc  I’m not aware of any formal mediation that has 

occurred between Amanda and Allan.  I believe that Allan and Amanda had a discussion about a science topic 

where they had different opinions, but this was not a formal or informal mediation session.  This is where 

Amanda followed up with Allan on the topic, after Justin counselled her on this being the best course of 

action.  I believe Justin has diary notes regarding this.  I would need to ask Justin (Amanda’s line manager about 

 this) to confirm – please let me know if you would like me to ask Justin
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- Whether previous incidents have been reported No incident forms have been received regarding their 

interactions from the past, I believe that Justin has coached Amanda on how to resolve minor issue/s with Allan, 

 so he would have diary notes of this – would you like to me get copies?

- Confirm management responses/courses of action post the meeting in June which may include: 

o Investigations that have been implemented/ are pending  – eg Livingstones investigation in follow up to 

the event and behaviours within the meeting, scientific investigation in relation to the DNA testing issue 

Yes we could detail the 2 investigations that are being conducted, however would this information go to 

 Amanda, and is that the right approach?

Allan has apologised twice to Amanda in email and offered to apologise in person.  Amanda 

inappropriately responded to Allan’s first email apology and has not apologised for her inappropriate 

behaviour. 

o Follow up meetings with Amanda and team in relation to issues raised re the DNA testing 

procedures/concerns This is being captured within the external investigation, but it was on the 

 Management Meeting Agenda for every meeting and this group meets every fortnight

o Management offers of facilitated meetings and mediation between Amanda and Allan, and whether 

these were accepted/declined/ proceeded  Formal mediation and a facilitated discussion was offered to 

Amanda and Allan – Allan accepted both, Amanda declined both.  A meeting held between Amanda 

(and support person) and Allan (and support person) did not go well apparently – neither has detailed 

 this to me.  However it was not facilitated by a third independent party.

- And any other information you deem relevant – are these relevant for inclusion? Amanda acted in the Team 

Leader role for approx. 3.5 months in mid-2013 and during this period she was Allan’s direct line 

manager.  During that period, Amanda did not report any issues with Allan to me that I recall.  QH’s policy on 

issues between staff members is that the onus is on the staff member to approach the other staff member in 

the first instance to attempt to resolve it.  From my understanding from Justin, Amanda was reluctant to do this 

 and appeared to want Justin to do this instead.  Justin counselled her on the steps to take herself.  

 

I am advised dot points on the above would suffice.  

 

I  am of the understanding that the Livingstone’s investigation will pick up on a lot of the above (eg meetings and 

discussion that have occurred post-event)  so if you believe so, the response to WorkCover could equally be that this is 

the case, and give them a timeframe that the investigation report would be likely to have been completed, offering that 

they could  await this prior to making a determination. 

 

Please let me know what/whether you want to submit some points to WorkCover by the end of the week, or if you have 

any queries. 

 

Regards  

 

Kara Frederiksen 

Principal Advisor Rehabilitation and Wellbeing 

  

People Performance & Excellence 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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From: Kimberley Reynolds [mailto:   

Sent: Monday, 9 January 2017 2:03 PM 

To: Kara Frederiksen 

Subject: Amanda Reeves (  ) 

 

Hi Kara,  
 
I have obtained the following information from Amanda, as the cause for her to seek treatment from her GP. 
 
1 – There has been a history of conflict between Amanda and Allan McNevin over a number of years, which included a 
mediation session held between both parties several years ago. Amanda advised that she had raised concerns regarding 
testing of DNA for profiling, and concerns that evidence may have been missed through the testing process. Amanda felt 
that her concerns were not met with the same urgency as she felt they should be.  
 
2 –  On the 9 June during a management meeting, Amanda again raised her concerns regarding the risk associated with 
the testing and Allan brought his hands down onto the table with noticeable and audible impact, then turned to Amanda 
and stated ‘ oh for god’s sake Amanda I am aware of the risks, you keep telling me’ and then kept yelling however 
Amanda cannot recall what was stated. Amanda asked to leave the meeting and returned after a period of time. Amanda 
reports that the events following this meeting left her feeling unsupported in the workplace and that she no longer felt safe 
in the workplace.  
 
When responding to the above events can you please include:  

-       Information relating to the ongoing friction between Amanda and Allan and what has been reported ( incident 
reports etc. )  

-       A statement from the manager who oversees Amanda and Allan regarding the conflict in the workplace and what 
has been facilitated to assist with forming a working relationship between the two previously as well as following 
the more recent events.  

-       Amanda makes reference to the code of conduct following the meeting with Allan, can you please provide a copy 
of the code of conduct to show that policy and procedure was adhered to  

-       What support was made available to Amanda following the meeting with Allan, and what offers were accepted or 
declined.  

-       Any additional information that you feel is relevant to the claim 
 
Can you please provide this response by COB 17 January 2017.  
 
Kind Regards 
 

Kimberley Reynolds 
Claims Representative 
WorkCover Queensland 

         

 

 

Do you know the signs of heat stress? 
Working in the heat and/or humidity may lead to heat-related illness, which can be fatal. Learn how to reduce the risk.  
 
This email, together with any attachments, is intended for the named recipient(s) only and may contain privileged and confidential 
information. The contents of this message are to be used for the intended purpose only and are to be kept confidential at all times. If 
you are not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it–any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution, and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 
please reply to the sender, delete the message, and destroy any printed copies.  

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Wednesday, 25 January 2017 10:55 AM

To: Cathie Allen; Jade Franklin

Subject: RE: A Reeves

I will not sign off this return to work until we have had a meeting. 

Given the comments below, I am concerned at the operational requirements for FSS not being met and places a risk on 

this area. 

Regards 

Paul 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Wednesday, 25 January 2017 10:43 AM 

To: Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin 
Subject: FW: A Reeves 

 

Hi Paul & Jade 

 

I’ve just had a regular catch-up with Justin Howes and we discussed the below. 

 

From our discussion, Justin and I are hesitant to sign off on a return to work plan with the below listed.  It is difficult to 

ensure that Amanda is only assigned to results that are NOT related to a sexual assault (as the results are captured on 

Auslab lists, so someone would need to review each results to ensure its not a sexual assault result and place it on 

another list for Amanda to interpret or peer review a result).  So managing the type of work that she is requesting to 

undertake would be difficult. 

 

The below is a significant reduction in tasks and therefore HP level as well?  Justin has queried with Kara about line 

management responsibilities, as Amanda manages a team or 6-8 reporting scientists that will seek advice from her 

about results, which would normally include sexual assault results.  Given the request not to do that type of case, the 

reporter would need to seek advice elsewhere – which is difficult to manage (both communication-wise and process-

wise). 

 

Justin advised that Kara gave Amanda good direction about requesting the doctor to sign off on the return to work plan 

etc. 

 

What is the best way to manage this do you think? 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

From: Kara Frederiksen  

Sent: Tuesday, 24 January 2017 3:38 PM 

To: Justin Howes 

Subject: A Reeves 

 

HI Justin, 

 

AS discussed, these are the restrictions and working arrangements Amanda Reeves is proposing for a return to work 

program – for our discussion/negotiation: 

 

 

NO court duties until investigations are finalised 

Not attend management meetings  (e.g. those with HP5s and above) or meetings on feedback proposals, or full team 

meetings (i.e. everyone in DNA) at this stage -  receive  updates on meetings from her line Manager Justin 

Can attend own team meetings 

Can do some case management, e.g. initial results interpretation, but not go to Court 

Perhaps not do sexual assault cases that need semen screening 

Could do peer reviews, but not be the reporter 

Not do any sign-off on projects either at moment 

 

Kara Frederiksen 
Principal Advisor Rehabilitation and Wellbeing 

  

People Performance & Excellence 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Kara Frederiksen

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 11:02 AM

To: Paul Csoban

Cc: Jade Franklin; Cathie Allen

Subject: FW: Amanda Reeves (  )

Hi Paul, 

 

As discussed this morning, WorkCover have advised they want to make a decision on Amanda’s workers compensation 

claim today, and note they have not seen any information from HSQ as the employer in relation to the claim. 

 

They would like to see something from us prior to making a decision. I have advised, based on my understanding from 

Jade, that  the  HR investigation report is not complete yet and therefore cannot be provided to them today. 

 

Therefore I invite you to provide some points as per the email below, and/or any other information you may consider 

relevant.  I will need to provide this to WorkCover by the end of today.  

 

Thanks and regards 

 

Kara 

Kara Frederiksen 
Principal Advisor Rehabilitation and Wellbeing 

  

People Performance & Excellence 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Kara Frederiksen  

Sent: Tuesday, 17 January 2017 5:51 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin 

Subject: FW: Amanda Reeves (  ) 

 

Hi Cathie,   

 

Kimberley the Claims Officer rom WorkCover has reviewed Amanda’s application and associated submissions of 

information, and sent the email below with regard to other additional information that may be relevant to provide from 

FSS as Amanda’s  employer in relation to issues raised in the application. 
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if you wish to submit additional points to WorkCover pre their making a decision on liability or Amanda’s claim 

application, I am advised by WorkCover, further to  this email, that examples of relevant additional information could 

include: 

- Confirm if previous mediation has occurred, date of etc 

- Whether previous incidents have been reported 

- Confirm management responses/courses of action post the meeting in June which may include: 

o Investigations that have been implemented/ are pending  – eg Livingstones investigation in follow up to 

the event and behaviours within the meeting, scientific investigation in relation to the DNA testing issue 

o Follow up meetings with Amanda and team in relation to issues raised re the DNA testing 

procedures/concerns 

o Management offers of facilitated meetings and mediation between Amanda and Allan, and whether 

these were accepted/declined/ proceeded 

- And any other information you deem relevant 

 

I am advised dot points on the above would suffice.  

 

I  am of the understanding that the Livingstone’s investigation will pick up on a lot of the above (eg meetings and 

discussion that have occurred post-event)  so if you believe so, the response to WorkCover could equally be that this is 

the case, and give them a timeframe that the investigation report would be likely to have been completed, offering that 

they could  await this prior to making a determination. 

 

Please let me know what/whether you want to submit some points to WorkCover by the end of the week, or if you have 

any queries. 

 

Regards  

 

Kara Frederiksen 
Principal Advisor Rehabilitation and Wellbeing 

  

People Performance & Excellence 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Kimberley Reynolds [mailto:   

Sent: Monday, 9 January 2017 2:03 PM 

To: Kara Frederiksen 

Subject: Amanda Reeves (  ) 

 

Hi Kara,  
 
I have obtained the following information from Amanda, as the cause for her to seek treatment from her GP. 
 
1 – There has been a history of conflict between Amanda and Allan McNevin over a number of years, which included a 
mediation session held between both parties several years ago. Amanda advised that she had raised concerns regarding 
testing of DNA for profiling, and concerns that evidence may have been missed through the testing process. Amanda felt 
that her concerns were not met with the same urgency as she felt they should be.  
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2 –  On the 9 June during a management meeting, Amanda again raised her concerns regarding the risk associated with 
the testing and Allan brought his hands down onto the table with noticeable and audible impact, then turned to Amanda 
and stated ‘ oh for god’s sake Amanda I am aware of the risks, you keep telling me’ and then kept yelling however 
Amanda cannot recall what was stated. Amanda asked to leave the meeting and returned after a period of time. Amanda 
reports that the events following this meeting left her feeling unsupported in the workplace and that she no longer felt safe 
in the workplace.  
 
When responding to the above events can you please include:  

-       Information relating to the ongoing friction between Amanda and Allan and what has been reported ( incident 
reports etc. )  

-       A statement from the manager who oversees Amanda and Allan regarding the conflict in the workplace and what 
has been facilitated to assist with forming a working relationship between the two previously as well as following 
the more recent events.  

-       Amanda makes reference to the code of conduct following the meeting with Allan, can you please provide a copy 
of the code of conduct to show that policy and procedure was adhered to  

-       What support was made available to Amanda following the meeting with Allan, and what offers were accepted or 
declined.  

-       Any additional information that you feel is relevant to the claim 
 
Can you please provide this response by COB 17 January 2017.  
 
Kind Regards 
 

Kimberley Reynolds 

 

Do you know the signs of heat stress? 
Working in the heat and/or humidity may lead to heat-related illness, which can be fatal. Learn how to reduce the risk.  
 
This email, together with any attachments, is intended for the named recipient(s) only and may contain privileged and confidential 
information. The contents of this message are to be used for the intended purpose only and are to be kept confidential at all times. If 
you are not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it–any form of 
disclosure, modification, distribution, and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 
please reply to the sender, delete the message, and destroy any printed copies.  

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Wednesday, 22 February 2017 11:13 AM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Phone call re: Workcover payment

Thanks Cathie 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Wednesday, 22 February 2017 11:11 AM 

To: Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin 

Subject: Phone call re: Workcover payment 

 

Hi Paul & Jade 

 

Yesterday the Forensic DNA Analysis Admin Team took a call from Denise at Sonic Health Plus, Airport Clinic.  Denise 

was attempting to contact a staff member who looked after injury / worker compensation as she was wanting payment 

for an outstanding account with respect to Amanda Reeves and her consultations.  The Admin Team gave Denise the 

central number for Health and Wellbeing so that she can follow up with a team member there. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Wednesday, 1 February 2017 10:52 AM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: FW: A Reeves - new medical status

Attachments: REEVES-AMANDA-WC MEDICAL CERTIFICATE-310117.pdf

 

 

From: Kara Frederiksen  

Sent: Wednesday, 1 February 2017 9:54 AM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: A Reeves - new medical status 

 

Hi Paul, 

 

Amanda has submitted a medical clearance certificate endorsing a full normal return to work to her normal role  from 

2.2.17.  

 

I am available to discuss further today as per your availability re a plan from here. This certificate has gone to Justin as 

well FYI so will leave with you to discuss with Cathie and Justin. 

 

I will be trying to contact the Dr this morning. 

 

Kara 

 

Kara Frederiksen 

Principal Advisor Rehabilitation and Wellbeing 

  

People Performance & Excellence 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 2:42 PM

To: Amanda Reeves

Cc: Cathie Allen; Helen Russell

Subject: Return to work

Afternoon Amanda,  

 

As per advice from Mr Gary Uhlmann, Chief Executive Officer, HSQ I have engaged an external workplace consultant to 

work with the Forensic DNA Analysis function commencing this week. I have arranged for Ms Angela Petie to meet with 

you tomorrow morning at 9.30am in Conference Room 111 to undertake the reintegration activities outlined in Gary’s 

email to you dated 22 September 2017.  

 

I can confirm Ms Petie has been provided with the details of the reintegration activities from Gary. If you have any 

questions or would like to arrange this for an alternative time/ date please do not hesitate to contact me this afternoon. 

 

Regards  

 

 

 

Paul Csoban 
Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 3:24 PM

To: Cathie Allen; Helen Russell

Subject: Paul's file note - AR

Attachments: Paul's file note - AR.doc

Hi guys, 

Can you review this as an action plan and let me know any edits prior to sending off to Gary please 

Thanks 

Paul 
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     Forensic and Scientific Services 
 
 
 
 

28/9/17 

Amanda Reeves 

1. Guided by PPE advice re communication of her return 

• normal practice of sending out email to be provided to Helen Russell as a 
suggestion 

2. Close off Livingstone report with Allan McNevin 

• waiting for advice  from HR on best method 

• one suggestion would be to issue him with the summary only. 

3. Awaiting advice on whether grievance and work cover claim affect return to 
work. 

4. Mediation for specific members of management team and Amanda with the 
assistance of an external facilitator 

5. Initiate a resilience program similar to Mortuary staff - Rachel Hannam.  This 
will assist with the day to day processes which appear to be problematic 

6. Continue ongoing team building supported by resilience program 

7. Refresher training program developed and implemented 

8. Offer EAS support 

9. Provide interim report to Amanda for Project 181 for her comment 

10. Allocated task of auditing of negative SAIKS (sexual assault kits) to put 
forward plan for ongoing action 

11. Work with Helen Russell re provision of ESR report and/or summary 

10.Cover off with lawyers(Clayton Utz)  to close off current actions 

12. Issue cover letter re implementation of ESR recommendations – work with 
Helen  

13. Finalise PDP done in 1 month. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Thursday, 23 February 2017 5:27 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: Fwd: Workers compensation decision - Amanda Reeves

FYI 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kara Frederiksen <  

Date: 23 February 2017 at 5:06:43 pm AEST 

To: Paul Csoban <  

Cc: Jade Franklin <  Karyn Bell <  

Subject: Workers compensation decision - Amanda Reeves 

Hi Paul, 

  

WorkCover have advised this week that they have not accepted Amanda Reeve’s workers compensation 

claim application for her psychological injury, with the view that reasonable management action had 

been taken. 

  

WorkCover have noted Amanda and will be sending her Reasons for the Decision. Under the legislation, 

Amanda has three months from the date of the decision to apply for a review of the decision with the 

Regulator if she chooses to. 

  

Regards 

  

Kara Frederiksen 

Principal Advisor Rehabilitation and Wellbeing 
  

People Performance & Excellence 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Wednesday, 15 March 2017 2:54 PM

To: Jade Franklin

Subject: RE: HSQ_LVAPP_Various_CTM_ 04.01.2017 to 29.01.2017_00139155_Amanda 

Reeves

Hi Jade 

 

It seems that Payroll would have left it the way that it is, as Amanda has been paid Standard Hours from the 5
th

 of 

Jan.  So it would only have been amended if the Work Cover claim was approved – in which case, her leave would have 

been returned to her. 

 

The leave pending Work Cover began in mid-November 2016.  Payroll processed those forms as leave.  However they 

have acted differently in 2017, but I don’t know why. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Jade Franklin  

Sent: Wednesday, 15 March 2017 2:44 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: HSQ_LVAPP_Various_CTM_ 04.01.2017 to 29.01.2017_00139155_Amanda Reeves 

 

Cathie 

 

Can you hold off until I have spoken  to Shae. 

 

If you had not called and chased this, when would have payroll processed it? 

 

Jade 

 

Jade Franklin 
Manager Human Resources and Business Relationships 
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People Performance and Excellence 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Wednesday, 15 March 2017 2:35 PM 

To: Jade Franklin 

Subject: FW: HSQ_LVAPP_Various_CTM_ 04.01.2017 to 29.01.2017_00139155_Amanda Reeves 

 

Hi Jade 

 

For your advice please, given our discussion this morning. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Wendy Harmer  

Sent: Wednesday, 15 March 2017 1:05 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: FW: HSQ_LVAPP_Various_CTM_ 04.01.2017 to 29.01.2017_00139155_Amanda Reeves 

 

Hi Cathie 

 

I spoke with Payroll. 

They advised the following – 

 

As the forms initially all have the box ticked for “… pending work claim”  - Payroll advised that they would generally be 

sent to the Payroll Rehab to be processed.  But on checking workbrain again, none of the three forms above are yet to 

be processed. 

 

The regular payroll office advised that if I made a note on each of the forms i.e. crossed out the tick (relating to pending 

work claim) and initialled and dated the change, and resent the forms to payroll they would process these forms asap. 

 

So just checking if you are ok for me to do this, just being cautious. 
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Please advise, if I don’t hear from you today, then I am sure that Chantal, Vicki or Yvonne can assist in my absence. 

 

Regards 

Wendy 

 

 

 

 

From: FSS DNA Analysis Admin  

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 3:03 PM 

To: HRBC_ESTeam 
Subject: HSQ_LVAPP_Various_CTM_ 04.01.2017 to 29.01.2017_00139155_Amanda Reeves 

 

Good Afternoon 

 

Our records show that the attached leave application forms have not been processed. 

 

Can you please process these forms as soon as possible. 

 

Many thanks 

Regards 

Wendy 

 

 

Administrative Officer 
Forensic DNA Analysis 

  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 19 October 2017 2:53 PM

To: Kara Frederiksen

Subject: RE: A Reeves - WorkCover Independent Medical Examination

Thanks Kara for following up on this for us. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Kara Frederiksen  

Sent: Thursday, 19 October 2017 1:34 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: FW: A Reeves - WorkCover Independent Medical Examination 

 

HI Cathie 

 

WorkCover have confirmed It is correct – the appointment is for Saturday. I am advised some Specialists do take 

appointments/do these assessment son a Saturday, as is the case here. 

 

Therefore if Amanda does not work a Saturday, then no need for the AVACS form to record her absence to  attend. 

 

Regards 

 

Kara Frederiksen 
Principal Advisor Rehabilitation and Wellbeing 

  

People Performance & Excellence 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 
 

From: Kara Frederiksen  

Sent: Thursday, 19 October 2017 1:29 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: A Reeves - WorkCover Independent Medical Examination 

 

Hi Cathie 

 

Thanks for the  pick-up. I am receiving a call back from WorkCover shortly to advise. 

 

Kara 

 

Kara Frederiksen 
Principal Advisor Rehabilitation and Wellbeing 

  

People Performance & Excellence 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 
 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Thursday, 19 October 2017 12:37 PM 

To: Kara Frederiksen 
Subject: RE: A Reeves - WorkCover Independent Medical Examination 

 

Hi Kara 

 

The 21st of October is a Saturday – is this correct that Amanda is attending on Saturday? 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Kara Frederiksen  

Sent: Monday, 16 October 2017 3:17 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: A Reeves - WorkCover Independent Medical Examination 

 

Hi Cathie, 

 

I wish to advise that in relation to Ms Amanda Reeves pending workers compensation claim, WorkCover have arranged 

an Independent medical examination for Amanda to assist with their claim assessment process. 

 

WorkCover have written to us to advise that the medical appointment is scheduled for 21 October 2017 at 9.00am (at 

Chermside) 

 

WorkCover notes Amanda may need time off work to attend this appointment. In terms of any time lost, WorkCover 

have advised: 

- Please pay Amanda for any time lost from work in attending the appointment 

- Advise WorkCover of this amount so that they can reimburse reasonable costs  

 

Therefore as per our internal payroll processes, you can reflect time lost on an AVAC form, noting WorkCover in the 

comments section. If she needs the full day, the full day can be reflected as WorkCover on the AVAC. The 

examinations  are usually a couple of hours minimum. 

 

If you have any queries, please don’t hesitate to call. 

 

Regards  

 

Kara Frederiksen 

Principal Advisor Rehabilitation and Wellbeing 

  

People Performance & Excellence 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Wednesday, 22 February 2017 11:12 AM

To: Wendy Harmer

Subject: RE: phone call received this afternoon 21 Feb 2017 re outstanding account 

Thanks Wendy.  I have advised Paul Csoban and Jade Franklin of this, in case they are required to be involved.  I did not 

forward your email but took dot points from it. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Wendy Harmer  

Sent: Tuesday, 21 February 2017 5:21 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: phone call received this afternoon 21 Feb 2017 re outstanding account  

 

 

Hello 

 

Chantal answered a call on Justin’s line. 

Chantal passed the caller over to me. 

 

The Caller was Denise from Sonic Health Plus at the Airport Clinic. 

Denise was insistent to speak with someone who looks after injury / workers compensation as she was after payment 

for an outstanding account. 

 

Denise mentioned that Justin’s name was listed as a contact.  I explained that Justin was not in the office at present, but 

that I was happy to leave him a message for his return (tomorrow).  Denise insisted on speaking with someone who can 

settle the outstanding account.  I located a phone number at Health and Wellbeing HSQ ph. 3096 2068    Denise was 

happy with this and the call ended. 

 

 

Regards 
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Wendy 
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Cathie Allen

From: Justin Howes

Sent: Wednesday, 14 December 2016 3:59 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: FW: PRIVATE AND CONFDIENTIAL WCMC AND TAX INVOICE RE- Mrs Amanda Reeves

Attachments: REEVES-AMANDA-WCMC AND TAX INVOICE-14DECEMBER2016.pdf

Hi Cathie 

In your absence, I have asked Adrian to continue to act for Amanda until further notice. He agreed and I asked Wendy to 

complete the Higher Duties form. 

 

I have no advice from Terry Carrick on leave type for Amanda at this stage. 

 

JAH 

 

Justin Howes 

Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Justin Howes  

Sent: Wednesday, 14 December 2016 10:38 AM 

To: Terry Carrick 
Cc: Cathie Allen 

Subject: FW: PRIVATE AND CONFDIENTIAL WCMC AND TAX INVOICE RE- Mrs Amanda Reeves 

 

Hi 

Please note the medical certificate for Amanda up until reassessment on 4 Jan. 

 

Please advise myself or Wendy Harmer what we should be putting in as leave type. 

 

Kind regards 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Alison Campbell [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 14 December 2016 10:25 AM 

To: Justin Howes 

Subject: PRIVATE AND CONFDIENTIAL WCMC AND TAX INVOICE RE- Mrs Amanda Reeves 

 

 

 

To our valued client, 

 

Please find attached copy of your employee’s workcover medical certificate and tax invoice.   A copy has also been sent 

to WC Queensland. 

 

With regards, 

 

Alison. 

 

 

Alison Campbell 
Clinical Administration Officer 
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Cathie Allen

From: Justin Howes

Sent: Thursday, 15 December 2016 8:57 AM

To: Wendy Harmer

Cc: Cathie Allen

Subject: FW: PRIVATE AND CONFDIENTIAL WCMC AND TAX INVOICE RE- Mrs Amanda Reeves

Hi Wendy 

Please note the email below regarding Amanda’s leave type. 

 

Regards 

Justin 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Terry Carrick  

Sent: Thursday, 15 December 2016 8:57 AM 
To: Justin Howes 

Cc: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: PRIVATE AND CONFDIENTIAL WCMC AND TAX INVOICE RE- Mrs Amanda Reeves 

 

Hi Justin 

Amanda wishes to continue to take half pay rec leave pending workcover up to the 4
th

.  

At this stage workcover have not received her factors regarding the claim. 

When workcover do get the factors they will ask the employer for a response before determination; so it will be unlikely 

we get a claim outcome prior to this. 

 

Regards 

 

Terry Carrick 
Principal Advisor  

  

Safety and Wellbeing Performance, People Performance and Excellence, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

 

From: Justin Howes  

Sent: Wednesday, 14 December 2016 10:38 AM 

To: Terry Carrick 
Cc: Cathie Allen 

Subject: FW: PRIVATE AND CONFDIENTIAL WCMC AND TAX INVOICE RE- Mrs Amanda Reeves 

 

Hi 

Please note the medical certificate for Amanda up until reassessment on 4 Jan. 

 

Please advise myself or Wendy Harmer what we should be putting in as leave type. 

 

Kind regards 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Alison Campbell [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 14 December 2016 10:25 AM 

To: Justin Howes 
Subject: PRIVATE AND CONFDIENTIAL WCMC AND TAX INVOICE RE- Mrs Amanda Reeves 

 

 

 

To our valued client, 

 

Please find attached copy of your employee’s workcover medical certificate and tax invoice.   A copy has also been sent 

to WC Queensland. 

 

With regards, 

 

Alison. 
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Alison Campbell 
Clinical Administration Officer 
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Cathie Allen

From: Justin Howes

Sent: Wednesday, 1 February 2017 12:22 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: FW: Reeves - return to work

Hi, is this the latest that you know and as such, should we expect Amanda to return to full normal duties from tomorrow 

as indicated below? 

 

Regards 

Justin 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Chad & Amanda Reeves [mailto:   

Sent: Tuesday, 31 January 2017 3:30 PM 
To: Kara Frederiksen 

Cc: John Hodgens; Jade Franklin; Justin Howes 
Subject: Reeves - return to work 

 

 

Hi Kara  

 

As per our conversation this morning, I attended a doctor’s appointment this morning. Please find attached my 

latest Workcover certificate, which clears me to return to full normal duties as of this Thursday 02/02/2017. 

 

Please call me at your earliest convenience to discuss my return to the workplace. 

 

Many thanks 
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Amanda
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Cathie Allen

From: Justin Howes

Sent: Monday, 5 December 2016 4:07 PM

To: Peter Culshaw; Cathie Allen

Subject: report

Attachments: FRIT week starting_28112016.doc

Hi, report attached. 

jah 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Justin Howes

Sent: Tuesday, 20 December 2016 11:39 AM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: report

Attachments: FRIT week starting_12122016.doc

Hi 

Report v2 – some late data. 

 

JAH 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Monday, 19 December 2016 4:47 PM 

To: Justin Howes 

Subject: RE: report 

 

Thanks Justin 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
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past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Justin Howes  

Sent: Monday, 19 December 2016 4:33 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: report 

 

Hi, report attached. 

jah 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 17 October 2017 12:12 PM

To: Helen Russell

Subject: FW: A Reeves - WorkCover Independent Medical Examination

Hi Helen 

 

I’ve received the below from Kara regarding Amanda Reeves attending an appointment.  To ensure that Amanda feels 

supported through this process, should I advise Amanda of the below and request that she liaise with Wendy Harmer 

regarding her AVAC?  Or should I forward this (or a new email letting him know specific details) to Justin and request 

that he liaise with her? 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Kara Frederiksen  
Sent: Monday, 16 October 2017 3:17 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: A Reeves - WorkCover Independent Medical Examination 

 

Hi Cathie, 

 

I wish to advise that in relation to Ms Amanda Reeves pending workers compensation claim, WorkCover have arranged 

an Independent medical examination for Amanda to assist with their claim assessment process. 

 

WorkCover have written to us to advise that the medical appointment is scheduled for 21 October 2017 at 9.00am (at 

Chermside) 

 

WorkCover notes Amanda may need time off work to attend this appointment. In terms of any time lost, WorkCover 

have advised: 

- Please pay Amanda for any time lost from work in attending the appointment 

- Advise WorkCover of this amount so that they can reimburse reasonable costs  
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Therefore as per our internal payroll processes, you can reflect time lost on an AVAC form, noting WorkCover in the 

comments section. If she needs the full day, the full day can be reflected as WorkCover on the AVAC. The 

examinations  are usually a couple of hours minimum. 

 

If you have any queries, please don’t hesitate to call. 

 

Regards  

 

Kara Frederiksen 
Principal Advisor Rehabilitation and Wellbeing 

  

People Performance & Excellence 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Forensic and Scientific Services 

 

Page: 1 of 3 
Document Number: 24765T9 
Valid From: 19/09/2014 
Approver/s: Helen GREGG 

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team  

Weekly Report: Week starting 12 December, 2016 

Justin Howes 

FRIT 

Week Starting

Average 

(2015)

Targets 

(2016) 28/11/2016 8/12/2016 15/12/2016

FTE Variance Week 75 73.328 80.48 73.82

Links Released 80.1 N/A 64 88 59

Link Creation 79.5 N/A 72 89 57

NCIDD Uploads Scene 107 100 73 108 56

Person 367.8 N/A 219 330 282

Cases Finalised Statement 16.5 N/A 22 14 9

No Statement 156 N/A 121 252 74

Dest Batches 12.3 12 6 0 0

Reviewed 18.2 N/A 19 22 7

Evidentiary Certificates Issued 0.65 N/A 1 1 1

Exhibit Result Entry 324 N/A 323 280 249

Exhibit Result Review 322 250 253 444 159

1EVD 43.5 30 8 13 32  
 
 
SSCM hold SSCM MIXCM hold MIXCM COMPCM hold COMPCM VOLLOW SSUPREV SSREV MIXUPREV MIXREV COMPREV VCMIX VCREV

92 222 74 379 2 8 254 17 71 20 94 75 17 15  
 
 
 
1 Analysis of Data 

• Figures are well below previous week 

o Large cases undergoing case management and review 

o Batch investigations not able to be cleared quickly, leaving results on lists 

o Uploads low due to less Volume crime able to be reported and unplanned leave in 

Intel experienced 

• Worklists higher almost everywhere due to batch investigations and auditing of batches that 

is finding samples not making the CM lists (due to batch IDs, status’ not being completed in 

time) 

• Large cases undergoing case management are needing statements – these drafts are 

beings started 
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• Some staff preparing and sitting the STRmix exam 

• Many urgent samples being requested at the moment due to impending court dates in Jan. 

o P1 ref sample for  

o P1 internal requests to meet Mag ordered court date of 10 Jan. 

• Considerable time put into review of Project #173 

 

2 Future Planning 

 

• FRIT Vision = FRIT Goals 
o Statement with most votes shared with FRIT 

 
 

• Staff training 
 

o Allan to have 2nd moot on 19 Dec, with some screening TMs to be marked then 
Statement of Competence written by JAH. 

o STRmix mixtures exam to be held on Fri – KAL, CJ and AKL for reporting aspect. 
o CJ and AKL are finalising questions for TMs related to biol fluid. 
o TG written most of SOP for Bonaparte/NIFA 
o AAQ all refreshed with some minor elements remaining for CG. 
o AK doing well to finalise her refresher training – almost finished Case mgt 

 
 

 

PROJECTS: 

• Status of projects with FRIT involvement:  
o Batch investigations – taking considerable time to search batches for possible 

contamination based on the peaks in the Ext Negatives. 
� Macro being tested and some fine tuning required. This macro will help with 

some but not all aspects of batch checking. 
� Process being written by AKL and PAF to incorporate into SOP 

 
o Work on FR at the moment 

� Difficulty will be the SOPs etc that will need to be written, but the actual 
workflow has not been developed yet so unable to allocate much time to this 
for now. 

� FR testing was conducted in the week. Plenty more to be developed and 
tested. 
 
 

o STRmix v2.5  - Mgt agreed to wait for this version 
 

o Emma and Adrian looking at WEN and PP21 for 3500xL 
� Recommencing – currently have sourced samples and have had them 

quanted. To progress to interp. 
 

o Emma and Adrian assessing stutter for PP21 (allele-specific values to be obtained 
for any STRmix version moving forward). 

� To be continued as applies to any version of STRmix 
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o Emma assisting Allan with Semen Sensitivity study (#181 – at project plan stage). 

� EJC mostly working on FR for now. 
 

 
 

3 Other  

• Praise from QPS on handling of P1 comparison for ) 

• HEI and Honours degree 

o No update – will await word from HR – will not write for update again. 

 

• Doc written to detail considerations in choosing next kit sent to Mgt Team 

o Report finalised. To progress to communications. 

o All Mgt Team agree with strategy. 

 

• HR issues in progress and being dealt with at the moment: 

o AJR health and workcover application. Dr reassessment occurred and 

reassessment scheduled for 4 Jan.  

� Not sure when will return to work for now. 

� AAP extended higher duties 

o SLB and HMW and PDPs 

� Sharon held PDP with SLB, HMW called in sick Th/Fri. This PDP to be 

rescheduled. 

• RTI received on casefile with DRN as reporter 

 

 

4 BSAG 

 

• JAH contacted labs on Test Amp Criteria. Responses being collated for LBR. 
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Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team  

Weekly Report: Week starting 28 November, 2016 

Justin Howes 

 
FRIT 

Week Starting

Average 

(2015)

Targets 

(2016) 14/11/2016 21/11/2016 28/11/2016

FTE Variance Week 75 64.52* 85.19 73.328

Links Released 80.1 N/A 0* 97 64

Link Creation 79.5 N/A 0* 103 72

NCIDD Uploads Scene 107 100 0* 128 73

Person 367.8 N/A 0* 446 219

Cases Finalised Statement 16.5 N/A 12 6 22

No Statement 156 N/A 127* 134 121

Dest Batches 12.3 12 0 1 6

Reviewed 18.2 N/A 14 13 19

Evidentiary Certificates Issued 0.65 N/A 0 0 1

Exhibit Result Entry 324 N/A 274* 469 323

Exhibit Result Review 322 250 264* 366 253

1EVD 43.5 30 0 14 8  
 
 
SSCM hold SSCM MIXCM hold MIXCM COMPCM hold COMPCM VOLLOW SSUPREV SSREV MIXUPREV MIXREV COMPREV VCMIX VCREV

27 120 25 225 3 26 288 65 68 32 91 65 40 31  
 
 
 
1 Analysis of Data 

• Some unexpected lengthy leave – PAF and AJR. 

o Required some reallocation and assessment of work, some relatively complex 

including court 

o AJR submitted Workcover form – sent to Terry Carrick 

• Less case management than the week before from Intel team, hence less uploads and 

Links. Many statement issued in the week though and appears many due towards the end 

of Dec and early Jan. 
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2 Future Planning 

 

• FRIT Vision = FRIT Goals 
o To be finalised at the final FRIT meeting for the year 

 
 

• Staff training 
 

o All formal training for CJ and AKL complete, now to draft statements and get ready 
for moot courts. 

 

• 3500xL 
o Meeting of Mgt – discussed where to from here. Minutes prepared. 

 
 

 
 

PROJECTS: 

• Status of projects with FRIT involvement:  
o Batch investigations – taking considerable time to search batches for possible 

contamination based on the peaks in the Ext Negatives. 
� Macro to assist ready for testing 
� Process being written by AKL and PAF to incorporate into SOP 

 
o Significant work on FR at the moment 

� Difficulty will be the SOPs etc that will need to be written, but the actual 
workflow has not been developed yet so unable to allocate much time to this 
for now. 

� Much of LAB’s time taken in testing FR.  

• JAH to consider removing MOH and AKL from testers due to 
workload, and capacity of LAB to take on more in this space for not 
just Intel related tasks. 

 
 

o STRmix v2.5  - Mgt agreed to wait for this version 
 

o Emma and Adrian looking at WEN and PP21 for 3500xL 
� Will need to re-commence at some stage soon but FR is the priority. Mgt 

discussed (see extraordinary minutes). 
 

o Emma and Adrian assessing stutter for PP21 (allele-specific values to be obtained 
for any STRmix version moving forward). 

� To be continued as applies to any version of STRmix 
 

o Emma assisting Allan with Semen Sensitivity study (#181 – at project plan stage). 
� EJC mostly working on FR for now. 

 
 

 
3 Other  

• HEI and Honours degree 
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o Update – HR getting specialist advice from Employment Arrangements but it seems 

from conversation  with HR that staff with Honours won’t get the HEI. 

o No further update 

 

 

• Doc written to detail considerations in choosing next kit sent to Mgt Team 

o Report finalised. To progress to communications. 

o All Mgt Team agree with strategy. 

 

• HR issues in progress and being dealt with at the moment: 

o SMJ and timesheet of SLB. Some conflicting information from SLB and from HR. 

SMJ continuing to have conversations to enable timesheet to be signed. 

� SMJ has received more feedback from HR on how to handle timesheet and 

PDP issues. 

� To be progressed by SMJ. Direction provided by HR. 

o SLB and Workplace incident form  

� HR contacted and JAH to meet SLB with outcome – that dealt with at the 

time and form to progress through to CJA. 

o AJR health and workcover application. 

 

4 BSAG 

 

• Nil notable activity 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 16 June 2017 2:27 PM

To: Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin; Karyn Bell

Subject: HR Issues in Forensic DNA Analysis

Hi Everyone 

 

I’ve briefed Peter and Paula regarding the following ongoing, confidential issues in Forensic DNA Analysis: 

 

- Amanda Reeves – briefly describes where we are up to as they may need to provide content (no detail was 

provided other than a brief overview of issue with the organisation, attempts to be resolved have been 

unsuccessful, it is unlikely that she will return to Forensic DNA Analysis) 

- Ethical Standards Unit investigation regarding Identilab – complainant raised to me, referred to Ethical 

Standards Unit, investigation conducted on emails which identified issues and the next step is a review of QIS 

audit trails – highlighted that Paula would be best placed to review any data given her knowledge over DNA 

processes 

- Possible Code of Conduct issue regarding staff member that is leaving on 23
rd

 of June – concern that she will 

display bad behaviour, however line manager is aware of steps to take if bad behaviour is seen 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 11 May 2017 3:14 PM

To: Paul Csoban

Cc: Jade Franklin

Subject: FW: As discussed

Sensitivity: Confidential

Hi Paul 

 

I’ve been advised that an ex-staff member (Hung Chan) has visited staff members within Forensic DNA Analysis on 

Monday afternoon.  Hung has attempted to discuss with two staff members the confidential interviews that occurred 

for the external investigation.  I’m referring this matter to you, given we advised all the staff that any breaches of 

confidentiality would be referred. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Justin Howes  
Sent: Thursday, 11 May 2017 12:58 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: FW: As discussed 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

 

Hi Cathie 

Please note a situation on Tues 9 May, as observed by a staff member. 

 

Regards 

Justin 
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Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Jacqui Wilson  

Sent: Thursday, 11 May 2017 12:45 PM 

To: Justin Howes 
Subject: As discussed 

 

Hi JAH 

 

As discussed, I confirm that, on Tuesday afternoon, I notified you of a conversation that occurred within my bay with 

Hung Chan, Adrian Pippia and myself. I didn’t note the specific time although Penny Taylor had already gone home so it 

was after approximately 12:30pm. 

 

As I didn’t make any notes at that time my recollection is as follows: 

 

I understand that Hung had been visiting within the reporting area, in Block 3,  after having had lunch off campus with 

other staff members. 

 

Hung and I were talking about my recent travels to India when she changed the conversation and asked what was going 

on within the Department.  She said that she had heard that it ‘was a horrible place to work’ and that Amanda (Reeves) 

was not working here anymore and ‘isn’t coming back’. 

 

She further went on to say that she knew we all had to have interviews and when Adrian and I indicated that we didn’t 

know what she was talking about, she said something like ‘you’re not allowed to talk about it’.  

 

Hung then left our bay to see other people within the area. 

 

Cheers 

Jacqui 

 

Jacqui Wilson B App Sc M Sc 
Scientist – Forensic Reporting & Intelligence 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 
Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 12 May 2017 8:48 AM

To: Paul Csoban

Cc: Jade Franklin

Subject: FW: Incident  re: talk of confidential interviews

Hi Paul 

 

Here’s another staff member reporting an apparent breach of confidentiality relating to the external investigation 

interviews. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Justin Howes  

Sent: Friday, 12 May 2017 8:44 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: FW: Incident re: talk of confidential interviews 

 

FYI, recollection of a recent incident from Adrian’s perspective. 

 

Justin 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Adrian Pippia  

Sent: Friday, 12 May 2017 8:03 AM 
To: Justin Howes 

Subject: Incident re: talk of confidential interviews 

 

Hi Justin, 

 

The following is what I recall from a one sided conversation that took place on Tuesday 9
th

 of May, 2017 within the 

reporting bay in Block 3 that Jacqui, Penny, Josie and I are located along with Hung Chan. 

 

The conversation occurred after 1.30pm and in attendance was Hung Chan, Jacqui and me. 

• Hung started talking about what a horrible place DNA is to work 

• Asked about whether Amanda Reeves was coming back, she thought not 

• Commenced to ask about the interviews 

 

I did not engage in this conversation, to any point listed above, and simply stated ‘Yes’ when Hung made a broad 

statement about ‘… not being able to discuss wat was said….’. 

 

Regards, 

Adrian 

 

Adrian Pippia 
Reporting Scientist – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Friday, 9 December 2016 9:56 AM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: FW: Updated report

Attachments: ATT00001.htm; ATT00002.htm; ATT00003.htm; ATT00004.htm; ATT00005.htm; DNA 

Analysis team final report (00380147).DOCX; ATT00006.htm

FYI 

 

From: Jade Franklin  

Sent: Friday, 9 December 2016 9:45 AM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Fwd: Updated report 

 

Hi 

 

I'm at home with a migraine, but wanted you to see this asap. 

 

Hoping I can talk at 1pm once the drugs kick in. 

 

The investigator has confirmed  Amanda confirmed in her statement that the issues raised by her lawyer with me 

yesterday on the phone had been resolved, which indicated why this issue hasn't come out in the investigation report. 

 

Talk at 1. 

 

Jade 

 

Sent from my iPad 

 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Mark Brady" <  

To: "Jade Franklin" <  

Subject: Updated report 

Hi Jade 
  
I have made some additions.  They are highlighted yellow. 
  
Happy to discuss 
  
Cheers 
  

 
 
Mark Brady 

Principal Consultant 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Monday, 28 August 2017 1:29 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Query to Forensic DNA Analysis Admin team

Thank you Cathie, 

I am happy with the actions taken and they make sense. 

Regards 

Paul 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Monday, 28 August 2017 12:30 PM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Query to Forensic DNA Analysis Admin team 

 

Hi Paul 

 

I wish to advise you of a query from Amanda Reeves to a member of the Forensic DNA Analysis Admin team.  Amanda 

has used her private mobile to send a text message to Paige Rosekrans on her private mobile.  This text message was to 

query why Amanda had been removed from the Forensic DNA Analysis team meeting appointments from now until the 

end of the year. 

 

Background: 

Late last week, Wendy Harmer had to resend the team meeting appointments due to a room change and the addition of 

staff who have returned from Maternity Leave etc.  Wendy used the latest staff list, which doesn’t currently include 

Amanda.  The appointments were re-sent from September to December 2017. 

 

Wendy advised Paige that the current list of staff members was used to generate the appointments and staff who are 

on long term leave or secondment are not included on the appointments, however upon their return to the work unit, 

the appointments are updated to include the staff member. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 5 October 2017 11:01 AM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: File Notes

Attachments: 20171004080202735.pdf; 03Oct_01_2017_signed.pdf; File note AJR phonecall 29092017

_signed.pdf

Sensitivity: Confidential

Hi Paul 

 

Please find attached 3 file notes regarding Amanda Reeves.  This highlights: 

 

- HR assistance is required onsite more than 1 day per week to ensure that the process of managing the behaviours is 

handled appropriately 

- Mediation is required to ensure that all parties can move forward 

- A resilience program by a psychologist is required to assist all involved 

- this will take a toll on the Forensic DNA Analysis budget 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 

Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 

future. 

 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: Justin Howes 

Sent: Thursday, 5 October 2017 10:13 AM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: FW: Assistance please 

Sensitivity: Confidential 
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Hi Cathie, please note the email I sent to Helen below. The attachment that goes with that email is 

'20171004080202735'. I have attached another File Note made on Amanda's first day back relating to her behaviour 

when I called to welcome her to the team. 

 

I don't believe sarcasm and hanging up is appropriate behaviour (as per Policy E13 - Workplace Harassment). In the past 

I have called Amanda back immediately and met with her when this has happened before, but I didn't on this occasion 

because it was within her first 30min back in the team and I knew I was meeting her later (re Training Plan). 

 

Regards 

Justin 

 

 

Justin Howes 

Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 

future. 

 

 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: Justin Howes 

Sent: Wednesday, 4 October 2017 8:54 AM 

To: Helen Russell 

Subject: Assistance please 

Sensitivity: Confidential 

 

Hi Helen 

Could I please get some help on addressing this email from Amanda? The attachment includes a File Note, the email 

from Amanda and the Training Plan that was discussed. 

 

The point that I need specific help on is the one referring to Project #181. I am of the understanding that the CEO had 

discussions with Amanda on this project. I was directed to ask for Amanda's feedback and would like to know how to 

respond to this point. 

 

The meeting was very difficult and followed a phone call earlier in the day where Amanda made a sarcastic remark and 

hung up on me, so I would like to ensure I have the correct wording/advice to move forward in replying to Amanda's 

questions. 
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Kind regards 

Justin 

 

 

Justin Howes 

Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 

future. 

 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From:  [mailto:  

Sent: Wednesday, 4 October 2017 8:02 AM 

To: Justin Howes 

Subject:  

 

This E-mail was sent from "RNP0AB255" (Aficio MP C2800). 

 

Scan Date: 04.10.2017 08:02:02 (+1000) 

Queries to:  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Wednesday, 25 October 2017 12:21 PM

To: HSQ-SafetyPerformance

Subject: Incident Forms - Forensic DNA Analysis Staff Member

Attachments: JMW_20171017.pdf; JMW_20171019.pdf

Hi 

 

Please find attached 2 incident forms from Jacqui Wilson.  If further details are required, please contact myself or Justin 

Howes. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Monday, 12 December 2016 1:37 PM

To: Allan McNevin

Subject: RE: Project #168

Hi Allan 

 

Thanks for the update.  I will discuss this further with Justin. 

 

In future, if I have made a specific request like this, I would appreciate it if this request was facilitated.  If you are in a 

position where you are not sure if you should facilitate it or not (ie to and fro between yourself and Justin), then please 

get me involved in the discussion. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Allan McNevin  

Sent: Monday, 12 December 2016 12:42 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: Project #168 

 

Hi Cathie, 

 

At the time I spoke at length with both Justin and Luke about having Amanda’s name on the document. Justin was 

adamant that Adrian had done the bulk of the reviewing and had spent a deal of time on doing so, and so had Rhys and 

Kylie (including a meeting with Kylie, Adrian and Luke to discuss elements of the feedback from review) and he did not 

want to spend further resources having another reviewer (Amanda) and that Amanda would be accepting of Adrian 

signing on her behalf (as acting in her role) when the bulk of the reviewing was done. As I mentioned there was a bit of 

“to and fro” and I felt under pressure to get it through as we needed to get the document signed off as Analytical was 

falling further behind without their bulk extraction platform. I’m happy to discuss the chain of events if you would like. 

 

Cheers 

Al 
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From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Monday, 12 December 2016 12:16 PM 
To: Allan McNevin 

Subject: Project #168 

 

Hi Allan 

 

I’m following up on this report and I note that Amanda Reeves wasn’t added to the report as I had requested – ie that 

Amanda had endorsed the document.  Could you please provide me with an update as to how come she was removed 

without my approval. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Deborah Whelan

Sent: Thursday, 29 September 2016 12:22 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: Time/Date

It was Kirsten who forwarded it after all that!   

 

After Justin and I spoke to Allan following the Management team meeting on 9 June, Allan sent his email at 10.33am 

and Amanda sent her response at 11.00am the same day. 

 

Deb 

 

Deborah Whelan  BSc, MAppSc (MLS) 
Managing Scientist -  Coronial Services Stream (Forensic Pathology & Forensic Toxicology) 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paula Brisotto

Sent: Friday, 14 October 2016 4:15 PM

To: Allan McNevin; Amanda Reeves; Kylie Rika; Justin Howes; Luke Ryan; Sharon Johnstone; 

Kirsten Scott; Adrian Pippia; Cathie Allen

Subject: QIASymphony validation #181 - Sensitivity

Hi all, 

 

In experiment 4 Sensitivity, the yield and extraction efficiencies were less than we would have expected (<5%) given the 

cell count and expected input of DNA. All calculations have been checked, and there seems to be no problem with the 

calculations used. In addition, pre-lysis protocol 3 was used in this experiment, and in a later experiment 5, protocol 4 

was determined to obtain better yields, and is the protocol recommended for implementation.  

 

Due to these reasons, we believe the sensitivity experiment needs to be repeated to quant stage only (as this will 

determine yield and extraction efficiency).  

 

We are still finalising other components of the report, and will feed back as appropriate. 

 

Please come and see me if you have any questions. 

 

Many thanks, 

Paula 

 

 

 

 

 

Paula Brisotto 
Team Leader – Evidence Recovery and Quality Team, Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream 

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Monday, 12 December 2016 3:25 PM

To: Jade Franklin

Cc: Paul Csoban

Subject: RE: Project #181

Attachments: Leave DNA Analysis 2017.xls; Forensic DNA Analysis Team Chart_22.08.2016.xls

Hi Jade 

 

Attached is a spreadsheet that Forensic DNA Analysis use to track staff leave – it has a password, but you can Read Only 

to see the data.  This is current as of today.  I believe that Mark Brady has a copy of the Team Chart (but have attached 

just in case). 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Jade Franklin  

Sent: Monday, 12 December 2016 2:51 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Project #181 

 

Thanks Cathie 

 

Can you also give me a list of all staff within DNA, what team there in and if they have any leave in Janaury. 

 

I’m just prepping Mark for next year. 

 

Jade 
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Jade Franklin 
Manager Human Resources and Business Relationships 

People Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland 

       
 

|   

  
 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Monday, 12 December 2016 2:48 PM 
To: Jade Franklin 

Cc: Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Project #181 

 

Hi Jade 

 

I have no issue with it being shared with Mark Brady.  My assumption is that Allan would have probably alluded to these 

documents and the process he undertook in his interview with Mark. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
 

  
    

 
    

  

 vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Jade Franklin  
Sent: Monday, 12 December 2016 2:44 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Project #181 

 

Are you both comfortable if I shared this with Mark Brady? 

 

Jade 
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Jade Franklin 
Manager Human Resources and Business Relationships 

People Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland 

  
 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Monday, 12 December 2016 2:31 PM 
To: Jade Franklin 

Cc: Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Project #181 

 

Hi Jade 

 

The potential issue that was raised was – it appears that there is a difference between the numbers of sperm seen at 

Evidence Recovery stage versus the number of sperm seen once Analytical processes had been undertaken – and is this 

difference of significance.  I believe that this issue was raised in early May 2016. 

 

This was investigated by Allan McNevin, with Dr Kirsten Scott as his line manager overseeing the investigation.  Allan 

provided an update to the Management Team about the initial findings of the investigation on the 27
th

 of May 

2016.  Attached are the management meeting minutes and the presentation that Allan provided (excel spreadsheet 

titled ‘2016 – Diff Lysis slide micro v original micro). 

 

After the meeting on the 27
th

 of May, Allan went on to draft an initial request and then a draft project plan.  The initial 

request is attached titled ‘Initial Request #181’ and only required approval from the line manager to proceed to a full 

project plan. 

 

The project proposal and plan were sent to management team on the 1
st

 of Sept 2016, with a request for feedback.  All 

feedback sent via email was incorporated into a spreadsheet (titled ‘Project#181 Feedback matrix v0.1’) so that it was 

transparent to all management team members the feedback that was put forward and the outcome of the discussion 

between Emma Caunt and Allan McNevin regarding the feedback and whether it was included in an updated proposal 

or not (the 2 project staff members.  Emma is a HP4 court reporting scientist).  I believe that between the first draft and 

the final signed off proposal, Paula had input into directing the project.  I was on leave from the beginning of June until 

the 6
th

 of Sept 2016. 

 

The progress of Project #181 is provided to all management team members at the Management Team meeting (projects 

are a standing agenda item).  Attached is the latest minutes to show that an update was provided. 

 

During the period of this project, Dr Kirsten Scott was acting in the Team Leader role (and therefore Allan’s line 

manager) from 11
th

 of April until the 12
th

 of June.  From the 13
th

 of June, Luke Ryan was acting in the Team Leader role 

until the 12
th

 of July when Paula Brisotto returned from Maternity leave to her substantive position. 

 

The substantive management team members are: myself, Wendy Harmer (AO4), Justin Howes (HP6), Paula Brisotto 

(HP6), Allan McNevin (HP5), Luke Ryan (HP5), Kirsten Scott (HP5), Amanda Reeves (HP5), Kylie Rika (HP5) and Sharon 

Johnstone (HP5).  Only Justin and Paula have been interviewed so far and the interviews were limited to the poor 

interaction between Allan and Amanda I believe.  My assumption is that they will need to be interviewed again to ask 

about their opinion on the poor working relationship within management team. 
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Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Jade Franklin  

Sent: Friday, 9 December 2016 4:14 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: Fw: Project #181 

 

 Cathie  

 

Could you send (what you can) through to me in prep for next year. 

 

Jade 

 

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Telstra Mobile network. 

From: Mark Brady <  

Sent: Friday, 9 December 2016 14:02 
To: Jade Franklin 

Subject: Project #181 

 
Hi Jade 
 
So I can hit the ground running in the new year, can you get me the documentation for project #181? 
 
Cheers 
 

 
 

Mark Brady 

Principal Consultant 
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This e-mail, and any files transmitted with it, is intended for the addressee only and may contain confidential information. If you are not the addressee, you are notified 

that any transmission, distribution or print production of this e-mail and its inclusions is not permitted. The confidentiality attached to this e-mail is not waived, lost or 

destroyed by reasons of a mistaken delivery to you. If you have received this e-mail and you are not the addressee, please notify us immediately by telephone. Thank 

you. 
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Page: 1 of 3 
Document Number: 24765T9 
Valid From: 19/09/2014 
Approver/s: Helen GREGG 

 

MINUTES 
Forensic DNA Analysis – Management Team Meeting 
 
Date: 27 May 2016 
Time: 9.30am – 11.00am 
Venue: FSS CR611 
 
1. Present 

 
Allan McNevin (ARM) 
Cathie Allen (CJA) 
Kirsten Scott (KDS) 

 
Kerry-Anne Lancaster (KAL) 
Luke Ryan (LBR) 
Sharon Johnstone (SMJ) 

Kylie Rika (KDR)  
 

Wendy Harmer (WAH) 

2. Apologies –  Justin Howes (JAH), Amanda Reeves (AJR) 
3. Guests – Deb Whelan (DAW) 

  

Agenda items 

Item Topic  

1.0 Confirmation of previous minutes - SMJ  

2.0 Conflicts of Interest - Nil  

3.0 Action Register – See below  

4.0 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Standing items 
4.1 Workplace Health & Safety Issues – 
OH&S will be assessing a workstation to attempt to identify any potential risks. 
Strut has been replaced on the centrifuge which had previously caused a minor injury. 
 
4.2 Analytical Issues of Note - LBR 
Nil – other than MPIIs which are still causing issues. 
 
4.3 AUSLAB Working Party Update – KDS 
Have had a few service call submissions – ie prep for QIASymphony 
 
4.4 Project Updates 
 
Project #152 – Y-Filer Plus – LBR.  
ALL has prepared the written part for the mixtures and forwarded to AJR & KDR for peer 
review. 
 
Project #168 – Validation of QIAsymphony – LBR 
Training on the instrument has commenced and final touches to the report. 
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Project #170 – Reassessment of in-house stutter thresholds and stutter file used in 
STRmix – JAH.  
Report has been sent for peer review by management team – to be completed by 3rd of 
June. 
 
Project #171 Verification of the Internal Lane Standard from CC5 to WEN (Promega) – 
LBR 
3500 part has not been progressed due to other parts of the project.  Mixtures have been 
assessed by EJC, however still uncertain about the baseline due to the previous 
thresholds.  Have completed the Saturation plate and have run the 10 samples used in 
baseline plates (have reamped at 0.6 and 0.7ng) to be included in baseline data set – to 
see the effect on the calculated baseline – which is currently being read by LBR.  
Anticipate getting this out to management team by today or Monday 30th May.  The 
additional amps have been covered by a one page amendment document by EJC.  Have 
55 tubes of CC5 – which will last about 4 weeks, so this is a time critical project that needs 
to be progressed as a priority. 
 
Project #TBC Hamilton Instruments being validated – LBR 
2 instruments delivered today (1 to come) – pre-PCR and CE instruments – training begins 
in about 2 weeks.  Validation project will commence after training.  The 3rd instrument to be 
delivered in June – and will be used for Pre-PCR. 
 
Sperm seen on Diff Lysis extraction slide vs ER suspension slide – ARM 
Discussed graphs and results produced so far, all agreed that ARM would initiate a project 
plan for the next step. 
 
Projects on-hold 
Project #146 – GlobalFiler - LBR 
On hold until new size standard has been completed (17.03.2016) 
 
Project #172 – Phadebas testing from suspension in ERT – ARM 
Pending outcome of project on how suspensions are made. (12/05/2016) 

 
 
 
 

5.0 
 
 
 

New business 
5.1  Risk Assessments - KDS As a result of Audit#21986 (late December 2015) -  in the 
January Management Team meetings we allocated risk assessments to each of the teams 
for completion. 
According to QIS there are still are number outstanding.  (Open Link Doc.) 
ForBiol\DNA Analysis Team Meetings\DNA Analysis Management Team\2016\Jan - 
Jun\Risk Assessments_2016.xls 
ACTION: JAH to advise KDS the staff member assigned to each of the FRIT allocated 
risks. 
 
5.2 FR Go Live for Forensic Chemistry – CJA 
Brief overview provided of how it went with the team. 
 
5.3  Maternity Leave Backfill of HP4 – KDR 
Cassandra James will be joining FRIT on the 11th of July due to Maternity Leave of 3 staff 
members. 
 
 

 

6.0 New business – for noting 
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Next Meeting 
Date:  9 June 2016, 9.30am  
Venue: CR611 

 
ACTION REGISTER 
 
Minutes  
Reference 

Item  
Number 

Subject Action Action 
Officer 

Status 

14/04/2016 5.2 Validation Baseline 
Methods 

SMJ to complete a project 
initiation document  

SMJ Closed 

12/05/2016 4.4 Project #171 
Verification of the 
Internal Lane 
Standard from CC5 
to WEN (Promega) 

An email (including clarification) is 
to be sent out with voting options 

LBR Closed 

12/05/2016 4.4 Project #172 – 
Phadebas testing 
from suspension in 
ERT 

ARM to look at the way in which 
suspensions are made. 
 

ARM Closed 

12/05/2016 5.4 Sperm seen on Diff 
Lysis extraction slide 
vs ER suspension 
slide  

Project will be monitored by ARM 
and KDS.  

ARM / 
KDS 

Closed 
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 Forensic and Scientific Services 
 
 
 
 
 

Minutes 
Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team Meeting 
Date: 24 November 2016 
Time: 9:30am to 11:45am 
Venue: FSS CR611 
 
1. Present 

Allan McNevin (ARM)  
Amanda Reeves (AJR) 
Justin Howes (JAH) (Chairperson) 
Kirsten Scott (KDS) 
Kylie Rika (KDR) 
 

Luke Ryan (LBR) 
Paula Brisotto (PMB) 
Peter Culshaw (PC) in late 
Sharon Johnstone (SMJ) 
Wendy Harmer (WAH) 
 

2. Apologies –   Cathie Allen (CJA) 
 
Agenda items 
Item Topic  

1.0 Confirmation of previous minutes – JAH  

2.0 Conflicts of Interest – Nil. Agenda sent out prior to meeting, if any conflicts exist, these are to 
be discussed with chair prior to meeting. 
 

 

3.0 Action Register – See below  

4.0 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Standing items 
4.1 Workplace Health & Safety Issues – Everyone  
KDR – staff member who is in process for being assessed for carpal tunnel. Incident form 
completed. Tasks being managed to reduce pain. Work cover claim possible. 
KDS – one staff member had a car accident on the way home. 
 
4.2 Sub-Team Updates  
Evidence Recovery:  
Very busy time. 17 SAIKs last week, 10 this week. 
 
Analytical:  
Number of outstanding samples has increased – outcome of ER processing. Oldest P2 from the 
22/11/2016. P3s from the 17/11/2016. 66 diff lysis samples outstanding – oldest from the 18th.  
Symphony implement on the 21st. First run was 23rd overnight. 
 
Quality & Projects:  
New OO staff signed off in 3 or 4 areas. Very busy, partially in training and with Evids 
certificates. Minimal time spent on destructions. KDS and KAL spending majority of time on FR.  
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Minutes  Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team Meeting - 2 of 4 - 
 

 
Reporting 1: 
Very busy. A lot of defence requests. JMW defence request – Magistrate has ruled that the DNA 
evidence can be submitted, but cannot include statistics. Statistics used was STRmix, not binary 
RMNE – which may be the confusion…. Magistrate has issue with ‘assuming’ the number of 
contributors to a mixture. Prosecutor to be engaged by JMW, AJR and EJC to discuss, including 
legal advice. TEN defence request – sperm microscopy SOPs. 
 
Reporting 2: 
PJT defence request – timeframe being pushed out due to short timeframe requested – pushed 
out until Feb 2017. Defence expert has written a statement about PJT original statement. PJT 
requested to respond to this in a statement format - covering touch, trace DNA, continuity. 
Defence Expert is not someone we have had interaction with before. 
As of next week, AAQ doing refresher training with be fully signed off. 
One staff member has been unexpectedly away for this week, which has had an impact on 
batch checks part of quality processing. 
EJC and AAP off line full time for projects.  
AJR and KDR to work on process for managing large operations, as there are some on the 
horizon.  
 
Intelligence:  
Shortage of staff. SMJ and TJG spent time in Canberra for training this week. VOLLOW 
numbers high for last couple of months, Help offered from reporting 1. 
 
Admin:  
OO help with filing and moving in file store room and electronic compactus. 
 
Managing Scientist:  
RTI request came in a couple of weeks ago regarding STRmix miscode. CJA negotiated in 
relation to amount of information requested/required. The information required to be provided is 
case number and crime class code for all cases involved in the STRmix miscode. 
 
4.3 Project Updates 
Project #168 – Validation of QIAsymphony – LBR  
Implemented 21/11/2016. CLOSED. 
 
Project #173 & #175 Hamilton Instruments being validated – LBR 
#173 – A and B – Final report draft for A almost complete. Expectation to have out for review in 
next couple of weeks. Verification of B to follow. 
#175 – C – LBR to look into seals for CE plates.  
 
Project #181 – Sensitivity of Sperm microscopy – ARM 
More controls received. Work to commence now ARM resume role in ER.   
 
Project #174 Artel verification – KDS  
Completed. CLOSED 
 
Projects on-hold 
Project #146 – GlobalFiler - LBR 
On hold until new size standard has been completed (17.03.2016) 
 
Project #172 – Phadebas testing from suspension in ERT – ARM 
Pending outcome of project on how suspensions are made. (12.05.2016) 
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Minutes  Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team Meeting - 3 of 4 - 
 

5.0 
 
 
 

New business 
 
5.1   Requests for specific 2017 Audits (Kirsten) 
 
Please think about this and provide to KDS. 
Suggestion from AJR - Periodic audits around batch investigations – mid next year proposed 
date. More information to be provided one SOPs and work processes for batch investigations 
completed. 
 
5.2   Bonaparte Training Feedback (Sharon) 
TJG and SMJ went to Canberra 21-22/11/2016 for training. 
Bonaparte enables familial searching. 
Bonaparte available in the training environment next week. Will initially be a stand alone system 
– not yet linked to NCIDD. Possible NCIDD integration March 2017. 
Policy drafted by NIFS on use of familial searching. Each state is essentially following current 
matching rules on NCIDD. Each state should be searching within own jurisdiction first. Set up 
will enable automatic searching. Different access levels an option for users. NCIDD will be 
verifying data transfer. Already validated by developers. Datasets to be updated to cover all 
profiling systems – PP21, P+ and Globalfiler.  
March 2017 implementation enables time for training, work processes etc. Change Management 
to be initiated.   
 
5.3 Research and Innovation strategy 
Initial meeting to read through 60 proposals and determine criteria to present to staff : 
Criteria: 

- Is it essential or desirable 
- Does it fall within Paul Csoban’s 3 areas (increase expertise, build FSS profile, increase 

efficiency, and bonus if it is revenue raising). 
 
Five proposals fell into the essential category – long term storage, background 
contamination/consumables, STRmix mixture searching for Intelligence, streamlining work unit 
structure, 4 person mixtures. 
Other proposals fell into the desirable category. Meeting on the desirable proposal has not yet 
occurred. 
 

 

6.0 New business – for noting 
 
6.1 QDVIC Update (Justin) 
JAH attended this annual meeting. Chaired by Supt Huxley. Attendees included State Coroner, 
Alex Forrest, Damien Cass, and other key staff. 
A number of Operations were discussed, including processes, what worked, standards etc. Two 
representatives from the AFP discussed MH17 DVI. 
 
 
6.2 Visit (Tour) Monday 28 November (Director-General) (Justin) 
DG and a number of other visitors and touring three areas of the Campus, one of which is 
Forensic DNA Analysis. 
 

 

 
• Next Meeting 
Date:  Thursday 8th December 
Venue: CR611 
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Minutes   - 4 of 4 - 
 

 
 
ACTION REGISTER 
 
Minutes  
Reference 

Item  
Number 

Subject Action Action 
Officer 

Status 

09/06/2016 5.2 Collecting of 
alternative sample for 
deceased ID  

ARM met with Charles – could 
bladder swabs and toenails assist 
with profiles from deceased, rather 
than bones? Charles asked if we 
could request this.  Deb, Tim, KDR 
met and discussion was around 
funding for this project – put forward 
for research and innovation idea? 
Additionally ethical considerations to 
be discussed with Charles. 
 

CJA / 
PMB / 
KDS 

27/10/2016 
CJA spoke to 
Charles; need 
further 
discussion with 
PMB and KDS 
before moving 
forward. 
 
24/11  KDS - 
FR  
Closed 

07/07/2016 5.2 • DNA Profiling Kits JAH to prepare a matrix / table for 
Mgmt to consider  
 
 
10/11/2016 Updated information: 
JAH, LBR and ARM met  with 
thermofisherscientific (AB) – 
Identifiler/ID+ is their biggest selling 
kit, and it is the chemistry that 
Globalfiler is built on (ID+ has the 
buffer that was then used for GF) 
24/11 – JAH to have one more 
conversation 

Mgmt 
Team 

27/10/2016 
Read doc and 
feedback when 
you can. 
 
Ongoing – JAH 
to finalise 

15/09/2016 5.1 • Intel Team Provide feedback to ACIC through 
JAH & CJA 
 
24/11 - Feedback has been passed 
on to development team. 

SMJ / 
JAH 

27/10/2016 
Feedback to 
Carmen to be 
provided by 
COB 
28/10/2016. 
 
SMJ to provide 
feedback to 
JAH/CJA by 
11/11/2016 
 
24/11 - 
CLOSED 
 

10/11/2016 4.3 • Validation of 
QIAsymphony 

Provide final feedback JAH to 
LBR 

JAH 24/11  
CLOSED 

10/11/2016 5.1 • Result of Audit 
QIS #22420 - back 
up of electronic 
records 

KDS to send e-mail for all 
members to vote on approve or 
reject this proposal 

KDS 24/11 – VLC, 
PMB, AJR to 
vote 

10/11/2016 6 • NATA surveillance 
Feb 2017  

KDS to find out about date and 
assess timing 
 

KDS 24/11 – FR 
likely to be 
delayed, so no 
overlap for 
NATA visit. 
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tails heads AP p30 Diff Lysis batch ID diff lysis micro result Slys Quant (1st run) Other notes tails > heads
0 <1+ n 3+ 0.0444 casefile FB2CFB93 Orig micro (heads) D Lys micro Count av quant No instance where more sperm with tails was > sperm heads on original micro Orig micro (heads) D Lys micro Count
0 <1+ n 0 0.0172 0 0 4 0.01005 In all instances where 1+ tails were seen, 2+ or greater heads where seen 0 0 4
0 <1+ n 0 0 0 <1+ 0 N/A No instances of 2+ or more sperm with tails seen <1+ 0 7
0 <1+ n 0 0.0147 exam notes FBCM24 0 1+ 0 N/A 1+ 0 0
0 <1+ n 0 0.0231 casefile FB2CFB95 0 2+ 2 0.332 Number of instances Orig micro > D lys micro 10 2+ 0 0
0 1+ n 1+ 0.00928 casefile FB2CFB93 0 3+ 2 0.8861 Number of instances Orig micro = D lys micro 17 3+ 0 0
0 1+ n 2+ 0.0534 exam notes FBP34 0 4+ 3 0.322467 Number of instances Orig micro < D lys micro 52 4+ 0 0
0 2+ n 3+ 1.45 <1+ 0 7 0.008171 0 <1+ 0
0 3+ n 2+ 5 <1+ <1+ 2 0.07075 Number of times D lys micro 4+ 19 <1+ <1+ 2
0 2+ n 4+ 0.785 casefile FB2CFB93 <1+ 1+ 7 0.039717 Number of times D lys micro 3+ 19 1+ <1+ 1
0 2+ n 1+ 0.265 <1+ 2+ 3 0.071167 Number of times D lys micro 2+ 15 2+ <1+ 0
0 0 n 0 0 exam notes FBP35 <1+ 3+ 4 0.20595 Number of times D lys micro 1+ 12 3+ <1+ 0
0 0 n 0 0 <1+ 4+ 5 1.83406 Number of times D lys micro <1+ 3 4+ <1+ 0

<1+ 2+ n 2+ 0.0654 1+ 0 0 N/A Number of times D lys micro 0 11 0 1+ 0
0 1+ n 1+ 0.327 1+ <1+ 1 0.0853 <1+ 1+ 7
0 1+ n 2+ 0.706 1+ 1+ 4 0.159245 Dlys micro Av quant N Orig micro Av quant N 1+ 1+ 4
0 2+ n 4+ 0.945 1+ 2+ 7 0.314329 0 0.008855 11 0 0.313073 11 2+ 1+ 1
0 <1+ n 2+ 0.0155 1+ 3+ 6 0.3772 <1+ 0.0756 3 <1+ 0.381583 28 3+ 1+ 0
0 1+ n 2+ 0.262 1+ 4+ 6 1.555583 1+ 0.098333 12 1+ 0.60497 24 4+ 1+ 0
0 <1+ n 1+ 0.00278 2+ 0 0 N/A 2+ 0.606533 15 2+ 1.33675 10 0 2+ 2

1+ 3+ n 3+ 1.45 2+ <1+ 0 N/A 3+ 0.619553 19 3+ 1.87654 5 <1+ 2+ 3
0 1+ n 1+ 0.175 2+ 1+ 1 0.265 4+ 2.619889 19 4+ 20.754 1 1+ 2+ 7
0 <1+ n 4+ 0.193 casefile FB2CFB97 2+ 2+ 2 0.5101 2+ 2+ 2
0 <1+ n 3+ 0.344 2+ 3+ 3 0.8432 Number of instances orig micro pos, diff micro neg 7 3+ 2+ 1
0 1+ n 3+ 0.259 2+ 4+ 4 2.388175 all instances of orig micro pos, diff neg had <1+ in orig micro 4+ 2+ 0
0 1+ n 3+ 0.177 3+ 0 0 N/A 0 3+ 2
0 0 p 0 0.0385 casefile FB2CFB97 3+ <1+ 0 N/A Number of instances orig micro neg, diff micro pos 7 <1+ 3+ 4
0 <1+ n 1+ 0.0188 exam notes FBP35 3+ 1+ 0 N/A instances of orig micro neg, diff pos 2+ 2 1+ 3+ 6
0 1+ n 4+ 0.338 3+ 2+ 1 5 instances of orig micro neg, diff pos 3+ 2 2+ 3+ 3
0 1+ n 3+ 0.229 3+ 3+ 4 1.095675 instances of orig micro neg, diff pos 4+ 3 3+ 3+ 4
0 2+ n 3+ 0.173 3+ 4+ 0 N/A 4+ 3+ 0
0 0 p 0 0.0017 4+ 0 0 N/A 0 4+ 3
0 <1+ n 0 0.0007 4+ <1+ 0 N/A <1+ 4+ 5
0 <1+ n 0 0.0008 4+ 1+ 0 N/A 1+ 4+ 6
0 <1+ n 0 0.0007 4+ 2+ 0 N/A 2014 31 2+ 4+ 4
0 0 p 4+ 0.3973 4+ 3+ 0 N/A 2015 11 3+ 4+ 0
0 <1+ n 4+ 2.1598 4+ 4+ 1 20.754 2016 37 4+ 4+ 1
0 0 p 4+ 0.4081 total 79 total 79
0 1+ n 3+ 0.9501
0 1+ n 4+ 3.9821
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0 3+ n/a 3+ 0.3902
0 1+ n/a 1+ 0.1257
0 <1+ n/a 4+ 0.756
0 <1+ n/a 4+ 2.3197

<1+ 2+ n/a 4+ 3.7443
0 <1+ n/a 4+ 3.7418
0 0 n/a 3+ 1.7075
0 1+ n/a 4+ 1.8191
0 1+ n/a 3+ 0.4547
0 1+ n/a 3+ 0.1934
0 <1+ n/a 3+ 0.1796
0 1+ n/a 4+ 0.7121
0 0 n/a 2+ 0.3429
0 <1+ n/a 1+ 0.122
0 <1+ n/a 2+ 0.1666
0 0 pos 3+ 0.0647
0 2+ n/a 2+ 0.9548

1+ 2+ n/a 3+ 0.9066
0 1+ n/a 2+ 0.8624
0 1+ n/a 4+ 1.093
0 1+ n/a 4+ 1.3892

<1+ <1+ n/a <1+ 0.0065
0 0 pos 4+ 0.162
0 0 pos 2+ 0.3211
0 <1+ n/a 3+ 0.2558
0 2+ n/a 4+ 4.0784
0 3+ n/a 3+ 2.1695

1+ 4+ n/a 4+ 20.754
0 <1+ n/a 1+ 0.0631
0 1+ n/a 2+ 0.11
0 <1+ n/a 1+ 0.0454
0 1+ n/a 2+ 0.0805 casefile FB2CFB112
0 3+ n/a 3+ 0.373
0 1+ n/a 2+ 0.126

<1+ <1+ n/a 1+ 0.00614
0 <1+ n/a 1+ 0.0198 casefile FB2CFB114
0 <1+ n/a 2+ 0.0314
0 1+ n/a <1+ 0.0853
0 <1+ n/a <1+ 0.135

0
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D Lysis Slide result

Retrospective Comparison of initial microscopy to differential lysis slide microscopy
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Feedback Response
The proposed experiments will use swabs.  Is any of the data that you quote (where you have 
looked quantitatively at the old samples’ exam slides vs their diff slides) from swabs or was it 
all scrapings/cuttings?  I would be curious to know whether the quantitative variation we are 
seeing could be related to the substrate/sampling method.

The initial data mining was done on a mix of substrates as it was taken from samples that 
had been processed through diff lysis extraction. It was considered at the time to record the 
sample type. There have been a number of discussions and this has included substrate type, 
however there are so many variables to consider such as sample type, amount of sample, 
sample source, presence / absence of other biological material & other substances such as 
lubricant, investigation of operator variability (both at examination and the process of 
making the slides at extraction) etc. This initial investigation needed to be more focussed, 
and substrate (as well as other elements will be something that may well come into the 
investigation further on.

I don’t understand where the AP and p30 fit into testing the reliability of microscopy.  You 
know there’s sperm on the swabs because you put it there.  For a whole host of reasons 
AP/p30 are poorly correlated with spermatozoa concentrations.

The idea of recording AP / p30 was to include some data for education purposes on how 
sperm micro sensitivity and p30 & AP testing sensitivity relate – we know that the relative 
levels of sperm, p30 and AP will vary between individuals, and we don’t do quantitative 
testing. There are also variables such as sampling method, whether an item has been 
washed, time since deposition etc. Agree that definitely no absolutes can be drawn from 
any of our data. However, the thought was that the lab had never (from records that were 
located) tested all of the elements together – presumptive test, micro and extraction 
results. In the past validations were all performed on individual steps in isolation (p30 or 
extraction etc.). A consideration was to include testing from a range of donors, but as with 
substrates above, there are too many variables which would expand the size and number of 
experiments, so it was decided would start small, and as more information is gathered start 
to test some of the variables.

I don’t think the presumptive testing component  is necessary – we know that any number of 
combinations of results between AP/p30/micro could have legitimate explanations, so I’m not 
sure what this testing will show.

As above, the idea was to include it as the testing previously has been done in isolation. In 
addition, work on p30 and AP (from validation documentation located) has been performed 
on dilutions of the material eluted / suspended from neat semen placed on a substrate (e.g. 
neat semen added to a substrate, water added, then dilutions of that water tested), 
whereas in this project we propose to test diluting the semen prior to addition to the 
substrate, this should mimic casework closer.

Has there been a background lit search performed? A search was conducted to find work performed on comparisons of microscopy results vs 
profiling sensitivity, microscopy results vs p30 or AP testing, however no papers where 
processing was performed the same or similar to the techniques we employ could be 
located. The individual elements (e.g. AP testing, ABA card p30 test, H & E stain etc.) are 
well documented, but could not locate documentation of anyone performing a process the 
same or very similar to ours where a suspension is made right from the start.

1.1 Background - results from earlier investigation should really be written up in a separate 
section as a pilot study Will write it as a sub-section
1.1 Background - paragraph 3 should be in the Purpose and scope section as it is the aim of 
the study. Agree, document to be updated
5.1 section ii - this needs to be clearer. A short table consisting of a brief outline of each 
batches contents would be ideal. Agree, document to be updated
6. Results and Data Compilation - How will any statistical differences be determined? You 
have repeated samples measured with a difficult categorical system (0-4; where the 
difference between 0 and 1 is not the same as the difference between 3 and 4) in a probably 
non-normal population across pre and post treatment groups. This is not easy to analyse 
statistically – if at all, in its current form.

There was no intention to conduct statistical analysis for the reason noted, however data 
trends will be looked at and considered. A lack of trend may itself also indicate where an 
issue may lie (e.g. may lead to reproducibility / repeatability investigations as a next step)

Other minor wording options provided mostly adopted and changed
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Monday, 12 December 2016 2:49 PM

To: Cathie Allen; Jade Franklin

Subject: RE: Project #181

I agree 

Paul 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Monday, 12 December 2016 2:48 PM 
To: Jade Franklin 

Cc: Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Project #181 

 

Hi Jade 

 

I have no issue with it being shared with Mark Brady.  My assumption is that Allan would have probably alluded to these 

documents and the process he undertook in his interview with Mark. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Jade Franklin  

Sent: Monday, 12 December 2016 2:44 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Project #181 

 

Are you both comfortable if I shared this with Mark Brady? 

 

Jade 
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Jade Franklin 
Manager Human Resources and Business Relationships 

People Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland 

p | 07 3096 2084   m |  0427 154 378 
a | 41 O’Connell Terrace, Bowen Hills, Qld 4006 
w | Queensland Health  e |   
 

  
 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Monday, 12 December 2016 2:31 PM 
To: Jade Franklin 

Cc: Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Project #181 

 

Hi Jade 

 

The potential issue that was raised was – it appears that there is a difference between the numbers of sperm seen at 

Evidence Recovery stage versus the number of sperm seen once Analytical processes had been undertaken – and is this 

difference of significance.  I believe that this issue was raised in early May 2016. 

 

This was investigated by Allan McNevin, with Dr Kirsten Scott as his line manager overseeing the investigation.  Allan 

provided an update to the Management Team about the initial findings of the investigation on the 27
th

 of May 

2016.  Attached are the management meeting minutes and the presentation that Allan provided (excel spreadsheet 

titled ‘2016 – Diff Lysis slide micro v original micro). 

 

After the meeting on the 27
th

 of May, Allan went on to draft an initial request and then a draft project plan.  The initial 

request is attached titled ‘Initial Request #181’ and only required approval from the line manager to proceed to a full 

project plan. 

 

The project proposal and plan were sent to management team on the 1
st

 of Sept 2016, with a request for feedback.  All 

feedback sent via email was incorporated into a spreadsheet (titled ‘Project#181 Feedback matrix v0.1’) so that it was 

transparent to all management team members the feedback that was put forward and the outcome of the discussion 

between Emma Caunt and Allan McNevin regarding the feedback and whether it was included in an updated proposal 

or not (the 2 project staff members.  Emma is a HP4 court reporting scientist).  I believe that between the first draft and 

the final signed off proposal, Paula had input into directing the project.  I was on leave from the beginning of June until 

the 6
th

 of Sept 2016. 

 

The progress of Project #181 is provided to all management team members at the Management Team meeting (projects 

are a standing agenda item).  Attached is the latest minutes to show that an update was provided. 

 

During the period of this project, Dr Kirsten Scott was acting in the Team Leader role (and therefore Allan’s line 

manager) from 11
th

 of April until the 12
th

 of June.  From the 13
th

 of June, Luke Ryan was acting in the Team Leader role 

until the 12
th

 of July when Paula Brisotto returned from Maternity leave to her substantive position. 

 

The substantive management team members are: myself, Wendy Harmer (AO4), Justin Howes (HP6), Paula Brisotto 

(HP6), Allan McNevin (HP5), Luke Ryan (HP5), Kirsten Scott (HP5), Amanda Reeves (HP5), Kylie Rika (HP5) and Sharon 

Johnstone (HP5).  Only Justin and Paula have been interviewed so far and the interviews were limited to the poor 

interaction between Allan and Amanda I believe.  My assumption is that they will need to be interviewed again to ask 

about their opinion on the poor working relationship within management team. 
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Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Jade Franklin  

Sent: Friday, 9 December 2016 4:14 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: Fw: Project #181 

 

 Cathie  

 

Could you send (what you can) through to me in prep for next year. 

 

Jade 

 

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Telstra Mobile network. 

From: Mark Brady <  

Sent: Friday, 9 December 2016 14:02 
To: Jade Franklin 

Subject: Project #181 

 
Hi Jade 
 
So I can hit the ground running in the new year, can you get me the documentation for project #181? 
 
Cheers 
 

 
 

Mark Brady 

Principal Consultant 
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This e-mail, and any files transmitted with it, is intended for the addressee only and may contain confidential information. If you are not the addressee, you are notified 

that any transmission, distribution or print production of this e-mail and its inclusions is not permitted. The confidentiality attached to this e-mail is not waived, lost or 

destroyed by reasons of a mistaken delivery to you. If you have received this e-mail and you are not the addressee, please notify us immediately by telephone. Thank 

you. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 15 June 2017 2:18 PM

To: Jade Franklin; Paul Csoban

Subject: RE: Private, confidential and legally prevailed [CU-Legal.FID2085012]

Hi Jade 

 

The first part of #181 which was to see if the process that currently is in place is sensitive enough to detect sperm or 

seminal fluid.  The results of these experiment were as expected – ie that our process is sensitive enough.  During this 

first part, staff highlighted areas of improvement – so phase 2 of the project is to determine the next best step to 

improve the process.  Phase 1 of #181 has had a report written for it.  It is not uncommon for a second phase to be 

constructed once phase 1 has been completed. 

 

Paula Brisotto has also data mined the 6 months of data prior to the mitigation step being introduced.  This was set up 

to assess the process when used with casework (as casework samples can behave differently than lab set up 

samples).  Paula is close to finalising that report, which shows that in 1% of samples, we could have processed the 

sample better, but does not show a gross failure of the system.  

 

The ESR review of processes is complete and I believe that has been communicated. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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From: Jade Franklin  

Sent: Thursday, 15 June 2017 1:37 PM 

To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban 
Subject: FW: Private, confidential and legally prevailed [CU-Legal.FID2085012] 

 

Hi Both 

 

Update below regarding Ms Reeves. 
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Cathie has #181 now completely finished? 

 

Jade 

 

Jade Franklin 
Manager Human Resources and Business Relationships 

People Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland 

       
 

   

 

 

From: Tuffield, Claire [mailto:   

Sent: Thursday, 15 June 2017 1:35 PM 
To: Jade Franklin 

Cc: McCartney, Shae; Stevenson, Joanne 
Subject: Private, confidential and legally prevailed [CU-Legal.FID2085012] 

 

Dear Jade 
 
We have not heard from John-Anthony yet. We will let you know once we hear from him.  
 
In the meantime, we will progress our advice to you on the transfer option. In order to do this can you please urgently 
provide us an update on the Project #181 samples? If the process is still ongoing do you have any indication when the 
review will be complete? 
 
Kind regards, 
 
 
Shae McCartney, Partner 
Clayton Utz 

 
 

 
Claire Tuffield, Lawyer (Senior) 
Clayton Utz 

 
  

 
 
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail 
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Cathie Allen

From: Amanda Reeves

Sent: Monday, 12 September 2016 8:34 AM

To: Allan McNevin

Cc: Emma Caunt (  Justin Howes 

(

Subject: RE: Project #181 - project plan and experimental design

I don’t think the presumptive testing component  is necessary – we know that any number of combinations of results 

between AP/p30/micro could have legitimate explanations, so I’m not sure what this testing will show. 

 

Has there been a background lit search performed? 

 
Amanda Reeves Dip Mgt BSc MSc For Sci 
Senior Reporting Forensic Scientist 
Forensic DNA Analysis | Police Services Stream 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland 
Department of Health | Queensland Government 

 
 

   

  

  

 

From: Allan McNevin  

Sent: Thursday, 1 September 2016 12:55 PM 

To: Allan McNevin; Amanda Reeves; Deborah Whelan; Justin Howes; Kirsten Scott; Kylie Rika; Luke Ryan; Paula Brisotto; 
Timothy Gardam; Emma Caunt; Rhys Parry 

Subject: Project #181 - project plan and experimental design 

 

Hello all, 

 

Please review the following documents and complete the risk assessment in the project plan document 

 

I:\Change Management\Proposal#181 - Sperm microscopy sensitivity 

Proposal#181 Investigation of sperm micro sensitivity - Experimental design v1.0.docm 

Proposal#181 Investigation of sperm micro sensitivity - Project plan v1.0.docm 

 

I understand there is a change over of acting and when it’s time to put pen to paper I will update who is in what seat, 

and with that in mind, please provide feedback to Emma and myself by COB next Friday 

 

Thanks 

Al 

 
Allan McNevin 
Forensic Scientist - Advanced, Evidence Recovery Team 
Forensic DNA Analysis | Police Services Stream 
Forensic and Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 
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Department of Health | Queensland Government 
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Cathie Allen

From: Allan McNevin

Sent: Friday, 27 May 2016 12:23 PM

To: Deborah Whelan; Allan McNevin; Amanda Reeves; Cathie Allen; Justin Howes; Kerry-

Anne Lancaster; Kirsten Scott; Kylie Rika; Luke Ryan; Sharon Johnstone

Subject: FYI - Project proposal #181 - Sperm microscopy sensitivity

Hi all, 

 

Just as an FYI – As discussed in the management team meeting today, the further investigation into the differences 

between ER microscopy and Diff Lysis slide microscopy will not be a formal change proposal and I am giving it proposal # 

181 and calling it “Investigation into sensitivity of spermatozoa microscopy” 

 

Cheers 

Al 

 

Allan McNevin 
Forensic Scientist - Advanced, Evidence Recovery Team 
Forensic DNA Analysis | Police Services Stream 
Forensic and Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 
Department of Health | Queensland Government 
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Cathie Allen

From: Allan McNevin

Sent: Friday, 16 September 2016 11:34 AM

To: Allan McNevin; Amanda Reeves; Justin Howes; Kirsten Scott; Kylie Rika; Luke Ryan; Paula 

Brisotto; Rhys Parry; Cathie Allen

Cc: Emma Caunt

Subject: Project #181 Feedback matrix

Hi all, 

 

I have collated the feedback we have received about the experimental design and project plan documents, thank you 

for your feedback. Emma and I have discussed and responded, please see spreadsheet below 

 

I:\Change Management\Proposal#181 - Sperm microscopy sensitivity\Communications\ Project#181 Feedback matrix 

v0.1.xls 

 

Sorry for doing this the last minute before a week off, but both of us have been trying to clear our desk before our week 

away. 

 

If anyone would like to further discuss the project, we will be happy sit down and go over it some more when we return 

 

Cheers 

Al 

 

 

 
Allan McNevin 
Forensic Scientist - Advanced, Evidence Recovery Team 
Forensic DNA Analysis | Police Services Stream 
Forensic and Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 
Department of Health | Queensland Government 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 19 September 2017 4:20 PM

To: Gary Uhlmann; Paul Csoban; Dianne Woolley

Subject: RE: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting

Attachments: Forensic DNA Analysis - Overtime FY14-18 Aug-17.xlsx

Hi Everyone 

 

I’ve compiled the data supplied by Brendan for the HP5 staff members.  I’ve reviewed the data and for some staff 

members, I cannot find any supporting documentation to justify the payment of overtime, so it must be payment for a 

different reason. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Gary Uhlmann  

Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 4:35 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban; Dianne Woolley 

Subject: RE: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting 

 

Thanks Cathie! 

 

 

Gary Uhlmann   

Chief Executive Officer   

    

Health Support Queensland, Department of Health   

    
  

   
w | Queensland Health  e |     
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier 
Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 4:20 PM 
To: Gary Uhlmann; Paul Csoban; Dianne Woolley 

Subject: RE: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting 

 

Hi Everyone 

 

I’ve responded below is blue. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
|    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Gary Uhlmann  

Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 12:32 PM 

To: Paul Csoban; Dianne Woolley 
Cc: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting 

 

Paul/Cathie – Please see my questions embedded below. Di may have others. 

 

Thanks 

 

Gary 
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Gary Uhlmann   

Chief Executive Officer   

    

Health Support Queensland, Department of Health   

    
  

   
     

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier 
Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 12:00 PM 

To: Gary Uhlmann; Dianne Woolley 

Subject: FW: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting 

 

Hi Gary, Di, 

Following on from our discussions, I have asked Cathie to supply more entailed information on certain points 

Please see her comments below 

Please let me know if there are any further clarifications required 

Regards 

Paul 

 

 

From: Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 11:43 AM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting 

 

Hi Paul 

 

I’ve followed up on some points from yesterday’s meeting: 

 

- The Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited (ESR) Scientific Review showed that the laboratory 

protocols in place are ‘fit for purpose and in line with best practice for this type of examination’.  ESR found no 

evidence of a gross or systemic failure of the laboratory’s system that is used to process sexual assault 

investigation kits.  

- All recommendations from ESR Scientific Review paper (page 3) have been added to the Standard Operating 

Procedures as comments in Quality Information System to be included in the next version. 

- Project #181 was set up to provide in-house laboratory experimental data to support the microscopy and 

presumptive screening processes used to determine if a sample should be submitted for DNA profiling.  This 

project was instigated in early June 2016 and the initial experiments showed results as expected, in that the 

number of sperm seen decreased as the concentration of the semen decreased in an almost linear fashion.  This 

showed that there was no gross or systemic failure within the processes used. 

Q: Have any sperm been detected in the changed process that would have been missed otherwise?   

- The Risk Mitigation Step, whereby all sexual assault investigation kit samples regardless of sperm detection 

(both positive and negative), was implemented on the 8
th

 of August 2016 and remains in place.  This minor 

change was registered in the ‘Change Register – Minor Changes’ log that is available to all Forensic DNA Analysis 
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staff members.  This change was introduced to monitor the process whilst awaiting the outcome of Project 

#181. 

Statement: This process needs to continue indefinately.   

- Confidential: since implementation of the risk mitigation step (approx. 13 months), about 1011 samples have 

been processed through this and no evidence of a gross or systemic failure of the process has been identified.   

Q: See first question above.  738 samples have been reviewed to see if the risk mitigation step would have 

changed the course of the case.  Of the 738 samples, 1 sample from 1 case was submitted which provided a 

DNA profile from the sperm fraction and this would have altered the reporting to the QPS.  FSS reported ‘no 

spermatozoa observed’ as none were observed on the items submitted, the QPS are able to request further 

testing if other information from their investigations warrants this. 

- Allan McNevin was deemed competent in the examination of Sexual Assault Investigation Kits in September 

2015 [Amanda Reeves is not deemed competent to undertake this type of examination].  Allan was deemed 

competent to provide court evidence for sexual assault cases on the 13
th

 of Jan 2017 (Allan was previously 

deemed competent on providing court evidence for other cases types such as Murder, Assault and Volume 

Crime case types).  

- From Thursday’s discussion, it appeared that Amanda Reeves raised an issue that Allan McNevin was not 

competent to implement the risk mitigation step.  I’m unsure why this would be the case as the risk mitigation 

step is an approach taken to attempt to lower the potential risk of not detecting spermatozoa and allows 

monitoring of ‘negative’ sexual assault samples.  Implementation of the risk mitigation step was done with the 

consent of the Team Leader – Paula Brisotto.   

- Overtime – my instructions to Justin Howes, Team Leader for the Reporting and Intelligence Team were that 

staff could complete one 5 hour overtime session per month to process results– on 2 occasions my instructions 

were not followed.   

- Overtime for Financial Year 2017/2018 – 1 overtime session of 5 hours has been undertaken by HP4 staff 

(different staff on the 8
th

 and the 15
th

 of July – totalling 5 staff) – none of these staff members were HP5 staff 

(there are four HP5 staff that are able to process results, in addition to Amanda Reeves) 

- Overtime for Financial Year 2016 / 2017 – 7 overtime sessions of 5 hours has been undertaken by HP4 staff – 2 

in June, 1 in May, 1 in April, 1 in March and 2 in Feb.  Matthew Hunt, who is currently acting in the HP5 role, 

undertook overtime for 3 sessions (totalling 15 hours).  However no other HP5 undertook overtime during these 

sessions.  As previously stated, an offer of overtime was made to HP4 staff to process results.  As Matthew Hunt 

is a substantive HP4, he undertook overtime In Feb and March although he was acting in higher duties, however 

as his higher duties were further extended, he no longer took part in overtime. 

Q: Were the HP5s paid any overtime at all each financial year and if so how much? I have requested a report 

from Brendan Egan for this data, going back 3 financial years.  I’ll forward this as soon as I get it. 

- All staff returning from long term leave are provided with Refresher training, which is intending to cover 

previous tasks that the staff member had undertaken, as well as new tasks or new processes that may have 

been introduced during their leave (ie the Forensic Register) 

- I have attached a team chart of Police Services Stream so that its visible on the team structure that I manage. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 12:57 PM

To:

Subject: RE: FR reset 440097 Amanda Reeves 

Thanks Legendary Leo! 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 12:03 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Cc:  

Subject: FW: FR reset 440097 Amanda Reeves  

 

Cathie 

 

Amanda Reeves (QPS ID 440097)’s QPS and FR access have been re-enabled. 

 
Regards 

Leo CHANLeo CHANLeo CHANLeo CHAN 

  

 

From: Bonney.Amanda[PSBAIT]  

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 11:58 AM 

To: Chan.LeoH[OSC] <  Irving.Karen(pscs)A[PSBAIT] <  

Cc: O'Malley.TroyS[OSC] <  

Subject: RE: FR reset 440097 Amanda Reeves  

 

Morning Leo 

 

I have re enabled 440097 Amanda Reeves, she was inactive as she has not logged in to her account over 90 days. 
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I have reset her password to Tuesday97 

 

Regards,  

 

 

Amanda Bonney         

Systems Administrator 

Information Security & Risk | Cyber Security Branch | Frontline & Digital Services 

Public Safety Business Agency 

 

    

   

  

  
 

Proudly supporting those who keep our community safe 

 

From: Chan.LeoH[OSC]  

Sent: 03 October 2017 10:16 

To: Bonney.Amanda[PSBAIT]; Irving.Karen(pscs)A[PSBAIT] 

Subject: FW: FR reset 

 

Hi Amanda/Karen 

 

Could you please reactivate the account for Amanda Reeves (QPS ID 440097), she has been disabled on AD. 

 
Regards 

Leo CHANLeo CHANLeo CHANLeo CHAN 

  

 

From: O'Malley.TroyS[OSC]  

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 10:00 AM 

To: Chan.LeoH[OSC] <  

Subject: FW: FR reset 

 

 

 

Troy O'Malley 

A/Inspector│Forensic Technologies Coordinator │Forensic Services Group│Queensland Police Service 

  

 

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 9:49 AM 

To: O'Malley.TroyS[OSC] <  

Subject: FW: FR reset 

 

Hi Troy 

 

Could you please supply a password reset for Amanda Reeves (QPS ID 440097) and include her on the FR. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Amanda Reeves  

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 9:32 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Justin Howes 
Subject: FR reset 

 

Cathie 

 

Per request here is my email regarding an FR password reset. 

 

Cheers 

 

Amanda Reeves Dip Mgt BSc MSc For Sci 

Senior Reporting Scientist – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis | Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
   

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 

it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 

175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 
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If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 

or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 10:30 AM

To: Jade Franklin; Karyn Bell

Cc: Paul Csoban

Subject: Advice requested please

Importance: High

Hi Jade & Karyn 

 

I would greatly appreciate your advice on a matter. 

 

Below is an email compliment that we have received.  As the officer states that a staff member liaised with family 

members, I requested that Justin Howes contact the officer to confirm these details.  It turns out the officer has 

overstated the facts, and the staff member has only liaised with a doctor and police. 

 

Whilst attempting to ascertain these details, I consulted Auslab and the UR notes for this case and found that no notes 

were entered into Auslab regarding the conversation with the doctor and only 1 email referred to this 

conversation.  This is unusual as we request that staff enter all pertinent notes into Auslab, so that if the staff member is 

away, others may read the notes and be up to date with the case to provide advice. 

 

Normal practice would have seen us provide verbal feedback to the staff member on the compliment, but also on the 

deficient notes in Auslab.  Generally, we wouldn’t raise a compliment OQI in QIS for a personal compliment like the 

below. 

 

I’ve received an email from Amanda Reeves which is as follows:  

 

Cathie, 

 

I have been advised that a compliment email from Queensland Police was sent to yourself, Justin Howes and Paul 

Csoban on Wednesday 15
th

 February 2017 regarding work performed by myself, and Polly Williams, on an incest 

paternity matter that was recently finalised. 

 

I note that this email has not been sent to me, nor have I been notified of its existence by line management.   

 

I also note that, unlike the example below which was received two days later, this QPS compliment has neither been 

acknowledged nor registered in QIS. 

 

I request that this email is sent to me please so that I may read the contents. 

 

Regards, 

 

Amanda 

 

Could you please advise on my next course of action – given Amanda is currently not within Forensic DNA Analysis and 

legal discussions are ongoing.  I have not currently taken any action on this.  Paul Csoban, Sharon Kelly and Gary 

Uhlmann were CC’d into the email from Amanda. 
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Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:49 PM 

To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban; Justin Howes; Andrea Norton;  
Subject: FW: Matter of  

 

Good afternoon, 

 

I received this email today from an Investigator who has asked me to pass on her appreciation for our efforts and 

provision of evidence for a successful prosecution. 

 

Paul/Cathie/Justin – Amanda went above and beyond with this one and her efforts are clearly noted by the Investigator. 

For your information and please pass on to Amanda. 

 

Andrea – Polly was an immense help to me in establishing what was needed for the case and disseminating required 

information. Please note her efforts and pass on both my, and the Investigators thanks. 

 

Sir – Forwarded for your information as thanks to DMS for everyone’s efforts. 

 

Regards, 

 

Carolyn 
Carolyn HOFFMAN  
Acting Sergeant 18298 

 
 

 

From:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:39 PM 

To: Hoffman.CarolynP[OSC] <  

Subject: Matter of  

 

Hi Carolyn,  
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I am writing to advise the end result of the investigation  

 

The sentencing for this matter was last Friday and I am happy to tell you that the defendant has been sentenced to 10 

years with a requirement of serving 80% of his sentence, giving a no parole period until 24/06/2023.  

 

I would like to pass on thanks to everyone within your unit who was involved in this matter regarding the DNA analysis. 

In particular, a special thank you to the primarily DNA scientist Amanda REEVES. Amanda went out of her way to initially 

assist me in understanding the DNA process with key information required to assist in the successful prosecution for an 

Incest/rape matter of a  by her biological father. In addition, Amanda happily liaised with family and 

medical specialists which was vital for this investigation to proceed to such a successful outcome.  

 

The medical team involved in this matter did not initially understand the importance of the DNA in this case and why 

the pregnancy needed to be held until 12weeks to enable successful DNA analysis. With medical staff and family 

wanting to terminate the pregnancy at 6weeks, Amanda’s willingness to liaise with the specialist and provide a greater 

understanding of the evidentiary requirements for this matter and eventuated in the termination at 12weeks and 

successful DNA profiling of the foetus/POC. 

 

Having access to a scientist who is not only willing to assist investigators but also liaise with family/specialists with 

compassion and clarity was greatly appreciated. 

 

Please pass on my thanks to everyone involved, particularly Amanda.  

 

Regards,  

 

 

  
 

 
  

 
 

   

 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 8:35 AM

To: Karyn Bell; Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin

Subject: RE: Advice requested please

Thanks everyone, I’ll email this response today – have been snowed under so haven’t been able to get to it before that. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Karyn Bell  

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 1:42 PM 

To: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen; Jade Franklin 
Subject: RE: Advice requested please 

 

 

Absolutely, I have no problems with this ☺  

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 1:41 PM 

To: Karyn Bell; Cathie Allen; Jade Franklin 
Subject: RE: Advice requested please 

 

Can I suggest the addition below? 

 

From: Karyn Bell  

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 1:36 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Jade Franklin 

Cc: Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Advice requested please 

 

Dear Cathie, 
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Thanks for your email. 

 

I have reviewed the content below and have drafted the below email for you to send to Amanda. I have also confirmed 

this approach with Jade. 

 

I know that it doesn’t address all the concerns you have outlined in your email such as the deficient notes in AUS Lab 

however given the current situation we need to be careful with the manner that we respond to Amanda and 

unfortunately addressing the concerns you have raised in your email (although valid) would only escalate the current 

issue.  

  

I am working out at HCC today so if you would like to discuss this further please send me an email and I will contact you. 

 

Kind Regards 

Karyn 

 

 

EMAIL TO AMANDA 

 

Dear Amanda, 

  

I refer to your email. I have attached a copy of the compliment for your records. 

  

Our normal practice in this regard would have been to speak to you about the compliment in person. 

  

On this occasion as you have been out of the workplace we have been unable to do this. 

  

Please note it is not standard practice to register personal compliments in QIS however we congratulate you 

and your team on a job well done.  

  

If you have any questions please feel free to contact me. 

  

Kind Regards 

Cathie 

 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Thursday, 9 March 2017 10:30 AM 

To: Jade Franklin; Karyn Bell 
Cc: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Advice requested please 

Importance: High 

 

Hi Jade & Karyn 

 

I would greatly appreciate your advice on a matter. 

 

Below is an email compliment that we have received.  As the officer states that a staff member liaised with family 

members, I requested that Justin Howes contact the officer to confirm these details.  It turns out the officer has 

overstated the facts, and the staff member has only liaised with a doctor and police. 
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Whilst attempting to ascertain these details, I consulted Auslab and the UR notes for this case and found that no notes 

were entered into Auslab regarding the conversation with the doctor and only 1 email referred to this 

conversation.  This is unusual as we request that staff enter all pertinent notes into Auslab, so that if the staff member is 

away, others may read the notes and be up to date with the case to provide advice. 

 

Normal practice would have seen us provide verbal feedback to the staff member on the compliment, but also on the 

deficient notes in Auslab.  Generally, we wouldn’t raise a compliment OQI in QIS for a personal compliment like the 

below. 

 

I’ve received an email from Amanda Reeves which is as follows:  

 

Cathie, 

 

I have been advised that a compliment email from Queensland Police was sent to yourself, Justin Howes and Paul 

Csoban on Wednesday 15
th

 February 2017 regarding work performed by myself, and Polly Williams, on an incest 

paternity matter that was recently finalised. 

 

I note that this email has not been sent to me, nor have I been notified of its existence by line management.   

 

I also note that, unlike the example below which was received two days later, this QPS compliment has neither been 

acknowledged nor registered in QIS. 

 

I request that this email is sent to me please so that I may read the contents. 

 

Regards, 

 

Amanda 

 

Could you please advise on my next course of action – given Amanda is currently not within Forensic DNA Analysis and 

legal discussions are ongoing.  I have not currently taken any action on this.  Paul Csoban, Sharon Kelly and Gary 

Uhlmann were CC’d into the email from Amanda. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:49 PM 

To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban; Justin Howes; Andrea Norton;  
Subject: FW: Matter of  

 

Good afternoon, 

 

I received this email today from an Investigator who has asked me to pass on her appreciation for our efforts and 

provision of evidence for a successful prosecution. 

 

Paul/Cathie/Justin – Amanda went above and beyond with this one and her efforts are clearly noted by the Investigator. 

For your information and please pass on to Amanda. 

 

Andrea – Polly was an immense help to me in establishing what was needed for the case and disseminating required 

information. Please note her efforts and pass on both my, and the Investigators thanks. 

 

Sir – Forwarded for your information as thanks to DMS for everyone’s efforts. 

 

Regards, 

 

Carolyn 
Carolyn HOFFMAN  
Acting Sergeant 18298 
DNA Sample Management Unit 

 

 

From:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:39 PM 

To: Hoffman.CarolynP[OSC] <  

Subject: Matter of  

 

Hi Carolyn,  

 

I am writing to advise the end result of the investigation  

 

The sentencing for this matter was last Friday and I am happy to tell you that the defendant has been sentenced to 10 

years with a requirement of serving 80% of his sentence, giving a no parole period until 24/06/2023.  

 

I would like to pass on thanks to everyone within your unit who was involved in this matter regarding the DNA analysis. 

In particular, a special thank you to the primarily DNA scientist Amanda REEVES. Amanda went out of her way to initially 

assist me in understanding the DNA process with key information required to assist in the successful prosecution for an 

Incest/rape matter of a  by her biological father. In addition, Amanda happily liaised with family and 

medical specialists which was vital for this investigation to proceed to such a successful outcome.  

 

The medical team involved in this matter did not initially understand the importance of the DNA in this case and why 

the pregnancy needed to be held until 12weeks to enable successful DNA analysis. With medical staff and family 

wanting to terminate the pregnancy at 6weeks, Amanda’s willingness to liaise with the specialist and provide a greater 

understanding of the evidentiary requirements for this matter and eventuated in the termination at 12weeks and 

successful DNA profiling of the foetus/POC. 

 

Having access to a scientist who is not only willing to assist investigators but also liaise with family/specialists with 

compassion and clarity was greatly appreciated. 
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Please pass on my thanks to everyone involved, particularly Amanda.  

 

Regards,  

 

 
  

 
 

  
 

 
Email:   

 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Cathie Allen

From: Camille Hacking

Sent: Thursday, 5 October 2017 9:23 AM

To: Justin Howes

Cc: Alicia Quartermain; Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: slide read

Thanks, Justin. I don’t have access to the documents as they were produced directly to the Court but I will provide this 

information if it comes up next time it’s in Court. 

 

Thanks again to everyone involved. A marathon effort by all!  

 

Camille 

 

Kind regards 

Camille 
 

Camille Hacking (née Cedergren) 
Senior Lawyer 

Legal Services Unit, Legal Branch, Department of Health 

  
  

  

    
 

  

Queensland’s health vision | By 2026 Queenslanders will be among the healthiest people in the world.  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

This e-mail, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s).  The contents of this e-mail, and any attachments, may be confidential and subject to legal professional 
privilege.  Confidentiality and legal privilege are not waived or lost if you receive it and you are not the intended or authorised recipient(s).  Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, copying, 
distribution or review of this e-mail, and any attachments, is prohibited. 
 
If you are not the intended or authorised recipient(s), please immediately notify the sender by telephone on  3082 0549 or by return e-mail.  You should also delete this e-mail message and any 
attachments and destroy any hard copies produced. 
 

From: Justin Howes  

Sent: Thursday, 5 October 2017 9:12 AM 
To: Camille Hacking 

Cc: Alicia Quartermain; Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: slide read 

 

Hi Camille 

The paperwork is contained within the pdf of the casefile (excluding Medical Notes). It is page 3 of the 184 pages of the 

pdf document.  

 

I believe this is within Packet 1 and sits external on the CD. This means, it is not within folders (a) to (j). 

 

Please let me know if you have trouble locating the record. 

 

Regards 

Justin 
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Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Camille Hacking  

Sent: Wednesday, 4 October 2017 4:13 PM 

To: Justin Howes 
Subject: RE: slide read 

 

Thank you, Justin.  

 

The issue wasn’t raised again this afternoon but it is helpful to know for next time if it comes up. Would this information 

be part of the documents we produced? Or would that be out of scope? If we have produced it, it would be helpful to 

know which item of the subpoena it would be against. 

 

Kind regards 

Camille 
 

Camille Hacking (née Cedergren) 
Senior Lawyer 

Legal Services Unit, Legal Branch, Department of Health 

  
  

  

    
 

  

Queensland’s health vision | By 2026 Queenslanders will be among the healthiest people in the world.  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

This e-mail, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s).  The contents of this e-mail, and any attachments, may be confidential and subject to legal professional 
privilege.  Confidentiality and legal privilege are not waived or lost if you receive it and you are not the intended or authorised recipient(s).  Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, copying, 
distribution or review of this e-mail, and any attachments, is prohibited. 
 
If you are not the intended or authorised recipient(s), please immediately notify the sender by telephone on  3082 0549 or by return e-mail.  You should also delete this e-mail message and any 
attachments and destroy any hard copies produced. 
 

From: Justin Howes  

Sent: Wednesday, 4 October 2017 3:37 PM 
To: Camille Hacking 

Cc: Cathie Allen 

Subject: slide read 

 

Hi Camille 

I have checked through the file for and can see that Amanda Reeves did view the slide pertaining to the 

High Vaginal Swab within the SAIK (barcode: ). This was performed on 17 May, 2016. 
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I hope this assists. 

 

Regards 

Justin 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
p     

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 12:33 PM

To: Justin Howes; Paula Brisotto

Subject: FW: Re-instate staff member on FR

Hi Justin & Paula 

 

To ensure that Amanda has access to the FR on Tuesday, I’ve requested her to be re-instated on the FR.  Below is QPS’ 

response.   

 

Justin – when you are discussing Amanda’s Refresher training, please request that she email me with a password reset 

request and QPS will did it quickly so that she can get onto training.  

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 8:30 AM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: Re-instate staff member on FR 

 

Cathie 

 

Please have Amanda request a password reset on her return.  We will ensure Forensic Register access is reinstated as 

part of the password reset. 

 

Troy O'Malley 

A/Inspector│Forensic Technologies Coordinator │Forensic Services Group│Queensland Police Service 

│Email:  

 

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   

Sent: Thursday, 28 September 2017 5:36 PM 
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To: O'Malley.TroyS[OSC] <  

Subject: Re-instate staff member on FR 

 

Hi Troy 

 

Amanda Reeves will be returning back into Forensic DNA Analysis after a period of working on a Forensic Pathology 

project.  I’ve just checked and she’s not listed as a current user.  Could you please re-instate her on the Forensic Register 

so that she’s able to access the FR on Tuesday, 3rd of Oct.  I’m also assuming that she’ll require a password reset as well, 

but will wait for her to request that. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 
you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 

it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 

175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 

or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
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required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 16 February 2017 2:14 PM

To: Justin Howes

Subject: RE: Matter of 

Thanks Justin.  I thought that you would have discouraged the discussion with family members.  I would have advised 

that a counsellor have that discussion rather than a scientist.  Perhaps the IO has got it slightly wrong? 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

Plains, QLD 4108 
w | www.health.qld.gov.au  e |    
 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Justin Howes  

Sent: Thursday, 16 February 2017 1:21 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: Matter of  

 

Hi, I was not aware that liaison occurred with family members, nor is that recorded in any case notes. I would have 

strongly encouraged that not to happen if I was aware. 

 

I am only aware of a conversation with a Dr at the request of QPS. 

 

Regards 

Justin 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Thursday, 16 February 2017 1:12 PM 
To: Justin Howes 

Subject: FW: Matter of  

 

Hi Justin 

 

Were you aware that Amanda had discussions with family members for this case? 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:49 PM 

To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban; Justin Howes; Andrea Norton;  
Subject: FW: Matter of  

 

Good afternoon, 

 

I received this email today from an Investigator who has asked me to pass on her appreciation for our efforts and 

provision of evidence for a successful prosecution. 

 

Paul/Cathie/Justin – Amanda went above and beyond with this one and her efforts are clearly noted by the Investigator. 

For your information and please pass on to Amanda. 

 

Andrea – Polly was an immense help to me in establishing what was needed for the case and disseminating required 

information. Please note her efforts and pass on both my, and the Investigators thanks. 

 

Sir – Forwarded for your information as thanks to DMS for everyone’s efforts. 

 

Regards, 
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Carolyn 
Carolyn HOFFMAN  
Acting Sergeant 18298 
DNA Sample Management Unit 
30009393 

 

From:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:39 PM 

To: Hoffman.CarolynP[OSC] <  

Subject: Matter of  

 

Hi Carolyn,  

 

I am writing to advise the end result of the investigation  

 

The sentencing for this matter was last Friday and I am happy to tell you that the defendant has been sentenced to 10 

years with a requirement of serving 80% of his sentence, giving a no parole period until 24/06/2023.  

 

I would like to pass on thanks to everyone within your unit who was involved in this matter regarding the DNA analysis. 

In particular, a special thank you to the primarily DNA scientist Amanda REEVES. Amanda went out of her way to initially 

assist me in understanding the DNA process with key information required to assist in the successful prosecution for an 

Incest/rape matter of a  by her biological father. In addition, Amanda happily liaised with family and 

medical specialists which was vital for this investigation to proceed to such a successful outcome.  

 

The medical team involved in this matter did not initially understand the importance of the DNA in this case and why 

the pregnancy needed to be held until 12weeks to enable successful DNA analysis. With medical staff and family 

wanting to terminate the pregnancy at 6weeks, Amanda’s willingness to liaise with the specialist and provide a greater 

understanding of the evidentiary requirements for this matter and eventuated in the termination at 12weeks and 

successful DNA profiling of the foetus/POC. 

 

Having access to a scientist who is not only willing to assist investigators but also liaise with family/specialists with 

compassion and clarity was greatly appreciated. 

 

Please pass on my thanks to everyone involved, particularly Amanda.  

 

Regards,  

 

 

  
 

 
  

 
 

Email:   

 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
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this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 21 February 2017 8:46 AM

To: Justin Howes

Subject: RE: Matter of 

Thanks Justin.   

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Justin Howes  

Sent: Tuesday, 21 February 2017 8:44 AM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: FW: Matter of  

 

Hi Cathie 

I managed to get in contact with Det  who confirmed that Amanda did not have direct contact with the 

family in this matter. She did have contact with the Medical Specialist, which I was aware of, but not directly with the 

family per se. 

 

Regards 

Justin 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:49 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban; Justin Howes; Andrea Norton;  

Subject: FW: Matter of  

 

Good afternoon, 

 

I received this email today from an Investigator who has asked me to pass on her appreciation for our efforts and 

provision of evidence for a successful prosecution. 

 

Paul/Cathie/Justin – Amanda went above and beyond with this one and her efforts are clearly noted by the Investigator. 

For your information and please pass on to Amanda. 

 

Andrea – Polly was an immense help to me in establishing what was needed for the case and disseminating required 

information. Please note her efforts and pass on both my, and the Investigators thanks. 

 

Sir – Forwarded for your information as thanks to DMS for everyone’s efforts. 

 

Regards, 

 

Carolyn 
Carolyn HOFFMAN  
Acting Sergeant 18298 

 
 

 

From:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:39 PM 

To: Hoffman.CarolynP[OSC] <  

Subject: Matter of  

 

Hi Carolyn,  

 

I am writing to advise the end result of the investigation  

 

The sentencing for this matter was last Friday and I am happy to tell you that the defendant has been sentenced to 10 

years with a requirement of serving 80% of his sentence, giving a no parole period until 24/06/2023.  

 

I would like to pass on thanks to everyone within your unit who was involved in this matter regarding the DNA analysis. 

In particular, a special thank you to the primarily DNA scientist Amanda REEVES. Amanda went out of her way to initially 

assist me in understanding the DNA process with key information required to assist in the successful prosecution for an 

Incest/rape matter of a  by her biological father. In addition, Amanda happily liaised with family and 

medical specialists which was vital for this investigation to proceed to such a successful outcome.  

 

The medical team involved in this matter did not initially understand the importance of the DNA in this case and why 

the pregnancy needed to be held until 12weeks to enable successful DNA analysis. With medical staff and family 
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wanting to terminate the pregnancy at 6weeks, Amanda’s willingness to liaise with the specialist and provide a greater 

understanding of the evidentiary requirements for this matter and eventuated in the termination at 12weeks and 

successful DNA profiling of the foetus/POC. 

 

Having access to a scientist who is not only willing to assist investigators but also liaise with family/specialists with 

compassion and clarity was greatly appreciated. 

 

Please pass on my thanks to everyone involved, particularly Amanda.  

 

Regards,  

 

 

  
 

 
  

 
 

   

 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 12:33 PM

To: Justin Howes; Paula Brisotto

Subject: FW: Re-instate staff member on FR

Hi Justin & Paula 

 

To ensure that Amanda has access to the FR on Tuesday, I’ve requested her to be re-instated on the FR.  Below is QPS’ 

response.   

 

Justin – when you are discussing Amanda’s Refresher training, please request that she email me with a password reset 

request and QPS will did it quickly so that she can get onto training.  

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 8:30 AM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: Re-instate staff member on FR 

 

Cathie 

 

Please have Amanda request a password reset on her return.  We will ensure Forensic Register access is reinstated as 

part of the password reset. 

 

Troy O'Malley 

A/Inspector│Forensic Technologies Coordinator │Forensic Services Group│Queensland Police Service 

│Email:  

 

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   

Sent: Thursday, 28 September 2017 5:36 PM 
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To: O'Malley.TroyS[OSC] <  

Subject: Re-instate staff member on FR 

 

Hi Troy 

 

Amanda Reeves will be returning back into Forensic DNA Analysis after a period of working on a Forensic Pathology 

project.  I’ve just checked and she’s not listed as a current user.  Could you please re-instate her on the Forensic Register 

so that she’s able to access the FR on Tuesday, 3rd of Oct.  I’m also assuming that she’ll require a password reset as well, 

but will wait for her to request that. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 
you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 

it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 

175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 

or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
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required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 3:03 PM

To:

Subject: RE: 

Thank you 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
 |    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 2:55 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE:  

 

Done. 

 

Troy O'Malley 

A/Inspector│Forensic Technologies Coordinator │Forensic Services Group│Queensland Police Service 

│Email:  

 

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 2:52 PM 

To: O'Malley.TroyS[OSC] <  

Subject: FW:  

 

Hi Troy 

 

As per request below – please add Amanda Reeves to the Training site. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Samantha Granato  

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 2:40 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject:  

 

HI Cathie, can you please make Amanda active in the training site for FR training tomorrow at 9:30am 

 

Kind regards 

Samantha Granato 

Samantha Granato 
Scientfic Skills Development Officer 

  

SSDU, Forensic and Scientific Support  
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
     

 
   

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 
future. 

 

 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 

it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 
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If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 

175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 

or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Monday, 9 October 2017 11:40 AM

To:

Subject: RE: VSTS access for Amanda Reeves

Hi Troy 

 

Yes, I’ll request a different QPS PC. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Monday, 9 October 2017 11:39 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: VSTS access for Amanda Reeves 

 

Can I get her to try an alternative QPS PC please. 

 

Troy O'Malley 

A/Inspector│Forensic Technologies Coordinator │Forensic Services Group│Queensland Police Service 

│Email:  

 

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   

Sent: Monday, 9 October 2017 11:37 AM 

To: O'Malley.TroyS[OSC] <  

Subject: RE: VSTS access for Amanda Reeves 

 

Hi Troy 
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I’ve requested for Amanda to try her QPS account and QPS email again.  She has advised that she still cannot access 

Outlook and was advised of temporary server issues and then got this error again - Microsoft Office cannot find your 

licence for this application. A repair attempt was unsuccessful or was cancelled. Microsoft Office will now exit. 

 

Should she log a job or is there another issue at play at the moment? 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 6 October 2017 2:04 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: VSTS access for Amanda Reeves 

 

Cathie 

  

I think Kirsten may have had the same issue but it was resolved without intervention after 48 hours. 

  

If it’s not urgent to rectify this issue we can wait till next week.  Alternatively Amanda will need to raise a QPS service 

desk call ) 

  

Troy O'Malley 

A/Inspector│Forensic Technologies Coordinator │Forensic Services Group│Queensland Police Service 

│Email:  

  

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 6 October 2017 1:56 PM 

To: O'Malley.TroyS[OSC] <  

Subject: RE: VSTS access for Amanda Reeves 

  

Hi Troy 

  

Amanda Reeves advises of the following: 

  

‘I am able to log on to the QPS computer, and am able to access FR. 
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I am unable to use Outlook – error message is as follows: 

  

Microsoft Office cannot find your licence for this application. A repair attempt was unsuccessful or was cancelled. 

Microsoft Office will now exit. 

  

I asked someone to send an email to my QPS email account, and I could see the email sitting in the inbox, but I could not 

access it. I have an auto-reply set up on my email account, and the sender received the auto-reply message. 

  

Outlook closed down following the appearance of the above error message.’ 

  

Cheers 

Cathie 

  

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  
Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
  

    
 

    
 

  
  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

  

  

From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 6 October 2017 10:01 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: VSTS access for Amanda Reeves 
  

Cathie 

  

I have attempted to add Amanda but there appears to be an issue with her email account or her account generally.   

  

Can I get her to access her QPS email and ensure it is working correctly (ie send and receive) before I raise a job with 

PSBA to investigate. 

  

Troy O'Malley 

A/Inspector│Forensic Technologies Coordinator │Forensic Services Group│Queensland Police Service 

│Email:  

  

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 6 October 2017 9:25 AM 

To: O'Malley.TroyS[OSC] <  

Subject: VSTS access for Amanda Reeves 

  

Hi Troy 
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Could you please arrange for VSTS access for Amanda Reeves .  Matt Hunt will remain with VSTS access until he 

has provided adequate handover to Amanda. 

  

Cheers 

Cathie 

  

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  
Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
  

    
 

    

  
  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

  

  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 

it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 

175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 

or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

  
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 10 March 2017 8:49 AM

To: Amanda Reeves

Cc: Paul Csoban; Sharon Kelly; Gary Uhlmann; Justin Howes

Subject: RE: Compliments from the QPS Central Region

Hi Amanda 

 

I refer to your email below.  I have provided a copy of the email below for your records. 

 

Our normal practice in this regard would have been to speak to you about the compliment in person.  On this occasion 

as you have been out of the workplace, we have been unable to do this. 

 

Please note it is not standard practice to register personal compliments in QIS however Paul Csoban and I pass on our 

thanks and acknowledgement of the hard work that you and the team contributed on this case. 

 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Justin or myself. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:49 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban; Justin Howes; Andrea Norton;  

Subject: FW: Matter of  

 

Good afternoon, 

 

I received this email today from an Investigator who has asked me to pass on her appreciation for our efforts and 

provision of evidence for a successful prosecution. 

 

Paul/Cathie/Justin – Amanda went above and beyond with this one and her efforts are clearly noted by the Investigator. 

For your information and please pass on to Amanda. 
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Andrea – Polly was an immense help to me in establishing what was needed for the case and disseminating required 

information. Please note her efforts and pass on both my, and the Investigators thanks. 

 

Sir – Forwarded for your information as thanks to DMS for everyone’s efforts. 

 

Regards, 

 

Carolyn 
Carolyn HOFFMAN  
Acting Sergeant 18298 

 
 

 

From:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:39 PM 

To: Hoffman.CarolynP[OSC] <  

Subject: Matter of  

 

Hi Carolyn,  

 

I am writing to advise the end result of the investigation  

 

The sentencing for this matter was last Friday and I am happy to tell you that the defendant has been sentenced to 10 

years with a requirement of serving 80% of his sentence, giving a no parole period until 24/06/2023.  

 

I would like to pass on thanks to everyone within your unit who was involved in this matter regarding the DNA analysis. 

In particular, a special thank you to the primarily DNA scientist Amanda REEVES. Amanda went out of her way to initially 

assist me in understanding the DNA process with key information required to assist in the successful prosecution for an 

Incest/rape matter of a by her biological father. In addition, Amanda happily liaised with family and 

medical specialists which was vital for this investigation to proceed to such a successful outcome.  

 

The medical team involved in this matter did not initially understand the importance of the DNA in this case and why 

the pregnancy needed to be held until 12weeks to enable successful DNA analysis. With medical staff and family 

wanting to terminate the pregnancy at 6weeks, Amanda’s willingness to liaise with the specialist and provide a greater 

understanding of the evidentiary requirements for this matter and eventuated in the termination at 12weeks and 

successful DNA profiling of the foetus/POC. 

 

Having access to a scientist who is not only willing to assist investigators but also liaise with family/specialists with 

compassion and clarity was greatly appreciated. 

 

Please pass on my thanks to everyone involved, particularly Amanda.  

 

Regards,  
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From: Amanda Reeves  

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 9:27 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Paul Csoban; Sharon Kelly; Gary Uhlmann 

Subject: FW: Compliments from the QPS Central Region 

 

Cathie, 

 

I have been advised that a compliment email from Queensland Police was sent to yourself, Justin Howes and Paul 

Csoban on Wednesday 15
th

 February 2017 regarding work performed by myself, and Polly Williams, on an incest 

paternity matter that was recently finalised. 

 

I note that this email has not been sent to me, nor have I been notified of its existence by line management.   

 

I also note that, unlike the example below which was received two days later, this QPS compliment has neither been 

acknowledged nor registered in QIS. 

 

I request that this email is sent to me please so that I may read the contents. 

 

Regards, 

 

Amanda 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Friday, 17 February 2017 5:16 PM 

To: Abigail Ryan; Adam Kaity; Adrian Pippia; Alanna Darmanin; Alicia Quartermain; Allan McNevin; Allison Lloyd; Amanda 
Reeves; Angela Adamson; Angela McCristal; Angelina Keller; Anne Finch; Belinda Andersen; Biljana Micic; Cassandra 

James; Cecilia Iannuzzi; Chantal Angus; Chelsea Savage; Cindy Chang; Claire Gallagher; Emma Caunt; Generosa Lundie; 

Helen Williams; Ingrid Moeller; Jacqui Wilson; Janine Seymour-Murray; Josie Entwistle; Julie Brooks; Justin Howes; Kerry-
Anne Lancaster; Kevin Avdic; Kirsten Scott; Kylie Rika; Lai-Wan Le; Lisa Benstead; Lisa Farrelly; Luke Ryan; Matthew 

Hunt; Melissa Cipollone; Michael Goodrich; Michael Hart; Michael Ward; Michelle Margetts; Nicole Gardiner; Paige 
Rosekrans; Paula Brisotto; Penelope Taylor; Pierre Acedo; Rhys Parry; Ryu Eba; Sandra McKean; Sharelle Nydam; Sharon 

Byrne; Sharon Cummings; Sharon Johnstone; Susan Brady; Suzanne Sanderson; Tara Prowse; Tegan Dwyer; Thomas 
Nurthen; Timothy Gardam; Valerie Caldwell; Vicki Jarrett; Virginia Jones; Wendy Harmer; Yvonne Connolly 

Cc: Paul Csoban; Sharon Kelly 

Subject: Compliments from the QPS Central Region 

 

Hi Everyone 

 

Each and every day, all of you come to work and ensure that every task you undertake is done with the highest level of 

quality and with the greatest amount of efficiency.  We all do this because we are passionate about ensuring that the 

Queensland community gets the level of service that it deserves for forensic matters. 

 

Inspector Artie Van Panhuis, Forensic Co-ordinator in Central Region, has passed on his thanks and acknowledgement of 

the hard work that you do each and every day, which enables them to solve crimes which has a positive impact on the 

community.  He also made particular reference to the vital intelligence information that we provide, which generates 

links to previously unrelated crimes or suspects, which has a huge impact on their investigations.   

 

It is extremely pleasing to receive this compliment on your behalf, especially given the high workloads that everyone is 

currently experiencing.  All the things that you do contribute towards a bigger picture, which is keeping the community 
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safe and it is wonderful for you to be recognised for that.  Paul Csoban and I also pass on our thanks and 

acknowledgement of the hard work that you do as it doesn’t go unnoticed.   

 

I will raise a compliment OQI in QIS regarding this. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: FSS Corro

Sent: Thursday, 2 November 2017 5:03 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Cc: Paul Csoban

Subject: FW: OCE INPUT: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 6/11)

Attachments: RTI3961 - Office of the CEO HSQ.zip; FW: FYI RTI REQUEST: RTI3960 - Request for 

documents (Due: 6/11)

Hi Cathie 

 

As per Cheryl’s email below, Attachments For inclusion in the RTI 3961 matter 

Thanks 

Sandy 

 

From: HSQ-CSS  

Sent: Wednesday, 1 November 2017 9:48 AM 

To: FSS Corro 
Subject: FW: OCE INPUT: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 6/11) 

 

Hi Sandy  

Here is OCE input into RTI3961 (some context in attached email). Paul and I discussed this yesterday.  No need to 

provide docs back through CSS except for signed Word document re: search time etc and confirmation when documents 

have been forwarded to RTI. 

Thanks and regards 

Cheryl 

 

 

Cheryl Paolucci 
Manager 

  

Community and Scientific Support  
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier 
Queensland. 
 
Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 
future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: HSQ-Corro  

Sent: Wednesday, 1 November 2017 9:42 AM 

To: HSQ-CSS 
Subject: OCE INPUT: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 6/11) 
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Hi Cheryl 
 
Please find attached Office of the CEO HSQ documents in support of this request (zipped file). 
 
I will close this off at my end and leave with you (FSS) to action as appropriate. 
 
Regards 
Nav 
 

From: HSQ-Corro  

Sent: Friday, 27 October 2017 2:43 PM 

To: HSQ-CSS 
Cc: HSQ-GMPPE 

Subject: FYI RTI REQUEST: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 6/11) 

 

Hi Cheryl 
 
Please note the comments below from PPE regarding RTI3961. I have some documentation from the Office of the CEO 
that is pending Russell’s clearance for inclusion in FSS’s submission and will send that your way as soon as possible. 
 
Regards 
Navina 
 

From: HSQ-GMPPE  

Sent: Friday, 27 October 2017 1:43 PM 

To: HSQ-Corro 
Cc: HSQ-OCE; HSQ-GMPPE 

Subject: RE: RTI REQUEST: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 27/10) 

 

Good Afternoon HSQ Corro,  

 

Thank you for your email notification regarding the RTI 3961. 

 

Due to the sensitive nature and size of the documents the People Performance and Excellence team will be suppling in 

response to the RTI 3961 and RTI 3960 and after consultation with the RTI Officer, Donna Pottinger, we have reached an 

agreement for the PPE Team to supply this information direct on Monday 30 October 2017 by hand.  

 

If you have any questions relating to this email, please do not hesitate to contact me.  

 

 

Lorraine Sullivan 

People Performance and Excellence Officer 

  

People Performance & Excellence 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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From: HSQ-Corro  

Sent: Thursday, 19 October 2017 5:07 PM 
To: HSQ-CSS; HSQ-GMPPE 

Cc: HSQ-OCE 
Subject: RTI REQUEST: RTI3961 - Request for documents (Due: 27/10) 

Importance: High 

 

Good afternoon Teams 
 
It would be appreciated if the relevant staff conduct a search within the scope of the attached RTI request. 
 
As Gary Uhlmann is mentioned as a contact, I will conduct a search within the Office of the Chief Executive Officer, HSQ. 
 
It would be greatly appreciated if FSS could take the lead on actioning this request and for PPE and OCE (me) to provide 
our input/response to  for inclusion in the final response. 
 
Please give me a call if any of this is unclear and note that the due date for these documents is 27 October 2017. 
 
I will check in with you all closer to the date re progress. 
 
Regards 
 

Navina Mitchell 
Correspondence Coordinator 

  

Office of the Chief Executive Officer 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: RTI-Privacy  

Sent: Thursday, 19 October 2017 2:31 PM 

To: HSQ-Corro 
Subject: Request for documents (our ref: 3961) - searches due 27/10/17 

 

Good afternoon, 
 
The Privacy and Right to Information Unit is currently processing an application under Right to Information 
legislation. HSQ Corro has been identified as potentially holding documents relevant to this application. The 
scope of the application is outlined on the attached ‘Request for Documents’ form (RS234975). 
 
Please note that we require you to provide information in the following formats: 
 

a) Hard copies of documents; or 
b) A single pdf copy of the document, minus blank pages; or 
c) Excel spreadsheet (if specifically requested or how the information has been captured). 
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In the past we have encountered multiple issues with receiving electronic copies, including archived emails 
that will not open (or are incomplete), pdf documents in various formats, and confusion around email 
attachments which are not attached to the correct email. The different formats also create errors with our 
redaction software. We therefore appreciate you complying with our requirements around provision of 
documents. 
 
Important: Please contact us within the first 48 Hours of receipt if you:  

• believe processing this search request will exceed FIVE HOURS or encompasses an 
unreasonable diversion of resources;  

• need any clarity in order to perform adequate searches or are unsure if certain documents are 
relevant. 

 
If you have any queries regarding the provision of documents, please do not hesitate to call. 
 
Note that the applicant has requested that searches be completed by the following individual staff 
members.  Accordingly, I would appreciate if each of these individuals could also complete the 
attached certification to confirm they have conducted the necessary searches: 
 

-          Paul Csoban FSS 

-          Justin Howes FSS 

-          Paula Brisotto FSS 

-          Luke Ryan FSS 

-          Deborah Whelan FSS 

-          Allan McNevin FSS 

-          Gary Uhlmann OCE 

-          Jade Franklin PPE 

-          Dianne Woolley PPE 

-          Helen Gregg FSS 

As this application is a request for personal information, I would ask that all employees remember 
their obligations under the Information Privacy Act 2009 (the IP Act) in ensuring that this request is not 
discussed further unless appropriate to do so.  If unsure, please contact me to discuss. 
 
I would appreciate if you could provide all relevant documents to me by COB Friday 27 October 2017. Please 
also complete and return the attached form. 
 
Thank you for your assistance with this matter. 
 
Kind regards, 
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Donna Pottinger 
Principal Right to Information Officer 
Privacy and Right to Information Unit 

Legal Branch, Corporate Services Division, Department of Health 

      Privacy n Data 

 
For information about the types of personal information held by the Department of Health and how we handle this 
information, or to learn about your rights to access your own personal information, please refer to our Privacy Plan. 

 

Queensland’s health vision | By 2026 Queenslanders will be among the healthiest people in the world.  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: HSQ-CSS

Sent: Friday, 27 October 2017 3:07 PM

To: FSS Corro; Paul Csoban

Cc: Michel Lok

Subject: FW: FYI RTI REQUEST: RTI3960 - Request for documents (Due: 6/11)

Hi Cristina and Paul 

Please note below advice from PPE.   FSS had originally been asked to provide a collated response to RTI3960  and3961 

including information held by FSS, OCE and PPE.  Now FSS will only be responsible for supplying FSS and OCE 

information as follows: 

 

RTI3960 FSS documents OCE – supplied already 

RTI3961 FSS documents OCE – supply to FSS pending 

clearance 

 

Thanks and regards 

Cheryl 

From: HSQ-Corro  

Sent: Friday, 27 October 2017 2:51 PM 
To: HSQ-CSS 

Cc: HSQ-GMPPE 

Subject: FYI RTI REQUEST: RTI3960 - Request for documents (Due: 6/11) 

 

Hi Cheryl 
 
PPE advise they will deliver their documents directly to the RTI Team on Monday, 30 October. Forwarding for your 
information. 
 
Regards 
Navina 
 

From: HSQ-GMPPE  

Sent: Friday, 27 October 2017 1:44 PM 
To: HSQ-Corro 

Cc: HSQ-GMPPE 
Subject: RE: RTI REQUEST: RTI3960 - Request for documents (Due: 27/10) 

 

Good Afternoon HSQ Corro,  

 

Thank you for your email notification regarding the RTI 3961. 

 

Due to the sensitive nature and size of the documents the People Performance and Excellence team will be suppling in 

response to the RTI 3961 and RTI 3960 and after consultation with the RTI Officer, Donna Pottinger, we have reached an 

agreement for the PPE Team to supply this information direct on Monday 30 October 2017 by hand.  

 

If you have any questions relating to this email, please do not hesitate to contact me.  

 

Kind Regards 
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Lorraine Sullivan 
People Performance and Excellence Officer 

  

People Performance & Excellence 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

 

 

From: HSQ-Corro  

Sent: Tuesday, 17 October 2017 3:14 PM 
To: HSQ-GMPPE 

Cc: HSQ-CSS 

Subject: RTI REQUEST: RTI3960 - Request for documents (Due: 27/10) 

 

Hi Hayley 
 
You will note from the email trail below that I forwarded this request to SCSS for FSS to action. However, Elvin mentioned 
that your business group may also have some input. Can you please conduct a search, based on the scope of the 
request from RTI and provide your input directly to HSQ-CSS, so it can be forwarded to FSS. 
 
Regards 
Navina 
 

From: HSQ-Corro  
Sent: Tuesday, 17 October 2017 3:10 PM 

To: HSQ-CSS 

Cc: HSQ-OCE; Russell Percival (  
Subject: FOR COLLATION: RTI3960 - Request for documents (Due: 27/10) 

 

Hi Cheryl 
 
In addition to the request below, I wish to confirm that FSS will be required to take the lead on this request and collate all 
responses to progress to the RTI team. 
 
I have conducted a search in corro – our docs are attached (refer to RTI3960 – Livingstones Investigation HSQ 
CORRO.zip). 
 
Can you please pass these on to FSS. 
 
Thanks 
Nav 
 

From: HSQ-Corro  

Sent: Tuesday, 17 October 2017 2:03 PM 

To: HSQ-CSS; HSQ-OCE 

Subject: ACTION DIRECT: RTI3960 - Request for documents (Due: 27/10) 
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Good afternoon 
 
Please note and action the below request (including attachment) as appropriate. 
 
As the Chief Executive Officer has been mentioned, HSQ-Corro and HSQ-OCE will also need to conduct a search. 
 
It would be appreciated if you could notify  when this has been actioned. 
 
Regards 
 

Navina Mitchell 

Correspondence Coordinator 

  

Office of the Chief Executive Officer 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

From: RTI-Privacy  

Sent: Tuesday, 17 October 2017 12:26 PM 
To: HSQ-Corro 

Subject: RTI 3960 - request for documents - due Friday 27 October 2017 

 

Good afternoon 
 
The Privacy and Right to Information Unit is currently processing an application under Right to Information 
legislation. Your area has been identified as potentially holding documents relevant to this application. The 
scope of the application is outlined on the attached ‘Request for Documents’ form. 
 
Please note that we require you to provide information in the following formats: 
 

a) Hard copies of documents; or 
b) A single pdf copy of the document, minus blank pages; or 
c) Excel spreadsheet (if specifically requested or how the information has been captured). 

 
In the past we have encountered multiple issues with receiving electronic copies, including archived emails 
that will not open (or are incomplete), pdf documents in various formats, and confusion around email 
attachments which are not attached to the correct email. The different formats also create errors with our 
redaction software. We therefore appreciate you complying with our requirements around provision of 
documents. 
 
Important: Please contact us within the first 48 Hours of receipt if you:  

• believe processing this search request will exceed FIVE HOURS or encompasses an 
unreasonable diversion of resources;  

• need any clarity in order to perform adequate searches or are unsure if certain documents are 
relevant. 

 
If you have any queries regarding the provision of documents, please do not hesitate to call. 
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I would appreciate if you could provide all relevant documents to me by COB Friday 27 October 2017. Please 
also complete and return the attached form. 
 
Thank you for your assistance with this matter. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
 
 

Donna  
Principal Right to Information Officer 
Privacy and Right to Information Unit 

Legal Branch, Corporate Services Division, Department of Health 

      Privacy                                                  Right to Information                                       Open Data 

 
For information about the types of personal information held by the Department of Health and how we handle this 
information, or to learn about your rights to access your own personal information, please refer to our Privacy Plan. 

 

Queensland’s health vision | By 2026 Queenslanders will be among the healthiest people in the world.  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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26/10/2017 | 3:57 PM Health Support Queensland

Correspondence Report 2017

Office of the Chief Executive Officer

Data 

entry 

number

Status Date rec'd File reference number(s)  Subject Category Rec'd from Author
Final 

signatory

Service 

Area
Document type HSQ due date Final due date

Request currently

held by

Date response 

rec'd by HSQ

Date progressed 

to OCE
CEO sign off date Date actioned by HSQ Comments

173
Progressed/ 

Complete
15/02/2017

Possible Public Interest Disclosure regarding Forensic DNA Analysis

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Ms Amanda REEVES, a Senior Court Reporting Scientist employed in the Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team 

(FDMAT) at FSS raised issues with the scientific process used in analysing semen samples associated with sexual assault 

cases on 4 March 2016

Correspondence CSS
Paul Csoban, Executive 

Director, FSS

Director‐

General
CSS Brief 23/02/2017 16/02/2017 16/02/2017 17/02/2017

16/2 Sharon Kelly met with Gary Uhlmann this morning and discussed brief. GU has hard copy 

given to him by Sharon. Link sent to RP for review and clearance. CEO approved brief emailed to 

ESU. LM 

17/2 Ret'd to CSS for inclusion of vision section. CSS returned the correct bried, this was emailed 

to ESU. LM

22/2 DG Final email through, email fwdd to CSS for their records. LM

276
Progressed/ 

Complete
6/03/2017

Return to Work ‐ REEVES

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Letter hand delivered by PPE on 3 March to CEO for signature

Email HSQ‐PPE Admin Not stated CEO HSQ PPE Letter 6/03/2017 3/03/2017 3/03/2017 6/3 Copy of signed letter rec'd from PPE for corro records. No previous records. KC

LEGEND
CSS - Community and Scientific Support
FSS - Forensic and Scientific Services
LM - Linda McManus
PPE - People Performance and Excellence
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Navina Mitchell

From: HSQ-PPE Admin
Sent: Monday, 6 March 2017 3:10 PM
To: HSQ-Corro
Subject: IN170178: FW: Letter - Reeve - In folder in DW's office 
Attachments: Letter from CEO to Ms Reeves 3 March 2017.pdf

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

Categories: Actioned, Kim

Good Afternoon Corro,  
 
Please find attached a copy of a letter signed by the Chief Executive, Friday 03 March 2017. 
 
In order to tie up loose, please find a copy attached for your records and filing.  
 
Kind Regards 
 
 

Lorraine Sullivan 
People Performance and Excellence Officer 
  

People Performance & Excellence 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.

 
 
 

From: Karyn Bell  
Sent: Monday, 6 March 2017 12:34 PM 
To: HSQ-PPE Admin 
Subject: RE: Letter - Reeve - In folder in DW's office  
 
Hi Lorraine, 
 
Thank you for your email. 
 
I can confirm that the signed letter from Gary to Amada went last Friday. 
 
I have attached a copy for you. If you have any other questions let me know. 
 
Thanks so much 
 
Karyn 
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Karyn Bell 
Senior Human Resources Officer 

People Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland 

 
 
 
 

From: HSQ-PPE Admin  
Sent: Monday, 6 March 2017 12:31 PM 
To: Karyn Bell 
Cc: Jade Franklin 
Subject: FW: Letter - Reeve - In folder in DW's office  
 
Good Afternoon Karyn, 
 
I hope you had a wonderful weekend.  
 
Please can I ask if the cleared letter signed by the CE was in fact emailed to Amanda last Friday?  
 
If so, can you please forward a copy of the signed letter in order for me to register it in our records and confirm the 
date the email was sent to Amanda.  
 
Your assistance would be very much appreciated. 
 
Kind Regards 
 
 

Lorraine Sullivan 
People Performance and Excellence Officer 
  

People Performance & Excellence 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future.
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 16 June 2017 2:27 PM

To: Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin; Karyn Bell

Subject: HR Issues in Forensic DNA Analysis

Hi Everyone 

 

I’ve briefed Peter and Paula regarding the following ongoing, confidential issues in Forensic DNA Analysis: 

 

- Amanda Reeves – briefly describes where we are up to as they may need to provide content (no detail was 

provided other than a brief overview of issue with the organisation, attempts to be resolved have been 

unsuccessful, it is unlikely that she will return to Forensic DNA Analysis) 

- Ethical Standards Unit investigation regarding Identilab – complainant raised to me, referred to Ethical 

Standards Unit, investigation conducted on emails which identified issues and the next step is a review of QIS 

audit trails – highlighted that Paula would be best placed to review any data given her knowledge over DNA 

processes 

- Possible Code of Conduct issue regarding staff member that is leaving on 23
rd

 of June – concern that she will 

display bad behaviour, however line manager is aware of steps to take if bad behaviour is seen 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 

  

H a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Kirsten Scott

Sent: Monday, 23 January 2017 12:13 PM

To: Cathie Allen; Paula Brisotto

Subject: RE: Project #181

Thanks Cathie, 

 

Happy to answer all questions or discuss as needed 

 

Kirsten 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Monday, 23 January 2017 11:41 AM 

To: Paula Brisotto; Kirsten Scott 
Subject: Project #181 

 

Hi Paula & Kirsten 

 

Paul Csoban has asked Helen Gregg to have a look at Project #181 with a view to ensuring that our NATA accreditation is 

not a risk.  I’ve given Helen a brief overview and will provide her with the project documentation, but she may ask you 

some questions. 

 

I’ve limited my discussion with her to Project #181 and the surrounding discussions of the process. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Wednesday, 25 January 2017 8:34 AM

To: Paula Brisotto; Kirsten Scott

Subject: FW: Project #181

Attachments: Project#181 Feedback matrix v0.1.xls; Initial Request #181 - signed.pdf; Project proposal 

and project plan #181 - signed.pdf; Project#181 results.xlsm; 2016 - Diff Lysis slide 

micro v original micro.xlsx

Hi Ladies 

 

Just an FYI on the docs I gave to Helen. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Monday, 23 January 2017 11:53 AM 
To: Helen Gregg 

Subject: Project #181 

 

Hi Helen 

 

Initially when the issue was raised, Allan pulled together some data and made ‘2016 – Diff Lysis slide micro v original 

micro’ to try to provide context around the number of SAIKs at the low end vs the high end. 

 

Then Project #181 came about. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Lab number Case number Client reference tails heads AP p30 Diff Lysis batch ID diff lysis micro result Slys Quant (1st run) Other notes tails > heads
0 <1+ n/a n/ 3+ 0.0444 casefile FB2CFB93 Orig micro (heads) D Lys micro Count av quant No instance where more sperm with tails was > sperm heads on original micro Orig micro (heads) D Lys micro Count
0 <1+ n/a n/ 0 0.0172 0 0 4 0.01005 In all instances where 1+ tails were seen, 2+ or greater heads where seen 0 0 4
0 <1+ n/a n/ 0 0 0 <1+ 0 N/A No instances of 2+ or more sperm with tails seen <1+ 0 7
0 <1+ n/a n/ 0 0.0147 exam notes FBCM24 0 1+ 0 N/A 1+ 0 0
0 <1+ n/a n/ 0 0.0231 casefile FB2CFB95 0 2+ 2 0.332 Number of instances Orig micro > D lys micro 10 2+ 0 0
0 1+ n/a n/ 1+ 0.00928 casefile FB2CFB93 0 3+ 2 0.8861 Number of instances Orig micro = D lys micro 17 3+ 0 0
0 1+ n/a n/ 2+ 0.0534 exam notes FBP34 0 4+ 3 0.322467 Number of instances Orig micro < D lys micro 52 4+ 0 0
0 2+ n/a n/ 3+ 1.45 <1+ 0 7 0.008171 0 <1+ 0
0 3+ n/a n/ 2+ 5 <1+ <1+ 2 0.07075 Number of times D lys micro 4+ 19 <1+ <1+ 2
0 2+ n/a n/ 4+ 0.785 casefile FB2CFB93 <1+ 1+ 7 0.039717 Number of times D lys micro 3+ 19 1+ <1+ 1
0 2+ n/a n/ 1+ 0.265 <1+ 2+ 3 0.071167 Number of times D lys micro 2+ 15 2+ <1+ 0
0 0 n/a n/ 0 0 exam notes FBP35 <1+ 3+ 4 0.20595 Number of times D lys micro 1+ 12 3+ <1+ 0
0 0 n/a n/ 0 0 <1+ 4+ 5 1.83406 Number of times D lys micro <1+ 3 4+ <1+ 0

<1+ 2+ n/a n/ 2+ 0.0654 1+ 0 0 N/A Number of times D lys micro 0 11 0 1+ 0
0 1+ n/a n/ 1+ 0.327 1+ <1+ 1 0.0853 <1+ 1+ 7
0 1+ n/a n/ 2+ 0.706 1+ 1+ 4 0.159245 Dlys micro Av quant N Orig micro Av quant N 1+ 1+ 4
0 2+ n/a n/ 4+ 0.945 1+ 2+ 7 0.314329 0 0.008855 11 0 0.313073 11 2+ 1+ 1
0 <1+ n/a n/ 2+ 0.0155 1+ 3+ 6 0.3772 <1+ 0.0756 3 <1+ 0.381583 28 3+ 1+ 0
0 1+ n/a n/ 2+ 0.262 1+ 4+ 6 1.555583 1+ 0.098333 12 1+ 0.60497 24 4+ 1+ 0
0 <1+ n/a n/ 1+ 0.00278 2+ 0 0 N/A 2+ 0.606533 15 2+ 1.33675 10 0 2+ 2

1+ 3+ n/a n/ 3+ 1.45 2+ <1+ 0 N/A 3+ 0.619553 19 3+ 1.87654 5 <1+ 2+ 3
0 1+ n/a n/ 1+ 0.175 2+ 1+ 1 0.265 4+ 2.619889 19 4+ 20.754 1 1+ 2+ 7
0 <1+ n/a n/ 4+ 0.193 casefile FB2CFB97 2+ 2+ 2 0.5101 2+ 2+ 2
0 <1+ n/a n/ 3+ 0.344 2+ 3+ 3 0.8432 Number of instances orig micro pos, diff micro neg 7 3+ 2+ 1
0 1+ n/a n/ 3+ 0.259 2+ 4+ 4 2.388175 all instances of orig micro pos, diff neg had <1+ in orig micro 4+ 2+ 0
0 1+ n/a n/ 3+ 0.177 3+ 0 0 N/A 0 3+ 2
0 0 pos po 0 0.0385 casefile FB2CFB97 3+ <1+ 0 N/A Number of instances orig micro neg, diff micro pos 7 <1+ 3+ 4
0 <1+ n/a n/ 1+ 0.0188 exam notes FBP35 3+ 1+ 0 N/A instances of orig micro neg, diff pos 2+ 2 1+ 3+ 6
0 1+ n/a n/ 4+ 0.338 3+ 2+ 1 5 instances of orig micro neg, diff pos 3+ 2 2+ 3+ 3
0 1+ n/a n/ 3+ 0.229 3+ 3+ 4 1.095675 instances of orig micro neg, diff pos 4+ 3 3+ 3+ 4
0 2+ n/a n/ 3+ 0.173 3+ 4+ 0 N/A 4+ 3+ 0
0 0 pos po 0 0.0017 4+ 0 0 N/A 0 4+ 3
0 <1+ n/a n/ 0 0.0007 4+ <1+ 0 N/A <1+ 4+ 5
0 <1+ n/a n/ 0 0.0008 4+ 1+ 0 N/A 1+ 4+ 6
0 <1+ n/a n/ 0 0.0007 4+ 2+ 0 N/A 2014 31 2+ 4+ 4
0 0 pos po 4+ 0.3973 4+ 3+ 0 N/A 2015 11 3+ 4+ 0
0 <1+ n/a n/ 4+ 2.1598 4+ 4+ 1 20.754 2016 37 4+ 4+ 1
0 0 pos po 4+ 0.4081 total 79 total 79
0 1+ n/a n/ 3+ 0.9501
0 1+ n/a n/ 4+ 3.9821
0 3+ n/a n/ 3+ 0.3902
0 1+ n/a n/ 1+ 0.1257
0 <1+ n/a n/ 4+ 0.756
0 <1+ n/a n/ 4+ 2.3197

<1+ 2+ n/a n/ 4+ 3.7443
0 <1+ n/a n/ 4+ 3.7418
0 0 n/a n/ 3+ 1.7075
0 1+ n/a n/ 4+ 1.8191
0 1+ n/a n/ 3+ 0.4547
0 1+ n/a n/ 3+ 0.1934
0 <1+ n/a n/ 3+ 0.1796
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723931442-005-1S 0 1+ n/a n 4+ 0.7121
723931442-007-3S 0 0 n/a p 2+ 0.3429
723931442-007-4S 0 <1+ n/a n 1+ 0.122
726441558-001-1s 0 <1+ n/a n 2+ 0.1666
726441558-001-2s 0 0 pos p 3+ 0.0647
726441558-001-3s 0 2+ n/a n 2+ 0.9548
726441558-001-4s 1+ 2+ n/a n 3+ 0.9066
726441558-001-5s 0 1+ n/a n 2+ 0.8624
726441558-001-6s 0 1+ n/a n 4+ 1.093
726441558-001-7s 0 1+ n/a n 4+ 1.3892
723931442-012S <1+ <1+ n/a n <1+ 0.0065
726445499-001-1S 0 0 pos p 4+ 0.162
726445499-001-2S 0 0 pos p 2+ 0.3211
726445499-001-3S 0 <1+ n/a n 3+ 0.2558
726445499-001-4S 0 2+ n/a n 4+ 4.0784
726441514-004-1S 0 3+ n/a n 3+ 2.1695
726441514-004-2S 1+ 4+ n/a n 4+ 20.754
656373392-001-1S 0 <1+ n/a n 1+ 0.0631
656373392-001-2S 0 1+ n/a n 2+ 0.11
656373392-001-3S 0 <1+ n/a n 1+ 0.0454
665585209-001-1S 0 1+ n/a n 2+ 0.0805 casefile FB2CFB112
665585209-001-2S 0 3+ n/a n 3+ 0.373
665585209-001-3S 0 1+ n/a n 2+ 0.126
665585209-001-4S <1+ <1+ n/a n 1+ 0.00614
655812431-001-1S 0 <1+ n/a n 1+ 0.0198 casefile FB2CFB114
655812431-001-2S 0 <1+ n/a n 2+ 0.0314
655810133-001-1S 0 1+ n/a n <1+ 0.0853
655810133-001-2S 0 <1+ n/a n <1+ 0.135
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Retrospective Comparison of initial microscopy to differential lysis slide microscopy
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Feedback Response
The proposed experiments will use swabs.  Is any of the data that you quote (where you have 
looked quantitatively at the old samples’ exam slides vs their diff slides) from swabs or was it 
all scrapings/cuttings?  I would be curious to know whether the quantitative variation we are 
seeing could be related to the substrate/sampling method.

The initial data mining was done on a mix of substrates as it was taken from samples that 
had been processed through diff lysis extraction. It was considered at the time to record the 
sample type. There have been a number of discussions and this has included substrate type, 
however there are so many variables to consider such as sample type, amount of sample, 
sample source, presence / absence of other biological material & other substances such as 
lubricant, investigation of operator variability (both at examination and the process of 
making the slides at extraction) etc. This initial investigation needed to be more focussed, 
and substrate (as well as other elements will be something that may well come into the 
investigation further on.

I don’t understand where the AP and p30 fit into testing the reliability of microscopy.  You 
know there’s sperm on the swabs because you put it there.  For a whole host of reasons 
AP/p30 are poorly correlated with spermatozoa concentrations.

The idea of recording AP / p30 was to include some data for education purposes on how 
sperm micro sensitivity and p30 & AP testing sensitivity relate – we know that the relative 
levels of sperm, p30 and AP will vary between individuals, and we don’t do quantitative 
testing. There are also variables such as sampling method, whether an item has been 
washed, time since deposition etc. Agree that definitely no absolutes can be drawn from 
any of our data. However, the thought was that the lab had never (from records that were 
located) tested all of the elements together – presumptive test, micro and extraction 
results. In the past validations were all performed on individual steps in isolation (p30 or 
extraction etc.). A consideration was to include testing from a range of donors, but as with 
substrates above, there are too many variables which would expand the size and number of 
experiments, so it was decided would start small, and as more information is gathered start 
to test some of the variables.

I don’t think the presumptive testing component  is necessary – we know that any number of 
combinations of results between AP/p30/micro could have legitimate explanations, so I’m not 
sure what this testing will show.

As above, the idea was to include it as the testing previously has been done in isolation. In 
addition, work on p30 and AP (from validation documentation located) has been performed 
on dilutions of the material eluted / suspended from neat semen placed on a substrate (e.g. 
neat semen added to a substrate, water added, then dilutions of that water tested), 
whereas in this project we propose to test diluting the semen prior to addition to the 
substrate, this should mimic casework closer.

Has there been a background lit search performed? A search was conducted to find work performed on comparisons of microscopy results vs 
profiling sensitivity, microscopy results vs p30 or AP testing, however no papers where 
processing was performed the same or similar to the techniques we employ could be 
located. The individual elements (e.g. AP testing, ABA card p30 test, H & E stain etc.) are 
well documented, but could not locate documentation of anyone performing a process the 
same or very similar to ours where a suspension is made right from the start.

1.1 Background - results from earlier investigation should really be written up in a separate 
section as a pilot study Will write it as a sub-section
1.1 Background - paragraph 3 should be in the Purpose and scope section as it is the aim of 
the study. Agree, document to be updated
5.1 section ii - this needs to be clearer. A short table consisting of a brief outline of each 
batches contents would be ideal. Agree, document to be updated
6. Results and Data Compilation - How will any statistical differences be determined? You 
have repeated samples measured with a difficult categorical system (0-4; where the 
difference between 0 and 1 is not the same as the difference between 3 and 4) in a probably 
non-normal population across pre and post treatment groups. This is not easy to analyse 
statistically – if at all, in its current form.

There was no intention to conduct statistical analysis for the reason noted, however data 
trends will be looked at and considered. A lack of trend may itself also indicate where an 
issue may lie (e.g. may lead to reproducibility / repeatability investigations as a next step)

Other minor wording options provided mostly adopted and changed
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Mock sample creation
Semen control serial dilutions volume to add to swab total vol req'd (4 swabs of each)
final conc vol of semen vol n. H20 semen dilution epi cells semen dilution epi cells FBOT+ to get UR no (same UR for all samples)
1 in 5 10uL neat semen 40uL 5uL 50uL 20uL 200uL Surname = Project 181
1 in 10 25uL 1 in 5 dil'n 25uL 5uL 50uL 20uL 200uL Sample type = SFRAC & EFRAC
1 in 20 25ul 1 in 10 dil'n 25uL 5uL 50uL 20uL 200uL check with LBR / PA - ?need to use VDFLYS - Validation Diff Lysis batch type
1 in 50 20uL 1in 20 dil'n 30uL 5uL 50uL 20uL 200uL sample info = dilution details
1 in 100 25uL 1 in 50 dil'n 25uL 5uL 50uL 20uL 200uL Processing comment = ext & hold all (sfracs and efracs)
1 in 200 25uL 1 in 100 dil'n 25uL 5uL 50uL 20uL 200uL
1 in 500 20uL 1in 200 dil'n 30uL 5uL 50uL 20uL 200uL

10uL semen control 1.4mL buccal control
Semen control details:

Cell control details:
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Lab Number Ur Number FBQUAN XPB22 Ext ID Lab Number Ur Number FBQUAN XPB22 Ext ID Lab NumbeUr NumberFBQUAN XPB22 Ext ID Selection of three previously made pos D Lys pos controls
2.8152 MIX OK 0.0618 MIX OK 579893432-S 2.8152 MIX OK Lab no tails heads epi's AP p30 Diff Lysis batch ID DL sp micro Slys Quant (1st run)
0.0618 MIX OK 0.0235 OK MIX 695315319-S 2.3788 OK MIX
2.3788 OK MIX 0.0615 OK MIX 695315364_S 4.0989 OK
0.0235 OK MIX 0.0509 MIXT OK 695315641-S 3.4103 OK
4.0989 OK 0.0518 MIX OK 695315668 - S 3.2669 MIX OK
0.0615 OK MIX 695315712-S
3.4103 OK 0.062 MIX OK 695315778-S 3.6555 MIX OK
0.0509 MIXT OK 0.0954 MIX OK 695315789-S 3.0061 MIX OK
3.2669 MIX OK 0.0218 OK EXT PK>>> 695315795 - S 0.8756 MIX OK
0.0518 MIX OK 0.0549 OK MIX 695315809-S 1.8872 OK MIX

0.0733 MIXT OK 695315827-S 2.6422 MIXT OK
0.0565 MIX OK 695315872-S 4.4017 OK

3.6555 MIX OK 0.0795 MIX OK 695315881-S 2.6437 MIX OK
0.062 MIX OK 0.1422 OK MIX 695315890 - S 3.7061 OK

3.0061 MIX OK 0.0526 MIX OK 695315907-S 3.4491 MIX OK
0.0954 MIX OK 0.1038 OK 695315916-S 2.5724 MIXT OK
0.8756 MIX OK 0.0423 MIXT OK 695315925 - S 4.0621 MIXT OK
0.0218 OK EXT PK>> 0.0945 OK MIX 695315939-S 2.4179 OK MIX
1.8872 OK MIX 0.048 OK MIX 695315948-S 2.0725 OK MIX
0.0549 OK MIX 0.1064 OK MIX 695315952-S 2.3894 OK MIX
2.6422 MIXT OK 0.0586 MIX OK 695315961-S 2.4478 OK
0.0733 MIXT OK
4.4017 OK 0.06707 2.90997
0.0565 MIX OK 0.1422 Max 4.4017
2.6437 MIX OK Min 0.0218 Min 0.8756
0.0795 MIX OK
3.7061 OK
0.1422 OK MIX From initial slide analysis spreadsheet
3.4491 MIX OK Dlys micro Av quant Orig micro Av quant
0.0526 MIX OK 0 0.00885 0 0.313073
2.5724 MIXT OK <1+ 0.0756 <1+ 0.381583
0.1038 OK 1+ 0.09833 1+ 0.60497
4.0621 MIXT OK 2+ 0.60653 2+ 1.33675
0.0423 MIXT OK 3+ 0.61955 3+ 1.87654
2.4179 OK MIX 4+ 2.61989 4+ 20.754
0.0945 OK MIX
2.0725 OK MIX

0.048 OK MIX
2.3894 OK MIX
0.1064 OK MIX
2.4478 OK
0.0586 MIX OK
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Lab No. External Id Specimen Description tails heads epis AP p30 Diff batch quant diff heads profile Comment
69531-5696 695315696-S Pos control test sample 3 0 1+ <1+ 90s pos CWDMAX2 0.038 2+ Clear maj Sperm prof, small amount     pos control lot: CI20151118
69531-5701 695315701-S Pos control test sample 2 <1+ 2+ 0 100s pos CWDMAX2 0.0421 2+ Clear maj Sperm prof, small amount     pos control lot: CI20151118
69531-5723 695315723-S Pos control test sample 1 0 1+ <1+ 80s pos CWDMAX2 0.094 3+ Clear maj Sperm prof, small amount     pos control lot: CI20151118
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Lab number Case number Client reference tails heads AP p30 Diff Lysis batch ID diff lysis micro result Slys Quant (1st run) Other notes tails > heads
0 <1+ n/a n 3+ 0.0444 casefile FB2CFB93 Orig micro (heads) D Lys micro Count av quant No instance where more sperm with tails was > sperm heads on original micro Orig micro (heads) D Lys micro Count
0 <1+ n/a n 0 0.0172 0 0 4 0.01005 In all instances where 1+ tails were seen, 2+ or greater heads where seen 0 0 4
0 <1+ n/a n 0 0 0 <1+ 0 N/A No instances of 2+ or more sperm with tails seen <1+ 0 7
0 <1+ n/a n 0 0.0147 exam notes FBCM24 0 1+ 0 N/A 1+ 0 0
0 <1+ n/a n 0 0.0231 casefile FB2CFB95 0 2+ 2 0.332 Number of instances Orig micro > D lys micro 10 2+ 0 0
0 1+ n/a n 1+ 0.00928 casefile FB2CFB93 0 3+ 2 0.8861 Number of instances Orig micro = D lys micro 17 3+ 0 0
0 1+ n/a n 2+ 0.0534 exam notes FBP34 0 4+ 3 0.322467 Number of instances Orig micro < D lys micro 52 4+ 0 0
0 2+ n/a n 3+ 1.45 <1+ 0 7 0.008171 0 <1+ 0
0 3+ n/a n 2+ 5 <1+ <1+ 2 0.07075 Number of times D lys micro 4+ 19 <1+ <1+ 2
0 2+ n/a n 4+ 0.785 casefile FB2CFB93 <1+ 1+ 7 0.039717 Number of times D lys micro 3+ 19 1+ <1+ 1
0 2+ n/a n 1+ 0.265 <1+ 2+ 3 0.071167 Number of times D lys micro 2+ 15 2+ <1+ 0
0 0 n/a n 0 0 exam notes FBP35 <1+ 3+ 4 0.20595 Number of times D lys micro 1+ 12 3+ <1+ 0
0 0 n/a n 0 0 <1+ 4+ 5 1.83406 Number of times D lys micro <1+ 3 4+ <1+ 0

<1+ 2+ n/a n 2+ 0.0654 1+ 0 0 N/A Number of times D lys micro 0 11 0 1+ 0
0 1+ n/a n 1+ 0.327 1+ <1+ 1 0.0853 <1+ 1+ 7
0 1+ n/a n 2+ 0.706 1+ 1+ 4 0.159245 Dlys micro Av quant Orig micro Av quant 1+ 1+ 4
0 2+ n/a n 4+ 0.945 1+ 2+ 7 0.314329 0 0.008855 0 0.313073 2+ 1+ 1
0 <1+ n/a n 2+ 0.0155 1+ 3+ 6 0.3772 <1+ 0.0756 <1+ 0.381583 3+ 1+ 0
0 1+ n/a n 2+ 0.262 1+ 4+ 6 1.555583 1+ 0.098333 1+ 0.60497 4+ 1+ 0
0 <1+ n/a n 1+ 0.00278 2+ 0 0 N/A 2+ 0.606533 2+ 1.33675 0 2+ 2

1+ 3+ n/a n 3+ 1.45 2+ <1+ 0 N/A 3+ 0.619553 3+ 1.87654 <1+ 2+ 3
0 1+ n/a n 1+ 0.175 2+ 1+ 1 0.265 4+ 2.619889 4+ 20.754 1+ 2+ 7
0 <1+ n/a n 4+ 0.193 casefile FB2CFB97 2+ 2+ 2 0.5101 2+ 2+ 2
0 <1+ n/a n 3+ 0.344 2+ 3+ 3 0.8432 Number of instances orig micro pos, diff micro neg 7 3+ 2+ 1
0 1+ n/a n 3+ 0.259 2+ 4+ 4 2.388175 all instances of orig micro pos, diff neg had <1+ in orig micro 4+ 2+ 0
0 1+ n/a n 3+ 0.177 3+ 0 0 N/A 0 3+ 2
0 0 pos p 0 0.0385 casefile FB2CFB97 3+ <1+ 0 N/A Number of instances orig micro neg, diff micro pos 7 <1+ 3+ 4
0 <1+ n/a n 1+ 0.0188 exam notes FBP35 3+ 1+ 0 N/A instances of orig micro neg, diff pos 2+ 2 1+ 3+ 6
0 1+ n/a n 4+ 0.338 3+ 2+ 1 5 instances of orig micro neg, diff pos 3+ 2 2+ 3+ 3
0 1+ n/a n 3+ 0.229 3+ 3+ 4 1.095675 instances of orig micro neg, diff pos 4+ 3 3+ 3+ 4
0 2+ n/a n 3+ 0.173 3+ 4+ 0 N/A 4+ 3+ 0
0 0 pos p 0 0.0017 4+ 0 0 N/A 0 4+ 3
0 <1+ n/a n 0 0.0007 4+ <1+ 0 N/A <1+ 4+ 5
0 <1+ n/a n 0 0.0008 4+ 1+ 0 N/A 1+ 4+ 6
0 <1+ n/a n 0 0.0007 4+ 2+ 0 N/A 2014 31 2+ 4+ 4
0 0 pos p 4+ 0.3973 4+ 3+ 0 N/A 2015 11 3+ 4+ 0
0 <1+ n/a n 4+ 2.1598 4+ 4+ 1 20.754 2016 37 4+ 4+ 1
0 0 pos p 4+ 0.4081 total 79 total 79
0 1+ n/a n 3+ 0.9501
0 1+ n/a n 4+ 3.9821
0 3+ n/a n 3+ 0.3902
0 1+ n/a n 1+ 0.1257
0 <1+ n/a n 4+ 0.756
0 <1+ n/a n 4+ 2.3197

<1+ 2+ n/a n 4+ 3.7443
0 <1+ n/a n 4+ 3.7418
0 0 n/a n 3+ 1.7075
0 1+ n/a n 4+ 1.8191
0 1+ n/a n 3+ 0.4547
0 1+ n/a n 3+ 0.1934
0 <1+ n/a n 3+ 0.1796
0 1+ n/a n 4+ 0.7121
0 0 n/a p 2+ 0.3429
0 <1+ n/a n 1+ 0.122
0 <1+ n/a n 2+ 0.1666
0 0 pos p 3+ 0.0647
0 2+ n/a n 2+ 0.9548

1+ 2+ n/a n 3+ 0.9066
0 1+ n/a n 2+ 0.8624
0 1+ n/a n 4+ 1.093
0 1+ n/a n 4+ 1.3892

<1+ <1+ n/a n <1+ 0.0065
0 0 pos p 4+ 0.162
0 0 pos p 2+ 0.3211
0 <1+ n/a n 3+ 0.2558
0 2+ n/a n 4+ 4.0784
0 3+ n/a n 3+ 2.1695

1+ 4+ n/a n 4+ 20.754
0 <1+ n/a n 1+ 0.0631
0 1+ n/a n 2+ 0.11
0 <1+ n/a n 1+ 0.0454
0 1+ n/a n 2+ 0.0805 casefile FB2CFB112
0 3+ n/a n 3+ 0.373
0 1+ n/a n 2+ 0.126

<1+ <1+ n/a n 1+ 0.00614
0 <1+ n/a n 1+ 0.0198 casefile FB2CFB114
0 <1+ n/a n 2+ 0.0314
0 1+ n/a n <1+ 0.0853
0 <1+ n/a n <1+ 0.135
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 31 January 2017 10:09 AM

To: Paula Brisotto

Subject: Confirmation of email

Hi Paula 

 

Could you please confirm that you received an email from Amanda Reeves: 

 

Sent to: Kylie Rika and Emma Caunt 

CC to: you and Deborah Whelan 

Subject: ‘FW: QP1501590189 

 

If you did receive an email of the above, could you please advise the date and time of sending. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Wednesday, 22 March 2017 11:21 AM

To: Emma Caunt; Allan McNevin

Cc: Justin Howes; Paula Brisotto

Subject: RE: Project #181

Awesome – thank you.  It doesn’t have to be in the super formal report format – given it’s a progress report. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Emma Caunt  

Sent: Wednesday, 22 March 2017 10:00 AM 

To: Cathie Allen; Allan McNevin 
Cc: Justin Howes; Paula Brisotto 

Subject: RE: Project #181 

 

Hi Cathie 

 

I’ll start drafting this today. 

 

Thanks 

 

Emma 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Wednesday, 22 March 2017 9:28 AM 

To: Allan McNevin; Emma Caunt 

Cc: Justin Howes; Paula Brisotto 
Subject: Project #181 

 

Hi Allan & Emma 
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Whilst there will be an additional experiment for this project – could you please prepare an interim, short form 

report.  Whilst you’ve provided a presentation to the management team, I would like to see an interim report that 

details what was presented, so that we can demonstrate our decision making process.  

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 4:08 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: FW: Amanda Reeves

FYI 

 

From: Angela Petie [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 3:59 PM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Re: Amanda Reeves 

 

Thanks Paul, I will review. 

 

On another topic - did you manage to confirm Adam's availability for Wed 11 Oct for the meeting with Gold Coast HHS?  

 

Regards, Angela 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

On 29 Sep 2017, at 3:35 pm, Paul Csoban <  wrote: 

Hi Angela 

I have attached three documents as an overview of the situation 

The timeline is for the first incident in question which led to the WorkCover claim 

Please let me know if you require more detail 

Regards 

Paul 

  

  

  

<image001.jpg> Paul Csoban 

Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or 

lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including 

any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 
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If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on 

Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any 

hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, 

distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept 

responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a 
virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

<Brief_for Noting_FSS_Forensic DNA Analysis vGM CSS comments.doc> 

<Timeline of events_15022017.doc> 

<Letter from CEO to Ms Reeves 3 March 2017.pdf> 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 4:35 PM

To: Amanda Reeves

Cc: Helen Russell; Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Return to work

Afternoon Amanda,  

 

Thank you for your prompt response. Please contact Sam Granato to arrange an alternative time for the FR training, I 

would like the meeting with Ms Petie to take priority tomorrow.  

 

The purpose of the meeting with Ms Petie and the outcomes of the reintegration activities are in accordance with the 

email from Gary whereby he has advised that upon returning to your position an external consultant will: 

 

a. Support the re-establishment of the management team and working relationships including clarification 

of any existing role, responsibilities and relationship issues and matters and obtaining a clear agreement 

on these matters by all parties. 

b. Support the re-establishment of your individual team and address any matters that may impact on the 

effectiveness of your team. 

c. Where a written commitment needs to be obtained between any of the parties in order to ensure the 

effective future operation of the overall DNA function then this will be completed as part of this 

process. 

 

In line with Gary’s request I have engaged Ms Petie to commence tomorrow and provided her with the above outline.  

 

Regards 

 

 

 

 

Paul Csoban 
Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

 

 

 

 

From: Amanda Reeves  

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 3:30 PM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: RE: Return to work 

 

Paul 
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I am currently scheduled for FR training tomorrow from 930-1130am. Please advise which session should take priority. 

 

Additionally, I would seek to be provided with the purpose, details and desired outcomes of the reintegration activities 

prior to commencement please. 

 

Regards 

 

 

Amanda Reeves Dip Mgt BSc MSc For Sci 
Senior Reporting Scientist – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis | Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 2:42 PM 
To: Amanda Reeves 

Cc: Cathie Allen; Helen Russell 

Subject: Return to work 

 

Afternoon Amanda,  

 

As per advice from Mr Gary Uhlmann, Chief Executive Officer, HSQ I have engaged an external workplace consultant to 

work with the Forensic DNA Analysis function commencing this week. I have arranged for Ms Angela Petie to meet with 

you tomorrow morning at 9.30am in Conference Room 111 to undertake the reintegration activities outlined in Gary’s 

email to you dated 22 September 2017.  

 

I can confirm Ms Petie has been provided with the details of the reintegration activities from Gary. If you have any 

questions or would like to arrange this for an alternative time/ date please do not hesitate to contact me this afternoon. 

 

Regards  

 

 

 

 

Paul Csoban 
Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 5:16 PM

To: Paul Csoban; Helen Russell

Subject: RE: Jacqui Wilson

Hi Helen 

 

Yes, Jacqui’s move is permanent, I think there’s irreparable damage to the relationship and mediate will only assist to 

make the professional relationship a little easier.  However I’m happy to be wrong on this. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 5:03 PM 
To: Helen Russell 

Cc: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: Jacqui Wilson 

 

Thanks Helen, 

I will have a chat to Angela tomorrow.   

Derek can probably get you access to L drive but there must be a way. 

I believe the move on Jacqui’s part will be permanent but Cathie can confirm  

Regards 

Paul 

 

From: Helen Russell  

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 4:49 PM 

To: Paul Csoban 
Cc: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: Jacqui Wilson 
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Thanks Paul, Yes I have limited information however the file note you forwarded last week was a great help. I do not 

have access to the L: drive. Can I gain access? 

 

I spoke with Cathie earlier today and suggested Angela Petie could address Jacqui’s grievance in her services maybe with 

mediation or whatever she recommends? Especially as Jacqui does not feel the matter was handled well by HR 

previously. Reviewing the file note you have provided Jacqui’s concerns come under the scope of Gary’s email of 22 

September as he advises an external consultant will work to re-establish working relationships/ relationship issues etc.  

 

Do you want to discuss with Angela when she is over tomorrow? Please provide her with an overview but not the file 

note. If she wants to call me I am happy to discuss.  

 

If Angela does not take on this task I will meet with Jacqui and her direct line manager to discuss how to move forward.  

 

Cathie – I just wondered how long Jacqui’s move is anticipated for – is it temp with an end date or a permanent move?  

 

Thanks 

 

 

 

Helen Russell 

Senior Human Resources Officer 

  

HR Performance, People Performance and Excellence, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 
future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 4:24 PM 
To: Helen Russell 

Cc: Cathie Allen 
Subject: Jacqui Wilson 

 

Hi Helen, 

 

Cathie has told me that you are having trouble locating files on the above grievance 

 

My information from Karyn Bell is as follows. 

 

The original complaint was put in prior to Karyn’s time. It will be on L:Drive in the achieved folder and the paper file is at 

HSQ. Karyn met with Jacqui earlier in the year, because Jacqui’s concern was that the past complaint was not handled 
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properly by HR. There is a typed file note of this meeting which I have forwarded to you.  It is saved in the DNA analysis 

file on L Drive based on her memory but it could be in her personal drive because we didn’t progress further with it due 

to Amanda being out of the workplace. I can resend the file note if you require 

Hope this helps 

Regards 

Paul 

 

 

Paul Csoban 
Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 7 February 2017 6:25 PM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: Brief - version 1

Attachments: Brief_for Noting_FSS_Forensic DNA Analysis v1.doc

Hi Paul 

 

Here’s what I achieved so far. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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 Department RecFind No:  
Division/HHS:  
File Ref No:  

  Department  
 

SUBJECT: Possible Public Interest Disclosure regarding Forensic DNA Analysis 
 

 
 
NOTED 

  

   

MICHAEL WALSH Date:       /       /         
Director-General   
   
                                                                                   Ministerial Brief for Approval required 
Director-General’s comment                                       Ministerial Brief for Noting required  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Issue/s 
 
1. Amanda Reeves, a staff member in Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic and Scientific Services 

wishes to return to her substantive role as a Senior Court Reporting Scientist, after a period of 
extended leave. 
1.1. Ms Reeves raised an issue to her line manager, Mr Justin Howes regarding a process 

used to examine sexual assault investigation kits on the 4th of March 2016. 
1.2. A project was instigated into this issue and feedback on the project to the Forensic DNA 

Analysis Management Team began on the 12th of May 2016. 
1.3. On the 9th of June 2016, during a Forensic DNA Analysis management team meeting, Mr 

Allan McNevin behaved inappropriately towards Ms Reeves when discussion 
commenced regarding the project (called Project #181). 

1.4. Mr McNevin has apologied twice to Ms Reeves for his outburst.  Ms Reeves and Mr 
McNevin were offered formal meditation and a facilitated discussion.  Mr McNevin 
agreed to both options and Ms Reeves declined both options. 

1.5. The matter has been appropriately dealt with at a local level.  In addition to the 
management at a local level, an external investigation into the incident at the 
management team meeting has commenced.  Mark Brady, Principal Consultant of 
Livingstones has conducted interviews and is preparing a final report.  

1.6. Ms Reeves has been on extended leave from the 30th of November 2016, with a return 
to work date of the 31st of January 2017. 

1.7. Ms Reeves engaged JA Hodgens, Principal, Human A.S.S.E.T. Solutions in early 
December 2016 to act on her behalf. 

1.8. Ms Reeves, through her lawyer, has threatened a Public Interest Disclosure (PID) on the 
issue regarding processing of sexual assault investigation kits. 

1.9. Risk mitigation steps have been introduced into the process used to examine sexual 
assault investigation kits.  Additionally, a scientific review into the processing of sexual 
assault investigation kits has commenced, with the Institute of Environmental Science 
and Research (ESR), New Zealand’s Crown Research Institute. 

1.10. On the 6th of February, 2017, Acting Superintendent Scott McLaren, Forensic Services 
Group, was been briefed regarding the possible PID.  A/Supt McLaren advised that he 
would prepare a briefing for the Assistant Commissioner Michael Condon. 

Director-General Brief for Noting 
Requested by: Paul Csoban, Executive Director, 
Forensic and Scientific Services 
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Division/HHS:  
File Ref No:  

2. Ms Reeves has obtained medical clearance to return to her duties and wishes to be placed 
back in her sustantive role, which requires reporting and expert evidence on sexual assault 
cases, among other case types.  An offer of alternative employment has been extended to Ms 
Reeves until both the external investigation and the scientific review have been completed, 
however Ms Reeves is insistent on returning to her substantive role. 

3. If Ms Reeves is returned to her substantive role prior to the conclusion of the external review 
and scientific review, she may be called to provide expert testimony on a sexual assault case.  
Ms Reeves would be under oath and be required to truthful answer questions relating to the 
processing of sexual assault investigation kits when she has highlighted her misgivings in the 
processing.  This would be detrimental to Ms Reeves and the work unit. 

4. If Ms Reeves were to provide evidence that processing of sexual assault evidence was 
inadequate, this would be detrimental to Queensland Health, the Queensland Police Service, 
the Queensland Government and the community would lose faith in the scientific work that is 
conducted in the forensic areas of Forensic and Scientific Services. 

5. It is recommended that Ms Reeves undertaken alternate duties until the outcomes are known 
for the two reviews currently underway. 

6. Human Resources and Legal advice is being sought on this issue. 
7. Ms Reeves was deemed fit for return to work from the 2nd of February 2017.  
 
Background 
 
8. Forensic DNA Analysis are delegated the authority to test forensic items by the Commissioner 

of Police through the Police Powers and Responsibilities Act 2000 (section 488B).  The work 
unit analyses approximately 21,000 crime scene items and 15,000 person samples each year.  
Results are provided electronically to the Queensland Police Service (QPS).  Statement of 
Witness documents and expert evidence are provided to all levels of the Queensland Courts.  
Forensic DNA Analysis provide vital DNA analysis results for both court purposes and 
intelligence purposes, which enable the QPS to link together previously unrelated alleged 
offences. 

9. Forensic and Scientific Services underwent a Ministerial Taskforce Review in 2005 following 
three front page media articles highlighting the large number of untested items held by 
Forensic DNA Analysis.  The QPS and FSS worked collaboratively to reduce the number of 
untested items down to zero and begin working in real-time at the beginning of 2008.  The 
Review also provided resources for the purchase of automated platforms to assist with 
laboratory throughput, a laboratory refurbishment and additional staff members (both 
permanent and temporary) to process the items.   

 
Results of Consultation 
 
10. Mr Jade Franklin, Manager Huamna Resources and Business Relationships has been 

consulted during this process. Who from Legal has been consulted? 

 
Resource Implications (including financial) 
 
11. The report from Livingstones is estimated to cost approximately $20,000. 
12. The scientific review from ESR is estimated to cost approximately $2,500. 
 
Attachments 
 
13. Please ensure all attachments referred to are included and numbered. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 16 February 2017 1:08 PM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: FW: Matter of 

Hi Paul 

 

I’ve looked into this case in Auslab and Amanda Reeves prepared the Statement for this case.  She was advised in 

September 2016 that she would not be required as a witness, as the Forensic DNA evidence would be admitted as 

evidence without testimony. 

 

Whilst the IO discusses that Amanda liaised with family members and medical staff, there are no UR notes to document 

any discussions that she conducted with family members, which is a departure from the Standard Operating Procedure 

– in that all communications are to be documented by a UR note in Auslab or a scanned image detailing the discussions 

held.  I’ve had a look at the casefile and there are no notes about discussions with family members, so I’m unable to 

corroborate this detail.   

 

There are scanned images of email correspondence between Amanda and other QPS staff members – one refers to 

Amanda’s discussion with the medical staff member.   

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:49 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban; Justin Howes; Andrea Norton;  

Subject: FW: Matter of  

 

Good afternoon, 

 

I received this email today from an Investigator who has asked me to pass on her appreciation for our efforts and 

provision of evidence for a successful prosecution. 
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Paul/Cathie/Justin – Amanda went above and beyond with this one and her efforts are clearly noted by the Investigator. 

For your information and please pass on to Amanda. 

 

Andrea – Polly was an immense help to me in establishing what was needed for the case and disseminating required 

information. Please note her efforts and pass on both my, and the Investigators thanks. 

 

Sir – Forwarded for your information as thanks to DMS for everyone’s efforts. 

 

Regards, 

 

Carolyn 
Carolyn HOFFMAN  
Acting Sergeant 18298 
DNA Sample Management Unit 

 

 

From: L   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:39 PM 

To: Hoffman.CarolynP[OSC] <  

Subject: Matter of  

 

Hi Carolyn,  

 

I am writing to advise the end result of the investigation  

 

The sentencing for this matter was last Friday and I am happy to tell you that the defendant has been sentenced to 10 

years with a requirement of serving 80% of his sentence, giving a no parole period until 24/06/2023.  

 

I would like to pass on thanks to everyone within your unit who was involved in this matter regarding the DNA analysis. 

In particular, a special thank you to the primarily DNA scientist Amanda REEVES. Amanda went out of her way to initially 

assist me in understanding the DNA process with key information required to assist in the successful prosecution for an 

Incest/rape matter of a by her biological father. In addition, Amanda happily liaised with family and 

medical specialists which was vital for this investigation to proceed to such a successful outcome.  

 

The medical team involved in this matter did not initially understand the importance of the DNA in this case and why 

the pregnancy needed to be held until 12weeks to enable successful DNA analysis. With medical staff and family 

wanting to terminate the pregnancy at 6weeks, Amanda’s willingness to liaise with the specialist and provide a greater 

understanding of the evidentiary requirements for this matter and eventuated in the termination at 12weeks and 

successful DNA profiling of the foetus/POC. 

 

Having access to a scientist who is not only willing to assist investigators but also liaise with family/specialists with 

compassion and clarity was greatly appreciated. 

 

Please pass on my thanks to everyone involved, particularly Amanda.  

 

Regards,  
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**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 21 February 2017 8:46 AM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: FW: Matter of 

Hi Paul 

 

It appears that no direct contact with the family was had with respect to the particular case of Amanda Reeves. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Justin Howes  

Sent: Tuesday, 21 February 2017 8:44 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: FW: Matter of  

 

Hi Cathie 

I managed to get in contact with Det  who confirmed that Amanda did not have direct contact with the 

family in this matter. She did have contact with the Medical Specialist, which I was aware of, but not directly with the 

family per se. 

 

Regards 

Justin 

 

Justin Howes 
Team Leader – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

 

 

From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:49 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban; Justin Howes; Andrea Norton;  

Subject: FW: Matter of  

 

Good afternoon, 

 

I received this email today from an Investigator who has asked me to pass on her appreciation for our efforts and 

provision of evidence for a successful prosecution. 

 

Paul/Cathie/Justin – Amanda went above and beyond with this one and her efforts are clearly noted by the Investigator. 

For your information and please pass on to Amanda. 

 

Andrea – Polly was an immense help to me in establishing what was needed for the case and disseminating required 

information. Please note her efforts and pass on both my, and the Investigators thanks. 

 

Sir – Forwarded for your information as thanks to DMS for everyone’s efforts. 

 

Regards, 

 

Carolyn 
Carolyn HOFFMAN  
Acting Sergeant 18298 
DNA Sample Management Unit 

 

 

From:   

Sent: Wednesday, 15 February 2017 2:39 PM 

To: Hoffman.CarolynP[OSC] <  

Subject: Matter of  

 

Hi Carolyn,  

 

I am writing to advise the end result of the investigation  

 

The sentencing for this matter was last Friday and I am happy to tell you that the defendant has been sentenced to 10 

years with a requirement of serving 80% of his sentence, giving a no parole period until 24/06/2023.  

 

I would like to pass on thanks to everyone within your unit who was involved in this matter regarding the DNA analysis. 

In particular, a special thank you to the primarily DNA scientist Amanda REEVES. Amanda went out of her way to initially 

assist me in understanding the DNA process with key information required to assist in the successful prosecution for an 

Incest/rape matter of a  by her biological father. In addition, Amanda happily liaised with family and 

medical specialists which was vital for this investigation to proceed to such a successful outcome.  
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The medical team involved in this matter did not initially understand the importance of the DNA in this case and why 

the pregnancy needed to be held until 12weeks to enable successful DNA analysis. With medical staff and family 

wanting to terminate the pregnancy at 6weeks, Amanda’s willingness to liaise with the specialist and provide a greater 

understanding of the evidentiary requirements for this matter and eventuated in the termination at 12weeks and 

successful DNA profiling of the foetus/POC. 

 

Having access to a scientist who is not only willing to assist investigators but also liaise with family/specialists with 

compassion and clarity was greatly appreciated. 

 

Please pass on my thanks to everyone involved, particularly Amanda.  

 

Regards,  

 

 

  
 

 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has 
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 11:37 AM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: FW: Compliments from the QPS Central Region

Hi Paul 

 

Its likely that Polly Williams has discussed this with Amanda (unconfirmed). 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Amanda Reeves  

Sent: Wednesday, 8 March 2017 9:27 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Paul Csoban; Sharon Kelly; Gary Uhlmann 

Subject: FW: Compliments from the QPS Central Region 

 

Cathie, 

 

I have been advised that a compliment email from Queensland Police was sent to yourself, Justin Howes and Paul 

Csoban on Wednesday 15
th

 February 2017 regarding work performed by myself, and Polly Williams, on an incest 

paternity matter that was recently finalised. 

 

I note that this email has not been sent to me, nor have I been notified of its existence by line management.   

 

I also note that, unlike the example below which was received two days later, this QPS compliment has neither been 

acknowledged nor registered in QIS. 

 

I request that this email is sent to me please so that I may read the contents. 

 

Regards, 
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Amanda 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Friday, 17 February 2017 5:16 PM 
To: Abigail Ryan; Adam Kaity; Adrian Pippia; Alanna Darmanin; Alicia Quartermain; Allan McNevin; Allison Lloyd; Amanda 

Reeves; Angela Adamson; Angela McCristal; Angelina Keller; Anne Finch; Belinda Andersen; Biljana Micic; Cassandra 
James; Cecilia Iannuzzi; Chantal Angus; Chelsea Savage; Cindy Chang; Claire Gallagher; Emma Caunt; Generosa Lundie; 

Helen Williams; Ingrid Moeller; Jacqui Wilson; Janine Seymour-Murray; Josie Entwistle; Julie Brooks; Justin Howes; Kerry-

Anne Lancaster; Kevin Avdic; Kirsten Scott; Kylie Rika; Lai-Wan Le; Lisa Benstead; Lisa Farrelly; Luke Ryan; Matthew 
Hunt; Melissa Cipollone; Michael Goodrich; Michael Hart; Michael Ward; Michelle Margetts; Nicole Gardiner; Paige 

Rosekrans; Paula Brisotto; Penelope Taylor; Pierre Acedo; Rhys Parry; Ryu Eba; Sandra McKean; Sharelle Nydam; Sharon 
Byrne; Sharon Cummings; Sharon Johnstone; Susan Brady; Suzanne Sanderson; Tara Prowse; Tegan Dwyer; Thomas 

Nurthen; Timothy Gardam; Valerie Caldwell; Vicki Jarrett; Virginia Jones; Wendy Harmer; Yvonne Connolly 

Cc: Paul Csoban; Sharon Kelly 
Subject: Compliments from the QPS Central Region 

 

Hi Everyone 

 

Each and every day, all of you come to work and ensure that every task you undertake is done with the highest level of 

quality and with the greatest amount of efficiency.  We all do this because we are passionate about ensuring that the 

Queensland community gets the level of service that it deserves for forensic matters. 

 

Inspector Artie Van Panhuis, Forensic Co-ordinator in Central Region, has passed on his thanks and acknowledgement of 

the hard work that you do each and every day, which enables them to solve crimes which has a positive impact on the 

community.  He also made particular reference to the vital intelligence information that we provide, which generates 

links to previously unrelated crimes or suspects, which has a huge impact on their investigations.   

 

It is extremely pleasing to receive this compliment on your behalf, especially given the high workloads that everyone is 

currently experiencing.  All the things that you do contribute towards a bigger picture, which is keeping the community 

safe and it is wonderful for you to be recognised for that.  Paul Csoban and I also pass on our thanks and 

acknowledgement of the hard work that you do as it doesn’t go unnoticed.   

 

I will raise a compliment OQI in QIS regarding this. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 1:43 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: Fwd: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting

Hi Cathy 

I will come and discuss 

Paul 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gary Uhlmann <  

Date: 11 September 2017 at 12:32:01 pm AEST 

To: Paul Csoban <  Dianne Woolley 

<  

Cc: Cathie Allen <  

Subject: RE: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting 

Paul/Cathie – Please see my questions embedded below. Di may have others. 

  

Thanks 

  

Gary 

  

  

Gary Uhlmann   

Chief Executive Officer   

    

Health Support Queensland, Department of Health   

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier 
Queensland. 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future 

  

  

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 12:00 PM 
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To: Gary Uhlmann; Dianne Woolley 

Subject: FW: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting 

  

Hi Gary, Di, 

Following on from our discussions, I have asked Cathie to supply more entailed information on certain 

points 

Please see her comments below 

Please let me know if there are any further clarifications required 

Regards 

Paul 

  

  

From: Sent: Monday, 11 September 2017 11:43 AM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Follow-up from Thursday's meeting 

  

Hi Paul 

  

I’ve followed up on some points from yesterday’s meeting: 

  

- The Institute of Environmental Science and Research Limited (ESR) Scientific Review showed 

that the laboratory protocols in place are ‘fit for purpose and in line with best practice for this 

type of examination’.  ESR found no evidence of a gross or systemic failure of the laboratory’s 

system that is used to process sexual assault investigation kits.  

- All recommendations from ESR Scientific Review paper (page 3) have been added to the 

Standard Operating Procedures as comments in Quality Information System to be included in 

the next version. 

- Project #181 was set up to provide in-house laboratory experimental data to support the 

microscopy and presumptive screening processes used to determine if a sample should be 

submitted for DNA profiling.  This project was instigated in early June 2016 and the initial 

experiments showed results as expected, in that the number of sperm seen decreased as the 

concentration of the semen decreased in an almost linear fashion.  This showed that there was 

no gross or systemic failure within the processes used. 

Q: Have any sperm been detected in the changed process that would have been missed 

otherwise? 

- The Risk Mitigation Step, whereby all sexual assault investigation kit samples regardless of 

sperm detection (both positive and negative), was implemented on the 8
th

 of August 2016 and 

remains in place.  This minor change was registered in the ‘Change Register – Minor Changes’ 

log that is available to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff members.  This change was introduced to 

monitor the process whilst awaiting the outcome of Project #181. 

Statement: This process needs to continue indefinately. 

- Confidential: since implementation of the risk mitigation step (approx. 13 months), about 1011 

samples have been processed through this and no evidence of a gross or systemic failure of the 

process has been identified.   

Q: See first question above. 

- Allan McNevin was deemed competent in the examination of Sexual Assault Investigation Kits in 

September 2015 [Amanda Reeves is not deemed competent to undertake this type of 

examination].  Allan was deemed competent to provide court evidence for sexual assault cases 

on the 13
th

 of Jan 2017 (Allan was previously deemed competent on providing court evidence 

for other cases types such as Murder, Assault and Volume Crime case types).  

- From Thursday’s discussion, it appeared that Amanda Reeves raised an issue that Allan McNevin 

was not competent to implement the risk mitigation step.  I’m unsure why this would be the 
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case as the risk mitigation step is an approach taken to attempt to lower the potential risk of 

not detecting spermatozoa and allows monitoring of ‘negative’ sexual assault 

samples.  Implementation of the risk mitigation step was done with the consent of the Team 

Leader – Paula Brisotto.   

- Overtime – my instructions to Justin Howes, Team Leader for the Reporting and Intelligence 

Team were that staff could complete one 5 hour overtime session per month to process 

results– on 2 occasions my instructions were not followed.   

- Overtime for Financial Year 2017/2018 – 1 overtime session of 5 hours has been undertaken by 

HP4 staff (different staff on the 8
th

 and the 15
th

 of July – totalling 5 staff) – none of these staff 

members were HP5 staff (there are four HP5 staff that are able to process results, in addition to 

Amanda Reeves) 

- Overtime for Financial Year 2016 / 2017 – 7 overtime sessions of 5 hours has been undertaken 

by HP4 staff – 2 in June, 1 in May, 1 in April, 1 in March and 2 in Feb.  Matthew Hunt, who is 

currently acting in the HP5 role, undertook overtime for 3 sessions (totalling 15 

hours).  However no other HP5 undertook overtime during these sessions.  As previously stated, 

an offer of overtime was made to HP4 staff to process results.  As Matthew Hunt is a 

substantive HP4, he undertook overtime In Feb and March although he was acting in higher 

duties, however as his higher duties were further extended, he no longer took part in overtime. 

Q: Were the HP5s paid any overtime at all each financial year and if so how much? 

- All staff returning from long term leave are provided with Refresher training, which is intending 

to cover previous tasks that the staff member had undertaken, as well as new tasks or new 

processes that may have been introduced during their leave (ie the Forensic Register) 

- I have attached a team chart of Police Services Stream so that its visible on the team structure 

that I manage. 

  

Cheers 

Cathie 

  

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 2:30 PM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: FW: Email to Amanda Reeves 

Afternoon Amanda,  

 

As per instructions from Mr Gary Uhlmann, Chief Executive Officer, HSQ, FSS has engaged an external workplace 

consultant to work with the Forensic DNA Analysis team commencing this week. I have arranged for Ms Angela Petie to 

meet with you tomorrow morning at 9.30am in Conference Room 111 to undertake the reintegration activities outlined 

in Gary’s email to you dated 22 September 2017.  

 

I can confirm Ms Petie has been provided with the details of the reintegration activities from Gary. If you have any 

questions or would like to arrange this for an alternative time / date please do not hesitate to contact me this 

afternoon. 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Helen Russell  

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 2:24 PM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Cc: Cathie Allen 
Subject: Email to Amanda Reeves  

 

Hi Paul, I have drafted the below email for you to send to Amanda today regarding the work involving Angela Petie.  

 

 

Afternoon Amanda,  

 

As per advice from Mr Gary Uhlmann, Chief Executive Officer, HSQ I have engaged an external workplace consultant to 

work with the Forensic DNA Analysis function commencing this week. I have arranged for Ms Angela Petie to meet with 

you tomorrow morning at TIME/ LOCATION to undertake the reintegration activities outlined in Gary’s email to you 

dated 22 September 2017.  

 

I can confirm Ms Petie has been provided with the details of the reintegration activities from Gary. If you have any 

questions or would like to arrange this for an alternative time/ date please do not hesitate to contact me this afternoon. 

 

Regards  
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Helen Russell 
Senior Human Resources Officer 

  

HR Performance, People Performance and Excellence, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 
future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 14 March 2017 5:41 PM

To: Jade Franklin; Paul Csoban

Subject: TImesheets for Amanda Reeves

Hi Jade and Paul 

 

Could you please provide advice on the following: 

 

Amanda Reeves has completed her timesheet from the 5
th

 of Jan 2017 as standard days.  However it was my 

understanding that she was on leave until the 18
th

 of Jan 2017.  From the 18
th

 of Jan, the medical certificate advised that 

she was able to work 3 days per week.  Then from the 2
nd

 of Feb, she was able to work fulltime. 

 

Can you please advise on the period between 5
th

 of Jan to the 18
th

 of Jan.  And then the period between 18
th

 of Jan and 

the 2
nd

 of Feb. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 18 May 2017 4:32 PM

To: Jade Franklin

Subject: FW: Amanda Reeves and HSQ AVACF CTM  MULTI PP04_1617 ED010816

Attachments: HSQ AVACF CTM  MULTI PP04_1617 ED010816

Importance: High

Hi Jade 

I’ve just been advised that a Payroll error has resulted in Amanda Reeves being overpaid. 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: FSS DNA Analysis Admin  

Sent: Thursday, 18 May 2017 3:13 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: FW: HSQ AVACF CTM  MULTI PP04_1617 ED010816 

 

Hello 

As part of an audit, I wrote to Payroll early May, to advise that the last two entries on the daily AVAC forwarded to 

payroll for 01.08.2016 were processed incorrectly.  i.e. the entry for Amanda Reeves was processed with the hours 

worked / claimed by Anne Finch, and the entry for Anne Finch was not processed. 

As a result of my email, the amendments have now been made to the leave balances of the two officers concerned. 
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Hence why the email below was forwarded to our office. 

Regards 

Wendy 

 

 

 

From:  [mailto:   

Sent: Thursday, 18 May 2017 11:24 AM 

To: FSS DNA Analysis Admin 

Cc: Craig McCloskey 
Subject: Fwd: HSQ AVACF CTM  MULTI PP04_1617 ED010816 

 

Good Morning  

The avac has now been processed correctly.  This has now created an overpayment for Amanda Reeves   She 

can refer to streamline log no  1563932 for further information regarding this overpayment.   

  

We apologise for the inconvenience.  Please don't hesitate to contact payroll on  if you have any further 

queries relating to this matter. 

  

Kind Regards 

  

Jodie Peasley  

  

  
Department of Health Payroll Team 
Payroll Services | Chermside Service Centre | Health Support Queensland 
Department of Health | Queensland Government 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 facebook.com/qldhealth |  twitter.com/qldhealthnews 
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Cathie Allen

From: FSS DNA Analysis Admin

Sent: Friday, 5 May 2017 12:50 PM

To: Craig McCloskey

Cc: HRBC_ESTeam

Subject: HSQ_AVACF_CTM_ 01.08.2016_Group_PP04_1617

Attachments: 01.08.2016_Group AVAC_ pdf

 

Good Afternoon Craig 

 

Our records indicate that the attached form, which was submitted to the pay office on 2
nd

 August 2016, was not 

processed correctly for the last two entries only i.e – 

 

 – Amanda Reeves  

 

And  

 

–  

 

I think what has happened is that the entry for Amanda was processed against Anne and the entry for Anne was 

processed against Amanda. 

 

Could you please have these entries corrected to reflect the true time off taken by each of these officers of this day – 1 

August 2016 

 

I apologise for our delay in bring this to your attention. 

 

Many thanks 

 

regards 

 

Administrative Officer 
Forensic DNA Analysis 

  

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Samantha Granato

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 12:37 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: FR Training Tuesday 3rd of Oct

Hi Cathie, no problems at all, I will send her an appointment. Just wondering if the other 3 new staff have their logins 

yet. Luke has booked in so I am not sure if he has a login or pre-empted that one is on its way. It’s no problem either 

way.  

 

Sam  

 

Kind Regards  

Samantha Granato 

  

  | www.health.qld.gov.au 

 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 12:34 PM 

To: Samantha Granato 
Cc: Justin Howes 

Subject: FR Training Tuesday 3rd of Oct 

 

Hi Sam 

 

I believe that there’s FR training being conducted on Tuesday, 3
rd

 of Oct.  Can you please include Amanda Reeves in that 

training. 

 

I believe that Amanda may need a password reset, but I have to wait for her to request it so once its requested, I’ll 

contact QPS for a quick turnaround on it so that she can proceed with training. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Monday, 23 January 2017 11:53 AM

To: Helen Gregg

Subject: Project #181

Attachments: Project#181 Feedback matrix v0.1.xls; Initial Request #181 - signed.pdf; Project proposal 

and project plan #181 - signed.pdf; Project#181 results.xlsm; 2016 - Diff Lysis slide 

micro v original micro.xlsx

Hi Helen 

 

Initially when the issue was raised, Allan pulled together some data and made ‘2016 – Diff Lysis slide micro v original 

micro’ to try to provide context around the number of SAIKs at the low end vs the high end. 

 

Then Project #181 came about. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Allan McNevin

Sent: Friday, 16 September 2016 11:34 AM

To: Allan McNevin; Amanda Reeves; Justin Howes; Kirsten Scott; Kylie Rika; Luke Ryan; Paula 

Brisotto; Rhys Parry; Cathie Allen

Cc: Emma Caunt

Subject: Project #181 Feedback matrix

Hi all, 

 

I have collated the feedback we have received about the experimental design and project plan documents, thank you 

for your feedback. Emma and I have discussed and responded, please see spreadsheet below 

 

I:\Change Management\Proposal#181 - Sperm microscopy sensitivity\Communications\ Project#181 Feedback matrix 

v0.1.xls 

 

Sorry for doing this the last minute before a week off, but both of us have been trying to clear our desk before our week 

away. 

 

If anyone would like to further discuss the project, we will be happy sit down and go over it some more when we return 

 

Cheers 

Al 

 

 

 
Allan McNevin 
Forensic Scientist - Advanced, Evidence Recovery Team 
Forensic DNA Analysis | Police Services Stream 
Forensic and Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 
Department of Health | Queensland Government 
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Cathie Allen

From: Amanda Reeves

Sent: Friday, 6 October 2017 1:31 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Cc: Justin Howes

Subject: RE: Tool used for tracking enhancements for FR

Cathie 

 

I am able to log on to the QPS computer, and am able to access FR. 

 

I am unable to use Outlook – error message is as follows: 

 

Microsoft Office cannot find your licence for this application. A repair attempt was unsuccessful or was cancelled. 

Microsoft Office will now exit. 

 

I asked someone to send an email to my QPS email account, and I could see the email sitting in the inbox, but I could not 

access it. I have an auto-reply set up on my email account, and the sender received the auto-reply message. 

 

Outlook closed down following the appearance of the above error message. 

 

AJR 

 

Amanda Reeves Dip Mgt BSc MSc For Sci 
Senior Reporting Scientist – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis | Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
 

 
   

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Friday, 6 October 2017 10:13 AM 
To: Amanda Reeves 

Cc: Justin Howes 

Subject: FW: Tool used for tracking enhancements for FR 

 

Hi Amanda 

 

Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team members have been provided access to Visual Studio Team Services (VSTS), a 

tool used for tracking bugs and enhancements for the Forensic Register.  Below are emails describing the tool and its 

use. 
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The QPS set up the access for staff members and I’ve requested access for you.  The QPS have advised that they’ve 

attempted to set up an account for you, however there appears to be an issue with either your QPS email account or 

your QPS account.  The QPS have requested if you could please access your QPS email account and ensure that it’s 

working correctly (ie please send an email and see if you can receive an email).  Once you’ve attempted this, could you 

please advise me of the outcome, so that I can advise the QPS and they can determine next steps. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Thursday, 24 August 2017 11:13 AM 
To: Allan McNevin; Justin Howes; Kirsten Scott; Kylie Rika; Luke Ryan; Matthew Hunt; Paula Brisotto; Sharon Johnstone; 

Megan Mathieson; Jenny McGowan; Peter Culshaw; Tony Peter; Sean Davis 
Cc: Paul Csoban; A/Insp Troy O'Malley (  Helen Eldridge; Samantha Granato 

Subject: FW: Tool used for tracking enhancements for FR 

 

Hi Everyone 

 

Bugs and Enhancements within the Forensic Register will be handled as a Business as Usual process from here 

forward.  This means that all management team members have been provided access to Visual Studio Team Services so 

that you are able to follow: 

 

- Bugs – past and present that are within VSTS – you are able to add bugs on behalf of your team, including 

testing and feedback 

- Enhancements – past and future enhancements that are raised, developed and tested, including feedback – you 

will have visibility of these and will be able to have input via VSTS 

 

The SME’s still have a valuable role in assisting staff with training or issues they may encounter, however the 

responsibility of VSTS will sit with you, allowing the SMEs to focus on routine work, training, updates to SOPs etc. 

 

To gain access to VSTS, you will be sent an invitation on your QPS email account – you will require your mobile to 

receive the verification number by text.  You’ll then be able to use VSTS at your desk by accessing it via visualstudio.com 

 

Shortly, you’ll be invited to an overview of VSTS so that you can become familiar with it (however if you are already 

familiar with it, please feel free to decline the invitation).   
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Any questions, please let me know. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Thursday, 17 August 2017 2:46 PM 

To: Allan McNevin; Justin Howes; Kirsten Scott; Kylie Rika; Megan Mathieson; Matthew Hunt; Paula Brisotto; Sharon 
Johnstone; Wendy Harmer; Jenny McGowan; Peter Culshaw; Helen Eldridge; Tony Peter 

Cc: Paul Csoban; A/Insp Troy O'Malley (  
Subject: Tool used for tracking enhancements for FR 

 

Hi Everyone 

 

During the Forensic Register Implementation Project (FRIP), Trello then Jira was used to track development, 

enhancements and bugs.  As the project has now closed, the costs for Jira will be transferred onto the work 

units.  However, the QPS use a different system to track this work and continuing to use Jira at FSS creates additional 

work which can be avoided. 

 

A/Insp Troy O’Malley is currently in the process of copying all the Jira cards over into Visual Studio Team Services 

(VSTS).  Using VSTS will requires QPS email and 2 factor authentication, which means that staff who are given access to 

VSTS will need to use their mobile phone to receive a verification code to log on to the system.  With VSTS, we will be 

able to give all management team access so that they can monitor enhancements and advise the Team Leaders 

regarding priorities of those enhancements for discussion at the fortnightly meetings. 

 

Access is yet to be provided to FSS staff but will be rolled out shortly.  Below is what the log on screen looks like for 

VSTS. 
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Please don’t hesitate to see me or email me if you have any questions. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Amanda Reeves

Sent: Monday, 9 October 2017 11:00 AM

To: Cathie Allen

Cc: Justin Howes

Subject: RE: VSTS access

Cathie 

 

Still cannot access Outlook. 

 

It says that there are temporary server issues, and when I click out of that, I get the first error again (about the licence). 

 

Regards 

 

Amanda Reeves Dip Mgt BSc MSc For Sci 

Senior Reporting Scientist – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis | Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
 

 
   

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Monday, 9 October 2017 10:47 AM 
To: Amanda Reeves 

Cc: Justin Howes 
Subject: VSTS access 

 

Hi Amanda 

 

The QPS have requested if you could please access your QPS email account once more and to access if it’s working 

correctly or still not accessible (ie please send an email and see if you can receive an email).  Once you’ve attempted 

this, could you please advise me of the outcome, so that I can advise the QPS and they can determine next steps (ie log 

a job with PSBA). 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Monday, 30 October 2017 1:39 PM

To: Amanda Reeves

Cc: Justin Howes

Subject: Leave Application

Hi Amanda 

 

I received your Leave Application this morning for leave taken on Wednesday, 25
th

 of October 2017.  I note from the 

Forensic DNA Analysis Leave Calendar that the request was for Recreation Leave in lieu of Carer’s Leave, however the 

Leave Application doesn’t match the calendar.  I’ve forwarded the leave application back to you to make the 

appropriate amendment. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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General RTI / IP contact details:  Privacy and Right to Information Unit   Phone: (07) 3082 0546 | E-mail:  Page 1 of 2 

Request for documents 
RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT 2009 / INFORMATION PRIVACY ACT 2009 

RTI / IP application #4188 

Addressed to: HSQ-Corro 

‘Request for documents’ 
forms in relation to this 
matter also sent to: 

If you know of other areas of the department that may hold relevant documents, please advise the RTI / IP 
Officer as soon as possible 

RTI / IP decision-maker 
responsible for 
processing application: 

Donna Pottinger Principal Right to Information Officer, Privacy and Right to 
Information Unit  
Phone:   

 Access application details 

Terms of application: 1.Terms of reference re the engagement of Angela PETIE as an 'independent external
consultant' at FSS
2.Communications to same by Gary Uhlmann with respect to her engagement, including the
instructions she was given and who she was to report to
3.Communications around this between Uhlmann and Paul Csoban and Cathie Allen and Ms
Petie
4. Notes or reports generated as a result of this engagement, including meetings held and
minutes
5. Total cost of engagement

Relevant date range: 01/08/2017 to 01/02/2018 

Types of documents: Emails, memos, minutes, briefs, personal notes etc. 

Response required from your division / branch / unit 

DEADLINE: Monday 5 March 2018 * If you believe you are unable to meet this
deadline, please contact the RTI / IP decision-
maker to discuss an extension.

(The RTI / IP Acts impose strict statutory time limits for processing applications, and the Director-General must be 
notified about any RTI / IP applications that are not processed within the prescribed time limits.) 

CONTACT US 

Within the first 48 Hours of receipt if you: 
• believe processing this search request will exceed FIVE HOURS
• need any clarity to perform adequate searches or are unsure about relevance.

 Step 1: Identify, locate and forward all relevant files and documents 
ACCEPTABLE FORMAT. 

All files and/or documents coming within the terms of this application must be forwarded to the RTI / IP 
decision-maker listed above by the deadline set out above and be comprised of either: 

a) Hard copies of documents; or

b) A single pdf copy of the document, minus blank pages, (multiple single pdfs or emails will not be
accepted), and will be returned for formatting; or

c) Excel spreadsheet (if specifically requested).

Note: Please refer to Privacy and Right to Information Unit FAQ – “What is a document” - 
http://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/governance/privacy-rti/docs/what_is_a_document.pdf 
For more information regarding search request procedures - 

http://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/governa
nce/privacy-rti/faqs.htm#docreq  
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General RTI / IP contact details:  Privacy and Right to Information Unit   Phone: (07) 3082 0546| E-mail:   Page 2 of 2 

 
Checklist of types of searches undertaken (must be completed): Please refer to types of documents in the Access application 
details above, if specified. 
 

Document type Documents not 
held 

Documents 
attached 

Irrelevant to 
application 

• Departmental files    

• Branch / unit specific files    
• Work diary entries    
• General (eg. ‘loose papers’ / note pads / post-it notes, etc)    
• E-mail records (including attachments) UN-ARCHIVED VERSION    
• Electronic calendar entries (eg. Outlook)    
• Electronic files held in computer / network drives    
• Floppy disks / CDs / DVDs / Tapes / Videos    
• Databases / Electronic registers    
• Briefing notes (including attachments)    
• Social media (e.g. Yammer, Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Lync)    

 
 Step 2: Record information about the search 
 
This information is required to calculate prescribed RTI / IP charges and for statistical reporting requirements. Refer to 
information sheet for details of what to record. 
 

Time spent ____ hrs   ____ min. 

Special costs (if any) (eg. costs of search/retrieval from secondary storage) $  

 
 Step 3: Identify concerns (if any) about release of documents 
 
Whilst the Privacy and Right to Information Unit has detailed knowledge of the RTI process, your Division holds the detailed 
knowledge of the subject matter. It is important that if Officers are aware of any concerns about the release of information that 
these concerns are conveyed, at the time the documents are supplied, which will assist in an informed decision being made. 
Please attach a separate page and indicate in your reply that you have concerns. Identifiable patient information, legal advice 
and cabinet material will not be disclosed, therefore there is no need to highlight this information unless it is not apparent. 
 
NOTE:  Any concerns you have regarding the release of some or all of the documents will be taken into account by the 

delegated RTI / IP decision-maker. However, please note that the RTI / IP decision-maker is required by law to form 
an opinion and make a decision independently. It is an offence under the legislation to direct an RTI / IP decision-
maker to make a decision they do not believe should be made. 

 
 Step 4: Search certification 
 

I certify that a thorough search has been made of my area of responsibility for all documents coming within the 
terms of the above RTI / IP application, and that to the best of my knowledge:  

 all documents / files identified as relevant to the application are attached for processing under RTI / IP. 
AND  

 documents have been provided in the acceptable format (see Step 1 and link to information sheets). 
OR  

 my area of responsibility does not hold any documents covered by the above application 
 

  _________________________________ 
     Name of Manager / Director 

 

______________________________________ 
          Position and Division / Branch / Unit 

 

____ / ____ / ____ 
Date 

 

  _________________________________ 
     Signature of Manager / Director 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  
Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
  

  
 

|    
 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

IP Document No. 1
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Forensic and Scientific Services

 

3 October 2017

Amanda Reeves Integration plan

1. Guided by PPE on advice re communication of her return

normal practice of sending staff movements via email should be followed 
- Completed

Phone call to Amanda from line management prior to her return – details 
of her first day (training/ updates etc) – Completed 

2. Close off Livingstone report with Allan McNevin

waiting for advice from HR on best method

one suggestion would be to issue him with the summary only.

3. Awaiting advice on whether grievance and work cover claim affect return to 
work.

4. Mediation for specific members of management team and Amanda with the 
assistance of an external facilitator

External consultant provided with scope on 29.9.17

Meeting arranged for 4 Oct 2017

5. Initiate a resilience program similar to Mortuary staff - Rachel Hannam.  This 
will assist with the day to day processes which appear to be problematic

6. Continue ongoing team building supported by resilience program

7. Refresher training program developed and implemented – commenced 3 Oct 
2017

8. Offer EAS support- Completed

9. Provide interim report to Amanda for Project 181 for her comment

10.Allocated task of auditing of negative SAIKS (sexual assault investigation kits)
to put forward plan for ongoing action

11.Work with Helen Russell re provision of ESR report and/or summary

IP Document No. 11
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Forensic and Scientific Services

 

10.Cover off with lawyers (Clayton Utz) to close off current actions – meeting 
scheduled with Clayton Utz 4 October 2017

12.Issue cover letter re implementation of ESR recommendations – work with 
Helen

13.Ensure all recommendations in ESR report are implemented as appropriate -
Completed

14.Finalise PDP to be completed in 1 month.

IP Document No. 12
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Paul Csoban 
Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

IP Document No. 13
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IP Document No. 21
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IP Document No. 22
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IP Document No. 25
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IP Document No. 26
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IP Document No. 27
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IP Document No. 28
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  
Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

IP Document No. 30
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  
Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

IP Document No. 33
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IP Document No. 50
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Cathie Allen

From: Angela Petie <

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 2:35 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Information requested

Great, thanks Cathie. 

 

Angela 

 

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 2:31 PM 

To: Angela Petie <  

Subject: RE: Information requested 

 

Hi Angela 

 

Paul Csoban has sent an email to Amanda advising her of the meeting with you tomorrow morning at 9.30am (in the 

same room that you were in today).  He has asked her if she has any problems with the day or time to let him know 

asap. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Angela Petie [mailto:   

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 1:48 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: Information requested 

 

Thanks Cathie. I will wait to hear about tomorrow then. If it is going ahead, ideally I would like to meet with Amanda at 

9.30am or 10am for an hour, and then have half an hour break, and then progress to the meeting together with Justin. 

 

Regards, 
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Angela Petie 
Workplace Consultant 

 

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 1:37 PM 

To: Angela Petie (  <  

Subject: Information requested 

 

Hi Angela 

 

Thanks for your time this morning. 

 

I’ve attached the Team Chart and the Role Description for the Senior Scientist position. 

 

Helen Russell has advised that the ESU complainant from Amanda has been referred to the HR Branch with Corporate 

Office.  This office advised Helen that it is progressing and doesn’t affect the work that you will be undertaking.  The 

outcome should be given to Di Woolley, General Manager for People Performance and Excellence by the end of this 

week and they are aware of Gary Uhlmann’s email regarding Amanda’s return into the work unit.  Apparently the 

complaint is ‘complex’.   

 

The HR office agreed that a suitable way forward would be for you to meet with Amanda on her own before progressing 

to a meeting with Amanda and Justin.  Helen is drafting an email for Paul to send to Amanda, so that should be done 

this afternoon.  Pending Amanda’s agreement, the meeting should be able to go ahead tomorrow morning. 

 

Regarding the grievance from Jacqui Wilson – Helen is happy to undertake the investigation from the beginning (as she 

can’t locate the notes from the meeting in Feb with Jacqui), and then she’s happy to hand this over to you for you to 

progress – given it a mediation aspect which is within the scope of Gary’s email. 

 

Helen will read over the External Investigations document and draft a response to Allan, but this is unlikely to happen 

this week. 

 

I’ll let you know the outcome of the email to Amanda regarding your meeting with her. 

 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have further questions. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 

it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 

175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 

or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Cathie Allen

From: Angela Petie <

Sent: Wednesday, 4 October 2017 11:16 AM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: Re: Information requested

Hi Cathie 

 

I am still in the meeting with Amanda. The meeting with Justin will not proceed today. I will call you shortly when the 

meeting finishes. 

 

Angela 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

On 3 Oct 2017, at 2:31 pm, Cathie Allen <  wrote: 

Hi Angela 

  

Paul Csoban has sent an email to Amanda advising her of the meeting with you tomorrow morning at 

9.30am (in the same room that you were in today).  He has asked her if she has any problems with the 

day or time to let him know asap. 

  

Cheers 

Cathie 

  

<image002.jpg> Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

  

  

From: Angela Petie [mailto:   
Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 1:48 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: RE: Information requested 
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Thanks Cathie. I will wait to hear about tomorrow then. If it is going ahead, ideally I would like to meet 

with Amanda at 9.30am or 10am for an hour, and then have half an hour break, and then progress to 

the meeting together with Justin. 

  

Regards, 

  

  

Angela Petie 

Workplace Consultant 

  

0400 908 067 

www.angelapetie.com 

  

  

From: Cathie Allen [mailto:   

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 1:37 PM 

To: Angela Petie (  <  

Subject: Information requested 

  

Hi Angela 

  

Thanks for your time this morning. 

  

I’ve attached the Team Chart and the Role Description for the Senior Scientist position. 

  

Helen Russell has advised that the ESU complainant from Amanda has been referred to the HR Branch 

with Corporate Office.  This office advised Helen that it is progressing and doesn’t affect the work that 

you will be undertaking.  The outcome should be given to Di Woolley, General Manager for People 

Performance and Excellence by the end of this week and they are aware of Gary Uhlmann’s email 

regarding Amanda’s return into the work unit.  Apparently the complaint is ‘complex’.   

  

The HR office agreed that a suitable way forward would be for you to meet with Amanda on her own 

before progressing to a meeting with Amanda and Justin.  Helen is drafting an email for Paul to send to 

Amanda, so that should be done this afternoon.  Pending Amanda’s agreement, the meeting should be 

able to go ahead tomorrow morning. 

  

Regarding the grievance from Jacqui Wilson – Helen is happy to undertake the investigation from the 

beginning (as she can’t locate the notes from the meeting in Feb with Jacqui), and then she’s happy to 

hand this over to you for you to progress – given it a mediation aspect which is within the scope of 

Gary’s email. 

  

Helen will read over the External Investigations document and draft a response to Allan, but this is 

unlikely to happen this week. 

  

I’ll let you know the outcome of the email to Amanda regarding your meeting with her. 

  

Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have further questions. 

  

Cheers 

Cathie 
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<image003.jpg> Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

  

  

******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or 

lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including 
any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on 

Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any 

hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, 

distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept 
responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a 

virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 4:13 PM

To: Sandy Sinclair

Subject: CR111

Hi Sandy 

 

Could you please book CR111 for me for Wednesday, 4
th

 of October – from 9am until 12pm (its to undertake some work 

with Angela Petie). 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 4:13 PM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: RE: Amanda Reeves

Thank you! 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 4:08 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: FW: Amanda Reeves 

 

FYI 

 

From: Angela Petie [mailto:   

Sent: Friday, 29 September 2017 3:59 PM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Re: Amanda Reeves 

 

Thanks Paul, I will review. 

 

On another topic - did you manage to confirm Adam's availability for Wed 11 Oct for the meeting with Gold Coast HHS?  

 

Regards, Angela 

 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

On 29 Sep 2017, at 3:35 pm, Paul Csoban <  wrote: 

Hi Angela 
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I have attached three documents as an overview of the situation 

The timeline is for the first incident in question which led to the WorkCover claim 

Please let me know if you require more detail 

Regards 

Paul 

  

  

  

<image001.jpg> Paul Csoban 

Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on 

Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any 

hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, 

distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept 
responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a 

virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

<Brief_for Noting_FSS_Forensic DNA Analysis vGM CSS comments.doc> 

<Timeline of events_15022017.doc> 

<Letter from CEO to Ms Reeves 3 March 2017.pdf> 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 2:30 PM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: FW: Email to Amanda Reeves 

Afternoon Amanda,  

 

As per instructions from Mr Gary Uhlmann, Chief Executive Officer, HSQ, FSS has engaged an external workplace 

consultant to work with the Forensic DNA Analysis team commencing this week. I have arranged for Ms Angela Petie to 

meet with you tomorrow morning at 9.30am in Conference Room 111 to undertake the reintegration activities outlined 

in Gary’s email to you dated 22 September 2017.  

 

I can confirm Ms Petie has been provided with the details of the reintegration activities from Gary. If you have any 

questions or would like to arrange this for an alternative time / date please do not hesitate to contact me this 

afternoon. 

 

 

 

 

 

From: Helen Russell  

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 2:24 PM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Cc: Cathie Allen 
Subject: Email to Amanda Reeves  

 

Hi Paul, I have drafted the below email for you to send to Amanda today regarding the work involving Angela Petie.  

 

 

Afternoon Amanda,  

 

As per advice from Mr Gary Uhlmann, Chief Executive Officer, HSQ I have engaged an external workplace consultant to 

work with the Forensic DNA Analysis function commencing this week. I have arranged for Ms Angela Petie to meet with 

you tomorrow morning at TIME/ LOCATION to undertake the reintegration activities outlined in Gary’s email to you 

dated 22 September 2017.  

 

I can confirm Ms Petie has been provided with the details of the reintegration activities from Gary. If you have any 

questions or would like to arrange this for an alternative time/ date please do not hesitate to contact me this afternoon. 

 

Regards  
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Helen Russell 
Senior Human Resources Officer 

  

HR Performance, People Performance and Excellence, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 
future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 4:35 PM

To: Amanda Reeves

Cc: Helen Russell; Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Return to work

Afternoon Amanda,  

 

Thank you for your prompt response. Please contact Sam Granato to arrange an alternative time for the FR training, I 

would like the meeting with Ms Petie to take priority tomorrow.  

 

The purpose of the meeting with Ms Petie and the outcomes of the reintegration activities are in accordance with the 

email from Gary whereby he has advised that upon returning to your position an external consultant will: 

 

a. Support the re-establishment of the management team and working relationships including clarification 

of any existing role, responsibilities and relationship issues and matters and obtaining a clear agreement 

on these matters by all parties. 

b. Support the re-establishment of your individual team and address any matters that may impact on the 

effectiveness of your team. 

c. Where a written commitment needs to be obtained between any of the parties in order to ensure the 

effective future operation of the overall DNA function then this will be completed as part of this 

process. 

 

In line with Gary’s request I have engaged Ms Petie to commence tomorrow and provided her with the above outline.  

 

Regards 

 

 

 

 

Paul Csoban 
Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

 

 

 

 

From: Amanda Reeves  

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 3:30 PM 

To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: RE: Return to work 

 

Paul 
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I am currently scheduled for FR training tomorrow from 930-1130am. Please advise which session should take priority. 

 

Additionally, I would seek to be provided with the purpose, details and desired outcomes of the reintegration activities 

prior to commencement please. 

 

Regards 

 

 

Amanda Reeves Dip Mgt BSc MSc For Sci 
Senior Reporting Scientist – Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team 

  

Forensic DNA Analysis | Forensic & Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 2:42 PM 
To: Amanda Reeves 

Cc: Cathie Allen; Helen Russell 

Subject: Return to work 

 

Afternoon Amanda,  

 

As per advice from Mr Gary Uhlmann, Chief Executive Officer, HSQ I have engaged an external workplace consultant to 

work with the Forensic DNA Analysis function commencing this week. I have arranged for Ms Angela Petie to meet with 

you tomorrow morning at 9.30am in Conference Room 111 to undertake the reintegration activities outlined in Gary’s 

email to you dated 22 September 2017.  

 

I can confirm Ms Petie has been provided with the details of the reintegration activities from Gary. If you have any 

questions or would like to arrange this for an alternative time/ date please do not hesitate to contact me this afternoon. 

 

Regards  

 

 

 

 

Paul Csoban 
Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Wednesday, 4 October 2017 6:46 PM

To: Amanda Reeves

Cc: Helen Russell; Cathie Allen

Subject: Meeting today

  

Good evening Amanda 

 

Thank you for your participation in the meeting with Angela Petie today. I will be in touch with you shortly with regards 

to how we will proceed with managing the reintegration activities outlined by Gary Uhlmann.   

 

Regards 

Paul 

Sent from my iPad 
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Cathie Allen

From: Helen Russell

Sent: Tuesday, 3 October 2017 2:24 PM

To: Paul Csoban

Cc: Cathie Allen

Subject: Email to Amanda Reeves 

Hi Paul, I have drafted the below email for you to send to Amanda today regarding the work involving Angela Petie.  

 

 

Afternoon Amanda,  

 

As per advice from Mr Gary Uhlmann, Chief Executive Officer, HSQ I have engaged an external workplace consultant to 

work with the Forensic DNA Analysis function commencing this week. I have arranged for Ms Angela Petie to meet with 

you tomorrow morning at TIME/ LOCATION to undertake the reintegration activities outlined in Gary’s email to you 

dated 22 September 2017.  

 

I can confirm Ms Petie has been provided with the details of the reintegration activities from Gary. If you have any 

questions or would like to arrange this for an alternative time/ date please do not hesitate to contact me this afternoon. 

 

Regards  

 

 

 

Helen Russell 
Senior Human Resources Officer 

  

HR Performance, People Performance and Excellence, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and 
future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Gary Uhlmann

Sent: Friday, 6 October 2017 3:22 PM

To: amanda reeves; Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen; Shaun Mulholland; Dianne Woolley

Cc: Barbara Phillips;  

Subject: Support Consultancy FSS - Workplace Edge

This email is to confirm that in response to our RFQ, the successful consultants for the support work to be undertaken at 

FSS is Workplace Edge and that this consultancy will commence on Thursday 12 October. This work will be undertaken 

by Peter Mathews and Allan Holz who have a wealth of experience in both organisational and human resource 

management matters over a period of decades. 

 

The purpose of this consultancy is to: 

1. Ensure the effective future operation of the DNA area within FSS; 

2. Help address any issues that need to be resolved to ensure a successful return by Amanda Reeves to her 

substantive position; 

3. Work with the management team to ensure successful future management team operations; 

4. Help ensure that Amanda’s team can operate effectively both individually and across team boundaries into the 

future; and 

5. Identify and help resolve any other existing or potential matters that may impact on the successful operation of 

the DNA function.  

 

I envisage that the consultancy will consist of the following steps: 

1. I will brief the consultants today on my view of what needs to be addressed by the consultancy (completed); 

2. The consultants will then undertake an initial scoping interview commencing 12 October with Shaun 

Mulholland, Dianne Woolley, Amanda Reeves, Paul Csoban and Cathie Allen to make sure that they understand 

everyone’s expectations and understanding against my brief above to them and clarify with me any areas of 

confusion or concern. 

3. The consultants will then prepare a draft approach document that will be issued to all stakeholders for final 

comment and then signed off by me. 

4. The agreed scope of work and approach will be undertaken by the consultants. 

5. The consultants will report directly to me throughout the work program however Dianne Woolley and the PP&E 

partner Dianne has assigned to FSS will be involved as required. 

6. Paul & Cathie will be consulted as part of the process as it is their responsibility and accountability to ensure the 

effective operation of FSS. 

7. At the end of the agreed scope of work the consultants will prepare a report for my consideration. 

 

Although Angela Petie has been involved on an interim basis, Angela will not be involved in the process from this point 

onwards.   

 

If we are to be successful, everyone will need to be open and cooperative throughout the process and treat the 

consultants and each other with respect. If anyone has any concerns throughout the period of the consultancy, these 

need to be raised directly with me for my attention.   

 

Either my office or the consultants themselves will contact each of you to establish a meeting time next week. 

 

I look forward to working with each of you on this project. 

 

Regards 
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Gary 

 

 

 

Gary Uhlmann   

Chief Executive Officer   

    

Health Support Queensland, Department of Health   

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier 
Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paige Rosekrans

Sent: Wednesday, 4 October 2017 9:38 AM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: PHONE MESSAGE:

Phone Message 

________________________________________ 

Caller:                                   Angela Petie 

Phone Number:                                

________________________________________ 

Message: 

 

Good morning Cathie, 

 

Angela called and asked to let you know that she is going into a meeting now for around 30min to 1hour, she will try 

and call you then. 

 

________________________________________ 

 

 

Thank you, 
Kind Regards, 
 

Paige Rosekrans 
Administrative Officer  

  

Police Service Stream, Forensic DNA Analysis, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 14 December 2017 11:07 AM

To: Allan Holz

Subject: RE: Additional interviews

Hi Allan 

I’ve set up the appointments for Monday, 18
th

 of Dec in CR111.  Schedule is as follows: 

9am – 9.45am – Claire Gallagher 

9.45am – 10.30am – Emma Caunt 

10.30am – 11.15am – Penny Taylor 

Cheers 

Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

    
 

   

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

From: Allan Holz [mailto:  

Sent: Thursday, 14 December 2017 9:54 AM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: Re: Additional interviews 

Dear Cathie 

Monday will suit. I can come out at 9.00 am if that is OK with you and the others. 

Regards 

Allan 

From: Cathie Allen <  

Sent: Wednesday, 13 December 2017 5:20:42 PM 

CA-30
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To: Allan Holz 

Subject: Additional interviews  

  
Hi Allan 

  

From the Leave Calendar, it appears that Claire, Emma and Penny are available on the following days: 

  

Monday, 18
th

 of Dec 

Tuesday, 19
th

 of Dec 

Wednesday, 20
th

 of Dec 

  

Please let me know which day suits you best, I’ll arrange for interviews in CR111. 

  

Cheers 

Cathie 

  

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

 

  
  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

  

  
******************************************************************************** 
This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 

it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 

175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 
Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 

or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Wednesday, 17 January 2018 8:51 AM

To:

Subject: FW: Meeting for Reporting Teams

Hi Allan 

 

Kylie Rika has a non-work day on a Monday, so her meeting will need to be Tuesday, prior to the reporting group 

meeting. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Tuesday, 16 January 2018 2:45 PM 
To: 'Allan Holz' 

Subject: RE: Meeting for Reporting Teams 

 
Hi Allan 

 

No problems at all. 

 

We’ve had to let staff go home now from FSS as we don’t have air conditioning, so its too hot for them to 

work.  Hopefully this will be rectified tomorrow. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Allan Holz [mailto:   

Sent: Tuesday, 16 January 2018 2:35 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: Re: Meeting for Reporting Teams 

 

Dear Cathie 

 

That should be OK we will have all of our other meetings o the Monday. 

 

Regards 

 

Allan 

From: Cathie Allen <  

Sent: Tuesday, 16 January 2018 8:28:13 AM 

To: Allan Holz 

Cc: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Meeting for Reporting Teams  

  
Hi Allan 

  

I’ve looked at the leave calendar and the most suitable day for meeting with both the reporting teams is Tuesday, 23
rd

 

of Jan – it has the least number of staff absent. 

  

I would recommend that the meeting could take place in the afternoon – 1.30pm or 2pm. 

  

Cheers 

Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  
  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

  

  
******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 

it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 
175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 

or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 
********************************************************************************** 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 9 November 2017 5:49 PM

To: Peter Mathews

Subject: RE: Process Document

Attachments: Re-establishment Plan - Process  061117_CJA.docx

Hi Peter 

 

Please find attached my completed form. 

 

Dr Peter Culshaw will be undertaking the role of Managing Scientist from Friday, 10
th

 of Nov until Monday, 27
th

 of Nov 

(inclusive).  His email is  and his contact number will be  as he will be 

located in my office. 

 

Peter can contact me in extremely urgent situations if required. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Peter Mathews [mailto:   

Sent: Monday, 6 November 2017 1:18 PM 

To: Cathie Allen; Justin Howes; Paul Csoban 
Cc: Allan Holz; Paul Guyatt 

Subject: Process Document 

 

Dear Cathie, Justin and Paul 

Thank you for meeting with Allan and me today.  As agreed, I have attached am e-copy of the Process Document – it 

would be appreciated if you could complete the form and return to us by COB Wednesday. 

Kind regards 

Peter 
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Process to Support the Re-Establishment of Ms Amanda Reeves at FSS 

 

Action Activity By Whom 

 

By When Progress and Comments 

1. First Round of 
Interviews  

• Interviews with Cathie Allen, 
Paul Csoban and Justin Howes  

 
• Parallel meeting with Amanda 

Reeves to discuss overall 
approach 

 

• Peter/Allan 
 

• Wed 8 
Nov 

• Purpose of meetings to 
agree and document 
what normal line 
reporting and 
professional 
relationships look like 
going into the future. 

2. Second Round of 
Interviews  

• Interviews with Allan McNevin, 
Luke Ryan, Kirsten Scott, Kylie 
Rika, Sharon Johnstone, Paula 
Brisotto, and Wendy Harmer. 

• Peter/Allan 
 

• Wed 8 
Nov 

• Purpose of meetings to 
agree and document 
what normal 
professional 
relationships look like 
going into the future. 
 

3. Develop  
Re-establishment 
Plan 

• Develop draft documented re-
establishment plan. 

 
• Socialise the draft with key 

managers (Cathie Allan, Paul 
Csoban, Justin Howes and 
Michel Lok and others as 
required eg Shaun Mulholland) 

 
• Present working document to 

Ms Reeves and her lawyer and 
work through the document 
with Ms Reeves to point of 
agreement on approach and 
specifics 

 

• Peter/Allan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Peter/Allan 
 

• Fri 17 
Nov 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Fri 24 

Nov 

Develop workable Re-
Establishment Plan and 
set date for 
Implementation 
 

4. Team Building 
workshop with 
Peers 

• Organise and develop half day 
workshop with Ms Reeves and 
her peers  

 

• Peter/Allan • Wed 13 
Dec 

• Undertake planning and 
set goals for group and 
discuss way forward and 
how the team is going 
to work together. 
 

5. Team Building 
workshop with Ms 
Reeves and her 
Team 

• Organise and develop half day 
workshop with Ms Reeves and 
her team – to discuss way 
forward and how the team is 
going to work together 

 

• Peter/Allan • Wed 20 
Dec 

• Undertake planning and 
set goals for group and 
discuss way forward and 
how the team is going 
to work together. 
 

6. Ongoing 
Monitoring 

• Undertake ongoing monitoring 
of plan and performance 
against milestones 

 

• Peter/Allan • Ongoing 
to ?? 
March 
2018 

• Assess performance of 
plan against set goals 
and milestones 
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OVERVIEW 

Re-establishment Plan for FSS and Ms Amanda Reeves 

The re-establishment plan would include elements such as: 

• Defined objectives and assessable goals for Ms Reeves and FSS, agreed to by both parties, to measure the 
progress with successful re-integration of Ms Reeves into the FSS workplace and specifically the Forensic 
Reporting and Intelligence Team.  This will enable the plan to be tailored and adjusted to assist Ms Reeves 
and members of the FSS teams to ensure a smooth return to ordinary line management processes and 
ordinary professional/functional relationships. 

• The role and specific duties that Ms Reeves is able to undertake, including staging of the uptake of these 
duties depending on her readiness to undertake the specific duties. 

• The specific duties or tasks to be avoided, until such time as FSS and Ms Reeves agree that Ms Reeves is 
ready to take on those duties and they do not represent a risk to Ms Reeves, her work colleagues or the 
organisation. 

• The workplace support that Ms Reeves requires to enable her to undertake normal duties in a competent 
manner, such as: 

o any appropriate training or re-training that Ms Reeves would require, given that she has not 
worked in her substantive role for some time; 

o any counselling or medical consultation or rehabilitation support that Ms Reeves may require to 
assist her with rehabilitation into the workforce and normalisation of individual and line  
management relationships and duties; 

o provision of an appropriate support person who is available as required to assist by Ms Reeves. 
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Questions to assist the Development of the Re-Establishment Plan for Ms Amanda Reeves @ FSS 

Action Setting priorities and allocating 
work 

Performance Monitoring   Managing Relationships  What is in operation now that 
needs to change  

1. What does normal 
line reporting look  
like going into the 
future  

Priority of items is set by the QPS.  
Allocation of urgent cases is by 
roster.   
Senior Scientists (HP5s) regularly 
check in with their staff (via team 
meeting and/or individual meetings) 
on their workload and progress, 
escalate issues to Team Leader who 
may further escalate to Managing 
Scientist 

Decrease in turnaround time for final 
results to be issued, decrease in the 
number of outstanding results to be 
issued or number of items to be 
examined/analysed 

Open communication in a trusting 
environment, where confidential 
information stays within the 
management team 

Low base of trust in management 
team, limited communication and 
may not be conducted in a 
professional, collegial manner 

2. What does normal 
professional  
reporting look like 
going into the 
future 

‘Chain of command’ is observed, 
with notification being given to the 
line manager where items have been 
escalated above them 

Decrease in ‘surprise’ communication 
from outside regarding an issue 

Open communication in a trusting 
environment, robust scientific 
debate can occur without fear of 
reprisal 

Lines of reporting are not being 
observed, ad hoc information 
being sort in different areas which 
makes it difficult to ensure that all 
information is collated 

3. What are normal 
processes FSS will 
use to manage   
continuous 
improvement 
going into the 
future 

Well established Standard Operating 
Procedures regarding change 
management and projects will be 
used (updating of these SOPs will 
occur on a regular basis) 

Increase in the number of change 
management projects and reviews of 
projects by the management team 
members 

Each management team member is 
able to freely approach another 
member, in a professional manner, 
to ask questions and clarify 
information, without free of reprisal. 

Each management team member 
reviews the change proposals 
themselves and seeks answers to 
queries by discussing them with 
the project lead (rather than 
delegating this task to one of their 
team members to do).  Raise 
proposals regarding news ideas or 
changes as appropriate, 
sometimes in collaboration with 
the Team Leader. 
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Action Setting priorities and allocating 
work 

Performance Monitoring   Managing Relationships  What is in operation now that 
needs to change  

4. What does normal 
Peer level 
functioning look 
like going into the 
future 

Cases can be allocated to peers 
based on expertise and competency 
or allocation can occur by Team 
Leaders 

 

High level of peer review is carried out 
across a number of peers (rather than 
1 person’s work always going to 1 or 2 
people). 

Open communication in a trusting 
environment, robust scientific 
debate can occur without fear of 
reprisal.  Each management team 
member is able to freely approach 
another member, in a professional 
manner, to ask questions and clarify 
information, without free of reprisal. 

Perception that particular peers’ 
work should be avoided, so that 
any issues don’t become conflict.  
This is most likely due to the low 
level of trust in the group. 

5. What does normal 
Team level 
functioning look 
like going into the 
future 

Colleagues work together to ensure 
work is reported in a timely manner. 

Decrease in incident reports Open communication in a trusting 
environment, robust scientific 
debate can occur without fear of 
reprisal.  Each management team 
member is able to freely approach 
another member, in a professional 
manner, to ask questions and clarify 
information, without free of reprisal. 

Low level of trust amongst the 
management team, so debate will 
not occur at management team 
meetings.  This debate will occur 
outside meetings, so items will 
take longer to resolve. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Allan Holz <

Sent: Thursday, 18 January 2018 10:36 AM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: Re: draft email for comment to individual managers in DNA

Looks Good 

 

Regards 

 

Allan 

From: Cathie Allen <  

Sent: Thursday, 18 January 2018 9:53:31 AM 

To: Paul Csoban; Allan Holz 

Subject: RE: draft email for comment to individual managers in DNA  

  
Hi Paul 

  

I’ve added my comments to the body below. 

  

Cheers 

Cathie 

  

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
 

  
     
  

    

 
  

 vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

  

  

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Thursday, 18 January 2018 9:08 AM 
To: Cathie Allen; Allan Holz 

Subject: draft email for comment to individual managers in DNA 

  

Hi Cathie, Allan 

Draft for comment please 
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2

This message is for Amanda, Justin, Kylie and Sharon 

Paul 

  

  

  

  

Dear name 

  

Thank you for your time in providing information to Allan Holz and Peter Mathews from Workplace Edge recently. 

  

I will be arranging a meeting for the Reporting teams of Forensic DNA Analysis to provide feedback on the trends as 

outlined by staff on their perceptions of some of the issues we face. 

  

Prior to this general meeting, as a matter of courtesy, I would like to give you an  opportunity to receive feedback on an 

individual basis pertinent particularly to you and your area.  If you would like to take up this offer, you may bring a 

support person along but please advise Allan Holz of the name of the support to ensure that are an appropriate support 

person for such a confidential meeting. 

  

Helen Russell is the HR Business Partner for FSS so I would like to offer Helen as a resource for you.  Employee 

Assistance offers a confidential counselling service which is free of charge to all employees of Health Support 

Queensland for up to six sessions per calendar year. Access to this service is by self-referral. Please contact OPTUM on 

1800 604 640. More information on Employee Assistance can be found at: 

http://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/eap/home.htm.  

  

Shortly, Sandy Sinclair will be in touch regarding an appointment time for you early next week. 

  

Kind regards 

Paul 

  

  

 

Paul Csoban 

Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

  

  
******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 

it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 
If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 

175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 

or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 
Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 23 January 2018 4:02 PM

To: Adrian Pippia; Amanda Reeves; Angela Adamson; Angelina Keller; Anne Finch; 

Cassandra James; Deborah Nicoletti; Emma Caunt; Hannah Pattison; Ingrid Moeller; 

Jacqui Wilson; Josie Entwistle; Justin Howes; Kylie Rika; Matthew Hunt; Rhys Parry; 

Sharon Johnstone; Thomas Nurthen; Claire Gallagher; Penelope Taylor; Allison Lloyd

Cc: Paul Csoban; 

Subject: Further assistance if required

Hi Everyone 

 

Thank you for your attendance and contributions during the interviews with Allan and at today’s meeting.  I have set up 

times with the staff members from reporting that were absent today, so that they are provided with the feedback as 

well. 

 

Whilst we are in the process of attempting to secure additional HR / IR resources, Helen Russell is the HR Business 

Partner for FSS so if you have something that you’d like to discuss with a HR staff member, you are able to contact 

Helen and make a time for when she’s at FSS.   

 

If today, or other days, raise concerns for you and you would like someone to talk to about your concerns, Employee 

Assistance offers a confidential counselling service which is free of charge to all employees of Health Support 

Queensland, for up to six sessions per calendar year.  Access to this service is by self-referral.  Please contact OPTUM on 

1800 604 640. More information on Employee Assistance can be found at: 

http://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/eap/home.htm.  

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 1 December 2017 9:33 AM

To: Adrian Pippia; Allison Lloyd; Angela Adamson; Cassandra James; Matthew Hunt; Rhys 

Parry; Thomas Nurthen; Alicia Quartermain; Anne Finch; Deborah Nicoletti; Hannah 

Pattison; Ingrid Moeller; Josie Entwistle; Jacqui Wilson

Cc: Paula Brisotto; Kylie Rika; Amanda Reeves; Justin Howes; Wendy Harmer

Subject: Appointment of Workplace Edge

Hi Everyone 

 

Michel Lok, General Manager for Strategy, Community and Scientific Support, along with the previous CEO Gary 

Uhlmann appointed Workplace Edge, specialist consultants, to provide guidance and support to improve our workplace 

and support the effective delivery of critical services.  As part of this, Allan Holz from Workplace Edge would like to have 

a one on one discussion with you, which is scheduled for Monday and Tuesday next week.  Shortly an appointment will 

be sent to you regarding the time that has been arranged for your discussion with Allan. 

 

If you have any queries regarding this, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 14 December 2017 11:05 AM

To: Claire Gallagher; Emma Caunt; Penelope Taylor

Cc: Kylie Rika; Paula Brisotto; Justin Howes; Wendy Harmer

Subject: FW: Appointment of Workplace Edge

Hi Everyone 

 

An appointment will be set up for you with Allan Holz for Monday 18
th

 of Dec. 

 

If you have any questions, please have a chat with either  Paula or myself. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Friday, 1 December 2017 9:53 AM 
To: Claire Gallagher; Emma Caunt; Penelope Taylor 

Cc: Paula Brisotto; Kylie Rika; Amanda Reeves; Justin Howes; Wendy Harmer 
Subject: FW: Appointment of Workplace Edge 

 

Hi Everyone 

 

Your leave was during the period that Allan Holz conducted one on one discussions with members of the reporting 

teams.  A discussion will be set up for you upon your return, dependent on Allan’s availability. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 
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Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Friday, 1 December 2017 9:33 AM 
To: Adrian Pippia; Allison Lloyd; Angela Adamson; Cassandra James; Matthew Hunt; Rhys Parry; Thomas Nurthen; Alicia 

Quartermain; Anne Finch; Deborah Nicoletti; Hannah Pattison; Ingrid Moeller; Josie Entwistle; Jacqui Wilson 
Cc: Paula Brisotto; Kylie Rika; Amanda Reeves; Justin Howes; Wendy Harmer 

Subject: Appointment of Workplace Edge 

 

Hi Everyone 

 

Michel Lok, General Manager for Strategy, Community and Scientific Support, along with the previous CEO Gary 

Uhlmann appointed Workplace Edge, specialist consultants, to provide guidance and support to improve our workplace 

and support the effective delivery of critical services.  As part of this, Allan Holz from Workplace Edge would like to have 

a one on one discussion with you, which is scheduled for Monday and Tuesday next week.  Shortly an appointment will 

be sent to you regarding the time that has been arranged for your discussion with Allan. 

 

If you have any queries regarding this, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 1 December 2017 10:48 AM

To: Adrian Pippia; Allison Lloyd; Angela Adamson; Cassandra James; Matthew Hunt; Rhys 

Parry; Thomas Nurthen; Alicia Quartermain; Anne Finch; Deborah Nicoletti; Hannah 

Pattison; Ingrid Moeller; Josie Entwistle; Jacqui Wilson; Angelina Keller

Cc: Paula Brisotto; Kylie Rika; Amanda Reeves; Justin Howes; Wendy Harmer; 

Subject: Appointment of Workplace Edge

Hi Everyone 

 

Appointments have now been sent for all staff that are available on Monday and Tuesday.  Please be aware that whilst 

an appointment time has been set, some flexible may be required pending the length of discussions held.  So you may 

be requested to attend earlier or may have to wait a little while.   

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

 

Hi Everyone 

 

Michel Lok, General Manager for Strategy, Community and Scientific Support, along with the previous CEO Gary 

Uhlmann appointed Workplace Edge, specialist consultants, to provide guidance and support to improve our workplace 

and support the effective delivery of critical services.  As part of this, Allan Holz from Workplace Edge would like to have 

a one on one discussion with you, which is scheduled for Monday and Tuesday next week.  Shortly an appointment will 

be sent to you regarding the time that has been arranged for your discussion with Allan. 

 

If you have any queries regarding this, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 23 January 2018 9:03 AM

To: Paul Csoban; 

Subject: Final version of the powerpoint

Attachments: Response to Feedback from the Reporting Teams_final.potx

Hi Paul & Allan 

 

Amended as per request. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Feedback from the 
Reporting Teams

Interviews conducted by Workplace 
Edge between 4th and 18th Dec 2017
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General comments

• The information supplied within this presentation is a 
summary of opinions of the majority of staff interviewed

• Names of interviewees have not been linked with their 
comments and no identifying material has been made 
available to FSS staff or HSQ staff

2Feedback from Reporting Teams - Interviews by Workplace Edge 1597
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• Please bear in mind – the presentation is reflecting your 
views that you put forward and a lot of information was 
provided, but main points provided today reflect the 
significant number of interviewees that brought this 
information forward

3Feedback from Reporting Teams - Interviews by Workplace Edge 1598
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Status of the Reporting Teams

Staff Perceptions:
• Seen by other teams as: 

- as difficult to work with
- tending to engage in conflict more than cooperation

• Clarified that reporting staff raise concerns due to ensure 
appropriate interpretation and that other teams may not 
appreciate the level of clarity required for Court

• Majority of staff reported morale is low

4Feedback from Reporting Teams - Interviews by Workplace Edge 1599
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Management

Staff Perceptions:
• Management culture is one of blame

- Too many managers
- Favouritism 

• Decisions made on the basis of personal relationships, 
rather than business requirements

• Management culture discourages dissent and dissent risks 
reprisal

• Management culture is disharmonious and the effect of this 
is deflating and fatiguing

5Feedback from Reporting Teams - Interviews by Workplace Edge 1600
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HR Support

6Feedback from Reporting Teams - Interviews by Workplace Edge

Staff Perceptions:
• No-one in the Reporting Teams considered that the 

organisation has been well served by HR, referring to: 
- unresolved grievances;
- HR being bound to the management view and not 

exhibiting any independent thinking; and
- HR being passive, not active, and largely ineffective.

• Some staff indicated that they have sought HR advice 
from external sources, including Legal advice, due to a 
lack of confidence in the service provided by the 
Department.
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Culture

Staff Perceptions:
• Presence of pernicious gossip permeates the organisation –

management incapable of addressing this

• Gossip is toxic and this type of conduct is personally 
damaging for some individuals, but it also contributes to low 
morale.

• Some managers were not willing to act against poor 
workplace behaviours because of the potential to offend 
cliques and affect relationships. It was generally considered 
that values and goals are not aligned across the 
organisation.
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Team Organisation

Staff Perceptions:
• Reporting Teams 1 and 2 are really one team where the two 

halves of the team alternate between Case Management 
and Statement preparation on a fortnightly basis.  This was 
seen to be unnecessarily rigid and inefficient.

• The supervisors seem to be engaged in a lot of activity, but 
that activity does not contribute to the output of the Teams.  

• Under the current structure, the three teams that undertake 
Case Management activities have four managers, and that 
this is excessive and unnecessary and leads to micro-
management.  
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Team Organisation

• Staff Perceptions:
• The current piecemeal allocation of work by supervisors is 

unnecessary and inefficient, leading to considerable 
inequities in the allocation of work.  

• Inequitable workload distribution is a symptom of a lack of 
an internal framework:

» lack of defined accountabilities 
» KPIs with monitoring  

• Unequal output of work from staff is neither fair, nor 
reasonable or efficient, and contributes to the low morale

9Feedback from Reporting Teams - Interviews by Workplace Edge 1604
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Team Functioning

10Feedback from Reporting Teams - Interviews by Workplace Edge

Staff Perceptions:
• cliques within the teams, which affects a wide range of 

issues, such as the distribution of work and access to 
other opportunities.

• Some staff reported that they have been bullied and 
harassed in the workplace and that managers have not 
taken appropriate action, either by way of investigation or 
other appropriate intervention.

• Some staff reported that they often felt unwell because of 
the distress they felt from the effects of the social and 
interpersonal dysfunction in the teams and some have 
sought external professional advice and support.
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Team Functioning

11Feedback from Reporting Teams - Interviews by Workplace Edge

Staff Perceptions:

• The Reporting Teams do not interact socially with the other 
Teams, and that there were losses from this for the whole 
organisation, including damage to morale.

• Internal communications, both vertically and horizontal are 
poor.

• The current bottleneck and growing case management list 
affects the reputation of the Reporting Teams and there is no 
clear plan to deal with it.

• The change from Profiler Plus for Volume Crime samples is a 
significant change and there is no clear plan to address this.
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Work Arrangements

Staff Perceptions:
• Part-time staff are unable to accumulate TOIL, however this 

is different to what occurs in Forensic Chemistry

• View the rigidity applied to ‘spread of hours’ affects flexibility 
in the workplace

12Feedback from Reporting Teams - Interviews by Workplace Edge 1607
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Training

Staff Perceptions:
• Most team members believed that the use of Moot Courts 

was a very effective training tool to help staff to appear in 
Court and many believed that this experience should be 
extended to the other teams so that they could have a better 
understanding of what form of thinking was required in order 
to present results in a Court setting.

• Some Reporters take an inappropriate level of interest in 
case outcomes and risk losing the objectivity required of an 
expert witness.

• A significant number of team members reinforced the need 
for this form of moot court training to assist staff to remain 
objective in the provision of evidence and offset contextual 
bias
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Integration of the Teams

14Feedback from Reporting Teams - Interviews by Workplace Edge

Staff Perceptions:
• The Intelligence Team does not currently have an effective 

compliment of staff and should be absorbed into the 
Reporting Teams, enabling a redistribution of tasks as this 
would improve efficiencies and improve work quality and 
variety.

• A strongly expressed view was that a single integrated 
Reporting Team, which included the Intelligence Team, 
would only require one Team Leader (HP6) and one 
supervisor (HP5)

–More responsibility for work output by all staff members
–More autonomy
– Improved quality of work life
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Forensic Register

15Feedback from Reporting Teams - Interviews by Workplace Edge

Staff Perceptions:
• Most staff felt positive benefits will flow from the introduction 

of FR, in the future.

• organisation should not lose the opportunity to refine its 
systems and process to make best use of FR, and to ensure 
that further development of FR meets everyone’s needs.  

– for example, currently statement preparation in FR takes 
much longer than under the previous system.
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Quality and Projects

Staff Perceptions:
• Concern that significant Projects have not been delivered, 

which contributes to difficulties between Reporting and the 
other teams. 

– example given: the failure to finalise the capillary 
electrophoresis project, which is not yet finalised after 
seven years of consideration 

• Projects are not managed effectively:
– no single point of responsibility for delivery of Projects
– can affect the level of confidence they have with regard to 

court  
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Quality & Projects

Staff Perceptions:
• there should be a central point of accountability for process 

improvement and project delivery
– this should be the role of Quality and Projects to drive 

this, particularly to ensure scientific rigour

• opportunity to work on projects is not shared equitably
– leads to loss of existing skills and ability to develop new 

skills

• consistent with concerns regarding favouritism
– allocation of project opportunities should be on the basis 

of scientific merit, not to placate agitators or reward allies

17Feedback from Reporting Teams - Interviews by Workplace Edge 1612
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Summary of 
Concerns

18Feedback from Reporting Teams - Interviews by Workplace Edge 1613
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Summary of Concerns

Staff Perceptions:
• The culture is worse now than it was in the mid 2000’s

• There is a lack of accountability for work output in the 
Reporting Teams and performance is not actively managed, 
and the social dysfunction is serious and damaging

• Outstanding workload is increasing and there is no clear 
plan to manage this. The changeover from Profiler Plus to 
PP21 and the associated business rules are not agreed 
upon with the QPS and this is becoming urgent 

• The Commonwealth Games is also looming and no plan has 
been communicated to the teams  

19Feedback from Reporting Teams - Interviews by Workplace Edge 1614
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Summary of concerns

Staff Perceptions:
• Communications are poor between the vertical levels of management and it 

is not an inclusive workplace

• There is a failure to manage social processes in the broader organisation 
e.g. disengagement / marginalisation of the Reporting Team and failure to 
manage pernicious rumours

• There is separation between the ‘science’ teams and the reporting teams as 
a result of the development of antagonistic attitudes, which is further 
entrenched by a lack of socialising and reduction in other meaningful 
interactions

• Managers are not managing staff

• Planning for moving forward is not clear

20Feedback from Reporting Teams - Interviews by Workplace Edge 1615
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Way Forward

• Status of the Reporting Teams
» Investigate ways to improve the interactions between 

the teams to improve information sharing and ensure 
shared decision making where it’s appropriate

• Morale
» There is an urgent need to address morale and this will 

not be achieved without purposeful effort over a period 
of time.

» Culture Development process to be undertaken

22Feedback from Reporting Teams - Interviews by Workplace Edge 1616
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Way Forward

• Management
» There is a clear message that staff expect improved 

communications and more timely action on problems 
that affect their well-being.  We will be looking at the best 
ways to achieve this.

» There is an expectation that internal processes will be 
open and merit based and transparent in accordance 
with Departmental policies and internal processes and  
communications need to enable and demonstrate this. 

» A goal must be to ensure a culture of inclusion and 
shared sense of achievement and this will be a key goal 
of the cultural development process
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Way Forward

• HR Support
»There is no disagreement that we have not been well 

resourced or well serviced from an HR management 
perspective.  We are currently examining options for 
improving HR / IR support for the whole of FSS.
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Way Forward

• Culture
»Gossip is damaging and destructive and improper conduct will 

be  addressed decisively.  There are employment policies and 
processes to deal with inappropriate behaviour and one of the 
reasons for improving our access to HR resources is to 
address issues before they become problematic.

»The Department has no tolerance for workplace bullying and 
harassment.  There will be education programs to ensure staff 
are informed of standards of conduct the Department expects 
and resources will be available to support staff

» Managers will be expected to manage and they will be 
supported to ensure that best practice outcomes are achieved 
for all our staff.
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Way Forward

• Team Organisation & Team Functioning
» Much information has been provided about the 

organisation and functioning of the Reporting Teams and 
the Intelligence Team and a process will be put in place 
to assess the issues raised, do some data mining and 
devise a change management plan

»This process will include consideration of the thoughts 
put forward about Team Integration.

»There will be further consultation with all staff of Forensic 
DNA Analysis as we go forward on this issue.
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Way Forward

• Work Arrangements
» Forensic Chemistry work under different arrangements and 

part-time staff accumulate ATO
» We will work with HR regarding a way forward

• Training
» Suggestions about training needs for staff who provide court 

evidence will be considered and the benefits from widening 
participation in the use of Moot Courts and other training 
methods will be considered

• Forensic Register
» presents us with both challenges and opportunities and 

further information will be provided about FR and additional 
input can be put forward to your line manager for 
enhancement
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Way Forward

• Quality & Projects

» Clearly there is a high level of awareness about quality 
issues and projects, including project design and project 
completion and access to opportunities for involvement 
in projects

» There is much to consider in what has been put forward 
and there will be further consultation with staff on these 
issues before final decisions are made
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Way Forward

• The current bottleneck and growing case management list 
» We will seek your input and ideas on how to tackle this

• Changeover from Profiler Plus to PP21 and associated business 
rules

» Kylie and Sharon have been tasked with devising the 
workflow process for Volume Crime samples

» Additional consultation will be undertaken with the QPS as 
appropriate

• Commonwealth Games
»It is anticipated that an increase in items will be received 

during this period and workforce management plans have 
been implemented

» If a DVI were to occur, we will align with the DVI plan to 
process the samples and the plan allocates the priority.  This 
is done in consultation with the QPS and Coroner.
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Tuesday, 13 February 2018 9:11 AM

To: Allan Holz

Subject: RE: Summary doc

Attachments: Summary of feedback_v1.doc

Hi Allan 

 

How are you going with the summary document?  I’m keen to get this out to the staff. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Allan Holz [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 31 January 2018 2:21 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: Re: Summary doc 

 

Dear Cathie 

 

I will get back to you re this tomorrow. 

 

Regards 

 

Allan 

From: Cathie Allen <  

Sent: Wednesday, 31 January 2018 2:09:31 PM 

To: Paul Csoban; Allan Holz 

Subject: Summary doc  

  
Hi Paul and Allan 
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A couple of staff members from the reporting teams have requested a copy of the presentation.  The presentation is not 

sufficient on its own to tell the story as it requires the words that we wrapped around it.  I’ve put together a Summary 

document that I thought we could give to staff and would like your feedback.  Whilst I have minimised the feedback, I’m 

attempting to focus on the way forward.  Please let me know if I’ve minimised too much and I can add more in. 

  

Cheers 

Cathie 

  

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

  

  
******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 

it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 
175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 

or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Forensic and Scientific Services 

 

Page: 1 of 1 
Document Number: 24765T9 
Valid From: 19/09/2014 
Approver/s: Helen GREGG 

 
 
 
Summary of feedback from Reporting Teams – Forensic DNA Analysis, after interviews conducted 
by Workplace Edge 
 
 
A significant number of staff expressed the following perceptions: 
 

- The morale within the reporting teams is low 
- There is a perceived lack of accountability for work output and performance is not actively 

managed.   
- There is a perception that with an increasing workload, there is no clear plan to manage it. 
- The Commonwealth Games will be held shortly and there has been no plan communicated 

to the teams regarding this event. 
- Communication needs to be improved between vertical levels of management. 
- There is a perception that gossip is damaging and there is a failure to manage pernicious 

rumours 
- There is a perception that the separation between ER & Q teams and FRIT was a result of 

the development of antagonistic attitudes, which was further entrenched by a lack of 
socialising and reduction in other meaningful interactions.  

 
 
Way Forward 
 

- FRIT management will investigate ways to improve the interactions between the teams to 
improve information sharing and ensure shared decision making where this is appropriate 

- A culture development process will be undertaken to address the low morale within the 
teams along with other areas identified 

- Management Team will be looking at the best ways to achieve improved communications 
and more timely action on problems that affect your well-being. 

- Internal processes will be open, merit based and transparent in accordance with 
Departmental policies.  The communications regarding these internal processes will also 
enable and demonstrate this. 

- A key goal through the cultural development process will be to ensure a culture of inclusion 
and a shared sense of achievement. 

- FSS are examining options for improving HR and IR support for the campus 
- Increasing the availability of HR resources will assist in addressing issues regarding 

improper conduct in a timely manner 
- Further consultation with all staff of Forensic DNA Analysis will be undertaken in light of the 

feedback regarding team organisation and team functioning 
- Suggestion regarding training needs for staff and the benefits from widening participation in 

the use of Moot Courts and other training methods will be considered 
- Frequently Asked Questions regarding Forensic Register has been provided to all staff 

members in Police Services Stream 
- Further consultation and consideration given to the large amount of feedback regarding 

quality and projects. 
- Workshops to be undertaken regarding the functioning of the individual reporting teams. 
- Workflow devised regarding volume crime samples being profiled with PP21 
- Commonwealth Games is anticipated to increase the number of items submitted and 

workforce management plans have been implemented for this period. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 4 January 2018 4:08 PM

To: Justin Howes; Paula Brisotto

Subject: FW: GM message to all Forensic DNA Analysis reporting team members 

Hi Justin & Paula 

 

I’m not sure who this went to – I’m assuming the reporting staff members that were interviewed. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Michel Lok  

Sent: Thursday, 21 December 2017 4:01 PM 
To: Michel Lok 

Subject: GM message to all Forensic DNA Analysis reporting team members  

 

 

I am writing to thank you for your participation in interviews undertaken by Allan Holz from Workplace Edge over the 

past couple of weeks. 

 

Workplace Edge is a consultancy that specialises in organisational development that we appointed in November to 

make recommendations on improvements to the workplace to support the effective delivery of critical services. 

 

Allan Holz is preparing a summary of your feedback to  present to the management team in the New Year and he has 

assured me that he will maintain the confidentiality of individual views and opinions. 

 

Once we have considered the Workplace Edge summary I would expect a number of options will become available to us 

and staff will have further opportunities to shape the workplace and improve the services we provide to our clients.   

 

I take this opportunity to wish you and your families the very best for the festive season and I look forward to working 

with you in the New Year. 
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Kind regards 

 

Michel 

 

 

Michel Lok 
General Manager 

  

Strategy, Community and Scientific Support 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Monday, 11 December 2017 9:37 AM

To: Michel Lok

Cc: Paul Csoban

Subject: RE: Return to Work

Hi Michel 

 

I can confirm that Amanda Reeves is at work today.  Paula Brisotto is in the process of requesting a copy of the 

certificate for Payroll. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Michel Lok  

Sent: Monday, 11 December 2017 9:31 AM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Paul Csoban 
Subject: Return to Work 

 

Good morning Cathie,  

 

Can you let me know if Amanda Reeves returned to duty please, or alternatively, if we have an extension of her leave. 

 

Thank you 

 

Michel 
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Michel Lok 
General Manager 

  

Strategy, Community and Scientific Support 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 7 December 2017 12:05 PM

To: Michel Lok

Cc: Paul Csoban

Subject: RE: Amanda Reeves

Hi Michel 

 

Amanda advised Paula Brisotto on Monday, 4
th

 of December that she had a certificate for the entire week.  Paula 

requested that Amanda advise us on Friday 8
th

 of Dec regarding her return.  Paula will request a copy of the medical 

certificate when she speaks with Amanda. 

 

I will advise you on her return or extension of leave. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Michel Lok  

Sent: Thursday, 7 December 2017 11:35 AM 

To: Cathie Allen 

Cc: Paul Csoban 
Subject: Amanda Reeves 

 

Hi Cathie, 

 

I understand Amanda Reeves is currently absent on sick leave.  Do you know when she is due to return to 

duty?  Alternatively, could I ask you to notify me when she does return to work. 

 

Thank you. 

 

Michel 
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Michel Lok 
General Manager 

  

Strategy, Community and Scientific Support 
 

  
        

 
   

  

 Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Jacqui Wilson

Sent: Friday, 1 December 2017 9:39 AM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: Appointment of Workplace Edge

Thanks ☺ 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Friday, 1 December 2017 9:38 AM 
To: Jacqui Wilson 

Subject: RE: Appointment of Workplace Edge 

 

Hi Jacqui 

 

Thanks for the heads up, I’ll schedule you for Monday morning. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
    

 
    

  

 vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Jacqui Wilson  

Sent: Friday, 1 December 2017 9:38 AM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: RE: Appointment of Workplace Edge 

 

Hi Cathie 

 

I have a number of Trials commencing next week so, if possible, may I request a Monday appointment as this would be 

the most likely day that I would not be required.  

 

Thanks 

Jacqui 
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From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Friday, 1 December 2017 9:33 AM 

To: Adrian Pippia; Allison Lloyd; Angela Adamson; Cassandra James; Matthew Hunt; Rhys Parry; Thomas Nurthen; Alicia 
Quartermain; Anne Finch; Deborah Nicoletti; Hannah Pattison; Ingrid Moeller; Josie Entwistle; Jacqui Wilson 

Cc: Paula Brisotto; Kylie Rika; Amanda Reeves; Justin Howes; Wendy Harmer 
Subject: Appointment of Workplace Edge 

 

Hi Everyone 

 

Michel Lok, General Manager for Strategy, Community and Scientific Support, along with the previous CEO Gary 

Uhlmann appointed Workplace Edge, specialist consultants, to provide guidance and support to improve our workplace 

and support the effective delivery of critical services.  As part of this, Allan Holz from Workplace Edge would like to have 

a one on one discussion with you, which is scheduled for Monday and Tuesday next week.  Shortly an appointment will 

be sent to you regarding the time that has been arranged for your discussion with Allan. 

 

If you have any queries regarding this, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HS afer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Monday, 15 January 2018 11:07 AM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: FW: Draft Confidential Review Report

Attachments: FFS-DNA - Issues -Themes PM 100118 v3 - clarification points_CJA.doc

Sensitivity: Confidential

FYI – forgot to include you 

Paul 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Monday, 15 January 2018 11:07 AM 
To: 'Peter Mathews'; Michel Lok 

Cc: Paul Guyatt; Allan Holz; Allan Holz (  
Subject: RE: Draft Confidential Review Report 

Sensitivity: Confidential 

 

HI Peter,  

As we discussed, I think it is worthwhile to add some clarification points to the statements made by staff and contained 

in the document. 

I appreciate that these are largely perceptions and need to be addressed but felt it was important for us to have an 

understanding of the reality of the situation to assist us in our way forward 

Kind regards 

Paul 

 

From: Peter Mathews [mailto:   

Sent: Wednesday, 10 January 2018 6:03 PM 
To: Michel Lok; Paul Csoban 

Cc: Paul Guyatt; Allan Holz; Allan Holz (  
Subject: Draft Confidential Review Report 

Importance: High 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

 

Michel and Paul 

Attached is a draft report for consideration at our meeting at 0930 hours tomorrow morning. 

I look forward to meeting with you. 

Kind regards 

Peter 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 18 January 2018 10:43 AM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: USE THIS ONE FW: draft email for comment to individual managers in DNA

Amended as discussed. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

H nd healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Thursday, 18 January 2018 10:39 AM 

To: 'Allan Holz'; Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: draft email for comment to individual managers in DNA 

 
Hi Allan 

 

Quick question – are we inviting Sharon Johnstone along to the feedback session for the reporting teams?  Sharon isn’t 

a line manager of a reporting team, but she is in the FRIT group, so just wondering about including her or not. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Allan Holz [mailto:   

Sent: Thursday, 18 January 2018 10:36 AM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: Re: draft email for comment to individual managers in DNA 

 

Looks Good 

 

Regards 

 

Allan 

From: Cathie Allen <  

Sent: Thursday, 18 January 2018 9:53:31 AM 

To: Paul Csoban; Allan Holz 

Subject: RE: draft email for comment to individual managers in DNA  

  
Hi Paul 

  

I’ve added my comments to the body below. 

  

Cheers 

Cathie 

  

Cathie Allen 

Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  
  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

  

  

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Thursday, 18 January 2018 9:08 AM 

To: Cathie Allen; Allan Holz 
Subject: draft email for comment to individual managers in DNA 
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Hi Cathie, Allan 

Draft for comment please 

This message is for Amanda, Justin, Kylie and Sharon 

Paul 

  

  

  

  

Dear name 

  

Thank you for your time in providing information to Allan Holz and Peter Mathews from Workplace Edge recently. 

  

I will be arranging a meeting for the Reporting teams of Forensic DNA Analysis to provide feedback on the trends as 

outlined by staff on their perceptions of some of the issues we face. 

  

Prior to this general meeting, as a matter of courtesy, I would like to give you an opportunity to receive feedback from 

Allan, on an individual basis, pertinent particularly to you and your area.  If you would like to take up this offer, you may 

bring a support person along but please advise Allan Holz of the name of the support to ensure that they are an 

appropriate support person for such a confidential meeting. 

  

Helen Russell is the HR Business Partner for FSS so I would like to offer Helen as a resource for you.  Employee 

Assistance offers a confidential counselling service which is free of charge to all employees of Health Support 

Queensland for up to six sessions per calendar year. Access to this service is by self-referral. Please contact OPTUM on 

1800 604 640. More information on Employee Assistance can be found at: 

http://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/eap/home.htm.  

  

Shortly, Sandy Sinclair will be in touch regarding an appointment time for you early next week. 

  

Kind regards 

Paul 

  

  

Paul Csoban 

Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

 

  

  
******************************************************************************** 

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and 

you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 
Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with 

it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 

175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication 

of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the 

consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme 
or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Thursday, 18 January 2018 10:37 AM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: RE: draft email to Reporting teams

Hi Paul 

 

I’ve amended the below.  Just wanted to be clear with them that the Reporting Teams who were going to be at the 

meeting (ie they won’t be getting the feedback in isolation of their line manager and the Intel team aren’t invited as 

they weren’t interviewed). 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Thursday, 18 January 2018 9:20 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: draft email to DNA units 

 

 

Good morning colleagues, 

 

I would like to thank you for your time in attending interviews with Allan Holz from Workplace Edge recently and for 

being so frank and honest in conveying your perceptions on the issues we face in the reporting teams of Forensic DNA 

Analysis. 

 

I am arranging a meeting for staff in the reporting teams, including line managers, for Tuesday to give you all feedback 

on the general themes as outlined in your conversations.  I will then briefly outline the next steps that we will take to 

address these issues.  An appointment will be sent to you shortly for this meeting.  

 

I am committed to working with all of you to ensure a harmonious and productive workplace and am confident that we 

can  achieve this with your commitment and input.   
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Kind regards 

Paul 

 

 

Paul Csoban 
Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen

Sent: Friday, 12 January 2018 3:13 PM

To: Paul Csoban

Subject: RE: FFS-DNA - Issues -Themes PM 100118 v2 - clarification points

Attachments: FFS-DNA - Issues -Themes PM 100118 v2 - clarification points_CJA.doc

Hi Paul 

 

I’ve reviewed and modified my ‘brain dump’ to be more succinct.  

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Paul Csoban  

Sent: Friday, 12 January 2018 10:52 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 

Subject: FFS-DNA - Issues -Themes PM 100118 v2 - clarification points 

 

Hi Cathie 

For review please 

Paul 
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 Review - Forensic DNA Analysis Team Page 1 of 8  

 

 Review - Forensic DNA Analysis Team  

RELEVANT BACKGROUND  

Health Support Queensland (HSQ) businesses provide critical services to Hospital and Health 
Services, other government agencies, commercial clients and the community.  

Within HSQ, Forensic and Scientific Services (FSS) delivers products and services in the areas of DNA 
profiling (forensic and non-forensic) and forensic chemistry, clinical forensic medicine, coronial 
services, and scientific services to support public and environmental health investigations.  

Within the Police Services Stream, managed by Ms Cathie Allen, DNA Analysis and Reporting is 
undertaken by the Forensic DNA Analysis Team.  

FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS TEAM  

The Forensic DNA Analysis Team has seen a number of significant changes, both technical and 
operational, over at least the past decade, some of which have resulted in adjustments to the 
organisational structure.  

These changes include the way that samples are received, changes in analytical procedures and 
technology and a recent change of information management system, from Auslab to Forensic 
Register.  

The most significant development which contributed to the requirement for adjustments to 
operating procedures and organisational structure was the change from receiving evidence in the 
form of whole items to receiving evidentiary materials in tubes, after initial processing of the whole 
material by the Queensland Police Service (QPS).  

The QPS then allocates a priority level to the sample which, effectively, acts as a measurable 
performance standard.  F, for example, Forensic DNA Analysis has set standards for the following - 
Priority 1 samples are to be processed within 3 days, Priority 2 samples between 1 to 2 weeks and 
Priority 3 samples within 2 to 3 weeks.  

This change in the evidence handling process enabled the Forensic DNA Analysis Team to arrange its 
Evidence Recovery and Analysis activities to operate as a throughput laboratory with sequential 
operations delivering results to reporting teams which then refine the information and generate the 
end product.  

Consequently, the current organisational structure reflects a production line approach where 
materials are put through a refining process to produce an end-product that meets the requirements 
of customers.  
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From the information available, the last significant assessment of the organisational structure 
occurred in about 2008 and, given the number of significant changes that have occurred, since then, 
together with the recent history of significant interpersonal and operational dysfunction within the 
group, it is timely that the operating model is reviewed with a view to the revising the organisational 
structure.  

 

Organisational Structure @ 9 January 2018  

 

CURRENT SITUATION  

During the period since at least early to mid-2016, the Forensic DNA Analysis Tteam has been 
managing complex human resource issues that have adversely affected the operational efficiency 
and morale of the Tteam, at both the management and operational levels.  

To assist FSS to better understand the basis for the ongoing operational dysfunction in the Forensic 
DNA Analysis Tteam, Workplace Edge has conducted interviews with senior management, the 
members of the management team and operational staff from the two Reporting Teams.  

Contributing factors to the dysfunction in the Forensic DNA Analysis Tteam and the primary issues of 
concern to staff, identified in the course of these interviews, are shown below:  

1. Operations, Operating Model and supporting Structure  

 

 a) The production line model has not achieved the optimal delivery of services under the 
current structure with the existing systems and processes, and resource allocation.  

It is not accurate to say that the production line model has not achieved the optimal delivery of 
services – as it had been delivering results which were noted as being the best in the country during 
the national end toof end evaluation undertaken by the National Institute of Forensic Science in 
2011 and 2014.  It is only in more recent times of change (instrument issues and implementation of 
the FR) and increased stress, that the end of the production line is not achieving the optimal delivery 
of results to the QPS. 

 b) The organisational structure does not fully support the current operating model as 
illustrated by comments provided by staff:  

 

- The Tteam, as a whole is over governed with 10 supervisors managing approximately 60 staff, 
giving a ratio of 1:6 actuals and between 1:4 and 1:5 FTE.  

Staff members highlighted that the reporting teams were over-governed by supervisors and 
proposed that the two reporting teams could be merged into one team with one supervisor. 

Commented [CJA1]: As there are Operational Officers within 
Forensic DNA Analysis, it would be better to remove the work 
‘operational’ to reduce confusion. 

Commented [CJA2]: Its my understanding that the comments 
made about over governed were restricted to the reporting teams, 
not the whole team.  Its Workplace Edge’s opinion that the whole 
team is over governed.  This needs to be made clearer.  The 
Analytical Line Manager oversees about 15 people, which I don’t 
think is over governed.  
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- Projects take too long to establish and complete and there is no single point of accountability for 
bringing projects to completion.  

Projects taking too long – the reporting staff interviewed were specifically discussing projects in 
which reporting were involved – this is a smaller proportion of projects than projects as a whole (ie 
discussing Y-STR project which is led by a Reporting Team Member as all bench work has been 
completed, as opposed to new instruments being implemented for use which has been completed in 
a shorter timeframe).  Given staff are of a science background. and the  sStatements are somewhat 
nonspecific, more detail is required. 

The perception of the interviewed staff members that projects take too long may well be due to not 
receiving timely feedback and updates on the status of the projects from their line managers. 

-The Quality and Projects, and Operational Officers Team provides Operational Support to the other 
Teams, but is not accountable for the delivery of projects and does not have a significant role in 
monitoring quality in the forensic reporting and intelligence teams. Combining the functions of 
Quality, Projects and operations support and placing this as a Team with a subgroup together with 
Evidence Recovery and Analysis has not met the organisational needs in the areas of Quality and 
Project management.  

It is not accurate incorrect to say that the Quality unit does not have a significant role in monitoring 
quality in the forensic reporting and intelligence teams.  Dr Kirsten Scott provides significant input 
into SOPs, training modules and significant advice and guidance regarding quality to staff that see 
her.  Quality is everyone’s responsibility; therefore Justin Howes is responsible for operational 
quality from his team.  Dr Kirsten Scott is responsible for overseeing that quality activities are 
undertaken appropriately and she performs this function to a very high level. 

It is not accurate incorrect to say that the function of Quality have not met the operational needs in 
the area of quality and projects – this team have ensured that a large number of projects have been 
completed, despite the delayed responses for feedback from the some members of the 
management team. Reporting team managers.  It cannot be stated categorically that a team have 
not delivered, when the reasoning behind that is due to the delay from other staff members 
(regardless of the workload by the managers of the reporting teams, deadlines have been given and 
not met by them and not enforced due to working in an inclusive environment). 

- The staff in the Reporting Teams are paid at a higher level than similarly qualified staff in the other 
teams, due to the presumption that they will be required to present results to the Courts and 
respond to examination by prosecution and defence attorneys. However, only around 10% of results 
are presented in Court and some members of the Reporting Teams may never, or only rarely, attend 
Court, which is seen by some as an inequity that contributes to disharmony in both the Reporting 
Teams and the Forensic DNA Analysis Team, as a whole.  

It should be highlighted that staff who have never attended court are newer reporting team 
members who have not yet fulfilled their training and have not been deemed competent for court – 
it is not accurate incorrect to say ‘never’ and not provide detail surrounding this. 
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It is very difficult to ensure that all reporting team members attend court – given the case types may 
provide a plea, which is not the fault of the staff member.  Ensuring that there is equal 
representation of staff in court can only be done when cases require re-allocation (which Justin does 
on an equity basis), however, court may still not go ahead and this is beyond of our control. 

 

- The Production Line concept contributes to feelings of frustration among highly qualified staff, who 
would prefer to see less rigidity in the organisation and more equitable distribution of work.  

 

- The Production Line concept has also led to the relative isolation of Teams. The restricted 
information sharing and limited professional interaction between staff has contributed to deskilling 
and re-work during the case management stage.  

It is not accurate incorrect to say that the production line concept has led to the isolation of the 
teams – as this concept has been working extremely well for the most part since its inception.  The 
reasoning behind it no longer working well is due to the culture that is currently within the 
management group, which has created mistrust and disharmony. leadership by the reporting 
managers, who undermine other managers during tea and lunch breaks to their team members.  
This causes disharmony.  The reporting managers do not include themselves in group activities such 
as group morning teas, therefore staff members see this and therefore may not don’t attend either.  
This is what contributes to the disharmony, not the production line process which has been 
demonstrated to be very successful by the NIFS end to end projects (twice). 

Re-work during case management can also be due to lack of confidence by the staff member 
undertaking the work, which hasn’t been highlighted. 

 

Staff members have been advised that they are able to observe tasks being undertaken by the 
Evidence Recovery and Analytical teams, by liaison with the line managers of those teams. 

- There is a management team comprising nine people who identify as managers for an overall 
compliment of around 70 people. It is large and unwieldy and has become dysfunctional, partly due 
to the interplay of particular personalities, but a contributing factor must also be its size and lack of 
internal structure and the expectations it generates.  

 

- This dysfunction is evidenced by the failure to deliver projects and the failure to address critical 
issues such as the impending technical changes to DNA Aanalysis for intelligence purposes, the 
breakdown of the Intelligence Team and the failure to manage to bottleneck in the production line 
between Analytical and Reporting.  

It is not accurate to include the breakdown of the Intelligence Team as a dysfunction of the 
management team.  During the FR project, it was highlighted that changes would be required within 
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this team, however a gentle approach to this change was taken.  Personal issues within this team 
have not been included in this review as those staff members were not interviewed. 

 

It is not accurate to place the failure of managing the bottleneck of results onto the management 
team when members of this team are ensuring that results are being reported, on top of the other 
tasks that they currently perform.  This is a more complex issue that requires more detail than what 
has been provided. 

It is not warranted placing all of the blame of the bottleneck of results onto the management team – 
they have all provided advice and ideas on how to decrease the number of outstanding results 
(including Allan and Luke interpreting hundreds of results on top of their work), when it is largely a 
failure of the management members within the Reporting teams to act upon the issues 

- Within the Reporting Teams the piecemeal basis on which work is allocated contributes to 
inefficiencies, particularly an overall low work output, inequitable sharing of the workload and low 
levels of reported work satisfaction.  

AGREED 

2. Culture  

 a) Whole Group Issues  

 - There has been a failure, over the long term, to effectively address human resource 
management issues so that by the end of 2017; despite repeated attempts by senior managers: o 
ordinary line management reporting was not in operation between the Reporting Teams and the 
Managing Scientist;  

 o the management team was not functioning effectively, due to an undercurrent of personal 
disagreements;  

 o a number of personal grievances remained unresolved; and  

  

 o the Intelligence Team was without an effective compliment of staff.  

 

- Vertically and horizontally, within the Forensic DNA Analysis team, there are significant 
communication issues. It is perceived that there is inadequate communication by senior managers, 
which contributes to the circulation of pernicious rumours.  

 

- There is a perceived lack of transparency in decision making, which contributes to high levels of 
suspicion and separation into cliques, with the resultant breakdown in trust amongst staff and 
management.  
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The perceived lack of transparency in decision making is also due to the circulation of the pernicious 
rumours from some staff members reporting management staff and their undermining of other 
management team members – this hasn’t been detailed effectively in the above statement. doesn’t 
seem to have been adequately addressed 

 

- There are significant issues regarding priorities for action, where personal relationship and 
grievance issues have distracted management from priority operational decisions. This has resulted 
in inefficiencies and a failure to resolve bottlenecks with a resultant perceived impact on customer 
service.  

 

- There is a breakdown in line management processes and respect for normal workplace behaviour, 
as a result of the failure to apply ordinary performance standards in relation to conduct and 
professional output.  

 

- There is a lack of flexibility in leadership and management to address operational performance 
issues and to adjust the operating model and allocation of resources to address these issues.  

It is not accurate to detail the above as it is because it doesn’t describe the above as being 
statements from staff members, so it is their perception of the situation. 

- Morale is low, and the reporting list is growing without any clear plan to reduce the list. This is very 
upsetting for all of the Reporting staff. Overtime is a short-term solution to a long-term problem.  

The statement ‘This is very upsetting for all of the reporting staff’ would be extended to ‘all staff 
members’, as all team members are affected by the decreased lack of output from the reporting 
teams.   

Similarly “the reporting list is growing without any clear plan to reduce the list” is not accurate 
incorrect.  This issue has been the subject of discussion amongst senior management and there are 
plans to utilise FR and planned overtime activities mooted restructures to assist in addressing this 
situation. 

 

b) Reporting and Intelligence Team Issues  

 

- The Reporting function is over-governed with two supervisors when in effect, it operates as a single 
team.  
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- The system of work allocation is inefficient, with reported co-dependence of the supervisors, 
resulting in inequitable piecemeal allocation of work.  

The above statement is how the reporting teams describe their work environment. 

- There is a lack of appropriate performance standards and monitoring, with a resultant lack of 
accountability for individual performance, which contributes to less than optimal production 
outcomes. This contributes to a lack of job satisfaction, and concern by individuals at the 
performance variability amongst staff.  

The above statement is how the reporting teams described their work environment. 

- The Reporting Team comprises staff with a wide variety of skills qualifications and experience, 
which is not fully utilised due to the rigidity of the production line operating model. This has created 
silos, with little opportunity for staff to broaden the use of their skills and experience.  

It has also been stated that a further contribution to staff being unable to broaden their use of skills 
and experience is due to favouritism by the reporting managers – i.e. only particular staff are 
allocated ‘projects’ to undertake and that this is unfairly distributed – this doesn’t seem to have 
been included when it should be considered as a major factor. 

- There is considerable re-work when a particular case is received by the Reporting Team, and full 
consideration is given to the evidentiary issues. This is primarily due to a lack of consultation across 
silos, as the case progresses through the Evidence Recovery and Analytical areas.  

The re-working of some samples that can be undertaken by a reporting staff member can be due to 
additional reasons – e.g. additional information has been received that was not available when the 
items arrived which requiring rework, etc.  There is an apparent lack of trust from the senior staff 
members within the reporting teams regarding the work undertaken by the Evidence Recovery and 
Analytical teams – this contributes to the reworking undertaken, however this hasn’t been 
highlighted.The reporting managers openly display a lack of trust in the work undertaken by the ER 
and Analytical teams and this facet has been taken on board by reporting staff members – this can 
be considered as a major contributing factor. 

- The Intelligence Team has virtually ceased to operate due to the loss of an effective compliment of 
staff.  

The loss of an effective compliment of staff from the Intel team is beyond management control – 
however and plans are being implemented to address this. 

- This Unit currently uses the nine loci DNA kit, which is no longer in commercial production, and 
there is a requirement for new business rules to be developed with QPS to support the use of the 21 
loci DNA kit for intelligence purposes.  

It should be noted that Volume Crime items are processed with the 9 loci DNA kit and that these 
items now need to be processed in another kit – which the QPS has deemed to be the PP21 kit.  The 
statement about the ‘Unit using 9 loci’ is very unclear around content and relevance. 
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- The Intelligence Team is responsible for uploads to the national data base, which is not the most 
efficient allocation of this task. There is merit in considering merging of Intelligence with Reporting 
and then training the integrated team to perform uploads.  

It is not an effective use of HP4 reporter’s time in uploading of profiles to NCIDD.  Whilst the task of 
reviewing links can be done by HP4 reporting staff (given they report other similar results), it is not 
envisaged that HP4 reporters should upload profiles to NCIDD.  This statement is too simplistic in its 
current wording.  In the process of integrating the Intel team, the tasks are planned to be broken 
down and reallocated to appropriate HP levels. 

3. Systems and Processes - Forensic Register (FR)  

 

The introduction of FR is an opportunity to review systems and processes, particularly to inform the 
further development of FR. Whilst the new system has not been fully implemented at this stage, it 
will result in changes to work processes and work practices and ultimately structure and resourcing. 
Any immediate changes from this review need to take into account that further adjustments may be 
necessary as FR is fully implemented.  

The FR has been fully implemented – it is not accurate incorrect to say that it hasn’t.  FSSWe have 
reported to all (including within the QPS) that the FR has been we have implemented the FR.  There 
are elements to the reporting processes that require enhancement, however the statement as it 
stands is not accurate incorrect and contradicts the reporting that we have previously submitted for 
the Project (FRIP).  It should be noted that the Project team for this implementation ed has in fact 
been disbanded due to completion. 

The reporting teams have been incorrectly advised that certain parts of their processes weren’t 
addressed.  A large amount of development work was directed to ent into the automatic reporting 
lines within the FR, however the reporting matrix provided to the QPS had a large number of errors 
in it which caused wrong lines to be provided.  This was a large risk for both organisations, so with 
the agreement of the Team Leaders, this portion was postponed until after implementation.  This 
meant that the system of choosing a line that is done in Auslab was done in the FR until further work 
could be done to correct the matrix.  Progress has been made on this and the reporting staff are 
giving feedback on the automated lines that are now available in the FR.  It is due to this mis-
communication regarding the FR that staff have built further false impressions. 

4. Conditions of Employment  

 

It has been raised that part-time staff are not allowed to accumulate TOIL and that this is a blanket 
ban which is not applied to other FSS staff. It is reported that, part-time staff in Forensic Chemistry 
do have access to TOIL.  

Forensic Chemistry staff work under a different arrangement – staff voted for a Variable working 
arrangement meaning the accumulation of ATO.  This has been communicated on numerous 
occasions.  Forensic DNA Analysis voted for a Standard arrangement, meaning the accumulation of 
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TOIL.  Under the Award arrangements, part-time staff were only able to accumulate TOIL after they 
had completed an 8 hour shift.  Due to budget constraints, it was not feasible to allow staff to work 
additional hours and accumulate TOIL, unless required for urgent items or court.  Clarification has 
been sought from HR regarding the new Award and Enterprise Bargain Agreement. 

Staff have put the view that denial of access to TOIL and the rigidity applied to ‘spread of hours’ 
affects flexibility in the workplace and personal wellbeing and is not consistent with the family 
friendly policies of the Department.  

The spread of hours is due to the service that is provided to our clients, namely the QPS and the 
Court reporting staff being required for Court – which is open between 9am and 5pm.  Notification 
of the requirement for evidence is not always supplied in advance.  Thus if we accept flexibility 
according to some staff wishes, the situation could arise where all staff have left at 2.30pm (due to a 
6am start) and court evidence is required at 3pm.  This would not be providing a service to the 
client.  

This statement also hasn’t been balanced with the client’s request for availability during court 
business hour  fact that we are required by the client during business hours (the QPS 8am to 4pm; 
the courts 9am to 5pm).  It should be noted that this has already been the subject of union 
negotiation and in fact has been settled. 

5. Training & Development  

 

Staff reported that there were few opportunities to gain broader experience in other roles and that 
limited training opportunities exacerbate this problem.  

Training is ad hoc and restricted to the work staff are undertaking in their substantive role. It is 
poorly organised and not needs-based.  

There are limited opportunities for teams to share what they are undertaking and to learn from each 
other.  

A reporting staff member attends the Evidence Recovery team meeting and a different reporting 
staff member attends the Analytical team meeting – feedback should be provided from these team 
members at their meetings.  As the reporting teams don’t hold meetings, there is no mechanism for 
feedback and this hasn’t been highlighted. 

Due to the requirement for the provision of timely results to the client, training outside their core 
duties is not able to be provided.  A training matrix is currently being developed in the reporting 
teams to ensure that all staff are trained across all tasks required. 

RECOMMENDATIONS  

1. Operating Model and Structural Options  

 

Option 1: Process Integrated Team Approach  
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This option would involve a shift from the production line model to integrated horizontal teams 
which would handle cases through all process stages. The model would split the teams horizontally 
into product segments, for example:  

1. Major crime;  

2. Sexual assault; and  

3. Volume crime.  

 

There are some significant benefits in adopting this model, as follows:  

1. Reduction of silos;  

2. More flexible working arrangements;  

3. Greater variety of work for individual staff;  

4. Increased skills and experience development opportunities for staff;  

5. An opportunity to develop a more collaborative and cooperative team-based operating approach, 
which would increase the flexibility to allocate resources where the greatest demand for work was 
located, and to speedily remove any blockages such as in the reporting area; and  

6. Potentially less re-work which currently occurs under the production line model due to the siloed 
nature of work.  

 

Implications:  

1. Three new Team Leaders at HP6 levels to lead the teams.  

2. Reduction in Supervisors – 5 x HP5’s (Evidence, Analytical, Reporting x 2, Intelligence x 1) and 1 x 
HP4 (Operations).  

3. Reduction in two Team Leaders - 2 x HP6 (may be successful in the three new Team Leader 
positions)  

4. Possible shift in resources to strengthen Quality and Projects Unit.  

 

It is inefficient and not cost effective to have 3 Analytical teams – given the large number of volume 
crimes samples are required to  there is a requirement to ensure a timely throughput of major crime 
samples (ie larger batches enable more samples to be processed efficiently).  The proposed structure 
is not viable given workload and resource constraints. 

In fact this may create more silos, as the ER staff wouldn’t see the variety of samples that they 
currently have access to. 
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Option 2: Enhanced Production Line Model  

This option would involve structural and process changes to address many of the concerns expressed 
above.  

The proposed changes to the current model would involve:  

 

1. Separating the Quality and Projects functions from Operational Support. Having this function 
report directly under the Managing Scientist will provide an overarching service to all program 
activities and units.  

2. Merging the two reporting teams into one unit and also merging the Intelligence Team into the 
merged Reporting Team.  

 3. Reducing the size of the management team to four positions namely: a. Managing 
Scientist  

 b. Quality and Projects Manager  

 c. Team Leader Evidence Recovery and Quality;  

 d. Team Leader Forensic Reporting and Intelligence  

  

 4. Establishing a Technical Advisory Group (or Reference Group), which would comprise 
Supervisors in Evidence Recovery, Analytical, Reporting, Operations and Quality/Projects and other 
staff on as as-needs basis, depending on the nature of the technical, scientific or operations matter 
for consideration.  

Implications:  

1. Reduction in supervisors – 3 x HP5 – these positions may take up other roles or take up the duties 
of the area on a (Present Incumbent Only) PIO basis.  

2. Quality and Projects is elevated to a whole of team oversight and support position reporting 
directly to the Chief Scientist.  

There seems to be a fundamental misunderstanding regarding Quality and Projects – this position 
previously reported directly to the Managing Scientist, however this did not change the perception 
of the role.  The fundamental piece that is missing is that some staff members the reporting 
managers delay projects and do not provide feedback to their teams on projects.  If this were 
adequately addressed, the perception of Quality and projects would change. 

Note: There is no Chief Scientist  - presume this is the Managing Scientist 

SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS  
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REC 1. Operational Model - consider the options for operational model and structural change, and 
assess the merits of each option and the implications, and decide which is the most appropriate 
option. Should Option 2 be the most appropriate option, consider the establishment of a Technical 
Advisory Group (TAG) or Reference Group, the function of which would be to support decision 
making at the technical and operational issue level. This Group would comprise Senior Team Leaders 
and Supervisors and others on an as-needs basis. This Group would not usurp the role of 
management, but rather address operational and technical issues and provide advice to the 
management team, thus freeing up the management team to address strategic issues.  

Changing the name from Management Team to Technical Advisory Group wouldn’t seem to assist 
with the issues that are being considered for resolution 

REC 2. Quality and Projects - notwithstanding the choice of operating model, it is recommended 
that Quality and Projects is strengthened with additional resources, and reports directly to the 
Managing Scientist, to enable the Unit to provide overarching quality review and project delivery 
across the whole business.  

This is feasible but care should be taken that by placing Quality & projects under the Managing 
Scientist, the expectation would be that the Managing Scientist is able to achieve more than others 
do currently.   The change would have to be framed appropriately and may be seen as reverting to 
old ways. 

REC 3. Court attendance – review the officers currently qualified to attend court and undertake an 
assessment of the need for court attendance, the number of staff required for this function, and the 
most appropriate staff members to attend court. This may involve additional training and 
development for some officers.  

This has ramifications for Workforce Planning.   The proposal means that some staff would retain 
their HP4 role but not attend court – this is very difficult to justify.  Given the large number of items 
waiting reporting, supporting this would have implications for workflow, given it is beyond our 
control to know or estimate court requirements 

REC 4. Performance Framework – develop and implement an appropriate performance framework 
and system with clear standards for operational delivery and throughput for each position. Ensure 
there is alignment of expectations between staff and managers/supervisors, and that staff are 
regularly assessed and coached against agreed KPIs and performance criteria. This will ensure 
equitable allocation and delivery of work.  

Agree 

REC 5. Bottlenecks – with whichever model is chosen, and whatever recommendations are adopted, 
ensure that managers and supervisors identify fluctuations in capability and capacity to deliver in 
certain areas early, and develop appropriate strategies to address the shortfall speedily prior to the 
gap becoming a major problem.  

This recommendation should include a requirement that PDPs for the reporting managers should 
note responsibility for responding to the changing needs.  There is no bottleneck at the front end of 
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the process as the line managers currently take responsibility and accountability for the work and 
put adequate processes in place. 

REC 6. HR Issues – ensure the appointment of an HR Manager and supporting resources at FSS to 
provide on time HR advice, and support, including advice on process and strategic interventions. 
Ensure that all HR issues are triaged, and addressed equitably and promptly to avoid escalation and 
dysfunction in the organisation.  

Strongly Agree 

REC 7. Communication – develop an internal communications strategy based on the 
communications issues identified, and ensure that the strategies are implemented using approaches 
such as more regular team meetings, timely communication of decisions impacting staff, internal 
communiques, intranet posts, management “walking the talk” and other targeted strategies and 
actions.  

Agree 

REC 8. Systems and Processes – ensure there are appropriate processes in place to support the 
implementation of FR, and ensure that internal systems and processes are developed to ensure staff 
utilise the full capacity and capability of FR, which may result in streamlining of workflows and an 
increase in productivity.  

FR is already implemented; there is a structure in place that supports ongoing enhancements (VSTS, 
fortnightly meetings, changes rolled out and SOPs changed).  An FAQ is currently being drafted. 

REC 9. Conditions of employment – review the conditions of employment in areas such as TOIL, and 
rigidity in the spread of hours, and ensure that staff are treated equitably across different 
professional, operational and administrative areas.  

Staff are all treated equitably according to the operational needs of the unit as outlined above.  
Additionally there is a current request investigation underway around the latest Award and EB 
provisions. 

REC 10. Utilisation of skills and experience base – depending on the operating model chosen, 
ensure that all staff have an equitable opportunity to undertake work and duties in areas where 
their skills and experience can be applied, and they have opportunities to enhance their skills 
through targeted training and development.  

Agree 

REC 11. Outstanding operational issues – ensure that processes are in place to address outstanding 
operational changes, and that staff are up to date with the latest techniques and approaches eg 
change from nine loci DNA kits to 21 loci DNA kits. 

Agree 
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1

Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Monday, 22 January 2018 8:23 AM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: FW: Workplace Edge Implementation

FYI 

From: Shaun Mulholland  

Sent: Friday, 19 January 2018 4:04 PM 
To: Paul Csoban 

Subject: Workplace Edge Implementation 

 

Hi Paul,  

 

How are you?  

 

Michel Lok gave me a call this afternoon to let me know that you are about to embark on the implementation of the 

Workplace Edge plan.  

 

Given that Michel will be out of the office for the coming week, he asked that I contact you to offer our (the HR team in 

the Department) support through your implementation process. 

 

I was away for a few weeks over Christmas so I am not up to speed about where you are at with your process, however I 

would be happy to assist in any way that would be helpful for you.  

 

If you would like to give me a call on Monday, we can have a chat to see if there is any way that we can assist.  

 

Kind regards, 

 

Shaun. 

 

Shaun Mulholland 
Acting Senior Director, Workforce Performance & Assurance 

Workforce Performance and Assurance, HR Branch, Department of Health

  

Queensland’s health vision | By 2026 Queenslanders will be among the healthiest people in the world.  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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1

Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Monday, 22 January 2018 6:56 AM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: Fwd: Introduction to interviews with supervisors

Attachments: Interview Summaries - Introduction.docx; ATT00001.htm

Hi Cathie 

FYI 

Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 

 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Allan Holz <  

Date: 21 January 2018 at 6:20:13 pm AEST 

To: Peter Mathews <  Paul Csoban 

<  

Subject: Re: Introduction to interviews with supervisors 

Dear Paul & Peter 

 

Doc attached to guide into to tomorrow's meetings.  your coments would be appreciated. 

 

Regards 

 

Allan 
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Introduction 

 
In November 2017, Michel Lok considered the outcomes of a scoping study undertaken by 
Peter Mathews and Allan Holz, from Workplace Edge, which identified that there were 
organisational and operational issues impacting on the effectiveness and efficiency of the 
Forensic DNA Analysis Team.   
 
His immediate response was to advise the Forensic DNA Unit that he had engaged 
Workplace Edge to assist with the restoration of usual business practices and 
professional relationships. 
 
To assist FSS to better understand the basis for the ongoing operational dysfunction in the 
Forensic DNA Analysis Team, Workplace Edge has conducted interviews with senior 
management, the members of the management team and operational staff from the two 
Reporting Teams. 
 
The initial focus was directed towards the Reporting Teams because production data shows 
that the process flow experiences significant interruptions at this point and there was also 
anecdotal evidence that the Reporting Teams were generally not satisfied with the way their 
work was organised and the way work was delivered to them. 
 
For this part of the project, interviews were conducted with the Team Leaders and 
Supervisors and 18 members of the Reporting Teams.  The number of staff interviewed 
represents more than one third of the staff establishment of the Forensic DNA Analysis 
Team.   

 
Having conducting interviews with the whole complement of Team members, senior 
management determined that it was appropriate to provide feedback at the earliest 
opportunity and, to the extent possible, an early indication of the intended response. 
 
You hold a supervisory position and, as you would expect, some Team Members expressed 
views about the structure and organisation of the team and operating style of the Team 
supervisors.  On this basis, it is appropriate to provide you with feedback that is relevant to 
you, in your role as a supervisor, before the general information and feedback session with 
the Reporting Teams Staff. 
 
Before we start the conversation, it is important for you to understand the basis for this 
discussion and the terms under which it is conducted. 

 
• You will be given a summary of information provided by the team as a whole.  This 

information is not to be shared with anyone before the general meeting tomorrow. 
 

• You are being provided with information relevant to you as a supervisor, some of 
which may not be positive or complimentary.  To be clear, this communication 
process is not part of any disciplinary process. 
 

• Action that might follow this process might include testing or validating the 
information provided by the Team Members and some form of intervention to any 
address significant operational issues identified and the provision of training and 
development support, as deemed appropriate. 
 

• Further, our discussions with you about perceptions of your functioning at work are 
confidential discussions between the employer and employee and are not to be 
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shared with others in the Reporting Teams and no attempt, of any kind, is to be made 
identify individual contributors from the Team or to act on presumptions about the 
source of specific pieces of information or opinions expressed. 
 

• Any such inappropriate conduct or proven reprisal action will be addressed through 
disciplinary processes. 
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1

Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Thursday, 21 December 2017 12:33 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: Document1 [Compatibility Mode]

Attachments: Document1 [Compatibility Mode].doc
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A message to all FDA reporting team members. 
 
I am writing to thank you for your participation in interviews undertaken by Alan Holz from 
Workplace Edge over the past couple of weeks. 
 
Workplace Edge is a consultancy that specialises in organisational rehabilitation and development.  
They were appointed in November to assist the management team to restore professional 
relationships in the FDA unit and make recommendations on organisational and workplace 
improvements. 
 
Alan Holz is preparing a summary of your feedback to  present to the management team in the New 
Year and he has assured me that he will maintain the confidentiality of individual views and 
opinions. 
 
Once we have considered the Workplace Edge summary I would expect a number of options will 
become available to us and staff will have further opportunities to shape the workplace and improve 
the services we provide to our customers.   
 
My best wishes go to you and your families for the festive season and I look forward to working with 
you in the New Year. 
 
Kind regards 
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1

Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban

Sent: Monday, 15 January 2018 4:02 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: version 2

Attachments: Schedule for Workplace Change v2 - 15 January 2018.xls

How does this timeline look Cathie 

Paul 

 

 

Paul Csoban 
Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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1

Cathie Allen

From: Sandy Sinclair on behalf of Paul Csoban

Sent: Thursday, 18 January 2018 1:45 PM

To: Adrian Pippia; Alicia Quartermain; Allison Lloyd; Amanda Reeves; Angela Adamson; 

Angelina Keller; Anne Finch; Cassandra James; Claire Gallagher; Deborah Nicoletti; 

Emma Caunt; Hannah Pattison; Ingrid Moeller; Jacqui Wilson; Josie Entwistle; Justin 

Howes; Kylie Rika; Matthew Hunt; Penelope Taylor; Rhys Parry; Sharon Johnstone; 

Thomas Nurthen

Cc: Cathie Allen; Allan Holz; Paul Csoban

Subject: Feedback from Workplace Edge

Good afternoon colleagues, 

 

I would like to thank you for your time in attending interviews with Allan Holz from Workplace Edge recently and for 

being so frank and honest in conveying your perceptions on the issues we face in the reporting teams of Forensic DNA 

Analysis. 

 

I am arranging a meeting for staff in the reporting teams, including line managers, for Tuesday to give you all feedback 

on the general themes as outlined in your conversations.  We will then briefly outline the next steps that we will take to 

address these issues.  An appointment will be sent to you shortly for this meeting.  

 

I am committed to working with all of you to ensure a harmonious and productive workplace and am confident that we 

can  achieve this with your commitment and input.   

 

Kind regards 

Paul 

 

 

 

 

Paul Csoban 

Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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1

Cathie Allen

From: Michel Lok

Sent: Monday, 6 November 2017 1:29 PM

To: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen; Paula Brisotto; Justin Howes; Allan McNevin; Luke Ryan; 

Amanda Reeves; Sharon Johnstone; Kylie Rika

Cc: Peter Mathews (  

Subject: Appointment of Workplace Edge

Dear colleagues, 

 

You may be aware that I was recently appointed as the business group’s General Manager and have spent much of my 

first week being briefed on a range of business and operational issues, including several workplace matters.    

 

Prior to his departure, Gary Uhlmann and I considered the outcomes of a scoping study undertaken in the FDA unit by 

Peter Mathews and Allan Holz from  Workplace Edge and we agreed to proceed to engage Worplace Edge to assist us to 

restore usual business practices and maintain professional  relationships within the FDA unit.    

 

I believe the involvement of specialist consultants at this time will provide the guidance and support needed to facilitate 

the conversations that will be necessary to improve our workplace climate and support the effective delivery of critical 

services.    

 

Peter and Allan will be in touch with you in the coming weeks to work through the process and I encourage you all to 

make time to meet and work with them as requested.  It is my expectation that we all commit ourselves to this process 

and realise a successful outcome for the entire team. 

 

Should you have any questions  you can contact either Peter or Allan directly as follows: Peter mobile: , e-

mail  Allan mobile: , e-mail  

 

I am scheduled to visit the Coopers Plains campus next week to better introduce myself, gain a greater insight into our 

business operations and meet with you and your staff.    I look forward to meeting you all then. 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

Michel 

 

1. Paul Csoban 

2. Cathie Allen 

3. Paula Brisotto 

4. Allan McNevin 

5. Luke Ryan 

6. Kirsten Scott/Kerri-Anne Lancaster 

7. Amanda Reeves  

8. Kylie Rika 

9. Sharon Johnstone. 
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2

 

Michel Lok 
General Manager 

  

Strategy, Community and Scientific Support 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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1

Cathie Allen

From: Sandy Sinclair

Sent: Thursday, 18 January 2018 1:30 PM

To: Cathie Allen

Subject: RE: DNA reporting Teams staff list

OK thanks Cathie 

 

                                                                                                                                        
 

 

Sandy Sinclair  

ESO to Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Cathie Allen  

Sent: Thursday, 18 January 2018 1:27 PM 
To: Sandy Sinclair 

Subject: RE: DNA reporting Teams staff list 

 

Hi Sandy 

 

Please find attached the team chart for Forensic DNA Analysis.  Its only the staff listed under Reporting 1 and Reporting 

2, plus their line managers (Amanda & Kylie) and Justin Howes and Sharon Johnstone that are invited to this meeting. 

 

Cheers 

Cathie 

 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 
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Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

 

From: Sandy Sinclair  

Sent: Thursday, 18 January 2018 12:22 PM 

To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: DNA reporting Teams staff list 

 

Hi Cathie 

 

Do you or Wendy have a list of staff in the DNA Reporting teams so I can invite them to the session below? 

Cheers, Sandy 

 

 

Good morning colleagues, 

 

I would like to thank you for your time in attending interviews with Allan Holz from Workplace Edge recently and for 

being so frank and honest in conveying your perceptions on the issues we face in the reporting teams of Forensic DNA 

Analysis. 

 

I am arranging a meeting for staff in the reporting teams, including line managers, for Tuesday to give you all feedback 

on the general themes as outlined in your conversations.  We will then briefly outline the next steps that we will take to 

address these issues.  An appointment will be sent to you shortly for this meeting.  

 

I am committed to working with all of you to ensure a harmonious and productive workplace and am confident that we 

can  achieve this with your commitment and input.   

 

Kind regards 

Paul 

 

 

                                                                                                                                        
 

Sandy Sinclair  
ESO to Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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FDA Culture and Change Action Plan 

Objectives:   

1. Initiate actions to improve workplace culture and respectful working relations  

2. Address workforce shortages in intelligence/linking and optimise Forensic Register capabilities 

3. Improve workplace practices to promote efficiency and accountability 

4. Restore routine workplace management  

Context: 

Demand for testing has increased in 2017 when compared against the previous five years over time, with an additional testing load arising from 
a review of evidence recovery processes collection (Project 181) 

There has been an increase in turn-around times and outstanding resultsports. 

There is a shortage of staff competent in completing intelligence reporting tasks (links) 

The Forensic Register was implemented in mid June 2017 introduced to support forensic services and reporting of results to the QPS and there 
are further opportunities to make efficiencies 

There have been ongoing disharmony and staff grievances over a protracted period within the FDA unit, including periods of absence from the 
unit. 

Workplace Edge have recently completed interviews with staff in the management team intelligence and two reporting teams with staff 
indicating a number of workplace and work-practice issues and improvement opportunities. 

Re-Engagement and change strategy: 

Create the event.   FDA staff meeting to initiate a change process and renewal. 
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- Confronting and compelling staff feedback (poor workplace culture and communication, absence of performance management, 
inefficient work-practices, ideas for change) 

- Business factors requiring attention (links, outstanding results ports, demand management, forensic register) 

1. Package of work to improve workplace culture, practices and behaviours (following just a list of ideas) 

a. Workshops and discussion about respectful and professional relations in the workplace  

– everyday communication and interactions 

- collaboration 

  - preventing gossip and rumours in the workplace (and outside) - 

b. Providing tools and support to allow team members to call unprofessional behaviour 

c. Hold Code of Conduct, Grievance and Bullying and Harassment training and awareness 

d. Requiring managers to action and monitor incidents in a timely manner and report weekly to  

e. Increase management visibility and presence in the workplace 

f. More frequent  PDP meetings and discussions – currently held 6 monthly 

g. Regular team meetings to be held and documented (occasional HR and/or senior manager observer) 

h. Ongoing access to PPE Business partner and EAS services 

2. Consultative process to explore and implement changes to work practices, responsibilities and business processes. 

a. Announce a plan to make an organisational change (processes, responsibilities, reporting lines, structures)  

b. Prepare a questionnaire/info sheet and convene a meeting to receive ideas and suggestions 

c. Facilitate focus groups to explore challenges (FR, productivity and accountability, outstanding results ports) 
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d. Consult on a business case with options for change (including impacts on staff) 

e. Consult on implementation of approved business change 

f. Develop performance standards and benchmarks for workflows 

g. Publish/report to team meetings on de-identified productivity reports monthly 

 

Organisational Change Process 

- Consult CEO on proposed workplace change 

- Notify ACF of planned workplace change 

- Amend Workplace Edge scope of engagement  to support organisational change 

- Arrange event, coordinate focus groups and initiate consultative action 

- Develop a detailed proposal, business case, costing and impact statement (Change Proposal)  

- Commence formal consultation with staff and unions on the Change Proposal.  Notify ACF [consider whether GCHHS has similar 
requirement]. 

- Prepare CEO brief on consultation feedback and recommendation.  Determine a commencement date (on/before 1 July) 

- Notify all parties of outcome of CEO decision 
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Preliminary Risk Assessment 

Risk Impact Rating Treatment Residual Risk 
Failure to involve staff 
and unions at an early 
stage 

non-compliance with Union 
Encouragement and EB 
obligations 
disruptive union 
engagement 
missed opportunities for 
best outcomes 

Very High Notify ACF of planned organisational 
change 
Establish a process for early staff and 
union engagement 

Low 

Non-compliance with 
Organisational Change 
Process 

disruptive union 
engagement 
missed opportunities for 
best outcomes 

High Change Management Plan Low 

Staff 
unprepared/unwilling to 
openly engage in 
consultative processes 

Increased conflict between 
staff 
missed opportunities for 
best outcomes 

Very High Facilitated processes using external 
consultant 
Opportunity for individual input 

Medium 

Extraneous matters 
impact scope of the 
change process and 
extend timelines 

Increased conflict with 
unions 
Delays in timeframes 

Very High Tight scope within business case 
Facilitated actions through external 
consultant 
Commitment to separate processes 
to deal with other matters 

Medium 

Individual staff opposed 
to changes in 
responsibilities/role 

Increased conflict with 
unions 
Staff satisfaction 
Continuing workplace 
disharmony 

High Action plan follows required 
consultative process 
Impact assessments on affected roles 
included in business case 

Medium 

Change process is 
perceived as retribution  

Potential additional 
grievances and claims 
Continuing workplace 
disharmony 

High Action plan follows required 
consultative process 
 

High 
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Further damage to staff 
members health and 
well-being due to not 
taking onboard their 
changes suggestions 

Increased absence from the 
workplace through Work 
Cover or QSuper 
Increase in resignations of 
very experienced staff 
members 
Low morale and motivation 
within the teams 

High Clear, consise communication plan 
regarding what will happen with their 
input 
Clear communication regarding items 
that are out of scope 

Medium 

Management Team 
Members dissatisfied 
with a diminished input 
to shape and lead their 
teams and provide 
strategic input 

Increased disengagement 
from management team 
members 
Potential increase in 
absenteeism of senior 
members of the team 
Potential increase in Work 
Cover or QSuper claims 

High   

Management Team 
Members uncertain 
about their future in 
Forensic DNA Analysis 
and whether they will be 
made redundant by 
changes 

Increased disengagement 
from management team 
members 
Potential increase in 
absenteeism of senior 
members of the team 
Potential increase in Work 
Cover or QSuper claims 

Very High   
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Process to Support the Re-Establishment of Ms Amanda Reeves at FSS 

 

Action Activity By Whom 

 

By When Progress and Comments 

1. First Round of 
Interviews  

• Interviews with Cathie Allen, 
Paul Csoban and Justin Howes  

 
• Parallel meeting with Amanda 

Reeves to discuss overall 
approach 

 

• Peter/Allan 
 

• Wed 8 
Nov 

• Purpose of meetings to 
agree and document 
what normal line 
reporting and 
professional 
relationships look like 
going into the future. 

2. Second Round of 
Interviews  

• Interviews with Allan McNevin, 
Luke Ryan, Kirsten Scott, Kylie 
Rika, Sharon Johnstone, Paula 
Brisotto, and Wendy Harmer. 

• Peter/Allan 
 

• Wed 8 
Nov 

• Purpose of meetings to 
agree and document 
what normal 
professional 
relationships look like 
going into the future. 
 

3. Develop  
Re-establishment 
Plan 

• Develop draft documented re-
establishment plan. 

 
• Socialise the draft with key 

managers (Cathie Allan, Paul 
Csoban, Justin Howes and 
Michel Lok and others as 
required eg Shaun Mulholland) 

 
• Present working document to 

Ms Reeves and her lawyer and 
work through the document 
with Ms Reeves to point of 
agreement on approach and 
specifics 

 

• Peter/Allan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Peter/Allan 
 

• Fri 17 
Nov 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• Fri 24 

Nov 

Develop workable Re-
Establishment Plan and 
set date for 
Implementation 
 

4. Team Building 
workshop with 
Peers 

• Organise and develop half day 
workshop with Ms Reeves and 
her peers  

 

• Peter/Allan • Wed 13 
Dec 

• Undertake planning and 
set goals for group and 
discuss way forward and 
how the team is going 
to work together. 
 

5. Team Building 
workshop with Ms 
Reeves and her 
Team 

• Organise and develop half day 
workshop with Ms Reeves and 
her team – to discuss way 
forward and how the team is 
going to work together 

 

• Peter/Allan • Wed 20 
Dec 

• Undertake planning and 
set goals for group and 
discuss way forward and 
how the team is going 
to work together. 
 

6. Ongoing 
Monitoring 

• Undertake ongoing monitoring 
of plan and performance 
against milestones 

 

• Peter/Allan • Ongoing 
to ?? 
March 
2018 

• Assess performance of 
plan against set goals 
and milestones 
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OVERVIEW 

Re-establishment Plan for FSS and Ms Amanda Reeves 

The re-establishment plan would include elements such as: 

• Defined objectives and assessable goals for Ms Reeves and FSS, agreed to by both parties, to measure the 
progress with successful re-integration of Ms Reeves into the FSS workplace and specifically the Forensic 
Reporting and Intelligence Team.  This will enable the plan to be tailored and adjusted to assist Ms Reeves 
and members of the FSS teams to ensure a smooth return to ordinary line management processes and 
ordinary professional/functional relationships. 

• The role and specific duties that Ms Reeves is able to undertake, including staging of the uptake of these 
duties depending on her readiness to undertake the specific duties. 

• The specific duties or tasks to be avoided, until such time as FSS and Ms Reeves agree that Ms Reeves is 
ready to take on those duties and they do not represent a risk to Ms Reeves, her work colleagues or the 
organisation. 

• The workplace support that Ms Reeves requires to enable her to undertake normal duties in a competent 
manner, such as: 

o any appropriate training or re-training that Ms Reeves would require, given that she has not 
worked in her substantive role for some time; 

o any counselling or medical consultation or rehabilitation support that Ms Reeves may require to 
assist her with rehabilitation into the workforce and normalisation of individual and line  
management relationships and duties; 

o provision of an appropriate support person who is available as required to assist by Ms Reeves. 
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Questions to assist the Development of the Re-Establishment Plan for Ms Amanda Reeves @ FSS 

Action Setting priorities and allocating 
work 

Performance Monitoring   Managing Relationships  What is in operation now that 
needs to change  

1. What does normal 
line reporting look  
like going into the 
future  

Priority of items is set by the QPS.  
Allocation of urgent cases is by 
roster.   
Senior Scientists (HP5s) regularly 
check in with their staff (via team 
meeting and/or individual meetings) 
on their workload and progress, 
escalate issues to Team Leader who 
may further escalate to Managing 
Scientist 

Decrease in turnaround time for final 
results to be issued, decrease in the 
number of outstanding results to be 
issued or number of items to be 
examined/analysed 

Open communication in a trusting 
environment, where confidential 
information stays within the 
management team 

Low base of trust in management 
team, limited communication and 
may not be conducted in a 
professional, collegial manner 

2. What does normal 
professional  
reporting look like 
going into the 
future 

‘Chain of command’ is observed, 
with notification being given to the 
line manager where items have been 
escalated above them 

Decrease in ‘surprise’ communication 
from outside regarding an issue 

Open communication in a trusting 
environment, robust scientific 
debate can occur without fear of 
reprisal 

Lines of reporting are not being 
observed, ad hoc information 
being sort in different areas which 
makes it difficult to ensure that all 
information is collated 

3. What are normal 
processes FSS will 
use to manage   
continuous 
improvement 
going into the 
future 

Well established Standard Operating 
Procedures regarding change 
management and projects will be 
used (updating of these SOPs will 
occur on a regular basis) 

Increase in the number of change 
management projects and reviews of 
projects by the management team 
members 

Each management team member is 
able to freely approach another 
member, in a professional manner, 
to ask questions and clarify 
information, without free of reprisal. 

Each management team member 
reviews the change proposals 
themselves and seeks answers to 
queries by discussing them with 
the project lead (rather than 
delegating this task to one of their 
team members to do).  Raise 
proposals regarding news ideas or 
changes as appropriate, 
sometimes in collaboration with 
the Team Leader. 
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Action Setting priorities and allocating 
work 

Performance Monitoring   Managing Relationships  What is in operation now that 
needs to change  

4. What does normal 
Peer level 
functioning look 
like going into the 
future 

Cases can be allocated to peers 
based on expertise and competency 
or allocation can occur by Team 
Leaders 

 

High level of peer review is carried out 
across a number of peers (rather than 
1 person’s work always going to 1 or 2 
people). 

Open communication in a trusting 
environment, robust scientific 
debate can occur without fear of 
reprisal.  Each management team 
member is able to freely approach 
another member, in a professional 
manner, to ask questions and clarify 
information, without free of reprisal. 

Perception that particular peers’ 
work should be avoided, so that 
any issues don’t become conflict.  
This is most likely due to the low 
level of trust in the group. 

5. What does normal 
Team level 
functioning look 
like going into the 
future 

Colleagues work together to ensure 
work is reported in a timely manner. 

Decrease in incident reports Open communication in a trusting 
environment, robust scientific 
debate can occur without fear of 
reprisal.  Each management team 
member is able to freely approach 
another member, in a professional 
manner, to ask questions and clarify 
information, without free of reprisal. 

Low level of trust amongst the 
management team, so debate will 
not occur at management team 
meetings.  This debate will occur 
outside meetings, so items will 
take longer to resolve. 
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General RTI / IP contact details:  Privacy and Right to Information Unit   Phone: (07) 3082 0546 | E-mail:  Page 1 of 3 

 

Request for documents 
 

RIGHT TO INFORMATION ACT 2009 / INFORMATION PRIVACY ACT 2009 
RTI / IP application #4189 

 

Addressed to: HSQ-Corro 

‘Request for documents’ 
forms in relation to this 
matter also sent to: 

HRS-Corro 
If you know of other areas of the department that may hold relevant documents, please advise the RTI / IP 
Officer as soon as possible 

RTI / IP decision-maker 
responsible for 
processing application: 

Donna Pottinger  Principal Right to Information Officer, Privacy and Right to 
Information Unit ) 
Phone:  

 
 Access application details 
 

Terms of application: 1. Terms of reference regarding the engagement of 'independent' external consultants 
Workplace Edge to FSS to assist with Amanda Reeves 'reintegration', which was 
possibly then to lead to work on 'improving workplace culture' 
2. Any communications regarding Amanda Reeves and regarding the engagement of 
Workplace Edge, between a. Gary Uhlmann b. Paul Csoban c. Cathie Allen d. Justin 
Howes e. Paula Brisotto f. Michel Lok g. Peter Bristow h. any HR officer in DG HR unit 
that has been involved (therese o'connor, shaun mulholland, therese hodges etc) i. 
Jacqui Wilson k. Adrian Pippia l. Allan Holz m. Peter Mathews  
3. Any documents that indicate any additional instructions given to Workplace Edge, and 
who they were to report to  
4. Any reports, emails, meeting minutes, meeting transcripts/notes, powerpoint 
presentations or other documents prepared/delivered by Workplace Edge and/or Cathie 
Allen and Paul Csoban that mention the name Amanda Reeves in any capacity, 
including identifying her role as a supervisor/manager of Reporting.   

Relevant date range: 22/09/2017 to 01/02/2018 

Types of documents:  

 
 
 Response required from your division / branch / unit 
 

DEADLINE: 7 March 2018  * If you believe you are unable to meet this 
deadline, please contact the RTI / IP decision-
maker to discuss an extension. 

(The RTI / IP Acts impose strict statutory time limits for processing applications, and the Director-General must be 
notified about any RTI / IP applications that are not processed within the prescribed time limits.) 

 

CONTACT US 
 
Within the first 48 Hours of receipt if you:  

• believe processing this search request will exceed FIVE HOURS  
• need any clarity to perform adequate searches or are unsure about relevance.  

 

 Step 1: Identify, locate and forward all relevant files and documents 
 
ACCEPTABLE FORMAT. 
 
All files and/or documents coming within the terms of this application must be forwarded to the RTI / IP 
decision-maker listed above by the deadline set out above and be comprised of either: 
 
a) Hard copies of documents; or 
 
b) A single pdf copy of the document, minus blank pages, (multiple single pdfs or emails will not be 

accepted), and will be returned for formatting; or 
 

c) Excel spreadsheet (if specifically requested). 
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General RTI / IP contact details:  Administrative Law Team   Phone: (07) 3234 1735 | E-mail:   Page 2 of 3 

 
Note: Please refer to Privacy and Right to Information Unit FAQ – “What is a document” - 

http://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/governance/privacy-rti/docs/what_is_a_document.pdf 
 For more information regarding search request procedures - 
 http://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/governance/privacy-rti/faqs.htm#docreq  
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General RTI / IP contact details:  Privacy and Right to Information Unit   Phone: (07) 3082 0546| E-mail:   Page 3 of 3 

 
Checklist of types of searches undertaken (must be completed): Please refer to types of documents in the Access application 
details above, if specified. 
 

Document type Documents not 
held 

Documents 
attached 

Irrelevant to 
application 

• Departmental files    

• Branch / unit specific files    
• Work diary entries    
• General (eg. ‘loose papers’ / note pads / post-it notes, etc)    
• E-mail records (including attachments) UN-ARCHIVED VERSION    
• Electronic calendar entries (eg. Outlook)    
• Electronic files held in computer / network drives    
• Floppy disks / CDs / DVDs / Tapes / Videos    
• Databases / Electronic registers    
• Briefing notes (including attachments)    
• Social media (e.g. Yammer, Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Lync)    

 
 Step 2: Record information about the search 
 
This information is required to calculate prescribed RTI / IP charges and for statistical reporting requirements. Refer to 
information sheet for details of what to record. 
 

Time spent ____ hrs   ____ min. 

Special costs (if any) (eg. costs of search/retrieval from secondary storage) $  

 
 Step 3: Identify concerns (if any) about release of documents 
 
Whilst the Privacy and Right to Information Unit has detailed knowledge of the RTI process, your Division holds the detailed 
knowledge of the subject matter. It is important that if Officers are aware of any concerns about the release of information that 
these concerns are conveyed, at the time the documents are supplied, which will assist in an informed decision being made. 
Please attach a separate page and indicate in your reply that you have concerns. Identifiable patient information, legal advice 
and cabinet material will not be disclosed, therefore there is no need to highlight this information unless it is not apparent. 
 
NOTE:  Any concerns you have regarding the release of some or all of the documents will be taken into account by the 

delegated RTI / IP decision-maker. However, please note that the RTI / IP decision-maker is required by law to form 
an opinion and make a decision independently. It is an offence under the legislation to direct an RTI / IP decision-
maker to make a decision they do not believe should be made. 

 
 Step 4: Search certification 
 

I certify that a thorough search has been made of my area of responsibility for all documents coming within the 
terms of the above RTI / IP application, and that to the best of my knowledge:  

 all documents / files identified as relevant to the application are attached for processing under RTI / IP. 
AND  

 documents have been provided in the acceptable format (see Step 1 and link to information sheets). 
OR  

 my area of responsibility does not hold any documents covered by the above application 
 

  _________________________________ 
     Name of Manager / Director 

 

______________________________________ 
          Position and Division / Branch / Unit 

 

____ / ____ / ____ 
Date 

 

  _________________________________ 
     Signature of Manager / Director 
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Version 3.0 (February 2016) 
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DNA  Workplace Reform January 2018 February 2018 March 2018 ##

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

Finalise staff feedback summary (Workplace Edge)

Launch  Meeting
Prepare meeting slides
Prepare Message
Evidence Recovery and Analysis
Reporting and Intelligence
Meeting summary

Stream - Culture and Workplace Engagement

Resiliance and Connected communication
Procurement - enact
Workshop with reporting team 1 (PC to attend)
Workshop with reporting team 2 (KA to attend)
Resilience Coaching sessions

HR Training and Awareness
Code of Conduct
Harrassment
Grievances
Workplace health and safety
Reasonable Management Action

Regular staff meetings (facilitated if required, ocassional senior management attendance)

EAS services and access to PPE HR Business partner

Manager Support and Development
Individual performance coaching (conflict, coaching for performance)
Manager and Supervisor responsibilities workshop
Provisin of letter and supporting documents to Managers and Supervisors
Engage HR policy adviser and coach

Stream - Organisational Change

Brief A/CEO on workplace change proposal
Notfiy unions and inform ACF of planned workplace change
Employee reference group (business practices; workflows, structure, accountability)
Management meeting workshop on reference group suggestions
Draft Business Case
A/CEO (or GM) approval of Business case for consultation
Formal Business Case consultation
A/CEO (or GM) brief on consultation feedback and recommendaiton for approval
Announcement - orgainsational change
Consultation on implementaiton of change
Implement workplace changes and structures

Performance and Accountability
Develop and consult on business standards and KPIs
Revise all Perfomrance Development Plans
Traiing for supervisors and managers on perfomrance coaching
Design and undertake monthly perforfance coaching program 

Monitoring
Weekly Manager's meeting
Weekly report on incidents to Managing Scientist
Weelky project update
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HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATION  

INVESTIGATION INTO CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS IN THE FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS UNIT OF 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. Purpose

The purpose of this health service investigation is to investigate and report on matters relating to the 

management team of the Forensic DNA Analysis unit at Forensic and Scientific Services. In particular, 

the workplace behaviour and interactions between Ms Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin (the 

Investigation).  

2. Appointment

2.1. Under section 190(2) of the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (Qld) (HHBA), following my

assessment that he is qualified for the appointment because he has the necessary expertise or 

experience, I have appointed Livingstones Australia, as the Health Service Investigator to 

conduct this Investigation. 

2.2. The Health Service Investigator must investigate the matters outlined under ‘3. Scope of the 

Investigation’ below and prepare a Health Service Investigation report to me in accordance with 

section 199 of the HHBA.  

3. Scope of the Investigation

3.1. The Health Service Investigator is to investigate matters relating to allegations in relation to 

inappropriate workplace behaviour. More specifically: 

3.1.1. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s response to feedback 

provided by her in a meeting held on 9 June 2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable 

escalation of his existing behaviours. 

3.1.2. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s determination to take 

and immovably maintain a position and associated unwillingness to be open to 

feedback or adjust his attitudes and behaviours to improve the working relationships. 

CA-31
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3.1.3. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that an email from Justin Howes, Team 

Leader to all reporting staff on the 5th of August 2016 regarding standardised statement 

wording was specifically directed at Mr McNevin. 

3.1.4. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin failed to progress the 

project regarding Project #181 Spermatozoa seen on Differential Lysis extraction slide 

vs Evidence Recovery suspension slide. 

3.1.5. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin caused a serious 
roadblock to process improvement and potentially put the organisation at risk. 

3.1.6. review and investigate Ms Reeves response to Mr McNevin’s email apology on the 9th 

of June 2016. 

3.1.7. review and investigate the poor working relationship between the substantive team 

members of the Forensic DNA Analysis management team and provide details on the 

areas of improvement. 

 

3.2. The Health Service Investigator is to make findings and recommendations in respect of: 

(a) the matters outlined in 3.1 above or any other relevant aspect of the complaints;  

(b) possible misconduct by any employee of Health Support Queensland; 

(b) any identified systemic weaknesses in Forensic and Scientific ServicesPathology 

Queensland, Queensland Health, or Health Support Queensland policies, 

procedures or processes and provide any recommended remedial or preventative 

actions, in particular the process for recruitment and appointing employees into 
temporary or permanent positions within the Forensic DNA AnalysisChemical 

Pathology unit (at FSSRBWH); 

(c) the ways in which the management, administration or delivery of the public sector 

health services, including employment matters, can be maintained and improved; 

and 

(d) any other matter identified during the course of the Investigation. 

4. Powers of the Health Service Investigator 

4.1. The Health Service Investigator has all of the powers given under section 194 of the HHBA 

including to enter a public sector health service facility when it is open and to access, copy or take 

extracts from any document (including documents that contain confidential information) that is 

relevant to the Health Service Investigator’s functions and is in the possession or control of an 

employee of the Department of Health or a Hospital and Health Service. 

Commented [CJA1]: I’m unsure if FSS is covered under the 
HHBA 
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4.2. The Health Service Investigator must make every reasonable effort to also obtain any other 

information or documentation that is relevant to the Investigation. 

5. Conduct of the Investigation 

5.1. The Health Service Investigator will: 

5.1.1. provide within 7 days (or as otherwise agreed) of receiving the appointment and these 

terms of reference: 

(a) an Investigation plan;  

(b) an estimate of hours of work required to complete the Investigation; and 

(c) confirmation in writing of an ability to meet the timeframes for the conduct of the 

Investigation, including the due date for the Investigation report. 

5.1.2. submit within 30 calendar days after commencing the Investigation, an interim report on 

progress, significant findings and recommendations.  

5.2. Should the Health Service Investigator be approached by a representative of the media in 

connection with the Investigation, the Health Service Investigator is to make no comment about the 

Investigation and refer the media representative to the Health Support Queensland Executive 

Director People Performance and Excellence to allow for appropriate escalation. 

5.3. The Health Service Investigator is to notify any person who provides information for the 

Investigation that they have been appointed as an independent Health Service Investigator, having 

no conflict or perceived conflict of interest regarding the matters under Investigation. 

5.4. The Health Service Investigator is to be aware of and comply at all times with the provisions of 

Part 9 of the HHBA which govern the undertaking of this Investigation, including (but not limited to) 
the duty of confidentiality. 

5.5. With the prior notification to and facilitation by me, the Health Service Investigator will: 

5.5.1. interview those persons who the Health Service Investigator believes may be able to 

provide information relevant to the Investigation, which may include persons who are 

not employees of the Department or a Hospital and Health Service; and  

5.5.2. request a Hospital and Health Service and/or the Department of Health (as applicable) 

to give any lawful and reasonable directions to its employees which may be required 

during the Investigation.  For example, to provide a lawful direction and reasonable 

direction to an employee to maintain confidentiality, to attend an interview, or to provide 

copies of documents in their possession or control.  The Health Service Investigator 

must inform me of any failure to comply with a direction. 

5.6. The Health Service Investigator may co-opt specialist clinical, clinical governance, or human 

resource management expertise or opinion, or administrative, information technology or other 
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assistance, where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the HHBA.  The Health 

Service Investigator must obtain my written approval before incurring any expenses in this regard. 

5.7. Where the Health Service Investigator proposes to make a comment, finding or recommendation 

that is adverse to a person, the Health Service Investigator must first afford that person an 

opportunity to respond to the substance of any allegations against them or any potential adverse 

comment, finding or recommendation about them.  

5.8. The Investigation report prepared in accordance with section 199 of the HHBA must specifically 
address the matters outlined in section 3 above. The Health Service Investigator is to provide in 

the body of the report their assessment of the evidence and reasons for their findings.  

5.9. A summary of evidence relied upon by the Health Service Investigator in order to make a 

recommendation is to be included in the Investigation report. 

5.10. The Investigation relates to a Public Interest Disclosure and any information that persons provide 

during the course of the Investigation may be protected as a Public Interest Disclosure pursuant to 

the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010. 

5.11. The names of persons providing information to the Health Service Investigator, and any patient, 

staff or other names, must be kept confidential and referred to in a de-identified form in the body of 

the Investigation report (with a legend confirming the identity of those persons to be provided by 

way of attachment), unless it is agreed by the Health Service Investigator and me that the 

identification of a person is essential to ensure that natural justice is afforded to any particular 

person pursuant to section 65 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010.  

5.12. Legal advice is able to be obtained by the Health Service Investigator at the arrangement and cost 
of Health Support Queensland where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the 

HHBA. 

5.13. The Health Service Investigator is to notify me about the progress of the Investigation at regular 

intervals, as will be agreed following the submission of the Investigation plan. 

5.14. Any request for an extension of the due date for the Investigation report is to be made in writing to 

me at least 7 days before the due date, with supporting reasons. 

5.15. Terms and conditions relating to the health service investigator’s professional rates, out-of-pocket 

expenses, travel arrangements and other relevant matters are contained in the associated 

agreement for provision of the health service investigator’s services.  

5.16. If necessary, the Health Service Investigator should report back to me (or other person nominated 

by me) for further instructions during the course of the Investigation. 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 
______________________________ 
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Gary Uhlmann 

Chief Executive Officer 

Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health   

      /     /  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INSTRUMENT OF INDEMNITY 

 

Grant of Indemnity 

 

State of Queensland acting through Queensland Health ABN 66 329 169 412 (Department) agrees to 

indemnify Livingstones Australia in respect of this Health Service Investigation in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of the Queensland Government Indemnity Guideline as at the date of this Instrument. 

 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 

______________________________ 

GARY UHLMANN 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 

HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
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HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATION  

INVESTIGATION INTO CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS IN THE FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS UNIT OF 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this health service investigation is to investigate and report on matters relating to the 

management team of the Forensic DNA Analysis unit at Forensic and Scientific Services. In particular, 

the workplace behaviour and interactions between Ms Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin (the 

Investigation).  

2. Appointment 

2.1. Under section 190(2) of the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (Qld) (HHBA), following my 

assessment that he is qualified for the appointment because he has the necessary expertise or 

experience, I have appointed Livingstones Australia, as the Health Service Investigator to 

conduct this Investigation. 

2.2. The Health Service Investigator must investigate the matters outlined under ‘3. Scope of the 

Investigation’ below and prepare a Health Service Investigation report to me in accordance with 

section 199 of the HHBA.  

3. Scope of the Investigation 

3.1. The Health Service Investigator is to investigate matters relating to allegations in relation to 

inappropriate workplace behaviour. More specifically:  

3.1.1. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s response to feedback 

provided by her in a meeting held on 9 June 2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable 

escalation of his existing behaviours. 

3.1.2. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s determination to take 

and immovably maintain a position and associated unwillingness to be open to 

feedback or adjust his attitudes and behaviours to improve the working relationships. 
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3.1.3. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that an email from Justin Howes, Team 

Leader to all reporting staff on the 5th of August 2016 regarding standardised statement 

wording was directed specifically at Mr McNevin. 

3.1.4. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin has failed to progress the 

project regarding Project #181 Spermatozoa seen on Differential Lysis extraction slide 

vs Evidence Recovery suspension slide. 

3.1.5. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin caused a serious 
roadblock to process improvement and potentially put the organisation at risk. 

3.1.6. review and investigate Ms Reeves response to Mr McNevin’s email apology on the 9th 

of June 2016. 

3.2. The Health Service Investigator is to make findings and recommendations in respect of: 

(a) the matters outlined in 3.1 above or any other relevant aspect of the complaints;  

(b) possible misconduct by any employee of Health Support Queensland; 

(b) any identified systemic weaknesses in Forensic and Scientific ServicesPathology 

Queensland, Queensland Health, or Health Support Queensland policies, 

procedures or processes and provide any recommended remedial or preventative 

actions, in particular the process for recruitment and appointing employees into 

temporary or permanent positions within the Forensic DNA AnalysisChemical 

Pathology unit (at FSSRBWH); 

(c) the ways in which the management, administration or delivery of the public sector 

health services, including employment matters, can be maintained and improved; 
and 

(d) any other matter identified during the course of the Investigation. 

4. Powers of the Health Service Investigator 

4.1. The Health Service Investigator has all of the powers given under section 194 of the HHBA 

including to enter a public sector health service facility when it is open and to access, copy or take 

extracts from any document (including documents that contain confidential information) that is 

relevant to the Health Service Investigator’s functions and is in the possession or control of an 

employee of the Department of Health or a Hospital and Health Service. 

4.2. The Health Service Investigator must make every reasonable effort to also obtain any other 

information or documentation that is relevant to the Investigation. 

5. Conduct of the Investigation 

5.1. The Health Service Investigator will: 

Commented [CJA1]: I’m unsure if FSS is covered under the 
HHBA 
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5.1.1. provide within 7 days (or as otherwise agreed) of receiving the appointment and these 

terms of reference: 

(a) an Investigation plan;  

(b) an estimate of hours of work required to complete the Investigation; and 

(c) confirmation in writing of an ability to meet the timeframes for the conduct of the 

Investigation, including the due date for the Investigation report. 

5.1.2. submit within 30 calendar days after commencing the Investigation, an interim report on 
progress, significant findings and recommendations.  

5.2. Should the Health Service Investigator be approached by a representative of the media in 

connection with the Investigation, the Health Service Investigator is to make no comment about the 

Investigation and refer the media representative to the Health Support Queensland Executive 

Director People Performance and Excellence to allow for appropriate escalation. 

5.3. The Health Service Investigator is to notify any person who provides information for the 

Investigation that they have been appointed as an independent Health Service Investigator, having 

no conflict or perceived conflict of interest regarding the matters under Investigation. 

5.4. The Health Service Investigator is to be aware of and comply at all times with the provisions of 

Part 9 of the HHBA which govern the undertaking of this Investigation, including (but not limited to) 

the duty of confidentiality. 

5.5. With the prior notification to and facilitation by me, the Health Service Investigator will: 

5.5.1. interview those persons who the Health Service Investigator believes may be able to 

provide information relevant to the Investigation, which may include persons who are 
not employees of the Department or a Hospital and Health Service; and  

5.5.2. request a Hospital and Health Service and/or the Department of Health (as applicable) 

to give any lawful and reasonable directions to its employees which may be required 

during the Investigation.  For example, to provide a lawful direction and reasonable 

direction to an employee to maintain confidentiality, to attend an interview, or to provide 

copies of documents in their possession or control.  The Health Service Investigator 

must inform me of any failure to comply with a direction. 

5.6. The Health Service Investigator may co-opt specialist clinical, clinical governance, or human 

resource management expertise or opinion, or administrative, information technology or other 

assistance, where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the HHBA.  The Health 

Service Investigator must obtain my written approval before incurring any expenses in this regard. 

5.7. Where the Health Service Investigator proposes to make a comment, finding or recommendation 

that is adverse to a person, the Health Service Investigator must first afford that person an 
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opportunity to respond to the substance of any allegations against them or any potential adverse 

comment, finding or recommendation about them.  

5.8. The Investigation report prepared in accordance with section 199 of the HHBA must specifically 

address the matters outlined in section 3 above. The Health Service Investigator is to provide in 

the body of the report their assessment of the evidence and reasons for their findings.  

5.9. A summary of evidence relied upon by the Health Service Investigator in order to make a 

recommendation is to be included in the Investigation report. 

5.10. The Investigation relates to a Public Interest Disclosure and any information that persons provide 

during the course of the Investigation may be protected as a Public Interest Disclosure pursuant to 

the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010. 

5.11. The names of persons providing information to the Health Service Investigator, and any patient, 

staff or other names, must be kept confidential and referred to in a de-identified form in the body of 

the Investigation report (with a legend confirming the identity of those persons to be provided by 

way of attachment), unless it is agreed by the Health Service Investigator and me that the 

identification of a person is essential to ensure that natural justice is afforded to any particular 

person pursuant to section 65 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010.  

5.12. Legal advice is able to be obtained by the Health Service Investigator at the arrangement and cost 

of Health Support Queensland where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the 

HHBA. 

5.13. The Health Service Investigator is to notify me about the progress of the Investigation at regular 

intervals, as will be agreed following the submission of the Investigation plan. 

5.14. Any request for an extension of the due date for the Investigation report is to be made in writing to 

me at least 7 days before the due date, with supporting reasons. 

5.15. Terms and conditions relating to the health service investigator’s professional rates, out-of-pocket 

expenses, travel arrangements and other relevant matters are contained in the associated 

agreement for provision of the health service investigator’s services.  

5.16. If necessary, the Health Service Investigator should report back to me (or other person nominated 

by me) for further instructions during the course of the Investigation. 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 
______________________________ 

Gary Uhlmann 

Chief Executive Officer 

Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health   
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INSTRUMENT OF INDEMNITY 

 

Grant of Indemnity 

 

State of Queensland acting through Queensland Health ABN 66 329 169 412 (Department) agrees to 

indemnify Livingstones Australia in respect of this Health Service Investigation in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of the Queensland Government Indemnity Guideline as at the date of this Instrument. 

 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 

______________________________ 

GARY UHLMANN 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 

HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
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HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATION  

INVESTIGATION INTO CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS IN THE FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS UNIT OF 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this health service investigation is to investigate and report on matters relating to the 

management team of the Forensic DNA Analysis unit at Forensic and Scientific Services. In particular, 

the workplace behaviour and interactions between Ms Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin (the 

Investigation).  

 

2. Appointment 

2.1. Under section 190(2) of the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (Qld) (HHBA), following my 

assessment that he is qualified for the appointment because he has the necessary expertise or 

experience, I have appointed Livingstones Australia, as the Health Service Investigator to 

conduct this Investigation. 

2.2. The Health Service Investigator must investigate the matters outlined under ‘3. Scope of the 

Investigation’ below and prepare a Health Service Investigation report to me in accordance with 

section 199 of the HHBA.  

 

3. Scope of the Investigation 

3.1. The Health Service Investigator is to investigate matters relating to allegations in relation to 

inappropriate workplace behaviour. More specifically:  

3.1.1. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s response to feedback 

provided by her in a meeting held on 9 June 2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable 

escalation of his existing behaviours. 
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3.1.2. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s determination to take 

and immovably maintain a position and associated unwillingness to be open to 

feedback or adjust his attitudes and behaviours to improve the working relationships. 

3.1.3. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that an email from Justin Howes, Team 

Leader, to all reporting staff on the 5th of August 2016 regarding standardised statement 

wording was specifically directed at Mr McNevin. 

3.1.4. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin failed to progress the 
project regarding Project #181 Spermatozoa seen on Differential Lysis extraction slide 

vs Evidence Recovery suspension slide. 

3.1.5. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin caused a serious 

roadblock to process improvement and potentially put the organisation at risk by doing 

so. 

3.1.6. review and investigate Ms Reeves response to Mr McNevin’s email apology on the 9th 

of June 2016. 

3.1.7. review and investigate the poor working relationship between the substantive team 

members of the Forensic DNA Analysis management team and provide details on the 

areas of improvement. 

3.2. The Health Service Investigator is to make findings and recommendations in respect of: 

(a) the matters outlined in 3.1 above or any other relevant aspect of the complaints;  

(b) possible misconduct by any employee of Health Support Queensland; 

(b) any identified systemic weaknesses in Forensic and Scientific ServicesPathology 
Queensland, Queensland Health, or Health Support Queensland policies, 

procedures or processes and provide any recommended remedial or preventative 

actions, in particular the process for recruitment and appointing employees into 

temporary or permanent positions within the Forensic DNA AnalysisChemical 

Pathology unit (at FSSRBWH); 

(c) the ways in which the management, administration or delivery of the public sector 

health services, including employment matters, can be maintained and improved; 

and 

(d) any other matter identified during the course of the Investigation. 

 

4. Powers of the Health Service Investigator 

4.1. The Health Service Investigator has all of the powers given under section 194 of the HHBA 

including to enter a public sector health service facility when it is open and to access, copy or take 
Commented [CJA1]: I’m unsure if FSS is covered under the 
HHBA 
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extracts from any document (including documents that contain confidential information) that is 

relevant to the Health Service Investigator’s functions and is in the possession or control of an 

employee of the Department of Health or a Hospital and Health Service. 

4.2. The Health Service Investigator must make every reasonable effort to also obtain any other 

information or documentation that is relevant to the Investigation. 

 

5. Conduct of the Investigation 

5.1. The Health Service Investigator will: 

5.1.1. provide within 7 days (or as otherwise agreed) of receiving the appointment and these 

terms of reference: 

(a) an Investigation plan;  

(b) an estimate of hours of work required to complete the Investigation; and 

(c) confirmation in writing of an ability to meet the timeframes for the conduct of the 

Investigation, including the due date for the Investigation report. 

5.1.2. submit within 30 calendar days after commencing the Investigation, an interim report on 

progress, significant findings and recommendations.  

5.2. Should the Health Service Investigator be approached by a representative of the media in 

connection with the Investigation, the Health Service Investigator is to make no comment about the 

Investigation and refer the media representative to the Health Support Queensland Executive 

Director People Performance and Excellence to allow for appropriate escalation. 

5.3. The Health Service Investigator is to notify any person who provides information for the 
Investigation that they have been appointed as an independent Health Service Investigator, having 

no conflict or perceived conflict of interest regarding the matters under Investigation. 

5.4. The Health Service Investigator is to be aware of and comply at all times with the provisions of 

Part 9 of the HHBA which govern the undertaking of this Investigation, including (but not limited to) 

the duty of confidentiality. 

5.5. With the prior notification to and facilitation by me, the Health Service Investigator will: 

5.5.1. interview those persons who the Health Service Investigator believes may be able to 

provide information relevant to the Investigation, which may include persons who are 

not employees of the Department or a Hospital and Health Service; and  

5.5.2. request a Hospital and Health Service and/or the Department of Health (as applicable) 

to give any lawful and reasonable directions to its employees which may be required 

during the Investigation.  For example, to provide a lawful direction and reasonable 
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direction to an employee to maintain confidentiality, to attend an interview, or to provide 

copies of documents in their possession or control.  The Health Service Investigator 

must inform me of any failure to comply with a direction. 

5.6. The Health Service Investigator may co-opt specialist clinical, clinical governance, or human 

resource management expertise or opinion, or administrative, information technology or other 

assistance, where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the HHBA.  The Health 

Service Investigator must obtain my written approval before incurring any expenses in this regard. 

5.7. Where the Health Service Investigator proposes to make a comment, finding or recommendation 

that is adverse to a person, the Health Service Investigator must first afford that person an 

opportunity to respond to the substance of any allegations against them or any potential adverse 

comment, finding or recommendation about them.  

5.8. The Investigation report prepared in accordance with section 199 of the HHBA must specifically 

address the matters outlined in section 3 above. The Health Service Investigator is to provide in 

the body of the report their assessment of the evidence and reasons for their findings.  

5.9. A summary of evidence relied upon by the Health Service Investigator in order to make a 

recommendation is to be included in the Investigation report. 

5.10. The Investigation relates to a Public Interest Disclosure and any information that persons provide 

during the course of the Investigation may be protected as a Public Interest Disclosure pursuant to 

the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010. 

5.11. The names of persons providing information to the Health Service Investigator, and any patient, 

staff or other names, must be kept confidential and referred to in a de-identified form in the body of 
the Investigation report (with a legend confirming the identity of those persons to be provided by 

way of attachment), unless it is agreed by the Health Service Investigator and me that the 

identification of a person is essential to ensure that natural justice is afforded to any particular 

person pursuant to section 65 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010.  

5.12. Legal advice is able to be obtained by the Health Service Investigator at the arrangement and cost 

of Health Support Queensland where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the 

HHBA. 

5.13. The Health Service Investigator is to notify me about the progress of the Investigation at regular 

intervals, as will be agreed following the submission of the Investigation plan. 

5.14. Any request for an extension of the due date for the Investigation report is to be made in writing to 

me at least 7 days before the due date, with supporting reasons. 

5.15. Terms and conditions relating to the health service investigator’s professional rates, out-of-pocket 

expenses, travel arrangements and other relevant matters are contained in the associated 
agreement for provision of the health service investigator’s services.  
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5.16. If necessary, the Health Service Investigator should report back to me (or other person nominated 

by me) for further instructions during the course of the Investigation. 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 
______________________________ 

Gary Uhlmann 

Chief Executive Officer 

Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health   

      /     /  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INSTRUMENT OF INDEMNITY 

 

Grant of Indemnity 

 

State of Queensland acting through Queensland Health ABN 66 329 169 412 (Department) agrees to 

indemnify Livingstones Australia in respect of this Health Service Investigation in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of the Queensland Government Indemnity Guideline as at the date of this Instrument. 

 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 

______________________________ 

GARY UHLMANN 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 

HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
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HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATION  

INVESTIGATION INTO CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS IN THE FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS UNIT OF 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this health service investigation is to investigate and report on matters relating to the 

management team of the Forensic DNA unit at Forensic and Scientific Services. In particular, the 

workplace behaviour and interactions between Ms Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin (the 

Investigation).  

2. Appointment 

2.1. Under section 190(2) of the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (Qld) (HHBA), following my 

assessment that he is qualified for the appointment because he has the necessary expertise or 

experience, I have appointed Livingstones Australia, as the Health Service Investigator to 

conduct this Investigation. 

2.2. The Health Service Investigator must investigate the matters outlined under ‘3. Scope of the 

Investigation’ below and prepare a Health Service Investigation report to me in accordance with 

section 199 of the HHBA.  

3. Scope of the Investigation 

3.1. The Health Service Investigator is to investigate matters relating to allegations in relation to 

inappropriate workplace behaviour. More specifically:  

3.1.1. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s determination to take 

and immovably maintain a position and associated unwillingness to be open to 

feedback or to consider making adjustments to his attitudes and behaviours in 

improving working relationships. 
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3.1.2. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Ms McNevin’s feedback provided by 

her in a meeting held on 9 June2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable escalation 

of his existing behaviours. 

3.1.3. review and investigate  

3.1.4. review and investigate 

3.1.5. review and investigate  

 

 

 

3.2. The Health Service Investigator is to make findings and recommendations in respect of: 

(a) the matters outlined in 3.1 above or any other relevant aspect of the complaints;  

(b) possible misconduct by any employee of Health Support Queensland; 

(b) any identified systemic weaknesses in Pathology Queensland, Queensland 

Health, or Health Support Queensland policies, procedures or processes and 

provide any recommended remedial or preventative actions, in particular the 

process for recruitment and appointing employees into temporary or permanent 

positions within the Chemical Pathology unit (at RBWH); 

(c) the ways in which the management, administration or delivery of the public sector 

health services, including employment matters, can be maintained and improved; 

and 

(d) any other matter identified during the course of the Investigation. 

4. Powers of the Health Service Investigator 

4.1. The Health Service Investigator has all of the powers given under section 194 of the HHBA 

including to enter a public sector health service facility when it is open and to access, copy or take 

extracts from any document (including documents that contain confidential information) that is 

relevant to the Health Service Investigator’s functions and is in the possession or control of an 

employee of the Department of Health or a Hospital and Health Service. 

4.2. The Health Service Investigator must make every reasonable effort to also obtain any other 

information or documentation that is relevant to the Investigation. 

  

  

4.2.  

Formatted: Indent: Left:  1 cm,  No bullets or numbering

Formatted:  No bullets or numbering
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5. Conduct of the Investigation 

5.1. The Health Service Investigator will: 

5.1.1. provide within 7 days (or as otherwise agreed) of receiving the appointment and these 

terms of reference: 

(a) an Investigation plan;  

(b) an estimate of hours of work required to complete the Investigation; and 

(c) confirmation in writing of an ability to meet the timeframes for the conduct of the 
Investigation, including the due date for the Investigation report. 

5.1.2. submit within 30 calendar days after commencing the Investigation, an interim report on 

progress, significant findings and recommendations.  

5.2. Should the Health Service Investigator be approached by a representative of the media in 

connection with the Investigation, the Health Service Investigator is to make no comment about the 

Investigation and refer the media representative to the Health Support Queensland Executive 

Director People Performance and Excellence to allow for appropriate escalation. 

5.3. The Health Service Investigator is to notify any person who provides information for the 

Investigation that they have been appointed as an independent Health Service Investigator, having 

no conflict or perceived conflict of interest regarding the matters under Investigation. 

5.4. The Health Service Investigator is to be aware of and comply at all times with the provisions of 

Part 9 of the HHBA which govern the undertaking of this Investigation, including (but not limited to) 

the duty of confidentiality. 

5.5. With the prior notification to and facilitation by me, the Health Service Investigator will: 

5.5.1. interview those persons who the Health Service Investigator believes may be able to 

provide information relevant to the Investigation, which may include persons who are 

not employees of the Department or a Hospital and Health Service; and  

5.5.2. request a Hospital and Health Service and/or the Department of Health (as applicable) 

to give any lawful and reasonable directions to its employees which may be required 

during the Investigation.  For example, to provide a lawful direction and reasonable 

direction to an employee to maintain confidentiality, to attend an interview, or to provide 

copies of documents in their possession or control.  The Health Service Investigator 

must inform me of any failure to comply with a direction. 

5.6. The Health Service Investigator may co-opt specialist clinical, clinical governance, or human 

resource management expertise or opinion, or administrative, information technology or other 

assistance, where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the HHBA.  The Health 

Service Investigator must obtain my written approval before incurring any expenses in this regard. 
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5.7. Where the Health Service Investigator proposes to make a comment, finding or recommendation 

that is adverse to a person, the Health Service Investigator must first afford that person an 

opportunity to respond to the substance of any allegations against them or any potential adverse 

comment, finding or recommendation about them.  

5.8. The Investigation report prepared in accordance with section 199 of the HHBA must specifically 

address the matters outlined in section 3 above. The Health Service Investigator is to provide in 

the body of the report their assessment of the evidence and reasons for their findings.  

5.9. A summary of evidence relied upon by the Health Service Investigator in order to make a 

recommendation is to be included in the Investigation report. 

5.10. The Investigation relates to a Public Interest Disclosure and any information that persons provide 

during the course of the Investigation may be protected as a Public Interest Disclosure pursuant to 

the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010. 

5.11. The names of persons providing information to the Health Service Investigator, and any patient, 

staff or other names, must be kept confidential and referred to in a de-identified form in the body of 

the Investigation report (with a legend confirming the identity of those persons to be provided by 

way of attachment), unless it is agreed by the Health Service Investigator and me that the 

identification of a person is essential to ensure that natural justice is afforded to any particular 

person pursuant to section 65 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010.  

5.12. Legal advice is able to be obtained by the Health Service Investigator at the arrangement and cost 

of Health Support Queensland where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the 

HHBA. 

5.13. The Health Service Investigator is to notify me about the progress of the Investigation at regular 

intervals, as will be agreed following the submission of the Investigation plan. 

5.14. Any request for an extension of the due date for the Investigation report is to be made in writing to 

me at least 7 days before the due date, with supporting reasons. 

5.15. Terms and conditions relating to the health service investigator’s professional rates, out-of-pocket 

expenses, travel arrangements and other relevant matters are contained in the associated 

agreement for provision of the health service investigator’s services.  

5.16. If necessary, the Health Service Investigator should report back to me (or other person nominated 

by me) for further instructions during the course of the Investigation. 

 
Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 
______________________________ 

Gary Uhlmann 
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Chief Executive Officer 

Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health 

      /     /  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INSTRUMENT OF INDEMNITY 

 

Grant of Indemnity 

 

State of Queensland acting through Queensland Health ABN 66 329 169 412 (Department) agrees to 

indemnify Livingstones Australia in respect of this Health Service Investigation in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of the Queensland Government Indemnity Guideline as at the date of this Instrument. 

 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 

______________________________ 

GARY UHLMANN 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 

HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
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HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATION  

INVESTIGATION INTO CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS IN THE FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS UNIT OF 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this health service investigation is to investigate and report on matters relating to the 

management team of Forensic DNA Analysis at Forensic and Scientific Services. In particular, the 

workplace behaviour and interactions between Ms Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin (the 

Investigation).  

2. Appointment 

2.1. Under section 190(2) of the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (Qld) (HHBA), following my 

assessment that he is qualified for the appointment because he has the necessary expertise or 

experience, I have appointed Livingstones Australia, as the Health Service Investigator to 

conduct this Investigation. 

2.2. The Health Service Investigator must investigate the matters outlined under ‘3. Scope of the 

Investigation’ below and prepare a Health Service Investigation report to me in accordance with 
section 199 of the HHBA.  

3. Scope of the Investigation 

3.1. The Health Service Investigator is to investigate matters relating to allegations in relation to 

inappropriate workplace behaviour. More specifically:  

3.1.1. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s response to feedback 

provided by her in a meeting held on 9 June 2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable 

escalation of his existing behaviours. 

3.1.2. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s determination to take 

and immovably maintain a position and associated unwillingness to be open to feedback 

or adjust his attitudes and behaviours to improve the working relationships. 
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3.1.3. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that an email from Justin Howes, Team 

Leader, to all reporting staff on the 5th of August 2016 regarding standardised statement 

wording was specifically directed at Mr McNevin. 

3.1.4. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin failed to progress the 

project regarding Project #181 Spermatozoa seen on Differential Lysis extraction slide vs 

Evidence Recovery suspension slide. 

3.1.5. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin caused a serious 
roadblock to process improvement and potentially put the organisation at risk by doing 

so. 

3.1.6. review and investigate Ms Reeves response to Mr McNevin’s email apology on the 9th of 

June 2016. 

3.1.7. review and investigate the poor working relationship between the substantive team 

members of the Forensic DNA Analysis management team and provide details on the 

areas of improvement. 

3.2. The Health Service Investigator is to make findings and recommendations in respect of: 

(a) the matters outlined in 3.1 above or any other relevant aspect of the complaints;  

(b) possible misconduct by any employee of Health Support Queensland; 

(c) the ways in which the management, administration or delivery of the public sector 

health services, including employment matters, can be maintained and improved; 

and 

(d) any other matter identified during the course of the Investigation. 

4. Powers of the Health Service Investigator 

4.1. The Health Service Investigator has all of the powers given under section 194 of the HHBA 

including to enter a public sector health service facility when it is open and to access, copy or take 

extracts from any document (including documents that contain confidential information) that is 

relevant to the Health Service Investigator’s functions and is in the possession or control of an 

employee of the Department of Health or a Hospital and Health Service. 

4.2. The Health Service Investigator must make every reasonable effort to also obtain any other 

information or documentation that is relevant to the Investigation. 

5. Conduct of the Investigation 

5.1. The Health Service Investigator will: 

5.1.1. provide within 7 days (or as otherwise agreed) of receiving the appointment and these 

terms of reference: 
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(a) an Investigation plan;  

(b) an estimate of hours of work required to complete the Investigation; and 

(c) confirmation in writing of an ability to meet the timeframes for the conduct of the 

Investigation, including the due date for the Investigation report. 

5.1.2. submit within 30 calendar days after commencing the Investigation, an interim report on 

progress, significant findings and recommendations.  

5.2. Should the Health Service Investigator be approached by a representative of the media in 
connection with the Investigation, the Health Service Investigator is to make no comment about the 

Investigation and refer the media representative to the Health Support Queensland Executive 

Director People Performance and Excellence to allow for appropriate escalation. 

5.3. The Health Service Investigator is to notify any person who provides information for the 

Investigation that they have been appointed as an independent Health Service Investigator, having 

no conflict or perceived conflict of interest regarding the matters under Investigation. 

5.4. The Health Service Investigator is to be aware of and comply at all times with the provisions of Part 

9 of the HHBA which govern the undertaking of this Investigation, including (but not limited to) the 

duty of confidentiality. 

5.5. With the prior notification to and facilitation by me, the Health Service Investigator will: 

5.5.1. interview those persons who the Health Service Investigator believes may be able to 

provide information relevant to the Investigation, which may include persons who are not 

employees of the Department or a Hospital and Health Service; and  

5.5.2. request a Hospital and Health Service and/or the Department of Health (as applicable) to 
give any lawful and reasonable directions to its employees which may be required during 

the Investigation.  For example, to provide a lawful direction and reasonable direction to 

an employee to maintain confidentiality, to attend an interview, or to provide copies of 

documents in their possession or control.  The Health Service Investigator must inform 

me of any failure to comply with a direction. 

5.6. The Health Service Investigator may co-opt specialist clinical, clinical governance, or human 

resource management expertise or opinion, or administrative, information technology or other 

assistance, where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the HHBA.  The Health 

Service Investigator must obtain my written approval before incurring any expenses in this regard. 

5.7. Where the Health Service Investigator proposes to make a comment, finding or recommendation 

that is adverse to a person, the Health Service Investigator must first afford that person an 

opportunity to respond to the substance of any allegations against them or any potential adverse 

comment, finding or recommendation about them.  
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5.8. The Investigation report prepared in accordance with section 199 of the HHBA must specifically 

address the matters outlined in section 3 above. The Health Service Investigator is to provide in the 

body of the report their assessment of the evidence and reasons for their findings.  

5.9. A summary of evidence relied upon by the Health Service Investigator in order to make a 

recommendation is to be included in the Investigation report. 

5.10. The Investigation relates to a Public Interest Disclosure and any information that persons provide 

during the course of the Investigation may be protected as a Public Interest Disclosure pursuant to 
the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010. 

5.11. The names of persons providing information to the Health Service Investigator, and any patient, 

staff or other names, must be kept confidential and referred to in a de-identified form in the body of 

the Investigation report (with a legend confirming the identity of those persons to be provided by 

way of attachment), unless it is agreed by the Health Service Investigator and me that the 

identification of a person is essential to ensure that natural justice is afforded to any particular 

person pursuant to section 65 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010.  

5.12. Legal advice is able to be obtained by the Health Service Investigator at the arrangement and cost 

of Health Support Queensland where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the HHBA. 

5.13. The Health Service Investigator is to notify me about the progress of the Investigation at regular 

intervals, as will be agreed following the submission of the Investigation plan. 

5.14. Any request for an extension of the due date for the Investigation report is to be made in writing to 

me at least 7 days before the due date, with supporting reasons. 

5.15. Terms and conditions relating to the health service investigator’s professional rates, out-of-pocket 
expenses, travel arrangements and other relevant matters are contained in the associated 

agreement for provision of the health service investigator’s services.  

5.16. If necessary, the Health Service Investigator should report back to me (or other person nominated 

by me) for further instructions during the course of the Investigation. 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 
______________________________ 

Gary Uhlmann 

Chief Executive Officer 

Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health   

      /     /  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INSTRUMENT OF INDEMNITY 

 

Grant of Indemnity 

 

State of Queensland acting through Queensland Health ABN 66 329 169 412 (Department) agrees to 

indemnify Livingstones Australia in respect of this Health Service Investigation in accordance with the terms 
and conditions of the Queensland Government Indemnity Guideline as at the date of this Instrument. 

 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 

______________________________ 

GARY UHLMANN 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 

HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
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1

Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen
Sent: Monday, 6 February 2017 8:44 AM
To: Paul Csoban
Subject: Documents for Scientific Review
Attachments: Scientific Review ToR_20170131.docx; AP Paper Investigation November 2016 

final.doc; 17185V10_Detection of azoospermic semen in casework samples.doc; 
17186V12_The AP screening test for seminal stains.doc; 17189V13_Examination For 
and Of Spermatozoa.doc; 32106V4_Examination of Sexual Assault Cases.doc

Hi Paul 

Please find attached the documents required for a scientific review within Forensic DNA Analysis by a representative 
from ESR. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

CA-32
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Scientific Review  
Forensic DNA Analysis 

Forensic & Scientific Services 
31 January 2017 
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Scientific Review – Forensic & Scientific Services - 1 - 
 

Background 
An issue has been raised specifically regarding spermatozoa negative, acid 
phosphatase negative sexual assault samples, however a review of the processing of 
SAIKs would be appreciated in the spirit of continuing quality improvement. 

 

An independent review regarding evidence recovery processing with respect to sexual 
assault investigation kits (SAIKs) is requested of the Institute of Environmental Science 
and Research Limited (ESR), a Crown Research Institute in New Zealand. 

Terms of Reference 
The objective of the scientific review is to examine the processing of sexual assault 
investigation kits in the Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory to ascertain its validity as an 
acceptable, scientific process. 

Specifically, the review will consider the following: 

• the current Standard Operating Procedure for Examination of Sexual Assault 
Cases  

• associated Standard Operating Procedures – The Acid Phosphatase Screening 
Test for Seminal Stains, Examination For & Of Spermatozoa and Detection of 
Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 

• small report titled ‘AP Paper – False Positive Investigation’  

• other documents requested by ESR that are pertinent to sexual assault cases 

Documents to be provided 
Current versions of the above SOPs and small report will be provided via email 
(Procedure for Examination of Sexual Assault Cases QIS #32106v4; The Acid 
Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains QIS #17186v12, Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa QIS #17189v13 and Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework 
Samples QIS #17185v10) 

Provision of work 
Assessment of the SOPs and report can be conducted remotely with any follow-up 
being conducted either by via email, phone, teleconference, video conference or in 
person. 
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Forensic and Scientific Services 

 

Page: 1 of 3 
 
 

 
AP Paper – False Positive Investigation 

       (Valerie Caldwell and Allan McNevin) 
 

 Incident   
 
On 08/11/2016 whilst carrying out testing of a CTS exhibit, the negative control gave a false 
positive AP result was when testing was performed using the large filter paper sheets located 
within ER laboratory. 
Positive and Negative controls are performed each time AP testing is carried out.  The Positive 
control is a dilution of a known semen source on a small Whatman filter paper disc prepared as 
required in bulk and stored in the freezer in 6124. The negative control test is a reagent blank test, 
and the reagent can either be added direct to the filter paper, or the paper may be wet first using 
nanopure water. No nanopure water used in this instance. 
The filter paper showed a colour change within the 2 min test period. Subsequent testing at the 
time was performed on a small (45.2 mm) Whatman filter paper disc and a large (150mm) 
Whatman filter paper disc. Both were negative @ 2 mins. 
Further investigation was required. 

 
 Investigation 

 
All paper types within the laboratory were tested  with the same lot of AP reagent.  
The spray method was used in the fumehood.    
Large filter paper sheets have been in use in ER lab 6124 and Bone prep room 6121  
 

 
ERT blotting paper 

 
Bone room blotting paper  
 
The blotting paper is not of the same batch or type – see images.  
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AP Paper investigation November 2016 
 

 
 

 

Page: 2 of 3 
 
 

 
All items used in investigation:  

• 2 x 50mL AP solution  (Lot 20160901JSM – exp. 01/03/2017) 

• Large AP paper (ERT stock) 

• Large blotting paper (Bone prep room stock) 

• Brown paper  

• 45.2 mm Whatmans filter paper 

• 150mm Whatmans filter paper  

• A4 paper 

 

 
Investigation results tabulated as follows: 
 
 
 Nanopure H2Oresult @2 mins AP solution result @ 2 mins 

 
Large A.P. blotting paper ER Neg 

 
Pos @ ~10secs- developing 

Large blotting paper Bone  
 

Neg Neg 

A4 paper 
 

Neg Neg 

Whatman 42.5mm  
 

Neg Neg 

Whatman 150 mm 
 

Neg Neg 

Brown paper 
 

Neg Neg 

 
 
 
Images of the above reactions have been stored to in  G:\ForBiol\AAA Evidence 
Recovery\Photos\AP neg control investigation.   
 
A possible reason for the false positive result is a steady build-up of bleach residue from 
environmental cleaning. Although the paper itself is not cleaned, the cupboard containing the paper 
is, and the cardboard box that the paper is stored in is not sealed. The paper is generally only used 
to test whole items, and these are only rarely received for AP testing by the laboratory. 
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AP Paper investigation November 2016 
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 Outcomes 

 
Corrective actions taken 

• Remove the large blotting paper in the ERT lab from use in AP testing (can be used as 
general blotting paper, for example when draining / drying coplin jars) and purchase new 
paper  

• Place some of the blotting paper from the stock in the bone room in the laboratory, and 
store within a plastic bag 

• Keep the new paper in plastic to avoid exposure to bleach aerosols 

 
This investigation was a good learning tool, reminding the team of the importance and relevance of 
negative control testing, and testing reagents prior to testing of exhibits. It must also be noted that 
there was no impact on the testing of any exhibits as a result of the events and investigations 
outlined above.  
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Forensic and Scientific Services 

 

Page: 1 of 5 
Document Number: 17185V10 
Valid From: 07/05/2015 
Approver/s: Cathie ALLEN 

Detection of azoospermic semen in casework samples 

1 Purpose and scope 
The purpose of this document is to describe the procedure for the presumptive detection of 
azoospermic semen. This method describes the ABAcard p30 test for Prostate Specific 
Antigen (PSA) or p30. To be used when a possible human seminal stain is suspected of 
having low or no spermatozoa (oligospermic / azoospermic) - post acid phosphatase and 
microscopic investigation. 

 
 
2 Definitions 

PSA – Prostate Specific Antigen 
p30 – Alternate nomenclature for PSA 

 
 
3 Principle 

The ABAcard p30 kit has been designed for the detection of PSA/p30 in blood samples 
collected from patients with prostate cancer. Within this laboratory, the ABAcard p30 kit is 
used to detect the PSA / p30 component of seminal fluid. This test has been validated for 
use in this and many forensic laboratories. It uses a solid phase immunochromatographic 
format for the qualitative detection of p30. It has been validated for use with forensic 
casework stains and swabs.  
 
The sample is added to a well in the test device containing a pad impregnated with a dye 
conjugated anti-p30 antibody. When sample is added to the well, it diffuses through a 
membrane where an anti-p30 antibody has been immobilised in a strip. If p30 is present in 
the sample at a concentration of 4µg/L or more, a pink line will appear within 10 minutes in 
both the Test (T) and Control (C) areas where the coloured conjugate has been captured. If 
no band appears in the test window, the PSA concentrate is either less than 4µg/L or not 
present in the sample. If no band appears in the control (C) window, the test is considered 
invalid and should be repeated. 

 
Samples with very high levels of p30 may overload the test mechanism and prevent the 
antigen-antibody complex with the pink colour from binding to the antibody. As a result  
 no pink line will form in the Test (T) area although p30 is present. This false negative  
 result is known as the ‘high dose hook effect’. 

 
Samples that are strongly acid phosphatase positive (i.e. under 20 sec) with no 
spermatozoa detected and a negative p30 test should be suspected of the ‘high dose hook 
effect’. To test whether the effect has occurred, the supernatant should be diluted and 
retested using the ABAcard p30 test.  
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Detection of azoospermic semen in casework samples  
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Document Number: 17185V10 
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Approver/s: Cathie ALLEN 

4 Reagents and equipment 
4.1 Reagents 

ABAcard p30 test kit cassette 
Nanopure water 

 
4.2 Equipment 

Pipette 
Vortex tube mixer 
Centrifuge 
1.5 mL sample tube or 2.0 mL sample tube 
Timer 
 

 
5 Safety 

There are no special safety risks associated with this method 
 
 
6 Procedure 
6.1 Sample preparation (extraction) 

1. Place sample in a 1.5 or 2.0 mL sample tube and label appropriately 
 

2. Add at least 200 μL nanopure water to form a suspension 
 

3. Vortex mix thoroughly. 
 

4. Centrifuge at at least 6,500 x g (14,000 rpm on Sigma 1-14 centrifuge) for 3 minutes 
prior to testing 

 
6.2 Performing the test 

1. Remove test cassette from sealed foil pouch immediately prior to use and label 
accordingly.  

 
2. Add 150 µL of the sample supernatant to the sample well “S”. If capillary action doesn’t 

occur in the test strip within 30 sec, add one drop of nanopure water. 
 
3. Read test result in 10 minutes. 
 
4. If test result ambiguous - have another scientist verify test result. 
 
5. Note p30 batch number and expiry in AUSLAB under reagents/consumables. 

 
6.3 Diluting the supernatant for suspected “high dose hook effect” samples 

1. Remove 20 µL of supernatant from the original suspension using a pipette and add to a 
new 1.5 mL tube. 

 
2. Add 180 µL of nanopure water to the tube. This creates a 1:10 dilution of the original 

sample. 
 

3. Vortex thoroughly.  
 

4. Perform test as per Section 6.2.  
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Detection of azoospermic semen in casework samples  
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Note: A 1:10 dilution should negate samples with possible ‘high dose hook effect’. If unsure, a 
1:100 dilution may be prepared and tested. 

 
 
7 Validation 

The ABAcard p30 test kit has been validated for use in 2011 within Forensic DNA Analysis 
(reference below). 

 
 
8 Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 

Refer to “Principle” above for test specific QA criteria. One kit from each delivery (or each 
different lot number within a delivery) is tested using a known semen sample and nanopure 
water to test the integrity of the delivered kits. 
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The Acid Phosphatase screening test for seminal stains 

1 Purpose and scope 
This method describes the screening test for the possible presence of human seminal fluid. 
This screening test is a presumptive test that detects acid phosphatase (AP) activity as an 
indicator of human seminal fluid. The microscopic identification of spermatozoa confirms 
the presence of human seminal fluid. 

 
 
2 Introduction 

Whole Semen is a suspension of cells and spermatozoa in a fluid medium called the 
seminal plasma. The average volume of human ejaculate is approximately 3mL, with a 
sperm density of 100 000 cells/µL which represents about 10% of the total volume. 

 
The seminal plasma is rich in non-enzymic and enzymic constituents. In particular, it has an 
extraordinarily high phosphatase activity; i.e. phosphatases (acid and alkaline), 
nucleotidases, pyrophosphatases and several ATP’ases, and is the richest known source of 
acid phosphatase. Freshly ejaculated semen is also rich in phosphorylcholine, which is 
immediately dephosphorylated by acid phosphatase to choline and orthophosphate. 

 
In this laboratory detection of possible human semen and seminal stains is demonstrated 
by the presence of acid phosphatase. 

 
The test for acid phosphatase described below is a versatile, simple and relatively cheap 
method used only as a screening test for human seminal stains. The presence of acid 
phosphatase is not specific for human semen. Acid phosphatase activity is found in 
moderate amounts in some vegetable extracts, yeasts, fungi, and bacteria. Acid 
phosphatase activity may also be found in faecal matter, though this is usually 
distinguishable from seminal acid phosphatase activity by the suspect colour of the azo-dye 
formed. In addition, free phenols in a stain e.g. from contraceptive creams may also react 
with the Fast Blue though again usually to give an azo-dye of suspect colour. Animal semen 
contains acid phosphatase though generally at low levels. Most importantly, vaginal fluid 
also contains moderate levels of an acid phosphatase which displays similar chemical 
properties to seminal acid phosphatase. The level of acid phosphatase on vaginal swabs 
can be sufficiently high to cause confusion between pure vaginal secretion and weak 
seminal contamination. The level of acid phosphatase in vaginal secretions is thought to 
rise during pregnancy and may be affected by the menstrual cycle.  
 
Conversely, the absence of acid phosphatase activity from a stain does not necessarily 
mean that the stain is not of seminal origin. Seminal acid phosphatase originates in the 
prostate gland. The other glands of the male genital tract secrete little or no acid 
phosphatase. Thus obviously, males who have undergone prostatectomy may have a 
decreased amount of acid phosphatase in their semen.  Since different parts of an ejaculate 
originate in different glands, it is also possible for one seminal stain, say on a sheet, to differ 
markedly in its acid phosphatase content from a second stain from the same ejaculate. It 
has also been shown that acid phosphatase activity can be lost from a garment after most 
washing procedures whereas spermatozoa can persist through all but the most rigorous of 
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such procedures. Finally, acid phosphatase activity in the vagina is lost faster than 
spermatozoa. 
 
Within these limitations, the acid phosphatase test is an excellent screening test for seminal 
stains, and is far superior to visual examination which will miss all but the heaviest stains. 
However the acid phosphatase test can exhaust biological material. This means DNA, if 
present, may be lost through the actions of the test itself. It is advisable to perform tapelifts 
on areas of interest (e.g. crotch of underwear), prior to acid phosphatase testing.  
 
 

3 Principle 
Acid phosphatase activity in a stain is a strong indication of the presence of seminal fluid.  It 
is a water soluble enzyme and is therefore easily absorbed onto moistened filter paper 
where it can be detected using the Brentamine test. 
 

3.1 The Brentamine Reaction 

This reaction relies on the liberation of napthol from sodium α–naphthyl phosphate by the 
enzyme, and the concomitant formation of a purple azo-dye by the coupling of napthol with 
buffered Brentamine fast blue B. 
 
 

4 Reagents and equipment 
4.1 Safety 

WARNING:  The AP solution is carcinogenic – take great care when handling the reagents 
and wear gloves the whole time. Do not inhale mists. 
 
NOTE: Any reagents prepared in-house shall bear a label created at the time of 
preparation: 
 
….(enter details eg 10% NaOH)…. 
Prepd from Lot/batch:……….. 
Date: ../../..    Initials: ……….. 
Expires:../../..    Store at:….oC 
WARNING: Contains ……………… 
 
Brentamine Fast blue B (Sigma D-3502). 
WARNING: Fast Blue Salt BN (o-dianisidine, tetrazolized) is harmful by inhalation, contact 
with skin, or if swallowed. Possible carcinogen, possible mutagen. Do not breathe dust. 
Wear PPE. 
 
Sodium Acetate (Anhydrous, AR). 
WARNING: Sodium acetate may irritate eyes and repeated exposure may cause dermatitis. 
Wear eye protection and gloves. 
 
Acetic Acid (glacial, AR). 
WARNING: Glacial acetic acid. Vapours, liquid mists are extremely corrosive to eyes, skin, 
respiratory surfaces and membranes. Avoid contact, do not inhale or ingest. Wear PPE. 
 
Sodium α-naphthyl phosphate (Sigma N-7255). 
WARNING: α-naphthyl phosphate di-sodium salt is irritating to the eyes, respiratory 
surfaces and skin. Wear PPE. 
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Nanopure water 
Nil. 
 

4.2 Preparation of Working Reagent 

Prepare Na α–naphthyl phosphate by dissolving 0.8g in 10mL nanopure water.  This acts 
as a stock solution. 
 
To about 300mL of Nanopure water add: 

1. 4.8g Anhydrous Sodium acetate and 
2. 0.4g Brentamine Fast Blue B Salt (Swirl to dissolve) 
3. 4mL of Na α–naphthyl phosphate 
4. Add 10mL of Acetic Acid 
5. Make up solution to 400mL with Nanopure water 
6. Decant into 2ml tubes and label each tube individually as per section 4.1. The 

reagent can also be decanted into 50ml falcon tubes for larger items. 
7. Store the tubes in the freezer in a plastic box 

 
NOTE: If the reagent is not frozen it can be stored in the fridge and reused for 7 days. Any 
reagent that is frozen must have a 6 month expiry date and be discarded after this time. 
 

The reagent is tested with positive and negative controls at time of solution preparation and 
prior to each use (as outlined in section 8). If no purple colouration develops with the 
positive control, discard the reagent. If a second batch of reagent also proves ineffective, 
refer to section 4.2 of SOP 30800 and/or notify Senior Scientist of Evidence Recovery 
Team. 
  
Reagents are to be registered in AUSLAB as per batch functionality SOP 24469. 
 
 

5 Procedure 
5.1 Acid Phosphatase screening of items 

This process applies to whole items such as bedding, clothing, sanitary items or tissues. 
Determine the area of interest to be AP screened depending on the case particulars. For 
items of clothing and some bedding it will be necessary to keep front and back surfaces 
separate by sliding suitable perspex or other separators into the garment. The thickness of 
an exhibit material will govern whether one side or both sides require testing. 
 

1. Lightly spray the item with Nanopure water - take care not to over-moisten the item as this 
dilutes the stain. 

2. Place a suitably sized piece of blotting or filter paper over the item or area in question and 
mark its position and orientation on the item with chinagraph or felt pen.  

3. Spray the paper with Nanopure water - take care not to over-moisten the paper as this 
makes further examination difficult. 

4. Press the paper onto the item firmly so that any seminal staining will come into contact with 
the dampened paper. 

5. Hang the paper in the fume cupboard with the side that has been in contact with the item 
facing out. 

6. Spray the side of the paper, which contacted the item with tested AP solution. 
7. Allow the process to run for 2 minutes and complete interpretation as per section 

Interpretation of Results below. A positive reaction is obtained if a purple colouration 
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appears within 2 minutes (the stain may develop gradually). If a positive result is obtained, 
proceed to next step. If a negative result is obtained, this will either prompt further AP 
testing of the exhibit or signify that semen was not detected on the exhibit. 

8. The side of the blotting paper which was in contact with the item needs to be facing up and 
placed on a clean area of bench.  Cut out the AP positive area. 

9. The blotting paper sheet is then placed back on the item and repositioned using the 
chinagraph marks.  The AP positive areas are then traced back on to the item.  

10. Place the used paper in the biological waste bin. 
11. Further testing of any AP positive areas should be conducted at the discretion of the 

examining scientist as per SOP 17189 “Examination For & Of Spermatozoa” and or 17185 
“Detection Of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples”. 
 

5.2 Acid Phosphatase of substrates within a tube 
This process details the examination for the presence of semen on substrates received 
within tubes or placed in a tube as part of sample preparation. This includes, but is not 
limited to, swabs, tapelifts, scrapings and other textiles. 
 

1. If the item is a swab cut the swab head from the stick, and then cut into several pieces and 
place in 1.5mL/2mL tube. If the item is a tapelift or fabric cut in smaller portions if required. 

2. Add approx 150µL-300µL Nanopure water to the swab head, tapelift or fabric pieces or as 
little water as is required to cover the substrate.  It is important to minimise the amount of 
water added to the substrate as the addition of water dilutes the sample. 

3. Vortex the substrate suspension. 
4. Centrifuge the substrate suspension at 14000rpm for 3 minutes. 
5. Retrieve a tube of AP reagent from the freezer and allow to defrost 
6. Apply 1 drop of the substrate supernatant and 1 drop AP reagent drop-wise directly onto 

filter paper and interpret reaction as per 6.2. If a positive result is obtained, proceed to step 
7. If a negative result is obtained, sample should be submitted for routine processing.  

7. Further testing of any AP positive areas should be conducted at the discretion of the 
examining scientist as per SOP 17189 “Examination For & Of Spermatozoa” and or 17185 
“Detection Of Azospermic Semen in Casework Samples 

 
6 Results and Interpretation 
6.1 Recording of Results 

Test results must be recorded in the case file notes with date, time of examination and the 
time of the AP test result. Positive results are to be accompanied with the time taken for the 
colour reaction to develop. Negative results however, do not require the time of the reaction 
to be noted, as a negative result is defined as no visible colouration development at 2 
minutes.   

 
6.2 Interpretation of Results 

 A positive AP reaction is recorded where a purple colouration, similar to the positive control 
develops within 2 minutes.  Any stain producing a positive reaction should be considered as 
a potential seminal stain.  A pure seminal stain may give an intense colour development in 
as little as 5 seconds.  A weak seminal stain may take 60 to 90 seconds.  Some substances 
other than seminal fluid will give delayed reactions from as little as 30 to 60 seconds.  Keep 
a record of the time when the positive result developed. A negative AP reaction is indicated 
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by no colour reaction within 2 minutes. A negative acid phosphatase test result does not 
mean that seminal fluid was not present, but only not detected. 

 
6.3 False positive reactions 

The following substances have been noted to give a positive reaction to AP testing: 
 

Faecal stains – results with fast blue B reagent can be distinguished from a true seminal 
result in that the reaction is slower and fainter, and pink/brown in colour. 

 
Vaginal secretions – vaginal acid phosphatase gives a slow, faint pinkish result with fast 
blue B reagent which can be similar in intensity to weak seminal stains. The activity is 
enhanced during pregnancy and when there is evidence of vaginal infection. The most 
common false positive result will be from vaginal secretions staining underwear. 

 
Plants – positive but slow reactions with a brownish appearance are obtained from 
vegetable stains, e.g. cauliflower, sprouts, etc. tea may give a positive Brentamine reaction 
– this is due to the presence of phenols which combine with the dye. 

 
Fungi – fungal acid phosphatase may cause a positive reaction. 

 
Bacteria – positive results may be obtained when there is bacterial contamination. The 
bacterial content of the vagina is high during pregnancy and with vaginal infections; 
bacteria may also be present on unwashed fabrics (clothing/bedding). 

 
Contraceptive creams – a brownish purple colouration is obtained with certain creams. This 
is not due to acid phosphatase, but to resorcinol (m-dihydroxybenzene) and a positive 
reaction is obtained with solution A of the Brentamine test. Other chemicals which combine 
with the diazo compound include α–naphthol, 8 hydroxyquinoline, phloroglucinol. 

 
False positive stains will be negative for spermatozoa or PSA. 

 
6.4 Interpretation or estimation of time since deposition of semen 

The best answer is “since the garment was last thoroughly washed.”  Seminal stains have 
been detected both in this and other laboratories on old (decades) dry fabrics stored at 
room temperature.  There are however, some exceptions.  Experiments have shown that 
very heavy seminal stains deposited into the crotch of a pair of heavy denim jeans may be 
sufficiently shielded from washing and full elution in a fully loaded machine wash. 

 
Smears prepared from fabrics where heavy seminal stains have been present and the 
fabric washed have resulted in small numbers of spermatozoa seen even though the 
washing has eluted the seminal fluid (AP negative screening).  It appears the spermatozoa 
can be trapped by the fibres while the soluble components elute into the wash. 

 
 
7 Validation 

This method is used universally in forensic laboratories and there are numerous peer 
reviewed published articles available. Within Forensic DNA Analysis the method of freezing 
aliquots of AP reagent for use in screening for seminal fluid has been validated in project 
#136. 
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8 Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 
 Controls are used to test the quality and validity of the reagent prior to use.  
 

A positive and negative control should be tested prior to testing of exhibits, each time a new 
batch of working AP solution is prepared and when positive controls are prepared. A 
positive control is a known sample of human semen and Nanopure water is used as a 
negative control.   
 
 The positive control is known human semen on a piece of filter paper. 
 The negative control is Nanopure water on a piece of the same filter paper used to create   
the AP positive control with the absence of semen.  
 

8.1 Creation of AP controls 
 Human semen is provided by a donor and collected in a sterile green-capped “Falcon” tube. 

The tube is to be labelled with the donor number and date of collection. The semen is to be 
stored within a freezer until required to create AP positive controls. 

1. Clean down a fume cupboard bench using bleach and 70% ethanol solution and place 
portions of blotting paper onto the fume hood bench surface.  

2. Using sterile forceps lay individual pieces of filter paper onto the blotting paper draw a circle 
in the centre of each filter paper with a black marker pen. Spot 1 to 2 drops of semen onto 
each circle using a disposable plastic pipette and allow to dry. The concentration of semen 
used may be neat; 1:2 dilution; or 1:4 dilution. See Table 1. 

 
Table 1 Semen Dilutions 
Semen dilution Semen volume (uL) Nanopure water (uL) 
neat 25 0 
1:2 25 25 
1:4 25 75 

 
3. Package the AP positive controls into CSPBs labelled with the semen donor ID, initials of 

scientist preparing the positive controls and date prepared. The AP positive controls are to 
be stored in the freezer within Rm 6124. 

 
8.2 Testing and interpretation of control samples 

1. Remove an AP positive control from the freezer and allow to come to room temperature. 
2. Add a drop of the AP reagent to the positive control and interpret reaction after 2 minutes. A 

purple colouration develops within 5 seconds.      
3. Add a drop of the AP reagent to the AP negative control and interpret the reaction after 2 

minutes. No colouration should develop. 
 
Positive control: a purple colouration develops within 5 seconds 
Negative control: does not develop a purple colouration within 2 minute 
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The Examination for and of Spermatozoa 

1 Purpose 
The presence of spermatozoa is a confirmatory test for the presence of semen.  This 
document describes the method by which a scientist performs microscopic examination for 
the presence of spermatozoa which includes the preparation of microscopic slides from 
exhibits, staining of slides and interpretation of the microscopic smears/slides for 
spermatozoa and other cellular material. 
 

 
2 Scope 

This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) applies to all scientists performing the 
examination of items for the presence of semen.  

 
 
3 Definitions 

In this document, where reference is made to spermatozoa, it refers to human spermatozoa 
unless otherwise specified. 
 
 

 

4 Background 
The investigation of sexual assault cases may require the testing of exhibits collected as 
part of a forensic medical examination or scene examination for the presence of semen. 
Within the laboratory the detection of spermatozoa confirms the presence of semen.  A 
reliable and accurate staining method is essential to aid the examining scientist the ability to 
differentiate between cellular types; most significantly spermatozoa from epithelial, yeast 
and white blood cells. 
 
Currently the Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stain is adopted for this process.  The H&E 
staining method has been used for this purpose within the laboratory for many years. The 
haematoxylin (basic stain) stains the deoxyribonucleic-acid (DNA)/histone rich base of the 
spermatozoa head deep purplish-blue. The eosin (acidic stain) stains the acrosomal cap 
pink and the tail pink if the spermatozoa are intact (N.B. because Forensic DNA Analysis 
uses a water based eosin stain, the acrosomal cap often appears very light pink or clear). 
The use of counterstaining differentiates spermatozoa from most cellular debris.   
 
Confusion with yeasts, especially monilia, can occur and extreme care must be taken when 
monilial infections such as thrush are suspected. With experience, spermatozoa and yeasts 
can be distinguished by size and/or the presence of cell walls. 
 
Haematoxylin is a natural dye.  Its active colouring agent is haematin, which is formed by 
the oxidation of haematoxylin. This oxidation process or “ripening” occurs when 
haematoxylin solutions are allowed to stand for several days. However, the process can be 
accelerated with the introduction of an oxidising agent such as sodium iodate. During 
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oxidation the haematoxylin loses two atoms of hydrogen, and its formula changes from 
C16H14O6 to C16H12O6. Sufficient haematoxylin should be left unoxidized in the solution so 
that natural oxidation can continue thus prolonging the shelf life and useability of the stain. 
Completely oxidized haematoxylin becomes colourless. As the oxidation process occurs 
when haematoxylin is exposed to light and continues over the life of the solution, 
haematoxylin should be stored in dark bottles until ready for use. Haematoxylin is an 
excellent nuclear stain. Haematin, via the aluminium ion mordant, binds to the anionic sites 
in the nuclei (a mordant is a substance that causes certain staining reactions to take place 
by forming a link between the tissue and the stain).  At this stage the nuclei stain red, which 
is then converted to the blue-black colour when the pH is raised (by a weak alkali wash 
such as Scott’s tap water substitute in some H&E staining methods) known as “blueing”. 
 
To avoid stain precipitation on the slide, the haematoxylin solution must be filtered. It should 
be changed immediately if staining quality deteriorates. 
 
Eosin is an acid dye which combines electrostatically with the acidophilic tissue 
components such as cytoplasm. (an anionic dye that stains the cationic tissue 
components).  Alcoholic and acidified solutions of eosin tend to stain much more vividly 
than do the aqueous solutions.  With water soluble eosin, rinse in water very quickly or else 
eosin will wash out. 

 
Figure 1 Spermatozoa 
 
 
5 Actions- Staining procedure 
5.1 Slide Preparation 

Use new slides and clean with ethanol. Label with the sample ID, date, case number and 
sampler’s initials using a pencil only.  Use clean, flamed instruments.  

 
Create a suspension from the exhibit by one of the following methods, 

 
1.  Scrape the stained area into a 1.5/2ml tube. Add between100-300µl nanopure 

water with a POVA pipette to the tube until the scraping is moist. Vortex 
thoroughly. 
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2.  Excise the stained area and cut into small pieces. Place pieces into a 1.5/2ml 
tube and add between100-300µl nanopure water with a POVA pipette to the tube 
until the pieces are moist. Vortex thoroughly. 

 
3.  If slide is being prepared from a swab, excise the material from the swab and cut 

the material into small pieces. Place the pieces of material into a 1.5/2ml tube 
and add between100-300µl nanopure water with a POVA pipette to the tube until 
the pieces are covered (approx 200µl). Vortex thoroughly. 

 
Add a drop of the recently vortexed suspension to the labelled slide. 
 
Dry the slide on a heat block. If a heat block is not available, heat-fix the slide by passing it 
over a flame with the material to be stained uppermost once the suspension has dried. 

 
5.2 Slide Staining 

Microscopic slides are stained using Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E).  The method for 
preparing the staining reagents, and performing manual staining is as per procedure 
detailed in Appendix 1. 
 
Note: registration of the reagent and association to individual exhibits is detailed in QIS 
24469 (Batch Functionality in AUSLAB) 
 

5.3 Microscopic Examination 
Examine slide using the x40 or x100 objective using the oil immersion, or the x40 objective 
using the dry microscope. Score the number of spermatozoa observed (use the standard 
microscopy form, QIS 17037 (Microscopy of Smears) or the Sexual Assault Investigation Kit 
form, QIS 17032 (Sexual Assault Investigation Kit). 
 

0          (0)            None seen 
<+       (<1+)        Very hard to find (Use England Finder Graticule) 

 + (1+)  Hard to find 
 ++ (2+)  Easy to find 
 +++ (3+)  Very easy to find 
 ++++ (4+)  Abundant 

 
Note whether spermatozoa are intact (heads and tails) or non-intact (heads only).  Look for 
epithelial cells and whether there are bacteria or yeast present. Human spermatozoa are 
distinguished from non-human mammalian sources by their morphology and by their 
behaviour toward H&E, resulting in a purplish/blue head and light pink/clear cap (see 
Section 5.4). 
 
If less than ten spermatozoa are located, for at least one spermatozoa, note the location on 
the slide with the use of the England Finder Graticule (see Appendix 3).  
 

5.4 Animal Semen 
Animal spermatozoa are morphologically different to human spermatozoa and react 
differently to staining.  Where suspected spermatozoa are located which are 
morphologically different to human spermatozoa, the examining scientist should consider 
the possible presence of animal spermatozoa.  N.B. Forensic DNA Analysis does not 
identify or characterise animal spermatozoa. 
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5.5 Spermatozoa Interpretation 
If slides are stained properly spermatozoa should be easily distinguished from epithelial 
cells, cellular debris, fibres etc. Spermatozoa heads can look similar in shape and colour to 
yeasts. If in any doubt consult an experienced examiner. 

 
The recovery of semen is dependent on a number of factors but not limited to 

• The amount of spermatozoa in the ejaculate 
• The amount of ejaculate 
• The environment the ejaculate is deposited on 
• Washing 
• Douching 
• Menstruation 
• Efficiency of the sampling process 
• Time between ejaculation and sampling 
• Storage of the samples 
• Natural drainage or degradation of spermatozoa in certain environments 

 
 With respect to the above influences, the time since ejaculation has occurred can only be 
estimated.  A number of studies have been conducted regarding the persistence of 
spermatozoa in the vagina. References to these studies can be found in Appendix 2.  

 
 
6 Records 

Nil 
 
 
7 Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 

 Controls are used to test the quality and validity of the staining reagents prior to use. A 
positive control slide should be tested prior to the staining of slides for microscopy, (once 
daily), each time a new batch of Haematoxylin and Eosin solution is prepared and when 
positive control slides are prepared.  
 
A positive control slide is a known sample of human semen, which has been diluted. 
  

7.1 Creation of H&E control slides 
Collect human semen in a sterile green-capped “Falcon” tube. The tube is to be labelled 
with the following information: 

•  Sperm donor number 
•  Date and time of collection 

 
The semen is to be stored within a freezer until required to create H&E positive control 
slides using the following process: 

1.  Clean heating block using bleach and 70% ethanol solution.    
2.  Clean frosted microscope slides with ethanol and label with white label (H&E Pos 

Ctrl: Sperm donor number; Lot No.).  
3.  Spread slides out on heating block to heat before use. 
4.  Clean automatic pipette with bleach and 70% ethanol solution. 
5.  Using a new filtered pipette tip, add 20µL of the neat semen to 10.0ml nanopure 

water using a clean 10ml tube. Vortex. 
6.  Add 20 µL of the diluted semen solution to each slide.  
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7.  Heat fix the slides on a heating block at 50ºC for approximately 30 minutes. 
8.  Store the slides in labelled plastic slide box “Unstained H&E Positive Control Slide 

Storage”, and store the box in Rm 6124.   
 
7.2 Testing and interpretation of control slides 

The following process is used to test, interpret and record control slide results: 
1. Remove a H&E control slide from slide box , label with date, initials, lot number and 

batch, and stain with H&E using the method in Appendix 1. 
2. Dry slide on heating block at 50ºC. 
3. Coverslip slide using mounting medium. 
4. Examine slide microscopically in Rm 6119 as per section 5.3. 
5. Completed control slides get transferred to a plastic box labelled H&E Control Slide 

Storage box # 
6. Once a slide box is full of completed positive control slides, transfer the box to Rm 

6106B, ‘Exhibit Room’ for long term storage. 
7. Add audit entry to document that the control slide has passed control and what box 

it has been stored in (i.e. 2) 
 

 Acceptance of the reagents is based on the interpretation of the Positive control slide. The 
following criteria must be met before passing the reagent for use: 
 

1. Spermatozoa head stains a deep purplish-blue.  
2. Acrosomal cap stains light pink/clear.  
3. Tail stains pink. 

 
In the event the control slide fails the following process is to be completed: 
 

1. Repeat the staining procedure with a new control slide and assess as above. 
2. If the control slide fails again then discard the in-use staining batch and stain a new 

slide using a fresh batch from the stock solutions and assess slide as above. 
3. If the control slide fails then a new batch of stock solutions must be prepared and 

the old solutions discarded, and assess the validity of the reagents as per this 
section. 
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8 Associated Documentation 

QIS: 17037  Microscopy of Smears Form 
 

QIS: 17142  Examination of Items 
 

QIS: 17185  Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples   
 

QIS: 17186  The acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
 

QIS: 20080  Digital Imaging in Forensic DNA Analysis 
 

QIS: 23849  Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 
 

QIS: 30800  Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA Analysis Unit 
 

QIS: 24469  Batch Functionality in AUSLAB 
 

QIS: 32106  Examination of Sexual Cases 
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10 Amendment History 

Revision Date Author/s Amendments 
0 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
1 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
2 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
3 27 Nov 2002 V Ientile Format updated, manual staining to appendix. 

Removed notes on examination of swabs, 
removed unpublished paper, as work wasn’t 
completed. 

4 19 Nov 2003 L Freney Updated references 
5 12 Jul 2006 J Howes/A 

Williamson 
“Reference” put after “Actions”.  

6 05 Aug 2006 J Howes Added in Sexual Assault Investigation 
Flowcharts, examination of SAIK Swabs, 
Photograph or Witness required for ++ (1+) 
sperm and PSA test. 

7 23 Oct 2006 J Howes Reporting results Eg. ++ or 2+ 
8 25 Jun 2007 J Howes Unified grading scale comments. Added 

Crimelite flowchart. 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 
9 13 Mar 2008 QIS2 Migration 

Project 
Headers and Footers changed to new CaSS 
format.  Amended Business references from 
QHSS to FSS, QHPSS to CaSS and QHPS to 
Pathology Queensland 

10 16 July 2010 A Lloyd Removal of Crimelite in scope and the 
Crimelite flowchart. Changed section 2.2 to 
include use of suspensions. Removal of 
section 2.8 – Vaginal Secretions. Changes to 
section 2.10 to remove AP testing on smears 
positive to spermatozoa. Photograph or 
locations required for smear with 1 or 2 sperm 
seen. Clarification of flowchart regarding 
previously screened items by QPS. Changes 
to SAIK flowchart. Removal of animal sperm 
diagrams and insertion of photographs of 
animal sperm.  

11 03 Feb 2011 A Lloyd Amended use of vernier for slides to use of the 
England Finder Graticule. 

12 31 Oct 2013 A Lloyd 
J Seymour-
Murray 

Removed animal sperm photos. Amended 
workflow charts, changed headings from CASS 
to HSSA. Change H&E solutions and staining, 
add England Finder information. Updated 
some hyperlinks. 

13 03 July 2015 J Seymour-
Murray 

New template, update hyperlinks, some 
formatting updates and minor wording 
changes. 
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11 Appendices 
1 Appendix 1:  Preparation of H & E Stain and Manual Staining Procedure 
2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa in the Vagina 
3 Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 

 
11.1 Appendix 1:  Preparation of H & E Stain and Manual Staining Procedure 
11.1.1 Chemical Hazards 

Eosin (yellowish) 
WARNING: Eosin (yellowish) can cause serious damage to the eyes. Avoid contact, wear 
PPE and eye protection. 
 
Haematoxylin 
WARNING: Haematoxylin: the toxicological properties have not been investigated. Prevent 
contact with skin and eyes. Do not inhale or ingest. Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Sodium iodate (NaIO3) 
WARNING: Sodium iodate causes burns and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Protect 
eyes and skin. 
Wear PPE and eye protection.  
 
Glacial acetic acid 
WARNING: Acetic acid is extremely corrosive and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. 
Protect eyes and skin. Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Pertex Mounting medium 
WARNING: Pertex is irritating to eyes, respiratory system and skin. 
 
Xylene 
WARNING: Flammable. Harmful by inhalation and in contact with skin. Irritating to skin. 
 

NOTE: All reagents prepared in the laboratory shall bear a label: 
 

 (enter details eg 10% NaOH)…. 
 Prepd from Lot/batch:……….. 
 Date: ../../..    Initials: ……….. 
 Expires:../../..    Store at:….oC 
 WARNING: Contains ……………… 
Or an individual label printed by the Bar-One Lite system (B1Lite on short cut). 

  
11.1.2 Preparation of Eosin 

Eosin –Water soluble (CI 45380)  
• Eosin 5.0g 
• Nanopure water 500mL 

 
Procedure 

1. Weigh 5.0g Eosin and add 500mL nanopure water in a flask. 
2. Mix on the magnetic stirrer until completely dissolved. 
3. Label the reagent bottle according to laboratory standards. 

 
11.1.3 Preparation of Haematoxylin 

Haematoxylin (CI 75290)  
• Haematoxylin 2.5g 
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• Sodium iodate (NaIO3 ) 0.2g (Must be accurate) 
• Potassium aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate (KAl(SO4)2.12H2O (potassium alum) 

25.0g  
• Nanopure water 350mL 
• Glycerol 150mL 
• Glacial Acetic acid 10mL 

 
Procedure  

1. Weigh 2.5g Haematoxylin and dissolve in 350mL nanopure water in a flask. Mix on 
the magnetic stirrer. (Haematoxylin must be fully dissolved before adding the other 
reagents) 

2. Weigh 25.0g potassium aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate and add to 
haematoxylin solution, continue stirring.  

3. Weigh 0.2g sodium iodate and add to Haematoxylin solution, continue stirring until 
reagents are dissolved. 

4. Measure 10mL glacial acetic acid and add to haematoxylin solution, continue 
stirring. 

5. Measure 150mL glycerol and add to haematoxylin solution, continue stirring for 5 
minutes. 

6. Filter into a clean dark reagent bottle. (Haematoxylin oxidises) 
7. Label the reagent bottle according to laboratory standards. 
 
 

11.1.4 Register lot details of reagent 

• Register lot details using QIS 24469  Batch Functionality in AUSLAB and QIS 17165 
Receipt, Storage and Preparation of Chemicals, Reagents & Kits (Appendix 3). 
 

11.1.5 Manual Staining Procedure 
Staining is performed in the staining fumehood in Rm 6124, main laboratory, Forensic DNA 
Analysis.  
Procedure: 

1. Place slide on staining rack over sink, stain with haematoxylin for five minutes (add 
one volume and let rest)  

2. Wash with nanopure water. 
3. Stain with eosin for one minute.  
4. Wash with nanopure water (quick wash).  
5. Allow to dry on hot plate. 
6. Mount coverslip in Pertex 

 
11.1.6 Staining Quality Controls 

The following quality steps should be implemented: 
• Haematoxylin should be filtered before use as the crystals in solution can result in 

stain deposit on the slides which affects the reading of the slide. (Once a week) 
• Haematoxylin differentiates better if it is matured for 3 to 4 days before use. 
• Eosin should be filtered once a week. 

 
When stored in dark bottles, haematoxylin may keep for up to 12 months and eosin for up 
to 12 months (dependent on control slide result). 

 
11.2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa in the Vagina 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of non-motile spermatozoa in the 
vagina: 
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• Up to 24 Hours1  
• Up to 3-4 days2 
• Up to 9 days or 12 days in the cervix, sometimes after menstruation3 
• Up to 3 to 4 days, but may be longer4 

 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of motile spermatozoa in the vagina: 

• The number of motile spermatozoa discernible in the vagina may be normal after one hour 
and markedly decreased after 2 hours; after 3 hours normally no spermatozoa are found.  
Menstruation often prolongs motility in the vagina to as long as 4 hours compared with the 
normal period of 30 to 45 minutes.5 

• Spermatozoa remain motile in the vagina for 2 to 3 hours and in the cervix for 48 to 110 
hours6 

• Normally 10% of the spermatozoa are alive in the vagina at the end of 2 hours post coitum. 
Variations in number and motility depend upon the pH of the vagina and semen, quantity of 
semen deposited, bacteria and flora of the vagina and the time examined post-coitally. The 
author has seen motile spermatozoa in the vaginal pool after 8 hours.7 

• In several cases in which repeated examinations were possible before conception 
occurred, all motility ceased within one hour after intercourse. A fall of motility to 10% within 
30 minutes is compatible with fecundity. On the other hand, spermatozoa may continue to 
move for 3 hours in a normal untreated vagina.8 

• The motility of the spermatozoa in the specimen may give a clue to their length of stay as 
they remain motile from 30 to 60 minutes after deposition in the vagina.9 

 

                                                
1 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
2 Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
3 Morrison 1972 Brit. J. Vener. Dis 48 p141 
4Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
5 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
6 Weisman 1941 Spermatozoa and Sterility 
7 Wm.Heinmann Medical Books Ltd 1945 Fertility in Women 
8 Hamish Hamilton Medical Books 1948 Sterility and Impaired Fertility 
9 Gonzales, Vance, Helpern and Umberger 1954 Legal Medicine 
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11.3  Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 
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11.3.1 England Finder Graticule Use 
Before use ensure stage slide holder is in correct position (slide holder should be in the 
correct position as it is not removed on cleaning but if not-hold with one hand push holder 
back to full extent against the screws, tighten screws while holding and check for correct 
positioning). 

 
1. Place graticule on stage with labelled corner at LHS front and clear edge    

 against back of slide holder  
 
2. Using the 10x objective (and Kohler illumination) – locate co-ordinates   
 
3. Proceed to 40x objective and adjust focus as required (using oil if  applicable). 

Locate co-ordinates and revert back to the 10x objective. 
 
4. Taking care not to alter the position of the fixed stops of the stage, remove 

 the graticule and replace with the slide of interest.  
 
5. Proceed stepwise to 40x objective (oil or dry as applicable) 
 
6. Adjust focus and locate sperm  
 

NB: If the stage has moved repeat from step 1. 
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Examination of Sexual Assault Cases 

1 Purpose 
The purpose of this procedure is to describe those procedures required for the examination 
of sexual assault cases by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA 
Analysis, in addition to those described in QIS document 17142 (Examination of Items). 

 
2 Scope 

This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret 
examinations of evidentiary items.  This standard operating procedure is in conjunction with 
individual methods for particular screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting 
are to be found in each method. 

 
3 Definitions 

• Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for a 
comprehensive list of abbreviations. 

• All references to microscopy, refer to QIS document 17189 (Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa) 

• All references to Acid Phosphatase (AP), refer to QIS document 17186 (The Acid 
Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains) 

• All references to Phadebas, refer to QIS document 17193 (Phadebas Test For Saliva) 
• All references to Tetramethylbenzidine, refer to QIS document 17190 

(Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood) 
• All references to p-30, refer to QIS document 17185  (Detection of Azoospermic 

Semen in Casework Samples) 
• A semen negative item is an item which has either tested negative for spermatozoa 

microscopically and tested negative for acid phosphatase; or tested negative for 
spermatozoa microscopically, tested positive for acid phosphatase and tested 
negative for P30. 

 
4 General Principles 

Refer to the general principles contained in QIS document 17142 (Examination of Items). 
 

4.1 Examination Strategies 
An examination strategy must be prepared for all SAIKs which are examined.  These are 
recorded under the specimen notes of the exhibit barcode.  This strategy must include: 

• For each item to be examined, what biological fluid is to be screened for 
• Items which require no further action 
• Items which may only require examination pending presumptive/screening results 
• Sample submission strategies (i.e. extraction type, pooling, retain supernatant for 

Phadebas testing etc). 
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The examination strategy must be reviewed by a scientist competent to perform the 
examinations contained in the strategy. 
 
The following are general principles which are used to develop examination strategies for 
SAIKs, however these principles must be considered within the context of the case history: 

• Female SAIKs which are semen negative, any external intimate swabs are 
submitted for cells (i.e. vulval and perianal) 

• Where the complainant is a minor or has an intellectual impairment which may 
mean that the provided case history is unreliable, all possible offence scenarios are 
considered. 

• Where the complainant is an adult who has lost consciousness, has impaired 
memory or has consumed alcohol or drugs prior to or during the offence which may 
impact on memory, all possible offence scenarios are considered. 

• Consider previous intercourse with same or different partner, prior to the offence.  
For digital only female complainant cases with prior intercourse, submit external 
swabs for DLYS with no testing.  For male SAIK swabs, consider submitting penile 
swabs for DLYS where previous intercourse with another partner has occurred. 

• Consider the number of offenders – for male SAIKs consider submitting penile 
swabs for DLYS (with no testing) to separate epithelial and spermatozoa. 

• For child complainants, treat all vaginal swabs as external swabs for semen or cells. 
• Samples taken from areas of biting, licking or kissing (or other oral contact) are 

submitted for CSUP.  This does not include swabs taken from the mouth (internal or 
external), anal and vaginal areas which may give false positive results. 

 
5 Examination 

The general examination procedures documented in QIS document 17142 (Examination of 
Items) apply to the examination of sexual cases. 
 

6 Specific Examination Strategies 
Refer to Section 6.2 of QIS document 17189 (Examination for and of Spermatozoa) for 
procedures relating to making a suspension and preparing, staining and reading 
microscope slides. 
 

6.1 Sexual Assault Investigation Kits 
Appendix 1 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of SAIKs.  Before 
commencing the examination of a SAIK an examination strategy must be devised and 
reviewed in accordance with Section 4.1 of this document. 
 
If there are issues related to the collection or documentation of a SAIK this must be fed 
back to the relevant FMO or FNE using the SAIK issues log. Examples of issues may 
include: 

• Serum coated, charcoal swabs or other unsuitable swabs/media are submitted 
(these should tested regardless of the swab type or media and a specimen note 
must be added to Auslab) 

• Insufficient case history 
• Labelling issues/inconsistencies 
• Smears have been prepared by the FMO/FNE 

 
If a smear has not been received, one will need to be made and tested, refer to QIS 
document 17189 (Examination for & of Spermatozoa - Section 6).  
 
The following principles should be applied to the submission of SAIK samples: 
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• Where an amount of spermatozoa which is considered likely to give a DNA profile 
(i.e. 3+ or more) are seen on multiple swabs from the same internal location (e.g. 
vagina), and there is no history of sexual contact with another person within the 
previous seven days or multiple offenders, then only one of these swabs should be 
submitted for full analysis.  When selecting which swab to submit for testing, 
preference should be given to the highest internal swab (i.e. submit a high vaginal 
swab over a low vaginal swab).  All of the swabs referred to should have the same 
or very similar micro (e.g. some 3+ some 4+)” Where swabs have different micro 
results (e.g. some 1+ some 3+), then submit all.  Other swabs which would 
otherwise be submitted for full testing based on their presumptive/screening test 
results must be submitted but with a ‘POLD’ test code rather than 9plex/Xplex. 
These samples are then stored in the black box labelled ‘SAIK swabs on hold’. This 
enables the Case Manager to view the results of the first swab, before assessing 
whether additional samples require processing.   

• Submission of swabs for cells (where presumptive and screening tests are negative 
for semen and spermatozoa) should be considered based on the case history.  If 
more than several days have passed since the offence, it may be unlikely that 
foreign DNA will be located, particularly if the subject person has bathed.  Consult 
with the Senior Scientist for direction in these matters, however the following 
scenarios would justify the submission of samples for cells: 

o Child complainant 
o Complainant with mental impairment, or other impairment which may 

influence reliability of provided offence history 
o Complainant with loss of consciousness or drug/alcohol use which 

has impaired their recollection of events 
o Other circumstances as deemed appropriate by the QPS or Senior 

Scientist. 
 
6.2 Acid Phosphatase (AP) Positive Fabrics and AP paper 

Appendix 2 describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of AP 
positive fabrics. 

 
AP positive fabrics are submitted by QPS. The AP positive area should be clearly marked 
on the fabric. If the fabric is not marked then the entire sample should be tested, including 
both sides of fabric.  
 
AP positive fabrics should be submitted with sufficient additional area surrounding the 
circled AP positive area to enable the examining scientist to safely hold the fabric if/when 
taking a scraping.  Where insufficient additional area has been provided a FERRO should 
be created so that it may be fed back to the QPS. 
 
Where a large piece of AP positive fabric is to be tested, divide the item into sections and 
test each section separately.  If spermatozoa are located microscopically on one section, 
but are not located on other sections, P30 testing is not required to be performed on all 
negative sections.  All sections are submitted for analysis as DLYS.  
 
If semen is not detected there is no further action and the item is returned. 
 
Generally fabrics are scraped or excised (extreme care to be taken to stop needle stick 
injuries). 
 
At times, the paper used by QPS to test for the presence of AP will also be sent for 
analysis. These are items should only be examined if specifically requested by QPS. For 
these items, microscopy for spermatozoa should be conducted, but not p30 testing. 
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6.3 Semen in-tubes 

Appendices 2 and 3 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of semen in 
tubes based on whether the QPS have conducted AP testing. If semen in tubes are stored 
in an in tube registration box, they must be transferred to an items box so that they can be 
examined by a scientist.  
 

6.4 Condoms 
Appendix 3 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Condoms. 
 
When a condom is received it should be described in terms of “O/S surface as received” 
and “I/S surface as received”. Describe any fluid that may be present on or within the 
condom.  Describe length and diameter, colour, patterning and translucency of condom. 
 
Take one wet and one dry swab from the O/S and I/S surfaces of the condom.  Sample and 
combine I/S wet and dry swabs into one tube and O/S wet and dry swabs into another tube. 
N.B. When sampling the swabs, to ensure that there is not excess substrate submitted, 
sample the entire of the wet swab, but only the outer layer of the dry swab. 
 

6.5 Sanitary Pads and Tampons 
Appendix 4 describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of sanitary 
pads and tampons. 
 
Sanitary pads are AP tested on the side worn in contact with the skin.   
 
Tampons are cut through the middle and splayed out.  The outer sides of the tampon are 
then AP tested.   
 

6.6 Post Mortem Samples 
Appendix 5 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Post Mortem 
samples.  
 
The examining scientist assigns an EXH barcode to the PM samples as a whole, which is 
passed onto QPS DNA results management (DRMU). All other samples submitted will be 
subsamples of the PM samples EXH (as per SAIK submissions). 
 
The receipt under which the samples are submitted usually has an associated Coronial 
case number. Before any subsamples are registered this Coronial case number needs to 
be changed to the associated QP number by an AUSLAB Corrections Officer. If 
subsamples are registered under a Coronial case number the EXH lines will not be 
transmitted to QPS 
 
PM samples may include sexual assault swabs and/or slides (high vaginal, low vaginal, 
vulval etc), pubic hair, head hair, fingernail clippings or scrapings. 
 
Intimate sexual assault swabs which are semen positive are submitted for DLYS.  Intimate 
sexual assault swabs which are semen negative are submitted for cells. 
 
Sometimes the fingernail clippings include a portion of tissue or part of the finger. In this 
case a moistened swab can be used to sample potential foreign DNA from the underside of 
the nail, taking care not to sample the deceased person’s tissue (i.e. targeting the distal end 
of the nail). 
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When PM samples are complete, send an E-mail to the Senior Scientist with the EXH 
barcode so that that information can be passed onto DRMU to facilitate electronic 
transfer of results from AUSLAB to the Forensic Register. 
 

6.7 Clothing and Bedsheets 
For large items, an examination strategy should be formulated based on the case history 
and if necessary consultation with the QPS.  This must be recorded in the UR notes for the 
case. 
 
If the case history suggests that the item has been washed then it may be necessary to 
perform microscopy only considering the water soluble nature of Acid Phosphatase and 
P30. Use the case history and if necessary communicate with the investigating officer to 
establish an area to target. 

 
6.8 Wet and Dry swabs – QPS submitted 

When wet and dry swabs are received from the same site (e.g. in a SAIK, or from one item) 
submit each of the swabs separately. 

 
6.9 Multiple Presumptive/Screening Tests 

Consideration should be given to the order in which screening tests are conducted based 
on the type of tests to be performed and the conservation of sample on the item.  Where 
both AP and Phadebas screening tests are required, Phadebas the exhibit first (using 
commercial paper).  Once the Phadebas test is complete the Phadebas paper can be 
sprayed with AP reagent. 

 
6.10 Analytical Slides 

If reading of differential slides is requested by a case scientist, retrieve slides from storage 
box and put a borrowed comment in AUSLAB. Stain slides and perform microscopy. 
 
Read slides and fill out QIS document 17037 (Microscopy of Smears) 
 
N.B.  Old slides- DLYS step 10 slide may have both sperm and epithelial cells, whereas 
step 22 slides may have sperm only.  Currently only one slide is made- should have sperm 
only. 
 
Return slides and add a returned comment in AUSLAB. 

 
6.11 Penile Swabs 

The presence of spermatozoa on penile swabs is not unexpected.  These swabs are 
generally submitted for Cells, however where the case history indicates multiple offenders, 
or previous sexual contact, they should be submitted for DLYS.  Appendix 1 describes the 
workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of SAIK swabs. 
 

6.12 Lubricant Testing 
If an item is required for lubricant testing consult with Forensic Chemistry before any 
examinations are conducted 
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7 Associated Documentation 
QIS: 16004 AUSLAB Users Manual – DNA Analysis 
QIS: 17033 General Examination Record (Unruled) 
QIS: 17034 General Examination Record (Ruled) 
QIS: 17117 Procedure for Case Management 
QIS: 17119      Procedure for Release of Results 
QIS: 17135 Handling and Sampling of Syringes and Needles 
QIS: 17140 Procedure for the Identification and Examination of Hairs 
QIS: 17185 Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
QIS: 17186 The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
QIS: 17189 Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
QIS: 17190 Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood 
QIS: 17193 Phadebas Test for Saliva 
QIS: 20080 Digital imaging in DNA Analysis  
QIS: 22846     General Swab Exam Record 
QIS: 22857 Anti Contamination Procedure  
QIS: 22870 Forensic DNA Analysis Outer Packaging Record 
QIS: 23008 Explanations of EXR/EXHs 
QIS: 23014 Cigarette Butt General Examination Record 
QIS: 23055 General Examination Record 
QIS: 23849     Common Forensic DNA Analysis terms and Acronyms 
QIS: 23898 SAIK Details Record 
QIS: 26071 Examination of in-tube samples  
QIS: 31286 SAIK form no semen testing 

 
8 Amendment History 

Version Date Author/s Amendments 
1 23/10/2013 L Ryan 

A Houlding 
J Seymour-Murray 

Document created (content split 
from Examination of Items) 

2 05/12/13 A Houlding Update for XPlex 
3 03/11/2014 A Houlding New template, 6.2 title changed, 

header changed, added POLD test 
code for SAIK samples on hold, also 
apply the SAIK on hold procedure to 
samples with a micro result of 2+ 
(changed from 1+), fixed hyperlinks 
Changed wet and dry swabs to be 
submitted separately. Formatted 
flowcharts. Added lubricant testing 
section 

4 24/08/2016 A McNevin Section 4.1  and 6.2 updated other 
minor formatting adjustments 
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9 Appendices 
 
9.1 Appendix 1: SAIK Examination Workflow 
 
This workflow is intended to demonstrate the testing of one sample from a SAIK.  The submission 
of samples should be considered within the context of the Examination Strategy, taking into 
consideration the case history as well as the presumptive and screening results of other SAIK 
swabs, particularly those from the same location. 
 

 
 

SAIK Swab 

Exam Strategy – 
Screen for Semen or 
submit for Cells/CSUP 

Nil screening – submit 
for cells/CSUP. 

Screen for Semen 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

Exam strategy P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit for DLYS Exam strategy 
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9.2 Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including Semen in-tubes) Workflow 
 
This workflow is to be used for all items which have previously tested positive using the AP test by 
the QPS. 
 

 
 

AP Pos Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS P30 Test 

P30 NEG 

Items: NFA – Unless 
Requested in Clinical 

Notes 
In-tube: Submit as cells.  

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 
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9.3 Appendix 3: Condoms and Semen in Tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow 
 

 
 

Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

Submit for CELLS P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit for CELLS Submit for DLYS 
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9.4 Appendix 4: Sanitary Pads and Tampons Workflow 
 

 
 

Item 

AP Test 

AP Pos AP Neg 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS 

Submit for DLYS 

Microscopy NEG 

P30 Test 

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 

P30 NEG 

NFA 

NFA 
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9.5 Appendix 5: PM SAIK Samples Workflow 
 

 
 

PM SAIK Sample 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS 

DLYS 

Microscopy NEG 

AP Test 

AP POS 

P30 Test 

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 

P30 NEG 

Submit for Cells 

AP NEG 

Submit for Cells 
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1

Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban
Sent: Monday, 6 February 2017 8:49 AM
To: John Bone
Cc: Cathie Allen
Subject: Documents for Scientific Review
Attachments: Scientific Review ToR_20170131.docx; AP Paper Investigation November 2016 

final.doc; 17185V10_Detection of azoospermic semen in casework samples.doc; 
17186V12_The AP screening test for seminal stains.doc; 17189V13_Examination For 
and Of Spermatozoa.doc; 32106V4_Examination of Sexual Assault Cases.doc

Hi John, 
As discussed, please find attached all relevant documentation for the review. 
I would be grateful if you could send us the quote for this work and please feel free to call with any queries.  If the 
queries are of a technical nature around the scientific aspects, Cathie would be the most appropriate person for 
(?)Sarah to call. 
Regards 
Paul 

Paul Csoban 
Executive Director 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 

CA-33
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Scientific Review – Forensic & Scientific Services - 1 - 
 

Background 
An issue has been raised specifically regarding spermatozoa negative, acid 
phosphatase negative sexual assault samples, however a review of the processing of 
SAIKs would be appreciated in the spirit of continuing quality improvement. 

 

An independent review regarding evidence recovery processing with respect to sexual 
assault investigation kits (SAIKs) is requested of the Institute of Environmental Science 
and Research Limited (ESR), a Crown Research Institute in New Zealand. 

Terms of Reference 
The objective of the scientific review is to examine the processing of sexual assault 
investigation kits in the Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory to ascertain its validity as an 
acceptable, scientific process. 

Specifically, the review will consider the following: 

• the current Standard Operating Procedure for Examination of Sexual Assault 
Cases  

• associated Standard Operating Procedures – The Acid Phosphatase Screening 
Test for Seminal Stains, Examination For & Of Spermatozoa and Detection of 
Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 

• small report titled ‘AP Paper – False Positive Investigation’  

• other documents requested by ESR that are pertinent to sexual assault cases 

Documents to be provided 
Current versions of the above SOPs and small report will be provided via email 
(Procedure for Examination of Sexual Assault Cases QIS #32106v4; The Acid 
Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains QIS #17186v12, Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa QIS #17189v13 and Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework 
Samples QIS #17185v10) 

Provision of work 
Assessment of the SOPs and report can be conducted remotely with any follow-up 
being conducted either by via email, phone, teleconference, video conference or in 
person. 
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AP Paper – False Positive Investigation 

       (Valerie Caldwell and Allan McNevin) 
 

 Incident   
 
On 08/11/2016 whilst carrying out testing of a CTS exhibit, the negative control gave a false 
positive AP result was when testing was performed using the large filter paper sheets located 
within ER laboratory. 
Positive and Negative controls are performed each time AP testing is carried out.  The Positive 
control is a dilution of a known semen source on a small Whatman filter paper disc prepared as 
required in bulk and stored in the freezer in 6124. The negative control test is a reagent blank test, 
and the reagent can either be added direct to the filter paper, or the paper may be wet first using 
nanopure water. No nanopure water used in this instance. 
The filter paper showed a colour change within the 2 min test period. Subsequent testing at the 
time was performed on a small (45.2 mm) Whatman filter paper disc and a large (150mm) 
Whatman filter paper disc. Both were negative @ 2 mins. 
Further investigation was required. 

 
 Investigation 

 
All paper types within the laboratory were tested  with the same lot of AP reagent.  
The spray method was used in the fumehood.    
Large filter paper sheets have been in use in ER lab 6124 and Bone prep room 6121  
 

 
ERT blotting paper 

 
Bone room blotting paper  
 
The blotting paper is not of the same batch or type – see images.  
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All items used in investigation:  

• 2 x 50mL AP solution  (Lot 20160901JSM – exp. 01/03/2017) 

• Large AP paper (ERT stock) 

• Large blotting paper (Bone prep room stock) 

• Brown paper  

• 45.2 mm Whatmans filter paper 

• 150mm Whatmans filter paper  

• A4 paper 

 

 
Investigation results tabulated as follows: 
 
 
 Nanopure H2Oresult @2 mins AP solution result @ 2 mins 

 
Large A.P. blotting paper ER Neg 

 
Pos @ ~10secs- developing 

Large blotting paper Bone  
 

Neg Neg 

A4 paper 
 

Neg Neg 

Whatman 42.5mm  
 

Neg Neg 

Whatman 150 mm 
 

Neg Neg 

Brown paper 
 

Neg Neg 

 
 
 
Images of the above reactions have been stored to in  G:\ForBiol\AAA Evidence 
Recovery\Photos\AP neg control investigation.   
 
A possible reason for the false positive result is a steady build-up of bleach residue from 
environmental cleaning. Although the paper itself is not cleaned, the cupboard containing the paper 
is, and the cardboard box that the paper is stored in is not sealed. The paper is generally only used 
to test whole items, and these are only rarely received for AP testing by the laboratory. 
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 Outcomes 

 
Corrective actions taken 

• Remove the large blotting paper in the ERT lab from use in AP testing (can be used as 
general blotting paper, for example when draining / drying coplin jars) and purchase new 
paper  

• Place some of the blotting paper from the stock in the bone room in the laboratory, and 
store within a plastic bag 

• Keep the new paper in plastic to avoid exposure to bleach aerosols 

 
This investigation was a good learning tool, reminding the team of the importance and relevance of 
negative control testing, and testing reagents prior to testing of exhibits. It must also be noted that 
there was no impact on the testing of any exhibits as a result of the events and investigations 
outlined above.  
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Detection of azoospermic semen in casework samples 

1 Purpose and scope 
The purpose of this document is to describe the procedure for the presumptive detection of 
azoospermic semen. This method describes the ABAcard p30 test for Prostate Specific 
Antigen (PSA) or p30. To be used when a possible human seminal stain is suspected of 
having low or no spermatozoa (oligospermic / azoospermic) - post acid phosphatase and 
microscopic investigation. 

 
 
2 Definitions 

PSA – Prostate Specific Antigen 
p30 – Alternate nomenclature for PSA 

 
 
3 Principle 

The ABAcard p30 kit has been designed for the detection of PSA/p30 in blood samples 
collected from patients with prostate cancer. Within this laboratory, the ABAcard p30 kit is 
used to detect the PSA / p30 component of seminal fluid. This test has been validated for 
use in this and many forensic laboratories. It uses a solid phase immunochromatographic 
format for the qualitative detection of p30. It has been validated for use with forensic 
casework stains and swabs.  
 
The sample is added to a well in the test device containing a pad impregnated with a dye 
conjugated anti-p30 antibody. When sample is added to the well, it diffuses through a 
membrane where an anti-p30 antibody has been immobilised in a strip. If p30 is present in 
the sample at a concentration of 4µg/L or more, a pink line will appear within 10 minutes in 
both the Test (T) and Control (C) areas where the coloured conjugate has been captured. If 
no band appears in the test window, the PSA concentrate is either less than 4µg/L or not 
present in the sample. If no band appears in the control (C) window, the test is considered 
invalid and should be repeated. 

 
Samples with very high levels of p30 may overload the test mechanism and prevent the 
antigen-antibody complex with the pink colour from binding to the antibody. As a result  
 no pink line will form in the Test (T) area although p30 is present. This false negative  
 result is known as the ‘high dose hook effect’. 

 
Samples that are strongly acid phosphatase positive (i.e. under 20 sec) with no 
spermatozoa detected and a negative p30 test should be suspected of the ‘high dose hook 
effect’. To test whether the effect has occurred, the supernatant should be diluted and 
retested using the ABAcard p30 test.  
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4 Reagents and equipment 
4.1 Reagents 

ABAcard p30 test kit cassette 
Nanopure water 

 
4.2 Equipment 

Pipette 
Vortex tube mixer 
Centrifuge 
1.5 mL sample tube or 2.0 mL sample tube 
Timer 
 

 
5 Safety 

There are no special safety risks associated with this method 
 
 
6 Procedure 
6.1 Sample preparation (extraction) 

1. Place sample in a 1.5 or 2.0 mL sample tube and label appropriately 
 

2. Add at least 200 μL nanopure water to form a suspension 
 

3. Vortex mix thoroughly. 
 

4. Centrifuge at at least 6,500 x g (14,000 rpm on Sigma 1-14 centrifuge) for 3 minutes 
prior to testing 

 
6.2 Performing the test 

1. Remove test cassette from sealed foil pouch immediately prior to use and label 
accordingly.  

 
2. Add 150 µL of the sample supernatant to the sample well “S”. If capillary action doesn’t 

occur in the test strip within 30 sec, add one drop of nanopure water. 
 
3. Read test result in 10 minutes. 
 
4. If test result ambiguous - have another scientist verify test result. 
 
5. Note p30 batch number and expiry in AUSLAB under reagents/consumables. 

 
6.3 Diluting the supernatant for suspected “high dose hook effect” samples 

1. Remove 20 µL of supernatant from the original suspension using a pipette and add to a 
new 1.5 mL tube. 

 
2. Add 180 µL of nanopure water to the tube. This creates a 1:10 dilution of the original 

sample. 
 

3. Vortex thoroughly.  
 

4. Perform test as per Section 6.2.  
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Note: A 1:10 dilution should negate samples with possible ‘high dose hook effect’. If unsure, a 
1:100 dilution may be prepared and tested. 

 
 
7 Validation 

The ABAcard p30 test kit has been validated for use in 2011 within Forensic DNA Analysis 
(reference below). 

 
 
8 Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 

Refer to “Principle” above for test specific QA criteria. One kit from each delivery (or each 
different lot number within a delivery) is tested using a known semen sample and nanopure 
water to test the integrity of the delivered kits. 
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10 Associated documents 
 

QIS: 17142 - Examination of Items 
 

QIS: 17186 - The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
 

QIS: 17189 - Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
 

QIS: 20080 – Digital Imaging in DNA Analysis 
 

QIS: 22857 – Anti-Contamination Procedure 
 

QIS: 23849 - Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 
 

QIS: 30800 - Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA Analysis 
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The Acid Phosphatase screening test for seminal stains 

1 Purpose and scope 
This method describes the screening test for the possible presence of human seminal fluid. 
This screening test is a presumptive test that detects acid phosphatase (AP) activity as an 
indicator of human seminal fluid. The microscopic identification of spermatozoa confirms 
the presence of human seminal fluid. 

 
 
2 Introduction 

Whole Semen is a suspension of cells and spermatozoa in a fluid medium called the 
seminal plasma. The average volume of human ejaculate is approximately 3mL, with a 
sperm density of 100 000 cells/µL which represents about 10% of the total volume. 

 
The seminal plasma is rich in non-enzymic and enzymic constituents. In particular, it has an 
extraordinarily high phosphatase activity; i.e. phosphatases (acid and alkaline), 
nucleotidases, pyrophosphatases and several ATP’ases, and is the richest known source of 
acid phosphatase. Freshly ejaculated semen is also rich in phosphorylcholine, which is 
immediately dephosphorylated by acid phosphatase to choline and orthophosphate. 

 
In this laboratory detection of possible human semen and seminal stains is demonstrated 
by the presence of acid phosphatase. 

 
The test for acid phosphatase described below is a versatile, simple and relatively cheap 
method used only as a screening test for human seminal stains. The presence of acid 
phosphatase is not specific for human semen. Acid phosphatase activity is found in 
moderate amounts in some vegetable extracts, yeasts, fungi, and bacteria. Acid 
phosphatase activity may also be found in faecal matter, though this is usually 
distinguishable from seminal acid phosphatase activity by the suspect colour of the azo-dye 
formed. In addition, free phenols in a stain e.g. from contraceptive creams may also react 
with the Fast Blue though again usually to give an azo-dye of suspect colour. Animal semen 
contains acid phosphatase though generally at low levels. Most importantly, vaginal fluid 
also contains moderate levels of an acid phosphatase which displays similar chemical 
properties to seminal acid phosphatase. The level of acid phosphatase on vaginal swabs 
can be sufficiently high to cause confusion between pure vaginal secretion and weak 
seminal contamination. The level of acid phosphatase in vaginal secretions is thought to 
rise during pregnancy and may be affected by the menstrual cycle.  
 
Conversely, the absence of acid phosphatase activity from a stain does not necessarily 
mean that the stain is not of seminal origin. Seminal acid phosphatase originates in the 
prostate gland. The other glands of the male genital tract secrete little or no acid 
phosphatase. Thus obviously, males who have undergone prostatectomy may have a 
decreased amount of acid phosphatase in their semen.  Since different parts of an ejaculate 
originate in different glands, it is also possible for one seminal stain, say on a sheet, to differ 
markedly in its acid phosphatase content from a second stain from the same ejaculate. It 
has also been shown that acid phosphatase activity can be lost from a garment after most 
washing procedures whereas spermatozoa can persist through all but the most rigorous of 
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such procedures. Finally, acid phosphatase activity in the vagina is lost faster than 
spermatozoa. 
 
Within these limitations, the acid phosphatase test is an excellent screening test for seminal 
stains, and is far superior to visual examination which will miss all but the heaviest stains. 
However the acid phosphatase test can exhaust biological material. This means DNA, if 
present, may be lost through the actions of the test itself. It is advisable to perform tapelifts 
on areas of interest (e.g. crotch of underwear), prior to acid phosphatase testing.  
 
 

3 Principle 
Acid phosphatase activity in a stain is a strong indication of the presence of seminal fluid.  It 
is a water soluble enzyme and is therefore easily absorbed onto moistened filter paper 
where it can be detected using the Brentamine test. 
 

3.1 The Brentamine Reaction 

This reaction relies on the liberation of napthol from sodium α–naphthyl phosphate by the 
enzyme, and the concomitant formation of a purple azo-dye by the coupling of napthol with 
buffered Brentamine fast blue B. 
 
 

4 Reagents and equipment 
4.1 Safety 

WARNING:  The AP solution is carcinogenic – take great care when handling the reagents 
and wear gloves the whole time. Do not inhale mists. 
 
NOTE: Any reagents prepared in-house shall bear a label created at the time of 
preparation: 
 
….(enter details eg 10% NaOH)…. 
Prepd from Lot/batch:……….. 
Date: ../../..    Initials: ……….. 
Expires:../../..    Store at:….oC 
WARNING: Contains ……………… 
 
Brentamine Fast blue B (Sigma D-3502). 
WARNING: Fast Blue Salt BN (o-dianisidine, tetrazolized) is harmful by inhalation, contact 
with skin, or if swallowed. Possible carcinogen, possible mutagen. Do not breathe dust. 
Wear PPE. 
 
Sodium Acetate (Anhydrous, AR). 
WARNING: Sodium acetate may irritate eyes and repeated exposure may cause dermatitis. 
Wear eye protection and gloves. 
 
Acetic Acid (glacial, AR). 
WARNING: Glacial acetic acid. Vapours, liquid mists are extremely corrosive to eyes, skin, 
respiratory surfaces and membranes. Avoid contact, do not inhale or ingest. Wear PPE. 
 
Sodium α-naphthyl phosphate (Sigma N-7255). 
WARNING: α-naphthyl phosphate di-sodium salt is irritating to the eyes, respiratory 
surfaces and skin. Wear PPE. 
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Nanopure water 
Nil. 
 

4.2 Preparation of Working Reagent 

Prepare Na α–naphthyl phosphate by dissolving 0.8g in 10mL nanopure water.  This acts 
as a stock solution. 
 
To about 300mL of Nanopure water add: 

1. 4.8g Anhydrous Sodium acetate and 
2. 0.4g Brentamine Fast Blue B Salt (Swirl to dissolve) 
3. 4mL of Na α–naphthyl phosphate 
4. Add 10mL of Acetic Acid 
5. Make up solution to 400mL with Nanopure water 
6. Decant into 2ml tubes and label each tube individually as per section 4.1. The 

reagent can also be decanted into 50ml falcon tubes for larger items. 
7. Store the tubes in the freezer in a plastic box 

 
NOTE: If the reagent is not frozen it can be stored in the fridge and reused for 7 days. Any 
reagent that is frozen must have a 6 month expiry date and be discarded after this time. 
 

The reagent is tested with positive and negative controls at time of solution preparation and 
prior to each use (as outlined in section 8). If no purple colouration develops with the 
positive control, discard the reagent. If a second batch of reagent also proves ineffective, 
refer to section 4.2 of SOP 30800 and/or notify Senior Scientist of Evidence Recovery 
Team. 
  
Reagents are to be registered in AUSLAB as per batch functionality SOP 24469. 
 
 

5 Procedure 
5.1 Acid Phosphatase screening of items 

This process applies to whole items such as bedding, clothing, sanitary items or tissues. 
Determine the area of interest to be AP screened depending on the case particulars. For 
items of clothing and some bedding it will be necessary to keep front and back surfaces 
separate by sliding suitable perspex or other separators into the garment. The thickness of 
an exhibit material will govern whether one side or both sides require testing. 
 

1. Lightly spray the item with Nanopure water - take care not to over-moisten the item as this 
dilutes the stain. 

2. Place a suitably sized piece of blotting or filter paper over the item or area in question and 
mark its position and orientation on the item with chinagraph or felt pen.  

3. Spray the paper with Nanopure water - take care not to over-moisten the paper as this 
makes further examination difficult. 

4. Press the paper onto the item firmly so that any seminal staining will come into contact with 
the dampened paper. 

5. Hang the paper in the fume cupboard with the side that has been in contact with the item 
facing out. 

6. Spray the side of the paper, which contacted the item with tested AP solution. 
7. Allow the process to run for 2 minutes and complete interpretation as per section 

Interpretation of Results below. A positive reaction is obtained if a purple colouration 
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appears within 2 minutes (the stain may develop gradually). If a positive result is obtained, 
proceed to next step. If a negative result is obtained, this will either prompt further AP 
testing of the exhibit or signify that semen was not detected on the exhibit. 

8. The side of the blotting paper which was in contact with the item needs to be facing up and 
placed on a clean area of bench.  Cut out the AP positive area. 

9. The blotting paper sheet is then placed back on the item and repositioned using the 
chinagraph marks.  The AP positive areas are then traced back on to the item.  

10. Place the used paper in the biological waste bin. 
11. Further testing of any AP positive areas should be conducted at the discretion of the 

examining scientist as per SOP 17189 “Examination For & Of Spermatozoa” and or 17185 
“Detection Of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples”. 
 

5.2 Acid Phosphatase of substrates within a tube 
This process details the examination for the presence of semen on substrates received 
within tubes or placed in a tube as part of sample preparation. This includes, but is not 
limited to, swabs, tapelifts, scrapings and other textiles. 
 

1. If the item is a swab cut the swab head from the stick, and then cut into several pieces and 
place in 1.5mL/2mL tube. If the item is a tapelift or fabric cut in smaller portions if required. 

2. Add approx 150µL-300µL Nanopure water to the swab head, tapelift or fabric pieces or as 
little water as is required to cover the substrate.  It is important to minimise the amount of 
water added to the substrate as the addition of water dilutes the sample. 

3. Vortex the substrate suspension. 
4. Centrifuge the substrate suspension at 14000rpm for 3 minutes. 
5. Retrieve a tube of AP reagent from the freezer and allow to defrost 
6. Apply 1 drop of the substrate supernatant and 1 drop AP reagent drop-wise directly onto 

filter paper and interpret reaction as per 6.2. If a positive result is obtained, proceed to step 
7. If a negative result is obtained, sample should be submitted for routine processing.  

7. Further testing of any AP positive areas should be conducted at the discretion of the 
examining scientist as per SOP 17189 “Examination For & Of Spermatozoa” and or 17185 
“Detection Of Azospermic Semen in Casework Samples 

 
6 Results and Interpretation 
6.1 Recording of Results 

Test results must be recorded in the case file notes with date, time of examination and the 
time of the AP test result. Positive results are to be accompanied with the time taken for the 
colour reaction to develop. Negative results however, do not require the time of the reaction 
to be noted, as a negative result is defined as no visible colouration development at 2 
minutes.   

 
6.2 Interpretation of Results 

 A positive AP reaction is recorded where a purple colouration, similar to the positive control 
develops within 2 minutes.  Any stain producing a positive reaction should be considered as 
a potential seminal stain.  A pure seminal stain may give an intense colour development in 
as little as 5 seconds.  A weak seminal stain may take 60 to 90 seconds.  Some substances 
other than seminal fluid will give delayed reactions from as little as 30 to 60 seconds.  Keep 
a record of the time when the positive result developed. A negative AP reaction is indicated 
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by no colour reaction within 2 minutes. A negative acid phosphatase test result does not 
mean that seminal fluid was not present, but only not detected. 

 
6.3 False positive reactions 

The following substances have been noted to give a positive reaction to AP testing: 
 

Faecal stains – results with fast blue B reagent can be distinguished from a true seminal 
result in that the reaction is slower and fainter, and pink/brown in colour. 

 
Vaginal secretions – vaginal acid phosphatase gives a slow, faint pinkish result with fast 
blue B reagent which can be similar in intensity to weak seminal stains. The activity is 
enhanced during pregnancy and when there is evidence of vaginal infection. The most 
common false positive result will be from vaginal secretions staining underwear. 

 
Plants – positive but slow reactions with a brownish appearance are obtained from 
vegetable stains, e.g. cauliflower, sprouts, etc. tea may give a positive Brentamine reaction 
– this is due to the presence of phenols which combine with the dye. 

 
Fungi – fungal acid phosphatase may cause a positive reaction. 

 
Bacteria – positive results may be obtained when there is bacterial contamination. The 
bacterial content of the vagina is high during pregnancy and with vaginal infections; 
bacteria may also be present on unwashed fabrics (clothing/bedding). 

 
Contraceptive creams – a brownish purple colouration is obtained with certain creams. This 
is not due to acid phosphatase, but to resorcinol (m-dihydroxybenzene) and a positive 
reaction is obtained with solution A of the Brentamine test. Other chemicals which combine 
with the diazo compound include α–naphthol, 8 hydroxyquinoline, phloroglucinol. 

 
False positive stains will be negative for spermatozoa or PSA. 

 
6.4 Interpretation or estimation of time since deposition of semen 

The best answer is “since the garment was last thoroughly washed.”  Seminal stains have 
been detected both in this and other laboratories on old (decades) dry fabrics stored at 
room temperature.  There are however, some exceptions.  Experiments have shown that 
very heavy seminal stains deposited into the crotch of a pair of heavy denim jeans may be 
sufficiently shielded from washing and full elution in a fully loaded machine wash. 

 
Smears prepared from fabrics where heavy seminal stains have been present and the 
fabric washed have resulted in small numbers of spermatozoa seen even though the 
washing has eluted the seminal fluid (AP negative screening).  It appears the spermatozoa 
can be trapped by the fibres while the soluble components elute into the wash. 

 
 
7 Validation 

This method is used universally in forensic laboratories and there are numerous peer 
reviewed published articles available. Within Forensic DNA Analysis the method of freezing 
aliquots of AP reagent for use in screening for seminal fluid has been validated in project 
#136. 
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8 Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 
 Controls are used to test the quality and validity of the reagent prior to use.  
 

A positive and negative control should be tested prior to testing of exhibits, each time a new 
batch of working AP solution is prepared and when positive controls are prepared. A 
positive control is a known sample of human semen and Nanopure water is used as a 
negative control.   
 
 The positive control is known human semen on a piece of filter paper. 
 The negative control is Nanopure water on a piece of the same filter paper used to create   
the AP positive control with the absence of semen.  
 

8.1 Creation of AP controls 
 Human semen is provided by a donor and collected in a sterile green-capped “Falcon” tube. 

The tube is to be labelled with the donor number and date of collection. The semen is to be 
stored within a freezer until required to create AP positive controls. 

1. Clean down a fume cupboard bench using bleach and 70% ethanol solution and place 
portions of blotting paper onto the fume hood bench surface.  

2. Using sterile forceps lay individual pieces of filter paper onto the blotting paper draw a circle 
in the centre of each filter paper with a black marker pen. Spot 1 to 2 drops of semen onto 
each circle using a disposable plastic pipette and allow to dry. The concentration of semen 
used may be neat; 1:2 dilution; or 1:4 dilution. See Table 1. 

 
Table 1 Semen Dilutions 
Semen dilution Semen volume (uL) Nanopure water (uL) 
neat 25 0 
1:2 25 25 
1:4 25 75 

 
3. Package the AP positive controls into CSPBs labelled with the semen donor ID, initials of 

scientist preparing the positive controls and date prepared. The AP positive controls are to 
be stored in the freezer within Rm 6124. 

 
8.2 Testing and interpretation of control samples 

1. Remove an AP positive control from the freezer and allow to come to room temperature. 
2. Add a drop of the AP reagent to the positive control and interpret reaction after 2 minutes. A 

purple colouration develops within 5 seconds.      
3. Add a drop of the AP reagent to the AP negative control and interpret the reaction after 2 

minutes. No colouration should develop. 
 
Positive control: a purple colouration develops within 5 seconds 
Negative control: does not develop a purple colouration within 2 minute 
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The Examination for and of Spermatozoa 

1 Purpose 
The presence of spermatozoa is a confirmatory test for the presence of semen.  This 
document describes the method by which a scientist performs microscopic examination for 
the presence of spermatozoa which includes the preparation of microscopic slides from 
exhibits, staining of slides and interpretation of the microscopic smears/slides for 
spermatozoa and other cellular material. 
 

 
2 Scope 

This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) applies to all scientists performing the 
examination of items for the presence of semen.  

 
 
3 Definitions 

In this document, where reference is made to spermatozoa, it refers to human spermatozoa 
unless otherwise specified. 
 
 

 

4 Background 
The investigation of sexual assault cases may require the testing of exhibits collected as 
part of a forensic medical examination or scene examination for the presence of semen. 
Within the laboratory the detection of spermatozoa confirms the presence of semen.  A 
reliable and accurate staining method is essential to aid the examining scientist the ability to 
differentiate between cellular types; most significantly spermatozoa from epithelial, yeast 
and white blood cells. 
 
Currently the Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) stain is adopted for this process.  The H&E 
staining method has been used for this purpose within the laboratory for many years. The 
haematoxylin (basic stain) stains the deoxyribonucleic-acid (DNA)/histone rich base of the 
spermatozoa head deep purplish-blue. The eosin (acidic stain) stains the acrosomal cap 
pink and the tail pink if the spermatozoa are intact (N.B. because Forensic DNA Analysis 
uses a water based eosin stain, the acrosomal cap often appears very light pink or clear). 
The use of counterstaining differentiates spermatozoa from most cellular debris.   
 
Confusion with yeasts, especially monilia, can occur and extreme care must be taken when 
monilial infections such as thrush are suspected. With experience, spermatozoa and yeasts 
can be distinguished by size and/or the presence of cell walls. 
 
Haematoxylin is a natural dye.  Its active colouring agent is haematin, which is formed by 
the oxidation of haematoxylin. This oxidation process or “ripening” occurs when 
haematoxylin solutions are allowed to stand for several days. However, the process can be 
accelerated with the introduction of an oxidising agent such as sodium iodate. During 
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oxidation the haematoxylin loses two atoms of hydrogen, and its formula changes from 
C16H14O6 to C16H12O6. Sufficient haematoxylin should be left unoxidized in the solution so 
that natural oxidation can continue thus prolonging the shelf life and useability of the stain. 
Completely oxidized haematoxylin becomes colourless. As the oxidation process occurs 
when haematoxylin is exposed to light and continues over the life of the solution, 
haematoxylin should be stored in dark bottles until ready for use. Haematoxylin is an 
excellent nuclear stain. Haematin, via the aluminium ion mordant, binds to the anionic sites 
in the nuclei (a mordant is a substance that causes certain staining reactions to take place 
by forming a link between the tissue and the stain).  At this stage the nuclei stain red, which 
is then converted to the blue-black colour when the pH is raised (by a weak alkali wash 
such as Scott’s tap water substitute in some H&E staining methods) known as “blueing”. 
 
To avoid stain precipitation on the slide, the haematoxylin solution must be filtered. It should 
be changed immediately if staining quality deteriorates. 
 
Eosin is an acid dye which combines electrostatically with the acidophilic tissue 
components such as cytoplasm. (an anionic dye that stains the cationic tissue 
components).  Alcoholic and acidified solutions of eosin tend to stain much more vividly 
than do the aqueous solutions.  With water soluble eosin, rinse in water very quickly or else 
eosin will wash out. 

 
Figure 1 Spermatozoa 
 
 
5 Actions- Staining procedure 
5.1 Slide Preparation 

Use new slides and clean with ethanol. Label with the sample ID, date, case number and 
sampler’s initials using a pencil only.  Use clean, flamed instruments.  

 
Create a suspension from the exhibit by one of the following methods, 

 
1.  Scrape the stained area into a 1.5/2ml tube. Add between100-300µl nanopure 

water with a POVA pipette to the tube until the scraping is moist. Vortex 
thoroughly. 
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2.  Excise the stained area and cut into small pieces. Place pieces into a 1.5/2ml 
tube and add between100-300µl nanopure water with a POVA pipette to the tube 
until the pieces are moist. Vortex thoroughly. 

 
3.  If slide is being prepared from a swab, excise the material from the swab and cut 

the material into small pieces. Place the pieces of material into a 1.5/2ml tube 
and add between100-300µl nanopure water with a POVA pipette to the tube until 
the pieces are covered (approx 200µl). Vortex thoroughly. 

 
Add a drop of the recently vortexed suspension to the labelled slide. 
 
Dry the slide on a heat block. If a heat block is not available, heat-fix the slide by passing it 
over a flame with the material to be stained uppermost once the suspension has dried. 

 
5.2 Slide Staining 

Microscopic slides are stained using Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E).  The method for 
preparing the staining reagents, and performing manual staining is as per procedure 
detailed in Appendix 1. 
 
Note: registration of the reagent and association to individual exhibits is detailed in QIS 
24469 (Batch Functionality in AUSLAB) 
 

5.3 Microscopic Examination 
Examine slide using the x40 or x100 objective using the oil immersion, or the x40 objective 
using the dry microscope. Score the number of spermatozoa observed (use the standard 
microscopy form, QIS 17037 (Microscopy of Smears) or the Sexual Assault Investigation Kit 
form, QIS 17032 (Sexual Assault Investigation Kit). 
 

0          (0)            None seen 
<+       (<1+)        Very hard to find (Use England Finder Graticule) 

 + (1+)  Hard to find 
 ++ (2+)  Easy to find 
 +++ (3+)  Very easy to find 
 ++++ (4+)  Abundant 

 
Note whether spermatozoa are intact (heads and tails) or non-intact (heads only).  Look for 
epithelial cells and whether there are bacteria or yeast present. Human spermatozoa are 
distinguished from non-human mammalian sources by their morphology and by their 
behaviour toward H&E, resulting in a purplish/blue head and light pink/clear cap (see 
Section 5.4). 
 
If less than ten spermatozoa are located, for at least one spermatozoa, note the location on 
the slide with the use of the England Finder Graticule (see Appendix 3).  
 

5.4 Animal Semen 
Animal spermatozoa are morphologically different to human spermatozoa and react 
differently to staining.  Where suspected spermatozoa are located which are 
morphologically different to human spermatozoa, the examining scientist should consider 
the possible presence of animal spermatozoa.  N.B. Forensic DNA Analysis does not 
identify or characterise animal spermatozoa. 
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5.5 Spermatozoa Interpretation 
If slides are stained properly spermatozoa should be easily distinguished from epithelial 
cells, cellular debris, fibres etc. Spermatozoa heads can look similar in shape and colour to 
yeasts. If in any doubt consult an experienced examiner. 

 
The recovery of semen is dependent on a number of factors but not limited to 

• The amount of spermatozoa in the ejaculate 
• The amount of ejaculate 
• The environment the ejaculate is deposited on 
• Washing 
• Douching 
• Menstruation 
• Efficiency of the sampling process 
• Time between ejaculation and sampling 
• Storage of the samples 
• Natural drainage or degradation of spermatozoa in certain environments 

 
 With respect to the above influences, the time since ejaculation has occurred can only be 
estimated.  A number of studies have been conducted regarding the persistence of 
spermatozoa in the vagina. References to these studies can be found in Appendix 2.  

 
 
6 Records 

Nil 
 
 
7 Quality assurance/acceptance criteria 

 Controls are used to test the quality and validity of the staining reagents prior to use. A 
positive control slide should be tested prior to the staining of slides for microscopy, (once 
daily), each time a new batch of Haematoxylin and Eosin solution is prepared and when 
positive control slides are prepared.  
 
A positive control slide is a known sample of human semen, which has been diluted. 
  

7.1 Creation of H&E control slides 
Collect human semen in a sterile green-capped “Falcon” tube. The tube is to be labelled 
with the following information: 

•  Sperm donor number 
•  Date and time of collection 

 
The semen is to be stored within a freezer until required to create H&E positive control 
slides using the following process: 

1.  Clean heating block using bleach and 70% ethanol solution.    
2.  Clean frosted microscope slides with ethanol and label with white label (H&E Pos 

Ctrl: Sperm donor number; Lot No.).  
3.  Spread slides out on heating block to heat before use. 
4.  Clean automatic pipette with bleach and 70% ethanol solution. 
5.  Using a new filtered pipette tip, add 20µL of the neat semen to 10.0ml nanopure 

water using a clean 10ml tube. Vortex. 
6.  Add 20 µL of the diluted semen solution to each slide.  
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7.  Heat fix the slides on a heating block at 50ºC for approximately 30 minutes. 
8.  Store the slides in labelled plastic slide box “Unstained H&E Positive Control Slide 

Storage”, and store the box in Rm 6124.   
 
7.2 Testing and interpretation of control slides 

The following process is used to test, interpret and record control slide results: 
1. Remove a H&E control slide from slide box , label with date, initials, lot number and 

batch, and stain with H&E using the method in Appendix 1. 
2. Dry slide on heating block at 50ºC. 
3. Coverslip slide using mounting medium. 
4. Examine slide microscopically in Rm 6119 as per section 5.3. 
5. Completed control slides get transferred to a plastic box labelled H&E Control Slide 

Storage box # 
6. Once a slide box is full of completed positive control slides, transfer the box to Rm 

6106B, ‘Exhibit Room’ for long term storage. 
7. Add audit entry to document that the control slide has passed control and what box 

it has been stored in (i.e. 2) 
 

 Acceptance of the reagents is based on the interpretation of the Positive control slide. The 
following criteria must be met before passing the reagent for use: 
 

1. Spermatozoa head stains a deep purplish-blue.  
2. Acrosomal cap stains light pink/clear.  
3. Tail stains pink. 

 
In the event the control slide fails the following process is to be completed: 
 

1. Repeat the staining procedure with a new control slide and assess as above. 
2. If the control slide fails again then discard the in-use staining batch and stain a new 

slide using a fresh batch from the stock solutions and assess slide as above. 
3. If the control slide fails then a new batch of stock solutions must be prepared and 

the old solutions discarded, and assess the validity of the reagents as per this 
section. 
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8 Associated Documentation 

QIS: 17037  Microscopy of Smears Form 
 

QIS: 17142  Examination of Items 
 

QIS: 17185  Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples   
 

QIS: 17186  The acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
 

QIS: 20080  Digital Imaging in Forensic DNA Analysis 
 

QIS: 23849  Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 
 

QIS: 30800  Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA Analysis Unit 
 

QIS: 24469  Batch Functionality in AUSLAB 
 

QIS: 32106  Examination of Sexual Cases 
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10 Amendment History 

Revision Date Author/s Amendments 
0 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
1 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
2 Unknown Unknown Unknown 
3 27 Nov 2002 V Ientile Format updated, manual staining to appendix. 

Removed notes on examination of swabs, 
removed unpublished paper, as work wasn’t 
completed. 

4 19 Nov 2003 L Freney Updated references 
5 12 Jul 2006 J Howes/A 

Williamson 
“Reference” put after “Actions”.  

6 05 Aug 2006 J Howes Added in Sexual Assault Investigation 
Flowcharts, examination of SAIK Swabs, 
Photograph or Witness required for ++ (1+) 
sperm and PSA test. 

7 23 Oct 2006 J Howes Reporting results Eg. ++ or 2+ 
8 25 Jun 2007 J Howes Unified grading scale comments. Added 

Crimelite flowchart. 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 
9 13 Mar 2008 QIS2 Migration 

Project 
Headers and Footers changed to new CaSS 
format.  Amended Business references from 
QHSS to FSS, QHPSS to CaSS and QHPS to 
Pathology Queensland 

10 16 July 2010 A Lloyd Removal of Crimelite in scope and the 
Crimelite flowchart. Changed section 2.2 to 
include use of suspensions. Removal of 
section 2.8 – Vaginal Secretions. Changes to 
section 2.10 to remove AP testing on smears 
positive to spermatozoa. Photograph or 
locations required for smear with 1 or 2 sperm 
seen. Clarification of flowchart regarding 
previously screened items by QPS. Changes 
to SAIK flowchart. Removal of animal sperm 
diagrams and insertion of photographs of 
animal sperm.  

11 03 Feb 2011 A Lloyd Amended use of vernier for slides to use of the 
England Finder Graticule. 

12 31 Oct 2013 A Lloyd 
J Seymour-
Murray 

Removed animal sperm photos. Amended 
workflow charts, changed headings from CASS 
to HSSA. Change H&E solutions and staining, 
add England Finder information. Updated 
some hyperlinks. 

13 03 July 2015 J Seymour-
Murray 

New template, update hyperlinks, some 
formatting updates and minor wording 
changes. 
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11 Appendices 
1 Appendix 1:  Preparation of H & E Stain and Manual Staining Procedure 
2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa in the Vagina 
3 Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 

 
11.1 Appendix 1:  Preparation of H & E Stain and Manual Staining Procedure 
11.1.1 Chemical Hazards 

Eosin (yellowish) 
WARNING: Eosin (yellowish) can cause serious damage to the eyes. Avoid contact, wear 
PPE and eye protection. 
 
Haematoxylin 
WARNING: Haematoxylin: the toxicological properties have not been investigated. Prevent 
contact with skin and eyes. Do not inhale or ingest. Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Sodium iodate (NaIO3) 
WARNING: Sodium iodate causes burns and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. Protect 
eyes and skin. 
Wear PPE and eye protection.  
 
Glacial acetic acid 
WARNING: Acetic acid is extremely corrosive and is harmful if inhaled or swallowed. 
Protect eyes and skin. Wear PPE and eye protection. 
 
Pertex Mounting medium 
WARNING: Pertex is irritating to eyes, respiratory system and skin. 
 
Xylene 
WARNING: Flammable. Harmful by inhalation and in contact with skin. Irritating to skin. 
 

NOTE: All reagents prepared in the laboratory shall bear a label: 
 

 (enter details eg 10% NaOH)…. 
 Prepd from Lot/batch:……….. 
 Date: ../../..    Initials: ……….. 
 Expires:../../..    Store at:….oC 
 WARNING: Contains ……………… 
Or an individual label printed by the Bar-One Lite system (B1Lite on short cut). 

  
11.1.2 Preparation of Eosin 

Eosin –Water soluble (CI 45380)  
• Eosin 5.0g 
• Nanopure water 500mL 

 
Procedure 

1. Weigh 5.0g Eosin and add 500mL nanopure water in a flask. 
2. Mix on the magnetic stirrer until completely dissolved. 
3. Label the reagent bottle according to laboratory standards. 

 
11.1.3 Preparation of Haematoxylin 

Haematoxylin (CI 75290)  
• Haematoxylin 2.5g 
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• Sodium iodate (NaIO3 ) 0.2g (Must be accurate) 
• Potassium aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate (KAl(SO4)2.12H2O (potassium alum) 

25.0g  
• Nanopure water 350mL 
• Glycerol 150mL 
• Glacial Acetic acid 10mL 

 
Procedure  

1. Weigh 2.5g Haematoxylin and dissolve in 350mL nanopure water in a flask. Mix on 
the magnetic stirrer. (Haematoxylin must be fully dissolved before adding the other 
reagents) 

2. Weigh 25.0g potassium aluminium sulphate dodecahydrate and add to 
haematoxylin solution, continue stirring.  

3. Weigh 0.2g sodium iodate and add to Haematoxylin solution, continue stirring until 
reagents are dissolved. 

4. Measure 10mL glacial acetic acid and add to haematoxylin solution, continue 
stirring. 

5. Measure 150mL glycerol and add to haematoxylin solution, continue stirring for 5 
minutes. 

6. Filter into a clean dark reagent bottle. (Haematoxylin oxidises) 
7. Label the reagent bottle according to laboratory standards. 
 
 

11.1.4 Register lot details of reagent 

• Register lot details using QIS 24469  Batch Functionality in AUSLAB and QIS 17165 
Receipt, Storage and Preparation of Chemicals, Reagents & Kits (Appendix 3). 
 

11.1.5 Manual Staining Procedure 
Staining is performed in the staining fumehood in Rm 6124, main laboratory, Forensic DNA 
Analysis.  
Procedure: 

1. Place slide on staining rack over sink, stain with haematoxylin for five minutes (add 
one volume and let rest)  

2. Wash with nanopure water. 
3. Stain with eosin for one minute.  
4. Wash with nanopure water (quick wash).  
5. Allow to dry on hot plate. 
6. Mount coverslip in Pertex 

 
11.1.6 Staining Quality Controls 

The following quality steps should be implemented: 
• Haematoxylin should be filtered before use as the crystals in solution can result in 

stain deposit on the slides which affects the reading of the slide. (Once a week) 
• Haematoxylin differentiates better if it is matured for 3 to 4 days before use. 
• Eosin should be filtered once a week. 

 
When stored in dark bottles, haematoxylin may keep for up to 12 months and eosin for up 
to 12 months (dependent on control slide result). 

 
11.2 Appendix 2: Persistence of Spermatozoa in the Vagina 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of non-motile spermatozoa in the 
vagina: 
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• Up to 24 Hours1  
• Up to 3-4 days2 
• Up to 9 days or 12 days in the cervix, sometimes after menstruation3 
• Up to 3 to 4 days, but may be longer4 

 
Literature provides a range of time periods for the persistence of motile spermatozoa in the vagina: 

• The number of motile spermatozoa discernible in the vagina may be normal after one hour 
and markedly decreased after 2 hours; after 3 hours normally no spermatozoa are found.  
Menstruation often prolongs motility in the vagina to as long as 4 hours compared with the 
normal period of 30 to 45 minutes.5 

• Spermatozoa remain motile in the vagina for 2 to 3 hours and in the cervix for 48 to 110 
hours6 

• Normally 10% of the spermatozoa are alive in the vagina at the end of 2 hours post coitum. 
Variations in number and motility depend upon the pH of the vagina and semen, quantity of 
semen deposited, bacteria and flora of the vagina and the time examined post-coitally. The 
author has seen motile spermatozoa in the vaginal pool after 8 hours.7 

• In several cases in which repeated examinations were possible before conception 
occurred, all motility ceased within one hour after intercourse. A fall of motility to 10% within 
30 minutes is compatible with fecundity. On the other hand, spermatozoa may continue to 
move for 3 hours in a normal untreated vagina.8 

• The motility of the spermatozoa in the specimen may give a clue to their length of stay as 
they remain motile from 30 to 60 minutes after deposition in the vagina.9 

 

                                                
1 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
2 Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
3 Morrison 1972 Brit. J. Vener. Dis 48 p141 
4Gordon, Turner and Price 1965 Medical Jurisprudence 
5 O.J. Pollack. 1963 Arch. Pathology 35 p140-184 
6 Weisman 1941 Spermatozoa and Sterility 
7 Wm.Heinmann Medical Books Ltd 1945 Fertility in Women 
8 Hamish Hamilton Medical Books 1948 Sterility and Impaired Fertility 
9 Gonzales, Vance, Helpern and Umberger 1954 Legal Medicine 
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11.3  Appendix 3: England Finder Package Insert 
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11.3.1 England Finder Graticule Use 
Before use ensure stage slide holder is in correct position (slide holder should be in the 
correct position as it is not removed on cleaning but if not-hold with one hand push holder 
back to full extent against the screws, tighten screws while holding and check for correct 
positioning). 

 
1. Place graticule on stage with labelled corner at LHS front and clear edge    

 against back of slide holder  
 
2. Using the 10x objective (and Kohler illumination) – locate co-ordinates   
 
3. Proceed to 40x objective and adjust focus as required (using oil if  applicable). 

Locate co-ordinates and revert back to the 10x objective. 
 
4. Taking care not to alter the position of the fixed stops of the stage, remove 

 the graticule and replace with the slide of interest.  
 
5. Proceed stepwise to 40x objective (oil or dry as applicable) 
 
6. Adjust focus and locate sperm  
 

NB: If the stage has moved repeat from step 1. 
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Examination of Sexual Assault Cases 

1 Purpose 
The purpose of this procedure is to describe those procedures required for the examination 
of sexual assault cases by Evidence Recovery scientists and technicians in Forensic DNA 
Analysis, in addition to those described in QIS document 17142 (Examination of Items). 

 
2 Scope 

This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret 
examinations of evidentiary items.  This standard operating procedure is in conjunction with 
individual methods for particular screening tests. Interpretations and limitations of reporting 
are to be found in each method. 

 
3 Definitions 

• Refer to QIS document 23849 (Common DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for a 
comprehensive list of abbreviations. 

• All references to microscopy, refer to QIS document 17189 (Examination For & Of 
Spermatozoa) 

• All references to Acid Phosphatase (AP), refer to QIS document 17186 (The Acid 
Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains) 

• All references to Phadebas, refer to QIS document 17193 (Phadebas Test For Saliva) 
• All references to Tetramethylbenzidine, refer to QIS document 17190 

(Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood) 
• All references to p-30, refer to QIS document 17185  (Detection of Azoospermic 

Semen in Casework Samples) 
• A semen negative item is an item which has either tested negative for spermatozoa 

microscopically and tested negative for acid phosphatase; or tested negative for 
spermatozoa microscopically, tested positive for acid phosphatase and tested 
negative for P30. 

 
4 General Principles 

Refer to the general principles contained in QIS document 17142 (Examination of Items). 
 

4.1 Examination Strategies 
An examination strategy must be prepared for all SAIKs which are examined.  These are 
recorded under the specimen notes of the exhibit barcode.  This strategy must include: 

• For each item to be examined, what biological fluid is to be screened for 
• Items which require no further action 
• Items which may only require examination pending presumptive/screening results 
• Sample submission strategies (i.e. extraction type, pooling, retain supernatant for 

Phadebas testing etc). 
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The examination strategy must be reviewed by a scientist competent to perform the 
examinations contained in the strategy. 
 
The following are general principles which are used to develop examination strategies for 
SAIKs, however these principles must be considered within the context of the case history: 

• Female SAIKs which are semen negative, any external intimate swabs are 
submitted for cells (i.e. vulval and perianal) 

• Where the complainant is a minor or has an intellectual impairment which may 
mean that the provided case history is unreliable, all possible offence scenarios are 
considered. 

• Where the complainant is an adult who has lost consciousness, has impaired 
memory or has consumed alcohol or drugs prior to or during the offence which may 
impact on memory, all possible offence scenarios are considered. 

• Consider previous intercourse with same or different partner, prior to the offence.  
For digital only female complainant cases with prior intercourse, submit external 
swabs for DLYS with no testing.  For male SAIK swabs, consider submitting penile 
swabs for DLYS where previous intercourse with another partner has occurred. 

• Consider the number of offenders – for male SAIKs consider submitting penile 
swabs for DLYS (with no testing) to separate epithelial and spermatozoa. 

• For child complainants, treat all vaginal swabs as external swabs for semen or cells. 
• Samples taken from areas of biting, licking or kissing (or other oral contact) are 

submitted for CSUP.  This does not include swabs taken from the mouth (internal or 
external), anal and vaginal areas which may give false positive results. 

 
5 Examination 

The general examination procedures documented in QIS document 17142 (Examination of 
Items) apply to the examination of sexual cases. 
 

6 Specific Examination Strategies 
Refer to Section 6.2 of QIS document 17189 (Examination for and of Spermatozoa) for 
procedures relating to making a suspension and preparing, staining and reading 
microscope slides. 
 

6.1 Sexual Assault Investigation Kits 
Appendix 1 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of SAIKs.  Before 
commencing the examination of a SAIK an examination strategy must be devised and 
reviewed in accordance with Section 4.1 of this document. 
 
If there are issues related to the collection or documentation of a SAIK this must be fed 
back to the relevant FMO or FNE using the SAIK issues log. Examples of issues may 
include: 

• Serum coated, charcoal swabs or other unsuitable swabs/media are submitted 
(these should tested regardless of the swab type or media and a specimen note 
must be added to Auslab) 

• Insufficient case history 
• Labelling issues/inconsistencies 
• Smears have been prepared by the FMO/FNE 

 
If a smear has not been received, one will need to be made and tested, refer to QIS 
document 17189 (Examination for & of Spermatozoa - Section 6).  
 
The following principles should be applied to the submission of SAIK samples: 
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• Where an amount of spermatozoa which is considered likely to give a DNA profile 
(i.e. 3+ or more) are seen on multiple swabs from the same internal location (e.g. 
vagina), and there is no history of sexual contact with another person within the 
previous seven days or multiple offenders, then only one of these swabs should be 
submitted for full analysis.  When selecting which swab to submit for testing, 
preference should be given to the highest internal swab (i.e. submit a high vaginal 
swab over a low vaginal swab).  All of the swabs referred to should have the same 
or very similar micro (e.g. some 3+ some 4+)” Where swabs have different micro 
results (e.g. some 1+ some 3+), then submit all.  Other swabs which would 
otherwise be submitted for full testing based on their presumptive/screening test 
results must be submitted but with a ‘POLD’ test code rather than 9plex/Xplex. 
These samples are then stored in the black box labelled ‘SAIK swabs on hold’. This 
enables the Case Manager to view the results of the first swab, before assessing 
whether additional samples require processing.   

• Submission of swabs for cells (where presumptive and screening tests are negative 
for semen and spermatozoa) should be considered based on the case history.  If 
more than several days have passed since the offence, it may be unlikely that 
foreign DNA will be located, particularly if the subject person has bathed.  Consult 
with the Senior Scientist for direction in these matters, however the following 
scenarios would justify the submission of samples for cells: 

o Child complainant 
o Complainant with mental impairment, or other impairment which may 

influence reliability of provided offence history 
o Complainant with loss of consciousness or drug/alcohol use which 

has impaired their recollection of events 
o Other circumstances as deemed appropriate by the QPS or Senior 

Scientist. 
 
6.2 Acid Phosphatase (AP) Positive Fabrics and AP paper 

Appendix 2 describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of AP 
positive fabrics. 

 
AP positive fabrics are submitted by QPS. The AP positive area should be clearly marked 
on the fabric. If the fabric is not marked then the entire sample should be tested, including 
both sides of fabric.  
 
AP positive fabrics should be submitted with sufficient additional area surrounding the 
circled AP positive area to enable the examining scientist to safely hold the fabric if/when 
taking a scraping.  Where insufficient additional area has been provided a FERRO should 
be created so that it may be fed back to the QPS. 
 
Where a large piece of AP positive fabric is to be tested, divide the item into sections and 
test each section separately.  If spermatozoa are located microscopically on one section, 
but are not located on other sections, P30 testing is not required to be performed on all 
negative sections.  All sections are submitted for analysis as DLYS.  
 
If semen is not detected there is no further action and the item is returned. 
 
Generally fabrics are scraped or excised (extreme care to be taken to stop needle stick 
injuries). 
 
At times, the paper used by QPS to test for the presence of AP will also be sent for 
analysis. These are items should only be examined if specifically requested by QPS. For 
these items, microscopy for spermatozoa should be conducted, but not p30 testing. 
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6.3 Semen in-tubes 

Appendices 2 and 3 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of semen in 
tubes based on whether the QPS have conducted AP testing. If semen in tubes are stored 
in an in tube registration box, they must be transferred to an items box so that they can be 
examined by a scientist.  
 

6.4 Condoms 
Appendix 3 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Condoms. 
 
When a condom is received it should be described in terms of “O/S surface as received” 
and “I/S surface as received”. Describe any fluid that may be present on or within the 
condom.  Describe length and diameter, colour, patterning and translucency of condom. 
 
Take one wet and one dry swab from the O/S and I/S surfaces of the condom.  Sample and 
combine I/S wet and dry swabs into one tube and O/S wet and dry swabs into another tube. 
N.B. When sampling the swabs, to ensure that there is not excess substrate submitted, 
sample the entire of the wet swab, but only the outer layer of the dry swab. 
 

6.5 Sanitary Pads and Tampons 
Appendix 4 describes the workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of sanitary 
pads and tampons. 
 
Sanitary pads are AP tested on the side worn in contact with the skin.   
 
Tampons are cut through the middle and splayed out.  The outer sides of the tampon are 
then AP tested.   
 

6.6 Post Mortem Samples 
Appendix 5 describes the workflow for presumptive/screening testing of Post Mortem 
samples.  
 
The examining scientist assigns an EXH barcode to the PM samples as a whole, which is 
passed onto QPS DNA results management (DRMU). All other samples submitted will be 
subsamples of the PM samples EXH (as per SAIK submissions). 
 
The receipt under which the samples are submitted usually has an associated Coronial 
case number. Before any subsamples are registered this Coronial case number needs to 
be changed to the associated QP number by an AUSLAB Corrections Officer. If 
subsamples are registered under a Coronial case number the EXH lines will not be 
transmitted to QPS 
 
PM samples may include sexual assault swabs and/or slides (high vaginal, low vaginal, 
vulval etc), pubic hair, head hair, fingernail clippings or scrapings. 
 
Intimate sexual assault swabs which are semen positive are submitted for DLYS.  Intimate 
sexual assault swabs which are semen negative are submitted for cells. 
 
Sometimes the fingernail clippings include a portion of tissue or part of the finger. In this 
case a moistened swab can be used to sample potential foreign DNA from the underside of 
the nail, taking care not to sample the deceased person’s tissue (i.e. targeting the distal end 
of the nail). 
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When PM samples are complete, send an E-mail to the Senior Scientist with the EXH 
barcode so that that information can be passed onto DRMU to facilitate electronic 
transfer of results from AUSLAB to the Forensic Register. 
 

6.7 Clothing and Bedsheets 
For large items, an examination strategy should be formulated based on the case history 
and if necessary consultation with the QPS.  This must be recorded in the UR notes for the 
case. 
 
If the case history suggests that the item has been washed then it may be necessary to 
perform microscopy only considering the water soluble nature of Acid Phosphatase and 
P30. Use the case history and if necessary communicate with the investigating officer to 
establish an area to target. 

 
6.8 Wet and Dry swabs – QPS submitted 

When wet and dry swabs are received from the same site (e.g. in a SAIK, or from one item) 
submit each of the swabs separately. 

 
6.9 Multiple Presumptive/Screening Tests 

Consideration should be given to the order in which screening tests are conducted based 
on the type of tests to be performed and the conservation of sample on the item.  Where 
both AP and Phadebas screening tests are required, Phadebas the exhibit first (using 
commercial paper).  Once the Phadebas test is complete the Phadebas paper can be 
sprayed with AP reagent. 

 
6.10 Analytical Slides 

If reading of differential slides is requested by a case scientist, retrieve slides from storage 
box and put a borrowed comment in AUSLAB. Stain slides and perform microscopy. 
 
Read slides and fill out QIS document 17037 (Microscopy of Smears) 
 
N.B.  Old slides- DLYS step 10 slide may have both sperm and epithelial cells, whereas 
step 22 slides may have sperm only.  Currently only one slide is made- should have sperm 
only. 
 
Return slides and add a returned comment in AUSLAB. 

 
6.11 Penile Swabs 

The presence of spermatozoa on penile swabs is not unexpected.  These swabs are 
generally submitted for Cells, however where the case history indicates multiple offenders, 
or previous sexual contact, they should be submitted for DLYS.  Appendix 1 describes the 
workflow to be used for presumptive/screening testing of SAIK swabs. 
 

6.12 Lubricant Testing 
If an item is required for lubricant testing consult with Forensic Chemistry before any 
examinations are conducted 
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7 Associated Documentation 
QIS: 16004 AUSLAB Users Manual – DNA Analysis 
QIS: 17033 General Examination Record (Unruled) 
QIS: 17034 General Examination Record (Ruled) 
QIS: 17117 Procedure for Case Management 
QIS: 17119      Procedure for Release of Results 
QIS: 17135 Handling and Sampling of Syringes and Needles 
QIS: 17140 Procedure for the Identification and Examination of Hairs 
QIS: 17185 Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
QIS: 17186 The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
QIS: 17189 Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
QIS: 17190 Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood 
QIS: 17193 Phadebas Test for Saliva 
QIS: 20080 Digital imaging in DNA Analysis  
QIS: 22846     General Swab Exam Record 
QIS: 22857 Anti Contamination Procedure  
QIS: 22870 Forensic DNA Analysis Outer Packaging Record 
QIS: 23008 Explanations of EXR/EXHs 
QIS: 23014 Cigarette Butt General Examination Record 
QIS: 23055 General Examination Record 
QIS: 23849     Common Forensic DNA Analysis terms and Acronyms 
QIS: 23898 SAIK Details Record 
QIS: 26071 Examination of in-tube samples  
QIS: 31286 SAIK form no semen testing 

 
8 Amendment History 

Version Date Author/s Amendments 
1 23/10/2013 L Ryan 

A Houlding 
J Seymour-Murray 

Document created (content split 
from Examination of Items) 

2 05/12/13 A Houlding Update for XPlex 
3 03/11/2014 A Houlding New template, 6.2 title changed, 

header changed, added POLD test 
code for SAIK samples on hold, also 
apply the SAIK on hold procedure to 
samples with a micro result of 2+ 
(changed from 1+), fixed hyperlinks 
Changed wet and dry swabs to be 
submitted separately. Formatted 
flowcharts. Added lubricant testing 
section 

4 24/08/2016 A McNevin Section 4.1  and 6.2 updated other 
minor formatting adjustments 
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9 Appendices 
 
9.1 Appendix 1: SAIK Examination Workflow 
 
This workflow is intended to demonstrate the testing of one sample from a SAIK.  The submission 
of samples should be considered within the context of the Examination Strategy, taking into 
consideration the case history as well as the presumptive and screening results of other SAIK 
swabs, particularly those from the same location. 
 

 
 

SAIK Swab 

Exam Strategy – 
Screen for Semen or 
submit for Cells/CSUP 

Nil screening – submit 
for cells/CSUP. 

Screen for Semen 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

Exam strategy P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit for DLYS Exam strategy 
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9.2 Appendix 2: QPS AP Tested Items (including Semen in-tubes) Workflow 
 
This workflow is to be used for all items which have previously tested positive using the AP test by 
the QPS. 
 

 
 

AP Pos Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS P30 Test 

P30 NEG 

Items: NFA – Unless 
Requested in Clinical 

Notes 
In-tube: Submit as cells.  

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 
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9.3 Appendix 3: Condoms and Semen in Tubes (not AP tested by QPS) Workflow 
 

 
 

Item 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS Microscopy NEG 

Submit for DLYS AP Test 

AP POS AP NEG 

Submit for CELLS P30 Test 

P30 POS P30 NEG 

Submit for CELLS Submit for DLYS 
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9.4 Appendix 4: Sanitary Pads and Tampons Workflow 
 

 
 

Item 

AP Test 

AP Pos AP Neg 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS 

Submit for DLYS 

Microscopy NEG 

P30 Test 

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 

P30 NEG 

NFA 

NFA 
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9.5 Appendix 5: PM SAIK Samples Workflow 
 

 
 

PM SAIK Sample 

Microscopy 

Microscopy POS 

DLYS 

Microscopy NEG 

AP Test 

AP POS 

P30 Test 

P30 POS 

Submit for DLYS 

P30 NEG 

Submit for Cells 

AP NEG 

Submit for Cells 
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1

Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen
Sent: Friday, 7 April 2017 11:43 AM
To: Paul Csoban
Subject: FW: Report
Attachments: QH1.pdf; QH2.pdf

Hi Paul 

We received the final report from ESR on the 22nd of March 2017.  This report hasn’t been socialised with the team 
at all.  

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

From: Douglas Elliot [mailto:  
Sent: Wednesday, 22 March 2017 10:33 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: Report 

HI Cathie 

I’ve sent 2 formats over. Which you wish to use is fine. In terms of text there is no difference; one layout is different 
from the other. 

Douglas. 
The information contained in this message and/or attachments from ESR is intended solely for the addressee 
and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, 
disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited by 
ESR. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately.  

CA-34
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Comments added against SOP after ESR Review 
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Cathie Allen

From: Jade Franklin
Sent: Monday, 26 September 2016 9:46 AM
To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban
Subject: Forensic DNA Analysis Brief for Approval
Attachments: Forensic DNA Analysis Brief for Approval.doc

Hi there 

I have added some comments. 

Jade 

CA-37
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 Department RecFind No:  
Division/Business Group:  
File Ref No:  

 
 

SUBJECT: Engagement of an external investigator to address concerns in the Forensic 
DNA Analysis area, Forensic and Scientific Services 

 
Recommendation/s 
 
It is recommended that the Chief Executive Officer, Health Support Queensland: 
 
1. Approve the engagement of XXX to investigate concerns in Forensic DNA Analysis, 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
 
APPROVED / NOT APPROVED 
 

2. Sign the attached Instrument of Appointment and Terms of Reference to engage 
Ashdale Workplace Solutions 
 
APPROVED / NOT APPROVED 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GARY UHLMANN  

 
 
 

 
 
Date:        /        /       

 

Chief Executive Officer 
Health Support Queensland 

  

 
Chief Executive Officer’s comment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chief Executive Officer, HSQ 
Brief for Approval 
Requested by: Jade Franklin, Senior Manager HR Business 
Partnering                 
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Division/Business Group:  
File Ref No:  

Background 
1. On the 9th of June 2016, a poor interaction occurred between two senior scientists, Mrs 

Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin in a Forensic DNA Analysis management team 
meeting.  This has led to an increasingly difficult working relationship between the two of 
them and within the management team.   

2. The poor interaction has been dealt with in a limited capacity by Ms Deborah Whelan, acting 
in the role of Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream and the two Team Leaders from 
Forensic DNA Analysis (Mrs Paula Brisotto and Mr Justin Howes).  Mrs Reeves has refused 
to be involved in meditation or a facilitated meeting, which would enable a resolution for both 
parties and the work unit.   

3. Mrs Reeves has put forward allegations regarding Mr McNevin to his line manager, Mrs 
Brisotto, Team Leader.  One allegation relates to Mrs Reeves feeling unsafe in the 
workplace due to the poor interaction on the 9th of June.  As meditation or facilitated meeting 
was not able to be conducted, an external investigation into these allegations is considered 
the most viable option to resolve the poor interaction and allow all parties to move forward in 
a professional manner that no longer affects other team members and the productivity of the 
work unit.  

 
Issue/s 
4. The allegations were put forward in an email by Mrs Reeves to Mrs Brisotto, Team Leader 

on the 16th of August 2016 and have been described as occurring for many years and 
affecting multiple team members.   

5. None of these allegations have been investigated at a local level as an external investigation 
into these allegations is considered the most viable option to move forward. 

6. The staff members involved are senior members of the organisation and if the allegations 
are an accurate portrayal of the situation, then their pattern of behaviour is not in line with 
the Queensland Public Service Code of Conduct. 

7. It appears that Mrs Reeves is unwilling to amend her strongly held beliefs regarding Mr 
McNevin, despite discussing some issues with Mrs Brisotto, Team Leader (Mr McNevin’s 
line manager).  The best opportunity to influence Mrs Reeves would be an external 
investigation into the allegations to demonstrate the organisation’s commitment to the Code 
of Conduct and safety and wellbeing of all staff members. 

8. The delegate for approval of the instrument of appointment sits with the Chief Executive 
Officer. 

9. The external investigation may highlight areas of improvement, which could include 
additional training that may be required for line managers.  It may also highlight that 
particular staff members need to be managed through appropriate human relations 
processes.  

Vision 
 
1. An issue has arisen with the Forensic DNA Analysis team that is affecting productivity of the 

work unit.  The organisation is promoting the wellbeing of its staff by conducting an external 
investigation into this issue and allegations made which aligns with the four directions set 
out in My health, Queensland’s future: Advancing health 2026: Promoting wellbeing, 
Delivering healthcare, Connecting healthcare, and Pursuing innovation. 

 

 
Results of Consultation 
10. Paul Csoban, Executive Director, Forensic and Scientific Services, Deborah Whelan, 

Managing Scientist – Coronial Services Stream, Jade Franklin, Senior Manager Human 
Resources and Business Relations have been consulted regarding this issue.  All agreed 

Commented [JF1]: I would in this section focus on the long 
standing issues that have been occurring across the board within the 
workplace + then link the most recent event to be the trigger for the 
investigation 

Commented [JF2]: I would cover off on what local interventions 
have occurred to date to warrant the investigation 
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 Department RecFind No:  
Division/Business Group:  
File Ref No:  

that this was the most viable option to move forward, given the seriousness of some of the 
allegations made. 

 
Resource Implications (including Financial) 
11. The cost of the external investigator will be met within the Forensic and Scientific Services 

budget.  This has been confirmed by Paul Csoban with Gary Ulhmann, Chief Executive 
Officer.  

Attachments 
12. Attachment One: copy of the email from Mrs Reeves regarding allegations of Mr McNevin 

Author Cleared by: (SD/Dir) Content verified by: (Business Group Head) 
Cathie Allen 
 

Paul Csoban 
 

<Name> 
 

Managing Scientist 
 

Executive Director 
 

<Position> 
 

Police Services Stream, Forensic 
and Scientific Services 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
 

<Unit/HSD> 
 

21 September 2016 <Date> <Date> 
 

Commented [CJA3]: Jade – I’m unsure if this should be included 

Commented [CJA4]: Jade –  is this appropriate to include?  If so, 
are you able to include this as you were cc’d on it? 

Commented [JF5]: I wouldn’t put the email in… this will form 
part of the brief to the investigator  
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Cathie Allen

From: Jade Franklin
Sent: Wednesday, 28 September 2016 11:42 AM
To: Cathie Allen
Cc: Paul Csoban
Subject: Forensic DNA Analysis Brief for Approval_v2
Attachments: Forensic DNA Analysis Brief for Approval_v2.doc

Cathie 
 
I’ve made some changes and added in some comments for your consideration. 
 
Jade 
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SUBJECT: Engagement of an external investigator to address concerns in the Forensic 
DNA Analysis area, Forensic and Scientific Services 

 
Recommendation/s 
 
It is recommended that the Chief Executive Officer, Health Support Queensland: 
 
1. Approve the engagement of XXX to investigate concerns in Forensic DNA Analysis, 

Forensic and Scientific Services  
      APPROVED / NOT APPROVED 
 
2. Sign the attached Instrument of Appointment and Terms of Reference to engage XYZ. 

(Attachment 1)        
      APPROVED / NOT APPROVED 
 
3. Sign the attached Terms of Reference for XYZ (Attachment 2) 
      APPROVED / NOT APPROVED 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GARY UHLMANN  

 
 
 

 
 
Date:        /        /       

 

Chief Executive Officer 
Health Support Queensland 

  

 
Chief Executive Officer’s comment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chief Executive Officer, HSQ 
Brief for Approval 
Requested by: Jade Franklin, Senior Manager HR Business 
Partnering                 
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Background 
1. I’d even start with clarifying how critical the Forensic DNA service is to FSS/HSQ/members 

of the Queensland community to set the scene and the type of work you do) 
2. Talk about the workforce characteristics of the management team  (Age/average length of 

tenure 
3. There have been some long standing issues Expand a little on what the long standing 

issues are within the Forensic DNA Analysis management team that impact on the team’s 
ability to provide an environment that is conducive to positive interactions.   

4. The management team went through team building exercises after the 2005 Ministerial 
Taskforce Review.  (Expand on why this review occurred, and what it uncovered +provide 
detail if the team building worked, if only for a short time) No ongoing team building 
exercises have been conducted, and coupled with some very strong personalities within this 
management group, the relationships between some members has slowly disintegrated. 

 
5. On the 9th of June 2016, a poor interaction occurred between two senior scientists, Mrs 

Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin in a Forensic DNA Analysis management team 
meeting.  From this poor interaction and the slow disintegration of the team mentality within 
the management team, there has been an increasingly difficult working relationship between 
the two members listed above and within the management team.   

6. The poor interaction has been dealt with in a limited capacity by Ms Deborah Whelan, acting 
in the role of Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream and the two Team Leaders from 
Forensic DNA Analysis (Mrs Paula Brisotto and Mr Justin Howes).  Mrs Reeves has refused 
to be involved in meditation or a facilitated meeting, which would enable a resolution for both 
parties and the work unit.   

7. Mrs Reeves has put forward allegations regarding Mr McNevin to his line manager, Mrs 
Brisotto, Team Leader.  One allegation relates to Mrs Reeves feeling unsafe in the 
workplace due to the poor interaction on the 9th of June.  As meditation or facilitated meeting 
was not able to be conducted, an external investigation into these allegations is considered 
the most viable option to resolve the poor interaction and allow all parties to move forward in 
a professional manner that no longer affects other team members and the productivity of the 
work unit.  

 
Issue/s 
8. The local interventions into the 9th of June poor interaction have been: 

a) Ms Whelan and Mr Howes spoke with Mr McNevin at the conclusion of the management 
team meeting regarding the inappropriate nature of the poor interaction.  Mr McNevin 
acknowledged that he had not acted appropriately. 

b) an email apology from Mr McNevin to Mrs Reeves.  This apology was accepted by Mrs 
Reeves, however her email response to Mr McNevin included inappropriate comments.   

c) Follow-up on the inappropriate email comments was conducted by Ms Whelan with Mrs 
Reeves, however Mrs Reeves does not believe she needs to apologise for her 
comments. 

d) A formal email apology from Mr McNevin was supplied to Mrs Reeves, who accepted 
this apology.  No apology from Mrs Reeves regarding her inappropriate comments was 
forth coming. 

e) Mr McNevin, with a support person and Mrs Reeves, with support person met to attempt 
to resolve the situation, however this meeting did not end in a resolution of the situation 
or a more harmonious working relationship. 

f) Mrs Reeves declined the offer of formal mediation.  Mr McNevin accepted the offer of 
formal mediation.  Mrs Reeves advised that mediation involved compromise and her 
strongly held belief is that she should not have to compromise in this situation. 

Commented [JF1]: I would incorporate the text in green into the 
issues section, but keep the most recent issue of 9 June 2016 as brief 
as possible to just give Gary a flavour of what has occurred.  We also 
need to address the question “why now” are we wanting to address 
this as it seems to have been going on for some time and  potentially 
has become custom and practice 

Commented [JF2]: I think we need to communicate that the 
incident on 9 June is the trigger for the investigation as the inability 
of the management group to work as a cohesive team is starting to 
effect outcomes of the team – I would not  put as much detail about 
the particulars of the  

Commented [JF3]: The text in pink needs to be incorporated 
with the text in green but minimise so much detail  
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g) Mrs Reeves declined the offer of a facilitated meeting.  Mr McNevin accepted the offer of 
a facilitated meeting. 

9. None of the local interventions have resolved the situation to an extent that either party is 
satisfied. 

10. Mrs Reeves has put forward a number of allegations regarding Mr McNevin.  These were 
put forward in an email Mrs Brisotto, Team Leader and line manager of Mr McNevin on the 
16th of August 2016.  The allegations are described as occurring for many years and 
affecting multiple team members.   

11. None of these allegations supplied in Mrs Reeves’ email have been investigated at a local 
level as an external investigation into these allegations is considered the most viable option 
to move forward. 

12. Mr McNevin and Mrs Reeves are senior members of the organisation and if the allegations 
are an accurate portrayal of the situation, then their pattern of behaviour is not in line with 
the Queensland Public Service Code of Conduct. 

13. It appears that Mrs Reeves is unwilling to amend her strongly held beliefs regarding Mr 
McNevin, despite discussing some issues with Ms Whelan and Mrs Brisotto, Team Leader  
and Mr McNevin’s line manager.  The best opportunity to influence Mrs Reeves would be an 
external investigation into the allegations to demonstrate the organisation’s commitment to 
the Code of Conduct and safety and wellbeing of all staff members. 

14. The delegate for approval of the instrument of appointment sits with the Chief Executive 
Officer. 

15. The external investigation may highlight areas of improvement, which could include 
additional training that may be required for line managers.  It may also highlight that 
particular staff members need to be managed through appropriate human relations 
processes.  

Vision 
 
16. The recommend course of action to approve the engagement of XYZ to investigate 

concerns in Forensic DNA service aligns in particular with the first two of the four directions 
set out in the 10 year vision My health, Queensland’s future: Advancing health 2026: 
Promoting wellbeing, Delivering healthcare.  This is because the recommended course  of 
action will promote staff wellbeing and ultimately deliver better health outcomes for all 
Queenslanders by addressing concerns raised about the quality of service provided by 
Forensic DNA. 

 
Results of Consultation 
 
17. The following people have been consulted on this matter and the proposed course of action: 

a) Paul Csoban, Executive Director, Forensic and Scientific Services,  
b) Deborah Whelan, Managing Scientist – Coronial Services Stream,  
c) Jade Franklin, Manager Human Resources and Business Relationships  

 
Resource Implications (including Financial) 
18. It is difficult to anticipate the cost of the recommended actions.  However the charge out rate 

of XYZ is $XYZ per hour.  The investigation will be fund by Forensic and Scientific Services  
 
 
 
 
 

Commented [JF4]: This is a critical point.  Out of a team of 5 
manager/team  leaders we have two members of this team unable to 
appropriately communicate and interact with one another. 

Commented [JF5]: We really need to send the message to Garry 
that there is no other option but to have an external investigation to 
allow a clear understanding of what the issues are to we can 
implement the correct strategies to resolve the issue 

Commented [JF6]: I’ve rewored this section slightly and need 
you both to give consideration to the highlighted sentence. 

Commented [JF7]: I changed the layout in this section 

Commented [JF8]: I’ve changed this slightly as well. 
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Attachments 
 
Attachment 1- Instrument of Appointment to engage XYZ 
Attachment 2- Terms of Reference  
 

Author Cleared by: (SD/Dir) Content verified by: (Business Group Head) 
Cathie Allen 
 

Paul Csoban 
 

<Name> 
 

Managing Scientist 
 

Executive Director 
 

<Position> 
 

Police Services Stream, Forensic Forensic and Scientific Services <Unit/HSD> 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen
Sent: Wednesday, 28 September 2016 5:21 PM
To: Jade Franklin
Cc: Paul Csoban
Subject: RE: Forensic DNA Analysis Brief for Approval_v3
Attachments: Forensic DNA Analysis Brief for Approval_v3.doc

Hi Jade & Paul 
 
Version 3 for your perusal and feedback.  I’ve attempted to incorporate all of your feedback Jade. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
 
Cathie Allen BSc MSc (For Sci) 
Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream (Forensic Chemistry & Forensic DNA Analysis) 
Forensic & Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 
Department of Health | Queensland Government 

 
   
 

   

      

 

From: Jade Franklin  
Sent: Wednesday, 28 September 2016 11:42 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc: Paul Csoban 
Subject: Forensic DNA Analysis Brief for Approval_v2 
 
Cathie 
 
I’ve made some changes and added in some comments for your consideration. 
 
Jade 
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SUBJECT: Engagement of an external investigator to address concerns in the Forensic 
DNA Analysis work unit, Forensic and Scientific Services 

 
Recommendation/s 
 
It is recommended that the Chief Executive Officer, Health Support Queensland: 
 
1. Approve the engagement of XXX to investigate concerns in Forensic DNA Analysis, 

Forensic and Scientific Services  
      APPROVED / NOT APPROVED 
 
2. Sign the attached Instrument of Appointment and Terms of Reference to engage XYZ. 

(Attachment 1)        
      APPROVED / NOT APPROVED 
 
3. Sign the attached Terms of Reference for XYZ (Attachment 2) 
      APPROVED / NOT APPROVED 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GARY UHLMANN  

 
 
 

 
 
Date:        /        /       

 

Chief Executive Officer 
Health Support Queensland 

  

 
Chief Executive Officer’s comment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chief Executive Officer, HSQ 
Brief for Approval 
Requested by: Jade Franklin, Senior Manager HR Business 
Partnering                 
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Background 
1. Forensic DNA Analysis are delegated the authority to test forensic items by the 

Commissioner of Police through the Police Powers and Responsibilities Act 2000 (section 
488B).  The work unit analyses approximately 21,000 crime scene items and 15,000 person 
samples each year.  The results of analyses are provided electronically to the Queensland 
Police Service (QPS).  Statement of Witness documents and expert evidence are provided 
to the Queensland Courts.  Forensic DNA Analysis provide vital DNA analysis results for 
both court purposes and intelligence purposes, which enable the QPS to link together 
previously unrelated alleged offences.  

2. The Forensic DNA Analysis management team is made up of ten members – nine of them 
Health Practitioners (six HP5, two HP6 and one HP7) and one Administrative Supervisor 
(AO4).  The length of tenure of the team in Forensic DNA Analysis is between 7 years and 
17 years, with the majority being 10-13 years.  The age of the team is between 38 years old 
and 45 years old.  Membership of this team has been stable over the past five years.   

3. There have been some long standing issues within the Forensic DNA Analysis management 
team that impact on the team’s ability to provide an environment that is conducive to positive 
interactions.  Examples of some long standing issues are incidents of poor behaviour of one 
particular member of the management team to one or others and the inability to keep 
confidential information secure.   

4. Forensic and Scientific Services underwent a Ministerial Taskforce Review in 2005 following 
three front page media articles highlighting the large number of untested items held by 
Forensic DNA Analysis.  The QPS and FSS worked collaboratively to reduce the number of 
untested items down to zero and begin working in real-time at the beginning of 2008.  The 
Review also provided resources for the purchase of automated platforms to assist with 
laboratory throughput, a laboratory refurbishment and additional staff members (both 
permanent and temporary) to process the items.   

5. The management team has undertaken team building exercises, however this has not 
provided long lasting results.  Each management team member have attended training 
courses, however a sustained change in behaviour has not been achieved.  Due to the 
strong personalities within this management group, the relationships between some 
members has slowly disintegrated. 

Issue/s 
 
6. On the 9th of June 2016, a poor interaction occurred between two senior scientists, Mrs 

Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin in a Forensic DNA Analysis management team 
meeting.  From this poor interaction and the slow disintegration of the team mentality within 
the management team, there has been an increasingly difficult working relationship between 
the two members listed above and within the management team.   

7. The local interventions into the 9th of June poor interaction have been: 
a) Mr McNevin has sent two email apologies (one informal and one formal) to Mrs Reeves.  

These apologies were accepted by Mrs Reeves, however her email response to Mr 
McNevin’s first apology included inappropriate comments.   

b) Follow-up on Mrs Reeves’ inappropriate email comments was conducted, however Mrs 
Reeves does not believe she needs to apologise for her comments and still has not 
apologised. 

c) Mrs Reeves declined the offer of formal mediation.  Mr McNevin accepted the offer of 
formal mediation.  Mrs Reeves advised that mediation involved compromise and her 
strongly held belief is that she should not have to compromise in this situation. 

d) Mrs Reeves declined the offer of a facilitated meeting.  Mr McNevin accepted the offer of 
a facilitated meeting. 
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8. None of the local interventions have resolved the situation to an extent that either party is 
satisfied.  This has led to an increase in tension and a decrease in open communication 
within the management team.  This has created an environment where members are 
hesitant to provide scientific feedback on projects due to the uncomfortable atmosphere that 
has been created due to the protracted nature of the poor interaction.  

9. Mrs Reeves is unwilling to amend her strongly held beliefs regarding Mr McNevin as Mrs 
Reeves has put forward a number of allegations regarding Mr McNevin.  These were put 
forward in an email to Mr McNevin’s line manager on the 16th of August 2016.  The 
allegations are described as occurring for many years and affecting multiple team members.  
One allegation relates to Mrs Reeves feeling unsafe in the workplace due to the poor 
interaction on the 9th of June.   

10. None of the allegations supplied in Mrs Reeves’ email have been investigated at a local 
level.  The most viable option to resolve the situation which appears to have been occurring 
for many years, involves many staff members, some of whom are senior and the strong 
personalities, an external investigation into these allegations is considered the most viable 
option to move forward. 

11. Appropriate communication and interaction is critical to the overall function and 
effectiveness of the work unit.  Mr McNevin and Mrs Reeves are senior members of the 
organisation and if the allegations are an accurate portrayal of the situation, then their 
pattern of behaviour is not in line with the Queensland Public Service Code of Conduct.   

12. An external investigation would allow a clear understanding of the issues that need to be 
addressed so that long term, sustainable strategies can be implemented.  This would 
provide the best opportunity to correct the behaviours within the management team and also 
demonstrate the organisation’s commitment to the Code of Conduct and safety and 
wellbeing of all staff members. 

13. The delegate for approval of the instrument of appointment sits with the Chief Executive 
Officer. 

Vision 
 
14. The recommend course of action to approve the engagement of XYZ to investigate 

concerns in Forensic DNA service aligns in particular with the first two of the four directions 
set out in the 10 year vision My health, Queensland’s future: Advancing health 2026: 
Promoting wellbeing, Delivering healthcare.  This is because the recommended course of 
action will promote staff wellbeing and ultimately deliver better health outcomes for all 
Queenslanders by addressing concerns raised about the quality of the management team 
service provided by Forensic DNA Analysis who provide a service to the community. 

 
Results of Consultation 
 
15. The following people have been consulted on this matter and the proposed course of action: 

a) Paul Csoban, Executive Director, Forensic and Scientific Services,  
b) Deborah Whelan, Managing Scientist – Coronial Services Stream,  
c) Jade Franklin, Manager Human Resources and Business Relationships  

 
Resource Implications (including Financial) 
16. It is difficult to anticipate the cost of the recommended actions.  However the charge out rate 

of XYZ is $XYZ per hour.  The investigation will be fund by Forensic and Scientific Services  
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Attachments 
 
Attachment 1- Instrument of Appointment to engage XYZ 
Attachment 2- Terms of Reference  
 

Author Cleared by: (SD/Dir) Content verified by: (Business Group Head) 
Cathie Allen 
 

Paul Csoban 
 

<Name> 
 

Managing Scientist 
 

Executive Director 
 

<Position> 
 

Police Services Stream, Forensic 
and Scientific Services 

Forensic and Scientific Services 
 

<Unit/HSD> 
 

28 September 2016 <Date> <Date> 
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Cathie Allen

From: Jade Franklin
Sent: Thursday, 29 September 2016 10:21 AM
To: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen
Subject: Terms of Reference v.01
Attachments: Terms of Reference v.01.doc

Paul/Cathie 
 
I am in the process of finalising the Brief to send back to you. 
 
In the meantime I need some further assistance with section 3 of the attached document – the Scope. 
 
Cathie I have added the two issues Amanda identified from her original email, however I would like to ensure we 
capture everything that need addressing. 
 
Can you put some thought to any additional specific items you would like to include in section 3. 
 
With Thanks 
 
Jade 
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HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATION  

INVESTIGATION INTO CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS IN THE FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS UNIT OF 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this health service investigation is to investigate and report on matters relating to the 

management team of the Forensic DNA unit at Forensic and Scientific Services. In particular, the 

workplace behaviour and interactions between Ms Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin (the 

Investigation).  

2. Appointment 

2.1. Under section 190(2) of the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (Qld) (HHBA), following my 

assessment that he is qualified for the appointment because he has the necessary expertise or 

experience, I have appointed Livingstones Australia, as the Health Service Investigator to 

conduct this Investigation. 

2.2. The Health Service Investigator must investigate the matters outlined under ‘3. Scope of the 

Investigation’ below and prepare a Health Service Investigation report to me in accordance with 

section 199 of the HHBA.  

3. Scope of the Investigation 

3.1. The Health Service Investigator is to investigate matters relating to allegations in relation to 

inappropriate workplace behaviour. More specifically:  

3.1.1. Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s determination to take and immovably maintain 

a position and associated unwillingness to be open to feedback or to consider making 

adjustments to his attitudes and behaviours in improving working relationships. 

3.1.2. Ms Reeves allegation that Ms McNevin’s feedback provided by her in a meeting held on 

9 June2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable escalation of his existing behaviours. 
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3.2. The Health Service Investigator is to make findings and recommendations in respect of: 

(a) the matters outlined in 3.1 above or any other relevant aspect of the complaints;  

(b) possible misconduct by any employee of Health Support Queensland; 

(b) any identified systemic weaknesses in Pathology Queensland, Queensland 

Health, or Health Support Queensland policies, procedures or processes and 
provide any recommended remedial or preventative actions, in particular the 

process for recruitment and appointing employees into temporary or permanent 

positions within the Chemical Pathology unit (at RBWH); 

(c) the ways in which the management, administration or delivery of the public sector 

health services, including employment matters, can be maintained and improved; 

and 

(d) any other matter identified during the course of the Investigation. 

4. Powers of the Health Service Investigator 

4.1. The Health Service Investigator has all of the powers given under section 194 of the HHBA 

including to enter a public sector health service facility when it is open and to access, copy or take 

extracts from any document (including documents that contain confidential information) that is 

relevant to the Health Service Investigator’s functions and is in the possession or control of an 

employee of the Department of Health or a Hospital and Health Service. 

4.2. The Health Service Investigator must make every reasonable effort to also obtain any other 
information or documentation that is relevant to the Investigation. 

5. Conduct of the Investigation 

5.1. The Health Service Investigator will: 

5.1.1. provide within 7 days (or as otherwise agreed) of receiving the appointment and these 

terms of reference: 

(a) an Investigation plan;  

(b) an estimate of hours of work required to complete the Investigation; and 

(c) confirmation in writing of an ability to meet the timeframes for the conduct of the 

Investigation, including the due date for the Investigation report. 

5.1.2. submit within 30 calendar days after commencing the Investigation, an interim report on 

progress, significant findings and recommendations.  
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5.2. Should the Health Service Investigator be approached by a representative of the media in 

connection with the Investigation, the Health Service Investigator is to make no comment about the 

Investigation and refer the media representative to the Health Support Queensland Executive 

Director People Performance and Excellence to allow for appropriate escalation. 

5.3. The Health Service Investigator is to notify any person who provides information for the 

Investigation that they have been appointed as an independent Health Service Investigator, having 

no conflict or perceived conflict of interest regarding the matters under Investigation. 

5.4. The Health Service Investigator is to be aware of and comply at all times with the provisions of 

Part 9 of the HHBA which govern the undertaking of this Investigation, including (but not limited to) 

the duty of confidentiality. 

5.5. With the prior notification to and facilitation by me, the Health Service Investigator will: 

5.5.1. interview those persons who the Health Service Investigator believes may be able to 

provide information relevant to the Investigation, which may include persons who are 

not employees of the Department or a Hospital and Health Service; and  

5.5.2. request a Hospital and Health Service and/or the Department of Health (as applicable) 

to give any lawful and reasonable directions to its employees which may be required 

during the Investigation.  For example, to provide a lawful direction and reasonable 

direction to an employee to maintain confidentiality, to attend an interview, or to provide 

copies of documents in their possession or control.  The Health Service Investigator 

must inform me of any failure to comply with a direction. 

5.6. The Health Service Investigator may co-opt specialist clinical, clinical governance, or human 
resource management expertise or opinion, or administrative, information technology or other 

assistance, where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the HHBA.  The Health 

Service Investigator must obtain my written approval before incurring any expenses in this regard. 

5.7. Where the Health Service Investigator proposes to make a comment, finding or recommendation 

that is adverse to a person, the Health Service Investigator must first afford that person an 

opportunity to respond to the substance of any allegations against them or any potential adverse 

comment, finding or recommendation about them.  

5.8. The Investigation report prepared in accordance with section 199 of the HHBA must specifically 

address the matters outlined in section 3 above. The Health Service Investigator is to provide in 

the body of the report their assessment of the evidence and reasons for their findings.  

5.9. A summary of evidence relied upon by the Health Service Investigator in order to make a 

recommendation is to be included in the Investigation report. 
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5.10. The Investigation relates to a Public Interest Disclosure and any information that persons provide 

during the course of the Investigation may be protected as a Public Interest Disclosure pursuant to 

the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010. 

5.11. The names of persons providing information to the Health Service Investigator, and any patient, 

staff or other names, must be kept confidential and referred to in a de-identified form in the body of 

the Investigation report (with a legend confirming the identity of those persons to be provided by 

way of attachment), unless it is agreed by the Health Service Investigator and me that the 
identification of a person is essential to ensure that natural justice is afforded to any particular 

person pursuant to section 65 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010.  

5.12. Legal advice is able to be obtained by the Health Service Investigator at the arrangement and cost 

of Health Support Queensland where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the 

HHBA. 

5.13. The Health Service Investigator is to notify me about the progress of the Investigation at regular 

intervals, as will be agreed following the submission of the Investigation plan. 

5.14. Any request for an extension of the due date for the Investigation report is to be made in writing to 

me at least 7 days before the due date, with supporting reasons. 

5.15. Terms and conditions relating to the health service investigator’s professional rates, out-of-pocket 

expenses, travel arrangements and other relevant matters are contained in the associated 

agreement for provision of the health service investigator’s services.  

5.16. If necessary, the Health Service Investigator should report back to me (or other person nominated 

by me) for further instructions during the course of the Investigation. 

 
Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 
______________________________ 

Gary Uhlmann 

Chief Executive Officer 

Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health 

      /     /  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INSTRUMENT OF INDEMNITY 

 

Grant of Indemnity 

 

State of Queensland acting through Queensland Health ABN 66 329 169 412 (Department) agrees to 

indemnify Livingstones Australia in respect of this Health Service Investigation in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of the Queensland Government Indemnity Guideline as at the date of this Instrument. 

 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 

______________________________ 

GARY UHLMANN 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 

HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
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Cathie Allen

From: Jade Franklin
Sent: Thursday, 29 September 2016 10:34 AM
To: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen
Subject: Terms of Reference v.01
Attachments: Terms of Reference v.01.doc

Hi 
 
I’ve slightly updated the document. 
 
Jade 
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HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATION  

INVESTIGATION INTO CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS IN THE FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS UNIT OF 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this health service investigation is to investigate and report on matters relating to the 

management team of the Forensic DNA unit at Forensic and Scientific Services. In particular, the 

workplace behaviour and interactions between Ms Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin (the 

Investigation).  

2. Appointment 

2.1. Under section 190(2) of the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (Qld) (HHBA), following my 

assessment that he is qualified for the appointment because he has the necessary expertise or 

experience, I have appointed Livingstones Australia, as the Health Service Investigator to 

conduct this Investigation. 

2.2. The Health Service Investigator must investigate the matters outlined under ‘3. Scope of the 

Investigation’ below and prepare a Health Service Investigation report to me in accordance with 

section 199 of the HHBA.  

3. Scope of the Investigation 

3.1. The Health Service Investigator is to investigate matters relating to allegations in relation to 

inappropriate workplace behaviour. More specifically:  

3.1.1. Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s determination to take and immovably maintain 

a position and associated unwillingness to be open to feedback or to consider making 

adjustments to his attitudes and behaviours in improving working relationships. 

3.1.2. Ms Reeves allegation that Ms McNevin’s feedback provided by her in a meeting held on 

9 June2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable escalation of his existing behaviours. 
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3.2. The Health Service Investigator is to make findings and recommendations in respect of: 

(a) the matters outlined in 3.1 above or any other relevant aspect of the complaints;  

(b) possible misconduct by any employee of Health Support Queensland; 

(b) any identified systemic weaknesses in Pathology Queensland, Queensland 

Health, or Health Support Queensland policies, procedures or processes and 
provide any recommended remedial or preventative actions, in particular the 

process for recruitment and appointing employees into temporary or permanent 

positions within the Chemical Pathology unit (at RBWH); 

(c) the ways in which the management, administration or delivery of the public sector 

health services, including employment matters, can be maintained and improved; 

and 

(d) any other matter identified during the course of the Investigation. 

4. Powers of the Health Service Investigator 

4.1. The Health Service Investigator has all of the powers given under section 194 of the HHBA 

including to enter a public sector health service facility when it is open and to access, copy or take 

extracts from any document (including documents that contain confidential information) that is 

relevant to the Health Service Investigator’s functions and is in the possession or control of an 

employee of the Department of Health or a Hospital and Health Service. 

4.2. The Health Service Investigator must make every reasonable effort to also obtain any other 
information or documentation that is relevant to the Investigation. 

5. Conduct of the Investigation 

5.1. The Health Service Investigator will: 

5.1.1. provide within 7 days (or as otherwise agreed) of receiving the appointment and these 

terms of reference: 

(a) an Investigation plan;  

(b) an estimate of hours of work required to complete the Investigation; and 

(c) confirmation in writing of an ability to meet the timeframes for the conduct of the 

Investigation, including the due date for the Investigation report. 

5.1.2. submit within 30 calendar days after commencing the Investigation, an interim report on 

progress, significant findings and recommendations.  
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5.2. Should the Health Service Investigator be approached by a representative of the media in 

connection with the Investigation, the Health Service Investigator is to make no comment about the 

Investigation and refer the media representative to the Health Support Queensland Executive 

Director People Performance and Excellence to allow for appropriate escalation. 

5.3. The Health Service Investigator is to notify any person who provides information for the 

Investigation that they have been appointed as an independent Health Service Investigator, having 

no conflict or perceived conflict of interest regarding the matters under Investigation. 

5.4. The Health Service Investigator is to be aware of and comply at all times with the provisions of 

Part 9 of the HHBA which govern the undertaking of this Investigation, including (but not limited to) 

the duty of confidentiality. 

5.5. With the prior notification to and facilitation by me, the Health Service Investigator will: 

5.5.1. interview those persons who the Health Service Investigator believes may be able to 

provide information relevant to the Investigation, which may include persons who are 

not employees of the Department or a Hospital and Health Service; and  

5.5.2. request a Hospital and Health Service and/or the Department of Health (as applicable) 

to give any lawful and reasonable directions to its employees which may be required 

during the Investigation.  For example, to provide a lawful direction and reasonable 

direction to an employee to maintain confidentiality, to attend an interview, or to provide 

copies of documents in their possession or control.  The Health Service Investigator 

must inform me of any failure to comply with a direction. 

5.6. The Health Service Investigator may co-opt specialist clinical, clinical governance, or human 
resource management expertise or opinion, or administrative, information technology or other 

assistance, where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the HHBA.  The Health 

Service Investigator must obtain my written approval before incurring any expenses in this regard. 

5.7. Where the Health Service Investigator proposes to make a comment, finding or recommendation 

that is adverse to a person, the Health Service Investigator must first afford that person an 

opportunity to respond to the substance of any allegations against them or any potential adverse 

comment, finding or recommendation about them.  

5.8. The Investigation report prepared in accordance with section 199 of the HHBA must specifically 

address the matters outlined in section 3 above. The Health Service Investigator is to provide in 

the body of the report their assessment of the evidence and reasons for their findings.  

5.9. A summary of evidence relied upon by the Health Service Investigator in order to make a 

recommendation is to be included in the Investigation report. 
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5.10. The Investigation relates to a Public Interest Disclosure and any information that persons provide 

during the course of the Investigation may be protected as a Public Interest Disclosure pursuant to 

the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010. 

5.11. The names of persons providing information to the Health Service Investigator, and any patient, 

staff or other names, must be kept confidential and referred to in a de-identified form in the body of 

the Investigation report (with a legend confirming the identity of those persons to be provided by 

way of attachment), unless it is agreed by the Health Service Investigator and me that the 
identification of a person is essential to ensure that natural justice is afforded to any particular 

person pursuant to section 65 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010.  

5.12. Legal advice is able to be obtained by the Health Service Investigator at the arrangement and cost 

of Health Support Queensland where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the 

HHBA. 

5.13. The Health Service Investigator is to notify me about the progress of the Investigation at regular 

intervals, as will be agreed following the submission of the Investigation plan. 

5.14. Any request for an extension of the due date for the Investigation report is to be made in writing to 

me at least 7 days before the due date, with supporting reasons. 

5.15. Terms and conditions relating to the health service investigator’s professional rates, out-of-pocket 

expenses, travel arrangements and other relevant matters are contained in the associated 

agreement for provision of the health service investigator’s services.  

5.16. If necessary, the Health Service Investigator should report back to me (or other person nominated 

by me) for further instructions during the course of the Investigation. 

 
Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 
______________________________ 

Gary Uhlmann 

Chief Executive Officer 

Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health 

      /     /  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INSTRUMENT OF INDEMNITY 

 

Grant of Indemnity 

 

State of Queensland acting through Queensland Health ABN 66 329 169 412 (Department) agrees to 

indemnify Livingstones Australia in respect of this Health Service Investigation in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of the Queensland Government Indemnity Guideline as at the date of this Instrument. 

 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 

______________________________ 

GARY UHLMANN 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 

HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen
Sent: Wednesday, 5 October 2016 12:41 PM
To: Jade Franklin; Paul Csoban
Subject: RE: Terms of Reference v.01
Attachments: Terms of Reference v 01 (3).doc

Hi Jade & Paul 
 
I’ve added in another dot point that fits in with the Brief to ensure consistency between the 2 documents. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
 
Cathie Allen BSc MSc (For Sci) 
Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream (Forensic Chemistry & Forensic DNA Analysis) 
Forensic & Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 

      

 

From: Jade Franklin  
Sent: Wednesday, 5 October 2016 9:38 AM 
To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Terms of Reference v.01 
 
Hi Cathie 
 
Are there any other broader matters that we need to consider during this process. 
 
I note there is specific attention to the most recent event, but are there any other more broader previous matters 
we also want the investigator to consider? 
 
I am just mindful of the scope being too narrow in focus. 
 
With Thanks 
 
Jade 
 

Jade Franklin 
Senior Manager, HR Business Partnering 
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People, Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland | Department of Health 41 O’Connell Terrace 

From: Cathie Allen  
Sent: Wednesday, 5 October 2016 9:24 AM 
To: Jade Franklin; Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Terms of Reference v.01 
 
Hi Jade & Paul 
 
I’ve added to the ToR and attached. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
 
Cathie Allen BSc MSc (For Sci) 
Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream (Forensic Chemistry & Forensic DNA Analysis) 
Forensic & Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 
Department of Health | Queensland Government 

      

 

From: Jade Franklin  
Sent: Thursday, 29 September 2016 10:34 AM 
To: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen 
Subject: Terms of Reference v.01 
 
Hi 
 
I’ve slightly updated the document. 
 
Jade 
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HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATION  

INVESTIGATION INTO CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS IN THE FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS UNIT OF 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this health service investigation is to investigate and report on matters relating to the 

management team of the Forensic DNA Analysis unit at Forensic and Scientific Services. In particular, 

the workplace behaviour and interactions between Ms Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin (the 

Investigation).  

2. Appointment 

2.1. Under section 190(2) of the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (Qld) (HHBA), following my 

assessment that he is qualified for the appointment because he has the necessary expertise or 

experience, I have appointed Livingstones Australia, as the Health Service Investigator to 

conduct this Investigation. 

2.2. The Health Service Investigator must investigate the matters outlined under ‘3. Scope of the 

Investigation’ below and prepare a Health Service Investigation report to me in accordance with 

section 199 of the HHBA.  

3. Scope of the Investigation 

3.1. The Health Service Investigator is to investigate matters relating to allegations in relation to 

inappropriate workplace behaviour. More specifically:  

3.1.1. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s response to feedback 

provided by her in a meeting held on 9 June 2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable 

escalation of his existing behaviours. 

3.1.2. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s determination to take 

and immovably maintain a position and associated unwillingness to be open to 

feedback or adjust his attitudes and behaviours to improve the working relationships. 
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3.1.3. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that an email from Justin Howes, Team 

Leader to all reporting staff on the 5th of August 2016 regarding standardised statement 

wording was specifically directed at Mr McNevin. 

3.1.4. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin failed to progress the 

project regarding Project #181 Spermatozoa seen on Differential Lysis extraction slide 

vs Evidence Recovery suspension slide. 

3.1.5. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin caused a serious 
roadblock to process improvement and potentially put the organisation at risk. 

3.1.6. review and investigate Ms Reeves response to Mr McNevin’s email apology on the 9th 

of June 2016. 

3.1.7. review and investigate the poor working relationship between the substantive team 

members of the Forensic DNA Analysis management team and provide details on the 

areas of improvement. 

 

3.2. The Health Service Investigator is to make findings and recommendations in respect of: 

(a) the matters outlined in 3.1 above or any other relevant aspect of the complaints;  

(b) possible misconduct by any employee of Health Support Queensland; 

(b) any identified systemic weaknesses in Forensic and Scientific ServicesPathology 

Queensland, Queensland Health, or Health Support Queensland policies, 

procedures or processes and provide any recommended remedial or preventative 

actions, in particular the process for recruitment and appointing employees into 
temporary or permanent positions within the Forensic DNA AnalysisChemical 

Pathology unit (at FSSRBWH); 

(c) the ways in which the management, administration or delivery of the public sector 

health services, including employment matters, can be maintained and improved; 

and 

(d) any other matter identified during the course of the Investigation. 

4. Powers of the Health Service Investigator 

4.1. The Health Service Investigator has all of the powers given under section 194 of the HHBA 

including to enter a public sector health service facility when it is open and to access, copy or take 

extracts from any document (including documents that contain confidential information) that is 

relevant to the Health Service Investigator’s functions and is in the possession or control of an 

employee of the Department of Health or a Hospital and Health Service. 

Commented [CJA1]: I’m unsure if FSS is covered under the 
HHBA 
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4.2. The Health Service Investigator must make every reasonable effort to also obtain any other 

information or documentation that is relevant to the Investigation. 

5. Conduct of the Investigation 

5.1. The Health Service Investigator will: 

5.1.1. provide within 7 days (or as otherwise agreed) of receiving the appointment and these 

terms of reference: 

(a) an Investigation plan;  

(b) an estimate of hours of work required to complete the Investigation; and 

(c) confirmation in writing of an ability to meet the timeframes for the conduct of the 

Investigation, including the due date for the Investigation report. 

5.1.2. submit within 30 calendar days after commencing the Investigation, an interim report on 

progress, significant findings and recommendations.  

5.2. Should the Health Service Investigator be approached by a representative of the media in 

connection with the Investigation, the Health Service Investigator is to make no comment about the 

Investigation and refer the media representative to the Health Support Queensland Executive 

Director People Performance and Excellence to allow for appropriate escalation. 

5.3. The Health Service Investigator is to notify any person who provides information for the 

Investigation that they have been appointed as an independent Health Service Investigator, having 

no conflict or perceived conflict of interest regarding the matters under Investigation. 

5.4. The Health Service Investigator is to be aware of and comply at all times with the provisions of 

Part 9 of the HHBA which govern the undertaking of this Investigation, including (but not limited to) 
the duty of confidentiality. 

5.5. With the prior notification to and facilitation by me, the Health Service Investigator will: 

5.5.1. interview those persons who the Health Service Investigator believes may be able to 

provide information relevant to the Investigation, which may include persons who are 

not employees of the Department or a Hospital and Health Service; and  

5.5.2. request a Hospital and Health Service and/or the Department of Health (as applicable) 

to give any lawful and reasonable directions to its employees which may be required 

during the Investigation.  For example, to provide a lawful direction and reasonable 

direction to an employee to maintain confidentiality, to attend an interview, or to provide 

copies of documents in their possession or control.  The Health Service Investigator 

must inform me of any failure to comply with a direction. 

5.6. The Health Service Investigator may co-opt specialist clinical, clinical governance, or human 

resource management expertise or opinion, or administrative, information technology or other 
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assistance, where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the HHBA.  The Health 

Service Investigator must obtain my written approval before incurring any expenses in this regard. 

5.7. Where the Health Service Investigator proposes to make a comment, finding or recommendation 

that is adverse to a person, the Health Service Investigator must first afford that person an 

opportunity to respond to the substance of any allegations against them or any potential adverse 

comment, finding or recommendation about them.  

5.8. The Investigation report prepared in accordance with section 199 of the HHBA must specifically 
address the matters outlined in section 3 above. The Health Service Investigator is to provide in 

the body of the report their assessment of the evidence and reasons for their findings.  

5.9. A summary of evidence relied upon by the Health Service Investigator in order to make a 

recommendation is to be included in the Investigation report. 

5.10. The Investigation relates to a Public Interest Disclosure and any information that persons provide 

during the course of the Investigation may be protected as a Public Interest Disclosure pursuant to 

the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010. 

5.11. The names of persons providing information to the Health Service Investigator, and any patient, 

staff or other names, must be kept confidential and referred to in a de-identified form in the body of 

the Investigation report (with a legend confirming the identity of those persons to be provided by 

way of attachment), unless it is agreed by the Health Service Investigator and me that the 

identification of a person is essential to ensure that natural justice is afforded to any particular 

person pursuant to section 65 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010.  

5.12. Legal advice is able to be obtained by the Health Service Investigator at the arrangement and cost 
of Health Support Queensland where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the 

HHBA. 

5.13. The Health Service Investigator is to notify me about the progress of the Investigation at regular 

intervals, as will be agreed following the submission of the Investigation plan. 

5.14. Any request for an extension of the due date for the Investigation report is to be made in writing to 

me at least 7 days before the due date, with supporting reasons. 

5.15. Terms and conditions relating to the health service investigator’s professional rates, out-of-pocket 

expenses, travel arrangements and other relevant matters are contained in the associated 

agreement for provision of the health service investigator’s services.  

5.16. If necessary, the Health Service Investigator should report back to me (or other person nominated 

by me) for further instructions during the course of the Investigation. 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 
______________________________ 
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Gary Uhlmann 

Chief Executive Officer 

Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health   

      /     /  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INSTRUMENT OF INDEMNITY 

 

Grant of Indemnity 

 

State of Queensland acting through Queensland Health ABN 66 329 169 412 (Department) agrees to 

indemnify Livingstones Australia in respect of this Health Service Investigation in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of the Queensland Government Indemnity Guideline as at the date of this Instrument. 

 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 

______________________________ 

GARY UHLMANN 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 

HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen
Sent: Monday, 10 October 2016 12:10 PM
To: Jade Franklin; Paul Csoban
Subject: RE: Terms of Reference v.01
Attachments: Terms of Reference v 01.doc

Hi Jade 
 
Just one point of clarification before we can put this before the CEO: 
 
Under Section 4 of the ToR, Powers of the Health Service Investigator – as FSS isn’t a HHBA, is this still applicable for 
our purposes?  Or does this need to be amended? 
 
Once this is clarified, I’m very certain about the ToR and would be happy for them to be put before the CEO. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
 
Cathie Allen BSc MSc (For Sci) 
Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream (Forensic Chemistry & Forensic DNA Analysis) 
Forensic & Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 
Department of Health | Queensland Government 

      

 

From: Jade Franklin  
Sent: Wednesday, 5 October 2016 12:52 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Terms of Reference v.01 
 
Hi All 
 
I’m happy if you are. 
 
Paul can you  finalise and seek Gary’s approval. 
 
Once approved I make contact with Livingstones. 
 
Jade  
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Jade Franklin 
Senior Manager, HR Business Partnering 
People, Performance and Excellence 

 

From: Cathie Allen  
Sent: Wednesday, 5 October 2016 12:41 PM 
To: Jade Franklin; Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Terms of Reference v.01 
 
Hi Jade & Paul 
 
I’ve added in another dot point that fits in with the Brief to ensure consistency between the 2 documents. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
 
Cathie Allen BSc MSc (For Sci) 
Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream (Forensic Chemistry & Forensic DNA Analysis) 
Forensic & Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 

      

 

From: Jade Franklin  
Sent: Wednesday, 5 October 2016 9:38 AM 
To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Terms of Reference v.01 
 
Hi Cathie 
 
Are there any other broader matters that we need to consider during this process. 
 
I note there is specific attention to the most recent event, but are there any other more broader previous matters 
we also want the investigator to consider? 
 
I am just mindful of the scope being too narrow in focus. 
 
With Thanks 
 
Jade 
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Jade Franklin 
Senior Manager, HR Business Partnering 
People, Performance and Excellence 

e 

From: Cathie Allen  
Sent: Wednesday, 5 October 2016 9:24 AM 
To: Jade Franklin; Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Terms of Reference v.01 
 
Hi Jade & Paul 
 
I’ve added to the ToR and attached. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
 
Cathie Allen BSc MSc (For Sci) 
Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream (Forensic Chemistry & Forensic DNA Analysis) 
Forensic & Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 
Department of Health | Queensland Government 

      

 

From: Jade Franklin  
Sent: Thursday, 29 September 2016 10:34 AM 
To: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen 
Subject: Terms of Reference v.01 
 
Hi 
 
I’ve slightly updated the document. 
 
Jade 
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HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATION  

INVESTIGATION INTO CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS IN THE FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS UNIT OF 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this health service investigation is to investigate and report on matters relating to the 

management team of the Forensic DNA Analysis unit at Forensic and Scientific Services. In particular, 

the workplace behaviour and interactions between Ms Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin (the 

Investigation).  

 

2. Appointment 

2.1. Under section 190(2) of the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (Qld) (HHBA), following my 

assessment that he is qualified for the appointment because he has the necessary expertise or 

experience, I have appointed Livingstones Australia, as the Health Service Investigator to 

conduct this Investigation. 

2.2. The Health Service Investigator must investigate the matters outlined under ‘3. Scope of the 

Investigation’ below and prepare a Health Service Investigation report to me in accordance with 

section 199 of the HHBA.  

 

3. Scope of the Investigation 

3.1. The Health Service Investigator is to investigate matters relating to allegations in relation to 

inappropriate workplace behaviour. More specifically:  

3.1.1. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s response to feedback 

provided by her in a meeting held on 9 June 2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable 

escalation of his existing behaviours. 
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3.1.2. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s determination to take 

and immovably maintain a position and associated unwillingness to be open to 

feedback or adjust his attitudes and behaviours to improve the working relationships. 

3.1.3. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that an email from Justin Howes, Team 

Leader, to all reporting staff on the 5th of August 2016 regarding standardised statement 

wording was specifically directed at Mr McNevin. 

3.1.4. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin failed to progress the 
project regarding Project #181 Spermatozoa seen on Differential Lysis extraction slide 

vs Evidence Recovery suspension slide. 

3.1.5. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin caused a serious 

roadblock to process improvement and potentially put the organisation at risk by doing 

so. 

3.1.6. review and investigate Ms Reeves response to Mr McNevin’s email apology on the 9th 

of June 2016. 

3.1.7. review and investigate the poor working relationship between the substantive team 

members of the Forensic DNA Analysis management team and provide details on the 

areas of improvement. 

3.2. The Health Service Investigator is to make findings and recommendations in respect of: 

(a) the matters outlined in 3.1 above or any other relevant aspect of the complaints;  

(b) possible misconduct by any employee of Health Support Queensland; 

(b) any identified systemic weaknesses in Forensic and Scientific ServicesPathology 
Queensland, Queensland Health, or Health Support Queensland policies, 

procedures or processes and provide any recommended remedial or preventative 

actions, in particular the process for recruitment and appointing employees into 

temporary or permanent positions within the Forensic DNA AnalysisChemical 

Pathology unit (at FSSRBWH); 

(c) the ways in which the management, administration or delivery of the public sector 

health services, including employment matters, can be maintained and improved; 

and 

(d) any other matter identified during the course of the Investigation. 

 

4. Powers of the Health Service Investigator 

4.1. The Health Service Investigator has all of the powers given under section 194 of the HHBA 

including to enter a public sector health service facility when it is open and to access, copy or take 
Commented [CJA1]: I’m unsure if FSS is covered under the 
HHBA 
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extracts from any document (including documents that contain confidential information) that is 

relevant to the Health Service Investigator’s functions and is in the possession or control of an 

employee of the Department of Health or a Hospital and Health Service. 

4.2. The Health Service Investigator must make every reasonable effort to also obtain any other 

information or documentation that is relevant to the Investigation. 

 

5. Conduct of the Investigation 

5.1. The Health Service Investigator will: 

5.1.1. provide within 7 days (or as otherwise agreed) of receiving the appointment and these 

terms of reference: 

(a) an Investigation plan;  

(b) an estimate of hours of work required to complete the Investigation; and 

(c) confirmation in writing of an ability to meet the timeframes for the conduct of the 

Investigation, including the due date for the Investigation report. 

5.1.2. submit within 30 calendar days after commencing the Investigation, an interim report on 

progress, significant findings and recommendations.  

5.2. Should the Health Service Investigator be approached by a representative of the media in 

connection with the Investigation, the Health Service Investigator is to make no comment about the 

Investigation and refer the media representative to the Health Support Queensland Executive 

Director People Performance and Excellence to allow for appropriate escalation. 

5.3. The Health Service Investigator is to notify any person who provides information for the 
Investigation that they have been appointed as an independent Health Service Investigator, having 

no conflict or perceived conflict of interest regarding the matters under Investigation. 

5.4. The Health Service Investigator is to be aware of and comply at all times with the provisions of 

Part 9 of the HHBA which govern the undertaking of this Investigation, including (but not limited to) 

the duty of confidentiality. 

5.5. With the prior notification to and facilitation by me, the Health Service Investigator will: 

5.5.1. interview those persons who the Health Service Investigator believes may be able to 

provide information relevant to the Investigation, which may include persons who are 

not employees of the Department or a Hospital and Health Service; and  

5.5.2. request a Hospital and Health Service and/or the Department of Health (as applicable) 

to give any lawful and reasonable directions to its employees which may be required 

during the Investigation.  For example, to provide a lawful direction and reasonable 
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direction to an employee to maintain confidentiality, to attend an interview, or to provide 

copies of documents in their possession or control.  The Health Service Investigator 

must inform me of any failure to comply with a direction. 

5.6. The Health Service Investigator may co-opt specialist clinical, clinical governance, or human 

resource management expertise or opinion, or administrative, information technology or other 

assistance, where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the HHBA.  The Health 

Service Investigator must obtain my written approval before incurring any expenses in this regard. 

5.7. Where the Health Service Investigator proposes to make a comment, finding or recommendation 

that is adverse to a person, the Health Service Investigator must first afford that person an 

opportunity to respond to the substance of any allegations against them or any potential adverse 

comment, finding or recommendation about them.  

5.8. The Investigation report prepared in accordance with section 199 of the HHBA must specifically 

address the matters outlined in section 3 above. The Health Service Investigator is to provide in 

the body of the report their assessment of the evidence and reasons for their findings.  

5.9. A summary of evidence relied upon by the Health Service Investigator in order to make a 

recommendation is to be included in the Investigation report. 

5.10. The Investigation relates to a Public Interest Disclosure and any information that persons provide 

during the course of the Investigation may be protected as a Public Interest Disclosure pursuant to 

the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010. 

5.11. The names of persons providing information to the Health Service Investigator, and any patient, 

staff or other names, must be kept confidential and referred to in a de-identified form in the body of 
the Investigation report (with a legend confirming the identity of those persons to be provided by 

way of attachment), unless it is agreed by the Health Service Investigator and me that the 

identification of a person is essential to ensure that natural justice is afforded to any particular 

person pursuant to section 65 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010.  

5.12. Legal advice is able to be obtained by the Health Service Investigator at the arrangement and cost 

of Health Support Queensland where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the 

HHBA. 

5.13. The Health Service Investigator is to notify me about the progress of the Investigation at regular 

intervals, as will be agreed following the submission of the Investigation plan. 

5.14. Any request for an extension of the due date for the Investigation report is to be made in writing to 

me at least 7 days before the due date, with supporting reasons. 

5.15. Terms and conditions relating to the health service investigator’s professional rates, out-of-pocket 

expenses, travel arrangements and other relevant matters are contained in the associated 
agreement for provision of the health service investigator’s services.  
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5.16. If necessary, the Health Service Investigator should report back to me (or other person nominated 

by me) for further instructions during the course of the Investigation. 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 
______________________________ 

Gary Uhlmann 

Chief Executive Officer 

Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health   

      /     /  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INSTRUMENT OF INDEMNITY 

 

Grant of Indemnity 

 

State of Queensland acting through Queensland Health ABN 66 329 169 412 (Department) agrees to 

indemnify Livingstones Australia in respect of this Health Service Investigation in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of the Queensland Government Indemnity Guideline as at the date of this Instrument. 

 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 

______________________________ 

GARY UHLMANN 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 

HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
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1

Cathie Allen

From: Jade Franklin
Sent: Tuesday, 11 October 2016 10:56 AM
To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban
Subject: RE: Terms of Reference v.01

Hi Cathie 
 
I spoke with Paul earlier. 
 
This is all good to go. 
 
With Thanks 
 
Jade 
 
 

 

Jade Franklin 
Manager Human Resources and Business Relationships 

People Performance and Excellence 
Health Support Queensland 

  
 
 

From: Cathie Allen  
Sent: Monday, 10 October 2016 12:10 PM 
To: Jade Franklin; Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Terms of Reference v.01 
 
Hi Jade 
 
Just one point of clarification before we can put this before the CEO: 
 
Under Section 4 of the ToR, Powers of the Health Service Investigator – as FSS isn’t a HHBA, is this still applicable for 
our purposes?  Or does this need to be amended? 
 
Once this is clarified, I’m very certain about the ToR and would be happy for them to be put before the CEO. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
 
Cathie Allen BSc MSc (For Sci) 
Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream (Forensic Chemistry & Forensic DNA Analysis) 
Forensic & Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 
Department of Health | Queensland Government 
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From: Jade Franklin  
Sent: Wednesday, 5 October 2016 12:52 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Terms of Reference v.01 
 
Hi All 
 
I’m happy if you are. 
 
Paul can you  finalise and seek Gary’s approval. 
 
Once approved I make contact with Livingstones. 
 
Jade  
 

Jade Franklin 
Senior Manager, HR Business Partnering 
People, Performance and Excellence 

 

From: Cathie Allen  
Sent: Wednesday, 5 October 2016 12:41 PM 
To: Jade Franklin; Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Terms of Reference v.01 
 
Hi Jade & Paul 
 
I’ve added in another dot point that fits in with the Brief to ensure consistency between the 2 documents. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
 
Cathie Allen BSc MSc (For Sci) 
Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream (Forensic Chemistry & Forensic DNA Analysis) 
Forensic & Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 
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From: Jade Franklin  
Sent: Wednesday, 5 October 2016 9:38 AM 
To: Cathie Allen; Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Terms of Reference v.01 
 
Hi Cathie 
 
Are there any other broader matters that we need to consider during this process. 
 
I note there is specific attention to the most recent event, but are there any other more broader previous matters 
we also want the investigator to consider? 
 
I am just mindful of the scope being too narrow in focus. 
 
With Thanks 
 
Jade 
 

Jade Franklin 
Senior Manager, HR Business Partnering 
People, Performance and Excellence 

 

From: Cathie Allen  
Sent: Wednesday, 5 October 2016 9:24 AM 
To: Jade Franklin; Paul Csoban 
Subject: RE: Terms of Reference v.01 
 
Hi Jade & Paul 
 
I’ve added to the ToR and attached. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
 
Cathie Allen BSc MSc (For Sci) 
Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream (Forensic Chemistry & Forensic DNA Analysis) 
Forensic & Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 
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From: Jade Franklin  
Sent: Thursday, 29 September 2016 10:34 AM 
To: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen 
Subject: Terms of Reference v.01 
 
Hi 
 
I’ve slightly updated the document. 
 
Jade 
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HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATION  

INVESTIGATION INTO CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS IN THE FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS UNIT OF 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this health service investigation is to investigate and report on matters relating to the 

management team of the Forensic DNA unit at Forensic and Scientific Services. In particular, the 

workplace behaviour and interactions between Ms Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin (the 

Investigation).  

2. Appointment 

2.1. Under section 190(2) of the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (Qld) (HHBA), following my 

assessment that he is qualified for the appointment because he has the necessary expertise or 

experience, I have appointed Livingstones Australia, as the Health Service Investigator to 

conduct this Investigation. 

2.2. The Health Service Investigator must investigate the matters outlined under ‘3. Scope of the 

Investigation’ below and prepare a Health Service Investigation report to me in accordance with 

section 199 of the HHBA.  

3. Scope of the Investigation 

3.1. The Health Service Investigator is to investigate matters relating to allegations in relation to 

inappropriate workplace behaviour. More specifically:  

3.1.1. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s determination to take 

and immovably maintain a position and associated unwillingness to be open to 

feedback or to consider making adjustments to his attitudes and behaviours in 

improving working relationships. 
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3.1.2. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Ms McNevin’s feedback provided by 

her in a meeting held on 9 June2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable escalation 

of his existing behaviours. 

3.1.3. review and investigate  

3.1.4. review and investigate 

3.1.5. review and investigate  

 

 

 

3.2. The Health Service Investigator is to make findings and recommendations in respect of: 

(a) the matters outlined in 3.1 above or any other relevant aspect of the complaints;  

(b) possible misconduct by any employee of Health Support Queensland; 

(b) any identified systemic weaknesses in Pathology Queensland, Queensland 

Health, or Health Support Queensland policies, procedures or processes and 

provide any recommended remedial or preventative actions, in particular the 

process for recruitment and appointing employees into temporary or permanent 

positions within the Chemical Pathology unit (at RBWH); 

(c) the ways in which the management, administration or delivery of the public sector 

health services, including employment matters, can be maintained and improved; 

and 

(d) any other matter identified during the course of the Investigation. 

4. Powers of the Health Service Investigator 

4.1. The Health Service Investigator has all of the powers given under section 194 of the HHBA 

including to enter a public sector health service facility when it is open and to access, copy or take 

extracts from any document (including documents that contain confidential information) that is 

relevant to the Health Service Investigator’s functions and is in the possession or control of an 

employee of the Department of Health or a Hospital and Health Service. 

4.2. The Health Service Investigator must make every reasonable effort to also obtain any other 

information or documentation that is relevant to the Investigation. 

5. Conduct of the Investigation 

5.1. The Health Service Investigator will: 
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5.1.1. provide within 7 days (or as otherwise agreed) of receiving the appointment and these 

terms of reference: 

(a) an Investigation plan;  

(b) an estimate of hours of work required to complete the Investigation; and 

(c) confirmation in writing of an ability to meet the timeframes for the conduct of the 

Investigation, including the due date for the Investigation report. 

5.1.2. submit within 30 calendar days after commencing the Investigation, an interim report on 
progress, significant findings and recommendations.  

5.2. Should the Health Service Investigator be approached by a representative of the media in 

connection with the Investigation, the Health Service Investigator is to make no comment about the 

Investigation and refer the media representative to the Health Support Queensland Executive 

Director People Performance and Excellence to allow for appropriate escalation. 

5.3. The Health Service Investigator is to notify any person who provides information for the 

Investigation that they have been appointed as an independent Health Service Investigator, having 

no conflict or perceived conflict of interest regarding the matters under Investigation. 

5.4. The Health Service Investigator is to be aware of and comply at all times with the provisions of 

Part 9 of the HHBA which govern the undertaking of this Investigation, including (but not limited to) 

the duty of confidentiality. 

5.5. With the prior notification to and facilitation by me, the Health Service Investigator will: 

5.5.1. interview those persons who the Health Service Investigator believes may be able to 

provide information relevant to the Investigation, which may include persons who are 
not employees of the Department or a Hospital and Health Service; and  

5.5.2. request a Hospital and Health Service and/or the Department of Health (as applicable) 

to give any lawful and reasonable directions to its employees which may be required 

during the Investigation.  For example, to provide a lawful direction and reasonable 

direction to an employee to maintain confidentiality, to attend an interview, or to provide 

copies of documents in their possession or control.  The Health Service Investigator 

must inform me of any failure to comply with a direction. 

5.6. The Health Service Investigator may co-opt specialist clinical, clinical governance, or human 

resource management expertise or opinion, or administrative, information technology or other 

assistance, where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the HHBA.  The Health 

Service Investigator must obtain my written approval before incurring any expenses in this regard. 

5.7. Where the Health Service Investigator proposes to make a comment, finding or recommendation 

that is adverse to a person, the Health Service Investigator must first afford that person an 
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opportunity to respond to the substance of any allegations against them or any potential adverse 

comment, finding or recommendation about them.  

5.8. The Investigation report prepared in accordance with section 199 of the HHBA must specifically 

address the matters outlined in section 3 above. The Health Service Investigator is to provide in 

the body of the report their assessment of the evidence and reasons for their findings.  

5.9. A summary of evidence relied upon by the Health Service Investigator in order to make a 

recommendation is to be included in the Investigation report. 

5.10. The Investigation relates to a Public Interest Disclosure and any information that persons provide 

during the course of the Investigation may be protected as a Public Interest Disclosure pursuant to 

the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010. 

5.11. The names of persons providing information to the Health Service Investigator, and any patient, 

staff or other names, must be kept confidential and referred to in a de-identified form in the body of 

the Investigation report (with a legend confirming the identity of those persons to be provided by 

way of attachment), unless it is agreed by the Health Service Investigator and me that the 

identification of a person is essential to ensure that natural justice is afforded to any particular 

person pursuant to section 65 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010.  

5.12. Legal advice is able to be obtained by the Health Service Investigator at the arrangement and cost 

of Health Support Queensland where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the 

HHBA. 

5.13. The Health Service Investigator is to notify me about the progress of the Investigation at regular 

intervals, as will be agreed following the submission of the Investigation plan. 

5.14. Any request for an extension of the due date for the Investigation report is to be made in writing to 

me at least 7 days before the due date, with supporting reasons. 

5.15. Terms and conditions relating to the health service investigator’s professional rates, out-of-pocket 

expenses, travel arrangements and other relevant matters are contained in the associated 

agreement for provision of the health service investigator’s services.  

5.16. If necessary, the Health Service Investigator should report back to me (or other person nominated 

by me) for further instructions during the course of the Investigation. 

 
Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 
______________________________ 

Gary Uhlmann 

Chief Executive Officer 

Health Support Queensland 
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Department of Health 

      /     /  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INSTRUMENT OF INDEMNITY 

 

Grant of Indemnity 

 

State of Queensland acting through Queensland Health ABN 66 329 169 412 (Department) agrees to 

indemnify Livingstones Australia in respect of this Health Service Investigation in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of the Queensland Government Indemnity Guideline as at the date of this Instrument. 

 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 

______________________________ 

GARY UHLMANN 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 

HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
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Cathie Allen

From: Jade Franklin
Sent: Wednesday, 12 October 2016 12:56 PM
To: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen
Subject: Terms of Reference v.01
Attachments: Terms of Reference v.01.doc

Hi 
 
I have picked up a paragraph in section 3 that needs to be removed. 
 
I have tracked changes. 
 
Can you amend the final version you have. 
 
Jade 
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HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATION  

INVESTIGATION INTO CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS IN THE FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS UNIT OF 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this health service investigation is to investigate and report on matters relating to the 

management team of the Forensic DNA unit at Forensic and Scientific Services. In particular, the 

workplace behaviour and interactions between Ms Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin (the 

Investigation).  

2. Appointment 

2.1. Under section 190(2) of the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (Qld) (HHBA), following my 

assessment that he is qualified for the appointment because he has the necessary expertise or 

experience, I have appointed Livingstones Australia, as the Health Service Investigator to 

conduct this Investigation. 

2.2. The Health Service Investigator must investigate the matters outlined under ‘3. Scope of the 

Investigation’ below and prepare a Health Service Investigation report to me in accordance with 

section 199 of the HHBA.  

3. Scope of the Investigation 

3.1. The Health Service Investigator is to investigate matters relating to allegations in relation to 

inappropriate workplace behaviour. More specifically:  

3.1.1. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s determination to take 

and immovably maintain a position and associated unwillingness to be open to 

feedback or to consider making adjustments to his attitudes and behaviours in 

improving working relationships. 
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3.1.2. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Ms McNevin’s feedback provided by 

her in a meeting held on 9 June2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable escalation 

of his existing behaviours. 

3.1.3. review and investigate  

3.1.4. review and investigate 

3.1.5. review and investigate  

 

 

 

3.2. The Health Service Investigator is to make findings and recommendations in respect of: 

(a) the matters outlined in 3.1 above or any other relevant aspect of the complaints;  

(b) possible misconduct by any employee of Health Support Queensland; 

(b) any identified systemic weaknesses in Pathology Queensland, Queensland 

Health, or Health Support Queensland policies, procedures or processes and 

provide any recommended remedial or preventative actions, in particular the 

process for recruitment and appointing employees into temporary or permanent 

positions within the Chemical Pathology unit (at RBWH); 

(c) the ways in which the management, administration or delivery of the public sector 

health services, including employment matters, can be maintained and improved; 

and 

(d) any other matter identified during the course of the Investigation. 

4. Powers of the Health Service Investigator 

4.1. The Health Service Investigator has all of the powers given under section 194 of the HHBA 

including to enter a public sector health service facility when it is open and to access, copy or take 

extracts from any document (including documents that contain confidential information) that is 

relevant to the Health Service Investigator’s functions and is in the possession or control of an 

employee of the Department of Health or a Hospital and Health Service. 

4.2. The Health Service Investigator must make every reasonable effort to also obtain any other 

information or documentation that is relevant to the Investigation. 

  

  

4.2.  

Formatted: Indent: Left:  1 cm,  No bullets or numbering

Formatted:  No bullets or numbering
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5. Conduct of the Investigation 

5.1. The Health Service Investigator will: 

5.1.1. provide within 7 days (or as otherwise agreed) of receiving the appointment and these 

terms of reference: 

(a) an Investigation plan;  

(b) an estimate of hours of work required to complete the Investigation; and 

(c) confirmation in writing of an ability to meet the timeframes for the conduct of the 
Investigation, including the due date for the Investigation report. 

5.1.2. submit within 30 calendar days after commencing the Investigation, an interim report on 

progress, significant findings and recommendations.  

5.2. Should the Health Service Investigator be approached by a representative of the media in 

connection with the Investigation, the Health Service Investigator is to make no comment about the 

Investigation and refer the media representative to the Health Support Queensland Executive 

Director People Performance and Excellence to allow for appropriate escalation. 

5.3. The Health Service Investigator is to notify any person who provides information for the 

Investigation that they have been appointed as an independent Health Service Investigator, having 

no conflict or perceived conflict of interest regarding the matters under Investigation. 

5.4. The Health Service Investigator is to be aware of and comply at all times with the provisions of 

Part 9 of the HHBA which govern the undertaking of this Investigation, including (but not limited to) 

the duty of confidentiality. 

5.5. With the prior notification to and facilitation by me, the Health Service Investigator will: 

5.5.1. interview those persons who the Health Service Investigator believes may be able to 

provide information relevant to the Investigation, which may include persons who are 

not employees of the Department or a Hospital and Health Service; and  

5.5.2. request a Hospital and Health Service and/or the Department of Health (as applicable) 

to give any lawful and reasonable directions to its employees which may be required 

during the Investigation.  For example, to provide a lawful direction and reasonable 

direction to an employee to maintain confidentiality, to attend an interview, or to provide 

copies of documents in their possession or control.  The Health Service Investigator 

must inform me of any failure to comply with a direction. 

5.6. The Health Service Investigator may co-opt specialist clinical, clinical governance, or human 

resource management expertise or opinion, or administrative, information technology or other 

assistance, where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the HHBA.  The Health 

Service Investigator must obtain my written approval before incurring any expenses in this regard. 
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5.7. Where the Health Service Investigator proposes to make a comment, finding or recommendation 

that is adverse to a person, the Health Service Investigator must first afford that person an 

opportunity to respond to the substance of any allegations against them or any potential adverse 

comment, finding or recommendation about them.  

5.8. The Investigation report prepared in accordance with section 199 of the HHBA must specifically 

address the matters outlined in section 3 above. The Health Service Investigator is to provide in 

the body of the report their assessment of the evidence and reasons for their findings.  

5.9. A summary of evidence relied upon by the Health Service Investigator in order to make a 

recommendation is to be included in the Investigation report. 

5.10. The Investigation relates to a Public Interest Disclosure and any information that persons provide 

during the course of the Investigation may be protected as a Public Interest Disclosure pursuant to 

the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010. 

5.11. The names of persons providing information to the Health Service Investigator, and any patient, 

staff or other names, must be kept confidential and referred to in a de-identified form in the body of 

the Investigation report (with a legend confirming the identity of those persons to be provided by 

way of attachment), unless it is agreed by the Health Service Investigator and me that the 

identification of a person is essential to ensure that natural justice is afforded to any particular 

person pursuant to section 65 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010.  

5.12. Legal advice is able to be obtained by the Health Service Investigator at the arrangement and cost 

of Health Support Queensland where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the 

HHBA. 

5.13. The Health Service Investigator is to notify me about the progress of the Investigation at regular 

intervals, as will be agreed following the submission of the Investigation plan. 

5.14. Any request for an extension of the due date for the Investigation report is to be made in writing to 

me at least 7 days before the due date, with supporting reasons. 

5.15. Terms and conditions relating to the health service investigator’s professional rates, out-of-pocket 

expenses, travel arrangements and other relevant matters are contained in the associated 

agreement for provision of the health service investigator’s services.  

5.16. If necessary, the Health Service Investigator should report back to me (or other person nominated 

by me) for further instructions during the course of the Investigation. 

 
Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 
______________________________ 

Gary Uhlmann 
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Chief Executive Officer 

Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health 

      /     /  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INSTRUMENT OF INDEMNITY 

 

Grant of Indemnity 

 

State of Queensland acting through Queensland Health ABN 66 329 169 412 (Department) agrees to 

indemnify Livingstones Australia in respect of this Health Service Investigation in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of the Queensland Government Indemnity Guideline as at the date of this Instrument. 

 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 

______________________________ 

GARY UHLMANN 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 

HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
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Cathie Allen

From: Jade Franklin
Sent: Wednesday, 12 October 2016 12:58 PM
To: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen
Subject: Instrument of Appointment 12102016
Attachments: Instrument of Appointment 12102016.doc

Hi 
 
I have picked up an incorrect date. 
 
You may have already identified this. 
 
With Thanks 
 
Jade 
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HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATION  

12961796/2 

INSTRUMENT OF APPOINTMENT -  HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATOR 

I, GARY UHLMANN, Chief Executive, Health Support Queensland, appoint, pursuant to Part 9 of the 

Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (Qld) (HHBA), Mark Brady, Principal Consultant, Livingstones, 

(appointee), as a Health Service Investigator to investigate and report on matters relating to the culture 

and management of the Forensic DNA Analysis unit of Forensic and Scientific Services, Health Support 

Queensland, Department of Health, and provide a written report to me by Friday, 28 October 2016 or 

such other date as agreed by me. 

Conditions of appointment 

1. The appointment is made in accordance with section 190(2) of the HHBA to conduct a health 

service investigation (Investigation) in accordance with the appointee’s terms of reference. 

2. The appointment commences on the date of this Instrument and will end on delivery of the 

required report. 

3. The appointee is to work co-operatively during the Investigation with any appointed Clinical 

Reviewer/s.  

4. The appointee is to prepare an Investigation report to me under section 199 of the HHBA.  

5. The appointee must have regard to the Clinical Review report/s provided by the Clinical 
Reviewer/s under section 136 of the HHBA and must attach a copy of the Clinical Review 

Report/s to the Investigation report. 

6. The appointee will be indemnified against any claims made against the appointee arising out of 

the performance by the appointee of the functions under this Instrument, on the terms contained 

in the Instrument of Indemnity.   

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 

______________________________ 

Gary Uhlmann, Chief Executive Officer 

Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health 
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1

Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen
Sent: Wednesday, 12 October 2016 1:16 PM
To: Jade Franklin; Paul Csoban
Subject: RE: Terms of Reference v.01
Attachments: Terms of Reference v 01.doc

Hi Jade 
 
This is the ToR that we were comfortable using.  I’m not sure what version you’ve attached but we’d progressed on 
from it. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

 
    

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 
 

From: Jade Franklin  
Sent: Wednesday, 12 October 2016 12:56 PM 
To: Paul Csoban; Cathie Allen 
Subject: Terms of Reference v.01 
 
Hi 
 
I have picked up a paragraph in section 3 that needs to be removed. 
 
I have tracked changes. 
 
Can you amend the final version you have. 
 
Jade 
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HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATION  

INVESTIGATION INTO CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS IN THE FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS UNIT OF 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this health service investigation is to investigate and report on matters relating to the 

management team of the Forensic DNA Analysis unit at Forensic and Scientific Services. In particular, 

the workplace behaviour and interactions between Ms Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin (the 

Investigation).  

 

2. Appointment 

2.1. Under section 190(2) of the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (Qld) (HHBA), following my 

assessment that he is qualified for the appointment because he has the necessary expertise or 

experience, I have appointed Livingstones Australia, as the Health Service Investigator to 

conduct this Investigation. 

2.2. The Health Service Investigator must investigate the matters outlined under ‘3. Scope of the 

Investigation’ below and prepare a Health Service Investigation report to me in accordance with 

section 199 of the HHBA.  

 

3. Scope of the Investigation 

3.1. The Health Service Investigator is to investigate matters relating to allegations in relation to 

inappropriate workplace behaviour. More specifically:  

3.1.1. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s response to feedback 

provided by her in a meeting held on 9 June 2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable 

escalation of his existing behaviours. 
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3.1.2. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s determination to take 

and immovably maintain a position and associated unwillingness to be open to 

feedback or adjust his attitudes and behaviours to improve the working relationships. 

3.1.3. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that an email from Justin Howes, Team 

Leader, to all reporting staff on the 5th of August 2016 regarding standardised statement 

wording was specifically directed at Mr McNevin. 

3.1.4. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin failed to progress the 
project regarding Project #181 Spermatozoa seen on Differential Lysis extraction slide 

vs Evidence Recovery suspension slide. 

3.1.5. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin caused a serious 

roadblock to process improvement and potentially put the organisation at risk by doing 

so. 

3.1.6. review and investigate Ms Reeves response to Mr McNevin’s email apology on the 9th 

of June 2016. 

3.1.7. review and investigate the poor working relationship between the substantive team 

members of the Forensic DNA Analysis management team and provide details on the 

areas of improvement. 

3.2. The Health Service Investigator is to make findings and recommendations in respect of: 

(a) the matters outlined in 3.1 above or any other relevant aspect of the complaints;  

(b) possible misconduct by any employee of Health Support Queensland; 

(b) any identified systemic weaknesses in Forensic and Scientific ServicesPathology 
Queensland, Queensland Health, or Health Support Queensland policies, 

procedures or processes and provide any recommended remedial or preventative 

actions, in particular the process for recruitment and appointing employees into 

temporary or permanent positions within the Forensic DNA AnalysisChemical 

Pathology unit (at FSSRBWH); 

(c) the ways in which the management, administration or delivery of the public sector 

health services, including employment matters, can be maintained and improved; 

and 

(d) any other matter identified during the course of the Investigation. 

 

4. Powers of the Health Service Investigator 

4.1. The Health Service Investigator has all of the powers given under section 194 of the HHBA 

including to enter a public sector health service facility when it is open and to access, copy or take 
Commented [CJA1]: I’m unsure if FSS is covered under the 
HHBA 
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extracts from any document (including documents that contain confidential information) that is 

relevant to the Health Service Investigator’s functions and is in the possession or control of an 

employee of the Department of Health or a Hospital and Health Service. 

4.2. The Health Service Investigator must make every reasonable effort to also obtain any other 

information or documentation that is relevant to the Investigation. 

 

5. Conduct of the Investigation 

5.1. The Health Service Investigator will: 

5.1.1. provide within 7 days (or as otherwise agreed) of receiving the appointment and these 

terms of reference: 

(a) an Investigation plan;  

(b) an estimate of hours of work required to complete the Investigation; and 

(c) confirmation in writing of an ability to meet the timeframes for the conduct of the 

Investigation, including the due date for the Investigation report. 

5.1.2. submit within 30 calendar days after commencing the Investigation, an interim report on 

progress, significant findings and recommendations.  

5.2. Should the Health Service Investigator be approached by a representative of the media in 

connection with the Investigation, the Health Service Investigator is to make no comment about the 

Investigation and refer the media representative to the Health Support Queensland Executive 

Director People Performance and Excellence to allow for appropriate escalation. 

5.3. The Health Service Investigator is to notify any person who provides information for the 
Investigation that they have been appointed as an independent Health Service Investigator, having 

no conflict or perceived conflict of interest regarding the matters under Investigation. 

5.4. The Health Service Investigator is to be aware of and comply at all times with the provisions of 

Part 9 of the HHBA which govern the undertaking of this Investigation, including (but not limited to) 

the duty of confidentiality. 

5.5. With the prior notification to and facilitation by me, the Health Service Investigator will: 

5.5.1. interview those persons who the Health Service Investigator believes may be able to 

provide information relevant to the Investigation, which may include persons who are 

not employees of the Department or a Hospital and Health Service; and  

5.5.2. request a Hospital and Health Service and/or the Department of Health (as applicable) 

to give any lawful and reasonable directions to its employees which may be required 

during the Investigation.  For example, to provide a lawful direction and reasonable 
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direction to an employee to maintain confidentiality, to attend an interview, or to provide 

copies of documents in their possession or control.  The Health Service Investigator 

must inform me of any failure to comply with a direction. 

5.6. The Health Service Investigator may co-opt specialist clinical, clinical governance, or human 

resource management expertise or opinion, or administrative, information technology or other 

assistance, where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the HHBA.  The Health 

Service Investigator must obtain my written approval before incurring any expenses in this regard. 

5.7. Where the Health Service Investigator proposes to make a comment, finding or recommendation 

that is adverse to a person, the Health Service Investigator must first afford that person an 

opportunity to respond to the substance of any allegations against them or any potential adverse 

comment, finding or recommendation about them.  

5.8. The Investigation report prepared in accordance with section 199 of the HHBA must specifically 

address the matters outlined in section 3 above. The Health Service Investigator is to provide in 

the body of the report their assessment of the evidence and reasons for their findings.  

5.9. A summary of evidence relied upon by the Health Service Investigator in order to make a 

recommendation is to be included in the Investigation report. 

5.10. The Investigation relates to a Public Interest Disclosure and any information that persons provide 

during the course of the Investigation may be protected as a Public Interest Disclosure pursuant to 

the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010. 

5.11. The names of persons providing information to the Health Service Investigator, and any patient, 

staff or other names, must be kept confidential and referred to in a de-identified form in the body of 
the Investigation report (with a legend confirming the identity of those persons to be provided by 

way of attachment), unless it is agreed by the Health Service Investigator and me that the 

identification of a person is essential to ensure that natural justice is afforded to any particular 

person pursuant to section 65 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010.  

5.12. Legal advice is able to be obtained by the Health Service Investigator at the arrangement and cost 

of Health Support Queensland where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the 

HHBA. 

5.13. The Health Service Investigator is to notify me about the progress of the Investigation at regular 

intervals, as will be agreed following the submission of the Investigation plan. 

5.14. Any request for an extension of the due date for the Investigation report is to be made in writing to 

me at least 7 days before the due date, with supporting reasons. 

5.15. Terms and conditions relating to the health service investigator’s professional rates, out-of-pocket 

expenses, travel arrangements and other relevant matters are contained in the associated 
agreement for provision of the health service investigator’s services.  
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5.16. If necessary, the Health Service Investigator should report back to me (or other person nominated 

by me) for further instructions during the course of the Investigation. 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 
______________________________ 

Gary Uhlmann 

Chief Executive Officer 

Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health   

      /     /  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INSTRUMENT OF INDEMNITY 

 

Grant of Indemnity 

 

State of Queensland acting through Queensland Health ABN 66 329 169 412 (Department) agrees to 

indemnify Livingstones Australia in respect of this Health Service Investigation in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of the Queensland Government Indemnity Guideline as at the date of this Instrument. 

 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 

______________________________ 

GARY UHLMANN 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 

HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
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1

Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen
Sent: Wednesday, 12 October 2016 2:41 PM
To: Paul Csoban
Subject: FW: Terms of Reference v 01
Attachments: Terms of Reference v 01.doc; Terms of Reference_final_final.doc

Importance: High

Hi Paul 
 
Jade has suggested more edits – please see attached as the Final Final ToR. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 
 

From: Jade Franklin  
Sent: Wednesday, 12 October 2016 1:22 PM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Subject: Terms of Reference v 01 
 
Thanks for your email. 
 
I’ve made some slight changes in blue. 
 
Sorry to be a pain. 
 
Jade 
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HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATION  

INVESTIGATION INTO CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS IN THE FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS UNIT OF 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this health service investigation is to investigate and report on matters relating to the 

management team of the Forensic DNA Analysis unit at Forensic and Scientific Services. In particular, 

the workplace behaviour and interactions between Ms Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin (the 

Investigation).  

 

2. Appointment 

2.1. Under section 190(2) of the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (Qld) (HHBA), following my 

assessment that he is qualified for the appointment because he has the necessary expertise or 

experience, I have appointed Livingstones Australia, as the Health Service Investigator to 

conduct this Investigation. 

2.2. The Health Service Investigator must investigate the matters outlined under ‘3. Scope of the 

Investigation’ below and prepare a Health Service Investigation report to me in accordance with 

section 199 of the HHBA.  

 

3. Scope of the Investigation 

3.1. The Health Service Investigator is to investigate matters relating to allegations in relation to 

inappropriate workplace behaviour. More specifically:  

3.1.1. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s response to feedback 

provided by her in a meeting held on 9 June 2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable 

escalation of his existing behaviours. 
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3.1.2. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s determination to take 

and immovably maintain a position and associated unwillingness to be open to 

feedback or adjust his attitudes and behaviours to improve the working relationships. 

3.1.3. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that an email from Justin Howes, Team 

Leader, to all reporting staff on the 5th of August 2016 regarding standardised statement 

wording was specifically directed at Mr McNevin. 

3.1.4. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin failed to progress the 
project regarding Project #181 Spermatozoa seen on Differential Lysis extraction slide 

vs Evidence Recovery suspension slide. 

3.1.5. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin caused a serious 

roadblock to process improvement and potentially put the organisation at risk by doing 

so. 

3.1.6. review and investigate Ms Reeves response to Mr McNevin’s email apology on the 9th 

of June 2016. 

3.1.7. review and investigate the poor working relationship between the substantive team 

members of the Forensic DNA Analysis management team and provide details on the 

areas of improvement. 

3.2. The Health Service Investigator is to make findings and recommendations in respect of: 

(a) the matters outlined in 3.1 above or any other relevant aspect of the complaints;  

(b) possible misconduct by any employee of Health Support Queensland; 

(b) any identified systemic weaknesses in Forensic and Scientific ServicesPathology 
Queensland, Queensland Health, or Health Support Queensland policies, 

procedures or processes and provide any recommended remedial or preventative 

actions, in particular the management of interpersonal relationships between the 

management group within Forensic DNA Analysis the process for recruitment and 

appointing employees into temporary or permanent positions within the Forensic 

DNA AnalysisChemical Pathology unit (at FSSRBWH); 

(c) the ways in which the management, administration or delivery of the public sector 

health services, including employment matters, can be maintained and improved; 

and 

(d) any other matter identified during the course of the Investigation. 
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4. Powers of the Health Service Investigator 

4.1. The Health Service Investigator has all of the powers given under section 194 of the HHBA 

including to enter a public sector health service facility when it is open and to access, copy or take 

extracts from any document (including documents that contain confidential information) that is 

relevant to the Health Service Investigator’s functions and is in the possession or control of an 

employee of the Department of Health or a Hospital and Health Service. 

4.2. The Health Service Investigator must make every reasonable effort to also obtain any other 
information or documentation that is relevant to the Investigation. 

 

5. Conduct of the Investigation 

5.1. The Health Service Investigator will: 

5.1.1. provide within 7 days (or as otherwise agreed) of receiving the appointment and these 

terms of reference: 

(a) an Investigation plan;  

(b) an estimate of hours of work required to complete the Investigation; and 

(c) confirmation in writing of an ability to meet the timeframes for the conduct of the 

Investigation, including the due date for the Investigation report. 

5.1.2. submit within 30 calendar days after commencing the Investigation, an interim report on 

progress, significant findings and recommendations.  

5.2. Should the Health Service Investigator be approached by a representative of the media in 

connection with the Investigation, the Health Service Investigator is to make no comment about the 
Investigation and refer the media representative to the Health Support Queensland Executive 

Director People Performance and Excellence to allow for appropriate escalation. 

5.3. The Health Service Investigator is to notify any person who provides information for the 

Investigation that they have been appointed as an independent Health Service Investigator, having 

no conflict or perceived conflict of interest regarding the matters under Investigation. 

5.4. The Health Service Investigator is to be aware of and comply at all times with the provisions of 

Part 9 of the HHBA which govern the undertaking of this Investigation, including (but not limited to) 

the duty of confidentiality. 

5.5. With the prior notification to and facilitation by me, the Health Service Investigator will: 

5.5.1. interview those persons who the Health Service Investigator believes may be able to 

provide information relevant to the Investigation, which may include persons who are 

not employees of the Department or a Hospital and Health Service; and  

Commented [CJA1]: I’m unsure if FSS is covered under the 
HHBA 
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5.5.2. request a Hospital and Health Service and/or the Department of Health (as applicable) 

to give any lawful and reasonable directions to its employees which may be required 

during the Investigation.  For example, to provide a lawful direction and reasonable 

direction to an employee to maintain confidentiality, to attend an interview, or to provide 

copies of documents in their possession or control.  The Health Service Investigator 

must inform me of any failure to comply with a direction. 

5.6. The Health Service Investigator may co-opt specialist clinical, clinical governance, or human 
resource management expertise or opinion, or administrative, information technology or other 

assistance, where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the HHBA.  The Health 

Service Investigator must obtain my written approval before incurring any expenses in this regard. 

5.7. Where the Health Service Investigator proposes to make a comment, finding or recommendation 

that is adverse to a person, the Health Service Investigator must first afford that person an 

opportunity to respond to the substance of any allegations against them or any potential adverse 

comment, finding or recommendation about them.  

5.8. The Investigation report prepared in accordance with section 199 of the HHBA must specifically 

address the matters outlined in section 3 above. The Health Service Investigator is to provide in 

the body of the report their assessment of the evidence and reasons for their findings.  

5.9. A summary of evidence relied upon by the Health Service Investigator in order to make a 

recommendation is to be included in the Investigation report. 

5.10. The Investigation relates to a Public Interest Disclosure and any information that persons provide 

during the course of the Investigation may be protected as a Public Interest Disclosure pursuant to 
the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010. 

5.11. The names of persons providing information to the Health Service Investigator, and any patient, 

staff or other names, must be kept confidential and referred to in a de-identified form in the body of 

the Investigation report (with a legend confirming the identity of those persons to be provided by 

way of attachment), unless it is agreed by the Health Service Investigator and me that the 

identification of a person is essential to ensure that natural justice is afforded to any particular 

person pursuant to section 65 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010.  

5.12. Legal advice is able to be obtained by the Health Service Investigator at the arrangement and cost 

of Health Support Queensland where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the 

HHBA. 

5.13. The Health Service Investigator is to notify me about the progress of the Investigation at regular 

intervals, as will be agreed following the submission of the Investigation plan. 

5.14. Any request for an extension of the due date for the Investigation report is to be made in writing to 
me at least 7 days before the due date, with supporting reasons. 
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5.15. Terms and conditions relating to the health service investigator’s professional rates, out-of-pocket 

expenses, travel arrangements and other relevant matters are contained in the associated 

agreement for provision of the health service investigator’s services.  

5.16. If necessary, the Health Service Investigator should report back to me (or other person nominated 

by me) for further instructions during the course of the Investigation. 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 
______________________________ 

Gary Uhlmann 

Chief Executive Officer 

Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health   

      /     /  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INSTRUMENT OF INDEMNITY 

 

Grant of Indemnity 

 

State of Queensland acting through Queensland Health ABN 66 329 169 412 (Department) agrees to 

indemnify Livingstones Australia in respect of this Health Service Investigation in accordance with the 
terms and conditions of the Queensland Government Indemnity Guideline as at the date of this Instrument. 

 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 

______________________________ 

GARY UHLMANN 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 

HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
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HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

HEALTH SERVICE INVESTIGATION  

INVESTIGATION INTO CERTAIN ALLEGATIONS IN THE FORENSIC DNA ANALYSIS UNIT OF 

FORENSIC AND SCIENTIFIC SERVICES, HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this health service investigation is to investigate and report on matters relating to the 

management team of Forensic DNA Analysis at Forensic and Scientific Services. In particular, the 

workplace behaviour and interactions between Ms Amanda Reeves and Mr Allan McNevin (the 

Investigation).  

 

2. Appointment 

2.1. Under section 190(2) of the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 (Qld) (HHBA), following my 

assessment that he is qualified for the appointment because he has the necessary expertise or 

experience, I have appointed Livingstones Australia, as the Health Service Investigator to 

conduct this Investigation. 

2.2. The Health Service Investigator must investigate the matters outlined under ‘3. Scope of the 

Investigation’ below and prepare a Health Service Investigation report to me in accordance with 

section 199 of the HHBA.  

 

3. Scope of the Investigation 

3.1. The Health Service Investigator is to investigate matters relating to allegations in relation to 

inappropriate workplace behaviour. More specifically:  

3.1.1. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s response to feedback 

provided by her in a meeting held on 9 June 2016 was intimidating and an unacceptable 

escalation of his existing behaviours. 
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3.1.2. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin’s determination to take 

and immovably maintain a position and associated unwillingness to be open to feedback 

or adjust his attitudes and behaviours to improve the working relationships. 

3.1.3. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that an email from Justin Howes, Team 

Leader, to all reporting staff on the 5th of August 2016 regarding standardised statement 

wording was specifically directed at Mr McNevin. 

3.1.4. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin failed to progress the 
project regarding Project #181 Spermatozoa seen on Differential Lysis extraction slide vs 

Evidence Recovery suspension slide. 

3.1.5. review and investigate Ms Reeves allegation that Mr McNevin caused a serious 

roadblock to process improvement and potentially put the organisation at risk by doing 

so. 

3.1.6. review and investigate Ms Reeves response to Mr McNevin’s email apology on the 9th of 

June 2016. 

3.1.7. review and investigate the poor working relationship between the substantive team 

members of the Forensic DNA Analysis management team and provide details on the 

areas of improvement. 

3.2. The Health Service Investigator is to make findings and recommendations in respect of: 

(a) the matters outlined in 3.1 above or any other relevant aspect of the complaints;  

(b) possible misconduct by any employee of Health Support Queensland; 

(c) any identified systemic weaknesses in Forensic and Scientific Services, 
Queensland Health, or Health Support Queensland policies, procedures or 

processes and provide any recommended remedial or preventative actions, in 

particular the management of interpersonal relationships between the management 

group within Forensic DNA Analysis; 

(d) the ways in which the management, administration or delivery of the public sector 

health services, including employment matters, can be maintained and improved; 

and 

(e) any other matter identified during the course of the Investigation. 

 

4. Powers of the Health Service Investigator 

4.1. The Health Service Investigator has all of the powers given under section 194 of the HHBA 

including to enter a public sector health service facility when it is open and to access, copy or take 

extracts from any document (including documents that contain confidential information) that is 
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relevant to the Health Service Investigator’s functions and is in the possession or control of an 

employee of the Department of Health or a Hospital and Health Service. 

4.2. The Health Service Investigator must make every reasonable effort to also obtain any other 

information or documentation that is relevant to the Investigation. 

 

5. Conduct of the Investigation 

5.1. The Health Service Investigator will: 

5.1.1. provide within 7 days (or as otherwise agreed) of receiving the appointment and these 

terms of reference: 

(a) an Investigation plan;  

(b) an estimate of hours of work required to complete the Investigation; and 

(c) confirmation in writing of an ability to meet the timeframes for the conduct of the 

Investigation, including the due date for the Investigation report. 

5.1.2. submit within 30 calendar days after commencing the Investigation, an interim report on 

progress, significant findings and recommendations.  

5.2. Should the Health Service Investigator be approached by a representative of the media in 

connection with the Investigation, the Health Service Investigator is to make no comment about the 

Investigation and refer the media representative to the Health Support Queensland Executive 

Director People Performance and Excellence to allow for appropriate escalation. 

5.3. The Health Service Investigator is to notify any person who provides information for the 

Investigation that they have been appointed as an independent Health Service Investigator, having 
no conflict or perceived conflict of interest regarding the matters under Investigation. 

5.4. The Health Service Investigator is to be aware of and comply at all times with the provisions of Part 

9 of the HHBA which govern the undertaking of this Investigation, including (but not limited to) the 

duty of confidentiality. 

5.5. With the prior notification to and facilitation by me, the Health Service Investigator will: 

5.5.1. interview those persons who the Health Service Investigator believes may be able to 

provide information relevant to the Investigation, which may include persons who are not 

employees of the Department or a Hospital and Health Service; and  

5.5.2. request a Hospital and Health Service and/or the Department of Health (as applicable) to 

give any lawful and reasonable directions to its employees which may be required during 

the Investigation.  For example, to provide a lawful direction and reasonable direction to 

an employee to maintain confidentiality, to attend an interview, or to provide copies of 
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documents in their possession or control.  The Health Service Investigator must inform 

me of any failure to comply with a direction. 

5.6. The Health Service Investigator may co-opt specialist clinical, clinical governance, or human 

resource management expertise or opinion, or administrative, information technology or other 

assistance, where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the HHBA.  The Health 

Service Investigator must obtain my written approval before incurring any expenses in this regard. 

5.7. Where the Health Service Investigator proposes to make a comment, finding or recommendation 
that is adverse to a person, the Health Service Investigator must first afford that person an 

opportunity to respond to the substance of any allegations against them or any potential adverse 

comment, finding or recommendation about them.  

5.8. The Investigation report prepared in accordance with section 199 of the HHBA must specifically 

address the matters outlined in section 3 above. The Health Service Investigator is to provide in the 

body of the report their assessment of the evidence and reasons for their findings.  

5.9. A summary of evidence relied upon by the Health Service Investigator in order to make a 

recommendation is to be included in the Investigation report. 

5.10. The Investigation relates to a Public Interest Disclosure and any information that persons provide 

during the course of the Investigation may be protected as a Public Interest Disclosure pursuant to 

the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010. 

5.11. The names of persons providing information to the Health Service Investigator, and any patient, 

staff or other names, must be kept confidential and referred to in a de-identified form in the body of 

the Investigation report (with a legend confirming the identity of those persons to be provided by 
way of attachment), unless it is agreed by the Health Service Investigator and me that the 

identification of a person is essential to ensure that natural justice is afforded to any particular 

person pursuant to section 65 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2010.  

5.12. Legal advice is able to be obtained by the Health Service Investigator at the arrangement and cost 

of Health Support Queensland where necessary in accordance with section 197(3)(a) of the HHBA. 

5.13. The Health Service Investigator is to notify me about the progress of the Investigation at regular 

intervals, as will be agreed following the submission of the Investigation plan. 

5.14. Any request for an extension of the due date for the Investigation report is to be made in writing to 

me at least 7 days before the due date, with supporting reasons. 

5.15. Terms and conditions relating to the health service investigator’s professional rates, out-of-pocket 

expenses, travel arrangements and other relevant matters are contained in the associated 

agreement for provision of the health service investigator’s services.  

5.16. If necessary, the Health Service Investigator should report back to me (or other person nominated 
by me) for further instructions during the course of the Investigation. 
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Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 
______________________________ 

Gary Uhlmann 

Chief Executive Officer 

Health Support Queensland 

Department of Health   

      /     /  
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ATTACHMENT 1 

INSTRUMENT OF INDEMNITY 

 

Grant of Indemnity 

 

State of Queensland acting through Queensland Health ABN 66 329 169 412 (Department) agrees to 

indemnify Livingstones Australia in respect of this Health Service Investigation in accordance with the terms 
and conditions of the Queensland Government Indemnity Guideline as at the date of this Instrument. 

 

 

Signed this ……………………… day of ………………………. 2016. 

 

______________________________ 

GARY UHLMANN 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 

HEALTH SUPPORT QUEENSLAND 

QUEENSLAND HEALTH 
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1

Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban
Sent: Friday, 9 December 2016 9:56 AM
To: Cathie Allen
Subject: FW: Updated report
Attachments: ATT00001.htm; ATT00002.htm; ATT00003.htm; ATT00004.htm; ATT00005.htm; DNA 

Analysis team final report (00380147).DOCX; ATT00006.htm

FYI 
 

From: Jade Franklin  
Sent: Friday, 9 December 2016 9:45 AM 
To: Paul Csoban 
Subject: Fwd: Updated report 
 
Hi 
 
I'm at home with a migraine, but wanted you to see this asap. 
 
Hoping I can talk at 1pm once the drugs kick in. 
 
The investigator has confirmed  Amanda confirmed in her statement that the issues raised by her lawyer with me 
yesterday on the phone had been resolved, which indicated why this issue hasn't come out in the investigation 
report. 
 
Talk at 1. 
 
Jade 
 
Sent from my iPad 
 
Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Mark Brady" <  
To: "Jade Franklin" <  
Subject: Updated report 

Hi Jade 
  
I have made some additions.  They are highlighted yellow. 
  
Happy to discuss 
  
Cheers 
  

 
 
Mark Brady 
Principal Consultant 
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Our ref: 011 Email att DNA Analysis team final report (00380147).DOCX 
<Report Name> - Prepared by Livingstones i 

 

 

Health Support Queensland 

Investigation – DNA Analysis Team, 
Health Support Queensland Interim 
Report  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Prepared for 
Jade Franklin 
Manager Human Resources 
 
Prepared by 
Mark Brady 
Principal Consultant 

2 December 2016 
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Our ref: 011 Email att DNA Analysis team final report (00380147).DOCX 
DNA Analysis Team - Prepared by Livingstones 1 
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Our ref: 011 Email att DNA Analysis team final report (00380147).DOCX 
DNA Analysis Team - Prepared by Livingstones 2 

Investigator Précis  
 

The Organisation 
Livingstones is one of the largest Workplace Relations and Human Resource Management 
Consultancy firms within Australia.  We operate on a national basis from our Brisbane office 
offering the services of our 23 professional Consultants.  Our Industrial Relations division acts 
on behalf of employers (Private Sector, Local Government and State Government Departments) 
on all aspects of employee relations including, but not limited to, investigations, mediation, 
advocacy and training. 

The investigator was Mark Brady, Principal Consultant of Livingstones. 

Mark’s extensive experience across a broad range of employee relations means that he can 
provide expert and practical advice and services on all aspects of workplace matters.  His 
experience includes advocacy, investigations and resolving complex employment matters. 

Mark is a specialist in complaints management, managing and resolving misconduct and 
workplace bullying complaints as well as providing strategic advice in relation employment 
arrangements and conditions. Throughout his career, Mark has been recognised for providing 
creative and practical solutions for complex workplace issues.  Mark is also an experienced 
mediator and brings to his work a genuine desire to reach resolution in a constructive manner 
where possible, however he does not shy away from the ‘hard’ issues when the need arises.  

Mark works closely with clients to ensure that the strategic solutions support the business needs 
and philosophy of the client whilst addressing the specific issues that arise in the workplace and 
any systemic contributors. 

Methodology 
 

The investigator conducted a review of the issues with recommendations for resolution rather 
than making findings on the balance of probabilities.  The investigator is of the belief that 
making specific findings would not assist in resolving the issues and may, in fact, exacerbate 
the unresolved issues between the parties.  

Persons considered to be in a position to provide relevant evidence for the investigation were 
requested to attend an interview and advised of their option to have a support person present.  
Each interviewee was provided a written statement arising from the interview and given an 
opportunity to request amendments to ensure this was accurate and complete.  Signed 
statements were taken from the following witnesses and are appended to this report: 

Amanda Reeves “A” 

Allan McNevin “B” 

Deborah Whelan “C” 

Justin Howes “D” 

Paula Brisotto “E” 
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DNA Analysis Team - Prepared by Livingstones 3 

Background 
 

On 24 October 2016, Livingstones was appointed by the Chief Executive Officer, Heath Support 
Queensland in accordance with the Hospital and Health Boards Act 2011 to investigate and 
report on matters related to the management team of Forensic DNA Analysis at Forensic and 
Scientific Services and specifically the incident on 9 June 2016 at the management meeting 
between Allan McNevin and Amanda Reeves.  Both Mr McNevin and Ms Reeves are 
supervising scientists of their respective teams and members of the Forensic DNA Analysis 
management team.  Further, Ms Reeves also raised concerns in relation to management of the 
matter.  The investigator also examined the management of the matter.   

 

Issues 
 

The terms of reference outlined specific issues to be investigated. Summarised, the key issues 
are: 

• Project #181 

• Incident of 9 June 2016 

• Conduct of parties post incident 

• Management action post incident 

 
Project #181 
Project #181 is a project that arose from concerns raised by the DNA reporting team in relation 
to testing for spermatozoa and the difference of evidence recovery and the differential slide. The 
primary concern was that there was a risk that threatened the collection of evidence. 

The issue was the subject of discussion at, at least, two management meetings prior to the 
management meeting in which the incident occurred on 9 June 2016. 

Resolution of the issue as soon as possible was a priority for Ms Reeves and the reporting team 
whereas Mr McNevin and the recovery team were seeking more evidence about the issue 
before looking for a solution. 

Ms Reeves alleged Mr McNevin’s refusal to consider any other position than his own was a 
roadblock in process improvement and potentially put the organisation at risk.  Whereas Mr 
McNevin found Ms Reeves’ approach as emotional and not analytical.  This led to frustration 
and tension between the two. This came to a head at the management meeting on 9 June 2016 
where Mr McNevin discussed the project to address the issue. 

In relation to the actual process issue that was the cause of Mr Reeves’ concern, Ms Reeves 
outlined at interview that, “The risk I raised had been mitigated by the process change but the 
process change is resource intensive, inefficient and causing strain on the ER and Analytical 
team.  This has been raised at a recent Management Meeting.”  
Incident of 9 June 2016   
Prior Issues 
As outlined above, the project brought tension between Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin to the 
surface.  Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin have worked in the Forensic DNA Analysis Team 
Management Team together for about ten years.  Mr McNevin outlined that 
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“The different teams approach issues from different positions so sometimes there is conflict in 
the management team.  This is normal for this sort of work. I like to approach problems from a 
very scientific position whereas Amanda can get very emotional. She says things like ‘you have 
to remember that there is a person on the end of this.’ It seems that Amanda and I often end at 
opposite ends of the argument when issues are raised.  I never feel it is personal it is just the 
way the discussion pans out as we come from different angles sometimes with competing 
interests. Amanda has a strong personality. She can often go straight on the front foot about a 
matter.” 

Ms Reeves outlined at interview, “The behaviour by Allan McNevin on 9 June 2016 is an 
escalation of previous behaviour by Allan towards me, in my opinion. I believe that Allan 
dismisses what I have to say.  I think Allan has trouble dealing with me as an assertive woman. 
While we have equal standing at the management table, I feel that unless my opinion gels with 
Allan’s he dismisses me out of hand. I have raised concerns with my line manager Justin 
Howes (HP6 Forensic Reporting & Intelligence Team - FRIT) about this in the past. As a result 
of this, I met with Allan to address the issues. This meeting was a couple of years ago.  Allan 
seemed to listen to me at this meeting but in my opinion his behaviour did not change following 
this. There have been other attempts to address this through my line manager. I met with Allan 
on 8 August this year to attempt to resolve this issue.  Allan’s response was that ‘you have 
always had a problem with me, I can’t help how you perceive me, I am who I am’.” 

While there was obviously tension between the two and two have different personalities and 
communication styles, there was no evidence presented that there had been any specific 
confrontations between Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin prior to this incident but rather underlying 
tension. 
At the management meeting on 9 June 2016, Mr McNevin commenced to provide an update in 
relation to project #181.  Mr McNevin was seated next to Ms Reeves. During this discussion, Ms 
Reeves was addressing the meeting about her perceptions of the risk to the organisation. It was 
at this time that Mr McNevin turned and yelled at Ms Reeves words to the effect, “Oh for God 
sake Amanda, I am aware of the risks, you keep telling me, I’m not stupid.” Both Mr McNevin 
and Ms Reeves confirmed Mr McNevin yelled at Ms Reeves.  Ms Reeves stated that Mr 
McNevin slammed his hands on the table but Mr McNevin could not recall this.  Both confirmed 
that Mr Howes and Ms Whelan verbally intervened to calm the situation and terminated the 
conversation. 

Shortly after this, not immediately though, Ms Reeves left the meeting room.  Ms Reeves stated 
she broke down in a room nearby.  Ms Reeves returned to the meeting just prior to the meeting 
concluding.  At the conclusion of the meeting Ms Whelan and Mr Howes asked Mr McNevin to 
remain behind. 

After the meeting, Mr McNevin said to Ms Whelan and Mr Howes that he knew he had done the 
wrong thing and would apologise in writing to Ms Reeves. 

 
Conduct of the parties post incident 
Following the end of the management meeting, Ms Whelan, Mr Howes and Kirsten Scott (acting 
in Paula Brisotto’s absence), met with Mr McNevin.  Mr McNevin readily admitted that he had 
acted inappropriately and that he would apologise to Ms Reeves. Shortly after the meeting, Mr 
McNevin emailed Ms Reeves and offered to apologise in person for “spitting the dummy” in the 
management team meeting.  Further, that he should not have let his frustration out like he did. 

Ms Reeves responded by acknowledging the apology but declining to meet.  Further, Ms 
Reeves responded by saying, “I can just tolerate you discounting my opinions and treating me 
with that vague sense of amused disdain, because mostly I don’t care what you think of me, but 
I will not ever accept being physically or emotionally intimidated. You frightened me in that 
moment.  I hope you feel like a big man.” 
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Following receipt of this email, Mr McNevin forwarded it to his supervisors, Mr Howes, Ms Scott 
and Ms Whelan.  As a result of this Ms Whelan sought a meeting with Ms Reeves with a view to 
discussing the incident and also Ms Reeves’ email. 

Prior to the meeting with Ms Reeves, Ms Whelan met with Mr McNevin. In that meeting Mr 
McNevin admitted his behaviour at the meeting was inappropriate but outlined that it was due to 
Ms Reeves repeatedly making the same point through the meeting.  Mr McNevin also was 
concerned about Ms Reeves’ email because he believed she intended to use it against him in 
the future.  Further Mr McNevin sought a retraction of Ms Reeves’ email and written apology as 
he believes there was no physical intimidation. 

Ms Whelan met with Ms Reeves on 14 June 2016.  In Ms Reeves’ view the meeting focused on 
her email rather than the incident.  Further that she outlined that she was entitled to express 
how Mr McNevin’s behaviour made her feel. Ms Whelan sought Ms Reeves’ agreement for her 
and Mr Howes to have more time to attempt to resolve the matter to which Ms Reeves agreed. 

In August Ms Whelan again met with both parties separately.  This culminated in Mr McNevin 
emailing Ms Reeves a further apology.  Both parties agreed to meeting in person to discuss.  
The meeting between the parties went ahead on 8 August.  Both were accompanied by a 
support person.  Both parties’ recollection of the meeting was that it didn’t go well.  The sticking 
points were the view of Ms Reeves that Mr McNevin physically intimidated her and does not 
listen to Ms Reeves whereas Mr McNevin strongly denied that he physically intimidated Ms 
Reeves.  Ms Reeves also stated that she believed Mr McNevin’s actions may constitute assault 
and if it happened again she may call the police.  Further Ms Reeves raised concerns about 
McNevin’s martial arts training.  Both parties left the meeting no closer to resolution and at loss 
on how to resolve the matter. 

Ms Paula Brisotto then attempted to organise a facilitated discussion between the parties with 
Jade Franklin of HR but Ms Reeves declined.  

 

Management action post incident 
At interview Ms Reeves outlined that she believed management’s handling of the matter was 
deficient and needed to be investigated. 

The major issue for Ms Reeves is that she believes management inappropriately down played 
Mr McNevin’s behaviour in the management meeting and escalated her email response to Mr 
Mc Nevin’s original apology. 

From a process point of view, management, in particular Ms Whelan who was acting as the 
Managing Scientist met with both parties separately on a number of occasions and facilitated 
the meeting on 8 August 2016 taking place.  Ms Whelan was not present at the meeting on 8 
August.   Ms Brisotto returned from long-term maternity leave on 12 July 2016 and was 
therefore not present at the management meeting on 9 June 2016.  Upon her return, Ms 
Brisotto met with both Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin. Ms Brisotto then relieved for a short period 
as the Managing Scientist while Ms Whelan was on leave.  During this time, following a 
discussion with Jade Franklin from Human Resources, Ms Brisotto attempted to organise 
resolution of the matter by a ‘facilitated discussion’ chaired by Mr Franklin.  Following 
consideration, Ms Reeves declined to participate. 

 

Analysis 
 

Project #181 
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Project #181 has been concluded and the issues of concern have been addressed.  The major 
issue of the project appears to be the communication and approach differences between Mr 
McNevin and Ms Reeves.  In such a situation, different views, priorities and approaches can 
create tension and competing interests in attempts to address the issue.   

In this case, Mr McNevin was seeking a more analytical approach to identify process issues 
whereas Ms Reeves was seeking a solution more quickly.  Ms Reeves believed that the issue 
posed a greater risk than Mr McNevin did.  Major issues at play were that Ms Reeves did not 
believe Mr McNevin respected her opinion and was dismissive of her whereas Mr McNevin felt 
that Ms Reeves was approaching the matter in a far too emotional way.  It is the view of the 
investigator that this tension has existed between the two parties for a significant period of time 
but has been able to be avoided.  The project brought this to the surface. While Ms Reeves may 
have interpreted Mr McNevin’s approach as obstructive and failing to progress the matter in a 
timely way, Mr McNevin adequately outlined his reasons for a slower approach.  

Ms Reeves outlined that while the risk has been mitigated, the process is resource intensive, 
inefficient and causing strain on the ER and Analytical teams and has been raised at a recent 
management meeting.  The management team should continue to monitor this issue with a view 
to further improve the process and address any issues that may arise. 

Incident of 9 June 2016 
Prior Issues 
Both Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin outlined an ongoing tension between the two.  This is based 
on different perceptions of each other.  Ms Reeves believes that Mr McNevin does not listen to 
her and does not respect her opinion whereas Mr McNevin believes has an emotional response 
to issues and can be very persistent in making her points.  There was no evidence presented 
that there has been confrontations in the past.  The investigator believes that the two have 
managed their relationship with each other in the interests of interacting professionally but the 
significant differences personalities and communication styles came to the fore on 9 June 2016. 

In relation to the incident at the management meeting on 9 June, Mr McNevin freely admits that 
he yelled and his action was inappropriate.   Mr McNevin has apologised to Ms Reeves on three 
occasions (twice via email and once in person) for yelling at her.  The issue for both of them is 
whether Mr McNevin’s actions were physically intimidating towards Ms Reeves. 

Ms Reeves strongly expresses that she felt scared and was physically intimidated by Mr 
McNevin’s conduct whereas Mr McNevin just as strongly denies that he physically intimidated 
Ms Reeves.  Further, Mr McNevin is concerned that Ms Reeves will raise the physical 
intimidation allegation at a later date. This matter is difficult to resolve as it involves the 
perception of the parties.  Ms Reeves believes Mr McNevin is not empathetic to how his 
conduct made her feel whereas Mr McNevin believes that Ms Reeves is acting vexatiously 
towards him. 

Both senior managers who were present at the meeting, Mr Howes and Ms Whelan both 
described Ms McNevin as yelling and that it was inappropriate but neither believed Mr 
McNevin’s conduct was physically intimidating.  Having said that, the investigator accepts that 
Ms Reeves is genuine in her belief she felt physically intimidated by the incident. 

The investigator believes that the parties have attempted to reach a resolution and both want 
the matter resolved, however the positional approach of both parties and misunderstanding of 
each other’s core issues has prevented this.  The investigator also believes that both Ms 
Reeves and Mr McNevin are genuine in their concerns about the incident.  Further, that 
interviews of the staff present is most likely to result in an inconclusive finding based on the 
balance of probabilities but will not bring the issue or the parties’ perceptions any closer to 
resolution.   
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Conduct of the parties post incident 
Shortly after the incident Mr McNevin sent an email of apology and offer of meeting which Ms 
Reeves believes was flippant.  Ms Reeves responded in how she describes “as the recipient of 
his behaviour, how it made me feel.” This included the comment, “I hope you feel like a big 
man.” From this point on, resolution of the matter became very difficult.  Both parties retreated 
to a position with neither willing to acknowledge each other’s issues. 

This culminated in a meeting on 8 August 2016 in which both parties acknowledge didn’t go 
well.  The major concerns from Mr McNevin’s point of view was that Ms Reeves’ allegation of 
physical intimidation was unfounded and may be used against him in the future whereas Ms 
Reeves believed that Mr McNevin was unwilling to show empathy to how his behaviour made 
her feel and generally was dismissive of Ms Reeves and did not listen to her opinions. 

Neither party has retreated from these perceptions and positions since the incident.  For this 
matter to be resolved, both parties need to accept the affect of the issues and aftermath on 
each other.  It is the view of the investigator that an experienced, senior manager from HSQ but 
outside of the DNA Analysis team meets with both individually to discuss the issues with a view 
to assisting the parties to see the issues from each other’s point of view.  Following this, the 
parties should be brought together to meet with the same senior manager or if preferred, an 
experienced independent facilitator to attempt to reach resolution.  Both parties should be made 
aware that following this meeting, despite the outcome, HSQ will consider the matter closed. 

Management action post incident 
At interview Ms Reeves outlined that she believed management’s handling of the matter was 
deficient and needed to be investigated. 

Ms Whelan, Mr Howes and Ms Brisotto were all interviewed.  Ms Whelan was responsible for 
leading the management of the issue. Ms Whelan was relieving as Managing Scientist in the 
absence of the incumbent, Cathie Allen.  Ms Whelan was unfamiliar with the team dynamics 
and personalities. 

It is the view of the investigator that overall, the management team has genuinely attempted to 
resolve the matters in good faith.  There have been numerous meetings with Ms Reeves and Mr 
McNevin.  Issues raised by both parties have attempted to be addressed by the management 
team.   

Upon reflection, Ms Whelan admitted that she should have dealt with some aspects differently. 
It is the view of the investigator that two aspects of Ms Whelan’s management of the matter 
could have been approached differently.  The first was that no manager checked in on the 
welfare of Ms Reeves after the incident.  Ms Reeves was genuinely shocked and upset by the 
incident and therefore a manager should have checked in with her. 

The second aspect of Ms Whelan’s management of the matter that in hindsight could have been 
better handled was Ms Whelan’s first meeting with Ms Reeves where the first issue raised by 
Ms Whelan was Ms Reeves’ email to Mr McNevin.  While Ms Reeves’ email should have been 
raised during the meeting, as it was the first meeting about the issue, Ms Reeves’ well-being 
should have been checked on.  Further, in hindsight, it would have been more prudent to deal 
with the incident in the first instance. However, Ms Reeves’ comments in the email, “I hope you 
feel like a big man” feel were provocative and made resolution difficult.  This is despite her view 
that she was entitled to express how the incident made her feel. 

Ms Whelan demonstrated an acute awareness of the flaws in her early approaches and is 
contrite upon reflection.  Ms Whelan indicated that she had never confronted such a situation in 
all her time at Queensland Health.  Further, Ms Whelan also stated that at the time, she was 
dealing with serious family issues and was quite preoccupied.  The investigator believes that Ms 
Whelan’s early actions were as a result of misjudgement than of any act of negligence or 
malevolence towards Ms Reeves.  
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Apart from those early blemishes, the management of the matter has been reasonable and 
sound considering the difficult circumstances approach to resolution of the parties.  While the 
meeting of 8 August did not go well, this was due to the entrenched positions of the parties 
which escalated the animosity rather than mismanagement of this issue.  It could be speculated 
that a person chairing the meeting may have assisted in this meeting but as Ms Reeves has 
declined mediation and a facilitated meeting, it is likely this meeting may not have gone ahead if 
a chair was proposed for the meeting. 

 Recommendations 
 

Both Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin are seeking closure to this matter.  This is unlikely to occur 
while both parties are positional in approach and unwilling to concede any ground. It is the view 
of the investigator that an experienced senior manager from Health Support Queensland, 
outside Forensic DNA Analysis Team should meet with both Ms Reeves and Mr McNevin 
separately in the first instance.  Both parties could be provided with a copy of this report at the 
meeting.  The senior manager should outline the issues and perceptions of each party with a 
view to assisting each party to see the issues from the other’s perspective.  Following this, the 
parties should meet together with the senior manager together to attempt closure.  An 
experienced independent facilitator may also be considered a suitable chair for this meeting.  
The parties must understand that following this meeting, the matter is closed. 

In relation to management of the matter, it is the view of the investigator that the incident and 
aftermath has been difficult for the management team.  In such a vital service, a well-functioning 
management team is essential. HSQ may wish to consider introducing a comprehensive 
management development and support program. 

 
Summary of Recommendations 
Health Support Queensland may wish to consider the following: 

1. Continue monitoring the outcome of project #181 with a view to streamlining processes 
without compromising the integrity of the outcome. 

2. An experienced, senior manager from Health Support Queensland meeting with both 
parties separately in the first instance with a view to assisting the parties to ‘see the 
issues from the other’s perspective’ and gain support for a facilitated meeting. 

3. The same manager or experienced independent facilitator hold a facilitated meeting 
with both parties together with a view to reaching closure of the issue. 

4. Introducing a comprehensive management development and support program for the 
management team. 
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Cathie Allen

From: FSS Corro
Sent: Monday, 24 October 2016 1:27 PM
To: Paul Csoban
Cc: Cathie Allen
Subject: FW: HSQ FINAL: HS006084 - Eng of external investigator Forensic DNA
Attachments: HS006084 - HSQ FINAL Brief.pdf; HS006084 - HSQ FINAL Instrument of 

Appointment.pdf; HS006084 - HSQ FINAL ToR.PDF

Importance: High
Sensitivity: Confidential

Hi Paul 

FYI Engagement of external investigator Forensic DNA has been approved. Copy of approval attached 

Sandy 

From: HSQ-CSS  
Sent: Monday, 24 October 2016 1:22 PM 
To: FSS Corro 
Subject: FW: HSQ FINAL: HS006084 - Eng of external investigator Forensic DNA 
Importance: High 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Hi Sandy 
Approved attached. 
Regards 
Cheryl 

From: HSQ-Corro  
Sent: Monday, 24 October 2016 1:15 PM 
To: HSQ-CSS 
Subject: HSQ FINAL: HS006084 - Eng of external investigator Forensic DNA 
Importance: High 
Sensitivity: Confidential 

Good afternoon team 

Please find attached HS006084 - Eng of external investigator Forensic DNA for your records. 
The brief was APPROVED, the Instrument of Delegation SIGNED and the Terms of Reference SIGNED by the Chief 
Executive Officer, Health Support Queensland today 24 October 2016. 

Regards 
Elvin 

CA-38
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Elvin Singh 
Correspondence Coordinator 
 

Office of the Chief Executive Officer 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paul Csoban
Sent: Wednesday, 25 January 2017 10:55 AM
To: Cathie Allen; Jade Franklin
Subject: RE: A Reeves

I will not sign off this return to work until we have had a meeting. 
Given the comments below, I am concerned at the operational requirements for FSS not being met and places a risk 
on this area. 
Regards 
Paul 

From: Cathie Allen  
Sent: Wednesday, 25 January 2017 10:43 AM 
To: Paul Csoban; Jade Franklin 
Subject: FW: A Reeves 

Hi Paul & Jade 

I’ve just had a regular catch-up with Justin Howes and we discussed the below. 

From our discussion, Justin and I are hesitant to sign off on a return to work plan with the below listed.  It is difficult 
to ensure that Amanda is only assigned to results that are NOT related to a sexual assault (as the results are 
captured on Auslab lists, so someone would need to review each results to ensure its not a sexual assault result and 
place it on another list for Amanda to interpret or peer review a result).  So managing the type of work that she is 
requesting to undertake would be difficult. 

The below is a significant reduction in tasks and therefore HP level as well?  Justin has queried with Kara about line 
management responsibilities, as Amanda manages a team or 6-8 reporting scientists that will seek advice from her 
about results, which would normally include sexual assault results.  Given the request not to do that type of case, 
the reporter would need to seek advice elsewhere – which is difficult to manage (both communication-wise and 
process-wise). 

Justin advised that Kara gave Amanda good direction about requesting the doctor to sign off on the return to work 
plan etc. 

What is the best way to manage this do you think? 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 
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HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 

 

From: Kara Frederiksen  
Sent: Tuesday, 24 January 2017 3:38 PM 
To: Justin Howes 
Subject: A Reeves 
 
HI Justin, 
 
AS discussed, these are the restrictions and working arrangements Amanda Reeves is proposing for a return to work 
program – for our discussion/negotiation: 
 
 
NO court duties until investigations are finalised 
Not attend management meetings  (e.g. those with HP5s and above) or meetings on feedback proposals, or full 
team meetings (i.e. everyone in DNA) at this stage -  receive  updates on meetings from her line Manager Justin 
Can attend own team meetings 
Can do some case management, e.g. initial results interpretation, but not go to Court 
Perhaps not do sexual assault cases that need semen screening 
Could do peer reviews, but not be the reporter 
Not do any sign-off on projects either at moment 
 

Kara Frederiksen 
Principal Advisor Rehabilitation and Wellbeing 
  

People Performance & Excellence 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and future. 
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1 Purpose 
The purpose of this procedure is to describe the procedures for the examination of 
evidentiary items from deceased persons by Scientists in Forensic DNA Analysis using the 
Forensic Register. 

 
 
2 Scope 

This procedure applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that examine or interpret 
examinations of items from deceased persons, including post mortem (PM) samples, tissue 
samples and bone/teeth samples for coronial casework and Disaster Victim Identification. 
This standard operating procedure is an adjunct to individual methods for particular 
screening tests.  
 
The nature of post mortem and associated samples from deceased persons is sensitive 
and may be confronting to some staff. Care and caution should be taken by all staff when 
examining samples of this nature and briefing and debriefing conducted where necessary.  
 
If attendance in the mortuary is required (approval by a team leader only), staff should first 
attend mortuary awareness training. 

 
 
3 Definitions 

- Refer to QIS 23849 (Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms) for a 
comprehensive list of abbreviations. 

- Periosteum - The connective tissue layer that separates the bone from the muscle. 
- Compact Bone - Hard, compact bone found in bones including long bones and the 

cranium. 
- Cancellous Bone - ‘Spongy’ bone found in bones including short bones, the ends of long 

bones, and vertebrae. 
- Chisel Blocks - Thick, hard plastic blocks that provide a chiselling surface for the bones. 
- Dremel® Tool - A handheld electrical tool with multiple attachment bits. [Not necessarily 

Dremel® brand] 
- Bone Saw - A handheld manual surgical saw, used for cutting through compact bone. 
- Dewar - The small 10 L liquid nitrogen storage flask used for transferring liquid nitrogen 

to the Freezer Mill®. 
- Main Liquid Nitrogen Vessel - Located inside the secure fencing, outside and to the right 

of Block 6. 
- Liquid Nitrogen - A colourless, odourless liquid (N2), with a temperature of -146.9ºC used 

to freeze bone fragments prior to crushing.  Inhalation of the gas can cause asphyxiation, 
and direct contact with the liquid can cause severe frostbite. 

- Cylinder Extractor - An instrument used to extract the cylinder from the Freezer Mill® and 
remove one of the bungs from the cylinder. 

- SPEX 6775 Freezer Mill® - The piece of equipment used to crush bone fragments into 
bone powder. 

- Freezer Mill Cylinder - A hard plastic cylinder containing the bone sample, which is 
inserted into the Freezer Mill®. 

- Bungs - The two metal stoppers fitted to the ends of a Freezer Mill® cylinder. 
- Impactor - A small metal cylinder that facilitates bone crushing inside the Freezer Mill® 

cylinder. 
- Cylinder Extractor - An instrument used to extract the cylinder from the Freezer Mill® and 

remove one of the bungs from the cylinder. 
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4 Coronial post mortem samples for DNA testing 
4.1 Sample collection 

Post mortem samples for DNA testing are collected by Forensic Pathologists during 
coronial autopsies at the Forensic and Scientific Services Mortuary and other regional 
mortuaries across Queensland. Samples can only be collected once directed by the 
Coroner. Different samples may be collected during each autopsy dependent on the case 
type and any advice received from QPS. Some samples that may be collected for DNA 
testing include but are not limited to: 

• Whole Nails, nail scrapings or nail clippings  

• Swabs (intimate and skin) 

• FTA card (refer to QIS 33800) 

• Hair (refer to QIS 33800) 

• Tissue 

• Bone or Teeth 
 
4.2 Sample delivery to Forensic Property Point 

Mortuary staff from the FSS Mortuary will deliver samples for DNA testing to Forensic 
Property Point (FPP) daily or as requested. Regional mortuaries will send samples via 
courier to FPP. FPP staff will register samples and deliver regional mortuary samples 
directly to Forensic DNA Analysis, samples from the FSS mortuary will be registered and if 
the testing requirements are not clear the ‘No Testing Required’ box will be checked and 
the samples will remain in FPP. Once registered, PM samples will appear on the received 
worklist.   
 

4.3 Sample testing requirements  
Depending on the case circumstances, including whether identification has been requested 
by the coroner or a DNA profile is required by QPS or other matters. 
 
Notifications will arrive via one or both of the following methods:  
 

a) E-mails to the following staff: Evidence Recovery Supervising Scientist, Team 
Leader FRIT, Team Leader ER&Q. 

b) An FR task/request to the Evidence Recovery Supervising Scientist as this will 
also populate the Unit Worklist allowing the Evidence Recovery Team to action 
samples requiring processing. Once sampling is complete, the request / task 
can be marked as request complete. 

 
If no notification has been received and the item has populated the received worklist, a 
request/task is to be sent to SSLU to determine testing requirements (see Figure 1 for 
request/task requirements). Transfer the item to the on-hold awaiting advice worklist. SSLU 
will direct the request/task to QPS for advice. If the sample has the ‘No Testing Required’ 
box checked, this should be noted in the request/task. 
 
If notification is received that the item/s do not require testing, add a notation stating that no 
testing is required as per case management reports. This notation will remove the item from 
the on-hold worklist, if the storage location is within Forensic DNA Analysis it will need to be 
returned to FPP returns via exhibit movement. 
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Figure 1 – Request to SSLU for testing requirements advice 

 
4.4 Requesting sample delivery from Forensic Property point 

If advice is received from QPS or SSLU that samples do require testing and their storage 
location is still within FPP, a request/task is to be sent to FPP to have the samples delivered 
to Forensic DNA Analysis (see Figure 2). 
 
Add a notation to the exhibit to note what the sample requirements are and whether all 
samples require testing. 
 
If testing is required, add the sample/s to the examination worklist. 
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Figure 2 – Request to Forensic Property Point for delivery of exhibits 

 
 
5 Examination 

Sections 5.1 to 5.6  are relevant for all types of PM samples excluding reference samples 
(refer to 33800), refer to section 6 for individual sample examination requirements. 

Perform the item exam procedure as detailed in QIS 33800 and refer to QIS 33798 for 
semen testing where required. 
 

5.1 Description of PM packaging 
1. Retrieve the PM samples from the freezer location and transfer to the evidence 

recovery laboratory. 

2. Scan the barcode into the key identifier search  icon, press enter or click search. 
Scroll to the exhibit movement table, track the samples to an examination bench. 
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3. Photograph the packaging ensuring the barcode is visible in all images (an additional 
close up image of the PM label may be necessary). Open the outer packaging and 
photograph the contents (containers, swabs or CSPBs etc.) and upload images to I:\FR 
Images (refer to QIS 33771 Appendix 1). 

Note: All contents are to be photographed regardless of whether they are being 
examined or not. 

4. Scroll down to the exhibit analytical/testing table, click the create exhibit test icon. 

5. In the Testing/Analysis table process field select item exam from the dropdown menu. 

6. In the packaging and sample assessment notes field tick the “seal and packaging intact” 
box if this is the case. If the packaging and seals are not intact use the notes field to 
describe the nature of the packaging and seals. Note: The “sample meets 
requirements” box is specific to in-tubes and not to be used for item exam. 

7. Describe any labelling on the packaging, if the photos are clear “labelled as per images 
taken by examiner” is acceptable. List the contents and for each item state whether it is 
to be examined or not. 

8. Click on the save button. 

  
Figure 3 – Item exam packaging and contents description 
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5.2 Creating an examination record and uploading images 
1. Click the Examinations tab. 

2. Click the add button. 

3. Change the start time to a time before the images were taken. In the duration field add 
an estimate time for the examination. 

4. The following check boxes must be ticked as this is required for compliance with 
software requirements: Examination location – General, Recording Method – Photo 
General (can tick Photo Explicit if images are of a sensitive nature) and No Case File. 

5. In the Examination notes field type a summary of the PM samples packaging and 
contents including any samples that are not being examined such as unused swabs etc. 
Note: Abbreviations such as HVS or LVS cannot be used. Do not state “examined” or 
“not examined”. The packaging/contents should match what is listed in the item exam. 

6. In the exhibits examined field, scan the PM barcode. 

7. Click on the save button. 

8. Click the arrow  icon next to the edit button and select upload 
files/images. 

9. Alternatively scroll to the images table and click the upload images plus icon. 

10. The examination file upload box will open, click the add files button . 

11. Navigate to I:\FR Images and find the relevant packaging/contents images. Multiple 
images can be selected by holding down the Ctrl button. Click open. 

12. Click the start upload button. 

13. Once the images have uploaded click the save button. 
 
5.3 Registration of PM contents – creating child/related exhibits 

1. In the examination record, click the arrow  icon next to the edit button and 
select add related exhibit. 

2. Click the plus  icon in the forensic exhibit no field to auto assign a new barcode. 

3. Choose the forensic category (e.g. fingernail scraping). 

4. Type in the description (e.g. left). Note: Abbreviations must not be used and the 
description should not be a repeat of the forensic category. 

5. The Located/Owner field will auto fill from the parent item, any information that is not 
required can be removed. Any additional details in the description field of the parent 
item must be manually transferred. The located/owner field should indicate ownership, 
for example “PM samples – name”. 
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6. The parent barcode field will auto fill. 

7. Tick the Admission/Intel and Sample has been collected in strict compliance with 
CSE101 Biological Evidence boxes.  

8. Click on the save button. 

9. To add more child exhibits, click the back button. 

10. Click the plus  icon in the forensic exhibit no field to auto assign a new barcode and 
edit the category and description of the 2nd child exhibit. 

11. Click on the save button. 

12. Repeat steps 9 – 11 for every component that requires examining. 

These steps are not required for samples that do not require examination. 

Note: To add an additional child exhibit after completion of the above steps, return to the 
Exhibit Record page for the exhibit, open the examination from the Examinations table, click 

the arrow  icon next to the edit button and follow the steps above. 

 
Figure 4 – Creating child exhibits 
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5.4 Creating sub-samples 

1. Click the create exhibit test icon in the exhibit analytical/testing table and select 
subsample from the dropdown menu in the process field. 

2. In the SubID field click the plus  icon to auto assign a new barcode. 

3. In the SubType dropdown list select MISC. 

4. In the Notes field add a description of the subsample. 

5. Click on the save button. 

6. Repeat steps 1 – 5 for all subsamples as required. 
 
5.5 Converting sub-samples to child exhibits 

1. Click on the Exhibits tab and click the add button. 

2. Enter barcode of the subsample into the Forensic Exhibit No field.  

Note: A warning will display when a barcode has already been used (e.g. when upgrading 
a subsample to an exhibit). 

3. In the Forensic Category field select the relevant subsample type from the dropdown 
menu. 

4. Add a description of the subsample. 

5. In the Located/Owner field, copy the relevant description from the parent item. Any 
additional details in the description field of the parent item must be manually 
transferred. The located/owner field should indicate ownership, for example “PM 
samples – name”. 

6. Add the parent barcode into the Parent Barcode field. 

7. Tick the “Admission/Intel (Principal Exhibit)” and the “Sample has been collected in 
strict compliance with CSE101 Biological Evidence [Required]” boxes. 

8. The examiner must enter their FR User ID in the Delivery Officer Rego field, press tab 
for the Surname field to auto-populate and select Queensland Health Scientific from the 
dropdown list in the Station field. 

9. Click on the save button. 

10. Repeat steps 1 – 9 for all subsamples if required. 

11. Perform the item exam procedure as detailed in QIS 33800 and perform any necessary 
presumptive testing. 

 
5.6 Exhibit result lines 

Refer to QIS 33800 appendix 10.1 for specific result lines and add to child exhibits where 
necessary following the below process: 
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1. Click the create exhibit test icon in the exhibit analytical/testing table and select 
Result from the dropdown menu in the process field. 

2. In the Police Report field select the appropriate result(s) from the dropdown menu (up to 
three results can be added at any one time). 

3. Click on the save button. 

Note: No result lines are required for bone/teeth samples. 
 
5.6.1 Printing sample tube labels 

1. On the exhibit record page click the arrow icon next to the edit button and select “3 Part 
Tube Barcode”. 

 
Figure 5 – Printing sample tube labels 

2. A new window will open displaying the 3 part label, click the printer icon and select print. 

3. To print a subsample barcode, click on the subsample hyperlink from the exhibit record 
page and follow the above steps. 

 
 
6 Examination of samples for submission for DNA profiling 
6.1 Swabs 

Intimate swabs (i.e. those taken for a sexual offence including vaginal, anal and oral) are 
examined according to standard SAIK examination procedures including analytical note 
requirements (refer to QIS 33798). 

 
6.2 Nails 

Nails, nail clippings or nail scrapings will be collected from either the fingers, toes or both. 
 
Nail scrapings are collected by using a wooden stick to scrape under each nail separately 
on the right side and the left side. All nails/clippings/scrapings from the left side are 
submitted to DNA together and all nails/clippings/scrapings from the right side are 
submitted to DNA together. Toe and fingernails/clippings/scrapings will be submitted 
separately. 
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1. Register the packaging (container or CSPB) as a related exhibit under the parent 
barcode as per section 5.3. 

2. Photos of the packaging are to be taken and uploaded to the parent examination record. 
Images are not required to be taken of nails/clippings/scrapings unless there is 
something unusual present. 

3. In the child item exam, describe the packaging and contents as well as a description of 
the contents including the number and size. 

4. Note any staining to the nails/clippings/scrapings and perform representative TMB 
testing of red/brown staining if visible on more than one nail/clipping/scraping. 

a. If the same staining is visible on all nails/clippings/scrapings for the left or 
right side all nails/clippings/scrapings are to be submitted together. 

b. If TMB positive staining is present on two nails/clippings/scrapings but no 
staining is visible on the remaining nails/clippings/scrapings then two 
subsamples will need to be created and upgraded to exhibits for submission 
of “unstained” and “stained” nails/clippings/scrapings separately. 

 
Figure 6 – Description of nail scrapings 

 
If a portion of tissue is attached to a nail, a moistened swab can be used to sample 
potential foreign DNA from the underside of the nail, taking care not to sample the 
deceased person’s tissue (i.e. targeting the distal end of the nail). 

 
6.3 Examination of Tissue Samples 

Tissue samples may include such things as flesh, muscle, organ, paraffin tissue blocks, 
products of conception or partial/intact foetuses. 
 
If tissue samples are received within a bag of multiple samples follow all standard 
examination procedures as described above and in QIS 33800. Presumptive testing is not 
required on tissue samples. 
 
Products of conception (POC) are to be examined only when directed by the Evidence 
Recovery Senior Scientist. A Forensic Pathologist should be made aware that they may be 
required to assist in the examination depending if any anatomical structures are visible. The 
preferred sample for submission is a ~5mm x ~5mm section of tissue and/or thigh bone 
avoiding any external tissue. Once the sample has been selected, it must be moved to fresh 
petri dishes and washed three times with nanopure water. The sample is to be registered and 
submitted as ‘flesh’. Depending on the condition of the POC and any advice from a Forensic 
Pathologist, alternate samples may be required. 
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Note: For all tissue samples (with the exception of paraffin tissue), the validator is to select 
the extraction method “QIAsymphony Pre-Lysis” unless otherwise notified by the Analytical 
team. Paraffin tissue must have “Nucleopsin Tissue” selected in the method field. 

 
To obtain the best possible DNA profile, the following needs to be assessed: 

1. The smell of the tissue can determine decomposition (no odour is preferable, mild to 
strong odour indicates decomposition and is not recommended). 

2. Colour of tissue (red to pink is preferable, brown to green indicates decomposition and 
is not recommended). 

3. Tissue type (good quality muscle, organ tissue and flesh is preferable, cartilage and 
connective tissue is less preferable, fatty tissue should be avoided). Good success has 
been obtained from fingernails previously. 

4. Assistance from a Forensic Pathologist can be sought if there is any uncertainty 
regarding products of conception. Liaise with the Evidence Recovery Senior Scientist to 
organise Forensic Pathologist attendance. 

Note: This is a guide only, many environmental factors, possible tissue diseases and 
anatomical features can affect obtaining a DNA profile from tissue. If the tissue is poor 
quality and good quality bone is available from the same set of remains, bone should be 
submitted for DNA profiling in addition to the tissue. 

 
6.4 Examination of Bone/Teeth Samples 

To obtain the best possible DNA profile, the order of sample preference is as follows: 

1. Adhering muscle tissue that is good quality and not decomposed. 

2. Good quality compact bone. 

3. Good quality, intact teeth with no fillings or caries (molar teeth preferable). 

4. Good quality cancellous bone. 
 
Note: This is a guide only, and many environmental factors and anatomical features can 
affect obtaining a DNA profile bone. If good quality tissue is available from the same set of 
remains, the tissue should be submitted for DNA profiling in preference to bone. 
 

6.4.1 Sampling 
1. Retrieve the sample, photograph the packaging and contents and add an item exam as 

per section 5.1. Describe the exhibit and details of sampling, including the number of 
bones, a description of the quality and level of decomposition, colour, size and 
remarkable features. 
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Figure 7 – Description of bone 

 
2. Upload all images to the item exam. 

3. Enter the freezer mill equipment number into the equipment number field in the item 
exam. 

 
Figure 8 – Equipment field 

 
Note: An examination record is not required. 

If good quality muscle tissue is present this should be removed from the bone sample and 
submitted for DNA profiling. 

 
Before crushing any good quality compact or cancellous bone, it must be thoroughly 
cleaned. This procedure is essential for obtaining a DNA profile. 

 
De-fleshing is performed when any tissue not viable for DNA analysis, is adhered to the 
bone. Use a sterile scalpel to thoroughly remove all tissue down to the bone, including the 
periosteum, and bone marrow. Great caution should be taken to avoid injury, including 
always use the scalpel in a direction away from the hand. Sterile tweezers can be used to 
hold the bone firmly in some instances. 
 
Ethanol scrubbing of the bone is performed on dry bones or de-fleshed bones to remove 
all fatty residue and potential contaminants prior to crushing. Place the bone in a petri dish 
with some ethanol (100%). Use a new toothbrush to thoroughly scrub all surfaces of the 
bone. Repeat this process, discarding the old petri dishes in a bio-hazard bin, until all fatty 
residue or visible contaminants are removed. 

 
Bone cleaning using the Dremel® occurs after de-fleshing and ethanol scrubbing and is 
used to clean the bone of any potential inhibitors. This method should only be used if 
standard cleaning is not possible (bone sample is too small to safely handle) due to the 
heat produced by the Dremel®. 
 
Place paper and the bone in the fume hood and plug in the Dremel® tool with the 
appropriate tool bit attached. Clean the bone in short bursts so as not to overheat the bone 
while removing the outer layer of all surfaces. Chiselling the bone into a few small pieces 
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first, may make cleaning easier, and allow access to all surfaces. Eye protection must be 
worn. A pair of forceps or mini long-nose pliers can be used to hold the bone firmly if 
required. 
 
Chiselling the bone into small pieces is necessary to safely fit the fragments into the 
cylinder prior to bone crushing. Use the hammer and chisel to break the bone into pieces 
sufficient to fit into the crushing cylinder and still allow the impactor to fit. Each end of the 
bone/pieces must be chiselled off before transferring to the cylinder to minimise 
contamination. Wrap the bone sample securely in a rediwipe cloth to prevent escape of 
bone during chiselling. Care must be taken to avoid injury with the hammer and chisel 
during this process. Always ensure the bone is stable prior to striking it with the hammer 
and chisel. 
 
Teeth - Prior to removing any good quality teeth from the jaw, or crushing any loose teeth, 
you must obtain permission from a Forensic Odontologist. Even single teeth can be used as 
an identification tool for Forensic Odontologists, who will require examination of the teeth 
prior to DNA sampling. Perform any de-fleshing, ethanol scrubbing, and bone cleaning on 
at least two teeth as described above. Carefully split the tooth into small pieces with the 
chisel, in preparation for bone crushing. All teeth can be crushed in the same cylinder, 
providing there is no indication they could have originated from different individuals. 
 

6.4.2 Equipment control 
Use a sterile swab lightly moistened with nanopure water to swab the inner facing surface 
of both bungs, inside the cylinder, and the impactor. Place the swab head into a labelled 
2ml tube. One equipment control must be prepared for each cylinder set used. 

 
6.4.3 Loading fragments into the cylinder 

Fasten one bung into the end of the cylinder and place bone/teeth fragments inside. 
Caution must be taken to not overload the cylinder. The size and quantity of fragments 
should not prevent the impactor from moving freely to each end of the cylinder. 

 
6.4.4 Operation of the Freezer Mill® 

1. Fill the Freezer Mill® with liquid nitrogen (see appendix 9.1). 

2. Ensure both bungs are securely fastened into the cylinder and insert the cylinder into 
the Freezer Mill® with the largest of the two bungs facing outwards. 

3. Slowly close and fasten the lid and turn on the Freezer Mill®. 

4. Select the Control Panel button and press the green Run button. 

The freezer mill will complete the following: 

• Pre-cool – 10 mins 

• Run – 30 seconds 

• Cool – 3 minutes 

• Run – 30 seconds 

5. Upon completion, the display will indicate Run Complete. Switch off the power, slowly 
open the lid and use the cylinder extractor to remove the cylinder. 
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If during the Freezer Mill® cycle, unusual or inconsistent sounds occur at the crushing time, 
stop the program, turn off the Freezer Mill®, and inspect the cylinder. If the impactor has 
become jammed, remove the fragments from the cylinder. Reload the cylinder taking care 
with the size and quantity of fragments selected for crushing. If the cylinder has been 
damaged, it will have to be replaced and the Freezer Mill® will have to be decontaminated. 
 
The lid of the Freezer Mill® can remain open to facilitate evaporation of remaining liquid 
nitrogen; however other Scientists working in the area must be warned. 

 
6.4.5 Sub-sampling the powder 

It is advisable to allow the cylinder to warm up for several minutes to reduce the pressure 
before attempting to open it. Fasten the cylinder extractor to the large bung and turn the 
handle clockwise as far as possible until the bung is released from the cylinder. Avoid 
moving the cylinder extractor side to side, as it will split and warp the cylinder. A thick 
padded glove must be worn on the hand handling the cylinder as the cylinder will remain 
cold and may cause injury. Empty the contents of the cylinder into a 5mL stock tube, this 
may be easier using a filter paper funnel. 

 
Approximately 100mg of bone powder should be weighed into each 2mL tube. At least four 
sub-samples should be prepared from each crushed bone. Record the exact weight of each 
sub-sample in the FR. 

 
6.4.6 Creating sub-samples 

1. Click the create exhibit test icon in the exhibit analytical/testing table and select 
subsample from the dropdown menu in the process field. 

2. In the SubID field click the plus  icon to auto assign a new barcode. 

3. In the SubType dropdown list select MISC. 

4. In the Notes field add a description of the subsample the weight. 

5. Scan the ERT-AS box barcode into the Storage Box ID field. 

6. Scan the barcode affixed to the bag of tubes into the Tube Lot No field. 

7. In the technique field select DNA Extraction. 

8. In the method field select Organic Bone. 

9. Click on the save button. 

10. Repeat for further sub-samples. 
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Figure 9 – Subsample creation 

 
6.4.7 Registration of equipment control 

1. Click the create exhibit test icon in the exhibit analytical/testing table and select 
subsample from the dropdown menu in the process field. 

2. In the SubID field click the plus  icon to auto assign a new barcode. 

3. In the SubType dropdown list select MISC. 

4. In the notes field add the description “Bone equipment control”. 

5. Click on the save button. 

6. Click on the Exhibits tab and click the add button. 

7. Enter barcode of the equipment control swab into the Forensic Exhibit No field. 

Note: A warning will display when a barcode has already been used (e.g. when upgrading 
a subsample to an exhibit). 

8. In the Forensic Category field select ‘Control Sample’ from the dropdown menu. 

9. Add “bone equipment control” in the description field. 
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10. In the Located/Owner field, copy the relevant description from the parent item. Any 
additional details in the description field of the parent item must be manually 
transferred. The located/owner field should indicate ownership, for example “PM 
samples – name”. 

11. Add the parent barcode (bone) into the Parent Barcode field. 

12. Tick the “Admission/Intel (Principal Exhibit)” and the “Sample has been collected in 
strict compliance with CSE101 Biological Evidence [Required]” boxes. 

13. The examiner must enter their FR User ID in the Delivery Officer Rego field, press tab 
for the Surname field to auto-populate and select Queensland Health Scientific from the 
dropdown list in the Station field. 

14. Click on the save button. 

15. Scroll down to exhibit analytical/testing table, Click the create exhibit test icon. 

16. In the process field select Analytical Note and in the notes field add “Equipment 
Control”. 

17. Scan the ERT-AS box barcode into the Storage Box ID field. 
 

18. Scan the barcode affixed to the bag of tubes into the Tube Lot No field. 

19. In the technique field select DNA Extraction. 

20. In the method field select Organic Bone. 

21. Click on the save button. 
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Figure 10 – Equipment control registration 

 
6.4.8 Finalisation 

1. Refer to section 5.6.1 to print labels. 

2. Scroll down to the exhibit analytical/testing table and click on the date/time hyperlink of 
the item exam. 

3. Click the edit button. 
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4. In the notes field add details of any bone stock powder remaining, or if the crushed 
bone powder has been exhausted (see Figure 10). 

5. Click on the save button. 

6. Return the sample to the original packaging and return to freezer returns via exhibit 
movement. 

7. Transfer the ERT-AS transfer rack to the hatch in extraction sorting. 
 
 
7 Associated Documentation 

QIS: 17185 – Detection of Azoospermic Semen in Casework Samples 
QIS: 17186 – The Acid Phosphatase Screening Test for Seminal Stains 
QIS: 17189 – Examination For & Of Spermatozoa 
QIS: 17190 – Tetramethylbenzidine Screening Test for Blood 
QIS: 22857 – Anti-contamination Procedure 
QIS: 23849 – Common Forensic DNA Analysis Terms and Acronyms 
QIS: 23945 – Workplace Health and Safety in DNA Analysis  
QIS: 23959 – Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA Analysis 
QIS: 29696 – Taking DNA Samples at Coronial Autopsy: Guidelines for Pathologists & 
Mortuary Staff 
QIS: 30355 – Operation of ELSA 
QIS: 33771 – Examination of In-tube samples 
QIS: 33798 – Examination of Sexual Cases 
QIS: 33800 – Examination of Items 

 
 
8 Amendment History 

QIS2 Edition 
Version Date Updated By Amendments 

1 18/07/2017 A Ryan & A 
McNevin First issue. 

2 30/01/2019 C Savage 
Added step 3 in section 5.1.4. Amended screen 
shots. Amendments to reflect changes in 
processes. Added 5.1.9 Analytical notes.  

3 

12/10/2020 A Ryan & A 
McNevin 

Amendments to reflect change in cleaning 
procedures. Unnecessary screenshots removed. 
Updated freezer mill model number and 
operating instructions. 

4 

27/06/2022 K Morton New template, general content updating and 
formatting. Addition of general coronial 
information, requesting testing requirements 
including addition to on-hold worklist, request to 
deliver samples from FPP. Added basic 
examination notes for nails/scrapings/clippings. 
Removal of examination record for bone 
examinations, added teeth and POC sampling. 

 
 
9 Appendices 

Appendix 1:  Procedure for safe handling of Liquid Nitrogen 
Appendix 2:  Decontamination and maintenance of bone/teeth sampling instruments 
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9.1 Appendix 1:  Procedure for safe handling of Liquid Nitrogen 
Handling of liquid nitrogen must only be performed by trained staff who have completed the 
relevant training and are deemed competent. 

Any injuries or near misses that occur when handling liquid nitrogen must be adequately 
recorded and reported as per standard procedures (QIS 23945). 
 
9.1.1 PPE required 
The following protective equipment must be worn (some items are found in the “Liquid 
Nitrogen” box in the bone sampling room) and all bare skin covered: 

 
1. A lab coat fastened at the front, with sleeves rolled down for dispensing from the main 

vessel. A standard PPE gown is sufficient when handling occurs within the lab.  
2. Thick, padded safety gloves. 
3. Fully closed in shoes. 
4. Protective face shield. 

 
9.1.2 Refilling dewars from the main Liquid Nitrogen vessel 

Two staff members (one to refill, one to observe) must always be present during dewar 
refilling for workplace health and safety. Both staff must have completed the safe liquid 
nitrogen handling training. 

 
A key for the gate padlock to access the main liquid nitrogen vessel is located with Security.  
Staff members are required to sign for access to this key (Key 78). Note: The gate should 
always be locked, except when refilling the dewar. The area should not be left unlocked and 
unattended at any time during refilling of the dewar. The dewar is transported to and from 
the main liquid nitrogen vessel using a trolley. 

 
Place the main vessel liquid nitrogen nozzle inside the dewar and turn on the main valve.  
The flow of liquid nitrogen into the dewar should be steady enough to allow an adequate 
quantity of liquid nitrogen into the dewar without significant evaporation. If the flow is too 
hard, liquid nitrogen will spurt from the top of the dewar, in which case the flow should be 
reduced. 

 
To reduce evaporation during refilling, keep the main liquid nitrogen nozzle below the liquid 
nitrogen level in the dewar. To determine the level of the liquid nitrogen in the dewar, move 
the main vessel liquid nitrogen nozzle above the liquid nitrogen level in the dewar. This can 
be ascertained by a change in the filling noise made by the main liquid nitrogen nozzle. Fill 
the dewar to approximately 4/5 of its capacity. If the dewar is over-filled, the lid of the dewar 
will not fit on securely (the lid allows for the dissipation of air. The nozzle hose should 
always be held during this process. 

 
Note: During the filling process, the observing staff member must stand clear of the area to 
avoid potential contact with the liquid nitrogen, and inhalation of nitrogen gases. The person 
refilling the dewar must avoid inhalation of vapours by positioning themselves upwind. The 
main valve must be turned off immediately if either person is being overcome by the 
nitrogen gas. 

 
Once the dewar is filled to the appropriate level, turn the main valve off tightly and return 
the main vessel liquid nitrogen nozzle from the dewar to the nozzle holder. Replace the 
dewar lid and lock the gate to the main liquid nitrogen vessel area. The staff member 
transporting the dewar back to the laboratory must continue to be escorted by the observing 
staff member. 
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9.1.3 Filling the Freezer Mill® with Liquid Nitrogen from the Dewar 
The Freezer Mill® should always be filled on the floor or on the bench. The Freezer Mill® 
should never be filled on a chair, or any unstable surface. 

 
Other Scientists in the vicinity must be warned to stand clear during pouring of the liquid 
nitrogen. Fill the Freezer Mill® to the level indicated, insert the cylinder and slowly secure 
the Freezer Mill® lid (close the lid slowly to avoid spurting of liquid nitrogen onto the 
floor/bench). Return the lid to the dewar and store the dewar in an appropriate location free 
from any traffic. Return the closed Freezer Mill® to the dedicated bench if required. 

 
Warning: Never lift the Freezer Mill® from the floor to the bench with the lid open or 
unsecured. Always be careful when lifting the Freezer Mill® that liquid nitrogen does not 
leak out the rear vent – the Freezer Mill® is not a closed vessel. 

 
The bone preparation laboratory is fitted with a low oxygen alarm that will sound if oxygen 
levels drop below safe levels. If this alarm sounds, exit the laboratory immediately and do 
not return until the alarm stops sounding, and oxygen levels return to safe levels. Under 
exceptional circumstances, it may be necessary to enter a low oxygen environment. In 
which case, the ELSA located outside of the bone preparation laboratory should be used 
(refer to QIS 30355 – Operation of ELSA). 
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9.2 Appendix 2:  Decontamination and maintenance of bone/teeth sampling instruments 
Standard laboratory personal protective equipment (PPE) including enclosed shoes, gloves, 
hair net, mask, gown and goggles must be worn during cleaning procedures. 
 
The “Prior to Use” procedures must be done on the day that the bone is to be sampled. 
This reduces the risk of contamination of the instruments with environmental DNA. 
 
Any injuries or near misses that occur when using bone sampling equipment must be 
adequately recorded and reported as per standard procedures (QIS 23945). 
 

9.2.1 Chisels, hammers and chisel blocks 
Prior to and after use: Chisels, hammers and chisel blocks need to be thoroughly cleaned 
with viraclean, bleach and ethanol. 

 
Maintenance: If the chisel requires sharpening after use, wet the sharpening stone with 
mineral oil and sharpen tip, rinse with water, and dry. The chisels should be replaced with 
new ones if the metal surface becomes rusty or eroded, or if the tip can no longer be 
sharpened sufficiently. Note: To avoid injury, be very careful when handling sharp chisels. 
 

9.2.2 Bungs, Impactors and Freezer Mill Cylinders  
Prior to use: Bungs, impactors and cylinders are to be cleaned using the Miele dishwasher. 
 
Check the dishwasher is available for use and access the tub labelled BONE in kit room. 
 
Load the bungs and cylinders into a (shallow) rack. Load a pair of forceps, and the rods into 
the wire basket. 
 
Set the dishwasher to SPECIAL 93C-10’ cycle and select the drying button (middle button). 
Press the green button to start the clean. Refer to figure 2 Dishwasher display. 

 
 Affix the "BONE EQUIPMENT " tag onto the front of the dishwasher using the Velcro dot. 
 

Once the cycle is complete place a set (two bungs, cylinder and rod) into an individual 
CSPB using the forceps. Transfer into the bone room and place in the "Clean Bone 
Equipment " container ready for next use. 
 

 
Figure 11 – Dishwasher display  
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After use: Rinse thoroughly using tap water and a toothbrush to remove all visible bone 
powder and place in "Bone equipment for cleaning" container. When several sets are 
collected perform a dishwasher run. 

 
9.2.3 Hand Saw and Bosch® Electric Saw and Blade 

Prior to and after use: Clean the hand saw components with viraclean, bleach and ethanol. 
Take caution when dismantling bone saw. The outer casing of the Bosch® electric saw 
needs to be thoroughly wiped down with ethanol. Take caution not to wet the inside 
components. Use the allen key to remove the Bosch® electric saw blade. Clean the blade 
with viraclean, bleach and ethanol. The blades should be stored immersed in mineral oil 
(e.g. in a large petri dish) to prevent corrosion. 
 
Maintenance: When the blade of the saw requires sharpening, alert Forensic Pathology 
staff who will organise a contractor to sharpen all surgical saws. 

 
9.2.4 Dremel® Tool and Bits 

Prior to and after use: The outer casing of the Dremel® tool needs to be thoroughly cleaned 
with alcohol. Take caution not to wet the inside components of the Dremel®. In addition, 
wipe down the collet and fastener after use when the tool bit is removed. 
 
Use the Dremel® wrench to remove the Dremel® tool bit. Thoroughly scrub the Dremel® 
tool bit (especially the grooved portion) with a toothbrush, rinse thoroughly with tap water 
and dry. 
 
The bits should be stored immersed in mineral oil (e.g. in a large petri dish) to prevent 
corrosion. 
 
Maintenance: The Dremel® tool bits should be replaced with new tool bits when the metal 
surface becomes rusted or eroded. 
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1 Purpose and Scope 
This document outlines the automated procedures for extracting DNA from reference and 
casework samples using the QIAsymphony® DNA Investigator® Kit (QIAGEN Group, 40724 
Hilden, DE). The automated procedure utilises the QIAsymphony® SP module. The 
QIAsymphony® SP instrument in combination with the QIAsymphony® DNA Investigator® Kit 
allows extraction from a range of cell types and substrates including: blood, cells, tissue, 
fingernails, hair, FTA cards, tapelifts, cigarette butts, chewing gum, fabric, swabs, paper, 
plastic, wood, bone, teeth, etc. 
 
In the event of an instrument error or when a run is cancelled, a ‘clean-up’ procedure is 
performed. This is where samples are manually recovered, and the extraction process 
finalised using the manual DNA IQ method.  
 
An ‘Integrated Run’ is the automated extraction procedure that is followed by a 
quantification assay set-up. 

 
This procedure applies to all staff members who are required to lyse and extract DNA from 
samples using the automated QIAsymphony® SP module, and quantify samples using the 
QIAsymphony® AS module. 
 

 
2 Definitions 

Adaptors Support tiles specifically designed for the QIAsymphony® instrument to insert 
reagents and consumables that are placed on the worktable 

ARTEL  
 

Is the Dual–Dye Ratiometric Photometry method utilising colourimetric 
analysis to assess pipetting performance of the QIAsymphony® AS module. 

AS Abbreviation for ‘Assay Set-up’ and refers to the AS module of the 
QIAsymphony® instrument 

ATE Buffer included in the QIAsymphony® DNA Investigator Kit used during the 
QIAsymphony run (contained within the Carrier RNA and within the reagent 
cartridge) 

ATL Buffer included in the QIAsymphony® DNA Investigator Kit used during the 
pre-treatment of samples 

AVE Buffer included in the QIAsymphony® DNA Investigator Kit that is not required 
and discarded appropriately. 

Carrier RNA Reagent included in QIAsymphony® DNA Investigator Kit used during the 
QIAsymphony run (contained within the enzyme racks) 

Channels Are the piston-driven pipetting mechanism used for liquid transfer during a 
procedure. Channels are numbered 1-4 from the back of the instrument to the 
front 

Data files Information of a batch run which includes system log files, report files, loading 
information files and rack files 

DTT 1,4 Dithiothreitol 
Extracts Samples that have undergone DNA extraction 
FR Forensic Register 
Lysates Samples that have undergone pre-lysis but not DNA extraction 
Magnetic particles Particles included in the QIAsymphony® DNA Investigator Kit which bind and 

unbind DNA through the application of magnetic forces with the assistance 
buffers 

PCR Polymerase chain reaction 
Pro K Proteinase K 
Protocol An automated method created by QIAGEN® used to perform a run. A Protocol 

includes all information regarding a run including steps, movement, reagents, 
consumables, as well as reagent volumes to be added 
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QIAsymphony®  The QIAsymphony® Instrument which includes both SP and AS modules 
QIAsymphony® AS The QIAsymphony® Instrument ‘Assay Set up’ module that performs the 

quantification assay set-up of extracted samples 
QIAsymphony® DNA 
Investigator Kit 

The kit used in conjunction with the QIAsymphony® SP for the extraction and 
purification of casework and reference samples 

 
QIAsymphony® SP 

The QIAsymphony® Instrument ‘Sample Preparation’ module that performs the 
final stages of extraction and purification of lysed samples 

QS  Abbreviation for ‘QIAsymphony®’ 
Quantifiler® Trio Kit The DNA Quantification reagents utilised for the assay set-up on the AS 

module 
Samples Sample substrates in tubes awaiting a DNA extraction process 
SP Abbreviation for ‘Sample Preparation’ and refers to the SP module of the 

QIAsymphony® instrument 
Worktable The platform on the instrument where disposable tips, reagent cartridges, 

tubes and other labware are positioned 
 
 
3 Principle 
3.1 QIAsymphony® SP Module 

DNA extractions are performed on casework and reference samples using the 
QIAsymphony® SP module located in Room 3191. 
 
The QIAsymphony® SP module is a fully automated modular system which enables the 
automated purification of DNA of up to 96 forensic casework or reference samples on a 
single run. It uses pre-programmed protocols with the QIAsymphony® DNA Investigator Kit 
– utilising cartridge-based magnetic-particle technology. The instrument’s integrated 
components include a barcode reader, lysis station, a 4-channel pipetting system, robotic 
gripper and an array of magnetic rods. 
 
The instrument is operated and controlled via software through an integrated touchscreen 
located at the front of the QIAsymphony® SP module. As an alternative, a PC with 
QIAsymphony® Management Console V4.0 software installed may be connected to the 
QIAsymphony® instrument to extend its capabilities.  

 
All necessary information required for a run, including consumable and reagent 
movements, pipetting volumes and locations are all hard coded into custom-designed 
protocols created by QIAGEN.  

 
3.2 QIAsymphony® AS Module 

Samples that have been extracted using the QIAsymphony® SP can progress through to an 
assay set up using the QIAsymphony® AS module located in Room 3191.  
 
The QIAsymphony® AS module is a fully automated modular system which enables the 
quantification assay set up of extracted samples using the Quantifiler® Trio DNA 
Quantification Kit (QIS 34045). 
 
An ‘Integrated Run’ on the AS module enables the quantification of samples immediately 
after extraction on the SP module. An ‘Integrated Run’ uses a pre-programmed protocol, 
combining the sample preparation protocol (extraction) and the assay set-up 
(quantification).  
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3.3 QIAsymphony® DNA Investigator Kit 

The QIAsymphony® DNA Investigator Kit (QIAGEN Group, 40724 Hilden, DE) is designed 
for automated purification of total DNA from varying substrates. The magnetic particle-
based technology provides high-quality DNA, which is suitable for direct use in downstream 
applications, such as quantitative PCR and STR analysis. 
 
The kit must be stored at room temperature (15-25 °C) and when stored appropriately, the 
kit is stable and viable until the registered expiration date on the kit.  
 
The kit also contains a ready-to-use Proteinase K solution that can also be stored at room 
temperature. However, for extended use, storage at 2-8 °C is recommended. 
 
Reagents for purification of DNA are contained in the QIAsymphony® DNA Investigator 
Reagent Cartridge. Each trough of the reagent cartridge contains a particular reagent, such 
as magnetic particles, lysis buffer, wash buffer, or elution buffer. Opened and partially used 
reagent cartridges can be stored for a maximum of two weeks at room temperature when 
re-sealed with the supplied re-usable seal strips - enabling cost effective use of reagents.  

 
The QIAsymphony® DNA Investigator Kit includes the following components: 

 
• 2 x 50 mL bottles of Buffer ATL 
• 3 x vials of Proteinase K solution (20 mg/mL) 
• 1 x lyophilized carrier RNA 
• 2 x enzyme racks 
• 1 x 20 mL bottle of Buffer ATE 
• 2 x reagent cartridges 
• 1 x 20 mL bottle of Buffer AVE (not required for the extraction protocol) 

 
QIAsymphony® technology combines the speed and efficiency of silica-based DNA 
purification with the convenient handling of magnetic particles. The purification procedure is 
designed to ensure safe and reproducible handling of crime scene forensic samples. This 
extraction method comprises of 4 stages: lysing (during the pre-lysis process), binding, 
washing and eluting. 

 
A modified version of the QIAGEN sample pre-lysis and automated extraction protocol was 
utilised and validated in-house. 

 
The lysing stage is performed using a pre-lysis procedure validated using the Buffer ATL, 
Proteinase K and 1,4 Dithiothreitol (prepared in-house). The Buffer ATL contains chaotropic 
salts, required for DNA binding to the magnetic beads. 

 
The Proteinase K solution possesses highly specific activity that remains stable over a wide 
range of temperatures and pH ranges that has substantially increased activity at higher 
temperatures. Proteinase K is a recombinant protein expressed in Pichia pastoris and is 
particularly suitable for short digestion times. Proteinase K solution is added to the 
extraction buffer to aid in the digestion of cellular material to release DNA from within cells. 
It also digests proteins that interfere with the DNA binding capacity of the resin and rapidly 
inactivates enzymatic activity that could potentially degrade DNA (e.g. nucleases). 

 
1,4 Dithiothreitol is a reducing agent also used in extractions to break disulfide bonds of 
proteins.  
 
The kit is supplied with lyophilized carrier RNA to be used in the QIAsymphony® DNA 
Investigator Casework protocols. 1 x vial of Carrier RNA and 2 x enzyme racks are supplied 
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with each QIAsymphony® DNA Investigator kit. Carrier RNA enhances the binding of DNA 
to the magnetic beads, which is essential for samples containing very few target molecules. 
The carrier RNA is dissolved using the Buffer ATE included in the kit. Dissolved carrier RNA 
is stable for 4 weeks when stored at 2-8 °C and for longer periods when stored at -20 °C. 

 
The magnetic particles are the foundation of the QIAsymphony® DNA Investigator Kit which 
contains novel paramagnetic particles covered with silica. The magnetic particles have a 
negative charge at basic and near neutral pH. The addition of the lysate, containing Buffer 
ATL, alters the pH and salt concentration which subsequently alters the magnetic beads 
from a negative to a positive charge, enabling free DNA in solution to bind to the magnetic 
beads. The addition of the QSL3, QSW2, the magnetic particles, the carrier RNA and the 
samples to the sample prep cartridges constitutes the binding stage of the extraction 
process. 
 
Inhibitors and cellular debris are removed directly after the binding stage and during the 
washing stages of the extraction process which includes the addition of QSW1 and QSW2. 
The first washing step is performed using the QSW2 wash buffer (binding step), which 
ensures the DNA is bound to the magnetic bead resin and to wash out inhibitors. The next 
three washing steps involve using QSW1 and QSW2 wash buffer. 

 
The Buffer ATE changes the pH and salt concentration of the solution. Combined with 
heating – set in the extraction protocol - the DNA is released from the magnetic particles. 
This constitutes the eluting stage of the extraction process. 
 

 
4 Reagents, Equipment and Consumables 
4.1 Reagents 

Table 1 outlines all the reagents and their storage locations required for the pre-lysis, SP 
extraction and integrated procedures. 

 
Table 1: Reagents with storage room and location 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*Note: QIAGEN Proteinase K and Carrier RNA are purchased individually if required. If an 
additional Carrier RNA tube is required, notify the Analytical HP5.   

Reagent Room Location 

70 % v/v ethanol 3188 / 3189 / 
3191 

Sink/ Reagent bottles container/ 
Bench 

0.5 % v/v CleanTech Bleach 3188 / 3189 / 
3191  

Sink/ Reagent bottles container/ 
Bench 

5 % v/v Trigene Advance 3188 / 3189 / 
3191 

Sink/ Reagent bottles container/ 
Bench 

DNA Investigator Kit Buffer ATE 3188 In-use tray or shelf 
DNA Investigator Kit Buffer ATL 3188 In-use tray or shelf 
DNA Investigator Kit Carrier RNA 3188 In fridge or freezer in 3188 
DNA Investigator Kit Enzyme Rack 3188, 3191 In-use shelf / fridge in 3191 
DNA Investigator Kit Proteinase K 3188 Proteinase K reagent box in fridge 
DNA Investigator Kit Reagent 
Cartridge  3188 / 3191 Bench or in-use shelf / bench 

*QIAGEN Proteinase K 10mL  3188 Fridge 
*QIAGEN Carrier RNA 310mg 3188 Shelf 
DTT (1M) 3188  Freezer 
Quantifiler® Trio reagents 3188 Fridge/Freezer 
Quantifiler® Trio standards 3194 Fridge in Room 3194 
Amp grade water aliquot 3194 Bench in Room 3194 
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4.1.1 Pre-lysis Buffer 
Prepare pre-lysis buffer in the biosafety cabinet in room 3188 prior to commencing the pre-
lysis procedure. 

 
1. Refer to Table 2 to determine the required reagent volumes for the pre-lysis buffer. 

 
Table 2: Reagent volumes for pre-lysis procedure 

Extraction Buffer  Volume per 
sample (µL) Volume 24 samples (µL)* 

Buffer ATL 450 11700 
QIAGEN Proteinase K   25 650 
DTT  25 650 

 
*Note: Extra reagent has been factored into calculation (extra 2 samples). 
**Note: If QIAGEN Pro K is not available the validated in-house Pro K may be 
used.  
 

2. Gently mix the Buffer ATL by swirling (do not shake). Check for precipitation by lifting 
the bottle up against the light. If precipitation is present, sit the bottle (closed) in 
lukewarm water until completely dissolved. 

 
3. Remove aliquot of DTT from the freezer and thaw. Vortex and centrifuge before use. 

 
4. Remove the QIAGEN Proteinase K solution from the fridge, vortex mix and briefly 

centrifuge before use. 
 

5. Aliquot 11700uL of Buffer ATL into a 50 mL falcon tube. 
 

6. Add 650uL of QIAGEN Proteinase K and 650uL DTT to the Buffer ATL and invert gently 
to mix. 

 
7. Label with “Pre-lysis Buffer”, initial and date. 

 
4.1.2 Carrier RNA 

Note: Prepared Carrier RNA is stored in the fridge in Room 3188, check if Carrier 
RNA is required to be prepared. 
 
Carrier RNA tubes should be prepared in the biological safety cabinet in room 3188. 

 
1. Gently mix the Buffer ATE by swirling (do not shake). Check for precipitation by lifting 

the bottle up against the light. If precipitation is present, sit the bottle (closed) in 
lukewarm water until completely dissolved. 

 
2. Add 1.6 mL of Buffer ATE to the Carrier RNA tube. Vortex until dissolved and briefly 

centrifuge. 
 

Note: Final volume of Carrier RNA must be exactly 1.6 mL. 
 

3. Affix its corresponding pre-printed label showing lot details on the tube, and initial and 
date the tube if required to store remaining contents. 

 
Note: One prepared tube of Carrier RNA is sufficient for the two reagent cartridges 
contained in the kit. The dissolved Carrier RNA is stable for 4 weeks when stored 
between 2-8 °C. For longer periods, store the vial of carrier RNA at -20 °C. 
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4.1.3 Enzyme Rack 

Note: Check if an enzyme rack is required to be prepared. Check by looking for 
prepared enzyme racks (from previous extractions) in Room 3191 or in the 
QIAsymphony electronic diary. 
 
Enzyme racks should be prepared in the biological safety cabinet in room 3188 prior to 
commencing the extraction protocol on the QIAsymphony® SP. 
 
1. Gently mix the Buffer ATE by swirling (do not shake). Check for precipitation by lifting 

the bottle up against the light. If precipitation is present, sit the bottle (closed) in 
lukewarm water until completely dissolved. 

 
2. Uncap the two tubes in the enzyme rack and add 400 µL of the prepared Carrier RNA 

into each tube.  
 

Note: If the enzyme rack is from a new kit, the Carrier RNA will need to be prepared, 
refer to Section 4.1.2. 

 
3. Add 1.2 mL of Buffer ATE to each tube of the enzyme rack and gently pipette mix 

several times. 
 

4. Affix its corresponding pre-printed labels showing lot details for the Enzyme rack, 
Carrier RNA and ATE. Initial and date the enzyme rack. 

 
5. Store any remaining Carrier RNA in the fridge. 

 
4.1.4 Reagent Cartridge 

Note: Check if a reagent cartridge is required to be prepared. Check by looking for 
prepared reagent cartridges (from previous extractions) in Room 3191 or in the 
QIAsymphony electronic diary. New reagent cartridges are stored in Room 3188. 
 
In use reagent cartridges are stored in Room 3191. 

 
1. Remove the reagent cartridge from the packaging. Ensure that its corresponding pre-

printed label showing lot details has been affixed to the Reagent Cartridge. 
 

2. Check for any visible precipitation in the reagent troughs of the cartridge by lifting it up 
against the light. If precipitation is present, partly submerge reagent cartridge in luke-
warm water for approxiamtely 30 minutes. 

 
3. Place the reagent cartridge into the reagent cartridge holder (Figure 1). 
 

 

Enzyme Rack 

Reagent Cartridge 

Reagent Cartridge Holder 
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Figure 1: Reagent Cartridge being insterted into the reagent cartridge holder 
 

4. Check that the 2D barcodes on reagent cartridge(s) and enzyme racks(s) ae present 
and intact. If required, use a Kimwipe and wipe the barcodes. 
 

5. Remove the trough of magnetic particles and check that the sealed correctly (Figure 2). 
 

    

Figure 2: Magnetic particle trough to be re-suspended 
 
Warning: The magnetic particles may cause an allergic skin reaction. Handle with 
care and wear appropriate PPE. 

 
6. Vigorously vortex the magnetic particle trough, then shake using the Mixmate for 3 

minutes at 1000 rpm. 
 

7. Place back into the reagent cartridge frame and carefully remove the seal. 
 

8. Uncap the two Carrier RNA tubes of the corresponding enzyme rack and insert onto the 
reagent cartridge (Figure 3). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Enzyme rack being positioned onto the reagent cartridge holder 
 
 

9. If using a new reagent cartridge, place a piercing lid on top of the reagent cartridge in 
the correct orientation (Figure 4). Carefully push from both ends to ensure it has clicked 
into place. 

Slots for screw 
caps for Carrier 
RNA 

Magnetic particle trough 

Enzyme Rack 
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Figure 4: Piercing lid being positioned onto the reagent cartridge holder 
 

Note: To avoid evaporation, the reagent cartridge should only be open for a 
maximum of 15 hours (including run times) at a maximum environmental 
temperature of 30°C. 

 
4.1.5 Quantifiler® Trio Reagents 

The QIAsymphony® AS module requests a minimum amount of Quantifiler® Trio master 
mix. This amount (1688 µL) can be found by selecting on the Eluate and Reagent drawer of 
the AS module and selecting the master mix tube.  
 
Prepare the master mix using number of samples equalling 94 (or 93) as per Quantification 
of Extracted DNA using the Quantifiler® Trio DNA Quantification Kit (QIS 34045).  
 
Prepared Quant Trio standards are stored in the Pre-PCR fridge (Room 3194). When 
required, obtain the Quant Trio standards and prepare as per Quantification of Extracted 
DNA using the Quantifiler® Trio DNA Quantification Kit (QIS 34045).  
 

4.2 Equipment 
Table 3 outlines the equipment and its location for the pre-lysis, SP extraction and 
integrated procedures. 
 
Table 3: Location of required equipment 

Equipment Location Procedure 
QIAsymphony® SP module (A & B) 3191 SP Extraction, Integrated 
QIAsymphony® AS module (A & B) 3191 Integrated  
STORstar (A) 3190 SP Extraction, Integrated 
STORstar (B) 3194 SP Extraction, Integrated 
LabElite® Integrated I.D. Capper™ 3191  SP Extraction, Integrated 
Labogene Scanspeed 1248 3191 Integrated 
Fridge 3189, 3191 Pre-lysis, SP Extraction, Integrated 
Freezers 3189 / 3190 Pre-lysis 
Biological safety cabinets class II  3189 Pre-lysis 
96 well tube racks 3189 SP Extraction, Integrated 
Vortex  3189 / 3191 Pre-lysis, SP Extraction, Integrated 
Centrifuge  3189 / 3191 Pre-lysis, SP Extraction, Integrated 
Mini/Micro centrifuges  3189 Pre-lysis 
Pipettes 100 – 1000 µL 3189 Pre-lysis 
Thermomixers 3189 Pre-lysis 
Magnetic rack 3189 Sample recovery method 
Mixmate 3191 SP Extraction, Integrated 

 

Piercing Lid 
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4.3 Consumables 
Table 4 outlines the consumables and their locations for the pre-lysis, SP extraction and 
integrated procedures. 
 

 Table 4: Consumables and locations for each procedure 
Consumables Location Procedure 
1500 µL QIAGEN Filter tips (32 per rack) 3191 SP Extraction, Integrated 
200 µL QIAGEN Filter tips (32 per rack) 3191 SP Extraction, Integrated 
50 µL QIAGEN Filter tips (32 per rack) 3191 Integrated 
2 mL SSI sterile tubes 3188 / 3189 Pre-lysis 
2 mL QIAGEN tubes 3191 Integrated 
Spin basket assemblies 3189 Pre-lysis 
50 mL sterile Falcon tubes 3188 / 3189 Pre-lysis 
200 µL & 1000 µL filtered pipette tips 3188 / 3189 Pre-lysis 
Sample Prep Cartridges (28 per box) 3191 SP Extraction, Integrated 
8-Rod Covers (12 per box) 3191 SP Extraction, Integrated 
Inoculation sticks 3189 Pre-lysis 
Nunc™ tubes 3189 SP Extraction 
Sharps bin 3188 / 3189 Pre-lysis 
96-well optical plate 3191 / 3194 Integrated 

 Additional consumables can be found in the Store Rooms 3184 and 6105. 
 
4.4 Entering Reagents, Equipment, Consumables and Locations into FR 

1. Access the batch as per the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (QIS 34034). 
 

2. Select the Edit/Update Batch  icon. 
 

3. Using the relevant dropdown menus, select the correct consumables and reagents. 
 

4. Scan the equipment and location barcodes into the required fields (Figure 5). 
 

5. Select the Save Batch  icon. 
 

Note: Fields should be filled out contemporaneously while processing the batch. 
These steps can be performed at any stage prior to batch completion and entries can 
be modified after saving. 

 
Figure 5: Entering batch details 

 
 
5 Safety 

As the Anti-Contamination Procedure (QIS 22857), PPE is to be worn by all staff when 
performing this procedure. This includes the use of safety glasses. 
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Labware and biosafety cabinets are wiped with 5 % v/v Trigene only, followed by 70 % v/v 
ethanol.  
 
Centrifuges are cleaned/rinsed weekly with 5 % v/v Decon, followed by nanopore water and 
then followed by final rinse with 70 % v/v ethanol.  
 
Work benches and non-metallic equipment should be wiped with 0.5 % v/v bleach, followed 
by 70 % v/v ethanol.  
 
Warning: Reagents contained in the Buffer ATL are irritants and hazardous. DTT is a 
reducing agent that destroys disulfide bonds.  Wash Buffers are flammable and 
hazardous. Handle carefully and wear appropriate PPE. Wash Buffer used in the 
Manual DNA IQ method is not recommended to be prepared / handled by pregnant 
women.  
 
The contents of liquid waste bottles are to be disposed of in a Waste collection container / 
bottle in the ventilated cupboard in Room 3191. Never dispose down the sink. If a spillage 
occurs, absorb with liquid-binding material (such as sand or kitty litter) and dispose in a 
biohazard bin.  
 
Do not wipe areas of the waste container with bleach as the reagents may produce cyanide 
gas when combined. Handle carefully and wear appropriate PPE, including safety glasses, 
when cleaning up spills. If any reagents or contents of the waste container are spilt onto 
PPE (eg gowns), remove and discard in a biohazard bin. 

 
 
6 Sample Location and Batch Preparation  
6.1 FR Workflow Diary and Electronic Diary  

Batches that require processing can be found in the FR Workflow diary tab (refer to the 
Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (QIS 34034).  
 
The electronic QIAsymphony instrument diary (I:\AAA Electronic Workflow Diary\AAA 
QIAsymphony Diary) is used to record daily use of the instruments. Maintenance, batches 
processed, and any issues are recorded in the diary.   
 

6.2 Batch Creation 
Create extraction batches as per the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (QIS 
34034). 
 
Note: QIAsymphony® SP extraction batches ≤4 pre-lysis batches 
 QIAsymphony® integrated batches 3 pre-lysis batches 

QIAsymphony® SP extraction URGENT batches with 1 pre-lysis batch for 
those batches that contains sample/s that have been upgraded to Priority 1. 

 
6.3 QC Samples 

One negative control and one positive control will be automatically registered by the FR 
when creating pre-lysis batches as per the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure 
(QIS 34034). 
 
Duplicates of the Quantifiler® standards and a reagent blank will be automatically allocated 
by the FR when creating the quantification batch for the QIAsymphony® integrated 
procedure according to the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (QIS 34034). 
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6.4 Sample Location and Locating Samples 
Samples required for the pre-lysis procedure are found in the extraction sorting room (3190) 
freezers and in the fridge in Room 3189 once the pre-lysis batches are prepared. Samples 
ready for the extraction on the QIAsymphony® instrument are found in the fridge in the auto 
extraction room 3191 (Table 5). 

 
Table 5: Sample storage locations 

Sample type Storage 
Device  Storage Location 

Urgent/High/Medium Priority Samples 
required for pre-lysis batches Freezer 3190 / Block 6 walk-in 

freezer* 

Samples required for extraction batches Fridge / 
Freezer 3191 / 3190 

* Some medium and low priority storage boxes are located in the Exhibit Room (6106) 
 
Locate samples as per the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (QIS 34034). 
 

6.5 Analytical Notes 
1. Access the batch in FR as per the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (QIS 

34034). 
 

2. On the batch Exhibit Analysis page, check samples for analytical notes (orange semi-
circle). For each analytical note, hover the cursor over sample to check the analytical 
note (e.g. Extract and hold, NWQPS) (Figure 6). 

 

 
 Figure 6: Checking for analytical notes 
 

6.6 Creating Subsamples and Printing Labels 
For Pre-Lysis Batches: 
 
1. In FR, enter into the Pre-lysis batch. 

 
2. On the batch Exhibit Analysis page in FR, select the Subsamples  icon to create 

additional barcodes for samples requiring a spin basket label (substrates that need to 
be stored after exrtaction). 

 
Note: Substrates that require a spin basket include absorbant substrates such as 
swabs and fabric. Substrates that do not require a spin basket are: tapelifts, chewing 
gum, straws, fingernail clippings/scrapings and toothbrush bristles. Small absorbant 
substrates such as paper and cigarette butt papers can be spun in spin baskets at 
the operators discretion. 

 
3. For samples that do not require substrate storage (eg. negative extraction controls or 

hair), uncheck the corresponding SPIN box (Figure 7). 
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4. Select Create Subsamples  icon (Figure 7). 

 
Note: Once subsamples have been created and saved, this option is no longer 
available. If you require to create a spin basket label or substrate after saving, this 
will need to be done following Miscellaneous Tasks SOP QIS 34064. 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Creating substrate storage barcodes 
 

5. Select the Sample Labels  icon to display the sample labels. Print the labels to the 
designated label printer. 

 
Note: When labelling 2.0 mL tubes for pre-lysis, ensure to adhere the label so the 
first number is closest to the tube cap, the label is applied squarely and on the 
smooth surface  close to the top of the tube. This will ensure effective scanning in 
later processes on the QIAsymphony®. 

 
For QIAsymphony® Integrated Batches: 

 
1. In FR, enter into the created quantification batch. 

 
2. Select the BatchID Label  icon to display the batch label.  Print the label to the 

designated printer. This label will be required for labelling the 96 well optical plate. 
 

6.7 Sequence Checking 
6.7.1 Pre-lysis Batches 

1. To perform a sequence check of all tubes for the batch, select the Sequence Check & 
Lock  icon. 

 
2. Scan all tubes in the order they are positioned in the rack corresponding with the FR 

plate map. The parent barcode must be the first barcode scanned. 
 

Note: If a barcode is scanned incorrectly during the sequence check an error 
message will appear above the virtual rack. Check the position that the error 
message indicates and rescan with the correct barcode. 

 
3. Complete the sequence check by clicking on the Confirm Sequence Check box at the 

bottom right hand side. The Confirm Sequence Check box should not be checked if 
any errors shown on the sequence check screen. 
 

4. Select the Lock Batch  icon. 
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6.7.2 QIAsymphony® Extraction Batch Lysate Tubes 
1. Allow lysates to come to room temperature to ensure there is no precipitation. 

 
2. Vortex and centrifuge all lysates at 10000rpm for 30 seconds. 

 
3. Load the 2.0 mL lysates tubes into the correct colour-coded and numbered sample tube 

carriers as per Step 29 in Section 7.3 SP Extraction Procedure. 
 

4. Access the batch in FR and select the Sequence Check and Lock  icon. 
 

5. Scan all tubes in the order they are positioned in the tube carriers corresponding with 
the plate map. If an error message appears, clear the error and rescan the highlighted 
box with the correct barcode.  

 
Note: If more than one sample tube carrier is to be loaded onto a QIAsymphony® SP 
platform for the same run, it is critical that each carrier of samples is scanned into 
the sequence check and immediately loaded onto the platform before the 
subsequent sample tube carrier is scanned into the sequence check. This ensures 
the carriers are loaded in the correct order on the instrument. 

 
6. Once all sample tube carriers have been scanned and loaded, complete the sequence 

check by clicking on the Confirm Sequence Check box at the bottom right hand side. 
The Confirm Sequence Check box should not be checked if any errors shown on the 
sequence check screen. 

 

7. Select the Lock Batch  icon. 
 
6.7.3 QIAsymphony® Extraction Batch Nunc™ Tubes 

Follow instructions as per Procedure for the use of the STORstar Unit for Automated 
Sequence Checking using Forensic Register (QIS 34042) with the exception of 
Sequence checking and locking the batch through FR (as the Sequence check and 
locking of the batch through FR is performed by the QIAsymphony operator). 
 
1. Ensure that they output log has been uploaded to FR. 

 
2. Check the first and last Nunc™ tube sample number against the batch in FR and 

ensure they are in the correct orientation. 
 

 
6.7.4 Quantification Batch from QIAsymphony® Integrated Run 

A quantification batch that is created from a QIAsymphony® Integrated batch is sequence 
checked during the loading the AS module. 

 
1. Using the QIAsymphony touchscreen, select the blue Slot 2 [2. Samples] icon.  
 
2. Select [List view] on the righthand side to view a list of the loaded samples IDs. 
 
8. Access the quantification batch in FR.  

 
9. Compare the labelled Optical PCR plate with the Quantification Batch ID in FR and 

ensure that they match. 
 
10. Compare the sample IDs loaded onto the QIAsymphony to the quantification batch in 

FR and ensure that they match. 
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11. To enter the sequence check in FR, select the Sequence Check & Lock  icon. 

 
12. Complete the sequence check by clicking on the Confirm Sequence Check box 

(bottom left hand side), followed by the Lock Batch  icon. 
 

  
7 Procedure 
7.1 Pre-lysis Procedure 

Note: This procedure is used for all sample types excluding bone/teeth. 
 
All pre-lysis procedures are performed within a biological safety cabinet in Room 3189. 

 
1. In the Clean Reagent Room (3188) prepare Pre-lysis Buffer as per Section 4.1.1. 

 
2. Turn on a thermomixer and set temperature to 70°C. 

 
3. Check for Analytical notes as per Section 6.5 and action as required. 

 
4. Create subsamples and print labels as required as per Section 6.6. 

 
5. For each sample label: 

 Original sample tube (use spin barcode) 
 Spin basket collection tube assembly as required (parent barcode) 
 2.0 mL SSI tube (parent barcode) 
 1.0 mL Nunc™ tube (parent barcode) 

Note: If the substrate is to be stored in the original tube post extraction, ensure that 
the ‘SPIN’ label is applied over the barcode of the original tube making sure the 
original tube label number is still visible.  

 
6. Ensure a sequence check is performed as per Section 6.7.1.  

 
7. Add 500 µL of Pre-lysis Buffer to each sample and ensure that substrates are 

submerged in the buffer.  
 

8. Vortex each sample for 10 seconds. 
 

9. Incubate samples on a thermomixer at 70°C for 45 minutes, shaking at 1400 rpm.  
 

10. Remove samples from the thermomixer. Vortex all samples briefly and pulse spin to 
remove condensation from the lids. 

 
11. If required, transfer substrates to spin basket or transfer the lysate to an appropriately 

labelled SSI 2.0 mL tube. Retain the original tubes containing the substrate. 
 
Note: Do not transfer any solid material as this may clog the tips during automated 
DNA purification. 

 
12. Centrifuge spin baskets at 15800 rcf for 2 minutes. 

 
Note: Final lysate MUST be retained in a 2.0 mL SSI tube. If the original lysis tube is 
not a 2.0 mL SSI tube (i.e. QPS tube), then pulse spin the original tube and transfer 
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the lysate to the 2.0 mL SSI tube. The substrate will then be retained in the original 
lysis tube and lysate pooled into the 2.0 mL SSI tube. 

 
13. Transfer the substrate from the spin basket to its corresponding 2 mL tube and retain. 

Transfer the flow through back to original lysis tube.  
 

14. Check all 2 mL lysate tubes to ensure that all contain lysate (no substrates) and 
that none are labelled with a ‘SPIN’ barcode. 

 
15. Store the lysates in temporary storage boxes in the fridge in the automated extraction 

room (Room 3191) as per Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA Analysis (QIS 23959).  
 
Note: Lysates can be stored for up to 192 hours before being extracted.  

 
16. Store tubes containing substrates in the spin basket or discard boxes located in the 

Pre-PCR sorting room (3194) freezer as per Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA 
Analysis (QIS 23959). 

 
17. Store labelled Nunc™ tubes to a temporary Sarstedt box in order and write batch ID as 

per Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA Analysis (QIS 23959). 
 
18. Proceed to Section 8.1 for batch finalisation.   

 
7.2 Bone Pre-lysis Procedure 

Note: This procedure is used ONLY for bone/teeth samples. 
 
All pre-lysis procedures are performed within a biological safety cabinet in Room 3189. 

 
1. In the Clean Reagent Room (3188) prepare Pre-lysis Buffer as per Section 4.1.1. 

 
2. Turn on a thermomixer and set temperature to 56°C. 

 
3. Check for Analytical notes as per Section 6.5 and action as required. 

 
4. Create subsamples and print labels as required as per Section 6.6. 

 
5. For each sample label: 

 Original sample tube (use spin barcode) 
 Spin basket collection tube assembly as required (parent barcode) 
 2.0 mL SSI tube (parent barcode) 
 1.0 mL Nunc™ tube (parent barcode) 

Note: If the substrate is to be stored in the original tube post extraction, ensure that 
the ‘SPIN’ label is applied over the barcode of the original tube making sure the 
original tube label number is still visible.  

 
6. Ensure a sequence check is performed as per Section 6.7.1.  

 
7. Add 500 µL of Pre-lysis Buffer to each sample and ensure that substrates are 

submerged in the buffer.  
 

8. Vortex each sample for 10 seconds. 
 
9. Incubate samples on a thermomixer at 56°C for overnight (at least 12 hours), shaking at 

1400 rpm. 
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Note: A shorter incubation protocol of 56°C for 5 hours, shaking at 1400 rpm may be 
used where:  

 there is a large number of samples and/or where time critical processing is 
requred (i.e for DVIs), or  

 samples are expected to provide good DNA yields and there is sufficient 
material for retesting if required. 

Please seek permission from HP5 before using this alternate incubation protocol. 
 

10. Remove samples from the thermomixer. Vortex all samples briefly and pulse spin to 
remove condensation from the lids. 

 
11. If required, transfer substrates to spin basket or transfer the lysate to an appropriately 

labelled SSI 2.0 mL tube. Retain the original tubes containing the substrate. 
 

12. Centrifuge spin baskets at 15800 rcf for 2 minutes. 
 

Note: Final lysate MUST be retained in a 2.0 mL SSI tube. If the original lysis tube is 
not a 2.0 mL SSI tube (i.e. QPS tube), then pulse spin the original tube and transfer 
the lysate to the 2.0 mL SSI tube. The substrate will then be retained in the original 
lysis tube and lysate pooled into the 2.0 mL SSI tube. 

 
13. Transfer the substrate from the spin basket to its corresponding 2 mL tube and retain. 

Transfer the flow through back to original lysis tube. 
 

14. Centrifuge all samples (that contain bone powder) for 3 minutes at the highest speed. 
 
15. Using a 200uL pipette, transfer lysate (top layer only) to an appropriately labelled SSI 

2.0 mL tube. Be careful not to disturb the powdered pellet. 
 
Note: Do not transfer any solid material as this may clog the tips during automated 
DNA purification. A 200uL pipette is used to avoid transfer of any particles. 

  
16. Check all 2 mL lysate tubes to ensure that all contain lysate (no substrates) and 

that none are labelled with a ‘SPIN’ barcode. 
 
17. Store the lysates in temporary storage boxes in the fridge in the automated extraction 

room (Room 3191) as per Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA Analysis (QIS 23959).  
 
Note: Bone lysates are to be extracted on the QIAsymphony instrument immediately 
after the Bone pre-lysis procedure. 

 
18. Store tubes containing substrates in the spin basket or discard boxes located in the 

Pre-PCR sorting room (3194) freezer as per Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA 
Analysis (QIS 23959). Bone powder discarded. 

 
19. Store labelled Nunc™ tubes to a temporary Sarstedt box in order and write batch ID as 

per Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA Analysis (QIS 23959). 
 
20. Proceed to Section 8.1 for batch finalisation.   

 
7.3 SP Extraction Procedure 

1. In the Clean Reagent Room (3188) prepare the Carrier RNA and enzyme rack(s) as per 
Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3. 
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2. The automated QIAsymphony® SP extraction procedure is performed using the 
QIAsymphony® SP modules located in Room 3191. 

 
3. Remove the 2 mL lysates tubes from the fridge and allow to come to room temperature 

prior to commencing the extraction procedure.  
 
Note: Once at room temperature, check lysates tubes to ensure that substrates are 
not present as it will cause an instrument error/crash. 
 
4. In FR access the Extraction batch to be run and enter in the equipment and reagents 

to be used as per the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (QIS 34034). 
 

5. If required, turn on the QIAsymphony® SP. Initialisation will take a few minutes. 
 

6. Log into the QIAsymphony® SP module using your operator username and password. 
 

7. Check that the daily maintenance has been performed. 
 

8. Select Sample Preparation.  
 
9. Open the ‘Waste’ drawer, check that it has been cleaned and full waste unit boxes 

replaced. 
 
10. Close the ‘Waste’ drawer and select Scan to start the inventory scan. 
 
11. Once scanning is complete, a prompt will appear, select OK. 

 
12. Ensure that the Nunc™ extract tube rack has the correct batch ID with rack.  

Additionally, check the barcodes of the first and last samples in the rack to match 
against the batch in FR. 

 
Note: An automated sequence check of the Nunc™ extract tubes using the STORstar 
instrument must be performed prior to the run as per Section 6.7.3. 
 
13. Decap the Nunc™ extract tubes using the LabElite® Integrated I.D. Capper™.  

 
14. Place the rack of tubes in the correct orientation on the appropriate adaptor including 

the transport frame, again cross-checking the first and last samples on the rack to FR.  
 

15. Open the ‘Eluate’ drawer and load the plate adaptor holding the Nunc™ tube rack onto 
slot 1 with the barcode on the plate adaptor facing the front. 

 
Note: The transport frame is required for Integrated batches, but is also used for the 
SP extraction procedure. Ensure that the transport frame hook is at the back and the 
plate adaptor barcode is at the front. 

 
16. Select Elution Slot 1 on the touchscreen, this position will highlight blue. The Racks 

icon will also be highlighted indicating that a rack type is required to be selected. 
 
17. From the Available rack types panel, select the Deep well option. 
 
18. Select NU#374078 *Racked tubes 96 from the drop down menu. The Elution Slot 1 

will highlight in orange and the Nunc™ tube type will appear in this slot. 
 
19. Select Rack ID on the right side and scan or manually enter the extraction batch ID.  
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20. Select OK.This will direct back to the Eluate Drawer screen, showing the entered Rack 

ID with the Elution Slot 1 highlighted blue. 
 

21. Close the ‘Eluate’ drawer and select OK to start the inventory scan. 
 

22. Open the ‘Reagents and Consumables’ drawer. 
 
23. Add the required amount of tips, sample preparation cartridges and rod covers. Refer to 

Table 6 for quantities of consumables required. 
 

Table 6: Consumables required for SP Extraction Procedure 

Batch Size 24 samples 
(1 x 24) 

72 samples 
(3 x 24) 

96 samples 
(4 x 24) 

200 µL disposable filter-tips 28 (1 x rack) 84 (3 x racks) 122 (4 x racks) 
1500 µL disposable filter-tips 52 (3 x racks) 156 (7 x racks) 208 (9 x racks) 
Sample Prep Cartridges 15 (1 x unit box) 45 (2 x unit boxes) 60 (3 x unit boxes) 
8-Rod Covers 3 (1 x unit box) 9 (1 x unit box) 12 (1 x unit box) 

 
Note: When using a used reagent cartridge the instrument requires an additional two     
200 µL and seven 1500 µL tips per reagent cartridge to measure the reagents. If 
using used reagent cartridge(s), add an additional rack of tips per tip type. 
 
24. Prepare the required reagent cartridge/s as per Section 4.1.4. 
 
25. Ensure that there is enough reagents remaining in the cartridges. For previously 

opened cartridges, the number of samples remaining should be noted on the cartridge. 
If not, scan the reagent cartridge. The instrument will measure the reagent cartridge 
and a sample calculation can then be performed. 

 
26. Place the reagent cartridge/s onto the worktable. 

 
Note: Place the used (or lowest number of samples remaining) reagent cartridge into 
position 1 (closest to the back). 

 
27. Close the ‘Reagent and Consumables’ drawer and start the inventory scan. When the 

inventory scanning prompt appears on the screen:  
Select yes for: 

• Tips Racks 
• Unit Boxes 
• Reagents 

Select No for: 
• Buffer Bottle 
• Accessory trough 
 

28. Select Scan. This may take some time. 
 

29. Vortex mix and centrifuge the samples (lysates) at 10000rpm for 30 seconds in the 
batch and place them into the correct ‘numbered’ and ‘colour coded’ sample tube 
carrier in the same order as per the FR plate map. Check that substrates are not 
present in the lysates and ensure all tubes are 2.0 mL SSI tubes. 

 
Note: The sample tube carriers must contain the 3B inserts specific for the 2.0 mL 
tubes. 
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30. Sequence check the samples in the first sample tube carrier as per Section 6.7.2. 

 
Note: If more than one sample tube carrier is to be loaded onto a QIAsymphony® SP 
platform for the same run, it is critical that each carrier of samples is scanned into 
the sequence check and immediately loaded onto the platform before the 
subsequent sample tube carrier is scanned into the sequence check. This ensures 
the carriers are loaded in the correct order on the instrument as they appear in FR. 
 
31. Remove lysate tube lids from the sequence checked carrier and place on a clean 

KimWipe. 
 
32. To load the first tube carrier containing lysates, place the sample tube carrier onto the 

start line of the chosen slot ensuring that the number and colour between the slots and 
the sample tube carriers match. 

 
33. Wait for the green light to flash, then slide the carrier into the slot smoothly until it is all 

the way in. A SP Batch icon highlighted in blue will appear in the Sample Preparation 
screen as the first batch. 

 
Note: An error will appear if the carrier has been loaded too quickly or not smoothly. 
In this case, remove the rack and re-insert. If all positions are red, logging back in 
into the instrument may be required.  
 
34. Select the SP Batch icon to go to the SP|Batch 1|Define samples screen. 

 
35. Check that the sample tube carrier has scanned successfully. 

 
Note: Samples highlighted in blue indicate that the tube carrier inserts and sample 
barcodes have both scanned successfully. Samples highlighted in orange indicate 
that barcodes have scanned unsuccessfully. Samples highlighted in dark orange 
indicate that both the tube carrier insert and/or sample barcode have scanned 
unsuccessfully.  
 
36. If samples have scanned unsuccessfully, either remove the sample tube carrier and re-

insert or enter the sample information manually. There are two options available:  
a. To manually enter the sample barcodes: 

o Select ID/Type button on the right side of the screen. 
o Select the sample that requires changes and select Sample ID. 
o Manually edit the sample ID. Select Next. 
o Select Tubes, the default tube type will appear SSI_FIX_#2341-SO T2.0 

ScrewSkirt 
b. Alternatively, the QIAsymphony can generate a unique sample ID: 

o Select to highlight all samples that have scanned unsuccessfully. 
o Select Generate ID, a prompt will appear, select OK. 
o Select Tubes, the default tube type will appear 

Note: A hand symbol will appear next to the sample ID when manually edited. 
 

37. Check that the positions of the sample barcodes loaded and visible on the 
QIAsymphony screen, corresponds to the same positions and sample barcodes on the 
FR plate map. Additionally, check the barcodes of the first and last samples in the rack 
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to match against the batch in FR. If the instrument fails to scan these 2 barcodes, cross 
check another 2 barcodes from this carrier. 

 
38. Check that the default tube type (SSI_FIX_#2341-SO T2.0 ScrewSkirt) is correct and 

select Next.  
 
39. If the correct tube type has not been automatically assigned, it can be selcted by: 

• Select Select All on the right side to highlight all samples. 

• From the Inserts/tube type drop down menu, under the Tube Insert 3B menu, 
select SSI_FIX_#2341-SO T2.0 ScrewSkirt. 

 
40. On the Assign assay screen, select Select All to highlight all samples. 

 
41. From the Applications/ACS panel, select Customs Protocol followed by CW500ADV 

CR21344 ID1647 V5 from the drop down menu. 
 

42. Select Next.  
 

43. On the Sample Preparation | Elution slot and volume screen. All batches that have 
been inserted with their allocated Batch IDs will be displayed. 

 
44. Select the Batch that have just been inserted to highlight it dark blue.  

 
45. Ensure that the eluate volume is set a 100 and select Queue. 

 
46. On the Sample Preparation screen, the batch will have changed colour to green to 

indicate it has been queued. 
 

47. Repeat Steps 31-46 to load subsequent sample tube carriers required one at time. 
 

48. Select Run to start the extraction batch. 
 
Note: If there are insufficient consumables/reagents, it will flag at this point. Open 
the ‘Reagents and Consumable’ drawer and add the required consumables. Close 
the drawer and Scan when prompted. 

 
7.4 Completing a SP Extraction Procedure 

1. Once the run is complete, the blue lights on the instrument will flash and the ‘Eluate’ 
drawer will also flash yellow. 

 
2. Open the ‘Eluate’ drawer and remove the eluate rack, adaptor and the Nunc™ tubes 

containing the extracts. 
 

3. Re-cap the Nunc™ tube extracts using the LabElite® Integrated I.D. Capper™ and store 
in the upright freezer in the Pre-PCR sorting room (Room 3194 A). 

 
4. Clean the ‘Eluate’ drawer and adaptors with 70 % Ethanol. 

 
5. Close the drawer, select slot 1 on the eluate screen and select Remove (from the 

Configure tab). 
 

6. A prompt will appear asking if the batch is to be removed. Select Yes. 
 

7. Select OK to scan the eluate drawer. 
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8. Select the Reagents and Consumables icon on the bottom of the screen. 

 
9. Select Sample Calc on the right hand side of the screen. 

 
10. From the Applications/ACD drop-down menu, select Custom Protocol. 

 
11. Select the protocol CW500ADV CR21344 ID1647 V5. An automated calculation of the 

consumables and reagents remaining on the deck will be performed.  
 

12. Take note of the number of samples remaining for the reagent cartridge and select OK.  
 

13. Open the ‘Reagents and Consumables’ drawer and remove the reagent cartridge/s. 
 

14. Remove the enzyme rack/s from the reagent cartridge/s and re-cap the enzyme tubes. 
 

15. Tightly seal all troughs of the reagent cartridge with the ‘Reuse Seal set’ (Figure 8). 
 

 
            Figure 8:  The reagent cartridge holder re-sealed after use 

 
16. Remove the reagent cartridge from the reagent cartridge holder and place it in the white 

reagent cartridge base. 
 

17. On the front of both the enzyme rack and the reagent cartridge, write the number of 
samples remaining for that cartridge (from Step 11), initial and date. 

 
18. If the enzyme rack has samples remaining, store in the fridge (Room 3191). If no 

samples are remaining, discard in a biohazard bin. 
 

19. If the reagent cartridge has samples remaining, store at room temperature (bench in 
Room 3191). If no samples are remaining, discard in a biohazard bin. 

 
20. Wipe the reagent cartridge holder/s with 70 % Ethanol and store in the cupboard. 

 
21. Remove the partially used unit boxes. Re-cap unit boxes and write the number of 

consumables remaining on the box. 
 

22. Discard empty tip racks. Replace partially used tip racks into the tip boxes. 
 

23. Wipe the ‘Reagents and Consumables’ drawer and worktable with 70 % Ethanol. 
 

24. Close the drawer. The scanning inventory window will appear, select No, nothing 
changed. 

 

Re-use seal strips 

Enzyme Rack 
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25. Remove the sample tube carrier 1 from the ‘Sample’ drawer. Removing these will 
automatically clear the run from the instrument.  

 
26. Check sample numbers 1 and 24  against the FR extraction batch screen.  
 
27. Repeat Steps 25 and 26 for the subsequent sample tube carriers. 
 
28. Enter a batch entry under the extraction batch in FR stating that sample numbers have 

been checked against those displayed in FR.  
 
Note: If sample tube carriers are removed during processing of the batch (prior to 
completion), select the SP Batch icon and then select Remove to clear the run from 
the instrument. 

 
29. Check that all lysate tubes are empty before discarding into a biohazard waste bin. 
 
30. If any lysate remains in the 2.0 mL tube, recap the tube for it to be stored. To store the 

reamining a lysate a new barcode needs to be registered in FR, refer to Miscellaneous 
Analytical Procedures and Tasks (QIS 34064). 

 
a. In FR, access the Exhibit Testing Table page of the sample and click the Add 

button on the Exhibit Testing / Examinations table. 
b. Click on the Process drop down menu and select Subsample. 
c. Click on the SubType drop down menu and select Misc. 
d. Enter a new barcode under SubID. 
e. In the Notes text box, add a descriptive note and click the Save icon. 

f. Select the newly created exhibit testing record entry and then select  to display 
and print the new barcode. 

g. Label the lysate tube with the new barcode and store in the freezer (Room 3194) 
as per Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA Analysis (QIS 23959). 

 
31. Wipe the ‘Sample’ drawer with 70 % Ethanol and close the drawer. 

 
32. Wipe the sample tube carriers with 70 % Ethanol and store in the cupboard. 

 
33. Open the ‘Waste’ drawer and remove any full waste unit boxes. Re-cap boxes and seal 

with parafilm prior to discarding into biohazard bin.  
 

34. Thoroughly clean the ‘Waste’ drawer with 70 % Ethanol as items are removed and 
replaced. 

 
35. Move any partial waste unit boxes into positions 1 and 2 and load empty unit boxes into 

the empty slots. Ensure that box in slot 4 is completely empty. 
 

36. Remove the liquid waste container, transfer the contents into a waste collection 
container located in the ventilated cupboard in room 3191.  

 
37. Wipe the bottom of the tip chute with 70% v/v ethanol. Remove tip chute and rubber 

drop catcher from the drawer. 
 

Note: DO NOT USE ethanol on the rubber drop catcher. 
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38. Remove Tip Park Station from the ‘Waste’ drawer and soak in nanopure water with 5% 
v/v TriGene™ followed by rinsing with 70% v/v ethanol. Set aside to air dry.  

 
39. Re-install spare clean liquid waste bottle, tip chute, rubber drop catcher and Tip Park 

Station into the ‘Waste’ drawer. 
 

40. Close the ‘Waste’ drawer, a prompt to scan will appear select Scan, to scan the drawer. 
 
41. Remove the Tip guards and soak in nanopure water with 5% v/v TriGene™ (soak the tip 

guards separately to the Tip Park Station). After soaking, wipe them with 70% v/v 
ethanol.   

 
42. Re-install spare clean Tips guards. 

 
43. Start the UV light protocol as per Section 5.3 of Operation and Maintenance of the 

QIAsymphony® SP/AS (QIS 33756). 
 

44. Rinse and then soak the liquid waste container, tip chute and rubber drop catcher using 
copious amounts of tap water. Soak in tap water with 5% v/v TriGene™, rinse and leave 
to air dry. 

 
45. The QIAsymphony® is left on during the week and shutdown at the end of the week. 

 
7.5 Integrated Procedure 

1. In the Clean Reagent Room (3188) prepare the carrier RNA and enzyme rack(s) as per 
Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3. 

 
2. The QIAsymphony® integrated procedure is performed using the QIAsymphony® SP 

and AS modules located in Room 3191. 
 

3. If required, turn on the QIAsymphony® SP. Initialisation will take a few minutes. 
 

4. In FR access the Extraction batch and enter in the equipment and reagents to be 
used as per the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (QIS 34034). 

 
Note: In FR check that the extraction batch has been created using the Integrated 
method. If the batch has not been created using the Integrated method, the 
Quantification batch will not create correctly. Process the batch on the 
QIAsymphony® using the SP extraction protocol.  

 
5. Create the Quantification batch in FR as per in the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow 

Procedure (QIS 34034) with the following exceptions as per Figure 9: 

• Create the batch from the DNA Quantification Batch section. 
• Use the Batch / SBox / File sample source option. 
• Use the batch ID of the QIAsymphony Integrated batch as the Batch Source / 

Storage Box. 
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Figure 9: Creating a quantification batch from the QIAsymphony® integrated batch 

 
6. Print the Quantification Batch ID label as per Section 6.6. 

 
7. Log into the QIAsymphony® SP module using your operator username and password. 

 
8. Select the Integrated Run Tab. 

 
9. Check that the daily maintenance has been performed. 
 
10. Open the ‘Waste’ drawer, check that it has been cleaned and full waste unit boxes 

replaced. 
 
11. Ensure that the Nunc™ extract tube rack has the correct batch ID with rack.  

Additionally, check the barcodes of the first and last samples in the rack to match 
against the batch in FR. 

 
Note: An automated sequence check of the Nunc™ extract tubes using the STORstar 
instrument must be performed prior to the run as per Section 6.7.3. 
 
12. Decap the Nunc™ extract tubes using the LabElite® Integrated I.D. Capper™.  

 
13. Place the rack of tubes in the correct orientation on the appropriate adaptor including 

the transport frame, again cross-checking the first and last samples on the rack to FR.  
 

14. Open the ‘Eluate’ drawer and load the plate adaptor holding the Nunc™ tube rack onto 
slot 1 with the barcode on the plate adaptor facing the front. 

 
15. Note: The transport frame is required for Integrated batches. Ensure that the 

transport frame hook is at the back and the plate adaptor barcode is at the front. 
 
16. Select Elution Slot 1 on the touchscreen, this position will highlight blue. The Racks 

icon will also be highlighted indicating that a rack type is required to be selected. 
 

17. From the Available rack types panel, select the Deep well option. 
 

18. Select NU#374078 *Racked tubes 96 from the drop down menu. The Elution Slot 1 
will highlight in orange and the Nunc™ tube type will appear in this slot. 

 
19. Select Rack ID on the right side and scan or manually enter the extraction batch ID.  

 
20. Select OK.This will direct back to the Eluate Drawer screen, showing the entered Rack 

ID with the Elution Slot 1 highlighted blue. 
 

21. Close the ‘Eluate’ drawer and select OK to start the inventory scan. 
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22. Open the ‘Waste’ drawer, check that it has been cleaned and full waste unit boxes 
replaced. 

23. Close the ‘Waste’ drawer and select Scan to start the inventory scan. 
 

24. Open the ‘Reagents and Consumables’ drawer. 
 

25. Add the required amount of tips, sample preparation cartridges and rod covers. Refer to 
Table 7 for quantities of consumables required. 

 
Table 7: Consumables required for SP Extraction Procedure 

Batch Size 24 samples 
(1 x 24) 

72 samples 
(3 x 24) 

96 samples 
(4 x 24) 

200 µL disposable filter-tips 28 (1 x rack) 84 (3 x racks) 122 (4 x racks) 
1500 µL disposable filter-tips 52 (3 x racks) 156 (7 x racks) 208 (9 x racks) 
Sample Prep Cartridges 15 (1 x unit box) 45 (2 x unit boxes) 60 (3 x unit boxes) 
8-Rod Covers 3 (1 x unit box) 9 (1 x unit box) 12 (1 x unit box) 

 
Note: When using a used reagent cartridge the instrument requires an additional two     
200 µL and seven 1500 µL tips per reagent cartridge to measure the reagents. If 
using used reagent cartridge(s), add an additional rack of tips per tip type. 
 
26. Prepare the required reagent cartridge/s as per Section 4.1.4. 

 
27. Ensure that there is enough reagents remaining in the cartridges. For used cartridges, 

the number of samples remaining should be noted on the cartridge. If not, scan the 
reagent cartridge. The instrument will measure the reagent cartridge and a sample 
calculation can then be performed. 

 
28. Place the reagent cartridge/s onto the worktable. 

 
Note: Place the used (or lowest number of samples remaining) reagent cartridge into 
position 1 (closest to the back). 

 
29. Close the ‘Reagent and Consumables’ drawer and start the inventory scan. When the 

inventory scanning prompt appears on the screen:  
Select yes for: 

• Tips Racks 
• Unit Boxes 
• Reagents 

Select No for: 
• Buffer Bottle 
• Accessory trough 

 
30. Select Scan. This may take some time. 

 
31. Vortex mix and pulse spin the samples (lysates) in the batch, 24 samples at a time and 

place them in the correct ‘numbered’ and ‘colour coded’ sample tube carrier, in the 
same order into as per the FR plate map. Check that substrates are not present in 
the lysates and ensure all tubes are 2.0 mL SSI tubes. 

 
Note: The sample tube carriers must contain the 3B inserts specific for the 2.0 mL 
tubes. 
 
32. Sequence check the samples in the first sample tube carrier as per Section 6.7.2. 
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Note: If more than one sample tube carrier is to be loaded onto a QIAsymphony® SP 
platform for the same run, it is critical that each carrier of samples is scanned into 
the sequence check and immediately loaded onto the platform before the 
subsequent sample tube carrier is scanned into the sequence check. This ensures 
the carriers are loaded in the correct order on the instrument as they appear in FR. 

 
33. Load the sample tube carrier containing lysates by placing the sample tube carrier onto 

the start line of the chosen slot ensuring that the number and colour between the slots 
and the sample tube carriers match. 

 
34. Wait for the green light to flash, then slide the carrier into the slot smoothly until it is all 

the way in. A READY TO DEFINE icon will appear underneath the associated SP 
Carrier (1, 2, and 3).  

 
Note: An error will appear if the carrier has been loaded too quickly or not smoothly. 
In this case, remove the rack and re-insert. If all positions are red, logging back in 
into the instrument may be required. 

 
Note: An error message will appear if a sample tube carrier is loaded when the 
instrument is scanning the ‘Reagent and Consumables’ drawer. Select OK on the 
error message, remove sample tube carrier and wait until scanning is completed 
prior to loading the sample tube carrier. 

 
35. Select Define Run. This will direct to the overview screen for an Integrated Setup. 

 
36. Select the required (first) SP Batch icon to highlight grey.  

 
37. Select Edit Samples to check that the sample tube carrier has scanned successfully. 

 
Note: Samples highlighted in blue indicate that the tube carrier inserts and sample 
barcodes have both scanned successfully.  Samples highlighted in orange indicate 
that barcodes have scanned unsuccessfully. Samples highlighted in dark orange 
indicate that both the tube carrier insert and/or sample barcode have scanned 
unsuccessfully.  

 
38. If samples have scanned unsuccessfully, either remove the sample tube carrier and re-

insert or enter the sample information manually. There are two options available:  
a. To manually enter the sample barcodes: 
o Select ID/Type button on the right side of the screen. 
o Select the sample that requires changes and select Sample ID. 
o Manually edit the sample ID. Select Next. 
o Select Tubes, the default tube type will appear SSI_FIX_#2341-SO T2.0 

ScrewSkirt 
b. Alternatively, the QIAsymphony can generate a unique sample ID: 

o Select to highlight all samples that have scanned unsuccessfully. 
o Select Generate ID, a prompt will appear, select OK. 
o Select Tubes, the default tube type will appear 

Note: A hand symbol will appear next to the sample ID when manually edited. 
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39. Check that the positions of the sample barcodes loaded and visible on the 
QIAsymphony screen, corresponds to the same positions and sample barcodes on the 
FR plate map. Additionally, check the barcodes of the first and last samples in the rack 
to match against the batch in FR. If the instrument fails to scan these 2 barcodes, cross 
check another 2 barcodes from this carrier. 

 
40. Check that the default tube type (SSI_FIX_#2341-SO T2.0 ScrewSkirt) is correct and 

select Next. 
 
41. If the correct tube type has not been automatically assigned, it can be selcted by: 

• Select Select All on the right side to highlight all samples. 

• From the Inserts/tube type drop down menu, under the Tube Insert 3B menu, 
select SSI_FIX_#2341-SO T2.0 ScrewSkirt. 

 
42. Select OK. This will direct to the Integrated Setup screen. 

 
43. Select the first SP Batch icon again to highlight in grey and then select Define 

Assays. 
 

44. On the Assign Assay screen, select Select All to highlight all samples. 
 

45. From the Assays panel, select Customs Protocol followed by IR Quantifiler Trio 
(4oC) from the drop down menu. 

 
46. This will highlight all samples in green, and a ‘1’ will appear in each sample. 

 
47. Select OK. This will direct back to the Integrated Setup screen. 

 
48. Repeat Steps 32 – 47 to set up the other SP batches. 

 
49. Select all SP batches to highlight in grey and select Create AS batch. A 1 will appear 

in the AS Batch column against each SP batch. 
 

50. Select OK. The AS will now appear as Queued. 
 

51. Select RUN to start the extraction. A prompt indicating the required time to set up the 
AS module will appear, select OK. 

 
Note: The Integrated run can start (using the the SP) without setting up the AS 
module. This delay is recommended to prevent condensation in the Quant Standard 
tubes, Mastermix tube and optical plate. A message will appear upon 
commencement of the run, stating the time at which the AS module is due to 
commence and when it is required to be set up by.  

 
Note: Setting up the the AS module with reagents and consumables within the 
appropriate time will prevent the integrated run to pause.    

 
52. Set up the AS module when the SP run is processing the third pre-lysis set. 

 
53. In the Clean Reagent Room (3188) prepare the Quantifiler® Trio reagents as per 

Section 4.1.5. 
 

54. Prepare the Quantifiler® Trio standards as per Section 4.1.5 and obtain an aliquot of 
amp grade water. 
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55. In FR access the Quantification batch and enter in the equipment and reagents to be 

used as per the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (QIS 34034). 
 

56. Label an Optical PCR plate with the Quantification Batch ID and place it onto the 
adaptor (PCR Plate 96 QS QIAGEN 9020732). 

 
57. Open both the ‘Eluate and Regents’ and ‘Assay’ drawers, this will direct to the Assay 

Setup screen. 
 

Note: Slot 2 will be hightlighted in blue, indicating that no actions are required. This 
is the position where the eluates will be transferred to after the extraction from the 
SP module. 

 
58. Perform a sequence check of the quantification batch as per Section 6.7.4. Save the 

appropriate platemap into I:/ABI Quantifilier. 
 
59. Place the adaptor containing the labelled Optical PCR quantification plate onto Slot 5. 

 
60. Slot 5 Assay is highlighted orange, indicating that an action is required. Select Slot 5 

to access the Assay Setup screen.  
 

61. Select Rack ID on the right and then scan or manually enter the Quant batch ID. 
 

62. Select Load. Slot 5 has now changed colour to blue on the Assay Setup screen. 
 
63. Into the ‘Eluate and Reagents’ drawer, load the required amount of tips that is shown 

on the screen. (Table 8 outlines the tip types and amounts required). 
 

Table 8: Consumables and reagents required for an integrated run 
 3 pre-lysis batches (83 samples total) 

50 µL disposable filter-tips 83 (3 x racks) 
200 µL disposable filter-tips 8 (1 x rack) 

Master mix volume 1688 µL 
 

64. Slot 3 Reagent is highlighted orange which indicates that an action is required. Select 
Slot 3 to move to the Assay Setup screen. 

 
65. Position the master mix, amplification water and standards to the adaptor (Reagent 

Holder 1 QS QIAGEN 9018090) as displayed on the screen and uncap all reagent 
tubes. 

 
Note: Selecting the adaptor positions on the screen will display the required reagent 
and the minimum volume required in the QIAGEN 2.0 mL tube. 

 
66. Place the adaptor containing all reagents into Slot 3. 

 
67. Select Load. Slot 3 has now changed colour to blue on the Assay Setup screen. 

 
68. Close both the ‘Eluate and Regents’ and ‘Assay’ drawers. 

 
69. Select Scan and then select the consumables that require scanning.  

 
70. Select Scan to perform an inventory scan.  
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Note: If there are insufficient consumables/reagents, it will flag at this point. Open 
the ‘Eluate and Reagents’ and/or ‘Assay’ drawer and add the required consumables. 
Close the drawer(s) and Scan when prompted. 

 
71. On the Integrated Run screen, the batch will display on the AS as Queued. 
 
72. Select Run to start the batch. 

 
7.6 Completing an Integrated Procedure 

1. When the run has completed, the Assay drawer icon will be green. 
 
2. Select the green Assay icon, a prompt that the run has completed will appear. Select 

OK.  
 

3. Select the Integrated Run tab and then select the Integrated Batch. The following 
prompt will appear: “Shall the complete Integrated batch be removed”, select Yes. 

 
4. Alternatively, select the Remove icon. A prompt will appear advising that the cooling 

will stop, select Yes. 
 

5. Open the ‘Assay’ drawer and remove the quantification plate. 
 
6. Clean the ‘Assay’ drawer and adaptor with 70 % Ethanol and then close the drawer. 

 
7. Check that the wells of the quantification plate contain the required volume. Seal the 

plate with an optical adhesive seal. 
 

8. Centrifuge the quantification plate for 1 minute at 2000 rpm and ensure that bubbles 
are not present. Place the plate in the pass-through hatch to the CE Room (3194). 
 

Note: Bubbles in the wells may affect the accuracy of the quantification results. 
 

9. Refer to Quantification of Extracted DNA using the Quantifiler® Trio DNA Quantification 
Kit (QIS 34045) for performing the quantifiler run on the QS5 instrument and results 
analysis and finalisation. 

 
10. Open the ‘Eluate and Reagents’ drawer, remove the adaptor containing the reagents. 

Re-cap the quantification standards and return the standards to the Pre-PCR fridge, 
discard other tubes. 

 
11. Clean the ‘Eluate and Reagents’ drawer and adaptor with 70 % Ethanol. 

 
12. Close the ‘Eluate and Regents’ drawer and select Scan. 
 
13. Follow steps 2 – 42 of Section 7.4 Completing a SP Extraction Procedure. 
 

7.7 AS module Procedure 
A standalone AS procedure is used for ARTEL calibrations (QIS 26628) and for AS module 
contamination (Soccerball) check batches (refer to Environmental Monitoring procedure 
QIS 34280). The following procedure is used for the setup of an AS Module contamination 
check batch. 

 
1. Prepare your ‘Sample’ tubes as per Environmental Monitoring SOP (QIS 34280).   
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2. In the Clean Reagent Room (3188) prepare the Quantifiler® Trio reagents as per 
Section 4.1.5 (use n=106). 
 

3. Prepare the Quantifiler® Trio standards as per Section 4.1.5 and obtain an aliquot of 
amp grade water. 

 
4. In FR access the Quantification batch and enter in the equipment and reagents to be 

used as per the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (QIS 34034). 
 

5. Ensure that the daily maintenance on the QIAsymphony® has been performed. 
 
6. Select the Assay Setup tab at the top of the touch screen. 

 
7. Select New. This will direct to the ‘Sample rack(s)’ screen displaying slot 2 (2 Sample) 

in orange.  
 

8. Select on Rack ID on the righthand side of the screen. 
 
9. Enter the Quantification batch ID to name the run (e.g. VDNAQUA20190829-01). 
 
10. Select Ok. The entered rack ID will now appear under Slot 2. 
 
11. From the Available rack types panel, select the Deep well option. 

 
12. From the drop down menu, select NU#374078 *Racked tubes 96. This will now 

appear under the sample position in Slot 2.  
 
13. Once the rack ID and tube type has been assigned, the ‘2 Sample’ position in Slot 2 

will be highlighted blue. Select Next. 
 
14. The ‘Sample Rack Layout’ screen will appear. Select positions D2 to H12 to highlight 

these positions. Select Sample to assign these positions as samples. An ‘S’ will appear 
in these positions once assigned. 

 
15. Select Select all to highlight all samples for the batch. 
 
16. Select volume and enter 70uL.  

 
17. Select Ok. The volume assigned will now appear in each sample position. 
 
18. Select Next. The assay selection screen will now appear. 
 
19. From the ‘available assays’ panel on the left hand side of the screen, select Custom 

Protocols and highlight the protocol Quant Trio (4C).  
 

20. Select the arrow to transfer the protocol across to the ‘selected assays’ panel. 
 
21. Select Next. This will direct to the ‘Assay assignment’ screen. 
 
22. Select Select All to select all the positions. 
 
23. Select Assign to assign the selected protocol previously selected (Quant Trio (4C)) to 

all positions. The positions will now appear in green with a ‘1’. 
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24. Select Queue. This will direct to the ‘Loading information’ screen displaying the 
worktable layout for the reagents.  

 
Note: If any of the slots are highlighted orange, information is required for those 
positions. It will also display the tip types and quantities required for the protocol. 
 
25. Open both the ‘Eluate and Regents’ and ‘Assay’ drawers, this will direct to the Assay 

Setup screen.  
 
26. Ensure that the Nunc™ extract tube rack is labelled with the correct batch ID on the 

front of the rack.  Additionally, check the barcodes of the first and last samples on the 
rack to match against the batch in FR. 

 
27. Decap the Nunc™ extract tubes using the LabElite® Integrated I.D. Capper™. 
 
28. Place the rack of tubes in the correct orientation onto the appropriate adaptor. Ensure 

that the batch ID of the rack is facing the barcode on the adaptor. 
 
29. Load the plate adaptor holding the Nunc™ tube rack onto slot 2 of the ‘Eluate and 

Regents’ drawer with the barcode on the plate adaptor facing the front. 
 

30. On the ‘Loading information’ screen, select the [2 Sample] position.  
 
31. Select [Load]. The position will now appear blue. 

 
32. Label an Optical PCR plate with the Quantification Batch ID and place it onto the 

adaptor (PCR Plate 96 QS QIAGEN 9020732). 
 

33. Perform a sequence check of the quantification batch as per Section 6.7.4. Save the 
appropriate platemap into I:/ABI Quantifilier. 

 
34. Place the adaptor containing the labelled Optical PCR quantification plate onto Slot 5. 

 
35. Slot 5 Assay is highlighted orange, indicating that an action is required. Select Slot 5 

to access the Assay Setup screen.  
 

36. Select Rack ID on the right and then scan or manually enter the Quant batch ID. 
 

37. Select Load. Slot 5 has now changed colour to blue on the Assay Setup screen. 
 

38. Into the ‘Eluate and Reagents’ drawer, load the required amount of tips that is shown 
on the screen. (Refer to Table 8). 

 
39. Slot 3 Reagent is highlighted orange which indicates that an action is required. Select 

Slot 3 to move to the Assay Setup screen. 
 

40. Position the master mix, amplification water and standards to the adaptor (Reagent 
Holder 1 QS QIAGEN 9018090) as displayed on the screen and uncap all reagent 
tubes. 

 
Note: Selecting the adaptor positions on the screen will display the required reagent 
and the minimum volume required in the QIAGEN 2.0 mL tube. 

 
41. Place the adaptor containing all reagents into Slot 3. 
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42. Select Load. Slot 3 has now changed colour to blue on the Assay Setup screen. 
 

43. Close both the ‘Eluate and Regents’ and ‘Assay’ drawers. 
 

44. Select Scan and then select the consumables that require scanning.  
 

45. Select Scan to perform an inventory scan.  
 

46. Select Run to start the batch. 
 
 

8 Batch Finalisation 
8.1 Pre-lysis Procedure 

Note: It is not possible to halt processing of a sample once it has been sequence 
checked (locked) on a pre-lysis batch.  The sample must progress to a QIAsymphony 
extraction procedure. 

 
1. Ensure all reagents, equipment, consumables and locations are selected against the 

batch as per Section 4.4 
 

2. Select the Edit/Update Batch  icon and click on the Run Date & Run Time field, 
select the current date from the calender which autofills the time field upon batch 
completion. 

 
3. Type ‘EXT Ready’ in the Comment field (Figure 10). 

 

 
  Figure 10: Run date and Run Time field and ‘EXT ready’ in Comment field 
 

4. Select the Complete Batch  icon to complete the batch. 
 
8.2 SP Extraction Procedure 

Note: Do not halt processing a sample once it is on an extraction batch. A sample 
can only be placed on hold at the sample transition step at the end of the extraction 
procedure. 

 
1. Ensure all reagents, equipment and consumables are selected against the batch as 

per Section 4.4. 
 

2. Select Sample Transition  icon and select the appropriate technique and method 
from the dropdown menus (Figure 11).  For samples that have an Extract & Hold or 
NWQPS analytical note, the Technique and Method fields are changed to be blank. 
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 Figure 11: Checking for processing comments and sample transition 
 

3. Select the Save Batch  icon. 
 

4. Select the Edit/Update Batch  icon and click on the Run Date & Run Time field, 
select the current date from the calender which autofills the time field upon batch 
completion. 

 
5. Select PASS in the Batch Controls/Status field (Figure 12). 

 
   Figure 12: Run date & Time field and changing batch status to “PASS” 

 
6. Remove the ‘QIA’ from the Comment field for each of the pre-lysis batches included in 

the SP Extraction batch. 

7. Select the Complete Batch  icon to complete the batch. 
 

8.3 Integrated Procedure 
Note: Do not halt processing a sample once it is on an extraction batch. A sample 
can only be placed on hold at the Quant Results page at the end of the quantification 
procedure. 

 
1. Ensure all reagents, equipment and consumables are selected against the batch as per 

Section 4.4. 
 

2. Select the Edit/Update Batch  icon and click on the Run Date & Run Time field, 
select the current date from the calender which autofills the time field upon batch 
completion. 

 
3. Select PASS in the Batch Controls/Status field (Figure 13). 
4. Remove the ‘QIA’ in the Comment field for each of the pre-lysis batches included in the 

Extraction batch. 
 
5. Select the Complete Batch  icon to complete the batch. 
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    Figure 13: Changing QIAsymphony – integrated batch status 

 
Note: DO NOT select and save the Sample Transition  page. This will cause 
samples to populate to the quantification worklist, when the samples have already 
been quantified. 
 
6. The Quantification batch will be finalised by the operators rostered in Pre-PCR as per 

Quantification of Extracted DNA using the Quantifiler® Trio DNA Quantification Kit (QIS 
34045). 
 

 
9 Troubleshooting 
9.1 General Troubleshooting 

Issue Actions 
A prompt appears advising that the scan 
of reagents was not possible 

Check and wipe the barcode of each 
reagent trough of the Reagent Cartridge 
with 70 % Ethanol, dry with a kimwipe 
and re-scan. 
 

The barcodes on the sample tube 
carriers do not scan consistently 

Wipe the barcodes with 70 % Ethanol, 
dry with a kimwipe and try again. 
 

The reagent cartridge does not appear to 
contain the amounts stated on the 
cartridge. 

Check the reagent reservoirs/trophs in 
the reagent cartridge for bubbles.Ensure 
that the Enzyme Rack has also been 
added to the cartridge for scanning. 

The hood is opened during the first 
stages of the extraction protocol 

The run will not be able to continue. The 
samples at this stage have not been 
added to the sample prep cartridges. 
Thus, the run is required to be restarted. 
 

The run has been paused or cancelled 
and cannot be continued 

Note the command number on the 
QIAsymphony® Instrument. A recovery of 
the samples via the clean-up procedure is 
required for that 24 sample batch set. 
Refer to Section 14.2.1 and Section 
14.2.2 to perform these procedures.  
 

QIAsymphony® instrument issues are 
preventing the extraction of the lysates 

The Maxwell extraction procedure can be 
utilised to complete the extraction (refer 
to Section 9.2).  
 

Residue is noticed on the outside of the 
Tip guards after/during a procedure 

After run has completed, remove the Tip 
guard and transfer the residue (using a 
swab) into a 2mL tube. Register and 
process the sample as an environmental 
sample as per QIS 34280. Add a “See 
Batch” to the comment field, select “INV” 
and enter appropriate batch notes. After 
residue is quantified, additional notes are 
added to enter the quantification value. 
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9.2 Extraction of Lysates using Maxwell Instrument  

Samples that have undergone the pre-lysis procedure can be extracted using the Maxwell 
instrument. This method was validated due to the limited storage time of samples lysates 
and the possibility of QIAsymphony® instrument issues and/or extended instrument 
downtime.  
 
Refer to DNA IQTM Extraction using the Maxwell® 16(QIS 34044) or Maxwell®  FSC(QIS 
35605). 

 
1. Split one QIAsymphony® Pre-Lysis batch into two Maxwell batches:  

 
a. Samples in positions 1-16 of the Pre-Lysis batch will go onto the first Maxwell batch. 

 
b. Samples in positions 17-24 of the Pre-Lysis batch will go onto the second Maxwell 

batch. This Maxwell batch will require a Positive and Negative control added to the 
batch (as per a routine Maxwell batch). 

 
2. Add Batch notes to both Maxwell batches stating that the samples are QIAsymphony® 

lysates that are having the extraction completed using the Maxwell instrument.  
 

3. Prepare the required amount of Maxwell reagents for the two batches as per QIS: 
34044 or 35605). However, Maxwell extraction buffer is only required for the Positive 
and Negative control of the second Maxwell batch. 

 
4. Set up required tubes: Elution buffer tubes and Nunc tubes (Nunc tube will already be 

labelled from the Pre-Lysis batch). The second Maxwell batch will also require a spin 
basket tube and 1.5/2.0mL tube for the Positive control and a 1.5/2.0mL tube for the 
Negative control. 

 
5. For each Maxwell batch, print the batch sample labels and label the required tubes. 

Then perform sequence check of the batches.  
 

Note: SPIN label is only required for the Positive control of the second Maxwell 
batch, uncheck ALL other SPIN boxes. 

 
6. For the first Maxwell batch, add 200 µL of Lysis Buffer to each sample and process as 

per: 
• QIS 34044 Section 7.1 (Pre-Lysis Procedure for Maxwell Extraction) from 

steps 11 – 19, or  
• QIS 35605, Section 7.1 (Pre-Lysis Procedure for Maxwell Extraction) from 

steps 11 – 19. 
 

7. For the second Maxwell batch: 
 

a. Add the Maxwell Extraction buffer to the Positive and Negative control and process 
as per: 

•  QIS 34044 Section 7.1 (Pre-Lysis Procedure for Maxwell Extraction)  from 
steps 8 – 16.;or 

•  QIS 35605 Section 7.1 (Pre-Lysis Procedure for Maxwell Extraction) from 
steps 8 – 16 

 
b. For the remaining samples (QIAsymphony® Pre-Lysis lysates) add 200 µL of Lysis 

Buffer to each sample and process as per: 
•  QIS 34044 Section 7.1 (Pre-Lysis Procedure for Maxwell Extraction), from 

step 11; or 
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• QIS 35605., Section 7.1 (Pre-Lysis Procedure for Maxwell Extraction), from 
step 11.  

 
c. The controls and lysates are now at the same stage, complete the Maxwell process 

as per: 
• QIS 34044 section 7.1 (Pre-Lysis Procedure for Maxwell Extraction), from 

steps 17 – 19, or  
• QIS 35605 section 7.1 (Pre-Lysis Procedure for Maxwell Extraction), from 

steps 17 – 19. 
 

9.3 Recovery & Clean up Procedure 
If the QIAsymphony® Instrument run has errored or has been interrupted and cannot 
continue, inform the Analytical HP5 and/or HP4 and proceed with the recovery of the 
samples via the clean-up procedure. If required, ask for assistance from at QIASymphony® 
Trainer.  
 
The recovery and clean up procedure comprise of 4 steps and should be performed in the 
following order: 
1. Error analysis (Section 14.3.1) – identification of the error and the step in the protocol 

in which it occurred. 
2. Sample recovery (Section 14.3.2) – recovery of the unprocessed and/or semi-

processed samples from the instrument (e.g. removal of samples from the instrument). 
This is procedure is performed via the clean-up procedure, where “yes” to the use of a 
CW protocol is selected. 

3. Clean up procedure (Section 14.3.3) –re-sets the instrument before starting a new run. 
This ensure that no consumables are left on the instrument that may cause 
errors/crashes. This procedure is performed via the clean-up procedure, where “no” to 
the use of a CW protocol is selected. 

4. Manual processing (Section 14.3.4) – identification of sample positions in the sample 
prep cartridges and the completion of the extraction of the recovered samples using 
DNA IQ™ manual method.  

 Note: Ensure batch notes/sample notations are entered for affected 
batches/samples. See Miscellaneous Analytical Procedures and Tasks (QIS 34064) 
for instructions on how to enter sample notations.  

 
9.3.1 Error Analysis 

Identify the step in which the protocol was interrupted by performing the following: 
 
1. Remove the elution rack (Nunc™ extract tube rack) to generate the result file.  

 
2. If the Sample drawer icon is yellow, press it to obtain the error message box. 

 
3. If an error message box appears (Figure 14), record the error message including the 

error message ID and the command number in brackets.  
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                Figure 14: An example of an error message box 
 

4. If an error message does not appear, proceed to step 5. 
 

5. Copy the result file and log file (including the error.log file) from the QIAsymphony® 
instrument to the PC as per Section 6.3 of the Operation and Maintenance of the 
QIAsymphony® (QIS 33756). 
 

6. Open the result file of the erroneous run and locate the error message and command 
number under the Messages section. 

 
7. Record the error message and the command number in brackets.  

 
9.3.2 Sample Recovery 

To recover unprocessed and/or semi-processed samples from the instrument by performing 
the following: 
 
1. Samples (lysates) that are in the original 2.0mL tubes in the carrier racks, are to be re-

capped and set aside. These samples will be extracted either using the QIAsymphony® 
once the error/issue has been resolved or extracted using the Maxwell16 instrument 
as per Section 9.2. 
 

2. Using the QIAsymphony® SP Recovery Procedure for DNA Investigator® Applications 
(software version 4.0 or higher) manual located in Room 3191, refer to Table 1 
(Command numbers and associated sample recovery instructions) on pages 4-13.  

 
3. Using the obtained Command Number, navigate to the associated instructions in Table 

1. Follow and perform these steps only up to obtaining the “Recovery Forensic” 
protocol (1, 2, or 3). Record the required recovery protocol. 

 
Note: Ensure the hood is closed before starting a Forensic Recovery Protocol. 

 
4. Select the Tools tab. 
 
5. Open the Maintenance SP menu and select Cleanup. 

 
6. Follow the instructions on the touchscreen until a prompt appears asking if a casework 

protocol is being used. Select YES to confirm the message.  
 
7. On the ‘Choose protocol’ screen select the appropriate protocol that was obtained (in 

step 4).  

Command number 

Error message ID 
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8. Follow the instructions on the screen until the sample recovery procedure is complete. 
 
9. When removing the sample prep cartridges, it is important to keep the correct 

orientation and positioning of the sample prep cartridges. Write “front” on sample prep 
cartridges and label with 1, 2, or 3.  
 

IMPORTANT: If possible, remove the Magnetic Head Cover (if not instructed in Step 
5) to ensure that no consumables are left on the instrument.  
 
The clean-up procedure MUST be performed after a Forensic Recovery Protocol is 
performed and/or before starting a new run. This is to ensure that no consumables 
(eg. rod covers) are left behind that will cause instrument crashes. 

 
9.3.3 Clean-up Procedure 

Re-set the instrument after sample recovery by performing the following: 
 

1. Select the Tools tab and open the Maintenance SP menu and select Cleanup. 
 

2. Follow the instructions on the touchscreen until a prompt appears asking if a casework 
protocol is being used. Select No to start the clean-up procedure.  

 
3. The Input | State of the QIAsymphony® screen will appear. Select Other and then 

select OK. 
 

4. Follow the instructions on the screen until the clean-up procedure is complete. 
 

5. When the QIAsymphony® SP Clean-up procedure is finished, the instrument is ready to 
start a new run. 

 
9.3.4 Manual Processing Part A: Transfer of Samples 

This section outlines the procedure for transferring the samples (lysates) from the sample 
prep cartridges to 2.0mL tubes for manual extraction of recovered samples. 

 
Figure 15 shows the positions of samples within the tube carrier, sample prep cartridges 
and the elution racks during an extraction procedure. 

 

 
  Sample transfer from the Tube carrier into Sample prep cartridges 

 
 

Figure 15:  Sample positioning of 24 samples from the tube carrier to sample prep cartridges  
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1. Print a set of sample labels as per Section 6.6 for the (Pre-lysis) batch required for 
transfer from the sample prep cartridges. 

 
2. Label a 2.0 mL tube for each sample and arrange the corresponding Nunc™ tube (from 

the Eluate drawer) into a rack.  
 
3. A sequence check of the labelled tubes is required by a second operator and a batch 

note (under the affected Pre-Lysis batch) detailing the sequence check added in FR. 
 

4. If the sample prep cartridge has been sealed, carefully unseal the cartridge. Only 
unseal one sample prep cartridge at a time. 

 
5. Pipette mix the contents of the sample prep cartridge well and carefully transfer the 

contents including the magnetic particles into the prepared 2.0 mL tube.  
 
NOTE: The transfer of sample from the sample prep cartridge to the 2.0 mL tube is to 
be performed under supervision (by the ‘sequence check’ person). 

 
6. Repeat for all samples. 

 
9.3.5 Manual Processing Part B: Manual DNA IQ extraction 

This section outlines the procedure for the extraction of the recovered samples (lysates) 
using the manual DNA IQ method. This is performed after the samples have been 
transferred from the sample prep cartridges to (2.0mL) tubes. 
 
1. Turn on Thermomixer and set the temperature to 65°C (for use in the elution steps). 

 
2. Prepare the required reagents as per Appendix 15. 

 
3. If the QIAsymphony® has errored during the elution steps, continue from step 12 

(addition of elution buffer), otherwise continue below.    
 
4. Vortex and place on the Multitube shaker set at 1200 rpm for 5 minutes.  

 
5. Remove from the Multitube shaker, vortex and immediately place into the magnetic 

stand. Separation will occur instantly. 
 
Note: If resin does not form a distinct pellet on the side of the tube, or if the magnetic 
beads have re-suspended while in the stand, vortex the tube and quickly place back 
in the stand. 

 
6. Carefully remove and discard the liquid, ensuring that the resin is not disturbed. 

Remove from the magnetic stand. 
 

Note: If some resin is drawn up in the pipette tip, gently expel resin back into tube to allow 
re-separation. 

 
7. Add 125 µL of Lysis Buffer-DTT solution. Vortex and place into the magnetic stand.   

 
8. Once separation has occurred, remove and discard the liquid. Remove the tube from 

the magnetic stand. 
 

9. Add 100 µL of 1X Wash Buffer, vortex and place into the magnetic stand. Once 
separation has occurred remove and discard the liquid. Remove the tube from the 
magnetic stand.  
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10. Repeat step 9 twice for a total of three Wash Buffer washes. Ensure that all the liquid 

has been removed after the last wash. Remove the tube from the magnetic stand. 
 

11. Uncap the tubes and place the lids down onto a clean rediwipe within the biohazard 
cabinet.  Allow the resin to air-dry in the hood for 15 minutes and then recap the tubes. 

 
Note: Do not allow the resin to dry for > 20 minutes as this may inhibit DNA elution. 

 
12. Add 50 µl of Elution Buffer by carefully pipetting the solution to the side of the tube, 

above the pellet.  Do not mix. 
 

13. Incubate using the thermomixer at 65 °C for 3 minutes, followed by a further 3 minutes 
at 65 °C shaking at 1100 rpm. If no thermomixer is available, incubate samples within a 
hot block and vortex mix at the start and end of the second 3 minute incubation. 
Remove samples. 

 
14. Vortex and immediately place into the magnetic stand while hot to ensure maximum 

DNA yield during elution. 
 

15. Carefully transfer the DNA extract to the corresponding labelled Nunc™ tube. 
 

16. Remove from the magnetic stand and repeat steps 12-13 once. The final volume after 
the second elution is approximately 95 µL of DNA extract.  

 
17. Store the DNA extracts in temporary storage located within the Pre-PCR sorting room 

3194-A in the upright freezer as per Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA Analysis (QIS 
23959). 

 
Ensure that adequate batch notes are entered in the QIAsymphony® extraction batch 
explaining the issues and steps taken. 
 

9.4 Dropped Substrate during Pre-Lysis Procedure 
If Substrate has been dropped during transfer 

 
1. Unaffected lysate continues through processing as per standard procedure through to 

quantification. 
 

2. The volume of the unaffected substrate is measured and noted in FR as a Sample 
Notation. 

 
3. The dropped substrate is placed in a clean 2 mL tube and labelled with the “SPIN” 

barcode 
 

4. The “SPIN” barcode is made into an exhibit barcode (refer to Section 9.5 for how to 
make a subsample an exhibit). Add the Analytical Note to the Spin barcode exhibit 
“Hold after extraction”. 

 
5. Create a new Maxwell extraction batch according to the Forensic DNA Analysis 

Workflow Procedure (34034) using the Manual fill option. 
 
6. Manually add the dropped “SPIN” barcode to position 3 of the Maxwell batch. 
 
8. Add Batch notes to the Maxwell batch stating that the samples are QIAsymphony® 

substrates that are having the extraction completed using the Maxwell instrument.  
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9. Prepare the required amount of Maxwell reagents as per QIS 34044 or 35605. Note, 

Maxwell extraction buffer is only required for the Positive and Negative controls. 
 

10. Set up, label  and sequence check required tubes as per QIS 34044 or 35605. 
 
11. Process the Maxwell batch as follows: 
 

a. Add the Maxwell Extraction buffer to the Positive and Negative control and process 
as per: 

•  QIS 34044 Section 7.1 (Pre-Lysis Procedure for Maxwell Extraction)  from 
steps 8 – 10.;or 

•  QIS 35605 Section 7.1 (Pre-Lysis Procedure for Maxwell Extraction) from 
steps 8 – 10 

 
b. The controls and QIAsymphony® Pre-Lysis substrate/s are now at the same stage, 

complete the Maxwell process from the addition of 200 µL of Lysis Buffer and 
process as per: 

•  QIS 34044 Section 7.1 (Pre-Lysis Procedure for Maxwell Extraction), from 
step 11; or 

• QIS 35605., Section 7.1 (Pre-Lysis Procedure for Maxwell Extraction), from 
step 11.  

 
7. At the completion of the Maxwell extraction procedure the Positive and Negative control 

are transitioned as standard procedure. The dropped substrate is held after extraction. 
 
8. A Sample Notation is added under the original barcode and the new subsample 

barcode in FR. 
 

9. Add an entry in the Forensic DNA Analysis Adverse Events Log. 
 

If Substrate has been dropped after being spun in spin basket 
 

1. Continue to extract unaffected lysate as per standard procedure through to 
quantification. 

 
2. Store substrate in spin basket storage as per standard procedure. 

 
3. Add Sample Notation for the sample in FR stating that the substrate was dropped post 

spinning. 
 

4. Add an entry in the Forensic DNA Analysis Adverse Events Log. 
 
9.5 Creating an Exhibit from a Subsample 
 

1. Open the parent barcode in the Case Management side of FR. 
 

2. Click the Exhibit Register tab and then click the ‘add an exhibit’ icon  
 
3. Enter the subsample barcode in the ‘Exhibit Barcode’ field. 
 
Note: Once the subsample barcode has been entered the following warning will appear. 
Warning: This Barcode has previously been allocated to a subsample. 
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4. Choose a ‘Category’ from the drop-down box. This should be the same as the parent 
(e.g. swab/trace DNA). 
 

5. Fill in the ‘Description’ field with a description of what the subsample was from (e.g. 
Subsample of 123456789/re-extract of 123456789). 

 
6. Enter FSS in the ‘Located / Owner’ field. 
 
7. IMPORTANT. Add the parent barcode in the ‘Parent Barcode’ field. 
 
Note: If the parent barcode is not entered, the subsample will no longer be associated with 
the parent barcode. This step is essential for continuity. 
 
8. Check Admission / Intel in the ‘Ownership / Relationship / Prioritisation’ field. 
 
9. Check the “Sample has been collected in strict compliance with CSE101 Biological 

Evidence [Required]” box in the ‘Forensic Biology Analytical Advice’ field. 
 
10. Enter FR user number in the Delivery Officer Rego field and tab across to Surname to 

populate that field. 
 
11. Change Station field to “Queensland Health Scientific”. 
 

12. Click the ‘Save’ icon  
 
 
10 Validation 

• M. Aguilera, B. Micic, Pierre Acedo, L. Ryan, C. Allen. Proposal # 168: Validation of the 
QIAsymphony® SP/AS Modules, November 2016. 

• M. Aguilera, M. Mathieson, L. Ryan, C. Allen. Internal Project: Replacement of the 
Extraction Multiprobe with the QIAsymphony® SP/AS, July 2015. 

• M. Cipollone, L. Ryan, M. Mathieson, C. Allen. Proposal # 192: Validation of QIAsymphony 
SP for Bone Extraction, April 2018. 

• M. Cipollone, L. Ryan, M. Mathieson, C. Allen. Proposal # 192: Validation of QIAsymphony 
SP for Bone Extraction- Supplementary Repeatability and Reproducibility, March 2020. 
 

 
11 Quality Assurance/Acceptance Criteria 

• Casework and reference samples are extracted and quantified on separate batches. If 
casework and reference batches are to be extracted on the QIAsymphony® SP on the same 
day, the instrument and all associated labware must be decontaminated between 
operations. 

• Positive and negative controls are included in each extraction batch and are processed in 
the same manner as samples through to completion. 

• If any results are obtained from the negative control at either quantification or CEQ check, 
then the possible source of the contamination is investigated. The samples extracted with 
this control are thoroughly checked and repeated if required. Refer to Capillary 
Electrophoresis (CEQ) Quality Check (QIS 34131) and Miscellaneous Analytical 
Procedures and Tasks (QIS 34064). 
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L Farrelly 

Included sections 6.1, 6.5 to 6.7. Removed 
duplication steps from sections 7.4 & 7.5. 
Included section 8 batch finalisation. 

3 Dec 2017 P Acedo,  
B Micic 

Updated the Integrated Run steps and the 
Sample Recovery/Clean Up steps, added 
Manual IQ procedure and reagents. Minor 
wording/formatting changes. 

4 Feb 2019 P Acedo Updated SP and AS protocols and 
fixed/updated hyperlinked documents. 

5 Mar 2020 B Micic Minor changes throughout. Added: additional 
cRNA; steps to scan waste drawer after run; 
quant batch sequence check, AS setup 
section; sampling of tip guard residue; check of 
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Version Date Author/s Amendments 
lysate tubes. Changed General troubleshooting 
section to a table, expanded Integrated 
section. Added Bone Pre-lysis section, 
updated Section 10.   

6 Mar 2021 M Aguilera 
A Darmanin 

Made procedural changes to SOP in 
accordance to OQI# 54156. 
Corrected hyperlinks throughout SOP. 
Included labelling of Enzyme rack to also 
include cRNA and ATE lots used in its 
preparation. Minor changes throughout. Made 
amendments as per reviewer comments. 
Added dropped substrate troubleshooting 
methods in Sections 9.4 & 9.5. 
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15 Appendix 
15.1 Manual DNA IQ™ Reagents, Equipment and Consumables 

Table 9 outlines the reagents and the storage locations required for the Manual DNA IQ™ 
extraction of lysates recovered from the QIAsymphony®. 

 
Table 9: Reagents with storage room and location 
 

 
 
 

 
15.1.1 Lysis Buffer with DTT Solution 

Lysis Buffer is supplied with the DNA IQ™ kit. The Lysis Buffer with DTT solution is 
prepared just prior to commencing the Manual DNA IQ™ procedure. 
 
1. Determine reagent volumes required by referring to Appendix 15 Table 12. 

 
2. Remove the appropriate aliquot/s of DTT from the freezer and thaw. Vortex mix and 

centrifuge briefly before use. 
 

3. In the biohazard cabinet, add the required volume of Lysis Buffer to a 10 mL tube. 
 

4. Add the required volume of DTT to the Lysis Buffer and gently swirl to mix. 
 

5. Label with “Lysis Buffer + DTT”, initials and date. 
 
15.1.2 1x Wash Buffer 

Note: 2x Wash Buffer is supplied with the DNA IQ™ kit.  A 1x Wash Buffer is required for 
the procedure. 
 
1. In a biohazard cabinet, add 35 mL of AnalR 100% Ethanol to the 2x Wash Buffer bottle. 

 
2. Add 35 mL of 2- Propanol to the 2x Wash Buffer bottle. 

 
3. Cross out the 2x on the bottle and replace with 1x and initial and date the amendment. 

Refer to Receipt, Storage and Preparation of Chemicals, Reagents and Test Kits (QIS 
34103). Update the 1x Wash Buffer reagent log in FR by: 

• At the FR main menu click the Reference tab and the Supply button. 
• Type DNA IQ into the Category field followed by the enter key. 
• Click the Received Date of the wash buffer that is being prepared.  
• Click the Edit icon at the top right of the screen. 
• Click in the Comments box and specify the 1x Wash Buffer aliquot (e.g. A1) and 

the lot numbers of the ethanol and isopropyl alcohol used. 
• Click the Save icon at the top right of the screen. 

 
Note: 1x Wash Buffer can be prepared and stored at room temperature prior to use. 
 
4. Determine reagent volumes required by referring to Appendix 15 Table 12. 

Reagent Room Location 
DNA IQ™ Elution Buffer 3188  In-use tray or shelf 
DNA IQ™ Lysis Buffer 3188  In-use tray or shelf 
DNA IQ™ 2x Wash Buffer 3188  In-use tray or shelf 
1,4 Dithiothreitol (DTT) 1M 3188  Freezer 
AnalR 100 % v/v Ethanol 3188  Shelf 
2- Propanol  3188  Shelf 
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5. In the biological safety cabinet, aliquot the required amount of 1x Wash Buffer into a 10 

mL tube. 
 

6. Label with “Wash Buffer”, initials and date. 
 
15.1.3 Elution Buffer 

Elution Buffer is supplied with the DNA IQ™ kit. 
 
1. Determine reagent volumes required by referring to Appendix 15 Table 12. 

 
2. In the biohazard cabinet, aliquot the required amount of Elution Buffer into a 5 mL tube. 

 
3. Label with “Elution Buffer”, initials and date. 
 

15.1.4 Equipment 
Table 10 outlines the equipment and the locations required for Manual DNA IQ™ extraction. 

 
  Table 10: Location of required equipment 

Equipment Location 
Fridge 3189 
Freezers 3189 / 3190 
Biological safety cabinet class II x 4 3188 x 1, 3189 x 4 
96 well tube racks 3189 
Vortex  x 4 3189 
Hot block  x 4 3189 / 3191 / 3194 
Centrifuge x 4 3189 / 3194 
Mini/Micro centrifuges x 4 3189 
Finnpipettes 100 – 1000 µL 3189 
Finnpipette 20 – 200 µL 3189 
Thermomixer x 4 3189 
Magnetic rack 3189 
Multitube Shaker 3191 

 
15.1.5 Consumables 

Table 11 outlines the consumables and the locations required for Manual DNA IQ™ 
extraction. 

 
 Table 11: Location of required consumables 

Consumables Location 
Racks 3189 
2 mL tubes 3188 / 3189 
NuncTM tubes 3189 
5 mL, 10 mL sterile tubes 3188 
Sharps bins 3189 
20 µL pipette tips 3189 
300 µL pipette tips 3188 / 3189 
1000 µL pipette tips 3188 / 3189 

Additional consumables can be found in the Store Room (3184). 
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15.2 Reagent Volumes for Manual DNA IQ™ Extraction 
 

Table 12: Reagent volumes required for manual DNA IQ™ extraction 
 Reagent Volume for 24 

samples (µL) 

Lysis Buffer-
DTT 

DNA IQ™ Lysis Buffer 3300 

DTT 33 
   

Wash Buffer DNA IQ™ 1x Wash 
Buffer 7800 

   

Elution Buffer DNA IQTM Elution 
Buffer 2600 

 
Note: The volumes entered for 24 samples have been calculated for an ‘extra’ 2 samples (i.e. 
calculated for 28 samples) 
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1 Purpose and Scope 

This document describes the routine method for amplification of extracted DNA from 
casework and reference samples in Forensic DNA Analysis using the PowerPlex®21 
System (PP21). Amplification plates are routinely prepared using the Microlab® STARlet 
(STARlet) (Hamilton) and LabElite® Integrated I.D. Capper™ (Decapper) (Hamilton) 
instrument. In addition, this document describes a manual method to perform the 
amplification of extracted DNA from casework and reference samples in Forensic DNA 
Analysis when DNA extract levels <20 µL or during extended STARlet downtime.  
  
This procedure applies to all staff members in Forensic DNA Analysis who are required to 
perform amplification of extracted DNA using the PowerPlex®21system.  
 
 

2 Definitions 

Decapper LabElite® Integrated I.D. Capper™ 
DNA  Deoxyribonucleic acid 
dNTP  2'Deoxynucleotide triphosphates 
FR  Forensic Register 
PCR  Polymerase chain reaction 
PP21  PowerPlex®21 System 
STARlet Microlab® STARlet 
STR  Short tandem repeat 
 
 

3 Principle 

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a method of selectively amplifying a particular region or 
regions of DNA.  PCR utilises bacterial DNA polymerase enzymes, region specific primers 
and dNTPs to replicate DNA.  PCR is performed in cycles.  Each cycle consists of three 
steps: denaturation, primer annealing and primer extension. See Table 1 with the cycling 
conditions required for the PowerPlex®21 system.  In the PCR reaction, DNA is 
accumulated at an exponential rate because each newly synthesised strand becomes a 
template for the primers.  The PowerPlex®21 system allows co-amplification and four-color 
fluorescent detection (Fluorescein, JOE, TMR-ET and CXR-ET) of 21 loci (20 STR loci and 
Amelogenin) including D1S1656, D2S1338, D3S1358, D5S818, D6S1043, D7S820, 
D8S1179, D12S391, D13S317, D16S539, D18S51, D19S433, D21S11, Amelogenin, 
CSF1PO, FGA, Penta D, Penta E, TH01, TPOX and vWA.  When run using the 
ProFlex™96 Well PCR system thermal cycler, the program must be run with 9700 
emulation mode enabled. 
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 Table 1 Thermalcycling parameters for the PowerPlex®21 System. 
STEP PARAMETERS 
Ramp Speed 9700 Emulation 
Taq Activation 96 °C 1 minute  
   
Denaturation 94 °C 10 seconds 

30 cycles Annealing 59 °C 1 minute 
Extension 72 °C 30 seconds 
   
Final extension 60 °C 10 minutes hold 
Store 4 °C forever hold 

 
 
4 Reagents, Equipment and Consumables 

4.1 Reagents 

Table 2 outlines the reagents and their storage locations required for amplification using the 
PowerPlex®21 system.  

 
 Table 2 Reagents with storage room and location. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Note: For long-term storage, store all components except the 2800M Control DNA at -30 
°C to -10 °C in a freezer.  Store the 2800M Control DNA at 2–10 °C.  For daily use, the 
PowerPlex®21 System components can be stored for up to 1 week at 2–10 °C. The 
PowerPlex®21 5X Primer Pair Mix is light sensitive and must be stored in the dark.  
 

4.2 Amplification Mix 

Prepare fresh Amplification mix in the biosafety cabinet in room 3188 just prior to 
commencing the amplification batch. 

 
Note: Ensure only validated lots of reagents are used. 

 
1. Remove the PowerPlex®21 5X Master Mix and PowerPlex®21 5X Primer Pair Mix from 

the freezer and thaw completely. 
 

2. Centrifuge the tubes briefly to bring contents to the bottom, then vortex reagents for 15 
seconds before each use. 

 
Note:  DO NOT centrifuge the PowerPlex®21 5X Master Mix and PowerPlex®21 5X Primer 
Pair Mix after vortexing as this may cause the reagents to be concentrated at the bottom of 
the tube.  If reagent is noticed in the thread of the cap after vortexing, centrifuge again and 
then vortex on a lower setting. 

Reagent Room Location 
PowerPlex®21 5X Master Mix 3188  Freezer 
PowerPlex®21 5X Primer Pair Mix 3188  Freezer 
Amplification Grade Water 3188  In-use tray or shelf 
PowerPlex®21 2800M Control DNA 3194 Fridge 
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3. Determine the number of reactions required taking into account the positive and 

negative amplification controls. For batches with samples ≥48 include an extra 6 
reactions and for batches ≤47 samples include an extra 4 reactions. This is for both full 
volume and half volume amplifications. 
  

4. Refer to Table 3 for reagent volumes. 
 
 Table 3 PowerPlex®21 master mix volumes for full and half volume reactions. 

Amplification Mix Components Volume per Reaction 
(Full Volume) 

Volume per Reaction 
(Half Volume) 

PowerPlex®21 5X Master Mix 5.0 µl 2.5 µl 
PowerPlex® 21 5X Primer Pair Mix 5.0 µl 2.5 µl 
Total Volume of Amplification Mix 10.0 µl 5.0 µl 

 
5. Aliquot the required amount of PowerPlex®21 5X Master Mix into a 2 mL tube. 

 
6. Add the required amount of Primer Mix to the PowerPlex®21 5X Master Mix and vortex 

to mix. 
 

7. Label with “PP21” CW or REF, initial and date. 
 

4.3 Equipment 

Table 4 outlines the equipment and their locations required for amplification using the 
PowerPlex®21 system.  

 
 Table 4 Location of required equipment. 

Equipment Location 
Fridge 3194 
Freezers 3194 
Biological safety cabinet class II x 1 3194 
Vortex  x 1 3194 
Plate centrifuge 3194 
Mini/Micro centrifuges x 1 3194 
Finnpipettes 100 – 1000 µL 3194 
Finnpipettes 20 – 200 µL 3194 
Finnpipettes 1 - 10 µL 3194 
MixMate 3194 
STORstar 3194 
Microlab® STARlet with LabElite® Integrated I.D. Capper™ (STARlet A) 3194 
Microlab® STARlet with LabElite® Integrated I.D. Capper™ (STARlet B) 3194 
ProFlex™96 Well PCR 3196 
Hamilton Automated Plate Sealer 3194 
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4.4 Consumables 

Table 5 outlines the consumables and their locations required for amplification using the 
PowerPlex®21 system.  

 
 Table 5 Location of required consumables. 

Consumables Location 
1.5 mL and/or 2 mL tubes 3188 / 3189 
NuncTM racks 3194 
NuncTM caps 3194 
2 mL and 5 mL sterile tubes 3188 
Biohazard bags 3194 
Hamilton Conductive 50 µL filter tips 3194 
96 well half skirt PCR Microplate  3194 
Tape pads adhesive film 3194 
Hamilton Foil Seals 3194 

 Note: Additional consumables can be found in the Store Room (3184). 
 
4.5 Entering Reagents, Equipment, Consumables and Locations in FR 

1. Access the batch according to the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (34034). 
 

2. Click the Edit/Update Batch  icon. 
 

3. Using the relevant dropdown menu select the correct consumables and reagents. 
 

4. Scan the equipment and location barcodes into the required fields (Figure 1). 
 

 
 Figure 1 Example of amplification batch details. 
 

5. Click the Batch Prepared check box and On Instrument box when appropriate (Figure 
2). 
 

 
 Figure 2 Batch Prepared box. 

 

6. Click the Save Batch  icon. 
 

Note: Fields should be filled out contemporaneously while processing the batch.  
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These steps can be performed at any stage prior to batch completion, and entries can be 
modified after saving. 

 
 
5 Safety 

As per the Anti-Contamination Procedure (22857), PPE is to be worn by all staff when 
performing this procedure.  No part of the body should be placed inside STARlet cabinet 
while the instrument is performing any procedure. 

 
 
6 Sample Location and Batch Preparation 

6.1 Forensic Register Workflow Diary 

The Workflow Diary is accessed as follows; 
 
1. Enter “sm” into the search field of the Main Menu to access Sample Management 

(Figure 3). 
 

 
 Figure 3 Accessing Sample Management. 

 
2. Select the Administration tab twice to display the drop-down menu and select ‘Workflow 

Diary’ (Figure 4) 
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 Figure 4 Drop down menu. 
  

3. This will now display the Workflow Diary’s home page (Figure 5).  

 
 Figure 5 Workflow Diary. 
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4. The diary can then be filtered to show only Pre-PCR batches (Figure 6).  
 

 
 Figure 6 Filtering the Workflow Diary. 

 
6.2 Batch Creation 

Create extraction batches according to the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure 
(34034). 

 
6.3 QC Samples 

One negative amplification control and one positive amplification control will be registered 
automatically by FR when creating amplification batches according to the Forensic DNA 
Analysis Workflow Procedure (34034). 

 
6.4 Sample Location and Locating Samples 

Samples awaiting amplification are stored in the fridge as described in Table 6. 
 
 Table 6 Sample storage location. 

Sample type Storage Device  Storage Location 
DNA Extracts Fridge or Freezer 3194 

 
Locate samples according to Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (34034). 

 
6.5 Analytical Notes 

1. Access the batch according to the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (34034). 
 

2. On the batch Exhibit Analysis page, if any samples are coloured half orange, hover 
the cursor over it to check for analytical notes that request for specific processing 
comments (e.g. Quant and hold) (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7 An example of an Analytical Note displayed by hovering the cursor over the 
sample with an orange semi-circle. 

 
6.6 Uploading Files 

1. Access the batch according to the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure 
(34034). 

 
2. On the batch Exhibit Analysis page, click the Edit/Update Batch  icon.  
 
3. Click the Choose File button in the Batch File field (Figure 1). 
 
4. Browse I:\ drive folders for the required file and click Open. 
 
Note: If the file cannot be seen (e.g. .trc files) change the drop down box from Custom Files 
to All files. 

 

5. Click the Save Batch  icon. 
 
 
7 Procedure 

7.1 PP21 Amplification Setup on the Pre-PCR STARlet 

1. In the Clean Reagent Room (3188) prepare amplification mix. Refer to Section 4.2 for 
preparation of amplification mix. Use Appendix 13.1 for reagent volumes. 

 
2. PP21 amplification set up using the STARlet is to be performed in room 3194. 

 
3. Access the batch in FR according to the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure 

(34034). 
 

4. Check for Analytical notes as per Section 6.5 and action as required. 
 

5. In the Batch File field click the BatchID_AMP_MAP.xls file and save a copy to I:\Pre 
PCR STARlet\All Plate Maps. 

 
6. Open the file to ensure all the SV1, TV1, SV2 and TV2 volumes for all samples are 

entered and correct. Check if any dilutions are on the plate. 
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Note: When preparing an amplification plate on the STARlet, the minimum SV1 or SV2 
value is 1 uL and the maximum SV2 value is 18 uL Should a sample have an SV2 volume 
of >18 µL, change the SV2 and TV2 volumes to 18 µL and 2 µL respectively. If volumes are 
changed, write a notation to that effect. Save the amended platemap and upload against 
the batch.  

 
7. Ensure STARlet Daily Start-up has been performed as described in Operation and 

Maintenance of the Microlab® STARlet and LabElite® Integrated I.D. Capper™ (34050). 
 

8. Launch the Method Manager software (Figure 8). 
 

 
 Figure 8 The Method Manager desktop icon. 
 

9. Select the ‘Quants and Amps’ button on the home page (Figure 9).  
 

 
 Figure 9 Method Manager home page. 

10. Open the layout for the PowerPlex 21 method by clicking on the “Layout”  button 
(Figure 10). 
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 Figure 10 Quant and Amps screen of Method Manager. 
 

11. Centrifuge the Nunc™ rack of samples for 1 min at 2000 rpm (657 g).  
 

12. Vortex the Nunc™ rack of samples for 1 min at 1000 rpm.  
 

13. Check the first and last barcodes of the extracts against the FR plate map and place the 
Nunc™ rack of samples onto the platform of the Decapper, with A01 in the top left 
corner. 

 
14. Decontaminate and place all the required labware onto the loading shelf in the 

designated track positions as outlined in the layout (Figure 11).  
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Figure 11 The PowerPlex®21 STARlet layout. Note that the Nunc rack of samples is placed 
on the decapper platform at the beginning of the method. 

 
15. Ensure there are at least 2.5 racks of 50 µL CO-RE filter tips in the tip carrier (TIP-CAR) 

in Tracks 8-13 of the autoload tray. 
 

16. Briefly vortex and centrifuge the diluted PowerPlex®21 2800M Control DNA tube and 
place in position 1 of the sample carrier (SMP-CAR) (ensuring blue adapters are placed 
in the carrier) in Track 15.  

 
Note: All casework batches use the full volume dilution control and all reference batches 
use the half volume dilution control.   

 
Note: Ensure there is sufficient volume (>20 µL) of control in the tube. 

 
17. Briefly vortex and centrifuge four 2 mL tubes of amplification grade water and place into 

positions 1-4 of the sample carrier (SMP-CAR) (ensuring blue adapters are placed in 
the carrier) in Track 16.  
 

18. Place the 2 mL amplification mix tube into position 5 of the sample carrier (SMP-CAR) 
(ensuring blue adapters are placed in the carrier) in Track 16. 

 
Note:  DO NOT centrifuge the amplification mix after vortexing as this may cause the 
reagents to be concentrated at the bottom of the tube.  If reagent is noticed in the thread of 
the cap after vortexing, centrifuge again and then vortex on the lowest setting. 

 
19. If the batch does have dilutions, label a skirted 96-well plate with “Dilution” and place in 

position 2 of the multiflex carrier (APE-CAR) in Track 20-25. If the batch does not have 
dilutions, there is no need to load a dilution plate.  
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20. Label a skirted 96-well plate with the BatchID on the front and the BatchID barcode on 

the right side.  Place the plate into position 3 of the multiflex carrier (APE-CAR) in 
Tracks 20-25. 

 
21. After ensuring all the necessary labware has been positioned on the loading deck, close 

the deck layout and click Run  on the PowerPlex®21 screen of the Method Manager 
(Figure 7). 

 
22. A prompt will appear to check the deck layout. Select “Continue” once the carriers on 

the autoload tray match the deck layout. 
 
23. A prompt will appear to load the multiflex (APE-CAR) and sample carriers (SMP-CAR) 

onto the deck. Select “OK” to load the carriers. 
 

24. A prompt will appear “Edit Tip Count” asking for the first and last position of the tips in 
the tip carrier (Tip-CAR) (Figure 12). 

 

 
 Figure 12 Edit tip count prompt. 

 
25. To edit the tip counter, highlight the individual tips that are present by clicking on the 

individual positions or click and drag to highlight multiple positions. These methods will 
also remove already highlighted tips. If it is necessary to remove all highlighted tips, 
check the “Remove All” box and then highlight the positions of present tips. When the 
tip counter matches the tips in the tip carrier (TIP-CAR), click OK.  
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26. A prompt will appear to enter the amplification BatchID and the location of the platemap 
(Figure 13). 

 

 
 Figure 13 Dialogue box prompt to enter the batch ID and link the platemap. 
 

27. Scan the barcode to enter the amplification BatchID. Select the correct platemap by 
browsing to I:\Pre PCR STARlet\All Plate Maps\BatchID_AMP_MAP.xls.  

 
28. Select “Continue” to begin the method. 

 
29. A prompt will appear to load samples and an empty Nunc™ rack onto the Decapper 

(Figure 14). 
 

 
 Figure 14 Prompt to load samples and empty Nunc™ rack onto the Decapper. 
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30. Select “OK” to continue the method. 
 

31. As the Decapper begins to decap the tubes, the STARlet will begin adding the Master 
Mix. 

 
32. The STARlet will then move the samples onto the deck and begin dilutions (if needed). 

 
33. A prompt will appear to check the dilution plate and reaction plate (Figure 15). 

 

 
Figure 15 Prompt to unload the plate carrier and check for bubbles in the dilution plate and 
the volume of mastermix within the reaction plate. 

 
34. Select continue to unload the multiflex carrier (APE-CAR) in Track 20-25. 

 
35. Check that the liquid within the dilution plate is sitting at the bottom of the wells. If 

bubbles are present, seal the plate with an adhesive seal and centrifuge for 10 sec at 
2000 rpm (657 g). 

 
36. Check that there is the correct volume of mastermix within each well of the reaction 

plate. If large bubbles are present, seal the plate with an adhesive seal and centrifuge 
for 10 sec at 2000 rpm (657 g).  

 
37. Remove the seal and replace plate/s in the correct positions (position 2 for the dilution, 

position 3 for the reaction plate see Figure 16) of the multiflex carrier (APE-CAR). 
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 Figure 16 Prompt to reload the dilution and reaction plates. 
 

38. Select “Continue” to load the multiflex carrier (APE-CAR) and continue the method. 
 

39. A prompt will appear to discard old Nunc™ caps and load new Nunc™ caps onto the 
Decapper (Figure 17). 

 

 
 Figure 17 Prompt to load new Nunc™ caps onto the Decapper. 
 

40. Discard the old Nunc™ caps and load new caps onto the Decapper. Click “OK”. 
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41. A prompt will appear to unload the carriers (Figure 18). Click “OK” and the carriers will 
automatically unload and the DNA extracts will be recapped. 

 

 
 Figure 18 Prompt to unload carriers at the end of the run. 
 

42. Check the reaction plate to ensure all wells contain the required volume.  
 

Note: See Appendix 13.3 for troubleshooting a low well volume. 
 

43. Seal the plate with a foil seal (using the Hamilton Automated Plate sealer or by hand). 
 

44. Centrifuge the reaction plate for 1 minute at 2000 rpm.  Place the plate in the pass-
through hatch to the PCR/CE Room (3194). 

 
45. Refer to Section 7.2 for performing PCR on the ProFlex™ 96 Well PCR System. 

 
46. Seal the dilution plate (with either an adhesive or foil seal) and discard in a biohazard 

waste bin. 
 

47. Re-cap all open tubes. Return controls to storage. Discard empty amplification mix 
tubes and any remaining amplification grade water into the biohazard waste bin. 

 
48. Store the re-capped Nunc™ tube extracts in the upright freezer in the Pre-PCR sorting 

room (Room 3194 A). 
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49. On the PC, navigate to C:\Program Files (x86)\HAMILTON\LogFiles, sort by date 
modified and locate the most recent PowerPlex 21 Setup trace file, e.g. 
“PowerPlex_21_Setup_v2_4c08086aa87e4a829cccb8438c349283_Trace.trc”.  

 
50. Open the trace file and check it belongs to the batch. Rename the file as the BatchID, 

e.g. “CSTRAMP20160525-04.trc”.  
 

51. Copy the renamed trace file into I:\Pre PCR STARlet\Trc Files. 
 

52. Upload the Trace File to FR as outlined in Section 6.6. 
 

53. Ensure all reagents, equipment, consumables, check boxes and locations are selected 
against the batch as per Section 4.4. 

 
54. Once uploaded, electronically archive the trace file within the appropriate month folder 

within I:\Pre PCR STARlet\Trc Files\ 
 

55. If not performing another run, remove all labware from the deck and clean with 5 % 
TriGene™ followed by 70 % ethanol. 

 
7.2 Performing PCR on ProFlex™ 96 well PCR system  

1. In the PCR/CE room (3196) retrieve plate from the pass through hatch. 

2. Turn on the ProFlex™ thermal cycler and log in to the Fleet Control server using 
personal log in (Figure 19). 

 

 
              Figure 19 ProFlex™ fleet control log in screen          
                                      

 Note: Alternatively, fleet control can be accessed via a web browser on a PC using 
the address 10.96.49.238. The fleet control server must be turned on to access it via web 
address. 

 
3. From the Instrument dashboard screen select the Methods options at the top of screen 

(Figure 20).  
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  Figure 20 Instrument Dashboard screen 
 

4. In the Method Folders tree drop down into Instruments and select the Synced files 
folder (Figure 21). 
 

 

 
 
  Figure 21 Select method screen 
 

5. Check in the FR for the correct amplification method required then select the “…” to the 
right of the corresponding method type (Figure 21) and select Open Method from the 
drop down box (Figure 22). 
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Figure 22 Open method 

 
6. The Method details screen will appear with the details of the cycles for the method 

selected. Select the Set up run… icon (Figure 23). 
 

 
Figure 23 Set up run 
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7. On the Select instrument screen, select by clicking inside the grey circle of an available 

instrument, when the instrument has been selected the circle will turn blue and a green 
tick will appear on the instrument icon (Figure 24). 

 

 
  Figure 24 Select instrument screen 
 

8. Select the + on the right side of the instrument box so it drops down the Run ID field 
(Figure 24). 
 

9. Enter the Batch ID and user initials into the Run ID field to replace the generated ID 
(Figure 24). 

 
10. Place the amplification plate on the sample block of the ProFlex™ orientated so that 

well A1 is at the upper left corner and close the heated cover. 
 
11. Select the Start run button on the Select instrument screen (Figure 24). 

 
12. Ensure the method is running before walking away (Figures 25 and 26). 
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 Figure 25 Method started on Fleet Control   Figure 26 Method started on instrument 
screen 
 
 

13. In the FR record the ProFlex™ ID in the equipment field and select On Instrument as 
per Section 4.4. 

 
14. Record the thermal cycler ID in the equipment field and select On Instrument as per 

Section 4.4. 
 
15. Enter a note in the Batch Notes field in FR with the details of the thermal cycler method 

sequence check, e.g. 28/02/2019 TJD – Thermal cycler protocol checked by SCN. 
 

16. Complete the Run Date & Run Time fields (Figure 27) (manually enter and date and 
time, or select the current date from the calender which autofills the time field upon 
batch completion). 

 

 
    Figure 27 Run date and Run Time field. 

 
7.3 Finalising the Thermal Cycler Run 

1. On completion of the run the plate will sit infinitely at 4 °C. Click into the instrument on 
the Fleet Control server and select the Options button then select Stop run in the drop 
down box (Figure 28).  
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  Figure 28 Stopping run screen 
 

2. On the Stop run screen click Yes (Figure 29). 
 

 
  Figure 29 Stop run screen 
 

3. When the run has stopped, remove the amplification plate from the sample block and 
place in the freezer. 
 

4. Access the Fleet Control server via a PC using the IP address 10.96.49.238. Sign into 
the Thermal Cycler Fleet Control. 

 
5. From the Dashboard click on the Instrument last used. Click on “View last run report” 

button (Figure 30). 
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 Figure 30 Finalising the Run 
 
6. On the Report details screen change Report options to Download PDF and select save 

(Figure 31) 
 

 
Figure 31 Saving PDF 
 

7. Save .pdf file in I:\AB PROFLEX\ with the BatchID (e.g. I:\AB ProFlex\ 
CSTRAMP20160525-04.pdf) 

 
8. Upload the ProFlex .pdf file to FR as outlined in Section 6.6. 
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8 Validation 

CTS proficiency test results 2013 onwards. 
Nurthen, T., Mathieson, M. and Allen, C. (2013) PowerPlex®21 – Amplification of Extracted 
DNA Validation v2.0 [Validation Report]. 
Dwyer, T., Darmanin, A., Ryan, L. and Allen, C. (2016) Project Proposal #173. Validation of 
Hamilton ID STARlet A for Quantification and Amplification Assay Setup [Validation Report]. 
Dwyer, T., Darmanin, A., Ryan, L. and Allen, C. (2019) Project Proposal #175. Validation of 
Hamilton ID STARlet C for Capillary Electrophoresis Setup [Validation Report]. 
Lundie, G., Mathieson, M., Ryan, L. and Allen, C. (2021) Project Report#199 – Verification 
of ProFlex™96 Well PCR System using PowerPlex® 21[Verification Report]. 
 

9 Quality Assurance/Acceptance Criteria 

Positive and negative controls are included in each amplification batch and are processed 
as normal samples through to completion. 
If any results are obtained from the negative control during the CEQ check, then the 
possible source of the contamination is investigated. The samples amplified with this 
control are thoroughly checked and repeated if required. This is covered in Capillary 
Electrophoresis Quality (CEQ) Check (34131) and Miscellaneous Analytical Procedures 
and Tasks (34064). 
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11 Associated Documentation 

 34514 Preparation & Testing of Quantification Standards, In-house Controls, 
Quantification Kits and Amplification Kits 

 22857 Anti-contamination Procedure 
 23959 Storage Guidelines for Forensic DNA Analysis 
 30800 Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA Analysis 
 34312 Operation and Maintenance of the Applied Biosystems 3500 Series Genetic 

Analyzers 
 34034 Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure 
 34042 Forensic Register procedure for automated sequence checking using the 

STORstar 
 34050 Operation and Maintenance of the Microlab® STARlet and LabElite® Integrated 

I.D. Capper™ 
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 34063 Preparation & Testing of Extraction Quality Controls and Testing of Extraction 
Reagents 

 34064 Miscellaneous Analytical Section Tasks  
 34103 Receipt Storage & Preparation of Chemicals, Reagents & Kits 
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12 Amendment History 

 
Version Date Author/s Amendments 
1 03 March 

2017 
Tegan Dwyer  
Alanna Darmanin 
Adam Kaity 

LIMS changeover from AUSLAB to 
Forensics Register – update relevant 
sections.  Liquid handler changeover from 
MPII to STARlet. Minor editing changes. 
SOP was previously QIS 31511. 

2 May 2017 Megan Mathieson 
Lisa Farrelly 

Updated table of contents. Updated section 
1 title to purpose and scope, all other 
section numbers updated. Updated reagent 
section title to include consumables. 
Included section 4.1.1 Amplification Mix. 
Section sampling and sample preparation 
title changed to Sample location and Batch 
preparation. Included section 6.1 to 6.6. 
Removed sample storage section. Included 
images of prompts in section 7.1. Added in 
References. Changed Appendices titles, 
added appendix 12.1 reagent volumes. 
Changed heading of manual amp to PP21 
manual amplification set up procedure and 
updated procedure. 

3 February 
2020 

Tegan Dwyer Minor Formatting changes. Updated all 
hyperlinks. Updated method and prompts to 
match latest “Streamlined” amp protocol. 
Added sequence checking of thermal cycler 
protocol by second operator. Added 
Troubleshooting Methods appendix. Added 
clarification around 18µL maximum volume 
for dilutions. 

4 January 2021 Alanna Darmanin Removed references to 3130xl 
5 April 2021 Alanna Darmanin Changed STARlet MasterMix position from 

the reagent module to the sample carrier. 
Updated images. Removed the 2nd 
centrifugation of the Nunc tube rack prior to 
quant setup. Corrected the referencing of all 
Figures and Tables. 

6 December 
2021 

Megan Mathieson Updated section 7.2 Changed from 9700 to 
ProFlex 
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13.4     Troubleshooting Methods 
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13.1 Reagent Volumes 

 
 Table 7 PowerPlex®21 Amplification Mix, template DNA and water volumes per reaction. 

Amplification Mix Components Volume per Reaction 
(Full Volume) 

Volume per Reaction 
(Half Volume) 

PowerPlex®21 5X Master Mix 5.0 µl 2.5 µl 
PowerPlex® 21 5X Primer Pair Mix 5.0 µl 2.5 µl 
Total Volume of Amplification Mix 10.0 µl 5.0 µl 
   
Template DNA (0.5 ng)* up to 15 µl up to 7.5 µl 

Water, Amplification Grade 
up to a final template 
DNA/water volume of 

15 µl 

up to a final template 
DNA/water volume of 

7.5 µl 
Total Volume of Template 
DNA/Water 15 µl 7.5 µl 

   
Total Reaction Volume 25 µl 12.5 µl 

*Routinely amplify 0.5 ng of template DNA in a 25 µl reaction volume 
 

Note: For batches with samples ≥48 include an extra 6 reactions and for batches ≤47 
samples include an extra 4 reactions. This is for both full volume and half volume 
amplifications. 
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13.2 PP21 Manual Amplification Set up Procedure 

The following Procedure describes the method for the Manual Amplification of DNA when 
there is <20 µL of DNA extract or when the liquid handler is expected to be unavailable for 
≥48 hours. 
 
1. In the Clean Reagent Room (3188) prepare/aliquot amplification mix. Refer to Section 

4.2 for preparation of amplification mix. Use Appendix 13.1 for reagent volumes. 
 

2. PP21 manual amplification set up is to be performed in room 3194 in a Biosafety 
cabinet. 

 
3. Access the batch in FR according to the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure 

(34034). 
 
4. Check for Analytical notes as per Section 6.5 and action as required. 
 
5. In the Batch File field click the BatchID_AMP_MAP.xls file and save a copy to I:\Pre 

PCR STARlet\All Plate Maps. 
 
6. Open the file to ensure all the SV1, TV1, SV2 and TV2 volumes for all samples are 

entered and correct. Check if any dilutions are on the plate. 
 
7. Print platemap from the BatchID_AMP_MAP.xls file ensuring lab numbers and 

volumes are visible. 
 
8. Centrifuge the Nunc™ rack of samples for 1 min at 2000 rpm (657 g).  

 
9. Vortex the Nunc™ rack of samples for 1 min at 1000 rpm.  
 
10. Check the first and last barcodes of the extracts against the FR platemap.  

 
11. Briefly vortex and centrifuge the diluted PowerPlex®21 2800M Control DNA tube. 
 
12. Any samples requiring dilutions need a 0.5 mL dilution tube labelled with the well 

position and barcode. 
 
13. Label a skirted 96-well plate with the BatchID on the front and the BatchID barcode on 

the right side. 
 
14. Have a second operator sequence check 96-well plates and racks of all tubes 

(including dilution tubes) prior to commencing. Add a batch note as per Section 4.5. 
 
15. Dispense the appropriate volume of amplification mix into each of the wells of the 

labelled 96-well plate according to the printed platemap. 
 
16. Apply a Breathseal plate film to surface of labelled 96-well plate.  
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Note: Well designations can be written on the surface of the Breathseal film for ease of 
reference and cross out any wells that will not need Amplification Grade Water. 

 
17. Dispense the appropriate volume of amplification grade water into each of the wells of 

the labelled 96-well plate according to the TV1 column of the printed platemap. 
 

18. Dispense the appropriate volume of amplification grade water into each of the 0.5 mL 
dilution tubes according to the TV2 column of the printed platemap. 
 

19. Remove the used Breathseal plate film and apply a fresh one.  
 
Note: Well designations can be written on the surface of the Breathseal film for ease of 
reference and cross out any wells that will not need sample added (e.g. Ladder). 
 
20. Dispense the appropriate amount of DNA extract into the well according to the SV1 

column of the platemap, ensuring to check barcodes and well positions.  
 

21. For diluted samples dispense the appropriate amounts of DNA extract into the 0.5 mL 
dilution tubes according to the SV2 column on the platemap, ensuring to check 
barcodes and well positions.  
 

22. Then dispense the appropriate volume of diluted DNA extract from the 0.5 mL dilution 
tubes into the appropriate wells according to the SV1 column of the platemap, ensuring 
to check barcodes and well positions. 
 

23. CAREFULLY remove the Breathseal film. 
 

24. Check the reaction plate to ensure all wells contain the required volume and place an 
adhesive seal on to the 96-well amp plate.  
 

25. Centrifuge the plate 1 minute at 2000 rpm (657 g). 
 
26. Re-cap all open tubes. Return controls to storage. Discard empty amplification mix 

tubes and any remaining amplification grade water into the biohazard waste bin. 
 
27. Store the re-capped the Nunc™ tube extracts in the upright freezer the Pre-PCR 

sorting room (Room 3194 A). 
 
28. Ensure all reagents, equipment, consumables and locations are selected against the 

batch as per Section 4.5. 
 
29. See Section 7.2 for performing PCR on the ProFlex™ 96 Well PCR system thermal 

cyclers. 
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13.3 Troubleshooting Low Well Volume 

If upon completion of a STARlet run there is a low volume in a well, action can only be 
taken if the operator can be completely sure of the volume of missing reagent or sample. 
The Nunc™ tube must be checked to ensure there is sample available before any action is 
taken. 

 
1.  If a known volume of mastermix or sample has been skipped from a well and it is 

identified before the plate is sealed in Pre-PCR, the operator may add the missing 
volume manually with another competent operator to sequence check and observe 
the transfer. Batch notes must be made in FR including details of the sequence 
check operator.  

 
Note: Do not attempt to manually add a sample that has been diluted. The sample needs 
to be re-amplified. Remove the sample from the CE batch prior to sequence checking 
and locking the batch. 

 
2. If a known volume of mastermix or sample has been skipped from a well and it is 

identified after the plate is sealed in Pre-PCR, the operator must add the sample to 
the outstanding amplification worklist to be processed on another amplification batch. 
The sample must then be removed from the subsequent CE batch.  Batch notes must 
be made in FR for the amplification batch.  

 
Note: Microcon® samples are the exception to this rule and the operator must assess 
these on a case by case basis. Where there is a risk information will be lost if the sample 
is sent to re-amplification, the operator must consult the Analytical HP5 (or HP4 where 
the HP5 is not available). 
 
3. If a known volume of Amplification Positive Control has been skipped from well 

position A01 and it is identified after the plate is sealed in Pre-PCR, the operator may 
pierce the well using a tip and add the appropriate amount. Plate must then be sealed 
with a second foil seal. 
 

4. If a partial volume is identified in a well once the plate has been transferred to CE but 
before processing through capillary electrophoresis, the CE operator must add the 
sample to the outstanding amplification worklist to be processed on another 
amplification batch. Remove the sample from the CE batch prior to sequence 
checking and locking the batch.  

 
5. If a partial volume is identified in a well once the plate has been transferred to CE but 

after processing through capillary electrophoresis, the CE operator must order a re-
amplification of the sample in FR. 
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13.4 Troubleshooting STARlet Methods 

 
Should a method abort part-way through a run, there are numerous troubleshooting methods to 
allow the operator to begin the method again from the last completed step. The operator should be 
able to identify where the method has aborted by reading the trace file. Once this has been 
determined, the operator can then choose the appropriate troubleshooting method to continue the 
run.   
 

1. In the Method Manager, select Troubleshooting (Figure 23). 
 

 
 Figure 22 Method Manager. 

 
2. Select the appropriate method from the options (Figures 24-25). 
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 Figure 23 Troubleshooting Methods. 

 

 
 Figure 24 Troubleshooting Methods. 

 
3. Follow the prompts to ensure the program starts from the correct step with the correct 

layout (Figure 26). 
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 Figure 25 Troubleshooting Prompt Example. 
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1 Purpose and Scope 
This document describes the preparation of amplified PowerPlex®21 System PCR product 
for capillary electrophoresis on the AB 3500xL Genetic Analyzers. This document covers 
post-PCR processes and applies to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff performing post-PCR 
setup. 

 
 
2 Definitions 

AB  Applied Biosystems (A Thermo Fisher Scientific Brand) 
ART  Aerosol Resistant Tips 
CCD  Charged Coupled Device 
CE  Capillary Electrophoresis 
CEQ  Capillary Electrophoresis Quality 
DNA  Deoxyribonucleic acid 
FR  Forensic Register 
ILS  Internal Lane Standard 
PCR  Polymerase Chain Reaction 
PPE  Personal Protective Equipment 
PP21  PowerPlex®21 
ssDNA  Single-stranded DNA 
 

 
3 Principle 

In Forensic DNA Analysis, amplified products from PowerPlex® 21 (Promega Corp, 
Madison, WI, USA) are analysed by capillary electrophoresis (CE) on the AB 3500xL 
Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA).  

 
Fragment analysis setup involves adding a sub-sample of the PCR product into a 96-well 
plate containing an injection mixture consisting of Hi-Di™ Formamide and an internal sizing 
standard. The sizing standard that is used is WEN Internal Lane Standard 500 (for 
PowerPlex®21). The prepared sample plate is then denatured at 95 °C, followed by chilling 
at -20 °C to convert the double-stranded DNA into single-stranded DNA (ssDNA). The Hi-
Di™ Formamide and chilling maintains the DNA product in the single strand form. The 96-
well plate is then placed onto the 3500xL Genetic Analyzer (24 capillaries) for the samples 
to be electrokinetically injected. 
 
Refer to 34312 for the operation and maintenance of the 3500 Series Genetic Analyzers. 
 

3.1 Internal Size Standards 
An internal size standard is included with every individual sample and is used to calculate 
the size of each sample fragment in base pairs. Internal size standards are required during 
capillary electrophoresis to enable automated data analysis and precise DNA fragment size 
comparisons between different electrophoresis runs. 

 
WEN Internal Lane Standard 500 (WEN ILS 500) is the internal size standard used by 
Forensic DNA Analysis for sizing DNA fragments resulting from PCR amplification using the 
PowerPlex® 21 System. This standard consists of 21 double-stranded fragments that are all 
asymmetrically labelled with the WEN dye. A single peak is observed for each fragment 
under both denaturing and non-denaturing conditions. The WEN ILS contains the following 
sized fragments: 60, 65, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200, 225, 250, 275, 300, 325, 350, 
375, 400, 425, 450, 475 and 500 bases. All 21 fragments of this size standard are utilised 
by Forensic DNA Analysis. 
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3.2 Allelic Ladders 
Allelic ladders are run in a separate well to samples and are used to calculate the allele 
designation for each sample fragment. Typically, one ladder is run for each injection (folder) 
of samples. However, AB recommends one ladder per 24 samples on the 3500 Series 
Genetic Analyzers. Allelic ladders consist of fluorophore labelled fragments of each of the 
most common alleles and variants for each interrogated locus. PowerPlex® 21 System kits 
have a unique allelic ladder and the fluorophore labels correspond with those used to label 
product amplified with the specific kit. For a complete list of alleles included in the 
PowerPlex® 21 System ladder, refer to the Technical manual and 34112. The allelic ladder 
is different but complementary to the internal size standard, as the allelic ladder is solely 
used to assign genotypes based on resolved allele sizes. 

 
3.3 Matrix Standards 

A matrix standard is used to perform a spectral calibration for colour separation on the AB 
3500 Series Genetic Analyzers. Once generated, this spectral calibration file is applied and 
used by the Data Collection Software for these instruments to automatically analyse the 
different coloured fluorescent dye-labelled samples in a single capillary; during the sample 
detection; and compensates for the spectral overlap among the different dye colours. The 
matrix standard does not need to be run with every set of sample injections. The matrix 
standard only needs to be run once in order to generate a matrix file, every time significant 
instrument maintenance is performed, or over extended time intervals, which is then applied 
to samples run under similar conditions (refer to 34311 and 34312). 
 
The DS-33 (Dye Set G5) matrix standard is used to generate the ‘multicomponent matrix’ 
required when analysing 6-FAM™, VIC®, NED™, PET®, and LIZ® dye labelled DNA 
fragments on the AB 3500 Series. The DS-33 matrix standard is required for the 
performance check to be performed on the 3500 Series. The DS-33 matrix standard tube 
contains the specific sizes of DNA fragments labelled with a unique fluorescent dye label 
and is diluted in Hi-Di™ Formamide. 
 
The PowerPlex®5C matrix standard is used to perform a spectral calibration for AB 3500 
Series Genetic Analyzers for PCR amplification product using the PowerPlex®21 System 
kit. The product contains DNA fragments in mixture, labelled with one of the following 5 
fluorescent dyes: Fluorescein™ (FL), JOE™, TMR-ET™, CXR-ET™ and WEN™ which is 
used to generate the matrix required when analysing these 5 dye labelled DNA fragments 
in PowerPlex®21 System samples. 
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4 Reagents, Equipment and Consumables 
4.1 Reagents 

Table 1 outlines all the reagents and their storage locations required for preparation of CE 
plates. 

 
 Table 1 Reagent storage, room and location. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4.1.1 Hi-Di™ Formamide Aliquots 

1. Remove Hi-Di™ Formamide from the freezer. 
 
2. Create labels using the Zebra designer 2 program. 
 
3. Aliquot Hi-Di™ Formamide into 1.5 mL or 2 mL tubes. 
 
4. The aliquots are returned to storage in the freezer.   

 
4.1.2 Preparation of Hi-Di™ Formamide and WEN ILS 500 (HiDi/WEN) 

1. Determine the required volumes for the Hi-Di™ Formamide and WEN ILS 500 by 
referring to Table 2 or use the “HiDi WEN Calculator” in i:/CE STARlet. 

 
Note: Where the number of samples is less than an injection folder, the volume of 
HiDi/WEN must include the complete folder.  

 
 Table 2: Reagent volumes for preparation of PP21. 

 Hi-Di™ Formamide WEN ILS 500 
Volume per sample (µL) 9.5 0.5 

 
*Note: When there is 1 plate to prepare on the STARlet, add an extra 4 samples. If 2 or more plates are to be prepared on the 

STARlet, add an extra 6 samples. 
 

2. Thaw the required aliquot/s of Hi-Di™ Formamide.  
 

3. Remove the WEN ILS 500 from the fridge and spin then vortex. 
 

4. Transfer the required amount of Hi-Di™ Formamide into a 2 or 5 mL tube. If two 
aliquots of Hi-Di™/WEN are required, half the Hi-Di™ Formamide can be aliquoted into 
each of the 2 mL tubes.  

 
Note: The whole plate STARlet program requires two aliquots of Hi-Di™/WEN and the 
Re-CE STARlet program requires one aliquot of Hi-Di™/WEN. 

 

Reagent Room Location 
DS-33 Matrix Standard Kit (Dye Set G5) 3196 Fridge 
GENESCAN-600 LIZ Size Standard v2.0 3196 Fridge 
Hi-Di™ Formamide 3196 Freezer 
HID 5-Dye Installation Standard 3196 Fridge 
PowerPlex® 21 System Allelic Ladder 3196 Freezer 
PowerPlex® 5C Matrix Standards  3196 Freezer 
WEN 500 Internal Lane Size Standard 3196 Freezer 
5 % v/v Trigene Advance 3196 Bench 
70 % v/v ethanol 3196 Bench 
0.5 % v/v Clean tech Bleach 3196 Bench 
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5. Add appropriate volumes of WEN ILS 500 to the Hi-Di™ Formamide and vortex to mix. 
If required, aliquot half of the Hi-Di™/WEN mastermix into each of the 2 mL tubes. 

 
6. Mark the tube lid/s with a cross (“X”) to show the WEN has been added. 

 
7. Label with “PP21”, initials and date. 

 
4.2 Equipment 

Table 3 outlines the equipment required and their locations required for preparation of CE 
plates. 
 

 Table 3: Location of required equipment 
Equipment Location 

Plate Centrifuge  3196 
Vortex 3196 
Microfuge 3196 
Eppendorf Multistream 5 -25 µL 3196 
Socorex 100 – 1000 µL 3196 
ClipTip 100 – 1000 µL 3196 
Finnpipette 1 – 10 µL 3196 
ClipTip Multichannel 1 - 10 µL 3196 
ClipTip 5- 50 µL 3196 
Black base plates 3196 
Microlab® STARlet 3196 
4titude Plate Piercing Tool 3196 
Hamilton Plate Sealer 3196 

 
4.3 Consumables 

Table 4 outlines the consumables and their locations for preparation of CE plates. 
 

 Table 4: Location of required consumables 
Consumables Location 
96-well half skirt PCR plates 3196 
Tape pad adhesive seals 3196 
Breathable sealing films 3196 
96-well plate septas 3196 
Combi-tip 0.5 mL 3196 
50 µL pipette tips 3196 
20 µL pipette tips 3196 
1000 µL pipette tips 3196 
2 mL and 5 mL tubes 3196 
50 µL CO-RE tips 3196 
Hamilton Foil Plate Seals 3196 

 
Additional consumables can be found in the Store Room (3184) 

 
4.4 Entering Reagents, Consumables and Locations into FR 

1. Access the batch according to the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (34034). 
 

2. Click the Edit/Update Batch  icon. 
 

3. Using the relevant dropdown menu enter consumables and reagents. 
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4. Scan the equipment, location and reagents (Figure 1). 

 
5. Click the Save Batch  icon. 

 
Note: Fields should be filled out contemporaneously while processing the batch.  
These steps can be performed at any stage prior to batch completion, and entries can be 
modified after saving. 
 

 
 Figure 1: Entering batch details 
 
 
5 Safety 

As per the Anti-Contamination Procedure (22857), PPE is to be worn by all staff when 
performing this procedure. 
 
Warning: Hi-Di™ Formamide is an irritant. Handle carefully and wear appropriate PPE. 

 
 
6 Batch Preparation and Sample Location 
6.1 Electronic Workflow Diary 

Within the CE diary (I:\AAA Electronic Workflow Diary) record details of the batch sample 
retrieval and processing. 
 

6.2 Batch Creation and Printing Batch Labels 
6.2.1 Creating a CE batch from an Amplification Batch 

1. Create CE batches according to the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure 
(34034) with the following exceptions as per Figure 2: 

• Create the batch from the Capillary Electrophoresis Batch section 

• Use the Batch / SBox / File sample source option 

• Use the batch ID of the Amplification Batch as the Batch Source / Storage Box  
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 Figure 2: Creating a capillary electrophoresis batch from an amplification batch 
         

2. Click the BatchID Label  icon in the created CE batch to display the batch label. 
 

3. Print the label to the designated printer. 
 
6.2.2 Creating a Repeat CE (REPTCE) Batch 

1. Create CE batches according to the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure 
(34034) as per Figure 3: 

 
  
 Figure 3: Creating a capillary electrophesis batch for repeat CE (Re-CE) samples 
 

2. Click the BatchID Label  icon in the created CE batch to display the batch label. 
 

3. Print the label to the designated printer. 
 
6.3 Sample Location and Locating Samples 

PCR plates awaiting CE setup are stored in the small (under bench) freezer as described in 
Table 5. Once PCR plates have been setup they are stored in the large chest freezer as 
described in Table 5. 
 

 Table 5: Sample storage locations 
Sample type Storage Device  Storage Location 

PCR plate (awaiting CE setup) Small Freezer 3196 

PCR plate (CE setup completed) Chest Freezer 3196 

 
6.4 Sequence Checking  

1. Access the batch according to the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (34034). 
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2. Check the BatchID on the amplification plate matches the BatchID in the Source 
Batch ID field (Figure 4). 

 

 
 Figure 4: Checking Batch ID's 
 

3. Check the BatchID on the CE plate matches the BatchID of the CE batch. 
 

4. Check all Analytical notes to ensure all samples are to progress to CE. If a sample is 
not to progress to CE, remove the sample from the batch according to the Forensic 
DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (34034) 

 
5. Click the Sequence Check & Lock  icon. 

 
6. To complete the sequence check, check the Confirm Sequence Check box. (Figure 

5). The Confirm Sequence Check box should not be checked if there are any errors 
showing on the sequence check screen. 

 

 
  
 Figure 5: Confirm Sequence Check Box 
 

7. Click the Lock Batch  icon. 
 
6.5 Download and save STARlet plate map 

1. Access the batch according to the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (34034). 
 

2. Check the BatchID on the CE plate matches the BatchID of the CE batch. 
 
3. In the Batch Files field click the [BatchID]_CEPLATEMAP.xls file  
 
4. Enable editing and check the details of the plate map, particularly the “Source ID” and 

“Source Pos” columns. 
 
5. Save a copy to I:\CE STARlet\All Plate Maps. 
 
6. If changes have been made to the plate map, upload a copy to the CE batch by clicking 

the Edit/Update Batch  icon and then pressing the Choose File button in the Batch 
Files field. Navigate to the correct plate map saved in I:CE CE STARlet\All Plate Maps 
and click the Lock Batch  icon. 

 
6.6 Download and save CE plate map 

7. Access the batch according to the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure (34034). 
 

8. Check the BatchID on the CE plate matches the BatchID of the CE batch. 
 
9. In the Batch Files field click and open the [BatchID].txt file  
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10. Save a copy to I:\AB 3500. 
 

6.7 Saving and Uploading Trace Files 
1. Navigate to C:/Program Files (x86)/Hamilton/Logfiles 

 
2. Rename the trace file with the CE batch ID/s. 
 
3. Copy the trace file to I:/CE STARlet/Trc Files 
 
4. Access each CE batch according to the Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure 

(34034). 
 

5. On the batch Exhibit Analysis page, click the Edit/Update Batch  icon.  
 
6. Click the Choose File button in the Batch File field (Figure 1). 
 
7. Browse I:\CE STARlet/Trc Files, select the trace file and click Open. 
 
Note: If the file cannot be seen (e.g. .trc files) change the drop down box from Custom Files 
to All files. 

 
8. Click the Save Batch  icon. 

 
9. Move the trace file into the relevant month folder. 

 
 
7 Procedure 
7.1 STARlet Preparation of PowerPlex®21 System Plates 

1. Ensure STARlet Daily Start-up has been performed as described in Operation and 
Maintenance of the Microlab® STARlet and LabElite® Integrated I.D. Capper™ (34050). 

2. Remove PCR plate/s from the freezer and thaw.  
3. Remove Hi-Di™ Formamide from the freezer and thaw. 
4. Create FR batch/es and print batch label/s as per Section 6.2. 
5. Once thawed centrifuge the PCR plate for 1 minute at 2000 rpm (657 xg). 
6. Prepare Hi-Di™ Formamide and WEN master mix as per Section 4.1.2. 
7. Sequence check the batch/es as per Section 6.4. 
8. Download and save the STARlet plate map for each batch as per Section 6.5. 
9. Download and save the CE plate map for each batch as per Section 6.6. 
10. Launch the Method Manager software (Figure 6). 

 

 
 Figure 6: The Method Manager Icon 
 

11. Select the ‘CE’ button on the home page (Figure 7).  
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 Figure 7: Method Manager Home Page 
 

12. Open the layout for the “Whole Plate Preparation” method by clicking on the “Layout” 

 button (Figure 8). 
 

 
 

 Figure 8: CE Screen of Method Manager 
  

13. Place all the required labware onto the loading shelf in the designated track positions 
as outlined in the layout (Figure 9).  
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 Figure 9: The “Whole Plate Transfer” STARlet layout 
   

14. Place 50 µL CO-RE Tips with Filters in the tip carrier (TIP-CAR) in Tracks 1-6 of the 
autoload tray (the method will notify the user of the minimum number of tips required). 

15. Place two 2mL tubes with the required amount of HiDi/WEN master mix into positions 1 
& 2 of the sample carrier (SMP-CAR) in Track 9. 

16. Briefly vortex and place a Ladder vial into position 1 of the sample carrier (SMP-CAR) 
in Track 10. 

17. Pierce the PCR plate with a clean seal piercing tool. 
18. Label a 96-well plate with the CE Batch ID and barcode. Ensure the barcode is placed 

in the correct orientation on the right hand side of the plate. 
19. Place the plates to be prepared into the modules of the source plate carrier (APE-CAR) 

in Tracks 13-18, ensuring the plate needing to be prepared first is in position 1, then 2 
and so on. 

20. Place the CE plates into the modules of the target plate carrier (APE-CAR) in Tracks 
19-24, ensuring the plate that is to be prepared first is in position 1, then 2 and so on. 

21. After ensuring all the necessary labware has been positioned on the loading deck, 

close the deck layout and click Run  on the “Whole Plate Preparation” method on 
the CE screen of the Method Manager (Figure 8). 

22. A prompt will appear asking the user to select the number of plates to be prepared 
(Figure 10). 
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 Figure 10: User prompt to select the number of CE plates to be prepared. 
  

23. The prompt will then provide file input boxes for the user to select a plate map for each 
plate to be prepared (Figure 11). Navigate to i:/CE STARlet/All Plate Maps and select 
the appropriate plate map/s.  

 
 Figure 11 User prompt to select the plate maps required for each plate to be prepared. 
 

24. Once all plate maps have been selected, press Continue. 
25. A prompt will appear with a checklist for the user to review the layout and confirm the 

reagents and consumables on the work table (Figure 12). This prompt will flag the 
minimum number of tips and the volume of HiDi/WEN required. 
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 Figure 12 Pre-run checklist that shows the total number of tips and volume of HiDi/WEN required for the run. 
This prompt also specifies where the required reagents and plates must be placed on the deck. At this point the 
‘Continue’ button is not available. 

 
26. Acknowledge all tasks on the checklist and press Continue (Figure 13). 

 
Figure 13 Pre-run checklist with all boxes checked and the user’s initials entered. From this point, the ‘Continue’ 
button becomes available and the program can proceed. 

 
27. A prompt will appear “Edit Tip Count” asking for the first and last position of the tips in 

the tip carrier (TIP-CAR) (Figure 14). 
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 Figure 14 User prompt to edit the 50uL CO-RE filter tip count. 

 
28. To edit the tip counter, click on the individual positions or click and drag to highlight 

multiple positions. Empty tip positions are grey and selected tip positions will highlight 
in red. If it is necessary to remove all highlighted tips, check the “Remove All” box and 
then highlight the positions of present tips. When the tip counter matches the tips in the 
tip carrier (TIP-CAR), click OK.  

29. The program will then load all carriers and compare barcodes to the input files 
selected. The program will notify the user if the wrong plates have been loaded, or if it 
does not detect the required plates on the deck. 

30. If there is an error with the plates loaded on the deck, the following prompt will appear 
(Figure 15). 
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Figure 15 Error message – the required amplification plates were not in the correct positions on the plate 
carrier. 

 
31. The STARlet will unload the plate carriers and prompt the user to put the correct plates 

in the correct positions (Figure 16). 

 
 Figure 16 User prompt – specifies the amplification plates required in each position of the plate carrier. 

 
32. The STARlet will then reload and match barcodes to the input file until the user places 

the correct plates in the correct position.  
33. In FR, enter each CE batch and ensure all reagents, consumables and the STARlet 

instrument are selected as per Section 4.4, check the ‘Batch Prepared’ box and save. 
34. Once the plate/s have been prepared, a prompt will appear notifying that the method is 

finished (Figure 17). 
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 Figure 17 Method completed message. 

 
35. Place a 96-well plate septa on the CE plate/s.  
36. Re-seal the PCR Plate using the Hamilton Automated plate sealer and store in the 

chest freezer. 
37. Centrifuge CE plate for 1 minute at 2000 rpm and place within a clip-seal bag in the 

freezer (under CE instrument) if not using immediately. 
38. Save and upload the trace file against each batch in FR as per to Section 6.7. 

 
7.2 Manual Preparation of PowerPlex®21 System Plates 

1. Remove PCR plate from the freezer and thaw.  
2. Remove Hi-Di™ Formamide from the freezer and thaw. 
3. Create FR batch and print batch label as per Section 6.2. 
4. Once thawed centrifuge the PCR plate for 1 minute at 2000 rpm (657 xg). 
5. Prepare Hi-Di™ Formamide and WEN as per Section 4.1.3. 
6. Label a 96-well plate (CE plate) with the CE Batch ID. 
7. Add 10 µL of Hi-Di/WEN to each well corresponding to the amplification plate ensuring 

the last folder dispensed is complete. 
8. Add 1 µL of ladder to ladder wells corresponding to the amplification plate. 
9. Pierce the PCR plate with a clean seal piercing tool. 
10. Transfer 1 µL of sample from the original PCR plate to the appropriate column of the 

CE plate. Gently pipette mix the sample.  
11. Once all samples have been added, reseal the original PCR plate using the Hamilton 

Automated plate sealer. 
12. Place a 96-well plate septa on the CE plate.  
13. Have a second operator sequence check the amplification plate/prepared CE plate in 

FR as per Section 6.4. 
14. Centrifuge CE plate for 1 minute at 2000 rpm and seal plate in a bag and place in 

freezer (under CE instrument) if not using immediately and store the PCR plate in the 
chest freezer.  

15. In FR, enter each CE batch and ensure all reagents, consumables and the location are 
selected as per Section 4.4, check the ‘Batch Prepared’ box and save. 
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7.3 STARlet Preparation of Repeat CE (REPTCE) Batches for PowerPlex®21 

1. Create the FR batch as per Section 6.2,  

2. Click the Batch Prep List icon  and print file to appropriate printer.  
3. Check the Batch ID and position details for each sample. Select a plate to use for the 

amplification positive and negative controls. 
4. Sequence check the batch as per Section 6.4. 
5. Download and save the STARlet plate map for each batch as per Section 6.5. 
6. Download and save the CE plate map for each batch as per Section 6.6. 
7. Print the CE batch label as per Section 6.2 
8. Ensure STARlet Daily Start-up has been performed as described in Operation and 

Maintenance of the Microlab® STARlet and LabElite® Integrated I.D. Capper™ (34050). 
9. Remove all PCR plates for REPTCE from the freezer and thaw. 
10. Remove Hi-Di™ Formamide from the freezer and thaw. 
11. Once thawed centrifuge the PCR plates for 1 minute at 2000 rpm (657 xg). 
12. Prepare Hi-Di™ Formamide and WEN master mix as per Section 4.1.2. 
13. Launch the Method Manager software (Figure 18). 

 

 
 Figure 18 The Method Manager icon 
 

14. Select the ‘CE’ button on the home page (Figure 19).  
 

 
 Figure 19 Method Manager home page 
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15. Open the layout for the “ReCE Preparation” method by clicking on the “Layout”  
button (Figure 20). 

 

 
 Figure 20 CE screen of Method Manager 
 

16. Place all the required labware onto the loading shelf in the designated track positions 
as outlined in the layout (Figure 21).  

 

 
 Figure 21 The “ReCE Preparation” STARlet layout 
 

17. Place 50 µL CO-RE Tips with Filters in the tip carrier (TIP-CAR) in Tracks 1-6 of the 
autoload tray (the method will notify the user of number of tips required). 

18. Place one 2mL tubes with the required amount of HiDi/WEN master mix into position 1 
of the sample carrier (SMP-CAR) in Track 9. 
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19. Briefly vortex and place a Ladder vial into position 1 of the sample carrier (SMP-CAR) 
in Track 10. 

20. Pierce each PCR plate with a clean seal piercing tool. 
21. If the user has five or less source plates, place these plates into position 1-5 of the 

source plate carrier (APE-CAR) in Tracks 13-18. 
22. If the user has six or more source plates, place these plates into the positions of the 

source plate carriers (APE-CAR) in Tracks 13-18 and Tracks 19-24. 
23. Place the CE plate in position 1 of the target plate carrier (APE-CAR) in Tracks 25-30. 
24. After ensuring all the necessary labware has been positioned on the loading deck, 

close the deck layout and click Run  on the “ReCE Preparation” methon on the CE 
screen of the Method Manager (Figure 18). 

25. A prompt will appear asking the user to select the number of source PCR plates to be 
loaded (Figure 22). 

 
 Figure 22 User prompt to select the number of PCR plates to be loaded. 
  

26. The prompt will then provide a text box for the user to enter the Batch ID of the source 
plate to be used for controls (Figure 23). 

 
 Figure 23 User prompt to enter the Batch ID of the PCR plate for the amplification controls. 
  

27. The prompt will then provide a file input box for the user to select the plate map for the 
Re-CE plate to be prepared (Figure 24). Navigate to i:/CE STARlet/All Plate Maps and 
select the plate map and press Continue. 
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 Figure 24 User prompt to select the plate map for the Re-CE plate. 
  

28. A prompt will appear with a checklist for the user to review the layout and confirm the 
reagents and consumables on the work table (Figure 25). This prompt will flag the 
minimum number of tips and the volume of HiDi/WEN required. 

 
 Figure 25 Pre-run checklist that shows the total number of tips and volume of HiDi/WEN required for the run. 
This prompt also specifies where the required reagents and plates must be placed on the deck. At this point the 
‘Continue’ button is not available. 

  
29. Acknowledge all tasks on the checklist and press Continue (Figure 26). 
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 Figure 26 Pre-run checklist with all boxes checked and the user’s initials entered. From this point, the 
‘Continue’ button becomes available and the program can proceed. 

  
30. A prompt will appear “Edit Tip Count” asking for the first and last position of the tips in 

the tip carrier (TIP-CAR) (Figure 27). 
 

 
  
 Figure 27 User Prompt to edit the 50uL CO-RE filter tip count. 
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31. To edit the tip counter, click on the individual positions or click and drag to highlight 
multiple positions. Empty tip positions are grey and selected tip positions will highlight 
in red. If it is necessary to remove all highlighted tips, check the “Remove All” box and 
then highlight the positions of present tips. When the tip counter matches the tips in the 
tip carrier (TIP-CAR), click OK.  

32. The program will then load all carriers and compare barcodes to the input file selected. 
The program will notify the user if the wrong plates have been loaded, or if it does not 
detect the required plates on the deck. 

33. If there is an error with the plates loaded on the deck, the following prompt will appear 
(Figure 28). 

 
 Figure 28 Error message – the required amplification plates were not in the correct positions on the plate 
carrier. 

  
34. The STARlet will unload the plate carriers and prompt the user to put the correct plates 

in the correct positions (Figure 29). 
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 Figure 29 User prompt – specifies the amplification plates required on the plate carrier. 
  

35. The STARlet will then reload and match barcodes to the input file until the user places 
the correct plates in the correct position.  

36. In FR, enter into the CE batch and ensure all reagents, consumables and the 
STARlet instrument are selected as per Section 4.4, check the ‘Batch Prepared’ box 
and save.  

37. Once the plate has been prepared, a prompt will appear notifying that the method is 
finished (Figure 30). 

 

 
 Figure 30 Method completed message. 
  

38. Add a 96-well plate septa on the CE plate.  
39. Re-seal the PCR Plates using the Hamilton Automated plate sealer and store in the 

chest freezer. 
40. Centrifuge CE plate for 1 minute at 2000 rpm and place within a clip-seal bag in the 

freezer (under CE instrument) if not using immediately.  
41. Save and upload the trace file against each batch in FR as per to Section 6.7. 
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7.4 Manual Preparation of Repeat CE (REPTCE) Batches for PowerPlex®21 

1. Create the FR batch as per Section 6.2, print the PDF sheet and check the Batch ID 
and position details for each sample. Select a plate to use for the amplification positive 
and negative controls. 

2. Click the Batch Prep List icon  and print file to appropriate printer. 
3. Check the Batch ID and position details for each sample. Select a plate to use for the 

amplification positive and negative controls. 
4. Remove all PCR plates for REPTCE from the freezer and thaw. 
5. Remove Hi-Di™ Formamide from the freezer and thaw. 
6. Once thawed centrifuge the PCR plates for 1 minute at 2000 rpm (657 xg). 
7. Prepare Hi-Di™ Formamide and WEN master mix as per Section 4.1.2. 
8. Pierce each PCR plate with a clean seal piercing tool and cover with breathable sealing 

film. 
9. On each PCR plate, circle the well designations required for the REPTCE.  
NOTE: Each well designation can be numbered according to REPTCE position.  
10. Label a 96-well plate (CE plate) with the CE Batch ID. 
11. Add 10 µL of Hi-Di/WEN to each well corresponding to the plate map ensuring the last 

folder dispensed is complete. 
12. Add 1 µL of ladder to ladder wells corresponding to the plate map. 
13. Cover the CE plate with a breathable sealing film. 
14. A second operator transfers 1 µL of sample from the PCR plate to the CE plate 

according to the Batch Prep List ensuring the correct PCR plate and well position 
have been selected. 

15. The first operator checks the samples are transferred correctly and performs the 
sequence check as per Section 6.4. 

16. Remove the breathable sealing film and place a 96-well plate septa onto the CE plate 
and centrifuge for 1 minute at 2000 rpm. 

17. One at a time, remove the breathable sealing film from the PCR plates and reseal 
using the Hamilton Automated plate sealer and store in the chest freezer.. 

18. Centrifuge CE plate for 1 minute at 2000 rpm and place within a clip-seal bag in the 
freezer (under CE instrument) if not using immediately.  

19. In FR, enter each CE batch and ensure all reagents, consumables and the location are 
selected as per Section 4.4, check the ‘Batch Prepared’ box and save. 
 

7.5 Troubleshooting STARlet Preparation of Whole and Repeat CE (REPTCE) Batches 
Under the “Troubleshooting” button in Method Manager there are versions of the Whole 
Plate and Re-CE programs that can be used when the CE target plate already contains 
HiDi/WEN mastermix. Each program title has the suffix “- No HiDi/WEN” (Figure 31). When 
used, these programs will skip the steps to dispense the HiDi/WEN master mix and begin 
with the transfer of samples and ladder. 
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Figure 31 Troubleshooting methods available in Method Manager. These programs can be used when the 
HiDi/WEN master mix has already been added to the CE target plate. 

 
 
7.6 Preparation of 5C Matrix Standard (PowerPlex®21 System) for 3500xL 

NOTE: Only prep this matrix plate immediately before running on instrument. 
1. At initial use, remove from freezer and thaw the 5C Matrix Mix and Matrix Dilution 

Buffer. After first use, these reagents are to be stored at 2-10 °C away from light.  
2. Remove an aliquot of Hi-Di™ Formamide from the freezer to thaw. 
3. Transfer 500 µL of Hi-Di™ Formamide into a 1.5 mL/2 mL tube. 
4. Vortex the 5C Matrix Mix for 10 to 15 seconds and spin briefly in a microcentrifuge. 
5. Add 10 µL of the Matrix Mix to one full tube (200 µL) of the Matrix Dilution Buffer. Label 

tube with dilution and sign and date. Vortex for 10 to 15 seconds and spin briefly in a 
microcentrifuge. 

NOTE: This diluted 5C Matrix can be stored for up to one week at 2-10 oC 
6. Add 10 µL of the diluted 5C Matrix to the 500 µL aliquot of Hi-Di™ Formamide. Vortex 

for 10 to 15 seconds and spin briefly in a microcentrifuge. 
7. Label a 96-well plate (CE plate) with the kit and date (e.g. Matrix PP21_20160602) and 

initial. 
8. Dispense 15 µL of this matrix into each well of the first folder. This is the first three 

columns for 3500xL. 
9. Place 96-well plate septa onto the CE plate and centrifuge briefly. 
NOTE: Do not heat denature the Matrix plate. Plate is run at room temperature. 
Troubleshooting Option 1 
If spectral calibration is failing due to sub-threshold peak heights, increase the amount of 
spectral dye added to preparation: 
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1. Add 10 µL of the Matrix Mix to one full tube (200 µL) of the Matrix Dilution Buffer. 
2. Add 15 µL of the diluted 5C Matrix to a 495 µL aliquot of Hi-Di™ Formamide. 

 
Troubleshooting Option 2 
If spectral calibration is failing due to sub-threshold peak heights after trying 
Troubleshooting Option 1, further increase the amount of spectral dye added to preparation: 
 

1. Add 10 µL of the Matrix Mix to one full tube (200 µL) of the Matrix Dilution Buffer. 
2. Add 30 µL of the diluted 5C Matrix to a 480 µL aliquot of Hi-Di™ Formamide. 

 
 
7.7 Preparation of DS-33 Matrix Standard (Dye Set G5) for 3500xL 

1. Remove an aliquot of Hi-Di™ Formamide from the freezer and thaw. 
2. Transfer 297 µL of Hi-Di™ Formamide to a separate 1.5 mL/2.0 mL tube.  
3. Remove the DS-33 matrix standard from the fridge, vortex contents of the tube 

thoroughly and spin briefly in a microcentrifuge. 
4. Add 3 µL of the DS-33 matrix standard to the Hi-Di™ Formamide aliquot and mix 

gently. 
5. Label a 96-well skirted PCR (CE) plate with the kit and date (eg. 3500Matrix 

G5_20150216) and initial. 
6. Dispense 10 µL of this matrix into each well of the first 3 columns of the CE plate. 
7. Place 96-well plate septa onto the CE plate and centrifuge briefly. 
8. Place in a plastic bag and store plate in freezer until ready to use. 

 
7.8 Preparation of HID Installation Standard (Performance check) for 3500xL 

1. Remove an aliquot of Hi-Di™ Formamide from the freezer and thaw. 
2. Transfer 255 µL of Hi-Di™ Formamide to a separate 1.5 mL/2.0 mL tube.  
3. Remove the HID Installation and LIZ standards from the fridge, vortex contents of the 

tubes thoroughly and spin briefly in a microcentrifuge. 
4. Add 15 µL of GS600 LIZ v2 size standard to the Hi-Di™ Formamide aliquot. 
5. Add 30 µL of HID Installation standard to the same tube (Hi-Di/LIZ). 
6. Vortex tube for 30 seconds. 
7. Label a 96-well plate (CE plate) and date (eg. Performance_20150216) and initial. 
8. Dispense 10 µL of this master mix into each well of the first 3 columns of the CE plate. 
9. Place 96-well plate septa onto the CE plate and centrifuge briefly. 
10. Place in a plastic bag and store plate in freezer until ready to use. 

 
8 Validation 

Dwyer, T., Darmanin, A., Ryan, L. and Allen, C. (2019). Project Final Report #175 
Validation of Hamilton® STARlet C for Capillary Electrophoresis Setup. 
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Megan Matheison and quality team (2012). Projects 100 – 107.Validation of PowerPlex® 21 
System kit.  
 
Micic B, Mathieson M, Ryan L, Allen C. (2015) 3500xL Validation for the Reference 
samples Amplified with PowerPlex® 21 using Direct Amplification  
 
Pattison H, Mathieson M, Ryan R, Allen C.(2016) Verification of PowerPlex® 21 New 
Internal Lane Standard and Matrix. 

 
 
9 Quality Assurance/Acceptance Criteria 

Peak morphology for all allelic ladders and internal size standard is checked during the 
CEQ check. Refer to Capillary Electrophoresis Quality Check (34131) for further information 
on actions to be taken for failed ladders. 
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11 Associated Documents 

QIS 22857 Anti-Contamination Procedure 
QIS 34034 Forensic DNA Analysis Workflow Procedure  
QIS 34035 Forensic Register FTA Processing 
QIS 34052 Amplification of Extracted DNA using the PowerPlex®21 System  
QIS 34064 Miscellaneous Analytical Procedures and Tasks 
QIS 34103 Receipt, Storage & Preparation of Chemicals, Reagents & Kits 
QIS 34112 STR fragment analysis of PowerPlex®21 profiles using GeneMapper® ID-X 
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L Farrelly 
A Kaity 
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equipment and consumables. Add in 
sections 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and 4.1.3. Added in 
Sections 4.3 and 4.4. Added in new 
sections 6.1 to 6.3. Separated section 7.3 
into 2 sections. Updated associated 
documents. 

3 March 2019 A Darmanin 
T Dwyer 

Added STARlet CE methods. Removed all 
references to Profiler Plus. 
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1 Purpose 
The purpose of this procedure is to describe the components of a case record, processes 
involved in compiling and completing a case record and tracking of case records. 

 
 
2 Scope 

This procedure shall apply to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff that case manage any 
component of a case record.  

 
 
3 Definitions 

AUSLAB Laboratory Information System (routinely used prior to the 
FR) 

Case managing scientist The scientist(s) that has (or have) been involved in the 
assessment of results and compilation of the case file in 
preparation for statement writing or peer review. 

Case record All information relating to a particular case. This can include 
all case histories, receipts, communication with clients, 
examination notes, Analytical data, internal communications, 
results and reports. 

CE Capillary Electrophoresis 
DAD DNA Analysis Database 
DNA Master Repository of DNA profiling information prior to FR 
DNA Mgt DNA Management Unit – A QPS Unit that transfers the 

exhibit results and link results from the Forensic Register to 
QPRIME. They also perform quality checks on the validity of 
the information/results received. 

EPG Electropherogram 
Examining scientist   The scientist/s who has/have examined exhibits for a case. 
FR Forensic Register – Laboratory Information Management 

System since July 2017. 
GMIDX GeneMapper ID-X, software used for allele designation after 

capillary electrophoresis  
In tube An item that has been sub-sampled by the QPS and 

submitted to the laboratory in a tube ready for analysis. 
LR Likelihood Ratio 
NCIDD National Criminal Investigation DNA Database 
OLA Off ladder allele 
PDA Profile Data Analysis – page in the FR to record the DNA 

profile interpretation and actions 
Profiler Plus AmpFℓSTR® Profiler Plus®: The amplification kit made by 

Life Technologies 
PP21 PowerPlex® 21 system kit 
Paperless A type of case that does not involve a traditional paper case 

file.  
PowerPlex® 21 system kit The amplification kit made by Promega that is currently used 

for all samples. 
QFLAG Quality checking procedure to investigate potential staff and 

elimination database matches 
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QPRIME Queensland Police Records and Information Management 
Exchange (Post 2008) 

Reporting Scientist The scientist who is responsible for writing a Statement of 
Witness outlining the results of a case and for presenting 
evidence in a court of law. 

RFU Relative Flourescent unit (a measure of peak heights in 
electropherograms) 

SCI QPS Scientific Officer 
SOCO QPS Scenes of Crimes Officer 
SSLU Scientific Services Liaison Unit 
StatsPWG Statistics Project Working Group 
STRmix™ A statistical program used during case management to 

interpret certain types of DNA profiles. 
UKN Unknown DNA profile 
ULP Unlabelled allele 
VAR Variant allele 
XOVER Cross over allele, allele migrates into an adjacent marker bin. 

 
 
4 Case file overview 
 

Since the 1st of September 2009, low priority Volume Crime cases have been treated as 
‘paperless’ and therefore do not have case files. In April 2010, paperless case management 
and review was expanded to also include all cases of both high and low priority (Volume 
and Major Crime) and some Sexual Assault cases except for cases involving excessive 
numbers of crime scene/reference samples or complex profiles. In April 2015 all cases are 
initially managed as paperless cases. 
 
Case files are generally created  

• At the time of case management (for complex cases) or 
• When a statement is requested or  
• When a case manager/reporter deems it necessary for efficient case management. 

 
For cases previously managed paperlessly that become reactivated upon receipt of further 
items, they may be considered for conversion to a paper file. Case and examination notes 
(when the case was managed paperlessly) are stored in ‘Paperless’ folders stored in 
Evidence Recovery, Reporting and Admin areas.  
 
If a case has been converted from paperless to paper, it is not necessary to annotate all of 
the EPGs with the item description or interpretations unless a statement has been 
requested. At such a time, the reporting scientist may continue with EPGs not being 
annotated as long as the casefile also includes a printout of the relevant PDA page from the 
FR.  

 
4.1 How to create a case file 

To request a casefile to be created, email  with 
instructions. Admin edit the Statement Request/Task that a casefile is being created, assign 
a barcode for the casefile and create a storage location (see QIS 33773 and 34248). 

 
 
4.2 Additional Elements of a case file 

Upon completion, a case file may also contain:  
1. Examination notes  
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2. Diagrams, photographs and/or photocopies 
3. Statistical calculations. 
4. Copies of results (GeneMapper ID-X printouts).  

a. As a minimum, reference samples require the final/reported profile. 
Casework samples should have all EPGs printed. 

5. Interpretations of results 
6. Copy of statement or intelligence report 
7. Records of any internal or external communication relating to the case, e.g. Casefile 

Notations, Requests/Tasks or emails. 
8. STRmix™ output files/report. STRmix™ v2.7 it is not recommended to include the 

STRmix™ report, rather a printout of the PDA page with the EPG is sufficient. 
 

 
4.3 Handwritten results and corrections within a case file 

As is required by NATA ISO 17025 - as case notes etc. are subject to subpoenas; no pencil 
is to be used in the case file (unless used in diagrams or pictorial representations). 
 
Any calculations, interpretations or changes to notes or results must be initialled and dated 
by the person performing the action. 
 
 

4.4 Case file storage and movement 
Case files are required to be kept indefinitely as per accreditation requirements. 

 
Exhibits are not to be stored in the case file. This includes external proficiency samples. 
Original QPS property tags or reference sample envelopes are also NOT to be stored in the 
case file. 
   
Case file movements are to be recorded in the FR. If a case previously managed within 
AUSLAB is reactivated, remove the tracking from AUSLAB, create a casefile in the FR 
(using the same barcode) and track in the FR. 
 
Active case files are stored with the case analyst or in a designated storage location for the 
work area. 
 
Upon completion, scientists should transfer cases to Admin via the FR. Administration 
assistance slips are available to attach to the front of the case file to direct the storage of 
the file or to outline any further administrative tasks that need to be performed prior to 
storage. Admin In-Tray – Casefile Finish is the location from which administrative staff will 
track case files (sequentially) into the compactus or another designated storage location. 
No further administrative tasks will be carried out on these cases. 
 
If a casefile in the custody of the case scientist is taken out of the laboratory for court, or for 
court preparation, movement of the casefile should be recorded as a casefile notation in the 
FR. 
  

 
5 Workflows 
5.1 Priorities 

Table 2 details the DNA priorities that are used in Forensic DNA Analysis. These are not to 
be confused with case priorities eg. one sample may be processed as Priority 1, but the 
case as a whole is Priority 2 (Major Crime). 
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Table 1 - DNA Priorities in Forensic DNA Analysis 
 Priority Description CW Use Ref Use 

1 Urgent Urgent Priority/investigation 
2 High Pri Major crime  High priority 
3 Low Pri Volume  Normal  

 
Urgent (5-day Turnaround (TAT)) cases are specifically allocated to a case scientist and/or 
reporting scientist as they arrive into the department. The Managing Scientist and Team 
Leaders will be notified of the arrival of an urgent case by email and appropriate notes will 
be entered. A supervising scientist will allocate to an appropriate case manager. This does 
not mean that the case managing scientist will necessarily become the reporting scientist 
should a statement be required, however this is preferred to maintain consistency in 
reporting. 
 
P1 samples must be managed as soon as results become available and reviewed as soon 
as results are interpreted. To ensure there is no delay in QPS being informed of 5-day TAT 
results as soon as they are available, a workflow has been created for samples that are 
expected to be completed on a Friday (see QIS 23968, 33773 and 34006).  
 
  

 
5.2 PowerPlex®21 system kit vs AmpFℓSTR® Profiler Plus® case management 

Since the end of testing with AmpFℓSTR® Profiler Plus® (Profiler Plus) in January 2018, all 
samples are received and processed with PowerPlex®21 system kit (PP21).  
 
This does not mean the reporting method for Profiler Plus samples is invalid; therefore, in 
consultation with a senior scientist, samples may be re-processed with PP21 for case 
consistency or only newly received items will be processed and reported with PP21 and 
STRmix™.  

 
 
5.3 STRmix™ versions  

The date of first installation and processing of cases with various versions of STRmix™ are 
listed in Table 3 below. 

 
Table 2 – STRmix™ version use 
Date case received Decon LR 

(at time of receival) 
LR 

(New comparison) 
19 Dec 2012 v1.05 v1.05 v2.0.6 
1 July 2014 v2.0.1 v2.0.1 v2.7.0 
30 Jan 2015 v2.0.6 v2.0.6 v2.7.0 
16 Jan 2019 v2.6.0 v2.6.0 v2.7.0 
24 June 2019 v2.6.2 v2.6.2 v2.7.0 
10 Feb 2020 v2.7.0 v2.7.0 v2.7.0 
 
 
If new samples are received for cases that had other samples in the case previously 
analysed with earlier STRmix™ versions, they are to be analysed with the current version 
of STRmix™. Discussion with a Senior Scientist on whether to migrate previously reported 
samples to the current version should be held. 
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5.4 Case management workflows 
For the process to allocate samples and/or cases, see QIS 33773. 
 
For worklists and information on how these are populated, refer to QIS 33773. 
 
Allocation of cases to a particular scientist usually only happens if a statement is required, 
the case is large or has been assigned an Operation by QPS. These cases will otherwise 
be routinely case managed by the competent case managers.  However, to reduce the 
amount of double handling by case managers, individual samples initially case managed by 
a particular person will be completed by the same person. This includes reworking and 
STRmix™ deconvolutions. 
 
Unallocated paper case files may be stored in the filing cabinets stored in the far end of the 
reporting area in Block 3. 
 
Internal controls, external and internal proficiency (where applicable), internal and external 
environmental monitoring samples are case managed by the Analytical, Evidence recovery 
and Quality teams.  
 
Various tools may be employed to assist in meeting timeframes and to cover absence such 
as scheduling Outlook appointments or tasks. 
 

 
6 Case management 

The purpose of case management is to collate and report any DNA results that have been 
obtained and to prepare the case file for a statement (if required) or for peer review. To 
achieve this, the case managing scientist may be required to: 

 
1. Assess DNA results to determine whether reworking is required to improve or confirm 

results. 
2. Enter final Exhibit reports via the Profile Data Analysis (PDA) page in the FR.  
3. Compile case file.  

 
 
 

6.1 Check quality 
Samples should not be progressed or reported until the various quality checks that are in 
place have been completed. These checks are designed to identify potential issues with 
samples before they are reported to the QPS. 

 
 

6.1.1 Batch statuses  
Check that the statuses of the processing batches are fully completed (see QIS 33773). 
 
 
If there has been an issue noted during processing of a sample, the Analytical staff 
member/delegate will enter a status of ‘See batch’. The case managers (PDA operator and 
reviewer) MUST check the batch audit and add a Sample Note to detail that they have 
deemed the sample OK to report. 
It is acceptable that the note is added by the PDA operator or reviewer. If there is a critical 
element to a Batch that could affect the sample processing or interpretation strategy, and 
there is no note added by the PDA operator, then a discussion between the PDA operator 
and reviewer should occur. 
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Results can be released prior to the batches being formally ‘passed’. In these instances, the 
PDA operator and reviewer will need to check the relevant batches and added a comment 
or sample notation to describe this. 
 
 

6.1.2 Casefile Notations 
Check Case Management tab in the FR for Casefile Notations and Request/Tasks (and UR 
notes for cases processed with AUSLAB) for relevant information related to the case. This 
may include information such as allocation to an individual case manager/reporter, court 
timeframes, communication with DNA Management etc. 
 
 

6.1.3 Notations 
Check for relevant information in the Exhibit Testing tables for notations and Analytical 
Notes (see QIS 33773), and Specimen Notes for cases processed with AUSLAB.  
 

 
 

6.2 Check case information 
Case information may be relevant to only particular samples or the whole case. This 
information may be used to guide the case manager’s choice of processing and reporting.  
 

6.2.1 Check for reference samples associated to the case 
The presence or absence of reference samples may affect the workflow path a sample 
takes. If reference samples have been received for a case, these will be compared against 
all single source DNA profiles, and all interpretable mixed DNA profiles to generate a LR.  
 
See QIS 33773 and 34006. 
 
 

6.2.2 Check for case allocation 
It is necessary to check if a case has been allocated to a particular case manager or 
reporter before case managing a sample.  
Check the Case Management tab in the FR for details or on the PDA page, it can be 
viewed in the ‘Case Scientist’ field. See QIS 33773. 
In AUSLAB (if some or all of the case was processed with AUSLAB (pre July 2017), it may 
be recorded in the UR notes and/or the CS page. 
 
 

6.2.3 Check for paper file/case notes.  
Check the Exhibit Register for a barcode created for a casefile to enable storage and 
tracking (see QIS 33773). 
 
 

6.2.4 Check ownership of item 
Ownership of an item may be required before interpretation of a DNA profile or an exhibit is 
sampled. If unknown, send a Request/Task to the SOCO or SCI in the first instance to 
obtain this information. If a response is not received in a timely manner, send a 
Request/Task to QPS DNA Management for the information.  
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6.2.5 Finalising samples no longer required 

See QIS 34006. 
 
 

6.3 Assess results 
All samples have alleles designated as per QIS 34112.  

 
When results become available for a sample, an assessment needs to be made as to 
whether reworks are required or whether sufficient information has already been obtained. 
This can be performed as each result becomes available. Not all results need to be 
available at the same time for these assessments to take place. 
 
If viewing a case via AUSLAB and with samples processed with Profiler Plus, the EPGs 
were saved to AUSLAB as jpegs, or if they were samples from major crime cases, they had 
their EPGs saved to the P drive. 
 
If the case was processed before implementation of the FR, the EPG PDF will be stored on 
the network. 

 
To assess the stutter percentages, a worksheet or macro may be used to perform the 
calculation checks (see QIS 35008 or QIS 35406). The former requires manual addition of 
the alleles and peak heights to calculate the stutters, and the latter spreadsheet uses a 
macro to calculate the stutters after importation of the STRmix™ text file generated by the 
FR. 
 

 
6.3.1 Assess the number of contributors to the DNA profile 

The number of contributors to a DNA profile is required to perform interpretation. Counting 
the number of alleles at each locus (above and below Limit of Reporting threshold, above 
Limit of Detection) is the first step in assessing the number of contributors.  
  
However, counting called alleles alone may not be suitable in determining the number of 
contributors due to the presence of PCR artefacts such as stutter. Allelic imbalance (AI) 
also known as heterozygote balance (Hb) can also be used as an indication of the number 
of contributors. Forensic DNA Analysis does not have a threshold for AI for casework DNA 
profiles because STRmix™ is designed to model the heterozygote balance as a continuous 
system. Although internal validation studies (Nurthen et al 2013) indicate that the calculated 
AI threshold varies depending on the DNA input, the values detailed in the study can be 
used as a guide.  
 
See Appendix 1 for a workflow designed within the internal Change Management project 
#149 to assist in deciding on a reasonable number of contributors to the DNA profile. Note 
that the stochastic range in RFU values will be different depending on the CE instrument. 
The workflow is a guide only. 

 
The validated stutter thresholds (as published in QIS 34112) are used as a guide to aid in 
the determination of number of contributors to a DNA profile. 
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6.3.2 Assess the overall quality of the DNA profile 
The quality of the DNA profile in conjunction with the number of contributors will determine 
if a DNA profile is suitable for interpretation.  
The following factors should be considered 

1. Whether a reasonable assumption of the number of contributors can be made. 
2. The degradation slope (the tendency for higher molecular weight loci to have lower 

peak heights compared with smaller molecular weight loci). 
3. The total amount of DNA input used in the amplification 
4. Adverse events affecting the sample.  

 
 
6.3.3 Check VAR/OLA/ULP/XOVER calculations 

If a variant and/or off ladder allele or stutter has been observed on a GeneMapper ID-X 
(GMIDX) profile it is not necessary to re-amplify to confirm its presence.  

 
For mixed DNA profiles with variant and/or off ladder alleles, the repeat of these samples is 
at the case manager/reporter’s discretion. Things to consider include whether the profile 
with variant and/or off ladder alleles has already had this questioned allele confirmed, 
matches a deconvoluted contribution, or if the sample description suggests the mixed DNA 
profile could be conditioned on the reference DNA profile (with variant and/or off ladder 
alleles).  
 
A case manager must independently perform the calculation for allele designation including 
if the calculated allele falls in the stutter position.  Refer to QIS 33773.  

 
Variant/OLA/ULP/crossover calculations do not require checking if the DNA profile has 
been assessed as unsuitable for interpretation. 
 
If there are broad peaks observed in the EPG and the sample has not been Re-CE’d, the 
case manager may order a Re-CE. This is especially important if the DNA profile is to be 
assessed by STRmix™, or if the case manager determines that the broad peak could be 
masking other peaks such that it may affect the number of contributors assessment. 
 
 

6.3.4 NAD samples 
If a sample is flagged as No Analysed Data (NAD) at CE quality checking stage, the sample 
will be re-prepared by Analytical staff.  
 
 

6.3.5 Edit DNA profiles 
See QIS 33773 and 34006. 
 

 
6.3.6 Rework DNA extract if necessary. 

For processes relating to ordering reworks, see 33773.  
 
See Appendix 2 for information on reworking strategies and considerations when assessing 
sample information and profiles. 
 
If a sample was completed in DNAMaster/DAD and AUSLAB, any subsequent reworks that 
are required are requested in the FR. 
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As of 30 June, 2019, any rework on a previously reported Major Crime (Priority 2) result is 
not to be ordered without Managing Scientist or Executive Director authorisation. A MS 
Form can be used to provide information to the Managing Scientist of Executive Director to 
assess the reasons for the rework, and the potential risks associated with proceeding (or 
not proceeding) with a requested rework. This form can be accessed via Office 365, then 
selecting MS Forms. The operator fills out the details in the DNA Rework Authorisation 
form. After submission, the form then goes to the Team Leader for consideration and 
endorsement prior to the Managing Scientist (or Executive Director) for final consideration. 
 
Internal validation studies (Nurthen et al 2013) have shown that samples with low template 
DNA (~132 pg) that are amplified with PP21 may exhibit significant stochastic effects such 
as large allelic imbalance and allele drop-out. These effects can complicate the 
interpretation of both single source and mixed DNA profiles.  Reworking may improve the 
quality of the DNA profile. It is standard for P2 samples with less than 132pg (Quant of 
0.0088ng/µL) to not be processed initially and a result line of ‘DNA Insufficient for further 
processing’ be released. DNA Mgt may request these samples to be reactivated for 
processing by sending a Request/Task in the FR to the Supervising Scientist of the 
Analytical Section. 
 
In 2008, QPS in conjunction with Forensic DNA Analysis decided that for Low priority 
Volume Crime (Priority 3) cases, samples are only to be reworked via re-amplification, or 
Re-CE’ing until 12 alleles are obtained (National Criminal Investigation DNA Database-
NCIDD uploading threshold). NucleoSpin cleanups or Microcon concentrations are not to 
be ordered on low priority samples, unless in exceptional circumstances. Other valid 
reasons for reworking these samples include investigations of adverse events or if other 
quality issues are suspected. 
 
If a partial profile or NSD profile is obtained for a sample, an assessment should be made 
as to whether reworking that sample will be beneficial or if there are other profiles within the 
case that satisfy reporting requirements. 
 
Amplification products are not kept indefinitely. The availability of a PCR product should be 
checked prior to ordering a Re-CE. For more recent batches, the Analytical Section enters 
audit notes against the amplification batch when the PCR product has been discarded. 
 
 
 
Rework strategies: 
If it is determined that a better profile is required, the following should be considered when 
determining the best rework strategy: 

 
1. The type of sample 

e.g. blood versus cells. Due to the generally high number of nucleated white cells in 
whole blood, a DNA profile is usually obtained from such samples. If a DNA profile 
is not obtained, this may be due to insufficient nucleated cells in the sample, or 
could indicate an issue with the efficacy of the processing, or it could be that the 
sample is inhibited. Reworks may assist in obtaining an interpretable profile.  

 
2. The Quantitation value  

The quantitation value is displayed in the FR. The quantitation value is an estimate 
and should be assessed in conjunction with other factors. Sample workflows based 
on the quantitation value are listed below: 
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1. PP21 samples with a quantitation value <0.001 ng/µL will not be 
further processed and will be reported post-quant with the result line 
‘No DNA detected’, regardless of priority.  

2. PP21 samples with an initial quantitation value between 0.001 ng/µL 
and 0.0088 ng/µL will be reported post-quant with the result line of 
‘DNA insufficient for further processing’. Priority 1 samples will 
proceed to a microcon concentration step prior to re-quant and 
amplification as per QPS –Forensic DNA Analysis agreement. 

3. Samples reported as ‘No DNA detected’ or ‘DNA insufficient for 
further processing’ can be requested by QPS for further processing 
via the Request/Task system to the senior scientist of the Analytical 
section. 

4. PP21 samples with an initial quantitation value of > 0.0088 ng/µL are 
amplified. 

 
 

A partial or NSD profile from a sample with a high quantitation value may indicate 
inhibition or may be due to degradation. The Degradation Index is available within 
the Quantification data and provides an indication that degraded DNA may be 
present. It should be noted that while quantitation values can be used as an 
indicator for the presence of inhibitory compounds in an extracted sample, lack of 
inhibition in a quantitation amplification (as indicated by the IPCCT and possibly the 
CT as well) does not necessarily mean there will be no inhibition in an STR 
amplification. This is because different primers, target DNA and amplification 
conditions are used in each reaction and this could result in inhibition to one 
reaction and not the other. Also, 2 µL of extracted sample is added to a quantitation 
amplification, whereas in an STR amplification the sample may be diluted before 
being added (which would decrease the concentration of any inhibitory substances 
in the amplification reaction). Up to 15 µL of DNA extract can be used for a PP21 
amplification (which would change the relative concentration of inhibitory 
substances in the amplification reaction). Further information on DNA quantification 
is found in QIS 34045. 

 
 

3. The number of alleles obtained 
A full DNA profile is the aim of any DNA amplification but a partial DNA profile does 
not necessarily need to be reworked.   
 
The minimum number of alleles required to upload to NCIDD is 12 alleles.  Samples 
below this stringency, but above 6 alleles, may be loaded to NCIDD under special 
circumstances and searched against the database (refer to QIS 34246 and 33773). 
 
If an assumption of a single contributor has been determined, partial DNA profiles 
do not have to be reworked to obtain a full DNA profile.  

 
4. Examination notes 

Certain substances are known to be inhibitory to the PCR process. This includes a 
variety of commonly encountered substances, such as dyes used in clothing 
(particularly denim dyes) and some biological material (in particular, the haem in 
blood). If managing a case where semen samples were extracted with Chelex – for 
example, if the case is reactivated for further processing - these samples were 
sometimes observed to return an NSD profile after initial extraction with no 
indication of inhibition. Performing a NucleoSpin clean up was noted to improve the 
chances of obtaining an interpretable DNA profile for these samples. 
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5. Offence Details (if available)  
Information from the QPS entered into the FR, present on item packaging, or from 
case conferences may assist in determining the evidential value of a particular item.  

 
6. Results already obtained 

If multiple samples have been submitted for an item and one or more full profiles or 
mixtures have already been obtained there may be no need to continue reworking 
other samples from that same item. A partial ‘matching’ profile is often sufficient if 
other better profiles already exist for the same item. This must be considered 
carefully and in the context of the case.  If it is a possibility that there may be a 
different profile present, such as in the case of multiple offenders, then reworks 
should be considered. 

 
 

 
6.4 Manage samples 

The sample management tab in the FR contains the worklists relevant to PDA entry and 
review (see 33773 and 33744). 
 
Cases are not usually allocated to an individual case manager/reporter. The exception to 
this rule may be some urgent cases, QPS operations, linked cases or sensitive matters. 
Samples are case managed by staff from the worklists in the FR.  
 
Cases with paper files may have EPGs annotated with the results and interpretations, 
although if the PDA page is also printed, this may be not required (see 33773).  If 
annotated, as a minimum, the type of DNA profile. e.g. single source matching UKM1 is 
required. These annotations need to be signed and dated by the case manager. 

 
6.4.1 Interpret 

6.4.1.1 Paired Kinship/Paternity Trios 
Any samples for Paternity trios etc. are interpreted as detailed in QIS 25303. 
 
Reporting of the analysis outcomes is detailed in QIS 34006 and QIS 34308. 

6.4.1.2 PP21 interpretation 
Statistics for PP21 results are generated by the STRmix™ program as outlined in QIS 
35007. 
 
If a sample has replicate amplifications they must all be included in the STRmix™ 
deconvolution unless they have a particular processing issue such as excess peak heights 
and pull up, a Re-CE has been performed, or the runs are not consistent with each other (at 
the discretion of the case manager). A Re-CE and the source amplification results cannot 
be included in the same deconvolution as they come from the same amplification, a choice 
as to the best or most appropriate run must be made by the case manager and replaces the 
less informative result. At a minimum, a Sample Note should be added to explain why 
particular amplifications were not included. 
 
All reference samples received for a particular case are to be compared against all 
interpretable mixtures (to generate a Likelihood Ratio - LR) and single source samples 
within a case. 
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The number of contributors will have been determined as per section 6.3.1 above. 
 

STRmix™ V2.7 uses a stratified approach to reporting the Likelihood Ratio where the 
relative proportions of the population are factored into the final LR. 
 
 
Single source DNA profiles 
Deconvolution with STRmix™ is required if: 

1. The sample is the first single source DNA profile that matches a reference sample 
and needs to be loaded to NCIDD, or 

2. The sample requires loading to NCIDD (e.g. UNK), and/or 
3. This DNA profile has less than 32 allelic peaks. The count of peaks is such that 

homozygous loci are counted as one peak. It is only through STRmix that single-
peak loci are determined to be homozygous. 

 
LR generation with STRmix™ is not required for single source DNA profiles: 

1. If a reference sample does not match the single source sample. 
2. If a matching reference sample has previously had an LR generated (and the new 

interpretation would not be more probative). 
3. If the single source DNA profile has 32 or more allelic peaks, the sample can be 

reported with the appropriate result line (as per QIS 34229) and doesn’t require 
deconvolution and an LR generated as per the recommendations in the document 
‘The determination of the threshold number of alleles, above which single source 
DNA profiles can confidently be ascribed a likelihood ratio in excess of 100 billion.’ 
[Parry et al 2014] and further Risk Assessment after moving to STRmix™ V2.7.0.  

 
 
If a single source DNA profile has one peak at a locus and another peak is visible sub 
threshold, STRmix™ may designate the locus as a homozygote (with a ≥99 % weighting), 
the case manager should consider ordering a rework in an attempt to amplify the second 
peak. 
 
Homozygote alleles for single source samples that will not be loaded to NCIDD do not 
require editing in the FR PDA page.  
 
A mixed DNA profile would be reported as a single source profile with sub-threshold peaks 
using the appropriate exhibit result line in the following circumstances: 

1. If the only indication of a mixture is a labelled Y peak at Amelogenin or  
2. If the only indication of a mixture is a labelled Y peak at Amelogenin and sub-

threshold peaks that do not affect the called alleles. 
 
This is done because STRmix™ cannot ‘see’ Amelogenin or sub-threshold peaks and the 
low-level contribution does not affect the interpretation of the ‘single source’ profile. 
 
 
Mixed DNA profiles (two, three, four person mixtures) 
 
Deconvolution with STRmix™ is not required if: 

1. The case does not have any reference samples and the profile is not likely to be 
deconvoluted by STRmix™ into contributions for NCIDD, or 

2. The case does not have any reference samples and if the DNA profile is likely to be 
deconvoluted into a contribution that matches an already reported unknown in the 
case.  
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If reference samples are later received then the deconvolution will be run and these 
reference sample profiles will be compared against the mixture and the LRs reported back 
via exhibit result lines. 

 
Deconvolution with STRmix™ is required for all other two, three and four person mixtures.  

 
Deconvolutions of mixed DNA profiles may run for extended periods of time. Additional 
support is provided by other staff in Forensic DNA Analysis (mostly Forensic Technicians) 
to run deconvolutions on dedicated STRmix™ computers. This releases Reporting 
Scientists’ computers for other tasks.  
 
To have another staff member run a deconvolution, see QIS 33773. 
 
 
Conditioning mixtures 
It may be possible to condition mixtures from intimate swabs and items (said to have come 
from a person). The decision to condition is at the discretion of the case manager (and 
reviewer). Additional information regarding ownership may be required. 
 
 
Table 3 – Quick reference when to use STRmix™ 
Scenario Decon LR 
SS <32 & matches assumed known contributor No No 
SS <32 & matches a reference sample Yes Yes 
SS <32 & new Unknown profile & NCIDD Yes N/A 
SS <32 & matches an Unknown profile No N/A 
First SS >32 DNA profile & matches a reference sample & NCIDD  Yes No* 
First SS >32 DNA profile & matches a reference sample no NCIDD No No* 
SS >32 DNA profile & new Unknown profile & NCIDD  Yes No 
Subsequent SS >32 DNA profile and matches a reference sample/Unknown profile No No* 
2P to 4P & no reference samples & not likely to resolve for NCIDD No N/A 
2P to 4P cond & no other reference samples & not likely to resolve for NCIDD No N/A 
2P to 4P &  reference samples Yes Yes 
 

 *Where matching a reference samples, a Likelihood Ratio is not calculated in these 
instances, but they are reported in the FR as >100 billion favouring contribution. 

 
 
STRmix™ results output 
After the STRmix™ deconvolution and/or reference comparison has been completed and 
processed, the following quality checks must be performed on each result produced by 
STRmix™. 
 

1. STRmix™ version  
2. Casework sample number is correct 
3. Reference sample number (if any) is correct 
4. Number of contributors assumed to be present is correct  
5. Casework DNA profile (correct allelic designations entered and correct run(s) have 

been included) 
6. Individual locus LRs appear have an intuitive fit  
7. Check all loci had successfully deconvoluted (component interpretation complete)  
8. Check that the Diagnostic tools are all performing to expectation 
9. Settings values (especially check full vs. half variances) 
10. Reference DNA profile (correct allelic designations entered)  
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11. The overall LR is reasonable given the reference and casework DNA profiles 
 
It is important when a STRmix™ analysis is carried out, that the results are interpreted by 
examining the weightings of various genotypes and the DNA profile(s) observed. There are 
instances when the results obtained do not intuitively seem correct. Sometimes (particularly 
if the model must account for drop-in) the failure of the Markov chain to properly converge 
means that some parameters will not have optimised properly. Examples of this are: 
 

1. Large LRs are obtained for each locus, except one where the LR is low or 0 
2. The mixture proportions do not reflect what is observed 
3. The degradation does not reflect what is observed 
4. Genotype combinations do not reflect all likely allele sets (especially likely if sub-

threshold peaks are present at a locus) 
5. The probability of dropout at a particular locus has been given a low value but sub-

threshold peaks are clearly visible in the DNA profile. 
 

Effectively, a zero LR means that the genotype of the POI has not been accepted by the 
MCMC at any time through the course of the analysis. Common causes for making a 
genotype an unlikely contributor are large dropouts, drop-ins or imbalances, or when the 
peak heights at a locus exceed the general degradation slope (and are therefore 
penalised). If further iterations are chosen, then the MCMC will have more opportunity to 
accept the less supported genotypes, however a reference sample with a poor fit to the 
DNA profile will still have a low LR for a particular locus or loci. It is best practice to attempt 
to resolve the mixture biologically first, that is through rework, prior to resorting to increased 
iterations.  
 
It is possible that the deconvolution does not fit with the intuitive assessment of the DNA 
profile, e.g. there is a clear major profile but the deconvolution has not resolved C1 
(Contributor 1) to ≥99%. There are a number of reasons why this may occur including there 
being insufficient accepts to enable STRmix to converge on the best probability space. In 
this instance, the user can increase the number of burnin accepts and post-burnin accepts 
by a factor of 2 (to 20,000 and 100,000 respectively) in the run settings when setting up the 
deconvolution. 

 
 

 
 
If it is noted that the EPG has a plate reading error, such as a stutter peak that has been 
inappropriately removed or an artefact that has been left in, then the sample can be edited 
in the FR and EPGs manually edited as per QIS 33773.  
 
It is not necessary for STRmix™ v2.6 (and beyond) cases to have the STRmix™ report 
printed and included in the casefiles. A printout of the PDA page and EPG is sufficient. All 
cases have the pdfs imported and retained in the FR (see QIS 33773).  
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Repeated Analysis 
Each time a DNA profile is analysed using STRmix™ the results will vary slightly. This is a 
natural consequence of the random nature of the Monte Carlo property. To be as unbiased 
as possible, each analysis should only ever be run once and the result reported. If a 
STRmix™ result has been generated for a DNA profile at case management stage, then 
that same result should be the one used for statement writing. If additional reference 
samples are received in the case, the reference sample(s) should be run against all original 
deconvolutions for all samples in the case where mixtures are present. The exception to 
this is when an analysis has produced a result that requires further investigation and hence 
further analysis or if the underlying assumptions made about the profile have changed (eg. 
a two-person mix is reassessed as being a three-person mix).  
 
Consequently, if at review or at a subsequent stage in reporting it is decided that a different 
number of contributors better fits the DNA profile, the deconvolution for that sample can be 
rerun using the new assumption. Case-managers/Reporters should discuss any decision to 
change a reviewed result with the original operator/s. For High Priority samples, if a rework 
after a result has been released, this will need Managing Scientist or Executive Director 
approval (see 6.3.6).  
 
If multiple analyses have been conducted, then only the STRmix™ results from the most 
appropriate analysis should be reported (e.g. the higher number of acceptances or the 
more appropriate number of contributors). If there are printouts of the STRmix™ results in 
the casefile, the previous results will need to be removed. 
 
The electronic STRmix™ results from the multiple analyses that are not used must be 
moved into a sub-folder labelled “Do not use” in the case folder in the STRmix™ results 
folder. 
 
 
Use of Ignore Loci function 
In certain circumstances a particular locus or loci may be dropped from the interpretation. 
These include where a Tri-allele pattern has been observed in a reference profile and 
inconsistent sizing of an allele is observed. See QIS 35007. 
 
If a case has a reference sample with a mutation, all scene profiles within the case (except 
single-source profiles that do not match the reference sample in question) should have the 
loci removed from the interpretation. If the reference sample is received after the initial 
deconvolution was performed, the deconvolutions should be repeated with the relevant 
locus/loci ignored. 
 
 
Amended Results 
If an amended result is required to be released, this should be accompanied by an 
Intelligence Report (in most circumstances as per QIS 33773) and cleared by the Managing 
Scientist or Executive Director prior to release. 
 
 

6.4.1.3 Profiler Plus interpretation 
Since January 2018, Profiler Plus DNA profiles were no longer produced by Forensic DNA 
Analysis. Samples may still be added to statements (if requested) and reported in a binary 
fashion. This difference should be explained in the statement of witness. 
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Samples that are processed with Profiler Plus are not interpreted using STRmix™ as this 
system has not been validated for use with Profiler Plus data. Interpretation of Profiler Plus 
samples is outlined in QIS 17168 and 25302. 
 
See QIS 33773 for the use of the FR in reporting Profiler Plus DNA profile interpretation 
results. 
 

 
6.5 Report Results 

All results are to be communicated as outlined in QIS 23968 and 34308.  
 
Statements and intelligence reports are to be prepared according to QIS 34006 and 34308. 
 
For cases processed and previously reported via AUSLAB, all new items received and/or 
updated interpretations should be reported via the FR. 
 
If a sample cannot be explained by one of the result lines available, an intelligence letter 
should be sent to QPS to outline the interpretation. See QIS 34308. 
 
When reporting 4p mixture interpretations where the LR is in the in the range 2-1million 
favouring contribution, a result is acceptable to be reported via Request/Task in the FR by 
using the following process: 
 
- PDA Reviewer to ask for the Request/Task when reviewing the sample,  
- Using a template (below), case manager/reporter to direct a Task to the reviewer 

with the information, 
- PDA Reviewer directs to Sgt DNA Results Management Unit at same time as 

reviewing. 
 
 

- Template to use: 
- Sample barcode: XXXXXXXXX 

 
- Result reported: Mixed DNA profile 
- LR reported: Mix – Support for contribution 2 to 1 million: Person barcode 

YYYYYYYYY 
- Actual LR: [number]: Person barcode YYYYYYYYY 

 
 
 
6.5.1 Exhibit Result lines 
 

See QIS 33773 and 34006 for details on how to report result lines in the FR.  
 
For urgent/Priority 1 samples only, an interim exhibit report may be entered. 
 
 

6.5.2 Exhibit Result line updates and amendments 
Exhibit result lines may require updating after additional information is available or 
additional testing has been completed. Commonly, these lines are updated after a 
reference sample for the case has been received and new information needs to be sent 
back to QPS eg. the profile is now to be ‘conditioned’. 
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If the DNA profile has undergone further work and the result line ‘SUFP: sample undergone 
further processing’ has been used, the final interpretation result lines need to be added to 
the FR at the same time and supersede the previous result lines. This means all lines need 
to be added that are relevant to the updated DNA profile interpretation. 
 
If an incorrect result is needing to be reported, the result line must be marked as incorrect 
by Senior Scientists or Team Leaders. See QIS 33773 and 34006. 
 
The correct result should be added and reviewed at the same time as marking the previous 
result as ‘incorrect’, (see QIS 34006). 
 
If an Intelligence Report is required to be sent to the QPS Inspector of DNA Management 
Unit to explain and incorrect or amended result, this report needs to be initially sent to the 
Managing Scientist for awareness. See 34308 for a template for this report. 
 

 
 
6.5.3 Suspect checks 

If a suspect check has been requested by QPS for a reference sample profiled in Profiler 
Plus and the sample is not intuitively excluded from the mixture, the reference sample 
needs to be reworked in PP21 to increase the amount of data available for comparison. 
 
Instructions for reworking reference samples are documented in QIS 34245. 
 
Suspect checks have reserved Exhibit result lines for reporting; refer to QIS 34229.  
 
LR reports from STRmix™ for Suspect Checks need to be retained in the FR. These can be 
attached as a sample notations for the crime scene sample, or attached to the Result line 
pertaining to the LR outcome for the comparison. 
 
 

 
6.5.4 Samples with undetermined quantitation values or insufficient DNA 
 

It is understood by QPS that samples reported post-quant as ‘No DNA Detected’ or ‘DNA 
Insufficient for further processing’ can be requested for processing at any time. 

 
This request for further processing is made by the QPS sending a Request/Task to the 
Senior Scientist of the Analytical section to reactivate the sample for processing. 
 
Similarly, case managers may at their discretion order a rework in cases where the only 
results are low quant samples. 

 
 

6.5.5 Paternity Samples 
For paternity cases, results are reported via the barcode for the child (see QIS 33773). 
 
If the putative father sample is an intelligence sample, the relevant result line would be ‘Intel 
report required for further Interpretation’. The Intel Report is issued as per QIS 34308. 

. 
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6.5.6 Using Coronial samples as Reference Samples in Exhibit results. 
If a sample has been processed with casework conditions is to be used as a reference 
sample, it needs to be deconvoluted in STRmix™ because there is no homozygote 
threshold. This deconvoluted DNA profile is used as the reference in all comparisons. 
 

 
6.5.7 Using Covert samples to compare to DNA profiles 

Covert samples are ones that have been identified by the QPS as being taken in lieu of a 
official reference sample. Covert samples are treated as crime scene samples and can 
present to the laboratory as items such as straw swabs, swabs of drink containers and 
cigarette butts, among others. 
 
The DNA profiles obtained from these covert samples may be requested to be compared to 
specific, or all crime scene samples. The results of these comparisons should be entered in 
an Intelligence Report and issued to QPS DNA Management Section, unless specifically 
informed otherwise. 
 
See QIS 34308, 33773 and 34006. 
 

 
7 NCIDD 

Case managers are responsible for choosing a representative profile for each unique profile 
seen within a case for upload to NCIDD. These profiles must have at least 12 alleles for 
NCIDD matching.  
 
To upload an allele to NCIDD for PP21 samples, a 99% deconvolution is required at a locus 
as per the Statistics Project Working Group (StatsPWG) recommendations. 

• ≥99% deconvolution at all PP21 loci is known as a ‘full’ NCIDD load 
• ≥99% deconvolution at ≥ 12 PP21 loci is known as an ‘Intel’ NCIDD load. 

 
 
In certain circumstances, a profile with less than 12 alleles (including sub-threshold 
information) can be loaded to NCIDD, and any matches will be reported back to QPS via an 
Intelligence report written by the case scientist or Intelligence Team member. This is an 
intel/upload process and is not for court purposes. Intel/NCIDD work does not get heard in 
court unless special authorisation is given by the Judge/Justice due to potential to prejudice 
court. 
 
Only one representative DNA profile is loaded to NCIDD for a person in a case. Profiles that 
match known deceased persons or complainants in sexual assault cases are not to be 
uploaded to NCIDD. By the same rationale, unknown DNA profiles previously loaded to 
NCIDD that match known deceased and sexual assault victims are also removed from 
NCIDD.  Refer to QIS 34246 and 33773. 
 

 
7.1 Conditioned DNA profiles loading to NCIDD 
 

After a mixed DNA profile has been conditioned in STRmix™, the deconvolution will list that 
each conditioned allele has been deconvoluted to 100%, a conditioned component of a 
mixed DNA profile can be loaded to NCIDD provided that : 

• The upload alleles are able to be visually separated (i.e. major or minor) 
• Upload matching alleles in an even mixture where there is a strong representation 
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Do not upload contributions from low level mixed minors where we may be confident 
enough to condition but not load to NCIDD. 
 
 

 
8 Peer review  

All results must be peer reviewed prior to release to the QPS.  Peer review can be at a 
sample level or case level, Technical or Administrative (see QIS 34322 and 34006).  
 
Peer review of ‘No DNA detected’ and ‘DNA insufficient for further processing’ is usually 
performed by a competent Analytical Section staff member. 
 
 
 

9 Reference sample management 
 

Refer to QIS 34245. 
 

 
 
10 Case Managing a file with a ‘Just in Case’ SAIK 
 

‘Just in Case’ (JIC) kits are sexual assault investigation kits that are distributed to Pathology 
Queensland (PQ) Laboratories and are used in instances where a patient has disclosed a 
sexual assault but are not ready to involve police. A forensic examination can be requested 
“Just in Case” a police complaint may be made at a later date. 
 
The JIC kits include swabs in a tamper evident bag (similar to standard SAIKs), pathology 
request form, JIC consent form and chain of custody form. 
 
The JIC kits are registered in AUSLAB (Pathology) by Pathology Queensland and received 
at Forensic Property Point (FPP), FSS within AUSLAB (Pathology) and electronically 
tracked. 
 
FSS will hold the JIC kits for 12 months, at which time they will be destroyed if the 
complaint has not progressed. 
 
If the complaint progresses, the JIC kits will be registered in the Forensic Register (FR) by 
the Queensland Police Service using a barcode allocated by FPP. This may be different to 
the Pathology Queensland allocated barcode, as FR cannot currently accept the series 2 
ten digit barcodes. The AUSLAB audit trail and notation in the FR will link these barcodes. 
FPP will enter the delivery officer details as per the initial AUSLAB (Pathology) entry, with 
appropriate notes regarding the date and time the samples were originally received in the 
FR. The AUSLAB (Pathology) audit trail will be scanned to the FR. NB. the test code 
“TRAIL” in AUSLAB will output the entire audit trail for the case into a report. 
 
Testing will proceed through standard examination and analysis within Forensic DNA 
Analysis. 
 
The consent form, pathology request form and Chain of Custody form will be scanned into 
the FR. 
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Refer to https://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/hsq/forensics/response-to-sexual-assault for more 
information. 

 
 
11 File compilation 
 
11.1 Suggested order of pages (from top to bottom) 

1. Case file particulars page (QIS 34307) 
2. Copy of final statement (if written) 
3. Most recent printout of casefile notations, emails* 
4. Exhibit Register list 
5. Reference samples – receipt page then profile 
6. QP127 (if available)  
7. Examination notes: 

i. Description of item 
ii. Diagrams 

8. Photos/photocopies/packaging/envelope images* 
9. DNA profiles (EPGs) 
10. Statistical calculations (if applicable)# 

 
* these items are not required to be printed if the case is not going to court 
# STRmix™ v2.6.0 (and beyond) deconvolution and likelihood Ratio reports are not 
necessary for casefiles. The PDA page may be substituted as it displays the LRs. 
 

 
11.2 Page numbering 

Only cases that are going to court (Statements of Witness or Evidentiary Certificates) need 
to be page numbered. Assistance is available from the Administrative Team for page 
numbering. 

 
1. The Case File Particulars page is always Page 1 (except upon reactivation when the 

additional Case File Particulars page will be numbered page 1 and the original Case 
File Particulars page will be renumbered as the next consecutive number in the 
case file). 

2. Case Files are numbered from the back of the case file to the front. 
3. Number and initial each page, including the reverse of the page if both sides have 

been used. 
4. Ensure the Case number is recorded on each page. 
5. Write the total number of pages on the front of the case file and initial and date as 

indicated. 
 

For those cases that aren’t going to court, the total number of pages simply needs to be 
counted and noted on the front of the case file, that is, each individual page does not need 
to be numbered. 
 

 
11.3 Statement compilation 

Refer to QIS 34006  for the correct format for statements or reports issued by Forensic 
DNA Analysis. 
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11.4 Preparing a case file for peer review 
Prior to submitting a case file for final review or prior to a statement being issued, the 
following is required: 
• Ensure that all items/exhibits have been examined or prioritised appropriately.  
• Ensure that appropriate reworks have been performed.   
• Establish whether further testing needs to be performed  
• Ensure that all samples are finalised  
• Samples that have been reported as ‘No DNA detected’ or ‘DNA insufficient for further 

processing’ need to be documented in the case file. This can be done by either printing 
the PDA page, annotation of the receipt or annotation of the packaging image. 

• All profiles have been printed and included in the case file. It is not necessary for EPGs 
within a casefile to be labelled, instead a copy of the PDA page can be printed to 
accompany the EPG(s). The PDA page contains all of the sample and interpretation 
information and can be associated with the EPG via its barcode. 

• Ensure that appropriate profiles have been selected for upload to NCIDD. Only one 
example of each profile is to be loaded to the database.  

• Ensure that the reference sample receipt is printed for each evidence sample (AUSLAB 
only). 

• If there are multiple EPGs for a particular reference sample, only the reported profile 
need be printed and annotated as the final profile.  

• Ensure that all evidence samples associated with the case are present. 
• STRmix™ printouts for all cases that used this program for statistical calculations. It is 

not necessary to print the report for STRmix™ v2.6.0 (or beyond) as it contains a large 
number of pages; a printout of the PDA page and EPG is sufficient. 

• For Profiler Plus cases: if a statement has been requested, ensure that profiles 
requiring a genotype frequency have had the statistical calculation performed through 
the Kinship program (see QIS 25368) and that the results are printed and included in 
the file. Any mixture interpretation pages, including Popstats where appropriate, must 
be included in the casefile. 

 
 
12 Working Remotely 
 

See QIS 34006 for writing and reviewing statements from a location other than at work (eg. 
working from home).  
 
In these situations, printed casefiles with all contents may not be necessary unless a court 
requirement eventuates. Casefiles will be needed to be created to contain, at the very least, 
the hard-copy of the Statement of Witness to enable tracking to occur in the FR. 
 
At times where actions are performed (or not performed) that differ to the standard 
approach to casefile compilation, these actions should be recorded as casefile notations in 
the FR. 
 

 
13 Case file management off-site 

When case files are required for court appearances they should be tracked to the Reporting 
Scientist in the FR.  
 
If a file is taken off-site (in exceptional circumstances eg. flight for court evidence outside 
Brisbane), then a casefile notation should be added to the FR to detail this occurrence. 
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14 Reactivated cases and case requiring updated interpretations and testing in other 

labs 
14.1 Reactivated and Cold Case Management 

On occasion, some cases require further work after they have been finalised and reviewed. 
In compiling cases that were previously managed with AUSLAB, it is recommended to print 
UR notes and any associated communications for the reactivated case, and commence 
tracking within the FR (QIS 33773). 
 
An assessment of previously reported and uploaded profiles should be undertaken. In July 
2007, it was decided (in conjunction with QPS) that all crime scene profiles (except Known 
Deceased and complainants in sexual assault cases) would be uploaded. Prior to this any 
crime scene sample that matched a complainant profile for any case type was uploaded to 
NCIDD.  

 
New evidence samples received for a case which has been profiled using Profiler Plus will 
be profiled using PP21. It should be discussed with a Senior Scientist or Team Leader and 
in consultation with DNA Management as to whether the case is transitioned to PP21 
profiling. 

 
Any interstate person samples submitted for analysis by the DNA Management Section 
(QPS) that have been obtained from people located interstate are to be treated as Evidence 
samples (as per advice from the QPS). 
 

 
If a case is reactivated for attention, a Request/Task is usually sent to the Team Leader. 
The case may already have been allocated to an existing staff member or can be 
considered for allocation to a new case manager. 
 
The reactivation may be for a number of reasons including, but not limited to: 
- Check into property holdings at FSS; 
- Check into any remnants of testing still held at FSS (ie. spin baskets, extracts); 
- Check into what volumes of extracts may remain for consideration of profiling at 

FSS, or at an external facility; 
- Seeking advice on potential for external testing (extract volume and reference 

sample dependent); 
- Request for a copy of the casefile as held at FSS (QIS 34248). 

 
If samples were quantified prior to 04 November, 2015, they would not have been 
processed with Quant-Trio. These samples would benefit from a re-Quant with Quant-Trio 
so that the indicators of Degradation and Y-Quant are obtained. 
 
If new samples are received for these Cold Cases, these are usually accompanied by a 
request for ‘Quant and Hold’ (see QIS 33773 and 34006).  
 
In some instances, it may be possible upon consultation with QPS Homicide Cold Case 
Investigation Team Forensic Co-Ordinator to pool samples from the same parent item. 
Consideration of whether to pool prior to profiling, or after profiling can be discussed. DNA 
profiling of the sample/s may be before, or after a microcon post-extraction step. Pooling 
samples may hinder the ability to obtain a usable DNA profile if one sample is complex, or 
has raised a Quality Flag. 
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14.2 Testing in other laboratories 

Consideration of further profiling interstate or overseas can be made: 
- Highly sensitive DNA profiling, using Minifiler and LCN technology, may assist degraded 

or low-level DNA profiles. The Institute of Environmental Science and Research (ESR) 
in New Zealand offers this testing.  

 
- Y-STR profiling is performed in most other Australian jurisdictions, and in New Zealand. 

This technology may be useful if there are male reference DNA profiles, and the DNA 
profile has a quant value associated to the Y-Quant from Quant-Trio. 

 
- Mitochondrial DNA profiling may be useful if the sample is likely to be single-sourced. 

This technology is useful for samples that are highly degraded or aged eg. recovered 
skeletal remains. Currently, Victorian Institute of Forensic Medicine (VIFM) offer this 
profiling service. This technology may be useful if there are males or females from the 
same maternal lineage. 

 
 If testing for certain samples has been approved to be conducted in other jurisdictions, the 
appropriate discussions and authorisations with QPS DNA Management should be retained 
in the FR. 
 
Approvals and packaging process is outlined in QIS 30917. 
 
 If a casework sample is processed in another jurisdiction, it should be reported in a 
statement by that testing laboratory. Reference sample data (including EPG) may be 
requested by this reporting jurisdiction, which can be sent via DNA Management Unit. 
 
If a casework sample is processed in QLD and Reference sample data is received from 
another jurisdiction, this should be reported to DNA Management Unit via Intelligence 
Report. 
 
 
 

 
15 Records 

1. Case file records – the location of paper case files is recorded in the FR, or for pre-
FR cases, this is recorded in AUSLAB. 

2. Paperless case examination notes - all but the current folder is stored in Block 3 
Reporting. 

3. Batch paper records - Filing Storage area (room 6112) or the Exhibit Room (room 
6106) 

4. DAD-Prior to AUSLAB Batch Functionality, all results obtained were loaded into an 
Excel spreadsheet known as DNAmaster. In 2008 these results were transferred to 
the DNA Analysis Database (DAD). 

5. AUSLAB 
6. Electropherogram pdf/jpeg files for samples: 

o Genotyper profiles are located in J:\User3100\Results Finalised\PRE-LIMS and 
I:\User3100\AAARESULTS FINALISED\POST-LIMS 

o As of the 16th February 2009, results have been analysed using GeneMapper 
ID-X. GeneMapper ID-X profiles are located in P:\Profile PDFs and only 
accessible from computers with GeneMapper ID-X installed (contains all DNA 
profile results from 16th February 2009 until June 2012).  
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o As of July 2012, all DNA profile results are located in O:\Profile PDFs 
(accessible from all network PCs). 

7. STRmix™ result files are stored on a network drive - I:\STRmix Results\ 
 
 
16 Associated Documentation 
 
 
 
 

QIS: 17168 – Procedure for Single Source DNA Profile Statistics 
 

QIS: 23968 – Forensic DNA Analysis Communications Procedure 
 
 
 

QIS: 25302 – Interpretation of Mixed DNA (STR) Profiles using Profiler Plus 
 
 

QIS: 25368 – Kinship Software – Genotype Frequency Module 
 
 

QIS: 25581 – Kinship Software - Paired Kinship and Paternity Trio/Missing Child Modules 
 
QIS 30917 – Forensic DNA Analysis – Procedure for external transfer of samples and 

subsamples 
 
 

QIS: 32139  - STRmix™ Report macro 
 
 

QIS: 33744 – Forensic Register Training Manual 
 
QIS: 33773 – Procedure for Profile Data Analysis using the Forensic Register 
 
QIS: 34006 – Procedure for Release of Results using the Forensic Register 
 
QIS: 34045 - Quantification of Extracted DNA using the Quantifiler® Trio DNA 

Quantification Kit. 
 
QIS 34307 – Forensic DNA Analysis - Case File Particulars 
 
QIS: 34112 – STR Fragment Analysis of PowerPlex 21 profiles using GeneMapper ID-X 

software – FR 
 
QIS: 34229 - Explanations of Exhibit Results for FR 
 
QIS: 34245 – Reference Sample Result Management 
 
QIS: 34246  – Uploading and Actioning on NCIDD - FR 
 
QIS: 34248 - Administrative Team - Case File related duties using the Forensic Register 
 
QIS 34308 – Procedure for Intelligence Reports and Interstate/Interpol Requests in the 

Forensic Register. 
 
QIS 34322 – Technical and Administrative Review of Records Created in the Forensic 

Register 
 
QIS 35007 – Use of STRmix v2.7.0 software 
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QIS 35008 – Allele specific stutter threshold worksheet 
 
QIS 35406 – STRmix Stutter Calculator 
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18 Amendment History 

Revision Date Updated By Amendments 
1 11 Nov 

1998 
V Ientile  

2 28 Mar 
2001 

V Ientile  

3 11 Jun 
2001 

V Ientile  

4 18 Jul 2001 V Ientile  
5 08 Jan 

2002 
V Ientile 9(3) – Completed case codes for 

FACTS 
6 21 Nov 

2002 
V Ientile Changes to section 9, completing a 

case 
7 19 Nov 

2003 
V Ientile 
L Freney 

Refer to AUSLAB. Remove FACTS 
in many places 

8 07 Jun 
2005 

M Gardam Included requirements for 
paperwork in case file ie No loose 
pages 

9 03 Aug 
2006 

M Gardam List of reference articles added 

10 25 Sep 
2006 

M Gardam Off site case file management, 
compilation of case file, case 
management. 

11 13 Feb 
2007 

L Weston Update with processes for AUSLAB 

12 Apr 2008 QIS2 Migration Project Headers and Footers changed to 
new CaSS format.  Amended 
Business references from QHSS to 
FSS, QHPSS to CaSS and QHPS to 
Pathology Queensland 

Version Date Updated by Amendments 
12 10 Apr 2008 J Connell Transferred section on preparing 

case file for presumptive EXR/EXH 
validation to Examination of Items 
SOP 

13 12 Feb 
2009 

K Lee Major rewrite; Inserted subheadings 
and table of contents; changed 
order of information to reflect current 
processes; expanded on reworking 
information and other processes 
undertaken as part of case 
management; added information 
regarding dilutions and requesting 
processing of samples sub-sampled 
in analytical; summarised finalisation 
requirements for samples with extra 
barcodes; added examples for 
entering final EXR lines. Hyperlinked 
associated documents. 

14 28 Oct 2009 K Lee Updated with reference to 
GeneMapper ID-X software; 
changed “Pre/Post LIMS” references 
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to “Pre/Post AUSLAB Batch 
Functionality”; removed 
unnecessary flow charts; updated 
hyperlinks and associated 
documents; introduced paperless 
case management; re-arranged for 
better flow and grammatical 
correctness; Introduced more 
definitions; included instruction on 
locating profiles for printing. 

15 27 Jan 
2012 

K Pippia Introduced new worklists; added 
section on reworking evidence 
samples; added VOLUND process; 
addressed changes in processes 
since last update; removed 
references to re-Genescanning and 
introduced references to re-reads; 
updated hyperlinks; addressed 
comments raised against last 
revision; updated FBNLR process 

16 12 Nov 
2012 

Alicia Quartermain, 
Emma Caunt, Justin 
Howes 

Updated all processes to include 
implementation of PowerPlex®21 
and STRmix™  

17 Jan 2015 Thomas Nurthen Incorporation of updated workflows, 
major rewrite , New template  

18 August 
2015 

Thomas Nurthen Fixed typos, referenced new 
document for number of 
contributors, additional steps for 
FBNLR process, added NCIDD 
removal process, updated STRmix 
versions, NCIDD load requirements 

19 07 April 
2017 

Justin Howes Changed example on p41 to [9, NR]; 
added information to 5.4 regarding 
strmix instructions; added eg Profiler 
Plus to PP21 to 9.3; section 6.3.6 – 
added info on Profiler Plus and 
microcon instructions; changed LOD 
Quant from 0.00214ng/uL to 
0.001ng/uL; added information to 
6.5.3 re incorrects; added first line to 
Table 6;added information to 6.2.5 
on no further work process; added 
Appendix 3 – Intuitive Exclusion 
Guide and details to 6.4.1.2; 
changed 19977 to 33407; fixed title 
of 24126 and hyperlinking 
throughout; edited amendment 
history versions/revisions to align 
with QIS.  

20 24 
December 
2018 

Justin Howes Major revision due to 
implementation of FR and other new 
SOPs (for the FR). 
 

21 17 February Justin Howes Updated definition list; changed 
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2021 EXH to result; changed statswg to 
statsPWG; added 35406 and 35008 
to associated docs and details to 
6.3; updated title of no. contributors 
guidelines document; added details 
to 6.3.1; 6.3.4 edited to remove the 
requirement for reamps;added 
authorisations to 6.3.6; removed 
App 17.2 (intuitive exclusion guide); 
replaced ‘re-run’ with re-CE’; added 
35007 and 30917 to assoc docs, 
removed 31523; removed details on 
no. iterations for STRmix in 6.4.1.2; 
edited the title of mixed profiles to 
include four-person mixtures; added 
Sections on remote, cold cases and 
off-site; added info on broad peaks 
to 6.3.3; 6.5.2 added info on further 
processing; added information on 
increasing iterations; removed 
17038 and replaced with 34307; 
added reference to Intel Report 
template for amended results in 6.5; 
updated formatting, added 
information to section 4.4 and 
removed numbers; edited 11.1 to 
remove AUSLAB references; 
removed checklist (was App 19.1); 
added contributors workflow to 
appendix; added reworking 
strategies to appendix; add 
information to 6.3.6 and 6.1.1, 
updated reference list, updated 
workding in 6.4.1.2; added section 
6.5.7, edited wording in section 12 
(remote working),6.1.1 and 6.5.3. 
 

 
 
 
 
19 Appendices 

1 Determination of Number of Contributors workflow 
2 Considerations in assessing samples for reworks 
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19.1 Determination of Number of Contributors workflow 
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19.2 Considerations in assessing samples for reworks 
 
Reworks are required for case work samples for several reasons including optimisation of profiles, 
confirming information and assessing the impact of quality issues. 
 
Below is a brief set of options to consider when deciding to rework a sample and choosing an 
appropriate rework strategy. This set of options will not cover every scenario and each sample 
should be considered on its own merit and within its own case. Samples may exhibit more than 
one issue that might warrant a rework. In this case select the one that will overcome the majority of 
issues in one go for maximum efficiency. 
 
 
Problem/Profile Type Rework Strategy/Considerations 
 
Quality Issue noted in Batch 
Notes 
 

- Reduced Volume Post 
PCR 

 
 
 
 
 

- Other batch issue 
affecting the sample 

 
 
 
Refer to the Report on Observed Reduction in 
Volume Post-PCR (Brisotto et al 2020). The wells 
commonly affected are A01, A012, H01 and H012. A 
reduced remaining volume may impact on the rework 
able to be ordered. If a suboptimal amplification (amp) 
is obtained due to reduced amp volumes, consider a 
re-quantification (quant) or re-amp as an appropriate 
strategy. 
 
Only rework if necessary in order to confirm a profile 
after a quality issue has been found to impact the 
sample. The best rework strategy will be dependent 
on the issue affecting the batch and the possible 
implications of the batch issue itself. Consider that re-
extracting the spin basket may be best option. If the 
profile is considered unsuitable for interpretation, a 
rework or re-extraction may not assist. Consult a 
Senior Scientist if in doubt. 
 

 
Quantification  
 

- Quant issue 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
If the profile seems inconsistent with the quant value 
or if the quant value is unexpected given other results 
or testing (such as numerous spermatozoa present), 
consider a re-quant as the best option. A profile with 
an inaccurate quant might be able to be identified in a 
sample with a strong quant with low degradation 
however with a poor quality or low level profile. 
 
Check the quant batch to assess the IPCCt value. A 
particularly low value (< 27) can be a contributing 
factor as this does not flag (as it does if it is a high 
IPCCt). If IPCCt value is low and degradation high, a 
re-quant should be ordered. 
If the IPCCt value appears to be low, a Nucleospin 
clean-up is still an available option for reworking. 
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- Low quant  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Note that Quantification of samples is only an 
estimation of the amount of DNA present within a 
sample and the true value can vary. A re-quant will 
use less extract and is more likely to obtain an 
accurate profile. Microconning a sample with an 
incorrect quant value can consume the entire extract 
and potentially obtain an uninformative profile that is 
unsuitable for interpretation. 
 
A profile displaying limited information due to the low 
level of DNA present might benefit from a re-amp at 
maximum volume. If the sample has already been 
amplified at the maximum volume, consider 
concentrating the sample via microcon to 35ul (a 
microcon to full can be a helpful option for low level 
single source profiles).  
 
When considering a microcon, bear in mind that the 
optimal amplification DNA input is approximately 
500pg or 0.033ng/ul quant value. A sample with a 
quant value less than 0.03 is more likely to benefit 
from a microcon.  
 
The presence of multiple peaks at loci in a low quant 
profile does not in itself mean that the microconned 
profile will be complex, it could lead to a clean mixed 
profile that might be interpreted. This should be 
considered within the case context. 
 
 

 
CE issues 
 

- Poor Baseline and/or Pull 
Up 

 
 
 
 
 

- Artefacts such as ULPs or 
VARs etc. 

 
 
 
 

- Broad Peaks 
 

 
 
 
A profile with an unclean baseline can create difficulty 
in interpretation particularly if pull-up is interfering with 
true alleles and causing uncertainty as to the number 
of contributors to the profile. A re-CE is the best first 
option. A re-amp might be useful if the re-CE doesn’t 
fix the issue. 
 
It is no longer policy within DNA Analysis to confirm 
unlabelled peaks or variant alleles unless there are 
questions raised as to their accuracy. A re-CE can 
confirm whether they are truly present however a re-
amp will confirm the allele designations. 
 
Broad peaks are peaks considered to be wider than 
standard. Broad peaks can interfere with STRmix™ 
deconvolutions of mixed profiles. A mixed DNA profile 
with labelled broad peaks will require a re-CE before 
being processed through STRmix™. A re-CE is 
preferable due to reduced costs and faster turn 
arounds however a re-amp is a second alternative. If 
the profile is considered complex or unsuitable for 
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interpretation, a rework is not necessary. 
 
Note that a single source profile displaying broad 
peaks that also requires STRmix™ deconvolution 
does not necessarily require a rework. This is 
because STRmix™ will assign the broad peaks 
correctly to the one contributor without much penalty.  
 
If the sample has broad peaks and is not being 
reworked, add a sample note on the PDA page that 
broad peaks have been observed however are not 
affecting the overall interpretation. 
 

 
Degradation 
 
 

 
Degradation of a sample can vary from nil to extreme. 
The greater the degradation, the less the certainty of 
the interpretation or number of contributors to the 
profile. Degradation can be identified by taking the 
quant value into account along with the severity of the 
slopes of peaks from left to right of the profile.  
 
Provided inhibition has not been detected (low/high 
IPCCt  value), re-amplifying using above optimal 
volume input (but below what might saturate the 
amplification) may assist. 
 
If the Degradation Index is significant, consider if the 
IPCCt value is appearing satisfactory. A re-quant may 
be necessary. 
 

 
Amplification Issues 
 

- Preferential Amplification 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Poor Amplification 
 
 

 
 
 
Preferential amplification is noted by the ski slope 
effect from left to right across the profile in 
conjunction with an indication of degradation as per 
the Degradation Index. Whilst this is relatively rare 
within casework samples, it can be negated by re-
amplifying at slightly lower volumes than previous. 
 
Poor amplifications might occur for a number of 
reasons including bad injections or pipetting issues. 
They can generally be identified after a good quality 
profile followed by a poor quality profile after a re-
amp. First consider a re-CE or else re-amp at the 
same volume. A poor amp can be used for 
information but may not be particularly useful as part 
of a STRmix™ deconvolution. 
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Determination of Number of 
Contributors 
 

- Single Source Profiles 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

- Two Contributor Profiles 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Three Contributor Profiles 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- Four Contributor Profiles 
 

 
 
 

- Uncertain Contributor 
Profiles 
 
 

 
 

- Complex profiles 
 
 
 

- General Mixed profiles 

 
 
 
 
Consider that single source profiles only require 12 
alleles and preferably as many P+ alleles as possible 
to be loaded to NCIDD. Therefore a partial single 
source may not require reworking depending on the 
sample and case. If the profile is low level and falls 
within the stochastic range, a re-amp might be 
beneficial to confirm any high stutters or potentially 
interfering sub threshold information. 
 
Refer to the Number of Contributor Guidelines 
(Morgan R and Caunt E, 2015 – Change 
Management #149) for reworking to determine the 
number of contributors to a profile. In general terms, 
re-amps are the most appropriate rework for 
reproducibility. However if both contributors are 
clearly present across all loci, there may be no need 
to rework unless the profile is within stochastic range 
or STRmix™ might have a better chance at 
deconvolution with extra runs. 
 
Refer to the Number of Contributor Guidelines for 
reworking to determine the number of contributors to 
a profile. In general terms, re-amps are the most 
appropriate rework for reproducibility. If a profile is 
assessed as 3 contributors, a re-amp might help to 
assess if drop out has occurred. 
 
Refer to the Number of Contributor Guidelines for 
reworking to determine the number of contributors to 
a profile. In general terms, re-amps are the most 
appropriate rework for reproducibility 
 
Refer to the Number of Contributor Guidelines for 
reworking to determine the number of contributors to 
a profile. In general terms, re-amps are the most 
appropriate rework for reproducibility. Two additional 
re-amps (if necessary) are considered appropriate.  
 
Complex profiles should not be reworked unless it is 
considered that the profile is complex due to other 
amplification or quantification issues. 
 
There is NO NEED to rework a profile unless there is 
good reason to do so. Consider the risks of doing so. 
 
Does the number of contributors assessed correlate 
with the appearance of the profile, rather than just 
counting the number of peaks? If not, consider a 
rework to see if an extra contributor might be involved 
or to allow STRmix™ more certainty. Remember that 
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the assumption of the number of contributors to a 
mixed profile is the minimum number of contributors 
to reasonably explain the DNA profile. 
 
Note that the Number of Contributor Guidelines are 
GUIDELINES ONLY and interpretation can occur 
without added reworks. 
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1 Purpose 
The purpose of this document is to describe the procedure for managing DNA profile results 
using the Forensic Register (FR). 

 
 
2 Scope 

This procedure shall apply to all Forensic DNA Analysis staff who interpret DNA profile 
results. 
 
This procedure does not include the guidelines for the scientific interpretation of DNA profiling 
results. This information can be found in QIS 17117 Procedure for Case Management. 
 
Use of the Profiler Plus amplification kit within Forensic DNA Analysis was ceased in January 
2018 (Appendix 13 – Profiler Plus). From this date all samples were amplified using the 
PowerPlex 21 amplification kit. 

 
 
3 Definitions 

To date, the interpretation and management of DNA profile results in Forensic DNA Analysis 
has been referred to as “Case Management”. Within the Forensic Register, the term “Case 
Management” refers to the management of a case as a whole rather than the individual 
exhibit results. It is therefore necessary for terminology within Forensic DNA Analysis to be 
brought in line with the FR. The interpretation and management of DNA profile results will 
now be referred to as “Profile Data Analysis” and a person who performs Profile Data Analysis 
will be referred to as a “Profile Analyst”. 
 
Forensic Register (FR) Forensic DNA Analysis LIMS 
PDA    Profile Data Analysis 
PP21    PowerPlex 21 
P+    Profiler Plus 
NCIDD    National Criminal Investigation DNA Database 
CX    Complex unsuitable 
NP    No profile 
PU    Partial unsuitable 
ST    Sub-threshold peaks 
PRT    Profile Record Table 
CPT    Case Profiles Table 
GM    GeneMapper IDX 
WL    Worklist 
DNAIntel Person sample profiles with the descriptor “DNA Person 

Sample Intel” 
AC    Assumed contributor 
UK Unknown (a profile that does not match to a reference or 

DNAIntel sample) 
Epg    Electropherogram 

 
 
4 Worklists 

There are a number of worklists to direct the workflow of samples that require interpretation, 
review or STRmix analysis. These lists are summarised in Table 1 below. Also refer to 
Appendix 2 – Profile Data Analysis (PDA) Worklists (Crime Scene). 
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To access these lists, the profile analyst / reviewer needs to navigate to the sample 
management pages of the FR. This can be done by entering ‘sm’ into the global search field 
of the primary case management page. 
 
If a sample has populated a crime scene PDA list but one or more batches are under 
investigation then the ‘GMIDx’ column will display ‘INV’ and the sample will be greyed-out at 
the bottom of the list. Once all batches are completed the sample will appear as normal to 
the appropriate place on the list. 
 
To action exhibits that are no longer required, refer to QIS 34006 – see Appendix 7. Whilst 
to action samples with no DNA detected or DNA insufficient for further processing results, 
refer to QIS 34064. 

 
Table 1 – Worklists 

Worklist Sub-list Purpose Population 
triggers 

Removal 
triggers 

Default 
filter 

Additional 
optional 
filters 

Profile 
Data 
Analysis 
 

Reference 
Reference 

sample 
analysis 

CE batch 
passed; QFLAG 
passed; profile 
PDF uploaded 
and a reader 
comment that 
doesn’t trigger 
an auto-rework 

Profile copied 
down or rework 

ordered 

Date & time of 
receipt 

ALL 
OK 

EVDRW 
FTP 
LINK 
UK 
INV 

Case Work 
PP21 

PP21 profile 
data analysis 
(Priority 1 and 

2 samples) 

CE batch 
passed; QFLAG 
passed; profile 
PDF uploaded 

Rework 
ordered; 
‘STRMix’ 
technique 
(worklist) 

ordered; ‘Profile 
Review’ test 

ordered 
1. User is PDA 

analyst 
2. User is 
Reporter 

3. Priority 1 
then 2 

4. Date & time 
of receipt 

5. Samples 
with batch at 
investigation 

(INV) 

ALL 
SS 
MIX 

COMPLEX 
UNDEFINED 

INV 
ENV 

Case Work 
PP21 (P3) 

PP21 profile 
data analysis 
(P3 samples) 

Rework 
ordered; 
‘STRMix’ 

technique (WL) 
ordered; ‘Profile 

Review’ test 
ordered 

Case Work 
UK CE 

Profile data 
analysis of 

samples with 
unknown 
chemistry 

(dilutions and 
cut-over 
samples) 

Rework 
ordered; 
‘STRMix’ 

technique (WL) 
ordered; ‘Profile 

Review’ test 
ordered 

Case Work 
+ Ref 

Profile data 
analysis of 
completed 

samples where 
new reference 
samples have 
been received 

Casework 
sample adds to 

list if: 
1. Ref newly 
associated to 

case 
2. Ref comment 
is ‘OK’ and PDF 

uploaded 
3. PDA results 
for casework 
sample are 
validated 

‘Profile Review’ 
test ordered 

1.User is PDA 
analyst 

2. User is 
Reporter 
3. Priority 

4. Date & time 
of receipt 
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4. Casework 
sample is 1, 2, 3 
or 4 contributors 

Profile 
Review 
 

Case Work 
PP21 

PP21 profile 
review (P2 
samples) 

‘Profile Review’ 
test ordered 

‘Profile Review’ 
test 

incorrected, 
validated or 

‘Click to 
Rework’ 
selected 

1. User is 
Reviewer 
2. Priority 

3. Date & time 
of receipt 

ALL 
SS 

SSNCIDD 
MIX 

MIXNCIDD 
COMPLEX 

PATERNITY 
ENV 

(except Case 
Work + Ref 

list) 

Case Work 
PP21 (P3) 

PP21 profile 
review (P3 
samples) 

Case Work 
Unknown 

Review of 
profiles with 

unknown 
chemistry 

(dilutions and 
cut-over 
samples) 

Case Work 
+Ref 

Profile data 
analysis of 
completed 

samples where 
new reference 
samples have 
been received 

STRmix  
STRmix 
analysis 
request 

‘STRMix’ 
technique (WL) 

ordered 

‘STRMix’ test 
ordered 

Date & time of 
receipt None 

Awaiting 
Review STRmix 

STRmix 
analysis 

allocation and 
completion 

‘STRMix’ test 
ordered 

‘STRMix’ test 
validated 

Date & time of 
receipt None 

Interim 
DNA 
Results 

 

Profile data 
analysis or 
review of 

interim results 

‘-interim’ suffix in 
Profile Record 

Table 

Same profile 
copied down 
into Profile 

Record Table 
with a suffix 
other than ‘-

interim’ 

1.User is PDA 
analyst 

2. Priority 
3. Date & time 

of receipt 

None 

 
For additional optional filters, it is possible to request more through the FR provider if a 
specific workflow requirement is identified. For example, an OQI filter for samples affected 
by a specific adverse quality event. 

 
 
5 Basic Functions of the PDA Page 

The PDA page is split into five main sections: 
• Exhibit Detail – provides relevant information about the sample 
• Profile Analysis – provides batch information including volumes. Where GeneMapper 

IDx information and STRmix import files can be obtained 
• Profile Interpretation – used to record basic interpretation information and STRmix 

deconvolution. Where auto-add result lines can be generated 
• Profile Record – used to record single source profiles and contributors resolved from 

a mixture. Also used to record profiles for upload to NCIDD 
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• Case Profiles – used to record all associated reference samples, reference sample 
comparisons and unknowns for a case 

 
 Other functions on the page are as follows: 
 
  This icon is found in the top right hand corner of the page. From here STRmix report files 
(in PDF format) can be added. Clicking this icon will open the ‘STRmix File Import’ page. The 
scientist can drag the required files into the box (or browse by clicking ‘Add Files’) and click 
‘Start Upload’. Once the upload is complete, click the save icon ( ) and the STRmix files will 
be filed in the Profile Interpretation section of the PDA page. Also refer to Section 12. The 
STRmix PDF must have the following naming convention: 

• For a deconvolution ‘QPxxxxxxxxxx_yyyyyyyyy’ where ‘xxxxxxxxxx’ is the QP number 
and ‘yyyyyyyyy’ is the crime scene sample barcode 

• For a LR ‘QPxxxxxxxxxx_yyyyyyyyy_LRPrev_1_zzzzzzzzz’ where ‘xxxxxxxxxx’ is the 
QP number, ‘yyyyyyyyy’ is the crime scene sample barcode and ‘zzzzzzzzz’ is the 
reference sample barcode 

 
  This icon is found in two places on the page: 
In the top right hand corner – clicking this icon will change between the PDA page and the 
Exhibit Testing / Movement page 
Above the Case Profiles table – clicking this icon will produce a profile table for all reference 
samples and unknowns in the case. This table will default to the kit type used for the 
processing of the sample. This can be changed between P+ and PP21 by clicking on [P+] 
and [PP21] underneath the table. Clicking [P+ All] or [PP21 All] will display all profiles in the 
case that have been entered into the Profile Record table 
 

 This icon is found in the top right hand corner of the page. Clicking on this icon will open 
a new window containing the GeneMapper® record for all CE runs for the sample. The 
information in this record is the same as that detailed in Section 6.2 however it does not 
contain the height and size columns. All epgs can be opened from this window either 
individually by clicking on the relevant PDFs or all at once by clicking on ‘Open All’ 
 
  This icon is found in the top right hand corner of both the PDA page and Exhibit Testing / 
Movement page. Clicking on this icon utilises a built in ‘PDA Robot’ designed to check all 
results lines entered for a sample against the completed information in the PDA page. A new 
window opens and any discrepancies are highlighted with a red cross showing anticipated 
result lines versus entered result lines. These potentially incorrect results should be 
investigated prior to PDA review (Section 18). 
 
  This icon is found above the Profile Interpretation table. Clicking on this ‘Add Results’ icon 
generates the exhibit result lines for a sample (only three lines at a time) based on the 
completed information in the Profile Interpretation, Profile Record and Case Profiles sections 
of the PDA page (Section 18). 
 

 This icon is found above the Profile Analysis table. Clicking this icon will allocate the 
sample to the scientist clicking the icon and their name will populate to the left of the icon. If 
a second scientist were to subsequently click this icon, then the sample will be allocated to 
this scientist in place of the first scientist. Once a sample is allocated it cannot be unallocated, 
it can only be reallocated to another scientist. 
 

 This icon is found above the Profile Analysis table and is used to enable the page to be 
edited. 
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 This icon replaces the edit icon when enabled and is used to save changes made to the 
page. 
 
The Sample Notes section can be used to record auditable notes against a sample. 

 
 
6 Profile Analysis Table 
 

 
Figure 1 – Profile Analysis Table 

 
    Volume post extraction – applies to microcon batches only 
    Quantification value (short fragment) 

  Amplification volumes 
    CE batch position – click here to access GeneMapper Record (Section 6.2) 
    Check box to show that this run is to be included in STRmix analysis 
    Click to export STRmix input file for this run 

 
Hovering over the quant value will display a pop-up box with all of the Quant Trio results 
(Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 2 – Quant Trio Values 

 
 
6.1 Quality Control 

When entering into a sample to interpret the results, the first action by the scientist is to check 
the quality markers of the batches associated with the sample. 
 
The ‘Profile Analysis’ table (Figure 1) details all of the batches that a sample has been 
processed on. Each batch will have a quality marker in the form of a coloured square. The 
colour of the square indicates the status of the batch as follows: 
 
Red = batch failed 
Orange = batch in progress or under investigation 
Green = batch passed 
 
If there is a  symbol, this indicates there is a batch comment. Hovering over this symbol or 
the batch id will show all or part of the comment and the progress of the batch. If the comment 
is ‘<3’, this means there are less than 3 peaks in a negative control and the comment does 
not need to be actioned further. If the comment is ‘see batch’, this means the scientist needs 
to enter into the batch and read the associated notes to ensure the result for the relevant 
sample is reportable. The batch notes should be acknowledged as ‘noted’ in the ‘Sample 
Notes’ section of the PDA page. 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 
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Quality flags can be acknowledged by the reviewing scientist, provided both entering and 
reviewing scientists are aware of any critical quality issues. 
 
A batch can be entered into by clicking on the batch id in the Profile Analysis table. 
 
Results should not be reported until all batches have passed and display a green square. 
However, there are exceptions to this stipulation. For urgent results, the scientist can check 
all batch notes and any associated control profiles for issues. If no quality issues are 
identified, the urgent results can be interpreted with notes added to the Sample Notes section 
accepting all batches. For no DNA detected or DNA insufficient for further processing results, 
the scientist can interpret these samples once the quantification batches have passed. 

 
 
6.2 GeneMapper® Record 

Clicking on the position number adjacent to the CE batch id will open a new window 
containing the GeneMapper® record for that CE run (Figure 3). The ‘Alleles (GeneMapper)’ 
column (highlighted in green) displays all of the designations as exported from GeneMapper 
at the time of plate reading; the information in this column cannot be changed. The ‘Alleles’ 
column displays all of the designations as exported from GeneMapper at the time of plate 
reading and the information in this column can be changed. The ‘Height’ and ‘Size’ columns 
display the peak heights and sizes of the alleles in their respective order. 

 

 
Figure 3 – GeneMapper Record 

 
 
6.2.1 PowerPlex 21 

The following functions apply to this page: 
 

1. In the default view, the ‘Alleles’ column shows the allele designations only, the stutter 
peaks are hidden from view. Clicking the edit button ( ) displays the stutters as well 
as the alleles. Clicking the save button ( ) reverts to the default view (without 
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stutters). The heights and sizes relating to all peaks (stutters and alleles) are 
displayed in the ‘Height’ and ‘Size’ columns at all times 

2. The ‘Alleles’, ‘Height’ and ‘Size’ columns are used to generate the input file for 
STRmix. These fields can be edited 

3. When the record is edited, the line will highlight yellow to show that the record has 
been changed. The reason for any manual changes should be recorded in the Sample 
Notes 

4. PDFs of the epg can be accessed from the ‘GeneMapper ID-X Files’ box at the bottom 
of the window 

 
 

6.2.1.1 Removing Peaks from PP21 Profiles 
On occasion a peak may be left on the profile by the plate reader in error, such as a -2 repeat 
stutter peak or an artefact peak (QIS 34112). This peak can be removed from the 
GeneMapper Record by the following process: 
 

a. Click the edit button ( ) 
b. Delete the allele in question along with the respective height and size 
c. Click the save button( ) 

 
It is important to ensure that the correct height and size is removed. Following the removal of 
the peak, only the non-zoomed epg needs to be updated / annotated and uploaded into the 
FR. This can be done as described in Appendix 3 – Amending PDFs, alternatively the peak 
can be removed in GeneMapper and the epg re-PDF’d. Add a sample note detailing the 
amendment. 

 
 

6.2.1.2 Adding Peaks Back on to PP21 Profiles 
On occasion a peak may be removed from the profile by the plate reader in error. In order to 
add the information back into the GeneMapper Record it is necessary to obtain the correct 
allele designation and its associated height and size from GeneMapper. The Profile Analyst 
must add the peak onto the profile using GeneMapper and re-PDF the epg ensuring that the 
alleles are labelled with the allele designation, the height and the size of the peak. This is 
required so that the reviewer is able to easily check this information from the epg. This peak 
can be added to the GeneMapper Record by the following process: 
 

a. Click the edit button ( ) 
b. Enter the allele into the alleles column ensuring the alleles are in number order and 

are separated by a comma 
c. Enter the height into the height column ensuring that it is in the same position as the 

allele, e.g. if the allele is the second entry in the ‘alleles’ column, the height must be 
the second entry in the ‘height’ column 

d. Enter the size into the size column ensuring that it is in the same position as the allele 
and height 

e. Click the save button( ) 
 
The new non-zoomed epg must be uploaded into the FR as described in Appendix 3 – 
Amending PDFs. Add a sample note detailing the amendment. 
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7 Profile Interpretation Table 
The Profile Interpretation table is where the number of contributors, STRmix deconvolution 
including resolved alleles and simple interpretations for a DNA profile can be recorded. The 
notes section within this table is for reminders only since the entries within this section are 
not recorded in the audit trail. An example of when this notes section might be used is to 
remind the scientist to look at a particular locus when the rework is completed. Since it is 
expected that the majority of profile data analysis will be paperless, this section is analogous 
to using a sticky note in a case file. 

 
 
7.1 PowerPlex 21 
 

 
Figure 4 – PP21 Profile Interpretation Table 

 
     This section is used to record the number of contributors to a profile 
    With the exception of , this section is used to record interpretations that don’t require 
any further action: 

a. is to record a profile that is a complex mixture and is unsuitable for further 
interpretation 

b.  is used to record a no profile result 
c.  is used to record a profile that is partial and unsuitable for further interpretation 
d.  can be used in conjunction with the number of contributors or  to record that 

there are also sub-threshold peaks within the profile 
    When a STRmix deconvolution PDF file is uploaded (Appendix 6 – STRmix Workflow), a 

 icon will be displayed. Clicking on this icon will download the PDF 
     Notes section (not audited) 
 
When a STRmix deconvolution PDF is uploaded into the FR the individual contributions will 
be displayed at the bottom of the Profile Interpretation Table (Figure 5). 

 

 
Figure 5 – Profile Interpretation Table with Mixture Contributions 

 
 
8 Profile Record Table 

The FR contains a database of profiles from various sources including casework and 
reference profiles, staff profiles and elimination database profiles and person sample profiles 
with the descriptor “DNA Person Sample Intel” (DNAIntel samples). A crime scene profile 
(single source or resolved component of a mixture) is added to this database when it is 
entered into the Profile Record table and the record saved. A profile can be added to the 
table manually as well as by a process called ‘copy down’ from the GeneMapper Record, a 
STRmix results file or a combination of ‘copy down’ followed by manual edit (Section 8.3.2 
and Appendix 4 – Profile Data Analysis of a Single Source PP21 Profile for NCIDD). 
 
When entering a profile each locus must have two alleles separated by a comma and missing 
alleles must be represented as a zero ‘0’. ‘NR’ is not recognised in this table and should not 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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be used. Amelogenin must be represented as ‘X,X’; ‘X,Y’; ‘X,0’ or by leaving the field blank. 
‘X’ on its own must not be used as this is not recognised by NCIDD. 
 
The Profile Record table can be cleared whilst in edit mode by clicking the  icon. This will 
delete all records in the table that have not been validated. Clicking the ‘CLR’ button above 
the Profile Record table will clear the entry that has been made in the same edit. 
 
The ‘+NCIDD’ box (see  in Figure 10) enables the scientist to nominate the profile for 
upload to NCIDD. 
 
A suffix should be selected for all profiles copied down into the Profile Record table to 
describe the profile type (see  in Figure 10). If the profile is nominated for NCIDD, this is 
the suffix that should be used for NCIDD. 
 
Refer to Section 8.3.1 and Section 9 for a description of the ‘+CPT’ box. 
 
The following profiles MUST be recorded in the Profile Record table: 

• All single source profiles with ≥ 12 alleles; 
• All resolved components of mixed profiles with ≥ 12 alleles; 
• Single source profiles with <12 alleles where the profile is able to be matched / 

designated (one sample per case); 
• Resolved components of mixed profiles with <12 alleles where the component is 

going to be matched / designated (one sample per case), e.g. PP21 two person 
conditioned mixture where the remaining consists of 7 alleles and is being designated 
as UKM1 

• All conditioned components of mixed profiles 
 
 Unresolved mixed profiles should not be recorded in the profile record table. 
 
The Profile Record table should be completed for a single contribution in one action 
as once the record is saved it can only be edited by deleting the whole record (by 
clicking the  button whilst in edit mode). 

 
 
8.1 FR Database Matching 

If a profile entered into the Profile Record table consists of ≥12 alleles, clicking the  icon (
Figure 10) will cause it to be searched against the FR database for possible matches in the 

following order: 
 

1. Staff elimination database (Forensic DNA Analysis staff, QPS staff and FBUNKs) 
2. Reference samples within the case 
3. DNAIntel (reference) samples external to the case 
4. Unknown profiles within the case 

 
If a match is obtained it will be displayed in the match cell below the profile ( ). The matching 
rules allow one mismatch with the number of matching and mismatching alleles being 
displayed in brackets in the match cell; the first number is the number of matches, the second 
number is the number of mismatches. 
 
If a match to the staff elimination database occurs, refer to QIS 34281 for required action. 
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If the scientist agrees with the match nominated by the database then the designation can 
remain, if the scientist does not agree with the match the scientist can overwrite the match 
information. 
 
If a partial profile is copied down and a match to a reference sample is displayed, the scientist 
may have additional information (such as sub-threshold peaks) that excludes that person as 
being a match. In this instance the scientist may decide that the profile is unknown and 
overwrite the match information with an unknown designation in the format described below. 
 
If a partial profile is copied down and no match to existing profiles is displayed, the scientist 
needs to be aware that if there are less than 11 matching alleles, it is possible for a match to 
an existing partial profile to be missed by the FR (Figure 6). In this instance the scientist can 
manually add the match information to the Profile Record table (i.e. remove the FR generated 
designation and replace with the designation of the matching profile). 

 

 
Figure 6 – Partial Profile Matching in the Profile Record Table 

 
If no match is obtained, the FR will suggest the next unknown designation available for use 
in the case. This means that if a previous profile in the case has been designated as unknown 
male 1 (UKM1), the FR will suggest the next unknown male profile be designated UKM2. 
 
Although this matching function is of assistance to the scientist, this does not override the 
requirement for the scientist to check the match through the comparison of epgs. 
 
Profiles consisting of <12 alleles will not be searched and will populate the match cell with its 
own exhibit barcode. The designation for this profile should be entered manually into the 
match cell ( ) in the following format: 

• If the designation is new the format is xxxxxxxxx UKyz (where ‘xxxxxxxxx’ is the 
barcode of the sample being interpreted; ‘y’ is ‘M’, ‘F’ or ‘P’ representing male, female 
or person respectively; ‘z’ is the number of the unknown designation). There should 
be only one space between the barcode and the designation 

• If the designation is pre-existing (either an unknown, a named individual or DNAIntel) 
then the barcode and name / designation should be copy and pasted from the CPT 
with a space in between the barcode and the name / designation (Figure 7). 

 

 
Figure 7 – Pre-existing Designation 
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8.2 Nomination for Upload to NCIDD 
When a search against the FR database has been performed (≥12 alleles), the FR will 
highlight whether a profile / component should be considered for upload to NCIDD as follows: 
 

1. If the profile / component matches to a reference sample in the case and a 
representative profile has not been nominated for upload to NCIDD, then ‘[+NCIDD]’ 
will appear in the match cell (Figure 8); 

2. If the profile / component is a new unknown for the case or a representative profile of 
the unknown has not been nominated for upload to NCIDD, then ‘[+NCIDD]’ will 
appear in the match cell; 

3. If a representative profile has previously been nominated for upload to NCIDD and 
the current profile / component would be a better upload then ‘[+NCIDD [Replace 
xxxxxxxxx-yy]]’ will appear in the match cell (Figure 9) where ‘xxxxxxxxx’ is the 
barcode of the sample requiring replacement and ‘yy’ is it’s associated suffix. Refer 
to Section 9 for guidance on replacing a NCIDD upload with a better profile. 

 

 
Figure 8 – NCIDD Indicator 

 

 
Figure 9 – Replace NCIDD Indicator 

 
 
8.3 PowerPlex 21 

When a DNA profile is obtained that is either single source or one or more contributions are 
able to be resolved then the Profile Record table is to be completed as per Section 8. Upon 
review these resolved profiles will be added to the FR database as a record of profiles that 
have been obtained for this sample. For a PP21 profile, an allele or genotype is considered 
to be resolved if it has a weighting of ≥ 99% from the STRmix deconvolution. 
 
Clicking the edit icon on the PDA page will enable the Profile Record table to be edited. The 
profile can then either be entered manually or ‘copied down’ from the resolved contributions 
in the Profile Interpretation table or the GeneMapper file (  Figure 10) by clicking on the 
appropriate circle. If required, the CLR button ( ) will clear the profile entered. If there is 
more than one GeneMapper file for the sample then there will be the option to choose which 
result to copy down (distinguished by the CE batch id). 
 
The suffix list ( ) records the type of profile for identification of individual contributions in 
NCIDD (Table 2). A suffix should be selected for every profile / contribution that is copied 
down into the Profile Record table. If there are multiple resolved contributions from a mixture, 
the FR will automatically number this suffix. 
 
If a profile requires upload to NCIDD then a NCIDD process is automatically ordered for each 
nominated upload (Section 11.1.1). 
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Figure 10 – PP21 Profile Record Table 

 
 
8.3.1 Single Source Profiles 

For important procedural information, refer to Appendix 4 – Profile Data Analysis of a Single 
Source PP21 Profile for NCIDD. 
 
Single source profiles can be copied down in the following ways: 
 

• By selecting ‘C1’ (  Figure 10) if a STRmix deconvolution has been uploaded. In this 
instance the scientist will need to complete the ‘Amel’ box manually with ‘X,X’, ‘X,Y’, 
‘X,0’ or leaving the field blank 

• By selecting the appropriate CE batch ( ) if a STRmix deconvolution has not been 
uploaded. In this instance, any loci that have only one allele will be assigned the 
values “allele,0” to represent the inability to designate a locus as homozygous without 
STRmix. Stutter peaks may need to be removed. 

• By entering the profile manually 
 
Before saving the record, the scientist will click the  icon ( ) to commence searching. 
 
If the profile is ≥ 12 alleles then the FR will suggest a designation / match for the profile (refer 
to Section 8.1 for further details). If the scientist does not agree with the match / designation 
proposed by the FR database then the scientist must replace it with the correct match / 
designation in the format described in Section 8.1. 
 
If the profile is <12 alleles then no designation / match will be suggested by the FR and the 
match cell ( ) will populate with the barcode of the sample. The scientist must enter a 
designation / match manually in the format described in Section 8.1. 
 
If the profile is required to be loaded to NCIDD then the ‘+NCIDD’ box ( ) should be checked 
and the ‘-ss’ suffix selected from the drop-down list ( ). If the profile consists of <12 alleles 
then the ‘-intel-less12’ suffix is to be used. Profiles consisting of <12 alleles are only to be 
loaded to NCIDD in exceptional circumstances and this should be discussed with a 
Supervising Scientist or above before doing so. In the case that a profile with <12 alleles is 
to be loaded to NCIDD the Intelligence Team should be notified as the profile will need to be 
searched in NCIDD manually and added to a search list. 
 
If the profile is not being uploaded to NCIDD then the ‘-ss’ suffix should be selected from the 
drop-down list ( ). 
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If the profile is unknown and is not listed in the ‘Case Profiles’ table then the ‘+CPT’ box must 
be checked to add the profile to the table. 
 
If a reference sample matches the casework profile and they are an assumed known 
contributor then the appropriate ‘AC’ box must be checked in the Case Profiles table (Section 
9). 

 
Table 2 – Suffix Meanings 
Suffix Purpose Kit 
-ss Single source component PP21 
-mix Fully deconvoluted mixture component PP21 
-intel Partially deconvoluted mixture component PP21 
-cond Conditioned component PP21 
-rem Remaining component PP21 

-intel-cond Conditioned component where the profile is conditioned for 
intelligence purposes only PP21 

-intel-rem Remaining component where the profile is conditioned for 
intelligence purposes only PP21 

-intel-subs Single source component where sub-threshold peaks are used 
for intelligence purposes only PP21 

-intel-less12 Single source component with less than 12 alleles PP21 

-interim Any component that is loaded as an interim measure pending 
rework results P1 cases only 

 
 
8.3.2 Resolved (Fully or Partially) Mixed Profiles 

When a profile can be resolved (fully or partially) into its individual contributions, and the 
STRmix PDF has been uploaded, then each contribution should be recorded in the Profile 
Record table as per Section 8. This is done as follows: 
 

a. Click the edit icon 
b. Copy down the profile by selecting the appropriate contribution 
c. Complete the ‘Amel’ box manually with ‘X,X’, ‘X,Y’ or ‘X,0’ 
d. Click the  icon (  Figure 10) to commence searching 
e. Check / enter the match / designation into the match cell ( ) in the format as 

described in Section 8.1 
f. Check the ‘+NCIDD’ box ( ) if this contribution is required to be loaded to NCIDD 

(ticking this box triggers the ordering of an ‘NCIDD’ process when the record is saved) 
g. Select the appropriate suffix. If appropriate, FR will add numbering (Table 2) 
h. Check the ‘+CPT’ box ( ) if this contribution is a new designation for the case 
i. Save the record by clicking the save icon 
j. If appropriate, repeat the process for the other resolved contributions of the profile (≥ 

12 alleles) 
 
When accepting a mixed profile with a labelled stutter peak (below the laboratory stutter 
threshold) that is presenting in the Profile Record table as an allele because it is above the 
STRmix stutter threshold, add explanatory notes to the ‘Notes’ field including any 
amendments necessary due to uploading to NCIDD. 

 
 
8.3.3 Complex Profiles 

If a profile is considered unsuitable for interpretation, it is not necessary to copy down the 
result. In this instance only the  or  box is checked in the Profile Interpretation table. 
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The PDA analyst may add notes to the Sample Notes section explaining why the profile has 
been assessed as complex, particularly if the reasons for this determination are not obvious 
(e.g. unable to determine the number of contributors or some unusual processing / analysis 
issue). 

 
 
8.3.4 Tri Alleles 

The Profile Record table should only contain two allele designations. If a tri-allele is obtained, 
drop the locus and add a sample note stating that a tri-allele is present and all three 
designations. If the profile is required for upload to NCIDD then the details of the tri allele 
should be added to the ‘NCIDD User Comment’ field in the NCIDD process (Section 11.1). 
This will assist with the investigation of any potential mis-matches on NCIDD. 

 
 
9 Case Profiles Table (CPT) 

This table lists all of the reference samples (including their NCIDD category) associated with 
a case and can be expanded to include unknown profiles and profiles matching to DNAIntel 
samples. 
 
All evidence reference samples that are associated to the case, including reference samples 
that are registered by Forensic DNA Analysis, will populate this table by default. 
 
Unknowns populate the table at the request of the scientist by checking the ‘+CPT’ box in the 
Profile Record table when an unknown is designated. The barcode in the table relating to the 
unknown is the barcode of the exhibit from which the unknown originated. If a better profile 
of the unknown is obtained from another exhibit in the case, the table should be updated by 
checking the ‘+CPT’ box relating to the better profile and replacing the matching barcode in 
the match cell with the barcode of the exhibit from which the better profile has been obtained. 
This will ensure that the barcode of the better unknown profile populates the Case Profiles 
table. 
 
For example, the exhibit in Figure 11 has the barcode 690153578. You can see that it has 
matched to UKM1 which has come from exhibit 690153595 (displayed in the match cell of 
the Profile Record table). Exhibit 690153578 has a better profile for UKM1 than its originating 
exhibit (690153595). In order to update the profile for UKM1, the barcode in the match cell 
(inside the red circle) needs to be manually edited and replaced with barcode 690153578. 
This will enable both the profile and originating barcode for UKM1 to be updated. 
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Figure 11 – Updating Unknown Profile in CPT 

 
Any unknown profiles should be added to the Case Profiles table to alert scientists working 
on other samples in the case that the unknown has been identified. 
 
Profiles matching to DNAIntel samples populate the table at the request of the scientist by 
checking the ‘+CPT’ box in the Profile Record table when a DNAIntel match is identified. 
 
ALL newly identified unknown profiles and profiles matching to DNAIntel samples should be 
added to the Case Profiles table. 
 
Clicking on the barcode associated with the reference sample, DNAIntel sample or unknown 
will open the PDA page for that sample. 
 
Clicking the  icon above the Case Profiles table will produce a table in a new window 
containing the profiles of all of the samples in the Case Profiles table (Figure 12). 
 
Once the table has been produced, the information can be displayed in a number of ways. 
Clicking [P+] will display the only the Profiler Plus loci, clicking [PP21] will display the PP21 
loci. Clicking [P+ All] or [PP21 All] will display all profiles copied down into the Profile Record 
table for all exhibits in the case in the appropriate format. 
 
A reference sample profile will not populate this table until the reference sample PDA page 
has been validated. Refer to QIS 34245 for information regarding the profile data analysis of 
reference samples. 

 

 
Figure 12 – Profile Table 

 
There are a number of indicators in the category column of the Case Profiles Table (Table 
3). 
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Table 3 – Indicators in CPT 
Profile Type Indicator Colour Meaning 

Reference sample 

Square Orange Reference sample is being processed 
Green Reference sample has been validated 

Triangle 

Orange Crime scene profile matching to reference sample 
has been nominated for upload to NCIDD 

Green 
Crime scene profile matching to reference sample 
has been nominated for upload to NCIDD and this 
nomination has been validated 

Unknown 

Square 
Orange Unknown crime scene profile has been identified 

Green Unknown crime scene profile has been identified 
and validated 

Triangle 

Orange Unknown crime scene profile has been nominated 
for upload to NCIDD 

Green 
Unknown crime scene profile has been nominated 
for upload to NCIDD and this nomination has been 
validated 

 
If a profile previously designated as an unknown subsequently matches to an associated 
reference sample or an identified DNAIntel sample, this is documented in the ‘Association’ 
column. Whilst in edit mode, the barcode of the matching reference sample can be entered 
into the association field that accompanies the unknown. In turn the association field that 
accompanies the matching reference sample will update with the unknown designation. Only 
the association fields that accompany an unknown or DNAIntel sample are able to be edited. 
Also refer to Section 14.2. 

 
 
9.1 PowerPlex 21 

The Case Profiles table is used to record the results of reference sample comparisons to all 
crime scene profiles and to store STRmix PDFs relating to LR calculations (Figure 13). 

 

 
Figure 13 – PP21 CPT 

 
If a STRmix PDF for a LR is loaded into the FR then the LR relating to the comparison of the 
reference sample will populate the ‘LR’ box for that reference sample. At the same time the 
appropriate ‘H1’ and ‘H2’ boxes will be checked and the figure will transform into a usable 
format in the ‘Reported LR’ box. Alternatively the scientist may enter the LR manually into 
the ‘LR’ box in the format described below and the remaining boxes will fill automatically. 
 
 A description of the columns used to record the interpretation is as follows: 
 
 ‘H1’ – this box is checked if the LR favours contribution 
 ‘H2’ – this box is checked if the LR favours non-contribution 
‘AC’ – this box is checked if the reference sample is an assumed contributor either for single 
source profiles or conditioned mixtures (this is a manual function only) 
‘LR’ – the LR in its original form is entered here, this must be in scientific number format to 
two decimal places, e.g. 1.54e4, 2.63e-7 
‘Reported LR’ – the LR entered into the ‘LR’ column is transformed by the FR into the format 
that is required for statement purposes 
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If the reference sample is an assumed contributor then the scientist should check the ‘AC’ 
box. For all other interpretations the analyst is only required to enter the LR in its original form 
into the ‘LR’ column. The FR will then check the appropriate ‘H1’ and / or ‘H2’ boxes and 
transform the original number into numbers greater than one as described in the following 
examples: 
 
LR of 1.10e-4 is entered  FR will check ‘H2’ box to indicate LR favours non-contribution 

and will populate the ‘Reported LR’ column with the reciprocal 
of 1.10e-4 

LR of 5.71e17 entered FR will check ‘H1’ box to indicate LR favours contribution and 
will populate the ‘Reported LR’ column with “>100 BILLION” 

LR of 1.00e12 entered FR will check ‘H1’ box to indicate LR favours contribution and 
will populate the ‘Reported LR’ column with “>100 BILLION” 
(single source profile matching to an associated reference 
sample profile) 

LR of 0.00e0 entered FR will not check any boxes but will populate the ‘Reported LR’ 
column with “0.00” (exclusion) 

LR of 1.00e0 entered FR will check both the ‘H1’ and ‘H2’ boxes and populate the 
‘Reported LR’ column with “1.00” (inconclusive) 

 
The LR can be manually edited after a STRmix PDF for an LR has been uploaded. For 
example, if an LR has been calculated for a reference sample but the analyst subsequently 
decides the reference sample is intuitively excluded. Entering 0 into the LR column will 
override the LR and exclude the relevant reference sample. 
 
Unknown profiles are not compared to casework profiles for the purposes of calculating a LR 
routinely; these calculations are to be performed for P1 samples and at the request of the 
QPS only. If a LR is calculated for an unknown, the STRmix PDF file is added to a notation 
and the LR is entered by the analyst. 

 
 
10 DNAIntel Matching 

Person sample profiles with the descriptor “DNA Person Sample Intel” are termed ‘DNAIntel 
samples’ and are held in the FR database. When a profile is copied down into the Profile 
Record table and the search button clicked, this profile will be searched against the FR 
database as per Section 8.1. 
 
If a profile in the Profile Record table matches to a single DNAIntel sample then this match 
will be displayed in the match cell (Figure 14). 

 

 
Figure 14 – Match to DNAIntel Sample 

 
If a profile in the Profile Record table matches to multiple DNAIntel samples then the match 
cell will default to the next unknown designation. Any DNAIntel sample matches can be seen 
in a separate table by clicking the  button to the right hand side of the match cell (Figure 
15). 
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Figure 15 – Match to Multiple DNAIntel Samples 

 
If a profile matches to multiple DNAIntel samples this will not be seen unless the  button is 
clicked as the search will default to the next unknown designation. These DNAIntel matches 
do not require actioning and the unknown designation can be reported. 
 
If a profile matches to a single DNAIntel sample then this match will be seen in the match cell 
and the DNAIntel sample profile can be accessed by clicking the  button. The profile analyst 
should compare the DNAIntel sample to the copied down profile of the crime scene sample 
and the epgs to ensure that there are no exclusions either above or below threshold. It is not 
necessary to locate the epg of the DNAIntel sample to perform this comparison, it is sufficient 
to use the allele designations within the table produced by the FR. 
 
If the DNAIntel sample is excluded then the profile analyst should overwrite the information 
in the match cell with the appropriate match / designation in the format described in Section 
8.1. 
 
If the DNAIntel sample is not excluded then the DNAIntel profile should be added to the Case 
Profiles table (as per Section 9) if it is not there already. This match should then be reported 
to the QPS via an Exhibit Result line in the same way as an unknown profile, i.e. by using the 
appropriate line(s) for the interpretation and placing the barcode of the DNAIntel sample in 
the ‘Linked No.’ field. 
 
Since DNAIntel samples are reported in the same way as unknown profiles, it is only 
necessary to report the result to the QPS if the profile is single source or if a component is 
being uploaded to NCIDD. LR calculations are not required. 
 
In some instances, a DNAIntel match may be obtained part way through the case, i.e. what 
has previously been reported as UKM1 now matches to a DNAIntel sample. If this occurs, 
the following process should be followed: 
 

1. Do not update any previously reviewed results 
2. For the new sample with the DNAIntel match, in the Profile Record table, tick the 

‘+CPT’ box but do not tick the NCIDD box. Click save 
3. In the Case Profile table, associate the new sample with the DNAIntel match to the 

previously reviewed result with UKM1. Add a sample note ‘UKM1 = DNAIntel XXX’ 
4. All samples analysed from this point forward should refer to the DNAIntel match where 

required 
 
 
11 Exhibit Testing Table 

The Exhibit Testing table is on the Exhibit Testing / Movement page (Figure 16) which can 
be accessed from the PDA page by clicking the  icon in the top right corner of the page. 
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Figure 16 – Exhibit Testing / Movement Page 

 
The Exhibit Testing table records all testing and analyses that have been performed on a 
sample, all techniques (via worklists) that have been ordered for a sample and all results that 
have been reported for a sample. The information within the table includes the date and time 
that the testing was ordered, the type of test and the person that performed / reviewed the 
test. A test can be added by clicking the add button ( ) which opens the page shown in 
(Figure 17). 

 

 
Figure 17 – Page to Order Processes and Techniques 
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All tests require validation however some tests auto-validate. A test that is awaiting review 
has an orange box beside it in the exhibit testing table; this box turns green when the review 
is complete. 
 
Entries in the exhibit testing table that have a grey background represent techniques or 
worklist / batch list entries. Where applicable the coloured boxes for these entries represent 
the status of the batch (Section 6.1). Entries in the exhibit testing table that have a white 
background represent tests that require validation. 
 
If the scientist requires a rework to be performed on a sample, it will be ordered from this 
page. 

 
 
11.1 NCIDD 
11.1.1 NCIDD Upload 

For important procedural information, refer to Appendix 4 – Profile Data Analysis of a Single 
Source PP21 Profile for NCIDD. 
 
Each crime scene profile / component that is to be loaded to NCIDD must have an NCIDD 
process ordered. An ‘NCIDD’ process is ordered automatically when the ‘NCIDD’ box on the 
PDA page is ticked and the record is saved (Section 8.3.2 and Figure 8 – NCIDD Indicator). 
 
If necessary, an NCIDD process may be ordered manually as follows: 
 

1. Select ‘NCIDD’ from the ‘Process’ drop-down menu (Figure 18) 
2. Select ‘Upload’ from the ‘NCIDD Method’ drop-down menu 
3. Enter the suffix of the profile / component to be uploaded in the exact same format as 

it is in the profile record table after the barcode number that is already present in this 
field 

4. If required, enter any tri-allele information 
5. Click the save icon to save the record 
6. Upon validation by the reviewer, this request will automatically populate the NCIDD 

worklist 
7. Repeat this process for all profiles / components to be uploaded for the sample 
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Figure 18 – NCIDD Upload 

 
 
11.1.2 Modify Profile on NCIDD 

If a better profile has been obtained from a different sample within a case and this profile is 
to be uploaded to NCIDD or if a better profile has been obtained from the same sample but 
the suffix has changed (e.g. –intel has changed to –mix) then the modify process is not used. 
In this case, the sample that is being replaced is to be removed from NCIDD and the better 
profile is to be uploaded to NCIDD as a new upload. 
 
If a better profile has been obtained from the same sample, for example through rework, AND 
the suffix has not changed then the modify process will be used as follows: 
 

1. On the PDA page, copy down the new profile and select the suffix that is the same as 
the suffix used for the profile being modified (Figure 19) 

2. Select ‘NCIDD’ from the ‘Process’ drop-down menu (Figure 18) 
3. Select ‘Modify’ from the ‘NCIDD Method’ drop-down menu 
4. Enter the suffix of the profile / component being modified ‘-yyyy’ after the barcode 

number that is already present in the NCIDD Sample ID field 
5. Enter the reason why the profile / component is being modified in the Notes section 
6. Click the save icon to save the record 
7. Upon validation by the reviewer, this request will automatically populate the NCIDD 

worklist 
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Figure 19 – Modify PDA Page 

 
A profile that has been modified will remain in the Profile Record table but will be greyed out 
(Figure 20). 

 

 
Figure 20 – Modified Profile 

 
 
11.1.3 Remove Profile from NCIDD 

A profile / component can be removed from NCIDD as follows: 
 

1. Select ‘NCIDD’ from the ‘Process’ drop-down menu (Figure 18) 
2. Select ‘Delete’ from the ‘NCIDD Method’ drop-down menu 
3. Enter the suffix of the profile / component to be removed in the format ‘-yyyy’ after the 

barcode number that is already present in the NCIDD Sample ID field 
4. Enter the reason why the profile / component is being removed in the Notes section 
5. Click the save icon to save the record 
6. Upon validation by the reviewer, this request will automatically populate the NCIDD 

worklist 
 
The Exhibit result line associated with removing a profile from NCIDD should not have 
anything in the Linked No. field (Section 18). 
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11.2 Ordering Reworks 

 
Figure 21 – Technique / Worklist Ordering 

 
 
11.2.1 Re-amplification 

1. If the sample is a dilution with a child / subsample barcode, add the dilution barcode 
to the ‘SubID’ field 

2. Select ‘STR Amplification’ from the dropdown list ( Figure 21) 
3. An amplification method can be chosen from the drop down menu under ‘Method’ 

(Figure 22) 
 

 
Figure 22 – Amplification Methods 

 
4. An additional box will appear that shows the quant value for the sample and volumes 

required to amplify at the optimal amount (Figure 23). These volumes can be edited 
to enable the scientist to change the amount of DNA amplified 

 

 
Figure 23 – Amplification Volumes 

 
5. Click the save icon to save the record (pressing enter will cause the record to save; 

use the ‘tab’ key or the mouse to move between fields) 
6. This request will automatically populate the appropriate analytical worklist 

 
For PP21, change the default method of ‘PowerPlex21 3130xl’ in the method box to 
‘PowerPlex21 3500xl’. 
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If the sample is likely to have less than 20 µL of extract remaining (if it has previously 
undergone microcon concentration) then a manual amplification method must be ordered as 
there will be insufficient volume to be pipetted on the automated platform. Also, if the sample 
is likely to have less than the requested amplification volume remaining, add an analytical 
note when the technique is ordered, requesting that all of the remaining extract is amplified. 

 
 
11.2.2 Microcon / Nucleospin / Dilution 

1. Select ‘Post-extraction’ from the dropdown list ( Figure 21) 
2. The default entry is Microcon PowerPlex 21 however an alternative post-extraction 

method can be chosen from the drop down menu under ‘Method’ (Figure 24) 
 

 
Figure 24 – Post Extraction Methods 

 
3. An analytical note can be added at the same time as requesting the rework to request 

microcon volumes and dilutions (Section 11.2.6) 
4. Click the save icon to save the record (pressing enter will cause the record to save; 

use the ‘tab’ key or the mouse to move between fields) 
5. This request will automatically populate the appropriate analytical worklist 

 
The default final volume for a PP21 microcon is 35 µL; an analytical note is only required for 
any exceptions outside of this, e.g. M’con to full. 

 
 
11.2.3 Re-CE 

1. Select ‘Capillary Electrophoresis’ from the dropdown list ( Figure 21) 
2. For PP21, change the default method of ‘PowerPlex21 3130xl’ in the method box to 

‘PowerPlex21 3500xl’ (Figure 25) 
 

 
Figure 25 – CE Methods 

 
3. Enter the batch ID and position number of the amplification batch containing the 

amplification product requiring re-CE by copy and pasting from the PDA page 
4. Click the save icon to save the record (pressing enter will cause the record to save; 

use the ‘tab’ key or the mouse to move between fields) 
5. This request will automatically populate the appropriate analytical worklist 

 
With the implementation of the STARlet in CE, if a DNA profile is obtained from a sample that 
was previously NAD, the second run can be accepted without further confirmation for both 
casework and reference samples. 
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11.2.4 Re-quantification 

1. Select ‘DNA Quantification’ from the dropdown list ( Figure 21) 
2. Quantifiler Trio is the only Method currently available 
3. An analytical note can be added at the same time as requesting the rework to request 

a ‘quant and hold’ (Section 11.2.6) 
4. Click the save icon to save the record (pressing enter will cause the record to save; 

use the ‘tab’ key or the mouse to move between fields) 
5. This request will automatically populate the appropriate analytical worklist 

 
 
11.2.5 Re-extraction of Spin Baskets 

1. Find the barcode of the spin basket for your sample from the exhibit testing table 
 

 
 

2. Register the subsample as an exhibit as described in Appendix 9 – Registering a 
Subsample as an Exhibit 

3. Navigate to the exhibit testing table 
4. Open up a test page by clicking the add button ( ) 
5. Select ‘DNA Extraction’ as the technique and select the required extraction method 

(Figure 26) 
 

 
Figure 26 – Re-extraction 

 
6. Click the save icon to save the record (pressing enter will cause the record to save; 

use the ‘tab’ key or the mouse to move between fields) 
7. This request will automatically populate the appropriate analytical worklist 

 
 
11.2.6 Analytical Notes 

1. To enter an analytical note for a sample (e.g. M’con to full), select ‘Analytical Note’ 
from the dropdown list under the ‘Testing / Analysis’ heading ( Figure 27). 

2. Enter the details of the analytical note into the ‘Notes’ section ( ) 
3. Click the save icon to save the record (pressing enter will cause the record to save; 

use the ‘tab’ key or the mouse to move between fields) 
4. This request will automatically highlight to analytical scientists that an analytical note 

exists for that sample 
5. An analytical note can be added at the same time any relevant technique is requested 
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Figure 27 – Analytical Notes 

 
 
11.2.7 Reviewing 

If the PDA Analyst / Reviewer considers further processing / reworking is necessary during 
the review process, the PDA Analyst will select ‘[CLICK TO REWORK]’ from the profile review 
page and rework as per Section 11.2 (QIS 34006 – Section 4.4.7). 

 
 
11.3 Pooling 

Before pooling, each sample / subsample to be pooled must be registered as an exhibit 
(Appendix 9 – Registering a Subsample as an Exhibit). Once registered correctly, refer to 
Appendix 11 – Process for Pooling Samples. 

 
 
11.4 Transfer 

Samples processed pre-batch functionality were assigned a DNA number. On occasion it is 
necessary to rework these samples with new technology. Refer to Appendix 10 – Processing 
of DNA Number Exhibits for the workflow required to register this sample in the FR and order 
a ‘Transfer’ process. 

 
 
11.5 Changing Priority 

The priority of samples is set by the QPS, with major crime samples being Priority 1 or 2 and 
volume crime samples being Priority 3. 
 
It may be necessary for the scientist to change the priority of a sample, for example to meet 
a court date. This can be done as follows: 
 

1. Select ‘Notation’ from the ‘Process’ drop-down menu (Figure 28) 
2. Enter appropriate notes in the ‘Notes’ section 
3. Change the priority 
4. Click the save icon to save the record 
5. This request will automatically update the priority of the sample in all worklists 

 
The priority of a sample can only be changed if there is a process selected. 
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Figure 28 – Changing Priority 

 
 
11.6 Requesting Additional Examinations 
11.6.1 Re-examination 

1. Select ‘Examination’ from the ‘Technique’ drop-down menu (Figure 29) 
2. Select ‘Re-examination’ from the ‘Method’ drop-down menu 
3. Select ‘Notation’ from the ‘Process’ drop-down menu 
4. Enter appropriate notes in the ‘Notes’ section 
5. Click the save icon to save the record 
6. This request will automatically populate the Examination worklist 
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Figure 29 – Re-examination Ordering 

 
 
11.6.2 Diff Slide Examination 

1. Select ‘Examination’ from the ‘Technique’ drop-down menu (Figure 30) 
2. Select ‘Slide microscopy’ from the ‘Method’ drop-down menu 
3. Enter the subsample barcode of the diff slide in the ‘SubID’ box (the SubID of the slide 

can be found in the exhibit testing table) 
4. Click the save icon to save the record 
5. This request will automatically populate the Examination worklist 

 

 
Figure 30 – Diff Slide Examination Request 

 
 
11.6.3 Examination of Prioritised Exhibits 

Select ‘Examination’ from the ‘Technique’ drop-down menu (Figure 30) 
Select ‘Item Exam’ from the ‘Method’ drop-down menu 
Click the save icon to save the record 
This request will automatically populate the Examination worklist 
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11.7 Calculations 

If a VAR / OLA / ULP / XOVER calculation is required at plate reading the plate reader will 
order a ‘Calculation’ process and record the details of the calculation in the ‘Notes’ section 
(Figure 31). The profile analyst will enter into the calculation record and check the calculation. 
If the calculation is correct then the profile analyst will validate the record by clicking the red 
‘CLICK TO VALIDATE’ bar. If there is an error in the calculation the profile analyst may correct 
the error however they will be unable to validate the record. In this instance the reviewer will 
validate the calculation. Alternatively, the plate reader may be contacted to amend the 
calculation. 
 
For complex profiles not suitable for interpretation, calculations do not need to be checked 
provided the calculation is not critical to the interpretation. The profile analyst should add 
‘Calculation not checked’ to the top of the ‘Notes’ section in the calculation record for the 
reviewer to validate. 

 

 
Figure 31 – Calculations 

 
 
11.8 Notations 

A ‘Notation’ can be used to record notes against a sample, however it is preferable to use 
the ‘Sample Notes’ on the PDA page as this is more easily seen and likely to be included in 
a case file. 
 
See points 3-6 in Section 11.6.1 for the process for ordering a notation. 
 
Notations self-validate upon saving. 
 
If the sample is on the ‘On Hold’ worklist, adding a notation will remove it from this 
list. If this occurs and the sample needs to be on the ‘On Hold’ list, it will need to be 
re-added manually. 
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11.9 Reallocate 
The ‘Reallocate’ process is used to remove a sample from a worklist where the most recent 
entry in the exhibit testing table displays [WL]. For example, if a re-amp is ordered in error, 
the sample can be removed from the amplification worklist using the ‘Reallocate’ process as 
follows. 
 
Order a ‘Reallocate’ process from the drop-down menu (Figure 32) and add a note stating 
the reason for the reallocate. 

 

 
Figure 32 – Reallocate Process 

 
By ordering a ‘Reallocate’ the sample will be removed from ALL worklists that it is 
currently sitting on. The scientist will need to add the sample back onto the worklists 
that it should remain on. 
 
The ‘Reallocate’ process and the worklist the sample has been removed from will be visible 
in the Exhibit Testing table (Figure 33). 

 
 

Figure 33 – Reallocate Display 
 

Clicking on the date and time relating to the reallocate will open the record. This record shows 
all of the worklists that the sample has been removed from if multiple worklists are involved. 
From this, the scientist can see what worklists that sample needs to be added to. 
 
The sample below (Error! Reference source not found.) has been removed from the 
STRmix and STRAMP worklists. Since the sample was added to the amplification worklist in 
error, it only needs to be added back to the STRmix worklist. 
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Figure 34 – Reallocate Example 

 
Reallocate processes self-validate upon saving. 
 
If a sample is only added to a worklist when a process is ordered, e.g. ‘Profile Review’ (no 
‘[WL]’ associated with the entry in the exhibit testing table), this sample can be removed from 
the worklist by selecting ‘[CLICK TO REWORK]’ from the profile review page or by making 
the process incorrect (Section 13). 

 
 
11.10 Staff Matches 

If a match is obtained to the staff elimination database (Section 8.1) then this needs to be 
investigated by the Quality team. The sample should be placed on the ‘On Hold – Quality 
Review’ worklist as follows: 
 

1. Select ‘On Hold’ from the ‘Technique’ drop-down menu (Figure 35) 
2. Select ‘Quality Review’ from the ‘Method’ drop-down menu 
3. Select ‘Result’ from the ‘Process’ drop-down menu 
4. Enter a note for the Quality team 
5. Click the save icon to save the record 
6. This request will automatically populate the ‘On Hold’ worklist 
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Figure 35 – Staff Match 

 
If the sample is on the ‘On Hold’ worklist then adding a notation will remove it from this list 
(this is why a ‘Result’ is added). If this occurs and the sample needs to be on the ‘On Hold’ 
list, it will need to be added manually. 

 
 
12 STRmix Analysis 

STRmix input files for casework samples and reference samples that have been associated 
to a case are created by the FR. These can be downloaded by clicking the  icons located 
in the Profile Analysis and Case Profiles tables. It is suggested that the downloaded input 
files be saved in a location convenient for access from STRmix. 
 
Instructions for uploading STRmix PDFs to the PDA page can be found in Section 5 and 
Appendix 6 – STRmix Workflow. 
 
Scientists may enlist the assistance of HP2 staff to run STRmix analyses. This is managed 
through the STRmix worklists. 
 
For details on the STRmix workflow, refer to Appendix 6 – STRmix Workflow. 

 
 
13 Incorrect Results 

When a process is ordered it populates the Exhibit Testing table, however if this process is 
ordered in error it is not possible to remove it from the Exhibit Testing table. 
 
Processes are able to be made incorrect by anybody prior to validation. Once made incorrect, 
the process will have a strike through in the Exhibit Testing table and will not be able to be 
accessed. 
 
To incorrect a process, enter into it by clicking on the associated date and time stamp in the 
Exhibit Testing table (Figure 36) 
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Figure 36 – Incorrect Entry 

 
Click the icon in the top right of the page (Figure 37) 

 

 
Figure 37 – Incorrect Icon 

 
Click the [CLICK TO INCORRECT] bar at the top of the page (Figure 38) 
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Figure 38 – Incorrect Bar 

 
 The process entry in the Exhibit Testing table will now have a strike through (Figure 39) 

 

 
Figure 39 – Initial Incorrect Display Exhibit Testing Table 

 
Once a copied down profile has been reviewed, this profile cannot be removed from the 
Profile Record table. If this profile is incorrect then the result in the Exhibit Testing table 
relating to that copied down profile should be made incorrect (Figure 40) 

 

 
Figure 40 – Incorrect Display Exhibit Testing Table 
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In turn, this will strike through the profile in the Profile Record table on the PDA page (Figure 
41) 

 

 
Figure 41 – Incorrect Display PDA Page 

 
Validated results are incorrected in the same way; however these can only be performed by 
a Supervising Scientist or above. 
 
When a validated result is identified as incorrect, the following should occur: 
 

1. PDA page amended and correct result lines added to the relevant sample by the PDA 
analyst 

2. Note added to the Sample Notes section explaining why the original results are 
incorrect or Notation added with Intelligence Report (QIS 34308). Requirements for 
amended results are outlined in Table 4 

3. If an Intelligence Report is required, e-mail this report to the QPS DNA Management 
Unit 

4. Ask a Supervising Scientist or above to incorrect the results at the same time the 
correct results are validated 

 
Table 4 – Requirements for Amended Results 

Type of Final Result Change Intelligence Report 
Requirement 

Managing Scientist 
Notification 

Change in number of 
contributors only (no LR 
changes) 

No Yes 

Change in LR: Support for 
contribution to support for 
contribution (same or different 
range) 

No No 

Change in LR: Support for non-
contribution to support for non-
contribution 

No No 

Change in LR: Support for 
contribution to support for non-
contribution (and vice versa) 

Yes Yes 

Change in LR: Support for 
contribution to exclusion (and 
vice versa) 

Yes Yes 

Change in LR: Support for non-
contribution to exclusion (and 
vice versa) 

No Yes 

Any ‘suitable for interpretation’ 
to ‘unsuitable for interpretation’ 
(and vice versa) 

Yes Yes 

Addition or removal of possible 
sub-threshold information No No 
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14 Additional Workflows 
14.1 Suspect Checks 

Requests for suspect checks will be received via SSLU or the QPS in a CM request. 
 
Suspect check reference samples are not associated to cases in the FR and therefore these 
samples will not appear in the CPT. 
 
If the crime scene sample against which the suspect check reference sample is to be 
compared has been profiled in PP21 then STRmix analysis may be required. As the suspect 
check reference sample does not populate the CPT, the STRmix input file cannot be obtained 
from the PDA page of the FR. 
 
If the suspect check reference sample results are located in AUSLAB then the STRmix input 
file for the suspect check reference sample can be located in I:\STRmix Profiles. 
 
If the suspect check reference sample results are located in the FR then the STRmix input 
file will need to be generated using the ‘Build GMIDX reference’ macro located in I:\Macros. 
Alternatively, this file can be generated from the Reference PDA page of the FR, however it 
may need to be amended. 
 
The resultant STRmix PDF file should be added to a ‘Notation’ against the sample. 
 
Exhibit results lines will be used to communicate results back to the QPS for all suspect 
checks (P+ and PP21) as per Section 18. 
 
Once a suspect check has been completed, where appropriate, it will be necessary to 
complete the suspect check request. 

 
 
14.2 Receipt of New Reference Samples 

Often reference samples will be received for a case after the profile data analysis has been 
completed. The reference sample will require comparison to all interpretable DNA profiles in 
the case. The crime scene profiles with validated results that require comparison will add to 
the ‘Profile Data Analysis – Case Work + Ref’ worklist. 
 
If the newly associated reference sample matches to the crime scene profile, the Case 
Profiles table will need to be updated and new result line(s) added. 
 
In the example below (Figure 42), consider that the new reference sample matches UKM1. 
The profile analyst should enter the barcode of the new reference sample into the 
‘Association’ field for UKM1. This will update the association field for the reference sample. 
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Figure 42 – Association of Unknowns 

 
For new reference samples matching a DNAIntel sample, the profile analyst should update 
the DNAIntel ‘Association’ field in the CPT with the new reference sample barcode. 

 
 
14.2.1 New Reference Comparisons 

Newly associated reference samples can be identified by the absence of LR information in 
the Case Profiles table. 
 
The comparison of the reference sample should be recorded as follows: 
 

1. If required, complete a LR calculation in STRmix and import the PDF 
2. If required, manually update the LR information in the Case Profiles table (e.g. intuitive 

exclusion) 
3. If the reference sample matches an unknown or DNAIntel sample for the case, update 

the ‘Association’ fields (Figure 42) 
4. Re-copy down the profile into the Profile Record table, click the  icon to perform a 

search and select the original suffix, provided there is no change to the interpretation. 
Do not re-tick either the +CPT or +NCIDD boxes 

5. Click ‘Add Results’ from the PDA page to update the result lines for the reference 
sample comparison. Alternatively, order a ‘Result’ process for the Exhibit Testing / 
Examinations table and manually enter the appropriate result lines for the reference 
sample comparison (Section 18) 

6. If no additional results lines are required i.e. the results have not changed, then a 
Sample Note to this effect should be added (e.g. duplicate reference sample) 

7. Order a ‘Profile Review’ process (a ‘Profile Review’ process should be ordered 
regardless of whether a result line is entered) 

 
 
14.2.2 New Reference Comparisons that Require a Change in Interpretation 

If a reference sample is received that requires the original interpretation of the profile to be 
changed due to the profile now being able to be conditioned, then the following process 
should be followed (otherwise follow the incorrect process as per Section 13): 
 

1. Upload the new STRmix PDFs to the PDA page (these will overwrite the original 
PDFs) 
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2. Click ‘Edit’ and update the Profile Record table by copying down the appropriate 
profiles, searching the database, checking the +NCIDD box if necessary and selecting 
suffixes as per Section 8 

3. Incorrect all ‘Result’ entries in the exhibit testing table that relate to the profiles that 
were copied down from the original interpretation. Although the original interpretation 
was correct, this will cross out the profiles originally copied down in the Profile Record 
table and remove them from the FR database 

4. Enter appropriate result lines as per Section 18 (may need ‘Sample undergone further 
work – conditioned’ line) 

5. Order a ‘Profile Review’ 
 
 
14.3 Paternity / Paired Kinship Cases 

To enable paperless PDA of paternity / kinship cases, Kinship reports can be printed to PDF 
and attached to a ‘Notation’ against the sample. The Kinship report and manual entry audit 
both have areas for the scientist to sign and date the report. Since NATA require the sign and 
date fields to be filled, the scientist can edit the PDF and enter ‘N/A’ in the sign and date fields 
(Appendix 3 – Amending PDFs for instructions on editing PDFs). Alternatively, these reports 
can be digitally signed. 

 
 
14.3.1 Product of Conception (POC) Received 

When a paternity / paired kinship analysis is performed on a POC the FR records should be 
completed as follows: 
 

1. Copy down the profile / resolved component of profile into the Profile Record table 
and perform a search 

2. Check the ‘+CPT’ box and save the record 
3. Order a ‘Notation’ and upload the Kinship report (two ‘Notations’ will be required if 

there is an audit report) 
4. Order a ‘Result’, select the appropriate Exhibit Result line and enter the barcode of 

the alleged parent in the ‘Linked No.’ field (where subsamples exist for the reference 
sample of the alleged parent, the parent barcode should be entered into the ‘Linked 
No.’ field) 

5. Order a ‘Profile Review’ 
 
 
14.3.2 Reference Sample for Alleged Child Received 

When a paternity / paired kinship analysis is performed on a reference sample then the 
results are reported to the QPS via an Exhibit Result on the reference sample of the alleged 
child. The FR records should be completed as follows: 
 

1. Order a ‘Notation’ on the reference sample of the child and upload the Kinship report 
(two ‘Notations’ will be required if there is an audit report) 

2. Order a ‘Result’ on the reference sample of the child, select the appropriate Exhibit 
Result line and enter the barcode of the alleged parent in the ‘Linked No.’ field (where 
subsamples exist for the reference sample of the alleged parent, the parent barcode 
should be entered into the ‘Linked No.’ field) 

3. Order a ‘Profile Review’ 
4. The reference sample of the child will populate the ‘Profile Review’ worklist. 
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14.4 Coronial Cases 
If required, Exhibit Results can be reported back to the QPS on a bone sample using the 
parent barcode in the same way as paternity / paired kinship cases (Section 14.3.2). 

 
 
14.5 Reactivated Cases 

The QPS may request a volume check or ‘Quant & Hold’ for samples within a particular case 
type such as ‘Cold’ Cases. 
 
If a volume check is requested: 
 

1. Send a Request / Task to the Senior Scientist of the Analytical Section 
2. Add details to the ‘Comments’ field 
3. Save the record 
4. Click the ‘Add Exhibits’ icon to add samples registered in the FR (refer to Appendix 

23.14 for samples not appearing in the FR) 
 
For a Quant and Hold request, refer to QIS 34006 Section 4.4.17 for detailed steps on 
actioning these samples. 

 
 
14.6 Covert Samples 

The QPS may submit covert samples for DNA analysis. Covert samples may be identified 
through information entered by the QPS in the ‘Exhibit Notes & FSS Advice’ field of the Exhibit 
Record page. Alternatively, the QPS may alert a HP5 or above of these samples. If not clearly 
identified, a notation should be added to the ‘Exhibit Testing / Examinations’ table of the 
relevant samples. 
 
For the PDA page of a covert sample, do not complete the Profile Record or Case Profiles 
tables. All results for these samples including any reference sample comparisons should be 
reported back to the QPS in an Intelligence Report for the relevant sample (QIS 34308) and 
not through the standard exhibit result line process. 

 
 
15 Sample Status 

The status of a sample can be easily seen in the ‘Status’ field of the PDA page (Figure 43). 
 

 
Figure 43 – Sample Status 

 
The information displayed in this field is taken from the last entry in the Exhibit Testing table 
along with the date and time of that entry. 
 
To access the status of all samples for a case, click the sample barcode ‘690149606’ at the 
top left corner of the Exhibit Detail table. Click the Exhibit Register tab twice, select ‘DNA 
Analysis’ then ‘All Exhibits’ (Figure 44). This can be further filtered by profile type once DNA 
profiling has been completed: 
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Figure 44 – Status of All Samples in a Case 

 
This sample status summary can also be accessed from the Integrated Case Management 
System (ICS) page that presents after log-in. Click the ‘Case Files’ button at the top of the 
page, enter the case number, click enter and then access the ‘Exhibit Register’ tab as detailed 
above. 

 
 
16 SAIKs and Multiple Items from One Exhibit 

Often exhibits are received that contain multiple samples for DNA analysis. For example, 
SAIKs that contain multiple swabs and exhibits containing multiple cigarette butts. 
 
Once received in Evidence Recovery for examination, these exhibits will be split into their 
individual components and new barcodes assigned. Consider a SAIK that contains three 
swabs. Evidence Recovery will register each of the three swabs as individual exhibits; these 
swabs are ‘children’ of the ‘parent’ exhibit (SAIK). As the ‘children’ are registered as exhibits, 
they will each have a PDA page and a result for each of these ‘children’ should be reported 
back to the QPS. 
 
Since each of the ‘child’ exhibits from the SAIK will undergo DNA analysis, they will have 
subsample barcodes associated with them in order to store the individual parts created during 
the DNA analysis process (Figure 45 and Appendix 12 – Forensic Register Storage 
Architecture). 
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Figure 45 – SAIK Hierarchy 

 
If the spin basket from the HVS requires re-extraction, this will need to be made into an exhibit 
to enable subsample barcodes to be created for storage of its individual parts (Figure 46). 

 

 
Figure 46 – Re-extract of Spin Basket 

 
The following process should be followed to order the processing of an EFRAC that has 
been held at extraction: 
 

1. Find the barcode of the EFRAC for your sample from the exhibit testing table 
 

 
 

2. Register the EFRAC as an exhibit as described in Appendix 9 – Registering a 
Subsample as an Exhibit 

3. Navigate to the exhibit testing table 
4. Open up a test page by clicking the add button ( ) 
5. Select ‘DNA Quantification’ as the technique and ‘Quantifiler Trio’ as the method 
6. Click the save icon to save the record 

 
 
17 Subsamples and Subsample Processing 

Subsamples are not exhibits and do not have records in their own right. Any process 
performed on a subsample is recorded within the parent exhibit from which the subsample 
originates. 
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Some exhibits require multiple samples to be processed with only one final result being 
reported back to the QPS. This is most likely to happen with bone samples when there are 
multiple aliquots. 
 
In the example below (Figure 47) the bone exhibit has barcode 695362707; the bone has two 
aliquots with barcodes 695362647 and 695362638 which are subsamples of the bone. The 
profile information for both subsamples is displayed in the Profile Analysis table on the PDA 
page of the bone. This enables the results from both aliquots to be combined into a 
consensus profile for reporting. 

 

 
Figure 47 – Bone Exhibit 

 
Another example of when a subsample will be encountered is if a sample has been diluted. 
Below (Figure 48) exhibit 603315267 has been processed but later needed a dilution which 
has barcode 360001753. The Profile Analysis table shows the batches that related to the 
processing of the original extract under the exhibit barcode followed by the processing of the 
dilution. In this instance the sample has been processed under the dilution barcode but the 
result will be reported back under the exhibit barcode. 

 

 
Figure 48 – Dilution 

 
When processing of subsamples is complete they will populate the PDA lists under the 
subsample barcode; this enables visibility of the progress of each of the individual 
subsamples. Since the results of the Profile Data Analysis are reported back on the exhibit, 
it is the exhibit and not the subsamples that will populate the Profile Review lists. Subsamples 
only remove from the PDA lists when a Profile Review is ordered with the subsample barcode 
in the ‘SubID’ field. Alternatively, ‘Reallocate’ from the parent barcode with the subsample 
barcode will remove subsamples from the PDA lists. 
 
If a subsample requires a rework, the exhibit test is ordered on the exhibit and the barcode 
of the subsample should be entered into the SubID field of the exhibit testing page. In the 
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example below (Figure 49) the subsample with barcode 695362647 is being submitted for 
re-amplification. 
 
For any action that is required to be performed on the subsample, the barcode of the 
subsample must be entered into the SubID field. 

 

 
Figure 49 – Processing of SubID 

 
Subsamples may be registered as exhibits if a result needs to be reported back on that 
subsample in isolation of any other subsamples or if pooling is required (Section 11.3). 
 
In the example of pooling, subsamples are made into exhibits to enable the pooling process 
to occur however the final result will be reported on the pooled barcode. In this instance the 
samples that have been pooled require peer review at the same time as the results on the 
pooled barcode. Each of the exhibits that have been pooled should have a profile review 
ordered on them to remove them from the PDA list and enable the reviewer to record the 
review of these samples. 

 
 
18 Exhibit Results 

Exhibit result lines are created to communicate results to the QPS electronically (QIS 34229 
for Explanations of Exhibit Results for FR). Exhibit results relating to DNA profile 
interpretation are entered into the FR by selecting appropriate lines: 
 

1. Select the ‘Add Results’ icon  from the PDA page 
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2. Check all automated lines 
3. Click the save icon to save the record 
4. Repeat until all relevant exhibit result lines have been entered (‘Add Results’ allows 

for the addition of three lines at a time) 
 
On occasion, it may be necessary to select the appropriate result lines manually: 
 

1. Select the ‘Add Results’ icon  from the Exhibit Testing / Examinations table, 
followed by ‘Result’ from the ‘Process’ drop-down menu (Figure 50) 

2. Select the appropriate exhibit result line from the drop-down menu. The mnemonic 
can be entered into the box for additional filtering 

3. Enter the associated reference sample barcode, unknown designation or DNAIntel 
barcode into the ‘Linked No.’ field 

4. Click the save icon to save the record 
5. Repeat until all relevant exhibit result lines have been entered 

 
Provided they are unvalidated, result lines can be edited (e.g. feedback, re-working or 
finalisation of a critical reference sample). If the selection of result lines from the drop-down 
menu are limited, edit and save a result line as a blank record and then re-enter this record 
with the intent to edit. The full complement of result lines should now be available for use. 

 
Figure 50 – Exhibit Result 
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Once all exhibit result lines have been entered a ‘Profile Review’ process should be ordered 
(Figure 51) which removes the sample from the PDA list and adds it to the appropriate review 
list. 

 

 
Figure 51 – Profile Review 

 
These result lines can be checked by clicking on the ‘PDA Robot’ icon . Any discrepancies 
will be highlighted by a red cross and should be investigated prior to PDA review. 
 
An additional process is required for four person mixtures with an LR in the range ‘Mix – 
Support for contribution 2 to 1 million’: 
 

1. Await request from the reviewer for a new task 
2. Create a Request / Task from the Case Management tab 
3. Allocate this task to the reviewer 
4. Select ‘CM’ as the Request Type 
5. In the ‘Comments’ field add 

a. Sample barcode: XXX 
b. Result reported: Mixed DNA profile 
c. LR reported: Mix – Support for contribution 2 to 1 million; Person barcode XXX 
d. Actual LR: (Value); Person barcode XXX 

6. Click the save icon 
 
The exhibit result line associated with removing a profile from NCIDD should not have 
anything in the Linked No. field (Section 11.1.3). 
 
If a sample undergoes further processing after review, a complete set of new exhibit result 
lines should be entered (supersedes any previously reported result lines). 

 
 
19 Case Files 

Generally speaking, cases without a statement are managed paperlessly. A paper case file 
can be created at any stage if it is necessary for efficient case management or if a statement 
is required (Appendix 8 – Creating and Tracking a Case File). 
 
For cases with paper case files tracked in non-FR LIMS requiring further work or tracking: 

1. ‘Remove’ the case file from the non-FR LIMS storage and add an audit entry 
‘Removed to track in FR’ 

2. Create and track this case file in FR as per Appendix 8 – Creating and Tracking a 
Case File using the existing case file barcode 

3. Add a note to the ‘Exhibit Notes & FSS Advice’ field stating the case file was 
previously tracked in non-FR LIMS 

 
It is not necessary for epgs within a case file to be labelled; instead a copy of the PDA page 
can be printed to accompany the epg(s). The PDA page contains all of the sample and 
interpretation information and can be associated with the epg via its barcode. 
 
Case notes (e.g. GMO notes) are stored in ‘Paperless’ folders stored in Evidence Recovery, 
Reporting and Admin areas. 
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19.1 Case File Storage and Movement 

Case files should be tracked at all times. FR storage locations are represented by a nine or 
ten digit barcode and a description. Each scientist has their own FR storage location, with 
additional storage locations assigned for general case file storage. 
 
General FR case file storage locations are detailed in Table 5. 

 
Table 5 – General Case File Storage Locations 
Location 
barcode Location description Physical 

location Purpose AUSLAB 
location 

FRIT In-tray - PDA (Paper 
file) 

Block 3 Ongoing case files for 
PDA 

FRITCM 

FRIT In-tray - PDA Review 
(Paper file) 

Block 3 Paper case file requires 
PDA review 

MIXACT 

FRIT In-tray - Case Files for 
Reporting 

Block 3 Case files created by 
admin for statement 

FRITCM 

FRIT In-tray - Statement 
Review 

Block 3 Statements for review STAREV 

Admin In-tray - No Further 
Testing Review (Admin) 

Block 6 Paper case file, no 
statement, new pages 
added, requires admin 
review 

FBPR1 

Admin In-tray - Case File 
Finish 

Block 6 Case file requires filing FBCFF1 

Admin In-tray – Statements Block 6 Admin in-tray for 
statement finalisation 

FBSI24 

Admin In-tray – Scanning Block 6 Scanning in-tray  

ER In-tray - Incoming 
Paperwork 

Block 6 ER in-tray CFLIT 

 
 
20 Records 

Nil 
 
 
21 Associated Documentation 

QIS: 17117 – Procedure for Case Management 
QIS: 34245 – Reference Sample Result Management 
QIS: 34229 – Explanations of Exhibit Results for FR 
QIS: 34006 – Forensic Register Procedure for the Release of Results 
QIS: 33744 – Forensic Register Training Manual 
QIS: 34064 – Miscellaneous Analytical Procedures and Tasks 
QIS: 34281 – Procedure for the Use and Maintenance of the Forensic DNA Analysis 
Elimination Databases 
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QIS: 34308 – Procedure for Intelligence Reports and Interstate / Interpol Requests in the 
Forensic Register  
QIS: 34112 – STR fragment analysis of PowerPlex® 21 profiles using GeneMapper™ ID-X 
software 

 
 
22 Amendment History 
 

Version Date Updated By Amendments 
1 May 2017 E. Caunt First issue 
2 October 

2019 
A. Keller and J. 
Entwistle 

Incorporated comments including 
audit recommendations; 
Incorporated FR enhancements 
including automatic ordering of 
NCIDD process; Added appendices; 
Moved Profiler Plus processes to 
appendix; General edit of document 

3 January 
2022 

A. Keller and J. 
Entwistle 

Incorporated comments; Upgraded 
template; Removed Appendix 5; 
Added Flowchart to Appendix 14 
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23 Appendices 
23.1 Appendix 1 – Navigation for Profile Data Analysis 
 

Following log-in, click on ‘Forensic Register’ button 
 

 
 

Click ‘Unit Work List’ tab 
 

 
 

Click ‘Sample Management’ 
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This will open a new tab in Chrome 
 
Alternatively, entering ‘sm’ into the search field will take you to the same place 

 

 
 

Click the ‘Worklist’ tab 
 

 
 

Hover over ‘Profile Data Analysis’ and this will bring up the menu of PDA worklists. Clicking 
on the appropriate list title will open the list 
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Hover over ‘Profile Review’ and this will bring up the menu of review worklists. Clicking on 
the appropriate list title will open the list 

 

 
 

You can bookmark any page in the FR to your tool bar as follows 
 
When on the page that you would like to bookmark, click the star in the toolbar 

 

 
 

This will bring up a window for you to name your book mark 
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Type in a name for your book mark and click ‘Done’ 
 

 
 

Your book mark will appear on your tool bar 
 

 
 

Also refer to QIS 34006 Section 4.1.1 for Navigation to PDA Worklists 
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23.2 Appendix 2 – Profile Data Analysis (PDA) Worklists (Crime Scene) 
The PDA worklists for casework are detailed in Table 1. These worklists populate and sort in 
the same way. 
 
A sample populates the relevant PDA list under the following circumstances: 

• The GeneMapper file has been uploaded and a profile PDF has been added, unless 
a QFLAG is raised in which case the sample will populate the ‘On Hold’ list 

• Upon completion of the STRmix process which requires validation of the STRmix 
page 

• The sample is manually inserted onto the PDA list 
 
Samples processed through PP21 will populate onto lists based on the amp batch type and 
priority. If there is no amp batch present, the sample will populate the ‘UK CE’ worklist. 
 
For the ‘PP21 + Ref’ worklist, all validated mixture and single source samples for a particular 
case populate this worklist when any associated reference samples are finalised. 
 
The PDA lists are structured as shown below: 

 

 
 

1. Name of worklist 
2. Name of PDA Analyst for sample (assigned by clicking icon on the PDA page) 

3. Name of PDA Analyst / Reporter for entire case. Displayed as  
on the PDA page (Appendix 7 – Allocating a Case to a Reporter / Profile Analyst) 

4. Date and time that the sample was received 
5. Priority of the sample 
6. Reflection of plate readers UD1 comment in GeneMapper 

a. If the UD1 comment contains ‘SS’, ‘MIX’ or ‘COMPLEX’ then the sample will 
appear on the list as ‘SS’, ‘MIX’ or ‘COMPLEX’ respectively; 

b. If the UD1 comment does not contain ‘SS’, ‘MIX’ or ‘COMPLEX’ then the 
sample will appear on the list as ‘UNDEFINED’ 

7. If the sample has populated the PDA list following STRmix analysis, a ‘Y’ will populate 
the STRMix column 

8. Notes from the ‘Notes’ field on the PDA page  
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9. Number of samples on the list. You can navigate between pages by clicking on the 
arrows 

10. Filters for filtering the list based on profile type (also refer to QIS 34006 Section for 
Filtering Samples on Worklists – Section 4.3.1). You can search for a particular 
barcode by entering it on the Worklist tab page 

 
Samples are removed from the list under the following circumstances: 
 

• The sample is added to the STRmix worklist 
• A rework is ordered 
• A ‘Profile Review’ process is ordered (with subsample barcode if applicable) 
• A ‘Reallocate’ process is ordered 
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23.3 Appendix 3 – Amending PDFs 
Open epg as PDF 
 
On PDF click ‘Comment’ 

 

 
 

Under ‘Annotations’ click the strikethrough icon 
 

 
 

Highlight the text to be crossed out 
 

 
 

The text will strikethrough 
 

 
 

Click the text icon and place the cursor where you need to add text 
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Add a note explaining the reason for the edit and add your initials and date 
 

 
 

Save the edited PDF to a convenient location with the file name in the format ‘CE position 
number-sample barcode-QP number-suffix’ eg H01-690123970-QP1699999978-EJC 
 
The file name requires a suffix to ensure that any previously uploaded PDFs are not 
overwritten 
 
Open the CE batch for the PDF that has been edited 

 

 
 

Click the  icon in the top right corner of the batch page 
 

 
 

Drag the amended PDF into the box or select the file from its location, click ‘Start Upload’, 
click the icon to save. The PDF should now be accessible from the PDA page of the sample 
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23.4 Appendix 4 – Profile Data Analysis of a Single Source PP21 Profile for NCIDD 
A request for further information may be necessary before proceeding with the PDA of a 
sample. For example, establishing the ownership of an exhibit taken from a piece of intimate 
clothing such as underwear, to enable the conditioning of a sample. Refer to QIS 34006 
Section 4.4.15 as well as QIS 34006 Sections 4.4.4 and 4.4.5 for detailed steps on accessing 
further information from cases and associated samples. 
 
The PDA page for a sample yet to be interpreted will look like this 

 

 
 

The first action is to allocate the sample to yourself by clicking on the  icon 
 

 
 

Your name will appear next to the icon 
 

 
 

Batch records can be accessed by clicking on the batch id 
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The GeneMapper record and profile PDFs can be found by clicking on the position next to 
the appropriate CE batch id 

 

 
 

This will open a new window. The profile PDFs can be opened by clicking on the  icon. 
 

 
 

All available profile PDFs can be accessed from the PDA page by clicking on the  icon, 
followed by ‘Open All’ or individual  icons. 
 
The STRmix input files are accessed directly from the FR. Clicking the  icon will download 
the STRmix input file for the associated casework run. This input file can be saved to the 
desktop or other convenient location for access from STRmix. Alternatively, right clicking on 
the  icon will allow the file to be saved directly. 

 

 
 

When setting up the STRmix analysis only the QP number is to be entered into the ‘Case 
Number’ field and only the barcode of the casework sample is to be entered into the 
‘Sample ID’ field. This is also the case when running LRs. If additional information is to be 
added, such as the barcode of the reference sample, then this can be added to the ‘Case 
Notes’ field. 
 
Once the STRmix analysis is complete, the STRmix macro should be run and the PDFs 
uploaded into the FR as follows: 
 

• Run the STRmix macro QIS: 35009 – MoveSTRmixPDF Macro 
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• The STRmix files and PDF will be stored to I:\STRmix Results and a copy of the PDF 
will be stored in the FR upload folder (shortcut on desktop) 

• The FR upload folder should be emptied at regular intervals as this is only a transient 
storage location. A copy of the PDF will always be stored in I:\STRmix Results 

 
The macro will name the PDF such that the FR will file the PDF in the correct place. This 
naming convention is based on the ‘Case Number’ and ‘Sample ID’ fields in STRmix, 
therefore if additional information is added into these fields the FR cannot file the PDFs 
appropriately. 
 
Upload STRmix PDF into the FR as follows: 
 

1. From the PDA page of the crime scene sample, click the  icon in the top right 
corner 

 

 
 

2. Drag and drop all of the STRmix PDFs pertaining to that sample into the window 
or click on ‘Add Files’ (1) and browse. Once all files are listed in the window, click 
‘Start Upload’ (2) and then click the save icon (3) 

 

 
 

All of the STRmix PDFs will file in the appropriate places. If you have STRmix PDF files for 
multiple samples they can all be dragged into the window at the same time regardless of 
which sample the window was opened from and they will all file appropriately. 
 
Now you can complete the PDA page 
 
Click the edit icon 

 

 
 

Check the ‘1’ circle in the Profile Interpretation table 
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Copy down the profile into the profile record table by checking the ‘C1’ circle (1); enter AMEL 
(2) and click the search button (3) 

 

 
 

New Unknown 
 
Check that you agree with the FR designation of UKM1 (4) for this sample. If UKM1 does not 
match any reference samples and is a new unknown for the case, check the ‘+CPT’ box (5); 
check the ‘+NCIDD’ box (6) and select the ‘–ss’ suffix from the drop-down menu (7) 

 

 
Click  

 

 
 

Option 1 
 
Whilst still on the PDA page, click the  icon above the Profile Interpretation table. This will 
open a ‘Result’ page with automatically populated result lines generated from the completed 
fields of the PDA page (up to three result lines at a time, repeat this process if more are 
required). Check that you agree with these result lines. Click  
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Option 2 
 
From the PDA page, either click  to access the Exhibit Testing / Examinations table on the 
Exhibit Testing / Movement page OR click the sample barcode to access the Exhibit Testing 
table as shown below. In both cases, then click the icon 
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Select the process of ‘Result’ from the drop-down list 
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Select the result lines from the drop-down menu and enter the designation in the ‘Linked No.’ 
field 

 

 
 

Click  
 
Once all exhibit report lines have been entered, order a process of ‘Profile Review’. Click  

 

 
 

This will remove the sample from the PDA list and add it to the Profile Review list 
 
The Exhibit Testing table should look something like this 
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Check an NCIDD process has been added to send the profile to the NCIDD worklist (this 
process should be ordered automatically when the ‘NCIDD’ box on the PDA page is ticked 
and the record is saved). If not, click on the icon in the top right corner of the PDA page 

 

 
 

This will take you to the exhibit testing table. Click the icon 
 

 
 

Select the process of ‘NCIDD’ from the drop-down list 
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Select the NCIDD Method of ‘Upload’ from the drop-down box (1) 
 
Enter the suffix of ‘-ss’ into the NCIDD Sample ID (2) 
 
Click save (3) 

 

 
 

New Reference Comparison 
 
If a previously designed unknown from a crime scene sample now matches a new reference 
sample for the case, then the Case Profiles table on the PDA page needs updating. Click  
and type “1.00e12” into the ‘LR’ box associated to the matching reference sample 
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Click  
 
The PDA page will now look like this 

 

 
 

Associate the matching reference sample to the unknown by adding the reference sample 
barcode to the ‘Association’ column of the unknown. Click the  icon above the Profile 
Interpretation table to update the associated result line 

 

 
 

Click  
 
Once the result line has been updated, order a process of ‘Profile Review’. Click  
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23.5 Appendix 5 – PowerPlex 21 Priority 3 Workflow 
Profiles assessed as complex: 
 

• Check ‘CX’ box on PDA page 
• Enter result ‘CMPU’ (complex unsuitable) 
• Order ‘Profile review’ 

 
Single source profiles: 
 
If sub-threshold peaks are present but they do not affect the interpretation, report as per 
below with the extra result line ‘PSTI’ (possible sub-threshold information). If at any point the 
number of contributors is ambiguous, an assessment of suitability needs to be made (is the 
profile complex). Also, consider the possibility that the profile is a two contributor mixture. 
 
Single source profile, <6 alleles 

• Check ‘1’ box on PDA page 
• No STRmix required 
• Enter result ‘1SSUND’ (Single source DNA profile- unsuitable for NCIDD searching) 
• Order ‘Profile review’ 

 
Single source profile, ≥ 6 & <12 PP21 alleles 

• Check ‘1’ box on PDA page 
• No STRmix required 
• Enter result ‘1SSLND’ (Single source DNA profile < NCIDD matching stringency) 
• Order ‘Profile review’ 

 
Single source profile, ≥ 12 PP21 alleles 

• Check ‘1’ box on PDA page 
• Deconvolution in STRmix either by PDA analyst or HP2 
• STRmix file imported 
• Unknown person assigned 
• Uploaded to NCIDD if appropriate 
• Enter result 
• Order ‘Profile review’ 

 
For detailed steps, refer to Appendix 4 – Profile Data Analysis of a Single Source PP21 Profile 
for NCIDD. 
 
2 to 4 contributor mixtures: 
 
Even 2 to 3 contributor mixtures, no reference sample 

• Check ‘2’ or ‘3’ box on PDA page 
• Deconvolution in STRmix not required 
• Enter result ‘2MX’ or ‘3MX’ and NSIP (no statistical interpretation performed) 
• Order ‘Profile review’ 

 
Major / minor mixed profile, expected to resolve, no reference sample 
 
2 contributor mixture 

• Check ‘2’ box on PDA page 
• Deconvolution in STRmix as 2p either by PDA analyst or HP2 
• STRmix file imported 
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• Unknown persons assigned 
• Major uploaded to NCIDD if appropriate 
• Enter result of ‘2MX’ 
• Check NCIDD upload line entered if appropriate (intel or mix) 
• Order ‘Profile review’ 

 
3 contributor mixture with 2 contributors in the minor / 4 contributor mixture with 3 contributors 
in the minor (rework recommended) 

• Check ‘3’ or ‘4’ box on PDA page 
• Deconvolution in STRmix as 3 or 4p either by PDA analyst or HP2 
• STRmix file imported 
• Unknown person assigned 
• Major uploaded to NCIDD if appropriate 
• Enter result ‘3MX’ or ‘4MX’ 
• Check NCIDD upload line entered if appropriate (intel or mix) 
• Order ‘Profile review’ 

 
Major / minor mixed profile, expected to resolve, reference samples 
 
2 contributor mixture, reference sample matches major (check for the possiblity of 
conditioning through ownership – QIS 34006; Section 4.4.15) 

• Check ‘2’ box on PDA page 
• Deconvolution and LR in STRmix as 2p either by PDA analyst or HP2 
• STRmix file imported 
• Unknown person assigned if any 
• Major uploaded to NCIDD if appropriate 
• Enter result ‘2MX’ 
• Enter reference comparison result 
• Check NCIDD upload line entered if appropriate (intel or mix) 
• Order ‘Profile review’ 

 
3 contributor mixture with 2 contributors in the minor, reference sample matches major (check 
ownership – QIS 34006; Section 4.4.15) / 4 contributor mixture with 3 contributors in the 
minor, reference sample matches major (rework recommended, check ownership – QIS 
34006; Section 4.4.15) 

• Check ‘3’ or ‘4’ box on PDA page 
• Deconvolution and LR in STRmix as 3 or 4p either by PDA analyst or HP2 
• STRmix file imported 
• Unknown person assigned if any 
• Major uploaded to NCIDD if appropriate 
• Enter result ‘3MX’ or ‘4MX’ 
• Enter reference comparison result 
• Check NCIDD upload line entered if appropriate (intel or mix) 
• Order ‘Profile review’ 

 
Reference samples received after initial PDA finalised (CW+Ref list): 
 
See as per above where there is an associated reference sample. Reworks must be 
considered at this stage if there is any doubt as to the number of contributors. 
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23.6 Appendix 6 – STRmix Workflow 
For STRmix troubleshooting, refer to QIS 17117. 
 
The Profile Analyst will use the ‘Contributors’ section in the ‘Profile Interpretation’ table to 
inform the HP2 of the number of contributors for the STRmix analysis. 
 
The Profile Analyst will use the ‘Include’ check boxes on the PDA page to inform the HP2 of 
the parameters for the STRmix analysis. 
 
The ‘Include’ boxes in the ‘Profile Analysis’ table show which runs are to be used in the 
deconvolution; the ‘Include’ boxes in the ‘Case Profiles’ table show which reference samples 
are to be used in the LR. The ‘AC’ box in the ‘Case Profiles’ table is used to show that the 
associated reference sample is to be conditioned. 
 
Any further instructions will be entered into the ‘Notes’ box such as: 
 

• STRmix version 
• Extra processing (e.g. re-deconvolution or increased iterations) 
• CE instrument 
• Dropped loci (e.g. vWA) 

 
In instances where a profile has more than 12 alleles at a locus, the STRmix file may need 
to be modified prior to analysis. 
 
The example below shows that the STRmix analysis needs to be performed as follows: 
 

1. Two contributors 
2. Condition on “H P+ ref” 
3. Include two CE runs 
4. Any further instructions 
5. Calculate LRs for the remaining four reference samples 

 

 
 

If a deconvolution already exists and to request that LRs only are performed, add a note ‘LRs 
only’ and check the include boxes for the reference samples that require LRs. 
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The sample now needs to be added to the ‘STRMix’ worklist by requesting a STRmix 
deconvolution from the Exhibit Testing / Examinations table. This is done by adding the 
‘Technique’ of ‘STRMix’. The method of ‘Deconvolution’ adds by default and does not 
preclude the addition of LRs to the list. For samples with dilutions, the Profile Analyst should 
add the dilution barcode to the SubID field on the STRmix request page. To highlight that the 
STRmix process needs to be ordered on the dilution barcode, add ‘STRmix: DILN’ to the 
‘Notes’ box on the PDA page. 

 

 
 

The sample will now be on the STRMix worklist. 
 

 
 

When the HP2 takes a sample to run the STRmix analysis the first action is to order a STRmix 
process. If the sample has the PDA note ‘STRmix: DILN’, check the sample has a dilution 
and then order the STRmix process using the dilution barcode in the SubID field. 

 

 
 

This will remove the sample from the STRmix worklist, thereby preventing anybody else from 
running the same analysis, and simultaneously add the sample to the STRmix Review 
worklist. The HP2 will then run the STRmix analyses. If a sample with a dilution needs to be 
removed from the STRmix worklist, order a reallocate with the dilution barcode in the SubID 
field. Check the sample has only been removed from the STRmix worklist. 
 
The HP2 will access the STRmix input files directly from the FR. Clicking the  icon will 
download the STRmix input file for the associated casework run or reference sample. This 
input file can be saved to the desktop or other convenient location for access from STRmix. 
Alternatively, right clicking on the  icon will allow the file to be saved directly. 
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When setting up the STRmix analysis only the QP number (or FR number if there is no QP 
number) is to be entered into the ‘Case Number’ field and only the barcode of the casework 
sample is to be entered into the ‘Sample ID’ field. This is also the case when running LRs. If 
additional information is to be added then this can be added to the ‘Notes’ field. 
 
Once the STRmix analysis is complete, close the PDF generated by STRmix. The STRmix 
macro may be run and the PDFs uploaded into the FR as follows: 
 

1. Run the STRmix macro 
 

2. If not already present, the macro will create a folder called ‘FR upload’ and add a 
shortcut to your desktop 

 
3. The STRmix files and PDF will be stored to I:\STRmix Results and a copy of the PDF 

will be stored in the FR upload folder 
 

4. The FR upload folder should be emptied at regular intervals as this is only a transient 
storage location. A copy of the PDF will always be stored in I:\STRmix Results 

 
The PDF is named such that the FR will file the PDF in the correct place. This naming 
convention is based on the ‘Case Number’ and ‘Sample ID’ fields in STRmix, therefore if 
additional information is added into these fields the FR cannot file the PDFs appropriately. 
 
The STRmix PDFs are uploaded into the FR as follows: 
 

1. From the PDA page of the crime scene sample, click the  icon in the top right corner 

 
 

2. Drag and drop all of the STRmix PDFs pertaining to that sample into the window or 
click on ‘Add Files’ (1) and browse. Once all files are listed in the window, click ‘Start 
Upload’ (2) and then click the save icon (3) 
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All of the STRmix PDFs will file in the appropriate places. If you have STRmix PDF files for 
multiple samples they can all be dragged into the window at the same time regardless of 
which sample the window was opened from and they will all file appropriately. 
 
If an LR has been performed against an unknown profile the STRmix PDF should not be 
uploaded to the FR using this process, instead the PDF should be attached to a ‘Notation’ 
against the sample. 
 
Once the STRmix PDFs have been uploaded, the STRmix process should be closed. Enter 
into the STRmix process record from the Exhibit Testing table by clicking on the associated 
date and time. 

 

 
 

Click the red ‘[CLICK TO VALIDATE]’ button. 
 
This will remove the sample from the STRmix Review worklist and simultaneously add it to 
the PDA worklist. 
 
Once a STRmix PDF has been uploaded, it cannot be removed by Forensic DNA Analysis. 
A second STRmix PDF can be uploaded and it will overwrite the first PDF if the file names 
are the same. 
 
If a STRmix PDF needs to be completely removed, a Forensic Register Change Request will 
need to be submitted as follows: 
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1. Enter into the Exhibit Record for the sample on the Case Management side of the FR 

 
2. Click the  icon in the top right of the screen 

 
3. Complete the change request with the appropriate information 

 
Any STRmix analysis no longer required should not be deleted but moved into a ‘Do not use’ 
folder within the relevant case number folder containing all of the STRmix results. 
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23.7 Appendix 7 – Allocating a Case to a Reporter / Profile Analyst 
A whole case may be allocated to a scientist for the purposes of reporting but also during the 
early stages of a cases progression through the system to assist with consistency and 
efficiency (e.g. P1, operation, anticipated to be large or unique aspects). 
 
Allocating a case to a scientist for PDA entry adds the name of the nominated scientist to the 
PDA page for every crime scene sample in the case, including new samples that are received 
at a later date. The name of the allocated scientist will appear against samples on the PDA 
and profile review lists. 

 

 
 

 
 

To allocate a case to a scientist enter into the Forensic Case File Record for the case 
 

 
Click the Case Management tab and click the add button 

 

 
 

Click Request / Task 
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Select the following: 
 

1. CM 
2. Forensic DNA 
3. Reporter 
4. Enter the scientist (QPS user ID) that the case is being allocated to 
5. Click save 

 
 

Allocating a Case to a Reviewer 
 
A whole case may be allocated to a scientist for review to assist with reporting, consistency 
and efficiency. Allocating a case to a scientist for review adds the name of the nominated 
scientist to the Review Scientist field of the PDA page for every crime scene sample in the 
case. The name of the allocated review scientist will appear against samples on the profile 
review lists. 
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A case is allocated to a reviewer in the same way as allocating the case scientist; however 
‘Review’ and ‘Reviewer’ are selected in place of ‘CM’ and ‘Reporter’ (see 1 and 2 below). 
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23.8 Appendix 8 – Creating and Tracking a Case File 
Enter into Forensic Case File Record. Click ‘Exhibit Register’ tab 

 
 

Click the add button 
 

 
 

Enter the following information: 
 

1. Barcode of case file (new nine or ten digit number or from existing case file previously 
tracked in AUSLAB) 

2. Select ‘CaseFile’ from the drop-down list 
3. Enter ‘Case file’ into the description 
4. Enter ‘Forensic DNA Analysis’ into the ‘Located / Owner’ box 
5. Check ‘Admission / Intel’ 
6. Check ‘Sample has been collected in strict compliance……’ 
7. Enter your QPS user ID, check that your surname is correct and select ‘Queensland 

Health Scientific’ from the drop-down Station menu 
8. Click save 
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To track the case file, click the add button above the ‘Exhibit Movement’ table 
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Enter the number of the storage box where the case file is to be stored in the ‘Storage Box 
ID’ field or start typing the name of the storage location and the relevant option will appear 
for selection (Section 19 and Appendix 12 – Forensic Register Storage Architecture) 
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Click save 
 
The location of the file will be displayed in the Exhibit Movement table 

 

 
 

Clicking on the storage location will open the storage box record 
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Clicking on the ‘Contents’ tab will display the contents of the storage box 
 

 
 

Storage boxes can also be found by clicking on the ‘Equipment’ tab and searching on the 
storage box number or the storage box description 

 

 
 

Press ‘Enter’ 
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Clicking on the ‘Contents’ tab will display the contents of the storage box 
 

 
 

To add an item to a storage box (e.g. case file to intray), click the add button 
 

 
 

Enter the barcode of the item requiring storage in the ‘Barcode No’ field and click save 
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Clicking on the ‘Contents’ tab again will show the contents of the storage box 
 

 
 

Multiple items can be transferred at once by clicking on the ‘Forms’ tab followed by the ‘Batch 
Exhibit’ button 

 
 

Enter the items to be stored and the storage box ID and click save 
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23.9 Appendix 9 – Registering a Subsample as an Exhibit 
Registering a subsample as an exhibit may be required for samples such as epithelial 
fractions from high vaginal swabs, re-extracts of spin baskets (Section 11.2.5) and dilutions. 
 
Consider a high vaginal swab that is submitted for DNA analysis. At the extraction stage a 
number of subsamples will be created to enable different parts of the high vaginal swab to 
be stored. These will include a spin basket, slide and EFRAC. 
 
In the first instance the EFRAC from the HVS will not usually be processed, however the 
profile analyst may require the EFRAC to be profiled. In this instance it will be necessary to 
register the subsample as an exhibit to enable further processing. 
 
The exhibit testing table for the HVS will show the subsamples that have been created and 
their barcodes. 

 

 
 

To register the EFRAC as an exhibit, click on the barcode of the HVS 
 

 
 

Click the ‘Exhibit Register’ tab 
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Click the  button 
 

 
 

Enter the following information: 
 

1. Barcode of EFRAC subsample 
2. Select ‘Epithelial Fraction’ from the drop-down list (or other appropriate category) 
3. Enter a description (for re-extraction of spin baskets also add the parent barcode and 

description ‘Spin basket – Parent barcode; Description’) 
4. Enter information into the ‘Located / Owner’ box 
5. Enter the barcode of the HVS into the ‘Parent Barcode’ box 
6. Check ‘Admission / Intel’ 
7. Check ‘FSS DNA Analysis’ has been ticked 
8. Check ‘Sample has been collected in strict compliance……’ 
9. Enter your QPS user ID 
10. Select ‘Queensland Health Scientific’ from the drop-down list 
11. Click save 
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23.10 Appendix 10 – Processing of DNA Number Exhibits 
Register a new barcode for the sample to be transferred as follows (e.g. DNA# / Transfer 
samples): 
 
From the ‘Forensic Case File Record’ for the case, click the ‘Exhibit Register’ tab 

 

 
 

Click the  icon to add a new exhibit to the case 
 

 
 

Complete the appropriate fields as below: 
 

1. Enter new barcode for the exhibit 
2. Select appropriate category from the drop-down list 
3. Enter description 
4. Enter owner / location (including DNA#) 
5. Check the ‘Admission / Intel’ box 
6. Check ‘FSS DNA Analysis’ has been ticked 
7. Check the ‘Sample has been collected in strict compliance with CSE101…’ box 
8. Enter your QPS user ID and press the tab key to fill your name 
9. Click save 
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Once the record has been saved, a ‘Transfer’ process needs to be ordered. Click the  icon 
above the ‘Exhibit Testing’ table: 

 

 
 

Complete the Exhibit Testing page as follows: 
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1. Select the process of ‘Transfer’ from the drop-down list 
2. In the notes section, enter the DNA number and the details of the processing required 
3. Click save 
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23.11 Appendix 11 – Process for Pooling Samples 
1. On the Case Management side of the FR enter into a sample in the case where the 

pooling is to occur 
2. Click the ‘Examination Summary’ tab 

 
3. Click add 

 
4. Enter the barcodes of the samples that require pooling in the ‘Exhibit/s Examined’ 

section. Ensure that these samples are registered as exhibits before pooling 

 
 

5. Click save 
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 The samples to be pooled will appear on the page as below 

 
 

6. Add a related exhibit to the examination summary by clicking add 
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7. The following page will appear which will allow you to register a new barcode for the 

final pooled sample 

 
 

8. Enter a new barcode into the ‘Exhibit Barcode’ field 
a. Change the ‘Category’ to the same as that for the parent item 
b. Tick the ‘Admission / Intel’ box 
c. Tick the ‘Sample has been collected…..’ box 
d. Click save 
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9. The sample will now appear on the ‘Pooling’ review list for the Analytical section to 
action 

10. Add an ‘Analytical Note’ to advise what testing is required, eg ‘Pool; Quant and hold’ 
11. The pooled samples will have the ‘Sample pooled and processed under’ line 

automatically added and validated. They will also have an examination record. This 
examination record should be validated as per QIS 34298 
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23.12 Appendix 12 – Forensic Register Storage Architecture 
Exhibit movement in the FR works by updating the location of the exhibit. The most recent 
location of an exhibit is displayed at the top of the list in the Exhibit Movement table. 

 

 
 

By adding an exhibit to a location, it is automatically removed from its previous location. This 
means that an exhibit can only be in one location at any one time. An exhibit often comprises 
of multiple parts that require individual storage. The storage of these multiple parts is 
managed using subsample barcodes. 
 
When a sample undergoes DNA analysis, it splits into multiple parts. In its most simple form 
a sample will branch into an extract and a spin basket. The extract will retain the exhibit 
barcode for storage purposes and a new barcode will be created for the spin basket storage. 
If the sample requires testing of the supernatant then a new barcode will also be created for 
the supernatant storage. 
 
In the example below we can see that exhibit 690149615 has a spin basket with barcode 
360000490 and a supernatant with barcode 360000501 (additional sample information 
becomes available by hovering over the individual barcodes on the ‘Link Chart’). 

 

 
 

The storage record for a subsample can be accessed by clicking on the Date / Time 
associated with that subsample. 
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For analytical processes, most subsample barcodes that may be required are generated 
automatically at the extraction stage. The subsample types are: 
 

• Spin baskets (SPIN) 
• Microscope slides (SLIDE) 
• EFRACs (EFRAC) 
• Supernatants (SUPNAT) 
• Miscellaneous (MISC) 

 
If a spin basket or EFRAC requires further analytical processing then it will be necessary to 
change the subsample into an exhibit to allow the parts created from these additional 
processes to be stored and a PDA page to be created. 
 
Storage boxes are identified by a nine or ten digit barcode and a description. The barcode is 
displayed in the Exhibit Movement table and is hyperlinked to the storage box record. 
Hovering over the storage box barcode will show the fixed location where the box is stored. 
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Fixed storage locations are identified by a 12 character code e.g. FDNA-EXFZ-0001. The 
first four letters represent the department e.g. FDNA = Forensic DNA Analysis. The second 
four characters represent the type of storage e.g. shelf, freezer, fridge. The last four 
characters represent the shelf number. 
 
The codes for the second four characters for storage locations within Forensic DNA Analysis 
are as follows: 
 
CMP Compactus    AE Analytical extraction 
RT Returns    QA Pre-PCR 
FZ Freezer    CE CE 
FR Fridge     BONE Bone room 
SH Shelf     FRXX Walk in fridge 
CG Cage     FZXX Walk in freezer 
DR Drawer     AD Admin 
EX Exhibit room    SHLF Walk in fridge/freezer direct shelf 

      storage 
ER Evidence recovery   CHST Chest freezer 
ES Extraction sorting   QUAL Quality 
ADMN Admin     ANLT Analytical 
INTL Intel     FRIT FRIT 
EVRT Evidence recovery   FILE File store 
LDNA Low DNA room 
 
Storage Locations 
 
Fixed locations: 

• Exhibit room shelves, Fridge shelves, Freezer shelves, Rooms 
 
Storage box (open): 

• FTA boxes, Freezer storage tubs, Staff in-trays 
• Storage boxes can “move” e.g. Kirsten's in-tray can be stored to the Admin fixed 

location 
• Locally configured, with unlimited storage positions 

 
Storage box (grid format): 

• Perm DNA, Temp DNA, ERT-AS boxes 
• Storage boxes can “move” e.g. from ERT lab to Freezer in extraction sorting 
• Locally configured, with defined and limited positions in the format A01, A02, A03, 

B01, B02 etc. 
 
General Storage Functionality 
 
Five basic methods / functionalities are available for storage. Use of method is determined in 
part by storage type e.g. if the storage box is “open” or “grid” format. 
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1. Batch exhibit movement (Main Menu – Forms – Batch Exhibit): 
a. Used to move up to 24 barcodes to a fixed location or open storage box 
b. Not suitable for movements to grid-format boxes 
c. Likely used by property point, storage of FTA cards, storage of case files 

 
2. Fill box function (Main Menu – Equipment – Search storage box ID): 

a. Add samples one at a time to a storage box (grid or open format) 
b. Not applicable for fixed locations 
c. Likely used in extraction sorting/Pre-PCR where large number of items stored 

to grid boxes 
 

3. Exhibit/Sub-ID movement (Exhibit Movement Table): 
a. Standard movement to any location 
b. All storage formats: fixed, open box and grid box 
c. Used for single movements of item. Subsamples will have their own 

movement history 
 

4. Movement while adding a test: 
a. Add samples one at a time to a storage box (grid or open format) 

 
5. Storage box movement: 

a. Movement of a box (open or grid) to a fixed location. Available from the 
storage box screen 
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23.13 Appendix 13 – Profiler Plus Amplification Kit 
GeneMapper® Record Page: 
 
When the GeneMapper file is uploaded to the FR, loci with only one allele will be transformed 
into the format “allele,allele” or “allele,0” in the ‘Alleles’ column according to the homozygous 
threshold. Loci with no alleles will be transformed into the format “0,0”. The row will highlight 
yellow to reflect the change. 
 
The ‘Alleles’ column contains the allele designations to be used on the PDA page. 
 
If a peak requires removing, refer to Section 6.2.1.1. 
 
Profile Interpretation Table: 

 

 
Figure 52 – P+ Profile Interpretation Table 

 
This section is used to record the number of contributors to a profile. If the 

interpretation is ‘at least two’ contributors then the ‘2’ is to be checked; likewise ‘at least three’ 
will see the ‘3’ checked 

This section is used to record interpretations or parts of interpretations that don’t 
require any further action: 

a. is to record a profile that is a complex mixture and is unsuitable for further 
interpretation 

b.  is used to record a no profile result 
c.  is used to record a profile that is partial and unsuitable for further interpretation 
d. can be used in conjunction with the number of contributors or  to record that there 

are also sub-threshold peaks within the profile 
e.  is not used at this stage (for automated Exhibit Results) 

Notes section (not audited) 
 
Profile Record Table: 
 
When a DNA profile is obtained that is either single source or one or more contributions are 
able to be resolved the Profile Record table is to be completed for each resolved contribution. 
 
Clicking the edit icon on the PDA page will enable the Profile Record table to be edited. The 
profile can then either be entered manually or ‘copied down’ from the GeneMapper file (
Figure 52) by clicking on the appropriate button. If required, the CLR button ( ) will clear the 
profile entered. If there is more than one GeneMapper file for the sample then there will be 
the option to choose which result to copy down (distinguished by the CE batch id); this should 
be the ‘Reported profile’ result or the profile with the most informative information (statistics 
for P+ use the ‘Reported profile’ only). 
 
The suffix list ( ) records the type of profile that has been entered. A suffix must be selected 
for every profile entered into the table. 
 
If a profile requires upload to NCIDD then a NCIDD process is automatically ordered for each 
nominated upload (Section 11.1.1). 

 

1 

2 

3 
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Figure 53 – P+ Profile Record Table 

 
1. Single Source Profiles 

When a single source profile is obtained the scientist will copy down the profile by 
selecting the appropriate CE batch or entering manually. The scientist will then click 
the  icon ( Figure 53) to commence searching. 

 
If the profile is ≥ 12 alleles then the FR will suggest a designation / match for the 
profile (refer to Section 8.1 for further details). If the scientist does not agree with the 
match / designation proposed by the FR database then it must be replaced with the 
appropriate match / designation in the format described in Section 8.1. 
 
If the profile is <12 alleles then no designation / match will be suggested by the FR 
and the match cell ( ) will populate with the barcode of the sample. The designation 
for this profile should be entered manually into the match cell ( ) in the format 
described in Section 8.1. 
 
If the profile is required to be loaded to NCIDD then the ‘+NCIDD’ box ( ) should be 
checked. The ‘-ss’ suffix should be selected from the drop-down list ( ) (Table 6). 
 
If the profile is unknown and is not listed in the ‘Case Profiles’ table then the ‘+CPT’ 
box ( ) must be checked to add the profile to the Case Profiles table. 

 
Table 6 – Suffix Meanings 

Suffix Purpose Kit 
-ss Single source component P+ 
-cond Conditioned component P+ 
-rem Remaining component P+ 
-major Major component P+ 
-minor Minor component P+ 

-intel-cond Conditioned component where the profile is conditioned for 
intelligence purposes only P+ 

-intel-rem Remaining component where the profile is conditioned for 
intelligence purposes only P+ 

-intel-major Major component where the term ‘major’ has been assigned 
for intelligence purposes only P+ 

-intel-minor Minor component where the term ‘minor’ has been assigned 
for intelligence purposes only P+ 

-intel-subs Single source component where sub-threshold peaks are used 
for intelligence purposes only P+ 
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-intel-less12 Single source component with less than 12 alleles P+ 

-interim Any component that is loaded as an interim measure pending 
rework results P1 cases only 

 
2. Fully Resolved Mixed Profiles 

When a profile can be fully resolved into its individual contributions then each 
contribution should be recorded in the Profile Record table as follows: 

 
a. Click the edit icon 
b. Copy down the profile by selecting the appropriate CE batch and delete the alleles 

that do not apply to the contribution being entered, or enter the profile manually 
c. Click the  icon to commence searching 
d. Check the match / designation in the match cell ( Figure 53) and replace as 

necessary as per Section 8.1 
e. Check the ‘+NCIDD’ box ( ) if this contribution is required to be loaded to NCIDD 

(ticking this box triggers the ordering of an ‘NCIDD’ process when the record is 
saved) 

f. Select the appropriate suffix for this contribution from the list ( ) 
g. Check the ‘+CPT’ box if this contribution is a new designation for the case 
h. Save the record by clicking the save icon 
i. Repeat the process for the other resolved contributions of the profile entering the 

mixture ratios into the boxes below each locus ( ). 
 

3. Partially Resolved Mixed Profiles 
When a profile can only be partially resolved, for example a major profile with a 
complex minor profile, then only the resolved contribution is recorded in the Profile 
Record table by following steps a.-i. as per above paragraph. 

 
4. Unresolved Mixed Profiles 

When a profile is unable to be resolved then no information will be recorded in the 
Profile Record table. In this instance only the  or  box is checked in the Profile 
Interpretation table. 

 
5. Complex Profiles 

If the profile is not suitable for interpretation because it is partial or consists of an 
unknown number of contributors or ≥ 4 contributors, it is not necessary to copy down 
a profile. In this instance only the  or  box is checked in the Profile 
Interpretation table. 

 
6. Tri Alleles 

The Profile Record table should only contain two allele designations. If a tri-allele is 
obtained, drop the locus and add a sample note stating that a tri-allele is present and 
all three designations. If the profile is required for upload to NCIDD then the details of 
the tri allele should be added to the ‘NCIDD User Comment’ field in the NCIDD 
process (Section 11.1). 

 
 
Case Profiles Table: 
 
The Case Profiles table is used to identify reference and unknown profiles that are available 
for comparison in the case and to associate them with one another (Figure 54). It is also used 
to show when a reference comparison has been completed. 
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Figure 54 – P+ CPT 

 
When a reference sample has been compared with the crime scene profile then the 
associated ‘CE’ box should be checked. This enables any new reference samples to be easily 
identified. 
 
The ‘NM’ and ‘II’ boxes are not used currently. 
 
New Reference Comparisons: 
 
Newly associated reference samples can be identified by an unchecked box in the ‘CE’ field 
of the Case Profiles table. 
 
The comparison of the reference sample should be recorded as follows: 
 

a. Once the comparison has been performed, check the associated ‘CE’ box 
b. If the reference sample matches an unknown in the case, update the ‘Association’ 

fields (Figure 42) 
c. If required, order a ‘Result’ process and enter the appropriate Exhibit Result line for 

the reference sample (Section 18) 
d. If no additional Exhibit Results lines are required i.e. the results have not changed, 

then a Sample Note to this effect should be added 
e. Order a ‘Profile Review’ process (Note: a ‘Profile Review’ process should be ordered 

regardless of whether an Exhibit Result line is entered) 
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23.14 Appendix 14 – Managing Cases Across Different LIMS (Pre-AUSLAB, AUSLAB and FR) 
 
Cases from 2017 or earlier, can have samples across a number of different LIMS systems. 
Flowchart 1 provides a number of different pathways and the SOPs required to manage such 
cases / samples. 
 
Tracking AUSLAB Case in FR 
 
For cases with paper case files tracked in AUSLAB requiring tracking (e.g. court): 

1. ‘Remove’ the case file from the AUSLAB storage and add an audit entry ‘Removed to 
track in FR’ 

2. Create and track this case file in FR as per Appendix 8 – Creating and Tracking a 
Case File using the existing case file barcode 

3. Add a note to the ‘Exhibit Notes & FSS Advice’ field stating the case file was 
previously tracked in AUSLAB 

4. Proceed as normal 
 
Cases with AUSLAB and FR Unknowns 
 
If a case has an unknown in AUSLAB followed by unknowns in the FR, the subsequent FR 
unknowns will appear in the CP table without accounting for the previously designated 
AUSLAB unknowns (i.e. they do not appear correctly in the CP table on the PDA page). To 
resolve this situation, register the sample in the FR, manually enter the DNA profile and 
designation, and then tick the +CPT box so it appears in the CP table of the FR. Alternatively, 
contact QPS DNA Management (DRMU) to request registration of the AUSLAB unknown(s). 
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1 Purpose 
The purpose of this document is to describe the procedure for release of results using the 
Forensic Register to our clients for the following formats: 
 

• Exhibit Report results/Profile Data Analysis results 
• Reports 

o Statements 
o Evidentiary Certificates 
o Intelligence Reports 

 
 
2 Scope 

This procedure applies to all reports and results within the FR issued by Profile Analysts and 
Reporting Officers to clients.  

 
3 Definitions 

Result line(s) – also referred to as Profile Data Analysis Results are electronic results sent 
directly to the Queensland Police Service (QPS). 
Statement of Witness – report containing a summary of results and other relevant 
information relating to a case for use in court. 
DNA Evidentiary Certificate – report issued in accordance with s 95A Evidence Act 1977 
(Qld). 
Intelligence Report – a report containing information that may not be included in a 
statement for evidentiary purposes. 
Case Officer – Officer allocated to or conducted a task within the Forensic Register; eg, 
profile analysis, review, statement drafting/issuing, case communication  
Personal Work List (PWL) – list which highlights activities allocated to an individual staff 
member 
Reporting Officer/Scientist – Staff member who performs profile data analysis and issues 
evidentiary statements 
Profile Data Analyst / Profile Analyst – Staff member involved in profile data analysis 
Sample Management – interpretation and management of a single sample  
Case Management – management of the entire case; view of all samples 
 
CPT – Case Profile table 
DRMU – DNA Results Management Unit (QPS) 
EB – Extraction Batch 
FSS – Forensic and Scientific Services 
Forensic Register (FR) – Forensic DNA Analysis LIMS 
LIMS – Laboratory Information Management System 
LR – Likelihood Ratio 
P+ – ProfilerPlus® DNA amplification kit 
PP21 – PowerPlex® 21 DNA amplification kit 
PDA – Profile Data Analysis 
PSD – Police Services DNA 
QIS2 – Quality Information System version 2 
QPS – Queensland Police Service 
SMU – Sample Management Unit (QPS) 
SSLU – Scientific Services Liaison Unit (FSS) 
STRmixTM – Software used to assist profile interpretation and Likelihood Ratio generation 
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4 Exhibit Report Result Release 
This section focusses on the review of a DNA profile interpretation completed by a Profile 
Analyst and the release/transfer of said DNA information to the client. 
 
The following information will cover:  
 

• Review Worklists and navigation to these worklists,  
• Worklist information display, 
• Order of samples displayed in these worklists, and 
• Reviewing a profile data analysis record and release of results to the client 

 
 
4.1 Profile Review Worklists 

A DNA profile is ready for review when it populates an appropriate ‘Profile Data Analysis 
Review Worklist’.  A Profile Analyst will work from one of four profile data analysis review 
worklists, as discussed in section 4.1.1: 

 
As the titles suggest, the review worklist for PP21 are for DNA profiles processed using the 
PowerPlex® 21 amplification system.  The ‘UK’ worklist, refers to ‘Unknown’ and is used to 
capture DNA profiles where the amplification chemistry has not been identified; rare event. 
 
 

4.1.1 Navigating to Profile Review Worklists 
The PP21 and P+ samples can be located by following these steps: 
 

- From the Main Menu click the ‘Unit Work List’ tab 
- Click on the ‘Unit Work List’ again to reveal a dropdown list  
- Navigate to ‘Sample Management’ and select 
- Navigate to the tab ‘Worklist’ and select to reveal a drop down list 
- Move the cursor to ‘Profile Review’ which will display a set of five lists (see Figure 

1) 
 

o ‘Case Work PP21’ 
o ‘Case Work PP21 (P3)’ 
o ‘Case Work Unknown’ 
o ‘Case Work +Ref’ 

 
 The above first three steps can be by-passed by adding ‘sm’ in the search bar on the main 
menu and entering; this will navigate to the screen displayed in Figure 1 

 
 The Review Worklists are described in section 4.2. 
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Figure 1 – Navigating to Profile Review Worklists 
 

 
A specific sample can be located by entering the barcode into the search bar 

 located on a number of screens within the FR; eg, ‘Main 
Menu’, and ‘Worklist’ tab.   
 
The sample will open on either the case management or sample management side of the 
FR depending on whether the search bar utilised was on the case management or sample 
management tab.   
 
Figure 2a displays the result of a sample search opened on the case management side 
(note, image is a portion of the full page) and Figure 2b shows the result of a sample 
search opened on the sample management side. 
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Figure 2a – Sample Search via Search Bar (Case Management side) 

 
 

     
Figure 2b - Sample Search via Search Bar (Sample Management side) 
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Alternatively, a barcode search aid 

is located on the upper left hand 
side of all sample management and review worklists.  Entering a specific barcode and 
pressing enter will navigate to the page on which the sample is located.  This function will 
take the scientist to the specific page but will not highlight the sample amongst the list.  
Where multiple pages exist in the review worklist, a specific page can be navigated to by 
clicking on the downward facing triangle to the left of the above barcode search field.  
 

 
4.2 Profile Review Worklist Displays 

The profile review worklists are configured to display information about the sample to 
enable ease of review.  Figure 3 defines this information.  
 
Note - PP21 and the Unknown review worklists have been developed in the same format 
with the same business rules. 
 

 
 

Figure 3 - Review Worklist Displayed Information 
 
 

-  Identification information of the sample 

-  Allocated reviewer for an entire case – if a Profile Analyst has not been 
allocated to complete the review of all samples, this field will be blank 

-  Profile Analyst who performed the profile data analysis 
-  Information used to prioritise the sample on the worklist.  The date and time is 

the date and time of the first Exhibit Report entry added against the sample.  For the 
majority of instances this will coincide with the exhibit report entered by an Evidence 
Recovery staff member.  

-  Summary of the DNA profile interpretation as a function of the result in the 
‘Contributors’ field in the ‘Profile Interpretation’ table on the profile data analysis 
screen, combined with NCIDD upload information – Table 1 shows the possible 
entries.   

o Samples in the form of reference samples received for Paternity evaluation, 
will be highlighted with ‘PATERNITY’ in the ‘Type’ field (see green circle in 
Figure 3).  Product of Conception (POC) samples will not display on a PDA 
worklist with this ‘Type’  
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‘Contributors’ + ‘+NCIDD’ = Profile Type 
1 No tick SS 

NP No tick SS 
PU No tick SS 
1 Tick SSNCIDD 

2 or 3 No tick MIX 
2 or 3 Tick MIXNCIDD 

CX No tick COMPLEX 
Table 1 – ‘Type’ Information 

 
-  Information within the ‘Notes’ section on the PDA page added by the Profile 

Analyst will be viewed in this field.  Example; ‘15’ pk @ D16 considered as high 
stutter’ or ‘CMPU – sub thresh info @ D21’ 

-  Information regarding the progress of the sample through sample management 
is captured from the ‘Exhibit Testing’ table on the case management side of the FR 

 
4.3 Sample Order, Filtering Results and Populating and Removal from a Worklist 
 The worklists are configured to display samples in the following order: 

- Samples that you are the nominated reviewer followed by; 
- Priority – priority 1, priority 2, and 3 in a descending order, followed by; 
- Date and time to further separate those samples of the same priority, in descending 

order 
o The date and time is the date and time of the first entry added to the “Exhibit 

Testing/Examination” table; eg, ‘In-tube check’, ‘Result’, ‘Notation’ 
 
4.3.1 Filtering Samples on the Review Worklists 

The PDA review worklists are able to be filtered so that only DNA profiles of a specific 
category are viewed. 
 
This is achieved with a few simple tile selections as described in the following: 
 

- Navigate to the tiles in the top righthand corner of the table (See Figure 4) 
 

 
Figure 4 - Tiles for Filtering 

 
 

- Select one of the tiles, eg, the [SSNCIDD] tile = this will filter the worklist and only 
display those DNA profiles which have been assessed as a single source profile 
allocated to be uploaded to NCIDD (see Figure 5).  This can be completed for all 
types of profiles listed in Table 1 of this document. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5 - Filtered Worklist = SSNCIDD 
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- To display all DNA profiles again, select the [ALL] tile 
 

 
4.3.2 Population and Removal of Samples from a Review Worklist 

A sample will populate a review worklist when a ‘Profile Review’ process is ordered by the 
Profile Analyst.  This process will also trigger the removal of the sample from the PDA 
worklist.   

  
 Samples will be removed from the review worklists by one of the following rules: 
 

1. Validating the ‘Profile Review’ in the Exhibit Testing table 
2. Clicking on the ‘[CLICK TO REWORK]’ field in the ‘Profile Review’ result when 

ordering further processing, see Figure 36 
3. Incorrecting the ‘Profile Review’ 

 
 
4.4 Exhibit Report Review 
 

The review and validation of results transfers evidentiary information to the clients via the 
validation of report line(s) for an exhibit.  This process involves the review of various 
aspects of profile interpretation which include: 
 

• External notes/information 
• Exhibit image(s) 
• Exhibit descriptions 
• Examination/processing 
• DNA profile interpretation 
• Report line(s) 

 
 
4.4.1 Notes and Information 

External notes/information such as QP127, and Government Medical Officer (GMO) notes 
will be stored against a ‘Case File Notation’ usually created by a Property Point staff 
member.  This information can be located by selecting the ‘Case Management’ tab and 
searching for a ‘Note’ that is linked to the specific exhibit you are reviewing.  The following 
steps outline this process: 
 
 
SAIK – GMO notes 

 
- Select the ‘Case Management’ tab,  
- Navigate to the entry with ‘Report Type’ NOTE and the comment ‘SAIK medical 

notes’ or equivalent (see Figure 6). 
- Click on the ‘Forensic Officer’ ID associated to the record to reveal a ‘Case Report’ 

page with the GMO notes as a ‘.pdf’ file (see Figure 7) 
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Figure 6 - GMO Notes Navigation 

 
 

 
Figure 7 - GMO Notes '.pdf' 

 
- Click on the ‘.pdf’ to open the GMO notes 
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4.4.2 Image(s) 
The review of exhibit images/photos is completed by Evidence Recovery staff, where any 
discrepancy is investigated and resolved (see section 4.4 of QIS: 33771 ‘Examination of in-
tube sample (Forensic Register)’.  However, it is good practice for the Reviewing Scientist 
and the Profile Analyst to check this information as well. 
 
All exhibits received within the laboratory will have images loaded to the FR by the QPS 
officers of the packaging and where applicable the exhibit.  The images will be located in 
the ‘Exhibit Images’ table, on the ‘Exhibit Record’ page of an exhibit (see Figure 8).  These 
images should be assessed to ensure they meet the requirements of the laboratory; image 
quality, correct image attached to the record and the description matches that registered in 
FR. 
 
 

 
Figure 8 - Exhibit Images 

 
 
Where additional images are required for quality aspects or as part of an examination they 
will be added to the FR in a number of ways dependent on the sample type.  
 
In-tube Samples 
 
For in-tube samples, additional photos will be added against a ‘Notation’ by an Evidence 
Recovery staff member.  If a ‘Notation’ has been added it will be located in the ‘Exhibit 
Testing’ table, see Figure 9. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 9 - Further Images 
 
 
The image can be viewed by clicking on the ‘JPG’ in the ‘Testing’ column against the 
‘Notation’ or by following the steps listed below. 
 

- Click on the Date/Time stamp 
 

- Click on the JPG attachment to view the additional image; see Figure 10 
 

- The ‘Notes’ table will detail the reasoning for an extra image; see Figure 10 
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Figure 10 - Additional Image 
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Whole Items 
 
Whole items include, but are not limited to, a Sexual Assault Investigation Kit (SAIK), a 
package containing multiple cigarette butts, or a piece of fabric required for semen analysis.  
Where additional images are required these will be added in the following ways: 
 
Extra photos of packaging, or general images taken of the exhibit will be stored in the 
‘Exam Images’ table within the Examination List table on the case management side of the 
FR.  The following steps detail how to locate this information: 
 

- Click on the ‘Forensic Officer’ ID of an entry (see Figure 11) 
- Navigate to the ‘Exam Images’ table (see Figure 12) 

o Click on an image to open the image 
 
 

 
Figure 11 - Stored Image(s) 

 
 

 
Figure 12 - Exam Images 

 
 
Alternatively, the same entry can be listed under the ‘Examination Summary’ tab, along with 
all other ‘Examination/Reports associated to the case.  To view these images complete the 
following steps: 
 

- Select the ‘Examination Summary’ tab to display ‘Examination/Reports’ table (see 
Figure 13) 

- Where multiple entries exist against an Occurrence Number, locate the item of 
interest (see red box) 

- The icon (green circle) indicates that images exist under this entry 
- Click on the employee ID associated to the entry to display the image(s) 
- Images will be located in the ‘Exam Images’ table (see Figure 12) 
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Figure 13 - Whole Item Images (SAIK) 

 
 
Images detailing screening results will be added against a ‘Notation’ or a specific 
‘Technique/Result’, both of which can be located in the ‘Exhibit Testing’ table.   
 
In general, a photo displaying an AP positive area on a fabric will be added against a 
‘Notation’ whereas an image displaying microscopic information will be added against the 
‘Microscopic’ technique. The following example using a High Vaginal swab details how to 
locate and view an image associated to a ‘Microscopic’ examination: 
 

- Navigate to the ‘Exhibit Testing’ table (see Figure 14) 
- Click on the ‘Date/Time’ stamp against the ‘Microscopic’ technique or result 

o This will open the microscopic result 
- Navigate to the ‘JPG’ attachment (see Figure 15) 
- Click on the ‘JPG’ to open the image 

 
 

 
Figure 14 - Microscopic Result Image 
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Figure 15 - Microscopic Result 'JPG' 

 
Note, the same steps will be used to view an image associated to a ‘Notation’ – simply look 
for a ‘Notation’ in the Exhibit Testing table. 
 

4.4.3 Descriptions 
Labelling information can be cross referenced, by comparing the information contained on 
the exhibit package from an image(s) to the information located on the ‘Exhibit Record’ or 
‘Exhibit Detail’ tables. 
 
Packaging photos containing labelling or an adhesive label with the item description can be 
found as per information in section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 of this document. 
 
Where discrepancies exist, which have not been highlighted, follow the process detailed in 
section 4.4.15. 

 
 
4.4.4 Review of Examination 

Although a review of the examination will have been completed by Evidence Recovery, it is 
important to assess the examinations performed on each exhibit/sample in conjunction with 
examination strategies, where applicable, formulated from the history of the case. 
   
This section will describe where to find examination information, strategies and records for 
exhibits.  The following sections will focus on a whole exhibit with sub-samples such as a 
Sexual Assault Investigation Kit (SAIK), and a simpler exhibit, an in-tube. 
 
SAIK  
 
A SAIK consists of multiple components which if required for DNA profiling will be 
registered into a stand-alone exhibit for reporting purposes.  Each of these components will 
have their own examination records with the SAIK containing information/records such as 
notes, packaging details, additional images and an examination strategy, discussed in 
section 4.4.1.   
 
The review of a SAIK, from a paperless perspective, will usually commence from a sub-
sample which has populated a review list.  The following will explore the review of a SAIK 
starting with the High Vaginal swab, progressing to navigating through the FR to gain 
information about the SAIK and the individual components. 
 
- High Vaginal swab (HVS)  
 
Entering the HVS from the ‘Profile Review Worklist – PP21’ will display the HVS summary 
screen (see Figure 16).  
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Figure 16 – HVS Summary Screen 

 
From this screen the reviewer can access examination information about the sample: 
 

-   click on the barcode to get to the ‘Exhibit Record’, which contains information 
such as: 

 
o ‘Exhibit Movement’ – storage information 
o ‘Examination List’ – details of the examination; date, time, duration, forensic 

officer, etc 
o ‘Link Chart’ - shows all associations to original exhibit, eg, SAIK barcode, 

other sub-samples and barcodes generated during the evidence recovery 
and analytical processes – Figure 17).  Navigate to the SAIK or associated 
sub-samples by hovering over the barcode and clicking 

o ‘Exhibit Testing’ table – discussed below 
 

 
Figure 17 - Link Chart 
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-  Evidence Recovery testing and results can be viewed by clicking on the 
‘Date/Time’ stamp associated to the specific technique.  The procedure under QIS: 
34298 ‘Validation of Examinations (Forensic Register)’ discusses how the exhibit 
examination validation process occurs and lists all relevant standard operation 
procedures in the ‘Associated Documentation’ section  

 
o ‘Item Exam’ process will display information about the examination 

conducted on the HVS, including a physical description of the item, 
consumable ‘Lot No’, sample priority, examining scientist (‘Change Log’) and 
the reviewing scientist (see Figure 18) 

o ‘Microscopic’ process will display information about the microscopic 
examination performed (see Figure 19) 
 A ‘JPG’ file may be attached as displayed by the information circled in 

blue 
o ‘Result’ will display result line information for the item (see Figure 20) 
o ‘Analytical Note’ process will display notes entered by Evidence Recovery for 

downstream Analytical processing (see Figure 21) 
 
 
 

 Figure 18 - Item Exam 
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Figure 19 – Microscopic Process Records 
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Figure 20 – Result Line 
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Figure 21 - Analytical Notes 

 
-  Analytical processes undertaken on the sample will be recorded in the ‘Exhibit 

Testing’ table.  The process along with the batch ID will be displayed  
 

o The individual batch can be selected to open the batch to reveal information 
about the sample position, operator, batch status, and consumables  

 
-  The ‘Exhibit Movement’ table shows the storage of the HVS sample within the 

laboratory 
  
- SAIK (whole exhibit) 
 
Information pertaining to the SAIK can be viewed by navigating to the SAIK barcode via one 
of the following steps: 
 

-  cut and paste the parent barcode into the search field; top righthand corner of 
page OR 
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- Click barcode of HVS  which displays the ‘Exhibit Record’ page and from here 
o navigate to the ‘Link Chart’ and click on the SAIK barcode 
o click on the ‘Exhibit Register’ tab and search for the SAIK barcode and select 

  
 
Once on the SAIK page, testing/results can be viewed by clicking on the ‘Date/Time’ stamp 
associated to the specific information required within the ‘Exhibit Testing’ table (see Figure 
22):   
 

 
Figure 22 – Exhibit Testing table 

 
 

- SAIK examination strategy by clicking the ‘Notation’ technique (see Figure 23) 
  
 

 
 

Figure 23 – SAIK Exam Notes 
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- Packaging and seal information by clicking on the ‘Item Exam’ technique/process 
(see Figure 24) 
 
 

 

 
Figure 24 - SAIK Packaging Details 

 
 
 

- Examination summary by clicking on the ‘Forensic Officer’ ID in the ‘Examination 
List’ table (see Figure 25) 
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Figure 25 - Examination Summary (SAIK) 
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4.4.5 Exhibit Overview of the Case 

An overview of all exhibits and samples associated to the case can be displayed in a 
number of ways.  This information is located on the case management side of the FR from 
the ‘Exhibit Register’ tab. 
 
 Clicking on the ‘Exhibit Register’ tab will display an exhibit list of all exhibits (scene samples 
and reference samples) for the case regardless of whether that item has been received at 
the laboratory or not.  See Figure 26; note that the information has been taken from a 
training case and will not display items collected by QPS not transferred to the laboratory. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 26 - Exhibit List 
 
 
Information specific to Forensic DNA Analysis processing can be viewed by the following 
steps: 
 

- Click onto the ‘Exhibit Register’ tab to enable the dropdown menu 
 

- Navigate to ‘DNA Analysis’ which will open another dropdown menu 
  

- Select one of the following options (See Figure 27) 
 

o ‘All Exhibits’ – displays all exhibits, sub-samples (spin basket, slide, 
supernatant and epithelial fractions where applicable) 
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o ‘Single Source’ – filters list to display DNA profiles nominated as a single 
source at the GMIDx plate reading phase 

o ‘Mixed Source’ – filters list to display DNA profiles nominated as a mixture at 
the GMIDx plate reading phase 

o ‘Undefined’ – filters to display DNA profiles with no or incorrect GMIDx 
comments 

o ‘Reference’ – filters list to display reference samples associated to the case 
o ‘Evidence Cert – Profiles’ and ‘Evidence Cert – Analysis’ are discussed in 

section 8 
o ‘Case File – Preview’ – generates a combined pdf of all DNA profiles within 

the case  
o ‘Image Report’ – displays all images taken and stored by FSS staff 

 
 

 
Figure 27 - DNA Specific Item Information 

 
  
 
Alternatively, the FR displays a web of information titled ‘Link Chart’.  This can be opened 

by clicking on the icon (see Figure 28) on all exhibits received for testing on the 
following pages: 
 

- Exhibit Testing page on the sample management side 
 

- Exhibit Testing page on the case management side 
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Figure 28 – Link Chart 

 
 
 
4.4.6 Interpretation of the DNA Profile 

It is important to perform an independent assessment of the DNA profile prior to reviewing 
the result obtained by the Profile Analyst.  Procedures for the interpretation of a DNA profile 
are not included in this document, however, guidelines for the scientific interpretation of 
DNA profiling results can be found in QIS: 17117 ‘Procedure for Case Management’. 
 
Information required to perform DNA profile interpretation within the FR is located within 
QIS: 33773 ‘Procedure for profile data analysis using the Forensic Register’.  This 
document will highlight the functions and areas within the FR to gather the information to 
perform DNA profile interpretation and review. 
 
Table 2 is a list of areas and functions within the FR used to complete DNA profile 
interpretation and the corresponding section within document QIS: 33773.  
 

   
Function Information  Section 
Basic PDA function # of Contributors; DNA profile resolution 

and upload; Reference comparison;  
5 

Quality control Analytical batches; status indicators 6.1 
GeneMapper ® Record Profile PDF; GeneMapper information; 

amendments to the Genemapper file 
6.2 

 
Table 2 - PDA Information Repository 
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4.4.7 Further Processing of the DNA Profile 
During the assessment of a DNA profile the reviewer may consider that further 
processing/reworking is required to either gain more information from the sample, check a 
specific component of a DNA profile or update the profile interpretation based on the receipt 
of a reference sample, conditioned mixture interpretation.  If this is a consideration, then a 
discussion between the Profile Analyst and the Reviewer will follow.  If it is decided that no 
further testing is required and the reasons are clear then the review is to continue without a 
note.   
 
A note can be added to the ‘Notes’ or ‘Sample Notes’ field on the PDA page if there is a 
specific piece of information about the profile that will aid in future interpretation/reporting of 
the DNA profile. 
 
Where it is decided that further processing is required, the Profile Analyst will order the 
appropriate rework as per section 11.2 within QIS: 33773.  An accompanying note can be 
added to the ‘Notes’ field on the PDA page if desired. 
In order to remove the sample from the review list the Profile Analyst will click on the 
‘[CLICK TO REWORK]’ (see Figure 36) button in the Profile Review process located on the 
Exhibit Testing table. 
 
Reporting results after the completion of further processing or an interpretation update, 
specifically conditioned mixture interpretation, ensure the first result line is “Sample 
Undergone Further Testing” or applicable as per QIS: 34229 ‘Explanation of Exhibit Results 
for FR’.  In this situation, the original result has been superseded and it is a requirement 
that the full complement of result lines describing the updated result are to be added. 

 
4.4.8 Calculations and Notations 

 
4.4.8.1 Calculations 

 
A calculation will be entered at plate reading stage where a VAR/OLA/ULP/XOVER is 
calculated.  This information will be located as a ‘Calculation’ in the ‘Exhibit Testing’ table, 
see section 11.7 in QIS: 33773.  In most situations, this result will be validated however on 
occasion the original calculation may have been edited by the Profile Analyst and will 
require validation – details of which can be found in section 11.7, QIS: 33773. 
 
For a DNA profile which has been determined to be ‘Complex Unsuitable’ and has a 
‘Calculation’, the Profile Analyst is to add a comment such as “Complex profile, calculation 
review not performed” against the ‘Calculation record.  This comment is to be inserted at 
the top of the ‘Comments’ field so it is easily seen by the Reviewer. 
 

4.4.8.2 Notations 
 
A ‘Notation’ can be used to record notes against a sample and should be checked by the 
Reviewer for extra information about the sample being reviewed.  This information will be 
located as a ‘Notation’ in the ‘Exhibit Testing’ table, see section 11.8 in QIS: 33773.  Note, 
a ‘Notation’ will self-validate.  
 

4.4.9 Profile Data Analysis Page Information 
 
Once an independent interpretation of the DNA profile has been completed, the Reviewing 
Scientist will compare the information entered on the PDA page by the Profile Analyst.   
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Any information within the PDA page highlighted as being potentially incorrect needs to be 
discussed with the Profile Analyst.  If the Profile Analyst is unavailable at the time the 
Reviewing Scientist can add a note to the ‘Notes’ field within the PDA page to highlight to 
other reviewers that this sample is being managed.  This information will be visible in the 
‘PDA Notes’ field within the review worklists (see  Figure 3). 
 
This information is summarised in Table 3 and shows links to the associated sections 
within QIS: 33773. 
 

Profile Interpretation – PDA page Information Section 

Profile Analysis 

All batches visible; 
All batches have a green square or a red 
square with appropriate batch 
acknowledgements * 
PDFs available 
Edits to GMIDx file accompanied with notes 

 

Profile Interpretation Table 

Number of contributors;  
STRmix decon available (if applicable); 
Resolved Profiles match decon output 
information 

7 

Profile Record Table 

Profile Interpretation; 
FR Database matching;  
Nomination of upload;  
Suffix added to all copied down profiles 

8 

Case Profiles Table 

Reference samples associated to case 
(indicators  or displays when DNA 
profile available and validated and if a crime 
scene sample has been nominated for upload 
that matches the reference sample; 
  
Unknown profiles nominated uploaded to 
NCIDD ( ); 
 
Associations between Unknown profiles and 
Reference Samples completed where 
applicable; 
 
Matching DNA Intel samples added to CPT 
where applicable 

9 

Sample Notes Details about the DNA profile and DB search 
information  

Notes Information about DNA profile; eg, ‘Complex – 
D18’  

 
Table 3 - PDA information 

 
* Where a batch comment has not been reviewed by the Profile Analyst, the Review 

Scientist is to acknowledge the batch comment.  If there is a critical element that could 
have affected the sample processing or interpretation strategy and there is no note from 
the Profile Analyst, the Reviewing Scientist needs to discuss this with the Profile Analyst 
to ensure the point is covered.  A batch acknowledgement should then be added prior to 
the results being validated. 

  
4.4.9.1 Profile Interpretation and Profile Record Information Difference – PP21 vs P+ 
 

As of January 2018 all Priority 3 samples were amplified using the PowerPlex® 21 DNA 
amplification kit due to ProfilerPlus® DNA amplification reagents no longer being 
manufactured.  Information specific to Profiler® Plus processing has been retained in this 
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document as this information may still be required for sample management and or reporting 
purposes.  
 
When reviewing a P+ sample vs a PP21 sample there are some inclusions and absences of 
information the reviewer should be aware of, particularly when moving from P+ to PP21 
sample review and vice versa.   
 
The major difference in sample management between PP21 and P+ samples is the use of 
STRmix for PP21 and the translation of this information to the ‘Profile Interpretation’ table, 
the ‘Profile Record’ table and the ‘Case Profile table’.  The following information highlights 
these differences. 
 
‘Profile Interpretation’ and ‘Profile Record’ tables 
 
The difference in information contained within the P+ and PP21 pages is listed below as 
well as displayed in Figure 29 (P+) and Figure 30 (PP21). 
 

- Extra tile, ‘MiU’, in the P+ page 
- Use of STRmix pdf field in the PP21 page 
- Resolved/deconvoluted  contribution information in PP21 page 
- Mixture ratio between major and minor contributions in the P+ page 
- Different suffixes 

 

 
Figure 29 – P+ PDA Information 
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Figure 30 - PP21 PDA Information 
 
 
 Case Profile table 
 

The difference in information contained within the P+ and PP21 CPT can be seen within 
Figure 31 (P+) and Figure 32 (PP21): 
 
 
 

 
Figure 31 - P+ CPT 

 
 

 
Figure 32 - PP21 CPT 

 
 
4.4.10 Review of Result Line Information 
 

Result lines are a reflection of the interpretation of the DNA profile (discussed in 4.4.6 and 
4.4.9) and it is the responsibility of the reviewer to check that all the information in the PDA 
page has been translated into the appropriate exhibit results in the ‘Exhibit Testing’ table 
(see Figure 33) prior to release.   
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The following key ‘Records’ will serve as a check list for the reviewer to ensure all aspects 
of a DNA interpretation have been captured and ultimately communicated to the clients: 
 

• Result  = Information from the ‘Profile Record’ table (automatically entered by the 
FR) 

• Result(s)  = number of exhibit result lines to describe the DNA profile 

• NCIDD  = upload information (barcode with suffix) 
o The NCIDD line is important as validation of this line will drive the profile to 

the NCIDD worklist 

• Profile Review  = validation triggers the sample to be removed from the profile 
review worklist 

 
A list of the accepted result lines (Exhibit Results) and their expanded comments are 
located in QIS: 34229 ‘Explanation of Exhibit Results for FR’.  Section 18 within QIS: 33773 
explains how to enter a result line.  Figure 33 is an example of expected result lines for a 
given DNA profile interpretation. 
 

 
Figure 33 - Result Line Example (Single source upload) 

 
 
Likewise, the FR has a built in Review Robot which can be utilised to check that the 

appropriate result lines have been entered.  The Review Robot icon  is situated at the 
top righthand corner of the PDA page and Exhibit Report page and when clicked, will open 
a table titled “Exhibit Profile Result Mnemonics Check”, see Figure 34. 
 
 

   
 

Figure 34 - Review Robot table 
 
A green tick associated to a result line, as displayed in Figure 34, indicates that the correct 
result line has been added for the DNA profile interpretation.  A red cross against a line 
indicates that the incorrect result line has been added and that reassessment of that result 
is required.  An example can be seen in Figure 35. 
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Figure 35 - Review Robot table (Incorrect Results) 

 
 

Once the Reviewer confirms the DNA profile assessment and is satisfied all result lines 
have been entered are correct, the result can be validated.  Review of the results is 
completed by the following process: 
 

- Click on the ‘Date and Time’ stamp associated to the ‘Profile Review’ record.   
 
- This will display a ‘Testing/Analysis’ table with two validation bars (red) and one 

rework bar (grey) (see Figure 36) 
 

o Clicking the ‘[CLICK TO VALIDATE ALL]’ will allow the reviewer to validate 
all results in one go, including NCIDD records 

o ‘[CLICK TO VALIDATE]’ will validate the line that has been entered on.    
 

- Once the appropriate red validation tab has been clicked the [CLICK TO VALIDATE] 
bar will change to green and display [VALIDATED] (see Figure 37) 
 

o ‘Date/Time’ stamp along with the identification of the reviewer will appear 
underneath the [VALIDATED] bar (see Figure 37) 
 

- In turn the previous orange square against the result(s) will change green to signify 
that the result(s) has been validated (see Figure 38) 

 
Upon validation of the ‘Profile Review’ result the sample/DNA profile will be removed from 
the profile review worklist. 
 
Note – When reviewing an NCIDD delete result line, ensure the “Linked No” field is left 
blank.  Information within this field will not allow the result line to be sent to QPS and 
prevents all other DNA profiling result lines from transferring to QPS. 
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Figure 36 - Testing/Analysis table 
 

 

 
 

Figure 37 - Validated Result Line (Validated Bar) 
 
 

  
 

Figure 38 - Validated Result Line (Square Indicator) 
 
 

Acknowledgement of Result by DRMU 
 
DNA results released to the QPS are reviewed by DRMU as part of the QPS quality 
assurance.  A statement can only be released when all results associated to the case have 
gone through this external review.  A result will be shaded green once this quality control 
has been complete, as per Figure 39. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 39 - Acknowledged Result Lines 
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A result line will only ever show the date and time the line was added, even after the result 
line has been validated.  Information regarding the Peer Review date can be found by 
completing the following steps: 
 

- Click on the barcode at the top left corner of either the PDA page or the Exhibit 
Testing (page displaying the result lines) page which will open a separate page 

- Scroll down to the table “FSS DNA Analysis” which has the validated result lines 
incorporating the review date, no time will be displayed, see Figure 40 

 

 
Figure 40 - Result Line Review Date 

 
 

4.4.11 Urgent (Priority 1) Requests 
 

Routine Urgent Requests 
 
The requests for urgent processing will come via Inspector of DNA Management Unit (or 
higher) and are forwarded to the Managing Scientist and Team Leaders. A phone call may 
accompany these requests. Details regarding the urgent request (eg. Number of samples, 
estimated arrival time, status of reference samples) should be forwarded to all Forensic 
DNA Analysis Management Team staff and Forensic Property Point supervisor where 
appropriate. The case will be allocated by the Reporting Supervising Scientists and 
appropriate Request/Tasks created in the FR. 

 
Urgent requests are for a 5-day turnaround time (TAT); however, Forensic DNA Analysis 
will attempt to release results within a 3-day TAT (ie. by 4pm on the third day of 
processing); however, this is dependent on the types of samples and examinations 
required, the time of receipt and the availability of other information eg. Item ownership 
information. The interval is until the time the initial result is reported. If the sample requires 
a rework, an appropriate result can be used to explain the preliminary result. These 
reworked samples should be reported as soon as they become available.  
 
If the urgent items are not in the possession of Forensic DNA Analysis, then Forensic 
Property Point staff must be alerted to the likely time of arrival and should communicate 
with Forensic DNA Analysis staff when the exhibits arrive. 
 
If a reference sample is received for the case, these should have the DNA priority elevated 
to enable a profile to be obtained before, or soon after the crime scene profile. 
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 NB. Priority 1 is used for client requested and internally-raised urgent processing. If 
internally-raised, approval from Supervising Scientist/Team Leader is required.  

   
 Urgent Result Communication on Friday (only) 
 

Iif priority 1 urgent sample results are likely to be available on a Friday, email DNA 
Management Unit (  in the morning with the relevant 
barcodes and expected time of release. Aim to release prior to the 3pm and call DNA 
Management if the results are likely to be released later than 3pm. 
  

 When results are reviewed, email DNA Management that results have been released and 
alert them whether there are actionable results, or not. Suggested wording is ‘the electronic 
transfer includes actionable results’ or ‘the electronic transfer includes non-actionable 
results’ depending on whether there are results for comparison or not. 

   
 Streamlining to Reporting Urgent Samples 
 

A streamlining strategy may be employed in consultation with a line manager. It is useful 
when a large number of urgent samples are being processed at the same time. 
 
If we receive a number of urgent samples for a case and the results are all indicative of the 
same unknown profile, select the most suitable and probative profile for interpretation and 
loading to NCIDD and any matches will be reported on this sample within the urgent 
timeframe. Liaise with the QPS to determine if these remaining results can be downgraded 
to High Priority (Priority 2) status. This will enable the reporting scientists to allocate their 
time to interpreting and reporting other urgent samples. The allocated scientist will ensure 
the results for all downgraded samples are reported in a timely manner. 
 
A reference sample from the complainant, for example from a sexual assault, as well as 
ownership of the item is critical for the interpretation of any DNA results obtained. Without 
these, interpretation of the resulting DNA profiles is limited and may not provide information 
that can be loaded to NCIDD. If urgent samples are all indicative of the same unknown 
profile/s, and the reference sample of the complainant has not been received or is still 
undergoing processing, only the most suitable DNA profile will be chosen for interpretation 
in order to obtain a DNA profile loadable to NCIDD. This will enable critical information to be 
sent back to the QPS for the urgent case, and the reporting scientist to allocate their time to 
interpreting and reporting other urgent P1 samples. The result interpreted in the absence of 
the reference sample or ownership information will be re-interpreted and reported along 
with the remaining results once the reference sample is completed. 
 
These strategies will only be implemented on a case by case basis AFTER communication 
with Inspector DNA Management Unit, or S/Sgt DNA Results Management Unit. 

 
4.4.12 Incorrect Result/Record 
 

A ‘Result’, such as a result line, which has been ordered in error is unable to be deleted 
from the ‘Exhibit Testing’ table and can be dealt with in one of two ways.  If the ‘Result’ has 
not been validated it can be reused, ie, another result line entered.  If however the ‘Result’ 
has been validated it is to be incorrected which will be highlighted by a strike through 
rendering the line unable to be accessed. 
 
The same applies to a ‘Record’ such as an NCIDD record; it can be reused if not validated 
however if it is validated it will need to be incorrected.  
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An incorrect can be performed by the Reviewer or Profile Analyst only if the result has not 
been validated.  Where the result has been validated then the incorrect process has been 
restricted to staff at a HP5 level and above.   
 

 The correction process is described in section 13 within QIS: 33773. 
 
4.4.13 Suspect Checks 
 

Review and validation of a suspect check follows the same process as described in 
sections 4.4.4 and 4.4.9.  The differences are listed below: 
 

- The use of specific ‘Suspect Check’ result lines, listed in QIS: 34229  

- The Suspect check reference profile will not be displayed in the CPT  

- The STRmix file(s) is added to the FR under a ‘Notation’ or added to the result line, 
the latter is preferable  

 
4.4.14 Review of Exhibits Highlighted as Requiring No Further Testing 
 

Queensland Police may decide at any stage of DNA processing that testing is no longer 
required.  QPS will update the ‘Forensic Triage’ field to ‘No Testing Required’ which will 
automatically enter the ‘No further work required as per advice from QPS’ (NWQPS) result 
line against the exhibit. 
 
The process on how to action an exhibit that is no longer required for testing is described in 
Appendix 7. 
 

4.4.15 Request for Further Information 
 

If a discrepancy has been found not previously noted, this will need to be investigated prior 
to releasing the result.  Most discrepancies can be actioned by communicating with the 
relevant QPS Forensic Officer or a QPS Officer within the DNA Management Team via a 
“Request/Task” (see Figure 41 and Figure 42) or email - a Request/Task is the preferred 
method of communication.  A Request/Task is completed by the following: 

  
- From within a Forensic Case File Record (CM side) select the Case Management 

tab 

- Select Add Record   
- Select ‘Request/Task’ 
- Add the QPS Officer’s ID into the ‘Case Officer’ field 
- Select ‘Review’ from the ‘Request Type’ 
- Add notes to the ‘Comments’ section describing clarification being sought 

- Save the record   
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Figure 41 - Request for Information 

 
 

- Once saved the ‘Exhibit /Item’ table will appear   

- Associate the exhibit by selecting the icon within the ‘Exhibit/Items’ table and 
add the exhibit(s) barcode to the table 
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-  Save the record   (see Figure 42) 
 

  
Figure 42 - Adding Exhibit to Request for Information 

 
This request will be sent to the nominated QPS Officer for actioning, possibly via the same 
record.  This will add a flag to the Profile Analyst/Reviewers ‘Personal Work List’. 

  
 Request via ‘Email correspondence’ 
 

- This action can be completed from the ‘Exhibit Record’ of the sample in question 
within the Case Management side of the FR if corresponding with the Forensic 
Officer 

- Simply click on the email icon  associated to the QPS Forensic Officer in the 
‘Forensic Officer’ field 
 

- This will open up ‘Outlook’ and correspondence can be completed via the 
Queensland Health email system – write a short, concise description of the query 
and send 
 

-  Await return correspondance and document this within the FR 
 

Save the email as a pdf via the ‘Microsoft Print to PDF’ printing option and upload as a 
‘Notation’ against the case (ensure to add information to the ‘Comments’ section). 

 
4.4.16 Quantification Initiated Result Release 
 

Samples with no DNA detected, quantitation values <0.001ng/uL, will be released with the 
result line “No DNA Detected” and will be actioned as per process described in section 9.1 
of document QIS: 34064 ‘Miscellaneous Analytical Procedures and Tasks’.  All other 
samples with quantitation values >0.001ng/uL will be amplified.      

 
4.4.17 Miscellaneous Information Release 
 

Release of Quantitation Results – Quant and Hold Data 
 
Samples may be elected by QPS to be held after quantification, the results of which are 
used to assess other DNA processing techniques offered outside of the laboratory – most 
commonly utilised for cold case investigation where the samples are old. 
 
The process is initiated by a ‘Request/Task’ to either the Team Leader for Cold Cases if 
unallocated, or the case scientist.  The ‘Request/Task’ will list the samples that the “Quant 
& Hold” strategy applies.  These samples will be highlighted in the FR by the addition of a 
comment against the ‘Exhibit Notes & FSS Advice’ section such as “***Quant & Hold***” or 
similar.  The following steps for processing and result release will occur: 
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1. Evidence Recovery staff will add an ‘Analytical Notation’ with a comment alerting 
Analytical staff that the sample is to be held after the Quantification process is 
complete – “Quant and Hold” 

a. It is advised that the case manager follow up on the samples to ensure the 
Analytical Notation has been added to all samples listed in the initial request 
 

2. Collate quantitation information from all samples into Microsoft Excel with the 
following information – quantification information is located on the PDA page of the 
individual sample in the ‘Profile Analysis’ table under the column ‘ng/ µL’ 

a. Barcode 
b. Description of sample 
c. Total quantitation result (TSAQty) 
d. Male quantitation result (TYQty) 
e. Degradation Index (TSADegIndex) 
f. IPCCT 
g. Volume Remaining (extract volume which will default as ~80 µL) 

 
3. It is recommended the excel spreadsheet titled “Quant and Hold_09032021_Larkin”  

located G:\ForBiol\AAA Forensic Reporting & Intel\AAA Cold Cases_Missing 
Persons be used to collate the information requested 
 

4. The information is to be directed to QPS Homicide Cold Case Investigation Unit 
Forensic Co-ordinator via a ‘Request/Task’ 

a. It is important to create a new ‘Request/Task’ and not respond via the initial 
‘Request/Task’ as once the task is completed the information will disappear 
from the FR – information will exist for the officer initiating the ‘Request/Task’ 

b. Information to be reviewed prior to adding to the ‘Request/Task’ 
 

5. Reporting officer to add the result line “QPS Advise No Further Work Required – 
Results Available” (NWQPSR) at the same time as the ‘Request/Task’  

a. If the autogenerated result line “No DNA Detected” (NDNAD) or “DNA 
Insufficient for Further Processing” (DIFP) is added, NWQPSR is no longer 
required  
 

6. Reviewer to review result line at the same time the ‘Request/Task’ is sent  
 
 Information regarding the quantification process employed in the laboratory can be sourced 

via the procedure QIS: 34045 ‘Quantification of Extracted DNA using the Quantifiler® Trio 
DNA Quantification Kit’. 

 
 Covert Samples Authorised as Reference Samples 
 
 Certain cases, such as Cold Cases, may have a covert sample registered by QPS for use 

as a reference sample.  This sample will be identified as ‘covert’ by information added to 
the “Exhibit Notes & FSS Advice” field by QPS or in the absence of this information, a 
‘Notation’ added by FSS staff advising of the specific category. 

 
Results of any comparison are to be transferred to QPS via Intelligence Reports only – no 
exhibit results are to be sent.  See QIS: 33773 for full details. 
 
Release of results via email 
 
Where information is released via email, such as an Intel Report, minimum requirements 
are to be incorporated: 
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- Results must be as a PDF document 
- The phrase “The pdf document in this email is the report issued by Forensic and 

Scientific Services. Any other attachments or information provided is not considered 
to be the issued report.” must be added to the email.  

 
 
5 Statement of Witness 
 

An overview of the following process, from statement request through to report publication, 
has been created and saved as Appendix 1. 
 
A process for reporting and reviewing statements under ‘Working From Home’ conditions 
has also been created and saved as Appendix 9. 
 

5.1 Casefile Creation and Tracking 
 

A casefile should be available at the time of statement drafting.  If not, a request can be 
forwarded to the Administrative team using the generic Admin email account 

  The file is compiled by the Administrative Team as 
per instruction detailed in Section 9 of document QIS: 34248 ‘Administrative Team – Case 
File related duties using the Forensic Register’.  This section also lists the contents of the 
casefile created by Administrative staff. 

 
If however, the reporting scientist needs to create and register the casefile themselves, 
instructions are available in Section 9 of document QIS: 34248. 
 
Further images and other information can be printed from the FR following the processes 
referred to in section 9.6 and 9.7 of document QIS: 34248. 

 
5.2 Statement Request (REQUEST) 
 

A statement request is created to identify that a statement is required for the case.  A 
request can be completed with or without a ‘Case Officer’ in mind.  This may be initiated by 
entering a FR number, the Occurrence number or exhibit barcode located on a worklist, eg, 
‘Unallocated All’ list or by searching on an exhibit barcode and then navigating to the Case 
Management tab. 
 
This action will be used primarily by QPS to communicate that a statement is required but 
will also be used by a HP5, SSLU or case manager whenever the need arises – Addendum 
statement following receipt of additional reference sample(s) or crime scene sample(s); 
Evidentiary Certificate request; etc. 
 
Where multiple FRs exist under the one Occurrence number, SMU will replicate the 
statement request on each of the relevant FRs.  It is suggested that the reporting scientist 
check the ‘Related Case Files’ field within the ‘Forensic Case File Record’ tab for the 
existence of multiple FRs and where required create a ‘Statement Request’ for each FR.   
 
The following will focus on a request made to the reporting scientist.  Information 
concerning managing the statement request will be described in section 7 ‘Statement 
Worklists and Milestones’. 

 
5.2.1 Creating a Statement Request and Allocation to a Reporting Officer 
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This process will usually be initiated by the Queensland Police Service (QPS) or a HP5 or 
above, however, it can be completed by a reporting officer (HP4). 
  

- From within a Forensic Case File Record (QPS page) select the Case Management 
tab 

- Select Add Record   and the following will display (see Figure 43) 
 

 
 

Figure 43 - Statement Request 
 
 

- Select Request/Task which extends page content to display the following fields and 
complete the following fields 

- Complete the following fields (see Figure 44): 

o Case Officer – allocated case analyst if known  

o Date Required – due date for statement  

o Request Type – select Statement   

o Priority – select priority as appropriate  

o Job/Request Type – select Forensic DNA  and relevant case type  
 Note case type options will not appear until ‘Forensic DNA’ is 

selected 
 

  Note – fields  and  are not required to complete the request. 
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Figure 44 - Statement Request Fields to Complete 

 
 

- Save the record   
- This record can be later updated by selecting Edit and saving any changes 

 
When a record is saved a ‘request number’ (displayed below in red box of Figure 45) will be 
visible in the top right hand corner of the screen.  This number can be entered into a search 
field which will navigate to that specific request.   
 
Note – A ‘request number’ will be generated when saving any request. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 45 - Record number 
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 If a reporter is nominated, this request will populate the nominated reporters Personal Work 
List (PWL).  If a reporter is not nominated, the request will populate the ‘Unallocated 
statements’ list.  New requests, regardless of the type (case management, peer review) will 
be highlighted in the staff member’s PWL as per Figure 46.  The number within the red 
circle indicates the number of new requests.  

 

 
Figure 46 - PWL Highlight 

 
 

 Upon entering your PWL you may find numerous requests.  Figure 47 shows three such 
requests sorted on request date and displaying further details such as Occurrence number 
and FR number.  Two of these requests are for statement compilation and release. 

 

 
Figure 47 - Requests on PWL 

 
 

Note - Where multiple requests and records exist, the list can be filtered to sort specific tasks 
by clicking on the ‘Personal Work List tab and selecting the applicable result.  Clicking on the 
‘Personal Work List’ tab and selecting ‘Default List’ will bring back all Case Management 
entries. 

 
5.3 Statement Record (REPORT) 
 

The statement REPORT is the record of the task of writing a report being completed.  This 
record also stores the statement document and updates milestones involved in the creation 
of the statement. This record should be created by the person preparing/issuing the 
statement.   
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Note, the statement record creation applies to all types of reports; Statement of Witness, 
Addendum statement, Evidentiary Certificate and Intelligence Report.  Furthermore, the 
amount of statements able to be created against a case is limitless. 

 
5.3.1 Creating a report record 
 

- From within a Forensic Case File Record select the Case Management tab 

- Select Add Record  and the following will display (see Figure 48) 
 

 
Figure 48 - Creating Statement Record 

 
 

- Select Statement/Technical Report (see Figure 48) which extends page content  
 

- Complete the following fields (see Figure 49): 

o Case Officer – allocated Reporting Scientist  

o Date Required – due date for statement (optional)  

o Priority – select priority (optional)    
 

Add a description to the Comments field to aid in distinguishing linked RECORDs where 
multiple reports are requested eg, ‘Statement’ – further information is available in Section 
5.8 of this document  
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Figure 49 - Fields in Statement Record to Complete 

 
 

- Save the record   
 

 
Upon completion, this will create a record under the case management tab for that specific 
case, as displayed in Figure 50: 
 
 

 

 
Figure 50 - Statement Record under Case Management tab 

 
5.4 Drafting a Statement 
 
5.4.1 Updating Reporting Scientist Information 
 

When issuing a report it is important that the reporting scientist’s personal and professional 
information is visible on the front page of the statement.  This information should include the 
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full name of the Reporting Scientist, their qualification, membership to an applicable society 
and other relevant courses. 

 
 The following steps outline how to enter and or update this information: 
 

- Navigate to and enter the Personnel tab 
- On this screen enter your personal record by either entering your Employee No or 

Surname into the appropriate fields and press enter.  

o Alternatively, by clicking on the  icon this will achieve the same result 

- Select Edit Record  
 

Employee Name Update 
 
The FR only has fields for First Name and Surname however issuing a Statement of 
Witness and other report types requires that the full name of the Reporting Scientist is used 

- Add First and Middle name to the First Name field (see Figure 51) 
 

 

 
Figure 51 - Employee Name Update 

 
 
 Updating Professional Credentials 
 

- Navigate to the table titled Statement Preamble 
- Add information as a block of text (see Figure 52) 

 

 
Figure 52 - Professional Credentials 

 
 

- Save the record  
 

Open the statement, as per instructions in section 5.4.2.  The block of text within the 
‘Statement Preamble’ will be displayed as point 3 (see Figure 53).  
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Figure 53 - Statement Preamble 

 
 
Separate each portion of information into individual points – entering will create another 
numbered bullet (see Figure 54). 

 

 
Figure 54 - Statement Preamble Amended 

 
 

Now that the Reporting Scientist personal and professional information has been updated, 
it’s time to continue authoring the statement as per section 5.4.2. 
 

5.4.2 Drafting a Statement 
 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Once you have opened the statement template, save your statement 
as a word document before making any changes, as this will ensure the formatting is 
maintained. 

 
- Click on appropriate REPORT record in the Case Management tab 

- Select the Microsoft Word icon  to compile a draft statement 
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o The Microsoft Word icon will be available as soon as the record is created 
OR if unable to write the statement at that stage, at a later date navigate to 
the record under the case management tab and click on the Forensic Officer 
identifier associated to the entry labelled REPORT, see Figure 50 
 

- Open this document (statement may take a while to open and will be visible at the 
bottom left corner of the screen) 

 

  
 

- The statement is ready to open when the above display changes to the following 
image 

 

  
 
 

- Save the statement to an appropriate network drive as a ‘Word Document’ [default 
is a Rich Text Format (*.rtf] format, using the ‘defaultfilename_your initials’ 
 

- This document can be worked on at any stage as required until ready for uploading 
to the FR 

 
Certain information will be automatically pulled into the statement and include receipt 
information, the appendix, preamble information, examination information and the DNA 
profile interpretation.  This information should be reviewed to ensure that it is complete and 
correct.  Any additions or subtractions to this should be completed by the reporting scientist. 
 
Any additional details such as opinion evidence will be added by the reporting scientist.   
 
Appendix 8 contains suggested wording for reports created for results obtained using 
PowerPlex®21 and STRmix. 
 
Receipt Information 
 
Receipt information will be displayed in the draft statement automatically, however in the 
event this does not occur the following steps can be used to locate this information to add 
to the statement. 
 

- Navigate to the Exhibit Register tab and highlight the DNA Analysis drop down 
menu 
 

- Highlight the Evidence Cert – Analysis 
 

This will open a text document containing receipt information along with analytical batch 
information of all samples that have undergone processing within the laboratory.  Receipt 
information will be displayed at the top of this document.  Cut and paste the required 
information into the statement.   
 
Note, the barcodes associated to a receipt will also contain sample description which 
historically, was not displayed within the receipt information of the statement.  The reporting 
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officer has the option to remove this information and only have it display in the body of the 
report. 
 
Individuals Nominated for Report  
 
The FR has only one field for complainant nominations.  It is suggested that information 
within the Case Management tab be reviewed to see if there are extra individuals to be 
listed in the report.  QPS have also advised that it is acceptable to use ‘Regina’ as the 
primary complainant in the report where multiple individuals are listed. 

 
Appendix Information 
 
The appendix contains information on procedural overview and test methodology and 
replaces the need for a separate preamble and appendix, as completed in the past.  The 
appendix is automatically generated by the FR, however this information is not current and 
needs to be removed from the statement.  An appropriate appendix can be selected from 
Appendix 2 and content not applicable to the case removed. 
 
Appendix 2 has three appendices available for use in a statement specific to the DNA 
profiling system used and the STRmix version utilised. 
 
Examination Information 
 
Examination information such as screening and confirmatory tests specific to the case can 
be viewed by following the process detailed in section 4.4 of this document.  This 
information should be manually added to the statement as required. 

 
5.4.3 Uploading a Draft Statement 
 

- From within a Forensic Case File Record select the Case Management tab 
- Select the statement record identified as REPORT in the Report Type column by 

clicking on the Forensic Officer identifier (see Figure 55) 

 
Figure 55 - Uploading Draft Statement 

 

- On the Statement/Technical Report record select Edit Record  
- Upload the statement and select the ‘Draft Complete’ checkbox (see Figure 56) 
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Figure 56 - Uploading Draft Statement 

 
 

- Upload the document by using the Choose File option under Related File section 
OR by dragging the document from the stored location to the area to the right of the 
‘Choose File’ box (see Figure 57) 

 

 
Figure 57 - Uploading Document 

 
 

o Figure 58 depicts a draft statement successfully uploaded to the FR 
 

 
Figure 58 - Uploaded Draft Statement 

 

- Save the record  
 

The report record will be updated to show a ‘document’ icon indicating (Figure 59) that a 
document is available under this record.  

 
Figure 59 - Statement Record with Uploaded Document 

 
If the reporting and reviewing scientist decide that the review process will be completed 
externally to FR and no draft statement will be uploaded at this point, it is still important that 
the ‘Draft Complete’ box is ticked (see Figure 56) when the statement is ready to be 
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reviewed.  This is required for the creation of the REVIEW record outlined in section 5.5.1 
of this document. 
 

If this task is not complete then this field will not 
appear in the REPORT record and the reviewing scientist will be unable to create the 
REVIEW record. 

 
5.4.4 Requesting a Statement Review 
 

Once a draft statement has been completed the reporter is to create a request for ‘Review’.   
 
A REVIEW request can be created by completing the same process as detailed in 5.2.1 
with a modification – selecting ‘Review’ in the ‘Request Type’ field.  If the Reviewing 
Scientist is known, add the staff members details in the ‘Case Officer’ field (see Figure 60) 
otherwise leave blank.  Adding a date to the ‘Date Required’ field will ensure the case is 
added to the ‘Unallocated Review’ worklist in order of priority and will also highlight the date 
for statement release to a reviewing scientist on their Personal Worklist.  

 

 
Figure 60 - Requesting Statement Review 

Upon completion, this will create a record under the case management tab for that specific 
case (see Figure 61): 
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Figure 61 - Statement Review Record 

 
 
Where a reviewer is allocated, the request will populate the reviewers PWL and be 
displayed for their attention as follows (see Figure 62): 
 

 
Figure 62 - Statement Review Populates PWL 

 
 

Where a reviewer has not been nominated, upon saving, this request will populate the 
‘Unallocated Reviews’ worklist.  Case reviews can be self-allocated or allocated by a HP5 
or above and is completed by simply adding the reviewing scientist’s FR ID to the ‘Case 
Officer’ field (see Figure 60). 
 
 

5.5 Statement/Report Peer Review 
 

The statement peer review record will document the technical and administrative review 
completed on all aspects of examination, DNA analysis lab processing, DNA profile 
interpretation and the drafted statement.  All casefiles/statements require a peer reviewer 
before the information is able to be released. 
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5.5.1 Creating a Statement Peer Review Record 
 

This action is to be completed by the staff member assigned to perform the peer review and 
is detailed as follows: 
 

- Navigate to the REPORT record located under the Case Management tab, Figure 
63 and enter the REPORT record which will display as per Figure 64 

 
 

 
Figure 63 - Find REPORT record 

 
 

  

 
Figure 64 – Creation of REVIEW record 

  
 

- Click on add icon  associated to the ‘Add Statement (Peer Review)’ field, 
highlighted in the red box of Figure 64, to create a REVIEW record as displayed in 
Figure 65 
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Figure 65 - Statement Peer Review Record 

 
  

The ‘Statement (Peer Review)’ report type will be automatically checked. 
 

- Add your FR ID to the ‘Case Officer’ field 

- Add a note to the ‘Comments’ section – eg, Statement 

o this is optional but can aid to distinguish between REVIEW records where 
multiple reports exist for case 

- Save the record  

  
 The REVIEW record will now be associated to the REPORT record and be visible against 

the case under the ‘Case Management’ tab as per Figure 66. 
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Figure 66 - REVIEW record 

 
5.5.2 Accessing a Draft Statement 
 

- From within a Forensic Case File Record select the Case Management tab 
- Select the statement record identified as REPORT  (Figure 67) in the Report Type 

column 
o Be sure to select the right one where multiple REPORT records exist 

 
- Enter the record and select the drafted statement, displayed as a document icon 

(Figure 68), to download the draft statement 
 

 
Figure 67 - REPORT record 

 

 
Figure 68 - Draft statement for review 
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5.5.3 Perform the Review 
 

Perform a technical and administrative review as per the laboratory protocol as per 
document QIS: 34322 ‘Technical and Administrative Review of Records Created in the 
Forensic Register’. 
 
Note: This section is not intended to describe the requirements of a review, just where to 
find information to perform the review and where to record notes from said review. 

 
5.5.4 Recording Notes of Review 
 

Following the review of the statement and associated samples, the review and provision of 
feedback, where applicable, can be completed via the track changes function associated to 
Microsoft Word against the drafted statement.  Corrections regarding typographical errors 
through to technical observations and suggestions can be recorded against the draft 
statement as per the below steps.   
 
Note: If the draft statement review process has been completed using a hardcopy then this 
step is not applicable – this is the current preferred method of feedback within the 
laboratory. 

  
- Open the word document and add comments/suggestions using track changes 

(Figure 65) 
o Navigate to and click on the ‘Review’ tab in the tool bar of the word 

document  
o Navigate to the ‘Tracking’ group  
o Click on ‘Track Changes’  

  
- Save the amended document using the format defaultfilename_your initials_Review 

 
- Upload the reviewed document against the ‘REVIEW’ record as per the following: 

o From within a Forensic Case File Record select the Case Management tab 

o Select the REVIEW record, select Edit Record  
o Upload the document by using the Choose File option and browsing to the 

location where the reviewed document is temporarily stored OR by dragging 
the document from the stored location to this area on the page 

o Save the record  
 

Communication to inform the Reporting Officer that the draft is now available for 
assessment post review can be completed in person or email or you can transfer the review 
REQUEST through the FR which will populate the reporters personal work list.  The latter 
can be done by the following steps: 
 

- Navigate and enter the Review REQUEST  
- Amend the ‘Case Officer’ field to reflect the reporters FR ID 
- Add an appropriate comment to the ‘Comments’ section 

- Save the record  
 
 Bouncing the Review REQUEST between the reporter and reviewer can be completed 

indefinitely until the request has been marked as complete. 
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5.5.5 Reassessment of the Reviewed Draft Statement 
 

This process refers to the acceptance or rejection of comments/suggestions and 
corrections added by the reviewing scientist.  The following steps outline how to access an 
electronically reviewed draft statement.   
 

- From within a Forensic Case File Record select the Case Management tab 
- Select the statement record identified as REVIEW in the Report Type column 
- Select the Microsoft Word icon to download the draft statement (Figure 69) 

 
o Where multiple documents exist, select the latest version 

 

 
Figure 69 - Reviewed Document 

 
- Open document and assess suggestions/corrections 
- Save document and upload against the REPORT within the Case Management tab 

as per section 5.4.3 
 

Note:  This step can be repeated as many times as required until a final draft has been 
agreed upon by the reporter and reviewer. 

 
5.5.6 Completing a Peer Review Record 
 

This step is completed once the review process has been completed; eg, information within 
the statement has been accepted by both parties as being true and correct and the review 
of all exhibits completed.  Completing a REVIEW record drives the milestones displayed 
against the case within the Statement Review work list as detailed in section 7 ‘Statement 
Worklists and Milestones’. 
  

- From within a Forensic Case File Record select the Case Management tab 
- Select the peer review record identified as REVIEW in the Report Type column 

(Figure 70) 

  
Figure 70 - REVIEW record 
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- Select Edit Record   
 

- Change the Case Officer ID to reflect the reporting officer (Figure 71) 
o Will allow the completion information to be transferred to the REPORT record  
 

- Select the Tech Review Complete and Peer Review Complete checkboxes (see 
Figure 71) 

 

 
Figure 71 - REVIEW Record 

 

- Save the record  (Figure 72) 
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Figure 72 - Saved Details in REVIEW Record 

 
 
 
Information from the completion of the REVIEW record will transfer to the associated 
REPORT record.  As shown in Figure 73, the ID of the reviewer and the date the record 
was completed will be displayed in the REPORT record. 
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Figure 73 - Review Information Transferred to Report Record 
 
 

- Update the REVIEW REQUEST as per 5.5.7. 
 
 
5.5.7 Completing the Review Request 
 

Once a task has been completed, the request within the FR must be completed.  This 
action drives the milestones for the case within the Active Case Files work list as detailed in 
Section 7.1.3.  This is completed by the following steps: 
 

- Navigate to the Case Management tab and select REQUEST (Review Request) 

- Select Edit Record  
 

- Check the following boxes (Figure 74): 

o   Request Complete 

o  Tech Review Complete 

o  Admin Review Complete 
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Figure 74 - Completion of Review REQUEST 

 

- Save the record  
 
5.6 Statement Finalisation 
 

When the reporting and reviewing scientists have agreed that a statement is ready for 
release, the document is to be published in the Forensic Register before the original is sent 
to the client.  This process is completed by the Reporting Scientist in conjunction with the 
Administrative Team.   
 
Information regarding publishing a statement and finalising a REPORT record can be found 
in document, QIS: 34249 ‘Forwarding Statements and Evidentiary Certificates for Cases 
within the Forensic Register’. 

 
5.6.1 Printing the Final Statement 
 

The Reporting Scientist is to print the final statement.  The Reporting and Reviewing 
Scientist are to sign the relevant sections on the statement; ‘Case Analyst’ and ‘Peer 
Analyst’ fields respectively and the bottom of each page including the ‘Justices Act 1886’ 
section.  The signed, final statement will be added to the casefile and transferred to the 
Administrative team to complete the publishing of the statement. 
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The casefile is to be tracked to the ‘Admin In-tray – Statements’ as per the tracking process 
detailed in Section 19.1 and Appendix 7 of the document QIS: 33773. 
 

5.6.2 Publishing a Statement and Completing the REPORT Record 
 

Once the final version of the report is completed and is ready for release to the QPS, the 
following process will be completed by an Administrative Officer:  
 

- Scan a copy of the signed document (PDF) for publishing – section 6.6, QIS: 34249 
- Upload the PDF copy of the statement to the FR – section 6.8, QIS: 34249 
- Transfer of the hardcopy, original, signed statement to the applicable external 

officers, DPP, QPS – section 7, QIS: 34249 
 
Publishing the statement completes the REPORT record and also drives the milestones for 
the case within the Statement Review work list as detailed in section 7.1.4. 
 
If however, publishing of the statement is to be completed by the reporting scientist, the 
following process shows how to complete this task. 
 
 

- Navigate to the Case Management tab and select the REPORT record – displays as 
per Figure 75 

- Select Edit and select the Results Published checkbox 
 

- Upload the signed PDF as per section 5.4.3 
o To PDF the report, scan the document on a photocopier with scanning 

capabilities.  Send the PDF of the signed report to your email and upload the 
file to the FR  
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Figure 75 - Completion of REPORT Record 

 

Save the record  
 

5.6.3 Completing the Statement Request 
 

Once the statement has been signed and has been sent to the Administrative team to 
publish, the Statement REQUEST must be completed by the Reporting Scientist.  This 
action drives the milestones displayed against the case within the Active Case Files work 
list as detailed in Section 7.1.3.  This is achieved by the following steps: 
 

- Navigate to the Case Management tab and select the ‘Review Request’ REQUEST 
– displays as Figure 76 

- Select Edit   
 

- Check the following boxes: 

o   Request Complete 
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o  Statement Complete 
 

 
Figure 76 - Completion of Review REQUEST 

 
5.7 Request for Multiple Reports 
 

In the event multiple reports (eg, Statement of Witness and Evidentiary Certificate) are 
requested at the same time, these can be listed under the one request.  However, each 
report requires an individual REPORT and REVIEW record.  This will allow greater flexibility 
in the event: 
 

- Multiple reviewers or reporters are required due to differing competencies 
- One of the reports is requested to be released prior to the other reports 

 
5.8 Distinguishing between Multiple REQUESTs and RECORDs 
 

In the event multiple records and requests exist within a case eg, statement along with an 
Evidentiary Certificate, it is suggested the following approach be applied to aid in 
distinguishing linked requests and records. 
 
When creating a request or record, the officer should add a ‘title’ in the Comments section 
appropriate to the report being completed.  The addition of a title against each 
REQUEST/RECORD is recommended to aid in distiguishing between reports within the 
Case Management  tab, described in section 5.3.1, Figure 49.  This is achieved by adding 
a specific title in the Comments section when selecting the Report Type (see below). 
 
A RECORD or REQUESTcan be edited at any stage to add a comment and will display as 
per Figure 77. 
 

 
Figure 77 - Distinguishing between Reports 
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5.9 Reallocation of Reporting Scientist and or Reviewing Scientist 
 

Where the reporting scientist and/or reviewing scientist are no longer able to complete the 
task, new scientists will be allocated.   
 
Reallocation can be completed on the associated REQUEST by changing the ‘Case Officer’ 
field to the new reporter/reviewer – see section 5.2.1.  A RECORD on the other hand is 
unable to be amended and will require that the existing RECORD be closed off.  
Technically, this is unable to be achieved therefore the next best thing is for the original 
reporter/reviewer to add a comment to the RECORD to state the report/review is being 
completed by another scientist.  
 
The scientist/reviewer can add a comment to the effect “Statement reallocated for 
reporting/reviewing” as per point 4 of section 5.3.1, Figure 49. 
 

 
6 Filtering of Report Types within a Case 
 

Every request, record, note, etc created for a case can be viewed by clicking on the Case 
Management tab within a case.  This list of Report Types can get congested and trying to 
find a specific record, request or communication can be difficult.  This is overcome by 
filtering on the Report Type by completing the following: 

 
- Click on to the Case Management tab 
- Navigate down the list to report type 
- Select one of the Report Types (see Figure 78) 

 
Figure 78 - Filtering Reports 
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- The filtered list will look like the following (Figure 79) based on a filter on 
‘Statement/Reports 

 

 
Figure 79 – Filtered Display 

 
To revert back to viewing all the Report Types, simply click on the Case Management tab 
and select ‘All Reports’. 
 

 
7 Statement Worklists and Milestones 
 

Worklists are used to manage requests to produce a statement, along with active cases.  
The following information will describe how worklists can be used by the laboratory, in 
particular, the managing scientists (HP5 or HP6) to gather information on how a request 
and or a full case is progressing based on the achievement of milestones. 
 
The Unit Work List tab is located on the main menu page and contains all the worklists 
used from a case management perspective. 

 
7.1 Unallocated Statements 
 

This list identifies cases with a statement request which have not been allocated to a case 
analyst (Figure 80). 
 
This worklist can be accessed as follows: 

- Main Menu 
- Unit Work List 
- Unallocated Statements   

 

 
Figure 80 - Unallocated Statements list 
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 The HP5 or above, will allocate to a reporting scientist as per section 5.2.1.  This will 
populate the Personal Work List of selected scientist. 

 
7.2 Unallocated Reviews 
 

This list identifies cases which have statements drafted and are awaiting a scientist to 
perform a review. 
 
This worklist can be accessed as follows: 

- Main Menu 

- Unit Work List 

- Unallocated Reviews 

 
 Cases are predominatly self allocated but can be allocated by a HP5 or above as per 

section 5.4.4.  This will populate the Personal Work List of selected scientist. 
 
7.3 Active Case Files Worklist (Case Files PSD) 
 

This list identifies cases with a request allocated to a particular scientist based on the Case 
Officer field of the REQUEST record (Figure 81).   
 
The worklist also contains information on the job type (rape, paternity, etc), report date, due 
date and the milestones for the case: 
 

- FPP = receipt of items 
- Exam = Examinations completed as requested 
- Stmnt = report/statement 
- Tech = peer review 
- Admin = peer review 

 
A traffic light system reflects when a milestone has been achieved – green box indicates a 
part of the process has been completed and a red box means a task is yet to be achieved. 
 
This worklist can be accessed as follows: 
 

- Main Menu 
- Unit Work List 
- Active Case Files 
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Figure 81 - Active Case Files list 
 
 
7.4 Statement Review Audit Worklist (Statement Review PSD) 
 

This list identifies cases with an allocated Case Officer and records the progress of the 
case via the milestones achieved within RECORDS – REPORT and REVIEW (Figure 82).  
A traffic light system reflects when a milestone has been achieved – green box indicates a 
part of the process has been completed and a red box means a task is yet to be achieved. 
 
This list will update according to the following fields on the REPORT record and REVIEW 
record: 
 
- Case Officer field – records the case (listed by the FR number) to a scientist 
 
- Draft Complete checkbox (section 5.4.3) – records the ‘Draft’ milestone 

o Unallocated: Case Officer field is blank and the case appears yellow on the list 
o Allocated: Case Officer has reviewer entered (recorded in Allocated column) 

  
- ‘Tech Review Complete’ and ‘Peer Review Complete’ boxes checked and Case Officer 

filed updated to reporter’s ID (section 5.5.6) = records the ‘Tech’ and ‘Peer’ 
milestones 

 
- ‘Results Published (section 5.6.2) = records the ‘Pub’ milestone 
 

 
 This worklist can be accessed as follows: 
 

- Main Menu 
- Unit Work List 
- Compliance Audits 
- Statement Review Audit 
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Figure 82 - Statement Review Audit 
 

 
8 Evidentiary Certificate Statement 
 
8.1 Certificate Details 
 

Refer to Section 95A Evidence Act 1977. 
 
This is a certificate (in an approved form – see Appendix 4) that must be signed by an 
authorised DNA Analyst. 

  
A list of current staff who hold appointments (in accordance with Section 133A of the 
Evidence Act 1977) as DNA Analysts is held with the Managing Scientist. Refer to QIS: 
25608 ‘Appointment and Cancellation of State Analysts’ for details on the process to gain 
approval for a Reporting Scientist to become a DNA Analyst and the process for publishing 
in the Government Gazette. 

 
 It states that any of the following is evidence of the matter: 
 

- Receipt and testing of the item/s 
- Stated DNA Profile (specific barcodes should be requested by QPS) 
- That the DNA Analyst examined the records relating to the receipt, storage and testing 

of the item/s in relation to the matter including any test process that was carried out by 
someone other than the analyst 

- Confirms that the records indicate that all quality assurance procedures for receipt, 
storage and testing for the item/s that were in place in the laboratory at the time of the 
test were complied with. 

 
8.2 Sample Batch Information 
 

This is to be completed as per the following: 
 

- Navigate to the Exhibit Register tab and highlight the DNA Analysis drop down 
menu 

- Highlight the Evidence Cert – Analysis 
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 This will open a Html document containing receipt information along with analytical batch 
information of all samples that have undergone processing within the laboratory.  
Processing notes that have been added to batches will also be displayed.   
 
This information is to be checked as part of DNA profile interpretation.  There is no 
requirement to print this information as signing of the DNA Evidentiary Certificate by the 
DNA Analyst confirms that they have read the relevant batch information. 

 
8.3 Storage 
 

Storage of the individual samples and the corresponding sub-samples, spin baskets, slides, 
etc, can be viewed and reviewed from the ‘Exhibit Movement’ table located on the Exhibit 
Testing page on the sample management tab of the FR.  Navigating to the individual 
samples/sub-samples is detailed in Section 4 of this document. 

 
8.4 DNA Profile Table 
 

A table of the DNA profiles generated for sample(s) requested as part of the Evidentiary 
Certificate are to be added to the bottom of the Evidentiary Certificate report.  This is to be 
completed as per the following: 
 

- Navigate to the Exhibit Register tab and highlight the DNA Analysis drop down 
menu 

- Highlight the Evidence Cert – Profiles 
 
 This will open a html file with all the DNA profiles generated for each individual sample for 

the case.  This information is to be exported into an Excel spreadsheet and formatted.  Add 
a header and footer with the appropriate details: 

 
- Header = QP number 
- Footer = Reporters name; page number eg, ‘1 of 6’ and the date 

 
8.5 Report Drafting 
 

Drafting of the DNA Evidentiary Certificate requires the use of an external template which is 
provided as Appendix 4.  Open a new word document and add the template, fill in the 
required fields and upload the draft evidentiary certificate to the REPORT record as per 
Section 5.4.3 of this document.  
 
Ensure the applicable appendix, listed in Appendix 2, is added to the certificate ensuring 
the title “Appendix 1” is displayed. 
 
Receipt information can be found on the same document produced for batch reviewing.  
Refer to section 8.2 of this document for instruction on navigating to this information. 
 
Once the document has been opened the receipt information can be located at the top of 
the page.  Copy and paste this information into the appropriate sections of the Evidentiary 
Certificate. 
 

8.6 Workflow for Report Creation and Release 
 

Requests and records used during report drafting, report review and publishing are outlined 
in Sections 5.2, 5.3, 5.4.4, 5.5.1, 5.5.6 and 5.6.3 of this document. 
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The report review process is detailed in section 5.5 of this document. 
 
Finalisation and publishing of the report is outlined in Section 5.6 of this document. 
 

 
9 Paternity Reporting 
 
9.1 Report Drafting 
 

Drafting a Paternity Report is completed as per the process described in section 5.4 and 
applying the appropriate appendix to the statement found in Appendix 2, ensuring to 
remove unnecessary content.  Example wording for a paternity report can be found in 
Appendix 3. 
 
Receipt information can be found on the same document produced for batch reviewing.  
Refer to section 8.2 of this document for instruction on navigating to this information. 
 
Once the document has been opened the receipt information can be located at the top of 
the page.  Copy and paste this information into the appropriate sections of the paternity 
report. 

 
9.2 Workflow for Report Creation and Release 
 

Requests and records used during report drafting, report review and publishing are outlined 
in Sections 5.2, 5.3, 5.4.4, 5.5.1, 5.5.6 and 5.6.3 of this document. 
 
The report review process is detailed in section 5.5 of this document. 
 
Finalisation and publishing of the report is outlined in Section 5.6 of this document. 
 

 
10 Intelligence Reports 
 

If there is information that may not be included in a statement for evidentiary reasons, an 
Intelligence Report may be produced.  This report type should be approved by a Senior 
Scientist (or higher), and the Senior Scientist of the Intelligence Team should be notified if 
work is to involve NCIDD. These reports must go through the same peer review process as 
required for all results released from the laboratory. 
 
Intelligence Reports regarding general casework should be directed to the Senior Sergeant 
DRMU. 
 

 Intelligence Reports written regarding Quality issues should be directed to the Inspector 
QPS DNA Results Unit (QPS). These are generally written by the Senior Scientist of Quality 
and Projects and reviewed by a Team Leader. 

 
Matches on NCIDD that are below our standard match reporting stringency can be reported 
to DRMU via Intelligence Reports. 
 
For further detail refer to document QIS: 34308 ‘Procedure for Intelligence Reports and 
Interstate/Interpol Requests in the Forensic Register’. 
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11 Civil Report 
 

Refer to QIS: 10629 ‘FSS – Quotation and acceptance of work’ for general procedure. 
 
On rare occasions, the laboratory may receive requests for civil work to be conducted. This 
may be in the situation of a case where a criminal component has been finalised and a civil 
component is ongoing, or if a profile generated in the laboratory is requested to be 
compared to DNA profiles generated from other laboratories in, for example, cases of 
disputed parentage. 
 
Acting upon these requests is at the discretion of the Managing Scientist.  
 
Upon receipt of the request, either the Managing Scientist or Team Leader will confirm 
arrangements for the work with the requesting party. In confirming this, a written request 
from the requesting party should be received and timeframes should be negotiated. A cost 
will be involved and the requesting party should be informed of this. 

 
11.1 Negotiation of Timeframe 
 

The timeframes should be consistent with the timeframes for criminal work. If the matter 
had a criminal element that meant the processing was complete at the time of the request, 
then this should be factored into the negotiated timeframe. 

 
11.2 Approval Process 
 

The Managing Scientist or Team Leader are to complete the form QIS: 20401 ‘Quotation’. 
This may involve clarification from the requesting party for ABN and other official terms and 
contact points.  
 
Depending on what testing is required, the fee for service will vary. For further advice on 
costing, HSQ Finance may be consulted. 
 
This Quote is approved by Executive Director FSS or higher.  
 
When an approved Quote is received, this should be emailed to the requesting party before 
any work commences. Acceptance of the Quote should be saved on the network and 
added as a ‘Casefile Notation’. 

 
11.3 Report Format 
 

Civil Court reports do not have the same format as Statements of Witness issued for 
criminal work. Civil work uses the Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 1999 and the format 
should meet the requirements of these rules. 
 
Some differences to criminal reports include: 
 

- Forensic DNA Analysis is not currently NATA accredited for civil paternity work; 
therefore, the NATA logo should be removed. 

- The Justices Act 1886 should be removed 
- Details of procedural overview and test methodology can be detailed in the report by 

choosing an appropriate appendix used in Criminal matters, refer to Appendix 2 for 
an example – NATA references should be removed if the matter is a civil paternity. 
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- The addition of information on ‘Analytical Processes’ and ‘Quality’, detailed in 
Appendix 5, can be added to the Appendix selected in the previous point – has 
been requested by legal officers in past occasions.  

Include the Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 1999 – Sect 428. See Appendix 6. 
 
The Magistrates Court of Queensland may request an Affidavit (Form DV25) to be prepared 
in cases of alleged Domestic Violence in accordance with the Domestic and Family 
Violence Protection Rules 2014, Rule 35.  The Affidavit will require a witness signature of 
Justice of the Peace, Commissioner for Declarations or Solicitor.  In these cases (Civil), the 
Statement of Witness is not the format for the information to be presented regarding DNA 
findings.  The same information can be transcribed into the template of Form DV25.  The 
current version of the template should be sought in consultation with QPS or the requesting 
party.  An example of the template is G:\ForBiol\AAA Forensic Reporting & Intel\Specific 
Casework\Civil Casework.  
 

11.4 Issue and Invoice 
 

When the work is complete, the report should be issued as per Section 11.5 below. At this 
time, the requesting party should be emailed to inform them that the work is complete and 
that an invoice will be issued. 
 

 The Managing Scientist or Team Leader should email  to ask 
them to organise issuing the invoice to the requesting party. It is advisable to include the 
approved quote in this email.  This email can be saved within the FR by uploading it under 
a ‘Casefile Notation’. 

 
11.5 Workflow for Report Creation and Release 
 

Requests and records used during report drafting, report review and publishing are outlined 
in Sections 5.2, 5.3, 5.4.4, 5.5.1, 5.5.6 and 5.6.3 of this document. 
 
The report review process is detailed in section 5.5 of this document. 
 
Finalisation and publishing of the report is outlined in Section 5.6 of this document. 

 
12 Crime and Corruption Commission (CCC) or Ethical Standards unit of the QPS 
 

Due to the confidential nature of these cases, clarification from the QPS requesting officer 
needs to be sought for the appropriate reporting method – result lines vs Intelligence report 
Vs email.  
 
This report type shall be approved by the Managing Scientist or Team Leader prior to 
drafting the report, but will generally be Intelligence Reports sent directly to the Inspector of 
the QPS DNA Management Unit. In rare situations, the requesting party may bypass the 
Inspector QPS DNA Management Unit.  
 
Information on authority to upload to NCIDD, and whether Reference Samples will be 
received should also be sought - QPS will most often make an assessment on this if DNA 
results are obtained. 

 
This report shall be addressed directly to the Inspector QPS DNA Management Unit, or 
nominated person and begin with (or equivalent): 

  
  “ RE : SSFXXXXX (Complainant Jane Smith) 
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I am writing to summarise the results of examination conducted in the Forensic DNA 
Analysis laboratory at Forensic and Scientific Services in relation to the above alleged 
XXXXXXX incident/s.” 

 
This report may include the following statement elements to assist in the understanding of 
the results: 

 
- Receipt details of reference samples and exhibits 
- Preamble (Role of a Forensic Scientist, DNA Profiling and appropriate blood or semen 

preambles) 
- List of Reference Samples (and results) 
- Results of testing for exhibits submitted  
- Items not examined 

 
The report should end with “This information has been peer-reviewed in accordance with 
standard laboratory Quality Assurance protocols”. 

 
This report must go through the same peer review process as required for all results 
released from the laboratory. The report should be saved within the FR under a ‘Notation’ 
or ‘Casefile Notation’ depending on whether the information is for a single sample or 
multiple samples. 
 
 

13 External Testing (Example Low Copy No. or Mitochondrial DNA) in Statements 
 

If the results of tests not performed in the laboratory are included in reports, the source of 
these results shall be clearly and unambiguously identified in the report/statement. This would 
be a rare event. 
 
If external testing is discussed with the QPS Investigating Officers, these discussions need to 
be disclosed to the Inspector (or delegate) of QPS DNA Results Management Unit, or the 
S/Sgt of the QPS Quality Management Unit.  Authorisation for external testing must be given 
and arranged by QPS. 

 
 
14 Statements with Coronial Samples 
 

Within the FR, coronial samples will be associated to an Occurrence Number and as such 
receipting and sample information will be pulled into the statement. 
 

14.1 Coronial and Disaster Victim Identification (DVI) Statement 
 

The report will be the same as a standard statement detailed in Section 5 of this document.  
 
The originals of these types of reports are hand-delivered to the Coronial Support Unit 
(QPS). A copy of the report is retained in the casefile (as per Statement of Witness above). 
 
The format/template for DVI Preliminary Reports is in QIS: 23955 ’Disaster Victim 
Identification DNA Reports’. 
 

14.2 Workflow for Report Creation and Release 
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Requests and records used during report drafting, report review and publishing are outlined 
in Sections 5.2, 5.3, 5.4.4, 5.5.1, 5.5.6 and 5.6.3 of this document. 
 
The report review process is detailed in section 5.5 of this document. 
 
Finalisation and publishing, this aspect of statement release is subject to further input from 
the reporting scientist competent in performing this task in conjunction with QPS officers 
within the Coronial Support Unit (CSU) and the State Coroner. 

 
 
15 Tracking of Casefiles 
 
15.1 Casefile 
 

Where a physical casefile is available this needs to be tracked throughout the reporting and 
review process as per ‘Appendix 9 – Creating and tracking a casefile’, QIS 33773. 
 
 

16 Court 
 
16.1 Request to Provide Testimony 
 

Where a reporting scientist is required to provide expert testimony, communication can be 
completed in the form of a request which will populate the scientist’s Personal Work List.    
 
The request can be created by a member of the Scientific Services Liaison Unit (SSLU), a 
HP5, an officer of the Queensland Police Service or by the FSS reporting officer.  The 
request will be completed by the following steps (Figures 83 and 84): 
 

- From within a Forensic Case File Record select the Case Management tab 

- Select Add Record  and the following will display 
 

 
Figure 83 - Court Testimony Request 

 
- Select Request/Task which extends page content to display the following fields 

 
- Complete the following fields: 
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o Case Officer – allocated case analyst if known  

o Date Required – due date for statement (optional)  
o Request Type – select Court   
o Priority – select priority as appropriate (optional)  

o Job/Request Type – select Forensic DNA  
 

  Note – fields  and  are not required to complete the request. 
 

 
Figure 84 - Court Request Specifics 

 

Save the record   
 
16.2 Recording Details of Court Appearance 
 

Following the provision of testimony, details regarding the evidence can be captured within 
the FR via a Case Report record (Figure 85 and 86).  Fields within this page are 
searchable and can be used for datamining, collating time spent away from normal duties 
and how many times staff had to provide evidence.  Although the Date will contain the date 
at which the report has been generated this field is able to be amended to reflect the date 
court was attended. 
 
The ‘Comments’ section, in particular, can be used to capture specific information in the 
form of suggested key words to allow this function to work optimally.  As such, key words 
will be used to detail questions posed during evidence in chief and cross examination. 
 
A word document may also be uploaded to this page after the record is saved. 
 
The following steps will be used to create the Case Report page: 
 

- From within a Forensic Case File Record select the Case Management tab 

- Select Add Record   
- Select Court Attendance which extends page content to display the following fields 
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Figure 85 - Court Report Details 

 
- Complete the following fields: 

o Duration – total time of court appearance (time presenting evidence + time 
waiting to give evidence – time in box will be captured in the Comments 

section)  

o Date Concluded   
o Court Type   
o Proceedings  
o Appearance  - enter whether required in person, on the phone or via video 

link  
o Location – free text field for town/city  
o Comments – as discussed above, this section will be used to summarise the 

question encountered during evidence and will be used for datamining (use 

of key words is required)  

- Save the record   
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Note – when adding information to the Comments section only add information that is 
significant, eg, no need to record questions relating to name, length of employment and 
other such standard information. 
 
Furthermore, a Word document is able to be uploaded to the court report in the same way 
the statement is added to a Report record (see section 5.4.3, Figures 57 and 58) 
 
Upon saving, the record will be viewable from the Case Management tab under the ‘Report 
Type’ COURT. 
 

 
Figure 86 - Court Report Record 

 
 
16.3 Court Monitoring/Evaluation 
 

Every Reporting Scientist should have their testimony evaluated every 12 months where 
possible. The evaluation can be performed by another Reporting Scientist, a court official 
(DPP or Defence) or QPS Officer. 
 
The first page of the QIS: 17047 ‘Court Testimony Monitoring Evaluation Form’ should be 
filled out by the assessor. This paperwork should be given to the Reporting Scientist’s Line 
Manager or Team Leader to identify any potential training gaps. The second page should 
then be filled out by the Line Manager and Reporting Scientist and any plans for further 
training to be documented. The details of the case number, date, type of court, assessor 
should be added to QIS in the PD module under the ‘Other’ tab. This should be sent to the 
Line Manager for verification. The original paperwork should be kept in the Reporting 
Scientist’s training folder. 
 
If court testimony is infrequent such that an evaluation has not been conducted in a 12 
month period, the next court appearance should be assessed. Alternatively, a moot court 
could be held with the Reporting Scientist and two competent senior staff, ideally the Line 
Manager and Team Leader. 
 
If there was an unusual court experience, or different questions to ones normally expected, 
a report of that court appearance should be provided orally at a Forensic Reporting and 
Intelligence Team meeting. This will allow debriefing from what are sometimes stressful 
events, the sharing of ‘real’ court questions and current court trends, the refinement of 
answers through discussions, and the identification of possible areas of improvement for 
the work unit. It will also help with public speaking, an essential component of court 
testimony. 
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16.4 Case Conference Record 
 

Records of case conferences can be added to the FR.  To create a record follow the below 
steps further displayed in Figure 87 and 88): 
 

- From within a Forensic Case File Record (QPS page) select the Case Management 
tab 

- Select Add Record   
- Select Case Conference Report and the following page will display 

 
 

 
Figure 87 - Case Conference Detail 

 
- Complete the following fields: 

 

o Duration – total time of conference  

o Date Concluded   
o Case Officer   
o Comments – Information discussed during meeting  

  
Note – the comments section contains pre-set sections that can be used as a guide. 
Extend the field to see these options 
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- Save the record   
 

Furthermore, a Word document is able to be uploaded to the court report in the same way 
the statement is added to a Report record (see section 5.4.3, Figures 57 and 58). 

 
Upon saving, the record will be viewable from the Case Management tab under the ‘Report 
Type’ CASECON (see Figure 88). 
 
 

 
Figure 88 - Case Conference Record 

 
 
17 Further Documentation Requests 
 

This section refers to the release of information such as audit trails, specific information 
regarding sample processing or opinion evidence. 
 
A written request should be obtained from DPP or QPS detailing what is specifically 
requested, ideally with item barcodes listed. When information is received by QHFSS via 
QPS, or the Office of the DPP (ie. another government department), information can be 
provided directly to the requesting party. When written requests come directly to QHFSS 
from Defence Legal representatives, it must be referred on to a Senior Scientist or Team 
Leader and also forwarded on to QHealth legal (Legal Unit) who will ask the Defence Legal 
team to subpoena the information. It is preferable to avoid this by asking the Defence Legal 
team to direct their requests through DPP or QPS. 
  
 When providing subpoenaed information, the request should come through FSS 
Correspondence email address:  who will track its progress to 
ensure the information is provided by the timeframe stipulated. 
 
 If an audit trail is requested and it is subsequently considered part of the casefile, the pages 
should be numbered and have the case identifier added. If it is not considered part of the 
casefile, there is no need for page numbering or identifying numbers to be added, refer 
QIS: 17117.  It is however recommended that this occurs as it is helpful if/when it is referred 
to in court proceedings.  
 
Documenting the specific information release and the review of this information can be 
completed in the FR by creating a “Request/Task”.  The authoring scientist will state the 
request and the information released within the Request/Task and the scientist performing 
the review of the information released can add a line in the Request/Task specifically 
stating who performed the review and when.  Alternatively, a Report Record and Review 
Record can be created in the same way a statement is drafted and released.  
 
If Standard Operating Procedures and internal reports are provided, it is recommended that 
these are marked to be used in the matter it was requested for only. A watermark is a 
suggested way to make this point clear.  
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The requested information can be saved on disc and password-protected. This can be 
performed on a computer with Adobe Professional. The Investigating Officer will need to be 
informed of the password to open the files. 
 
It is recommended that the Reporting Scientist negotiate with the requesting party a 
suitable timeframe for the release of the information. This timeframe should be verified by a 
Senior Scientist or Team Leader.  
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18 Associated Documentation 
 

QIS: 17117 – Procedure for Case Management 
 
QIS: 23752 – FSS Court Training Program 
 
QIS: 23955 – Disaster Victim Identification DNA Reports 
 
QIS: 25608 – Appointment and Cancellation of State Analysts 
 
QIS: 29009 – Statement of Witness template – blank – no NATA endorsement 
 
QIS: 29010 – Statement of Witness template – stamp 
 
QIS: 29011 – Generic report template 
 
QIS: 29024 – Use of offline Forensic Reporting templates 
 
QIS: 33744 – Forensic Register Training Manual 
 
QIS: 33773 – Procedure for profile data analysis using the Forensic Register 
 
QIS: 34045 – Quantification of Extracted DNA using the Quantifiler® Trio DNA 

Quantification Kit 
 
QIS: 34064 – Miscellaneous Analytical Procedures and Tasks 
 
QIS: 34229 – Explanations of Exhibit Results for FR 
 
QIS: 34245 – Reference Sample Result Management 
 
QIS: 34248 – Administrative Team – Case file related duties using the Forensic Register 
 
QIS: 34249 – Forwarding Statements and Evidentiary Certificates for Cases within the 

Forensic Register 
 

QIS: 34281 – Procedure for the Use and Maintenance of the Forensic DNA Analysis  
 
QIS: 34298 – Validation of Examinations (Forensic Register) 
 
QIS: 34308 – Procedure for Intelligence Reports and Interstate/Interpol Requests in the 

Forensic Register 
 
QIS: 34322 – Technical and Administrative Review of Records Created in the Forensic 

Register  
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19 Amendment history 
 

Version Date Author/s Amendments 
1 22/12/2017 Adrian Pippia First Issue 
2 October 

2019 
Adrian Pippia - Remove reference to P+ from Section 4.1 

and 4.2 
- Latest barcode searching tools added to 
section 4.4.1 
- SOP added to Section 4.4.4 for info on 
exhibit examination validation (red dot ‘2’) – 
addition of SOP 34298 
- Further information on validation options 
added to 4.4.10 
- Addition of section 4.4.11 – Urgent 
Request workflow 
- Section 4.4.13 – SOP 17047 replaced 
with 34229 
- New section 4.4.16 added to describe No 
DNA Detected and Insufficient DNA 
process 
- New section 4.4.17 added to describe 
Quant and Hold release of results and 
covert samples 
- Update to Section 9.1 – Paternity draft 
report using all-inclusive appendix instead 
of preamble  
- Addition of due date to ‘Review Request’ 
to Section 5.4.4 
- Section 11.3 Civil Report has been 
updated 
- Appendix 5 has been stripped of all but 
two paragraphs that can be added to 
appropriate Appendix 
- Section 17 – SOP 18034 replaced with 
23752 
- Associated Documents section updated 
with above SOP additions and removals 
- Appendices 3 and 4 removed, preamble 
no longer separate to appendix in report 
- Appendix numbering updated and cross 
referenced within body of SOP 

3 25/03/2021 Adrian Pippia Sections 4.1, 4.1.1 and 4.2 – “Profile Data 
Analysis Review Worklist” amended to 
“Profile Review Worklist” as per FR title 
Section 4.4.6 – Removed wording 
“Described in section 7” 
Removed info re QFLAG checks as 
documented in SOP 34281 
Section 4.4.7 – Use of Sample Undergoing 
Further Testing result lines 
Section 4.4.9 – Batch acknowledgement by 
reviewing scientist 
Section 4.4.13 – update to how PDFs can 
be uploaded to FR 
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Section 4.4.17 – Communication for Cold 
Case to be directed to Cold Case 
Coordinator 
Section 5.2 – Existence of multiple FRs 
Section 5.4.2 – Listing multiple  
 complainants in report 
Section 5.4.2 – Addition of suggested 
wording for statement (Appendix 8 created) 
Section 8.5 – Addition of appropriate 
appendix titled “Appendix 1” 
Section 15.1 – reference to Appendix 7 
amended to Appendix 9 
Section 17 – Addition of new section 
regarding further documentation request 
Associated Documents – updates 
completed 
Appendix 2 – removed VarNOC appendix; 
update to Paternity paragraph 
(propositions) 
Appendix 7 – Instruction added for NTR of 
a PM sample 
Appendix 9 added – work from home 
information 
Appendix 10 added – offline statement 
Section 16.3 – reference to SOP 23752 
removed 
Added header to page 1 

4 05/07/2022 Adrian Pippia Appendix 2  
– additional phrasing added to statement 
appendix para “Forensic Biologist”; “The 
signed Statement is the report issued by 
Forensic and Scientific Services. Any other 
attachments or information provided is not 
considered to be the issued report”.  
- “Semen stains” updated. 
Appendix 2 – Health Support Queensland 
removed from laboratory structural. Lab 
referred to as “Forensic DNA Analysis, 
Forensic & Scientific Services”  
Section 11  
– Magistrates Court of Queensland may 
request an affidavit (Form DV25) to be 
prepared in cases of alleged Domestic 
Violence in accordance with the Domestic 
and Family Violence Protection Rules 
2014, Rule 35 
Section 4.4.15  
– update to process of seeking information 
on ownership. 
Section 4.4.16 
- update to current DNA profiling 
procedure. 
Section 4.4.17 
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 – addition of “Release of result via email” 
information added 

5 08/08/2022  Amendment to statement wording for 
“Insufficient” as per communication from 
Act DG – Appendix 8 
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20 Appendices 
 

1. Drafting, Review and Release of Reports (Statement, Evidentiary Certificate, etc) 
 

2. Procedural Overview and Test Methodology (Statement Appendices) 
 

3. Draft Paternity statement 
 

4. DNA Evidentiary Certificate 
 

5. Example of combined preamble and Appendix for Civil casework report 
 

6. Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 1999 – Sect 428 
 

7. Actioning an Exhibit that is No Longer Required for Testing 
 

8. Suggested PowerPlex®21 (and STRmixTM) statement wording 
 

9. Working from Home – Statement drafting, reporting and reviewing tasks 
 

10. Offline Statements 
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20.1 Drafting, Review and Release of Reports (Statement, Evidentiary Certificate, etc) 
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20.2 Appendix 2 - Procedural Overview and Test Methodology (Statement Appendices) 
 

APPENDIX (Statements Issued using Profiler Plus®)  
 

Procedural and technical overview of DNA profiling at Forensic DNA Analysis, 
Forensic & Scientific Services 

 
 
Accreditation 
 
The DNA Analysis Unit first achieved accreditation by the National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) 
to conduct forensic DNA analyses in 1998, and has continuously maintained NATA accreditation since this 
date. NATA ensures continued compliance with the accreditation requirements through routine 
reassessments (every 3 years) and surveillance visits (18 months). 
 
NATA Accredited facilities are assessed against best international practices based on the ISO/IEC 17025 
standard. Laboratories that demonstrate compliance with the standard have shown that they can 
competently perform activities and testing within the scope of their accreditation.  
The parameters assessed during accreditation include:  
 
• Organisation and management 
• Quality management system 
• Personnel 
• Evidence management 
• Methods and procedures 
• Quality control and Proficiency Testing 
• Equipment 
• Reporting of results 
• Procurement of services and supplies 
• Accommodation and safety 
• Security and access 
 
For details of the current ISO/IEC 17025 Standard, refer to Standards Australia.  

 
http://www.nata.com.au 
 
 
Chain of Custody 
 
All DNA Analysis Unit case files and exhibits are electronically tracked, monitored and securely stored to 
ensure that the appropriate chain of custody and continuity measures are maintained.   The Queensland 
Police Service (QPS) case number and sample submission information is provided by the QPS via an 
electronic interface to QHFSS, and this information is cross-checked against labelling on exhibit packaging.  
The packaging and labelling of any exhibit is checked and recorded before the sample is sent for DNA 
analysis.  
 
Entry into the DNA Analysis Unit is restricted to authorised persons only, via electronically encoded swipe 
access cards.  The DNA Analysis Unit forms part of a Queensland Health campus site which has access 
controlled and monitored by a security team. Records of Visitors to the DNA Analysis Unit are retained. 
  

 
Technical information relating to DNA profiling at the Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific 

Services 
 
DNA (STR) Profiling 
 
STR (Short Tandem Repeat) profiling is the standard technique currently in use for forensic DNA analysis.  
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a complex chemical found in almost all cells of the body.  It carries genetic 
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information which governs a person’s physical and biochemical characteristics.  Half of a persons DNA is 
inherited from their mother, and half from their father.  A person’s DNA is the same in almost all cell types in 
their body, so that DNA recovered from someone’s blood will normally be the same as DNA from their hair 
roots, saliva or skin cells.   
 
Except for identical twins, each person’s total DNA is unique to themselves, although current DNA (STR) 
profiling techniques do not allow the analysis of the whole of someone’s DNA.  Instead, specific regions (loci) 
of the DNA are tested which contain short sequences of DNA (STRs) repeated a number of times end to 
end.  The number of times a particular STR is repeated at each locus (region of DNA) will tend to vary 
between people, and it is these differences which allow DNA from different people to be compared.  
 
A method known as the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) is used to amplify specific STR regions of the 
DNA to produce many copies of the original DNA template.  In this way, minute amounts of DNA isolated 
from small or degraded samples can be greatly increased to potentially yield a sufficient quantity of DNA to 
obtain a DNA profile. 
 
The DNA Analysis Unit currently uses a DNA profiling system called Profiler® Plus which tests nine regions (loci) of 
DNA containing STRs, and a tenth region which provides an indication of the gender of the DNA source.  Another 
DNA profiling system called COfiler®, although not routinely used at QHFSS, is available if required.  The COfiler® 
system includes two of the regions included in Profiler® Plus, with four additional STR loci.  For a list of the loci 
included in these DNA profiling systems, please refer to Tables 1 and 2 below.  
 
 
Interpreting DNA Profiles 
 
The individual components of a DNA profile can be represented in a graphical form as a series of peaks, 
which are measured and given a numerical designation by comparing them against standard sizing DNA 
components, processed alongside each sample. 
 
If less than the ten regions of DNA tested are present in a DNA profile, this is referred to as a partial or 
incomplete DNA profile.  When more than one person has contributed to a DNA profile, this is referred to as 
a mixed DNA profile. 
 
A DNA profile obtained from biological material such as blood, semen, saliva or hair can be visually 
compared with a DNA profile obtained from a reference sample from a person.  If each of the individual 
components within the two DNA profiles have the same corresponding numerical designations, the DNA 
profiles are said to match each other.  If the DNA profiles match then that person, together with anyone else 
who has the same DNA profile, can be considered as a potential source of the biological material.   
 
If any of the components of the two DNA profiles are different when compared, then the two DNA profiles do 
not match and the person can normally be excluded as a possible source of the biological material.  
  
The term match does not impart increased significance to the result it describes.  Although it may be 
considered highly unlikely that two unrelated people happen to have matching full DNA profiles, without 
testing every person in the population we cannot know exactly how many people may share matching DNA 
profiles.  
 
 
The Use of Queensland Caucasian Data  
 
The evidential significance of obtaining a match can be evaluated by estimating how common or rare the 
DNA profile is within a specific population.  This can be calculated by estimating the frequency of occurrence 
of each component in the DNA profile and using a mathematical formula to multiply these frequencies 
together.   
 
No assumptions are made as to the ethnic origin of any DNA obtained from alleged crime scenes.  The DNA 
Analysis Unit routinely uses Queensland Caucasian data, taken from the largest sub-population in 
Queensland, for statistical calculations. Calculations using Queensland Aboriginal and Asian data can be 
provided upon request.   
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It is laboratory policy to use the Queensland Caucasian data unless the alleged incident occurred off the 
Queensland mainland, in which case figures from the Queensland Caucasian and Queensland Aboriginal 
data would both be quoted.   
 
The statistical figure applied to DNA profiles will depend on how closely related people are.  The closer the 
biological relationship (eg. siblings), the greater the chance that the people in question may have DNA 
profiles which share matching DNA components.   However, due to the random nature by which DNA from 
each parent is combined in their offspring, the probability that two siblings would share the same 
components at all regions tested is very small.  As the relationship becomes more distant, the probability of 
two relatives having matching DNA profile becomes smaller still.  If it is proposed that a relative should be 
considered as an alternative source of DNA, the best course of action would be to obtain a reference DNA 
sample from the relative in question, for DNA profiling and comparison. 
 
 
Validity of the Caucasian Data 
 
The population frequency data used for statistical interpretations in the laboratory have been validated for 
use by external Forensic Statisticians Dr Simon J WALSH and Dr John S BUCKLETON.  The report of their 
findings is held in the laboratory and is available upon request.  
 
 

DNA (STR) profiling systems available at the Forensic DNA Analysis, Forensic & Scientific Services 
 

Table 1: Profiler® Plus multiplex system, list of loci: 

    Abbreviated Name        Scientific Name    Chromosomal Name 
D3 D3S1358 3 

vWA HUMVWFA31/A 12 
FGA HUMFIBRA 4 
Amel AMELOGENIN Sex X and Y 
D8 D8S1179 8 
D21 D21S11 21 
D18 D18S51 18 
D5 D5S818 5 
D13 D13S317 13 
D7 D7S820 7 

 
 

Table 2: COfiler® multiplex system, list of loci: 
 

     Abbreviated Name      Scientific Name     Chromosomal Name 
D3 D3S1358 3 
D16 D16S539 16 

TH01 TH01 11 
TPOX TPOX 2 
CSF CSF 5 
D7 D7S820 7 

Amel AMELOGENIN Sex X and Y 
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APPENDIX (Statements Issued using PowerPlex® 21 and STRmix v2.0.6) 

 
Procedural and technical overview of DNA profiling at Forensic DNA Analysis, 

Forensic & Scientific Services 
 

Forensic Biologist 
 
It is a forensic biologist’s role to: 
 
1. Report on the examination of items submitted in relation to a case for the presence of 
possible biological material. If identified, a sample of the biological material is analysed 
in an attempt to obtain a DNA profile. 
 
2. Report on the DNA profiles obtained from samples submitted by the Queensland 
Police Service (QPS) in relation to a case. 
 
Any DNA profiles that are obtained from these samples are compared with the DNA 
profile obtained from an individual’s reference sample to assess whether or not the 
individual may be a contributor of DNA. Where multiple reference DNA profiles are 
analysed for a case, they are all genetically different to each other unless otherwise 
specified. That is, they all possess differing allelic designations – see the DNA Profiling 
section below.   
 
The signed Statement is the report issued by Forensic and Scientific Services. Any other 
attachments or information provided is not considered to be the issued report. 
 
 
Examinations 
 
Unless otherwise stated, the examinations of items for biological material were 
conducted by staff within the QPS. Sub-samples from these items were forwarded to 
Forensic and Scientific Services (FSS), Health Support Queensland, for the purposes of 
conducting DNA analysis. 
 
The descriptions of items and/or samples submitted to Forensic DNA Analysis by the 
QPS, and listed within this Statement, are derived from the descriptions entered by the 
QPS into the Forensic Register.  
 
Receipt details are listed for items reported in this statement, including reference 
samples where relevant. The period of testing on these items is from the date of the first 
submission, to the date of this Statement. Details of specific dates of testing are retained 
within the Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS). Where relevant, any 
items that are still in progress at the time of issuing this Statement are identified and final 
results will be reported in an addendum Statement. 
 
Forensic DNA Analysis operates under the agreement that the QPS are responsible for 
item prioritisation, sample selection, selection of screening/sampling methods, anti-
contamination procedures and the application of Standard Operating Procedures 
(SOPs) on work undertaken on the items/samples prior to submission to the Forensic 
DNA Analysis laboratory. As such, forensic biologists may not be able to provide 
information or opinion on possible biological origin of DNA profiles that may be obtained 
from these samples. 
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At the discretion of the QPS, some items may be submitted to this laboratory for the 
purposes of both examination and DNA profiling. These examinations are performed in 
accordance with the SOPs of this laboratory. For these items, contemporaneous notes 
are made during the examination by the examining scientist and these notes form part 
of the casefile. 
 
Forensic DNA Analysis casefiles and any samples remaining are available for 
independent examination and/or testing upon request. 
 
As a representative of the laboratory, I am only able to comment on the processes 
performed within Forensic DNA Analysis. 
 
 
Chain of Custody 
 
All Forensic DNA Analysis case files and exhibits are electronically tracked, monitored, 
and securely stored to ensure that appropriate chain of custody and continuity measures 
are maintained. The QPS case number and sample submission information is provided 
from the QPS via an electronic interface to FSS, and this information is cross-checked 
against labelling on the exhibit packaging prior to processing.  
 
Entry into Forensic DNA Analysis is restricted to authorised persons only, via electronic 
proximity access cards. Forensic DNA Analysis forms part of a Health Support 
Queensland campus site wherein access is controlled and monitored by a security team. 
Records of visitors to Forensic DNA Analysis are retained. 
 
 
Accreditation 
 
Forensic DNA Analysis first achieved accreditation by the National Association of 
Testing Authorities (NATA) to conduct forensic DNA analyses in 1998 and has 
continuously maintained NATA accreditation since this date. NATA ensures continued 
compliance with the accreditation requirements through routine reassessment (every 3 
years) and an intermediate surveillance visit (at approximately 18 months between 
reassessment surveys). 
 
NATA accredited facilities are assessed against best international practices based on 
the ISO/IEC 17025 standard. Laboratories are deemed able to competently perform 
testing and analysis activities if the laboratory demonstrates that it meets compliance 
with the standard within the scope of their accreditation. 
 
The parameters assessed during accreditation include:  
 

• Organisation and management 
• Quality management system 
• Personnel 
• Evidence management 
• Methods and procedures 
• Quality control and Proficiency Testing 
• Equipment 
• Reporting of results 
• Procurement of services and supplies 
• Accommodation and safety 
• Security and access 
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For details of the current ISO/IEC 17025 Standard, refer to Standards Australia.  
 
http://www.nata.com.au 
 
 
DNA Profiling 
 
Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) is a complex chemical found in almost all cells of the 
human body. It carries genetic information that determines the physical and chemical 
characteristics of a person. Forensic DNA Analysis uses two main systems for the 
generation of DNA profiling results. In this case, the PowerPlex® 21 System was used, 
which examines 21 regions (loci) of DNA, 20 of which contain highly variable short 
tandem repeats (STRs). The 21st region gives an indication as to the genotypic sex of 
the donor (for details see Table 1). The generation of a DNA profile involves a method 
known as the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), which is used to produce numerous 
copies of these specific regions of the DNA. In this way, minimal amounts of DNA 
isolated from small or degraded samples can be increased to a level where the DNA can 
be detected, profiled, and compared with DNA profiles from other samples. 
 
The individual components (alleles) of a DNA profile are represented by a series of 
peaks on a graph that are measured and given a designation, using standard sizing 
ladders. A person will have two alleles (represented graphically as peaks) for each locus, 
one inherited from the biological mother and one inherited from the biological father. 
However, if the same allele is inherited from both parents, only one peak will be 
graphically represented at that locus.  
 
A DNA profile obtained from biological material such as blood, semen, saliva, hair or 
cellular material (eg. touch DNA) can be compared with the DNA profile obtained from 
the reference sample from any person.  

 
Table 1: PowerPlex® 21 system, list of loci 

Abbreviated Name Scientific Name Chromosomal Name 
Amel AMELOGENIN Sex (X and Y) 
D3 D3S1358 3 
D1 D1S1656 1 
D6 D6S1043 6 
D13 D13S317 13 

Penta E Penta E 15 
D16 D16S539 16 
D18 D18S51 18 
D2 D2S1338 2 

CSF CSF1PO 5 
Penta D Penta D 21 

TH01 TH01 11 
vWA HUMVWAFA31/A 12 
D21 D21S11 21 
D7 D7S820 7 
D5 D5S818 5 

TPOX TPOX 2 
D8 D8S1179 8 
D12 D12S391 12 
D19 D19S433 19 
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FGA HUMFIBRA 4 
 
 
 

Statistical Analysis of DNA Profiles 
 
STRmix™ is an expert statistical DNA profile analysis system developed and validated 
in Australia and New Zealand. Forensic DNA Analysis uses the STRmix™ software to 
assist in the interpretation of DNA profiles and the calculation of likelihood ratios for DNA 
profiles generated using the PowerPlex® 21 system.  
 
In order to statistically evaluate DNA profiles, it is necessary to make a reasonable 
assessment of the number of people who may have contributed DNA to that DNA profile, 
based on the information observed. 
 
If there is no indication of a contribution by more than one person, then a DNA profile is 
described as being from a “single contributor”. If less than 40 alleles present in a DNA 
profile, this is referred to as a “partial” or “incomplete” DNA profile. If there are indications 
of two or more contributors, then a DNA profile is described as being a “mixed” DNA 
profile. 
 
 
DNA Profiles Assumed To Originate From One Person (Single Source) 
 
A person can be excluded as a possible source of the biological material if the alleles of 
the crime-scene DNA profile are different from corresponding alleles of the person’s 
reference DNA profile. If the corresponding alleles of the crime-scene DNA profile 
contain the same information, then that person, along with any other person who has 
the same reference DNA profile, can be considered as a potential contributor of the DNA. 
 
The evidential significance of such a match is assessed by considering two competing 
propositions: 
 
Proposition 1: The crime-scene DNA originated from the person of interest. 
 
Proposition 2: The crime-scene DNA originated from someone other than, and unrelated 
to, the person of interest. 
 
The resultant figure (termed the ‘Likelihood Ratio’) compares the two opposing 
propositions. The likelihood ratio describes how likely the DNA profile obtained from the 
biological material is to have occurred if Proposition 1 were true (the DNA originated 
from the person of interest) rather than if Proposition 2 were true (the DNA originated 
from someone other than, and unrelated to, the person of interest). 
 
The likelihood ratio is calculated by taking into account the characteristics of the DNA 
profile and the frequency of occurrence of the individual alleles that make up the DNA 
profile.  
 
If less than the 20 STR regions of DNA are observed in a DNA profile, the likelihood ratio 
will be smaller than the likelihood ratio calculated for a full DNA profile obtained from the 
same individual. In other words, the more incomplete a DNA profile is, the greater the 
likelihood that the obtained DNA profile could have come from someone other than, and 
unrelated to the person of interest. 
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DNA Profiles Assumed To Originate From More Than One Person (Mixed DNA 
Profiles) 
 
In order to assess whether a person may or may not have contributed to a mixed DNA 
profile, a set of competing propositions (similar to the single source DNA profile example) 
are considered. For example, for a two-person mixture: 
 
Proposition 1: The crime-scene DNA originated from the person of interest and an 
unknown person, unrelated to the person of interest. 
 
Proposition 2: The crime-scene DNA originated from two unknown people, both 
unrelated to the person of interest. 
 
The likelihood ratio provides a statistical assessment of the possibility that the DNA 
profile obtained was the result of a DNA contribution by the person of interest. 
 
The likelihood ratio will not always favour Proposition 1 (the DNA originated from the 
person of interest and an unknown person unrelated to the person of interest). The 
likelihood ratio could favour Proposition 2 (the DNA originated from two unknown people 
unrelated to the person of interest). 
 
In certain circumstances, if the ownership of an item is established or if the sample was 
collected from an identified person’s body, then it is possible to make the reasonable 
assumption that the identified person has contributed DNA to the resultant mixed DNA 
profile. In these cases, a mixed DNA profile can be ‘conditioned’ on the DNA profile of 
the assumed contributor, such that the presence of the alleles corresponding with the 
assumed contributor’s reference DNA profile can be factored into the statistical 
interpretation. This may facilitate a more meaningful statistical analysis of potential 
second and/or third contributors to the DNA profile. In this situation, the likelihood ratio 
is based on the following propositions: 
 
Proposition 1: the DNA has originated from the assumed contributor and the person of 
interest; 
 
Proposition 2: the DNA has originated from the assumed contributor and an unknown 
individual unrelated to the person of interest. 
 
When a DNA profile is deemed unsuitable for interpretation it may be described as 
‘complex’. This can occur under the following circumstances: 
 

• When a DNA profile could have a large number of contributors and therefore it 
is difficult to exclude individuals and/or determine whether a person could be 
a potential contributor to the DNA profile 

• When there is very limited information available and/or the quality of the profile 
is poor. 

 
If further information is received, such that render the assumptions used in an analysis 
invalid, the DNA profile will require additional statistical interpretation. 
 
 
Datasets Used in Statistical Analyses 
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Three validated datasets consisting of DNA profiles obtained from individuals of the 
Australian Caucasian, Aboriginal, and South-East Asian populations are used to 
calculate the likelihood ratio. A population correction factor, θ (theta), is applied to all 
likelihood ratio calculations in order to correct for the common genetic ancestry of people 
within a particular population (sharing of DNA components inherited from a common 
ancestor). The nationally agreed figures for theta are θ=0.02 for the Australian 
Caucasian dataset, θ=0.03 for the Australian South-East Asian dataset, and θ=0.05 for 
the Australian Aboriginal dataset. In Forensic DNA Analysis, likelihood ratios are 
calculated using all three datasets and the most conservative value is reported. 
 
In addition to theta, the calculation of the likelihood ratio also includes an allowance for 
the sampling variability of the population dataset. In other words, if a new population 
dataset were generated, this allowance factors in any difference the new dataset might 
make to the likelihood ratio. 
 
The above-listed values for theta cannot account for close blood relatives. Closely 
related people, such as siblings, will have a greater chance of sharing similar 
components within their DNA profiles. However, due to the nature of parental DNA 
recombination during conception, the probability that two siblings would share the same 
40 alleles would be very small. As this relationship becomes more distant, the probability 
of two relatives having the same DNA profile becomes smaller still. If it were thought that 
a close blood relative might have been a contributor of DNA, the most meaningful 
approach to interpretation would be to submit the reference sample from the relative in 
question for DNA analysis and subsequent direct comparison to the crime-scene DNA 
profile. 
 
Often the calculated likelihood ratio produces numbers of thousands (1000s) or even 
millions (1000,000s) of billions. To avoid the use of potentially confusing mathematical 
terminology, a “ceiling figure” for the likelihood ratio of 100 billion is used (this is called 
“truncation”). For example, a calculated likelihood ratio of “150 000 billion times more 
likely”, would be reported as “greater than 100 billion times more likely”. The actual 
calculated figure can be provided upon request. 
 
 
Parentage Testing and Statistical Calculations 
 
In a disputed paternity matter, DNA profiles are obtained from the foetus/child, the 
biological mother, and the putative father(s). Based on the assumption that the 
nominated mother is indeed the biological mother of the foetus/child, it is possible to 
determine which alleles within the DNA profile of the child could have originated from 
her. Therefore, the remaining alleles within the foetus/child’s DNA profile must have 
originated from the biological father. These are called obligate paternal alleles. 
 
If the DNA profile of a putative father does not contain the obligate paternal alleles at 
three or more of the DNA loci tested, then he is excluded as a potential biological father 
of the foetus/child. 
 
If the DNA profile of a putative father does contain the obligate paternal alleles at each 
of the DNA regions tested, then he is not excluded as a potential biological father of the 
foetus/child. This means that this putative father could be the biological father. 
 
A statistical analysis is performed to calculate a Paternity Index. The Paternity Index (PI) 
is a ratio of two probabilities conditional upon different competing propositions. 
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Proposition 1. The alleged father is the true father (and the mother is the true mother). 
 
Proposition 2. A random person who is not related to the alleged father is the ture father 
(and the mother is the true mother). 
 
The PI reflects how many times more likely it is to see the evidence (i.e. the child’s DNA 
profile) under the first hypothesis compared to the second proposition. 
 
For an inclusion of paternity/maternity the PI must not be less than 1000, according to 
ISO/IEC 17025 Application Document, Legal (including Forensic Science) – Annex, 
Parentage Testing for the Australian Family Law Act. See www.nata.com.au 
 
 
Touch DNA / Transfer of DNA 
 
When a person touches a surface, it is possible for their DNA to be transferred onto that 
surface. This transferred DNA can often be recovered (sampled) by a swab, tape lift, or 
excision depending upon the nature of the surface in question, and the sample can then 
be subjected to DNA profiling. 
 
This transferred DNA can originate from cells or cellular material within sweat and/or oils 
on the skin. The generation of a DNA profile will depend on many factors. These include 
the amount of DNA transferred, the nature of the surface being touched, and the amount 
of genetic material available for transfer. The persistence of any transferred genetic 
material to a surface will depend largely upon the nature of the surface and the 
conditions the surface has been subjected to in the time between deposition and 
recovery of the DNA. For example, DNA could be lost from the surface by washing or 
mechanical action such as abrasion. 
 
It therefore follows that the inability to obtain a DNA profile from a touched surface does 
not necessarily mean that a person has not had contact with the surface. It is possible 
for a person to contact a surface without a detectable amount of their DNA being 
transferred or subsequently recovered for analysis. 
 
 
Blood Stains 
 
Potential bloodstains are located in the laboratory by means of their visual appearance 
and the use of a presumptive chemical test (Tetramethylbenzidine – TMB). A positive 
result with this test is a good indication that blood may be present, however it does not 
provide proof as other substances are known to give the same result.   
 
 
Semen Stains 
 
Semen is the collective name for the mixture of spermatozoa (sperm) and seminal fluid. 
The presence of semen on an item can be indicated by using a presumptive chemical 
test that detects a major constituent of seminal fluid, namely Prostate Specific Antigen 
(PSA / p30). This constituent may exist in other body fluids, such as urine, faecal 
material, sweat, breast milk and blood, albeit usually at much lower concentrations.  
 
The location or presence of possible semen on items may also be indicated by using a 
presumptive chemical test that detects another major constituent of seminal fluid (Acid 
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Phosphatase – AP). This constituent exists in other body fluids, such as vaginal 
secretions, albeit usually at much lower concentrations.  
 
The presence of semen can be confirmed via the microscopic identification of 
spermatozoa. 
 
Samples where semen may be present undergo a differential lysis extraction process 
that aims to separate spermatozoa and epithelial cells into separate fractions. This 
separation is not always completely effective, and a mixing of fractions can occur. This 
is often referred to as cellular carryover.  
 
The current practice within Forensic DNA Analysis is for epithelial fractions from internal 
female sexual assault investigation kit (SAIK) samples to be stored following a 
differential lysis extraction process. This is because when these fractions are profiled, 
they are generally found to be a single contributor match to the person from whom the 
sample was taken. Given the nature of these samples, this finding is not unexpected. 
These epithelial fractions are stored indefinitely, and can be sent for DNA profiling at a 
future date if required. 
 
 
Semen Staining on Items 
 
The presence of semen on an item is normally the result of either direct ejaculation or 
contact with an item wet with semen (transfer). Any semen that may have been 
transferred / deposited can subsequently be lost by actions such as washing. 
 
 
Persistence of Semen in the Vagina 
 
The presence of semen in the vagina is normally the result of vaginal intercourse with 
internal ejaculation. The chance of detecting semen on a vaginal swab depends upon a 
number of factors such as: 

• the effectiveness of the sampling process; 
• the delay between deposition of the semen and sampling during the medical 

examination; 
• the biochemical conditions within the vagina. 
• any physiological factors that may affect semen production in the donor 

 
The greater the delay between deposition and sampling, the less chance there is of 
finding semen. Although highly variable, semen is likely to be found on vaginal swabs if 
they were taken 1-2 days after the act of vaginal intercourse. Semen is sometimes found 
on swabs taken between 2-7 days afterwards, but it is unlikely to be detected after 7 
days. This is due to a number of factors that can include the following: 

• drainage of semen from the vagina; 
• loss of semen by bathing or washing (especially on external sites); 
• degradation of the spermatozoa and seminal fluid constituents. 

 
 
Saliva 
 
A presumptive chemical test (Phadebas) may be used to detect the possible presence 
of saliva. This test exploits the enzyme activity of a constituent of saliva called amylase. 
Amylase is usually present at a relatively high concentration in saliva, though this can 
vary considerably between individuals. Amylase may also be detected in other body 
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fluids such as sweat, vaginal fluid and anal secretions, although usually at much lower 
concentration than that found in saliva.   
 
The presence of saliva on a surface may be the result of spitting or direct oral contact. 
Saliva may subsequently be transferred onto other items such as clothing or other areas 
of the body. Possible saliva stains may then be detected on skin swabs or items of 
clothing by the Phadebas test, as long as the clothing or skin has not been washed. 
Cellular material within the saliva, if present in sufficient quantities, can be used to obtain 
a DNA profile. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
JUSTICES ACT 1886 

 
I acknowledge by virtue of Section 110A (6C) (c) of the Justices Act 1886 that: 
 
(i) This written statement by me dated 5 October 2022 and contained in the pages 

numbered 1 to 100 is true to the best of my knowledge and belief; and 
 
(ii) I make it knowing that, I would be liable to prosecution for stating anything that I 

know is false. 
 
 
 
  
……………………………………………. 
 
Reporter 
 
Signed at BRISBANE on 5 October 2022 
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APPENDIX (Statements Issued using PowerPlex® 21 and STRmix v2.6.0 and beyond) 
 

Procedural and technical overview of DNA profiling at Forensic DNA Analysis, 
Forensic & Scientific Services 

 
Forensic Biologist 
 
It is a forensic biologist’s role to: 
 
1. Report on the examination of items submitted in relation to a case for the presence of 
possible biological material. If identified, a sample of the biological material is analysed 
in an attempt to obtain a DNA profile. 
 
2. Report on the DNA profiles obtained from samples submitted by the Queensland 
Police Service (QPS) in relation to a case. 
 
Any DNA profiles that are obtained from these samples are compared with the DNA 
profile obtained from an individual’s reference sample to assess whether or not the 
individual may be a contributor of DNA. Where multiple reference DNA profiles are 
analysed for a case, they are all genetically different to each other unless otherwise 
specified. That is, they all possess differing allelic designations – see the DNA Profiling 
section below.   
 
The signed Statement is the report issued by Forensic and Scientific Services. Any other 
attachments or information provided is not considered to be the issued report. 
 
 
Examinations 
 
Unless otherwise stated, the examinations of items for biological material were 
conducted by staff within the QPS. Sub-samples from these items were forwarded to 
Forensic and Scientific Services (FSS), Health Support Queensland, for the purposes of 
conducting DNA analysis. 
 
The descriptions of items and/or samples submitted to Forensic DNA Analysis by the 
QPS, and listed within this Statement, are derived from the descriptions entered by the 
QPS into the Forensic Register.  
 
Receipt details are listed for items reported in this statement, including reference 
samples where relevant. The period of testing on these items is from the date of the first 
submission, to the date of this Statement. Details of specific dates of testing are retained 
within the Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS). Where relevant, any 
items that are still in progress at the time of issuing this Statement are identified and final 
results will be reported in an addendum Statement. 
 
Forensic DNA Analysis operates under the agreement that the QPS are responsible for 
item prioritisation, sample selection, selection of screening/sampling methods, anti-
contamination procedures and the application of Standard Operating Procedures 
(SOPs) on work undertaken on the items/samples prior to submission to the Forensic 
DNA Analysis laboratory. As such, forensic biologists may not be able to provide 
information or opinion on possible biological origin of DNA profiles that may be obtained 
from these samples. 
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At the discretion of the QPS, some items may be submitted to this laboratory for the 
purposes of both examination and DNA profiling. These examinations are performed in 
accordance with the SOPs of this laboratory. For these items, contemporaneous notes 
are made during the examination by the examining scientist and these notes form part 
of the casefile. 
Forensic DNA Analysis casefiles and any samples remaining are available for 
independent examination and / or testing upon request. 
 
As a representative of the laboratory, I am only able to comment on the processes 
performed within Forensic DNA Analysis. 
 
 
Chain of Custody 
 
All Forensic DNA Analysis case files and exhibits are electronically tracked, monitored, 
and securely stored to ensure that appropriate chain of custody and continuity measures 
are maintained. The QPS case number and sample submission information is provided 
from the QPS via an electronic interface to FSS, and this information is cross-checked 
against labelling on the exhibit packaging prior to processing.  
 
Entry into Forensic DNA Analysis is restricted to authorised persons only, via electronic 
proximity access cards. Forensic DNA Analysis forms part of a Health Support 
Queensland campus site wherein access is controlled and monitored by a security team. 
Records of visitors to Forensic DNA Analysis are retained. 
 
 
Accreditation 
 
Forensic DNA Analysis first achieved accreditation by the National Association of 
Testing Authorities (NATA) to conduct forensic DNA analyses in 1998, and has 
continuously maintained NATA accreditation since this date. NATA ensures continued 
compliance with the accreditation requirements through routine reassessment (every 3 
years) and an intermediate surveillance visit (at approximately 18 months between 
reassessment surveys). 
 
NATA accredited facilities are assessed against best international practices based on 
the ISO/IEC 17025 standard. Laboratories are deemed able to competently perform 
testing and analysis activities if the laboratory demonstrates that it meets compliance 
with the standard within the scope of their accreditation. 
 
The parameters assessed during accreditation include:  
 
• Organisation and management 
• Quality management system 
• Personnel 
• Evidence management 
• Methods and procedures 
• Quality control and Proficiency Testing 
• Equipment 
• Reporting of results 
• Procurement of services and supplies 
• Accommodation and safety 
• Security and access 
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For details of the current ISO/IEC 17025 Standard, refer to Standards Australia.  
 
http://www.nata.com.au 
 
 
DNA Profiling 
 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is a complex chemical found in almost all cells of the 
human body. It carries genetic information that determines the physical and chemical 
characteristics of a person. Forensic DNA Analysis uses two main systems for the 
generation of DNA profiling results. In this case, the PowerPlex® 21 System was used, 
which examines 21 regions (loci) of DNA, 20 of which contain highly variable short 
tandem repeats (STRs). The 21st region gives an indication as to the genotypic sex of 
the donor (for details see Table 1). The generation of a DNA profile involves a method 
known as the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), which is used to produce numerous 
copies of these specific regions of the DNA. In this way, minimal amounts of DNA 
isolated from small or degraded samples can be increased to a level where the DNA can 
be detected, profiled, and compared with DNA profiles from other samples. 
 
The individual components (alleles) of a DNA profile are represented by a series of 
peaks on a graph that are measured and given a designation, using standard sizing 
ladders. A person will have two alleles (represented graphically as peaks) for each locus, 
one inherited from the biological mother and one inherited from the biological father. 
However, if the same allele is inherited from both parents, only one peak will be 
graphically represented at that locus.  
 
A DNA profile obtained from biological material such as blood, semen, saliva, hair or 
cellular material (eg. touch DNA) can be compared with the DNA profile obtained from 
the reference sample from any person.  
 

Table 1: PowerPlex® 21 system, list of loci 
Abbreviated Name Scientific Name Chromosomal Name 

Amel AMELOGENIN Sex (X and Y) 
D3 D3S1358 3 
D1 D1S1656 1 
D6 D6S1043 6 
D13 D13S317 13 

Penta E Penta E 15 
D16 D16S539 16 
D18 D18S51 18 
D2 D2S1338 2 

CSF CSF1PO 5 
Penta D Penta D 21 

TH01 TH01 11 
vWA HUMVWAFA31/A 12 
D21 D21S11 21 
D7 D7S820 7 
D5 D5S818 5 

TPOX TPOX 2 
D8 D8S1179 8 
D12 D12S391 12 
D19 D19S433 19 
FGA HUMFIBRA 4 
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Statistical Analysis of DNA Profiles 
 
STRmix™ is an expert statistical DNA profile analysis system developed and validated 
in Australia and New Zealand. Forensic DNA Analysis uses the STRmix™ software to 
assist in the interpretation of DNA profiles and the calculation of likelihood ratios for DNA 
profiles generated using the PowerPlex® 21 system.  
 
In order to statistically evaluate DNA profiles, it is necessary to make a reasonable 
assessment of the number of people who may have contributed DNA to that DNA profile, 
based on the information observed. 
 
If there is no indication of a contribution by more than one person, then a DNA profile is 
described as being from a “single contributor”. If less than 40 alleles present in a DNA 
profile, this is referred to as a “partial” or “incomplete” DNA profile. If there are indications 
of two or more contributors, then a DNA profile is described as being a “mixed” DNA 
profile. 
 
DNA Profiles Assumed To Originate From One Person (Single Source) 
 
A person can be excluded as a possible source of the biological material if the alleles of 
the crime-scene DNA profile are different from the corresponding alleles of the person’s 
reference DNA profile. If the corresponding alleles of the crime-scene DNA profile 
contain the same information, then that person, along with any other person who has 
the same corresponding alleles as the crime-scene DNA profile, can be considered as 
a potential contributor of the DNA. 
 
 
The evidential significance of such a finding is assessed by considering two competing 
propositions: 
 
Proposition 1: The crime-scene DNA originated from the person of interest. 
 
Proposition 2: The crime-scene DNA originated from someone other than, and unrelated 
to, the person of interest. 
 
The resultant figure (termed the ‘Likelihood Ratio’) compares the two opposing 
propositions. The likelihood ratio describes how likely the DNA profile obtained from the 
biological material is to have occurred if Proposition 1 were true (the DNA originated 
from the person of interest) rather than if Proposition 2 were true (the DNA originated 
from someone other than, and unrelated to, the person of interest). 
 
The likelihood ratio is calculated by taking into account the characteristics of the DNA 
profile and the frequency of occurrence of the individual alleles that make up the DNA 
profile.  
 
If less than the 20 STR regions of DNA are observed in a DNA profile, the likelihood ratio 
will be smaller than the likelihood ratio calculated for a full DNA profile obtained from the 
same individual. In other words, the more incomplete a DNA profile is, the greater the 
likelihood that the obtained DNA profile could have come from someone other than, and 
unrelated to the person of interest. 
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DNA Profiles Assumed To Originate From More Than One Person (Mixed DNA Profiles) 
 
In order to assess whether a person may or may not have contributed to a mixed DNA 
profile, a set of competing propositions (similar to the single source DNA profile example) 
are considered. For example, for a two-person mixture: 
 
Proposition 1: The crime-scene DNA originated from the person of interest and an 
unknown person, unrelated to the person of interest. 
 
Proposition 2: The crime-scene DNA originated from two unknown people, both 
unrelated to the person of interest. 
 
The likelihood ratio provides a statistical assessment of the possibility that the DNA 
profile obtained was the result of a DNA contribution by the person of interest. 
 
The likelihood ratio will not always favour Proposition 1 (the DNA originated from the 
person of interest and an unknown person unrelated to the person of interest). The 
likelihood ratio could favour Proposition 2 (the DNA originated from two unknown people 
unrelated to the person of interest). 
 
In certain circumstances, if the ownership of an item is established or if the sample was 
collected from an identified person’s body, then it is possible to make the reasonable 
assumption that the identified person has contributed DNA to the resultant mixed DNA 
profile. In these cases, a mixed DNA profile can be ‘conditioned’ on the DNA profile of 
the assumed contributor, such that the presence of the alleles corresponding with the 
assumed contributor’s reference DNA profile can be factored into the statistical 
interpretation. This may facilitate a more meaningful statistical analysis of potential 
second and/or third contributors to the DNA profile. In this situation, the likelihood ratio 
is based on the following propositions: 
 
Proposition 1: the DNA has originated from the assumed contributor and the person of 
interest. 
 
Proposition 2: the DNA has originated from the assumed contributor and an unknown 
individual, unrelated to the person of interest. 
 
 
DNA profiles with an uncertain number of contributors 
 
Forensic DNA Analysis is currently validated for the interpretation of DNA profiles with 
1-4 contributors. Once the assessment of the number of contributors has been made, 
this information is used in the STRmix™ analysis. 
 
When a DNA profile is deemed unsuitable for interpretation it may be described as 
‘complex’. This can occur under the following circumstances: 
 

• When a DNA profile could have a large number of contributors and therefore it 
is difficult to exclude individuals and/or determine whether a person could be 
a potential contributor to the DNA profile 

• When there is very limited information available and/or the quality of the profile 
is poor. 
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It is important to note that should further information be received that renders the 
assumptions used in an analysis invalid, the DNA profile will require additional statistical 
interpretation. 
 
 
Datasets Used in Statistical Analyses 
 
Three validated datasets consisting of DNA profiles obtained from individuals of the 
Australian Caucasian, Aboriginal, and South-East Asian populations are used to 
calculate the likelihood ratio. A population correction factor, θ (theta), is applied to all 
likelihood ratio calculations in order to correct for the common genetic ancestry of people 
within a particular population (sharing of DNA components inherited from a common 
ancestor). In Forensic DNA Analysis, a likelihood ratio that represents a stratified 
population statistic is reported irrespective of whether the DNA profile of interest is single 
source or a mixed DNA Profile. 
 
The likelihood ratio is calculated using all three datasets and the relative proportions of 
each ethnic grouping in the overall Australian population based on data sourced from 
the Australian Bureau of Statistics. This calculation, which is known as stratification, 
allows for the possibility that a random unknown person, unrelated to the person of 
interest, from anywhere in Australia could have contributed to the DNA profile obtained. 
Therefore, the likelihood ratio is not dependent on the ethnicity of the person of interest, 
but it is representative of the relative proportion of the person of interest’s ethnic 
population within the larger Australian population.  
 
Theta cannot account for close blood relatives. Closely related people, such as siblings, 
will have a greater chance of sharing similar components within their DNA profiles. 
However, due to the nature of parental DNA recombination during conception, the 
probability that two siblings would share the same 40 alleles would be very small. As this 
relationship becomes more distant, the probability of two relatives having the same DNA 
profile becomes smaller still. If it were thought that a close blood relative might have 
been a contributor of DNA, the most meaningful approach to interpretation would be to 
submit the reference sample from the relative in question for DNA analysis and 
subsequent direct comparison to the crime-scene DNA profile. 
 
Often the calculated likelihood ratio produces numbers of thousands (1000s) or even 
millions (1000,000s) of billions. To avoid the use of potentially confusing mathematical 
terminology, a “ceiling figure” for the likelihood ratio of 100 billion is used (this is called 
“truncation”). For example, a calculated likelihood ratio of “150 000 billion times more 
likely”, would be reported as “greater than 100 billion times more likely”. The actual 
calculated figure can be provided upon request. 
 
   
Parentage Testing and Statistical Calculations 
 
In a disputed paternity matter, DNA profiles are obtained from the foetus/child, the 
biological mother, and the putative father(s). Based on the assumption that the 
nominated mother is indeed the biological mother of the foetus/child, it is possible to 
determine which alleles within the DNA profile of the child could have originated from 
her. Therefore, the remaining alleles within the foetus/child’s DNA profile must have 
originated from the biological father. These are called obligate paternal alleles. 
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If the DNA profile of a putative father does not contain the obligate paternal alleles at 
three or more of the DNA loci tested, then he is excluded as a potential biological father 
of the foetus/child. 
 
If the DNA profile of a putative father does contain the obligate paternal alleles at each 
of the DNA regions tested, then he is not excluded as a potential biological father of the 
foetus/child. This means that this putative father could be the biological father. 
 
A statistical analysis is performed to calculate a Paternity Index (PI). The PI is a ratio of 
two probabilities conditional upon different competing propositions. 
 
Proposition 1. The alleged father is the true father (and the mother is the true mother). 
 
Proposition 2. A random person who is not related to the alleged father is the true father 
(and the mother is the true mother). 
 
The PI reflects how many times more likely it is to see the evidence (i.e. the child’s DNA 
profile) under the first proposition compared to the second proposition. 
 
For an inclusion of paternity/maternity the PI must not be less than 1000, according to 
ISO/IEC 17025 Application Document, Legal (including Forensic Science) – Annex, 
Parentage Testing for the Australian Family Law Act. See www.nata.com.au 
 
 
Touch DNA / Transfer of DNA 
 
When a person touches a surface, it is possible for their DNA to be transferred onto that 
surface. This transferred DNA can often be recovered (sampled) by a swab, tape lift, or 
excision depending upon the nature of the surface in question, and the sample can then 
be subjected to DNA profiling. 
 
This transferred DNA can originate from cells or cellular material within sweat and/or oils 
on the skin. The generation of a DNA profile will depend on many factors. These include 
the amount of DNA transferred, the nature of the surface being touched, and the amount 
of genetic material available for transfer. The persistence of any transferred genetic 
material to a surface will depend largely upon the nature of the surface and the 
conditions the surface has been subjected to in the time between deposition and 
recovery of the DNA. For example, DNA could be lost from the surface by washing or 
mechanical action such as abrasion. 
 
It therefore follows that the inability to obtain a DNA profile from a touched surface does 
not necessarily mean that a person has not had contact with the surface. It is possible 
for a person to contact a surface without a detectable amount of their DNA being 
transferred or subsequently recovered for analysis. 
 
 
Blood Stains 
 
Potential bloodstains are located in the laboratory by means of their visual appearance 
and the use of a presumptive chemical test (Tetramethylbenzidine – TMB). A positive 
result with this test is a good indication that blood may be present, however it does not 
provide proof as other substances are known to give the same result.   
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Semen Stains 
 
Semen is the collective name for the mixture of spermatozoa (sperm) and seminal fluid. 
The presence of semen on an item can be indicated by using a presumptive chemical 
test that detects a major constituent of seminal fluid, namely Prostate Specific Antigen 
(PSA / p30). This constituent may exist in other body fluids, such as urine, faecal 
material, sweat, breast milk and blood, albeit usually at much lower concentrations.  
 
The location or presence of possible semen on items may also be indicated by using a 
presumptive chemical test that detects another major constituent of seminal fluid (Acid 
Phosphatase – AP). This constituent exists in other body fluids, such as vaginal 
secretions, albeit usually at much lower concentrations.  
 
The presence of semen can be confirmed via the microscopic identification of 
spermatozoa. 
 
Samples where semen may be present undergo a differential lysis extraction process 
that aims to separate spermatozoa and epithelial cells into separate fractions. This 
separation is not always completely effective, and a mixing of fractions can occur. This 
is often referred to as cellular carryover.  
 
The current practice within Forensic DNA Analysis is for epithelial fractions from internal 
female sexual assault investigation kit (SAIK) samples to be stored following a 
differential lysis extraction process. This is because when these fractions are profiled, 
they are generally found to be a single contributor match to the person from whom the 
sample was taken. Given the nature of these samples, this finding is not unexpected. 
These epithelial fractions are stored indefinitely, and can be sent for DNA profiling at a 
future date if required. 
 
 
Semen Staining on Items 
 
The presence of semen on an item is normally the result of either direct ejaculation or 
contact with an item wet with semen (transfer). Any semen that may have been 
transferred / deposited can subsequently be lost by actions such as washing. 
 
 
Persistence of Semen in the Vagina 
 
The presence of semen in the vagina is normally the result of vaginal intercourse with 
internal ejaculation. The chance of detecting semen on a vaginal swab depends upon a 
number of factors such as: 

• the effectiveness of the sampling process; 
• the delay between deposition of the semen and sampling during the medical 

examination; 
• the biochemical conditions within the vagina. 
• any physiological factors that may affect semen production in the donor 

 
The greater the delay between deposition and sampling, the less chance there is of 
finding semen. Although highly variable, semen is likely to be found on vaginal swabs if 
they were taken 1-2 days after the act of vaginal intercourse. Semen is sometimes found 
on swabs taken between 2-7 days afterwards, but it is unlikely to be detected after 7 
days. This is due to a number of factors that can include the following: 
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• drainage of semen from the vagina; 
• loss of semen by bathing or washing (especially on external sites); 
• degradation of the spermatozoa and seminal fluid constituents. 

 
 
Saliva 
 
A presumptive chemical test (Phadebas) may be used to detect the possible presence 
of saliva. This test exploits the enzyme activity of a constituent of saliva called amylase. 
Amylase is usually present at a relatively high concentration in saliva, though this can 
vary considerably between individuals. Amylase may also be detected in other body 
fluids such as sweat, vaginal fluid and anal secretions, although usually at much lower 
concentration than that found in saliva.   
 
The presence of saliva on a surface may be the result of spitting or direct oral contact. 
Saliva may subsequently be transferred onto other items such as clothing or other areas 
of the body. Possible saliva stains may then be detected on skin swabs or items of 
clothing by the Phadebas test, as long as the clothing or skin has not been washed. 
Cellular material within the saliva, if present in sufficient quantities, can be used to obtain 
a DNA profile. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
JUSTICES ACT 1886 

 
I acknowledge by virtue of Section 110A (6C) (c) of the Justices Act 1886 that: 
 
(i) This written statement by me dated 5 October 2022 and contained in the pages 

numbered 1 to 109 is true to the best of my knowledge and belief; and 
 

(ii) I make it knowing that, I would be liable to prosecution for stating anything that I 
know is false. 

 
 
 
  
……………………………………………. 
 
Reporter 
 

Signed at BRISBANE on 5 October 2022 
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20.3 Appendix 3 – Draft paternity statement 
 
Paternity trio evaluation wording 
 
XX. The results of the scientific examinations conducted in this laboratory are as follows: 
 
 
Reference Samples 
 
nn: XX - mother 
nn: XY - suspect 
nn: CC - child 
 
DNA profiles were obtained from these reference samples. These DNA profiles were different to 
each other. 
 
Information was observed within the DNA profile of CC, supporting the assumption that XX is 
indeed the biological mother of CC. 
 
The DNA profile obtained from the reference sample from XY was compared to the DNA profiles 
obtained from the reference samples of XX and CC in order to assist in the determination of the 
possible paternity of CC. 
 
XY possesses all of the obligate paternal alleles. In my opinion, it is possible that XY is the 
biological father of CC given that XX is the natural mother. The following statistical weighting has 
been calculated in support of this opinion: 
 
The DNA profile from CC is n times more likely to have occurred if CC was the offspring of XX and 
XY rather than if CC was the offspring of XX and a random man unrelated to XY <population data 
set> 
 
Paired kinship evaluation wording 
 
XX. The results of the scientific examinations conducted in this laboratory are as follows: 
 
 
Reference Samples 
 
nn: XY - suspect 
nn: CC – child 
 
DNA profiles were obtained from these reference samples. These DNA profiles were different to 
each other. 
 
The DNA profile obtained from the reference sample of XY was compared to the DNA profile 
obtained from the reference sample of CC in order to assist in the determination of the possibility of 
paternity of CC. 
 
In my opinion, it is possible that XY is the biological father of CC.  The following statistical 
weighting has been calculated in support of this opinion: 
 
The DNA profile from CC is approximately x times more likely to have occurred if CC was the 
offspring XY rather than if CC was the offspring of a random man unrelated to XY. 
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20.4 Appendix 4 - DNA Evidentiary Certificate 
Section 95A 

Evidence Act 1977 
Form 3 Version 2 

 
DNA EVIDENTIARY CERTIFICATE 

 
 

I, name, state 
 
1. I am a DNA Analyst employed by Queensland Health Scientific Services 
 
2. I am a Scientist in the DNA Analysis Unit. 
 
3. My qualifications are: fill in 
 
4. I hold appointment as a DNA Analyst under the Evidence Act 1977. 
 
5. Appendix 1 to this certificate sets out the procedures and methodology used by Queensland 
Health Scientific Services in DNA testing. These procedures are carried out in accordance with the 
requirements of the National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA). 
 
6. On the DD day of MM, YYYY, insert delivery officer delivered a number of items to Queensland 
Health Scientific Services, which were then received and registered under laboratory number: 
123456789. 
 
7. These things were: 
 
8. On the … 
 
 
9. On (or between) the date of initial receipt and the statement date, these things, namely insert 

specified items here 
 

Reference samples: 
 
Items 
 
were tested by me (and other laboratory staff): 
 
 
11. I have examined the laboratory’s records relating to the receipt, storage and testing of the 
things referred to in paragraph 10 (including where the testing process was done by someone 
other than me) and confirm that the records indicate that all quality assurance procedures for the 
receipt, storage and testing of the things that were in place in the laboratory at the time of the 
testing were complied with. 
 
12. The results of the testing of the things referred to in paragraph 10 are as follows:  
Refer to attached table of results. 
 
 
 
 
Signed  _________________________________________ 
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Name   Your Name 
 
DNA Analyst _________________________________________ 
 
Date  _________________________________________ 
 
 
Notes: 
 
A. A party intending to rely on this DNA Evidentiary Certificate must give a copy to each other party in 
the proceeding at least 10 business days before the hearing day 
B. The DNA Analyst giving the certificate will be called to give evidence at the hearing where the 
certificate is to be used. 
C. Any party may request from the Chief Executive of the Department of Health a copy of the 
laboratory’s records relating to the receipt, storage and testing of any things referred to in this certificate.  
D. If any party intends to challenge any matter stated in this certificate that party must give written 
notice of the matter to be challenged (in form 4) to the Chief Executive of the Department of Health and each 
other party at least 3 business days before the hearing.  
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20.5 Appendix 5 – Further paragraphs for civil casework report 
 
Analytical Techniques 
 
In order to perform the DNA profiling process, DNA must first be isolated from the sub-sample 
obtained during examination.  This is achieved by separating the cell containing the DNA from 
the substrate (eg, swab, tape lift, fabric, etc) by performing a number of washes and agitative 
steps.  The cell is then broken open to release the DNA.  During this step the DNA is 
separated from the cellular debris.  This phase is termed ‘DNA Extraction’. 

 
The next phase is known as ‘Quantitation’ and is used to assess the amount of DNA within 
the sample.  This information is then used to optimise the next stage called ‘Amplification’.  
Amplification is a process designed to make many copies of the targeted DNA regions within 
the extracted DNA of a specific sample.  This procedure is based on the laboratory technique 
called the ‘Polymerase Chain Reaction’ (PCR) and can be thought of as a DNA photocopier. 

 
The amplified DNA is then separated based on the size of the targeted DNA fragments during 
a process called ‘Capillary Electrophoresis’.  This information is then analysed during a data 
analysis process aimed at labelling the individual fragments according to the relative size. 

 
The result of the above processes is a DNA profile which displays as peaks on a graph which 
are assessed by a reporting scientist. 
 
Quality 
 
All testing completed by the Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory is conducted under a strict 
quality framework to ensure the utmost reliability and integrity of all results released.  This is 
achieved by establishing and maintaining the following quality measures, to name a few: 

 
• Use of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) 
• Intensive training schedule for staff associated to individual processes to 

ensure that only competent staff are conducting the tasks 
• Maintenance of continuity throughout the processes with the use of electronic 

batch /audit records and tracking of each exhibit/sample 
• Review of all work and results prior to release  
• Use of control and blank samples with every analytical processes 
• Internal validation of all techniques utilised within the Forensic DNA laboratory 
• Establishment and maintenance of staff and QPS DNA elimination databases 
• Environmental monitoring and cleaning of the individual laboratory spaces 
• Use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) throughout sample processing 
• Restricted access to the laboratory including specific areas within the laboratory 
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20.6 Appendix 6 – Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 1999 – Sect 428 
 

Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 1999 – Sect 428 
 
In accordance with the Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 1999 – Sect 428, I confirm that: 
 
(a) the factual matters stated in the report are, as far as the expert knows, true; and 
 
(b) the expert has made all enquiries considered appropriate; and 
 
(c) the opinions stated in the report are genuinely held by the expert; and 
 
(d) the report contains reference to all matters the expert considers significant; and 
 
(e) the expert understands the expert’s duty to the court and has complied with the duty. 
 

 
 
 
  
……………………………………………. 
 
XXXXX 

Signed at BRISBANE on DD Month YYYY 
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20.7 Appendix 7 – Actioning an exhibit that is no longer required for testing 
 
If the QPS decide that no further work is required on an exhibit they will check the ‘No 
Testing Required’ box on the within the ‘Forensic Triage’ field. 
 

 
 

This will automatically enter the ‘No further work required as per advice from QPS’ 
(NWQPS) exhibit result line against the exhibit which will be highlighted in red. This line 
requires manual validation. 
 

 
 
If the exhibit has child exhibits then these children will also get the NWQPS exhibit result 
line, for example in the case of a SAIK that is no longer required, the SAIK and each of the 
swabs from the SAIK will have this line. 
 
If the sample is in the process of being profiled then it will be flagged on the batch worklists 
for analytical staff to cease processing depending on where the sample is. 
 
If the sample continues through analytical then the sample will populate the PDA worklists. 
The profile analyst will see the NWQPS line when entering into that sample for 
interpretation and will action the request for no further work. 
 
If interpretation has already been completed and the sample is on the Profile Review 
worklists when the NWQPS line is added then the reviewer will see the NWQPS line when 
entering into that sample and will action the request for no further work. 
 
Actioning No Further Work requests for samples on the PDA worklist 
 
If a scientist enters into a sample on the PDA worklist that has the NWQPS exhibit result 
line then they will action this request as follows: 
 
1. If there is a ‘Calculation’ process requiring validation, the scientist should enter a 

note into the calculation stating that the calculation has not been reviewed as no 
further work is required. They will then ask another scientist to validate the 
‘Calculation’.   

2. Validate the NWQPS exhibit result line. 

3. Order a ‘Reallocate’ process to remove the sample from the PDA worklist. 

 
Actioning No Further Work requests for samples on the Profile Review worklist 
 
If a scientist enters into a sample on the Profile Review worklist that has the NWQPS 
exhibit result line then they must action this request as follows: 
 
If the DNA profile has been correctly interpreted as a single source profile then the reviewer 
is to complete the review of the result as per section 4.4.10 of this document.  The NWQPS 
exhibit result line is to be validated as well as this will reflect the sample audit and ensure 
the sample is not accidentally added to the statement with a result. 
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If however the DNA profile is anything other than a single source profile or it appears the 
initial assessment of a single source DNA profile is not correct then the following   
 
1. If there is a ‘Calculation’ process requiring validation, the scientist should enter a 

note into the calculation stating that the calculation has not been reviewed as no 
further work is required. They will then ask another scientist to validate the 
‘Calculation’. 

2. If there are profiles in the Profile Record table, the scientist should clear the Profile 
Record table by clicking on the  icon whilst in edit mode. 

3. Enter into each ‘Result’ that has an exhibit result line and ‘incorrect’ the line by 
clicking the  icon.  

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
4. If there is a ‘NCIDD’ test then this should be ‘incorrected’ by clicking on the  icon. 

5. Validate the ‘Profile Review’. 

6. Validate the ‘NWQPS’ line. 

 
If advice is received that no further testing is required of a Post Mortem (PM) sample the ‘No 
Testing Required’ box within the ‘Forensic Triage’ field can be completed by a Senior Scientist or 
above.  Staff at the HP4 and below level do not have access within the FR to complete this task 
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20.8 Appendix 8 – Suggested PowerPlex®21 (and STRmixTM) statement wording 
 

NOTE 1:  
When wording your statement it is important to remember that the comparison is being 
performed by STRmix™ and therefore the conclusions are based on statistical interpretation. 
Intuitive checking is performed only to ensure that STRmix™ is giving an appropriate 
interpretation. Therefore, statements such as ‘Mr X cannot be excluded as having contributed 
to this profile and therefore I have considered the following propositions’ are not appropriate 
under this model. Your statement should refer only to your assumptions and the statistical 
interpretation. 
 
 
NOTE 2:  
A link between the profile obtained and the assumption of number of contributors is 
recommended. 
  
This could be written for mixtures in the following ways: 
 

- The mixed DNA profile(s) obtained from this sample indicates the presence of DNA 
from three contributors. As such, an assumption of three contributors has been made 
for statistical analysis. 

 
Or 
 

- A mixed DNA profile has been obtained from this sample. Based on the information 
within this DNA profile, an assumption of three contributors has been made for 
statistical analysis. 

 
This could be written for single source in the following ways: 
 

- The DNA profile(s) obtained from this sample indicates the presence of DNA from a 
single contributor. As such, this DNA profile matches the reference DNA profile of XY. 

 
Or 
 

- The DNA profile(s) obtained from this sample matches the DNA profile of XY. 
 
NOTE 3:  
 
Rounding of LRs should be in the following conservative format: 
- if the LR = 157 232, round to LR = 150 thousand. 
- If the LR = 129, round to LR = 120 
- If the LR =72, no rounding performed.. 
- If the LR = 2.3, round to LR = 2 
- If the LR favours Hd and = 157 232, round to 160 thousand 
- If the LR favours Hd and = 129, round to 130 
- If the LR favours Hd and =72, no rounding performed. 
- If the LR favours Hd and = 2.3, round to LR = 3 
 
 
Example wording 
 
 
  123456789  Swab (A), near rear door Unknowns 
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   Swab (D), floor in foyer near charge counter 
 
The DNA profiles obtained from these samples [match each other and] do not match the 
reference DNA profiles associated with this matter. Each of these DNA profiles indicated 
male gender.  
 
 
   Swab (E), floor in charge area 
 
The DNA profile(s) obtained from this sample indicates the presence of DNA from a single 
contributor. As such, this DNA profile matches the reference DNA profile of XY. 
 
Based on statistical analysis, it is estimated that the DNA profile obtained is greater than 100 
billion times more likely to have occurred if the DNA originated from Mr X, rather than if the 
DNA originated from someone other than Mr X. 
 

OR 
 
The DNA profile obtained from this sample matches the DNA profile of Mr X. 
 
Based on statistical analysis, it is estimated that the DNA profile obtained is greater than 100 
billion times more likely to have occurred if Mr X had contributed DNA rather than if he had 
not. 
 
 
   Swab (B), floor near cells 
 
The mixed DNA profile(s) obtained from this sample indicates the presence of DNA from 
three contributors. As such, an assumption of three contributors has been made for statistical 
analysis. 
 
The reference DNA profiles of John, Sam and Carol have been compared with this mixed 
DNA profile separately, in order to assess whether or not any of them may have contributed 
DNA. Based on statistical analyses, the results are as follows: 
 
In favour of contribution: 
 
John - It is estimated that the mixed DNA profile obtained is approximately 4 times more likely 
to have occurred if he has contributed DNA rather than if he has not. 
 
In favour of non-contribution: 
 
Carol – It is estimated that the mixed DNA profile obtained is approximately 100,000 times 
more likely to have occurred if she has not contributed DNA rather than if she has contributed 
DNA.  
 
 
Inconclusive: 
 
Sam – It is estimated that the mixed DNA profile obtained is equally likely if he has contributed 
DNA rather than if he has not.  
 
 
 

Single Source
  

Non-
conditioned 

Mixture 
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Conditioned Mixture 
 
 
 
The mixed DNA profile(s) obtained from this sample indicates the presence of DNA from X 
contributors, one of whom could be Carol. Since this sample is said to have been collected 
from Carol, it would not be unexpected to find DNA which could have come from her. In 
order to interpret this mixed DNA profile an assumption of DNA from X contributors, one of 
whom is Carol, has been made.  
 
The reference DNA profile of John has been compared to this mixed DNA profile, to assess 
whether or not he may have contributed DNA along with Carol.  
 
Based on statistical analysis it is estimated that: 
 
In favour of contribution: 
 
John - It is estimated that the mixed DNA profile obtained is approximately 4 times more likely 
to have occurred if he has contributed DNA [along with Carol] rather than if he has not. 
 
In favour of non-contribution: 
 
John - It is estimated that the mixed DNA profile obtained is approximately 4 times more likely 
to have occurred if he has not contributed DNA rather than if he has contributed DNA. 
 
Inconclusive: 
 
John - It is estimated that the mixed DNA profile obtained is equally likely to have occurred if 
he has contributed DNA rather than if he has not.  
 
Excluded: 
 
Based on the assumption of X contributors and the presence of DNA from Carol, the 
following reference samples are excluded as potential contributors to the mixed DNA profile 
obtained: John et al 
 
 
  Rectal swab 
  Anterior lower gum swab 
 
The DNA profiles obtained from these samples [match each other and also] match the 
reference DNA profile of Carol.  As these samples are said to have been taken from Carol, 
the finding of DNA which could have come from her is not unexpected, and therefore no 
statistical analysis has been performed. 
 
 
   123456789  Graph 21; swab; pop bottle 
 
Low levels of DNA were detected in this sample and it was not submitted for further DNA 
profiling. 
 
The sample may have insufficient DNA to result in a DNA profile suitable for interpretation.  
It is possible that further testing may result in an interpretable DNA profile in some cases. 
 

Conditioned 
Mixture 

Not unexpected 
findings 

Insufficient 
DNA 
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  123456789  Graph 9; swab; cot 
  123456789  Graph 2; swab; flyscreen 
 
DNA was not detected in these samples and therefore they were not tested further. 
 
 
   123456789  Graph 11; swab; right thong 
   123456789  Item 6; tapelift; back of hand 
 
The complex mixed DNA profiles obtained from these samples indicate the presence of 
DNA from more than three contributors and are therefore unsuitable for statistical analysis. 
 
 
  123456789 Graph 5 
 

Due to the complex nature of this DNA profile, including uncertainty as to the number of 
contributors, in my opinion this DNA profile is not suitable for meaningful interpretation. 

 
  

No DNA 
Detected 

Complex – no 
STRmix 

Complex – 
unsuitable 
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20.9 Appendix 9 – Working from Home – Statement drafting, reporting and reviewing 
tasks 
Drafting a statement 
 

• Complete paperless process as described in Section 5 of this document 
o It is important that a casefile is available at the time of statement release as 

the Admin staff need to locate the hardcopy of the statement to a physical 
location.  The reporting scientist is to request that a file is created by the 
Admin staff via email (as per Section 5.1) as soon as possible. 

 
• In statement template, DO NOT DELETE the Peer Reviewer line on top left (signing 

block). The Options below are all written with no changes to the current statement 
template. 

 
• If there are urgent statements needing to be released, please communicate with 

your Supervisor on potential adjustments to the options below. 
 

• When the review is finalised, the options are: 
 

1. Original statement sent to Admin, to process as per normal 
 

a. Print and sign statement as per normal  
b. Send statement in pre-paid envelope to FSS DNA Admin in supplied pre-

paid envelopes. 
c. Email FSS.FDNA.Admin to notify them a statement is in the mail 
d. Admin continue to process statement as per SOP. 

i. Admin will seek Reviewer’s initials for the statement if they are at 
work 

ii. Admin will add initials of Peer Reviewer if they are also 
absent/working from home eg. ‘JAH as per FR record’ 

iii. Admin to add Casefile Notation that initials have been added in 
Reviewer’s absence as per FR record. 

 
Works for staff working 100% at home and includes Admin final check (very 
worthwhile). Requires staff to have a number of pre-paid envelopes with them. 
 
 

2. Organise to attend work and process as per normal 
 

a. Organise to attend work at a convenient time and to an area to minimise 
contact with other personnel if need be. 

b. Sign statement paperwork while at work  
c. Deliver statement to Admin for processing. 

i. Admin to write initials of Peer Reviewer if they are absent as per 
Option 1 (above). 

d. Reporting Scientist can choose to go through paper record of casefile at 
that stage, or not (and add a Casefile Notation that paper record has not 
been used at this stage). 

e. Add Casefile Notation detailing the process that has been followed. 
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Processed through Admin, SSLU, Records in the same way as current process. 
Can work for cases with generous timeframes and for staff not working 100% at 
home. 

 
 

Reviewing a Statement 
 

• Follow QIS 34006 and the paperless process described 
 

• Complete FR Review records as per SOP 
 

• If reviewer is present (even if the Reporting Scientist is not present but they have 
signed the statement), sign the relevant section of the statement and the date issued. 
 

• If reviewer is not present and the statement needs to be issued, Reporting 
Scientist/Admin/delegate can add Reviewer’s initials as per Option 1 above. 

 
• Casefile Notation to be added to say peer reviewed remotely. 
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20.10 Appendix 10 – Offline Statements 
 
If a Statement of Witness needs to be written outside of the FR (eg, system is down), the 
templates are available in QIS. Templates exist for Statements of Witness and Intelligence 
Reports - see the following documents: 
 
QIS: 29010 – Statement of Witness template – stamp 
QIS: 29009 – Statement of Witness template – blank – no NATA endorsement 
QIS: 29024 – Use of offline Forensic Reporting templates 
QIS: 29011 – Generic report template 
 
This type of statement may be utilised in cases where someone other than the Reporting 
Scientist is requested to write a Statement of Witness. This may be, for example, by the 
examining scientist, or an analytical scientist. These statements should use the template 
without the stamp, as the stamp refers to the Reporting Scientist.  
 
These statements should be scanned into the FR upon completion or when the system is 
available and be accompanied by a Report record and Review record as per section 5 of 
this document 
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Disaster Victim Identification DNA Reports 

1 Purpose 
These reports are submitted for the information of the State Coroner as part of the 
documentation for a DVI reconciliation phase.  They are a faster and easier way to provide 
peer-reviewed results to the reconciliation board than a full statement. 

2 Scope 
This procedure shall apply to all scientists writing DVI reports at Forensic DNA Analysis. 

3 Definitions 
DVI – Disaster Victim Identification.  Usually refers to an incident with multiple victims 
where identification will be difficult due to the number and/or state of the victims. 

LIMS – Laboratory Information Management System.  The software used by the laboratory 
to manage cases / samples and associated information (eg. Forensic Register (FR) and 
AUSLAB). 

Reconciliation Board – A meeting between the State Coroner and involved parties (e.g. 
Forensic DNA Analysts, Forensic Dentists, Forensic Pathologists, Police) where evidence 
from each of the different modalities is given to the Coroner to assist with the identification 
of the victims. 

4 Actions 
4.1 Case Registration 

A DVI will generally be given a single over-arching QP / FR case number and this QP / FR 
case number is used for the DVI reports.  Enter the Case Scientist and Reviewer names (if 
known) and create a case file for the case. 

All of the individual cases for bodies / body parts must be associated to this single over-
arching case.  This will allow us to link all of the relevant information together. 

4.2 Creating Reports 
For each ‘body’, add a new report record and associated review suitably named from the 
case management tab e.g. “DNA report (123)” for an item with DVI number 123. 

NOTE: 
Some ‘bodies’ may require two reports – one Post-Mortem Match Report to list the other 
body parts it matches and one Personal Effects Report or Family Samples Report to list 
which Ante-Mortem references it matches to.  In this case you will have to give them 
suitably descriptive names e.g. “DNA report (123) – PM” and “DNA report (123) – AM”. 

DVI reports are written in Microsoft Word using the templates attached below.  Copy and 
paste the wording from the appropriate appendix (9.1 to 9.3 below) into the FR template. 

CA-49
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This will add the appropriate headers and footers to the report.  Then update the highlighted 
areas with the correct details. 
 
All bodies / body parts should be given a unique DVI number by the QPS DVI team.  
Forensic Pathology also assign bodies / body parts a J number.  Separate identifiers for the 
remains (DVI#, J#, and DNA barcode) are all listed in the table in the report. 
 
The purple paragraphs in the two PM reports are for use when only a partial profile was 
obtained from the remains. 
 
NOTE: 
These reports are prepared in lieu of a statement.  If a statement or other follow-up reports 
will be required then the title for these reports must be changed from “DNA Report” to 
“Preliminary DNA Report” (NATA require reports to be labelled ‘Preliminary’ if there will be a 
follow-up report). 
 
The reporting scientist prints and signs both a copy of the DVI report and a copy of the 
Review Checklist, and fills out their half of the review checklist.  They then give the case 
file, the report(s) and the review checklist(s) to the reviewer. 
 

4.3 Reviewing Reports 
Using the information in the relevant LIMS, the case file and the report, the reviewer follows 
the review checklist.  If the reviewer is satisfied that all information is present and correct 
they sign off the report and the checklist, and fill out the relevant review record in the FR.  If 
not they must negotiate with the reporter until both are satisfied with the content of the 
report. 
 

4.4 Releasing Reports 
The original signed report is photocopied, scanned and uploaded to the FR (QIS 34308).  
Then: 

• the photocopy is stored in the case file 
• a scanned copy is emailed to the QPS DNA Results Management Unit (to check the 

legality of reference samples) 
• the original signed report is handed to police in Coronial Support Unit (who will 

forward it to the State Coroner after it has been cleared by DRMU) 
 
 
5 Records 

The following DVI reports and review checklist are attached as Appendices: 
• Post-Mortem Match Report 
• Personal Effects Report 
• Family Samples Report 
• Review Checklist 
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6 Associated Documentation 

QIS 34006 Procedure for the Release of Results using the Forensic Register 
 
QIS 34308 Procedure for Intelligence Reports and Interstate / Interpol Requests in the 
Forensic Register 
 
National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA).  Refer to NATA website: 
http://www.nata.com.au 

 
 
7 References 

None 
 
 
8 Amendment History 

Note: Versions prior to 4 were forms and did not have an Amendment History table. 
 

Version Date Updated By Amendments 

4 9 Feb 2012 Tim Gardam 
First version with all 3 report types 
stored as appendices in the one 
document. 

5 25 Aug 2014 Tim Gardam 

- Merged Review Checklist for these 
reports into this document (previously 
the checklist was in QIS 23954) 
- Updated to new document template 
- Removed ‘Preliminary’ status from 
reports 
- Added explanation of process and 
associated QIS 17119 and NATA 
Standard Application Document 

6 15 Mar 2016 Tim Gardam 

Changed procedure to use generic 
report template rather than FBIOLW 
Minor updates to reports and review 
checklists 
Updated to new SOP template 

7 27 Mar 2018 Angelina Keller 
Updated to reflect FR transition 
Changed statistical wording 
Removed verbal scale 

 
 
9 Appendices 
9.1 Post-Mortem Match Report 
9.2 Personal Effects Report 
9.3 Family Samples Report 
9.4 Review Checklist 
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9.1 Post-Mortem Match Report 

Header: 
 
 

Disaster Victim Identification DNA Report 
(Post-Mortem Matches) 

 

 
Body: 
 
This report is submitted for the information of the State Coroner as part of the documentation for 
the reconciliation phase pertaining to <Incident,location> , Queensland on <Date> . 
 
I, <Full_WithMiddle_Name> , of Brisbane in the State of Queensland, do solemnly and sincerely 
declare that: I am employed by Forensic and Scientific Services at Coopers Plains, Brisbane to 
provide expert evidence in relation to person identification based on DNA analysis. 
 
Laboratory records show that post-mortem tissue samples pertaining to this case were delivered 
as follows: 
 

DVI # Pathology # Sample Barcode Date Received 

<xxx>  <J_Number>  <Barcode>  <Date>  

<xxx>  <J_Number>  <Barcode>  <Date>  

 
 
I have reviewed DNA calculations generated by the “Kinship” DNA matching software, where post-
mortem DNA profiles were compared with each other. 

POST-MORTEM MATCHES 

DVI # Sample Barcode DNA Item STR Loci 
Profiled Gender 

<xxx>  <Barcode>  <Barcode>  <Num>  <Sex>  

<xxx>  <Barcode>  <Barcode>  <Num>  <Sex>  

 
* This sample was used for comparison with ante-mortem reference samples 

 
Based on statistical analysis, the DNA evidence from the remains is approximately <x>  times 
more likely to have occurred if the remains had come from a single individual, rather than unrelated 
individuals (population data set). 
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9.2 Personal Effects Report 

Header: 
 
 

Disaster Victim Identification DNA Report 
(Personal Effects) 

 

 
Body: 
 
This report is submitted for the information of the State Coroner as part of the documentation for 
the reconciliation phase pertaining to <Incident,location> , Queensland on <Date> . 
 
I, <Full_WithMiddle_Name> , of Brisbane in the State of Queensland, do solemnly and sincerely 
declare that: I am employed by Forensic and Scientific Services at Coopers Plains, Brisbane to 
provide expert evidence in relation to person identification based on DNA analysis. 
 
Laboratory records show that post-mortem tissue samples pertaining to this case were delivered 
as follows: 
 

DVI # Sample Barcode Date Received 
<DVI_Number>  <Barcode>  <Date>  
<DVI_Number>  <Barcode>  <Date>  

 
Laboratory records show that ante-mortem reference samples pertaining to this case were 
delivered as follows: 
 

Case # QPS Barcode Date Received 
<Case_Number>  <Barcode>  <Date>  
<Case_Number>  <Barcode>  <Date>  

 
I have reviewed DNA calculations generated by the “Kinship” DNA matching software, where ante-
mortem reference DNA profiles and post-mortem DNA profiles were compared. 
 
The DNA profile from the <Item>  of the missing person was used as a direct comparison against 
the DNA profile obtained from disaster victim number DVI# <xxx> . 
 

ANTE-MORTEM REFERENCES 

Personal Effects 
Barcode 

Personal Effects 
Description Ante-Mortem Reference STR Loci 

Profiled Gender 

<Barcode>  <Item_Description>  Said to belong to: 
<Name_of_missing_person>  <Num>  <Sex>  

<Barcode>  <Item_Description>  Said to belong to: 
<Name_of_missing_person>  <Num>  <Sex>  
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REMAINS 

DVI # Sample Barcode DNA Item STR Loci 
Profiled Gender 

<xxx>  <Barcode>  <Barcode>  <Num>  <Sex>  

 
The results from the remains of disaster victim labelled DVI#<xxx>  provided a <x>  STR loci 
<sex>  DNA profile, the same as the DNA profile obtained from the <Item>  at the corresponding 
regions of information.  Additionally this DNA profile is not consistent with the DNA profiles 
obtained from the other post-mortem samples tested in relation to this incident. 
 
Based on statistical analysis, the DNA evidence from the remains is approximately <x>  times 
more likely to have occurred if the remains had come from <Name_of_missing_person> , rather 
than someone unrelated to <Name_of_missing_person>  (population data set). 
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9.3 Family Samples Report 

Header: 
 
 

Disaster Victim Identification DNA Report 
(Family Samples) 

 

 
Body: 
 
This report is submitted for the information of the State Coroner as part of the documentation for 
the reconciliation phase pertaining to <Incident,location> , Queensland on <Date> . 
 
I, <Full_WithMiddle_Name> , of Brisbane in the State of Queensland, do solemnly and sincerely 
declare that: I am employed by Forensic and Scientific Services at Coopers Plains, Brisbane to 
provide expert evidence in relation to person identification based on DNA analysis. 
 
Laboratory records show that post-mortem tissue samples pertaining to this case were delivered 
as follows: 
 

DVI # Sample Barcode Date Received 
<DVI_Number>  <Barcode>  <Date>  
<DVI_Number>  <Barcode>  <Date>  

 
Laboratory records show that ante-mortem reference samples pertaining to this case were 
delivered as follows: 
 

Case # QPS Barcode Date Received 
<Case_Number>  <Barcode>  <Date>  
<Case_Number>  <Barcode>  <Date>  

 
I have reviewed DNA calculations generated by the “Kinship” DNA matching software, where 
family reference DNA profiles and post-mortem DNA profiles were compared. 
 
The family reference DNA profiles from the named <Rel1_and_Rel2>  of 
<Name_of_missing_person>  were compared with the DNA profile obtained from disaster victim 
number DVI#<xxx>  to determine whether a possible <Relationship>  relationship could exist. 
 

ANTE-MORTEM REFERENCES 

Family Reference 
Barcode Name of Family Reference Relationship to 

Missing Person 
STR Loci 
Profiled Gender 

<Barcode>  <Name_of_reference>  <Relationship>  <Num>  <Sex>  

<Barcode>  <Name_of_reference>  <Relationship>  <Num>  <Sex>  
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REMAINS 

DVI # Sample Barcode DNA Item STR Loci 
Profiled Gender 

<xxx>  <Barcode>  <Barcode>  <Num>  <Sex>  

 
The results from the remains of disaster victim labelled DVI#<xxx>  provided a <x>  STR loci 
<sex>  DNA profile.  Additionally this DNA profile is not consistent with any of the other pedigrees 
provided in relation to this incident. 
 
Based on statistical analysis, the DNA evidence from the remains is approximately <x>  times 
more likely to have occurred if the remains had come from the <Relationship>  of 
<Rel1_and_Rel2> , rather than someone unrelated to <Rel1_and_Rel2>  (population data set). 
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9.4 Review Checklist 

 
 

Review Check List for DVI DNA Report 
 

 
 
 Case Number:   QPS DVI Barcode:   
 
 
Ante-Mortem   Case Scientist  Reviewer 
 
Are there any individuals biologically related to this missing person, who may be among the victims 
of this disaster? 
 Yes   
 No   
 
 
Are the electropherograms from the reference samples consistent with the DNA profiles used in 
Kinship? 
Refer to the EPG and Kinship print-out. Yes   
 No   
 
 
Has the correct familial relationship been used for the calculation? 
Refer to the Kinship print-out. N/A if personal effects. Yes   
 No   
 N/A   
 
 
Has the correct familial relationship been stated in the report? 
Refer to documentation from the QPS. N/A if personal effects.  Yes   
 No   
 N/A   
 
 
Are all names in the report spelt correctly? 
Refer to documentation from the QPS or the relevant LIMS. Yes   
 No   
 
 
Do the reference sample barcodes correlate with the correct family reference sample names 
or personal effects? 
Refer to documents from the QPS or the relevant LIMS. Yes   
 No   
 
 
Are the correct Received Dates for any ante-mortem reference samples stated in the report?  
Refer to the receipt information. Yes   
 No   
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 Case Scientist  Reviewer 
Post-Mortem 
 
Does the DNA barcode on the electropherogram correlate with the QPS DVI Barcode for the 
remains tested? 
Refer to the EPG and examination notes. Yes   
 No   
 
 
Is the electropherogram from the post-mortem sample consistent with the DNA profile used in 
Kinship? 
Refer to the EPG and Kinship print-out. Yes   
 No   
 
 
Has the gender and number of STR loci relating to the DNA profile of the disaster victim been 
recorded correctly in the report? 
Refer to the EPG. Yes   
 No   
 
 
Are the correct racial and prior odds values stated in the report? 
Refer to Kinship print-out. Yes   
 No   
 
 
Do the reported posterior probability figure and conclusions correlate with the DVI threshold 
category? 
Refer to the bottom of DVI DNA Report. Yes   
 No   
 
 
Are the correct Received Dates for the post-mortem samples stated in the report? 
Refer to the receipt information. Yes   
 No   
 
 
 
Additional Comments from the reviewer (if necessary): 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Case Scientist:  ____________________ Date: _____________________________________ 
 
Reviewer:  ____________________ Date: _____________________________________ 
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OQI Number Title Subject Creator Created Organisational Unit Actioner Actioned Organisational Unit Status Source of OQI Date Added

7345 No Title Provided

EQUIPMENT NEGATIVE CONTROL for bone crushing barcode 129382128 (DNA#'s 58638)- amped at 10uL and 20uL - provided 
a DNA profile same as technician Paula Taylor's 9 loci profile. Be advised that the crushed bone failed to provide a profile and 
therefore could not have been reported regardless of control result. Please arrange feedback to Paula and any other meaures 
to avoid a reoccurrence. Pete CLAUSEN DNA Analysis Vanessa IENTILE Analytical Closed Approved Internal Problems (QHPSS) 14/08/2003

8567 No Title Provided

DVI SSF015550. One of 20 bones has resulted in two different mixed DNA profiles, on two seperate occasions using 2 seperate 
segments of the main bone. The bone was sampled and processed as duplicates on both occasions, with the duplicate 
samples displaying the same mixture for that piece of bone. There is no suggestion of any of the 3 missing person's profiles in 
either of the mixtures. All equipment, and extraction controls are negative for these samples. The profiles do not match any 
other casework samples run with the bones at any stage of the technical procedure, nor do any of the casework samples 
match any of the DVI profiles that was expected to have been obtained from the piece of bone. Further investigation of the 
possible source of contamination is under way. Kirsty WRIGHT Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Vanessa IENTILE Analytical Closed Approved Internal Problems (QHPSS) 29/12/2003

9753 No Title Provided

Contamination of Extraction Control in a Bone Extraction on the 24-3-04. Female partial profile observed in EXT CTL. 
Investigation conducted so far is, I have checked all new staff profiles and old staff profiles, then as the bone ext runs over 3 
days have checked all profiles obtained from those extractions conducted over this period. No matching profile was obtained. 
Have all related documentation available. Lauren HUME DNA Analysis Vanessa IENTILE Analytical Closed Approved Internal Problems (QHPSS) 29/05/2004

10325 No Title Provided

As a condition of NATA accreditation ISO/IEC 17025, it is a requirement that all testing and associated documentation within a 
Forensic case is technically reviewed and Quality assured prior to the results being issued. On numerous occasions, including 
recently for COR001427041, external pressures have been placed on staff to release results, in breach of Standard Operating 
procedures. This has imposted on NATA ISO17025, clauses 4.1.5(b) and 5.10. These pressures have been placed by clients (eg. 
Coroner) demanding that results be provided verbally over the phone by a case scientist or via the intervention of 3rd parties 
(eg. Pathology, QPS, line managers) - effectively bypassing the Quality system in practice. These external pressures have 
caused interruption and unnecessary stress on the staff involved. Although we are aware of a Coronial SLA having been 
recently implemented, we and NATA require that the Quality of a test result is paramount. The procedure needs to be 
adhered to regarding the release of results no matter what inappropriate demands are made by clients. Pete CLAUSEN DNA Analysis Robyn KELLY Forensic and Scientific Services (FSS) Closed Approved NATA/NCSI Condition 2/09/2004

10544 No Title Provided

Major Contamination detected in casefile samples for Coronial identification bone extraction. Casefile SSF016763 refers. A 
series of 4 powdered bone samples were prepared for DNA testing. The profile obtained was the same as for Coronial 
identification casefile COR1427041. Furthermore, the negative control provided a full 9 loci DNA profile for SSF016763 
extracts. Note: preliminary investigation and details available in respective casefiles. Pete CLAUSEN DNA Analysis Cathie ALLEN DNA Analysis Closed Approved Internal Problems (QHPSS) 5/10/2004

10544 No Title Provided

Major Contamination detected in casefile samples for Coronial identification bone extraction. Casefile SSF016763 refers. A 
series of 4 powdered bone samples were prepared for DNA testing. The profile obtained was the same as for Coronial 
identification casefile COR1427041. Furthermore, the negative control provided a full 9 loci DNA profile for SSF016763 
extracts. Note: preliminary investigation and details available in respective casefiles. Pete CLAUSEN DNA Analysis Cathie ALLEN DNA Analysis Closed Approved Internal Problems (QHPSS) 5/10/2004

10545 No Title Provided

Casefile SSF017322 refers. Problem is a partial female profile detected in the equipment negative control for the bone extract. 
Note OQI 10544 - a similar incident. Preliminary investigation suggests a member of analytical staff contributed to the sample - 
see casefile for some details. Pete CLAUSEN DNA Analysis Cathie ALLEN DNA Analysis Closed Approved Internal Problems (QHPSS) 5/10/2004

10915 No Title Provided

A deceased male was located in his home in a severe state of decomposition. Comparisons were requested to be made with 
the deceased's brother living in Scotland. This approach to the investigation could only provide a weak familial association, 
and a tenuos ID. The deceased's personal effects or ante-mortem samples should have been the first samples requested. As a 
result, the investigation has been delayed by approx 2 months, and as predicted the brothers DNA did not provide ID. 
Furthermore, this has created unnecessary work for members in the DNA Unit, QPS Solicitors, the British Consulate, and 
Interpol. This line of investigation should have been terminated as early as June from the DNA Unit, or in September when 
staff at Forensic Biology were contacted. It is suggested that decisions regarding comparisons for Coronials be made by 
scientists who routinely work on Coronial cases. A report outlining how this situation occurred will be forwarded to Vanessa 
Ientile and Tracey Dale. Kirsty WRIGHT Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Vanessa IENTILE DNA Analysis Closed Approved Suggestion 23/11/2004

10997 No Title Provided

A bone extraction was performed with 6 bone samples from the same missing female person. One of the bone samples 
produced a single contributor 9 loci female profile. The bone extraction control gave a 7 loci female DNA profile. The profile 
from the extraction control does not match the 9 loci profile obtained from the bone. It does not match any staff members. It 
does not match any profiles on the current DNA MAster (single contributor). The extraction, amplification, and GeneScan 
contained only the samples from bones and one other sample from a case (which gave a 9 loci male DNA profile). It is 
unknown where this profile has come from, or at what stage of analysis contamination has occurred. I have asked that the 
bone samples be failed, and have resubmitted fresh bone powder to repeat the extraction. I suggest this contamination 
source is investigated and reported. Kirsty WRIGHT Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Vanessa IENTILE DNA Analysis Closed Approved Suggestion 4/12/2004

11287 No Title Provided

There has been extensive delays in the allocatoin and receival of reference samples for the urgent Coronial case 
COR003076041 BTB YEOH. The family was initially informed that an ID would take 6-8wks from time of body recovery. A bone 
sample from the deceased was received at property point 20 Dec 2004. Communications from FSLU were not generated until 
19 January to KEAB that the file should be allocated. Further UR notes from FSLU to the IO state the TAT would be 3-6months. 
Francis CROFT (Coronial Councilor) bought the case to my attention 27 January. The case had not been allocated, and no 
further communicatoins were received indicating either the urgency of the case, or the fact that DNA was the sole ID for body 
release. KW contacted DNA Unit to see where family ref samples were. They had been collected in December after the body 
was recovered. The samples had not been prioritised or processed. Further delays are expected as a result of this delay. It is 
suggested that since at present I am handling all current Coronial, Missing Persons, and DVIs, I work with FSLU and DNA Unit to 
review current processes and help implement new processes specifically for Coronials etc. Kirsty WRIGHT Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Vanessa IENTILE DNA Analysis Closed Abandoned Suggestion 1/02/2005

CA-52
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11287 No Title Provided

There has been extensive delays in the allocatoin and receival of reference samples for the urgent Coronial case 
COR003076041 BTB YEOH. The family was initially informed that an ID would take 6-8wks from time of body recovery. A bone 
sample from the deceased was received at property point 20 Dec 2004. Communications from FSLU were not generated until 
19 January to KEAB that the file should be allocated. Further UR notes from FSLU to the IO state the TAT would be 3-6months. 
Francis CROFT (Coronial Councilor) bought the case to my attention 27 January. The case had not been allocated, and no 
further communicatoins were received indicating either the urgency of the case, or the fact that DNA was the sole ID for body 
release. KW contacted DNA Unit to see where family ref samples were. They had been collected in December after the body 
was recovered. The samples had not been prioritised or processed. Further delays are expected as a result of this delay. It is 
suggested that since at present I am handling all current Coronial, Missing Persons, and DVIs, I work with FSLU and DNA Unit to 
review current processes and help implement new processes specifically for Coronials etc. Kirsty WRIGHT Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Vanessa IENTILE DNA Analysis Closed Abandoned Suggestion 1/02/2005

13051 No Title Provided

Suggestion - Microcon competency should be required prior to training in Bone extractions and also Training competency in 
Microcon be required before being able to train in Bone Extractions. As the Bone Extraction includes a microcon step it is 
suggested that Microcon competency be required as a prerequisite before training in Bone Extraction is commenced. Mary GARDAM Evidence Recovery and Quality Pete CLAUSEN DNA Analysis Closed Approved Audit 7/11/2005

15472 No Title Provided

Unknown profile obtained from equipment control DNA#110950. This sample provided a strong quant value (~0.6ng/ul) and 
gave a full profile. This profile did not match either of the samples tested for this coronial case. It matched one sample - an 
unknown profile obtained from DNA#79680 (major component of a mixture). #79680 has not been tested since August 2005 
and the cases are not linked. Further, #110950 was a clean single-source profile, whereas #79680 was a mixture. This suggests 
that the profile in #110950 has not come from #79680. The equipment control is a sterile swab used to test the bone crushing 
cylinder. Because so much DNA was obtained from the bone, if the cylinder or the swab used to wipe it were contaminated, 
the contaminating DNA would be drowned out by the DNA from the bone and it would not be seen anyway. Timothy GARDAM Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Timothy GARDAM Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Closed Approved Internal Problems (QHPSS) 27/11/2006

15472 No Title Provided

Unknown profile obtained from equipment control DNA#110950. This sample provided a strong quant value (~0.6ng/ul) and 
gave a full profile. This profile did not match either of the samples tested for this coronial case. It matched one sample - an 
unknown profile obtained from DNA#79680 (major component of a mixture). #79680 has not been tested since August 2005 
and the cases are not linked. Further, #110950 was a clean single-source profile, whereas #79680 was a mixture. This suggests 
that the profile in #110950 has not come from #79680. The equipment control is a sterile swab used to test the bone crushing 
cylinder. Because so much DNA was obtained from the bone, if the cylinder or the swab used to wipe it were contaminated, 
the contaminating DNA would be drowned out by the DNA from the bone and it would not be seen anyway. Timothy GARDAM Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Timothy GARDAM Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Closed Approved Internal Problems (QHPSS) 27/11/2006

15509 No Title Provided

SSF014122 - Coronial case involving DNA testing of bones located in 2002 and 2003. Initial results reported in 2003 excluded 
nominated family samples as having a familial relationship with the remains. The bone samples were retested in September 
2006 and the DNA profiles obtained were different from the original profiles and were consistent with being the son of the 
nominated parents. Vanessa IENTILE DNA Analysis Vanessa IENTILE DNA Analysis Closed Approved Other 29/11/2006

15509 No Title Provided

SSF014122 - Coronial case involving DNA testing of bones located in 2002 and 2003. Initial results reported in 2003 excluded 
nominated family samples as having a familial relationship with the remains. The bone samples were retested in September 
2006 and the DNA profiles obtained were different from the original profiles and were consistent with being the son of the 
nominated parents. Vanessa IENTILE DNA Analysis Vanessa IENTILE DNA Analysis Closed Approved Other 29/11/2006

15901 No Title Provided

Re- Case # 06/419373. A mixed DNA profile was obtained from a subsample of a crushed bone. The samples are to be used for 
DNA identification. Of the three subsamples which were submitted for DNA analysis, only one subsample revealed the mixed 
profile suggesting that no contamination could have occurred at the sampling/bone crushing stage. No DNA profile was 
obtained from the equipment control as expected. When compared to family samples collected in relation to this case, the 
single source (uncontaminated) DNA profile was not excluded as being a relative of the family samples and statistically 
suggested relatedness. When the mixed DNA profile was analyzed, the minor contributor to the DNA profile was from a 
female. The minor profile does not match any staff profile or samples in DNA master as of 12 Jan 2007. The mixed DNA profile 
will not be used in any interpretations. Ingrid MOELLER Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Allan MCNEVIN Analytical Closed Approved Internal Problems (QHPSS) 12/01/2007

19125 No Title Provided
Case 07/00210365 - 319253079 Reference sample for male victim (coronial blood sample - 319216507) yields female profile. 
Profile has been repeated (Runs GEN9REF20080128_04 and GEN9REF20080218_01) and yields same female profile. Rhys PARRY Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Mark STEPHENSON Coronial Closed Approved Internal Problems (QHPSS) 26/03/2008

19160 No Title Provided A negative extraction control from batch BONEXT20080310_01 appears to have a low threshold profile. Kerry-Anne LANCASTER Analytical
Kerry-Anne 
LANCASTER Analytical Closed Approved Internal Problems (QHPSS) 2/04/2008

20113 No Title Provided

I submitted 3 bone samples (28903-0112, 28903-0101, 28903-0094) for Microcon to Full. The original runs had provided 4, 9 
and 9 alleles respectively. Their final volumes after microcon were 7ul, 6ul, 6ul respectively. All three post-microcon runs were 
NSD with no trace of DNA. In trying to discover why all 3 microcons had failed, I removed the 3 template tubes from the 
freezer and saw that they still contained a visible volume of liquid. It appears that either some or all of the template was not 
added to the amplification. Timothy GARDAM Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Allan MCNEVIN Analytical Closed Approved Internal Problems (QHPSS) 11/07/2008

24479
Body released without suitable samples 
being taken

Relating to case number CA0365059106, the appropriate samples were not taken before the body was released. The DNA 
profile obtained from the PM blood sample (3 out of 18 alleles) is not sufficient for comparison purposes. This has 
compromised the Coronial identification and the subsequent use of this DNA profile as a reference sample for the litigated 
case. There needs to be a process in place so that all necessary samples are taken before a body is released. If the body is in 
good condition, a PM blood sample is the most desirable sample for DNA profiling. If the body is incinerated or decomposed 
or there is some doubt regarding the viability of the body, then a bone sample should be collected regardless of the collection 
of other samples. Under these circumstances, the collection a blood sample or muscle sample, in addition to a bone sample 
would be our preference. Timothy GARDAM Intelligence Timothy GARDAM Intelligence Closed Approved Internal Problem 27/10/2009
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OQI Number Title Subject Creator Created Organisational Unit Actioner Actioned Organisational Unit Status Source of OQI Date Added

24479
Body released without suitable samples 
being taken

Relating to case number CA0365059106, the appropriate samples were not taken before the body was released. The DNA 
profile obtained from the PM blood sample (3 out of 18 alleles) is not sufficient for comparison purposes. This has 
compromised the Coronial identification and the subsequent use of this DNA profile as a reference sample for the litigated 
case. There needs to be a process in place so that all necessary samples are taken before a body is released. If the body is in 
good condition, a PM blood sample is the most desirable sample for DNA profiling. If the body is incinerated or decomposed 
or there is some doubt regarding the viability of the body, then a bone sample should be collected regardless of the collection 
of other samples. Under these circumstances, the collection a blood sample or muscle sample, in addition to a bone sample 
would be our preference. Timothy GARDAM Intelligence Timothy GARDAM Intelligence Closed Approved Internal Problem 27/10/2009

28171 Partial profile in bone equipment control

Bone Equipment Control sample 342230352 showed a weak partial profile (below 30rfu). This sample needs to be reworked to 
determine if possible the source of the partial profile. The 3x profiles from the bone aliquots (342230464, 342230450, 
342230446) show no trace of this profile. Timothy GARDAM Intelligence Timothy GARDAM Intelligence Closed Approved Internal Problem 1/02/2011

29769
Partial profile in negative extraction control 
from a Bone extraction Negative extraction control 511954478 from Bone extraction batch BONEXT20110908_01 shows a partial profile Allan MCNEVIN Analytical Allan MCNEVIN Analytical Closed Approved Internal Problem 13/09/2011

39920
Recommendation for Risk Assessment of 
Coronial Sampling Procedures.

While performing audit 20780 (Sampling and Reporting of Coronial Cases), potentials for OH&S improvements were identified 
in SOPs 22905 (Procedure For Safe Handling of Liquid Nitrogen), 22903 (Procedure for Bone and Tissue Sample Examination 
and Preparation) and 22904 (Procedure for Crushing Bone and Teeth using the SPEX 6750 Freezer Mill). There are several 
aspects of the laboratory that require an entire risk assessments to both OHS requirements and/or standard examination 
practices. Examples of these include: Sampling bench in bone room is not rigid/stable enough to prevent flexing whilst 
impacting samples with hammer and chisel which results in the bouncing of cutting surfaces and sample. Availability and/or 
suitability of PPE such as ear/eye protection. If not practical to use (ie, safety googles fog up), staff are reluctant to use as it 
hinders vision. More suitable alternatives could be available. To reduce harmful noise, a sound deadening box could be used in 
conjunction with ear protection. As the bone sampling procedure is inherently a high risk procedure due to the impacting 
forces employed, the introduction of additional equipment (clamps or vice) could potentially be beneficial to secure the 
cutting surfaces and/or sample while performing sectioning. To reduce the risk of bone fragment projectiles produced by 
impacting forces, other equipment could potentially be introduced to eliminate impact forces (a vice to secure or break bones 
used in conjunction with multigrips or bolt/wire cutters). Freezer mill maintenance schedule is not in place and is currently 
performed adhoc. A schedule may be beneficial to ensure equipment is available and safe to use at all times. Currently there is 
no telephone in the bone sampling laboratory. A dedicated phone would be beneficial to ensure it is always available and 
charged in the event of an emergency where medical assistance is required, and the person requiring attention cannot be left 
alone by the second staff member. Adam KAITY DNA Analysis Kirsten SCOTT Quality and Projects Closed Approved Audit 24/08/2015

39920
Recommendation for Risk Assessment of 
Coronial Sampling Procedures.

While performing audit 20780 (Sampling and Reporting of Coronial Cases), potentials for OH&S improvements were identified 
in SOPs 22905 (Procedure For Safe Handling of Liquid Nitrogen), 22903 (Procedure for Bone and Tissue Sample Examination 
and Preparation) and 22904 (Procedure for Crushing Bone and Teeth using the SPEX 6750 Freezer Mill). There are several 
aspects of the laboratory that require an entire risk assessments to both OHS requirements and/or standard examination 
practices. Examples of these include: Sampling bench in bone room is not rigid/stable enough to prevent flexing whilst 
impacting samples with hammer and chisel which results in the bouncing of cutting surfaces and sample. Availability and/or 
suitability of PPE such as ear/eye protection. If not practical to use (ie, safety googles fog up), staff are reluctant to use as it 
hinders vision. More suitable alternatives could be available. To reduce harmful noise, a sound deadening box could be used in 
conjunction with ear protection. As the bone sampling procedure is inherently a high risk procedure due to the impacting 
forces employed, the introduction of additional equipment (clamps or vice) could potentially be beneficial to secure the 
cutting surfaces and/or sample while performing sectioning. To reduce the risk of bone fragment projectiles produced by 
impacting forces, other equipment could potentially be introduced to eliminate impact forces (a vice to secure or break bones 
used in conjunction with multigrips or bolt/wire cutters). Freezer mill maintenance schedule is not in place and is currently 
performed adhoc. A schedule may be beneficial to ensure equipment is available and safe to use at all times. Currently there is 
no telephone in the bone sampling laboratory. A dedicated phone would be beneficial to ensure it is always available and 
charged in the event of an emergency where medical assistance is required, and the person requiring attention cannot be left 
alone by the second staff member. Adam KAITY DNA Analysis Kirsten SCOTT Quality and Projects Closed Approved Audit 24/08/2015

40094 Outstanding team effort

Coronial Sampling and Reporting audit it was observed outstanding communication bewtween Forensic DNA Analysis, 
Pathology Queensland FSS Mortuary staff, SSLU and QPS which effectively lead to a collaborative process to efficiently process 
samples during the observed DVI on 31/07/2015. Susan BRADY Intelligence Kirsten SCOTT Quality and Projects Closed Approved Compliment/Praise 31/07/2015

40095 Administrative deficiencies

The coronial sampling and reporting audit identified a couple of administrative errors: - the template for a DVI report was not 
utilised with sample 581916040 - DVI DNA report (Family Samples), the report was submitted without headers/footers 
however the appropriate document template is active in QIS which is #23955 - the forensic receipt for sample 696942668 has 
not been signed by the internal delivery officer at Property Point before being scanned into AUSLAB Susan BRADY Intelligence Justin HOWES Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Closed Approved Audit 8/09/2015

47914
Unexpected link between different coronial 
samples

QP1700435614 has a coronial sample (tissue excised from nails), resulting in a 2 person mixed DNA profile. Once conditioned, 
the remaining partial DNA profile was an unknown person which did not correspond to any other profiles within the case. A 
quality search within DNA analysis was conducted on the remaining DNA components which appeared to match an unknown 
coronial sample from another case (Adrian WARE) QP1700556664. Angela ADAMSON Reporting 1 Justin HOWES Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Closed Approved Internal Problem 7/11/2017

49001 Destruction Coronial Bloods
Coronial blood samples have had all records and samples destroyed on receipt of a Form 6. This only gives permission for the 
blood tube to be destroyed. Kerry-Anne LANCASTER Quality and Projects Kirsten SCOTT Quality and Projects Closed Approved Internal Problem 10/07/2018
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53692 Incomplete training records

Upon conducting audit #28865 (Audit of training records for the Evidence Recovery Team), it was found that some training is 
not complete for some staff members who are performing specific taks. See specifically the three below dot points from the 
audit: ? One team member who performs Validations on a routine basis was found to only be partly signed off in Validations 
of Examinations (QIS#34316). They still need to be signed off in PM?s, bones, basic items and whole items, all of which they 
have been validating. ? One team member was only partly signed off in Acid Phosphatase Screening (QIS#16002). They still 
need to be signed off in AP spraying. This team member was not aware of the part sign off and may have performed this task. 
? One team member was only partly signed off in Examination of Sexual Assaults (QIS#32143) ? only missing the table 
regarding Sanitary Pads and Tampons. This was completed however the training module was not updated. This has since been 
fixed and is to be updated in QIS. Chelsea SAVAGE Quality and Projects Allan MCNEVIN Evidence Recovery Closed Approved Audit 1/10/2020

56724 Mixtures in Bones Multiple cases involving bones have generated mixed DNA profiles. Angelina KELLER Reporting 2 Allison LLOYD Evidence Recovery Investigation Internal Problem 17/06/2022
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Queensland Health 
MINISTERIAL BRIEFING NOTE FOR INFORMATION 

TO The Honourable Minister 

FROM: Chris Hall, A/Executive Director, QHPSS 

SUBJECT Incorrect DNA result reported for Coronial Identification of 
Timothy HENDERSON. 

PURPOSE 
To inform the Minister of the circumstances resulting in the identification of an 
incorrect DNA result reported to the Coroner in relation to skeletal remains identified as 

 located in  in . 

RECOMMENDATION  
It is recommended that the Minister note potential media issues, actions already taken to prevent the 
reoccurrence of these circumstances and recommendations. 

CURRENT ISSUES 
• Repeat testing in September  of bone samples submitted to Forensic Biology for DNA testing,

identified incorrect DNA results had been reported to the Coroner in December  and August .
• The incorrect DNA results appear to be a result of cross contamination during the sampling process

within the mortuary (John Tonge Centre) at the time of autopsy.
• Initial DNA results reported in December and August  excluded  and 

 as being the parents of the skeletal remains located in Dutton Park in ,

• The Coroner released the remains and accepted the identification of the remains as 
 despite the DNA ‘exclusion’.

•  and  have questioned the validity of the DNA results.
• DNA testing of all samples held within Forensic Biology was repeated following an enquiry from the

State Coroner to the Chief Scientist, Forensic Biology in June 
• The State Coroner made this enquiry after  has approached the Attorney-General and

Minister for Justice to exhume the remains and perform additional DNA testing to confirm the results.
• Significant improvements to sampling and testing procedures have already been implemented over the

last two years to reduce the risk of cross-contamination within Forensic Biology and Forensic
Pathology, QHSS.

PROPOSED ACTIONS 
• An amended report on the DNA results will be released to the State Coroner.
• State Coroner will be briefed by Chief Forensic Pathologist, Forensic Manager and Chief Scientist,

Forensic Biology on circumstances and actions taken.
• All coronial cases where remains are unidentified and DNA testing has been performed will be

reviewed immediately to eliminate cross-contamination issues.
• Detailed procedures for sampling, testing and cleaning of equipment within the Mortuary and Forensic

Biology have been implemented and will be reviewed.  Formal training will be provided to mortuary

Advisor …..…….………   OK 
Dated / / 

Noted/ 
Further information required 

Minister ….………………… 

 Dated / / 

CA-53
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staff and pathologists based on these procedures. 
• State-wide mortuary training issues will be considered as part of the State-wide Mortuary Service 

project. 
• Media and Communications to be advised to prepare a media response if required. 
• Coronial Counsellors will be briefed and engaged to liaise with the family. 
• A detailed list of actions to be taken is provided in the attachment. 
 
 
BACKGROUND 
A detailed timeline of events is attached. 
 
• Skeletal remains (femur) was located at  on  and autopsied on  

.  A sample of the bone was cut for DNA testing on June 30th or July 1st,  
• A DNA profile (DNA Profile A) was obtained from ‘white powdery’ substance within the femur.  

Relatives from three families ( ) were excluded as having a 
familial relationship with the donor of the DNA profile. 

• Skeleton located at  on  and autopsied on . A sample of 
bone from the tibia was cut for DNA testing.  It is believed that the same bandsaw was used to cut 
both sections of bone (femur and tibia). 

• A DNA profile was obtained from ‘white powdery’ substance sampled on the .  This 
DNA profile was consistent with the first DNA profile (DNA Profile A) obtained. 

• Statement released on 16th December excludes  as being the donor of the 
remains. 

• The Coroner, Christine Clements identifies the remains as  and releases the 
remains to the  family based on circumstantial evidence, despite the DNA ‘exclusion’. 

•  approached the laboratory in January to obtain DNA records for review by an 
external DNA expert. 

•  was provided with information and contact details to submit an FOI application.  This 
was not received. 

• Following further communication with Christine Clements, a second reference sample from  
 was submitted and tested in June .  A supplementary report released on  

 stated the DNA profile obtained from both of  reference samples was the same 
and agree with the findings of the original statement. 

• Letter received from State Coroner on  , asking Chief Scientist, Forensic Biology to 
meet to review the case.   does not agree with possible explanation that her baby was 
switched at birth and has approached the Attorney-General for approval to exhume the remains and 
proceed with additional DNA testing. 

• Chief Scientist, Forensic Biology agreed to document the testing performed, review the results and 
identify any samples still held in the laboratory for further testing. 

• A detailed review of the case identified a potential contamination source based on the sampling 
procedures used and permission was sought and granted from the State Coroner to perform repeat 
testing. 

• The results of the repeat testing provided two DNA profiles.  DNA Profile A was obtained from the 
‘white powdery’ substance was the same as that obtained originally in .  DNA Profile B was 
obtained from the actual bone samples and is consistent with having come from a child of  
and    

• A detailed explanation of the contamination is provided in the attachment. 
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MEDIA IMPLICATIONS AND KEY MESSAGES (Optional) 
 and  have made multiple enquiries since regarding the DNA results. 

 
Negative media may arise after  is advised of the results. 
 
ATTACHMENTS:  (Optional – please list if applicable) 
 
 
MINISTER’S COMMENTS 
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Attachment to Ministerial Briefing 
 Case 

 
 
Timeline of Events 
 
 Femur located at . 
 
 Autopsied . 

 
 Mortuary bandsaw documented as being used to cut femur either on 30 June 

 or 1 July  
 
 Analysis conducted by Peter Clausen on 1 July .  Sampled ‘white 

powdery’ substance from within femur bone.  ‘DNA Profile A’ is obtained.   
 
 All nominated families are excluded as having a familial relationship with the 

donor of DNA Profile A  families). 
 
 Skeleton located at . 

 
 Autopsied . 

 
 Analysis conducted by Peter Clausen on 28 August   Sampled ‘white 

powdery’ substance from tibia.  A DNA profile consistent with DNA Profile A is 
obtained. 

 
 Peter Clausen releases a statement on  , reviewed by 

Maryanne Hadfield.  The statement reports the findings of DNA Profile A, and 
excludes  as being the donor of the 
remains. 

 
 The remains are released to the family by the Coroner based 

on circumstantial evidence, despite DNA ‘exclusion’ (date unknown).  An 
explanation is offered to the  family as to why the DNA results 
excluded  (father) and  (mother) as being 
the biological parents of the remains released as .  
The explanation included the possibility that the H biological 
son was accidentally switched at birth.  This explanation has not been 
accepted by the family.  

 
 Communication dated 13 January from  states the family 

would like a copy of the raw DNA data to show DNA expert Barry Boettcher.  
Information provided to  regarding the FOI application process.  
No FOI request was received. 

 
 After consultation with Christine Clements, Coroner, a second reference DNA 

sample from  is delivered to Forensic Biology 23 June .  
The DNA profile obtained from second reference sample, is the 
same as the DNA profile obtained from  first reference sample. 
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 Peter Clausen releases a supplementary report on 18 August reviewed 
by Vanessa Ientile, stating the results agree with the findings of the original 
statement released 16 December  

 
 A communication from Michael Barnes, State Coroner on 29 June  is 

sent to Vanessa Ientile stating  is adamant that the baby she 
bore was not ‘switched’ with another baby before she was discharged from 
hospital.   taken the matter to the Attorney-General and the 
Minister for Justice, Ms Lavarch.   would like the remains to be 
exhumed and further DNA analysis conducted. 

 
 At meeting with State Coroner, agreed to document testing performed and 

samples held in the laboratory and available for further testing. 
 
 September  Tim Gardam reviews case file on Vanessa and Peter 

Clausen’s request, and identifies potential risk of cross-contamination based 
on sampling procedures.  Tim Gardam and Kirsty Wright immediately inform 
Vanessa Ientile, and suggest re-testing of the original bone samples still held 
by the lab. 

 
 Permission sought from State Coroner to repeat testing.  Permission granted 

via email. 
 
 6 September  Tim Gardam and Kirsty Wright re-examine all bone 

samples originally tested for this case.  Results obtained approximately two 
weeks later suggest contamination has occurred, and a second profile has 
been obtained from the actual bone which is consistent with coming from the 
child of  and .  Vanessa Ientile is informed immediately 
of the preliminary results.  Reworks are conducted to obtain more genetic 
information. 

 
 Amended statement drafted and prepared for review prior to release. 

 
 
 
 

Possible Explanation for source of contamination 
 

Kirsty Wright/ Tim Gardam: In my opinion it is probable that the biological material 
attributing to DNA Profile A, has originated from a contaminated mortuary bandsaw.  
This bandsaw was documented to have been used to section the femur on either 30 
June or 1 July  (date to be confirmed), and was likely to have been used to 
cut the tibia on 15 August .  This gives a time period between cutting the two 
bones relating to this case, of approximately six weeks.  Furthermore, in my opinion 
the white powdery material from within the femur and tibia was of such a degraded 
and poor quality, that it could not have yielded the DNA profile of the donor of the 
remains. 
 
The femur and tibia bones which were analysed on 6 September  had all outer 
surfaces sanded and cleaned, and the cut edges removed.  The actual bone 
appeared to be of good quality, and likely to yield the DNA profile of the donor of the 
remains.  In my opinion DNA Profile B, is the actual DNA profile of the donor of the 
remains. 
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Procedures implemented subsequent to original testing. 
 
 A series of comprehensive Standard Operating Procedures have been written 

and implemented by Kirsty Wright as part of the Skeletal Remains Project, 
which should ensure the quality of DNA testing of human remains.  These 
procedures were activated in December 2005.   

o QIS#23807 Guidelines for the Storage, Removal and Transportation 
of Coronial DNA Samples at Autopsy – Forensic Pathology 

o QIS#22903 Procedure for Bone and Tissue Sample Examination and 
Preparation – Forensic Biology 

o QIS#22906 Procedures for Cleaning, Decontamination and 
Maintenance of Bone Sample Preparation Instruments – Forensic 
Biology 

 
 Two scientists have been extensively trained in the analysis of ‘compromised’ 

skeletal remains as part of the Skeletal Remains project. 
 
 A ‘Coronial Issues’ project is being proposed, and is currently with Jane 

Olsson.  
 
Recommendations 
 
 At least one more scientist needs to be extensively trained in the analysis of 

coronial cases.  Currently there are three scientists extensively trained.  
However this pool is not big enough, as two scientists are required to release 
coronial statements (reporter and reviewer). 

 
 The reviewer of coronial cases should be a scientist that has undergone 

extensive training as part of the Skeletal Remains project. 
 
 Formal training should be conducted with the Mortuary staff on procedures to 

mitigate contamination when removing DNA samples at autopsy (as per 
QIS#23807).  A training module should be implemented.  Training should be 
provided to staff in remote mortuaries. 

 
 Routine environmental monitoring processes performed monthly in Forensic 

Biology should be expanded to include the mortuary and equipment used to 
collect samples for DNA testing. 

 
 A person with appropriate knowledge and experience should assist with the 

‘coronial issues’ project to improve current procedures and implement new 
procedures to ensure the quality of DNA results obtained from human 
remains, and the timely reporting of these DNA results to the Coroner and 
police.  The priority of this project also needs to be increased. 

 
 Review all Forensic Biology cases involving testing of remains that have 

resulted in exclusions to nominated missing persons (less than 10). 
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Issues / Actions 
 
 Ministerial briefing to be prepared 
 Meeting to be organised for Friday 6th October to discuss actions and 

issues (attendees:  Robyn Kelly, Vanessa Ientile, Charles Naylor, Kirsty 
Wright, Damien Cass, Peter Clausen, John Drayton) 

 Meet with coroner (Vanessa Ientile, Charles Naylor, Robyn Kelly) and 
issue statement. 

 Consider the reaction of the family.  Involve counsellors.   
 Raise OQI 
 Inform Forensic staff and consider implications for criminal cases and 

court evidence. 
 Contact Jack Saunders to prepare media brief. 
 Review mortuary cleaning procedures 
 Review completed coronial cases between (timeframe to be 

confirmed) 
 
 
Agreed Actions (6/10/06) 
 

1. Confirm dates in briefing – CN 
2. Include details of communication & consultation with coroner – CN 
3. Review ministerial briefing to reflect actions taken at the time – 

CN,JD,GS 
4. Complete briefing (include meeting with coroner) prior to meeting with 

coroners 
5. CN, JD, PAC, VKI to meet with Michael Barnes, Christine Clements 
6. Arrange meeting with coroners for next week (beg 9/10) – 11th 12th. 
7. Review completed coronial cases between with unknown DNA 

profiles. 
8. Media brief not required at this stage. 
9. Audit of mortuary procedures to be conducted. 
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MI138845      MO: H/06/05367 
 
Queensland Health  
BRIEFING NOTE FOR INFORMATION 
(Select only one document field– delete other field) 
 
TO: TO: Minister 
 
FROM: Greg Shaw, Acting Director, QHSS 
 
SUBJECT: Status report on letter from   
  concerning identification of  and release of his body 
 
To inform the Minister about the current status and actions taken to resolve the issue. 
 
RECOMMENDATION  
It is recommended that the Director-General note the attached information. 
 
CURRENT ISSUES 

• Response letter prepared 
• DNA results have been completed and released on 21st June  
 

PROPOSED ACTIONS 
• Letter of reply drafted for Minister’s signature 

 
BACKGROUND 

• Deceased body received on   
• Coroner requested DNA identification on . 
• Muscle sample transferred to Forensic Biology on 15th May.  Bone sample transferred to Forensic 

Biology on the 24th May 
• Family reference samples received from Queensland Police Service on 23rd May.  
• Testing commenced immediately and due to decomposition of the samples, was repeated three 

times before an appropriate DNA profile was obtained. 
• The report was released to the Coronial Support Unit to forward to the Coroner on the 21st June 

. 
• Coronial Counselling Service had contact on numerous occasions in relation to progress on the 

identification. 
 
MEDIA IMPLICATIONS AND KEY MESSAGES (Optional) 

• Nil 
 
COMMENTS 

   

…..…….………   OK 
 Dated / / 

Approved / not Approved 
Further information required 

 

 ……...….………………… 
 

 Dated / / 
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MI 138845 
MO: H/06/05367 
 
 

  
 
Dear  
 
Thank you for your email dated 19th June, regarding your son . 
 
It is my understanding that the DNA analysis required has been completed and the report was 
released to the Coroner on the 21st June.   
 
I have noted your concerns based on the information you provided in your email.  It is true that 
DNA analysis can be a lengthy process, but I can assure you those instances where families are 
waiting on results to lay their loved ones to rest are given a high priority.  
 
In  case, the testing process commenced immediately on receipt of the samples to the 
laboratory and although there was a need to do further testing, this was processed urgently. 
 
I understand both you and  sister  have spoken on a number of occasions with Ms 
Kathryn O’Connor of the Coronial Counselling Service in relation to progress on the identification.  
This service is specifically designed to assist families through the often unavoidable protracted 
Coronial process and I invite you to feel free to contact Ms O’Connor should there be any issues 
you wish to discuss.  Because the Coronial Counsellors have links with services throughout 
Australia, they are in a position to give you referral details to similarly specialised counselling in 
Victoria should that be something you wish to pursue. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 
STEPHEN ROBERTSON MP 
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Prepared By:   Vanessa Ientile 
   Chief Scientist 

    Forensic Biology, QHSS 
     
    28th June  
 
Cleared by:   Robyn Kelly 

   Manager 
     
    
    28th June  
 
Cleared by:   Greg Shaw 

   Director 
    QHSS 
    Telephone No. 
    Date 
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1.1 APPENDIX 3: Implementation Plan for project leaders 

Successful project implementation may require numerous tasks to be completed either prior to 
implementation, or shortly after the implementation date.  Some of the considerations/tasks that 
may be required are listed below; however this is not intended to be a comprehensive list of tasks 
as each project will have different implementation requirements.  Project leaders should devise and 
submit a comprehensive implementation plan for management review.  Once complete, the 
checklist should be submitted to the quality team for filing with the signed project documents. 

Task Details Date 
Completed 

Staff Training All current QIAsymphony trainers to be assessed at 
CTT using RCC given similarity of bone and other 
substrate protocols. 

24/03/2020 

Staff Training All current QIAsymphony operators (assessed as 
competent) will be assessed as competent using 
RCC given similarity of bone and other substrate 
protocols. 

24/03/2020 

Add to minor change register Ensure that implementation has been added to the 
minor changes register 

24/03/2020 

Communication Communicate to staff and other stakeholders – by 
meetings and emails. 

24/03/2020 

SOP Archive Organic extraction SOP (QIS# 34039) 24/03/2020 

SOP Add bone extraction protocols to QIS # 34132 DNA 
Extraction and Quantification of Samples Using the 
QIAsymphony® SP and AS Modules 

23/03/2020 

CA-54
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Procedure for Change Management in Forensic DNA 
Analysis 

1 Purpose and Scope 
This document describes the change management procedure that is to be used within 
Forensic DNA Analysis, to ensure that all process changes and projects occur in a 
controlled and timely manner.   This procedure applies to all process changes or projects 
that: 

- involve the validation/verification of equipment
- involve the validation/verification of technical procedures
- are projects with external funding
- are internal projects (minor or major) which impact on sample reporting/processing
- involve major LIMS function/configuration changes
- impact on multiple stakeholders
- require staff training to be implemented
- significantly alter workflow procedures

This procedure does not apply to: 
- routine document updates/alterations
- minor technical changes which do not impact on sample reporting/processing

(e.g. changes in specimen type, storage configuration changes)

As an appendix to this document - is a checklist that can be used to guide staff on how they 
might approach a new idea/observation. It will assist in establishing if it should be recorded 
as an emerging/novel practice, as a minor change, or as a full project/change management.  

2 Definitions and Abbreviations 
For a comprehensive list of abbreviations refer to QIS 23849 Common Forensic DNA 
Analysis Terms and Acronyms.   

e-sign Electronic signature 
FR: Forensic Register 
FSS: Forensic Scientific Services 
IT: Information Technology 
LIMS: Laboratory Information Management System used to record information and 

track exhibits/case files. 
NATA: National Association of Testing Authorities 

3 Principle 
Changes within Forensic DNA Analysis have the potential to impact on our clients, on 
stakeholders (internal/external to FSS) and may impact on compliance with NATA.  As such 
changes which occur with Forensic DNA Analysis must be carefully considered and 

CA-55
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documented.  There are a number of types of changes that may occur within Forensic DNA 
Analysis; for the purpose of documentation - these are classified into five types: 
administrative change, IT/LIMS change, minor project, major project, and external projects.   
 
Administrative changes: are restricted to changes in processes/workflows that impact on 
documentation or administration processes only.  These changes will most likely occur 
within the Administrative team within Forensic DNA Analysis.  It does not include any 
changes of a technical nature.  
 
IT/LIMS change: An IT change would apply to the introduction of new software into 
Forensic DNA Analysis, in some instances for upgrades in software versions or the 
introduction of new hardware.  This type of change would require collaboration with IT 
services.  A LIMS project would include any alteration that required a change in the LIMS 
function, or major configuration changes.  It would not include minor changes such as 
storage configurations, or minor changes to specimen types etc. 
 
Minor Project: are generally defined as projects that have a duration of <6 weeks and a 
budget of <$5,000.  These projects have a minor impact on sample processing/reporting.  
Any project which major impact on workflow or sample reporting should be considered 
under major projects.  
 
Major Project: are generally defined as projects that have a duration of >6 weeks and/or a 
budget of >$5,000.  Major projects require significant planning and detailed consideration of 
project impacts and implementation procedures.   
 
External Projects: is to be used for all projects which have been externally funded.  Where 
there are no documentation requirements for an externally funded project – standard 
change management document as described in this document apply.  For RDAC projects, 
RDAC documentation requirements apply (QIS 33017) with the additional requirements of: 

• A change management number will be assigned within Forensic DNA Analysis 
• Management Team are to indicate that they have reviewed all RDAC proposals by 

adding their name to the Excel sheet included within the project folder   
 
The change management procedure utilises a three step process:  
  - the initial request (Step 1) 
  - minor change (Step 2a) OR project plan (Step 2b) 
  - final report, approval/implementation (Step 3)  
The utilisation of these steps is dependent on the type of change (administrative, IT/LIMS, 
minor, major and external) and on the progression of the change management process.  
Refer to Section 4 for details. 

 
4 Actions 

Prior to the preparation of any change management documentation it is recommended that 
ideas are discussed at the work unit level to determine the merit of each idea or proposal.  
If the process of change management is initiated it will need to follow the documentation 
requirements as listed in sections 4.1 to 4.8 and the workflow as shown in Appendix 1. 
 
*An exception is made for projects that are a mandatory requirement for the laboratory e.g. 
validation/verification of a new process or equipment item.  In these cases it is possible to 
proceed directly to a full project plan (section 4.3). 
 
For large projects an overarching project number is allocated (by quality) to the work, and 
sub-projects may then be allocated “a letter” such that sections/parts of a project can be 
signed off separately. For example in validating an amplification kit a project number 1234 
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may be applied (for the overarching project), with sub-projects 1234a – referring the 
sensitivity testing, 1234b referring to concordance, 1234c referring to thresholds etc. 
 
In cases where supplementary testing for a project is required (post-sign off), if the data is 
an extension of previous work - it may also be appropriate to allocate the supplementary 
work “a letter” ie. part b of the same work.  If the supplementary work is substantially 
different in topic or content a new project number should be allocated. 
 
All project documents are to e-signed and locked at completion. Refer to Appendix 5 for e-
sign procedure. 
 
Technical Review: 
For major projects and for validations it is a requirement for the project to have a technical 
reviewer.  The role of the technical reviewer is to ‘peer view’ critical technical aspects of the 
project (e.g. new instrument programs/settings, new analytical procedures) and/or to review 
data analysis with the project (e.g. Excel data transformations, formula’s and calculations 
etc.). The technical reviewer/s are nominated by the team leader and/or management team 
at project proposal stage (section 4.3). The technical review is completed either during the 
project or at the completion of the laboratory work and data analysis - but prior to final 
report being presented to the management team.  The technical review should provide to 
the Management Team as a written document that outlines the aspects of the project 
reviewed and general findings (Refer to Appendix 2 for template) 
 
Communication: 

• For large projects regular project updates should be given by the project leader (or 
delegate) to the management team. This will allow the management team to ensure 
that the project is meeting all requirements (NATA, internal needs etc), and that they 
have a full understanding of the project prior to final report preparation and sign off. 

• When projects are complete - presentations should be made at team meetings so 
that all staff have an awareness of new processes and technology as it is released. 

• Appropriate communications should be made at time of implementation (emails to 
applicable staff, additions to minor change registers, records to quality etc). 

 
4.1 Initial Request (Stage 1)  

Change requests can be initiated by any staff member within Forensic DNA Analysis, and 
are to be recorded on an Initial Request Form (QIS 31543).  Submission of an initial 
request requires the following actions: 

 
• Complete the Initial Request Form (QIS 31543).  The initiator is required to 

complete the blue sections of the form only. 
• Initiator is to email the Quality Team and Line manager (of the person initiating the 

request) with the network location of the document so it can progress.   
• Quality will allocate the request a proposal number 
• The Line Manager is to complete the red sections of the form, create a PDF of the 

request form and e-sign the document. Store/save the document to the appropriate 
project folder in I:\Change Management   
 

The Line Manager will assess the initial request recommending either: 
− Abandon process at Initial Request (Refer to section 4.7) 
− Proceed to Step 2:  

• Minor Change (Refer to section 4.2) 
 or  
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• Project Proposal (Refer to section 4.3)  
If the line manager wants to recommend proceeding to a full project 
proposal – they will need to seek Management Team approval. 

 
If the initial request is abandon - no further action or documentation will be required.  

 
On completion of the initial request form (e-signed and locked), the line 

manager is to advise quality team 
 
4.2 Minor Change (Stage 2a) 

The minor change form is used to document the purpose, method and date of change. If 
the Line Manager recommends that the change management is to proceed as a minor 
change, the project initiator must complete the blue sections of the Minor Change Form 
(QIS  31548) and submit it to their line manager. In some circumstances a small amount of 
experimental data may be included within a minor change – where the data is used for 
decision making purposes. 
 
The Line Manager must then complete the following actions: 
 
• E-sign the minor process change document (QIS 31548). Store/save the document to 

the appropriate project folder in I:\Change Management\Minor Change Forms - 
completed 

• Add the change to the Minor Change and emerging or novel practices register 
located in: I:\Change Management\Change Register - Minor Changes and emerging or 
novel practices.xls 

• Inform the quality team and all stakeholders of the change e.g. team meetings or 
email 

• Update SOPs etc. if required 
• Inform the Quality & Projects Senior Scientist to complete the process 

 
The Quality & Projects Senior Scientist must: 
 
• E-sign and lock the minor process change document (QIS 31548)  
• Ensure all above actions have been completed by the line manager. 

 
4.3 Project Plan (Stage 2b) 

If the Management Team recommends that a change management should proceed as a full 
proposal (administrative, IT/LIMS, major change or external project) the project leader is 
required to complete the following project documents: 
  

1. Project Risk Assessment Document (QIS 22872):  A risk assessment must be 
completed documenting the risks of the project for each team.  
 

2. Change Management Project Proposal (experimental design) Document: This 
document should cover all aspects of what the project is proposing to do: It should 
include an introduction to the project (including literature review), purpose/background, 
methodology and experimental design (either laboratory experiments or data analysis 
as applicable) and a detailed materials and methods section. 

 
Refer to QIS 23402 for writing guidelines and template for the project proposal. These 
project proposals will essentially constitute the introduction and materials and methods 
section of the projects final project report   
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This document must be prepared and submitted to the Forensic DNA Analysis 
Management Team along with the Project Risk Assessment Form (QIS 22872). 

 
3. Consider ethics requirements:  QIS 33268 Police Services – Human Ethics Review 

Checklist, it may impact on the projects methodology, and ethics approval maybe 
required before the project can start. 

4. (Optional) Project Budget (QIS 31052): A budget can be prepared and submitted to 
the Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team - with the project proposal.  A budget 
template is provided in QIS 31052.   

 
For a new piece of equipment, new chemical or new process a formal risk assessment (QIS 
29106) will be needed in addition to the project risks that are outlined in QIS 22872 The 
formal risk assessment addresses workplace health and safety risks and the project risk 
assessment is in relation to business risks. 
 
After all project documents have been prepared (as listed above); risk assessments (if 
applicable) and LIMS documentation completed (if applicable) email your Line Manager and 
Quality Team (  and advise them of the location of 
the documents in I:\Change Management.  The Line Manager/Project leader will submit the 
documentation to the Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team for consideration (Refer 
the section 4.4), with a due date for feedback. 

 
4.4 Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team – Consideration of Project Proposal 

The Forensic DNA Analysis Management team will consider the change management 
project proposal documents as outlined in section 4.3.  It is not necessary for all 
Management Team members to read and approve every proposal; however a quorum of 
the Management team must approve the proposal.  The quorum must include the Managing 
Scientist, Team Leaders, Quality and Projects Senior Scientist, Senior Scientist that has 
Line Management of the staff/project and Senior Scientist/s of areas significantly affected 
by the project.  For major projects and validations a technical reviewer suggestion should 
also be provided to the management team for consideration (Refer to section 4). 
 
Consideration of the proposal should include: 
1. A determination of the impact of the proposed change on all stakeholders 
2. Cost/Benefit Analysis of the project 
3. Risk Assessment (Workplace Health & Safety and Business Risks) 
4. A communication plan for all project participants and stakeholders 
 
The Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team will then make a recommendation as 
follows: 
 

− Implement proposal.  If the proposal is approved, the project 
documentation will be e-signed by the Management Team. The project 
leader/appointed staff can initiate the project. 

o Project work must be conducted by a technically experienced and 
competent person (Refer QIS 10662) 

o For projects that are >3 months, the Senior Scientist Quality and 
Projects will meet with each project team ~ every 2 weeks to ensure 
project progression, and to provide advice and resources as 
required. 

− Implement proposal after change. If the Management Team requires 
additions/edits to the project proposal, the Management team will return the 
document to the project leader/appointed staff with feedback.  The project 
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documents will need to be edited and resubmitted (as per section 4.3.) 
before further consideration by the Management Team. 

− Abandon process. Refer to Section 4.7 for details. 
 
After the due date for feedback project leader/line manager should: 

o Make edits (if required).  
o Create a PDF of the project proposal and project risk assessment documents 
o Store/save the document to relevant project folder in I:\Change Management   

 
 

Management team must: 
o Provide feedback on the proposal 
o Complete the risk assessment 

 
4.5 Implementation and Final Report (Step 3) 

On completion of the change management project - a final report is required, this is usually 
written by the project leader (Refer to QIS 23402 for report preparation details).  A 
Technical Review - if it is required (Appendix 2), and an Implementation Plan (Refer to 
Appendix 3) must also be prepared.  The implementation plan will be a list of the steps 
required to be completed either before the change is implemented, or shortly after 
implementation.  Although a proposal may not be implemented on completion, a basic 
implementation plan that can be refined closer to implementation should still be completed 
and submitted.  On completion of the report, technical review and implementation plan, they 
are to be forwarded by email to your Line Manager.  The Line Manager/project leader will 
submit the final report, technical review and implementation plan to the Forensic DNA 
Analysis Management Team for consideration/acceptance. 

 
If the final report is accepted by the Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team it will be e-
signed and the project/change management process closed.  If the Management Team 
requires additions/edits to the final report, it will be returned to the project leader/appointed 
staff with feedback.  The final report will need to be edited and resubmitted for 
consideration by the Management Team.   

 
After the due date for feedback project leader/line manager should: 

o Make edits (if required).  
o Create a PDF of the project proposal and project risk assessment documents 
o Ask the management team to e-sign the document.  
o Store/save the document to relevant project folder in I:\Change Management   

 
Management team must: 

o Provide feedback on the final report 
o E-sign the documents as/when requested by the project leader/line manager. 

      
 
After acceptance of the final report the Forensic DNA Analysis Management team will 
recommend that the: 
 

− Change is implemented into routine use (Refer to Appendix 3 for 
implementation plan for project leaders).   

− Change is accepted but will be implemented at a later date (Refer to 
Appendix 3 for implementation plan for project leaders). 

− Change is abandoned (Refer to Section 4.7 for details). 
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After completion of the project, all stakeholders must receive communications about the 
findings and outcomes of the project.  This may include presentations at meetings, or the 
provision of final reports to stakeholders. For significant projects, a summary of the project 
is to be presented at team meetings. 
 
On completion of the final e-signature by the Managing Scientist a communication is to be 
sent to the Quality team so that they can ensure all documents have been finalised. Quality 
team can then lock and store data files by loading them to the Forensic Register. 
 
*Please note: in the event the work is to be published, please consider if the publication 
needs to reviewed by the FSS Ethics committee. Refer to QIS 32177 FSS Publication 
checklist. 
 

4.6 Responsibilities in Signing Documentation 
When a project proposal or report is submitted for review, it is the responsibility of the 
reviewer to ensure that all feedback is provided by the due date. Any feedback provided 
after the due date may not be considered (based on the merit of the feedback). 
 
It is acceptable for a reviewer from the Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team to seek 
advice from other members of staff where it is deemed appropriate (e.g. where another 
person may have more experience in the subject of the report). In this instance, it is the 
responsibility of the person seeking the advice to provide the feedback to the project officer 
and to do so by the due date. 

 
4.7 Abandoned/Cancellation 

Should a change proposal not be approved, or if at any time the change is no longer 
required, the change management process may be abandoned/cancelled. This shall be 
recorded on the change management documents (to be forwarded to the Quality Team).  If 
the project is abandon mid-way through a process an electronic file note can be created to 
detail the date and reason for project cessation. 
 
It is possible to re-start abandon change management processes at a later date, and there 
are relevant sections in the change management forms to record a restarted process. 
 

4.8 Recording Feedback 
Project feedback, including feedback on project proposal and reports, is to be tabulated and 
stored in the relevant change management folder (under the appropriate project number 
folder). 
 
All email communications regarding the project are also to be stored in the relevant change 
management folder. 

 
5 Records 

• All change management documentation (plans, reports, data etc.) are to be stored 
electronically in a network drive (e.g. I:Drive) 

• On completion of projects all records (plans, reports, excel files etc) are to be stored 
in Forensic Register. To store records in FR: 

o Create new FR case Job Type=Research 
o Subject/Complainant=Project number and short title 
o Offence Class=Miscellaneous 
o Location=Forensic DNA Analysis Quality 
o Project documents loaded as an examination summary 
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6 Associated Documentation 

QIS: 10662 FSS Guidelines for Method Validation 
QIS: 22872 Project Risk Assessment for Change Management in Forensic DNA Analysis 
QIS: 23401 Forensic DNA Analysis Validation and Verification Guidelines 
QIS: 23402 Writing Guidelines for Validation and Change Management Reports 
QIS: 29100 Health & Safety Risk Assessment Form 
QIS: 29106 Risk Management Guideline – conducting and evaluating Health and Safety 

risk assessments 
QIS: 31052 Forensic DNA Analysis - Change Management Budget 
QIS: 31543 Initial Request Form for Change Management in Forensic DNA Analysis 
QIS: 31548 Minor Process Change Form for Change Management in Forensic DNA 

Analysis 
QIS: 32177 Human Ethics Review Checklist - FSS Publications 
QIS: 33017 FSS Research and Development short form 
QIS: 33268 Human Ethics Review Checklist - Police Services 
QIS: 33333 Participant Information and Consent Form (PICF) - Common Biological 

Samples 
QIS: 33334 Participant Information and Consent Form (PICF) - Semen Samples 
QIS: 33335 Participant Information and Consent Form (PICF) - Vaginal Samples 

 
 
7 Amendment History 

Version Date Author/s Amendments 
1 25 Aug 2005 Mary Gardam First Issue 
2 27 Feb 2007 J Olsson, M Gardam 

V Ientile 
Format Changed to include Project 
Management. 

2 April 2008 QIS2 Migration 
Project 

Headers and Footers changed to new CaSS 
format.  Amended Business references 

3 25 Sept 2008 Robyn Smith 
Crystal Revera 

Formatting, Changes made to reflect new 
Laboratory name & Contacts 

4  14 May 2012 Shannon Thompson 
Kirsten Scott 

Major revision/re-write as the change 
management process changed. 

5 21 Jan 2013 Kirsten Scott Update QIS numbers and headers. Add 
records, associated documents and minor edits. 

6 26 Mar 2013 Kirsten Scott Clarify point 3 in section 4.4. Update hyperlinks 
7 6 June 2014 Kirsten Scott Remove Assessment Phase.  Change in 

actions required by line managers for approving 
initial plan and minor change documents. 

8 19 June 2015 Kerry-Anne 
Lancaster 

New template.  Added milestone register and 
implementation plan. changed AUSLAB to 
LIMS, defined project proposal and 
responsibilities of the reviewer. Add QIS 33017 

9 21 Oct 2015 Kirsten Scott Inclusion of consent forms in associated 
documents. Option for mandatory projects to 
proceed directly to project plan. Inclusion of 
RDAC processes & Quality Checklist 

10 25 Nov 2015 Kirsten Scott Inclusion of a technical review for major projects 
and validations, and minor text update in other 
section as a result of technical review 

11 20 Sept 2016 Kirsten Scott Specify implementation plan as mandatory, 
Section 4.5 and 5 add a note on locking of data  
by quality. Section 3 clarify RDAC requirements 
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12 1 June 2018 Kirsten Scott Remove milestone register (section 4.3, 4.8). 
Add comms and project numbering to section 4. 
Addition of FR instructions section 5. Add 
technical review template as appendix 2.  

13 19 Nov 2019 Kirsten Scott Add Human ethics checklist section 6. Additions 
to section 4.4: meetings with Quality Sen/Sci., 
and staff competency requirements. Header 
added to appendix 8.4 

14 2 Oct 2020 Kirsten Scott Edit document to reflect change from hardcopy 
records to electronic sign-off processes. 
Additions to appendix 4 

15 14 July 2021 Abbie Ryan Addition of Appendix 5 – e-sign procedure. 4.2 
Addition of extra signature step to minor change 
procedure for Quality Senior Scientist. 4.3.1 
Changed title of document 22872 to Project 
Risk assessment.  

16 10 Dec 2021 Kirsten Scott New header, remove optional Gantt chart for 
projects, add ethics QIS links and requirements 
and emerging/novel practices (Appendix 6) 

17 30 Mar 2022 Abbie Ryan Updated Appendix 3 – implementation plan 
tasks. 

 
8 Appendices 

• APPENDIX 1: Change Management Process 
• APPENDIX 2: Technical Review Template 
• APPENDIX 3: Implementation Plan for project leaders 
• APPENDIX 4: Checklist of documents required for a Change Management Project 
• APPENDIX 5: Procedure for e-signing documents 
• APPENDIX 6: New and emerging novel practices checklist 
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8.1 APPENDIX 1: Change Management Process 
 

 

Forensic DNA 
Analysis Staff 

Approver Forensic DNA 
Analysis  Management 

Team 
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              Completion of Project/Laboratory Work 
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Identify source/need for 
change. See appendix 6  

Complete Initial Request 
Form QIS: 31543 and 

advise Quality. 

Allocate proposal number 
and forward to the initiators 

Line Manager for 
consideration/approval.   

Line Manager recommends: 
- Proceed to Step 2a or 2b 

or 
- Abandon (Refer to 4.7) 

Complete Minor Change 
Form QIS: 31548 and 

submit to Line Manager. 
Create e-signed records for 

Quality 
 

Line Manager to: 
- e-sign minor change form 
- Add to minor change           
register 
- Communicate to 
stakeholders 
- Advise quality of 
documentation. 

 

Complete and submit to 
Line Manager: 

1. Project Risk 
Assessment Form  

QIS: 22872 . 
 

2. Project Proposal 
Document  
QIS: 23402 

 
3. (As applicable) Ethics 

Approval 
 

4. (Optional) Project 
Budget QIS: 31052 

 
 
 

Line Manager to: 
- Email I:Drive  hyperlink  to  
the documents -  to the 
Management Team for 
consideration. 
 

Review documentation and 
approve/sign off to either: 
- Proceed with project  
or  
- Abandon (Refer to 4.7) 
 

Complete Project Final 
Report QIS:23402, 
Technical review 
(Appendix 2) and 
Implementation Plan 
(Appendix 3) and submit 
to line manager. Line 
manager to submit to 
management 

Line Manager to: 
- Email I;Drive hyperlink of 
all documents to the 
Management Team for 
consideration for approval 

Review documentation and 
approve/sign off to either: 
- Implement (Appendix 3) 
- Implement later 
(Appendix 3), or 
- Abandon (Refer to 4.7) 
 

Create e-signed records for 
Quality 

 

Create e-signed records 
for Quality 

 

Create e-signed records for 
Quality 

 

Management Team 
Approval 

 

Approval of initial requests 
progression to project 

proposal 
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8.2 APPENDIX 2: Technical Review Template 

 

Technical review of Proposal #Project number  
Project title 

 
General project observations: 
 

 

 

 

Experiment 1: 
Program settings checked: Yes / No / Not Applicable.    Comments:________________________ 

Formulas checked: Yes / No / Not Applicable      Comments:______________________________ 

Data transformations checked: Yes / No / Not Applicable      Comments:_____________________ 

Calculations checked: Yes / No / Not Applicable      Comments:____________________________ 

Experimental observations (design/results etc):  

 

 

 

Experiment 2: (add additional experiments as required) 
Program settings checked: Yes / No / Not Applicable.    Comments:________________________ 

Formulas checked: Yes / No / Not Applicable      Comments:______________________________ 

Data transformations checked: Yes / No / Not Applicable      Comments:_____________________ 

Calculations checked: Yes / No / Not Applicable      Comments:____________________________ 

Experimental observations (design/results etc):  

 

 

 

 

Technical Reviewer 

Name Position Signature Date 

    

Project Manager 

Name Position Signature Date 
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8.3 APPENDIX 3: Implementation Plan for project leaders 
 
Successful project implementation may require numerous tasks to be completed either prior to 
implementation, or shortly after the implementation date.  Some of the considerations/tasks that 
may be required are listed below; however, this is not intended to be a comprehensive list of tasks 
as each project will have different implementation requirements.  Project leaders must devise and 
submit a comprehensive implementation plan for management review prior to the final report being 
signed off. Ideally, this implementation plan should be provided at the same time as the draft final 
report.   
 
Once complete, the checklist should be submitted to the quality team for filing with the signed 
project documents. 
 
Project Title:____________________________________________    Project Number:_________ 
 
Task Details Responsible 

Line 
Manager/ 
Allocated to: 

Date 
Completed 

e.g. Create new procedures New SOPs and training modules to be 
written and approved 

  

e.g. Update procedure/s Existing SOPs and training modules to 
be revised and approved 

  

e.g. Staff training Project members and relevant to staff to 
be issued with CTT statements as 
required 

  

 CTT staff to train relevant staff   

e.g. Software setup Final version of software to be setup 
and reviewed on instrument 

  

 Check if Macro updates are required   

e.g. Equipment tasks Add equipment to QIS    

 Add equipment to LIMS   

e.g. Consumable tasks Add consumables to LIMS.     

 Addition of products to FAMMIS   

 Order new consumables   

e.g. Forensic Register 
development/requirements 

   

e.g. DNA 
interpretation/reporting 

May include: Model Maker requirements 
and assessment, Statement of Witness 
appendix update 

  

e.g. Impacts/risks assessed Any risks identified in risk assessment 
are addressed. 

  

e.g. Add to minor change 
register 

Ensure that implementation has been 
added to the minor changes register 

  

e.g. Communication Communicate to staff and other 
stakeholders – by meetings and emails. 
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8.4 APPENDIX 4: Checklist of documents required for a Change Management Project 
 
         Project Number: _____________ 
Minor Change: 

□ Initial Request Form (31543) (May not be required for mandatory projects) 

□ Minor Change Form (31548) 

□ Added to Minor Change Register and emerging or novel practices register 

□ Implementation (Comments added to SOPs (if required) and communication to staff) 
 
 
Major Project: 

□ Initial Request Form (31543) (May not be required for mandatory projects) 

□ Project Risk Assessment Form (22872) 

□ Project Proposal Document  

□ (Optional) Project Budget (31052)  
□ Ethics checklist and/or approval - if applicable (33268) 

 
□ Risk Assessment (As applicable for new equipment and laboratory procedures 29100) 
 

□ Project Final Report  

□ Technical Review (for validations and major projects only) 

□ Implementation Plan  
 
** Consent forms for staff collections should have been previously provided to quality if applicable. 
 
 
RDAC project: 

□ RDAC Application Form (Copy only, original stored with Research Office) 

□ RDAC Final Report – if the project is funded (Copy only) 

□ Excel Sheet – with Names of Management Team for acknowledgment of project. 
 
 

□ Quality team have loaded all key project documents to FR for storage 
 
 
Checklist completed by:______________________________  Date: _______________ 
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8.5 APPENDIX 5: Procedure for e-signing documents in Adobe 
First time process to set up digital signature: 
 

1. Scan an image of your personal signature and save to your desktop. 
2. Open up a PDF document in Adobe 
3. Click tools and Open - Certificate 
4. Choose “Digitally Sign” 
5. Drag the box to point in PDF document where you want to apply your digital signature. 
6. Select Configure Digital ID 
7. Select Create a new Digital ID – then continue 
8. Select “Save to File” then continue 
9. Ensure that you place all your credentials in the name section. (Do not use symbols) 
 
Sample of how and areas to fill out: 

 
Note: you can change the place where you save your credentials, the default saving file  
location is generally where the adobe program files are kept. 
 

10. Enter a password of your choice. You will use this password every time that you apply it 
11. Last step in the process is to attach a copy of your ‘signature’. Click continue 
12. Click on the create button 
13. Select image then select “Browse” to import in your signature from the file location 
14. Click save. 
15. To now digitally sign the PDF document, enter password and click sign. 

 
Note: – if you are the final approver, e.g. expenditure delegate, line manager approving the  
document, you must check the ‘Lock document after signing’ checkbox. This will lock the  
entire document down and cannot be edited once this has been done. 
 

16. You will be asked to save the PDF file. 
17. If the PDF document requires further electronic approvals, it can be forwarded to the  
next approval for their Digital ID. If the check box is checked ‘lock document after signing’, 
then the document can no longer be edited or signed. 

 
For all future PDF documents, when you click Digitally sign, you will be asked to select the  
area to sign and then can select the Digital ID, enter your password and sign the document. 
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8.6 APPENDIX 6: New and emerging novel practices checklist 
 
This checklist is provided as a template/processes by which staff can consider what to do - when 
they have seen something new, wish to do something new or are unsure how to proceed with a 
decide or idea. The emphasis is on the documentation and communication of decisions and 
thought processes - in line with best quality practices.  
 
 Step 1: Gather the facts and define the issue/problem. 
 

Step 2: Make an assessment of your idea or what you have seen: taking into account: 
 - the case implications 
 - possible expenditure of resources (time and money) 
 - impact on clients 
 - health and safety etc. (refer to Section 4 above).  
This will allow you to determine who is accountable for the decision, and how big the 
required and appropriate process will need to be. 
 
Step 3: Action and documentation: For any issue that have a cost implication (resources or 
significant staff time), or implications for clients - the full change management process 
would apply (refer to this document above). For new observations and/or emerging novel 
practices that are smaller in nature - it maybe more appropriate to use following document 
to detail the issue, your thinking and the decision: 
 
I:\Change Management\Change Register - Minor Changes and emerging or novel 
practices.xls 

 
 Step 4: Communicate to appropriate audience  
 
Example:  Raised by:  John Smith  Date started: 20/01/2022 
 
Define your issue: 
Apparent artefact at D18S51. Artefact shifts between labelling as a 17.1 or 17.2 variant allele. No 
stutter is observed for this artefact. Only observed in samples from peri-anal, rectal or penile areas.  
  
Has it been seen before?    Yes 
Where?      Case XXXXXXXxXX 
Who can make the decision?  Myself 

 
Assessment 
Adds contributor to otherwise single source assumed known contributor, height of artefact not 
consistent with another contribution dropping out. No expenditure of money, time or resources 
required.  
 
Actions 
- Removed artefact from FR GeneMapper table. 
- Annotated epgs and re-loaded to Forensic Register 
- Notations added to case in Forensic Register. 
- Added to Change Register - Minor Changes and emerging or novel practices document 
 
Communication 
Who When How 
All reporters via Microsoft Teams 02/02/2021 Posted 
Line manager 01/02/2021 Email 
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AID 17025 (AP6-1-13) / Issue 25 / September 2021 Page 1 of 44 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TESTING AUTHORITIES, AUSTRALIA (ABN 59 004 379 748) 
CUSTOMER CONFIDENTIAL 

ASSESSMENT INFORMATION DOCUMENT 

Your facility is due for a reassessment. 

This Assessment Information Document seeks specific background information from facilities on 
the current scope of NATA accreditation, any changes required, and the specific resources 
available to meet the requested changes.  

Some sections may not apply to your facility. Please cross-reference relevant sections from your 
management system documentation where appropriate.  

Please upload a completed copy of this Assessment Information Document and required 
documents/records as detailed in covering letter to the NATA Portal or email to: 

Ms Madelen Chikhani at  
By: 09 April 2022 

Delays or failure to provide the requested information may result in delays to the accreditation 
process.  

The personal information collected in this document and other management system documentation 
supplied for the assessment briefing is used for conducting the assessment, reporting on the 
assessment and the process of continuing accreditation. It may be disclosed to NATA staff 
members, all of whom have signed confidentiality agreements. Aggregated data gathered from the 
assessment process may also be provided to third parties in a de-identified format. It may also be 
disclosed to agencies to which NATA has a legal obligation or with which NATA has formal 
agreement. 

Personal information collected such as name, business telephone and mobile phone numbers and 
email address of the Authorised Representative or the Site Contact may be made available to 
enquiries requiring the service of NATA accredited facilities. The Site Contact details may be 
included in the NATA website directory.  

NATA’s Privacy Policy contains information on access and correction to the personal information 
held by NATA and the compliant process associated with breaches of the Australian Privacy 
Principles. NATA’s Privacy Policy is available from the NATA website, www.nata.com.au.  

CA-56
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ASSESSMENT INFORMATION DOCUMENT    
 
Accreditation  No: 41 Site No: 14171 Job No: 82214 
 

AID 17025 (AP6-1-13) / Issue 25 / September 2021  Page 2 of 44 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TESTING AUTHORITIES, AUSTRALIA (ABN 59 004 379 748) 
CUSTOMER CONFIDENTIAL 

FACILITY DETAILS 
 
In preparation for the accreditation activity, please review the information below to confirm (or 
change) the details of your facility and the site to be assessed. Use the shaded boxes to provide 
corrected or changed details. 
 
FACILITY (the name in which accreditation is held) 

Accreditation No: 41 

Facility Name: Queensland Health 
Forensic and Scientific Services 

 

Facility Trading Name (see note 1):  
 
 
 

 

ABN or ACN: 66-329-169-412   

Mailing Address:  
PO Box 594  ARCHERFIELD QLD 4108   
AUSTRALIA 

 

Street address (if different from above):  
39 Kessels Rd COOPERS PLAINS QLD 4108 
AUSTRALIA 

 

Facility web address (optional): 
www.health.qld.gov.au 

 

Phone: 61   

INVOICING DETAILS (for all sites under your facility) 

Mailing address:   
PO Box 594 ARCHERFIELD QLD 4108   
AUSTRALIA 

 

Phone: 61   

Email:   

 
The following details are specific to your Facility’s Authorised Representative.  
(The rights and responsibilities of the Authorised Representative are outlined in the General 
Accreditation Criteria: Responsibilities of authorised representatives, available on the NATA website.) 
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TESTING AUTHORITIES, AUSTRALIA (ABN 59 004 379 748) 
CUSTOMER CONFIDENTIAL 

Authorised Representative:  
Ms Helen Gregg 

To change the appointed Authorised 
Representative please complete the Facility 
Details Update (FDU) form available from 
the NATA website. 

Position: Quality Manager  

Direct Phone: 61   

Email:   

SITE DETAILS  

Site No: 14171 

Site Name: Forensic and Scientific Services  

Site Trading Name (see note 1):  
 
 
 

 

Availability of services: Services conditionally 
available to external clients 

☐  Services available to external clients 
☐  Services conditionally available to 
external clients 

☐  Services not available to external clients 

Street address (physical location):  
Liaison Unit 
39 Kessels Road COOPERS PLAINS QLD 4108   
AUSTRALIA 

 

Site Contact (full name including title):  
   

 

Phone: 61   

Mobile:   

Indicate the Site Contact’s primary contact number:   ☐ Phone   ☐ Mobile  

Email:   

Do you wish to publish the Site contact information on NATA’s website directory?  

  ☐ Yes     ☒ No    
(The name of the contact person and preferred phone number and email address will be listed in our 
records as the person to contact with enquiries about the Site’s activities (i.e. from potential clients) 
and may be listed on the NATA website.) 
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TESTING AUTHORITIES, AUSTRALIA (ABN 59 004 379 748) 
CUSTOMER CONFIDENTIAL 

Note 1: Trading name(s) (optional) 
 
Providing this information indicates the applicant is seeking approval to issue reports in its 
trading name(s), in addition to the name of the Facility. Trading names may be provided 
for a Facility and/or for individual Sites.  
 
In order to able to issue reports in a trading name the following criteria need to be met. 
 

• There must be a clear and reasonable link between the name of the Facility and the 
trading name(s) supplied, such as an ownership link or a link by virtue of a 
registered trading name; 

• Activities reported in a trading name(s) will have been performed by the staff of the 
accredited Facility/accredited Site to which the trading name(s) applies, using the 
same techniques and procedures s those covered by the Scope(s) of Accreditation 
of the applicable accredited Facility/accredited Site; 

• The scope of reporting applicable to the trading name(s) is the same as or a subset 
of the Scope of Accreditation of the applicable accredited Facility/accredited Site. 

 
Should trading name(s) be provided you will be contacted to further explore this option.  
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TESTING AUTHORITIES, AUSTRALIA (ABN 59 004 379 748) 
CUSTOMER CONFIDENTIAL 

NATA SCOPE OF ACCREDITATION 
A copy of your current scope of accreditation is attached.  
 
☒ Annotate this scope to indicate the approximate frequency of all laboratory activities. 
 

 
 
Animal health facilities only: please also complete the attached Supplement document. 
 
Changes to the scope of accreditation 
 
Surveillance visit: Additions will not normally be considered during a surveillance visit as such 
visits will not include a technical assessor. Where requested a decision will be made as to how 
best to meet the request without compromising the aim and focus of the surveillance visit.  
Accordingly, a variation visit may be arranged concurrently or as a separate visit once all 
information concerning the request has been considered.  Charges will be incurred to 
accommodate the variation visit in accordance with NATA’s Fee Schedule current at the time. 
Please be aware that any extensions to scope of accreditation may also result in an increase to 
your annual membership fees. 
 
Reassessment: Any requests for additional activities to be added to the scope of accreditation as 
part of a scheduled reassessment will only be accommodated where such requests do not 
compromise the purpose of the reassessment (to review the existing scope of accreditation to 
determine ongoing compliance with the accreditation criteria).  Where additional resources and 
time are required to accommodate the request, a concurrent variation visit may be arranged, and 
charges will be levied in accordance with the current Fee Schedule available from the NATA 
website. Please be aware that any extensions to scope of accreditation may also result in an 
increase to your annual membership fees. 
 
Do you wish to request additions or deletions or editorial amendments to the scope of 
accreditation?  
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Amendments as follows: 
 
As advised by K.Scott in email 25 May 2018 and 31 May 2018 to Lyndon Thomas (NATA): 

• QIAsymphony (DNA extraction) technique - to be added to DNA profiling for criminal 
casework and DNA profiling for relationship testing 

• 3500xl capillary electrophoresis to be added to DNA profiling for criminal casework and 
DNA profiling for relationship testing 

• Microcon to be added to DNA profiling for criminal casework and DNA profiling for 
relationship testing 

• Nucleospin to be added to DNA profiling for criminal casework and DNA profiling for 
relationship testing 

 
As advised by K.Scott in email 25 July 2018 and 7 August 2018 to Lyndon Thomas (NATA): 

• Maxwell 16 is a DNA extraction process and not capillary electrophoresis technique. 
 
Instrument and software changes since last NATA visit in December 2020: 
 

• February 2021 - 3130xl CE instruments removed from use.  3500xL use ongoing. 
• May 2021 - Implementation of STRmix v2.8 (project #231) 
• June 2021 – Verification of DCS v4 on 3500xL (project #223) 
• January 2022 - Forensic DNA Analysis replaced the AB 9700 PCR machines with AB 

Proflex PCR machines (project #199) 
 
Other changes: 

• Feb 2021 – Verification of commercial H&E stain (project #220) 
• March 2021 - Removal of “Hair examination” from NATA scope of accreditation  

 
New projects currently in progress: 

• Y-Filer (project #206) 
• Verifiler (project #213) 
• Ion Chef and S5 – MPS (Project #216) 

 
 
 

 
Note: Changes to calibration and measurement capability (CMC) may be considered as additions 
to the scope of accreditation.  
 
☐ Yes. Please complete the Application for changes to the scope of accreditation form available 

from the NATA website.  
 
☒ No 
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Regulatory requirements applicable to laboratory activities 
 
Are any of your laboratory activities covered by your scope of accreditation subject to, or used by 
your customers to meet, regulatory requirements? For example, do you test products covered by 
Consumer Safety Law, WHS regulations, trade measurement, food regulation, etc.? 
 
☐ Yes 
 
☒ No 
 
If yes, please indicate this by annotating the attached copy of your current scope of accreditation 
specifically identifying the relevant regulation (including regulatory body and/or regulatory ruling), 
standard or other applicable document as appropriate.  For example: 
 

• Testing of children’s nightwear for flammability in accordance with AS/NZS 1249:2003 
• Testing of trolley jacks in accordance with Consumer Protection Notice No. 10:2008 

(ACCC) 
 
Testing of human specimens 
 
Are any of your laboratory activities covered by your scope of accreditation on human samples? 
 
☒ Yes 
 
Testing is carried out on human samples. However, these samples are used in legal investigations 
and not for clinical testing purposes. As such they do not come under the framework for In Vitro 
Diagnostic Medical Devices. 
 
☐ No 
 
If yes, please annotate this on the attached scope of accreditation. Note that such testing may be 
subject to the Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA) In-Vitro Diagnostic (IVD) medical device 
Framework and assessed against the National Pathology Accreditation Advisory Council (NPAAC) 
Requirements for the Development and use of In-House In Vitro Diagnostic Medical Devices. 
 
 
Sampling 
 
Since your previous assessment, are there changes to any sampling conducted covered by your 
NATA scope of accreditation? 
 
☐ Yes. Please complete the Application for changes to the scope of accreditation form available 

from the NATA website.   
 
☒ No 
 
☐ Not applicable 
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Off-Site Laboratory Activities 
 
Since your previous assessment, has your facility commenced performing laboratory activities off-
site, for example, field testing or at clients’ premises, and do you require this to be covered by your 
scope of accreditation? 
 
Note: Refer to relevant documents in the NATA Accreditation Criteria (NAC) package applicable to 
your scope of accreditation, available from the NATA website, for any specific requirements for 
such laboratory activities. 
 
☐ Yes. Please complete the Application for changes to the scope of accreditation form available 

from the NATA website.  
 
☒ No 
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STAFF 
In the following spaces provided (or on a separate sheet if is insufficient room), list the current 
facility staff. Please also indicate whether any staff work on a shift or part-time basis. 
 
Staff responsible for quality management 
Part-time staff (as at 07/03/2022) 
Extended leave (as at 07/03/2022) 
 

Name and qualifications Position 
(Please also specifically identify staff 
responsible for technical and quality 

management) 

Date started 
in the 
facility 

ACEDO, Pierre [BSc] Scientist  2006 
ADAMSON, Angela [BSc (Hons)] Reporting Scientist  2003 
AGUILERA, Maria [BSc] Scientist  2006 
ALLEN, Catherine [BSc, MSc (For Sc)] Managing Scientist  1999 
ANDERSEN, Belinda [B Biomed Sc, GDFor] Senior Scientist  2005 
ANGUS, Chantal [BA (Hons)] Laboratory Assistant 2017 
AVDIC, Kevin [HNC Chem] Forensic Technician  2014 
BRADY, Susan [BAppSc. (Biotech); Grad.Dip. (For 
Inv)] 

Scientist - Leave 2004 

BRISOTTO, Paula [BSc, MSc (For Sc)] Team Leader  2001 
BROOKS, Julie  Laboratory Assistant 2016 
CALDWELL, Valerie [B.AppSc. (Med Sc)] Scientist  2006 
CAUNT, Emma [BSc (Hons)] Reporting Scientist  2007 
CHANG, Cindy [BSc; PGDip Clin Biochem] Scientist  2001 
CHENG, Amy [BSc] Scientist  2006 
CIPOLLONE , Melissa [B.AppSc.] Scientist  2006 
CONNOLLY, Yvonne [BA, DipBus; Cert II &Cert III 
B.Admin] 

Administration 2014 

DARMANIN, Alanna [BA, BSc (Hons); MSc For Arch & 
Crime Scene Invest, Cert For Stat] 

Scientist  2010 

DWYER, Tegan [BForSc] Reporting Scientist 2010 
EBA, Ryu Laboratory Assistant 2011 
ENTWISTLE, Josie [BSc BA] Reporting Scientist  2005 
ESTREICH, Kim Laboratory Assistant 2019 
FARRELLY, Lisa [BAppSc] Scientist  2013 
FINCH, Patricia [BSc] Reporting Scientist - Leave 2002 
FLANAGAN Cecilia [Cert IV Lab Tech; Cert II Gov] Administration 2021 
FRENCH, Naomi [Cert IV Lab Tech] Laboratory Assistant 2019 
GALLAGHER, Claire [B.Tech. PG.Cert] Reporting Scientist  2006 
GOODRICH, Michael  Laboratory Assistant Supervisor  2010 
GULLIVER, Maddison Laboratory Assistant 2021 
HARMER, Wendy [Cert II BA, DipMgt] Administration 2005 
HART, Michael [City and Guilds Level 3 (UK); Cert IV 
Lab Tech] DipLabTech 

Forensic Technician 2014 

HUNT, Matthew [BSc (Hons)] Reporting Scientist  2009 
HOWES, Justin [BSc, BA, MSc (For Sc), DipMgt] Team Leader  2005 
JAMES, Cassandra [BSc MSc (For Sc)] Reporting Scientist 2016 
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Name and qualifications Position 
(Please also specifically identify staff 
responsible for technical and quality 

management) 

Date started 
in the 
facility 

JOHNSTONE, Sharon [BSc; MSc (For Sc), DipMgt] Forensic Scientist Advanced 1999 
KAITY, Adam [BSc (Hons I); PhD] Scientist  2008 
KELLER, Angelina [BAgSci (Hons), MSc (ForSc)] Reporting Scientist  2004 
LANCASTER, Kerry-Anne [B.AppSc, GDip For Inv] Reporting Scientist 2005 
LE, Lai-Wan [BSc (Med Lab), MSc (For Sc)] Scientist  2005 
LLOYD, Allison [B.AppSc; MSc (For Sc)] Forensic Scientist Advanced 2006 
LUNDIE, Generosa [BSc (Biomed Sc)] Scientist  2006 
MARGETTS, Michelle [BSc For Sc, Cert IV Lab Tech, 
DipLabTech] 

Scientist 2011 

MATHIESON, Megan [B.HSc., B.BioMedSc, GDFor] Reporting Scientist 2005 
McINDOE, Phillip [BTecONC] Laboratory Assistant 2019 
McKEAN, Sandra  Laboratory Assistant  2008 
McNEVIN, Allan [B. AppSc. (Med Lab Sc)] Reporting Scientist 2004 
MICIC, Biljana [BSc] Scientist  2005 
MOELLER, Ingrid [BSc (Hons), PhD] Reporting Scientist  2004 
MORGAN, Amy [B.AppSc] Scientist  2014 
MORTON, Kristina [BSc For Sc.] Scientist 2020 
NICOLETTI, Deborah [BSc (MLS)] Reporting Scientist 2005 
NURTHEN, Thomas [BSc (Hons)] Reporting Scientist  2004 
NYDAM, Sharelle [BSc (Hons)] Scientist  2014 
PARRY, Rhys [BSc (Hons)] Reporting Scientist  2006 
PENDLEBURY-JONES, Victoria Administration 2015 
PIPPIA, Adriano [B. AppSc.] Reporting Scientist  2000 
PROWSE, Tara [B. AppSc.] Scientist  2009 
QUARTERMAIN, Alicia [BHSc, MSc (For Sc)] Reporting Scientist  2005 
RIKA, Kylie [BSc, PGDipFor, DipMgt] Forensic Scientist Advanced 2005 
ROSELT, Nicole [B.For Sc. & BCCJ]  Scientist 2016 
RYAN, Abigail [BSc (Hons) For Sc] Scientist  2008 
RYAN, Luke [BSc, MSc (For Sc), Dip Gov(Sec),DipMgt] Forensic Scientist Advanced 2013 
SANDERSON, Suzanne  Laboratory Assistant  2006 
SAVAGE, Chelsea [B.For Sc. & BCCJ]  Scientist (Quality) 2015 
SCOTT, Kirsten [BSc (Hons). PhD. GCEd, GDEd., 
DipMgt] 

Forensic Scientist Advanced – 
Quality and Projects 

2007 

SEYMOUR-MURRAY, Janine [B. AppSc.] Scientist  2006 
TAYLOR, Penelope [BSc (Hons)] Reporting Scientist  2001 
WAIARIKI, Stephanie [BSc For Sc, DipLabTech] Laboratory Assistant 2022 
WILLIAMS, Helen [B. AppSc. (Med Lab Sc), PGDip 
(Biotech)] 

Scientist  2003 

WILSON, Jacqueline [B.AppSc. MSc] Reporting Scientist  2006 
 
Note: NATA will list individuals in the Report on Assessment where there is a regulatory framework 
or is covered in a Deed of Agreement, Memorandum of Understanding or other binding agreement 
with a third party. If this is applicable to any of your laboratory activities, indicate in the table any 
nominated individuals or changes to nominated individuals who are authorised to release results 
under such an arrangement, including the arrangement in place. Please provide resumes for any 
new individuals not previously listed.  
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ENSURING THE VALIDITY OF RESULTS 
Has your facility participated in any proficiency tests, measurement audits or inter-laboratory 
comparison programs since your last assessment? 
 
Refer to the General Accreditation Criteria: Proficiency testing document available from the NATA 
website for the policy on participation in such programs. 
 
☒ Yes 
 
☐ No 
 
If yes, please provide details in the table below. Records of participation in these programs must 
be available for review during the NATA assessment, together with details of action taken in 
response to unsatisfactorily performance. 
 

Name of provider, program and 
activities undertaken 

Frequency of program Last date of participation 

CTS Collaborative Testing 
Services 

38 tests in total March 2022 

FB5701 Forensic Biology 1 Jan 2021 

FB5801 DNA-Mixture 1 Jan 2021 

FB5840 DNA Database - Saliva 3 Feb 2021 

FB5870 DNA Parentage 3 Feb 2021 

FB5702 Forensic Biology 1 March 2021 

FB5802 DNA-Semen 1 March 2021 

FB5781 Body Fluid Identification 1 March 2021 

FB5703 Forensic Biology 1 April 2021 

FB5803 DNA-Blood 1 April 2021 

FB5871 DNA Parentage 3 May 2021 

FB5704 Forensic Biology 1 July 2021 

FB5804 DNA-Semen 1 July 2021 

FB5843 DNA Database - Saliva 3 July 2021 

FB5872 DNA Parentage 2 Aug 2021 

FB5705 Forensic Biology 1 Sept 2021 

FB5805 DNA-Blood 1 Sept 2021 
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FB5782 Body Fluid Identification 1 Sept 2021 

FB5706 Forensic Biology 1 Oct 2021 

FB5806 DNA-Mixture 1 Oct 2021 

FB5701 – Forensic Biology 1 Jan 2022 

FB5801 – DNA-Mixture 1 Jan 2022 

FB5840 DNA Database - Saliva 3 Feb 2022 

FB5870 DNA Parentage 2 Feb 2022 

FB5702 Forensic Biology 1 March 2022 

FB5802 DNA-Semen 1 March 2022 

FB5781 Body Fluid Identification 1 March 2022 

 
☒  If yes to the above, please provide a summary of your facility’s performance in proficiency 

testing programs or inter-laboratory comparisons. This should include matrices/analytes 
covered and any outliers recorded (including actions taken). 

 
All tests (mixture, semen, database, standard, parentage and body fluid) were consistent 
with manufacturers information with the exception of test FB5781 Body Fluid Identification 
test (March 2021). For this non-conformance OQI#55008 refers – see below for details 
and actions (Refer attached). 
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EQUIPMENT 
Equipment includes, but is not limited to, measuring instruments, reference standards and 
analytical systems. 
 
Note: Refer to the General Accreditation Criteria: Equipment assurance, in-house calibration and 
equipment verification, available from the NATA website, for further information. 
 
Please complete the table below (or attach a separate sheet) indicating whether the equipment is 
calibrated in-house or externally. 
 
Calibration of equipment is necessary when: 
 
• the measurement accuracy of measurement uncertainty affects the validity of reported results; 

and/or 
• the equipment is required to establish the metrological traceability of reported results. 
 
Where calibration of equipment is deemed not necessary, it is still required that the facility ensure 
equipment has been verified that it conforms with specified requirements (e.g. method 
requirements; manufacturer’s requirements). 
 

Equipment description 

Calibrated 

In-house Externally 

Yes 

Procedure 
(as per Methods 
Manual, national 
or international 
standard, etc) 

Yes 

Genetic Analysers: Forensic DNA Analysis currently has two 3500xl instruments in use, these are listed below. Also listed is the 
3130xl instrument that was taken out of use on 15/02/2021. To be suitable for use the Genetic Analysis must meet annual 
service requirements and continue to pass internal spectral checks 

3130 (B) - Analyser , 3130xl   Yes 

3500 (A) - Analyser , 3500xL   Yes 

3500 (B) - Analyser , 3500xL   Yes 

QuantStudio: has 6 monthly maintenance, and 2 yearly calibration check by an external provider. The instruments are suitable 
for use if they pass internal monthly and external checks. 

QuantStudio 5 A   Yes 

QuantStudio 5 B    Yes 

ARTEL instruments: Forensic DNA Analysis has two ARTEL instruments (PCS and an MVS), both instruments use Dual dye 
photometry to enable verification of POVAs and pipetting robotics. The MVS instrument can do multichannel POVA up to 200uL 
and pipetting robotics, the PCS can do single channel POVAs to 5000uL. Both the MVS and PCS instruments are calibrated prior 
to use, using either a plate or calibration solutions (refer QIS#31956 and 26628).  All reagents, consumables and calibration 
plate/solutions of the MVS and PCS systems are traceable back to the NIST Standard. The MVS calibrations plates are sent out to 
external providers 
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 ; ARTEL MVS Calibration Plate   Yes 

 ARTEL MVS Calibration Plate   Yes 

Balance: Receives 1 year service and 3 year NATA calibration by an external provider.  Monthly and six monthly checks are 
completed internally. The balance is deemed suitable for use if it meets all NATA calibration/servicing requirements and 
continues to pass internal 1 & 6 monthly checks. 

 ; Balance , Electronic XS105DU   Yes 

BSD FTA punching instrument receives annual servicing by an external provider. No calibration is required. Instrument is 
suitable for use if servicing finds no issues with instrument function 

 ; BSD 600 Ascent A2   Yes 

Centrifuges: Within Forensic DNA Analysis we have both critical centrifuges and non-critical centrifuges. Centrifuges which are 
used for DNA extraction, microcon, nucleospin processing, semen testing or phadebas supernatant testing are deemed critical. 
Critical centrifuges are calibrated externally. They must pass external calibration to be suitable for use. 

Centrifuge , Eppendorf 5424   Yes 
Centrifuge , Eppendorf 5424   Yes 
Centrifuge , Eppendorf 5425   Yes 
Centrifuge , Eppendorf 5425   Yes 
Centrifuge , Eppendorf 5425   Yes 
Centrifuge , Eppendorf 5425   Yes 
Centrifuge , Eppendorf 5430   Yes 
Centrifuge , Eppendorf 5804   Yes 
Centrifuge , 333506   Yes 
Centrifuge , 333506   Yes 
Centrifuge , Sigma 41640   Yes 
Centrifuge , Labogene 1248   Yes 

Hamilton: Liquid handling platforms used for PCR set-up and CE set-up.  Instruments have three monthly internal verifications 
using ARTEL to criteria given in QIS#26628 (MVS) which is relative inaccuracy and co-efficient of variation below 10% for ≤10µL 
and below 5% for ≥11µL, plus 6 monthly preventative maintenance by an external provider.  The instrument is suitable for use if 
it meets both internal verifications and external servicing. 

Liquid Handler , Hamilton STARlet (B) Yes QIS#26628 Service 
Liquid Handler , Hamilton STARlet (A) Yes QIS#26628 Service 
Liquid Handler , Hamilton STARlet (C) Yes QIS#26628 Service 
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Microscopes: receive annual servicing by an external provider. No calibration is required. Instrument is suitable for use if 
servicing finds no issues with function 

Microscope , Olympus BX41   Service 
Microscope , Olympus BX41   Service 
Microscope , Olympus BX41   Service 
Microscope , Olympus BX41   Service 
Microscope , Nikon Eclipse Ci-L   Service 
Microscope , Nikon Eclipse Ci-L   Service 

POVAs have been assessed as non-critical pieces of equipment. The checks that are in place to ensure pipettes are within range 
and suitable for use include: positive and negative controls on batches, initial NATA calibration certificates and internal 3 
monthly checks with traceable ARTEL equipment and reagents.  To be suitable for use POVAs must - pass initial NATA calibration 
and 3 monthly internal verifications using ARTEL to criteria given in QIS#26628 (MVS) and QIS#31956 (PCS) which is relative 
inaccuracy and co-efficient of variation below 10% for ≤10µL and below 5% for ≥11µL 

POVA 10-100u , 
Eppendorf Research Plus 

I10767K Yes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QIS#3156 
or 
QIS#26628 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Initial 

POVA 20-200uL , 
Eppendorf Reasearch Plus 

G42714K Yes Initial 

POVA 20-200uL , 
Eppendorf Reasearch Plus 

G42713K Yes Initial 

POVA 0.5-10uL , 
Eppendorf Research Plus 

J54217K Yes Initial 

POVA 0.5-10uL , 
Eppendorf Research Plus 

J54848K Yes Initial 

POVA 0.5-10uL , 
Eppendorf Research Plus 

G37613K Yes Initial 

POVA 0.5-10uL , 
Eppendorf Research Plus 

G37615K Yes Initial 

POVA 0.5-10ul , Thermo 
Finnpipette 

V22491 Yes Initial 

POVA 1-10ul , Thermo 
Finnpipette 

FK26794 Yes Initial 

POVA 1-10ul , Thermo 
Finnpipette 

FK26795 Yes Initial 

POVA 1-10ul , Thermo 
Finnpipette 

V22491 Yes Initial 

POVA 1-10ul Cliptip , 
Thermo 

NH47298 Yes Initial 

POVA 1-10ul Cliptip , 
Thermo 

KH30542 Yes Initial 

POVA 1-10ul Multi 
Channel , Thermo 

JH92826 Yes Initial 

POVA 10-100uL , 
Eppendorf Research Plus 

I10323K Yes Initial 
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POVA 10-100uL , 
Eppendorf Research Plus 

H15260K Yes  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QIS#3156 
or 
QIS#26628 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Initial 

POVA 10-100uL , 
Eppendorf Research Plus I10319K Yes Initial 

POVA 10-100uL , 
Eppendorf Research Plus I10766K Yes Initial 

POVA 10-100uL , 
Eppendorf Research Plus H15277K Yes Initial 

POVA 100-1000uL , 
Eppendorf Research Plus R12542J Yes Initial 

POVA 100-1000uL , 
Eppendorf Research Plus R12384J Yes Initial 

POVA 100-1000uL , 
Eppendorf Research Plus R11936J Yes Initial 

POVA 100-1000uL , 
Eppendorf Research Plus R12624J Yes Initial 

POVA 100-1000uL , 
Eppendorf Research Plus R12137J Yes Initial 

POVA 100-1000uL , 
Eppendorf Research Plus R12253J Yes Initial 

POVA 100-1000ul , 
Thermo Finnpipette CH32624 Yes Initial 

POVA 100-1000uL , 
Socorex Acura 825 

3102245
4 Yes Initial 

POVA 100-1000uL , 
Socorex Acura 826 

3102142
0 Yes Initial 

POVA 100-1000ul , 
Socorex Calibra 822 9063000 Yes Initial 

POVA 100-1000ul Clip 
Tip , Thermo JH91415 Yes Initial 

POVA 100-1000ul Clip 
Tip , Thermo RH15216 Yes Initial 

POVA 100-1000ul Cliptip , 
Thermo JH91419 Yes Initial 

POVA 100-1000ul Cliptip , 
Thermo JH91424 Yes Initial 

POVA 2-20ul , Thermo 
Finnpipette CH45188 Yes Initial 

POVA 2-20ul , Socorex 
Acura 825 

1405115
0 Yes Initial 

POVA 2-20uL , Eppendorf 
Research Plus Q48353J Yes Initial 

POVA 2-20uL , Eppendorf 
Research Plus Q48385J Yes Initial 

POVA 2-20uL , Eppendorf 
Research plus Q48435J Yes Initial 

POVA 2-20uL , Eppendorf 
Research Plus Q48386J Yes Initial 
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POVA 2-20uL , Eppendorf 
Research Plus J35823B Yes  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
QIS#3156 
or 
QIS#26628 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Initial 

POVA 2-20uL , Eppendorf 
Research Plus 

J35801B Yes Initial 

POVA 2-20uL , Eppendorf 
Research Plus 

J35800B Yes Initial 

POVA 20-200uL , 
Eppendorf Reasearch Plus 

G42318K Yes Initial 

POVA 20-200uL , Socorex 
Acura 825 

3101230
5 Yes Initial 

POVA 20-200uL , 
Eppendorf Reasearch Plus 

G42676K Yes Initial 

POVA 20-200uL , 
Eppendorf Reasearch Plus 

G42675K Yes Initial 

POVA 20-200uL , Socorex 
Calibra 822 

9062270 Yes Initial 

POVA 20-200uL , Socorex 
Calibra 822 

1001206
1 Yes Initial 

POVA 20-200uL , Socorex 
Calibra 822 

9062274 Yes Initial 

POVA 20-200uL , 
Eppendorf Research Plus 

G42369K Yes Initial 

POVA 20-200uL , 
Eppendorf Reasearch Plus 

G42656K Yes Initial 

POVA 20-200ul , Socorex 
Acura 825 

1407351
3 Yes Initial 

POVA 20-200uL , Socorex 
Acura 826 

3011107
7 Yes Initial 

POVA 20-200ul , 
Eppendorf Research 

2022626 Yes Initial 

POVA 20-200ul , Thermo 
Finnpipette 

JH10553 Yes Initial 

POVA 20-200ul Cliptip , 
Thermo 

JH74655 Yes Initial 

POVA 20-200ul Cliptip , 
Thermo 

KH09750 Yes Initial 

POVA 20-200uL Cliptip , 
Thermo 

KH09754 Yes Initial 

POVA 5-50uL , Thermo 
Finnpipette 

GH71377 Yes Initial 

POVA 5-50ul , Thermo 
Finnpipette 

GH71376 Yes Initial 

POVA 5-50ul , Thermo 
Finnpipette 

GH35698 Yes Initial 

POVA 5-50ul , Thermo 
Finnpipette GH27001 Yes Initial 

POVA 5-50ul , Sealpette EL16316 Yes Initial 
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POVA 5-50ul Cliptip , 
Thermo JH75442 Yes QIS#3156 

or 
QIS#26628 
 
 
 

QIS#26628 
 

QIS#26628 
 

QIS#26628 
 
QIS#26628 

Initial 

POVA 5-50ul Cliptip , 
Thermo JH75445 Yes Initial 

POVA 5-50uL Cliptip , 
Thermo JH75443 Yes Initial 
    

POVA 50-300uL Multi 
Channel , Labsystems 
Finnpipette 

E43203 Yes Initial 

POVA Multipette E3 , 
Eppendorf K18155I Yes Initial 

POVA Multipette 
Repeater , Eppendorf 
Multipette M4 

M48200J Yes Initial 

POVA Multipette 
Repeater , Eppendorf 
Multipette M4 

M46990J Yes Initial 

QIAsymphony instrument has two parts SP and AS modules.  Both modules are serviced annually by an external provider. The 
AS module will also have 3 monthly verifications for dispensing volumes using the ARTEL MVS instrument.  The QIAsymphony 
will be suitable for use if servicing finds no issues with instrument function and if 3-monthly checks in the ARTEL pass criteria 
given in QIS#26628 (MVS). 

QIAsymphony AS A , QIAsymphony AS Yes QIS#26628 Service 
QIAsymphony AS B , QIAsymphony AS Yes QIS#26628 Service 
QIAsymphony SP A , QIAsymphony SP N/A N/A Service 
QIAsymphony SP B , QIAsymphony SP N/A N/A Service 

Thermal cyclers: Forensic DNA Analysis previously used six 9700 thermal cyclers, these were taken out of use on 10/01/2022. 
They have been replaced with six Proflex thermal cyclers that were implemented on 10/01/2022. Annual checks by an external 
provider, and internal weekly cycle and rate checks. The instruments are suitable for use if they pass external annual checks and 
weekly internal checks.  

Thermal Cycler (B) , ABI 9700   Service 
Thermal Cycler (C) , ABI 9700   Service 
Thermal Cycler (D) , ABI 9700   Service 
Thermal Cycler (E) , ABI 9700   Service 
Thermal Cycler (F) , ABI 9700   Service 
Thermal Cycler (G) , ABI 9700   Service 
Thermalcycler Proflex 1 Base, Thermo 
Thermalcycler Proflex 1 Samp Block,   Service 
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Thermalcycler Proflex 2 Base, Thermo 
Thermalcycler Proflex 2 Samp Block,   Service 

Thermalcycler Proflex 3 Base, Thermo 
Thermalcycler Proflex 3 Samp Block,   Service 

Thermalcycler Proflex 4 Base, Thermo 
Thermalcycler Proflex 4 Samp Block,   Service 

Thermalcycler Proflex 5 Base, Thermo 
Thermalcycler Proflex 5 Samp Block,   Service 

Thermalcycler Proflex 6 Base, Thermo 
 Thermalcycler Proflex 6 Samp Block, 

Thermo 

  Service 

Thermometers: Within Forensic DNA Analysis we have both critical and non-critical thermometers. Fridges and freezers within 
Forensic DNA Analysis are monitored by a BMS system (with alarms), however in addition to the BMS many fridges and freezers 
have non-critical thermometers in them for easy of user observation only.  Non-critical thermometers are not included below. 
Thermometers that are deemed critical are those used for DNA extraction water-baths, nucleospin clean-ups and the CE 
denaturation blocks. Critical thermometers are checked internally every six months (single point) and a full check completed 
every 5 years.  Thermometers are deemed suitable for use if they pass all internal checks (as per QIS#10670) 

; Thermometer - Alcohol 24 , 
Alcohol/Glass 76mm Part/Immer Yes QIS#10670  

 ; Thermometer - Alcohol 25 , 
Alcohol/Glass 76mm Part/Immer Yes QIS#10670  

; Thermometer - Alcohol 32 , 
Alcohol/Glass 76mm Part/Immer Yes QIS#10670  

; Thermometer - Alcohol 9 , Alcohol/Glass 
76mm Part/Immer Yes QIS#10670  

Timers: Within Forensic DNA Analysis we have both critical and non-critical timers. Timers that are used to remind staff to return 
to samples post-denaturation, or during extraction are non-critical (non-critical timers are not listed below). Timers that are 
used for making a “result” reading on presumptive tests (AP and PSA) are deemed critical.  Timers that are deemed critical are 
checked internally every 6 months against the National Measurement Institute (NMI) WebTimer, they must pass this internal 
check to be suitable for use (as per QIS#10672) 

; Timer 2 , Electronic Yes QIS#10672  
 ; Timer 34 , Electronic Yes QIS#10672  
; Timer 4 , Electronic Yes QIS#10672  

 ; Timer 7 , Electronic Yes QIS#10672  
 ; Timer 41, Lab Co Yes QIS#10672  
 ; Timer 42, Lab Co Yes QIS#10672  

 
☒  * For facilities performing in-house calibrations: please provide a copy of the test method and 

statement of capability of each in-house calibration identified above.  
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SUBCONTRACTING, AGENCY OR FRANCHISING ARRANGEMENTS 
Since your previous assessment, does your facility now operate under formal subcontracting, 
agency or franchising agreement with another organisation which you have not advised NATA of? 
 
☐ Yes 
 
☒ No 
 
Note: While we do not sub-contract out any work from Forensic DNA Analysis to an external group, 
we do complete small scale commercial work (validations and environmental sample monitoring) 
for external organisations such as ARUMA. 
 
If yes, please provide details of the arrangement and the principal organisation. 
 
 
 
Note: As per clause 5.3 the laboratory cannot claim conformity with ISO/IEC 17025 for externally 
provided laboratory activities on an ongoing basis. 

 
TEST REPORTS, SAMPLING REPORTS AND CALIBRATION CERTIFICATES 
 
☒  Please provide an example copy of a recently completed test report and/or sampling report 

and/or calibration certificate. 
 
Note: Refer to the General Accreditation Criteria: use of the NATA emblem, NATA endorsement 
and references to accreditation, available from the NATA website, for criteria relating to endorsing 
reports.  
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PROCEDURES 
 
☒  Please provide a list and copy of all non-standard test or calibration or inspection procedures 

(including in-house procedures) covered by the scope of accreditation. 
 
Major Equipment Documents: 
#10670 Procedure for Thermometer Checks 
#10672 The Verification of Timing Devices 
#26628 Verifications using the ARTEL MVS 
#31956 Verifications using the ARTEL PCS Pipette Calibration System 
#33315 Procedure for Verification and Maintenance of Equipment 
 
Major Forensic DNA Analysis procedures:  
#17091 Organisation and Management in Forensic DNA Analysis 
#17117 Procedure for Case management 
#17146 Internal Security and Access to Forensic DNA Analysis 
#17154 Procedure for Quality Practice in Forensic DNA Analysis 
#22871 Procedure for Change Management in Forensic DNA Analysis 
#28801 DNA Analysis Unit Management Review template 
#30800 Investigating Adverse Events in Forensic DNA Analysis 
#33773 Procedure for Profile Data Analysis using the Forensic Register 
#33800 Examination of Items 
#34006 Procedure for the release of results using the Forensic Register 
#34035 Forensic Register FTA Processing 
#34229 Explanations of Exhibit Results for FR 
#34245 Reference Sample Result Management 
#34247 Creating and Reviewing Links - FR 
#34281 Procedure for the Use and Maintenance of the Forensic DNA Analysis Elimination 

Databases 
 
Additional minor documents can be provided on request 
 
☒  Please provide an example of an estimation of measurement uncertainty (MU) and a list of the 

procedures for which MU estimates have been made. 
 
Documents:  
#10670 Procedure for Thermometer Checks 
#10672 The Verification of Timing Devices 
 
 Changes to least uncertainties of measurement:  
 
 ☒ Not applicable. There are no changes to least uncertainties of measurement. 
 
 ☐  If there are changes to least uncertainties of measurement, provide uncertainty calculations 

and supporting data for their derivation.  
 

Note: Changes to calibration and measurement capability (CMC) may be considered as additions 
to the scope of accreditation. Please complete the Application for changes to the scope of 
accreditation form available from the NATA website.   
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WORKPLACE HEALTH & SAFETY 
 
Assessments are conducted by a team comprising of NATA staff and voluntary technical 
assessors. This team will need to attend your premises to have discussions with your staff and to 
observe activities covered by your scope of accreditation being performed. 
 
To prepare for the assessment and to ensure the health and safety of the assessment team while 
on-site (including any field work), please respond to the following: 
 
General issues 
 

Issue Yes No 

Have relevant WHS requirements been implemented, including provision of 
appropriate amenities for the NATA assessment team (e.g. washrooms, 
potable water supply)? 

☒   ☐   

Does your facility, or a site to be visited, have a company alcohol and testing 
policy which the NATA assessment team would be subject to? 
If yes, please attach a copy of the policy. 

☐   ☒   

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic   

Does your facility comply with government guidelines pertaining to social 
distancing in addition to other provisions such as hand sanitation facilities and 
visitor register (to allow for contact tracing)? 

☒   ☐   

Can your facility provide COVID-19 PPE, as required? ☒   ☐   

Will the assessment team be subject to additional measures to those of 
relevant health directives relating to COVID? 
If yes, please provide detail in the space below or on a separate sheet. 

☐   ☒   

Additional measures: 

 
Specific hazards 
 

Location Hazard Precaution 

e.g. Abattoir 

e.g. Radiography laboratory 

Q Fever 

Radiation 

Vaccination required 

Film badge 

 
All laboratory areas 
 
All laboratory areas 
 
All laboratory areas 
 

 
Contaminations of exhibits 
 
Standard chemical use 
 
Biological hazard 

 
PPE required 
 
PPE required 
 
PPE required 
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MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
 
☒  Please provide a copy of your facility’s current management system documentation and any 

associated management system procedures. 
 
Refer to document #19259 – FSS Quality Management System Guide 
Additional documents can be provided on request. 
 
ISO/IEC 17025:2017 requires the facility to implement a management system in accordance with 
either Option A or Option B. 
 
Option A requires clauses 8.2 to 8.9 of the Standard to be addressed. 
 
Option B requires that a management system to be implemented in accordance with ISO 9001. 
 
Your facility has established a management system in accordance with which option of the 
standard? 
 
☒ Option A 
☐ Option B 
 
If the management system established is in accordance with Option A, it will be assessed against 
clauses 8.2 to 8.9 of the Standard. 
 
If the management system established is in accordance with Option B, the records to be reviewed 
on-site by the NATA Lead Assessor may be reduced subject to the following: 
 
1) the management system is certified by a certification body (CB) accredited by JAS-ANZ, or by 

another signatory to the International Accreditation Forum (IAF) Multilateral Recognition 
Agreement (MLA); 
 

2) the CB’s accreditation covers ISO/IEC 17021 Parts 1 and 3.  If Part 3 is not specifically listed in 
the CB’s scope of accreditation, then it must be clear that its accreditation covers the 
certification of Quality Management Systems (QMS) to ISO 9001 (which may be included in the 
scope of accreditation or other documentation provided by the accreditation body signatory to 
the IAF MLA); 

 
3) copies of the most recent certification audit report(s) issued by the CB covering your facility’s 

management system in full is (are) provided to NATA; 
 

4) confirmation from the CB of the close out of any non-conformities raised during certification 
audits is provided to NATA; 

 
5) the certification of the management system covers the laboratory activities proposed to be 

covered by your NATA scope of accreditation. 
 
Evidence in support of 1) to 5) is requested to be submitted with a copy of your facility’s 
management system documentation. The latter is required to allow the assessment team to 
familiarise itself with your system. The records to be reviewed on-site will be dependent on the 
extent of the evidence provided and the extent of the audits performed by the CB. 
 

Should 
evidence 
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supporting 
points 1) to 5) 
not be 
provided, 
NATA will 
assess your 
management 
system in 
accordance 
with Option A 
(i.e. clauses 
8.2 to 8.9 of 
the Standard). 
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Project number Project name Implementation date Comments
238 Evaluation of DBLR v1.2 ongoing
237 Reduction in Physical Case file creation Sep-21
236 Exhibit Result Line Revision Nov-21
235 2021 FR version upgrade ongoing
234 Process mapping of Interpretation and reporting closed
233 Bone sampling and demineralisation protocol on-hold
232 Paternity calculations for mixed DNA samples closed
231 Verification of STRmix v2.8 Jun-21
230 Implementation of 3500xL PP21 Casework Feb-21
229 Paternity Index Distributions by Locus in PP21 closed
228 Review of current baseline thresholds 3130xl using PP21 closed
227 Baseline method trial ongoing
226 Collection of sperm from pubic hair on-hold
225 Evaluation of DBLR not implemented
224 Evaluation of FaSTR DNA not implemented
223 DCS v4.0 Apr-22 (3500xL B)
222 Profiling of Spermatozoa from microscopy slides ongoing

221
Impact of magnetic fingerprint powders on bead-based trace 
DNA extraction (collab with QPS) closed

220 Verification of commercial H & E stains Q1-21
219 Verification STRmix 2.7 for 3500xL Mar-21
218 Verification of BSD600 Ascent A2 Nov-20
217 Verification of Maxwell FSC Instruments Jun-20
216 Validation of Ion Chef & S5 ongoing
215 STRmix v2.7 - comparison of LRs for 5p mixtures on-hold
214 Validation of STRmix v2.7 Feb-20
213 Verifiler Plus ongoing
212 Storage Transition into FR Aug-19
211 Streamlining of DNA profile result reporting workflow on-hold
210 Verification of GeneMapper v1.6 Jan-20
209 Verification of SPEX 6775 Freezer Mill Q4-19
208 Verification of STRmix v2.6.2 Jun-19
207 Verification of Pro K Aug-19
206 Y Filer Plus ongoing
205 Post implementation review of STRmix v2.6.0 nil
204 Diamond dye collaboration with QPS not implemented
203 Number of alleles for SS LR greater than 100billion with STRmix closed
202 Validation STRmix v2.6.0 Jan-19
201 QIAsymphony QSL3 Verification Feb-19
200 Statement format and wording revision on-hold
199 Proflex Jan-22
198 Assessment of OSD reworking on Intelligence Reference sampl closed
197 Interpretation of 4 person mixtures using STRmix v.2.0.6 Aug-18
196 Verifiler Plus Trial nil
195 Testing of Quant and Amp reagent stability at room temperatu Apr-18
194 Verification of QIAsymphony SPAS Apr-18
193 Verification of STRmix v2.5.11 not implemented
192 QIAsymphony Bone Teeth Apr-18
191 Effects of HCl on DNA persistence and profiling nil
190 Research Project - MPS nil
189 Y Filer plus implementation ongoing
188 Verification of Maxwell for Retain Supernatant Jun-18
187 Verfication of STRmix v2.0.6 for use with the 3500 closed

186 Analysis of Casework PP21 samples using 3500xL A not implemented at this time
185 Validation of QS5 Feb-19
184 Evaluation of the efficacy of Microcons Feb-18
183 Implementation of NCIDD-IFA (bonaparte) Q3-19
182 PP21 WEN CW 3500xL Validation closed
181 Sperm microscopy sensitivity Nov-20
180 Use of STRvalidator for validation or verification not implemented
179 DNA sequencing at D18S51 locus closed
178 Verification and implementation of STRmix v2.4.03 not implemented
177 3500 CW PP21-WEN closed
176 Investigation of ICMP protocol closed
175 Hamilton ID STARlet - CE May-19 (Starlet C)

174 Verification of ARTEL (PCS and MVS) retrospective
MVS introduced to laboratory in 2009, PCS 
introduced 2013

173 Hamilton ID STARlet - Pre PCR Jan-17 (A) and  Jul-17 (B)
172 Phadebas testing from suspension in ERT closed
171 PP21 Verification of new ILS and Matrix Q3-16
170 Reassessment of in-house stutter thresholds and stutter file not implemented
169 Verification of swab suspension at RT closed
168 Validation of QIAsymphony Nov-16
167 Verification and implementation of STRmix V2.3 closed
166 Verification of TMB Screening Test for Blood retrospective

CA-58
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Project number Project name Implementation date Comments
165 Verification of Phadebas paper retrospective
164 Case Management improvements Jan-15
163 Assessment of results obtained from auto-microcon samples closed
162 OSIRIS Freeware for Profile Viewing closed
161  FTP processing on OSD plate Mar-15
160 Verification of STRmix V2.0.6 Jan-15
159 M-VAC trial by QPS not implemented
158 Statement in Table Format closed
157 Quant Standard Data Mining closed
156 Verification of 7500A after thermal cycling block change Aug-14 returned to service
155 Verification of software for 3130s closed
154 Verfication of software for 7500 Did not proceed
153 Verification of Trigene Advanced retrospective

152 Validation of Quantifiler Trio and Y-Filer Plus Nov-2015 (quantifiler)
Y-filer: additional work is required to complete 
validation prior to use

151 Verification and implementation of STRmix 2.0.1 Jul-14
150 Suitability of combining wet and dry swabs from SAIKs closed
149 Development of guidelines for number of contributors Mar-15
148 Cleaning bone processing equipment Jul-19
147 Quantifiler re-validation after manufacturing changes Aug-14
146 Globalfiler validation closed
145 3500 validation Mar-15 (A), Jan-16 (B)
144 Christmas Tree Staining closed
143 Foreign DNA on Semen Negative SAIK swabs Jan-14
142 Concentration of large items not implemented
141 PowerPlex optimisation program closed
140 GlobalFiler Express Kit FTA sensitivity study closed
139 Extraction negative tube Not implemented
138 Batch Case Management Dec-13
137 Accepting partial Amel Mar-14
136 Frozen AP Jul-14
135 Verification of an additional Thermalcycler Mar-14
134 Number of alleles for SS LR greater than 100billion Jul-14
133 QPFREG - AUSLAB upgrade Closed
132 Mantis verification Nov-15
131 PP21 post implementation review nil
130 GlobalFiler_testing Not implemented
129 Reference profile interpretation (EXH lines)_Combined with #1 All information under #126
128 Trial of QIAGEN Investigator Quantiplex Kit Not implemented
127 Verification of GM-IDX software upgrade Jun-15

126
Case Management Streamlining Strategies (Interpretation of 
mixed DNA profiles without STRmix) May-13

125 AUSLAB All Incomplete requests Jan-14
124 Generic Instrument interface Sep-13
123 Verification of Maxwell DNA Extraction from Bone Not implemented
122 Verification ofMaxwell DNA Extraction from Tissue Not implemented
121 Verification of new Pro K and DTT Mar-13
120 Verification of new Taq in Profiler Plus kits Q4-12
119 Validation of Extracting DNA from Concrete Not implemented
118 Validation of Extracting DNA from Soil Not implemented
117 Creation of animal semen repository Folder empty
116 Verification of a New Size Std for GeneScan Mar-13
115 Verification of a new membrane for M'con Jan-13
114 Change of SAIK booklet and kit Aug-12
112 Evaluation of continued competence closed
111 Sexual assault reassessment closed
110 AUSLAB hardware replacement cutover Jun-12
109 Maxwell C & D verification Jun-12
108 Pipette disposal Feb-12
107 PowerPlex 21 Implemen Ref Sep-12, CW Dec-12
106 PowerPlex 21 NCIDD Ref Sep-12, CW Dec-12
105 PowerPlex 21 Reporting and STRmix Ref Sep-12, CW Dec-12
104 PowerPlex 21 Concordance Ref Sep-12, CW Dec-12
103 PowerPlex 21 Mixture Ref Sep-12, CW Dec-12
102 PowerPlex 21 Thresholds Ref Sep-12, CW Dec-12
101 PowerPlex21 Population Ref Sep-12, CW Dec-12
100 PowerPlex 21 Sens Ref Sep-12, CW Dec-12

99 PowerPlex 21 program Ref Sep-12, CW Dec-12
98 Page numbering of statements Jan-12
97 BSD 200uL Q3-12
96 Statement Appendix 5 Feb-12
95 P30 addendum Not implemented
94 ESI Pro kit Not implemented
93 European Loci AUSLAB changes Not implemented
92 Efractions in SAIKS Feb-12
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Project number Project name Implementation date Comments
91 Maxwell Pre lysis Jul-13
90 Population dataset closed
89 New Change management May-12
88 European population dataset closed
87 Autoclave use Nov-11
86 Maxwell Hair and Fingernail Jan-12
85 Maxwell Diff Lysis Feb-12
84 Maxwell Paper & Gum Sep-11
83 Maxwell Fabric Sep-11
82 Capillary Regeneration Mar-14
81 Volume Case management Jul-11
80  Volume Undetermined Jul-11
79 Maxwell Tapelifts Sep-11
78 ABA Cards Jul-11
77 GeneAmp 9700 B & D Mar-11
76 Manual Staining Dec-12
75 QA pend Apr-11
74 Destructions Nov-11
73 GeneAmp 9700 C & E Mar-11
72 GeneAmp 9700 verification Feb/Mar-11
71 BSD Series II Feb-11
70 Maxwell Q2/3-11
69 Sensitivity Amp Vol Euro Loci closed
68 New Loci closed
67 Tube FBX testcodes Jun-13
65 CAPIT-ALL decapper Nov-10
64 Modified Off-deck lysis Not implemented
63 England Finder Q1/Q2-11
62 Re-implement of auto DNAIQ Aug-09
61 Theta in Reporting Stats Dec-12
60 Change to retention of receipt Dec-09
59 Commercial cell line Not implemented
58 Half vol P+ reactions Not implemented
57 7500 Jun-10
56 Re-implement of Auto DNAIQ Aug-09
55 2uL for CE Oct-11
54 400HD ROX Sep-12
53 Artel See project #174
52 New Software & interp Proposal not approved
51 Paperless in-tube cases Q3/Q4-09
50 Nuc clean-up double elution Not implemented
49 Recal of Quant control ranges May-10
48 Fingerprint techniques & DNA Not implemented
47 DNAIQ clean-up Not implemented
46 Modified chelex from blood & cells Mar-09
45 Kinship Stage 3 Jan-09
44 NCIDD Bulk upload Feb-09

43
Assessing the success rate of buccal cell controls spotted on 
FTA indicating paper Jul-08

42 Kinship Stage 2 Jan-09
41 3130 upgrade Jul-08
40 Batch uploading to NCIDD Jul-09
39 Semen Project abandoned
38 GM ID-x Feb-09
37 Tapelift Project abandoned
36 Hair Project abandoned
35 Quant DUO Not implemented
34 Kinship Stage 1 Jan-09
33 Pk Ht RFU & AI Feb-09
32 Off-deck DNAIQ Super retention Mar-08
31 One tube testing Not implemented
30 RSID Saliva Not implemented
29 Swab Submission Improvement Jul-08
28 RSID semenogelin Not implemented
27 Additional PSA verification In-house study
26 Barcodes on receipts Jul-08
25 7500 verification May-08
24 Supplier change PSA Not implemented
23 FTA Destruction checklist Dec-07
22 Implementation of the Crime-lite May-07
21 Packaging destruction Jun-08
20 Upgrade 3130 Feb-08
19 Tech Admin redesign Closed
18 Statement preblurbs Oct-06
17 SAIK Improvement Closed
16 Cut off limit for statstics and Fst Closed
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15 Xmas Tree Staining Not implemented
14 Statement appendix version 4 Oct-06
13 Quantifiler Singlicates and Promega Standard Jun-06
12 BSD punching for chelex extraction Apr-08
11 Blood Clothing test code and list Dec-06
10 Digital imaging Closed

9 Staff movements Closed
8 Move Genotyper Comments Field Closed
7 Examination form updates May-06
6 Shaking vs Twirling - Cell Extraction Closed
5 Movement of DVI/Skeletal Analysis to Mortuary Environment Mar-06
4 Validation Feb-06
3 Inclusion/Review of all Profiles Aug-05
2 Court Notification List (AUSLAB) Oct-05
1 Change Management Nov-05

Projects without a project number
Date of report

Jul-11 Adhesive DNA Collector Trial Report for QPS Not implemented

May-10 Oral Swab Submissions - Detecting Foreign Particles
Information for workflow 
purposes only

May-10 DNA Profiling of Hair Exhibits Jun-11

Nov-09
Differential Extraction using the Iprep ChargeSwitch 
Extraction Chemistry and Instrument Not implemented

Jun-09 PSA kits: Analysis of sensitivity and high-dose hook effect Jun-09

May-09

A comparison of DNA recovery and profiling from 4N6 versus 
rayon swabs: using chelex, Nucleospin and DNAIQ DNA 
extraction techniques May-09

Oct-08
Effectiveness of Nucleospin clean-up where the 9PLEX profile 
is no sizing data

Information for workflow 
purposes only

Nov-07 Phadebas Supernatent Trial: TNE Extraction of Amylase Mar-08
Apr-May 2004 Quantifiler initial validation conducted Jun-04

3100 - Validation of Casework samples on the ABI 3100 
Genetic Analyser

Validation approval date: Jan-
03

3100 Validation (Reference Samples)
Validation approval date: Jan-

04

FTA PFTA Protocol
Validation approval date: Jan-

04

377/3100 Low level DNA study
Validation approval date: Jan-

04

STATS - BRB Stats Validation
Validation approval date: Feb-

04
Investigation into DNA quantitation using Quantifiler sustem 
(with inhibition data)

Validation approval date: Jan-
05

Quantifiler Report - Victorian Police
Validation approval date: Apr-

05

Review of Petricevic Report
Validation approval date: Jun-

05
STATS - BRB Stats population Data (Caucasion, Aboriginal, 
Asian)

Validation approval date: 
2005

NCIDD Validation and Test protocols (4.0.0)
Validation approval date: Mar-

06
Extended Internal Prospective Valiation of the ABI Prism 
7000/Quantifiler system (Forensic Biology) Including external 
reports

Validation approval date: Jul-
06

Extended Internal Retrospective Validation of the ABI Prism 
7000/Quantifiler System (Forensic Biology)

Validation approval date: Aug-
06

STATS - BRBStats v1.23
Validation approval date: Apr-

07

STATS - BRBStats v 1.26
Validation approval date: Apr-

07

PSA Validation
Validation approval date: Apr-

07
I3 Not implemented

Automation Project

Project 1

Report on the Verification of automated Quantifiler™ Human 
DNA Quantification Setup using the MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT 
EX with Gripper™ Integration Platform Feb-07

Project 2

Report on the Verification of automated AmpFℓSTR® Profiler 
Plus® and COfiler® amplification reaction setup using the 
MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX with Gripper™ Integration 
Platform Feb-07

Project 3 Report on the Verification of Automated 3100 Setup using the      Refer to #15 and #19
Project 4 Validation of AUSLAB for Analytical Workflow Feb-07
Project 5 Implementation of AUSLAB enhancements (Batch functionality Feb-07
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Project number Project name Implementation date Comments
Project 6 Implementation of Pre-PCR platform Feb-07
Project 7 Implementation of Post-PCR platform Not implemented

Project 8

Report on the Validation of automated FTA® Processing using 
the MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX with Gripper™ Integration 
Platform Not implemented

Project 9 Report on the evaluation of commercial DNA extraction chemi Refer to #11 and #13
Project 10 Implementation of FTA Processing on Multiprobe II Not implemented
Project 11 Report on the validation of a manual method for extracting DN     Jun-09
Project 12 25ul Rxn Not implemented

Project 13

Report on the Verification of an Automated DNA IQ™ 
Protocol using the MultiPROBE® II PLUS ht ex with Gripper™ 
Integration Platform Oct-07

Project 14 Implementation of Extraction Chemistries on the MultiPROBE I Oct-07

Project 15

Report on the Verification of Automated Capillary 
Electrophoresis Setup using the MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX 
Platform Not implemented

Project 16 Mock sample cleaning: Comparing TriGene™ and bleach and it     Nov-06
Project 17 Report on Automated preparation and testing of Quantifiler st   Feb-07

Project 18
Report on the validation of automate.it STORstar system for 
automated sequence checking of DNA extracts Jun-08

Project 19 (A) Report on the Validation of the Manual 9+1 Method for Capilla   Feb-08

Project 19 (B)
Close of Post-PCR MultiPROBE® II PLUS ht ex and the 
Automated Capillary Electrophoresis Setup Method Not implemented

Project 20 Report on the Verification of the RECAP-96M™ Automated Dec  Jan-08

Project 21

A Modified DNA IQ™ Method Consisting of Off-Deck Lysis to 
Allow Supernatant Retention for Presumptive Identification 
of α-Amylase Mar-08

Project 22 A Modified DNA IQ™ Method for Off-Deck Lysis Prior to Perfor    Feb-08
Project 23 Hair extractions Not implemented
Project 24 Sperm Extraction Not implemented

Project 25
Investigation and evaluation of tapelift materials and 
procedures Not implemented

Project 26 Report on   Whatman® FTA Concentrator PS™ Parasite Purifica Not implemented
Project 27 DNA IQ Recovery Jun-09
Project 28 Semen DNA IQ Validation Not implemented
Project 29 DNA IQ Clean-Up Protocol Not implemented
Project 30 Rcovery of DNA from IQ Store Plates Not implemented

Project 31
Suitability of Lovell cuticle pushers as a substrate for 
fingernail scrapings for DNA Analysis Not implemented

Project 32 Identifiler Not implemented
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Forensic DNA Analysis Validation and Verification 
Guidelines  

1 Purpose and scope 
Validation is the developmental process used to acquire the necessary information: to 
assess the ability of a procedure to obtain a reliable result, to determine the conditions 
under which such results can be obtained, and to determine the limitations of the procedure 
(National Association of Testing Authorities, 2020).  Method validation and verification 
provides objective evidence that a method is fit for purpose, meaning that the particular 
requirement for a specific intended use are fulfilled (National Association of Testing 
Authorities, 2020).  Verification studies are typically smaller than those that are required for 
validation. For full details refer to National Association of Testing Authorities, 2020 specific 
documents.   

The Forensic DNA Analysis laboratory is certified by the National Association of Testing 
Authorities (NATA) and is obliged to meet these specifications. ENFSI (2010) states that for 
DNA based tests, validations/verifications must demonstrate that the profile/s obtained 
under the new regime will be of the same or better quality than those obtained under the 
previous regime. 

The purpose of this procedure is to describe validation and verification guidelines for use 
within Forensic DNA Analysis.  Test methods, equipment, computer/software systems and 
information management systems must be shown to be fit for purpose before they are used 
by the laboratory to generate results.  Validations will be required in Forensic DNA 
Analyses for: 
- all new methods developed "in-house";
- methods laboratory/commercial that have been modified;
- methods without validation data adopted from other laboratories or from literature;

Verifications will be required in Forensic DNA Analyses for: 
- use of a previously published and validated method
- use of commercial kits

This procedure shall apply to all validation/verification projects conducted within Forensic 
DNA Analysis.  The final decision regarding the extent and scope of the study shall be 
made by the Managing Scientist.   

2 Definitions 
Accuracy and Precision 
Accuracy (trueness): is the closeness of agreement between the test result and the "true" 
or accepted value.   
Precision: is a measure of closeness (degree of scatter) between independent test results 
under stipulated conditions (National Association of Testing Authorities, 2020).  High 
precision does not necessarily imply high accuracy.  

CA-59
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An example of accuracy and precision measures would be, a determination of the 
proportion of correct genotypic assignment of samples, and a review of the number of 
alleles correctly assigning to the expected 0.5bp window/bin. 
 
Repeatability is a measure of the maximum acceptable difference between two test results 
obtained at the same time by the same analyst under identical conditions on the same 
material.  ENFSI (2010) recommends repeatability studies contain a minimum of five 
replicates, while NATA (2020) specifies at least six degrees of freedom (e.g. 4 times in a 
series with 2 samples or 3 times in a series with 3 samples).  A repeatability test might be: 
12 samples on a plate 7 times with standards and/or controls in an amplification plate and 
processed by a single operator (suggest that the DNA extract of a defined concentration is 
prepared in a large volume, and aliquot out to PCR plate or CE plate etc. This will ensure 
pipetting error is minimised in the preparation of multiple samples to an equivalent 
concentration). 
  
Reproducibility 

• Within laboratory (in-house) reproducibility - A measure of the maximum acceptable 
difference between two test results obtained on the same material by different 
analysts at different times.   

• Between-laboratory reproducibility - A measure of the maximum acceptable 
difference between two test results obtained on the same material by different 
laboratories.  It is most conveniently determined in collaborative trials. 

Reproducibility in Forensic DNA Analysis could be assessed by: several DNA samples 
being prepared on an amplification plate by one operator, and the same DNA samples 
prepared on an amplification plate by a second (different) operator. 
 
Sensitivity is the rate of change of the measured response with change in the 
concentration of analyte National Association of Testing Authorities, 2020).  For PCR-based 
assays, validation studies must consider the stochastic effects of PCR; particularly as it 
relates to DNA concentration. ENFSI (2010) recommends sensitivity tests have a minimum 
of 5 dilutions tested.  
 

3 Principle 
Validation provides objective evidence that the particular requirements for a specific 
intended use are met.  There is no one method of validation that is universally agreed upon, 
however the validation guidelines below are consistent with NATA criteria (National 
Association of Testing Authorities, 2020), and are consistent with Scientific Working Group 
on DNA Analysis Methods (SWGDAM 2020) recommendations for the minimum criteria for 
the validation of DNA profiling processes (ENFSI, 2010). 

 
 
4 Actions 

The planning and implementation of a validation/verification project in Forensic DNA 
Analysis should occur as follows: 
 

a. Determine if it is a verification or a validation that is required. For example - if a 
standard published method, with full validation data, and a commercially available 
kits is to be implemented within the laboratory - a verification not validation would be 
required (prior to its introduction).  If a new methodology is developed - a validation 
would be necessary. 

 
b. Using the ‘Procedure for Change Management in DNA Analysis’ standard operating 

procedure QIS 22871, a project proposal must be prepared.  In the planning the 
work consider the following: 
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• Validation studies require an assessment of reproducibility, repeatability, 
sensitivity, accuracy and precision (ENFSI, 2010). Refer to definitions section 
2 for details. 

• Qualifying Test - For validation studies the use of known samples and where 
possible authentic case samples should be used.  This may be accomplished 
through the use of proficiency test samples, or samples that the laboratory 
routinely analyses (e.g. controls). Where previous typing results are available 
concordance of genotypes should be assessed. 

• Mixture Studies – Forensic casework laboratories must define and mimic the 
range of detectable mixture ratios.  Studies should be conducted using 
samples that mimic those typically encountered in casework (e.g. postcoital 
vaginal swabs) 

• The laboratory must ensure that the procedure/s minimise contamination that 
would compromise the integrity of the results (QIS 22857).  The laboratory 
should employ appropriate controls and implement quality practices to 
assess contamination and demonstrate that its procedure minimises 
contamination. 

• Manufacturer’s information and previous published validation studies should 
be used to inform the laboratories validation process. 

• Refer to all NATA and ENFSI documentation listed in the reference list 
section 6 for specific and detailed validation study requirements 

• Refer to QIS 10662 for additional resources. 
• The project proposal must then be submitted to the Forensic DNA Analysis 

Management Team for approval prior to the initiation of experiment work. 
• On completion of the experimental component of the validation, a final report 

will need to be written using the final report template QIS 23402. The final 
report is to be submitted to the Forensic DNA Analysis Management Team 
for consideration 

 
 
5 Records 

Minimum records required for a validation are: 
 Project Risk Assessment for Change Management in Forensic DNA Analysis 22872. 

Project Proposal document. (see Writing Guidelines for Validation and Change 
Management Reports QIS 22871 & 23402). 

 Implementation Plan (Refer QIS 22871) 
 Final Report (Refer QIS 22871 & 23402). 
 
Additional requirements (as applicable): 
 Ethics approval (Refer QIS 32177) 
 Technical review (Refer QIS 22871) 
 Forensic DNA Analysis - Change Management Budget (Refer QIS 31052). 

 
6 References 

National Association of Testing Authorities. (2020). NATA – National Association of Testing 
Authorities, Australia. Available at: https://nata.com.au/nata/ [Accessed 27 Aug. 2020].  
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7 Associated documents 

QIS: 10662 - FSS – Guidelines for Method Validation 
QIS: 22871 - Procedure for Change Management in Forensic DNA Analysis 
QIS: 22872 - Project Risk Assessment for Change Management in Forensic DNA Analysis 
QIS: 23402 - Writing Guidelines for Validation and Change Management Reports 
QIS: 31052  - Forensic DNA Analysis - Change Management Budget 

 
 
8 Amendment history 

Version Date Author/s Amendments 
0 06 Sep 2005 Mary Gardam First Issue 
1 April 2008 QIS2 Migration 

Project 
Headers and Footers changed to 
new CaSS format.  Amended 
Business references from QHSS to 
FSS, QHPSS to CaSS and QHPS to 
Pathology Queensland 

2 25 July 2008 C Revera New Title, Changed Forensic 
Biology to DNA Analysis, authorised 
by C Allen, Chief scientist to 
Managing scientist. Purpose and 
scope combined, hyperlinks 
updated, definition of verification 
included. 

3 4 Dec 2012 K Scott New header. Complete rewrite to fit 
with new change management 
procedures in DNA Analysis 

4 18 June 2014 K Scott Update organisational name, 
document names and hyperlinks 

5 20 Nov 2015 K Scott Update header/template, references 
and minor text updates 

6 8 Aug 2017 K Scott Update references 
7 27 Aug 2020 K Scott Minor updates all areas 
8 15 March 

2022 
K Scott Template update, document names 

and references updated 
 
9 Appendices 

1 Appendix A  Additional terms used in validation studies 
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9.1  
Appendix A 

 
Additional terms used in validation studies 

 
 

Functional Specification: Defines how it is expected to function - these functions are 
typically outlined by the manufacturer of equipment/software. 
 
Installation Qualification: Verifies design specification, the physical components of the 
system have been designed/constructed/supplied/installed in compliance with the design 
specifications.  This is usually completed by the company performing the installation. 
 
Lower limit of detection (LOD) - The lowest concentration or amount of analyte that can be 
reliably distinguished from zero, but not necessarily quantified, by the test method.   

 
Limit of reporting/quantitation (LOR) - The lowest concentration of analyte that can be 
determined with acceptable repeatability and accuracy by the test method. 
 
Operational Qualification: Verifies the functional specification, that the system functions 
as intended throughout anticipated operating ranges.  
 
Performance Qualification: Verifies that the system will consistently produce results 
meeting user requirement specifications and quality attributes under both normal and worst-
case conditions.  
 
Uncertainty - The spread of values within which the true value would be expected to lie, 
with the stated degree of confidence (usually 95%). 
 
User Requirement Specification: Defines how the system is expected to perform - this is 
usually set out in the tender document requirements. 
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Scientific Working Group on 
DNA Analysis Methods 

Validation Guidelines for 
DNA Analysis Methods 

SWGDAM Validation Guidelines 

for DNA Analysis Methods 

The Scientific Working Group on DNA 

Analysis Methods, better known by its 

acronym of SWGDAM, is a group of 

approximately 50 scientists representing 

Federal, State, and Local forensic DNA 

laboratories in the United States and 

Canada. During meetings, which are held 

twice a year, Committees discuss topics of 

interest to the forensic DNA community and often develop documents to provide 

direction and guidance for the community. This document was revised in November 

2016 to address Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies. The SWGDAM 

Executive Board approved posting of this document, with the minor revisions, in 

December 2016. 

This document provides guidelines for the validation of DNA analysis methods and 

supersedes the Scientific Working Group on DNA Analysis Methods (SWGDAM) 

Revised Validation Guidelines (2012).  These recommendations are intended to serve as
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a guide for laboratories in validating procedures consistent with the FBI Director’s Quality 

Assurance Standards (QAS). Because these are guidelines and not minimum standards, in 

the event of a conflict between the QAS and these guidelines, the QAS and the QAS Audit 

Documents have precedence over these guidelines. Additionally, to avoid any such 

conflict, use of the mandatory term ‘shall’ has been used when that term is similarly used 

in the QAS and the use of the term ‘shall’ is not intended to transform these guidelines into 

standards. 

 

These guidelines are not intended to be applied retroactively. Laboratories are 

encouraged to review their standard operating procedures and validation protocols in 

light of these guidelines and to update their procedures as needed. It is anticipated that 

these guidelines will evolve further as future technologies emerge. 

 
Introduction 
 

The SWGDAM Revised Validation Guidelines (July 2012) were updated to assist 

laboratories in establishing reliable methods for DNA analysis and identifying limitations of 

the procedures. Each laboratory seeking to evaluate a new system must determine which 

validation studies are relevant to the methodology, in the context of its application, and 

determine the number of samples required to satisfy each study. These guidelines are 

applicable to most methods used in DNA analysis. Some studies herein described may also 

assist in conducting performance checks of material modifications to existing procedures. 

 

1. Definitions 

 

Accuracy is the degree of conformity of a measured quantity to its actual (true) value. 

Accuracy of a measuring instrument is the ability of a measuring instrument to give 

responses close to a true value. 

 

Analytical procedure is an orderly step-by-step procedure designed to ensure 

operational uniformity and minimize analytical drift. 
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Bioinformatics is a method to process and analyze biological data produced by a next 

generation sequencing instrument using combined tools such as computer science, 

statistics and mathematics. 

Contamination is the unintentional introduction of exogenous DNA into a DNA 

sample or PCR reaction. 

Critical Instrument is an instrument requiring calibration or a performance check 

prior to use and periodically thereafter. 

Index is a molecular barcode, typically consisting of DNA sequence(s) covalently 

bound to genetic material from a sequencing library that provides sample identity and 

allows for multiple samples to be analyzed simultaneously. 

Library (or sequencing library) is a work product consisting of genetic material 

prepared for analysis on a next generation sequencing instrument. 

Material modification is an alteration of an existing analytical procedure that may 

have a consequential effect(s) on analytical results. 

Methodology is used to describe the analytical processes and procedures used to 

support a DNA-typing technology: for example, extraction methods (manual vs. 

automated), quantitation methods (slot blot, fluorometry, real-time), typing test kit, and 

platform (capillary electrophoresis, real-time gel and end-point gel systems, next 

generation sequencing). 

Next Generation Sequencing (NGS; also known as massively parallel sequencing, 

deep sequencing and high throughput sequencing) is a term used to describe modern 

sequencing technologies other than Sanger sequencing. 

Performance check is a quality assurance measure to assess the functionality of 

laboratory instruments and equipment that affect the accuracy and/or validity of 

forensic, database, known or casework reference sample analysis.  

Polymorphism (genetic) is the occurrence in a population of two or more alleles at a 
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genetic locus. 

 

Precision characterizes the degree of mutual agreement among a series of individual 

measurements, values and/or results. Precision depends only on the distribution of 

random errors and does not relate to the true value or specified value. The measure of 

precision is usually expressed in terms of imprecision and computed as a standard 

deviation of the test results. 

 

Technology is used to describe the type of forensic DNA analysis performed in the 

laboratory, such as RFLP, STR, YSTR, XSTR, SNP, Microhaplotypes or 

mitochondrial DNA. 

 
2. General Considerations 

 
2.1 Validation is a process by which a procedure is evaluated to determine its 

efficacy and reliability for forensic casework and/or database analysis.  

2.2 There are two types of validation required to implement or modify technologies 

for forensic DNA analysis – developmental and internal. The application of 

existing technology to the analysis of forensic samples does not necessarily 

create a new technology or methodology. Developmental validation studies in 

other fields may sufficiently address forensic applications. 

 

2.2.1 Developmental validation is the acquisition of test data and 

determination of conditions and limitations of a new or novel DNA 

methodology for use on forensic, database, known or casework reference 

samples. 
 

2.2.1.1 Peer-reviewed publication of the underlying scientific principle(s) 

of a technology shall be required. 

 

2.2.1.2 Peer-reviewed publication (or other means of dissemination to the 

scientific community, such as presentation at a scientific meeting) 

of developmental validation studies is encouraged. However, 
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validated technologies or procedures may be implemented without 

such publication. 

 

2.2.1.3 A DNA laboratory may rely upon another laboratory’s 

developmental validation studies. The citations and/or 

publications referencing that validation should be available and 

accessible to support the underlying scientific basis. 

 

2.2.2 Internal validation is an accumulation of test data within the laboratory 

to demonstrate that established methods and procedures perform as 

expected in the laboratory. Prior to using a procedure for forensic 

applications, a laboratory shall conduct internal validation studies. 

 

2.2.2.1 Internal validation studies should be sufficiently documented and 

summarized. 

2.2.2.2 Quality assurance parameters and interpretation guidelines shall be 

derived from internal validation studies. For example, lower 

template DNA may cause extreme heterozygote imbalance; as 

such, empirical heterozygote peak-height ratio data could be used 

to formulate mixture interpretation guidelines and determine the 

appropriate ratio by which two peaks are determined to be 

heterozygotes. In addition to establishing an analytical threshold, 

results from sensitivity studies could be used to determine the 

extent and parameters of quality control tests that reagents require 

prior to their being used in actual casework. 

 

2.2.2.3 For laboratory systems that consist of more than one laboratory, 

each of the laboratories shall perform, document and maintain 

studies which may be impacted by location-specific factors (such  

 as precision, sensitivity, contamination, etc.). Studies that are not 

location-specific may be shared among all locations. 
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3. Developmental Validation 

 
The developmental validation process shall include, where applicable, the following 

studies: 

 

3.1 Characterization of genetic markers: The basic characteristics (described 

below) of a genetic marker should be determined and documented. 

 

3.1.1 Inheritance: The mode of inheritance of DNA markers demonstrated 

through family studies. 

 

3.1.2 Mapping: The genomic location of the genetic marker. 

 

3.1.3 Detection: Technological basis for identifying the genetic marker (e.g., 

capillary electrophoresis, DNA sequencing, hybridization assays, etc.). 

 

3.1.4 Polymorphism: Type of variation (e.g., sequence and/or length variants). 
 

3.2 Species specificity: The ability to detect genetic information from non-targeted 

species (e.g., detection of microbial DNA in a human assay) should be 

determined. The detection of genetic information from non-targeted species does 

not necessarily invalidate the use of the assay, but may help define the limits of 

the assay. 

 

3.3 Sensitivity studies: The ability to obtain reliable results from a range of DNA 

quantities, to include the upper and lower limits of the assay, should be 

evaluated.   

 

3.4 Stability studies: The ability to obtain results from DNA recovered from 

biological samples deposited on various substrates and subjected to various 

environmental and chemical insults should be evaluated. In most instances, 

assessment of the effects of these factors on new forensic DNA procedures is  

 not required. However, if substrates and/or environmental and/or chemical  
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insults could potentially affect the analytical process, then the process should be 

evaluated to determine the effects of such factors. 

 

3.5 Precision and accuracy of the assay should be demonstrated: 

 

Precision characterizes the degree of mutual agreement among a series of 

individual measurements, values and/or results. Precision depends only on the 

distribution of random errors and does not relate to the true value or specified 

value. The measure of precision is usually expressed in terms of imprecision 

and computed as a standard deviation of the test results. 

 

Accuracy is the degree of conformity of a measured quantity to its actual (true) 

value. Accuracy of a measuring instrument is the ability of a measuring 

instrument to give responses close to a true value. 

 

3.5.1 Repeatability: Precision and accuracy of results (e.g., quantitative 

and/or qualitative) of the same operator and/or detection instrument 

should be evaluated. 

 

3.5.2 Reproducibility: Precision and accuracy of results (e.g., quantitative 

and/or qualitative) among different operators and/or detection 

instruments should be evaluated. 

 

3.6 Case-type samples: The ability to obtain reliable results should be evaluated 

using samples that are representative of those typically encountered by the 

testing laboratory. Where appropriate, consistency of typing results should be 

demonstrated by comparing results from the previous procedures to those 

obtained using the new procedure.  
 

 

3.7 Population studies: The distribution of genetic markers in populations should 

be determined in relevant population groups. When appropriate, databases 

should be tested for independence expectations. 
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3.8 Mixture studies: The ability to obtain reliable results from mixed-source 

samples should be determined. These studies will assist the laboratory to 

establish guidelines for mixture interpretation, which may include determination 

of the number of contributors to the mixture, determination of the major and 

minor contributor profiles, and contributor ratios or proportions. 

 

3.9 PCR-based studies 

 

3.9.1 Publication of the sequence of individual primers is not required in order 

to appropriately demonstrate the reliability and limitations of PCR-based 

technologies.  However, availability of the primer sequences is 

encouraged in order to aid in the identification of potential primer 

binding site variants and troubleshooting. 

 

3.9.2 The reaction conditions needed to provide the required degree of 

specificity and robustness should be determined. These include, but are 

not limited to, thermal cycling parameters, the concentration of 

primers, magnesium chloride, DNA polymerase, and other critical 

reagents. 

 
3.9.3 The potential for differential amplification among loci, preferential 

amplification of alleles in a locus, and stochastic amplification (i.e., 

excessive allelic signal imbalances due to the random sampling and 

amplification of low template quantities) should be assessed. 

 

3.9.4 The effects of multiplexing should be assessed. 

 

3.9.5 Appropriate controls should be assessed. 

 

3.9.6 Criteria for detection of amplified product should be determined based 

on the platform and/or method. 

 

3.9.7 Appropriate measurement standards (qualitative and/or quantitative) for 
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characterizing the alleles or resulting DNA product should be 

established. 

 

3.10 NGS-specific studies  

 

3.10.1 The effects of barcoding/indexing samples and subsequent bioinformatic 

sample separation should be assessed, to include, when appropriate, the 

effects of novel barcodes/indices that have not otherwise undergone 

developmental validation. 

 

3.10.2 Sensitivity studies should address limit of detection as it relates to both 

starting DNA input as well as the extent of varying the quantity (extent 

of sample multiplexing in sequencing) and/or quality of libraries pooled 

in the sequencing reaction. 

 

3.10.3 NGS instrumentation should be assessed for the possibility of signal 

cross talk during sequencing, and sample carryover between runs. 

 
4. Internal Validation 

 
The internal validation process shall include the studies detailed below. If conducted 

within the same laboratory, developmental validation studies may satisfy some 

elements of the internal validation guidelines. The laboratory should evaluate the 

appropriate sample number and type, based on the methodology and/or application 

necessary to demonstrate the potential limitations and reliability. The laboratory should 

determine the suitability of each study based on the methodology and may determine 

that a study is not necessary. The recommended internal validation studies are 

summarized in Table 1. 

 

4.1 Known and nonprobative evidence samples or mock evidence samples: 

Methods intended for casework samples should be evaluated and tested using 

known samples and nonprobative evidence samples or mock case samples. 
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Methods intended for database samples should be evaluated and tested using 

known samples. Results from these studies should be compared to the previous 

results of known samples and/or nonprobative evidence or mock case samples to 

ensure concordance. 
 

 

4.2 Sensitivity and Stochastic Studies: The laboratory should demonstrate 

sensitivity levels of the test. Sensitivity studies are used to determine the 

dynamic range, ideal target range, limit of detection, limit of quantitation, 

heterozygote balance (e.g., peak height ratio) and the signal to noise ratio 

associated with the assay. Sensitivity studies can also be used to evaluate 

excessive random (stochastic) effects generally resulting from low quantity 

and/or low quality samples.   

 

4.3 Precision and accuracy of the assay should be demonstrated: 

 

Precision characterizes the degree of mutual agreement among a series of 

individual measurements, values and/or results. Precision depends only on the 

distribution of random errors and does not relate to the true value or specified 

value. The measure of precision is usually expressed in terms of imprecision 

and computed as a standard deviation of the test results. 

 

Accuracy is the degree of conformity of a measured quantity to its actual (true) 

value. Accuracy of a measuring instrument is the ability of a measuring 

instrument to give responses close to a true value. 

 

4.3.1 Repeatability: Precision and accuracy of results (e.g., quantitative 

and/or qualitative) of the same operator and/or detection instrument 

should be evaluated. 

 

4.3.2 Reproducibility: Precision and accuracy of results (e.g., quantitative 

and/or qualitative) among different operators and/or detection 

instruments should be evaluated. 
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4.4 Mixture studies: Mixed DNA samples that are representative of those typically 

encountered by the testing laboratory should be evaluated. These studies will 

assist a casework laboratory to establish guidelines for mixture interpretation, 

which may include determination of the number of contributors to the mixture, 

determination of the major and minor contributor profiles, and contributor ratios 

or proportions. A simplified mixture study may also assist a databasing laboratory 

to recognize mixtures and/or contamination. 

 

4.5 Contamination assessment: The laboratory should evaluate, using both 

controls and known samples, the detection of exogenous DNA (including 

allele drop-in and heteroplasmy) originating from reagents, consumables, 

other samples, operator and/or laboratory environment. 

 

4.6 NGS-specific studies 

 

4.6.1 Sensitivity studies should address limit of detection as it relates to both 

starting DNA input as well as the extent of varying the quantity (extent 

of sample multiplexing in sequencing) and/or quality of libraries pooled 

in the sequencing reaction. 
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TABLE 1 – Summary of Recommended Studies for Internal Validation 
 
 

 
Extraction 

System 

Quantitation 

System 

Amplification 

System/Reaction 

Conditions 

Detection 

System 

Known / Non-Probative 

Samples 
X X X X 

Precision and Accuracy: 

Repeatability 
X X X X 

Precision and Accuracy: 

Reproducibility 
X X X X 

Sensitivity Studies X X X X 

Stochastic Studies  X X X 

Mixture Studies   X*   X* X X 

Contamination Assessment X X X X 

 

"System" includes methodology, chemistries, and instrumentation. 

* Mixture studies will be required if the assay is intended to distinguish 

different contributors (male/female, major/minor, etc.). 

 

5. Material Modification 

 
A material modification is an alteration of an existing analytical procedure that 

may have a consequential effect(s) on analytical results; for example, a decrease 

in reaction volume of an amplification test kit that is already in use by the 

laboratory or a change in injection time for a genetic analyzer. A material 

modification shall be evaluated by comparing the results from the original 

procedure to the results of the modified procedure to ensure concordance. The 

laboratory should evaluate the appropriate sample number, sample type, and the 

studies necessary to demonstrate this. 
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6. Performance Check 

 
A performance check is a quality assurance measure to assess the functionality of 

laboratory instruments and equipment that affect the accuracy and/or validity of 

forensic, database, known or casework reference sample analysis. This may be required 

after repairs and/or scheduled maintenance. The laboratory should evaluate the 

appropriate sample number and type to demonstrate the reliability of the instrument or 

equipment. The laboratory should also determine the suitability of each study and may 

determine that a study is not necessary. 

 

6.1 If the physical location or the environment of the instrument has been changed 

(e.g., instrument moved to another room, significant remodeling of the room, 

etc.), a performance check should be completed. 

 

6.2 After an internal validation has been performed on a critical instrument, each 

additional critical instrument of the same make and model shall require a 

performance check. The performance check should demonstrate that results are 

reproducible on the new critical instrument and that values from the internal 

validation can still be obtained. For example, the performance check of a new 

critical instrument should demonstrate that the sensitivity level is consistent with 

the sensitivity level obtained from an internal validation, but need not 

demonstrate whether or not the new critical instrument is more sensitive. 

 
 

7. Software 

 
7.1 New software or significant software changes (including bioinformatics tools) 

that may impact interpretation, the analytical process, or sizing algorithms shall 

require a validation prior to implementation. Depending on the function and 

application of the software, the laboratory should determine the appropriate 

validation studies to identify its reliability and limitations. 

 

7.2 A software upgrade that would not impact interpretation, the analytical process, 
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or sizing algorithms shall require a performance check. 

 
8. References and Suggested Readings 

 
Butler, J.M. Quality Assurance and Validation. In: Advanced Topics in Forensic 

DNA Typing: Methodology. Elsevier, 2011. 

 

FBI. Quality Assurance Standards for Forensic DNA Testing Laboratories 

(September 1, 2011) available at http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/lab/codis/qas- 

standards-for-forensic-dna-testing-laboratories-effective-9-1-2011 

 

Scientific Working Group on DNA Analysis Methods. Interpretation Guidelines for 

Autosomal STR Typing by Forensic DNA Testing Laboratories. Approved at the 

Scientific Working Group on DNA Analysis Methods meeting, Fredericksburg, 

Virginia, January 2010. Available at 

http://www.swgdam.org/Interpretation_Guidelines_January_2010.pdf 

 

Informational Web Sites: Additional information may be obtained from the following 

web sites: 

 

www.cstl.nist.gov/strbase 
 

http://www.cstl.nist.gov/strbase/validation.htm 
 

http://www.cstl.nist.gov/strbase/training.htm 
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Status

Subject

Source of OQI

Date Identified

Creator

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Actioner

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Investigation Completed 03/05/2022 Root Cause Type Documentation

Investigation Details

Report for QIS OQI as of 29/09/2022 9:44:45 AM

Report for QIS OQI -

56218 Use of NIST standard in Project#185 

OQI Details

Follow-Up

During writing of Project#206 project plan update, which will 
incorporate NIST 2372a, it was observed that the quantification values 
of the NIST standard used in Project#185 correspond to an old NIST 
standard. 

Internal Problem

20/04/2022

OQI Creator Contact Details

Thomas NURTHEN

Reporting 2

Forensic and Scientific Service

Coopers Plains

Investigator/Actioner Contact Details

Luke RYAN

Analytical

Forensic and Scientific Service

Coopers Plains

Investigation Details

In 2017, 
Forensic DNA Analysis purchased two QuantStudio™ 5 Real-Time 
PCR Systems (QS5) to replace the 7500 Real-Time PCR Systems 
instruments which were at end of life.  The 7500 instruments were 
being used with the Quantifiler Trio DNA quantification kit to 
estimate the DNA concentration of samples.  The QS5s were 
purchased to be used with the same Quantifiler Trio kit.  

Project #185 “Validation of two QuantStudio™ 5 Real-Time PCR 
Systems” was conducted to validate DNA quantification using the 
Quantifiler Trio kit on the QS5 instruments.  Project #185 was 
conducted in the first quarter of 2018 (the majority of labwork 
conducted in March 2018). Project documentation is stored in 
I:\Change Management\Proposal#151 to #200 (completed)
\Proposal#185 - Validation of QS5.  The purpose of this validation 
was to compare the 7500 and QS5 to assess whether the QS5 

Page 1 of 4OQI Report

29/09/2022http://qis.health.qld.gov.au/Oqi/OQIReport.aspx?OQIID=56218

CA-61
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performs the same as or better than the 7500 and therefore is a 
suitable replacement.  The validation was not a validation of the 
Quantifiler Trio kit. 

The NIST SRM 2372 is a human DNA quantification standard, 
which includes three component genomic DNA materials labelled 
A, B and C.  The NIST SRM 2372 was issued with a Certificate of 
Analysis on 08/01/2013, which provides apparent absorbance 
values (i.e. DNA concentration) for NIST SRM 2372 components A, 
B and C within specified uncertainty.  This certificate was valid 
until expiry on 31 December 2017 after which the relative 
absorbance values of components A, B and C are not guaranteed.

Project #185 used the NIST SRM 2372 for Experiments 1: 
Sensitivity, Limit of Detection and Inaccuracy and Experiment 2: 
Comparison of QS5s and 7500.  These experiments used the NIST 
SRM 2372 after the certificate of analysis had expired. 

When reviewing this event the following considerations were 
noted:

- The NIST SRM 2372 was issued on 08/01/2013 and was 
therefore viable for an extended period up to the expiration date 
31/12/2017.  Given this extended certification period, it is not 
expected the NIST SRM 2372 would experience significant 
degradation or reduction in concentration in the 3-4 months after 
the certification expiry.  

- Preparation of a serial dilution introduces variation at each 
serial dilution step due to pipetting error (up to 10% for less than 
10 µL and up to 5% for greater than 10 µL), which is compounded 
with each successive step. Therefore it is expected there will be 
inaccuracy in the individual serial dilutions.

- The DNA quantification step uses real time PCR which has run 
to run variation.

- Quantification is an estimation of the DNA concentration only 
and has been shown to have variation (+/- 30%) in successive 
internal validations.  

- This validation was primarily a comparative study to 
determine whether the QS5 was a suitable replacement for the 
7500. 

In Experiment 1 NIST SRM 2372 A, B and C were used in serial 
dilution to compare the 7500 and QS5 in terms of sensitivity, limit 
of detection and inaccuracy.  Duplicate serial dilutions of NIST 
SRM 2372 A, B and C were prepared and run on 7500-A, QS5-A 
and QS5-B.

Percentage inaccuracy compared the QS5 and 7500 when 
estimating the DNA concentration for each sample in the serial 
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Preformed By

dilution sample set (A, B and C standards).  As such, the accuracy 
of the concentration of each sample in the serial dilution (and 
therefore the starting concentration of the NIST SRM 2372) is not 
the critical element of this experiment.  The critical element is the 
use of the same serial dilution to test each of the 7500-A, QS5-A 
and QS5-B to enable comparative performance assessments 
across the range of concentrations in the serial dilution.  Therefore 
the use of the NIST SRM 2372 post-expiry does not affect the 
validity of this experiment.  The results of this experiment 
demonstrated comparable performance between the 7500-A, QS5
-A and QS5-B.

The Limit of Detection (LOD) of 0.001 ng/µL threshold was 
determined and set in the PowerPlex®21 PCR amplification kit 
validation based on the DNA concentration required to reliably 
obtain reportable DNA profiles.  The QS5 validation LOD 
experiment was intended to compare the performance of the QS5 
and 7500 when analysing samples with concentrations above and 
below the LOD.  The NIST SRM 2372 serial dilutions used in 
Experiment 1 were used again for this experiment.  

As with the percentage inaccuracy experiment, the accuracy of the 
concentration of each serial dilution is not the critical element of 
this experiment as the QS5/7500 were assessed at several 
concentrations above and one concentration below the LOD.  The 
critical element is the use of the same serial dilution to test each 
of the 7500-A, QS5-A and QS5-B to enable comparative 
performance assessments at these reducing concentrations. 
Therefore the use of the NIST SRM 2372 post-expiry does not 
affect the validity of this experiment.  The results of this 
experiment showed comparable performance between the 7500-
A, QS5-A and QS5-B and recommended the LOD remain at 0.001 
ng/µL.  

Experiment 2 was a statistical comparison of the performance of 
the 7500-A, QS5-A and QS5-B using the results of the NIST SRM 
2372 serial dilutions.  Because this was a comparison the accuracy 
of the concentration of each serial dilution is not the critical 
element of this experiment.  The critical element is the use of the 
same serial dilution to test each of the 7500-A, QS5-A and QS5-B 
to enable comparative performance assessments. Therefore the 
use of the NIST SRM 2372 post-expiry does not affect the validity 
of this experiment.   The results of the statistical analysis 
demonstrated there was no significant difference between the 
7500-A, QS5-A and QS5-B.

This assessment of the use of the NIST SRM 2372 in Project #185 
after the certificate of analysis had expired has shown that it the 
original assessments and conclusions made in Project #185 are 
valid and the QS5 is appropriate for use.

Luke RYAN
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Action Complete 03/05/2022 Action Fix Type Documentation

Title

Action Description

Records

  No Records found 

Action Details

OQI Recorded 
added to 

Project #185 folder

A record of this OQI is to be added to the Project #185 folder for future 
reference.

Task Details

  No Tasks found 

Follow-up And Approval

  No Follow Up and Approval Information Available for this OQI 

Associations

  No Associations found 

56218 Use of NIST standard in Project#185 
Copyright © 2015, Health Services Support Agency, Queensland Health - All Rights Reserved 
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Status

Subject

Source of OQI

Date Identified

Creator

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Actioner

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Report for QIS OQI as of 29/09/2022 9:47:51 AM

Report for QIS OQI -

56377 Use of significance testing in Projects 
152 & 185 

OQI Details

Investigation

During the writing of project#206 project plan update, it was observed 
that the application of significance testing (Student's T-test) in 
Project#152 Experiment 4 - Repeatability and Reproducibility, 
Experiment 7: Quantifiler New Formulation , Project#185 Experiment 
2 :comparison of QS5 and 7500 

Internal Problem

27/05/2022

OQI Creator Contact Details

Thomas NURTHEN

Reporting 2

Forensic and Scientific Service

Coopers Plains

Investigator/Actioner Contact Details

Kirsten SCOTT

Quality and Projects

Forensic and Scientific Service

Coopers Plains

Investigation Details

 No Investigations found 

Action Details

  No Actions found 

Task Details

 No Tasks found 

Follow-up And Approval

 No Follow Up and Approval Information Available for this OQI 
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Records

  No Records found 

Associations

  No Associations found 

56377 Use of significance testing in Projects 152 & 185 
Copyright © 2015, Health Services Support Agency, Queensland Health - All Rights Reserved 
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Report for QIS OQI -

11401 No Title Provided 

OQI Details

Closed Approved

I am concerned that we (Forensic Biology) are in breach of both NATA 
regulations and section 95A of the Evidence Act describing the 
conditions of the DNA evidentiary certificate. 

According to this legislation we are unable to write DNA certificates 
given that it has been 'proven' that Quantifiler is not accurate. Section 
95A part 8 states "Any equipment used in testing the thing at the 
laboratory is to be taken to have given accurate results in the absence 
of evidence to the contrary." The repeated suspicions and concerns of 
staff directed to supervising scientists, dating back to Quantifilers 
implementation in April, regarding the accuracy of this quantitation 
process have finally been verified by the recent study presented in the 
staff meeting on 5 January 2005. 

Secondly, NATA requires that all equipment is validated for forensic 
sampling. There is no evidence that a validation was ever conducted 
for this equipment (or a cost-benefit assessment that the equipment 
would actually be suitable for our requirements). The Appendix of our 
Statutory Declaration states statements are prepared in accordance 
with the requirements of NATA. Clearly NATA guidelines in this instance 
have been breached when a critical instrument in the DNA analysis 
procedure has not been validated and further proven to be inaccurate. 
I question if we are breaching the Justices Act when we sign 
statements which declare all information in the forgoing pages are 
accurate to the best of the scientists knowledge. 

Furthermore, the consequences of this change in process without a pre
-assessment and validation have lead to the dramatic increase in 
reworking samples and hence an overwhelmingly high financial cost, 
and an inefficiency in reporting results within reasonable turn around 
times. 

I suggest an independent auditor review DNA master, the DNA 
workbook, and other OQI's relating to inconsistent DNA profiles, all 
indicative of an ineffective system / equipment that significantly 
increases costs because of inadequacies in validations and scientific 
knowledge in managing the processes appropriately. 
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OQI Creator Contact Details

Deanna BELZER
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Actioner
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Investigation Completed 28/02/2005 Root Cause Type Other

Investigation Details

Preformed By

Action Complete 16/05/2005 Action Fix Type Report/Result

Title Action Description

Investigator/Actioner Contact Details

Vanessa IENTILE

DNA Analysis

Coopers Plains

Investigation Details

Quantitation is used to 
estimate the amount of 

DNA in a sample. This is used to calculate an appropriate volume to 
obtain a DNA profile from Profiler Plus. Quantifiler was introduced to 
replace the Quantiblot system which was labour intensive, time 
consuming and did not identify degraded DNA or potential inhibitors. 
Quantifiler is a Real Time PCR system that allows identification of 
potential DNA inhibitors but is still an estimation of the amount of DNA. 
Quantifiler was installed in April 2004 and initial validation studies were 
performed. Updates on the installation, validation and implementation 
process were discussed at staff meetings and minuted between Feb & 
May 2004. Quantifiler was chosen over other RT PCR systems because 
of its internal positive control that allows identification of potential 
inhibitors. After implementation it was expected that the number of 
reworked samples would decrease. In March, April 2004, the 3100 was 
implemented for crime scene samples. This instrument is more 
sensitive than the previously used 377 and validation was completed to 
establish new reporting thresholds. A review of results indicated that 
the repeat rate had not decreased but it was uncertain whether this 
was as a result of the Quantifiler, the sensitivity of the 3100, the new 
reporting thresholds or other optimisation issues relating to TE buffer. 
A project was started to review these procedures and this process is 
ongoing. A project page was created detailing the testing and results 
for these projects as well as the changes implemented as a result. Part 
of the ongoing process reviews is to continue to monitor the repeat 
rates as an indication of the system function.

Quality Information System

Action Details

The ongoing 
process reviews and changes can be 
accessed via 

http://qhpss.health.qld.gov.au/qhss/forensic-
sciences/FSEP/forensic_biology_projects/dna-process/default.asp An 
audit of the validation and ongoing improvement processes will be 
scheduled to monitor these improvements. NATA Requirements - the 
quantifiler procedure is a validated protocol and no variations to the 
protocol were made when the process was introduced into the 
laboratory. The protocol was compared against the previous procedure 
using known samples and the data was reviewed to ensure that the 
performance was reproducible and comparable to the methos it was 
replacing. The raw data was reviewed and the findings were discussed 
in team meetings. The raw data was available for other staff to review. 
Inaccuracy of results - The purpose of forensic biology is to obtain DNA 
profiles for coparative purposes. Quantitation is used to estimate the 
amount of DNA template required to optimise the PCR process. Each 
DNA profile is evaluated against acceptance criteria based on standard 
protocols and in house validation. Samples that do not meet the 
acceptance criteria are repeated. The quantitation result itself is not 
reported. Any quantitation method is an estimatition of the amount of 
DNA present and the outcome of variations in the quantitation may 
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Follow-up Status

Follow-up Status 
Comment

Approver

Approval/Rejection Date

Approval/Rejection 
Comment

result in too much or too little DNA being added to the PCR process. 
Large variations would cause the DNA profiles to fail the acceptance 
criteria and these would not be reported. Evidence Act - an evidentiary 
certificate issued under the evidence act states that the reporting 
analyst has reviewed the results and can assure the court that the 
appropriate quality procedures were followed including other analysts 
following the SOPs/methods. The quantifiler method used is the 
standard protocol and is documented in QIS. All analysts performing 
this method follow the SOP. As mentioned before there is no indication 
that the DNA profiles reported by the laboratory are inaccurate. All 
quality control samples have given expected results including external 
proficiency test samples. Full details of the external review into the 
validation and quantifiler procedure are expected to be released and 
available to all staff in late June.

Task Details

  No Tasks found 

Follow-up And Approval

Accepted

4/07/2005 4:22:41 PM Deanna BELZER:

The follow-up has been performed by Sharyn Nilsen - Principal Quality 
Advisor as Ms Belzer is no longer an employee of QHPSS. The above 
investigation does not directly address whether NATA requirements or 
the Evidence Act have been breached. It does also not address the 
issue of inaccuracy of the results. All have been discussed at length 
and assurances have been given that none of these are an issue. 
However, I would appreciate more detail in the OQI record itself. SN 
02-03-05
Actions and response approprite SN 04-07-05

Robyn KELLY

28/08/2005

28/08/2005 12:00:00 AM Robyn KELLY:

28 August 2005 - As mentioned above an external review of the 
quantifiler validation/implementation has been undertaken, and this 
review report and two subsequent independent reviews of the report 
have been published on QHSS intranet for all staff to review. The 
reports reconfirm that the system was validated consistent with NATA 
guidelines and that there is no evidence of any DNA profiles reported 
by the lab have been inaccurate. Staff have been invited to comment 
on the review findings to the Chief Scientists Biology, and the ongoing 
findings re quantifiler and reworks are being discussed in team 
meetings, as well as being actioned through the FSBEP project 
breakthrough teams. It is worthy of note that several other states have 
now sought information from QLD on their validation and the 
application of quantifiler in a routine laboratory, and SA,WA and NSW 
are all starting to use this routinely to replace quantiblot. Also of note 
is an article published in the July 2005 edition of J Forensic Sciences 
outlining sucessful validation of quantifiler.

Associations

  No Associations found 
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Records

  No Records found 

11401 No Title Provided 
Copyright © 2015, Health Services Support Agency, Queensland Health - All Rights Reserved 
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Forensic and Scientific Services 

 
 
Frequently Asked Questions – Forensic Register 
 
 
How was the Forensic Register chosen? 
 
A Queensland Health initiative to replace Auslab began in October 2012, as Auslab was due for 
retirement in 2018.  Through assessment of functionality that would be required for a new Laboratory 
Information Management System, Health Support Queensland executive board made the decision in 
February 2014 to split the Laboratory Information System project into two projects – Pathology 
Laboratory Information System and a Forensic Information Management System. 
 
An environmental scan of available LIMS was conducted by Greg Shaw, previous Senior Director of 
Forensic and Scientific Services and Kyle Gimpl, Commercial Director FSS.  This scan highlighted a 
number of available LIMS, which included the Queensland Police Service Forensic Register (FR). 
 
A Technical Assessment of the FR was conducted in August 2014 by members of the LIS project 
team.  The outcome of this assessment was a recommendation that the FR was fit for purpose for 
Police Services Stream of FSS. 
 
Greg Shaw and Kyle Gimpl met with Assistant Commissioner Alistair Dawson, Operations Support 
Command, regarding adoption of the FR and the QPS provided approval to move forward with 
utilising the FR for forensic purposes.   
 
The Forensic Information Management System Project (which later became the Forensic Register 
Implementation Project, FRIP) began in August 2014, with Mark Palmer as the Project Manager.  
Initial communication was provided to FSS staff by Greg Shaw on 17th of September 2014, advising 
that Forensic Chemistry would pilot the use of the FR for the FSS campus (see Appendix 1).  Subject 
Matter Experts (SMEs) were chosen from the three chemistry work groups to assist the project team 
with development of the FR for use by Forensic Chemistry.  Development with the involvement of 
Forensic DNA Analysis SMEs began at the conclusion of Forensic Chemistry implementation. 
 
The intellectual property of the QPS FR is owned by the Queensland Government, which allows agile 
development of the program to occur.  Tasmania, South Australia, Northern Territory and Western 
Australia police services entered into Licence Agreements with the QPS some years ago to utilise the 
FR in their jurisdiction. 
 
 
Why did Police Services Stream representatives continue to be involved with the Pathology LIS 
project? 
 
The Pathology LIS project was being undertaken concurrently with the FIMS/FRIP and it was prudent 
for Police Services Stream to continue to provide input into this project.  This input allowed for the 
procurement of another system if the FIMS/FRIP was unsuccessful. 
 
 
How do I get my password reset if I can’t remember it or remember the Password Manager answers? 
 
Please send an email to the Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream who will coordinate a 
password reset with the QPS.  It is a QPS requirement that the staff member contact the Managing 
Scientist for a password reset.  Unfortunately another staff member or your line manager is not able 
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FAQ - FR 
 

 

to submit this request for you.  If the Managing Scientist is away, and it is an urgent request, please 
request your Team Leader or Chief Chemist to liaise with the QPS for a reset. 
 
 
I’ve tried to log onto the FR and I can’t log in, but I could log in yesterday, why is this? 
 
The password for the QPS system requires frequent updating.  Updating of the password can only be 
done on a QPS computer.  If you’re unable to log into the FR on a QH computer, please try a QPS 
computer before requesting a password reset.   
 
 
 
I can’t log onto the FR at a QH computer, but I can log onto the QPS system on a QPS computer, but 
I still can’t access the FR, why is this? 
 
If you have not accessed the FR for greater than one month, the FR will automatically suspend 
access.  To re-establish your access, please advise the Managing Scientist who will liaise with the 
QPS regarding this. 
 
 
 
Does FSS pay QPS for the FR? 
 
A Memorandum of Understanding was signed by the QPS and HSQ which sets out guidelines to 
which each department adheres to.  Within this MOU, FSS provides funding to the QPS to employ a 
software developer to assist with the enhancements specific for FSS.  The MOU also covers 
purpose, scope of use, roles and responsibilities and access etc. 
 
 
 
What do I do if there’s an improvement that could be made in the FR? 
 
Each management team member has been provided access to Visual Studio Team Services (VSTS), 
a tool used by the QPS for tracking bugs and enhancements for the FR.  Please have a chat with 
your line manager regarding the improvement.  VSTS can be searched to see if this improvement 
has already been logged or if it needs to be logged.  Improvements are categorised in VSTS as 
‘Stories’, with a description and acceptance criteria being added.  Attachments can also be added to 
the Story or Bug in VSTS. 
 
 
How do improvements get made to the FR? 
 
Team Leaders from Forensic DNA Analysis, the Chief Chemist from Forensic Chemistry, the 
Coordinator of the Scientific Services Liaison Unit, Coordinator of Forensic Property Point, Scientific 
Skills Development Unit staff member, Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream, QPS Forensic 
Technologies Coordinator and other members, as required, meet on a fortnightly basis.  At the 
fortnightly meeting, discussion is held on the bugs and enhancements that have been completed in 
the previous fortnight and priorities are set for enhancements for the coming fortnight.  Each of the 
different work units provide advice on the priorities that are required for their work unit.  As the FR is 
an agile system, enhancements are released into the system after the QPS have completed their unit 
testing.  An FSS staff member is requested to test the enhancement and feedback is provided 
through VSTS on whether the acceptance criteria has been satisfied or additional work is required.  
Once the acceptance criterion for the enhancement has been met, the enhancement is updated in 
the corresponding Standard Operating Procedure. 
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FAQ - FR 
 

 

Will development of the FR ever cease? 
 
FSS will continue to improve the workflow in the FR to ensure that the most efficient processes are in 
place.  As the work units continue to mature with its use of the FR, work processes will be evaluated 
and reviewed with the view to improve through enhancements within the FR.   
 
 
Why does it take longer to write a Forensic DNA Analysis statement in the FR than it did in Auslab? 
 
This area is currently being assessed to reduce the amount of effort required to produce a statement 
in the FR.  Enhancements in this area will be sought to assist with this. 
 
 
Is there an enhancement for casefile compilation? 
 
Yes, the casefile compilation is currently in test and feedback is being provided.  It will be improved 
on the current process for Forensic DNA Analysis.  This work will be applicable for Forensic 
Chemistry after the large body of work for paperless casefiles has been completed. 
 
 
Can the QPS see results before they are peer reviewed? 
 
Whilst the QPS Forensic Officers have access the FR, they are not able to view FSS results prior to 
peer review.  Results become visible to the QPS Forensic Officers after they have been peer 
reviewed and validated.  Members of the QPS FR software development team have access to the 
entire system, similar to CISSU staff members and their access in AUSLAB.  
 
 
Does an Investigating Officer from QPS have access to the FR? 
 
In general, only forensic officers (Scientific Officers and Scenes of Crime Officers) have access to the 
FR.  The FR delivers results to QPRIME, the QPS’ corporate system and all QPS officers have 
access QPRIME. 
 
 
How was the Forensic DNA Analysis Intel Database in the FR constructed? 
 
Reference sample data that was currently held on NCIDD was supplied by the Australian Criminal 
Intelligence Commission (previously called CrimTrac) in May 2017 for inclusion in the FR Intel 
database.  A recent audit has highlighted that a process of regular updating of this Intel database 
needs to be put in place, which we will put in place in conjunction with the QPS. 
 
 
Does the QPS know that implementation of the FR slowed output of results? 
 
FRIP committee members included representatives from the QPS.  Prior to implementation of the FR 
for each work unit, the QPS were aware that implementation would slow the release of results, 
Certificates of Analysis and Statement of Witness documents.  There has been an appreciable 
increase in reporting of casework results and link information since implementation in June 2017.  
The number of case work samples finalised in November 2017 represented the highest number of 
casework samples finalised in any month for the past 18 months (a 60% increase for the same month 
in 2016) which has resulted in a review of the QPS DNA Results Management Unit processes to 
manage the increase in results. 
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Project Title FR version upgrade implementation and training plan    Project Number:_235____ 
 
 
Task Details Responsible 

Line Manager/ 
Allocated to: 

Date 
Completed 

New version of FR in minimally different in terms of function and display, as such training in staff 
meetings was appropriate. Within team meetings staff were provided with notes on new function/s, 
and demonstrations provided as needed. There was an opportunity for questions and clarifications. 
In some teams multiple meetings may have been required to allow all staff to be trained  
Training Clinical Assistants in 
new FR role specific functions  

Training meeting AR/MLG 21.04.2022 

Training Evidence Recovery 
in new FR role specific 
functions 

Initial training meeting 
Supplementary training meetings 

AR/MLG 
KLM 

21.04.2022 
27.04.2022 
28.04.2022 

Training Analytical in new FR 
role specific functions 

Training meeting LBR/LMF 27.04.2022 
29.04.2022 

Training Admin in new FR role 
specific functions 

Training meeting JAH/AP/KML 26.04.2022 

Training FRIT in new FR role 
specific functions 

Provision of document explaining 
changes via email 

JAH/AP/KML 22.04.2022 

All staff in all teams to update 
SOPs with new screenshots 
and details as applicable 

Standard operating procedures with 
significant FR function should be 
updated as possible. Procedures with 
little FR integration to be updated on 
normal 18 month cycle 

KDS/JAH Ongoing 

Add to minor change register Ensure that implementation has been 
added to the minor changes register 

KDS 03.05.2022 

Communication Communicate to staff and other 
stakeholders – by meetings and 
emails. 

PMB/KDS/JAH Onging 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen
Sent: Friday, 10 June 2022 3:34 PM
To: Abigail Ryan; Adam Kaity; Adrian Pippia; Alanna Darmanin; Alicia Quartermain; Allan 

McNevin; Allison Lloyd; Amy Cheng; Amy Morgan; Angela Adamson; Angelina 
Keller; Anne Finch (  Belinda Andersen 
(  Biljana Micic; Cassandra James; Cecilia 
Flanagan; Chantal Angus; Chelsea Savage; Cindy Chang; Claire Gallagher; Deborah 
Nicoletti (  Emma Caunt; Generosa Lundie; 
Helen Williams; Ingrid Moeller; Jacqui Wilson; Janine Seymour-Murray; Josie 
Entwistle; Julie Brooks; Justin Howes; Kerry-Anne Lancaster; Kevin Avdic; Kim 
Estreich; Kirsten Scott; Kristina Morton; Kylie Rika; Le Lai-Wan (Lai-

 Lisa Farrelly; Luke Ryan; Madison GULLIVER; Maria 
Aguilera (  Matthew Hunt; Melissa Cipollone; 
Michael Goodrich; Michael Hart; Michelle Margetts; Naomi French; Nicole Roselt; 
Paula Brisotto; Penelope Taylor; Phillip McIndoe; Pierre Acedo; Rhys Parry; Ryu Eba; 
Sandra McKean; Sharelle Nydam; Sharon Johnstone; Stephanie Waiariki; Suzanne 
Sanderson (  Tara Prowse 
(  Tegan Dwyer; Thomas Nurthen; Valerie Caldwell 
(  Vicki Pendlebury-Jones; Wendy Harmer; 
Yvonne Connolly; Aaron Schulze; Abbey Matheson; Adedoyin Adebajo; Brendan 
Miller; Caiping Li; Camilla Burnett; Daniel Smart; Dasuni Tennakoon; Ellen Riedel; 
Emily Bennett; FSS.ForChem.Admin; Helen Eldridge; Helena Granroth; Heping Liu; 
Imelda Keen; Jenna Wolf; Jenny McGowan; Jenny Tam 
(  Ka Huen MO; Karen Blakey; Kate Elizabeth Brough; 
Katrina Goodchild (  Linda Cox; Maddison 
McLaughlin; Mai Nguyen; Marcus Cotton; Paul Venz; Peter Culshaw; Rodney White; 
Ryan Gallagher; Sarah Atkinson; Sean Davis; Sharon Hickey 
(  Shiona Croft; Simon Collett; Timothy Currie; 
Tony Peter; Urs Wermuth; Vicky Cusack

Cc: Lara Keller
Subject: Information Sheet regarding Commercial Version of the FR
Attachments: Information Sheet 1_FR Commercial version_June 2022.pdf

Hi Everyone 
 
FSS transitioned across the commercial version of the FR on the 2nd of May 2022.  During handover after my leave, 
and further discussions with staff members, it became apparent to me that staff may have been unaware of why 
some things had occurred.  I’ve compiled an Information Sheet about some of the most common themes to provide 
some clarity on events surrounding FR Go-Live.  This is not an exhaustive list, but was the most frequent feedback 
from staff. 
 
Please let me know if you have any queries. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc, MSc (Forensic Science) (She/Her*) 
Managing Scientist  
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Social Chair, Organising Committee for 25th International Symposium of the 
Australian and New Zealand Forensic Science Society (ANZFSS), Brisbane, 11 – 15 Sept 2022 

Police Services Stream, Forensic & Scientific Services  
Prevention Division, Queensland Health  

present and future. 

*If you’re wondering about the use of pronouns She/Her on this signature block, I encourage you to read some resources available here 
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Information regarding Implementation of the commercial version of the Forensic Register 
 

Background: 
In February 2019, the Queensland Police Service (QPS) issued an Expression of Interest for the 
Commercialisation of the QPS Forensic Register (FR).  After a negotiation process between the QPS, 
Forensic and Scientific Services (QHFSS) and the successful company, bdna, an agreement was signed in 
early October 2020.  The representative for the QPS was Superintendent Bruce McNab, Forensic Services 
Group and the representative for QHFSS was John Doherty, FSS Executive Director.   The agreement is for 
a ten-year period and means that the QPS and QHFSS use the FR under a licence agreement, and 
collaborate with bdna, the owners of the intellectual property of the FR.  The QPS are the lead agency with 
respect to the agreement. 
 
 
What’s the Legacy version of the FR? 
The first version of the FR used by QHFSS is termed the Legacy Version.  It was implemented at QHFSS on 
16 May 2016. 
 
What’s the commercial version of the FR? 
The new version of the FR that was implemented at QHFSS on 3 May 2022 is termed the commercial 
version of the FR. 
 
What’s the Development version of the FR? 
The Development version was an instance of the commercial version of the FR that was established in a 
cloud environment.  Due to it being in a cloud environment, there were limitations on what data could be 
stored within it.  The QPS don’t currently utilise a cloud environment for storage of forensic data, so 
adherence to current policies is required for data security. 
 
What was UAT? 
User Acceptance Testing (UAT) was a separate FR which contained some legacy data from 2021 onwards 
(ie one year of data).  This data represented the best data available within the FR (eg it did not include 4 digit 
data within it).  There was no profile data within it.  Files for batches and processes were limited within UAT 
due to server constraints.  The server being utilised for this activity is owned by the QPS, and the constraints 
relate to size and computing power within the server. 
 
Why couldn’t we use UAT prior to Go-Live for the commercial version of the FR? 
The UAT environment was on a QPS server that was experiencing issues.  The QPS and bdna were working 
with the QPS IT team to resolve these issues, however this was not completed prior to Go-Live.  The issues 
with the UAT were beyond the QPS’ and bdna’s control to resolve. 
 
Why did I see the same bug in Development and UAT? 
A bug may have appeared in both Development and UAT however the root cause may have been different.  
This may be due to Development not containing production data.  The data contained in Development was 
created by the application, so it didn’t mimic the working environment. 
 
Why were there bugs that were resolved in UAT appearing in the commercial version? 
This is being investigated by bdna and once resolved, information will be provided. 
 
What is Production? 
The FR that we use daily is also referred to as Production.  Production contains all data, dating back to 
October 2003. 
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What’s a Code Drop? 
A "code drop" is a completed build ready for deployment.  In this instance, the commercial version of the FR 
was a complete Code Drop, with 1.4 million lines of code being put in place for use.  A code drop for the FR 
has not been undertaken since 2014, and QHFSS had not yet implemented the FR at that time. 
 
When is the next Code Drop? 
The FR will not have another code drop in the future but will continue to have incremental changes 
(enhancements) to it. 
 
Why was there no styling of the FR on Day 1 of QHFSS use of the commercial version? 
This related to the use of two web browsers (Chrome and MS Edge) in use at QHFSS with two different 
Transport Layer Security (TLS) versions.  TLS uses encryption to protect the transfer of data and information.  
This change was implemented by QPS Cyber Security, just prior to go live, to support QHFSS and minimise 
the change necessary to move to MS Edge and as a result, the new address was not tested from QHFSS to 
confirm the necessary connectivity for styling was configured correctly.  This has been resolved. 
 
Why wasn’t I able to access certain things in the commercial version that I could in the old version of 
the FR? 
In the Development environment, there were very few security permissions and configuration in place as the 
data was pristine (as it was new and generated for that environment).  In the UAT environment, a full set of 
security permissions were required to be available for testing.  At Go-Live, an attempt was made to merge or 
overlay new security permissions together with the old permissions and some were omitted during this 
process.  Once it became apparent that these were omitted, work was undertaken to resolve this.  The 
security modules of the commercial version of the FR were updated to ensure with Federal Government 
requirements and standards for commercial products. 
 
Why couldn’t I use a 10-digit barcode in the commercial version of the FR? 
Development on the commercial version of the FR commenced before the Agreement with the QPS and 
QHFSS had been signed.  This development work was undertaken for commercial clients such as the 
Australian Federal Police and South Australia Police, who don’t use 10-digit barcodes.  The 10-digit 
capability within the previous version of the FR was not brought across into the commercial version.  The 
work required for 10-digit barcodes to be used in the commercial version of the FR is now complete. 
 
Why couldn’t I access the commercial version of the FR at Go-Live? 
The FR normally operates on more than one server for redundancy and to share the load between the QPS 
and QHFSS.  At Go-Live a single server was being used to ensure all features were working as expected 
before replacing other servers.  This was a safety measure used in case rollback to the legacy version was 
required.  The QPS server that both the QPS and QHFSS were accessing became unstable due to 
exceeding its capacities.  This has now been resolved, with three servers being available for use and load 
sharing is done across the servers. 
 
Why couldn’t I see worklists on the FR at Go-Live? 
Items like worklists are considered static data or a fixed data set (something that remains the same after 
being put in place).  Some enhancements meant that there was new static data.  When the old and new 
static data were merged, it didn’t proceed as expected and this required resolution.  This has now been 
resolved. 
 
Why couldn’t I see some data in the FR at Go-Live? 
Across the many jurisdictions using the FR, data can be stored slightly differently and merging of this 
functionality caused a display issue.  This meant at Go-Live some screens didn’t show the data despite the 
data being available.  A resolution was applied to ensure that the FR was accessing the correct path to the 
data for the QPS and QHFSS.   
 
Does this mean that the data may not be correct in the commercial version? 
The historical data was upgraded in place and preserved.  The data was not migrated, so there was no risk 
of data being lost or left behind.  
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Why couldn’t I open some records at Go-Live? 
The legacy version of the FR was more tolerant of data quality issues such as file names being slightly 
incorrect.  The commercial version of the FR has a tighter control over data quality, such as file names.  The 
records that couldn’t be opened have been reviewed and resolved. 
 
When I submit an Issue in Azure, bdna ask for more detail but why aren’t the issues apparent to 
bdna? 
Bdna staff don’t have visibility of the QHFSS network and aren’t able to log onto a QHFSS computer and 
access the FR to see the issues that are being experiencing.  QHFSS will work with bdna to resolve this. 
 
After I’ve logged an Issue on Azure, do I have to do anything else? 
Once you’ve logged an issue, you may be asked for additional information and you will need to test the FR to 
see if bdna have resolved the issue.  Once you’ve tested the process to see if the issue is resolved, you’ll 
need to provide advice to bdna if the issue was resolved or requires additional work. 
 
Why did we move forward with Go-Live? 
The authorising agency for Go / No Go for implementation of the commercial version and for Roll Back sits 
with the QPS.  The QPS had conducted a risk assessment, and it was acknowledged that some processes 
may be affected by unforeseen issues and these could be resolved quickly by bdna.  There was nil risk to 
casefile data. 
 
How were Issues resolved by bdna? 
Each issue was prioritised into categories, with Priority 1 being the highest.  A priority 1 issue was one that 
stopped any processes from being undertaken (with no work around), and these issues were resolved as 
soon as possible.  All other issues were dealt with in priority order, with bdna resolving about 10-12 issues 
per day since Go-Live.  Some issues were resolved as enhancement requests as or training issues. 
 
Why was the commercial version of the FR slow? 
There were some performance issues with the single server being used between the QPS and QHFSS and 
the underlying database, which was also upgraded, that led to slowness.  Bdna have worked through a 
maintenance process, logged issues and targeted particular areas to resolve the slowness.  Further work 
needs to be done by QHFSS to move to one web browser, which will assist in this area. 
 
Why couldn’t I place my electronic signature on the Certificate of Analysis that I was issuing? 
QHFSS accessed the legacy version of the FR on one QPS server, however the QPS accessed it on another 
server.  Code base changes had been made on the server used by QHFSS but these changes had not been 
carried across to the server used by the QPS, and vice versa.  The code base changes were undertaken by 
a previous employee of the QPS.  Troubleshooting identified that the code base changes were not mirrored, 
and a resolution was put in place.  
 
Why were there issues with Link Reports in Forensic DNA Analysis? 
The commercial version of the FR had additional zeros added to the Link Number to allow for growth.  This 
wasn’t accommodated for with QHFSS data.  This issue has now been resolved. 
 
Why were there issues with crime scene profiles providing more than expected mismatches? 
There were spaces in the profile data which caused the issue.  The historical data had the spaces removed 
from it by the legacy version of the FR, prior to comparison.  This has now been resolved. 
 
What’s DNS and why does QHFSS need to use it? 
A Domain Name System (DNS) turns domain names into IP addresses, which allow browsers to get to 
websites and other internet resources. Every device on the internet has an IP address, which other devices 
can use to locate the device. Instead of memorizing a long list of IP addresses, people can simply enter the 
name of the website, and the DNS gets the IP address for them.  This will mean an easier to remember 
address (https:\\forensics) and compatibility of web links to the FR between QPS network access and 
QHFSS network access.  QHFSS will work to resolve this. 
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Cathie Allen

Subject: Forensic Register 2022 Upgrade - "Lessons Learnt” - RESCHEDULED
Location: Microsoft Teams Meeting

Start: Tue 7/06/2022 1:30 PM
End: Tue 7/06/2022 3:00 PM

Recurrence: (none)

Meeting Status: Accepted

Organizer: Lara Keller
Required Attendees: Lara Keller; Cathie Allen; Paula Brisotto; Helen Gregg; Peter Culshaw; 'Justin Howes'; 

Andrea Norton; Melanie Fuenzalida; Kerry-Anne Lancaster; Lisa Farrelly; Sean Davis; 
Tony Peter; Simon Collett; Ellen Riedel

Optional Attendees: Damien Cass; Luke Ryan; Kirsten Scott

Hello All 
Please see email of 1/6/22 for preparation guidelines. 
Reschedule requested due to key people being absent. 
Thank you 
Lara 
 
________________________________________________________________________________  

Microsoft Teams meeting  

 
Unauthorised access to or use of this system is strictly prohibited. Authorised users must not allow others to use 
their passwords or access tokens. Inappropriate use may result in disciplinary action. Questions concerning 
usage policy should be directed to a user’s supervisor in the first instance. Queensland Health monitors the use 
of its systems, including internet access and email. By accessing and using Queensland Health’s systems, you 
consent to such monitoring activity by Queensland Health in respect of your use of those systems. Please use 
Queensland Health’s systems responsibly.  

Learn More | Help | Meeting options | Legal  

________________________________________________________________________________  

CA-81
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Configuration of SAIKS (Sexual Assault Investigation 
Kits) 

1 Purpose 

To describe how the Sexual Assault Investigation Kits (SAIKs) are prepared within Forensic 
DNA Analysis. 

2 Scope 
This procedure describes the preparation of the SAIK within Forensic DNA Analysis for all 
Forensic DNA Analysis staff. 

3 Explanation 
SAIK’s are prepared on site in Room 6117 within Forensic and Scientific Services, Forensic 
DNA Analysis.  Completed SAIK’s are stored in Forensic DNA Analysis SAIK room (Rm 
6110)  

Two types of SAIKs are compiled by Forensic DNA Analysis: 

1. Generic SAIKs – these SAIKs are distributed to the Child & Sexual Assault
Investigation Unit (CSAIU) of the Queensland Police Service and to the Forensic
Medical Officers.  These units distribute the kits to police as required.

2. Just in Case (JIC) SAIKs – these SAIKs are distributed to Pathology Queensland
Laboratories and are to be used in instances where a patient has disclosed an alleged
sexual assault but are not ready to involve police.  A forensic examination can be
requested “Just in Case” a police complaint may be made at a later date.

4 Actions 
4.1 Generic SAIKs 

These shall consist of a clear Tamper Evident Security bag with the following contents: 

1. One DNA Analysis address label 
2. One “Sexual Assault Investigation kit” label 
3. One large clipseal bag (30 x 23cm) containing 

- One “Medical Examination Information form” (QIS 31281)
- One “Sexual Assault Toxicology form” (QIS 29066)

4. 6 x Plain labelled swabs 
5. One large clipseal bag (30 x 23cm) labelled “Dropsheet” containing: 

One dropsheet (A1 sheet of paper folded to A4 size) 
“Directions for collection of Samples”, dropsheet form 

CA-82
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Refer to Appendix D for direction on the preparation of the generic SAIK 
 

4.2 Creation of Labels for Generic SAIKs 
Labels can be printed from the Zebra designer software on a GX430t label printer.  The 
required labels have been designed as per follows: 

 
 
 

 
Figure 1 - SAIK "Sexual Assault Investigation Kit" 

Label 
 

 
Figure 2 - SAIK Dropsheet label   Figure 3 – Forensic DNA Analysis Address label 
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4.3 Just in Case (JIC) SAIKs 

These shall consist of an opaque/white Tamper Evident Security bag with the following 
contents: 

 

1. One orange “CSR STAFF: DO NOT OPEN” label (attached to bag) 
2. One plastic document wallet sticker containing 

- One Pathology Queensland JIC Request Form 
- One Pathology Queensland Chain of Custody Form 
- One green Scientific Services address (adhesive intact, not attached*) 

3. One green Scientific Services address label (attached to bag) 
4. One pink Forensic Services label (attached to bag) 
5. One large clipseal bag (30 x 23cm) containing 

- One “Medical Examination Information form” (QIS 31281) 
- One “Sexual Assault Toxicology form” (QIS 29066) 

6. 6 x Plain labelled swabs 
7. One “Consent for Forensic Examination” Form 
8. One large clipseal bag (30 x 23cm) labelled “Dropsheet” containing: 

One dropsheet (A1 sheet of paper folded to A4 size) 
“Directions for collection of Samples”, dropsheet form 

 *This is a spare label to be included – for later use on an esky 
 

Refer to Appendix E for direction on the preparation of the JIC SAIK 
 
Note – the unique barcode on the Tamper Evident Security bag is to be written on the 

Queensland Pathology Chain of Custody Form (in the “Satchel Identifier” field). 
 
 
4.4 Labels for JIC SAIKS 

Pre-printed coloured labels (green and pink) will be received by Forensic DNA Analysis for 
the use on JIC SAIKs. 
 
Orange CSR labels 
 
Can be printed from the Zebra design software on a GX430t label printer by using the 
green cog wheel in the printer to open the label holder to max then feeding the orange 
labels through the back of the machine (manual hold and feed). 
Go to a PC and from the Control Panel select “Devices and Printer Settings”, right click on 
a ZDesigner printer and select “Printing Preferences” > “Advanced Set Up”> “Calibrate”. 
The labels can then be printed from the Zebra design program. 
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Drop sheet labels can be printed from the Zebra designer software on a GX430t label 
printer, with the design as following: 
  

 
    Figure 4 - SAIK Dropsheet label 
 
 

5 Records 
Nil 

 
 
6 Associated Documentation 

• QIS: 29066 Sexual Assault Toxicology Form 
• QIS: 31281 Medical Examination Information Form – DNA 
• Pathology Queensland – JIC Request Form (Refer Appendix A) 
• Pathology Queensland – Chain of Custody Form (Refer Appendix A) 
• Pathology Queensland – Consent for Forensic Examination Form (Refer Appendix A) 

 
 
7 References 

Nil 
 
 
8 Amendment History 

Version Date Author/s Amendments 
1 Unknown Unknown First Issue 
2 26 Jun 2001 V Ientile Unknown 
3  9 Jan 2004  V Ientile Change document numbers to QIS numbers, 

remove mention of unique numbers on front of 
SAIKs 

4 26 Jun 2006 M Gardam /  
A Storer 

Updated to include Central Property Point & 
storage area for kits 

5 30 Apr 2007 G Tucker Updated as part of project activity.  Addition of 
labels and documents as appendices. 

5 April 2008 QIS2 Migration 
Project 

Headers and Footers changed to new CaSS 
format.  Amended Business references from 
QHSS to FSS, QHPSS to CaSS and QHPS to 
Pathology Queensland 
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5 31 Mar 09 QIS2 Migration 
Project 

Updated hyperlinks for QIS2 and changed 
revision to version 

6 12 April 2011 A PIPPIA Update = Purpose; removed all reference to 
slides and slide holders; addition of form 29066 
to kit; updated associated documents; update to 
consumable; changed reference of Forensic 
Biology to DNA Analysis Unit; update to GoPrint 
information; fixed amended history. 

7 03 Oct 2013 Michelle Margetts Complete re-write of procedure. 
8 13 April 2015 Michelle Margetts Updated procedure and template 
9 25 Oct 2016 Michelle Margetts Minor changes to room storage location 

General update 
10 17 July 2017 Michelle Margetts Updated stickers for SAIK 
11 25 Jan 2019 Kirsten Scott Update hyperlinks, label printing, suppliers and 

minor text edits 
12 23 July 2019 Kerry-Anne 

Lancaster 
Addition of instructions for Just in Case (JIC) 
SAIKs 

13 08 Oct 2020 Phillip McIndoe Update details for JIC Kits 

14 20 April 2022 Abbie Ryan Update template. Minor wording edits. 
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9 Appendices 

• Appendix A - List of Consumable Items required to prepare SAIKs 
• Appendix B - Example of Requests for SAIKs Register 
• Appendix C - Directions for Collection of Samples using Drop Sheet 
• Appendix D – Directions for the Preparation of the Generic SAIK 
• Appendix E – Directions for the Preparation of JIC SAIK 

 
  
Appendix A - List of consumable items required to prepare the SAIKs 
 
 
Item Unit of measure Supplier Catalogue/SAP 

Number/Comments 
A4 Tamper Evident Security Bag (Clear) Box / 500 Tamper Evident BAG_TEB340500 

A4 Tamper Evident Security Bag 
(Opaque) Box / 500 Tamper Evident BAG_TEB340W500 

Plastic Document Wallet (Packaging 
Envelope Adhesive Plain) Box / 500 Winc 88632985 

Plastic Bags, Transparent with Klick-Seal 
230mmW x 305mmD Pk / 100 FAMMIS item 129687 

Swab Sterile Plain, MW104 Box / 100 FAMMIS item 10121650 

Dropsheet, Paper White 1020 x 760mm 
A1-80gsm bond paper As available                              TJ’s imaging 

centre By quotation 

Officemax Rubber Band No.33 500gram 
Natural Rubber Bag 500g OfficeMax 1044877 

Sexual Assault Toxicology Form (QIS – 
29066) Ea Document 

located in QIS 
Document located in 

QIS 
Medical Examination Information Form 
(QIS - 31281) Ea Document 

located in QIS 
Document located in 

QIS 
Dropsheet Information Sheet 
(Appendix C)  As required Document 

located in QIS Photocopy 

Pathology Queensland – JIC Request 
Form Ea Pathology 

Queensland 
Download from 

website** 

Pathology Queensland – Chain of 
Custody Form Ea Pathology 

Queensland 
Download from 

website** 

Pathology Queensland – Consent for 
Forensic Examination Form Ea Pathology 

Queensland 
Download from 

website** 
 
**Website - https://qheps.health.qld.gov.au/hsq/forensics/response-to-sexual-assault 
 
(Note – when printing from the Pathology Queensland Website – there may be slight alignment 
errors on the request form.  All current printable copies of the forms have been saved to 
G:\ForBiol\Evidence Recovery & Quality\JIC SAIK\Current JIC Forms July 2019, and can be 
accessed and printed from here – ensure to check them against the version on the website prior to 
printing so the most up to date form is included in the kit). 
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Appendix B – Example of Requests for SAIKs Register 
 
Date No. of 

Kits 
Released to: 
 

Released to: 
Signature 

Released by: 
Name 

Released by: 
Signature 

 
 

 Name: 
 
Business Unit: 
 

   

 
 

 Name: 
 
Business Unit: 
 

   

 
 

 Name: 
 
Business Unit: 
 

   

 
 

 Name: 
 
Business Unit: 
 

   

 
 

 Name: 
 
Business Unit: 
 

   

 
 

 Name: 
 
Business Unit: 
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Appendix C – Drop sheet cover sheet 
 
 

DIRECTIONS FOR COLLECTION OF SAMPLES 
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE TAKING SAMPLES 

 
 DROP SHEET (A1 sheet paper) 
 

The drop sheet is to be used for the purpose of collecting samples in the following 
way: 
 
The sheet is spread out and placed on the floor.  The person being medically 
examined stands on the sheet while undressing.  Material dislodged from the person's 
clothes and body hairs i.e. hairs, fibres, plant material and foreign matter will drop on 
to the sheet. 
 
The sheet is spread out on the examination couch beneath the buttocks of the 
patient.  Material dislodged from the pubic and surrounding regions will drop onto the 
sheet. 
 
On completion of the examination, the sheet should be carefully folded and placed in 
a plastic bag provided. 
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Appendix D – Compilation of the Generic SAIK 
 

 
STEP 1 
 
You will require the following: 

• Forensic DNA 
Analysis address 
label 

• “Sexual Assault 
Investigation kit” 
label 

• 1 x Tamper 
Evident Security 
Bag 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 STEP 2 
 
 Attach both labels to the  
 Evident Security Bag 

• Forensic DNA 
Analysis address 
label (adhere over 
barcode) 

• “Sexual Assault 
Investigation kit” 
label 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

STEP 3 
 

 Tear off the top perforation from  
 the top of the Evident bag. 

 
 *the perforated piece can be  
 thrown out 
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  STEP 4 

 
Contents to be prepared to be put in 
SAIK 
• Form:  “Medical Examination 

Information form QIS 31281” form 
and “Sexual Assault Toxicology 
form QIS 29066”.  To be packaged 
within a large CSP 

• 6 x Plain labelled swabs 
• Form:  “Directions for collection of 

Samples” Dropsheet form and 1 x 
dropsheet.  To be packaged within 
a large labelled CSPB 

 

 
 
 
  STEP 5  

 
 STEP 5 

 
 Place all contents within  
 “Evident Security Bag” 

 
SAIK COMPLETE 
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Appendix E – Compilation of the JIC SAIK 
 
Front of Tamper Evident Bag 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Orange label to be affixed to top 
of Tamper Evident Bag (above 
the unique barcode) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plastic Document Wallet to be 
affixed towards the bottom of the 
Tamper Evident Bag (below the 
unique barcode) 
 
One copy of the following to be 
placed inside the plastic wallet: 
-  Queensland Pathology 
   Request Form 
- Queensland Pathology Chain of  
   Custody Form 
- 1 Green address label (unused) 
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Back of Tamper Evident Bag 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Green Scientific 
Services pre-printed 
label to be affixed 
towards the top of the 
Tamper Evident Bag 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pink Forensic 
Sciences pre-printed 
label to be affixed 
towards the bottom of 
the Tamper Evident 
Bag.  
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Once the labels and plastic document wallet have been affixed to the opaque/white Tamper 
Evident Bag, the following are to be placed inside the SAIK: 
 
- 6 x Plain Labelled Swabs 
- Large clipseal bag containing 

o 1 x Medical Examination Information Form QIS 31281 
o 1 x Sexual Assault Toxicology Form QIS 29066 

- Large clipseal bag containing 
o 1 x Dropsheet  
o 1 x Directions for collection Samples Dropsheet Form (Appendix C) 

- 1 x Forensic Examination Consent Form 
 
The opaque/white Tamper Evident Bag can then be folded and placed inside a large (30 x 23cms) 
clipseal bag 
 
The JIC SAIK is now complete 
 
Spreadsheet for management of JIC SAIK Kit restocking: 
 
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3a33f3693d1be740ac8b9c91d0e55c6c76%40thread.sky
pe/General?groupId=0fccdb25-fe83-40df-86b4-5b1bc2abe716&tenantId=0b65b008-95d7-4abc-
bafc-3ffc20c039c0 
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Cathie Allen

From: Paula Brisotto
Sent: Monday, 5 September 2022 10:18 AM
To: Justin Howes; Cathie Allen
Subject: Minor Change - SAIK swabs
Attachments: Minor Change - SAIK swabs.docm

Hi Justin and Cathie, 
 
Please see the attached document regarding SAIK swabs as BCP. 
 
Please let me know if you have any comments.  
 
We can send to Management Team for input. 
 
Thanks, 
Paula 
 
 

 

Paula Brisotto 
Team Leader – Evidence Recovery & Quality Team  

Forensic DNA Analysis, Police Services Stream  
Forensic & Scientific Services, Prevention Division, Queensland Health  

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders past, present and emerging. 
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Minor Process Change 
Stage 2 

  Project #:  

Proposed by :  Date:  

Title:  

Comment to be 
added to SOP: 

 Yes  QIS#17151  Configuration of SAIKS 
(Sexual Assault Investigation Kits) 

 No                             

Completed date:   

Email communication 
sent: 

 Yes  Team/s____________________    

 No                             

Completed date:   

Add to minor change 
register 

 Yes   Completed date:   

Outline of Minor Change: 
The current SAIK configuration includes 6 plain labelled sterile swabs.   
 
The swabs that are in use are Medical Wire (UK) MW104 Dry swabs which have a cotton tip, a 
wooden shaft, packaged in a transport tube and are distributed by bioMerieux Australia. 
The pricing of the MW104 swabs is equivalent to $0.24 each. 
 
Due to extraordinary supply chain delays, there may be occurrences where it is not possible to 
produce kits using the current swab. 
 
An equivalent swab has been sourced to use as an alternative during times of supply shortages. 
 
The swab proposed for use as a secondary product is the Livingstone Cotton Tip Applicator Swab 
(Item No. PST150C). The Livingstone swab is a plain, labelled, cotton tipped swab with a wooden 
shaft which is also packaged in a transport tube. 
The pricing of the Livingstone PST150C swab is equivalent to $0.25 when purchase in quantities 
of 500 or more. 
 
The proposed product has the same physical construction and sterility as the current swab and 
represents a change in supplier only. 

Line Manager  
Signature: 

 

 
Comments: 

 
 

Quality & 
Projects 
Signature: 

 Comments: 
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Minor process change form for change management in Forensic DNA Analysis 
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Please convert to PDF, e-sign and lock document on completion. 
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Cathie Allen

From: Cathie Allen
Sent: Tuesday, 22 September 2015 12:47 PM
To: Luke Ryan
Subject: FW: SAIK swab contamination
Attachments: IMG_8207.JPG; IMG_8203.JPG; IMG_8204.JPG; IMG_8206.JPG

Hi Luke 

Could you please arrange for feedback to be provided to the swab manufacturer regarding this hair that has been 
located inside a sealed swab. 

Cheers 
Cathie 

Cathie Allen BSc MSc (For Sci) 
Managing Scientist - Police Services Stream (Forensic Chemistry & Forensic DNA Analysis) 
Forensic & Scientific Services | Health Support Queensland 

 
 

 

From:  [mailto:  
Sent: Tuesday, 22 September 2015 9:17 AM 
To: Cathie Allen 
Cc:   
Subject: FW: SAIK swab contamination 

Hi Cathie, 
I was wondering if you might be able to refer this matter to your quality manager to look into.  If possible it would 
good to get some feedback as to what might be the cause and recommended remediation. 

David Neville 
Inspector  



Notice

This email message and any attached files may contain information that is confidential and subject of legal privilege intended only for use by the individual or 
entity to whom they are addressed.  If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient be 
advised that you have received this message in error and that any use, copying, circulation, forwarding, printing or publication of this message or attached 
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files is strictly forbidden, as is the disclosure of the information contained therein.  If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender 
immediately and delete it from your Inbox. 

 

From: Brock.AdrianC[OSC]  
Sent: Tuesday, 8 September 2015 9:54 AM 
To: FSB Quality Management <OSC-D-FSBQualityManagement@QPS> 
Subject: FW: SAIK swab contamination 
 
All, 
 
Please find attached a series of images regarding a rape complaint on Hamilton Island over the weekend.  Whilst the 
local doctor was performing a SAIK on the victim, collecting swabs from, she noticed a long hair within one of the 
swabs.   
 
Forwarded for your information 
 

Adrian 
Adrian Brock 
Senior Sergeant 4012515| Forensic Coordinator| Central Forensic Area| Forensic Service Group| Queensland Police Service 
Rockhampton Police Complex| Cnr Bolsover and Denham Streets| Rockhampton, QLD 4700 

 
Email:  
 

From: Schubert.MarkK[OSC]  
Sent: Monday, 7 September 2015 12:41 PM 
To: Brock.AdrianC[OSC] <  
Cc: Latter.MurrayJ[OSC] <  
Subject: SAIK swab contamination 
 
Senior, as discussed on the phone. 
 
Photos of hair found inside the sealed swab when opened by the Doctor regarding rape complaint Hamilton Island. 
 
Was wrapped around the swab stick and looks attached under the sticker seal.   
 
Thanks Mark. 
 
 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Cathie Allen

Subject: Meeting with QPS re: SAIKs
Location: FSS Conference Room 113

Start: Mon 14/11/2016 2:00 PM
End: Mon 14/11/2016 3:00 PM

Recurrence: (none)

Meeting Status: Meeting organizer

Organizer: Cathie Allen
Required Attendees: FSS-CR113-Conference-Room; Adam Griffin; '

Rescheduled to Monday, 14th of Nov 
 
Hi Adam and Peter 
 
I’ve booked Conference Room 113 for us to meet in. 
 
Peter – when you arrive at Security, please let them know that you are meeting with me and they will ring me to 
advise that you are here.  I will then collect you and escort you to CR113. 
 
Cheers 
Cathie 
 

Cathie Allen 
Managing Scientist – Police Services Stream 
  

Forensic & Scientific Services, 
Health Support Queensland, Department of Health 

  

HSQ's vision | Delivering the best health support services and solutions for a safer and healthier Queensland. 

Queensland Health acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land, and pays respect to Elders 
past, present and future. 
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Cathie Allen

From:
Sent: Monday, 1 August 2016 1:34 PM
To: Gary Hall; Cathie Allen
Cc:  
Subject: RE: RECENT SAIK KIT ENQURIES 
Attachments: SAIK & EEK .pdf

Cathie & Gary, 
 
Thank you both for your patience with respect to this matter.  The report was submitted, clarified with Legal 
Section, and has been subsequently approved by the Superintendent of Forensic Services.   
 
I was hoping that if you both have the chance that we may be able to have a short meeting as to the 
implementation of the taking of the complainant reference sample at the same time that the SAIK is performed. 
 
In this way we might be able to address any issues, mentioned below by Gary, as well as any issues that can be 
foreseen from QHSS.  Feasibility of taking blood in oral cases?  Feasibility of Early Evidence Kits in remote 
geographical areas pending a SAIK? Packaging restrictions to incorporate an external reference sample to the SAIK 
but still attached?  Sexual Assault worker issues with respect to elaborating on changes to procedure? 
 
Would you both be in a positon to meet when available?  Ideally, Friday would suit but will be dependent on your 
schedules. 
 
Gary is Coopers Plains a possibility?  I have included the original report for your perusal. 
 
Regards, 
 
Peter  
 
   
 
 
 

From: Gary Hall [mailto:   
Sent: Thursday, 14 January 2016 1:03 PM 
To: Bushell.PeterA[OSC] <  Cathie Allen <  
Cc: Baker.PaulL[OSC] <  Tresise.DuncanP[OSC] 
<  
Subject: RE: RECENT SAIK KIT ENQURIES  
 
Thank you, Peter. 
 
I do not think there will be an issue. We would really need to have a separate envelope/bag for the oral swab. 
Whether this resides within the sealed SAIK kit would need to be determined (I would probably prefer that option as 
there is less risk of losing a second, smaller bag). We may need another one or two swabs in the basic kit: thus 8 
swabs and a separate bag with a label for reference swab. I would not think that would be a major issue when kits 
are put together, but who am I to say!? 
I have had more thoughts regarding blood spot testing and think that it would be less acceptable from the victim as 
it is more invasive. Perhaps in cases of oral assault we may be better to offer the delayed buccal swab? 
I have been subsequently informed of historical issues with us taking reference samples that caused the issue to be 
dropped some time ago but this was not crystal clear to me. 
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Gary. 
 

From:  [mailto:   
Sent: Thursday, 14 January 2016 12:54 PM 
To: Cathie Allen; Gary Hall 
Cc:   
Subject: RECENT SAIK KIT ENQURIES  
 
Cathie & Gary  
 
Can I please thank you for your recent advice with respect to the taking of reference samples at the time the SAIK’s 
are completed on victims. 
 
I have spoken to my boss A/Superintendent Paul Baker who was very interested in the proposal if it is feasible with 
the GMO’s and QHSS receiving the samples.  I have been instructed to commit this in a report to his office.  This will 
invariably take a little while for this to come back.  I am, and have a work colleague, making enquiries with other 
states and assessing the cases with sex kits to ascertain when the delays occur between the SAIK kit arriving and 
then subsequently the reference samples at QHSS.   
 
Just roughly with the forty odd cases I have checked there is a delay in approx. 10-15% of cases when the SAIK is 
lodged at QHSS then the reference sample arrives after this time, which causes a delay in processing from 
QHSS.  Having said this, this is only a small percentage of the SAIKS submitted in 2015.  It also appears that there are 
very minimal cases where oral sex (1 out of the 40 with the case being withdrawn) has been a contributing factor of 
the rape meaning that in the vast majority of cases a buccal swab of the victim would be sufficient for a reference 
sample.  Further, initial enquires with the QPS legal section have indicated that there will not be an issue legally if 
the reference sample is taken by the doctor as part of the forensic examination.      
 
I just wanted to advise that there will be a short delay before I get back to you both for further advice but thus far 
this has been well received by senior investigators and may be an option pending your ensuing advice.  Out of the 
conversations I have had amongst yourselves in particular, investigators and sexual assault social workers that it 
would  be in the patients best interests if we could somehow encompass all invasive procedures within the one 
forensic examination without causing an impost to your areas. 
 
Thanks again, 
 
Peter       
 
 

Peter BUSHELL 

Acting Inspector │South Brisbane District Forensic Co-ordinator │ Forensic Services Group│Queensland Police Service 

**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  

******************************************************************************** 
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This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended 

recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended 

recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error. 

Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. 

The information contained in this email, including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a 

statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters. 

If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to 

immediately notify the sender by telephone collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. 

You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network and destroy any 

hard copies produced. 

If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies 

on it; any form of disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited. 

Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious 

software, Queensland Health does not accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's 

computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is infected with a 

virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this 

email. 

Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the 

Queensland Government. 

********************************************************************************** 

 
**********************************************************************  
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information contained in this  
electronic mail message and any electronic files attached  
to it may be confidential information, and may also be the  
subject of legal professional privilege and/or public interest  
immunity. If you are not the intended recipient you are  
required to delete it. Any use, disclosure or copying of  
this message and any attachments is unauthorised. If you  
have received this electronic message in error, please  
inform the sender or contact   
This footnote also confirms that this email message has  
been checked for the presence of computer viruses.  
**********************************************************************  
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Project 11. Report on the Validation of a Manual Method 
for Extracting DNA using the DNA IQ™ System 
Nurthen, T., Hlinka, V., Muharam, I., Gallagher, B., Lundie, G., Iannuzzi, C., Ientile, V. 
Automation/LIMS Implementation Project, DNA Analysis FSS (August 2008) 
 

1. Abstract 
The DNA IQ™ system was found to be the most suitable kit for extracting cell and blood 
samples that are analysed in DNA Analysis FSS (refer to Project 9). This DNA extraction 
system, based on magnetic bead technology, was found to generate results that were 
comparable or better than the current Chelex®-100 protocol. We have validated a manual 
DNA IQ™ method for extracting DNA from forensic samples, and incorporated studies on 
sensitivity and consistency, inhibition, substrate type, substrate size, and mixture studies. 
This manual DNA IQ™ method is suitable for verification on the automated MultiPROBE® II 
PLUS HT EX extraction platforms. 
 

2. Introduction 
A previous evaluation of various DNA extraction systems that were designed specifically for 
forensic samples was performed in order to select a suitable extraction technology for 
extracting various sample types that are processed in DNA Analysis FSS. DNA IQ™ was 
identified as a suitable kit for extracting forensic samples, and was found to outperform 
both the current Chelex®-100 protocol and also all the other kits evaluated. The results of 
the evaluation are reported in Project 9 (Gallagher et al., 2007a). 
 
DNA purification with silica matrices, either in membrane- or bead-form, commonly uses 
the affinity of DNA for silica without the need for hazardous organic reagents. However, 
these systems tend to require extensive washing to remove the guanidium-based lysis 
buffer. The DNA IQ™ system uses a novel paramagnetic resin for DNA isolation (Promega 
Corp., 2006). The DNA IQ™ System’s basic chemistry is similar to other silica-based DNA 
isolation technologies, except that the specific nature of the paramagnetic resin, coupled 
with the formulation of the lysis buffer, is unique. In the DNA IQ™ System, negatively-
charged DNA molecules have a high affinity for the positively-charged paramagnetic resin 
under high salt conditions supplied by the lysis buffer. Once DNA is bound to the magnetic 
resin, and the resin is immobilised by a magnet, the sample can be washed using an 
alcohol/aqueous buffer mixture. The high alcohol content of the wash buffer aids to 
maintain the DNA-resin complex in low-salt conditions, while the aqueous component 
functions to wash away residual lysis buffer and any inhibitors or non-DNA contaminants 
such as cellular debris and protein residues. DNA is released from the resin by using a low 
ionic strength elution buffer, and the purified DNA can be used directly in downstream 
applications such as PCR.  
 
For samples that are in excess (e.g. reference samples), DNA IQ™ resin will only isolate 
up to a total of approximately 100ng of DNA due to bead saturation (Huston, 2002).  
 

3. Aim 
To validate a manual method for DNA extraction of blood and cell stains on forensic 
samples using the DNA IQ™ system (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA). 
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4. Equipment and Materials 
 DNA IQ™ System (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA); 100 samples, Cat.# 

DC6701), which includes: 
o 0.9mL Resin 
o 40mL Lysis Buffer 
o 30mL 2X Wash Buffer 
o 15mL Elution Buffer 

 TNE buffer (10mM Tris, 100mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, pH 8.0) 
 MagneSphere® Magnetic Separation Stand, 12-position (Cat.# Z5342) (Promega 

Corp., Madison, WI, USA) 
 DNA IQ™ Spin Baskets (Cat.# V1221) (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA) 
 Microtube 1.5mL (Cat.# V1231) (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA) 
 95-100% ethanol 
 Isopropyl alcohol 
 1M DTT (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) 
 Proteinase K (20mg/mL) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) 
 20% SDS (Biorad, Hercules, CA, USA) 
 0.9% saline solution (Baxter Healthcare, Old Toongabbie, NSW, Australia) 
 ThermoMixer Comfort (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany) 
 Vortex mixer 
 Bench top centrifuge  
 Cytobrush® Plus Cell Collector (Cooper Surgical, Inc., Trumbull, CT, USA) 
 FTA® Classic Cards (Whatman plc, Maidstone, Kent, UK) 
 Rayon (155C) and cotton (164C) plain dry swabs (Copan Italia S.p.A., Brescia, 

Italy) 
 Vacuette® K2EDTA blood collection tubes (Greiner Bio-One GmbH, 

Frickenhausen, Germany) 
 Sticky tape (BDF tesa tape Australia Pty Ltd) 
 Tannic acid C76H52O46 FW1701.25 (Selby’s BDH, Lab Reagent >~90%) 
 Urea NH2CONH2 FW60.06 (BDH, Molecular Biology Grade ~99.5%) 
 Indigo carmine C16H8N2Na2O8S2 FW466.35 PN 131164-100G (Sigma-Aldrich, St. 

Louis, MO, USA) 
 Humic acid sodium salt PN H167520-100G (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) 
 Used car motor oil, SW20/SAE50 (Caltex) 
 Various clothing materials, including: 

o Best & Less Pacific Cliff, White cotton shirt, XXL 
o Big W Classic Denim, Men’s Blue denim jeans, 112 
o Private Encounters, off-white nylon cami, size 14 
o Clan Laird, blue 100% wool kilt 
o Millers Essentials, blue 100% polyester camisole, size 10 
o Unknown, teal green 100% lycra swimwear  
o Leather Belt, brown 

 

5. Methods 

5.1 Cell and blood collection 
Buccal cells were collected using a modified Cytobrush® protocol (Mulot et al., 2005; Satia-
Abouta et al., 2002).  Four donors were chosen.  Each donor was asked to brush the inside 
of one cheek for one minute.  Then, with another Cytobrush®, the other cheek was also 
sampled.  The cells collected on the brush where then resuspended in 2mL of 0.9% saline 
solution. Multiple collections were taken on different days.  
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Whole blood was collected from three donors by a phlebotomist as per standard collection 
procedures in EDTA tubes.  Blood samples were refrigerated until spotting onto substrate 
and cell-counting step.    
 
Table 1 lists the donor sample ID’s. 
 
 

Table 1. List of donor samples used 
for validating a manual DNA IQ™ 
method. 
 

Donor ID 
Cell samples 

D1 
D2 
D3 
D4 

Blood samples 
D1 
D2 
D3 

 

5.2 Cell counting 
Buccal cell suspensions were diluted using 0.9% saline solution to create a 1/10 dilution of 
the original sample prior to submitting for cell counting. All counts were performed by the 
Cytology Department, RBWH (QIS 15393).  
 
Blood cell counting was performed on a 1mL aliquot of the original sample also by the 
Cytology Department, RBWH (QIS 15393). 
 

5.3 Sensitivity, Reproducibility (Linearity) and Yield 
Sensitivity and reproducibility of the DNA IQ™ kit was assessed using dilutions of cell and 
blood samples. 
 
For cell samples, dilutions were made using a sample from donor 4, diluted in 0.9% saline 
solution.  The dilutions used were: 

• Neat 
• 1/10 
• 1/100 
• 1/1000 

 
For blood samples, dilutions were made using a sample from donor 2, diluted in 0.9% 
saline solution.  The dilutions used were: 

• Neat 
• 1/10 
• 1/100 
• 1/1000 

 
Mock samples were created from rayon and cotton swabs using the above dilutions. The 
swab heads were removed from the shaft using sterilised scalpel and tweezers.  Swab 
heads were then cut into quarters and each quarter was then added to separate sterile 
1.5mL tubes. To each quarter swab, 30µL of each neat sample or dilution was added to 
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create a total of five replicates. Samples were dried using a ThermoMixer set at 56°C over 
2 hours in a Class II biohazard cabinet. 
 

5.4 Inhibition challenge 
Quartered cotton swabs in sterile 1.5mL tubes were spotted with 30μL of neat cell 
suspension and were dried after each addition on a ThermoMixer as described previously. 
Neat blood samples were also created using the same method. 
 
All the inhibitors except for the motor oil were obtained in powder form.  Before making any 
liquid solution of the powdered inhibitors, research was conducted to determine the likely 
level of each inhibitor normally encountered in the environment (Hlinka et al., 2007).  Each 
solution was made at concentrations based on the information obtained (Table 2). 
 
 

Table 2. Concentrations of various inhibitors used in the inhibition study. 
Inhibitor Excess/Neat 

Solution 
Mass Volume H2O Final inhibitor 

concentration  
Tannic acid Excess 600mg 500μL  0.705M 
 Neat 200mg 500μL  0.235M 
Humic acid Excess 1g 5mL  20% (w/v) 
 Neat 0.1g 5mL  2% (w/v) 
Indigo carmine Excess 0.47g 10mL  100mM 
 Neat 0.047g 10mL  10mM 
Urea Excess 0.06g 1mL 1M 
 Neat 0.021g 1mL 0.33M 

 
 
A total of 30μL of each solution containing specified concentrations of various inhibitors 
was applied to the buccal cell and blood swabs prepared above.  The only exception was 
motor oil, where only 15μL was added to the cell and blood swabs respectively.  Each 
inhibitor sample was replicated in quadruplicate and left to dry overnight in a Class II 
biohazard cabinet. 
 
To another set of prepared cell and blood swabs, an excess of each inhibitor was applied in 
quadruplicate for each inhibitor and allowed to dry overnight. This process was achieved by 
applying another solution of inhibitor exceeding the normal level (Hlinka et al., 2007). 
 

5.5 Substrates 
Swabs 
Four cotton and four rayon swab quarters in sterile 1.5mL tubes were loaded with 30μL of 
neat cell or blood sample and were extracted once the sample had dried on the swab.  
 
Tapelifts 
Two donors were sampled using the tape most commonly used within the laboratory (BDF 
tesa tape).  Strips of tape were firmly applied to the inside of the fore arm and lifted off.  
This process was then repeated until the tape was no longer adhesive. The tape was 
wrapped around sticky-side-in, forming a cylinder shape, and placed in a sterile 1.5mL 
tube.  These samples were created in quadruplicate. Tape was not used as a substrate in 
the blood validation. 
 
Fabric 
The material types tested included: 

• Denim jeans; 
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• White 100% cotton shirt; 
• Blue 100% wool kilt; 
• Teal green 100% lycra swimwear; 
• White 100% nylon camisole; 
• Blue 100% polyester camisole; and  
• Brown 100% woven leather belt.  

 
All material types except leather were sampled and ten 2.5cm x 2.5cm pieces were cut 
from each material and washed in 10% bleach following an in-house washing method to 
remove any contaminating DNA from outside the laboratory (Gallagher et al., 2007b).  As 
for the leather, one strand of the leather weave was cut from the belt and washed following 
the same method. Once dry, the material was then cut into 0.5cm x 0.5cm pieces using 
sterile techniques, placed in 1.5mL tubes and 30μL of both cell sample and blood was 
applied to separate pieces. Each substrate sample was created in quadruplicate and dried 
on a ThermoMixer set at 56°C over 2 hours in a Class II biohazard cabinet. 
 
Gum 
Two types of chewing gum were chosen: (1) Wriggley’s Extra White (peppermint flavour) 
and (2) Wriggley’s Extra Green (spearmint flavour).  The donor was asked to chew the gum 
for 30 minutes and dispose of the gum into a clip-seal plastic bag.  The gum was then air 
dried in a Falcon tube overnight before it was frozen for roughly an hour before cutting into 
3mm x 3mm x 3mm pieces and placed into sterile 1.5mL tubes. Gum substrates were not 
assessed for blood samples. 
 
Cigarette butts  
Two brands of cigarettes were smoked all the way through and then the butts collected.  
The filter paper of the butt was cut into 0.5mm2 pieces and placed into sterile 1.5mL tubes. 
Cigarette butts were not assessed for blood samples. 
 
FTA® Classic Card punches 
Eight sterile 1.5mL tubes, each containing four 3.2mm FTA® Classic Card punches, were 
spotted with 30μL of cells or blood before being dried on a ThermoMixer.  Four replicates 
contained sample from one donor, the other remaining four replicate tubes had a different 
donor sample added. 
 

5.6 Mixture studies 
Buccal cells and whole blood were obtained from a male and female donor.  Dilutions were 
made using 0.9% saline solution to ensure that the cell concentration was equal. Dilutions 
were then performed on the male sample to obtain the correct ratios. 
 
Mock samples were created using the following ratios of female to male: 

• 1:1, 
• 1:2,  
• 1:10,  
• 1:25,  
• 1:50 and  
• 1:100.  

 
A total of 30μL of the female component was spotted first on to a quarter of a cotton swab 
in a sterile 1.5mL tube and dried on a ThermoMixer before adding another 30μL of the male 
component. Samples were created in quadruplicate for all ratios, for both cell and blood 
samples. 
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5.7 Substrate size 
Various sizes of material were cut from a white cotton shirt: 

• 0.5cm x 0.5cm,  
• 1cm x 1cm,   
• 2cm x 2cm. 

 
Each piece of material was stored in individual, sterile 1.5mL tubes and 30μL of cell sample 
was added to the material and allowed to dry on a ThermoMixer. The same process was 
followed for blood samples. Five replicates were made for each sample type. 
 

5.8 Extraction using the DNA IQ™ System (Promega Corp.) ` 
The manual DNA IQ™ method used was based on an automated protocol developed 
by the Centre of Forensic Sciences (CFS) in Toronto, Ontario (PerkinElmer, 2004). A 
Proteinase K – SDS Extraction Buffer was made as per the recommended protocol. 
The 1x Extraction Buffer for one sample consisted of: 
 

277.5μL TNE buffer 
15μL Proteinase K (20mg/mL) 
7.5μL 20% SDS 

 
The TNE buffer consisted of: 
 

1.211g Tris (10mM Tris) 
2mL 0.5M EDTA (1mM EDTA) 
5.844g NaCl (100mM NaCl) 

 
 
The adapted manual DNA IQ™ protocol is described below: 
 

1. Set one ThermoMixer at 37oC and another at 65oC. 
  
2. Ensure that appropriately sized samples are contained in a sterile 1.5mL 

tube.  For every sample, prepare three set of labelled tubes: spin baskets 
(for every tube except the extraction control), 2mL SSI tubes and Nunc™ 
tubes.  

 
3. Prepare Extraction Buffer and add 300µL to each tube. Close the lid and 

vortex before incubating the tubes at 37°C on the ThermoMixer at 
1000rpm for 45 minutes. 

 
4. Remove the tubes from the ThermoMixer and transfer the substrate to a 

DNA IQ™ Spin Basket seated in a labelled 1.5mL Microtube using 
autoclaved twirling sticks. Then transfer the liquid to a labelled 2mL SSI 
sterile screw cap tube. 

 
5. Centrifuge the spin basket on a benchtop centrifuge at room temperature 

for 2 minutes at its maximum speed.  Once completed, remove the spin 
basket and collect the remaining solution and pool with the original 
extract in the 2mL SSI sterile screw cap tube, then vortex.  

 
6. Add 550 µL of Lysis Buffer to each tube.  
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7. Dispense 50µL of DNA IQ™ Resin – Lysis Buffer solution (7μL Resin in 
43μL Lysis Buffer) to each tube. Invert the resin tube regularly to keep 
the beads suspended while dispensing to obtain uniform results. 

 
8. Vortex each tube for 3 seconds at high speed then place in a multitube 

shaker set at 1200rpm to incubate at room temperature for 5 minutes.  
 
9. Vortex each tube for 2 seconds at high speed before placing the tubes in 

the magnetic stand. Separation will occur instantly. 
 

Note: If resin does not form a distinct pellet on the side of the tube, or if 
the pellet has accidentally mixed with the solution while in the stand, 
vortex the tube and quickly place back in the stand. 

 
10. Carefully remove and discard all of the solution without disturbing the 

resin pellet on the side of the tube. If some resin is drawn up in tip, gently 
expel resin back into tube to allow re-separation. 

 
11. Remove the tube from the magnetic stand; add 125µL of prepared Lysis 

Buffer and vortex for 2 seconds at high speed. 
 
12. Return tube to the magnetic stand, allow for separation and then remove 

and discard the Lysis Buffer.  
 
13. Remove tube from the magnetic stand; add 100µL of prepared 1X Wash 

Buffer and vortex for 2 seconds at high speed. 
 
14. Return tube to the magnetic stand, allow for separation and then remove 

and discard all Wash Buffer.  
 
15. Repeat Steps 13 to 14 two more times for a total of three washes. Be 

sure that all of the solution has been removed after the last wash.  
 
16. In a biohazard cabinet, place the lids of the tubes upside down on a 

Kimwipe, in their respective order, and the tubes into a plastic rack, and 
air-dry the resin for 5-15 minutes at room temperature.  Do not dry for 
more than 20 minutes, as this may inhibit removal of DNA. Once dry, 
screw on the lids. 

 
17. To each samples then add 50µL of Elution Buffer very gently on the top 

of the magnetic pellet. Do not mix.  
 
18. Close the lid and then incubate the tubes in the ThermoMixer at 65°C for 

3 minutes with no shaking and another 3 minutes shaking at 1100 rpm. 
 
19. Remove the tubes and vortex for 2 seconds at high speed. Immediately 

place the tube in the magnetic stand. Tubes must remain hot until placed 
in the magnetic stand or yield will decrease. 

 
20. Carefully transfer the supernatant containing the DNA to the respective 

labelled Nunc™ tubes. 
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21. Repeat step 17 to 20, transferring the supernatant to the appropriate 
Nunc™ tube. The final volume after the second elution should be 
approximately 95µL.  

 
Note: DNA can be stored at 4°C for short-term storage or at -20 or -70°C 
for long-term storage. 
 

5.9 DNA quantitation  
All DNA extracts were quantified using the Quantifiler™ Human DNA Quantitation kit 
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) as per QIS 19977. Reaction setup was 
performed on the MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX (PerkinElmer) pre-PCR platform. 
 

5.10 PCR amplification 
DNA extracts were amplified using the AmpFℓSTR® Profiler Plus® kit (Applied Biosystems, 
Foster City, CA, USA) as per QIS 19976. Reaction setup was performed on the 
MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX (PerkinElmer) pre-PCR platform. 
 

5.11 Capillary electrophoresis and fragment analysis 
PCR product was prepared for capillary electrophoresis using the manual 9+1 protocol 
(refer to Project 15 and QIS 19978). Capillary electrophoresis was performed on an ABI 
Prism® 3100 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) under the 
following conditions: 3kV injection voltage, 10 sec injection time, 15kV run voltage, 100μA 
run current, and 45min run time. Data Collection Software version 1.1 was used to collect 
raw data from the ABI Prism® 3100 Genetic Analyzer. Fragment size analysis was 
performed using GeneScan 3.7.1. Allele designation was performed using Genotyper 3.7, 
with thresholds for heterozygous and homozygous peaks at 150 and 300 RFU respectively. 
The allelic imbalance threshold is 70%. 
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6. Results and Discussion 

6.1 Donor sample cell counts 
Aliquots of buccal cell samples were counted at Cytology Department (RBWH) to 
determine the concentration of viable cells, in order to better estimate the number of cells at 
any particular dilution. A white cell count was not performed on all the blood samples, and 
therefore an estimate on the number of nucleated cells could not be determined.  
 

6.2 Sensitivity, consistency and yield 
To ensure the reliability and integrity of results for samples containing small amounts of 
DNA, a sensitivity study was conducted to determine the lowest concentration of DNA that 
provides reliable results. A consistency study was combined into the sensitivity experiment 
to determine the maximum acceptable difference between the results obtained.  All 
samples were extracted in identical conditions by the same operator at the same time to 
minimise variability. 
 
The cell sample used for the experiments was from donor sample 4A, which was counted 
to be around 3,680 nucleated cells (x 106/L). The blood sample used was from donor 6A, 
which was counted to be around 2,540 nucleated cells (x 106/L). The estimated amount of 
DNA present in each dilution is outlined in Table 3.  
 
 
 
 

Table 3. Amount of DNA in each dilution, as calculated from the cell count. 
Sample type Dilution 

factor 
Number of cells  

(/μL) 
gDNA 

(ng/μL) 
Theoretical total 

DNA on swab  (ng) 
Neat 3680 23.552 706.56000 
1/10 368 2.3552 70.65600 
1/100 36.8 0.23552 7.06560 Cells 

1/1000 3.68 0.023552 0.07656 
Neat 2540 16.256 487.68000 
1/10 254 1.6256 48.76800 
1/100 25.4 0.16256 4.87680 Blood 

1/1000 2.54 0.016256 0.48768 
 
 
 
 
The DNA yields resulted from extracting the above cell dilutions using the DNA IQ™ 
System is outlined in Table 4. Blood samples produced higher yields compared to cell 
samples. On average, blood samples on cotton swabs generated the highest yields. Cell 
samples on rayon and cotton swabs generated similar yields. All blood dilutions down to 
1/1000 produced quantitation results, but cell samples only produced reliable quantitation 
results down to 1/100 dilution, possibly due to the effects of cell clumping.  
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 Table 4. DNA quantitation data for diluted cell and blood samples on rayon and cotton substrates. 

Sample 
type 

Dilution 
factor 

Theoretical 
Input DNA (ng) 

Rayon swab 
yield (ng) 

Alleles Cotton swab 
yield (ng) 

Alleles Rayon average 
yield (ng) 

Rayon 
Std Dev 

Recovery Rayon 
(%) 

Cotton average 
yield (ng) 

Cotton 
Std Dev 

Recovery Cotton 
(%) 

110.0000 18 117.0000 18 
130.0000 18 124.0000 18 
160.0000 18 46.8000 18 
83.7000 7 76.6000 18 

Neat 706.56000 

189.0000 17 112.0000 18 

134.5400 41.30 19.04 95.2800 32.69 13.48 

10.1000 18 12.8000 18 
12.7000 18 6.3100 18 
9.5500 18 11.5000 18 
9.0100 18 10.1000 18 

1/10 70.65600 

10.9000 18 11.7000 18 

10.4520 1.44 14.79 10.4820 2.52 14.84 

0.6350 0 0.0000 0 
0.4930 0 0.0000 0 
1.4000 5 0.2770 0 
1.7900 14 0.3580 0 

1/100 7.06560 

0.3090 0 0.0000 0 

0.9254 0.64 13.10 0.1270 0.18 1.80 

0.0000 0 0.3630 0 
0.0000 0 0.0000 0 
0.0000 0 0.0000 0 
0.0831 0 0.0000 0 

Cells 

1/1000 0.7656 

0.0000 0 0.0000 0 

0.0166 0.04 2.17 0.0726 0.16 9.48 

216.0000 18 718.0000 18 
447.0000 18 297.0000 18 
215.0000 18 595.0000 18 
383.0000 7 326.0000 18 

Neat 487.68000 

324.0000 18 299.0000 18 

317.0000 102.36 65.00 447.0000 196.46 91.66 

113.0000 18 126.0000 18 
107.0000 18 91.9000 18 
145.0000 18 75.4000 18 
95.9000 18 81.0000 18 

1/10 48.76800 

163.0000 18 114.0000 18 

124.7800 28.10 255.86 97.6600 21.66 200.25 

14.3000 18 15.9000 18 
12.5000 13 12.1000 18 
13.2000 18 20.8000 18 
9.9000 18 22.4000 18 

1/100 4.87680 

12.5000 18 12.6000 18 

12.4800 1.62 255.91 16.7600 4.69 343.67 

0.7300 18 2.3700 18 
0.6990 18 3.1300 18 
1.1800 18 3.6300 18 
0.8670 18 1.9700 18 

Blood 

1/1000 0.48768 

0.9710 18 4.0000 18 

0.8894 0.20 182.37 3.0200 0.85 619.26 
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The average yield observed within cell and blood samples on either rayon or cotton swabs 
were comparable (Figure 1). Some inconsistencies were present in cell samples at the 
lower dilutions of 1/100 and 1/1000 due to unreliable quantitation data at these low 
dilutions. Blood samples were found to generate higher average yields than cell samples 
and gave unexpectedly higher recovery values, despite the fact that the input DNA amount 
was 2-fold higher for cells compared to blood samples (Table 4). This discrepancy may 
have arisen from inconsistencies in cell suspension uniformity during dilutions of the 
original cell or blood sample, resulting in inaccurate estimates for average cell 
concentrations.  
 
 

Average yields for diluted cell and blood samples 
on rayon and cotton swab substrates

0.0100

0.1000

1.0000

10.0000

100.0000

1000.0000

0 1 2 3 4 5

Sample dilution

ng

Cell Rayon
Cell Cotton
Blood Rayon
Blood Cotton

Neat 1/10 1/100 1/1000

Figure 1. Average yields as observed in the sensitivity study. The yields for cell and blood samples, 
on two different swab types, were comparable as indicated by overlapping lines on the graph.  
 
 
The dilution factor was, however, accurately reflected in the average yield for the various 
dilutions as displayed in Table 4 and Figure 2. An exception to this was the average yields 
for the neat dilutions (Figure 2). DNA IQ™ isolates a maximum of 100ng DNA as the resin 
is present in excess, and the system becomes more efficient with samples containing less 
than 50ng of DNA. Because the amount of DNA was in excess in neat samples, the 
observed yields varied from sample-to-sample. According to the manufacturer, the DNA 
IQ™ Database Protocol should be used for samples containing more than 100ng DNA to 
result in more consistent concentrations between the samples (Huston, 2002). 
 
All five replicates for each neat dilution displayed the highest yields for each dilution series, 
as expected (Figure 2). For blood samples on rayon and cotton swabs, yields were still 
around 1ng for samples at the 1/1000 dilution (Figure 3). 
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Sensitivity results for cell and blood samples (DNA yield)
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Figure 2. DNA yields (ng) observed for the sensitivity study. As expected, neat samples provided the 
highest yields. Yields were obtained down to 1/1000 for blood samples and 1/100 for cell samples. 

 
 
 
 
 

Sensitivity results for cell and blood samples (DNA yield) 
for 1/1000 dilutions
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Figure 3. DNA yields (ng) observed for the sensitivity study, at the 1/1000 dilution. 
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When amplified using a 9-locus STR system, all neat samples produced the expected full 
DNA profile (18/18 alleles), although one outlier was encountered for a cell rayon sample 
which produced a 7/18 partial profile (Table 4). For cell samples, full profiles could be 
obtained for samples that were diluted down to 1/10, with partial profiles generated from 
samples diluted to 1/100. For blood samples, full profiles were generally obtained from all 
dilutions down to 1/1000. Although two partial profiles were encountered in blood samples 
on rayon swabs, all blood cotton swabs produced full profiles at all dilutions.  
 
The apparent discrepancy between the results for cell and blood samples can be attributed 
to inaccurate cell counts or non-uniform sample suspensions when creating the dilutions, 
as caused by cell clumping or cellular breakdown and precipitation.  
 
For five replicates of each dilution, consistency was observed to vary depending on the 
dilution (Figure 4). Consistency, as an indication of reproducibility, was calculated as the 
percentage of the yield standard deviation over five replicates divided by the mean yield of 
all five replicates (%[SDyield  / meanyield]). A value closer to 0% indicates minimal sample-to-
sample variation and therefore the results are highly consistent. The mean combined 
reproducibility for all neat, 1/10, 1/100 and 1/1000 dilutions were 35.31%, 20.63%, 62.14% 
and 124.32% respectively (Figure 4), indicating that there was high reproducibility between 
the neat and 1/10 dilutions across the four sample types, and reduced reproducibility at the 
lower 1/100 and 1/1000 dilutions. Overall, the blood samples on rayon and cotton both 
exhibited high reproducibility across all dilutions at an average of 30.54% and 22.45% 
respectively (Figure 5). The cell rayon and cotton samples were more variable across all 
dilutions, producing lower reproducibility at an average of 84.23% and 105.19% 
respectively (Figure 5). The poor performance of the cell samples can be attributed to 
inconsistencies in quantitation data observed at the lower 1/100 and 1/1000 dilutions.  
 
 

Percentage of SD yield  / Mean yield  to deduce consistency
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mean:  22.45%
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Mean combined consistency
Neat: 35.31%
1/10: 20.63%
1/100: 62.14%
1/1000: 124.32%

 
 
Figure 4. Reproducibility between replicates for cell and blood samples diluted down to 1/1000.  
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6.3 Inhibition 
Forensic samples that are commonly submitted for DNA analysis often contain inhibitors. 
These inhibitors may inhibit or significantly reduce the efficiency of a DNA extraction 
system, either by interfering with cell lysis or interfering by nucleic acid degradation or 
capture, therefore manifesting as extraction inhibitors (Butler, 2005). Inhibitors can also co-
extract with the DNA and inhibit downstream PCR amplification processes, therefore acting 
as PCR inhibitors (Butler, 2005).  For example, inhibitors such as hemoglobin and indigo 
dye likely bind in the active site of the Taq DNA polymerase and prevent its proper 
functioning during PCR amplification.  
 
For the inhibition study, five substances were chosen for their known ability to inhibit PCR 
and their likelihood of appearing in routine casework samples: 

 Indigo carmine: a component of the blue-dye encountered in denim jeans (Shutler, 
et al., 1999). 

 Tannic acid: a chemical used in the leather tanning process. 
 Urea: a component of urine (Mahony et al., 1998). 
 Humic acid: a component found in soil and soil products (Tsai and Olson, 1992). 
 Motor oil: contains various hydrocarbons and ethanolic compounds that can inhibit 

PCR. 
 

The effects of inhibition on quant value, IPC CT and number of alleles called
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Figure 5. Effects of various inhibitors on quant value, IPC CT and number of resolved alleles.  
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The observed effects of these inhibitors at neat and excess concentrations on the ability to 
extract, quantify and amplify various DNA samples are graphed in Figure 5. Samples were 
quantified using the Quantifiler™ Human DNA Quantitation Kit (Applied Biosystems) as this 
kit includes a built-in inhibition detector. Reaction efficiency and the presence of inhibitors 
can be assessed based on the performance of the internal positive control (IPC), which is 
known to be detected in this laboratory at around 28 cycles. 
 
The observations that were made include: 

 Samples that were spiked with motor oil, urea and indigo carmine dye did not show 
inhibition as determined by the IPC, and resulted in quantifiable DNA templates 
after extraction using DNA IQ™. The average DNA concentration observed for all 
samples was around 1ng/μL. The majority of samples yielded full DNA profiles, 
with the exception of several cell samples that were treated with urea (both at 
excess and neat concentrations). 

 Blood and cell samples that were spiked with tannic acid did not show inhibition in 
Quantifiler™, as the IPC performed as expected. However, almost no amplifiable 
template DNA could be quantified and the majority of samples did not produce 
DNA profiles. This suggests that the original template DNA was degraded by 
application of tannic acid to the sample. It should be mentioned at this point that 
the tannic acid used was in the form of a yellow-brown paste substance that was 
applied directly to the sample swabs. The tannic acid paste, even at the neat 
concentration, may have been strong enough to severely fragment DNA to result in 
non-amplifiable templates. It was observed that three blood samples (1 with tannic 
acid in excess and 2 with tannic acid at neat concentration) yielded partial profiles 
(between 4-16 reportable alleles), and none of the cell samples produced 
reportable alleles. This may be caused by: (1) the concentration of viable cells in 
the buccal cell samples was lower than blood samples; (2) the drying of the blood 
stain on the substrate may have created a better barrier to protect the blood 
components from the degradative effects of the tannic acid. 

 Blood and cell samples that were treated with humic acid in excess appeared to 
retain inhibition after extraction using DNA IQ™. However, at neat concentration, 
the effect of the humic acid inhibitor was overcome and amplifiable DNA template 
was purified as demonstrated by high DNA concentration yields. Residual inhibition 
was still present at neat concentration, as evidenced by higher CT values for the 
IPC (closer to 30), but full profiles were still produced. For some cell samples with 
humic acid in excess, the Quantifiler™ data suggested full inhibition (undetermined 
IPC CT and quantitation results), but two samples resulted in full DNA profiles. 

 All reagent blanks were undetermined, indicating the absence of contamination in 
the results. 

 
The results show that the DNA IQ™ system could be used to extract blood or cell samples 
that were spiked with motor oil, urea and indigo carmine at both excess and neat 
concentrations. Blood samples that contained humic acid in excess did not yield amplifiable 
template DNA, but 2 out of 4 cell samples with humic acid in excess appeared to produce 
full profiles. Samples that were exposed to tannic acid, at both neat and excess 
concentrations, resulted in non-amplifiable DNA, but the inhibitor was effectively washed 
out of the extract by DNA IQ™ as evidenced by the amplification of the IPC at the expected 
CT. Based on these results, we conclude that the DNA IQ™ system effectively removes 
inhibitors that are present in the original sample, resulting in a DNA extract that is of 
sufficient quality and is suitable for PCR amplification. 
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6.4 Substrates 
The substrate types examined included: swabs (cotton and rayon), tapelifts, fabric (denim, 
cotton, wool, lycra, nylon, polyester, leather), gum, cigarette butts, and FTA® paper. Cell 
and blood materials were spotted on to the substrates and extracted using DNA IQ™. The 
results for the two different sample types are presented in Figures 6 and 7 below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Substrate Type (Cells) Results
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Figure 6. Number of reportable alleles and quantitation results for different substrate types containing 
cellular material. 
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Substrate Type (Blood) Results
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Figure 7. Number of reportable alleles and quantitation results for different substrate types containing 
blood material. 
 
 
 
 
For cell samples: 

 Full DNA profiles (18/18 alleles) were obtained from samples on cotton and rayon 
swabs, gum, cigarette butts and FTA® paper.  

 The quantitation results for most of these samples were less than 0.5ng/µL. For 
gum samples, the average quantitation result was 0.072ng/µL, and therefore a 
PCR amplification at maximum volume (20µL) resulted in a total input DNA amount 
of 1.44ng which is sufficient to result in a full DNA profile.  

 Tapelift samples gave an average quantitation result of 0.006ng/µL (just 
0.002ng/µL higher than the observed background), and yielded no reportable 
alleles at all.  

 The performance of clothing substrates was variable. 
o Cells on denim yielded quantitation results less than 0.5ng/µL but only 

partial profiles (maximum 5 reportable alleles), although Quantifiler™ 
results did not indicate any inhibition of the IPC. The poor performance of 
these samples may have been a result of sample preparation due to cell 
clumping. 

o Cells on cotton, wool and nylon resulted in higher quantitation values than 
lycra, but all substrates generated a similar number of reportable alleles 
(mean = 14 alleles). Only 25% of samples generated full DNA profiles. 

o Three out of four samples on polyester produced high quantitation results 
(~2ng/µL) but all samples resulted in a full profile.  

o Three out of four samples on polyester produced high quantitation results 
(~2ng/µL) but all samples resulted in a full profile.  

o Cells on leather displayed an average quantitation result of 1.3ng/µL and 
generated more than 15 reportable alleles. 

o Cells on leather displayed an average quantitation result of 1.3ng/µL and 
generated more than 15 reportable alleles. 
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For blood samples: 
 All substrate types generated full DNA profiles.  
 On average, the DNA quantitation results for all blood samples was greater than 

those resulted from cell samples. This is as per expected and was observed 
previously (see Project 9 report), because the concentration of nucleated cells in 
the blood samples were hypothesised to be higher than the concentration of buccal 
cell samples.  

 Because of processing error, data was not available for the following samples: 
Cotton Swab 4, FTA Donor B 1 and FTA Donor B 2. 

 
The results above are initial amplification results that do not take into account any 
reworking options. 
 
We found that samples on tapelift substrates performed the worst; however this was 
probably due to the sampling method devised for this experiment, which did not adequately 
sample a sufficient number of cells. 
 

6.5 Mixture studies 
A mixture study was performed as part of the validation, however the results are not 
presented in this document because the mixture ratio was found to be inaccurate because 
cell counts were not performed on the saliva samples. Therefore, little information could be 
deduced from these results.  
 

6.6 Substrate size 
Blood on cotton swabs produced full DNA profiles for all sample sizes, ranging from 0.5 x 
0.5cm to 2.0 x 2.0cm (Figure 8). Cells on cotton swabs did not perform as well (Figure 8), 
possibly due to the nature of the cells and difficulties in obtaining full DNA profiles from cell 
samples as observed in previous experiments.  
 
Although the same starting amount of sample was used, it was observed that the 0.5 x 
0.5cm samples generated higher quantitation results (therefore, also higher yields) 
compared to the 2.0 x 2.0cm samples (Figure 8). It appears that extraction efficiency 
decreases as the substrate surface area increases. This may be due to insufficient mixing 
and distribution of the lysis buffer over a larger substrate surface area, causing insufficient 
lysis of cellular material. This observation is in line with other reports that the DNA IQ™ 
system works more efficiently with smaller samples (Promega, 2006). The resulting IPC CT 
fell within the narrow range of 27.91 – 28.43 (mean = 28.10), indicating that both small and 
larger samples resulted in DNA extracts of similar quality, but the overall yield was lower for 
larger substrates (Figure 8 & 9). 
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Substrate Size Results
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Figure 8. Results for blood and cell samples on cotton substrates of various sizes. All blood 
samples generated full profiles, but cell samples were more variable. The quantitation results for 
0.5 x 0.5cm samples were higher than those for 2.0 x 2.0cm samples (blood r2 = 0.9543*; cell r2 = 
0.9982; *Note: an outlier was removed from the calculation). 
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Figure 9. Various sample sizes resulted in similar CT values for the IPC, indicating that IPC 
performance is not affected by sample size, and that one sample size does not display a level of 
inhibition that is different to another sample size.  
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7. Summary and Recommendations 
Based on the findings of this validation report, we recommend: 
 

1. To enable processing of cell and blood samples using the validated manual DNA 
IQ™ protocol, except for samples on tapelift substrates. 

2. To design and verify an automated protocol of the validated DNA IQ™ method for 
use on the MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX platforms, for processing blood and cell 
samples. 
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Project 13. Report on the Verification of an Automated 
DNA IQ™ Protocol using the MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT 
EX with Gripper™ Integration Platform 
 
Nurthen, T., Hlinka, V., Muharam, I., Gallagher, B., Lundie, G., Iannuzzi, C., Ientile, V. 
Automation/LIMS Implementation Project, DNA Analysis FSS (August 2008) 
 

1. Abstract 
A manual method for extracting DNA from forensic samples using the DNA IQ™ system 
(Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA) was validated for routine use in DNA Analysis (FSS). 
We have verified an automated DNA IQ™ protocol in 96-well format for use on the 
MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX Forensic Workstation platforms (PerkinElmer, Downers Grove, 
IL, USA). Data indicate that results from the automated procedure are comparable to those 
from the manual procedure. Contamination checks were performed using samples 
prepared in checkerboard and zebra-stripe format, and results were as expected. We 
recommend the use of the MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX platforms to perform automated 
DNA extraction using the DNA IQ™ system. 
 

2. Introduction 
The MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX FORENSIC WORKSTATION platforms (PerkinElmer, Downers 
Grove, IL, USA) are equipped to perform automated DNA extractions, as they include a 
DPC shaker and individual heat controllers to enable on-board lysis and incubation steps. 
Currently in DNA Analysis, the MultiPROBE® platforms allow walk-away operation of PCR 
setup protocols for DNA quantitation and amplification. 
 
The DNA IQ™ protocol has been verified or validated by various laboratories for use on the 
MultiPROBE® II PLUS platform. The laboratories that perform an automated DNA IQ™ 
protocol include PathWest (Western Australia), Forensic Science South Australia (South 
Australia) and Centre of Forensic Sciences in Toronto (Ontario). The MultiPROBE® II PLUS 
instrument comes pre-loaded with an automated DNA IQ™ protocol. Unlike the other 
laboratories, however, we did not validate the included protocol, but instead validated a 
manual DNA IQ™ protocol which was based on the CFS automated protocol (PerkinElmer, 
2004), followed by verification of an automated protocol based on the validated manual 
method. 
 
The verified automated DNA IQ™ protocol is identical to the validated manual protocol 
used in-house: there are no differences in reagents or volumes. The adopted DNA IQ™ 
protocol differs slightly, however, from the manufacturer’s protocol, as it includes a lysis 
step using Extraction Buffer (10mM Tris, 1mM EDTA, 100mM NaCl, 20% w/v SDS) in the 
presence of Proteinase K, before incubating in the DNA IQ™ Lysis Buffer. Furthermore, the 
lysis incubation conditions were lowered from 70°C to 37°C in order to accommodate 
extraction of DNA from heat labile materials such as nylon and polyester. In addition, the 
automated protocol utilises the SlicPrep™ 96 Device (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA) 
for simultaneous processing of samples in a 96-well format. 
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3. Aim 
To verify an automated DNA IQ™ protocol for use on the MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX 
platforms to allow extraction of DNA from various sample types.  
 

4. Equipment and Materials 
 MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX with Gripper™ Integration Platform (PerkinElmer, Downers 

Grove, IL, USA) 
 Gravimetric Performance Evaluation Option with Mettler SAG285/L balance (Mettler-Toledo, 

Greifensee, Switzerland) 
 DNA IQ™ System (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA) 
 Extraction Buffer (10mM Tris, 1mM EDTA, 100mM NaCl, 20% SDS) 
 SlicPrep™ 96 Device (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA) 
 Nunc™ Bank-It tubes (Nunc A/S, Roskilde, Denmark) 
 175μL non-conductive sterile filter RoboRack tips (PerkinElmer, Downers Grove, IL, USA) 
 1000μL Conductive sterile filter Robotix tips (Molecular BioProducts, San Diego, CA, USA) 
 ABI Prism® 7000 SDS (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA)  
 Quantifiler™ Human DNA Quantification kits (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) 
 AmpFℓSTR® Profiler Plus Amplification kits (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) 
 GeneAmp® 9700 thermalcycers (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) 
 ABI Prism® 96-well optical reaction plates (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA)  
 ABI Prism® 3100 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) 
 GeneScan™ 500 ROX™ Size Standard (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) 
 Hi-Di™ Formamide (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) 
 3100 POP-4™ Polymer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) 
 Cytobrush® Plus Cell Collector (Cooper Surgical, Inc., Trumbull, CT, USA) 
 0.9% saline solution (Baxter Healthcare, Old Toongabbie, NSW, Australia) 
 Stem digital tilting head thermometer 
 For mock samples: 

o FTA™® Classic Card (Whatman Inc., Florham Park, NJ, USA) 
o Sterile cotton swabs (Medical Wire & Equipment, Corsham, Wiltshire, England) 
o Sterile rayon swabs (Copan Italia SPA, Brescia, Italy) 

 

5. Methods 

5.1 Gravimetric Evaluation of Pipetting Accuracy and Precision 
Gravimetric analysis was performed by placing the SAG285/L balance on the platform deck 
and instructing the MP II to repeatedly pipette certain volumes of system liquid onto the 
balance pan. Readings were taken automatically by the software and compiled into a 
results table, which was then used to automatically generate an Excel-based results chart 
containing mean, %CV and %inaccuracy values. The mean values obtained were used to 
calculate R2, slope and Y-intercept (offset) values to calibrate the system’s pipetting. 
 
Pipetting performance was assessed for various volumes using three different tips in order 
to calculate appropriate R2, slope and Y-intercept (offset) values which were then added to 
the performance file. Values were calculated for both Blowout (single-liquid transfer) and 
Waste (multidispense) modes for the 1000µL conductive tips, and Blowout mode only for 
the 175µL non-conductive tips and fixed tips.  
 
For the addition of resin, a specialised performance file was created based on the 
performance file for 175µL tips in blowout mode, except the “Blowout Volume” column 
values were set to 0 to allow pipetting performance that is similar to waste mode. Retesting 
was performed to confirm accurate and precise pipetting with these settings.  
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Figure 1. The Balance Test Information Window as present within 
the Balance Test DT program. All pipetting parameters are entered 
here and are subsequently transferred to the result output file. 

 
All gravimetric testing was performed using the Balance Test DT test program within 
WinPrep®. Parameter values that needed to be entered into the Balance Test Information 
Window (Figure 1) included those as outlined in Table 1.  
 
Table 1. Input values that are required for the various Balance Test Information parameters. 
Parameter(s) Value 
Volume 1 and Volume 2 For 175µL tips: 175, 100, 50, 15µL 

For 1000µL tips: 1000, 700, 400, 100µL 
For fixed tips: 1000, 700, 400, 100µL 

Number of Replicates 10 
System Liquid Degassed Nanopure Water 
Sample Type Nanopure Water 
Technician Initials of the operator performing the test 
Sample Density (g/ml) The density of water at environmental temperature* 
Tip Type Other 
Disposable Tip Lot # The lot number of the particular tips in use 
Performance File The appropriate Performance File for the tip (175µL, 1000µL or fixed 

tips) and pipetting mode (Blowout or Waste) in use 
Enable Tips (checkboxes) Select the actual tips (1 to 8) to be tested 
Comments Free text box to add additional information (eg. Tip type, mode, 

current environmental room temperature, etc). 
* Water density values were obtained from http://www.simetric.co.uk/si_water.htm 
 
 
Pipetting accuracy and precision were examined at four different volumes for each tip size: 
175, 100, 50, 15µL for 175µL tips and 1000, 700, 400, 100µL for the 1000µL and fixed tips. 
In order to calculate unbiased values for each set of volumes, the slope and offset values in 
the relevant Performance File were changed to the default 1 and 0 respectively prior to 
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testing. The mean volumes that were pipetted by each tip (10 replicates per tip) at the four 
designated volumes were used to generate a standard curve. The slope and offset 
calculated from this curve was used to calibrate the relevant Performance File. The final 
Performance File settings were then tested at the highest and lowest volumes (as per 
Table 1) to confirm accurate and precise pipetting. 
 

5.2 Blood Collection 
Blood samples were collected from 2 staff donors (DJC/VKI) by a phlebotomist as per 
normal in three 4mL EDTA vials. Blood samples were stored at 4ºC. 
 

5.3 Cell Collection 
Buccal cells were collected using a modified Cytobrush® protocol (Mulot et al., 2005; Satia-
Abouta et al., 2002). The donor was instructed to brush the inside of one cheek for one 
minute using a Cytobrush®.  Then, with another Cytobrush®, the other cheek was also 
sampled. Once each cheek was swabbed, the cells on the brush were suspended in 2mL 
of 0.9% saline solution. Buccal cell samples were stored at 4ºC. 
 

5.4 FTA cell Collection 
Cells were collected from two staff donors (VKI/CJA) by using a “lolly-pop” swab to sample 
the inside of the donor’s cheek for 15 seconds before pressing the swab onto the FTA™ 
paper to transfer the DNA. FTA™ cards were stored at room temperature. 
 

5.5 Heater tile temperature verification 
Heat tiles supplied with the MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX platforms were modified to accept 
the SlicPrep™ 96 Device.  For testing, 1mL of nanopure water (at room temperature) was 
added to each well. The plate was then placed on a heater tile (controlled by the MP II 
heater controller) and allowed to reach temperature. The temperatures tested were 37ºC 
and 65ºC. Temperature readings for specific outer and inner wells (i.e. A1, A6, A12, D1, 
D6, D12, H1, H6, H12) were taken at regular intervals up to and including 45 minutes, 
using calibrated stem digital tilted head thermometer probes. The data were collated and 
means calculated to determine the distribution of heat over the tile. 
 

5.6 Verification of automated DNA IQ™ Protocol 
The automated DNA IQ™ protocol, based on the validated manual method (refer to Project 
11), was programmed in WinPrep™ software. The final, optimised protocol was named 
“DNA IQ Extraction_Ver1.1.mpt”. A screenshot of the Test Outline window for this protocol 
is depicted below in Figure 2. The deck layout is illustrated in Figure 3. 
 
The automated DNA IQ™ protocol was designed to mimic the validated manual method, 
with minor modifications. Briefly, the changes include: 

o Increasing the volume of Extraction Buffer to 500µL; 
o A SlicPrep™ 96 Device (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA) was used for sample 

lysis; 
o Incubation steps and any shaking steps were performed on the integrated DPC 

shaker; 
o CRS toroid magnet (P/N 5083175) was used for isolating the DNA IQ™ resin. 
o Instead of a single elution of 100µL, a double elution method (2 x 50µL) is used. 
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Reagents used in the automated protocol were as per the manual method. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. The Test Outline window displaying individual nodes within the DNA IQ Extraction_Ver1.1.mpt program 
test file. 
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Figure 3. The deck layout for DNA IQ Extraction_Ver1.1.mpt, displaying the required labware on the platform 
deck. 

 
 
The automated DNA IQ™ protocol was used to perform the following tests. 
 

5.6.1. Contamination Check via Checkerboard and Zebra-stripe Patterns  
Samples consisting of two 3.2mm FTA® discs (containing blood, buccal cells, or blank 
cards) were arranged in a checkerboard and zebra-stripe pattern (Figure 4) in SlicPrep™ 
plates using the BSD Duet 600 instrument (BSD Robotics, Brisbane, QLD, Australia) and 
extracted on the MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX platforms using the automated DNA IQ™ 
protocol. One checkerboard and one zebra-stripe plate was processed on each platform. 
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(a) Checkerboard Pattern 

 
 
b) Zebra Stripe Pattern 
 

 
 
Legend: 
 Blood FTA® 
 Blank FTA® 
 Buccal Cell FTA® 
 
 
Figure 4. Checkerboard and zebra-stripe patterns utilised in the contamination check.  
 
 

5.6.2. Comparisons with the manual DNA IQ™ method 
Comparisons were made between results generated by the automated and manual 
methods to verify the performance of the automated DNA IQ™ protocol.  
 
Verification samples consisted of different dilutions of blood and cells spotted in 30µL 
aliquots onto quartered cotton and rayon swabs.  Four blood dilutions of neat, 1/10, 1/100 
and 1/1000 and four cell dilutions of neat, 1/5.2, 1/52.2 and 1/522 were used to test the 
sensitivity of both the manual and automated methods.  Dilutions were created using 0.9% 
saline solution for both sample types. Four replicates of each dilution were made up for 
each substrate and sample type.   
  
The blood was collected using the same method as in 5.2.  Four separate extractions were 
performed for the manual set based on the combination of sample type and swab type: 
Blood Rayon, Blood Cotton, Cell Rayon and Cell Cotton.  For the automated verification, all 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A             
B             
C             
D             
E             
F             
G             
H             

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A             
B             
C             
D             
E             
F             
G             
H             
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sample types were extracted together after being transferred to a SlicPrep™ 96 Device to 
allow automated processing.  
 

5.6.3. Resin volume 
The performance of the automated DNA IQ™ protocol was assessed when either 7µL or 
14µL of DNA IQ™ resin was used in the protocol to extract blood samples.  
 

5.6.4. Modifying extraction volumes 
The performance of the automated DNA IQ™ protocol was assessed for varying volumes 
of extraction buffer at 300, 350, 400, 450 and 500µL. In each case, the volume of DNA 
IQ™ Lysis Buffer was kept at 2x the volume of extraction buffer. Samples extracted were 
blood swabs, prepared as per ???.  
 

5.6.5. Sensitivity of the automated DNA IQ™ protocol 
The sensitivity of the automated DNA IQ™ protocol was assessed using dilutions of whole 
blood at neat, 1:10, 1:50, 1:100 and 1:1000.  
 
 

6. Results and Discussion 

6.1 Gravimetric Evaluation of Pipetting Accuracy and Precision 
Pipetting on both automated platforms was assessed gravimetrically as per laboratory 
practice. Gravimetric results indicate that pipetting performance for five different pipetting 
behaviours using 500µL syringes on the instruments is accurate and precise to within the 
established threshold of ±5% (Table 2). The maximum CV at the maximum volume was 
0.78%, whereas the maximum CV at the minimum volume was 1.1%. The CV for pipetting 
at lower volumes is expected to be slightly higher than the CV at higher volumes using 
500µL syringes, because accuracy at small volumes is harder to achieve with larger 
syringe sizes. Nevertheless, pipetting on the extraction platforms is limited to a minimum of 
50µL, which exhibited a CV of 0.36%. 
 
 
 

Table 2. Gravimetric evaluation results for various performance files used on either MP II EXTN A or MP II EXTN B. 
Performance File  Max. Vol. 

µL 
Min. Vol. 

µL 
Max. 

Vol. µL 
Mean 

Max. 
Vol. 
%CV 

Max. 
Vol. 

%Inac. 

Min. 
Vol. µL 
Mean 

Min. 
Vol. 
%CV 

Min. 
Vol. 

%Inac. 
EXTN A         
Water Blowout 175µL DT_FW _13112007RESIN.prf 50µL N/A 49.98 0.36 0.0 N/A N/A N/A 
Water Blowout 175µL DT_FW QHSS _13112007.prf 175µL 15µL 172.26 0.21 1.6 12.47 3.38 16.19 
WaterWaste 1mL_FW_QHSS 12112007.prf 1000µL 100µL 999.11 0.24 0.1 99.22. 0.71 0.8 
Water Blowout 1mL DT_QHSS _09112007.prf 1000µL 100µL 1001.02 0.27 0.1 100.65 0.63 0.7 
Water Blowout Fixed Tips_08112007.prf 1000µL 100µL 995.97 0.31 0.4 99.6 0.71 0.4 
EXTN B         
Water Blowout 175µL DT_FW_ 25102007RESIN.prf 50µL N/A 50.12 0.36 0.2 N/A N/A N/A 
Water Blowout 175µL DT_FW_ 25102007.prf 175µL 15µL 175.58 0.14 0.3 15.23 1.1 1.5 
WaterWaste 1mLDT_FW_QHSS 24102007.prf 1000µL 100µL 1002.39 0.78 0.2 99.56 0.89 0.4 
Water Blowout 1mL DT_QHSS 23102007.prf 1000µL 100µL 998.2 0.44 0.2 99.44 0.68 0.6 
Water Blowout Fixed Tips_FW 26102007.prf 1000µL 100µL 998.87 0.68 0.1 100.37 0.74 0.4 
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6.2 Heater tile temperature verification 
Two heater tiles on each MP II platform was verified to reach either 37ºC or 65ºC, the 
optimum incubation temperatures for sample lysis and DNA elution respectively (using the 
DNA IQ™ kit). Each tile, upon completion of the verification process, could only be used for 
a specific temperature, and as such was labelled appropriately to ensure use of the correct 
tile for specific incubation steps (Table 3).  
 
 

Table 3. Verified heater tiles for use in the automated DNA IQ™ protocol. 
Extraction 
platform 

Tile 
number 

Heater Controller 
Setting 

Average ºC 
reached 

Verified 
temperature 

Incubation 
Step 

EXTN A 3 (45W) 50ºC 37ºC 37ºC Sample Lysis 
EXTN A 1 (45W) 85ºC  65ºC DNA Elution 
EXTN B 1 (45W) 50ºC  37ºC Sample Lysis 
EXTN B 2 (45W) 85ºC 65ºC 65ºC DNA Elution 

 
 
A slight variation in the incubation temperature to achieve sample lysis is acceptable, 
because Proteinase K exhibits stable activity and broad specificity over a wide range of 
temperatures between 20-60ºC, at which the serine protease still retains greater than 80% 
of its activity (Sweeney & Walker, 1993). 
 
The efficiency of the elution step is dependent on heating the sample to 65ºC in the 
presence of DNA IQ™ Elution Buffer (Huston, 2002). If the sample is not sufficiently 
heated, the extraction yield may be lower than expected. Two heater tiles were able to be 
verified for this crucial incubation step, with both tiles exhibiting minimal variation. 
 

6.3 Contamination Check via Checkerboard and Zebra-stripe Patterns 
Table 4 below lists the Extraction Batch ID’s of the contamination checks. 
 
 

Table 4. Extraction Batch ID’s for the various contamination check plates that were 
processed on the MP II platforms using the automated DNA IQ™ protocol. 

Type of plate Extraction batch Id Extraction 
Platform 

Check 
passed 

Checkerboard 1 VALB20070817_02 Extraction A Invalidated 
Checkerboard 2 VALB20070803_02 Extraction B Yes 
Zebra-Stripe 1 VALB20070803_03 Extraction A Yes 
Zebra-Stripe 2 VALB20070817_03 Extraction B Yes 
Checkerboard/Zebra VALB20071022_01 Extraction A Yes 

 
 
 
Checkerboard 1 
Position E3 (Sample Cells 6) was known to have been contaminated prior to the start of the 
extraction, during the STORstar process (???).  The result showed a mixed DNA profile, 
with contributing alleles originating from the expected wells (Table 5).  In addition to this 
contamination event, eight of the designated blank samples (positions D3, A10, F1, H5, C4, 
E4, B7 and E6), two of the cell samples (A1 and B10) and two of the blood samples (F4 
and G7) all exhibited a partial DNA profile that was previously unknown (Table 5). This 
profile did not match any of the positive control samples present on the batch. The DNA 
profile was searched against the Staff Database and no matches were found. The source 
of this contaminating DNA profile could not be identified. 
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None of the other blank samples yielded any DNA profile. The rest of the cell and blood 
samples yielded the correct DNA profile. Although there is no evidence of well-to-well 
contamination, the unknown DNA profile obtained has invalidated this plate.  A further 
checkerboard/Zebra-Stripe combination plate was performed to ensure… 
 
 
Table 5. The DNA profile of the unknown contaminant that was observed in Checkboard-1. 

Sample 
description 

D3 vWA FGA Amel D8 D21 D18 D5 D13 D7 

Blk23-E6 14,17 14,17 22,24 X,Y 11,11 29,32.2 14,15 9,11 11,12 11,13 
Blk25-B7 14,17 14,17 22,24 X,Y 11,11 29,32.2 14,15 9,11 11,12  
Blk15-E4 14,17 14,17 22,24 X,Y 11,11 29,32.2 14,15 9,11 11,12 11,13 
Blk14-C4  14  X 11 32.2  9   
Blk20-H5 14,14 17,17 20,21 X,X 13,16 29,30 14,16 11,13 11,12 11,11 
Blk3-F1 14 17  X 13 29,30 14  12 11 
Blk10-D3 14,17 14  X,Y 11 29,32.2 14 9,11  11,13 
Blk37-A10 14,17 14 22,24 X,Y 11 29 14 9,11   
Cells19-
B10 

14,17 14,17 20,21,22,24 X,Y 11,13,16 29,30, 14,15,16 11,15 11,12 11,11 

Cells13-A1 14,17 14,17 20,21,22,24 X,Y 11,13,16 29,30,32,32.2,33 14,15,16 9,11,13 11,12 11,13 
Blood14-G7 NR,17,18 NR,16 20,21 X,Y NR,13,14 29,30,31,NR NR,14 NR,12 10,10 10,NR,12 
Blood8-F4 NR,17,18 NR,16,17 20,21,NR,24 X,Y 11,13,14 29,30,NR,NR 14,14 9,11,12 10,NR 10,NR,12 
Cells 6-E3 14,17,18 16,17 20,21 X,Y 13,14,16 29,30,31 NR,14,16 11,12,13 10,11,12 10,11,12 
           

   
 
 
 
 
Checkerboard 2  
None of the blank samples yielded DNA profiles; all of the positive cell and positive blood 
samples yielded the correct DNA profile. Figure 5 illustrates the DNA quantitation results 
from this plate. DNA was not detected in any of the blank samples. 
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Row

Checkerboard 9FTAR Results

 
Figure 5. Checkerboard 2 quantitation results, showing the absence of detectable DNA in the 
blank samples (grey). 
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Zebra-Stripe 1 
None of the blank samples yielded DNA profiles, all of the positive cell and positive blood 
samples yielded the correct DNA profile. Figure 6 illustrates the absence of detectable DNA 
in the blank samples. 
 
 

A
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Figure 6. Zebra-Stripe 1 quantitation results, showing the absence of detectable DNA in the blank 
samples (grey). 
 
 

Zebra-Stripe 2 
None of the blank samples yielded DNA profiles, all of the positive cell and positive blood 
samples yielded the correct DNA profile. Figure 7 shows the absence of detectable DNA in 
the blank samples. 
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Figure 7. Zebra-Stripe 2 quantitation results, with no DNA detected in the blank samples. 

Checkerboard/Zebra 
None of the blank samples yielded DNA profiles, all of the positive cell and positive blood 
samples yielded the correct DNA profile. DNA was undetected in the blank samples (Figure 
8). 
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Row
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Figure 8. Checkerboard/zebra plate that was extracted on MP II Extraction Platform A because 
the previous plate was invalidated. DNA was not detected in the blank samples (grey). 

 

 

6.4 Comparisons with the manual DNA IQ™ method 
When dilutions of either blood or cells were applied on to either rayon or cotton swabs, 
followed by extraction using the DNA IQ™ method, the results of the automated method 
were always lower in yield compared to the manual method. For blood samples on rayon 
swabs, the automated method generated yields that were on average around 8% (SD 
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8.45%) of the automated method. For blood on cotton swabs, the yield from the automated 
method was also around 8% (SD 3.62%). The yields for cell samples were higher at around 
33% (SD 16.29%) and 25% (10.32%) for cells on rayon and cotton swabs respectively. 
 
The manual method was found to be more sensitive than the automated method. Out of 
five replicates at the 1/100 and 1/1000 dilutions for blood on rayon swabs that were 
processed using the manual method, five and three replicates respectively were detected 
(and none from the automated method) (see Figure 9). The trend is repeated for blood on 
cotton swabs (Figure 10). For cell samples on either rayon or cotton swabs, the automated 
method was found to be more sensitive as evidenced by detection of DNA at the 1/522 
dilutions (Figure 11 and 12). 
 
Cell clumping may have occurred with the cell dilutions, therefore causing inaccurate 
dilutions as can be observed in the ratios between each dilution. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 9. Comparison of sensitivity between the manual and automated DNA IQ™ methods for blood samples on 
rayon swabs. 
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Figure 10. Comparison of sensitivity between the manual and automated DNA IQ™ methods for blood samples on 
cotton swabs. 
 

 
Figure 11. Comparison of sensitivity between the manual and automated DNA IQ™ methods for cells samples on 
rayon swabs. 
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Figure 12. Comparison of sensitivity between the manual and automated DNA IQ™ methods for cell samples on 
cotton swabs. 
 
 

6.5 Investigating resin volume 
Promega recommends the use of 7µL of DNA IQ™ resin with their protocol. We 
investigated the performance of the protocol with double the amount of resin (14µL) in 
order to assess any benefits that may be gained in terms of the resulting yield and quality 
of the STR profile. 
 
It was observed that doubling the resin resulted in a proportional doubling of the yield. On 
average, doubling the resin increased the yield by an additional 77.28% (n=4). The average 
yield from an extraction using 7µL of resin was 64.725ng (SD 32.21ng, n=4), whereas 14µL 
resin generated 114.75ng (SD 10.72ng, n=4) (Table 6). At the higher resin concentration, 
the amount of DNA isolated appears to be capped at around 100ng, indicating no change 
in the ability of the reaction to isolate more DNA due to saturation of resin. 
 
 

Table 6. Comparison of the effects of doubling the amount of 
recommended DNA IQ™ resin. 

Sample ID Resin 
volume 

[DNA] 
ng/µL 

Reportable 
alleles 

33383-4216 

7µL 

0.701 18/18 
33383-4225 1.070 18/18 
33383-4239 0.319 18/18 
33383-4248 0.499 18/18 
33383-4252 

14µL 

1.140 18/18 
33383-4261 1.270 18/18 
33383-4270 1.010 18/18 
33383-4284 1.170 18/18 
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Samples extracted using either amount of resin generated concordant full DNA profiles 
(18/18 alleles). Samples processed using the 14µL method produced peaks that were 
slightly higher. The difference in peak heights between alleles within the same loci ranged 
from 59-86%, with a mean of 71%, indicating minimal difference between the two methods.  
 
Doubling the amount of resin did not appear to provide any additional benefits compared to 
the original recommended protocol. More importantly, full DNA profiles were resolved using 
either method. Therefore, the costs associated with increasing the amount of resin cannot 
be justified at this stage. 
 
 

6.6 Modifying extraction volumes 
An investigation into optimising extraction volumes ranging from 300µL to 500µL was 
performed in order to ensure that buffer coverage over the samples was sufficient to enable 
optimal lysis and release of DNA. In addition, the use of an optimum volume of extraction 
reagents increases efficiency and economy, therefore potentially lowering laboratory costs. 
 
Although the higher extraction volume generated higher yields when processed using the 
automated DNA IQ™ protocol (Table 7), DNA profile results were comparable across the 
various extraction volumes tested for eight replicates each (Table 8). Three instances of 
allelic imbalance were encountered in two samples from the 300µL and 450µL tests. In all 
instances, allelic imbalance was greater than 69%. 
 
 
 

 
Table 7. DNA profile results for samples 
extracted using various volumes of 
Extraction Buffer, for 8 replicates. 

Extraction Buffer  
Volume (µL) 

Mean [DNA] 
(ng/µL) 

SD 

300 2.04 0.07 
350 2.16 0.09 
400 1.69 0.10 
450 3.14 0.13 
500 3.64 0.17 

 
 
 
 
 

Table 8. DNA profile results for samples 
extracted using various volumes of Extraction 
Buffer, for 8 replicates. 

Sample Extraction Buffer  
Volume (µL) 

DNA Profile 
Result 

300-1 swab 

300 

OK 
300-2 swab OK 
300-3 swab OK 
300-4 swab  OK 
300-5 swab  OK 
300-6 swab  OK 
300-7 swab  AI D13 
300-8 swab  OK 
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350-1 swab  

350 

OK 
350-2 swab  OK 
350-3 swab OK 
350-4 swab  OK 
350-5 swab  OK 
350-6 swab  OK 
350-7 swab  OK 
350-8 swab  OK 
400-1 swab  

400 

OK 
400-2 swab  OK 
400-3 swab  OK 
400-4 swab  OK 
400-5 swab OK 
400-6 swab  OK 
400-7 swab OK 
400-8 swab OK 
450-1 swab 

450 

OK 
450-2 swab  OK 
450-3 swab OK 
450-4 swab  OK 
450-5 swab OK 
450-6 swab  OK 
450-7 swab  AI vWA, D18 
450-8 swab  OK 
500-1 swab  

500 

OK 
500-2 swab  OK 
500-3 swab  OK 
500-4 swab  OK 
500-5 swab  OK 
500-6 swab OK 
500-7 swab  OK 
500-8 swab  OK 

 
 
 

6.7 Sensitivity of the automated DNA IQ™ protocol  
DNA was detected from samples that were diluted down to 1:1000 (Figure 13). 
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Distribution of DNA concentration over a dilution series
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Figure 13. DNA IQ™ sensitivity across various dilutions 

 
 
 
as 
 
 
 

7. Summary and Recommendations 
We recommend the following: 

 Use of MPII for automated extraction of reference samples 
 Use of MPII for automated extraction of casework samples 
 Ongoing development of the automated extraction program to 

increase the efficiency of the extraction 
 
 
 
Sweeney, P.J. and Walker, J.M., Burrell, M.M., Enzymes of 
molecular biology. Methods Mol. Biol. Towanam NJ , 
(1993) 16, 306 
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PRESENT AND APOLOGIES 
Chairperson: VKI Date and Time: 2008 – April 10 

Venue: Conference Room 102 Secretariat : TG 

Attendees:  VKI, CJA, JAH, AJS, EJC, PT, SM, AMc, TEN,  RS, TG 

Apologies: WAH, KDR, PAC 

Guests:  

1.0  PREVIOUS MINUTES ENDORSED 
 

Minutes of previous meeting held on 25 March 2008 are endorsed by VKI and WH without amendment or amended as follows: 
 

2.0  STANDING AGENDA ITEMS 

Item Topic Discussion 
Action 

required 
(inc: Officer, 
Due date) 

Communications to 
go out 

2.1 
 
 

Training Update 
(PAC) 

a. Court 
Training 
Program 
progress 

b. Biology 
Training 
Calendar 
progress 

c. Training 
modules – 
review, 
changes, 

 
PREVIOUS 
 
25/3/08 - Stats SOP x 2 – Interpretation DNA Mixtures / Statistical Analysis of DNA Mixtures, PAC 
currently working on these.  PAC to write to ask for pictures for inclusion.  
10/4/08 – PAC has not contacted all as yet for pictures. 
 
25/3/08 - PAC will meet with the 26 current trainers as part of the Audit.   Checking what has worked / 
what has not etc.  
10/4/08 – PAC has met with approximately 12 of 26 staff with training responsibilities.  Information 
gathered so far will assist complying with ISO9001 requirements and various audits of training 
portfolios, OQIs etc. 
 

 
 
 
PAC 
 
 
 
PAC 
 
PAC 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CA-90
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additions. 
d. Staff 

Training 
sign off 
and 
feedback 
progress 
including 
outstandin
g sign offs 
from gap 
analyses 
of existing 
staff. 

e. Review the 
Issues 
Register. 

31/1/08 - Training Portfolio Audits – are continuing, PAC to arrange training sessions for staff this year. 
 
31/1/08 -  Ongoing FACT papers for SOCOs – PAC to follow this up.  QHFSS will be guided by 
outcome of MOU with QPS.  The FACT sheets should be forwarded through SSDU, to the QPS 
ethics unit and for dissemination through QPS.  FACT sheets to detail information pertaining to eg. 
blood on a rock, how to best take sample from this surface to help in receiving a profile when tested.  
QHFSS could gather stats on what sampling technique is best to use when collecting swabs from 
different surfaces such as rock, cement etc.   
10/4/08 – PAC is writing the documents with DNA Analysis where needed. 
 
20/12/07 - On track: Training Module Updates – Alice currently on leave, all outstanding modules are 
now in draft.  Please check your QIS events. 
10/4/08 – There are less than 13 which are 3 months past review date. 
 
23/11/07 – Complete:  Batch functionality - Current draft does not include Questions suggestions, PAC 
to follow this up with Alice / Iman / Allan.  
 
11/10/07 - On track:  SSDU to reformat Issues Register.  PAC will advise where it will be relocated to.   
 
23/11/07 – Training Module for Reporting Scientists – overview of Analytical section – now with SSDU. 
10/4/08 – Has been completed by JAH and PT and is with SSDU. 

PAC  
 
PAC 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SSDU 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PAC 
 
PAC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2 Change 
Proposals / 
Project 
Management 
(Robyn) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

G:\ForBiol\Quality Assurance and NATA\Management Reports - Biology Management Team\Quality 
Update 100408.ppt 
 
10/4/08 – New OQI’s. #19196 – to be completed by May 2008.   
Audit findings – #8134 Digital Image Working Party VKI has names of volunteers.   
# 17168 - PAC is to supply one more paragraph for Stats SOP (should be done by 11/04/08) then RS 
will upload. 
Change Proposals – VKI approved the following New Change Proposals which should be ready for 
May Management Meeting. 
#38 – GeneMapper IDX 
#40 – Batch Uploading of Profiles to NCIDD  
#41 – 3100B Upgrade to 3130xI 
 

 
 
 
 
 
PAC 
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Change Proposals requiring Approval - #34 Kinship – WW requires this one asap. 
Change Proposal #33 Peak Heights – RS to advise AMc of scheduled meeting so he can attend. 
 
PREVIOUS 
 
21/2/08 

 Complete 18695 Allan to enter an update on investigation in this OQI.   
 On going - BRB stats – page 4 of presentation refers.  Follow up – email from Robyn (22 Feb 

08, 12.25pm) 
o RS to talk with Tim re non conservative ones – how long to do this fix?  To alter data of 

affected alleles for cases 2005 onwards.   
 
21/2/08 - Manual calculations training session - AAP and CJA yet to undertake this. 
 
21/2/08 - KINSHIP Change (Proposal 34) request for Stage 1 to be signed off.  Please complete Impact 
Assessments by 2nd April.   
 
17/1/08 - On going - Kate to propose change of phadebas paper. 
 
25/10/07 – Complete - Change Proposal #26 (Amended Receipt) – agreed that if the packaging is 
labelled on the outside then enter these details in the receipt (option 10).  If not labelled then detail as 
eg. envelope package (option 8).  Multiple items in one packaging – describe in body of statement, no 
amended receipt is required.  VKI to summarise the 2 change proposal documents and speak with 
PPoint and then a date can be set to commence.  Specifications for the AUSLAB table at the end of 
the statement are also required.  
 
27/9/07 - On track - PAC to obtain information from QPS on validations of TMB, Phadebas, AP & PSA 
 
27/9/07 - Needs Attn:  VKI to enquire with BSAG re validation paperwork. For TMB & AP.   
 
20/12/07 - ON HOLD – (to be programmed) Suggestion to have photos on screen at Shift F9 and colour 
to indicate specimen notes.  TEN agreed to look into this. 

AMc and M/C 
RS / AMc  
 
 
 
 
 
 
RS 
 
 
RS 
 
 
All 
 
KL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PAC 
 
VKI 
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2.3 I3 Update / GM 
IDX 

10/4/08 – Demo version still being used.  Looks good so far.  The computer has been approved and 
should have been ordered.   
 

 
 

 

2.4 Automation 
Update (Iman) 

PREVIOUS 
 
23/11/07 - On track - Batch functionality was rolled out in Feb 2007 – as yet no completed training 
modules have been received from M/C & V/C.  Update – Appts have been scheduled for M/C.  V/C 
will be followed up in the new year.  It is important for all staff undertaking Case Management to 
complete this training module. 
 
10/4/08 –  TEN presented the following project outline.  I:\Automation-LIMS Program\Automation 
Project\Projects\Project 24 - Sperm\Project 22 Sperm DNA v0.1.doc 
Good results so far and working well.  There was a suggestion to include polyester swabs at point 
4.10 Substrate.  CJA will assist TEN with the consent form for the project.  Genotyper – AUSLAB.  
EPG can be added to AUSLAB as images and can now annotate.  Jpg images can be uploaded to 
AUSLAB.   

 
TEAM LDR 
M/C / CJA 
 
 
 
TEN / CJA 
 

 

2.5 Operational 
Group – Report 
(VKI) 
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Item 

 
Topic 

3.0 NEW BUSINESS  
Discussion 

Action 

 

3.1 HP 
Implementation 
 
 
 
 

3 year agreement certified until August 2010. 
If appointed to reclassified positions eg September 2008, will receive back-pay from September 2007. 
Information for applicants can be found on QHEPS.  Links for flowcharts etc will be forwarded. 
38 hour week – new arrangement.  Aim for implementation by end of July 2008.  It will be decided on 
the Unit needs not individual.  Not sure at which level this decision will be made eg Director or 
Manager.  Staff update to be arranged. 

VKI  
 
 

 

3.2 Temporary 
Contracts 
 

Concept Brief has been submitted and no funding will be offered.  VKI will meet with all staff 
concerned and also meet one on one with Team Leader/Line Manager present. 
No CBRC submission. 
Questions:- 
How do we appoint these 16 people. 
Agree that whoever has a permanent position to go back to should be placed further down the list. 
Project people. 
Substantive positions. 
Re-sort names/dates to work out length of service. 
VKI will slot names into positions and Management Team to provide feedback/argue cases. 
Support will be given for staff to attend Win that Job training, LISS Project Manager training and effort 
made to find alternate campus positions.  

  

3.3 Major Crime 
Team Leader 
Position 

Position to be finalised by next week (W/E – 18/04/08)   

3.4 Overseas Trip 
 
 

VKI and JAH will be away for three weeks commencing on 19 May 2008.  CJA will be A/Managing 
Scientist.  Travelling to Prague, London, Ottawa and Washington and visiting overseas labs for 
processing and refurbishment ideas etc.  Architects should have been engaged and planning 
workshop arranged regarding the refurbishment by the time VKI and JAH return.    
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3.5 DNA Analysis 
Workshop 

Feedback received has been good.  Annual or half yearly event will also be good.  Suggestion not to 
have so many ‘little’ awards as it diminishes the special awards. 

  

3.6 SES Volunteers VKI happy to support anyone wishing to volunteer for SES.  Requires Line Manager approval.   

3.7 NIFS 
Secondment 

VKI happy to support anyone wishing to apply for the NIFS secondment.   

3.8 DNAIQ Email The recent DNAIQ email sent out is causing doubts and concerns with DNAIQ.  AMc will create an 
Analytical Issues Log with different tabs for certain issues.  It was decided to discuss issues at the 
Team Meeting level to determine if issues are in fact real concerns and cannot be fixed by another 
means.  Therefore any issues which are deemed important will be added to the Analytical Issues Log 
which will be located on I drive.  

 
AMc 

 

3.9 Plate Reading Some plates are not being read correctly.  Some do not understand that blood is evidence.  The SOP 
is still in draft.  It was suggested that a Plate Reading Workshop may be needed.  PT, RS and AMc 
are to co-ordinate and arrange workshop. 

PT, RS and 
AMc  

 

3.10 Sub Sample 
Requests 

FIRMU are phoning Scientists for sub sample results when they should phone FSLU.  But FSLU don’t 
always respond in a timely matter.  It was suggested to advise FIRMU to phone FSLU instead of 
Scientists.  VKI is reviewing communication procedures with FSLU and FIRMU so for the status quo 
still answer any sub sample result requests.  

  

 
Item 

 
Topic 

4.0 BUSINESS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MINUTES 
 
Discussion 

Action 
required 

(inc: Officer, Due 
date) 

Communications to 
go out 
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 PROJECT  STATUS, RISKS, ISSUES, COMMUNICATIONS   

4.1 Mid week Mind 
Maps 

25/3/08 - DNA Analysis to present on 23 April.  Suggestions – how exhibits have been sampled / 
Case study / new technologies. 
 
10/4/08 - DNA Analysis will be presenting a Mind Map Presentation on 23 May 2008.  It was agreed 
to that the Yellow Team will present a specific case (Wooloowin Rapist) with other teams eg 
Analytical providing input as to their roles in the case.  The three team’s individual presentations will 
go for 15 mins each.  CJA has volunteered to co-ordinate the presentation.   

  

4.2 ANZFSS 
Symposium in 
Melbourne, Oct 
08 
(Cathie) 

VKI to enquire re budget – funding.  VKI to report to next  whole team meeting. 
Abstracts close 6 July.  August staff advised if successful with presentation / poster.   
A process will occur re sharing any funding.  A feedback session will be held after the event.  Rates 
for travel will be actual expenses for food, incidentals – flat rate, and staff will need to share 
accommodation if being funded, if not happy with this need to fund their own accommodation 
expense.  Details to be confirmed further.   

VKI  

4.3 Digital Imaging 
10/3/08 

(VKI) 

Current Audit was conducted.  Some of the issues identified –  
 with photographing of packages (having to photocopy also in order to read barcode 

information).  Just photocopy if this occurs, stop the duplication. 
 Photos being lost, due to delay in uploading to AUSLAB 
 Annotations not being done – hand written 
 Calibration of touch screens to be re done. 
 Staff not complying with SOP. 
 Need to review SOP and software.   

Please nominate a staff member from your team to be part of the Digital Imaging Group.  Forward 
nominations to VKI.  VKI to pick a Mgmt team member to chair this group. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All 
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4.4 Foyer Display 
Dates for 2008 
(DNA Analysis – 
28 April -  6 June) 

Dates_Unit Displays.doc       Fwd Unit Display dates.vsd.rtf 
21/2/08 - This is part of the communication strategy and is intended to inform our staff and visitors to 
our campus what each of the units do.  It is also intended to begin to focus the attention of all staff 
on this campus on what we are here for – delivery of science and its benefits to the community. 
Material prepared for this could be used for Science week, therefore needs to be high quality and 
targeted to impress politicians and the general community. Posters and/or interactive displays are 
encouraged. 
 
Please forward nominations from each team to TEAM LDR M/C by Friday 29 February. 
 
10/4/08 - The Foyer Display has been scheduled for end of April – May 2008.  SJC is co-ordinator 
and VKI will talk to SJC about the details. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All 
 
 
VKI 

 

4.5 "EXR results - 
what are people 
reporting back 
and what should 
we be reporting 
back to FIRMU? 
- what is the 
definition of 
every different 
type of result?" 
(Kylie) 

21/2/08 - EXR Results – info in EXR should be that which is in the statement? What does FIRMU 
want in this space?  CJA to speak with FIRMU (Tracey Dale) - (Results plus example of all we have,  
a summary or full details) 
 
 

CJA  

4.6 Reporting 
method for 
multiple items in 
a bag. (Justin) 
 

31/1/08 –  
3 ways proposed.  Due to delay in waiting for spec to be finalised, the proposed reporting method is 
to be used – TEN to follow up with LISS re where status of spec.   
 
Barcode (include description eg. Unknown individual)  /  EXR / Link field to remain blank / enter a 
description.  Print the screen from AUSLAB, fax through to FIRMU, and call FIRMU to confirm 
receival of fax, update UR note with action taken.   It is very important to have documentation ie. 
Fax or email to confirm conversation with FIRMU, not just phone conversations. 
 

 
TEN 
 
 
All 
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4.7 Methods Page 
(AUSLAB)   

6/12/07 - Needs Attn:  Could a rep from V/ C, M/C and Analytical please forward to RS a list of ALL 
the methods used so that these can be added to AUSLAB.   
 
QIS document 17092 refers.  The Methods Used in Casework page in AUSLAB is not up to date.  
Some methods are no longer used; some new ones are not listed eg. DNA IQ.   
1.  Review if required – VKI 
2.  Use manual process – paper rather than AUSLAB – RS  
 

M/C & CJA 
 
 
 
VKI 
RS 

 

4.8 Timeline of 
landmarks in For 
Biol eg.  

11/10/07 - On track –  
All staff to comment and/or to write suggestions of other key landmark timeframes to include.   
Timeline (brown paper) is located along the corridor outside of the main lab.  
 

VKI  

4.9 Statement 
Changes  
Case Assessment 
Scenarios_Feedba
ck_140607.doc 

25/ 5/06 –  
Joshua Miles is the FSS Liaison person. 
On going  - 
Summary_Statement Changes_PhoneCall.DOC 
Agreed that a new Statement SOP should include guidelines about appropriate phrases to include 
in your statements, and guidelines about what should not be written.  Using the information from 
phone call and from the 3 example statements forwarded to DPP.  A rep from M/C (Helen) and V/C 
(Anne) to compile this new SOP. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
TEAM LDR M/C 
/ CJA / RS 

 

4.10 DNA Certificates 
 
Please advise VKI 
if you have a 
request for a DNA 
Certificate. 
AUSLAB will be 
slightly changed. 

24/5/07 - Need to improve linking events & OQIs. (Search QHEPS for Crisp Number?) 
On track - VKI to liaise with Glen Cash DPP re email. 
 
On track - Seek advice from DPP & LALU 
(Need to produce a DNA Certificate for every statement OR only when requested?) Awaiting LALU 
advice, seeking court transcript. 
 
 

 
VKI 
 
 
VKI 
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4.11 
 

Compilation of 
case files. 
 

10/5/07 - As V/C staff will now be assisting with some High throughput cases it is important to all 
agree on the compilation of case files.   
Needs Attn: 
Hold a workshop in 2008 to agree on a standard method of case file compilation. 
Need to look at – 

• What is the purpose 
• Review current processes 
• How many ways are active at present – list different ways 
• Why 
• Impact on workload 
Outcome / Recommendations – Consistency of process across Biology 

 
On track - Proposed for A/PO4 Quality to chair this Workshop.  Attendees 
Judy, Alicia & Shannon M. (V/C) –  
JAH, Jacqui, Margaret, {KDR to advise of a replacement for Shannon T} 

   
 Workshop Ctee to meet and make suggestions for presentation at Mgmt Team Mtg. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
RS 
 
 
 
 
 
KDR 

 

4.12 Stats Position  
 
 

30/7/07 - On going –  
Some DNA Analysis staff are undertaking the Stats On-line course.  To be finalised in May this 
year.   
Perhaps a biology specific practical application of stats could be trained to one or two by ESR /AFP 
staff.   
On track - Need to establish what are our gaps are on all different levels and ways to address these.  
Both in the short term and long term.  On going training would be preferred.  Need to include FST 
also.  KDR and TEAM LDR M/C putting a list of questions together (what gaps are present with 
current stats training – what questions have been asked) need to ensure that everything is included, 
including coronial. Once compiled, list sent to all Reporters to answer to find gaps. 
KDR to forward ideas to VKI re developing separate project. 

 
 
 
KDR / TEAM 
LDR M/C 
 
 
 
 
KDR 
 

 

4.13 Bone Threshold 8/2/07 - After validation is complete, the thresholds will be reviewed.  Will be incorporated into 3130. 
Ingrid and AMc to discuss.  

Ingrid / AMc  

4.14 Training  7/6/07 - Photography training with Murray Latter, QPS.  Nomination from teams -  
Melissa – Blue team. 
Jacqui – Yellow Team 
Thu – Red Team 

PAC  
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  ON HOLD OR AWAITING REPORT   

 AS automatically 
re-working AI's - 
why? What 
about AI's in 
PP's amped at or 
near 20ul?  
(Allan) 
10/3/08 

 
Agreed to maintain status quo – reviewed when thresholds are reviewed.  Sam to be included in 
these discussions. 
 
Will explore answers to these questions.  

  

 Seeking 
feedback on 
concept of Lab 
Manager 
position (VKI) 
10/3/08 

Across campus the concept of a Lab Manager position is being reviewed.  This position would be 
responsible for and conduct the following duties (procurement, lab set up, ordering, stocks, WPHS, 
lab guidelines/calibrations – does not manage staff, just the lab space).  Agreed to look at the Job 
description being developed in other areas and then discuss.   
 

  

 Use of STAFF 
match Results 
table 
comparison 
macro & 
AUSLAB staff 
database. (TEN) 
 

23/11/07 - Currently two databases in use + an identifier matching table.  Some entries are not being 
added to all three places.  Is it necessary to have two databases? 
 
Agreed to streamline the process.  For this to occur –  

• Macro to be updated 
• Workflow – no gaps 
• Process investigation of who is responsible.  

Internal change process – RS to coordinate this and identify timeframes in the new year.  
Proposed for specimen notes in reporting, input onto Case Scientist / Team communication list re 
“potential staff match”, when this all occurs, then only the AUSLAB database will be used.  UNTIL 
then using current system of 2 databases. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
RS 
 
 
All 

 

 
NEXT MEETING 

The next meeting is scheduled for Thursday 8 May, 2008, Conf Room 102, 9am – 11am.  
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Events Timeline
Sep-07 Oct-07 Nov-07 Dec-07 Jan-08 Feb-08 Mar-08 Apr-08 May-08 Jun-08 Jul-08 Aug-08 Sep-08 Oct-08 Nov-08

1st routine automated DNA IQ extraction performed 29/10/2007
BSD duet used to punch FTA saples directly into SlicPrep 5/02/2008
Start use of Off-deck Lysis procedure (cease use of SlicPrep 
except for FTA samples) 19/03/2008

Replacement of SDS with Sarcosyl in Extraction buffer (Off-
deck lysis procedure) 22/04/2008

Start troubleshooting of automated DNA IQ extraction (use 
instrument A for REF only, instrument B for CW in 
checkerboard pattern)

14/07/2008

Memo sent to all DNA Analysis Staff outlining DNA IQ issues 15/07/2008

Audit 8227 (audit of automated DNA IQ extractions) 15-28/07/2008
Use of both instruments in checkerboard pattern 23/07/2008
Cease using automated DNA IQ extractions (return to chelex 
extractions) 28/07/2008

Audit 8752 (review of all profiles obtained from automated 
DNA IQ extraction batches to cross-check for contamination)

start 28-07-2008, ongoing

Managing Scientist apprised executive (through Director FSS) 
of automated DNA IQ issues 29/07/2008 22/09/2008

DNA Analysis departmental meeting held to discuss 
automated DNA IQ 29/07/2008

Managing Scientist apprised QPS of automated DNA IQ issues 31/07/2008 31/10/2008

All results derived from automated DNA IQ extractions put on 
hold 10/09/2008

Contamination events identified

OQI#19330 (RFIQEXT20080205_03)
batch processed 
06-02-08

OQI 21-04-08

OQI#19349 (CWIQEXT20080225_01)
batch processed 
26-02-08

OQI 23-04-08

OQI#19477 (CWIQEXT20080430_01)
batch processed 
01-05-08

OQI 22-07-08

OQI#19767 
(RFIQEXT20080515_01)

batch processed 
19-05-08

OQI 14-07-08

OQI#19768 (CWIQEXT20080506_01)
batch processed 
07-05-08

OQI 14-07-08

OQI#20231 
(CWIQEXT20080417_01)

batch processed 21-
04-08

OQI 24-07-08

OQI#20351
(CWIQEXT20080402_01)

batch processed 04-
04-08

OQI 08-08-08

OQI#20422
(CWIQEXT20080506_02)

batch processed 
26-05-08

OQI 20-08-08

OQI#20437 (CWIQEXT20080630_01)
batch processed 
11-07-08

OQI 21-08-08

OQI#20615
(CWIQEXT20080409_01)

batch processed 16-
04-08

OQI 04-09-08

OQI#20617 
(CWIQEXT20080614_01)

batch processed 18-06-
08

OQI 05-09-08

OQI#20690 (CWIQEXT20080628_01)
batch processed 
01-07-08

OQI 15-09-08

OQI#20925 & CW#21050 (CWIQEXT20080403_01)

batch processed 09-
04-2008 OQI 06-10-08

OQI#21222 (CWIQEXT20080620_02)
batch processed 23-06-
08

OQI 28-10-08

OQI#21309 
(CWIQEXT20080531_01)

batch processed 04-06-
08

OQI 06-11-08

CA-91
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 MEMORANDUM 
 

To: DNA Analysis 

Copies to:  

From: Vanessa Ientile, Managing Scientist Contact No:  
Fax No:  

Subject: DNA IQ Extractions 

  File Ref: 140708 

 
 
An extraordinary management team meeting was held on the 14th July to discuss what actions 
should be taken to address concerns within DNA Analysis in relation to reporting samples on 
extraction batches referred to in a number of OQIs.  The purpose of this memo is to outline the 
agreed decisions and actions as a result of the meeting. 
 
Concerns have been raised specifically in relation to OQIs # 19477, 19768 and 19349.  Initial 
investigations appear to indicate some form of well to well cross contamination during the 
extraction process.  The investigations undertaken to date have not been able to identify the cause 
of this contamination.  The three events have occurred on or around the following dates: 
 OQI#19477 – 29/4/08 
 OQI#19768 – 2/5/08 
 OQI#19349 – 25/2/08 
 
As each of these events was discovered a thorough investigation commenced to determine the 
possible causes.  This process involves attempting to identifying the point at which the 
contamination may have occurred by repeating the samples (i.e. extraction, quantitation, 
amplification, 3130), determining where the contamination came from (well to well, automated or 
manual process, operator error etc) and working out whether additional controls or changes to 
procedures are required to prevent the event from reoccurring.  
 
Automated DNA IQ extractions were introduced in October 2007, after an extensive validation 
process.  The results of various tests undertaken during this validation phase demonstrated no well 
to well contamination or transfer.  This process was approved and implementation was agreed to 
by the management team with the understanding that ongoing optimisation would continue as part 
of the normal continuous improvement process. 
 
 
 
 
 

CA-92
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Given the issues cannot be easily identified or reproduced, the following actions were agreed to by 
the Management team: 
 
Reporting the results from the affected extraction batches 
 
All samples on the affected extraction batches will be reported as a “quality system failure” and 
therefore the profiles or matches will not be reported.  It was agreed that full disclosure is required. 
A new EXR line will be created to cover this. 
Appropriate statement wording is being developed. 
If any of these samples have been previously reported via EXRs, then an Intelligence type letter to 
FIRMU will be drafted explaining the changes to the results reported. 
 
Further investigations 
 
An audit of the entire automated extraction process is underway to attempt to identify any potential 
causes or areas of improvement.  This audit is being conducted by Amy Cheng, Iman Muhuram 
and Pete Clausen.   
Further testing may be required to rule out or confirm potential causes identified through this 
process. 
 
The details of all the events are being reviewed to see if any common factors can be identified.  
For example at this early stage, it appears that all but one event has occurred on Platform A.  No 
confirmed trends have yet been identified. 
 
Interim changes to procedures 
 
The decision has been made that processing will need to continue during the investigation phase. It 
is not feasible to stop all extractions.  It is also not feasible at this stage to move to completely 
manual processing.  The interim changes decided upon are designed to increase the number of 
controls used on each plate in an effort to identify any additional issues and minimise the chances 
of any further occurrences.  As the findings from the audit become available, these interim changes 
will be reviewed as required. 
 
From the 15th July 2008, the following changes will be implemented: 
 
1. Platform A will not be used for casework extractions.  It was agreed that reference samples 

could be extracted on platform A, as these can be repeated.  
2. Case work extractions will continue on platform B with a new checkerboard sample 

arrangement (see example below).  This will half the number of samples per batch but will 
allow us to easily identify through analysis of the blanks whether any additional well to well 
contamination has occurred. 

 
These changes have been added to the Minor Change Register.  
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Additional updates will be provided to all staff as the investigation progresses. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vanessa Ientile 
Managing Scientist 
14/7/2008 
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Report on the Investigation of contamination in the 
Automated DNA IQ Extraction protocol 
Thomas Nurthen,  
, DNA Analysis FSS (200) 

1. Abstract

2. Introduction
Extraction of DNA using the Automated DNA IQ protocol began on the x October 2007.  
Between this date and Feb 2008 at total of x number of batches were extracted on both 
PerkinElmer MultiPROBE II HT EX with Gripper Integration platforms. 

Several Opportunities for Quality Improvements (OQIs) had been raised but no obvious link 
was established… 

15 OQI in total have been raised. 

3. Aim
To document the well to well contamination in automated DNA IQ extraction batches. 

4. Equipment and Materials
 MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX with Gripper™ Integration Platform (PerkinElmer, Downers

Grove, IL, USA)
 Gravimetric Performance Evaluation Option with Mettler SAG285/L balance (Mettler-Toledo,

Greifensee, Switzerland)
 DNA IQ™ System (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA)
 Extraction Buffer (10mM Tris, 1mM EDTA, 100mM NaCl, 20% SDS)
 SlicPrep™ 96 Device (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA)
 Nunc™ Bank-It tubes (Nunc)
 175μL non-conductive sterile filter RoboRack tips (PerkinElmer, Downers Grove, IL, USA)
 1000μL Conductive sterile filter Robotix tips (MBP)
 ABI Prism® 7000 SDS (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA)
 Quantifiler™ Human DNA Quantification kits (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA)
 AmpFℓSTR® Profiler Plus Amplification kits (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA)
 GeneAmp® 9700 thermalcycers (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA)
 ABI Prism® 96-well optical reaction plates (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA)
 ABI Prism® 3100 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA)
 GeneScan™ 500 ROX™ Size Standard (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA)
 Hi-Di™ Formamide (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA)
 3100 POP-4™ Polymer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA)
 For mock samples:

o FTA® Classic Card (Whatman Inc., Florham Park, NJ, USA)
o Sterile cotton swabs (Medical Wire & Equipment, Corsham, Wiltshire, England)
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o Sterile rayon swabs (Copan) 
 
 

5. Methods 

5.1 Automated DNA IQ™ Protocol 
As per QIS 24897 Automated DNA IQ Method of Extracting DNA from Reference and 
Casework samples 

5.2 Re-extraction from DNA lysates 
As per QIS 24897 Automated DNA IQ Method of Extracting DNA from Reference and 
Casework samples Section 18.4 Steps 11 - 25  

5.3 Manual DNA IQ of substrates 
As per QIS 24897 Automated DNA IQ Method of Extracting DNA from Reference and 
Casework samples Section 18.4  

5.4 BRES export analyser mask 
A Batch Analyser mask was configured to output the 9PLEX result from an extraction 
batch.   

5.5 Low threshold with GeneMapper IDx 
Samples were analysed at 50 rfu and 20 rfu in GeneMapper IDx by a competent scientist. 
 

5.6 PE review and program alteration 
The PerkinElmer Liquid handling specialist was asked to review the automated DNA IQ 
protocol.   

5.7 Audit 
An Audit of the whole DNA extraction procedure was performed   

5.8 Reporting actions 

5.9 Macro to check batches 

A Microsoft Excel macro was created to check the DNA profiles within a batch for matching 
DNA profiles 

6. OQIs 
18 OQIs have been raised in relation to these events. See Table 1 for the list of OQIs 
raised and the batches that were affected.  
 
Table 1-List of OQis and batches 
OQI# Ext Batch ID 

19330 FTAEXT20080205_01 
19349 CWIQEXT20080225_02 
19477 CWIQEXT20080430_01 
19767 FTAEXT20080515_01 
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19768 CWIQEXT20080506_01 
20231 CWIQEXT20080417_01 
20351 CWIQEXT20080402_01 
20422 CWIQEXT20080506_02 
20437 CWIQEXT20080630_01 
20615 CWIQEXT20080409_01 
20617 CWIQEXT20080614_02 
20690 CWIQEXT20080628_01 
20925 CWIQEXT20080403_01 
21222 CWIQEXT20080620_02 
21309 CWIQEXT20080531_01 
22880 CWIQEXT 
22882 CWIQEXT20080507_01 
19703 CWIQEXT20080319_07 

 
6.1 19330 

This batch of reference samples (FTAEXT20080205_01) appears to have a single 
contamination event. 
• Position D2 (12) contains a mixture.  The source of this mixture was found to be 

Position A4 (Pos 25).  
• Re-punch and extraction of a different area of the FTA yielded a single source DNA 

profile. 
• Re-extraction of the stored lysate D2 (12) (Store plate) yielded a single source DNA 

profile that matched the expected reference profile.  
• Re-extraction of the original FTA card D2 (12) yielded single source DNA profile 

that matched the expected reference profile.  
- Direction of contamination - right to left. 
 
Contamination of the sample has occurred at a point after the removal of the lysate in the 
extraction process, as the lysate profile is a single source profile matching the expected 
reference profile.  The right to left direction of contamination is consistent with robotic 
movement.  Contamination may have occurred by robotic dripping during elution, during 
capping/decapping, during storage or during preparation of amplifications. 
 
 
6.2 19349  
This batch of casework samples (CWIQEXT20080225_02) appears to have a single 
contamination event.  

• The negative extraction control (B1/ 2) was found to contain a DNA profile.  The 
source of this DNA profile was found to be the extraction positive control in position 
A1 (Pos 1).  

• Re-extraction of the stored lysate (B1/2) (Store plate) did not yield a DNA profile for 
the negative extraction control.  

• No substrate exists for a negative extraction – therefore no substrate extraction 
profile for comparison  

 
- Direction of contamination - top to bottom of plate. 
 
Contamination of the sample has occurred at a point after the removal of the lysate in the 
extraction process, as the lysate profile for the negative extraction control is NSD.  The top 
to bottom direction of contamination is consistent with robotic movement.  Contamination 
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may have occurred by robotic dripping during elution, during capping/decapping, during 
storage or during preparation of amplifications. 
 
 
6.3 20351 
This batch of casework samples (CWIQEXT20080402_01) appears to have multiple 
contamination events.  
  

• The extraction positive control (A1/1) was found to contain a mixed DNA profile.  
The mixed profile was found to contain a profile consistent with the DNA in 6 
positions (A4/25, B4/26, C4/27, D4/28, G4/31, H4/32).  

• Re-extraction of stored lysate (A1/1) (Store plate) yielded a mixture consistent with 
the initial mixture obtained. 

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (A1/1) yielded a single source DNA profile 
 

• Position (B5/34) was found to contain a mixed DNA profile.  The mixed profile was 
found to contain a profile consistent with the DNA in 6 positions (A4/25, B4/26, 
C4/27, D4/28, G4/31, H4/32).  

• Re-extraction of stored lysate (B5/34) (Store plate) yielded a mixture consistent 
with the initial mixture obtained. 

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (B5/34) yielded a partial single source DNA 
profile 

 
• Position (B6/42) was found to contain a mixed DNA profile.  The mixed profile was 

found to contain a profile consistent with the DNA in 6 positions (A4/25, B4/Pos26, 
C4/27, D4/28, G4/31, H4/32).  

• Re-extraction of stored lysate (B6/42) (Store plate) yielded a mixture consistent 
with the initial mixture obtained. 

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (B6/42) yielded a partial single source DNA 
profile 

 
• Position (C6/43) was found to contain a mixed DNA profile.  The mixed profile was 

found to contain a profile consistent with the DNA in 6 positions (A4/25, B4/26, 
C4/27, D4/28, G4/31, H4/32).  

• Re-extraction of stored lysate (C6/43) (Store plate) yielded a DNA profile consistent 
with the original contamination 

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (C6/43) yielded an NSD profile with 
undetermined Quant.   

 
• Position (D6/44) was found to contain a DNA profile consistent with the DNA in 6 

positions (A4/25, B4/26, C4/27, D4/28, G4/31, H4/32).  
• Re-extraction of stored lysate (D6/44) (Store plate) yielded a DNA profile consistent 

with the original contamination 
• Re-extraction of the original substrate (D6/44) yielded a partial profile (low RFU) 

which was not consistent with the original 9PLEX or lysate DNA profiles. 
 
• Position (C7/51) was found to contain a DNA profile consistent with the DNA in 6 

positions (A4/25, B4/26, C4/27, D4/28, G4/31, H4/32). 
• Re-extraction of stored lysate (C7/51) (Store plate) yielded a DNA profile consistent 

with the original contamination 
• Re-extraction of the original substrate (C7/51) yielded an NSD profile with 

undetermined Quant.   
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• Position (C11/83) contains a mixture.   
• Original profile, lysate and substrate have same alleles – referred for mixture 

interpretation to confirm uncontaminated profile. 
• Sampled at different times, places and by different people. 
 

- Direction of contamination - right to left and left to right. 
 
A contamination of the samples has occurred at a point during the extraction process 
before the removal of the lysate but after removal of the substrate, as the lysate profiles are 
contaminated (consistent with original 9PLEX contamination).  The right to left direction of 
contaminations are consistent with robotic movement; however the left to right 
contaminations are not.  Contamination may have occurred during storage, during plate 
agitation on the robot, or by the removal of plate seals. 
 
 
6.4 20231 
This batch of casework samples (CWIQEXT20080417_01) appears to have multiple 
contamination events.   

• The extraction negative control (A1/1) was found to contain a DNA profile. The 
source of the DNA profile was traced to Pos (A4/25).  

• Re-extraction of stored lysate (A1/1) (Store plate) yielded a DNA profile consistent 
with the initial profile obtained.    

• No substrate exists for a negative extraction – therefore no substrate extraction 
profile for comparison  

 
• Position (A2/9) was found to contain a profile consistent with the DNA profile 

obtained in Pos (A4/25) 
• Re-extraction of stored lysate of (A2/9) (Store plate) did not yield any DNA profile 
• Re-extraction of the original (A2/9) substrate (spin basket) did not yield any DNA 

profile 
 

• Position (G2/15) was found to contain a profile consistent with the DNA profile 
obtained in Pos (A4/25) 

• Re-extraction of stored lysate of (G2/15) yielded a partial DNA profile consistent 
with (A4/25).  

• Re-extraction of the original substrates for (G2/15) did not yield any DNA profile. 
 

• Re-extraction of the original substrate for A4 (25) yielded a DNA profile consistent 
with the initial profile, re-extraction of the lysate yielded a consistent partial profile. 

 
- Direction of contamination - right to left. 
 
A contamination of the samples has occurred at a point during the extraction process 
before the removal of the lysate but after removal of the substrate, as some of the lysate 
profiles are contaminated (consistent with original 9PLEX contamination).  The right to left 
direction of contaminations are consistent with robotic movement.  Contamination may 
have occurred during storage, during plate agitation on the robot, by robotic dripping, or by 
the removal of plate seals. 
 
 
6.5 19477 
This batch of casework samples (CWIQEXT20080225_02) appears to have multiple 
contamination events.   
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• The extraction negative control (A1/1) was found to contain a DNA profile. The 
source of the DNA profile was traced to 6 Positions (H2/16, A3/17, B3/18, E3/21, 
H3/24, A4/25).  

• Re-extraction of stored lysate (A1/ 1) (Store plate) did not yield any DNA profile. 
• No substrate exists for a negative extraction – therefore no substrate extraction 

profile for comparison  
 

• Position (E1/5) was found to contain a mixed DNA profile. The mixed profile was 
found to contain a profile consistent with the DNA profile obtained in positions 
(H2/16, A3/17, B3/18, E3/21, H3/24, A4/25). 

• Re-extraction of stored lysate (E1/5) (Store plate) yielded a mixture consistent with 
the original contamination.  

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (E1/5) (spin basket) yielded a mixture, but 
the mixture from the substrate had fewer alleles than the original contamination.  

 
• Position (H1/8) was found to contain a profile consistent with the DNA profile 

obtained in Pos (H2/16, A3/17, B3/18, E3/21, H3/24, A4/25). 
• Re-extraction of stored lysate (H1/8) (Store plate) yielded a profile consistent with 

the original contamination.  
• Re-extraction of the original substrate (H1/8) yielded an NSD profile with 

undetermined Quant.   
 
- Direction of contamination - right to left. 
 
A contamination of the samples has occurred at a point during the extraction process 
before the removal of the lysate but after removal of the substrate, as some of the lysate 
profiles are contaminated (consistent with original 9PLEX contamination).  The right to left 
direction of contaminations are consistent with robotic movement.  Contamination may 
have occurred during storage, during plate agitation on the robot, by robotic dripping, or by 
the removal of plate seals. 
 
 
6.6 19768 
This batch of casework samples appears to have a single contamination event.   

• The extraction negative control (A1/Pos 1) was found to contain a DNA profile. The 
source of the DNA profile was traced to 2 Positions (G4/31 & H4/32).  

• Re-extraction of stored lysate (A1/Pos 1) (Store plate) yielded a partial DNA profile 
(Amelo only) 

• No substrate exists for a negative extraction – therefore no substrate extraction 
profile for comparison  

 
- Direction of contamination - right to left. 
 
Contamination of the extraction negative control has occurred at a point during the 
extraction process before the removal of the lysate, as the lysate is also contaminated 
(consistent with original 9PLEX contamination).  The right to left direction of contamination 
is consistent with robotic movement.  Contamination may have occurred during storage, 
during plate agitation on the robot, by robotic dripping, or by the removal of plate seals. 
 
 
6.7 20422 
This batch of casework samples appears to a single contamination event. 
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• Position G1 (7) contains a mixture. The mixture was consistent with the DNA profile 
found to be 2 positions (G3/23 & H3/24).  

• Re-extraction of the stored lysate (G1/7) of the contaminated sample yielded a 
mixed DNA profile consistent with the initial mixture obtained.  

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (G1/7) yielded a single source DNA profile. 
 
- Direction of contamination - right to left. 
 
Contamination of the sample has occurred at a point during the extraction process before 
the removal of the lysate but after removal of the substrate, as the lysate profile is 
contaminated (consistent with original 9PLEX contamination).  The right to left direction of 
contamination is consistent with robotic movement.  Contamination may have occurred 
during storage, during plate agitation on the robot, by robotic dripping, or by the removal of 
plate seals. 
 
 
 
6.8 19767 
This batch of reference samples appears to have a single contamination event. 
 

• Position A9 (65) was found to contain a mixture.  The source of this mixture was 
found to be position A4 (25).  

• Re-extraction of the stored lysate (A9/65) of the contaminated sample (Store plate) 
yielded a mixed DNA profile consistent with the initial mixture obtained.  

• Re-punch and extraction of a different area of the FTA yielded a single source DNA 
profile.  

• Re-extraction of the original FTA card substrate (A9/65) yielded single source DNA 
profile consistence with the single source profile obtained from the re-punch of a 
different area of the FTA card. 

 
- Direction of contamination - left to right. 
 
Contamination of the sample has occurred at a point during the extraction process before 
the removal of the lysate but after removal of the substrate, as the lysate profile is 
contaminated (consistent with original 9PLEX contamination).  The left to right direction of 
contamination is not consistent with robotic movement.  Contamination may have occurred 
during storage, during plate agitation on the robot, or by the removal of plate seals. 
 
 
 
6.9 20617 
This batch of casework samples appears to have multiple contamination events. 
 

• Position F6 (46) contains a mixture. The source of this mixture was found to be 
position G6 (47). 

• Re-extraction of the stored lysate (F6/46) of the contaminated sample (Store plate) 
yielded a mixed DNA profile consistent with the initial mixture obtained  

• Re-extraction of the original substrate(F6/46)  yielded a single source DNA profile  
 

• Position G7 (55) contains a mixture. The source of this mixture was found to be 
position G6 (47).  

• Re-extraction of the stored lysate (G7/55) of the contaminated sample (Store plate) 
yielded a mixed DNA profile consistent with the initial mixture obtained  
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• Re-extraction of the original substrate (G7/55) yielded a single source partial DNA 
profile 

 
- Direction of contamination - left to right and bottom to top of plate. 
 
A contamination of the samples has occurred at a point during the extraction process 
before the removal of the lysate but after removal of the substrate, as some of the lysate 
profiles are contaminated (consistent with original 9PLEX contamination).  The bottom to 
top direction of contaminations are consistent with robotic movement, however the left to 
right contaminations are not.  Contamination may have occurred during storage, during 
plate agitation on the robot, by robotic dripping, or by the removal of plate seals. 
 
 
6.10 20690 
This batch of casework samples appears to have multiple contamination events 
 

• Position E7 (53) is a pooled sample which contains a mixture. The mixture was 
consistent with the DNA profile found in 4 positions (A7/49, B7/50, C7/51, and 
D7/52).  

• Re-extraction of the stored lysate (E7/53), which had not been pooled, was found 
to contain a mixture with fewer alleles than the original pooled profile. 

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (E7/53), was found to contain a mixture with 
fewer alleles than the original pooled profile but matches the lysate mixture profile. 

 
• Position F7 (54) was found to contain a partial profile (low RFU peaks). The partial 

profile is consistent with the pooled DNA profile in (E7/53). 
• Re-extraction of the stored lysate (F7/54) was found to contain a partial profile (low 

RFU peaks), consistent with the DNA profile found in 3 positions (E7/53, G7/55 and 
H7/56 – which are later pooled). 

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (F7/54) yielded an NSD profile with 
undetermined Quant.   

 
• Position G7 (55) is a pooled sample with (E7/53): Refer above for details. 
• Re-extraction of the stored lysate (G7/55) which had not been pooled, was found to 

contain a mixture with fewer alleles than the original pooled profile. 
• Re-extraction of the original substrate (G7/55), was found to contain a mixture with 

fewer alleles than the original pooled profile.  The substrate profile was consistent 
with the lysate mixture profile, but did have 3 additional alleles due to higher RFU 
values in the substrate mixture profile in comparison with the lysate mixture profile. 

 
• Position H7 (56) is a pooled sample with (E7/53): Refer above for details. 
• Re-extraction of the stored lysate (H7/56) which had not been pooled, was found to 

contain a mixture with fewer alleles than the original pooled profile. 
• Re-extraction of the original substrate (H7/56), was found to contain a mixture with 

fewer alleles than the original pooled profile but matched the lysate mixture profile. 
 
• Position A8 (57) is a pooled sample with (E7/53): Refer above for details. 
• Re-extraction of the stored lysate (A8/57) which had not been pooled, was found to 

contain a mixture consistent with the initial pooled mixture which was 
contaminated. 

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (A8/57) yielded a mixture, but the mixture 
from the substrate had fewer alleles than the lysate re-extraction. 
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• Position A9 (65) contains a mixture.  The mixture was consistent with the DNA 
profile found in 4 positions (A7/49, B7/50, C7/51, and D7/52). 

• Re-extraction of the stored lysate (A9/65) (Store plate) was found to contain a 
mixture consistent with the initial mixture profile. 

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (A9/65) yielded a single source DNA profile 
 

- Direction of contamination - left to right and top to bottom of plate. 
 

Contamination of the samples on this extraction plate may have occurred at more that one 
point during the extraction process, as some samples appear to have become 
contaminated before the removal of the lysate from the magnetic beads, with other samples 
indicating contamination of the bead eluate has occurred after the removal of the lysate 
from the plate.  The top to bottom direction of contaminations are consistent with robotic 
movement, however the left to right contaminations are not.  Contaminations may have 
occurred during storage, during plate agitation on the robot, by robotic dripping, or by the 
removal of plate seals. 

 
 

6.11 20437 
This batch of casework samples appears to have multiple contamination events 
 

• Position F1 (6) yielded an NSD profile with undetermined Quant 
• Re-extraction of the stored lysate (F1/6) (Store plate) was found to contain a profile 

consistent with the DNA profile obtained in Pos (F2/14). 
• Re-extraction of the original substrate (F1/6) yielded an NSD profile with 

undetermined Quant 
• NOTE: Operator of robot noted that 8tip arm contacted the lysate plate at location 

between position 6 and 14 on this plate. 
 
• Position G1 (7) was found to contain a profile consistent with the DNA profile 

obtained in Pos (E1/5) 
• Re-extraction of the stored lysate (G1/7) (Store plate) was found to contain a profile 

consistent with the DNA profile obtained in Pos (E1/5). 
• Re-extraction of the original substrate (G1/7) yielded an NSD profile with a Quant 

value of 0.000995. 
 

• Position B2 (10) contains a mixture. 
• Re-extraction of the stored lysate (B2/10) (Store plate) was found to contain a 

mixture consistent with the initial mixture profile. 
• Re-extraction of the original substrate (B2/10) was found to contain a mixture 

consistent with the initial mixture profile. 
• This sample has produced consistent profiles from substrate, lysate and initial 

amplification.  This sample may not be contaminated. 
 

• Position E2 (13) was found to contain a full DNA profile 
• Re-extraction of the stored lysate (E2/13) (Store plate) was found to contain a 

profile consistent with the initial DNA profile. 
• Re-extraction of the original substrate (E2/13) yielded an NSD profile with an 

undetermined Quant value.  
 

• Position F2 (14) was found to contain a partial DNA profile. 
• Re-extraction of the stored lysate (F2/14) (Store plate) was found to contain a 

profile consistent with the initial DNA profile.  
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• Re-extraction of the original substrate (F2/14) yielded an NSD profile with an 
undetermined Quant value.  

• NOTE: Operator of robot noted that 8tip arm contacted the lysate plate at location 
between position 6 and 14 on this plate. 

 
- Direction of contamination – top to bottom of plate. 
 
Contamination of the samples on this extraction plate has likely occurred at more that one 
point during the extraction process.  Some samples appear to have become contaminated 
before the removal of the lysate from the magnetic beads (lysate profile consistent with 
original 9PLEX contamination).  However the sample in position F1 (6) on this extraction 
plate is NSD in the original 9PLEX and in the substrate, with the lysate profile being the 
only contaminated step.  The contamination of the lysate in this position can be explained 
by the operator of robot noting that 8tip arm contacted the lysate plate at location between 
position 6 and 14 on the plate.  
 
The top to bottom direction of contaminations are consistent with robotic movement.  
Contaminations may have occurred during storage, during plate agitation on the robot, by 
robotic dripping and jamming, or by the removal of plate seals. 
 
 
6.12 20615 
This batch of casework samples appears to have multiple contamination events. 
 

• Position F3 (22) contains a mixture. The mixture was consistent with the DNA 
profile found in 4 positions (D4/28, E4/29, F4/30, and G4/31).  

• Re-extraction of the stored lysate of the contaminated sample (F3/22) yielded a 
DNA profile consistent with the original contamination.  

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (F3/22) yielded a mixed DNA profile.  
 

• Position D4 (28) was found to contain a partial DNA profile. (referred to Tom for 
allele confirmation) 

• Re-extraction of the stored lysate (D4/28) (Store plate) was found to contain a 
mixture which had alleles not present in either the initial product or substrate re-
extraction. SOURCE? 

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (D4/28) yielded a full profile consistent with 
the initial partial profile.  

 
- Direction of contamination – right to left. 
 
Contamination of the sample has occurred at a point during the extraction process before 
the removal of the lysate but after removal of the substrate, as the lysate profile is 
contaminated (consistent with original 9PLEX contamination).  The right to left direction of 
contamination is consistent with robotic movement.  Contamination may have occurred 
during storage, during plate agitation on the robot, by robotic dripping, or by the removal of 
plate seals. 
 
 
6.13 20925 
This batch of casework samples appears to have multiple contamination events. 
 

• Position H2 (16) contains a mixture. The mixture was consistent with the DNA 
profile found in 2 positions (G3/23 & H3/24).  
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• Re-extraction of the stored lysate of the contaminated sample (H2/16) yielded a 
DNA profile consistent with the original contamination.  

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (H2/16) yielded a partial profile (low RFU) 
which was not consistent with the lysate DNA profile. 

 
• Position F6 (46) contains a mixture. The mixture was consistent with the DNA 

profile found in 4 positions (F8/62, F9/70, G9/71 & H9/72) 
• Re-extraction of the stored lysate of the contaminated sample (F6/46) yielded a 

DNA profile consistent with the original contamination.  
• Re-extraction of the original substrate (F6/46) yielded an NSD profile with 

undetermined Quant 
 
- Direction of contamination – right to left. 
 
A contamination of the samples has occurred at a point during the extraction process 
before the removal of the lysate but after removal of the substrate, as some of the lysate 
profiles are contaminated (consistent with original 9PLEX contamination).  The right to left 
direction of contaminations are consistent with robotic movement.  Contamination may 
have occurred during storage, during plate agitation on the robot, by robotic dripping, or by 
the removal of plate seals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.14 21222 
This batch of casework samples appears to have a single contamination event. 
 
 

• Position F11 (86) contains a mixture. The mixture was consistent with the DNA 
profile found in 5 positions (B10/74, C10/75, F10/78, G10/79, and H10/80).  

• Re-extraction of the stored lysate of the contaminated sample (F11/86) yielded a 
DNA profile consistent with the original contamination.  

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (F11/86) yielded an NSD profile with an 
undetermined Quant value. 

 
- Direction of contamination – left to right. 
 
A contamination of the samples has occurred at a point during the extraction process 
before the removal of the lysate but after removal of the substrate, as some of the lysate 
profiles are contaminated (consistent with original 9PLEX contamination).  The right to left 
direction of contaminations are consistent with robotic movement.  Contamination may 
have occurred during storage, during plate agitation on the robot, by robotic dripping, or by 
the removal of plate seals. 
 
6.15 21309 
This batch of casework samples (CWIQEXT20080531_01) appears to have multiple 
contamination events 
 
 

• Position G11 (87) contains a mixture. The mixture was consistent with the DNA 
profile found in 1 position (H11/88).  
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• Re-extraction of the stored lysate of the contaminated sample (G11/87) yielded a 
DNA profile consistent with the original contamination.  

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (G11/87) yielded a partial DNA profile (low 
RFU)  

 
• Position H12 (96) contains a mixture. The mixture was consistent with the DNA 

profile found in 1 position (H11/88). 
• Re-extraction of the stored lysate of the contaminated sample (H12/96) yielded a 

DNA profile consistent with the original contamination.  
• Re-extraction of the original substrate (H12/96) yielded an full DNA profile  

 
- Direction of contamination – left to right and bottom to top of plate. 
 
Contamination of the sample has occurred at a point during the extraction process before 
the removal of the lysate but after removal of the substrate, as the lysate profile is 
contaminated (consistent with original 9PLEX contamination).  The left to right direction and 
bottom to top direction of contamination is not consistent with robotic movement.  
Contamination may have occurred during storage, during plate agitation on the robot, or by 
the removal of plate seals. 
 
6.16 22880 
This batch of casework samples appears to have a single contamination event. 
 

• Position G7 (55) contains a mixture. The mixture was consistent with the DNA 
profile found in 5 positions (B10/74, C10/75, F10/78, G10/79, and H10/80).  

• Re-extraction of the stored lysate of the contaminated sample (F11/86) yielded a 
DNA profile consistent with the original contamination.  

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (F11/86) yielded an NSD profile with an 
undetermined Quant value. 

 
- Direction of contamination – left to right. 
 
Contamination of the sample has occurred at a point during the extraction process before 
the removal of the lysate but after removal of the substrate, as the lysate profile is 
contaminated (consistent with original 9PLEX contamination).  The left to right direction of 
contamination is not consistent with robotic movement.  Contamination may have occurred 
during storage, during plate agitation on the robot, or by the removal of plate seals. 
 
6.17 ?19703? 
This batch of casework samples appears to have a single contamination event. 
 

• Position F5 (45) contains a mixture. The mixture was consistent with the DNA 
profile found in 3 positions (E5/37, E6/38, and E7, 39).  

• Re-extraction of the stored lysate of the contaminated sample (F5/45) yielded a 
DNA profile consistent with the original contamination.  

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (F5/45) yielded a full profile consistent with 
other samples from the same case (F2/42, F3/43 and F4/44). 

 
 
 
Contamination of the sample has occurred at a point during the extraction process before 
the removal of the lysate but after removal of the substrate, as the lysate profile is 
contaminated (consistent with original 9PLEX contamination).  The left to right direction and 
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bottom to top direction of contamination is not consistent with robotic movement.  
Contamination may have occurred during storage, during plate agitation on the robot, or by 
the removal of plate seals 
 
 
 
 
6.18 22882 
This batch of casework samples CWIQEXT20080507_01 has not been found to contain 
any adverse events. 
 

• Position C5 (21) was re-extracted to  
• Re-extraction of the stored lysate of the contaminated sample (C5/21) yielded a 

mixed DNA profile inconsistent with the original DNA profile.  
• Re-extraction of the original substrate (C5/21) yielded a mixed DNA profile 

consistent with other samples from the same case (F2/42, F3/43 and F4/44). 
 
 
Three separate events are believed to have occurred: 
 
The non concordant DNA profiles between the original sample (334116178) and the spin 
basket (342253513) can be attributed to consumable contamination. This statement is 
based on the following assumptions:  

• The sample was extracted on a manual DNA IQ extraction batch with only samples 
from the same case and controls. The DNA profile obtained does not match any of 
these DNA profiles  

• The DNA profile obtained from this sample was checked against all other samples 
and is a unique DNA profile.  

• If the source of the DNA profile was the reagents; then the other samples in this 
extraction batch including the controls should display the same profile or mixtures 
which they did not.  

• There is no database of plastics manufacturers to confirm if the DNA profile's 
source was the plastic. 

 
The non concordant DNA profiles between the original sample (C5/21) and the lysate 
(403502441) can be attributed to user error. The profile obtained is consistent with the user 
rotating the Store plate 180'. The DNA profile matches sample (76/D10).  
 
The mixed DNA profile obtained for the lysate (342254626) is consistent with the original 
sample (334116178) and contamination from the adjacent well (Pos 29/E4) 301864386 and 
possibly other wells (minor contributors).Contamination of the sample has occurred at a 
point during the extraction process before the removal of the lysate but after removal of the 
substrate, as the lysate profile is contaminated (consistent with original 9PLEX 
contamination).  The left to right direction and bottom to top direction of contamination is 
not consistent with robotic movement.  Contamination may have occurred during storage, 
during plate agitation on the robot, or by the removal of plate seals. 
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7. Discussion 
 
The results presented in section 6 taken indicate that there was not a single 
type of event that has caused all of the contamination events. Broadly the 
events fit into either: 

• Can’t exclude the instrument 
• Exclusion of instrument 
• Some other mechanism not identified 

 
An extensive project was undertaken to evaluate the performance of the 
DNA IQ method performed on the PerkinElmer MultiPROBE II extraction 
platforms. 
 
An external audit was performed by Wiley & Sloots 
 
 
 
 

8. Summary 
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• Change management #62 
•  

10. Actions 
Cases that were affected were subject to rigorous investigation to ensure 
that quality of results. This included the addition of Quality paragraphs to 
all cases processed within the affected time period. 
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• Appendices 
 
OQI 19930 FTAEXT20080205_01 Original

1 9 17 333941730 33 41 49 57 65 73 81 89
2 10 18 26 34 42 50 58 66 74 82 90
3 11 19 27 35 43 51 59 67 75 83 91
4 20 28 36 44 52 60 68 76 84 92
5 13 21 29 37 45 53 61 69 77 85 93
6 14 22 30 38 46 54 62 70 78 86 94
7 15 23 31 39 47 55 63 71 79 87 95
8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96  

 
 
OQI 19349 CWIQEXT20080225_02

346790253 9 17 25 33 41 49 57 65 73 81 89
346790262 10 18 26 34 42 50 58 66 74 82 90

3 11 19 27 35 43 51 59 67 75 83 91
4 12 20 28 36 44 52 60 68 76 84 92
5 13 21 29 37 45 53 61 69 77 85 93
6 14 22 30 38 46 54 62 70 78 86 94
7 15 23 31 39 47 55 63 71 79 87 95
8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96  

 
 
OQI 19477 CWIQEXT20080430_01
346795477 9 17 320124335 334116189 41 49 57 65 73 81 89

2 10 18 320124326 34 42 50 58 66 74 82 90
3 11 19 27 35 43 51 59 67 75 83 91
4 12 20 28 36 44 52 60 68 76 84 92

333810182 13 21 320124371 37 45 53 61 69 77 85 93
6 14 22 30 38 46 54 62 70 78 86 94
7 15 23 31 39 47 55 63 71 79 87 95

288908564 320124349 24 320124362 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96  
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OQI 19767 FTAEXT20080515_01

1 9 17 308802586 33 41 49 57 184858899 73 81 89
2 10 18 26 34 42 50 58 66 74 82 90
3 11 19 27 35 43 51 59 67 75 83 91
4 12 20 28 36 44 52 60 68 76 84 92
5 13 21 29 37 45 53 61 69 77 85 93
6 14 22 30 38 46 54 62 70 78 86 94
7 15 23 31 39 47 55 63 71 79 87 95
8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96  

 
OQI 19768 CWIQEXT20080506_01

346796064 9 17 25 33 41 49 57 65 73 81 89
2 10 18 26 34 42 50 58 66 74 82 90
3 11 19 27 35 43 51 59 67 75 83 91
4 12 20 28 36 44 52 60 68 76 84 92
5 13 21 29 37 45 53 61 69 77 85 93
6 14 22 30 38 46 54 62 70 78 86 94
7 15 23 342270241 39 47 55 63 71 79 87 95
8 16 24 342270230 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96  

 
OQI 20231 CWIQEXT20080417_01

346794568 346802405 17 346802502 33 41 49 57 65 73 81 89
2 10 18 26 34 42 50 58 66 74 82 90
3 11 19 27 35 43 51 59 289009815 334742062 83 91
4 12 20 28 36 44 52 60 68 76 84 92
5 13 21 29 37 45 53 61 69 77 85 93
6 14 22 30 38 46 54 62 70 78 86 94
7 346802482 23 31 39 47 55 63 71 79 87 95
8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96  
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OQI 20422 CWIQEXT20080506_02

1 9 17 25 33 41 49 57 65 73 81 89
2 10 18 26 34 42 50 58 66 74 82 90
3 11 19 27 35 43 51 59 67 75 83 91
4 12 20 28 36 44 52 60 68 76 84 92
5 13 21 29 37 45 53 61 69 77 85 93
6 14 22 30 38 46 54 62 70 78 86 94

365296308 15 320124503 31 39 47 55 63 71 79 87 95
8 16 320124514 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96  

 
OQI 20437 CWIQEXT20080630_01

1 9 17 25 33 41 49 57 65 73 81 89
2 365366399 18 26 34 42 50 58 66 74 82 90
3 11 19 27 35 43 51 59 67 75 83 91
4 12 20 28 36 44 52 60 68 76 84 92

320126679 365366413 21 29 37 45 53 61 69 77 85 93
323288136 365366424 22 30 38 46 54 62 70 78 86 94
323288127 15 23 31 39 47 55 63 71 79 87 95

8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96  
 
 
 
 

OQI 20351 CWIQEXT20080402_01
346792908 9 17 209039621 33 41 49 57 65 73 81 89

2 10 18 209039610 320110714 209066683 50 58 66 74 82 90
3 11 19 209039596 35 209066674 259718144 59 67 75 209439271 91
4 12 20 209039585 36 209066660 52 60 68 76 84 92
5 13 21 29 37 45 53 61 69 77 85 93
6 14 22 30 38 46 54 62 70 78 86 94
7 15 23 209039604 39 47 55 63 71 79 87 95
8 16 24 209039579 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96
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Appendix 2. Quality Paragraphs used  
 
Category A – samples tested during the period of Oct 07 to July 08 but no adverse event associated with the results of this 
case. 
 
Testing for this case has been conducted in a period where some results were the subject of adverse events.  This period was 
between October 2007 and July 2008.  Testing for this case was not the subject of any adverse results.  This conclusion has 
been reached by assessing the individual results by comparison to all other results from samples processed along side each 
other. 
 
Include the following if Retesting has been conducted: Retesting has been conducted on identified samples which have 
confirmed the alleles in the original result. 
 
These samples have been reported as they have been assessed as no adverse event having been detected and the results 
have passed all quality assurance checks. 
 
 
Category B – samples tested during the period and an adverse event occurred on those samples – results cannot be reported 
(QC failure). 
 
Testing for this case has been conducted in a period where some results were the subject of adverse events.  This period was 
between October 2007 and July 2008. Within this case, the adverse event is demonstrated to have affected a result or results 
and the integrity cannot be verified, then this result has therefore been reported as follows: “These samples did not pass our 
Quality System requirements at the DNA Analysis stage and therefore the DNA profiling results relating to these samples 
cannot be reported”.      
 
Category C – samples tested during the period, an adverse event has occurred on that sample/s, retesting has been 
conducted and the retesting results can be reported. 
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Testing for this case has been conducted in a period where some results were the subject of adverse events.  This period was 
between October 2007 and July 2008.  Testing for some samples within this case has been the subject of an adverse event.  
The cause of the adverse event was identified to have occurred within the extraction process performed on an automated 
platform.  Where sample is remaining (which could include, but is not limited to, additional stain remaining or previously 
extracted portion), retesting has been conducted, using an alternative manual extraction method.  The retesting has confirmed 
the alleles in the original result. 
 
These samples are reported as they have been assessed as no adverse event has been detected and the results have passed 
all quality assurance checks. 
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Update on
DNA Analysis Issues

31 Oct 2008

CA-94
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Background

• 6 Batches in 6mth period (4CW, 2Ref)
• Results deemed ‘not reportable’
• Suggested cause: syringe wear & tear 

and programming of platform
• Cases affected: 113 (Major 27, Vol 86)
• 1 statement & 1 Link affected
• Actions: audit all results from platform, 

specialist to review programming, 
revert to manual extractions
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Review of results

• 278 batches of extractions were 
reviewed

• Further 9 batches had an adverse 
event associated with it

• Root causes appear to be –
inappropriate seal used to cover plate, 
well to well seepage, programming of 
instrument and/or syringe wear and 
tear
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Actions:

• All cases containing DNA IQ results are being 
assessed using court date as a priority

• ~7,000 cases – 117 reports released –
majority checked and passed (32 
outstanding)

• Divided Reporting team into 2 – Routine 
Team and Investigation Team

• 676 profiles loaded to NCIDD – converting to 
‘Intra’, priority of checking Interstate links, 
major then volume
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Automated platforms

• Adjustments made to programming 
and deck layout

• Alternative Seal investigated
• Re-verification being conducted –

including increased efficiency of the 
extraction

• External Auditor scheduled for 12th

November
• Changed to 1mL syringes (instead of 

500µL
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Throughput

• Averaging ~820 extractions/week with 
manual methods

• Increase in results delivered across 
interface due to Auslab fix
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Update on
DNA Analysis Issues

4 December 2008

CA-95
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Background

• Purchased 4 automated platforms Jan 
2006

• Verification of 1 platform – Feb – July 06
followed by implementation in Feb 07
• Verification of Extraction platforms – Jan 

07 to Oct 07, implementation  on 29 Oct 
07

• Other States were not at the same 
stage as Qld
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Events
• 6 Batches in 6mth period (4CW, 2Ref) 

were affected
• Results deemed ‘not reportable’
• Suggested cause: syringe wear & tear 

and programming of platform
• Cases affected: 113 (Major 27, Vol 86)
• 1 statement & 1 Link affected
• Actions: revert to manual processes, 

audit all results from platform, 
specialist to review programming, 
revert to manual extractions
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Review of results

• 278 batches of extractions were 
reviewed

• Further 10 batches had an adverse 
event associated with it

• Root causes appear to be –
inappropriate seal used to cover plate, 
well to well seepage, programming of 
instrument and/or syringe wear and 
tear
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Actions:

• All cases containing DNA IQ results are 
being assessed using court date as a 
priority

• ~7,000 cases – 117 reports released –
majority checked and passed (11 outstanding)

• Divided Reporting team into 2 – Routine 
Team and Investigation Team

• Using a checklist – re-sampling of items, 
re-extract of samples
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Actions cont

• 676 profiles loaded to NCIDD –
converted to ‘Intra’, priority of checking 
Interstate links, Major then Volume

• Results – checked by a scientist – peer 
reviewed by another scientist – must 
agree

• If any question regarding the validity of 
the result, then the result is reported as 
a ‘Quality Control Failure’.
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Automated platforms

• Adjustments made to programming 
and deck layout

• Alternative Seal tested
• Re-verification being conducted –

including increased efficiency of the 
extraction

• External Audit held 12th November
• Changed to 1mL syringes (instead of 

500µL
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Verification

• Initial testing of the robotic platform 
conducted

• Results are clear of an adverse event
• Re-introduction of platforms next year, 

with a post implementation review 
scheduled
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Update on
DNA Analysis Issues

15 December 2008

CA-96
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Background

• Purchased 4 automated platforms Jan 
2006

• Verification of 1 platform – Feb – July 06
followed by implementation in Feb 07
• Verification of Extraction platforms – Jan 

07 to Oct 07, implementation  on 29 Oct 
07

• Other States were not at the same 
stage as Qld
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Events
• 6 Batches in 6mth period (4CW, 2Ref) 

were affected
• Results deemed ‘not reportable’
• Suggested cause: syringe wear & tear 

and programming of platform
• Cases affected: 113 (Major 27, Vol 86)
• 1 statement & 1 Link affected
• Actions: revert to manual processes, 

audit all results from platform, 
specialist to review programming, 
revert to manual extractions
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Review of results

• 278 batches of extractions were 
reviewed

• Further 10 batches had an adverse 
event associated with it

• Root causes appear to be –
inappropriate seal used to cover plate, 
well to well seepage, programming of 
instrument and/or syringe wear and 
tear
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Actions:

• All cases containing DNA IQ results are 
being assessed using court date as a 
priority

• ~7,000 cases – 117 reports released –
majority checked and passed (11 outstanding)

• Divided Reporting team into 2 – Routine 
Team and Investigation Team

• Using a checklist – re-sampling of items, 
re-extract of samples
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Actions cont

• 676 profiles loaded to NCIDD –
converted to ‘Intra’, priority of checking 
Interstate links, Major then Volume

• Results – checked by a scientist – peer 
reviewed by another scientist – must 
agree

• If any question regarding the validity of 
the result, then the result is reported as 
a ‘Quality Control Failure’.
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Automated platforms

• Adjustments made to programming 
and deck layout

• Alternative Seal tested
• Re-verification being conducted –

including increased efficiency of the 
extraction

• External Audit held 12th November
• Changed to 1mL syringes (instead of 

500µL
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Verification

• Initial testing of the robotic platform 
conducted

• Results are clear of an adverse event
• Re-introduction of platforms next year, 

with a post implementation review 
scheduled
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Recommendations from DPP

• Add a paragraph into our appendix to 
state that:

• an event occurred during a particular 
period, 

• the case was/wasn’t affected by the 
event, 

• If affected, if retesting/otherwise has 
occurred 

• Outcomes of any investigations to give 
confidence in results
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[Insert RecFind number if known]   [File Reference No. if known] 
 
Queensland Health  
BRIEFING NOTE FOR INFORMATION 
(Select only one document field– delete other field) 
 
TO: Executive Director, CaSS 
 
FROM: Senior Director, FSS 
 
SUBJECT:  Response to Quality System Failure – DNA Aalysis 
 
PURPOSE 
To seek the endorsement of the Executive Director in relation to proposed actions to identify and  
resolve the cause of recent contamination events within DNA Analysis including the provision of 
information to clients. 
 
RECOMMENDATION  
It is recommended that the Executive Director note the proposed actions. 
 
FUNDING SOURCE 
• Operational funds 
 
CURRENT ISSUES 
• Superintendent Michael Keller has been made aware of the situation (phone conversation, 3.30pm 

29/07/08, Greg Shaw & Cathie Allen) 
• Contamination events have been identified in six extraction batches over the last six months where 

profiles have been seen in the negative controls.  Each event was investigated following documented 
quality procedures at the time; however the root cause of the contamination event could not be isolated 
in each case. 

• Due to the number of events and the inability to determine the root cause, a decision was made to audit 
and review the entire extraction procedure including the filming of the process to be able to review the 
automated steps in more detail.  

• It was also decided that any samples run on the affected six batches, could not be reported as the 
controls failed to meet the documented requirements. 

• A total of 117 cases have been identified as being affected including 25 major crime cases and 
 

• Investigations into the implications and risks of the retraction of results is underway. 
• A draft audit report has been reviewed and has identified a number of issues and suggestions for 

improving the process. 
• During the audit, bubble formation and “drips” at the end of some tips at some stages of the extraction 

process were observed.  There is no definitive evidence to suggest this has resulted in any 
contamination, it cannot be ruled out. 

• A decision effective immediately on the 28th July 2008 was made to revert to manual extraction 
processes for all samples to allow time to investigate and resolve the issues identified on the platforms. 

• This will impact on throughput and capacity within the analytical section, reducing the capacity by 
more than 50%. 

• Staff resources have to be allocated to the investigations and the review and retesting of affected cases. 
• There may be some impact on the ability of the laboratory to meet scheduled court dates. 

   

…..…….………   OK 
 Dated / / 

Noted /Approved / Not Approved 
Further information required 

 

 ……...….………………… 
 

 Dated / / 
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PROPOSED ACTIONS 
• An urgent meeting with senior Queensland Police Service management has been organised for 

Thursday, 31st July 2008.  This meeting will outline actions taken, strategies to be implemented and to 
advise and seek support in case prioritisation.  An impact of the issues will be sort from a QPS 
perspective. 

• Revert to manual extractions for all samples until the issues identified by the audit have been addressed 
• Conduct thorough investigation and testing on platforms including full evaluation of all syringe and 

pipetting performance, an external review by vendor and external platform users and a review of the 
preventative maintenance schedule to determine whether additional steps are required to prevent a 
reoccurrence. 

• Retract all results from six affected batches previously reported. 
• Report all results on six affected batches as “Quality system failure” and review to determine if 

additional testing is possible on any remaining samples. 
• Draft correspondence to QPS, DNA Unit and Forensic Intelligence Result Management Unit (FIRMU) 

detailing the event, the impact on results and how timeframes may be affected. 
• Review results of all samples on all extraction batches performed on the platforms to ascertain whether 

other cases are affected. 
• Prioritise review of affected results to ensure court dates are met as much as possible.  Advise clients 

of any delays as early as possible to allow court dates to be rescheduled.  
 
BACKGROUND 
 
• The automated DNA Extraction platforms were commissioned in October 2007 following an 

extensive validation process.   
• At this stage, it is thought that the issues may be associated with the amount of use or wear on the 

syringe components. 
 
MEDIA IMPLICATIONS AND KEY MESSAGES (Optional) 

• One high profile case has been identified whereby results have been released - Operation Golf 
Alcove.  Given the media attention already received, DNA Analysis will ensure that this court date 
is met.   

• Our experience is that media attention for cases can occur without warning, regardless of results 
being reported. 

• Quality is paramount in providing our service to the clients.  Reduced throughput is necessary to 
ensure high quality results are achieved. 

• An additional piece of equipment may need to be purchased to ensure ongoing adequate 
monitoring of the instruments can occur (see attached business case prepared in March 2008, Artel 
Multichannel Verification System, approximate cost $70,000.  This cost could be placed against 
DNA analysis refurbishment cost centre). 

 
 
ATTACHMENTS:  (Optional – please list if applicable) 
 
COMMENTS 
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Chairperson: CJA Date and Time: 31/07/08 11am 

 
Venue: Conference Room 102 Contact: CJA 

 
Attendees: GShaw, EJC, MK, TC, TSO 
Apologies: GSmith 

Guests:  
 

1.0 AGENDA  
 

 
Outline events 
(6 batches over past 6 months where profiles in neg controls (4 CW, 2 Ref); each event 

extensively investigated however root cause unable to be isolated.  Decision made to not report 

results from these batches as the controls didn’t meet documented quality requirements.  Audit 

of the process identified number of issues and suggestions for improving – still has not 

definitively determined root cause – suggest a combination of syringe wear and tear and 

programming of pipetting of instrument.  Validation was extensively – Promega asked for a copy 

of the report as we had validated aspects they had not) 

 
Discuss cases affected (Total: 113; Major: 27, Volume: 86) 
Refer to hand out 
 
Strategies for reported results & statements 
One statement had been issued – updated EXR results, retracted & replaced statement, system 

approach to retracting previously reported results via EXR (based on court dates in the first 

instance).  One Link affected due to casework profile being an affected batch – however other 

result available therefore nil affect, however may be others.  Reference samples – quarantined 

on NCIDD, some samples to be repeated. 

 
Audit of all results from automated extraction platforms 
Currently auditing all DNA results generated from automated platforms where controls passed, 

to ensure that current quality controls are adequately monitoring the extractions. 

 
Strategies for automated platforms 
Liquid handling platform specialist currently on-site, reviewing pipetting and programming of 

extraction platforms, will conduct more validation/verification, run number of soccerball, 

checkerboard and zebra plates.  Begin with reference samples, then migrate back to casework.  

Investigating purchase of additional piece of equipment to check pipetting accuracy more easily. 
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Throughput of Analytical section 
Decreased capacity, down to approx 50% (same as prior to implementation of platforms), 

anticipate this situation for 3-4 weeks at least, however, urgent cases can be processed during 

that period with prior communication         
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2.0 NEW BUSINESS  
 

              

 

                     
 

 

3.0 CLOSURE 
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Management Team Meeting Minutes 
 

Adverse Events – relating to OQIs & further 
investigations 

 
Date:  11.30am, 5th August 2008  
 
Present:  EJC, RS, AJS, TEN, AM, KDR, AAP, JAH, PT, CJA 
 
Issue: Possible well to well contamination on a plate with an unaffected Negative 
control (Unconfirmed mixture of a Hit & Run Case with a sexual assault) 
 
Well to well contamination fits with the other related OQIs – it appears that a sample 

from column 3 has contaminated a well in column 1.  This was detected by the Plate 

Macro being implemented by the Extraction Audit Team.  There are other mixtures 

on this plate that are still being investigated. 

 
Outcome:  to consider the following proposal 
 

- Determined that all the batches processed on the extraction platforms should 

be deemed ‘Interpret with Caution’ 

- All batches that ‘pass’ the Plate Macro (ie no well to well contamination is 

detected) should be assessed by the Case Scientist for within case 

contamination 

- Batches which have been designated as ‘failing’ can still be reported upon if 

specific criteria are met.  Examples of this criteria are: the profile on the batch 

is ‘unique’ to that batch; profile obtained is from a SAIK/intimate swab and 

matches with donor and this is not an unexpected result. 

- A set of guidelines to be drafted which support reporting or non-reporting of 

results from affected batches.  The guidelines would include the consideration 

of re-sampling of the item or the particular stain originally submitted and 

requesting additional items/swabs from QPS. 

 

The management team agreed to consider the above proposal overnight, to meet 

again on Wednesday morning at 8.30am to discuss proposal and if changes are 

required and then arrange a meeting with the reporting scientists to discuss this 

proposal with them and seek feedback. 
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Queensland Health  
BRIEFING NOTE FOR INFORMATION 
(Select only one document field– delete other field) 

TO: Executive Director, CaSS 

FROM: A/Senior Director, FSS 

SUBJECT: Additional contamination events identified in DNA Analysis  

PURPOSE 
To up date  the Chief Executive Officer concerning recent contamination events within DNA Analysis of 
and to seek the endorsement of proposed actions including the provision of information to clients. 

RECOMMENDATION  
It is recommended that the Executive Director note the proposed corrective actions. 

FUNDING SOURCE 
• Operational funds

CURRENT ISSUES 
• A further six extraction batches have been identified with evidence of a contamination event occurring

during initial processing.
• An audit was undertaken of the extraction process and the report has been reviewed and has identified

a number of issues and suggestions for improving the process.  Each of the findings has been
implemented or addressed.

• Extensive investigation has been undertaken to try to identify the root cause of the event/s.  The
ongoing investigation has revealed that a number of factors could cause the events either individually
or in combination.  These factors include; 1) dripping from tips at some stages of the extraction
process, 2) removal of the adhesive seal used to cover the plate containing extracted DNA, 3) seepage
of the DNA from one well to another 4) sub-optimal programming identified by a third party peer
reviewer  and 5) wear and tear of the syringes on the automated platforms.

• Results that are required for court are only being released to our client if they meet a rigorous set of
standards that the reporting team have devised.  If a sample does not meet the required criteria and
there is no additional sample that can be tested, it is being reported as ‘Quality system failure’.

• There may be some impact on the ability of the laboratory to meet scheduled court dates and there is a
possibility for adverse media attention.

PROPOSED ACTIONS 
• Continue to manually extract all samples until each of the factors has been addressed and verification

of the automated platforms has been conducted.
• Advise clients of the further events found and provide information regarding the investigations and

actions being undertaken to ensure this does not occur again.
• Provide advice to DPP regarding the nature of the events and types of questions that would elucidate

the most useful information in a court setting.
• Prioritise review of affected results to ensure court dates are met where possible.

…..…….………   OK 
Dated / / 

Noted /Approved / Not Approved 
Further information required 

……...….………………… 

Dated / / 
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• Devise and implement a plan for checking all samples on batches processed by the automated 
platforms. 

 
BACKGROUND 
 
• The automated DNA Extraction platforms were commissioned in October 2007 following an 

extensive validation process.  
• Initially, contamination events had been identified in six extraction batches over the last six months 

where profiles have been seen in the negative controls.  Each event was investigated following 
documented quality procedures at the time; however the root cause of the contamination event could 
not be isolated in each case.  Samples run on the affected six batches were not reported on as the 
controls failed to meet the documented requirements. 

• Due to the number of events and the inability to determine the root cause, a decision was made to 
audit and review the entire extraction procedure including the filming of the process to be able to 
review the automated steps in more detail.  

• It was also decided that any samples run on the affected six batches, could not be reported as the 
controls failed to meet the documented requirements. 

• A total of 117 cases have been identified as being affected including 25 major crime cases and 
 with high media profile). 

• A decision was made on the 28th July 2008 to revert to manual extraction processes for all samples to 
allow time to investigate and resolve the issues identified on the platforms. 

• The impact of manual extractions, on throughput and capacity within the analytical section, is a more 
than 50% reduction. 

 
 
MEDIA IMPLICATIONS AND KEY MESSAGES (Optional) 
 
These events have a large media implication, given recent adverse media coverage of QHFSS.   
 
The Victorian Forensic Laboratory has recently encountered contamination of a much larger scale and this 
has been widely reported in the media.  Comparisons could be drawn between Victoria and Queensland, 
although the cause of the contamination in Victoria has not been reported. 
 
Delays may be experienced in issuing a statement due to necessary retesting of items or samples.  
Statements may be issued reporting the results that are available, which may alleviate this situation, but 
may still be unacceptable to the court. 
 
ATTACHMENTS:  (Optional – please list if applicable) 
 
COMMENTS 
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CASE ID Reporting Scientist Peer Reviewer Name 1 Name 2 Name 3 Name 4 Name 5
Ingrid Moeller Timothy Gardam
Ingrid Moeller Emma Caunt
Alicia Quartermain Paula Taylor
Cathie Allen Sharon Johnstone
Emma Caunt Kylie Rika
Sharon Johnstone Paula Taylor

ddendum Paula Taylor Amanda Reeves
Samantha Cave Emma Caunt

ddendum Samantha Cave Emma Caunt
Amanda Reeves Ingrid Moeller

ddendum Amanda Reeves Paula Taylor
Kylie Rika Samantha Cave

ddendum Kylie Rika Samantha Cave
ddendum 2 Kylie Rika Emma Caunt

Ingrid Moeller Alicia Quartermain
Alicia Quartermain Shannon Merrick
Adriano Pippia Sharon Johnstone
Emma Caunt Kylie Rika

ddendum Emma Caunt Adrian Pippia
ddendum 2 Emma Caunt Ingrid Moeller

Adriano Pippia Justin Howes
Justin Howes Amanda Reeves

ddendum Justin Howes Amanda Reeves
Thu Nguyen Adrian Pippia
Kylie Rika Ingrid Moeller
Adrian Pippia Hung Chan
Deborah Nicoletti Paula Taylor
Emma Caunt Ingrid Moeller

ddendum Emma Caunt Ingrid Moeller
Samantha Cave Kylie Rika

ddendum Kylie Rika Emma Caunt
Emma Caunt Samantha Cave

ddendum Emma Caunt Paula Taylor
Hung Chan Justin Howes

ddendum Hung Chan Justin Howes
Kylie Rika Adrian Pippia
Justin Howes Adrian Pippia
Ingrid Moeller Kylie Rika
Kate Lee Paula Taylor
Adriano Pippia Cathie Allen
Adriano Pippia Emma Caunt
Justin Howes Ingrid Moeller
Emma Caunt Ingrid Moeller
Amanda Reeves Kylie Rika
Kylie Rika Samantha Cave
Alice Orwat ??

ddendum Samantha Cave Kylie Rika
Emma Caunt Kylie Rika
Adriano Pippia Emma Caunt

ddendum Adriano Pippia Emma Caunt
Rhys Parry Adrian Pippia
Justin Howes Amanda Reeves
Josie Entwistle Sharon Johnstone
Kylie Rika Adrian Pippia

ddendum Kylie Rika Adrian Pippia
Alicia Quartermain Shannon Merrick
Shannon Merrick Paula Taylor

CA-103

3203

WIT.0019.0016.3249



CASE ID Reporting Scientist Peer Reviewer Name 1 Name 2 Name 3 Name 4 Name 5
Emma Caunt Kylie Rika
Alicia Quartermain Ingrid Moeller
Amanda Reeves Hung Chan
Rhys Parry Justin Howes
Emma Caunt Samantha Cave

dendum Emma Caunt Amanda Reeves
Amanda Reeves Kylie Rika
Amanda Reeves Emma Caunt
Thu Nguyen Hung Chan
Amanda Reeves Adrian Pippia
Emma Caunt Adrian Pippia

dendum Emma Caunt Adrian Pippia
Emma Caunt Amanda Reeves

dendum Emma Caunt ???
Hung Chan Adrian Pippia
Alicia Quartermain Anne Finch
Amanda Reeves Hung Chan

dendum Amanda Reeves Hung Chan
Emma Caunt Amanda Reeves
Shannon Merrick Adrian Pippia
Paula Taylor Shannon Merrick
Rhys Parry Kylie Rika
Emma Caunt Ingrid Moeller
Hung Chan Amanda Reeves
Kylie Rika Emma Caunt
Adriano Pippia Ingrid Moeller
Kylie Rika Emma Caunt
Amanda Reeves Ingrid Moeller
Emma Caunt Justin Howes
Rhys Parry Amanda Reeves
Amanda Reeves Emma Caunt
Emma Caunt Adrian Pippia
Shannon Merrick Sharon Johnstone
Alicia Quartermain Shannon Merrick
Anne Finch Shannon Merrick
Hung Chan Adrian Pippia
Ingrid Moeller Emma Caunt
Anne Finch Shannon Merrick
Jacqui Wilson Emma Caunt
Emma Caunt Samantha Cave
Adriano Pippia Kylie Rika
Ingrid Moeller Kylie Rika
Emma Caunt Justin Howes
Kylie Rika Emma Caunt
Ingrid Moeller Justin Howes
Rhys Parry Ingrid Moeller
Thu Nguyen Ingrid Moeller
Anne Finch Sharon Johnstone
Thu Nguyen Ingrid Moeller
Thu Nguyen Adrian Pippia
Adriano Pippia Ingrid Moeller
Ingrid Moeller Kylie Rika
Hung Chan Ingrid Moeller
Hung Chan Cathie Allen
Ingrid Moeller Amanda Reeves
Deborah Nicoletti Paula Taylor
Hung Chan Adrian Pippia

3204

WIT.0019.0016.3250



CASE ID Reporting Scientist Peer Reviewer Name 1 Name 2 Name 3 Name 4 Name 5
Alicia Quartermain Shannon Merrick

Amended Alicia Quartermain Amanda Reeves
Kate Lee Shannon Merrick
Hung Chan Ingrid Moeller
Amanda Reeves Emma Caunt
Justin Howes Emma Caunt
Emma Caunt Adrian Pippia
Jacqui Wilson Adrian Pippia
Adriano Pippia Justin Howes
Emma Caunt Ingrid Moeller
Josie Entwistle Anne Finch
Emma Caunt Kylie Rika
Alicia Quartermain Anne Finch
Rhys Parry Justin Howes
Amanda Reeves Emma Caunt
Rhys Parry Emma Caunt
Rhys Parry Shannon Merrick
Thu Nguyen Adrian Pippia
Hung Chan Cathie Allen
Amanda Reeves Adrian Pippia
Hung Chan Ingrid Moeller

Addendum Hung Chan Ingrid Moeller
Kylie Rika Adrian Pippia
Shannon Merrick Paula Taylor
Adriano Pippia Amanda Reeves
Amanda Reeves Paula Taylor
Deborah Nicoletti Shannon Merrick
Rhys Parry Amanda Reeves
Rhys Parry Emma Caunt
Shannon Merrick Paula Taylor

Addendum Shannon Merrick Adrian Pippia
Rhys Parry Ingrid Moeller
Cathie Allen Paula Taylor
Shannon Merrick Paula Taylor
Jacqui Wilson Kylie Rika
Emma Caunt Amanda Reeves
Paula Taylor Shannon Merrick
Thu Nguyen Ingrid Moeller
Cathie Allen Paula Taylor
Amanda Reeves Justin Howes
Cathie Allen Justin Howes
Paula Taylor Shannon Merrick
Deborah Nicoletti Shannon Merrick
Emma Caunt Kylie Rika
Justin Howes Emma Caunt

Amendment Justin Howes Emma Caunt
Alicia Quartermain Anne Finch
Thu Nguyen Ingrid Moeller
Ingrid Moeller Timothy Gardam
Kylie Rika Shannon Merrick
Paula Taylor Shannon Merrick
Rhys Parry Ingrid Moeller
Alicia Quartermain Shannon Merrick
Amanda Reeves Emma Caunt
Justin Howes Adrian Pippia
Kate Lee Shannon Merrick
Ingrid Moeller Alicia Quartermain
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WIT.0019.0016.3251



CASE ID Reporting Scientist Peer Reviewer Name 1 Name 2 Name 3 Name 4 Name 5
Ingrid Moeller Kylie Rika
Jacqui Wilson Justin Howes
Shannon Merrick Paula Taylor
Alicia Quartermain Paula Taylor
Shannon Merrick Emma Caunt
Paula Taylor Shannon Merrick
Amanda Reeves Emma Caunt
Paula Taylor Ingrid Moeller
Jacqui Wilson Emma Caunt
Alicia Quartermain Shannon Merrick
Amanda Reeves Justin Howes
Ingrid Moeller Adrian Pippia
Emma Caunt Ingrid Moeller
Jacqui Wilson Paula Taylor
Rhys Parry Adrian Pippia
Alicia Quartermain Paula Taylor

3206

WIT.0019.0016.3252



WIT.0019.0016.3253



3208

WIT.0019.0016.3254



CASE ID Reporting Scientist Peer Reviewer Name 1 Name 2 Name 3 Name 4 Name 5
Kylie Rika Samantha Cave

Addendum Kylie Rika Samantha Cave
Addendum 2 Kylie Rika Emma Caunt

Kylie Rika Ingrid Moeller
Addendum Kylie Rika Emma Caunt

Kylie Rika Adrian Pippia
Kylie Rika Samantha Cave
Kylie Rika Adrian Pippia

ddendum Kylie Rika Adrian Pippia
Kylie Rika Emma Caunt
Kylie Rika Emma Caunt
Kylie Rika Emma Caunt
Kylie Rika Adrian Pippia
Kylie Rika Shannon Merrick

Reporting Scientist Peer Reviewer Name 1 Name 2 Name 3 Name 4 Name 5
Emma Caunt Kylie Rika
Emma Caunt Kylie Rika
Samantha Cave Kylie Rika
Ingrid Moeller Kylie Rika
Amanda Reeves Kylie Rika

Addendum Samantha Cave Kylie Rika
Emma Caunt Kylie Rika
Emma Caunt Kylie Rika
Amanda Reeves Kylie Rika
Rhys Parry Kylie Rika
Adriano Pippia Kylie Rika
Ingrid Moeller Kylie Rika
Ingrid Moeller Kylie Rika
Emma Caunt Kylie Rika
Jacqui Wilson Kylie Rika
Emma Caunt Kylie Rika
Ingrid Moeller Kylie Rika

3209

WIT.0019.0016.3255



CASE ID Reporting Scientist Peer Reviewer Name 1 Name 2 Name 3 Name 4 Name 5
Amanda Reeves Ingrid Moeller

Addendum Amanda Reeves Paula Taylor
Amanda Reeves Kylie Rika
Amanda Reeves Hung Chan
Amanda Reeves Kylie Rika
Amanda Reeves Emma Caunt
Amanda Reeves Adrian Pippia
Amanda Reeves Hung Chan

Addendum Amanda Reeves Hung Chan
Amanda Reeves Ingrid Moeller
Amanda Reeves Emma Caunt
Amanda Reeves Emma Caunt
Amanda Reeves Emma Caunt
Amanda Reeves Adrian Pippia
Amanda Reeves Paula Taylor
Amanda Reeves Justin Howes
Amanda Reeves Emma Caunt
Amanda Reeves Emma Caunt
Amanda Reeves Justin Howes

Addendum Paula Taylor Amanda Reeves
Justin Howes Amanda Reeves

Addendum Justin Howes Amanda Reeves
Justin Howes Amanda Reeves

Addendum Emma Caunt Amanda Reeves
Emma Caunt Amanda Reeves
Emma Caunt Amanda Reeves
Hung Chan Amanda Reeves
Rhys Parry Amanda Reeves
Ingrid Moeller Amanda Reeves

Amended Alicia Quartermain Amanda Reeves
Adriano Pippia Amanda Reeves
Rhys Parry Amanda Reeves
Emma Caunt Amanda Reeves
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Status

Subject

Source of OQI

Date Identified

Creator

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Actioner

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Investigation Completed 21/04/2008 Root Cause Type Procedure/Method/Process

Investigation Details

Report for QIS OQI as of 30/09/2022 2:28:35 PM

Report for QIS OQI -

19330 No Title Provided 

OQI Details

Closed Approved

FTA Evidence sample  was partial profile after initial 
processing, when extracted displayed a mixed DNA profile, upon re-
extraction a single source profile was observed consistent with the 
initial profile

Suggestion

21/04/2008

OQI Creator Contact Details

Allan MCNEVIN

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigator/Actioner Contact Details

Allan MCNEVIN

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigation Details

During the reading of Genotyper batch GEN9REF20080211_05, it was 
noted that lab number showed a partial mixed DNA profile. 
The DNA extract of  was then re-amplified and a mixture 
was confirmed. At the same time, previous run results for  
were reviewed. It was shown that  had been processed 
through the FTA punching process and given a single source profile 
(Genotyper batch GEN9REF20080128_02). The result from 
GEN9REF20080211_05 resulted from an extraction of the FTA sample. 
The FTA sample  was then re-extracted under barcode 
333802806 and yielded a single source profile consistent with one of 
the mixture contributors and the original FTA processing profile 
obtained from The original profile obtained from FTA 
processing for sample  (Genotyper batch 
GEN9REF20080128_02) was then analysed at lowered peak height RFU 
thresholds, with no evidence of a mixture present. Re-analysis of 
original FTA & results obtained after re-extraction (barcode 
333802806) using lowered peak height RFU thresholds showed no 
evidence of a mixture. Therefore the mixture was confined to the first 
extraction of this sample. The second contributor to the mixed DNA 
profile was then worked out and searched against the staff database. 
No matches were found. When searched against other profiles obtained 

Page 1 of 3OQI Report

30/09/2022http://qis.health.qld.gov.au/OQI/OQIReport.aspx?OQIID=19330

CA-104
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Preformed By

Action Complete 21/04/2008 Action Fix Type Resources

Title Action Description

Follow-up Status

Follow-up Status 
Comment

Approver

Approval/Rejection Date

from the same extraction batch (FTAEXT20080205_01) a match was 
found with sample 333941730. As both FTA samples (  and 
333941730) were extracted, quantified and amplified on the same 
batches, further investigation was carried out. Due to the vagaries of 
pipetting order and the particular DNA concentrations of the samples in 
question, the contamination of one sample with another must have 
occured prior to the addition of DNA extracts to the initial amplification 
reaction. In order to determine which step in the process (BSD 
punching, MPII DNA IQ extraction, re-capping and decapping of 
extracts at quantification stage, MPII preparation of Quant and 
decapping of extracts prior to amplification or at any of the workflow 
handling - storage, removal and re-storage of the extracts) is more 
likely to be when contamination has occurred, a consideration of how 
much of DNA extract 333941730 would be needed to transferred into 

 to cause the level of contamination that was visualised. 
With the help of senior scientist Justin Howes, the separation of 
mixture components and an assessment of the mixture ratio was 
made. The approximate mixture ratio is 1:1, or at the most 
conservative value (i.e. the least amount of DNA extract 333941730), 
2:1 where the mixture would consist of twice the amount of DNA from 

 as from 333941730. The DNA extract 333941730 was 
quantified at 1.71ng/ul, this is approximately 20x the concentration 

 Given that the method of dual elution that is done with the 
routine method of DNA IQ extraction performed at FSS DNA Analysis 
yields a final extract volume of 100?L, to display a mixture ration 
somewhere between 1:1 and 2:1, approximately 2.5-5?L of DNA 
extract 333941730 would have to have been transferred to DNA 
extract  This is a very unlikely scenario, especially if 
considering droplet or aerosol formation. Therefore the determination 
of exactly where in the process the contamination occured is not 
possible as each scenario appears to be as unlikely as the next.

Allan MCNEVIN

Action Details

AUSLAB specimen 
notes and batch audit entries were made 
during the investigation phase. The issue 

was discussed at an Analytical team meeting on two occasions. A 
written report outlining the investigation (including some EPG screen 
shots to show mixture and allow for easier visualisation) was sent to 
the management team for discussion. A review of the DNA IQ 
extraction protocol is being undertaken as this is the newest part of the 
processing to ensure that there is no source of potential errors with 
this processing. 

Task Details

  No Tasks found 

Follow-up And Approval

Accepted

21/04/2008 4:52:01 PM Allan MCNEVIN:

Invewstigation OK - source of OQI was not meant to be suggestion - 
internal problems would be a better description

Cathie ALLEN

25/04/2008

Page 2 of 3OQI Report
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Approval/Rejection 
Comment

Records

  No Records found 

25/04/2008 12:00:00 AM Catherine ALLEN:

No comment was recorded

Associations

  No Associations found 

19330 No Title Provided 
Copyright © 2015, Health Services Support Agency, Queensland Health - All Rights Reserved 
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Status

Subject

Source of OQI

Date Identified

Creator

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Actioner

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Investigation Completed 23/04/2008 Root Cause Type Procedure/Method/Process

Investigation Details

Report for QIS OQI as of 30/09/2022 2:30:07 PM

Report for QIS OQI -

19349 No Title Provided 

OQI Details

Closed Approved

Negative extraction control  from extraction batch 
CWIQEXT20080225_02 has shown a DNA profile below 75 RFU 
threshold.

Internal Problems (QHPSS)

23/04/2008

OQI Creator Contact Details

Allan MCNEVIN

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigator/Actioner Contact Details

Allan MCNEVIN

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigation Details

During the Genescan analysis of the negative extraction control 
(barcode ) of extraction batch CWIQEXT20080225_02, it 
was noted that there was the potential presence of a DNA profile, 
however peaks observed were below the 75RFU threshold. The batch 
was re-prepared and the negative extraction control was re-amplified 
immediately to confirm the presence of DNA within the sample. Both 
the original amplification and re-amplified samples were re-analysed 
with a 30RFU threshold. When analysed at the lowered threshold the 
partial DNA profiles contained within the negative extraction control 
were consistent with the positive extraction control used. All alleles 
within the positive extraction control were present in at least one of 
the amplifications of the negative extraction control. The two samples, 
positive and negative extraction controls, were processed in adjacent 
well positions at each stage of the process up to completion of the first 
amplification of the negative extraction control. Therefore 
contamination of one into the other may have occurred at any stage 
from use of the STORstar, through extraction on the MPII, to 
processing of the quantification batch (including decapping and 
recapping) up to the addition of DNA extracts during the preparation of 
the amplification batch on the MPII. At each of these stages, extensive 
validation and large numbers of routine samples have been processed 
with no problems detected. It is therefore not possible to determine 

Page 1 of 2OQI Report
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Preformed By

Action Complete 23/04/2008 Action Fix Type Changed Process

Title Action Description

Follow-up Status

Follow-up Status 
Comment

Approver

Approval/Rejection Date

Approval/Rejection 
Comment

Records

  No Records found 

the exact point where the contamination has occurred. In addition, the 
level of transference has been very low. When considering the DNA 
concentration of the DNA extract from positive extraction control 
(2.59ng/uL), a very small amount of this DNA extract (approximately 
0.25uL) may have been sufficient to have been transferred to the DNA 
extract of the negative extraction control to display the low level of 
DNA profile observed.

Quality Information System

Action Details

Once the 
presence of the low-level contamination 
was confirmed, specimen notes and batch 

audit entries were made in AUSLAB against the extraction batch and all 
of the samples contained within the extraction batch. The team leaders 
of the teams in major crime and volume crime that had samples on the 
extraction batch were also notified of the presence of the low-level 
contaminant. The issue was discussed at the next available Analytical 
team meeting and will be re-visited at the next Analytical team 
meeting A review of the MPII extraction procedure is currently under 
way, in addition current processing does not involve the STORstar 
instrument and involves the use of two positive and two negative 
extraction controls per extraction batch.

Task Details

  No Tasks found 

Follow-up And Approval

Accepted

23/04/2008 3:37:17 PM Allan MCNEVIN:

No comment was recorded

Cathie ALLEN

25/04/2008

25/04/2008 12:00:00 AM Catherine ALLEN:

No comment was recorded

Associations

  No Associations found 

19349 No Title Provided 
Copyright © 2015, Health Services Support Agency, Queensland Health - All Rights Reserved 
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Status

Subject

Source of OQI

Date Identified

Creator

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Actioner

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Investigation Completed 22/07/2008 Root Cause Type Procedure/Method/Process

Investigation Details

Preformed By

Report for QIS OQI as of 30/09/2022 2:31:25 PM

Report for QIS OQI -

19477 No Title Provided 

OQI Details

Closed Approved

A Negative extraction control sample was extracted on 
CWIQLYS20080429_01/CWIQEXT20080430_01 had been profiled twice 
confirming a partial profile in the DNA extract. 

Internal Problems (QHPSS)

12/05/2008

OQI Creator Contact Details

Amy CHENG

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigator/Actioner Contact Details

Allan MCNEVIN

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigation Details

Negative extraction control  showed a single peak above 
75RFU at Amelogenin after extraction. This was confirmed after re-
amplification. The control was then concentrated via microcon and both 
the original results and the microcon results were analysed at 30RFU 
values. A full 9-loci profile was able to be elucidated from the 
concentrated sample. This was then searched against all profiles from 
the same extraction batch (CWIQEXT20080430_01). A match was 
found with samples  

 are all from the same case. Further 
matches were found to a mixture 333810182 and a match was found 
to sample 288908564 after it had undergone a clean up procedure with 
the NucleoSpin Tissue Kit. Samples  (5.61ng/uL), 
(320124335 8.8ng/uL) &  (10.53ng/uL) had quite high 
quantification values and one or more were the most likely source(s) of 
the contamination. During the course of the investigation two further 
examples of potential well-to-well contamination have been identified 
and taken in conjunction with two previously documented events, 
these events build a picture of potential systematic problems. This 
other events have been documented as OQI's 19330, 19349, 19767, & 
19768.

Quality Information System

Page 1 of 2OQI Report
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Action Complete 22/07/2008 Action Fix Type Changed Process

Title Action Description

Follow-up Status

Follow-up Status 
Comment

Approver

Approval/Rejection Date

Approval/Rejection 
Comment

Records

  No Records found 

Action Details

A full process 
audit (audit #8227 ? DNA IQ) has been 
commissioned to thoroughly review all 

facets of the automated extraction process. This had been planned as a 
post implementation review but has been brought forward in view of 
events mentioned above. A investigation report has been written and 
stored in I:\AAA Analytical Section\Adverse event investigations\ An 
extra-ordinary meeting of the DNA Analysis management meeting was 
held 14/07/2008 and the following actions were agreed upon: i) 
Processing of Reference samples only on Extraction platform A (initial 
investigations indicated events were likely related to platform A) ii) 
Processing of Casework samples on Extraction platform B in a 
checkerboard pattern with extraction reagent blanks iii) Urgent 
progression of audit mentioned above and investigation into findings 
iv) A full information review of results from automated extractions with 
documented quality events and extractions without documented events 
to gain further information This OQI has been discussed in the 
Analytical team meeting. Staff have additionally been individually 
approached with questions re: concerns, possible solutions etc. by the 
audit team for audit #8227 

Task Details

  No Tasks found 

Follow-up And Approval

Accepted

8/08/2008 3:28:01 PM Amy CHENG:

Accepted as this OQI will be addressed in the Process Audit 8227

Cathie ALLEN

18/08/2008

18/08/2008 12:00:00 AM Catherine ALLEN:

Part of a larger investigation and with Audit 8227.

Associations

  No Associations found 

19477 No Title Provided 
Copyright © 2015, Health Services Support Agency, Queensland Health - All Rights Reserved 
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Status

Subject

Source of OQI

Date Identified

Creator

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Actioner

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Investigation Completed 22/07/2008 Root Cause Type Procedure/Method/Process

Investigation Details

Report for QIS OQI as of 30/09/2022 2:32:50 PM

Report for QIS OQI -

19767 No Title Provided 

OQI Details

Closed Approved

During the genescan of batch CEPRF20080521_01 (to become 
GEN9REF20080526_01), it was noted that a mixture was found in a 
FTA sample (barcode 184858899). Initially FTA sample  was 
processed through routine FTA processing procedures: on batch 
FTA20080207_01 (to become GEN9REF20080225_03), and due to the 
initial `NSD? profile obtained on this original process, the sample was 
re-punched and processed on FTARUN20080318_02 (to become 
GEN9REF20080423_04). The results after being re-punched resulted in 
a partial DNA profile of 12 alleles plus Amelogenin. This partial DNA 
profile necessitated an automated extraction of the FTA card. The FTA 
sample was again re-punched in batch FTAEXT20080515_01 and was 
extracted on batch FFIQEXT20080515_01 on the MPII extraction 
platform. After this extraction process, the sample progressed through 
to routine quantification and amplification processes. The DNA extract 
resulted in a quantitation value of 0.0558ng/?L, in which 20?L of the 
DNA extract was then amplified. The PCR product was then prepared 
and run through the Applied Biosystems 3130xl Prism Genetic Analyser 
and analysed using Genescan (version 3.7.2). It was at this stage that 
the mixture on this sample was noted. 

Internal Problems (QHPSS)

14/06/2008

OQI Creator Contact Details

Maria AGUILERA

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigator/Actioner Contact Details

Allan MCNEVIN

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigation Details

A 
mixture was located in reference sample  from extraction 
batch RFIQEXT20080515_01 during the genescan analysis of capillary 
electrophoresis batch CEPRF20080521_01. The sample was re-
prepared and re-analysed and the mixture was still present. The 
sample was then re-amplified and the the mixture was still present. 
The mixture contained alleles in common with all alleles seen from a 
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Preformed By

Action Complete 22/07/2008 Action Fix Type Other

Title Action Description

Follow-up Status

Follow-up Status 
Comment

Approver

Approval/Rejection Date

Approval/Rejection 
Comment

partial profile obtained when the same sample had been processed on 
FTA batch FTARUN20080318_02. Sample 184858899 was re-extracted 
under barcode 333806165, and this gave a full single source profile 
consistent with previously obtained partial profile. The mixture 
obtained from the original extraction of 184858899 was then separated 
into the true profile and the second mixture contributor. The mixture 
contributor was then searched against all profiles obtained from 
extraction batch RFIQEXT20080515_01 and a match was found with 
sample  The presence of a reproducible DNA profile from 
within the extract and with both samples (184858899 and 308802586) 
being both processed alongside each other on initial quantification and 
amplification batches indicates that contamination has occurred at the 
point of the first Amplification set-up or earlier (e.g. quantification or 
extraction). During the course of investigation information has been 
gained that when viewed alongside other previous and subsequent 
quality events (namely OQI?s #19330, 19349, 19477, & 19768) a 
picture of potential systematic quality failure of the quality processes 
from the automated extraction processes is present. Further 
information is required to further elucidate and rectify if necessary any 
problems.

Quality Information System

Action Details

A full process audit 
(audit #8227 ? DNA IQ) has been 
commissioned to thoroughly review all 

facets of the automated extraction process. This had been planned as a 
post implementation review but has been brought forward in view of 
events mentioned above. A investigation report has been written and 
stored in I:\AAA Analytical Section\Adverse event investigations\ An 
extra-ordinary meeting of the DNA Analysis management meeting was 
held 14/07/2008 and the following actions were agreed upon: i) 
Processing of Reference samples only on Extraction platform A (initial 
investigations indicated events were likely related to platform A) ii) 
Processing of Casework samples on Extraction platform B in a 
checkerboard pattern with extraction reagent blanks iii) Urgent 
progression of audit mentioned above and investigation into findings 
iv) A full information review of results from automated extractions with 
documented quality events and extractions without documented events 
to gain further information This OQI has been discussed in the 
Analytical team meeting. Staff have additionally been individually 
approached with questions re: concerns, possible solutions etc. by the 
audit team for audit #8227.

Task Details

  No Tasks found 

Follow-up And Approval

Accepted

24/07/2008 1:51:03 PM Maria AGUILERA:

No comment was recorded

Cathie ALLEN

15/09/2008

15/09/2008 12:00:00 AM Catherine ALLEN:
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Records

  No Records found 

As this sample was processed with the other sample on extraction, 
quant and amp, it is difficult to pinpoint the possible root cause. The 
sample was also processed on the BSD machine with the other sample, 
so this is a possible source too. A large investigation is being 
undertaken into this and other OQIs and will be documented.

Associations

  No Associations found 

19767 No Title Provided 
Copyright © 2015, Health Services Support Agency, Queensland Health - All Rights Reserved 
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Status

Subject

Source of OQI

Date Identified

Creator

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Actioner

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Investigation Completed 30/07/2008 Root Cause Type Procedure/Method/Process

Investigation Details

Report for QIS OQI as of 30/09/2022 7:47:57 AM

Report for QIS OQI -

19768 No Title Provided 

OQI Details

Closed Approved

During the uploading of results for genotyper batch 
GEN9CW20080513_02, it was noted by the scientist that sample 

 (which was the negative control for extraction batch 
CWIQLYS20080502_02 and CWIQEXT20080506_01), was found to 
have a partial profile result which instead should have resulted in 
`NSD? which is expected for any negative control. The folder was 
reviewed through Genescan (version 3.7.2) and Genotyper (version 
3.7.1) software, and confirmed that there were peaks visible which 
were overseen during the initial genescanning of that sample.

Internal Problems (QHPSS)

14/06/2008

OQI Creator Contact Details

Maria AGUILERA

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigator/Actioner Contact Details

Allan MCNEVIN

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigation Details

Initially, negative extraction control sample  was extracted 
as outlined above on batches CWIQLYS20080502_02 and 
CWIQEXT20080506_01. The DNA extract was then quantified with a 
quant value 0.00544 ng/uL. This value is above the limit of detection 
(0.00426ng/uL) but below the limit of reporting (0.0128ng/uL). The 
DNA extract was then amplified at 20uL. The sample was analysed on 
CE batch CEPCW20080509_01 and Genotyper batch 
GEN9CW20080513_02. A single peak at the Amelogenin locus was 
observed above the peak detection threshold (75RFU) but below the 
reporting threshold (150RFU) for casework samples. The DNA extract 
was re-amplified at 20uL with no peaks visible above peak detection 
threshold, however potential peaks were visible below threshold. The 
DNA extract was then concentrated using the standard Microcon 
procedure. The DNA extract was reduced from approximately 50-60uL 
in volume to approximately 5uL in volume. This extract was then 
amplified and no DNA profile was observed. This was thought to be 
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Preformed By

Action Complete 30/07/2008 Action Fix Type Other

Title Action Description

erroneous and the NUNC tube containing the DNA extract was visually 
reviewed. 3uL of DNA extract was shown to be remaining. This was 
most likely due to a failure of the MPII to pipette small volumes (see 
OQI 20113). The DNA extract was re-amplified and a partial DNA 
profile was observed. The partial DNA profiles obtained from the 
original amplification, the re-amplification and the repeat amplification 
of the concentrated extract were then re-analysed using a lowered 
peak detection threshold of 30RFU. A profile of 15 discernable alleles 
was then elucidated. This profile was then searched against all profiles 
obtained from samples on the same extraction batch 
(CWIQEXT20080506_01). Matches were made to two different 
samples,  and . Further investigation was then 
carried out to determine at what processing step the contamination 
was likely to have occurred. The AUSLAB audit trails for negative 
extraction control  and samples  and  
were reviewed. The quantification and amplification batches samples 

 and  were processed on after extraction were 
found to be different to the batches negative extraction control 
346796064 was processed on. Thus the only stage the samples and 
the control were processed together was during the extraction process 
(off-deck lysis and automated extraction). The most likely cause of 
contamination was during the MPII processing of the extraction batch, 
however the off-deck lysis component cannot be excluded. The off-
deck lysis component is least likely as this is a manual process, during 
which only one tube is opened at a time and samples are processed 
sequentially, as negative extraction control 346796064 was the first 
sample on the lysis batch (position 1) and samples  and 

were in positions 31 & 32 respectively, a large number of 
samples were processed in between.

Quality Information System

Action Details

This event has been 
discussed in an Analytical team meeting 
and will constitute part of the ongoing 

investigations and discussions around the automated extraction 
procedure. AUSLAB audit entries for extraction batch 
CWIQEXT20080506_01, and AUSLAB specimen notes, and notation in 
the comments section of the 9PLEX page to refer to specimen notes 
were made for all samples on this extraction batch. Additionally this 
OQI was also entered into the UR notes of all samples. A full process 
audit (Audit #8227 ? DNA IQ) has been commissioned to thoroughly 
review all facets of the automated extraction process. This had been 
planned as a post implementation review but was brought forward in 
view of this OQI and OQI's 19330, 19349, 19477, & 19767. An extra-
ordinary meeting of the DNA Analysis management team was held 
14/07/2008 and the following actions were agreed upon: Processing of 
Reference samples only on Extraction platform A (initial investigations 
indicated events were likely related to platform A) Processing of 
Casework samples on Extraction platform B in a checkerboard pattern 
with extraction reagent blanks Urgent progression of audit mentioned 
above and investigation into findings A full information review of 
results from automated extractions with documented quality events 
and extractions without documented quality events to gain further 
information Initial findings from Audit #8227 have highlighted some 
pipetting steps within the automated extraction process as being of 
particular concern. A second extra-ordinary meeting of the DNA 
Analysis management team was held on 28/07/2008 and a decision 
was made to cease processing of samples through the automated 
extraction process until problems identified could be rectified to the 
satisfaction of the management team.
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Follow-up Status

Follow-up Status 
Comment

Approver

Approval/Rejection Date

Approval/Rejection 
Comment

Records

  No Records found 

Task Details

  No Tasks found 

Follow-up And Approval

Accepted

31/07/2008 1:53:19 PM Maria AGUILERA:

Note: The full report can be found in I:\AAA Analytical Section\Adverse 
event investigations\2008 Events

Cathie ALLEN

18/08/2008

18/08/2008 12:00:00 AM Catherine ALLEN:

No comment was recorded

Associations

  No Associations found 

19768 No Title Provided 
Copyright © 2015, Health Services Support Agency, Queensland Health - All Rights Reserved 
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Status

Subject

Source of OQI

Date Identified

Creator

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Actioner

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Investigation Completed 29/07/2008 Root Cause Type Procedure/Method/Process

Investigation Details

Report for QIS OQI as of 30/09/2022 2:34:03 PM

Report for QIS OQI -

20231 No Title Provided 

OQI Details

Closed Approved

During review of extraction negative controls it was noted that the 
negative extraction control  contained peaks above 
threshold. The sample was extracted on batch CWIQEXT20080417_01 
on the extraction platform B.

Internal Problems (QHPSS)

24/07/2008

OQI Creator Contact Details

Chiron WEBER

DNA Analysis

Coopers Plains

Investigator/Actioner Contact Details

Allan MCNEVIN

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigation Details

The 
correct negative extraction control lab number is  (the 
wrong lab number has been added to description). In July 2008, 
concern was raised as the quality of the automated DNA IQ extraction 
process, with a number of contamination events having occurred 
leading to evidence of well to well contamination during the automated 
DNA IQ extraction (using the MPII platform) process. A review of all 
negative extraction controls from all batches performed through this 
process was conducted. It was noted that negative extraction control 
sample  showed the presence of a partial DNA profile in 
AUSLAB. The DNA extract from  was then concentrated by 
Microcon concentration. The concentrated DNA extract was re-
quantified, amplified and analysed. Two peaks were present above 
peak detection threshold. Both the original amplification result and the 
microcon amplification result were analysed at reduced peak height 
detection threshold (30RFU) and a number of alleles were determined. 
A combined profile was then obtained and this was searched against 
profiles obtained from the same extraction batch. A match was found 
to , an environmental monitoring sample that was 
submitted as a blind positive control (consisted of a staff members 
buccal swab). Further analysis of the extraction batch was conducted 
at reduced peak detection threshold and environmental monitoring 
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Preformed By

Action Complete 08/08/2008 Action Fix Type Other

Title Action Description

Follow-up Status

Follow-up Status 
Comment

Approver

Approval/Rejection Date

Approval/Rejection 
Comment

Records

  No Records found 

samples  were 
found to contain consistent alleles. After reviewing the quantification 
values for the samples it was determined that sample  was 
most likely the source of the contamination as this sample had the 
highest quantification value (1.62ng/uL). Negative extraction control 
346794568 was quantified and amplified on seperate batches to 
environmental sample  and the additional samples 

. Therefore the 
contamination can be defined to have occured during the extraction 
procedure (either during off-deck lysis, or during automated 
extraction). This would be consistent with the prelimanry findings of 
Audit 8227 and previous OQI's raised (particularly 19330, 19349, 
19477, 19767, and 19768). 

Quality Information System

Action Details

This OQI was raised as 
part of previously initiated actions 
relating to the investigation into the 

automated DNA IQ procedure (see Audits and OQI's listed in 
Investigation), A full investigation report surrounding this OQI can be 
located in I:\AAA Analytical Section\Adverse event investigations\2008 
Events Appropriate specimen notes, UR notes and batch audit entries 
have been made in AUSLAB. This event will be discussed in the next 
available Analytical team meeting. Particular attention will additionally 
be placed on the initial acceptance of the Negative control (i.e. the 
control passing through the quality process). The need for due care 
when reviewing control results will be highlighted.

Task Details

  No Tasks found 

Follow-up And Approval

Accepted

15/08/2008 7:17:05 AM Chiron WEBER:

No comment was recorded

Cathie ALLEN

18/08/2008

18/08/2008 12:00:00 AM Catherine ALLEN:

No comment was recorded

Associations

  No Associations found 

20231 No Title Provided 
Copyright © 2015, Health Services Support Agency, Queensland Health - All Rights Reserved 
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Status

Subject

Source of OQI

Date Identified

Creator

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Actioner

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Investigation Completed 09/12/2008 Root Cause Type Procedure/Method/Process

Investigation Details

Report for QIS OQI as of 30/09/2022 2:35:28 PM

Report for QIS OQI -

20351 No Title Provided 

OQI Details

Closed Approved

CWIQEXT20080402_01 was found to have a partial minor DNA profile 
present in the extraction positive control ( . This partial 
minor DNA profile matches alleles present in samples 
(position 25), 26),  (27),  (28), 
209039604 (31), 209039579 (32). These samples are from a sexual 
assault case and the profile from these samples is the same. This 
profile also matches profiles from four separate volume crime cases 
located on this extraction batch.It appears as though the 
contaminating profiles have not only contaminated from right to left 
across the plate but also from left to right. Part of the investigation into 
this event has been researched by the Extraction Audit Team and a 
word document with all the details is being drafted and sent to the 
receiver of this OQI so that it can be included in the investigation part 
of the OQI process. 

Audit

08/08/2008

OQI Creator Contact Details

Kylie RIKA

Intelligence

Coopers Plains

Investigator/Actioner Contact Details

Allan MCNEVIN

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigation Details

This OQI relates to samples (positive extraction control), 
 to 

have likely been contaminated by one or more of samples  
 or . 

Additionally sample 209439271 was investigated. All of the above 
samples were extracted on the same extraction batch 
CWIQEXT20080402_01. During the investigation, the stored lysate 
(i.e. lysed material retained after removal from the para-magnetic 
resin during the automated DNA IQ extraction process) and the stored 
substrates (i.e. the material originally submitted for DNA extraction 
processed through the initial off-deck lysis steps of the initial extraction 
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Preformed By

Action Complete 09/12/2008 Action Fix Type Changed Process

Title Action Description

process) for all 13 samples were re-extracted. These results were 
analysed using GeneMapper ID-X software with a peak detection 
threshold of 20RFU to gain the most information. The extraction of the 
stored lysate for each of the 13 samples showed results consistent with 
that obtained from the initial extraction process. From these results, it 
can be concluded that the contamination of samples  

 by 
one or more of samples , 

9 must have occurred prior to or 
during the separation of the lysis solution and the para-magnetic resin. 
The re-extraction of the stored substrate gave differing results for 
samples , . These samples showed 
single source profiles consistent with one of the contributors to the two
-person mixtures observed after the original extraction. The other 
contributor was consistent with the profiles obtained from samples 

, and 
 (the same profile for these samples was obtained from the 

original extraction, the stored lysate and re-extraction of the stored 
substrate). The results show that for samples  
& , there was no contamination of the substrate during the 
manual processing on initial extraction (off-deck lysis procedure), and 
that contamination by one or more of samples  & 

(due the 10 to 100 fold higher quantification values 
observed for these samples) has occurred between this step in the 
procedure and the lysis removal step noted above. The re-extraction of 
the stored substrates for samples  showed no 
DNA profile, so no further conclusions could be drawn. The re-
extraction of sample  yielded a different DNA profile to that 
obtained from the original extraction and the stored lysate. However 
when the original profile was re-analysed at 20RFU threshold, peaks 
consistent with the re-extracted sample were observed, indicating that 
the re-extracted substrate has yielded the true profile and the original 
extraction was contaminated between the same steps as sample 
346792908 noted above. For sample 1, extraction of the 
stored lysate and re-extraction of the stored substrate yielded the 
same DNA profile as the initial extraction. This shows that a 
contamination event of this sample is unlikely and common alleles with 
the contaminating profile is con-incidental. The potential steps at which 
contamination may have occurred are: 1. During the transfer of the 
lystate obtained from manual lysis into the deep-well plate via the use 
of the STORstar. However this is unlikely as staff are trained to 
perform such pipetting steps with due diligence and care. This is also 
unlikely in the case of samples , 

 as there is at least a full column physical 
separation between the sample wells and the proposed contaminating 
samples. Due to character space limitations, investigation is continued 
in Action below.

Quality Information System

Action Details

Investigation 
cont'd 2. Seepage of sample into an 
adjacent well during cold storage of the 

lysed material in the deep-well plate. After the cessation of processing 
and the carrying out of investigations, it was noted in one instance that 
a heavily blood-stained lysate had condensed on the underside of the 
adhesive seal used to seal the stored plate. This had seeped across 
into an adjacent well. This was possibly due to insufficient application 
of the adhesive seal to the interstitial barrier. This mechanism is only 
considered likely for the contamination of sample 3  
sample . During the removal of the adhesive seal. It was 
noted during Audit 8227 that condensation on the underside of the 
adhesive seal was not removed after centrifugation. This mechanism is 
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Follow-up Status

Follow-up Status 
Comment

considered most likely due the varied multiple-well nature of the 
contamination events investigated. 4. Operator error during the 
manual addition of DNA IQ para-magnetic resin during the start of the 
automated extraction procedure (i.e. incorrect pipetting procedure), 
however this is unlikely as staff are trained to perform such pipetting 
steps with due diligence and care. This mechanism is only considered 
possible for the contamination of sample y sample 

. 5. During the mixing of the deep-well plate (containing 
1.5mL of buffers and resin within a 2.2mL well) on the extraction 
platform DPC shaker. This had not been observed, however has been 
proposed a possible mechanism for adjacent well contamination during 
close scrutiny of the automated procedure. This mechanism is only 
considered possible for the contamination of sample by 
sample . 6. During the lysis removal from the para-
magentic resin to the storage plate. This procedure occurs twice during 
the automated extraction protocol (fresh disposable tip for each step). 
If there was dripping of the lysate containing unbound DNA and this 
was to drip from one well to another well this may account for the 
contamination event. A similar mechanism may occur if a bubble forms 
at the end of the pipette tip and bursts whilst in the vicinity of another 
well. This mechanism is only considered possible for the contamination 
of samples  due to the directional movement 
of the 8-tip arm. Contamination of samples , 

 via this mechanism is unlikely. Action: As a 
result of previous OQI's raised and concerns identified around the 
automated DNA IQ extraction process, the extraction of samples using 
the automated DNA IQ procedure was halted on the 28-7-2008. Prior 
to this, Audit 8227 had been commissioned and carried out. A number 
of areas for improvement were identified through the audit, and these 
have been implemented or are under investigation as outlined in OQI's 
20367, 20368 and 20369. After the cessation of the automated DNA IQ 
extraction protocol, a review of all batches processed through this 
protocol was carried out by a specially commissioned team. A number 
of potential contamination events were identified and each is to be 
investigated on batch-by-batch basis. Additionally, careful review of 
results obtained from samples processed through the automated DNA 
IQ extraction procedure prior to reporting will be carried out. Every 
DNA result obtained from these samples will be interpreted with 
caution. Modifications have been made to the automated DNA IQ 
extraction procedure (including the use of an alternative to the 
adhesive seal and an alternative resin mixing procedure). This modified 
procedure is undergoing extensive verification and approval from the 
DNA Analysis management team must be obtained prior to re-
introduction. The contamination events and concerns and 
improvements etc. that surround the automated DNA IQ extraction 
procedure have been discussed at various departmental and team 
meetings.

Task Details

  No Tasks found 

Follow-up And Approval

Accepted

14/04/2009 10:42:25 AM Helen GREGG:

Hi Helen
I was wondering if you, or delegate, could accept the follow-up on the 
above OQI. Kylie Rika is away on mat leave and I need it to be closed 
out to print for a casefile.
Thanks
Justin Howes
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Approver

Approval/Rejection Date

Approval/Rejection 
Comment

Records

  No Records found 

14/04/2009

14/04/2009 11:20:48 AM Paula TAYLOR:

All changes to the automated process and validation of the new set-up 
will be detailed in a final report. Acceptance of results is made by 
reviewing the results and assessing a number of factors as per the 
Forensic Reporting and Intelligence Team checklist, which includes, but 
is not limited to, the comparison of all other results from samples 
processed alongside these results, to detect whether the integrity of 
each sample can be verified. Retesting can be conducted on identified 
samples which may confirm information in the original results. Where 
the integrity of the results cannot be confirmed, the results will be 
reported as a quality control failure.

Associations

  No Associations found 

20351 No Title Provided 
Copyright © 2015, Health Services Support Agency, Queensland Health - All Rights Reserved 
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Status

Subject

Source of OQI

Date Identified

Creator

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Actioner

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Investigation Completed 14/10/2008 Root Cause Type Procedure/Method/Process

Investigation Details

Report for QIS OQI as of 30/09/2022 2:36:51 PM

Report for QIS OQI -

20422 No Title Provided 

OQI Details

Closed Approved

An unexpected mixed DNA profile was obtained for lab no.  
) that had a major DNA profile matching the deceased 

in the matter, and a minor DNA profile matching a DNA profile 
obtained from a complainant in an apparently unrelated sexual assault 
matter 

Internal Problems (QHPSS)

20/08/2008

OQI Creator Contact Details

Justin HOWES

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence

Coopers Plains

Investigator/Actioner Contact Details

Allan MCNEVIN

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigation Details

Sample was extracted on extraction batch 
CWIQEXT20080506_02 in position 7. This sample gave a mixed DNA 
profile that was shown to be reproducible from the DNA extract on re-
amplification. This result was not expected due to the nature of the 
sample and the case. The sample was able to separated into major and 
minor mixture components. It was found that the minor contributor 
matched to samples . These samples were 
extracted from positions 23 & 24 of the same extraction batch 
(CWIQEXT20080506_02). The profiles obtained from  

are consistent with type of samples and the nature of the 
case. During the investigation, the stored lysate for all three samples 
we re-extracted, as well as the stored substrate. The re-extraction of 
the stored lysate (i.e. material retained after removal from para-
magnetic resin during the automated DNA IQ extraction process) for 
each of the three samples gave results consistent with that obtained 
from the initial extraction process. From these results, it can be 
concluded that the contamination of sample from either 

 must have occured prior to the separation of 
the lysis solution and the para-magnetic resin. The re-extraction of the 
stored substrate (i.e. the material originally submitted for DNA 
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Preformed By

Action Complete 14/10/2008 Action Fix Type Changed Process

Title Action Description

extraction that passed through the initial stages of the original 
extraction process) gave different results. In this instance the profile 
obtained from the substrate of  was consistent only with the 
major component obtained from the original extraction. The profiles 
obtained from re-extraction of substrates from samples  

 gave profiles consistent to that obtained from the original 
extraction. These two sets of results therefore indicate that 
contamination of sample from either  

 has occured after the manual lysis of the substrates (off-
deck lysis procedure), but prior to completion of the removal of lysed 
material from para-magnetic resin during the automated portion of the 
extraction procedure. The potential steps at which contamination may 
have occured are: 1. During the transfer of the lysate obtained from 
manual lysis into the deep-well plate via the use of the Storstar. This 
however is least likely. This is because lysate was added to well 7 prior 
to the addition of wells 23 or 24, and well 7 is physically covered and 
not adjacent to wells 23 & 24 during the storage process. 2. During the 
removal of the adhesive seal used to seal the deep-well plate 
containing stored lysates awaiting automated DNA IQ extraction. This 
is the most likely as it was noted during Audit 8227 that condensation 
on the seal that could not be removed by centrifugation was a 
contamination risk. Additionally, the random nature of potential aerosol 
formation and the physical positioning of samples also makes this 
scenario more likely. 3. There may have been operator error during the 
manual addition of DNA IQ para-magnetic resin during the start of the 
automated extraction procedure (i.e. incorrect pipetting procedure), 
however this is unlikely as staff are trained to perform such pipetting 
steps with due diligence and care. 4. During the 1st stage of removal 
of lysate from the para-magnetic resin to the storage plate. This 
procedure occurs twice during the automated extraction protocol (fresh 
disposable tips for each step). If there was drippage of the lysate 
containing unbound DNA and this was to drip from either wells 23 & 24 
into well 7 (or bubble burst), this may account for the contamination 
event. However, the physical movement of the 8-tip arm during this 
liquid transfer makes this an unlikely proposition (i.e. once the tips 
retract from wells 23 & 24, it does not move directly over well 7).

Quality Information System

Action Details

As a result of 
previous OQI's raised and concerns 
identified around the automated DNA IQ 

extraction process, the extraction of samples using the automated DNA 
IQ procedure was halted on the 28-7-2008. Prior to this Audit 8227 
had been comissioned and carried out. A number of areas for 
improvement were identified through the audit, and these have been 
implemented or are under investigation as outlined in OQI's 20367, 
20368 and 20369. After the cessation of the automated DNA IQ 
extraction protocol, a review of all batches processed through this 
protocol was carried out by a specially comissioned team. A number of 
potential contamination events were identified and each is to be 
investigated on batch-by-batch basis. Additionally, careful review of 
results obtained from samples processed through the automated DNA 
IQ extraction procedure prior to reporting will be carried out. Every 
DNA result obtained from these samples will be interpreted with 
caution. Modifications have been made to the automated DNA IQ 
extraction procedure (including the use of an alternative to the 
adhesive seal). This modified procedure will undergo extensive 
verification and approval from the DNA Analysis management team 
prior to re-introduction. The contamination events and concerns and 
improvements etc. that surround the automated DNA IQ extraction 
procedure have been discussed at various departmental and team 
meetings.
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Follow-up Status

Follow-up Status 
Comment

Approver

Approval/Rejection Date

Approval/Rejection 
Comment

Records

  No Records found 

Task Details

  No Tasks found 

Follow-up And Approval

Accepted

22/10/2008 8:52:59 AM Justin HOWES:

I accept the findings and agree that results from automated DNAIQ 
extractions need to be interpretted with caution, including using 
Eactraction Batch macros and checklists devised by DNA Analysis.

22/10/2008

22/10/2008 8:52:59 AM Paula TAYLOR:

Checklists for interpretation of results are included in the case files. All 
investigations, findings and outcomes of these events will be compiled 
in a report.

Associations

  No Associations found 

20422 No Title Provided 
Copyright © 2015, Health Services Support Agency, Queensland Health - All Rights Reserved 
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Status

Subject

Source of OQI

Date Identified

Creator

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Actioner

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Report for QIS OQI as of 30/09/2022 2:39:10 PM

Report for QIS OQI -

20437 No Title Provided 

OQI Details

Closed Approved

CWIQEXT20080630_01 : Whilst this process was running on the robot 
the operator noted that the plate was misaligned on the deck, resulting 
in the 8tip arm contacting the lysate plate. The operator noted that the 
disposable conductive tip at position 6 was bent and appeared to have 
made contact with the well of position 14 (adjacent). 

Position 6 did not result in a DNA profile.  
) 

Position 14 resulted in an incomplete male DNA profile. (  
burglary, Noosaville) 

During further checks of this extraction batch, it was discovered that 
the DNA profile in position 5 matched the DNA profile in position 7. 

Position 5 contained extract from the oral swab of a SAIK 
( ), and this DNA profile matches to the DNA 
profiles obtained from the other intimate samples from the SAIK of 
that case, so it appears to be a true result. 

Position 7, however, was supposed to contain extract from a swab 
from the right throttle of a motorbike involved in the UUMV case 
mentioned above . The other sample for this case was 
in position 6, which did not result in a profile, and no reference 
samples were received in relation to this matter for further 
comparison. 

Summary : position 5 (sample ) from a sexual assault case 
has matched to position 7 (sample ) from an apparently 
unrelated unlawful use of motor vehicle case in another part of the 
State. 

Internal Problems (QHPSS)

21/08/2008

OQI Creator Contact Details

Amanda REEVES

Reporting 3

Coopers Plains

Investigator/Actioner Contact Details

Allan MCNEVIN

Analytical

Coopers Plains
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Investigation Completed 23/10/2008 Root Cause Type Procedure/Method/Process

Investigation Details

Preformed By

Action Complete 23/10/2008 Action Fix Type Changed Process

Title Action Description

Investigation Details

Samples  were extracted on 
extraction batch CWIQEXT200800630_01 in positions 7, 6 & 14 
respectively. During the processing of this extraction batch there were 
some instrument errors encountered. Whilst removing the lysate 
supernatant (during the second step of removal) the probe of the 
instrument intended to access position 6 (sample of  
crashed into position 14 (sample ) thereby contaminating 
sample with the DNA from  During the 
investigation, the stored lysate and the stored substrate for both 
samples was re-extracted. Throughout this investigation, both the 
results from the initial extraction and any re-extracted material was 
analysed using Genemapper-IDX software with a peak detection 
threshold of 20RFU in order to gain the most information. Profiles 
obtained from the stored lysate for both samples yielded the same 
DNA profile, however no DNA profile could be obtained from the stored 
substrate. Therefore the true source of the DNA profile obtained could 
not be truly ascertained (although sample in position 6 is 
the most likely). During a review of all results obtained from samples 
extracted using the automated DNA IQ extraction procedure it was 
noted that sample  from extraction batch 
CWIQEXT200800630_01 position 7 matched to sample  
from position 5 on the same extraction batch. Given the nature of the 
samples and the nature & other results obtained from the two different 
cases involved, it was thought that sample (position 7) was 
contaminated by sample  (position 5). During the 
investigation, the stored lysate for both samples were re-extracted, as 
well as the stored substrate. Throughout this investigation, both the 
results from the initial extraction and any re-extracted material was 
analysed using Genemapper-IDX software with a peak detection 
threshold of 20RFU in order to gain the most information. The re-
extraction of the stored lysate (i.e. material retained after removal 
from para-magnetic resin during the automated DNA IQ extraction 
process) for both samples gave results consistent with that obtained 
from the initial extraction process. From these results, it can be 
concluded that the contamination of sample  from sample 

 must have occurred prior to the separation of the lysis 
solution and the para-magnetic resin. The re-extraction of the stored 
substrate (i.e. the material originally submitted for DNA extraction that 
passed through the initial stages of the original extraction process) 
gave differing results. No DNA profile could be obtained from the 
substrate of . However the substrate of sample  
yielded a DNA profile that that obtained from the initial extraction 
process. This indicates that the DNA profile from this sample truly 
originated from that sample. This profile was also consistent with that 
obtained from other samples of a similar intimate nature from the 
same case. The results obtained from the investigation therefore 
indicate that contamination of sample  from sample 

has occurred after the manual lysis of the substrates (off-
deck lysis procedure), but prior to completion of the removal of lysed 
material from para-magnetic resin during the automated portion of the 
extraction procedure. The potential steps at which contamination may 
have occurred are outlined in Actions below.

Quality Information System

Action Details

The potential 
steps at which contamination may have 
occurred are: 1. During the transfer of 
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Follow-up Status

Follow-up Status 
Comment

Approver

Approval/Rejection Date

Approval/Rejection 
Comment

the lysate obtained from manual lysis into the deep-well plate via the 
use of the Storstar. This however is considered unlikely. This is 
because lysate was added to well 5 prior to the addition of well 7 and 
with the two wells separated by well 6 (that failed to show evidence of 
contamination from the same profile) and the nature of the pipetting 
process whereby individual care is taken whilst performing the process. 
2. During the removal of the adhesive seal used to seal the deep-well 
plate containing stored lysates awaiting automated DNA IQ extraction. 
This is the most likely as it was noted during Audit 8227 that 
condensation on the seal that could not be removed by centrifugation 
was a contamination risk. 3. There may have been operator error 
during the manual addition of DNA IQ para-magnetic resin during the 
start of the automated extraction procedure (i.e. incorrect pipetting 
procedure), however this is unlikely as staff are trained to perform 
such pipetting steps with due diligence and care. 4. During the 1st 
stage of removal of lysate from the para-magnetic resin to the storage 
plate. This procedure occurs twice during the automated extraction 
protocol (fresh disposable tips for each step). If there was bubbling of 
the lysate containing unbound DNA and this was to burst, 
contamination from well 5 into well 7 may account for the 
contamination event. However, the physical movement of the 8-tip 
arm during this liquid transfer makes this an unlikely proposition (i.e. 
once the tip retracts from well 5, it does not move directly over well 7). 
Actions As a result of previous OQI's raised and concerns identified 
around the automated DNA IQ extraction process, the extraction of 
samples using the automated DNA IQ procedure was halted on the 28-
7-2008. Prior to this Audit 8227 had been commissioned and carried 
out. A number of areas for improvement were identified through the 
audit, and these have been implemented or are under investigation as 
outlined in OQI's 20367, 20368 and 20369. After the cessation of the 
automated DNA IQ extraction protocol, a review of all batches 
processed through this protocol was carried out by a specially 
commissioned team. A number of potential contamination events were 
identified and each is to be investigated on batch-by-batch basis. 
Additionally, careful review of results obtained from samples processed 
through the automated DNA IQ extraction procedure prior to reporting 
will be carried out. Every DNA result obtained from these samples will 
be interpreted with caution. Modifications have been made to the 
automated DNA IQ extraction procedure (including the use of an 
alternative to the adhesive seal and an alternative resin mixing 
procedure). This modified procedure will undergo extensive verification 
and approval from the DNA Analysis management team prior to re-
introduction. The contamination events and concerns and 
improvements etc. that surround the automated DNA IQ extraction 
procedure have been discussed at various departmental and team 
meetings.

Task Details

  No Tasks found 

Follow-up And Approval

Accepted

27/11/2008 2:48:15 PM Amanda REEVES:

No comment was recorded

01/12/2008

1/12/2008 12:00:00 AM Paula TAYLOR:

No comment was recorded
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Records

  No Records found 

Associations

  No Associations found 

20437 No Title Provided 
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Status

Subject

Source of OQI

Date Identified

Creator

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Actioner

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Investigation Completed 02/12/2008 Root Cause Type Procedure/Method/Process

Investigation Details

Report for QIS OQI as of 30/09/2022 2:42:44 PM

Report for QIS OQI -

20617 No Title Provided 

OQI Details

Closed Approved

A match was found between (Pos. 47 - single 9L profile) 
and two other profiles; (Pos. 55 - mixture)and 289030178 
(Pos. 46 - mixture) on CWIQEXT20080614_02. After conditioning of 
these mixtures a match to  can be obtained. 

The initial match was found to the profile  whilst performing 
an extraction batch search (using autofilter elimination on the 
extraction batch excel file) on alleles observed on an UKM1 profile in 
mixture . Subsequent searching revealed the match with 

 

Internal Problems (QHPSS)

05/09/2008

OQI Creator Contact Details

Rhys PARRY

Reporting 3

Coopers Plains

Investigator/Actioner Contact Details

Allan MCNEVIN

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigation Details

Samples  and 2 were all extracted on 
the same extraction batch CWIQEXT20080614_02. Samples 

 (from positions 55 & 46 respectively) 
contained mixed DNA profiles, and upon analysis of the results were 
deemed to have been contaminated by a profile matching that of 
sample from position 47) as outlined above. During the 
investigation, the stored lysate for all three samples were re-extracted 
as well as the stored substrate. Throughout the investigation, the 
results from the original extraction and subsequent re-extractions were 
analysed using GeneMapper-IDX software with a peak detection 
threshold of 20RFU to gain the most information. The re-extraction of 
the stored lysate (i.e. lysed material that was retained after removal 
from the para-magnetic resin during the automated DNA IQ extraction 
process) for each of the three samples gave results consistent with 
that obtained from the initial extaction process. From these results, it 
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Preformed By

Action Complete 02/12/2008 Action Fix Type Changed Process

Title Action Description

can be concluded that the contamination of samples  & 
 by sample  must have occured prior to or 

during the separation of the lysis solution and the para-magnetic resin. 
The re-extraction of the stored substrate (i.e. the material originally 
submitted for DNA extraction that had passed through the initial off-
deck lysis step of the original extraction process) gave differing results 
for samples . Both of these samples only 
yielded single source profiles (compared to the mixed DNA profiles 
obtained from the original extraction). Sample 3 2 showed the 
same single source profile as originally obtained. These results show 
that the obsreved contamination has occured after the processing of 
the stored substrate (i.e. after the manual off-deck lysis procedure). 
The potential steps at which contamination may have occurred are: 1. 
During the transfer of the lystate obtained from manual lysis into the 
deep-well plate via the use of the STORstar. However this is unlikely as 
staff are trained to perform such pipetting steps with due diligence and 
care. 2. Seepage of sample from well 47 to adjacent wells 46 and 55 
during cold storage of the lysed material in the deep-well plate. After 
the cessation of processing and the carrying out of investigations, it 
was noted in one instance that a heavily blood-stained lysate had 
condensed on the underside of the adhesive seal used to seal the 
stored plate. This had seeped accross into an adjacent well. This was 
possibly due to insufficient application of the adhesive seal to the 
interstitial barrier. 3. During the removal of the adhesive seal. It was 
noted during Audit 8227 that condensation on the underside of the 
adhsive seal was not removed after centrifugation. 4. Operator error 
during the manual addition of DNA IQ para-magnetic resin during the 
start of the automated extraction procedure (i.e. incorrect pipetting 
procedure), however this is unlikely as staff are trained to perform 
such pipetting steps with due diligence and care. 5. During the mixing 
of the deep-well plate (containing 1.5mL of buffers and resin within a 
2.2mL well) on the extraction platform DPC shaker. This had not been 
observed, however has been proposed a possible mechanism for 
adjacent well contamination during close scrutiny of the automated 
procedure. 6. During the lysis removal from the para-magentic resin to 
the storage plate. This procedure occurs twice during the automated 
extraction protocol (fresh disposable tip for each step). If there was 
drippage of the lysate containing unbound DNA and this was to drip 
from well 47 to adjacent wells (either 46 or 55) this may account for 
the contamination event. The same mechanism may occur where a 
bubble forms at the end of the pipette tip and bursts whilst still in the 
vicinity of the adjacent wells. 

Quality Information System

Action Details

As a result of 
previous OQI's raised and concerns 
identified around the automated DNA IQ 

extraction process, the extraction of samples using the automated DNA 
IQ procedure was halted on the 28-7-2008. Prior to this, Audit 8227 
had been commissioned and carried out. A number of areas for 
improvement were identified through the audit, and these have been 
implemented or are under investigation as outlined in OQI's 20367, 
20368 and 20369. After the cessation of the automated DNA IQ 
extraction protocol, a review of all batches processed through this 
protocol was carried out by a specially commissioned team. A number 
of potential contamination events were identified and each is to be 
investigated on batch-by-batch basis. Additionally, careful review of 
results obtained from samples processed through the automated DNA 
IQ extraction procedure prior to reporting will be carried out. Every 
DNA result obtained from these samples will be interpreted with 
caution. Modifications have been made to the automated DNA IQ 
extraction procedure (including the use of an alternative to the 
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Follow-up Status

Follow-up Status 
Comment

Approver

Approval/Rejection Date

Approval/Rejection 
Comment

Records

  No Records found 

adhesive seal and an alternative resin mixing procedure). This modified 
procedure is undergoing extensive verification and approval from the 
DNA Analysis management team must be obtained prior to re-
introduction. The contamination events and concerns and 
improvements etc. that surround the automated DNA IQ extraction 
procedure have been discussed at various departmental and team 
meetings. 

Task Details

  No Tasks found 

Follow-up And Approval

Accepted

12/12/2008 12:45:37 PM Rhys PARRY:

No comment was recorded

Paula BRISOTTO

08/01/2009

8/01/2009 12:00:00 AM Paula TAYLOR:

No comment was recorded

Associations

  No Associations found 

20617 No Title Provided 
Copyright © 2015, Health Services Support Agency, Queensland Health - All Rights Reserved 
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Status

Subject

Source of OQI

Date Identified

Creator

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Actioner

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Investigation Completed 09/12/2008 Root Cause Type Procedure/Method/Process

Investigation Details

Report for QIS OQI as of 30/09/2022 2:44:15 PM

Report for QIS OQI -

20690 No Title Provided 

OQI Details

Closed Approved

Sample  from sexual assault case  
)run on extraction batch CWIQEXT20080628_01 posn 65 

displays a minor DNA profile matching sample  from sexual 
assault case ) posn 50. This sample 

) also appears to have matching components present in 
blue case  

which were pooled and reported 
under 

Internal Problems (QHPSS)

15/09/2008

OQI Creator Contact Details

Jacqui WILSON

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence

Coopers Plains

Investigator/Actioner Contact Details

Allan MCNEVIN

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigation Details

This OQI relates to potential contamination of the following samples 
 & 

by one of samples  or 
during the processing of extraction batch 

CWIQEXT20080628_01. Samples  
 were subsequently pooled after initial extraction and 

processed under lab-number 334655219. It is this lab-number that 
was identified as being contaminated. During the investigation, the 
stored lysate and stored substrate for all ten samples were re-
extracted. The results from the original extraction and subsequent re-
extractions were analysed using GeneMapper ID-X software with a 
peak detection threshold of 20RFU to gain the most information. The re
-extraction of the stored lysate (i.e. lysed material retained after 
removal from the para-magnetic resin during the automated DNA IQ 
extraction process) for sample  showed the same profile as 
that obtained from the profiling of sample  (the sample 
containing the pooled extracts). The lysate re-extractions for samples 
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Preformed By

Action Complete 09/12/2008 Action Fix Type Other

Title Action Description

 showed DNA profiles consistent 
with the profile obtained from pooled sample with the 
contaminating alleles removed. The re-extraction of the stored 
substrate (i.e. the material originally submitted for DNA extraction that 
had passed through the initial off-deck lysis step of the original 
extraction process) for each of the four samples all gave a mixed DNA 
profile matching the lysate profiles of  & 

, again consistent with the profile obtained from pooled 
sample  with the contaminating alleles removed. The re-
extraction of the stored lysate & stored substrate for samples 

 all gave profiles 
consistent with the original extraction results. This then indicates that 
contamination of  has occurred at some step of the process 
between the manual processing of the substrate during off-deck lysis 
and prior to or during the removal of the lysed supernatant from the 
para-magnetic resin during the automated extraction procedure. 
Contamination of the pooled DNA extract sample  has 
occurred by combining the contaminated DNA extract with 
uncontaminated  The re-
extraction of the stored lysate & stored substrate for sample 

 gave differing results. The stored lysate yielded a mixed 
DNA profile consistent with that obtained from the original extraction. 
The stored substrate yielded a single source profile consistent with one 
of the contributors to the mixed profile initially obtained. The other 
contributor to the mixture was consistent with profiles obtained from 
samples . This then 
indicates that contamination of has occurred at some step 
of the process between the manual processing of the substrate during 
off-deck lysis and prior to or during the removal of the lysed 
supernatant from the para-magnetic resin during the automated 
extraction procedure. The re-extraction of the stored lysate for sample 

 gave 6 alleles, these were consistent with the two alleles 
obtained from the initial extraction. Neither of these alleles were 
consistent with the contaminating profiles. The re-extraction of the 
stored substrate gave no DNA. This would indicate that no 
contamination of sample  has occurred. The potential steps 
at which contamination may have occurred are: 1. During the transfer 
of the lystate obtained from manual lysis into the deep-well plate via 
the use of the STORstar. This is unlikely as staff are trained to perform 
such steps with due diligence and care. This is also unlikely in the case 
of sample as there is a full column separating this sample 
and the proposed contaminating sample. Due to character space 
limitations, the investigation is continued in Action below.

Quality Information System

Action Details

Investigation Cont'd: 2. 
Seepage of sample into an adjacent well 
(e.g. contamination of sample  

by sample ) during cold storage of the lysed material in the 
deep-well plate. After the cessation of processing and the carrying out 
of investigations, it was noted in one instance that a heavily blood-
stained lysate had condensed on the underside of the adhesive seal 
used to seal the stored plate. This had seeped across into an adjacent 
well. This was possibly due to insufficient application of the adhesive 
seal to the interstitial barrier. This mechanism is unlikely for sample 

 to the wells not being adjacent. 3. During the removal 
of the adhesive seal. It was noted during Audit 8227 that condensation 
on the underside of the adhesive seal was not removed after 
centrifugation. Given that two contamination events have occurred 
(most likely contamination of samples  by 
sample ) in a left-to-right manner, this scenario seems 
most likely. 4. Operator error during the manual addition of DNA IQ 
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Follow-up Status

Follow-up Status 
Comment

Approver

Approval/Rejection Date

Approval/Rejection 
Comment

para-magnetic resin during the start of the automated extraction 
procedure (i.e. incorrect pipetting procedure), however this is unlikely 
as staff are trained to perform such pipetting steps with due diligence 
and care. This mechanism is unlikely for sample  due to the 
wells not being adjacent. 5. During the mixing of the deep-well plate 
(containing 1.5mL of buffers and resin within a 2.2mL well) on the 
extraction platform DPC shaker. This had not been observed, however 
has been proposed a possible mechanism for adjacent well 
contamination during close scrutiny of the automated procedure. This 
mechanism is unlikely for sample  due to the wells not 
being adjacent. 6. During the lysis removal from the para-magentic 
resin to the storage plate. This procedure occurs twice during the 
automated extraction protocol (fresh disposable tip for each step). If 
there was drippage of the lysate containing unbound DNA and this was 
to drip from one well to another well this may account for the 
contamination event. The same mechanism may occur where a bubble 
forms at the end of the pipette tip and bursts whilst still in the vicinity 
of another well. Action: As a result of previous OQI's raised and 
concerns identified around the automated DNA IQ extraction process, 
the extraction of samples using the automated DNA IQ procedure was 
halted on the 28-7-2008. Prior to this, Audit 8227 had been 
commissioned and carried out. A number of areas for improvement 
were identified through the audit, and these have been implemented or 
are under investigation as outlined in OQI's 20367, 20368 and 20369. 
After the cessation of the automated DNA IQ extraction protocol, a 
review of all batches processed through this protocol was carried out 
by a specially commissioned team. A number of potential 
contamination events were identified and each is to be investigated on 
batch-by-batch basis. Additionally, careful review of results obtained 
from samples processed through the automated DNA IQ extraction 
procedure prior to reporting will be carried out. Every DNA result 
obtained from these samples will be interpreted with caution. 
Modifications have been made to the automated DNA IQ extraction 
procedure (including the use of an alternative to the adhesive seal and 
an alternative resin mixing procedure). This modified procedure is 
undergoing extensive verification and approval from the DNA Analysis 
management team must be obtained prior to re-introduction. The 
contamination events and concerns and improvements etc. that 
surround the automated DNA IQ extraction procedure have been 
discussed at various departmental and team meetings.

Task Details

  No Tasks found 

Follow-up And Approval

Accepted

10/12/2008 1:45:27 PM Jacqui WILSON:

Agree with investigations and findings

Paula BRISOTTO

12/12/2008

12/12/2008 12:00:00 AM Paula TAYLOR:

No comment was recorded

Associations

  No Associations found 
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Records

  No Records found 

20690 No Title Provided 
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Status

Subject

Source of OQI

Date Identified

Creator

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Actioner

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Investigation Completed 04/12/2008 Root Cause Type Procedure/Method/Process

Investigation Details

Report for QIS OQI as of 30/09/2022 2:45:47 PM

Report for QIS OQI -

20925 No Title Provided 

OQI Details

Closed Approved

A partial profile in sample  ( - position 16) on 
CWIQEXT20080403_01 matched at the above threshold and sub-
threshold peaks (manually designated NR peaks) to the profiles of 

 ( -posn 24) and  
posn 23) from the same extraction batch. These are apparently 
unrelated cases.

Internal Problems (QHPSS)

06/10/2008

OQI Creator Contact Details

Justin HOWES

Forensic Reporting and Intelligence

Coopers Plains

Investigator/Actioner Contact Details

Allan MCNEVIN

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigation Details

This OQI relates to sample to have likely been 
contaminated by one or more of samples  as 
outlined above. Additionally, sample  has been possibly 
contaminated by one or more of samples , 

. This event was raised as OQI#21050, but 
investigation and actions are covered in this OQI. All of the above 
samples were extracted on the same extraction batch 
CWIQEXT20080403_01. During the investigation, the stored lysate for 
all eight samples were re-extracted as well as the stored substrates. 
Throughout the investigation, the results from the original extraction 
and subsequent re-extractions were analysed using GeneMapper ID-X 
software with a peak detection threshold of 20RFU to gain the most 
information. The re-extraction of the stored lysate (i.e. lysed material 
that was retained after removal from the para-magnetic resin during 
the automated DNA IQ extraction process) for each of the eight 
samples showed results consistent with that obtained from the initial 
extaction process. From these results, it can be concluded that the 
contamination of sample  by samples  or 

 must have occurred prior to or during the separation of the 
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Preformed By

Action Complete 04/12/2008 Action Fix Type Changed Process

Title Action Description

lysis solution and the para-magnetic resin. Additionally, contamination 
of sample 3  by one of samples , 
288908087,  also have occurred prior to or during 
the separation of the lysis solution and the para-magnetic resin. The re
-extraction of the stored substrate (i.e. the material originally 
submitted for DNA extraction that had passed through the initial off-
deck lysis step of the original extraction process) gave a differing 
results for sample . A partial single source DNA profile 
inconsistent with the profile observed from intial extraction was 
obtained. This profile was also inconsistent with the contaminating 
profiles obtained from extraction & re-extraction of samples 

. When re-analysed at lowered peak detection 
thresholds, the original profile obtained from the original extraction 
showed alleles consistent with both the profile obtained from re-
extraction of the substrate and the contaminating profile. This indicates 
that there was no contamination of the substrate during the manual 
processing on initial extraction (off-deck lysis procedure), and that 
contamination has occurred between this step in the procedure and the 
step noted above. The re-extraction of the stored substrate for sample 

 showed no DNA profile, so no conclusions could be drawn. 
Re-extraction of samples  

 all yielded alleles consistent with the original extraction 
profiles. The potential steps at which contamination may have occurred 
are: 1. During the transfer of the lystate obtained from manual lysis 
into the deep-well plate via the use of the STORstar. However this is 
unlikely as all staff are trained to perform such pipetting steps with due 
diligence and care. This is also unlikely in the case of sample 

 as there is a full column physically between the sample 
wells of this sample and the proposed contaminating sample. 2. 
Seepage of sample into well 16  from one or other of the 
adjacent wells 23 or 24  respectively) during 
cold storage of the lysed material in the deep-well plate. After the 
cessation of processing and the carrying out of investigations, it was 
noted in one instance that a heavily blood-stained lysate had 
condensed on the underside of the adhesive seal used to seal the 
stored plate. This had seeped across into an adjacent well. This was 
possibly due to insufficient application of the adhesive seal to the 
interstitial barrier. This mechanism is unlikely for sample  
due to the wells not being adjacent. Further Investigation included in 
Action below due to number of character limitations.

Quality Information System

Action Details

Investigations cont'd: 3. During the 
removal of the adhesive seal. It was 

noted during Audit 8227 that condensation on the underside of the 
adhesive seal was not removed after centrifugation. 4. Operator error 
during the manual addition of DNA IQ para-magnetic resin during the 
start of the automated extraction procedure (i.e. incorrect pipetting 
procedure), however this is unlikely as staff are trained to perform 
such pipetting steps with due diligence and care. This mechanism is 
unlikely for sample  due to the wells not being adjacent. 5. 
During the mixing of the deep-well plate (containing 1.5mL of buffers 
and resin within a 2.2mL well) on the extraction platform DPC shaker. 
This had not been observed, however has been proposed a possible 
mechanism for adjacent well contamination during close scrutiny of the 
automated procedure. This mechanism is unlikely for sample 

 due to the wells not being adjacent. 6. During the lysis 
removal from the para-magentic resin to the storage plate. This 
procedure occurs twice during the automated extraction protocol (fresh 
disposable tip for each step). If there was drippage of the lysate 
containing unbound DNA and this was to drip from one well to another 
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Follow-up Status

Follow-up Status 
Comment

Approver

Approval/Rejection Date

Approval/Rejection 
Comment

well this may account for the contamination event. The same 
mechanism may occur where a bubble forms at the end of the pipette 
tip and bursts whilst still in the vicinity of another well. The likely 
source of the contamination of sample is sample 

 due the higher quantification values obtained for this 
sample. The likely source of the contamination of sample  is 
either sample  due the higher quantification 
values obtained for these samples. Additionally, it must be noted that 
it could not be ruled out that the result obtained from sample 

 was the true result as there is the possibility of the cases 
being related. Action: As a result of previous OQI's raised and concerns 
identified around the automated DNA IQ extraction process, the 
extraction of samples using the automated DNA IQ procedure was 
halted on the 28-7-2008. Prior to this, Audit 8227 had been 
commissioned and carried out. A number of areas for improvement 
were identified through the audit, and these have been implemented or 
are under investigation as outlined in OQI's 20367, 20368 and 20369. 
After the cessation of the automated DNA IQ extraction protocol, a 
review of all batches processed through this protocol was carried out 
by a specially commissioned team. A number of potential 
contamination events were identified and each is to be investigated on 
batch-by-batch basis. Additionally, careful review of results obtained 
from samples processed through the automated DNA IQ extraction 
procedure prior to reporting will be carried out. Every DNA result 
obtained from these samples will be interpreted with caution. 
Modifications have been made to the automated DNA IQ extraction 
procedure (including the use of an alternative to the adhesive seal and 
an alternative resin mixing procedure). This modified procedure is 
undergoing extensive verification and approval from the DNA Analysis 
management team must be obtained prior to re-introduction. The 
contamination events and concerns and improvements etc. that 
surround the automated DNA IQ extraction procedure have been 
discussed at various departmental and team meetings.

Task Details

  No Tasks found 

Follow-up And Approval

Accepted

17/12/2008 3:16:21 PM Justin HOWES:

Checklists incorporated into DNAIQ case reporting, external assessors 
have visited the lab and produced report. Automated platforms will not 
be reimplemented until significant re-testing and evaluating of the new 
programs and equipment. I am satisfied with the above investigation.

Paula BRISOTTO

08/01/2009

8/01/2009 12:00:00 AM Paula TAYLOR:

No comment was recorded

Associations

  No Associations found 
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Records

  No Records found 

20925 No Title Provided 
Copyright © 2015, Health Services Support Agency, Queensland Health - All Rights Reserved 
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Status

Subject

Source of OQI

Date Identified

Creator

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Actioner

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Investigation Completed 14/05/2009 Root Cause Type Procedure/Method/Process

Investigation Details

Report for QIS OQI as of 29/09/2022 5:36:52 PM

Report for QIS OQI -

21222 CWIQEXT20080620_02 DNA IQ 
investigation 

OQI Details

Closed Approved

When doing IQ extraction batch checks for  (sexual 
assault case in ), it was found that sample  
from case  (voume crime from  showed below 
threshold similarities to intimate samples and complainant profile in 

. Below threshold analysis (using Genemapper) on 
sample  supported the match. 

Internal Problem

28/10/2008

OQI Creator Contact Details

Julie CONNELL

Reporting 3

Coopers Plains

Investigator/Actioner Contact Details

Thomas NURTHEN

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigation Details

Original

73 81 89

82 90

83 91

84 92

85 93

365654129 94

87 95

88 96

Store
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Preformed By

Investigation Completed 11/12/2008 Root Cause Type Procedure/Method/Process

Investigation Details

81 89

82 90

83 91

84 92

85 93

364910110 94

87 95

88 96

81 89

82 90

83 91

84 92

85 93

364910051 94

87 95

88 96

This batch of casework samples appears to have a single contamination 
event.

• Position F11 (86) contains a mixture. The mixture was consistent 
with the DNA profile found in 5 positions (B10/74, C10/75, F10/78, 
G10/79, and H10/80). 

• Re-extraction of the stored lysate of the contaminated sample 
(F11/86) yielded a DNA profile consistent with the original 
contamination. 

• Re-extraction of the original substrate (F11/86) yielded an NSD 
profile with an undetermined Quant value.

- Direction of contamination – left to right.

A contamination of the samples has occurred at a point during the 
extraction process before the removal of the lysate but after removal of 
the substrate, as some of the lysate profiles are contaminated (consistent 
with original 9PLEX contamination).  The right to left direction of 
contaminations are consistent with robotic movement.  Contamination 
may have occurred during storage, during plate agitation on the robot, by 
robotic dripping, or by the removal of plate seals.

Thomas NURTHEN

Re-
extraction of the stored lysates of the potential contributors and of the 
affected sample confirms the contributing profile. Analysis of the 
affected sample with low threshold GeneMapper software reveals a 
mixture. Re-extraction of the substrate from the affected sample failed 
to yield any DNA profile. The presence of the mixture in the stored 
lysate and the apparent movement of the DNA from a well or wells left 
to right indicate the event occurred after the removal of the substrate 
but prior to the removal of the lysate. The event may have been 
caused by seepage of the plate seal, removal of the plate seal, 
agitation on the instrument or during storage. The most likey cause is 
belived to be seepage from position 78 (Quantitation value of around 
11ng/uL) into position 86. Seepage between wells has been observed 
previously -OQI XXXX, and can be attributed to the plate seal not fully 
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Preformed By

Action Complete 26/05/2009 Action Fix Type Changed Process

Title

Action Description

Action Complete 26/05/2009 Action Fix Type Changed Process

Title

Action Description

Action Complete 15/05/2009 Action Fix Type No Fix Required

Title Action Description

Follow-up Status

Follow-up Status 
Comment

sealing between adjacent wells. this is becuase the plate seal used for 
this procedure was not designed to seal deep well plates.

Quality Information System

Action Details

Introduction 
of new 

process

A new process for reporting DNA IQ cases has been implemented 
within the Forensic Reporting and Intelligence team, no result is 
released without being checked to see if results are reportable

Please note in the investigation reference was made to OQI xxxx. This 
actually refers to all OQIs raised for DNA IQ adverse events. Please see 
list below

Modifications 
to 

Automated DNA IQ protocol

• Modifications have been made to the automated DNA IQ extraction procedure (including 
the use of an alternative to the adhesive seal and an alternative resin mixing procedure). 

• This modified procedure will undergo extensive verification and approval from the DNA 
Analysis management team will be obtained prior to re-introduction. A report for this re-
verification will be written and made available to all staff

Nil action

Nil

Task Details

  No Tasks found 

Follow-up And Approval

Accepted

26/05/2009 2:04:47 PM Thomas NURTHEN:

Actions added as per Approver

26/05/2009 1:59:13 PM Thomas NURTHEN:
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Approver

Approval/Rejection Date

Approval/Rejection 
Comment

Records

  No Records found 

Add details of new plate checking process for all DNA IQ cases

25/05/2009 7:45:30 PM Thomas NURTHEN:

On Behalf of Julie Connell with permission from Justin Howes

Paula BRISOTTO

26/05/2009

26/05/2009 2:12:28 PM Paula TAYLOR:

Agree with all actions and proposed actions

26/05/2009 12:24:32 PM Paula TAYLOR:

Can you please add the same actions as from the other OQI's raised in 
relation to the automation contamination events

Associations

  No Associations found 

21222 CWIQEXT20080620_02 DNA IQ investigation 
Copyright © 2015, Health Services Support Agency, Queensland Health - All Rights Reserved 
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Status

Subject

Source of OQI

Date Identified

Creator

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Actioner

Organisational Unit/s

Service/s

Site Location/s

Investigation Completed 04/12/2008 Root Cause Type Procedure/Method/Process

Investigation Details

Report for QIS OQI as of 30/09/2022 2:47:24 PM

Report for QIS OQI -

21309 No Title Provided 

OQI Details

Closed Approved

When performing a quality check of batch CWIQEXT20080531_01 for 
case  (blue case), it was found that the 9 loci profile 
from sample could not be excluded from contributing to the 
profile for sample  from unrelated case ; and 
this profile was also found to be a below threshold match to the minor 
profile in sample  from a second unrelated volume case.

Internal Problems (QHPSS)

06/11/2008

OQI Creator Contact Details

Thomas NURTHEN

Reporting 3

Coopers Plains

Investigator/Actioner Contact Details

Allan MCNEVIN

Analytical

Coopers Plains

Investigation Details

Samples  both contain mixed DNA profiles 
from apparently unrelated cases, additionally the single source DNA 
profile obtained sample  could have contributed to the 
mixture in both samples. This sample is also from an apparently 
unrelated case. As part of the investigation, the stored lysate and the 
stored substrate for all three samples were re-extracted. Throughout 
the investigation, the results from the original extraction and 
subsequent re-extractions were analysed using GeneMapper ID-X 
software with a peak detection threshold of 20RFU to gain the most 
information. The re-extraction of the stored lysate (i.e. lysed material 
that was retained after removal from the para-magnetic resin during 
the automated DNA IQ extraction process) for each of the three 
samples showed results consistent with that obtained from the initial 
extraction process. From these results, it can be concluded that the 
contamination of samples  by sample 

 must have occurred prior to or during the separation of the 
lysis solution and the para-magnetic resin. The re-extraction of the 
stored substrate (i.e. the material originally submitted for DNA 
extraction that had passed through the initial off-deck lysis step of the 
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Preformed By

Action Complete 04/12/2008 Action Fix Type Changed Process

Title Action Description

original extraction process) gave a differing results for samples 
. Both gave single source DNA profiles that 

were consistent with the alternate contributor of the initial mixed DNA 
profiles when conditioned against contaminating sample  
Sample yielded the same single source profile as obtained 
initially. This indicates that there was no contamination of the 
substrate during the manual processing on initial extraction (off-deck 
lysis procedure), and that contamination has occurred between this 
step in the procedure and the step noted above. The potential steps at 
which contamination may have occurred are: 1. During the transfer of 
the lystate obtained from manual lysis into the deep-well plate via the 
use of the STORstar. However this is unlikely as all staff are trained to 
perform such pipetting steps with due diligence and care. 2. Seepage 
of sample  (well 88) into adjacent wells 87  
and 96  during cold storage of the lysed material in the 
deep-well plate. After the cessation of processing and the carrying out 
of investigations, it was noted in one instance that a heavily blood-
stained lysate had condensed on the underside of the adhesive seal 
used to seal the stored plate. This had seeped across into an adjacent 
well. This was possibly due to insufficient application of the adhesive 
seal to the interstitial barrier. 3. During the removal of the adhesive 
seal. It was noted during Audit 8227 that condensation on the 
underside of the adhesive seal was not removed after centrifugation. 4. 
Operator error during the manual addition of DNA IQ para-magnetic 
resin during the start of the automated extraction procedure (i.e. 
incorrect pipetting procedure), however this is unlikely as staff are 
trained to perform such pipetting steps with due diligence and care. 5. 
During the mixing of the deep-well plate (containing 1.5mL of buffers 
and resin within a 2.2mL well) on the extraction platform DPC shaker. 
This had not been observed, however has been proposed a possible 
mechanism for adjacent well contamination during close scrutiny of the 
automated procedure. 6. During the lysis removal from the para-
magentic resin to the storage plate. This procedure occurs twice during 
the automated extraction protocol (fresh disposable tip for each step). 
If there was drippage of the lysate containing unbound DNA and this 
was to drip from one well to another well this may account for the 
contamination event. The same mechanism may occur where a bubble 
forms at the end of the pipette tip and bursts whilst still in the vicinity 
of another well.

Quality Information System

Action Details

As sample 
 contained significantly higher 

levels of DNA (quantification values of 
3.59ng/ul, 14.0ng/ul and 7.91ng/ul were obtained from the initial DNA 
extract, re-extraction of the lysate and re-extraction of the substrate 
respectively) when compared to the affected samples, only a small 
amount of lysate would have been required to have transferred to an 
adjacent well to have caused the contamination. Given the single 
source profiles obtained from samples  after 
re-extraction of the stored substrate, contamination has occurred. As a 
result of previous OQI's raised and concerns identified around the 
automated DNA IQ extraction process, the extraction of samples using 
the automated DNA IQ procedure was halted on the 28-7-2008. Prior 
to this, Audit 8227 had been commissioned and carried out. A number 
of areas for improvement were identified through the audit, and these 
have been implemented or are under investigation as outlined in OQI's 
20367, 20368 and 20369. After the cessation of the automated DNA IQ 
extraction protocol, a review of all batches processed through this 
protocol was carried out by a specially commissioned team. A number 
of potential contamination events were identified and each is to be 
investigated on batch-by-batch basis. Additionally, careful review of 
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Follow-up Status

Follow-up Status 
Comment

Approver

Approval/Rejection Date

Approval/Rejection 
Comment

Records

  No Records found 

results obtained from samples processed through the automated DNA 
IQ extraction procedure prior to reporting will be carried out. Every 
DNA result obtained from these samples will be interpreted with 
caution. Modifications have been made to the automated DNA IQ 
extraction procedure (including the use of an alternative to the 
adhesive seal and an alternative resin mixing procedure). This modified 
procedure is undergoing extensive verification and approval from the 
DNA Analysis management team must be obtained prior to re-
introduction. The contamination events and concerns and 
improvements etc. that surround the automated DNA IQ extraction 
procedure have been discussed at various departmental and team 
meetings.

Task Details

  No Tasks found 

Follow-up And Approval

Accepted

5/11/2013 4:15:42 PM Thomas NURTHEN:

Agree with actions taken

Paula BRISOTTO

14/11/2013

14/11/2013 10:49:51 AM Paula BRISOTTO:

Nil

Associations

  No Associations found 

21309 No Title Provided 
Copyright © 2015, Health Services Support Agency, Queensland Health - All Rights Reserved 
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OQI  10/09/08 

Attendees: IM, AJS, PAC, JAH, AM, TEN, EJC, RS, KDR, AAP 

Apologies: PT 

Discuss results from TEN’s experiments 
Where to from here 

KDR discussed feeling within lab, going around in circles to some extent, concerns 
about reporting results for Volumes cases even using checklist.   

Example: first run gives partial profile, unsuitable for comparison – however, for full 
disclosure, if we reworked it & found that it was contaminated, should we be doing 
this? 

Have been using checklist however, doing this due to necessity without root cause 
being known. 

New initiative from QPS – no reworking of Volume crime samples – should we 
decide to rework them to satisfy our quality steps regardless of direction from QPS? 

2 reportable alleles, + NRs, quant value was .126ng/uL – didn’t get a profile, but 
should have?  (Check with KDR for full description) 

Intell team would like to continue to release results after the root cause has been 
identified (or attempted to be identified). 

2 things to come out of meeting – there is an unsettled atmosphere in reporting teams 
& should they be reporting or not?  May need to consider setting aside time to 
workshop what’s happened in the events – creating low morale & inefficiencies. 

TEN 

Try to pin point root cause, audit found look at elution step due to the dripping.  Need 
to look at which step in program it could have occurred.  Part of the process is – beads 
added to lysate, DNA binds, on magnetic, remove lysate to store plate (which has 
been kept).  Can use these store plates to check for contamination.  If contamination is 
in store plate, it is likely that it hasn’t happened at the elution step. 

First plate put through – KDR’s OQI – where positive control was affected & then 
contamination appears to have gone from left to right.  Have run the store plates & 
have found contamination within the store plate – therefore it appears that the 
contamination came from using the seal & opening the seal on the plate.  8 & 6 – 
large amounts of DNA in the store plate for those samples, it appears that DNA has 
gone from those samples into the surrounding columns, doesn’t skip a column, so 
more evidence to show that it is probably the seal.  The positive control has come 
back clean from the store plate, so there could be 2 events for this plate. 
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Position 83 – has been a mixture on both plates (1st & Store) – need to re-check the 
substrate (ie re-extract with manual DNA IQ). 
 
Testing substrate will show if contamination happened within Off Deck. 
 
Happened with StorStar? – not likely, due to positions it is in, procedure is to put tip 
at the bottom of the plate, plate is a deep well plate therefore quite a high side to the 
plate 
 
From working party – it was felt risk was smaller with pipetting solution into plate 
rather than putting substrate into.  Analytical are very aware of contamination at that 
step, take every measure but it is a possibility.   
 
StorStar – Audit done on the process???? 
 
Observation during audit – when seal goes onto plate, plate needs to be centrifuged, it 
was found that on some occasions, there was condensation on the seal which wasn’t 
being removed by centrifugation.  Possible solution – rubber septa mat so that this 
isn’t an issue.  Have tested the septa with dye, to visually check if there has been any 
cross contamination of the dye going into another well. 
 
The first OQIs that were raised, will be checked with the store plate & the substrates 
(re-extract).  With the ones were movement is right to left, we expect the store plate to 
be clear – which adds evidence that its pipetting steps. 
 
Anti-contamination plates have been run on the extraction platforms – ie ref samples 
with a soccerball, zebra & checkerboard approach – to help to see if the septa mats 
could contaminate.  Have run 1 plate through – 96 samples – this is over & above the 
standard validation, but how much more do we need to do?   
 
How many plates do we have to run before we see it again – can see this from the 
number we have already run.  The new programming does help to show that it will 
behave for statistics. 
 
Drips occurred – Perkin Elmer have realigned programming (slowing it down, 
changing system air gap etc), no drips have occurred, have run through 1 
contamination plate, and have run it multiple times to check.  Using same syringes 
that produced the dripping, so it appears that the programming changes have helped 
this.   
 
1 plate is 96 different events – due to separate pipetting motions, but arm moves 
across the plate, but the bubble formation is individual to the tip. 
 
3 stages – seal prior to extraction, during the pippetting of the extraction itself, during 
the pipetting eluant  
 
by checking physical movement of robot, checking store plate & checking substrate – 
should be able to narrow down even further 
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new septa is visually better than the adhesive seal – proposition – swab the adhesive 
seal & the new septa to check if there’s DNA there? 
 
Pipetting steps have been modified to ensure that the steps are slower & less risk 
 
Testing involves the ‘new system’ – which includes new septa, new programming 
(which includes 2 pipetting steps) – so how many plates do we need to run to show 
that the system is sufficiently good?   
 
The number of plates run hasn’t been yet decided – as we would need to review plates 
as the results come off (for ref in the first instance). 
 
Perhaps we should further investigate the other OQIs with the store plate & seal etc – 
but should we just look at those things – then decide what we do in the future?  Next 
meeting with more evidence from research. 
 
Efficiency from automated platforms is lower than manual extractions, found this in 
the original validation data.  The most likely cause of the lower efficiency is the 
shaker device.  Validated results based on original equipment supplied. 
 
Don’t feel like its been systemic changes – change seal – check dye, change program 
– check plates. 
 
Changes have been made in a stepwise fashion but haven’t presented it in that fashion 
to the group. 
 
Septa – want to check if it has DNA on it. 
 
Alternative – can use no seal over the plate at all. 
 
Need to evaluate each of these options – septa vs no septa 
 
Reporting of results currently – seems to be confusion around what is being reported – 
1 view is releasing results for Major crime cases that really need to go & the other 
view is that the checklist should be able to be used to verify results so therefore 
release any results (Major or Volume) – what should we do? 
 
Checklist is working for reporting for Major cases – but see the view of not releasing 
for Volume cases due to no ref samples & limited reworks etc. 
 
Re-iterate to staff – if you do get notified that there is something suspicious about the 
case – part of the process is to have the profile removed from NCIDD.  Just need to 
ensure that this step is happening. 
 
Stage 2 of EAT – reworks have been done on samples, so manually have to put the 
saved preferred profile of the rework with the original result – a lot of work 
 
Proposal – only report results for cases where checklist has been used & comfortable 
to report with the evidence that have been given (regardless of Major or Volume) & 
add this to the SOP (investigation into adverse event sop). 
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Reporters get together & document scenarios that they can think of, then get together 
with other case managers & reporters to formulate any more that we can think of. 
 
TEN, AM, CJA – scope the timeframe for doing the additional work & feed back to 
the group. 
 
If get a Statement Request – but have no court date – then negotiate with DNA Unit 
about having a statement for court. 
 
Links – on a basis similar to using the checklist. 
 
Results from the store plate – is not a validated process as wasn’t included in the 
original validation. 
 
Began using seal on 19/03/08 
Contamination has occurred after that – apart from 1 event 
 
Positive – can happily report Sexual Assault cases. 
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Re-implementing the automated DNA IQ™ extraction 
protocol on the MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX Forensic 
Workstation platforms, and associated processes 
 
Interim Report – Extraction Platform B 
 
 
Chiron Weber, Generosa Lundie, Iman Muharam, Thomas Nurthen, Cathie Allen 
Automation/LIMS Implementation Project, DNA Analysis FSS (April 2009) 
 
Keywords: DNA IQ™, MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX, adverse event, OQI, verification. 

1. Abstract 
Some adverse events that were identified in the laboratory were hypothesised to be caused 
by the automated DNA IQ™ process (including off-deck lysis and STORstar), as evidenced 
by several OQI’s that were noted in the period between February and July 2008 (see report 
“Investigation into adverse events in the automated DNA IQ™ extraction process” by 
Nurthen, 2008). The adverse events were notable occurrences whereby possible well-to-
well cross contamination may have taken place. Improvements to the extraction procedure 
were made and tested. The new protocol is fit for routine use within the DNA Analysis Unit 
for automated DNA IQ™ extractions.  
 

2. Definitions and Abbreviations 
DNA Deoxyribonucleic acid 
DNA IQ™ A commercial DNA extraction kit based on paramagnetic bead technology. 

This is the DNA extraction method performed on the MPII platforms. 
MPII MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX 
EP-A Extraction Platform A 
EP-B Extraction Platform B 
OQI Opportunity for Quality Improvement 
Sample A substrate potentially containing DNA material 
Lysate A sample that has undergone off-deck lysis (but not DNA IQ™ extraction) 
Extract A sample that has undergone extraction using DNA IQ™ 
LOQ Limit of Quantitation 
LOD Limit of Detection 
LOR Limit of Reporting 
RFU Relative Fluorescence Unit 
DWP Deep Well Plate 
 

3. Background 
The MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX FORENSIC WORKSTATION platforms (PerkinElmer, Downers 
Grove, IL, USA) (MPII) are equipped to perform automated DNA extractions, they include a 
DPC shaker and individual heat controllers to enable on-board lysis and incubation steps. 
The DNA IQ™ protocol has been verified or validated by various forensic laboratories for 
use on the MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX platform. The laboratories that perform an 
automated DNA IQ™ protocol include PathWest (Western Australia), Forensic Science 
South Australia (South Australia) and Centre of Forensic Sciences in Toronto (Ontario), 
amongst others. In DNA Analysis, the MPII platform also allows walk-away operation of 
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PCR setup protocols for DNA quantitation and amplification (Muharam et al 2006 (Report 
1) (Report 2)). 
 
Validation of the manual DNA IQ™ method commenced in April 2007, evaluation of various 
commercial DNA extraction kits showed DNA IQ™ to be superior over other kits in several 
aspects (Gallagher et al., 2007). Verification of an automated DNA IQ™ method on the 
MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX FORENSIC WORKSTATION platform followed soon after. In 
October 2007, routine automated DNA IQ™ extractions commenced in the laboratory. 
 
In April 2008, two automated DNA extraction batches that were processed in February 
2008 were observed to exhibit possible instances of cross contamination. With the 
introduction of the off-deck lysis method in March 2008, several other instances were 
identified. On 14 July 2008, troubleshooting procedures to identify potential issues were 
commenced, and internal audit 8227 on the automated DNA IQ™ process was performed 
over the period 15 to 28 July 2008. The auditors identified several trends that needed to be 
addressed immediately, resulting in the creation of 3 OQI’s. On 28 July 2009, the laboratory 
ceased using the automated DNA IQ™ protocol, and returned to previous manual methods, 
using a Chelex® 100 resin (BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA) protocol QIS 17171. 
 
At this point in time, a series of actions were undertaken in order to hold off the reporting of 
results from the automated DNA IQ™ process and also review the results on a batch-per-
batch basis. A review of the DNA extraction process commenced. 
 
The automated DNA IQ™ protocol was reviewed internally and also externally by the 
PerkinElmer National Liquid Handling Specialist, and the necessary changes made. Some 
of the changes included modifications to dispense heights; optimisation of scan, aspirate, 
dispense and retract speeds; insertion of post-dispense transport air gaps to remove 
bubbles; and the removal of flush protocols. A report of the observations was made 
available to DNA Analysis (Pitcher, 3 October 2008).  
 
Further enhancements and changes to the protocol were made to increase efficiency and 
further lower the risk of well-to-well cross contamination events. Another review was 
performed by the PerkinElmer National Liquid Handling Specialist, and a report was again 
made available (Pitcher, 4 November 2008). 
 
At the final review, the enhancements that were made to the automated DNA IQ™ protocol 
included: 

1. Syringes on the MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX FORENSIC WORKSTATION platforms for 
performing automated DNA IQ™ extractions were changed from 500µL to 1000µL 
in order to minimise the number of syringe draws and therefore prolong syringe 
lifetime. The added benefit includes a reduction in the time spent performing 
pipetting checks/calibrations due to a decrease in the number of syringe 
replacements. 

2. Off-deck lysis volumes were reduced from 500µL to 300µL to minimise the risk of 
well-to-well splashing that may result in cross contamination. A separate study 
showed that this change in volume creates a minimal difference in yield. 

3. Off-deck lysate transferred into individual Nunc Bank-It™ tubes rather than 2.-ml 
screw cap tubes. This removes the requirement for performing liquid STORstar. 
The Bank-It™ tubes containing lysates are arranged using STORstar and placed 
on the MPII deck for automated lysate transfer automatically to a 96-deep well 
plate for DNA IQ™ processing. 

4. The deck layout for performing automated DNA IQ™ extractions was changed to 
minimise 8-tip arm movement in the right-left or left-right directions when sample is 
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contained within tips. The 8-tip arm now moves back-front or front-back, within the 
same column (Figure 1). 

5. Resin is added automatically by the MPII, whereas before the resin was added 
manually by the operator. 

6. Post-dispense resin mixing is not performed by the MPII. Instead, the 96-deep well 
plate is sealed with a septa mat and shaken on a MixMate unit, then centrifuged. 
The septa is removed and the plate is returned to the MPII by the operator. 

7. The magnet has been changed from a PKI magnet to an ABI magnet. The ABI 
magnet does not have corner holders and therefore the 96-deep well plate fits 
easily onto the magnet (Figure 2). 

8. System and transport air gaps have been optimised to reduce the chances of 
bubbles/drips forming on the end of disposable tips. 

9. The electronic platemap that provides sample identification information and 
pipetting volumes for the MPII has been changed, to accommodate the changes. 

10. Risks were considered with regards to droplets on the side of disposable tips.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 Movement of samples between different racks and plates occur from the back to the front of the 
instrument, therefore only passing over one column at a time. No diagonal movements occur when samples are 
present in tips, therefore minimising the risk of contamination across the plate. 

 

Lysate  
Bank-It™ tubes 

DNA IQ  
processing plate 

DNA IQ 
processing plate 

on ABI magnet 

Supernatant storage 
plate 

DNA extract  
Bank-It™ tubes 

(a) (b) 
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These changes were tested in order to determine sensitivity and efficiency/recovery of the 
new protocol. To determine the risk of well-to-well cross contamination, several anti-
contamination plates were processed in various layouts, including soccerball, checkerboard 
and zebra stripe. In addition to these plates, batches containing 96 FTA® reference 
samples with different DNA profiles were extracted in order to further assess the risk of 
cross contamination. The combination of all these plates provided crucial information 
regarding contamination risks that could be attributed to the automated DNA IQ™ process. 
The procedure was further optimised based on the results obtained from these plates.  
 
The further change made to the process was the use of a pierceable aluminium seal in 
place of the septa mat for off-deck mixing using an Eppendorf MixMate. This change was 
made due to the inability of the septa mat to appropriately seal the 2.2ml Deep Well Plate 
(DWP) during mixing. The aluminium seal is pierced, this is a preferable option due to the 
risks associated with peeling or removing a plate seal. The updated procedure is referred to 
as V6.3 within this report. The aluminium adhesive seal was then superseded by an 
aluminium heat seal. The heat sealer has been incorporated into the automated procedure 
V6.4 and V6.5. 
 
This report presents the results on the verification of changes made to the automated DNA 
IQ™ extraction process using extraction platform B. The same verification plates and 
program will be used to evaluate extraction platform A. During the validation process parts 
of the automated extraction procedure changed, this is reflected in the report and the 
results are separated pre and post the change of plate sealing and seal piercing. A re-
implementation strategy is also proposed in this report, along with the expectation that a 
formal review process (audit) will be performed 2 and 8 months post-implementation to 
ensure that the changes are effective and viable for long-term use. 
 

4. Aim 
 To verify changes made to the automated DNA IQ™ extraction process on the 

MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX FORENSIC WORKSTATION platforms and determine the 
risk of well-to-well cross contamination events. 

 To re-implement an improved automated DNA IQ™ extraction process (with the 
verified changes) into the laboratory for routine processing of casework samples. 

 

5. Equipment and Materials 
 MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX FORENSIC WORKSTATION (PerkinElmer, Downers Grove, IL, USA) 
 1000µL syringes for MultiPROBE® II PLUS (Tecan Systems, Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) 
 Gravimetric Performance Evaluation Option with Mettler SAG285/L balance (Mettler-Toledo, 

Greifensee, Switzerland) 
 DNA IQ™ System (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA) 
 MixMate (Eppendorf AG, Hamburg, Germany) 
 automate.it STORstar (Process Analysis & Automation, Hampshire, UK) 
 96-well magnetic ring stand (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) 
 2.2mL 96-deep well plate (ABgene, Epsom, Surrey, UK) 

Figure 2 The PKI magnet (a) has corners that often required manual intervention to allow full contact between the plate 
surface and the magnet. The ABI magnet (b) has no corner holders and the magnets are slightly raised, therefore 
allowing full contact with the plate. 
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 Aluminium sealing film (Axygen, ) 
 96 square cap sealing mat (ABgene, Epsom, Surrey, UK) 
 TNE Buffer (10mM Tris, 1mM EDTA, 100mM NaCl, pH 8.0) 
 TE-4 Buffer (10mM Tris HCl, 0.1mM EDTA, pH 8.0) 
 20mg/mL Proteinase K 
 40% Sarcosyl (N-lauroylsarcosine sodium) 
 5% TriGene 
 70% ethanol 
 1% Amphyl 
 0.2% Amphyl 
 Nanopure water 
 Isopropyl alcohol 
 Molecular Biology Grade Water (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St Louis, MO, USA) 
 Human Genomic DNA: Male (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA) 
 Human Genomic DNA: Female (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA)  
 1.0mL Nunc Bank-It™ tubes (Nunc A/S, Roskilde, Denmark) 
 175μL non-conductive sterile filter RoboRack tips (PerkinElmer, Downers Grove, IL, USA) 
 1000μL Conductive sterile filter Robotix tips (Molecular BioProducts, San Diego, CA, USA) 
 BSD Duet 600 (BSD Robotics, Brisbane, QLD, Australia) 
 RECAP-96M™ (LifeTool™, UK) 
 ABI Prism® 7000 SDS (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA)  
 Quantifiler™ Human DNA Quantification kits (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) 
 ABI Prism® 96-well optical reaction plates (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA)  
 AmpFℓSTR® Profiler Plus® Amplification kits (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) 
 96-well half skirt clear PCR microplate (Axygen, Union City, CA, USA) 
 GeneAmp® 9700 thermalcycers (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) 
 ABI Prism® 3130xl Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) 
 GeneScan™ 500 ROX™ Size Standard (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) 
 Hi-Di™ Formamide (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) 
 3130xl POP-4™ Polymer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) 
 4titude 4Seal Variable Temperature Sealer (4TITUDE, Ockley, Surrey, UK) 
 Pierce seal (4titude Ockley, Surrey, UK) 

 

6. Methods 

6.1 Gravimetric evaluation of pipetting accuracy and precision of the 
1000µL syringes 

Gravimetric analysis was performed (according to QIS 24732) by placing a SAG285/L 
balance on the platform deck and instructing the MPII to repeatedly pipette set volumes of 
system liquid into a receptacle on the balance pan. Readings were taken automatically by 
the software and compiled into a results table, which was then used to automatically 
generate an Excel-based results chart containing mean, %CV and %inaccuracy values. 
The mean values obtained were used to calculate R2, slope and Y-intercept (offset) values 
to calibrate the system’s pipetting. 
 
Pipetting performance was assessed for various volumes using three different tip types 
(1ml conductive, fixed and 175ul non-conductive) in order to calculate appropriate R2, slope 
and Y-intercept (offset) values which were then added to the performance file for each tip 
type. Values were calculated for both Blowout (single-liquid transfer) and Waste 
(multidispense) modes for the 1000µL conductive tips, and Blowout mode only for the 
175µL non-conductive tips and fixed tips.  
  
All gravimetric testing was performed using the Balance Test DT test program within 
WinPrep®. Parameter values that needed to be entered into the Balance Test Information 
Window (Figure 3) included those as outlined in Table 1.  
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Figure 3 The Balance Test Information Window as present within the Balance 
Test DT program. All pipetting parameters are entered here and are 
subsequently transferred to the result output file. 

Pipetting accuracy and precision were examined at four different volumes for each tip size: 
175, 100, 50, 15µL for 175µL tips and 1000, 700, 400, 100µL for the 1000µL and fixed tips. 
In order to calculate unbiased values for each set of volumes, the slope and offset values in 
the relevant Performance File were changed to the default 1 and 0 respectively prior to 
testing. The mean volumes that were pipetted by each tip (10 replicates per tip) at the four 
designated volumes were used to generate a standard curve. The slope and offset 
calculated from this curve was used to calibrate the relevant Performance File. The final 
Performance File settings were then tested at the highest and lowest volumes (as per 
Table 1) to confirm accurate and precise pipetting. 
Table 1. Input values that are required for the various Balance Test Information parameters. 
Parameter(s) Value 
Volume 1 and Volume 2 For 175µL tips: 175, 100, 50, 15µL 

For 1000µL tips: 1000, 700, 400, 100µL 
For fixed tips: 1000, 700, 400, 100µL 

Number of Replicates 10 
System Liquid Degassed Nanopure Water 
Sample Type Nanopure Water 
Technician Initials of the operator performing the test 
Sample Density (g/ml) The density of water at environmental temperature* 
Tip Type Other 
Disposable Tip Lot # The lot number of the particular tips in use 
Performance File The appropriate Performance File for the tip (175µL, 1000µL or fixed 

tips) and pipetting mode (Blowout or Waste) in use 
Enable Tips (checkboxes) Select the actual tips (1 to 8) to be tested 
Comments Free text box to add additional information (eg. Tip type, mode, 

current environmental room temperature, etc). 
* Water density values were obtained from http://www.simetric.co.uk/si_water.htm 
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6.2 Sensitivity and efficiency/recovery 
Male Human Genomic DNA (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA) was diluted using 
molecular grade water (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St Louis, MO, USA) and added to Nunc Bank-
It™ tubes in duplicate at a total amount of 0, 2, 5, 10, 25, 50 and 100ng with a total volume 
of 300µL. Samples were stored at 4°C until processing using the automated DNA IQ™ 
method (version 6.1). 

6.3 Anti-contamination checks with water 
Male Human Genomic DNA and Female Human Genomic DNA (Promega Corp., Madison, 
WI, USA) were added separately to individual Nunc Bank-It™ tubes at a total amount of 
1125ng, in a total volume of 300µL water (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St Louis, MO, USA). Along 
with Nunc Bank-It™ tubes that only contained 300µL water (no DNA template), the tubes 
were arranged using STORstar (Process Analysis & Automation, Hampshire, UK) 
(according to QIS 24256) in soccerball, checkerboard or zebra stripe format, referred to in 
section 6.10. Samples were stored at 4°C until processing using the automated DNA IQ™ 
method (version 6.1 – 6.4). 

6.4 Anti-contamination checks with DNA IQ™ extraction buffer 
Male Human Genomic DNA and Female Human Genomic DNA (Promega Corp., Madison, 
WI, USA) were added separately to individual Nunc Bank-It™ tubes at a total amount of 
1125ng, made up to a total volume of 300µL using extraction buffer (Promega Corp., 
Madison, WI, USA). Along with Nunc Bank-It™ tubes that only contained 300µL of 
extraction buffer (no DNA template), the tubes were arranged using STORstar (Process 
Analysis & Automation, Hampshire, UK) in soccerball, checkerboard or zebra stripe format. 
Samples were stored at 4°C until processing using the automated DNA IQ™ method 
(version 6.5).  

6.5 Punching of reference buccal cell samples on FTA® Classic Card (QIS 
24823) – Method 1 

A BSD Duet 600 (BSD Robotics, Brisbane, QLD, Australia) instrument was used to punch 4 
x 3.2mm disks from FTA® Classic Cards containing reference buccal cell samples into 
individual 1.5mL tubes. The samples were processed in batches of 22 (plus 2 controls) 
using the modified off-deck lysis procedure, prior to processing using the automated DNA 
IQ™ method (version 6.1).  

6.6 Punching of reference buccal cell samples on FTA® Classic Card – 
Method 2 

A BSD Duet 600 (BSD Robotics, Brisbane, QLD, Australia) instrument was used to punch 4 
x 3.2mm disks from FTA® Classic Cards containing reference buccal cell samples into 
individual 1.5mL tubes. The samples were processed in batches of 23 (plus 1 negative 
control) using the modified off-deck lysis procedure, prior to processing using the 
automated DNA IQ™ method (version 6.4/6.5).  

6.7 Modified off-deck lysis procedure (300µL, no retained supernatant) for 
lysis of reference samples on FTA® Classic Card 

300µL Extraction Buffer was added to tubes containing reference FTA® samples, fully 
submerging the 4 x 3.2mm disks. The tubes were incubated at 37°C for 45 minutes in a hot 
block (Thermomixer comfort), vortexed briefly, then incubated at 65°C for 10 minutes. The 
tubes were centrifuged on a tabletop microcentrifuge at maximum speed (14,000rpm) for 1 
minute. The lysate was then transferred to Nunc Bank-It™ tubes labelled with the 
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corresponding barcodes. The samples were arranged in sequence using STORstar prior to 
processing using the automated DNA IQ™ method (version 6.x). 

6.8 DNA extraction using the automated DNA IQ™ protocol (version 6.1-
6.3) 

DNA extraction using the DNA IQ™ system (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA) was 
performed on the MultiPROBE® II PLUS HT EX FORENSIC WORKSTATION platform 
(PerkinElmer, Downers Grove, IL, USA) using the modified automated DNA IQ™ protocol 
(version 6.1-6.3) as per QIS 24897R4. 
 

• Nunc Bank-It™ tubes containing off-deck lysate were placed on the MP II platform 
for automated transfer of 300µL lysate to a 2.2mL ABgene 96-deep well plate.  

• The MPII automatically dispensed 50µL DNA IQ™ Resin solution and 557µL DNA 
IQ™ Lysis Buffer. 

• The operator sealed the 96-deep well plate with a 96-square cap sealing mat 
(septa), ensuring that each well was sealed tightly, and placed the 96-deep well 
plate on a MixMate instrument to mix at 1100rpm for 5 minutes prior to 
centrifugation on an Eppendorf 5804 at 3000rpm for 2 minutes.  

• The septa mat was pealed carefully and the 96-deep well plate was returned to the 
ABI magnet on the MPII to continue processing. 

• Supernatant was transferred to a second 96-deep well storage plate.  
• The DNA IQ™ resin was then washed by a single wash routine using DNA IQ™ 

Lysis Buffer and three wash routines using DNQ IQ™ Wash Buffer.  
• A double elution process of 2 x 50µL was then performed, where each elution 

involved addition of 50µL DNA IQ™ Elution Buffer followed by incubation at 65°C 
for 6 minutes (shaking on the DPC Shaker for the last 3 minutes).  

• Purified DNA extracts were eluted into individual Nunc Bank-It™ tubes and stored 
at 4°C for short periods or -20°C for extended periods until PCR quantification and 
amplification. The difference between versions 6.1 – 6.3 is optimisation of pipetting 
heights. 

6.9 DNA extraction using the automated DNA IQ™ protocol (version 6.4-
6.5) 

This procedure is the same as outlined above for version 6.1 – 6.3 with the minor 
modification of replacing the septa mat with an adhesive aluminium seal. The adhesive 
aluminium seal was later superseded by a heat seal. In version 6.5 the user prompt 
messages have been updated and the dispense height for DNA IQ™ Resin solution has 
been optimised.  

6.10 Anti-contamination checks consisting of purified genomic DNA – Plate 
layouts 

Anti-contamination checks consisting of purified genomic DNA were extracted in four 
different orientations. These plate layouts were used to assess the various versions of the 
extraction method. 
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Figure 4 Anti-contamination plate in soccerball format. Each plate contained 6 DNA samples 
consisting of male DNA and 6 DNA samples consisting of female DNA, and the remainder were 
negative (blank) samples consisting of water and no template DNA. 

 
For the patterned anti-contamination checks, the Male and Female Human Genomic DNA 
samples (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA) were used as the positive samples, and 
molecular biology grade water (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St Louis, MO, USA) was used as the 
negative (blank) samples. For the soccer ball and zebra stripe  plates, all plates were 
arranged in the same format see Figure 4 and  Figure 5 respectively, but the arrangement 
of samples was re-ordered for the checkerboard plates in order to ensure that each MPII tip 
is tested for processing and delivery of both DNA samples and negative controls and that 
no cross contamination between the two occur during DNA IQ™ processing and Figure 6. 

 
Figure 5 Anti-contamination plates in checkerboard format. Each plate consisted of 48 DNA samples 
(24 male and 24 female) and 48 negative (blank) samples consisting of water and no template DNA. 

 

Figure 6 Anti-contamination plates in zebra stripe format. Each plate consisted of 48 DNA samples 
(24 male and female) and 48 negative (blank) samples consisting of water and no template DNA. 

6.11 Assessing the risk of contamination on the septa mat 
Various positions on the underside of the septa mat that was used to seal the Soccerball 2 
EP-B 96-deep well plate were swabbed, and these swabs, were sampled and placed into 
individual 1.5mL tubes. In total, 40 swabs were collected. The swabs were processed using 
the modified off-deck lysis procedure, prior to processing using the automated DNA IQ™ 
method (version 6.1). 
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6.12 Sodium Iodide testing of the sealing of a ABgene 96 well DWP using 
various seals and also the septa mat 

Small pieces of paper were cut into squares of about 6x6mm and placed inside each well of 
an Abgene 96 well DWP. Then 100µL of bleach was dispensed into each well. Into 
selected wells C4, D7 and F4 800µL of Extraction buffer containing 3M sodium iodide (NaI) 
was added. The plate was sealed with a septa mat and mixed on an Eppendorf MixMate for 
5 minutes at 1100rpm. Following mixing the plate was centrifuged at 3000rpm for 2 
minutes. The NaI with bleach reaction was used to determine if NaI had transferred 
between wells. 
 
The iodide oxidizes to iodine and gives iodine in the presence of bleach. The iodine creates 
a colour change in solution and especially sensitive in the presence of cardboard or fabric. 
(http://www.scienceteacherprogram.org/chemistry/Oleary99.html) 

6.13  Nunc Bank-It™ de-capping, NaI investigation 
The de-capping of Nunc Bank-It™ tubes was investigated using NaI and bleach. Each 
Nunc Bank-It™ tube had 200µL of extraction buffer and 100µL of 3M NaI added into 16 
Nunc Bank-It™ tubes in a Nunc rack. The tubes were then briefly mixed and centrifuged as 
per the standard operating procedure (QIS 24897). The tubes were de-capped and pressed 
against cardboard sprayed with bleach. Positive reactions indicate that sample remains 
adhering to the cap. 
 
The first rack of 16 samples was de-capped immediately at room temperature. The second 
rack of samples was stored in the fridge for ~24 hours prior to de-capping.  

6.14 Sodium Iodide testing of the first part of the Automated DNA IQ 
extraction 

A rack of 96 Nunc Bank-It™ tubes were filled with 300µL DNA IQ™ Extraction Buffer 
except for positions C4, F4, D7 and G8. These positions were filled with 300µL 6M NaI 
made up in DNA IQ™ Extraction Buffer. To each well in the storage plate 100µL of bleach 
and a 6mm x 6mm piece of cardboard was added. This was presented to the MPII EP-B for 
the first steps of the program. The ABgene 2.2mL DWP was sealed using an Aluminium 
adhesive seal, mixed on an Eppendorf MixMate, centrifuged and pierced using a sterile 
PCR plate as per the standard operating procedure. This plate was then presented to the 
MPII for removal of “lysate” to the Store plate. 

6.15 DNA quantification, amplification, capillary electrophoresis and 
genotyping analysis 

Extracted samples were quantified using the Quantifiler™ Human DNA Quantification Kit 
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) as per QIS 19977R3, followed by amplification 
using the AmpFℓSTR® Profiler Plus® kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) as per 
QIS 19976R2. Fragment analysis was performed by capillary electrophoresis using an ABI 
Prism® 3130xl Genetic Analyzer instrument (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) as 
per QIS 15998R5. Fragment data was analysed using GeneMapper ID-X® v1.1 (Applied 
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA), with thresholds for heterozygous and homozygous 
peaks at 50 and 200 RFU respectively. The allelic imbalance threshold was set at 50%. 
When needed, some samples were analysed at a lower threshold of 20 RFU or 16 RFU. All 
results were uploaded to AUSLAB for data storage. 
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7. Results and Discussion 

7.1 Gravimetric evaluation of pipetting accuracy and precision of the 
1000µL syringes 

Pipetting on both automated platforms was assessed gravimetrically as per laboratory 
practice. Gravimetric results indicate that pipetting performance for five different pipetting 
behaviours using 1000µL syringes on the instruments is accurate and precise to within the 
established threshold of ±5% (Table 2). The maximum CV at the maximum volume was 
0.45% (except one performance file due to variations in one VersaTip™, the variation was 
within acceptable limits for the tip type), whereas the maximum CV at the minimum volume 
was 0.51%. With 500µL syringes, these values were 0.78% and 1.1% respectively. The 
maximum CV at the maximum volume dropped by almost half after changing to 1000µL 
syringes due to the less number of draws required to deliver volumes greater than 500µL. 
The CV for pipetting at lower volumes is expected to be slightly higher than the CV at 
higher volumes using 1000µL syringes, because accuracy at small volumes is harder to 
achieve with larger syringe sizes. Nevertheless, pipetting on the extraction platforms is 
limited to a minimum of 50µL for the purposes of delivering DNA IQ™ Resin solution, which 
has shown a very low inaccuracy value of only 0.4%.  
 
 

Table 2. Gravimetric evaluation results for various performance files used on either MPII EP-A or MPII EP-B with 1000µL 
syringes installed. 

Performance File  Max. Vol. 
µL 

Min. Vol. 
µL 

Max. 
Vol. µL 
Mean 

Max. 
Vol. 

%CV 

Max. 
Vol. 

%Inac. 

Min. 
Vol. µL 
Mean 

Min. 
Vol. 

%CV 

Min. 
Vol. 

%Inac. 
EXTN A         
WaterWaste 175µL DT_FW FSS21102008.prf 175µL 50µL 175.24 0.36 0.1 50.12 0.66 0.2 
WaterBlowout 175µL DT_FW FSS18092008.prf 175µL 50µL 176.07 0.26 0.6 49.76 1.40 0.5 
WaterWaste 1mL DT_FW  FSS15092008.prf 1000µL 100µL 1004.84 0.36 0.5 101.44. 0.52 1.4 
WaterBlowout 1mL DT_FSS18092008.prf 1000µL 100µL 1001.35 0.36 0.1 100.41 0.90 0.4 
WaterBlowoutFixedTips_FSS19092008.prf 1000µL 100µL 1000.46 0.25 0.0 99.34 0.51 0.7 
EXTN B         
WaterWaste_175 DT_FW FSS 20081017.prf 175µL 50µL 175.72 0.51 0.4 49.89 0.86 0.2 
Water Blowout_175ul DT_FSS30092008.prf 175µL 50µL 175.93 0.42 0.5 49.64 0.72 0.7 
WaterWaste_1mLDT_FSS_02102008.prf 1000µL 100µL 1002.43 0.29 0.2 99.42 0.82 0.6 
WaterBlowout_1mL DT_FSS25092008.prf 1000µL 100µL 999.11 0.96 0.1 101.17 0.80 1.2 
WaterBlowout Fixed Tips_1mL_FSS_24092008.prf 1000µL 100µL 999.01 0.45 0.1 98.87 1.03 1.1 

 
 
The results from the gravimetric assessment of the 1000µL syringes indicate that they are 
comparable in performance to the 500µL syringes. It is envisaged that syringe lifetime will 
be prolonged, as 1000µL syringes perform a reduced number of draws to deliver larger 
volumes. Nevertheless, proactive checking of the pipetting performance of the larger 
syringes should be performed on a regular basis to establish an approximate lifetime for 
these syringes, and therefore syringe replacements and calibration checks can be 
scheduled in order to minimise instrument downtime. 

7.2 Modifications to the off-deck lysis and automated DNA IQ™ 
procedures 

The modified automated DNA IQ™ procedure, designated version 6.x, is quite different 
from the previous version that was used routinely in the laboratory (e.g. version 4.1). As 
described in Section 3 above, several modifications have been made in order to minimise 
the risk of cross contamination and increase the efficiency of the protocol. Refer to Figure 
7 for the virtual deck layouts of both procedures for comparative purposes. 
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The changes that were made incorporate recommendations from Audit 8227 in addition to 
suggestions from the PerkinElmer National Liquid Handling Specialist. Changes in various 
air gap settings and movement speeds were made in order to reduce the risk of drop 
formation and splashing that may lead to adverse events (see Pitcher 102008 and Pitcher 
112008). 
 
The volume of Extraction Buffer added to samples during off-deck lysis was reduced from 
500µL to 300µL to minimise the risk of well-to-well splashing that may result in cross 
contamination. The change in the off-deck lysis procedure, whereby lysates are added to a 
96-deep well plate with the aide of STORstar to adding lysates directly into a corresponding 
Nunc Bank-It™ tube, the automated DNA IQ™ version 6.x procedure performs the 
automatic transfer of lysate from Bank-It™ tubes to 96-deep well plate therefore a new step 
in the protocol that was not included in previous versions was required. Version 6.x 
incorporates automated addition of DNA IQ™ Resin solution; mixing is achieved by placing 
the plate on a MixMate rather than pipette mixing as utilized in version 4.1. Exclusion of the 
Resin mixing steps has resulted in a time saving of up to 60 minutes, and the added benefit 
of increased yield due to high recovery rates, see section 6.2.  
 
The use of the alternative ABI magnet allows the 96-deep well plate to sit securely on the 
magnet without requiring operator intervention. Furthermore, the restricted back-front 
movement (in a column) of the 8-tip arm during sample transfers removes the risk of 
contaminating samples across the entirety of the 96-deep well plate, as the instrument only 
performs diagonal movements across the plate when moving to the tip chute to dispense 
tips. This diagonal movement across the plate cannot be removed. The volumes for 
washing and elution steps have not changed, but the steps have been optimised by 
changing pipetting speeds and adding post-dispense transport air gaps in order to prevent 
the formation of air bubbles at the end of the tips (see Pitcher 102008 and Pitcher 112008). 
 
External auditors from the Sir Albert Sakzewski Virus Research Centre were requested by 
Mr Greg Shaw (Senior Director, Forensic and Scientific Services) to review the automated 
DNA IQ™ procedure, specifically version 6.1, which included associated procedures such 
as off-deck lysis and arranging tubes using STORstar. The auditors scrutinised both staff 
input and instrument operation and found the modified off-deck lysis and automated DNQ 
IQ™ procedures to be “adequate and specifically designed to prevent cross contamination 
of test samples” and that previous adverse events that were encountered and recorded in 
various OQI’s were “most likely related to the use of adhesive film in sealing the deep-well 
plates used in the off-deck lysis procedure” that is no longer used in the modified off-deck 
lysis protocol. The reviewers also felt that extensive measures are undertaken in the 
laboratory to prevent cross contamination of samples these include the application of 
personal protective equipment and other protective measures (including environmental 
monitoring) Sloots & Whiley 2008. 
 
Lastly, staff members from the Analytical Team participated actively in the development 
and testing of the modified protocols by taking ownership of the DNA IQ™ standard 
operating procedure and performing anti-contamination checks. Staff members also 
performed pipetting calibration checks of the two MPII instruments dedicated for automated 
DNA IQ™ extraction. This level of involvement has increased the number of staff members 
involved in the review of the modified processes, and has made the change process more 
transparent. 
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Figure 7 Virtual deck layouts for version 4.1 (top) and version 6.5 (bottom), showing changes in 
labware and positioning of labware on the MPII deck. 
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Based on feedback from numerous reviewers, both external (PerkinElmer and Sir Albert 
Sakzewski Virus Research Centre) and internal (Analytical Section staff members), the 
modified off-deck lysis and automated DNA IQ™ procedures are suitable for processing 
forensic samples, and adequate cross contamination prevention measures are in place.  

7.3 Sensitivity and efficiency as assessed by percent recovery 
To assess sensitivity and percentage recovery of the modified automated DNA IQ™ 
procedure, known quantities of purified genomic DNA were processed through the 
procedure and the resulting output quantity was measured and compared to the original 
input quantity. Purified Male Human Genomic DNA (Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA) 
was selected for use in this study because this product undergoes strict factory QA/QC 
checks to ensure accurate and reliable DNA quantification. Furthermore, this DNA is 
currently used in DNA Analysis to create a DNA standard suitable for use in conjunction 
with the Quantifiler™ system (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA), and therefore 
historical records exist for its reliable performance. 
 
The purpose of this test was to determine the ability of the automated DNA IQ™ procedure 
(specifically the DNA IQ™ Resin) in binding and releasing the DNA that was present within 
the sample. Because of this, samples were not subjected to off-deck lysis. Instead, purified 
DNA was suspended in 300µL molecular biology grade water (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St 
Louis, MO, USA) and processed directly using the automated DNA IQ™ procedure.  
 
 

Figure 8 The recovery rate of the modified automated DNA IQ™ procedure (version 6.1).  

The 2ng – 100ng samples used are equivalent to concentrations of 0.0067 and 
0.3334ng/µL. These concentrations reflect those observed in forensic samples, i.e. 
approximately 78% of casework samples generate quantitation values of less than 
0.1ng/µL (data not shown). DNA IQ™ is optimised for the isolation and recovery of trace 
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amounts of DNA, and is known to saturate at around 100ng, resulting in decreased 
recovery rates for samples containing more than 100ng of DNA. 
 
Testing results indicate that the modified automated DNA IQ™ procedure is very sensitive 
and able to isolate low copy number DNA samples at a very high recovery rate that is close 
to 100% (Figure 8). The percentage recovery rates in our study were greater than 100% 
because the observed values were greater than the expected values. Inherent variation in 
pipetting during dilution of the samples, and inherent variations in the quantification system 
may have caused additional slight differences in the two values. Nevertheless, it can be 
postulated that for most samples processed in the laboratory, the modified automated DNA 
IQ™ procedure will be able to recover most if not all of the DNA that is present in a sample.  

7.4 Septa mat swab results 
The aim of the experiment was to identify if DNA is present on the septa mat that may 
cause contamination when the septa mat is peeled back. Prior to removing and swabbing 
the septa mat, the plate was mixed on a MixMate and centrifuged as per the standard 
operating procedure for routine automated extractions. In total 40 samples were taken from 
the septa mat. All samples had an undetermined quantification value and all profiles were 
NSD. No indications of below threshold peaks were noted. Based on these results it was 
concluded that the septa mat was fit for purpose. Anti-contamination plates in soccerball, 
checkerboard and zebra stripe format were extracted using the septa mat for plate sealing. 
These results are presented in section 7.5. 

7.5 Anti-contamination results for Version 6.1-6.3 (Extraction platform B) 
Several of the negative (blank) samples that were processed on anti-contamination batches 
generated quantification values that were below or close to the validated LOD for 
quantification. The LOD within DNA Analysis is 0.00426ng/µL. The samples ranged from 
0.000121 to 0.008730ng/µL; note: some of the higher values resulted from a failed 
quantification batch that was subsequently repeated and found to satisfy all acceptance 
criteria). A subset was re-quantified, most of which yielded “undetermined” values 
indicating that no DNA was detected. A small number of samples yielded quantification 
values that were below the LOD.  
 
A number of negative controls showed indications of cross contamination. Cross 
contamination was also observed from male to female samples. The adverse events were 
not restricted to a certain plate layout. 
 
The occurrence of cross contamination without a clear identifiable cause prompted close 
scrutiny of each step within the automated extraction procedure. Inadequate sealing of the 
DWP using the septa mat was identified as a probable cause and was further investigated 
using a NaI and bleach reaction. 

7.6 Septa mat seal testing using NaI 
The contamination events observed using the automated extraction process version 6.1-6.3 
displayed some contamination occurring to blanks on the right hand side of samples. As 
such this is not possible with the automated process. The robotic platform does not move 
from left to right over the plate after contacting sample. Therefore, the contamination events 
from left to right indicated that contamination was occurring during the manual intervention 
step(s) within the process. The manual processes are, the plate sealing and mixing or 
centrifuging using the septa mat.  
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The sealing capacity of the septa mat of the DWP was assessed using a NaI test. NaI 
solution when in contact with bleach and cardboard causes the cardboard to turn a 
purple/black colour.  
        
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 9 (a) ABgene 2.2ml DWP sealed with septa mat after mixing. Yellow wells contain NaI, 
surrounding wells contain bleach and cardboard. (b) Wells after mixing and centrifuging of 2.2ml 
DWP. Wells with dark staining contain NaI transferred from the yellow coloured wells.  

 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The NaI test in Figure 9b clearly shows that sample has travelled from a positive control 
well (yellow in appearance) across a number of other wells within the plate. It is clear that 
when the septa mat is used for sealing, a sample can travel across the plate up to 3 wells. 
It is hypothesised that sample travels via capillary action across the top of the wells and 
when the plate is centrifuged the sample travels into the surrounding wells. This hypothesis 
is confirmed by the results presented in Figure 10. The presence of sample is clear within 
the grooves of the septa, Figure 10b, and on top of the wells, Figure 10a. 
 
The inability of the septa mat to seal a 2.2ml DWP for mixing and centrifugation is therefore 
the most likely cause for the cross-contamination events observed using the automated 
extraction procedure version 6.1-6.3. The results from this experiment prompted a change 
of sealing method for the mixing and centrifugation of the 2.2ml DWP. The off-deck mixing 
is a required step as this is responsible for increasing the extraction efficiency of the 
automated method. Earlier investigations of adhesive seals showed condensation on the 
underside of the adhesive seal that does not centrifuge down, and therefore is a 
considerable contamination risk when adhesive seals are being removed from the plate.  
 

Figure 10 (a) Cardboard swab of DWP after removal of the septa mat. (b) Cardboard swab between the 
grooves of the septa mat. 

(b) (a) 

(b) (a) 
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7.7 Adhesive seal testing using NaI 
The NaI test was used to assess the sealing capacity of a pierceable adhesive aluminium 
seal of the ABgene 2.2ml DWP. Briefly, 100µl of bleach was dispensed into each well 
containing a 6mm x 6mm piece of cardboard. To wells D4, F4 and D7 300µL of Extraction 
buffer and 500µL of 3M sodium iodide was added. Wells D4, F4 and D7 are the positive 
sample wells and all surrounding wells are “blanks”. The ABgene plate was sealed with an 
adhesive aluminium seal, mixed on an Eppendorf MixMate for 5 minutes at 1100rpm and 
centrifuged at 3000rpm for 2 minutes. Visual examination of the wells surrounding the 
positive sample wells did not show any indication of a bleach and NaI reaction. A negative 
result indicates no contamination has occurred during the mixing or centrifuging process of 
the ABgene 2.2ml DWP using an adhesive aluminium seal.  
 
The sealing ability of the adhesive aluminium seal was evaluated further by briefly turning 
the plate upside down followed by centrifuging. A single contamination event was observed 
from a positive sample to a blank control, see Figure 11. 
 

 
Figure 11 Contamination present after inverting the plate 
and centrifuging. Contamination is identified by the dark 
colour in a previously blank well. 

This is not part of the routine extraction procedure. The occurrence of contamination while 
the plate is inverted was tested further by placing the plate upside down on the bench for 5 
minutes prior to centrifuging the plate. After 5 minutes eight contamination events occurred, 
see Figure 12.  
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Figure 12 Plate left sitting upside on bench for 5 minutes 
and then centrifuged. 

No cross contamination events were observed when the plate was handled according to 
the standard operating procedure. It was concluded that the adhesive aluminium seal is fit 
for purpose to seal the ABgene 2.2ml DWP.   
 
Due to the removal of the adhesive seal being noted as a potential cause for contamination 
events during the opportunity for quality improvement investigations it was concluded that 
seal piercing was a fit for purpose method for sample access. An Axygen 96 well half 
skirted PCR Microplate with single notch has the same well spacing and notch size as an 
ABgene 96 2.2ml DWP, the aluminium seal was pierced using the underside of the PCR 
plate. This creates holes in the seal adequate for the automated extraction to continue. This 
method for sample access was employed for the anti-contamination plates using purified 
genomic DNA from Promega in the plate layouts presented in section 6.10 and results are 
presented in section 7.8. The extraction process using a pierceable seal is referred to as 
process version 6.4 - 6.5. 
 

7.8 Anti-contamination checks using purified genomic DNA 
Using extraction platform B, nine plates consisting of purified genomic DNA were extracted 
in Soccerball, Zebra stripe and Checkerboard format. Every sample was reviewed for a 
quantification value and visible peaks in the profile. All profiles were viewed below 
threshold and below the LOD for possible indications of peaks. If a quantification value was 
obtained above or below the LOD the sample was re-quantified to ensure the quantification 
value was reproducible. Samples that on the initial run had allelic peaks or indications of 
peaks below threshold were re-quantified and subsequently re-amplified. These samples 
were made according to section 6.3. 
 
The positive (DNA) samples returned yields that were comparable between each run. With 
an input of 1125ng of purified human DNA, the system retained a mean total yield of 
501.52ng, resulting in an approximate recovery rate of 44.58% which is expected due to 
saturation of resin with DNA. As noted earlier, DNA profiles were obtained and found to be 
concordant across the various plates, although some exhibited less alleles compared to 
other replicates. This is due to the DNA used, as it contains a complex mixture of various 
individuals, and minor fluctuations in DNA template amounts may cause some alleles to 
amplify at a lower efficiency rate compared to others. No instances of cross-contamination 
between the male and female DNA samples were encountered after interrogating the 
alleles that are unique to each sample.  
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7.8.1. Soccer ball 1 (FBOT 433) 
Two negative controls yielded quantification values. One sample had a quantification value 
below the LOD and was not reproducible. There were no indications of peaks in the 
profiles.  
 
The second negative control had an initial quantification value of 0.0127ng/uL. This sample 
was amplified at maximum template addition volume and yielded a full single source profile. 
This sample was re-amplified and the profile was shown to be reproducible from the 
extract. Both the quantification value and the profile were reproducible. The profile in the 
negative extraction control is not a contamination event caused by the automated 
extraction process as all samples within the extraction batch were either negative controls 
or Promega DNA samples with known profiles. Contamination from a “sample” within the 
batch would present as a mixture with multiple contributors. This is a spurious profile that 
does not indicate sample to sample contamination within the batch. 
 
It is hypothesised that the profile has been extracted from a component of the labware used 
during the extraction. The profile does not match to any profiles contained within the DNA 
Analysis staff database. The database includes technicians that have serviced or come in 
contact with the extraction platform. The profile also does not match any previously 
obtained profiles within the laboratory. Contaminating DNA profiles obtained from labware 
have been reported in the literature previously, Sullivan et al 2004. 

7.8.2. Soccer ball 2 (FBOT 436) 
All negative control samples yielded undetermined quantification values and no indications 
of peaks were observed in the profiles.  

7.8.3. Soccer ball 3 (FBOT 440)  
One negative control sample yielded a quantification value below the LOD. The 
quantification value was not reproduced when the sample was re-quantified. This indicates 
that there is no quantifiable DNA present in the extract. None of the negative controls 
yielded peaks or identifiable below threshold peaks. 

7.8.4. Zebra Stripe 1 (FBOT 432) 
All negative control samples yielded undetermined quantification values and no indications 
of peaks were observed in the profiles. 

7.8.5. Zebra Stripe 2 (FBOT 435) 
Four negative control samples yielded a quantification value. Three of these were below 
the LOD and were not reproducible when the sample was re-quantified. One sample 
yielded a quantification value above the LOD, re-quantification of this sample yielded an 
undetermined quantification value. The quantification plot indicates a spike in fluorescence 
occurred. 
None of the negative control profiles yielded any indication of above or below threshold 
peaks. 

7.8.6. Zebra Stripe 3 (FBOT 439) 
All negative control samples yielded undetermined quantification values and no indications 
of peaks were observed in the profiles. 
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7.8.7. Checkerboard 1 (FBOT 434) 
Two negative controls yielded a quantification value below the LOD. The quantification 
values were not reproducible when the samples were re-quantified. This indicates no 
quantifiable DNA is present in the extract. 
None of the negative controls yielded identifiable peaks above or below threshold when the 
profiles were viewed. 

7.8.8. Checkerboard 2 (FBOT 437) 
One of the negative controls yielded a quantification value below the LOD. The 
quantification value was not reproducible when the sample was re-quantified. This indicates 
no quantifiable DNA is present in the extract. None of the negative controls yielded 
identifiable peaks above or below threshold. 

7.8.9. Checkerboard 3 (FBOT 447) 
Three negative controls yielded a quantification value below the LOD. Results are 
presented below in Table 2. 

Table 2 Checkerboard 3 negative controls investigated 

Sample 
description 

QUANT 9PLEX REQC REQC 
EPG 

MICFCW 

403159394 0.000417 NSD Undet - - 
403159460 0.000358 NSD 0.00218 ?PBT NSD 
403159644 0.000692 PBT 0.00524 PBT PBT 

* PBT = Peaks Below Threshold 
The initial quantification value for sample 403159394 is well below the LOD for 
quantification. The quantification value was also not repeatable and no indications of peaks 
were observed when the profile was viewed. There are no indications that the sample is 
contaminated. It is concluded that the quantification value was a baseline measurement 
error. 
 
The quantification value for sample 403159460 is below the LOD, however it was 
reproducible when the sample was re-quantified. No peaks were observed in the initial 
amplification. The second amplification as part of the re-quantification showed below 
threshold (16 RFU) indications of peaks. The sample was subsequently processed using 
the Microcon® procedure. The amplification of the Microcon® product did not yield any 
peaks. This sample did not yield sufficient information to confirm that contamination had 
occurred from a sample within the extraction batch. The amplifiable DNA present in the 
extract may have been extracted from the labware. It is not possible to identify the 
labware/consumable that has contaminated the negative control. All labware and 
consumables used during the extraction process are guaranteed to be DNA free by the 
suppliers/manufacturers. Contaminating DNA profiles from labware/consumables have 
been observed to occur sporadically within the laboratory. 
 
With the limited interpretable data available for this sample it is not possible to conclude 
how the negative control was contaminated with amplifiable DNA. If contamination from a 
positive sample within the batch had occurred it is expected that contamination would be 
clear due to the high DNA concentration of the samples and the relatively small amount of 
contaminating sample required to amplify a DNA profile and the presence of a mixed DNA 
profile has many alleles. 
 
The below LOD quantification values for sample 403159644 indicate that DNA may be 
present in the extract. The two amplifications and the amplification of the Microcon® product 
for this sample yielded identifiable peaks confirming the extract contains amplifiable DNA. 
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Table 3 Peaks identified for sample 403159644 

Sample description D3 vWA FGA Amel D8 D21 D18 D5 D13 D7 
NSD 17,NR NSD X,NR NSD NSD 19,NR ?7,NR NSD NSD 
NSD 17,NR 21,NR X,NR NSD NSD NSD 12,NR NSD NSD 
15,16 17,NR NSD X,NR NSD NSD NSD 7,NR NSD NSD 

 
As presented in Table 3 contaminating peaks are clearly identifiable in each of the three 
amplifications for the negative control. Comparison of the obtained alleles to the alleles 
represented in the Promega DNA positive control profiles identifies the D5S818 allele 7 as 
a clear difference. This allele difference is sufficient to conclude that the contaminating 
DNA within the extract for sample 403159644 is extraneous DNA and does not indicate a 
cross contamination event from another sample within the batch. The most likely 
explanation for the obtained profile/peaks is that DNA contaminated the labware during the 
manufacturing process. The obtained profile does not match staff members or any other 
profiles obtained within DNA analysis indicating that contamination has not occurred from a 
sample processed within the laboratory. 

7.8.10. Conclusion 
The nine anti-contamination plates extracted using purified genomic DNA in three different 
plate orientations did not indicate that cross contamination of samples was occurring. On 
the basis of these results the decision was made to return to use of the automated 
extraction procedure for reference samples in a checkerboard format on extraction platform 
B.  

7.9 Assessment of the 4T ITUDE 4Seal heat sealer 
Due to the force required to pierce the adhesive aluminium seal using the underside of a 
PCR plate a heat sealer was investigated for routine sealing during the extraction 
procedure. The verified seal was a 4titude Pierce Seal (Cat No. 4ti-0531). The seal integrity 
of the 2ml DWP was assessed using the NaI test as per the test used for the adhesive 
seals. Each test was performed in duplicate. 
 
The 2.2ml DWP was sealed with an aluminium film on the 4Seal heat sealer at 175°C for 
2.5 seconds. The plate was then mixed for 5 minutes at 1100rpm on an Eppendorf MixMate 
and centrifuged at 3000rpm for 2 minutes in an Eppendorf centrifuge. No contamination 
events were observed at this point.  
 
The plate was briefly inverted and then centrifuged in an Eppendorf centrifuge at 3000rpm 
for 2 minutes. No contamination events were observed. 
 
The plate was inverted and left on the bench for 5 minutes before centrifuging at 3000rpm 
for 2 minutes. No contamination events were observed. 
 
The plate was dropped from shoulder height (~1.5m) and then centrifuged at 3000rpm for 2 
minutes. No contamination events were observed.  
 
At no stage was cross contamination observed in any of the tests used to evaluate the heat 
seal. The seal integrity is strong to the point that limited contamination can be expected 
when the plate is dropped, although this is not recommended as part of the standard 
operating procedure. If a plate is dropped it should be noted that a cross contamination 
event may have occurred.  
 
The Pierce Seal heat seal is easily pierced using the underside of the Axygen PCR 
microplate. The contamination risk of piercing the seal using the PCR plate was assessed 
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using the NaI test. NaI was placed in four wells of the 2ml DWP and then the plate was 
sealed, mixed and centrifuged. The PCR plate was used to pierce the seal and the 
underside of the PCR plate was pressed against cardboard sprayed with bleach. Reactions 
occurred for three positions that contained NaI, see Figure 13.  
 
 

 
Figure 13 NaI reactions with bleach on the underside of 
a PCR plate after it has been used to pierce a heat seal.  

It is hypothesised that due to the sensitivity of the NaI method the PCR plate does not 
contact the main part of the sample but rather contacts a small amount of sample adhering 
to the seal, or a small meniscus bubble present above sample. Bubbles have been 
observed to remain in the 2ml DWP after the plate has been centrifuged, this is due to the 
detergents contained in the extraction and lysis buffers. The positive reaction may also be 
caused by the NaI vapour contacting the PCR plate. No drips, drops or moisture were 
observed adhering to the PCR plate therefore this is considered a low risk of 
contamination.  

7.10 Anti-contamination checks using reference buccal cell samples on 
FTA® Classic Card 

With the nine anti-contamination plates indicating the automated extraction procedure is 
free of contamination the automated re-implementation program moved to extractions using 
reference samples that could be confirmed with a previously obtained profile. FTA RPT and 
LINK samples were included for automated reference sample extractions in checkerboard 
format. Blanks consisted of DNA IQ™ Extraction buffer without Proteinase K.  
 
Using samples with single source profiles aids troubleshooting if a profile in a blank occurs 
and can also assist in detecting cross contamination from sample to sample as mixtures 
are not expected. Extra samples were included by ordering LINKs on reference samples 
that may in the future require a confirmatory profile. In total, seventeen plates were 
processed on extraction platform B using the automated extraction procedure.  
 

7.10.1. Reference Plate 1 (RFIQEXT20090526_05) 
All negative controls yielded undetermined quantification values. None of the negative 
control profiles yielded indications of peaks. All positive samples yielded profiles 
concordant to the previous results for each individual sample. No indications of extra peaks 
or mixed profiles were observed in the single source samples. 
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7.10.2. Reference Plate 2 (RFIQEXT20090527_01) 
All negative controls yielded undetermined quantification values. Two of the negative 
controls yielded possible peaks in the initial amplification. The peaks for both samples were 
reproducible when the amplification product was re-prepared and re-run through capillary 
electrophoresis. The profiles obtained for sample 403170904 are presented in Table 4.  

Table 4 Profile results for negative control 403170904 

D3 vWA FGA Amel D8 D21 D18 D5 D13 D7 
NSD NSD NSD NR,Y NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD 
NSD NSD NSD ?Y NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD 
NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD 

NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD 
NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD 

 
The peak obtained in the first amplification for sample 403170904 was not reproducible 
above the LOD in subsequent reworks. The re-run of the initial amplification product 
reproduced the single peak at amelogenin, however the peak was below the LOD. The 
interpretation of peaks below the LOD is not reliable and can easily be misinterpreted. The 
further reworks of this sample did not produce any further allelic peaks, including below 
threshold peaks.  
 
The inability to reproduce allelic peaks from the extract with the second amplification and 
the microcon procedure indicates that no amplifiable DNA is present within the extract. It is 
hypothesised that the single peak at amelogenin reproducible from the first amplification 
product may be due to drop in. It is concluded that a contamination event did not occur 
during the extraction of this sample using the automated extraction procedure. 
 
The profiles obtained for the second sample (403170764) are presented in Table 5. The 
designated alleles are above the 16 RFU LOD. The highest allele reported was 24 RFU. All 
peaks are below the LOR and need to be interpreted with caution.  

Table 5 Profile results for negative control 403170764 

Sample description D3 vWA FGA Amel D8 D21 D18 D5 D13 D7 
7,NR NSD NSD X,NR NSD 30,NR NSD NSD NSD NSD 
SD NSD NSD NSD 11,NR 30,NR NSD NSD NSD NSD 
7,NR NSD NSD NSD 11,NR 30,NR NSD NSD NSD NSD 

SD NSD 25,NR NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD 
SD 18,NR 25,NR NR,Y NSD 30,NR NSD NSD NSD NSD 

 
A number of the alleles obtained for sample 403170764 were reproducible from the first 
amplification product and from the extract in further amplifications. This indicates the 
presence of contaminating DNA in the extract.  
 
A copy of the profiles as viewed in GeneMapper® ID-X, are attached as Appendix 1.  The 
sample position on the extraction batch is presented in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14 Plate map indicating position of sample  on the extraction batch. All 
alleles obtained for the contaminated negative control are represented in the profile of sample 
308821264. 

Sample 308821264 shares the five alleles obtained from negative control . From 
the limited alleles obtained it has been concluded that sample  contaminated the 
negative control. See Table 6 for the profile comparison. 
 

Table 6 Profile comparison of Negative control and adjacent sample from Reference batch 2 

Sample D3 vWA FGA Amel D8 D21 D18 D5 D13 D7 
17,NR 18,NR 25,NR X,Y 11,NR 30,NR NSD NSD NSD NSD 
14,17 17,18 23,25 X,Y 11,13 30,31 13,15 10,11 8,11 10,11 

No drips or drops, with the potential to cause contamination, have been observed with the 
automated extraction procedure version 6.4-6.5. Therefore, it is hypothesised that cross 
contamination occurred during a manual process within the extraction procedure. The 
manual intervention steps are key to the increased yield of the automated extraction 
procedure. Investigations were conducted to optimise the manual steps. For the results of 
these investigations refer to section 7.11. It is possible that a labware or consumable fault 
allowed for a small amount of sample transfer to the negative control. For example, a small 
chip in the side of the well at the sealing surface would allow for sample transfer.  
 
All positive samples yielded profiles concordant to the previous results for each individual 
sample. No indications of extra peaks or mixed profiles were observed in the single source 
samples within the batch. 

7.10.3. Reference Plate 3 (RFIQEXT20090529_01) 
All negative controls yielded undetermined quantification values. One negative control on 
the initial amplification and capillary electrophoresis run yielded one peak above the LOD 
and indications of peaks below the LOD. The re-run of this sample did not yield any 
indications of peaks. The profile from the re-quantification and the Microcon also did not 
yield any indications of peaks. No quantification value was obtained for this negative 
control. Due to the reworking of this control not yielding any further results it is concluded 
that no quantifiable or amplifiable DNA was present in the final extract. It is hypothesised 
that the initial peaks may have contaminated the control during capillary electrophoresis 
preparation or carryover within the genetic analyzer capillary. The profile obtained is not 
due to a contamination event during the extraction procedure.  
 
All positive samples yielded profiles concordant to the previous results for each individual 
sample. No indications of extra peaks or mixed profiles were observed in the single source 
samples within the batch. 

7.10.4. Reference Plate 4 (RFIQEXT20090529_02) 
All negative controls yielded undetermined quantification values. None of the negative 
control profiles yielded indications of peaks. All positive samples yielded profiles 
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concordant to the previous results for each individual sample. No indications of extra peaks 
or mixed profiles were observed in the single source samples within the batch. 

7.10.5. Reference Plate 5 (RFIQEXT20090609_03) 
All negative controls yielded undetermined quantification values. A negative control yielded 
indications of peaks below the LOD on the initial amplification and capillary electrophoresis 
run. The re-run of this sample yielded an indication of a peak at amelogenin below the 
LOD. The profile from the re-quantification and the Microcon did not yield any indications of 
peaks. No quantification value was obtained for this negative control. Due to the reworking 
of this control not yielding any further results it is concluded that no quantifiable or 
amplifiable DNA was present in the final extract. It is hypothesised that the DNA 
responsible for the initial peaks may have contaminated the control at some point after the 
extraction. The below LOD peaks were a result of drop in. The profile obtained is not due to 
a contamination event during the extraction procedure. 

7.10.6. Reference Plate 6 (RFIQEXT20090610_02) 
All negative controls yielded undetermined quantification values. None of the negative 
control profiles yielded indications of peaks. All positive samples yielded profiles 
concordant to the previous results for each individual sample. No indications of extra peaks 
or mixed profiles were observed in the single source samples within the batch. 

7.10.7. Reference Plate 7 (RFIQEXT20090612_02) 
A negative control yielded an initial quantification value. This was re-quantified and yielded 
an undetermined quantification value. The initial amplification and the re-run of the initial 
amplification product yielded indications of peaks at amelogenin below the LOD. No peaks 
were yielded with the re-quantification and Microcon® reworks of the extract. It is 
hypothesised that the indications of peaks yielded in the initial amplification and re-run of 
the initial amplification product are due to allele drop in. 
 
A negative control yielded an initial undetermined quantification value. The control was re-
quantified due to a peak at amelogenin above the LOD and identifiable peaks below the 
LOD for the initial amplification. The re-quantification yielded a value of 0.0006, below the 
LOD. The re-run of the product from the initial amplification yielded a peak at amelogenin 
below the LOD. No indications of peaks were reproduced in the re-quantification profile or 
the microcon of the extract. It is hypothesised that the initial amplification peaks were 
caused by environmental drop in. The quantification value yielded in the re-quantification is 
below the LOD and therefore is classified as indistinguishable from background 
fluorescence. 
 
It is concluded that the quantification values and the peaks yielded for the two negative 
controls are not a result of contamination during the extraction procedure. 
 
All positive samples yielded profiles concordant to the previous results for each individual 
sample. No indications of extra peaks or mixed profiles were observed in the single source 
samples within the batch. 

7.10.8. Reference Plate 8 (RFIQEXT20090616_01) 
Two negative control samples yielded a quantification value below 0.0006 ng/µL, this is 
below the LOD. The re-quantification for these samples was undetermined. The initial 
profile and the re-quantification profile did not yield any identifiable peaks. The Microcon® 
rework of these samples did not yield any identifiable peaks. It is concluded that the 
quantification values were background fluorescence. This can be expected for 
quantification values below the LOD. 
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All positive samples yielded profiles concordant to the previous results for each individual 
sample. No indications of extra peaks or mixed profiles were observed in the single source 
samples within the batch. 

7.10.9. Reference Plate 9 (RFIQEXT20090617_02) 
All negative controls yielded undetermined quantification values. None of the negative 
control profiles yielded indications of peaks. All positive samples yielded profiles 
concordant to the previous results for each individual sample. No indications of extra peaks 
or mixed profiles were observed in the single source samples within the batch. 

7.10.10. Reference Plate 10 (RFIQEXT20090623_05) 
All negative controls yielded undetermined quantification values. None of the negative 
control profiles yielded indications of peaks. All positive samples yielded profiles 
concordant to the previous results for each individual sample. No indications of extra peaks 
or mixed profiles were observed in the single source samples within the batch. 

7.10.11. Reference Plate 11 (RFIQEXT20090623_07) 
All negative controls yielded undetermined quantification values. None of the negative 
control profiles yielded indications of peaks. All positive samples yielded profiles 
concordant to the previous results for each individual sample. No indications of extra peaks 
or mixed profiles were observed in the single source samples within the batch. 

7.10.12. Reference Plate 12 (RFIQEXT20090629_09) 
All negative controls yielded undetermined quantification values. Two negative controls 
were reworked further due to indications of peaks in the initial amplification. No peaks were 
reproducible when the initial amplification was re-run. The re-quantification of the controls 
yielded an undetermined result. No peaks were observed in the re-quantification profile or 
after the samples were processed through the Microcon® procedure. It is hypothesised that 
the initial peaks may have contaminated the control during capillary electrophoresis 
preparation. The profile obtained is not due to a contamination event during the extraction 
procedure. The profile was not reproducible from the control extract. 
 
All positive samples yielded profiles concordant to the previous results for each individual 
sample. No indications of extra peaks or mixed profiles were observed in the single source 
samples within the batch.  

7.10.13. Reference Plate 13 (RFIQEXT20090629_11) 
All negative controls yielded undetermined quantification values. None of the negative 
control profiles yielded indications of peaks. All positive samples yielded profiles 
concordant to the previous results for each individual sample. No indications of 
contaminating extra peaks or mixed profiles were observed in the single source samples 
within the batch. 

7.10.14. Reference Plate 14 (RFIQEXT20090706_01) 
One negative control yielded a quantification value.  The re-quantification of this sample 
reproduced the quantification value indicating quantifiable DNA was present in the extract. 
The initial amplification produced a below LOR peak at amelogenin. The profile also had an 
indication of a below LOD peak at D21S11. The re-run through capillary electrophoresis of 
the amplification product increased the peak heights of the peaks at amelogenin and 
D21S11. The profiles obtained for this negative control are presented in Table 7 and 
attached as Appendix 2. 
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Table 7 Profile results for negative control 403176028 

Sample description D3 vWA FGA Amel D8 D21 D18 D5 D13 D7 
NSD NSD NSD X,NR NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD NSD 
NSD NSD NSD X,NR NSD 30,NR NSD NSD NSD NSD 
15,NR 18,NR NSD X,NR 10,NR 30,NR NSD NSD NSD NSD 
15,NR NSD NSD X,NR 10,NR 30,NR NSD 13,NR NSD NSD 

 
A number of the alleles obtained were reproducible in subsequent amplifications indicating 
that amplifiable DNA is present in the extract. Interrogation of the alleles for all samples 
extracted on the automated extraction batch and the alleles obtained in the negative control 
403176028, was conducted and no matches were observed. It is hypothesised that the 
DNA contaminating the negative control is not cross contamination from a sample or due to 
staff contamination. The inability to match the alleles obtained indicates contamination of 
the labware from an external source. This does not indicate contamination due to the 
extraction procedure itself.  

7.10.15. Reference Plate 15 (RFIQEXT20090707_02) 
All negative controls yielded undetermined quantification values. None of the negative 
control profiles yielded indications of peaks. All positive samples yielded profiles 
concordant to the previous results for each individual sample. No indications of extra peaks 
or mixed profiles were observed in the single source samples within the batch. 

7.10.16. Reference Plate 16 (RFIQEXT20090710_06) 
All negative controls yielded undetermined quantification values. None of the negative 
control profiles yielded indications of peaks. All positive samples yielded profiles 
concordant to the previous results for each individual sample. No indications of extra peaks 
or mixed profiles were observed in the single source samples within the batch. 

7.10.17. Reference Plate 17 (RFIQEXT20090714_02) 
All negative controls yielded undetermined quantification values. None of the negative 
control profiles yielded indications of peaks. All positive samples yielded profiles 
concordant to the previous results for each individual sample. No indications of extra peaks 
or mixed profiles were observed in the single source samples within the batch. 

7.11 Adverse event manual process investigations 

7.11.1. Nunc Bank-It™ de-capping 
The manual de-capping of the Nunc Bank-It™ tubes containing lysates before presentation 
of the samples to the MPII was identified as a risk of contamination. Bubbles forming a 
meniscus above samples within the tube have been noted. These bubbles remained after 
extensive centrifuging. The manual de-capper was also noted to be faulty with the caps not 
adhering to the shaft of the de-capper.  
 
It was noted that some operators at the time de-capped the tubes from top left to bottom 
left, column by column. The Nunc Bank-It™ caps were being discarded in a biohazard bin 
behind the samples. Therefore, caps from samples at the bottom of the plate were being 
moved over open samples before being discarded. Due to the faulty tip on the de-capper 
caps were occasionally dropped on the bench. This has the potential to produce small 
aerosols of sample adhering to the cap. The faulty de-capper tip has been fixed. 
 
The small meniscus in the tube may also produce aerosols as the cap is removed from the 
tube. The risk of contamination during the de-capping of lysate Nunc tubes was 
investigated using the NaI test.  
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Briefly, 200µL of extraction buffer and 100µL of 3M NaI was dispensed into 16 Nunc Bank-
It™ tubes in a Nunc rack. The tubes were then briefly mixed and centrifuged as per the 
standard operating procedure. The tubes were de-capped and pressed against cardboard 
sprayed with bleach. A positive reaction indicates that sample remained adhering to the 
cap.  
 
The first rack of 16 Nunc tubes was de-capped after 2 minutes of centrifuging. The samples 
were at room temperature. All 16 lids reacted with the bleach and cardboard. This indicates 
a trace amount of NaI was adhering to the cap. 
 
A second rack of 16 Nunc tubes with extraction buffer and NaI was stored in the fridge 
overnight and de-capped after mixing and centrifuging the next morning. Three of the 
sixteen lids reacted with the bleach and cardboard. This indicates a trace amount of NaI 
was adhering to the cap. 
 
There is a clear variation between the samples de-capped immediately and the samples 
stored in the fridge. It is hypothesised that this is due to NaI vapour reacting with the bleach 
for the samples at room temperature. This highlights the sensitivity of the test. No caps 
appeared moist, or had adhering droplets. None of the samples contained the bubble 
meniscus. 
 
De-capping of tubes from the bottom left, to the top left hand corner finishing in the top right 
hand corner has been included in the procedure. This will minimise the risk of 
contamination associated with the de-capping of the Nunc lysate tubes. De-capping of 
Nunc Bank-It™ tubes in this order ensures caps are not carried across open tubes. 
 
It is also hypothesised that some lysate may have become stuck in the thread of the tube 
when the 300µL of lysate was dispensed into the Nunc Bank-It™ tubes. It has been 
reported that the lysate forms bubbles when dispensed due to the detergents in the 
extraction buffer. Operators have been informed to take care when dispensing the lysate 
into Nunc Bank-It™ tubes. If all processes are adhered to the risk of contamination from 
solution adhering to the cap thread is considered low. The risk does however increase if 
caps are dropped off the end of the de-capper.  
 

7.11.2. Seal Piercing investigation 
In section 7.9 it is noted that sample contacts the underside of the PCR plate during the 
piercing process. The piercing process was highlighted as a risk for well to well 
contamination. The risks were assessed using the NaI test. Briefly, 3M NaI in extraction 
buffer was dispensed into selected wells across the plate and all other wells filled with 
300uL bleach and cardboard. The plate was mixed, centrifuged and then pierced using the 
underside of a PCR plate. The 2ml DWP was heat sealed a second time after the initial 
seal had been pierced. The plate was then centrifuged to ensure small droplets that may 
have contaminated surrounding wells made contact with bleach solution.  
 
The plate was examined for any indications of NaI cross contamination. No indications of 
cross contamination during the piercing procedure were observed. This test was performed 
in duplicate and identical results were obtained. 
 
It is concluded that the use of a PCR plate to pierce the heat seal for sample access is fit 
for purpose. The PCR plate can be easily discarded between batches limiting the need for 
decontamination of a sample piercer. A manual piercing press is currently being 
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manufactured for routine use in the laboratory. The device will be thoroughly tested prior to 
implementation. 

8. Conclusion 
In total 26 anti-contamination plates have been extracted through the automated DNA IQ™ 
procedure using process version 6.4 – 6.5. This is the version that includes sealing and off-
deck mixing of the lysates in contact with resin, the seal is pierced rather than peeled. 
Peeling or removing a seal has been identified as a contamination risk due to adhering 
condensation forming aerosols. Piercing the aluminium seal is proven to be a fit for purpose 
method for sample access by the extraction platform.  
 
No indications of cross contamination in the 9 purified genomic DNA Plates in 3 plate layout 
configurations were observed. On the basis of this result the verification progressed to 
extraction of single source reference samples in checkerboard format. The 17 
checkerboard reference sample plates contained a number of blank controls that exhibited 
quantification values below the LOD and indications of allelic peaks in the initial 
amplification. The quantification values were not reproducible in re-quantifications. The 
allelic peaks were not reproducible from further amplifications indicating the final extract did 
not contain amplifiable DNA. This does not indicate cross contamination has occurred 
during the extraction procedure. 
 
A possible cross contamination event has been observed in a negative control in reference 
plate 2. The 5 alleles obtained for the negative control cannot exclude the sample adjacent 
as the source of contamination. Indications of peaks below the LOD obtained for the 
negative control also match the adjacent sample. The manual processes in the extraction 
procedure were hypothesised to be the cause of contamination. The NaI investigations 
identified the risks in the manual process. Procedures limiting the risks of contamination 
were implemented. No further batches indicated cross contamination occurring during the 
extraction process.  
 
The spurious single source profiles observed during both the purified genomic DNA and 
reference sample extraction plates are hypothesised to be labware or consumable 
contamination that has occurred at the manufacturer or during transport. Labware 
contamination has been observed in the laboratory for non-automated procedures and 
reported by other laboratories. All labware used during the automated DNA IQ™ extraction 
is guaranteed to be DNA free by the manufacturers. Spurious profiles have been identified 
in some of the plates extracted on extraction platform A. One of the profiles matches the 
profile obtained on extraction platform B. It is not possible to identify the labware or 
consumable responsible for the spurious profiles therefore feedback cannot be given to the 
manufacturer. Developments are being undertaken to create a DNA elimination database 
of staff from all manufacturers that provide products to DNA Analysis, Forensic and 
Scientific Services. 
 
It is concluded that the automated DNA IQ™ extraction procedure is fit for routine 
extractions within DNA Analysis on extraction platform B. Extraction platform A is currently 
undergoing the same testing process. This report will be updated once all results are 
complete.  

9. Recommendations 
• The automated DNA IQ™ extraction procedure can be re-implemented as a routine 

extraction procedure within DNA Analysis for volume crime samples in 
checkerboard format. 
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• The automated DNA IQ™ extraction procedure should be monitored closely for 
wear or loss of calibration and issues reported immediately to the Analytical Senior 
Scientist. 

• An audit be conducted 6 – 8 months post implementation of volume crime 
casework sample extractions in checkerboard format. 

• Extraction process review following the audit to assess the implementation of 
automated DNA IQ™ extractions in full batches. 
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 Implementation Date Details Project Leader Area Affected

14/11/1991 HLA Dq alpha
SMJ 

(retrospectively 
added)

Date of first workbook entry used as 
implementation date 

23/01/1995 D1S80, HUMTH01, FES and sex typing 
SMJ 

(retrospectively 
added)

Date of first workbook entry used as 
implementation date 

31/05/1995 Polymarker
SMJ 

(retrospectively 
added)

Date of first workbook entry used as 
implementation date 

1/03/1996 Triplex: CSF1PO, HUMTH01, TPOX
SMJ 

(retrospectively 
added)

Date of first workbook entry used as 
implementation date 

23/04/1996 Quad: vWA, HUMTH01, F13A, FES
SMJ 

(retrospectively 
added)

Date of first workbook entry used as 
implementation date 

16/12/1997 Sensitivity test for 9plex (Profiler Plus)
SMJ 

(retrospectively 
added)

Date of first workbook entry used as 
implementation date 

5/03/1998 First CS entry for 9plex (Profiler Plus)
SMJ 

(retrospectively 
added)

Date of first workbook entry used as 
implementation date 

Prior to routine use of NCIDD, the lab used the Unknown Database in FACTS.  
These unknown profiles were manaually searched against the Known and Unknown 

databases in FACTS

CJA
(retrospectively 

added)

2001

The Known Offenders Database was used to store and search all ref samples.  All 
unknown crime scene samples were manually searched against KOD as the case 
was completed.  All unknown crime scene samples were still loaded to FACTS to 

search against other crime scene samples.

CJA
(retrospectively 

added)

9/10/2003
All profiles on the Known Offenders Database were checked by the Queensland 

Police Service to be included on NCIDD and those profiles were bulk uploaded to 
NCIDD on the 9th of Oct 2003

CJA
(retrospectively 

added)

10/10/2003 All profiles on the datases in FACTS were bulk uploaded to NCIDD on the 10th of 
Oct 2003.

CJA
(retrospectively 

added)

2nd half of 2004             
(b/n Jul and Aug) Date added to the reviewed field (LRCB1-7) for EXR and LKR testcodes

PMT 
(retrospectively 

added)

Jun-04 Implemented use of Quantifiler for routine use for quantitation
CJA

(retrospectively 
added)

8/04/2005 Report issued by ESR regarding review of the use of Quantifiler Human 
Quantitation System at QHSS

CJA
(retrospectively 

added)

Jun-05 Western Australia began using NCIDD
CJA

(retrospectively 
added)

15/09/2005
On Thurs the 15th September 2005, QPS RMU advised us that they no longer 
require Forensic Regiser case details registered on LKREXT pages and faxed to 
them.

Luke Ryan Results Management Volume Crime

Oct-05 Northern Territory began using NCIDD
CJA

(retrospectively 
added)

9/03/2006

For cases registered 05 onwards it has been decided that to create links the case 
files are not required but only if the admin and tech reviews have been completed.  
If the admin and tech reviews have not been completed a check of the information 
in the case file is required therefore the case file is required to generate the link. 
This also means that the link sticker is not required on these case files.

Luke 
Ryan/Maryanne 

Hadfield
Results Management Volume Crime

13/06/2006

Discussions took place between VKI, MMH and CJA regarding staining of Diff Lysis 
slides with H&E, and the possible changeover to Christmas tree staining.  It was 
decided that no staining of slides from this extraction type would be done, and if 
required, they would be stained at a later date (they will still be heat fixed).

Cathie 
Allen/Maryanne 

Hadfield/Vanessa 
Ientile

Analytical Section 

23/06/2006 Amp volumes changed from 2ng to 1ng (as per DNA workbook). Paula Taylor All  

27/06/2006

To help Case scientists with amp volumes of casework samples, it has been 
decided we will now add to the samples with multiple volumes with D1, D2 etc 
depending on the number of replicates so they will now appear as 12345_15ul_D1, 
12345_17ul_D2 so it will be obvious which samples have multiple volumes when 
plate reading.

Allan McNevin Analytical Section

28/06/2006

Change over from Quantifiler standards to Promega Male standard DNA for Quant 
standards and Promega Female standard DNA for Quant controls (high and low). 
This will take effect from run id QF#850 onwards (Amp id CW#1320 onwards). 
From the results of the validation work that has been undertaken this will give us a 
more reliable quantitation value.

Allan McNevin Analytical Section

17/07/2006
The analytical section will submit one Quality Control spot per extraction batch for 
blood and cellular extractions.  There is no need for individual case scientists to 
submit QC spots after the 17th of July 2006.

Allan McNevin Analytical Section

17/07/2006

The operational staff will only process FTA samples on a 'Link' plate singularly.  
Previously all samples were punched in duplicate, however since staff are 
dedicated to this task on a roster, the requirement for duplicates is no longer 
required. - Project No Longer Required.

Cathie Allen/Luke 
Ryan Volume Crime Team

20/07/2006

From the 10th of July 2006 - the initials 'RLS' refer to Rebecca Sonter.  A previous 
staff member Rebecca Smith also had these initials and worked in the section from 
the 13th of September 2004 to the 5th of August 2005.  Any entries in Auslab (RLS) 
during those dates refer to Rebecca Smith.  Any entries after the 10th of July 2006 
refer to Rebecca Sonter.

(Brought to CJA's 
attention from RS) Forensic Biology

24/07/2006

The analytical section will register Epithelial Lysates in Auslab.  A copy entry will be 
done of the Sperm Fraction registration,  '-E' will be added to the Client Reference 
field and 'from [barcode of Diff Lysis sample]' will be added to the Sample Info 1 
line.  The team will also be added to the 9plex page.

Cathie Allen/Allan 
McNevin/Mary 

Gardam
Analytical Section/Quality

CA-121
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25/07/2006

Change over from Quantitating samples in duplicate to singles. This will take effect 
from run id QF#898 onwards (Amp id CW#1388 & CW#1389 onwards). This is the 
second part to changes arising from validation/change management work that had 
previously been undertaken.

Allan McNevin Analytical Section

26/07/2006 Re: Use of Greiner plates for FTA processing. Item removed from register as 
change did not actually occur. Allan McNevin Analytical Section

25/07/2006 Started using In-house prepared Diff Lysis controls, results to be monitored in 
G:\ForBiol\AAA Analytical Section\Diff Lysis Controls\Diff Lysis controls 2006.xls

Allan McNevin / 
Justin Howes Analytical Section

7/08/2006 PDF functionality for FBSTAT, FBSHRT, FBADD & FBAMEND is live from 8/8/06 Vanessa Ientile / 
Sam Granato Major Crime & Volume Crime

8/08/2006 MPREM page created in Auslab for removal of identified missing persons profile off 
NCIDD (Refer to SOP 17152) Kirsty Wright Volume Crime Team

8/08/2006
EXR2 & EXR3 live in AUSLAB for use when results extend past 7 lines of data. 
EXR2 & EXR3 information is not transferred across the interface but must be faxed 
from EXR2 to QPS FIRMU.

Vanessa Ientile  Major Crime & Volume Crime

31/08/2006 Stop keeping 17050s after upload for samples with and without links after page has 
been scanned. Luke Ryan Volume Crime Team

30/08/2006
Increase of amping template from 1ng to 1.2ng. This is effect any CW from 
CW#1484 onwards and CoREF#32 (CoREF#33 and CoREF#34 were done using 
1ng of template)

Allan McNevin / 
Megan Harvey Analytical Section

19/09/2006 Addition of "-QC" suffix to Auslab barcodes of QC dots in DNAmaster Allan McNevin Analytical Section

6/10/2006

Moved BRB Stats v1.26 and added a password requirement to open.
Made the following changes to v1.23, this version only to be routinely used 
from now on:
- Write-protected file
- Protected all fields except those required for profile entry and kinship type
- Renamed columns "Father", "Mother", "Child" in Paternity Trio module to 
"Unknown Parent", "Known Parent", "Known Child" to clarify

Tim Gardam
(for Vanessa 

Ientile)
Major Crime & Volume Crime

23/10/2006
After transferring the completed folder to AAA Results Finalised, the file must be 
renamed to remove the # eg. CW#1632 to CW1632. (To make the files more 
compatible for the new database)

Mary Gardam All Plate Reading

26/10/2006

All statements in Auslab have been pdf'd by the admin team and VKI. There 
are some exceptions where difficulties have been encountered (see list below) Note 
that some have been accidentally pdf'd twice during this process. Please be aware 
if printing off any old statements. Justin/Sam are to now progress change of Stat 
Dec title to Statement of witness, use of new NATA logo and the inclusion of the 
statement appendix version 4

Sam Cave Major Crime & Volume Crime

PDF STATEMENTS - AUSLAB
WOULD NOT VALIDATE NO DETAILS ON REPORT PAGE

ASUF######  entries - not done 

- cannot be done
- cannot be done

30/10/2006 Statement Appendix version 4 - ready for use and should be used for all 
statements written as of Monday 30th October Sam Cave Major Crime and Volume Crime

1/11/2006 All Statements are now called 'Statement of Witness' and the NATA logo has 
been changed. Cathie Allen

Dec-06 Commonwealth of Australia began using NCIDD
CJA

(retrospectively 
added)

Forensic Biology

22/01/2007 Analytical section will now include a blank/negative control to all Nucleospin 
clean-up and microcon batches consisting of 100uL nanopure autoclaved water Allan McNevin Analytical Section
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31/01/2007

For older cases (02/03/04) that have been sample in 2005,2006 and 2007, it has 
been decided that to create links, the case files are not required BUT ONLY if the 
admin and tech reviews have been completed.  If the admin and tech reviews have 
not been completed a check of the information in the case file is required therefore 
the case file is required to generate the link. This process to change from 31/01/07. 
SOP to be updated. 

Paula Taylor Volume Crime Team

12/02/2007 AUSLAB Batch functionality GO LIVE date Thomas Nurthen All Forensic Biology teams
13/02/2007 Pre PCR MultiPROBE II instrument GO LIVE date Thomas Nurthen All Forensic Biology teams

3/04/2007

For blood samples received by Property Point staff - the new test code BBCLO is 
ordered & filled out.  The staff no longer have to add 'Blood sample' to the 
registration screen in the Sample Info 1 line.  Biology staff trying to find out if a 
sample is a blood need to look for the BBCLO testcode.

Thomas 
Nurthen/Cathie 

Allen
Forensic Biology

5/04/2007
All statements are to include the ref sample source (eg buccal cell, blood, or 
hair) in the body of the statement to ensure that all items rec'd are documented as 
to what rec'd

Sharon Johnstone Forensic Biology

5/04/2007

New lists have been configured to assist in workflow with volume crime 
cases that have been sampled and results are pending.9PLEXV- (Volume 
9plex list) will be the list that you will go to, to assess if all the results are 
back for a case. If case is ready to go it will progress to the next list. If not it 
will just be taken off the list to wait for the last sample outstanding
VRAPP- (Volume result appraisal list) This list is to be used by results 
management to look at samples and assess for reworks. If rework required, 
just taken off the list. If rework not required preferred profiles are selected
CCVOL- (Case compilation list) This list you will use to find the files, print 
results tables, print all EPG’s and track physically and electronically to case 
appraisal drawers.

Sharon Johnstone Initially Voulme crime and operational 
officers 

10/04/2007

All Quant batches to have results entered in QF QC log, with a column added 
to standards tab to indicate batch pass/fail. Log of failed amp bathces created, 
located I:\AAA Analytical Section\Test Results-
AmpsTE\FailedAmpBatchLog2007.xls

Allan McNevin Analytical Section

18/04/2007
"Items received" and "Items tested" fields on FORREC pages in AUSLAB 
(forensic receipts) are no longer mandatory fields.  You are no longer able to edit 
these fields.

Vanessa Ientile Volume Crime Team/ Major Crime 
Team/Property Point

3/05/2007
Use of receipt barcode and item number (e.g. 123456-001) in statements is 
optional.  May not be required if there is only one receipt issued.  Exhibit barcode 
must be used to identify the item in the results section of a statement.

Vanessa Ientile Volume Crime Team/ Major Crime Team

6/06/2007

New Allelic Ladder incorporated into ABI Profiler Plus and Cofiler kits. See 
report I:\AAA Analytical Section\3100 Troubleshooting\Allelic ladder trial May 
2007\New Allelic Ladder Report ver 1.doc
Profiler kits from lot number 0703109 (in-house lot M received June 07) will 
have the new ladder

Allan McNevin All Forensic Biology teams

4/06/2007 Use of word "neg" rather than "-" for any descriptions in any casefiles eg. TMBneg 
rather than TMB -. Can use "+" or "pos" as the "+" is harder to change than a "-". Kylie Weller All Forensic Biology teams

8/06/2007 Change to NCIDD introduced - NT profiles are now viewable. Vanessa Ientile Volume Crime Team

15/06/2007
Pre-Lims completed Genotyper files were stored in 
I:\User3100\AAAResultsFinalised\PRE-LIMS. Due to storage restraints on I drive 
many of these files are now stored in  J:\User3100\ResultsFinalised\PRE-LIMS. 

Cathie Allen All Forensic Biology teams

18/06/2007 Started using the Generic Interface (between Auslab and the Forensic Register) Cathie Allen All Forensic Biology teams

19/06/2007 Change to LKR reporting for Partial profiles. Statistical calculations will no longer 
be reported in an LKR. Paula Taylor Volume Crime Team

19/06/2007 DLYS' added to the specimen notes of SLYS and ELYS samples to allow 
reworking responsibility to be given to the Yellow Team Case Managers

Justin Howes, 
Allan McNevin

Major Crime Team (Sexual Assault Team) 
and Analytical Team

21/06/2007 Started using Criteria (and actions for failures) for Extraction controls as outlined 
in SOP24012 Allan McNevin All Forensic Biology teams

26/06/2007

Started using Criteria (and actions for failures) for Amplification controls as 
outlined in SOP17130 (includes minimum average peak height for positive 
control ≥1200RFU at D3 and ≥600RFU at D7) based on data to be found 
I:\AAA Analytical Section\AMP RFU monitoring\Amp RFU monitoring 2006-
Jan2007.xls

Allan McNevin All Forensic Biology teams

26/06/2007 Analytical logs (including Quantifiler logs) have been moved to I:\AAA 
Analytical\Analytical Logs, TG has updated the required Q'filer results macro

Allan McNevin / 
Tim Gardam Analytical Section

28/06/2007 Interpol/Interstate requests will now report 9 loci matches as a match instead of 
"cannot be excluded as a contributor" Paula Taylor Volume and Major Crime Teams

29/06/2007 ALL crime scene profiles will be uploaded to NCIDD. Vanessa Ientile Forensic Biology

13/07/2007
Registering of parent barcodes in Auslab into the sub-sample registration page - 
end of Sample Info field.  Interim fax page to be used on 9plex2 page to send to 
QPS FIRMU for all sub-samples used in final EXR results.

Cathie Allen All Forensic Biology teams

TBA Networking of 9700 Thermalcyclers to PC Thomas Nurthen All Forensic Biology teams
TBA Uploading of Thermalcycler log into AUSLAB Thomas Nurthen All Forensic Biology teams

TBA Linking of QIS 24486 to the 9PLEX,9FTAR,9LINK,COFIL,COFILR screen masks 
and accessed via the SF1 function Thomas Nurthen All Forensic Biology teams

17/07/2007
Below threshold peaks are no longer to be interpreted during plate reading. Eg 
partial profile with a below threshold mixture is to be reported as a PP.  The case 
scientist is responsible for interpretation.  

Mary Gardam All Plate Readers & Reporting Scientists

27/07/2007
Property Tag on exhibits have been changed - they now include information such 
as 'seized date' and 'receiving officer'.  The font of other fields have been enlarged.  
The top of the tag now says 'Forensic Biology' instead of Exhibit Tag.

Janine King Volume and Major Crime Teams

1/08/2007 Began matching with SA, Tas and ACT on NCIDD Paula Taylor All Forensic Biology teams
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1/08/2007 Staff matches for samples will only be performed by readers and will no longer be 
checked by the analytical section when importing profiles to AUSLAB. Megan Harvey All Forensic Biology teams

1/08/2007
Partially inhibited samples when imported will no longer be automatically 
reamped. A communication will be sent to the team stating that the sample is 
partially inhibited and for the cs to order a rework (either reamp or n'spin cleanup).

Megan Harvey All Forensic Biology teams

Sep-07 Victoria began using NCIDD
CJA

(retrospectively 
added)

5/09/2007
Volume Crime will no longer retain the print outs from NCIDD for person to 
person links. Only those matches involving a reference sample we are repeating 
for confirmation will be retained.

Paula Taylor Volume Crime

6/09/2007

The fix for EXRs was activated in the LIVE system of Auslab.  The fix ensures that 
only reviewed results are sent across the interface (and unreviewed results will not 
transfer across the interface if 'REV'  has not been selected).  The act of entering 
REV ensures that it transfers across the Generic Interface. 

Cathie Allen All Forensic Biology teams

20/09/2007

Pre-2003 Volume Crime Cases that have "No Testing Required" in their case status 
will remain an NTR regardless of whether or not there are UR notes to justify their 
status.   ACTIONS: 1. Still need to enter NWQPS into the EXR page for any 
exhibits in NTR cases. 2.Find an empty storage box & create a storage location. 3. 
Store exhibits to the newly created box and transfer the entire box to FBEXR1.  
There is no longer any need to transfer exhibits to the NTR box.                                                                                                                                                                
SOP WILL BE UPDATED TO REFLECT THIS CHANGE

Sharon Johnstone   
Kate Lee                

Robyn Smith
Operational Officers / Volume Crime

19/09/2007 Batch Functionality menu items changed to remove reference to DNA Thomas Nurthen Analytical Section

19/09/2007 Prompts added to AUSLAB for removing/returning samples in Batch functionality Thomas Nurthen All Forensic Biology teams

19/09/2007 Modifications to the SF7 Results History screen format in AUSLAB
Columns Width increased, Specimen type now displayed Thomas Nurthen All Forensic Biology teams

19/09/2007 AUSLAB-SF11 Batch Allocation, Batch Creation and Batch details  print out to 
display all storage locations Thomas Nurthen Operational Officers /Analytical Section

24/09/2007 Changes to the general mask GENREF mask Thomas Nurthen All Forensic Biology teams
24/09/2007 Changes to the general mask MICROCON (Processing Comments) Thomas Nurthen Operational Officers /Analytical Section
24/09/2007 Changes to the general mask QUANT (Processing Comments) Thomas Nurthen Operational Officers /Analytical Section
24/09/2007 Changes to the general mask AMP (Processing Comments) Thomas Nurthen Operational Officers /Analytical Section
24/09/2007 Changes to the general mask NUCC (Processing Comments) Thomas Nurthen Operational Officers /Analytical Section
24/09/2007 Changes to the general mask NUCB (Processing Comments) Thomas Nurthen Operational Officers /Analytical Section
24/09/2007 Changes to the general mask NUCI (Processing Comments) Thomas Nurthen Operational Officers /Analytical Section
24/09/2007 Changes to the general mask NUCT (Processing Comments) Thomas Nurthen Operational Officers /Analytical Section
24/09/2007 Changes to the general mask HAIR (Processing Comments) Thomas Nurthen Operational Officers /Analytical Section
24/09/2007 New general mask ReGenescan (REGS) Thomas Nurthen Analytical Section

25/09/2007 Examination of items - Scientists are now requried to wipe their gloves with 
ethonal wipes before conducting tape lifts. Samantha Cave All examining sceintists

27/09/2007 Print mask configured for FTAR test Thomas Nurthen All Forensic Biology teams

27/09/2007 Additional Export analysers configured for Amplifications batches and Amp split 
macro cease to be used Thomas Nurthen Analytical Section

27/09/2007 Removal of Stor mask from the bottom of the MPQUANT mask and quant split 
macro ceased to be used Thomas Nurthen Operational Officers /Analytical Section

27/09/2007 Autovalidation rules configured to Save preferred profile automatically if the 
Comment is OK (GENOT,FTAGEN & LINK masks) Thomas Nurthen Analytical Section

27/09/2007 Autovalidation rules configured to write the Batch ID into the 2nd page of 9PLEX, 
9FTAR and 9LINK test panels Thomas Nurthen Operational Officers /Analytical Section

27/09/2007 Microcon autovalidation mask to auto allocate to the Quant batch type if Finvol 
>26 Thomas Nurthen Analytical Section

3/10/2007

Verification of new 9700 thermal cycler (9700-F) complete and used for 
routine use, report located in I:\AAA Analytical Section\Internal Projects\9700 
Block F 2007 Routine use agreed upon by management team in meeting 
Thurs 27-9-07 (no comments received to date) 

Allan McNevin Analytical Section / Opertaional staff / All 
sections

10/10/2007 FBEB9-14 (For Biol Examination Boxes) created. These are examination boxes in 
the stainless steel examination area. Justin Howes Major Crime, Volume Crime staff

15/10/2007 Digital Imaging functionality for storage and annotation of images Gail Hargraves All

15/10/2007
Packages for all examined volume crime swabs, cig butts and small items 
photographed and destroyed after sampling.  Applicable to all items received from 
15/10/07

Sharon Johnstone V/C, Operational

19/10/2007 From  10/10/07 Rebecca Sonter(RLS) has changed her name to Rebecca 
Gregory(RLG). Her AUSLAB login has changed from rlsf1 to rlgf1 on 18/10/07. N/A All

29/10/2007 First DNAIQ batch extracted on the MPII Thomas Nurthen All

8/11/2007 From 29/8/07 Josie Hayward (JEH) has changed her name to Josie Entwistle 
(JE). Her AUSLAB login has changed from jehf1 to jeef1. N/A All

3/12/2007 Volume Crime Low priority cases will no longer have a separate case status or 
EXR lines, to use started and standard EXR lines Sharon Johnstone Volume crime

6/12/2007 As of 5/12/2007 Kylie Weller's new name is Kylie Rika. Admin Support, LISS, and 
IT, have all been informed to change my details to Kylie Rika and initials KDR.

Kylie Rika ne 
Weller All

11/12/2007 FBEXS661 and FBEXS662 to be used for DLYS slides
Justin Howes/ 
Rose Higgins/ 
Amanda Storer

YT, RT, OO, AS, PPT

12/12/2007 LISS have changed my login from kdwf2 to kdrf1 Kylie Rika All

13/12/2007 When Copying a registration using the SF5 Copy entry function on the Registration 
screen; The DNA priority will now copy to the new barcode. Thomas Nurthen All

14/12/2007 Two people required for destruction of reference samples process Paula Taylor V/C

7/01/2008 Started using Decapper (LifeTool Recap 96M), will be used for decapping & 
recapping tubes in Pre-PCR from today onwards Allan McNevin Analytical / All

7/01/2008 Started using thermalcycler networking software Allan McNevin Analytical / Operational / All

7/01/2008 From 7/01/08 Angelina Gilbert (AG) has changed her name to Angelina Keller 
(AK).  This name change is not yet effective in AUSLAB or QIS. NA All

14/01/2008
Crime scene profiles from Sexual Assaults only which match to complainants 
reference samples will not be uploaded to NCIDD. All other crime scene profiles 
will be uploaded to NCIDD.

SJC Major and Volume
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23/01/2008 FBEXA2 and FBEXA3 are pages to request when further examination of items is 
required to track bench, time, tests etc as per FBEXAM. Justin Howes Major and Volume

6/02/2008 Begin routine use of 3130xl A. Will begin with Reference batches then progress to 
Casework (9+1 protocol). Allan McNevin All

11/02/2008 Begin routine use of 7500 for quantification Allan McNevin All

19/02/2008
Change HiDi / Rox mixture from 85:1 to 85:2 (i.e. use 850µL HiDi + 20µL Rox or 
935µL HiDi + 22µL Rox). Data contained within 3130xl  upgrade project folder (9+1 
protocol).

Allan McNevin Analytical

21/02/2008 ABI7500 mask fixed, STD7 now says "0.0686ng/uL" so no need to manually fix 
STD7 on the ABI7500 SDS software. Iman Muharam Analytical

13/03/2008 Switched over from using Barnsted water purifier to new Millipore Milli-Q A10 
Advantage system Allan McNevin Analytical / Operational / All

18/03/2008 Put "FTP" in comments field for all FTA specimens that have failed to profile. Iman Muharam All

18/03/2008
During upload of Genotyper results into AUSLAB, manual changes are made for 
samples that have "FTP" in the comments field. Save the FTP profile as preferred, 
and change DNA profile result from "Positive" to "Negative", then validate the page.

Iman Muharam Analytical

18/03/2008

Plate readers to source plates to be read each day from Blue "plates to be 
read" folder located on AS PO4's desk. Plate readers to take plates from the 
top working down. It is also up to the plate readers to use the batch audit 
function in AUSLAB to track the whereabouts of the paperwork.

Allan McNevin All Plate Readers

18/03/2008

For specimen types CELLS, BLD, QAB, QAC initial batch type was changed from 
CWIQEXT to CWIQLYS. For specimen types BRE, QABR, QACR, SPOT, 
RCELLS the initial batch type was changed from RFIQEXT to RFIQLYS. This is to 
allow processing of samples through DNAIQ with off-deck lysis.

Iman Muharam All

19/03/2008 Start Routine Processing of DNAIQ extraction using Off-Deck Lysis procedure Allan McNevin All

26/03/2008 Changes have been made to the Destruction Screen (DEST) in AUSLAB in 
preparation for enhancements to the Generic System Interface for Forensic Biology.  Vanessa Ientile Volume Crime

26/03/2008 The changes include Vanessa Ientile
26/03/2008 1.  Fields that are Mandatory are now displayed with an asterix "*". Vanessa Ientile

26/03/2008
2.  Display of the fields for Authorising Officer, Badge ID, QPS Sample Status.  
Please note that these fields will be populated by the GSI and so will remain blank 
for existing samples.

Vanessa Ientile

26/03/2008
3.  Two new fields for "PROFILE REMOVED FROM AUSLAB:" and "PROFILE 
REMOVED FROM KINSHIP:".  Please note that for existing samples, the 
registration needs to be re-saved so that these fields are displayed correctly

Vanessa Ientile

11/04/2008

Batch types for capillary electrophoresis have changed from 3100 batches to CE 
batches to reflect the start of the use of 3130 instruments. e.g. batches that 
previously would go to 3100CWYYYYMMDD_## are now 
CEPCWYYYYMMDD_##. CE=capillary electrophoresis, P=Profiler, CW=casework.

Thomas Nurthen / 
Allan McNevin All

22/04/2008 Started to routinely replace SDS with Sarcosyl in the DNAIQ extraction lysis 
protocol due to gel formation with SDS (does not occur with Sarcosyl).

Thomas Nurthen / 
Allan McNevin All

28/04/2008 Resumed routine use of ABI Prism 7000 with update software version (to match 
the 7500) and new T/C block Allan McNevin Analytical / All

8/05/2008 Received the first volume crime exhibit by Australia Post Cathie Allen Property PointVolume Crime

14/05/2008

When using a profile from a previous run the comment is "USE 
GEN9REFXXXXXXX_XX" only. Other comments eg. OK, PP, AI cannot be included 
with this comment. The preferred profile should be saved in AUSLAB (<F7> 
<SF6>), the profile upload form printed (<SF11>), which both readers should sign 
and include with the plate paperwork.

Susan Gillespie/ 
Paula Taylor Plate readers

19/05/2008 ROBOTICS login increased to 20 allowable simultaneous logins (Analytical 
requires 13 logins, including the BSD Duet 600). Iman Muharam Analytical / Operational

27/05/2008

New Primary Site available called "DNA Trace Kit" with mnemonic "trace".  This 
will be used for trace DNA tapelifts submitted directly from police.  Date for 
commencement yet to be defined. Introduced within the Forensic Register 20th May 
2008

Vanessa Ientile All

28/05/2008

When requesting a ReGenescan of samples through LIMS, a second person will be 
required to check the correct 9Amp batch (and sample position number) has been 
correctly entered into the 9Plex processing comments, and add a specimen note 
indicating this has been checked (currently we are unable to use the ReGenescan 
processing comments section on 9plex page)

Shannon Merrick All

12/06/2008 MIXT & MIXC will now copy the profile from the 9PLEX and put it in the Profile 
found fields on the mixture page Thomas Nurthen Major/Volume

20/06/2008 Commenced using 3130xl Platform B for routine use. Allan McNevin Analytical / All

25/06/2008

Sequence check, Pos control lot number and thermalcycler fields added to 
AUSLAB amp batch worksheets,
Transfer/Pool worksheet now outputs whole sample info field& processing 
comments (rather than truncating)

Allan McNevin Analytical

26/06/2008 New EXR line - Mixed profile, unable to load-NCIDD. Ref sample req'd is now 
available for use in Auslab. Paula Taylor Major/Volume

1/07/2008 New specimen types available in AUSLAB: QPST, EFRAC, SFRAC, DDNA, 
HDNA, PTISS, CPOOL, CTRAN, CSUP, MICCON, NSCON, FSS. Thomas Nurthen All

1/07/2008 New Primary Sites available in AUSLAB: CFAB, BFAB. This will be used for 
fabrics containing cells and bloods respectively, submitted directly from police.  Thomas Nurthen All

11/07/2008 CWGENP and CWGENC prefixes added to Main module in Results Table 
Comparison macro to enable comparions for new samples post-01 July.

Tim Gardam / 
Iman Muharam All
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14/07/2008

For microcon samples where the final volume is less than 20µL, TE will be added to 
make the volume up to 20µL at the end of the microcon batch. E.g. if the final 
volume after concentration is 7µL, 13µL of TE will be added to the extract tube. This 
will be reflected in the results file, whereby final volume will be the volume after 
concentration (e.g. 7µL) and the SV1 (amp volume) will always be 20µL. Comments 
have been made to the SOP in QIS

Allan McNevin All

14/07/2008

In order to facilitate trouble shooting, extraction platform A will be used to process 
reference batches only and extraction platform B will be used to process casework 
batches in a checkerboard configuration. This will consist of samples and extraction 
blanks as communicated to the Biology management, Analytical and Operational 
teams via email. This will be done from 14/7/08 until sufficient time as for trouble-
shooting has been completed and any issues detected resolved.

Allan McNevin All

23/07/2008

Further information has shown adverse events have occurred equally across 
platform A and platform B, therefore casework and reference processing will not be 
limited to either instrument. The checkerboard pattern mentioned above will be 
continued

Allan McNevin All

28/07/2008
Missing audit trail data from January 2008 in AUSLAB cannot be restored from 
back up tapes as these back up tapes are not available.  If required for audit trails, 
missing data up to the 31/12/07 and after January 2008 can be restored.

Vanessa Ientile All

28/07/2008

Outcome from extraordinary managament meeting 28/7/08 - suspend processing of 
samples through automated DNAIQ. Samples that are already lysed (i.e. processed 
through off-deck lysis) will be extracted through manual DNAIQ procedure. All 
extractions from 28/7 will be through chelex process until resolution of DNAIQ 
troubleshooting

Allan McNevin All

7/08/2008
CSRC list enabled. FSLU to list insert if a Case Manager or Case Scientist is 
required due to case of high priority/media interest, or serious enough to warrant a 
contact point and close attention.

Justin Howes Reporting and Intel

7/08/2008 CASEFC list enabled. This is a list to contain cases that are complete in terms of 
examination and results and is requiring case compilation and peer review. Justin Howes Reporting and Intel, Operational Staff

11/08/2008

Once profiles have been imported to AUSLAB, AS will manually list insert each 
barcode from the Genotyper batch (excluding Controls) onto the following lists 
according to the team name entered into the TEAM field on the 9PLEX page:
no team - BLCM
Yellow team - YELCM
Blue team - BLUECM
Red team - REDCM
Green team - GREECM
Volume team - VOLCM
Orange team - BLCM
This process will be in place until it can be done automatically by AUSLAB

Allan McNevin All

15/08/2008

Any samples that have the "STAFF" flag shown by the auto-validation rules when 
importing profiles into AUSLAB will be noted by the person importing the results file 
in the specimen notes … the wording used will be "Staff flag X/Z alleles". Where 
X/Z represents the number of matching alleles out of possible alleles

Allan McNevin All

18/08/2008
New batch type configured "Casework manual Amp Profiler" (mnemonic 
CWMAMP). This batch type will be used to manually amplify sampels that have less 
than or equalt to 20µL of extract remaining after microcon.

Allan McNevin Analytical / Operational teams

21/08/2008

Case managers to go through checklist as set out by working party to ensure there 
is no evidence of contamination at levels below what would have been detected by 
the extraction audit. Case manager to enter Specimen Note 'Quality Checklist 
Passed/Failed' for each sample that has been checked.

Justin Howes Reporting and Intel

There will be a new process in ordering reworks for Volume Crime samples only 
effective immediately.This means no MICROCONS or NUCLEOSPINS are to be 
ordered for Volume Crime samples only. Reamps can be ordered if the first 9Plex 
was amped at less than 20uL. Re-genescans can be ordered as normal.
This means no MICROCONS or NUCLEOSPINS are to be ordered for Volume 
Crime samples only. Reamps can be ordered if the first 9Plex was amped at less 
than 20uL. Re-genescans can be ordered as normal.
If 12 alleles are obtained and is loaded to NCIDD and eventually linked, a rework 
by any means can be ordered to get the best match probability possible for 
statement purposes.

25/08/2008
The following line will be added to statement preblurbs in line with NATA 
guidelines. 'This document is issued in accordance with NATA's accreditation 
requirements'.

Justin Howes Reporting and Intel, Quality

27/08/2008 As of this date, Qld will match with NSW - thereby meaning that Qld matches with 
all states and territories. Intell Team DNA Analysis

29/08/2008 All microcon to full samples will have a final volume of 27uL. Case scientist's will 
only order microcon to full or microcon to half. Megan Harvey All

4/09/2008 FTAGEN mask - new autoval rule, looks for comment of 'REGS', adds RRREF Thomas Nurthen All

4/09/2008 Dilution Volumes - changes to stop 9FTAR reworks overwriting dilution volumes Thomas Nurthen All

4/09/2008 EXTRES mask - new autoval rule, looks for comment ELINK, returns to QUALNK 
batch type Thomas Nurthen All

8/09/2008 REQC result added to 9PLEX cummulative table, REQR added to 9FTAR 
cummulative table Thomas Nurthen All

11/09/2008 Syringes on MPII EP-A changed from 500µL to 1000µL. Iman Muharam Analytical

19/09/2008

As of 10 September, all DNAIQ results to be put on hold. Urgent results for 
statements to be worked on using macro, final results for samples on batches, 
autofilter function of spreadsheet - any that cannot be reported can be either 
reported in addendum (if committal) or quality failed (if trial or no other opportunity 
for investigative analysis).

Justin Howes Reporting and Intel

22/09/2008 Syringes on MPII EP-B changed from 500µL to 1000µL. Iman Muharam Analytical

22/09/2008 OO staff to send information about Evidence samples to 1EVD (as opposed to 
1BT,1VT,1YT,1RT,1GT) as one collection point for this information. Justin Howes Reporting and Intel, Operational Staff

21/08/2008 Justin Howes Reporting and Intel
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26/09/2008 Manufactured Phadebas paper has been sourced and is to be used within the 
laboratory. OO staff are no longer required to prepare Phadebas paper. Adrian PIPPIA Operational Staff, Evidence Recovery 

Staff, Reporting and Intel

26/09/2008

To facilitate process changes as part of GMIDX, whenever registering a Positive 
Extraction Control please use the following processing comments as appropriate:
 
extpc (extraction pos control cell)
extpb (extraction pos control blood)
extph (extraction pos control hair)
extpe (extraction pos control epithelial)
extps (extraction pos control semen)
 
this allows GM-IDX to recognise what control it is and checks whether the correct 
profile has been obtained
 
Negative Extraction Controls (extn) stays the same
 
Start using these processing comments from the very next control you register 
(from 26/9/08)

Allan McNevin / 
Thomas Nurthen / 

Anne Finch
Analytical & Operational teams

1/10/2008

To facilitate process changes as part of GMIDX, whenever registering an Extraction 
Control start using the "Analyt" team name when registering controls in AUSLAB. .
 
Start using these processing comments from the very next control registered (from 
1/10/08)

Allan McNevin / 
Thomas Nurthen / 

Anne Finch
Analytical & Operational teams

1/10/2008 BTEAMS and CSCI added to FBEXAM screen mask Thomas Nurthen All

6/10/2008

Separation of FRIT team into Routine Team (dealing with new cases and 
those extracted using chelex) and Investigation Team (dealing with cases 
processed using IQ). This separation was required in order to effectively deal 
with the IQ cases as these need to be investigated and interpreted with 
caution followed by the results either being released or failed. Process for 
acceptance of these results to be added to the Case Management SOP.

Emma Caunt Reporting and Intel

8/10/2008
Interface enhancements with the Go-Live of Generic System Interface. Some 
minor cosmetic changes with the pages as EXRs will be phased out, and EXH 
pages will be the standard. New 'summary' page also. 

LISS Reporting and Intel

15/10/2008
All files with statements including statistics generated from Kinship to be 
reviewed. As of 15/10/2008 the data is correct. All stats prior to 15/10/2008 need 
to be checked. There may be discrepancies in the Asian figures.

JAH Reporting and Intel

10/11/2008
New pre-blurb to be used for statements where QPS have done 
examinations/sampling. This new pre-blurb can be found in the FRIT folder in the G 
drive.

KDR All reporting scientists

17/11/2008

Microcon procedure: From today on, the following processing comments will 
apply:
Microcon to full - samples will be concentrated to as low a final volume as 
possible. This final volume will be entered into the "final volume" results 
field. An appropriate volume of TE buffer will be added to make the final 
volume of the extract to 20µL. The SV1 volume will therfore = 20
Microcon to 30 and Microcon to half - samples will be concentrated to as 
close to 30µL or half the initial extract volume as appropriate

AM All

10/12/2008
From today - when ordering Cease Work tests, also change the priority to "5". 
Note, cease work tests are to be ordered as a rework through the SF7 results 
history table.

AM All

11/12/2008

As a consequence of the first results obtained from experiments looking into the 
NucleoSpin cleanup efficiency this week and resultant management team 
discussions this morning the management team has decided to:
 
1. place the NucleoSpin cleanup procedure on hold
2. any super-urgent samples that really need a clean-up then person requesting will 
need to discuss with JAH who will liaise with AM to have it processed
3. A write-up of data (already gathered) to validate using the DNAIQ kit to perform a 
cleanup procedure - this won't be ready until 2009
4. Ongoing investigation into NucleoSpin cleanup procedure (including verification 
of the 1st experimental results and further testing to investigate route cause etc.)
 
this is also going into the minor changes register (effective immediately)

AM All

12/12/2008

Reagents Module now active in AUSLAB after overnight live release,

How to enter the instrument used:
Access the batch
<F6> "Reagents"
<F7> "Equipment"
Type the mnemonic if you know it or use <F1> to access the look-up table
<Enter>
then <F4> to save - this is the critical step, if you don't save, you'll just have 
to do it again!
then <SF5> to go back the main menu for the batch, 
make sure the reagents and other information is manually entered into the 
audit trail
you will now be able to complete the batch
 
For batches such as PORTAL where there is no actual equipment used, there 
will be a piece of "equipment" called "software"
For batches where all samples are removed (e.g. batch created in error) there 
will be some sort of "null" type option to choose

TEN / AM Analytical and Operational Teams
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15/12/2008

Work-around for samples on an extraction batch with processing comment 
of "nuc after extraction" - until the cleanup investigation / processes are 
resolved:

Analytical will, after performing the extraction:

change processing comment to "hold after quant - nuc"
and samples will progress to quantification (they will get quanted only) and 
will be removed from the amp batch allocation list (i.e won't get amped)

the barcodes will be e-mailed to AM (and then sent on to JAH) and JAH will 
make an assessment (and consult the CS where necessary) whether they:
a) can proceed with amp
b) need cleanup but can wait
c) need to be cleaned up now

AM / JAH All

16/12/2008

There is a new process for when you want a profile removed from NCIDD: The 
case manager/reporter is to enter a speci note to say why sample needs to be 
removed from NCIDD. Print this speci note out and put in the NCIDD tray. Fill in 
the EXR with the removed from NCIDD EXR but DON'T validate - the NCIDD 
person will do this after they have removed the profile from NCIDD. Every week, 
there will be one day/week that the NCIDD people do removals. If you feel your 
removal request is urgent then please bring your speci note in person to someone 
in the intell team to action straight away for you.

KDR/Intell All case managers and reporting scientists

23/12/2008
Consolidation of batch types in AUSLAB
Configuration in AUSLAB so that casework samples, when registered, all go to 
batch types starting with "Casework XXX" (mnemonic will be CWXXX)

TEN / AM All 

5/01/2009

New UR number for extraction controls for 2009:

FBOT404 - Neg Control
FBOT405 - Cell Control
FBOT406 - Blood Control
FBOT407 - Diff Lysis Control
FBOT408 - Semen Control
FBOT409 - Hair Control

AM All

21/01/2009

From the next batch of cell extraction controls onwards, CJA will be the control 
profile (replacing VKI). Additionally, swabs will be used in place of buccal FTA 
punches. New SOP in draft awaiting final approvals QIS doc 25874 for the creation 
of extraction controls.

AM All

30/01/2009

Nucleospin clean-up procedure re-instated as of Monday, 2nd Feb 2009.                                                                                                      
Results from the investigation into the efficiency of the Nucleospin clean-up 
procedure showed that an improved recovery of DNA was evident when the 
B5 buffer was made fresh, at the commencement of the extraction process.  
Thus, this will be made as part of the Nucleospin clean-up protocol.  

LWC All

5/02/2009

Random Match Probability wording for statements in DNA Analysis : It is 
estimated that the probability of this DNA profile occurring, had the 
DNA come from someone other than, and unrelated to xxxxxxxxxxxx is 
approximately one in yyyyyyyyyyy using Queensland Caucasian data. 
The genotype frequency, which is used in RMP reporting, is calculated 
based on unrelated individuals. This rewording is in response to a NATA 
condition. To be used in all statements as of today. Discussed at FRIT 
meeting 05/02/09.

JAH FRIT

12/02/2009
From 12/02/2009 Megan Harvey (MLH) has changed her name to Megan 
Mathieson. This change is effective in groupwise and novell but is not effective in 
AUSLAB or QIS yet .

NA All

13/02/2009 Redirect CE batches to GeneMapper batches. CW/TEN All
16/02/2009 Started using GeneMapper to analyse results. CW/TEN All

16/02/2009 Implemented new thresholds. Reference: 50 RFU het, 150 RFU hom, AI 70%. 
Casework: 50 RFU het, 200 RFU hom, AI 50%. CW/TEN All

16/02/2009 EPGs being attached to lab numbers in AUSLAB. CW/TEN All

16/02/2009

The Intelligence Team will be batch uploading suitable crime scene samples from 
AUSLAB (however, mixtures and certain other samples will still require manual 
upload). With these new processes and with the implementation of Genemapper, 
the database upload form will still be required, however:
-          If the sample has been run through Genemapper and the EPG is present in 
AUSLAB then you do not have to attach the EPG to the database upload form. 
-          If the sample has been run through Genotyper then the EPG will have to be 
attached to the database upload form. 
The Intelligence Team will no longer be assessing each profile prior to upload to 
NCIDD. It is the responsibility of the case scientist (and reviewer) to ensure that the 
correct profile has been nominated to upload to NCIDD, and that any analysis 
issues have been confirmed
New draft SOP in plate - 23890R3

LAW FRIT

16/02/2009

The Intelligence Team will be batch uploading all person samples through 
AUSLAB for all plates run through Genemapper. Outstanding plates (pre-
Genemapper) will be processed through Datagate. New draft SOP in plate - 
23890R3

LAW All

23/02/2009 The names of staff members in the Staff Match Macro have all been changed to 
be their respective FBSTF number. IS ALL

2/03/2009
Minor changes to the Chelex method for the extraction of Blood from Crimescene 
samples have been incorporated from today according to findings arising from 
Change Proposal#46 (main change is the use of Prot K has been incorporated).

AM All

3/03/2009 Analytical will analyse all negative controls using a 20 RFU labelling threshold 
from today. Previous negative controls are not being reanalysed. CW ALL
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4/03/2009

GeneMapper results file fix macro now staff matches DNA Analysis staff, 
checks for alleles labelled with 'OL' and single allele calls at a locus. For 
reference batches the macro also compares profiles within the batch to each 
other. 
DNA Analysis staff will be deactivated in AUSLAB. 
QPS Staff matching will continue to occur in AUSLAB.
In QIS as Draft - 26045R1

CW/TEN ALL

6/03/2009 Inactivated DNA Analysis Staff in AUSLAB database as Staff match will hold all 
DNA Analysis staff TEN All

10/03/2009

GeneMapper ID-X  re-read test codes configured and available in AUSLAB for 
samples run on the 3130xl  Genetic Analyzers. This is any sample on a Genotyper 
batch since 10.03.08
Test codes are GMCW and GMREF.

CW ALL

11/03/2009 Samples with EXH and FBEXAM now correctly print the Client reference on the 
report TEN All

19/03/2009
Category A-C paragraphs are to be inserted into any statements issued with 
DNAIQ extractions using automated platforms. These paragraphs are available in 
the Forensic Reporting and Intelligence team folder/Reporting Guidelines

JAH Reporting Scientists

6/04/2009

Major Crime cases will transfer across the interface as "M" - seen in Auslab as 
Medium Priority; Volume Crime Cases will transfer across the interface as "L" - 
seen in Auslab as Low Priority; Urgent cases will transfer across the interface as 
"H" - seen as High Priority in Auslab.  Previous cases that are registered will not be 
changed.

CJA FSLU, Proprerty Point, DNA analysis

8/04/2009

For crime scene samples loaded to NCIDD through batch uploading - the database 
upload form will be discarded and any actioning/link details will only be noted on the 
batch upload worksheet and therefore the database upload form will not be 
scanned into AUSLAB.

LAW FRIT

As per previous information, QPS will add ‘N’ to Forensic Relationship field when 
they no longer need that item tested. This can happen at any time through the 
process.

If pre-Started status, FSLU will close off the case.

If Started status or beyond, the item barcode will be sent to either personal comms 
(if allocated) or to the FBNLR worklist for Paula and Sharon’s attention (FSLU will 
not add a line to the EXR). ER know about the ‘N’ and will not sample items with the 
‘N’ added. Cease work (CWORK, no further… and priority 5, self validate) will need 
to be added if it is post extraction/ pre-amp. Post-amp will continue and the profile 
(or no profile) will be obtained. Therefore, it is important to check personal comms 
regularly to ensure we are capturing the samples no longer required quickly.

If the case has some with ‘N’ and others without, the case is still active and all 
profiles will be interpreted as if they were all required. Obviously if you can stop 
these samples before amp, then that is what you do but if it has progressed through 
amp, rework as per normal case mgt (treat as a normal sample). Sometimes these 
cases will require a statement and it is best practice to have all samples complete 
to the best standard our lab can provide. Also, this practice is in the interests of full 
disclosure of results that the lab has obtained.

A workflow is being drawn up by PMT/JAH to assist – this will include Auslab and 
physical locations for the casefiles. The intention eventually is to incorporate 
FBNLR monitoring into a roster.

For DNAIQ cases, the same rules apply. Remember to add a UR note that the case 
is closed off (case is no longer active (all ‘N’s’) and that the investigation has not 
been conducted. Add to the spreadsheet that the case is complete and a comment 
in the appropriate column.

Above strategy agreed by Mgt Team 23 April, 2009.

As of Mon 27 April, the GREEN colour will no longer be added to cases by 
FSLU. This will mean BLUE, YELLOW, RED and VOL will be the only colours used 
by the lab. ORANGE and PURPLE will not be used in any situation.

This means FSLU will look at the 'CASE TYPE' and if it is ASSAULT (S) 
irrespective of the type of sexual offence, it will be given YELLOW colour. BLUE will 
be given to murders and coronials. RED will be given to all other major crime cases 
and VOL will remain as volume.
There will obviously be a lag for this to be complete, with auto-population of CM lists 
still occurring until all GREEN case management is complete.
The PSA reporting phrase in the statement preamble has been changed to reflect 
the findings in a report released detailing other substances that can produce a 
positive result with the Biosign kit. EXR/EXH lines to change to be consistent with 
statements. The paragraph is:

The presence of semen on an item can be indicated by the use of a presumptive 
chemical test which detects a major constituent of seminal fluid (Acid Phosphatase 
– AP). This constituent does, however, exist in other body fluids, such as vaginal 
secretions.  Additional presumptive chemical testing (Prostate Specific Antigen – 
PSA) can be undertaken and a positive reaction to both AP and PSA makes it 
highly likely that seminal fluid is present.   The presence of semen can be 
confirmed via the microscopic identification of spermatozoa (sperm heads).

27/04/2009 JAH

JAH14/05/2009

23/04/2009 JAH FRIT, FSLU
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4/06/2009

Interim examination for the presence of Seminal fluid: It has been noted that the 
"sensitivity" of the new PSA kits are slightly decreased. This has been verfified 
somewhat through a small comparison with the expired PSA kit and the new PSA 
kit with fresh 1:4 diluted semen. Testing however, is ongoing and the supplier has 
been notified. As such, the use of PSA kits (719D11) has been suspended pending 
further investiagtion and the following exam strategies will be employed: -Micro Neg 
and AP pos = DLYS (examine DLYS slides of samples post DNA analysis if 
applicable). - Micro Neg, AP Neg, no further action. EXR line will be "Presumptive 
seminal fluid pos. Submitted results pending" for such situations.                                                                                          
- There is a worksheet for case managers/reporters to put the sub-sample barcode 
and QPrime # requiring microscopic exam of the DLYS slide (G:\Forbiol\AAA Evid 
Recov\Diff Lysis slide exam).                             Further, information will be 
communicated as results arise.                        

AAP

4/06/2009

The red line, indicating PPE is to be worn within the designated area, has been 
revised in the small sampling room (Rm 6115). The red line transition now 
commences at the end of the first set of small cupboards to the left, upon entry to 
the room as opposed to the end of the second set of small cupboards on which the 
photocopier sits, situated on the left hand side.

AAP

10/06/2009
The PSA kits (719D11) are to be re-implemented for seminal fluid examination 
following recent investigations into the sensitivity of the new batch. Details of results 
are available in report "PSA Kit Investigation" 

AAP

16/06/2009 New Pipette calibration program in use TEN DNA Analysis

16/06/2009 Queensland Government introduced use of a single logo identifier for 
departmental activity. Director-General DNA Analysis

17/06/2009
As requested, the code below has been removed from the Modify_8 equation 
today
if (CASEST = "NOTRQ" & !test validated(CASEST)) listinsert("BNTR");

TEN DNA Analysis

17/06/2009

An additional quality check is to be added to the first link review and second link 
review process. This applies for post-LIMS samples only. The extraction batch for 
any post-LIMS samples involved in a  link will be checked to see if any of the linked 
cases appear on that extraction batch (for evidence samples the associated CRISP 
number/s will be used to check on any crime sample's extraction batch). If any 
cases are found to be involved in the same link and also processed on the same 
extraction batch then this link will be given to the Senior Scientist of the Intelligence 
Team for further investigation. 

LAW Intelligence Team

18/06/2009

To order a Person Sample sent to Kinship:
- Now you DO NOT order an INCNAM in AUSLAB if you want a person sample 
sent to Kinship - you now order a KINSHP (note that the second "I" is missing).
- You still enter an INCNAM of "default".  For the page to validate you will also need 
to enter a Category of "KAM" or "KPM".

TG

19/06/2009
Chelex extraction of DNA from casework samples (with the exception of 
Differential Lysis, Hair, & Semen extractions) will be replaced with manual 
DNAIQ from Monday 22/06/09.

AM All teams

19/06/2009 Blood, cell, QPST and FSS specimen types now allocate to CWIQEXM TEN All teams

1/07/2009
HP5's are able to sign as the Delegate on all Application of Leave Forms for staff 
from their team.  [HP6 will sign the Application of Leave forms for 2 x HP5's and the 
Admin team]

CJA

2/07/2009
This is a retrospective communication to state that the rayon swabs have been 
received from QPS as in-tube samples for approximately a month; since June 09. 
The 4N6 swabs are still being received.

AAP

9/07/2009
VOLLOW worklist exists to collect samples that are from Volume Crime Low 
Priority cases (Case Priority 3). At the moment, samples can be manually 
inserted onto this list - a formula will be released in the not too distant future.

JAH

9/07/2009

FERRO creation updated = The 'contact person' field drop down list has now 
been configured to show a number of departments and sub-sections that 
can be selected, including "DNA Analysis - Evidence Recovery". When 
creating a FERRO relating to an exhibit non-conformance please complete 
this field. This will allow QPS to contact the appropriate person with 
enquiries about a FERRO received.

AAP

13/07/2009 As of today Abigail HOULDING will go under the in-tray FBSI36. I have confirmed 
with Tom N that we are fine to use this in-tray as of today and LISS will re-configure.  AAP

16/07/2009

As of the 20-07-09 sub-samples from whole exhibits (excludes QPS tubes 
received) will be submitted in the 2ml or 1.5ml tubes to Analytical for processing 
and not placed within a 5ml tube for transfer. The 2ml or 1.5ml tubes will be 
barcoded (which is current process) and cleansed prior to sending to Analytical. 
SOPs will be amended in due course if applicable. 

AAP

16/07/2009 The Methods Page in Auslab will no longer be used. If already filled out, this page 
can be validated 'as is'. If not filled out, the testcode can be deleted. JAH

17/07/2009
As of 17-07-2009 all of the data within DNA Datagate has been transferred into the 
DNA Analysis Database (DAD). Datagate data will now be accessed through DADI 
(DNA Analysis Database Interface) and DNA Datagate will no longer be used. 

LAW

24/07/2009

As of the 27-07-09 all volume crime tubes and whole item sub-samples received 
prior to and including 16-08-09 will be processed as Priority 4 and have the 9plex 
substituted with POLD. All volume crime in-tubes and whole item sub-samples 
received on the 17-08-09 and onwards will be registered as Priority 3 and will have 
a 9plex requested. All Major crime in-tubes and whole item sub-samples will be 
registered as Priority 2 have a 9plex requested. This process is no longer current. 
All samples registered with a 9plex.

AAP

24/07/2009
As of 24-07-2009 all negative controls processed within the laboratory will be 
interpreted at CE Quality Checking stage with a 16 RFU labelling threshold in 
GeneMapper ID-X v1.1.1. 

CCW All teams

28/07/2009 Formulae functional in Auslab to direct VOLUME cases of Priority 1 and 2 to 
VOLCM worklist, and Priority 3 cases to VOLLOW. JAH

28/07/2009 Paperless casefile receipts can be tracked to FBP1 -10 (Paperless 1 to 10) 
located in the write-up area. These storage racks can allow 500 entries each. JAH
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31/07/2009 BLUEREV has had its name changed to VCREV (Volume Crime Review) to 
assist with paperless case mgt. JAH

6/08/2009 A new batch type has been created for all samples prior to 17-08-09 CW HOLD. MLM All teams

6/08/2009
Any samples that need to have a priority changed that is on the CW HOLD batch 
type please list insert sample onto list GRM, so analytical staff can asign the sample 
to the next batch type.

MLM All teams

6/08/2009

The wording for the priorities has now been changed
Priority 1 High priority has changed to 1- Urgent Priority
Priority 2 Medium priority has changed to 2 - High Priority
 
The mnemonics for these has not changed as LISS indicates that it may 
effect certain lists. This does not effect Property Point as the priority is 
automatic from QPS.

PT

6/08/2009

Please note the following changes to Evidence Recovery protocols as of Monday 
the 10-08-09:                                                                                                                                                                                 
- casefiles will no longer accompany the examining scientist during sampling   - 
examination strategy will be available in the UR notes for each case, 
resolution/amendments and notification of completion of examination (by way of 
initials and date of examiner) will be completed in the UR notes in AUSLAB                                                                

AAP

6/08/2009 - The "Project detsruction box" used to retain samples not processed for DNA 
Analysis will be renamed to "Item Retention Box ##" AAP

11/08/2009 The mnemonic's for CWIQLYS and CWODL have been switched. Now CWIQLYS 
is for Casework IQ Off Deck Lysis and CWODL is for DNAIQ Lysis CW. MLM Analytical / all

11/08/2009
New reference DNAIQ Extraction (IQEXTREF) and Off Deck Lysis (IQLYSREF) 
batches have been created to process reference samples on the automated 
platforms.

MLM Analytical / all

14/08/2009 FBSI30 intray name changed from KCO intray to Paperless Intray JAH

20/08/2009

Extraction platform B has been implemented for the automated DNAIQ™ 
extractions of volume crime casework samples. These samples are being 
extracted in a checkerboard format of samples and negative controls. 
Samples and controls on an extraction batch will be processed together 
through analytical. The first batch of samples has been extracted on the 
instrument today.

CCW/MLM Analytical / all

21/08/2009 Old ForBiol Structure folders burnt to 3 DVDs (3 copies) located in CD rack on 
shelf in Admin area. JAH

28/08/2009
As of Monday the 31-08-09, all tubes which are to be manipulated are to have 
an FBX with the examination bench and equipment box (if applicable) entered. The 
time taken to perform the examination is not applicable.

AAP

28/08/2009

As of Monday the 31-08-09, bleach is to be used as part of the decontamination 
procedure of utensils used during examination. First step is to place utensils into a 
vial of bleach, then manually wipe with toweling; second step is to place in ethanol 
and then finally burn excess ethanol off over bunsen burner.

AAP

7/09/2009

New casefile review worklist established- STATREV. Cases with statements 
for review are to be list inserted and tracked to STAREV location (physically 
in main write-up area). Slips to go on front of file with boxes to check 
depending on 'grading' of case. 

JAH/AJR

11/09/2009 Boxes of files at PRSENT stored in decon/drying room have been relocated to the 
exhibit room shelves: FBEXS43 to 70 and 85-98. JAH

24/09/2009
From 24/09/2009 Claire Perrin is changing her name over to Claire Gallagher. This 
change is effective in AUSLAB, Groupwise, Novell and QIS2 as of today. AUSLAB: 
cpf2 is now cgf1. (Still waiting on AUSLAB lists)

LAW All

24/09/2009

Effective immediately, a new process is to be implemented when reading slides.  
For sperm counts <1, two vernier readings are to be recorded aswell as being 
observed, signed and dated by a second sampling scientist.  In addition, the two 
screws at the back of the microscope platform are to be tightened prior to using the 
microscope and again prior to recording the vernier reading.  For any questionable 
sperm, a senior scientist is to be called in to make the final call.

MJC/JAH/PT

1/10/2009
FTALO is allocated to FTAOSD, FTALR is allocated to FTARUN, FTA RPT is 
allocated to FTARPT, FTA LNK is allocated to FTARPT. This has been changed 
from the Automated DNAIQ extraction allocation.

CCW/TEN

6/10/2009 Negative control UR changed from FBOT404 to FBOT501 as the upper limit of 
numbers of samples that can be ordered has been reached TEN All

6/10/2009 FBPR45-55 have been created for casefile storage. JAH
12/10/2009 FBCM23-26 have been created for casefile storage MJC

14/10/2009
In-tube boxes containing registered but unreviewed or unmanipulated tubes that 
require storage overnight will now be stored and tracked to the relevant day's shelf 
in the Exhibit Room and not the freezers in Analytical.

AKL/AM/PT Evidence Recovery / Analytical

21/10/2009
New manual receipts are being utilised at Property Point. Carbon copy type 
receipts are no longer being used and superseeded by QIS form "Forensic 
Receipt", 26584V2.

AAP

9/11/2009 Photocopiers are no longer to be used as part of examination of items. The use 
of photographs uploaded to AUSLAB has superseded this form of recording. AAP

25/11/2009

A new Auslab worklist, MIXEXR, has been created for paperless cases. Samples 
with mixture results will be inserted on this list by the case manager for review. The 
MIXPEER list sorts on date received so that results can be validated in order of 
receipt.

KL Intelligence Team

30/11/2009 When PCR product (Post LIMS) is discarded a batch audit entry will be entered 
against batch. MLM

30/11/2009

New team structure within FRIT commenced. Reporting 1 (AJR senior), 
Reporting 2 (EJC Senior) and Reporting 3 (SMH/IM Seniors). No change to Intel. 
Some workflow changes using lists and drawers to better manage reworks 
implemented.

JAH
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1/12/2009

LISS have made some slight changes to our CM lists to help out with prioritisation. 
The lab no. are now sorted on a new column which records when the 9Plex was 
first ordered. The DNA priority column has been deleted as all samples on these 
lists are P2. The AMP2CW and AMP3CW have been replaced with RRCW and 
GMCW as these are more frequently used. The sample will still populate the list if 
an AMP2CW or AMP3CW are ordered, it is just that they won't display in a column 
(the AMP1CW will always be displayed anyway). These apply to BLUECM, 
VOLCM, REDCM, YELCM and BLCM.

JAH

8/12/2009

The small sampling room (Room 6115) will no longer be used for the examination 
of items. It is now a semi-clean yellow line only room where gloves are the only 
form of PPE required. It will be used for the photography of packaging for in-tube 
items.

RGM

8/12/2009 The in-tube process has been amended so that each tube is wiped with bleach and 
ethanol when it is removed from the CSSE. RGM

9/12/2009 Evidence samples will no longer be added to the 1WPP list. They will be added to 
the 1EVD list or the communications list of the case scientist if applicable. RGM

10/12/2009
Interim lines to be added when ordering reworks. Final result will be updated not 
incorrect lines. Linked no. field not required to be filled in. Lines to be reviewed by a 
second scientist.

JAH

14/12/2009
During the link process those person samples that have been run through 
Genemapper (REFGMP batches) will have their JPEGs uploaded to AUSLAB 
rather than being printed and scanned. 

KL

24/12/2009
Forensic Receipt = AUSLAB has now been configured to only print one copy of the 
receipt. As such no receipts will be transferred from Property Point. If a receipt is 
required for the case file then simply print one.

AAP

4/01/2010

New UR numbers for extraction controls were made for 2010. Negative control 
FBOT 516, Positive Control Blood FBOT 517, Positive Hair FBOT 518, Positive Dif 
Control FBOT 519, Positive Semen Control FBOT 520, Positive Cells Control 
FBOT 521.

CCW All

19/01/2010
Extraction platform A has been implemented for the automated DNAIQ™ 
extractions of casework and reference samples. The first batch will be extracted 
today.

CCW/ARM All

19/01/2010

The plot setting in GMIDX for printing profiles has been changed from "Scale to 
Maximum Y" to "Scale individually". The settings have been changed for both plot 
views "Print Profile" and "Print Profile Size". The appearance of printed profiles and 
PDFs should slightly change to zoom closer for profiles.

CCW All

21/01/2010
automated DNAIQ extraction procedure: the STORE plate (containing supernatant 
retained after binding with magnetic beads has occurred) will no longer be retained 
for one month after extraction, it will be discarded immediately after extraction.

ARM Analytical / all

1/02/2010 Batch filler macro now being used to combine two off deck lysis batches TEN All

2/02/2010 Automated DNAIQ extraction batches now have 2x pos (FBOT517), 2 x neg 
(FBOT516), 10x blank (FBOT524) samples, max 76 samples batch TEN All

4/02/2010 New Processing comment configured - ENVM Environmental Monitoring to be used 
for QPS and DNA Analysis Environmental samples TEN All

11/02/2010

Automated casework extractions, processed as locked batches will progress to 
GeneMapper batches with the batch mnemonic of GMPCW (1st batch ID 
GMPCW20100211_01). All manually extracted batches and any re-works will be 
processed through GeneMapper  with the old batch mnemonic of CWGMP.

ARM all

11/02/2010 EB checking commenced on GMPCW batches processed using locked batches. 
EB checking performed by FRIT members. JAH

15/02/2010
modified rack 403508484, changed description from "Evid Swabs To Be Sam" to 
"Evid Sample - Manual" , started to store evidence swabs in this rack as they arrive 
instead of the fridge

TEN Operational/Evidence recovery

22/02/2010 New HR forms - Application for Leave, new RAF ~ now called AVAC form WH All

24/02/2010

Communication with Bob HOSKIN (chief GMO) has brought around following 
changes to SAIK collection:
- slides not to be prepared from swabs
- corner of swab sheath will not be cut
This information has not official become part of the process, as currently under 
review, and will be via communication to GMOs and FNEs. This change will be 
gradual so expect some SAIKs to follow the above changes and others not to. 

AAP

24/02/2010 Processing comments added for RRREF & RRCW rework test codes TEN All
24/02/2010 Reactivation of CSCI on the 9PLEX,9FTAR,COFIL & COFILR test panels TEN ALL
24/02/2010 Changes to FBSTAT - code changes to make statement more efficient TEN All

26/02/2010

Addition of new comms list to highlight Evidence Samples that have to be manually 
processed by a scientist, eg, swabs, hair, etc. The new list name and Mnemonic is 
"Evid Samp - Man Process"; "ESMP". OO staff will now use this list instead of 
1AAP. This change will coincide with the new storage location (“Evid Sample – 
Manual” – 403508484,  located on FBEXS384) for these types of Evid samples.  

AAP

3/03/2010

The re-genescan (RRCW) processing comment can now be edited on the 9PLEX2 
page.This is to be used (replacing use of specimen notes).Enter the processing 
comment in the following format: batch id, position eg. CW9AMP20100303_01 Pos 
14

ARM All

18/03/2010

As of today standard size trace DNA kits will not require manipulation (cutting the 
tape) due to Analytical extraction process changes. Any tape that is received larger 
than the standard trace DNA kit will however be manipulated and the appropriate 
EXH line completed (SRMI) 

AAP

23/03/2010

As of 22/03/2010 intell letters are being emailed to G Simpfendorfer and K Gee Kee 
for interim link results for major crime and other post Sept 2009 samples that are 
not priority 3. This is a temporary measure until the QAPEND (interim) and 
QAFINAL test codes are available. Workflow discussed in intell meeting and 
flowchart given to each intell team member.

KDR Intelligence Team

24/03/2010
Fix to a fault with GSI, 9FTAR test code will no longer be ordered by the GSI to 
prevent AUSLAB registering samples that have not been received. Fix also 
prevents AUSLAB registering a sample with a pathology lab number

TEN All
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24/03/2010 Fix to the Ammended statement fault- samples with something in this panel can 
now be resaved. TEN ALL

30/03/2010
Insp David Neville, Quality Management Section of QPS advised, in an email, that 
the QPS Executive had approved the process of posting of swabs and tapelifts 
from Major Crime offences to commence.

CJA DNA Analysis, Property Point, SSLU

16/04/2010

As of Monday the 19th of April the registration of tube samples will change with the 
addition of a new specimen type to distinguish between tube samples that required 
manipulation, "QPSTM", and those that do not "QPST". Additionally extra primary 
sites have been configured in order to aid in collating information from AUSLAB 
when required. 
Furthermore, FBX is to be added to tube samples regardless of whether a 
manipulation is required or not.

AAP

16/04/2010

Part of the documentation of a sample received by the laboratory is the recording of 
the labelling and sealing method via photography. In the past if a CSSE (crime 
scene sample envelope) did not have any labelling or sealing information on one 
side of the packaging a photograph was not routinely taken. With the advent of new 
smaller CSSEs bearing a template for additional  information to be entered by QPS, 
the majority of samples incurred two photographs one from each side of the 
envelope. However on the occasion where no additonal information is added to one 
or the sides, no photograph is to be taken. If this instance a specimen note is added 
(on each individual sample) to state that "photography was not conducted on the 
reverse side of the envelope due to no additional information"

AAP

20/04/2010
Fault fixed in Batch functionality. Undetermined Quantitation results were displaying 
as 0.00, these results will now display as Undetermined. (AUSLAB Q1 release 
notes)

TEN All

20/04/2010

Storage location within the exhibit room (DNA Analysis Unit) for tube items, whole 
items and items "On hold" has changed. Exhibits currently are located on shelves 
FBEXS22 to 35 and will change to FBEXS696 to 700 and 702 effective 
immediately. Please note, all shelves have been named to show the location for 
each sample type (tube Vs whole exhibit, etc) for deliveries Monday to Friday.

AAP

21/04/2010 Creation of MCREV worklist to contain Priority 1 and 2 samples (major crime and 
upgraded Volume crime) that are paperless and require review. JAH

29/04/2010
Comment for occasion where no photograph of CSSE back is required (see minor 
change 16/04/2010) has been amended so that it will fit into 1 hot key. New wording 
is: "No additional information on rear side of envelope - no photograph required"

RGM

04.05.2010

BOX 1 Extracted DNA Samples DNA#  01-2487
BOX 2 Extracted DNA Samples DNA#  2488-4919
BOX 3 Extracted DNA  Samples DNA#  4920-7345
BOX 4 Extracted DNA Samples DNA#7346-9775
BOX 5 Extracted DNA Samples DNA# 9776-12242
BOX 6 Extracted DNA Samples DNA# 12243-15012
BOX 7 Extracted DNA Samples DNA # 15013-18012
BOX 8 Extracted DNA Samples DNA# 18013-21012
BOX 9 Extracted DNA Samples DNA# 12013-23612
BOX 10 Extracted DNA Samples DNA# 23613-26121
BOX 11 Extracted DNA Samples DNA# 26213-28812
BOX 12 Extracted DNA Samples DNA# 28813-31408
BOX 13 Extracted DNA Samples DNA# 31409-34108
BOX 14 Extracted DNA Samples DNA# 34109-36808
BOX 15 Extracted DNA Samples DNA# 36809-39407
BOX 16 Extracted DNA Samples DNA# 39408-42107
BOX 17 Extracted DNA Samples DNA# 41908-45200
BOX 18 Extracted DNA Samples DNA# 45201-48200
BOX 19 Extracted DNA Samples DNA# 48201-51400
BOX 20 Extracted DNA Samples DNA# 51404-54600
Validation Project
BOX? Unlabelled -Spinbaskets
Another BOX? Unlabelled -Spinbaskets
BOX 21 Tubes 5461-5700
BOX 22 Tubes 57601-5900
BOX 23 Tubes 59701-63700
BOX 24 Tubes 63001-6300
BOX 25 Tubes 66601-69400
BOX 26 Tubes 69501-72600
BOX 27 Tubes 72601-75600
BOX 28 Tubes 75601-78600
BOX 29 Tubes 78601-81600
SlicPrep Substrates/Supernatant 1

Quality All

If the case is paperless, the FBAR page will be N/A for all fields except the RHS top (profiles 
uploaded and reviewed). The LHS refers to the casefile and as there is no casefile, the 
fields don’t apply (therefore N/A). The paperwork is checked for 
alterations/additions/corrections as part of the presumptive EXH review.

If the case is paper with no statement, the FBAR page will be filled out on the RHS by FRIT 
(this should already be happening). The file will be sent to peer and a FBPR location. Admin 
will complete the page numbering, initialling etc. and complete the FBAR page on the LHS. 
They will write ‘yes’ for page # on pages, page # on cover, N/A for corrections, N/A for exam 
notes (these are both tasks completed as part of pres review) and ‘no’ for results table. If a 
statement is eventually required, a new FBAR and FBTR will be required.

For cases with statements, the reviewer adds ‘no’ to pg# fields and yes for the rest, track to 
admin to issue statement. Admin go back to FBAR to change ‘no’ to ‘yes’ after they have 
written the page numbers, initials etc on every page. The audit trail records who changed 
what fields. The files will therefore not need to return to the peer reviewer – make sure the 
green paper slip has to direct to FBCFF1 not back to the reviewer.

4/05/2010 Paperless case management training complete for FRIT members and this form of 
case mgt is now incorporated into FRIT rosters. JAH FRIT, Admin, ER

Reporting ScientistsJAH4/05/2010
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6/05/2010 MCMIX and VCMIX worklists created to capture mixtures requiring review for 
paperless P1/2 and P3 samples respectively. JAH FRIT, case managers

6/05/2010

MIXT & MIXC can be ordered on the following specimen types
QAB - Quality Blood
QABR - Quality Blood ref
QAC - Quality Cells
QACR - Quality Cells Ref
QAEL - Qaulity Epi Lys
QFTA - Quality FTA
QAH -Quality Hair 
QASL - Quality Sp lys
QAS - Quality Sperm

TEN ALL

14/05/2010
A new ERROR file has been created for each forensic department. The new code 
for DNA Analysis is ERRDNA0000001. This replaces the previous code of 
ERRF000001.

JAH All corrections officers

25/05/2010 As of 26/05/2010 controls (ProHigh, ProMed and ProLow) will no longer be used on 
quantification batches. MLM ALL

31/05/2010

As of 31/05/2010 the intell team is now using a new link workflow involving the use 
of the LKR (link tracking) worklist. This is to help prevent links being missed/lost and 
to aid in reducing link TATs. The SOP will be updated but the new workflow can be 
located at G:\ForBiol\AAA Forensic Reporting & Intel\Intel team.

KDR/TG/Intell Intelligence Team

31/05/2010

As of 31/05/2010 the Analytical team will be discarding any of the following 
substrates start after extraction. Chewing gum, cigarette butts, fingernails, 
toothbrush, straws, extraction positive controls, CTS samples, stamps, envelopes, 
environmental samples in-house and QPS. Specimen notes will be added against 
each sample when the substrate is discarded.

MLM All

15/06/2010
New team structure within FRIT commenced - Reporting 1-3 with defined tasks. No 
change to Intel. Details in G:\ForBiol\DNA Analysis Team Meetings\Forensic 
Reporting and Intelligence Team\2010\Apr-Jun.

JAH FRIT- Reporting teams

18/06/2010
An additional line added to preambles (excluding paternity preamble) of : 'As a 
representative of the laboratory, I am only able to comment on the processes 
performed within DNA Analysis.' This is to simply show what we can comment on.

JAH Reporting Scientists

21/06/2010

Slight change to QFLAG process. Profiles of at least 3 contributors are too complex 
for QFLAG checking unless significant major profile obtained. If not through QFLAG 
process, note to specimen and Batch Audit notes that it did not go through the 
process. SOP updated and in review.

JAH QFLAG checkers and Case Managers.

23/06/2010
As of today a new version of the Genemapper macro will be in use. Homozygote 
peaks and low threshold peaks will no longer need to be edited and PDF's will have 
LPH on profiles that are partial.

MLM ALL

25/06/2010
The second 7500 instrument for quantification has been put into routine use as well 
as the new Limit of Detection (LOD) of 0.0021ng/uL and the new Limit of Reporting 
(LOR) of 0.0063ng/uL. 

KML ALL

2/07/2010 Photography of item packaging by the operational staff has been changed from Rm 
6115 to 6110. The change will take effect as of Monday the 05-07-10. AAP

6/07/2010 ERT-AS TRANSFER BOXES (1-20) to replace "off deck" and "manipulation" in 
tube boxes for in-tube processing from 07-07-2010 KDS/AAP

12/07/2010
Slight changes to complex DNA profile interpretation including establishing criteria 
to report 'cannot eliminate the possibility…' and to state the assumptions of the 
number of contributors to major/minor profiles.

JAH Case managers and Reporting Scientists

14/07/2010 Blood, cell, QPST and FSS specimen types now allocate to CWIQEXM instead of 
rework portal and samples on FTAEXT batches will go to RFIQEXT. MLM ALL

19/07/2010
Small change to processing of in-tube samples: sample will now be transferred to 
the ERT-AS box and the packaging location added to a destruction box after 
sample registration by Operational staff.

RGM ALL

22/07/2010 Area Warden for Block 3 Level is Matthew Hunt, Wardens are  Biljana Micic and 
Tyson Kleidon. Controlled Documents are being made to reflect the new positions. VLC ALL

29/07/2010

Sign-off by management team for the commencement of routine manual processing 
in block 3, using room number 3188 for reagent preparation, room 3189 for manual 
extraction, room 3194 (sorting area) for manual quantification and amplification 
reaction setup and room 3196 for PCR cycling and CE fragment analysis 
(Thermalcycler's 9700 A, 9700 B, RT-PCR 7500 A and 3130xl A).

ARM All

2/08/2010 As of today the Evidence Recovery Team will log in AUSLAB all reagents used 
when conducting presumptive screening tests. RGM ER, FRIT

4/08/2010

Tackle boxes associated to the Stainless Steel benches in the exam room 
will be stored on top of the benches instead of below the hard drive near the 
floor. In their current locations, the tackle boxes are accidentally kicked 
whilst completing computer work and as such a potential for DNA transfer. 
The change is also a OH&S initiative.

AAP

4/08/2010 Update to ABI 7500 export mask to remove positive controls TEN Analytical

4/08/2010 Sign-off by management team for the use of Thermalcyclers 9700 C and 9700 D 
for use in room 3196 (new CE/PCR lab in block 3) ARM All

5/08/2010

Quantification Mask updated fit an extra 3 samples, update the DNAIQ off-
deck lysis batches to accommodate one extra sample and auto DNAIQ 
extraction batches extra two more samples.

Rework PORTAL re-started, slightly modified rules; All priority 1 - send to 
manual DNAIQ; All priority 2 - send to manual DNAIQ; priority 3 & 4 - send 
tape lifts to manual IQ, everything else to off-deck lysis.

ARM Analytical / OO

6/08/2010 New freezer in exhibit room instead of cold room, new allocations have been 
assigned. JSM

9/08/2010 NCIDD worklist to be used for paper and paperless cases. KDR/KSL FRIT
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10/08/2010
Re-work portal - return to standard rules; All priority 1 samples & all tape-lift 
(Trace DNA kit) samples - send to manual DNAIQ allocation list, all other 
samples send to Off-Deck Lysis allocation list

ARM Analytical

16/08/2010

Sign-off by management team for the commencement of routine automated 
processing in block 3, using room number 3188 for reagent preparation, room 3189 
for off-deck lysis, room 3191 and extraction MPII A for automated extraction, room 
3194 and pre-PCR MPII A for quantification and amplification setup and room 3196 
for PCR cycling and CE fragment analysis (Thermalcycler's 9700 E, RT-PCR 7500 
B and 3130xl B).

ARM All

23/08/2010 As of today all consumables used in the manufacture of SAIKs has been 
transferred to the storage units under Block 3. AAP

16/09/2010 Stutter below thresholds outlined in SOP 17137 are to be removed in mixture 
samples MLM All

17/09/2010
Sign-off from the management team for the routine processing utilising 
extraction MPII B in room 3191, pre-PCR MPII B in room 3194, and thermalcycler 
9700 F in room 3196

ARM All

22/09/2010 New test panel released to LIVE CRREF Cofil ref rerun TEN All

22/09/2010
New batch analysers released to LIVE
3130FTA - for FTA plates specifically
3130GMCR - for Cofil Reference specifically

TEN All

22/09/2010

Updates to batch analyser masks released to LIVE - added Negative contriol 
Analysis module automatically for Neg ctls and Environmental samples, Added UR 
number to mask
3130GMP
3130GMC
3130GMR

TEN All

22/09/2010 New test panel released to LIVE CRRCW Cofil CW rerun TEN All

22/09/2010

Modify 8 equation updated 
SNCIDD & FNCIDD should now revalidate after loading Uploaded to NCIDD in 
Status.
If the Comment OK is in the Link Comment, the equation will copy completed and 
the date into the 9LINK panel

TEN All

24/09/2010 Ladders and Controls will now be converted to JPEG. And UR details will now be 
displayed on the PDF and JPEG. MLM All

30/09/2010
The test code BBCLO is now orderable on specimen type QABR - Quality Blood 
Ref. TEN All

4/10/2010 FTA boxes have been re-configured so that they can be tracked from shelf to shelf 
and Property Point to DNA Analysis Unit to enable full tracking of FTA samples TEN All

6/10/2010

New result for the BTEAMS result field - mnemonic = ERT & Description = Evid 
Recov
New list created, mnemoninc = ERTL 
Addition to the modify 8 equation  - this code list inserts a sample if they meet the 
volume list flag 1 or 2 and have ERT as the team onto the Evidence Recovery List

TEN All

6/10/2010 RFCALC worklist created to replace IAM worklist - Reference Calc Check worklist PT

11/10/2010 EVDCM worklist created for evidence samples that require rework - replaces the 
TEN worklist. KL

20/10/2010 FBEXA2 and FBEXA3 areable to be ordered on the QABR specimen type TEN ALL

21/10/2010

New racks for FTA processing
41327 3019 - FTA TRANSFER 1
41327 3028 - FTA TRANSFER 2
41327 3005 - FTA BENCH 1
41327 2995 - FTA BENCH 2

TEN All

29/10/2010

Work is to completed in the exhibit room by workmen associated with ABI 
group on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd of November. Alternative arrangements have 
been made for exhibits to remaining in Property Point until required at which 
time a DNA Analysis staff member will transfer the item and associated 
paperwork.
The workmen will be accompanied by a security person at all times within 
the exhibit room.

AAP

3/11/2010 New UR numbers for negative and blank controls have been created. 
FBOT548 = negative extraction control and FBOT549 = blank extraction control. MLM All

8/11/2010

AUSLAB issues hindering photo upload and slowing processing. A back up plan has 
been devised for times where AUSLAB upload is extremely slow >5mins and is as 
follows:
- take photo and upload to folder within I: (I:\ERT exhibit photography)
- add specimen note "AUSLAB upload issues, photo to be entered at later date
- photos with then be uploaded when AUSLAB running faster and corresponding 
package transferred to destruction box labelled "photos not uploaded" (these 
packages not to be destroyed until photos are uploaded and reviewed
- these photos will be uploaded when AUSLAB is running normally/faster and 
associated pakages transferred to a destruction box
Note = ERT scientists will have to persist with items that require freezer storage, 
SAIK etc, as it becomes a lot more complicated 

AAP

10/11/2010

Fault in batch fucntionality resolved 
batch audits affected 04/11/10 to 10/11/10 inclusive. For further details regarding 
this fault, refer to SIR 3805 (Batch Functionality - Unable to enter audit trail entry) 
(LISS Call 2435620)

TEN All

11/11/2010 Orford freezer moved from 3190 to 3192, upright freezers moved from 3192 to 
3190 TEN All
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12/11/2010

Scheduled electrical outage to Block 6, Level 1 on 13th and 14th of 
November. Following temporary storage as follows:
Exhibits stored to freezer locations FBDFS1-4 and return location 447778685 
in freezer located in Exhibit Rm transferred to Property Point (FBEXFL)
Exhibits located to Analytical fridge, FBAFL1, in Exhibit Rm transferred to 
secure, refriferated storage location underneath Block 3
Reagents and controls stored in fridge located in exam rm, 6110, transferred 
to secure, refrigerated location underneath Block 3

AAP

18/11/2010

Scheduled electrical outage to Block 6, Level 1 on 20th and 21st of 
November. Following temporary storage as follows:
Exhibits stored to freezer locations FBDFS1-4 and return location 447778685 
in freezer located in Exhibit Rm transferred to Property Point (FBEXFL)
Exhibits located to Analytical fridge, FBAFL1, in Exhibit Rm transferred to 
secure, refrigerated storage location underneath Block 3
Reagents and controls stored in fridge located in exam rm, 6110, transferred 
to secure, refrigerated location underneath Block 3

AAP

22/11/2010 As of today the automated decappers will be in regular use for the Pre-PCR and 
automated extraction MPII's. MLM Analytical

25/11/2010 AUSLAB Corrections List   AUSCRL  created for corrections eg image deletion & 
moves VLC All

1/12/2010 Evidence Recovery Laboratory clean and environmental sampling has been 
cancelled due to impending laboratory relocation. AAP

1/12/2010

Additional lines added to F1 look-up menu for LKR's (LKR1-3)
 
Mixed Profile, partial Major component. MPPMA
Mixed Profile, partial minor component. MPPMI
Partial DNA Profile PDNA
Partial DNA Profile - possible sub-threshold peaks PDPTP
9 loci DNA Profile - possible sub-threshold peaks DPPTP

PMT Intelligence Team

9/12/2010 MPQUANT~SS mask and QUANT worksheets have been updated in AUSLAB. 
Samples will now be in positions 18,19 and 20 instead of controls. MLM Analytical

5/01/2011 Faulty printer HP3005 (FBLASER3) replaced by HP 2420n (formally FBLASER8 
& FBLASER9), reconfigured as FBLASER3 TEN All

10/01/2011 Only use Axygen tubes for extractions, ie. Do not use Simport tubes CI

10/01/2011

Component replacement log. An electronic log (I:\AAA Analytical 
Section\Analytical Logs\Component replacement log 2011.xls) has been 
created for the recording of any components that are replaced on any piece 
of equipment within the DNA suite of DNA Analysis

ARM Analytical & Operational teams

12/01/2011 The new Evidence Recovery lab is in use from 12pm 12th Jan 2011. Storage 
location DAER1 now refers to Rooms 6123 and 6124. AKL All

17/01/2011

New Evidence Recovery lab bench and tackle box name changes:
- examining areas will be labelled Examination Area 1 to Examination Area 15 
(rooms 6123 and 6124). The associated tackle boxes will also be labelled the 
same as the bench it is assigned to; eg, Examination Area 1, etc.
- Examination forms will be amended and in the mean time the examining 
scientist need only write down the examination bench labelling as this will 
refer to the tackle box as well.

AAP

21/01/2011

Between the period 12th of Jan 2011 and 20th of Jan 2011 the abbreviation 
for examination benches/boxes used on exam records may have been EA1 
to 15 (denotes Examination Area 1 to 15). This abbreviation has been 
amended to EX1 to 15 to reflect AUSLAB Mnemonic. Also configurations for 
the "Examination trolley" filed on the FBX page was not configured 
commencment of new lab use with the new examination bench results 
(Examination Area 1 to 15) and as such the old exam box IDs (FBEX13) have 
been used. Configuration requests for additional results ("Examination area 
1" to "15") to "examination trolley" field for FBX2 has also been ordered.

AAP

24/01/2011
Major audit trail incident in AUSLAB, audit trails are lost on some samples or 
partially available, initial testing indicates that audit trails may reappear after 
resaving registration, LISS  still investigating for a cause.

TEN ALL

28/01/2011
AK1 - Adam Kaity and BUAF1- Belinda Andersen to the F1 lookup for test code 
FBSCI. TEN All

3/02/2011

Statements are to adopt the following way of writing dates: Date Format 
After seeking advice, the date format will follow the guidelines from the QH 
Corporate Correspondence and Brief Guide and Quick Reference 
Document.Section 7.4 Dates: Correct use is 7 April 2009 not 7th April 2009 or 
7/4/09. DPP has also indicated that use of date format such as dd/mm/yy 
(7/4/09) leads to the possibility of American date format being applied. Time 
Format A 24 military format of mm:hh will be applied to reports similar to the 
current AUSLAB time display.  

JAH

7/02/2011
All DWASH~ss lot numbers incorrectly recalled in Consumable inventory in 
AUSLAB, in use lots re-added with -1 suffix, Consumable audits updated with 
details

TEN ALL

16/02/2011
Admin alerted to the report issued page for Evid Certificates.  This will now be 
completed when forwarding Evid Cert. via fax/post. (implemented by FRIT back in 
Oct 2010)

WAH

23/02/2011 New specimen type available in AUSLAB: STAFF TEN ALL
23/02/2011 New Justices Act 6(C) automatically adds to statements. JAH
24/02/2011 Implemented the use of the new BSD Punching machine for routine use TEN All

24/02/2011 New UR prefix - FBUNK - Forensic Biology unknown created in AUSLAB for 
unkown profiles TEN All

24/02/2011 Unknown FBSTF profiles renamed with FBUNK numbers TEN
28/02/2011 Generic email address for Intel : FSS DNAIntel JAH
28/03/2011 Generic comment "for processing" to be used for sample removal hotkeys MLG
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4/04/2011

As of today, LKRs will have one review only performed by a competent 2nd 
reviewer. Intel will also introduce QCPend and QCFinal for reporting links as soon 
as they are actioned whilst awaiting the confirmation of person profiles (this 
eliminates the need to write interim link reports).

LAW/KL Intelligence Team

6/04/2011
The CCR 78820 has been released to LIVE  9LINK panel has had the FTALND 
removed so it always populates. Also the LNKCM Lab list rules (Add and Del) have 
been removed for 9LINK in LIVE. 

TEN

6/04/2011 Samples for cease work will now be given a priority 6. MLM All

12/04/2011

Exhibit brown cardboard boxes to be slowly replaced with plastic, lidded 
boxes. 16 plastic boxes were transferred to Property Point to commence 
usage. These plastic boxes are to be bleach and ethanol cleansed at the 
Evidence Sorting room, 6117, stage and then again when transferred to main 
exam room 6124/6123.

AAP

14/04/2011 Start to use UNKM or UNKF for QPS environmental samples that do not match 
QPS staff, DNA Analysis staff or exhibits. TEN

27/04/2011

Due to limited supply of strip septa used for the reservoir of the 3130xl 
instruments, the following protocol will be in place until further notice. 
Rather than the standard procedure of changing these each day, the 
reservoir septa will be replaced with fresh septa on a Monday and 
Wednesday only. On Tuesday, Thursday and Fridays, the following protocol 
will apply:
 
Septa are to be removed, washed thoroughly with nanopure water, then 
dried with a kim-wipe and returned to the same reservoir. Removing, 
washing and replacing one at a time is the best procedure to ensure no mix-
ups.
 
AB technical experts had no specific recommendations around the washing 
(as it's not recommended) but agreed that washing with nanopure water, 
returning to the same reservoir, and ensuring they are completely dry would 

ARM CE / Analytical

6/05/2011 Samples from environmental sampling in the laboratory are now priority 2 not 1 PMT

17/05/2011 ER team is registering the tube lot numbers used for samples and subsamples JSM ER, FRIT

18/05/2011

PSA kits have run out. New procedure: fluid from tube to be tested with P-30 - 
transferred to new tube with same barcode. Must be a minimum of 8 drops. 
Tube retained in specially marked box in laboratory freezer. Number added 
to Excel speadsheet: G/ForBiol/AAA Evidence Recovery/supernatant testing-
P30. Specimen note added. Put original tube in for DLYS.

JSM ER, FRIT, Analytical

26/05/2011
In sexual assault cases if micro neg and AP pos, add 2 EXH lines. 1st line: Micro 
neg for sperm. 2nd line: Presump. AP test positive, submitted- results 
pending. This will continue until the P.30 test is validated.

JSM ER, FRIT

31/05/2011

Printing profiles from GMIDX will revert to Adobe PDF instead of CutePDF 
writer, due to the larger size of CutePDF which takes more time to convert 
and upload into Auslab. This will continue until Auslab is able to provide 
quicker uploading of files from CutePDF.

PMT ALL

20/06/2011 Cease using the rationing protocol for reservoir septa for 3130xl instruments as 
normal supply has resumed ARM CE / Analytical

20/06/2011 Configured FTAEXT prep worksheet in LIVE system TEN Operational

20/06/2011
FRIT structural change from 3 Reporting Teams to 2 (Reporting 1 and 2). No 
change to tasks required of staff. Document saved in G:\ForBiol\AAA Forensic 
Reporting & Intel\Team Structures.

JAH

28/06/2011 FTAEXT mask released to LIVE. TEN Operational

4/07/2011 Effective immediately, QPS environmental samples will be reworked only 
once, unless a searchable profile is obtained. PMT Quality and projects

11/07/2011
Commence reporting Volume Priority 3 samples with undetermined quant values to 
QPS using new EXH NDNAD - "No DNA detected". Worklist VOLUND created for 
this process.

PMT ALL

11/07/2011 Internet access granted to all staff. Not available on group logins ie BIOLOGY 
and ROBOTICS JAH

14/07/2011 p30 kits have now been validated and are ready for use to replace the PSA kit. AAP ERT, FRIT

26/07/2011 FBSTR - Storage required list altered in AUSLAB, the Storage position column has 
been widened and case number & case scientist been removed. TEN Operational

22/08/2011 Commencing routine use of the Maxwell-16 MDX for the extraction of DNA from 
blood swabs Volume Crime Priority 3 ARM ALL

29/08/2011
No longer flaming of differential lysis extraction slides  - slides to be wiped with 
100% ehanol before use and heat fixed on a hot block after slide is made in line 
with ERT procedures - comment to be made in Chelex extraction SOP

ARM Analytical

8/09/2011

Semen examination and subsequent sample submission:
When large items (eg, AP fabrics) are required to be separated into multiple 
sections each section will undergo complete semen testing (micro and PSA). Sub-
samples will be determined from the scientific results and case history (ie, semen 
detected = DLYS; semen not detected = cells if touch DNA will be beneficial to 
addressing allegations.
Exam of internal vaginal swabs (SAIK) = if HVS and Vulval are micro pos (≤ 1+ 
sperm ) but LVS is micro Neg, submit all swabs for DLYS. Seminal fluid testing not 
rerquired on LVS prior to submission.  

AAP

14/09/2011

ERT have implemented electronic storage of slides prepared in-house. The slide 
storage boxes are titled "ERT Slides 1, 2, etc". The slide storage boxes will be kept 
in lab room 6124 until full upon which they will be transferred to the exhibit room. 
The slides will be tracked via the parent barcode (EXH/FBX) attahced to the 
underside of the slide; eg, HVS slide will be stored via the SAIK barcode.
Comments to be made against Spermatozoa SOP.

AAP

19/09/2011 Implementation of tapelifts and priority 1 swabs on the Maxwells. CI

20/09/2011

The original QP127 will be handed back to the QPS with the receipt after it has 
been scanned and checked in Auslab. This will commence from 26 Sept. SAIK 
paperwork to be included with SAIK. If Auslab is down, the QP127 will be 
photocopied and scanned in later.

JAH
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22/09/2011 Links are to be sent to QPS if only one person had been previously reported as 
involved and has been since destroyed SMJ Intelligence Team

26/09/2011 Maxwell can be used for fabrics, scrapings, Cigarette butts, paper, FTAs, and 
Chewing gum. AM All

16/11/2011 New print mask for LKR released to LIVE system TEN ALL

17/10/2011
Name Change: From 10/10/11 Kate LEE is now Kate PIPPIA in Groupwise. From 
13/10/11 Kate LEE has changed from kslf1 in AUSLAB to kspf1. List names and 
mnemonics in AUSLAB are yet to be changed.

KSP All

19/10/2011 Name change: From today Kate's corrections login has changed from crksl1 to 
crksp1. KSP All

20/10/2011 New UR for negative blank extraction controls FBOT1051. MLM All

31/10/2011
New batch CE 400HD (CEHD) for samples to be rerun using the size standard 
400HD and new batch CE Investigation (CEINVES) for samples to be rerun with 
2uL of PCR product.

MLM All

21/11/2011
When carryover is seen in DLYS controls, and the profiles are expected (given they 
are known), the message 'see CWDIF…' will no longer be added to the speci notes. 
Appropriate notes will be made in the batch audit.

JAH

2/12/2011 Nem print mask for FERRO released to the LIVE system TEN ALL

7/12/2011 Relocation of Year 07 case files from front compactus to exhibit room compactus. WAH

9/12/2011
Intel Reports (excluding Quality Intel Reports) need to be emailed to QPS DRMU 
in .pdf and.doc formats. Word .doc to be password protected for modification with 
'FRIT'.

JAH

9/12/2011 GREECM resurrected to be used for cold case management JAH

15/12/2011 Name change: AUSLAB list names and mnemonics for Kate have now all been 
changed (ksp, 1KSP) KSP All

6/01/2012
Casefiles without Statement of Witness will be counted (and checked) with the total 
no. on the front cover, but will not have page numbers written on the pages. No 
change to files with statements.

JAH

6/01/2012

Statements and Evid Certs will be scanned and uploaded directly into 
QPRIME by SSLU. These reports will only be faxed if urgent, or need to go to 
other clients (eg. DPP). New casefile slips for Admin assistance to be used. 
Reports need to be with Admin by 2pm to make mail and QPRIME upload that 
day.

JAH

16/01/2012 Fingernail and hair substrates can now be processed using the Maxwell 
instruments. These substrates will be discarded. ARM

24/01/2012

Alternative CE processing. Temporary measure to conteract apparent CE 
carry-over being observed. Amplification batches to be split into to two CE 
batches such that a folder of HiDi/Rox is run prior to each folder of samples. 
The batches are to be re-combined for a single GeneMapper batch. This will 
be in place from this date until notified as being ceased.

ARM Analytical / all

2/02/2012

Name Change: From 02/02/12 Lisa WESTON is now Lisa BENSTEAD in 
Groupwise. From 08/03/12 Lisa WESTON has changed from lawf6 in AUSLAB to 
labf1 and crlaw6 to crlab1. List names and mnemonics in AUSLAB are yet to be 
changed.

LAB

3/02/2012

Alternate CE processing noted in 24/01/2012 ceased. Instead, all samples will 
proceed through CE as per normal. All amplified samples will then have 
repeat CE process done using the RRCW (or RRCW2 if needed) test. The 
repeate CE plate will be processed in a 180 degree roatation of the amp plate 
orientation (i.e. sample that was in postion 1/A01 on the original CE run will 
re-run on repeat CE in position 96/H12, sample in postion 2/B01 will be done 
is position 95/G12 and so forth. All samples will be analysed at case 
management stage for congruence between repeate CE runs.

ARM All

11/02/2012

Plate readers to include zoomed pdf images of each sample profile read on 
transposed casework plates to aid with interpretation. Ladders and controls on 
casework plates and all samples on reference plates do not require zoomed images 
at this time. Effective as of 11/02/12 until deemed unnecessary.

PAF

16/02/2012
A new storage box has been configured for individual tube samples being tracked 
from the Evidence sorting room to the ERT lab:
511900897 - "ERT Lab Storage Box".

AAP

20/02/2012

Advice from WH&S is that disposable pipette tips do not require to be disposed of 
in an approved sharps container. Pipette tip waste to be disposed of into bins lined 
with biohazard bags, then bags cable tied and discarded into biohazard wheelie 
bins.

MLG Analytical

27/02/2012 New statement testcode FBSOW to be used. This includes new preamble and 
new Appendix (v5). JAH/TEN

27/02/2012

New extraction procedure for the Differential Lysis of Epithelial and Sperm 
DNA using DNAIQ chemistry and Maxwell 16 MDX instruments - batch ID 
Casework Diff Maxwell batch code CWDMAX. Cessation of epis for P2 
Female SAIKs.

ARM/JAH All

28/02/2012
Alternate CE processing noted in 03/02/2012 ceased and a return to normal / 
routine processing (including the return to routinely using Axygen branded plates 
and plate septa)

ARM all

29/02/2012 New testcodes for amended and addendum statements : FBAMEN and FBADDE. 
New App v5 and preamble to be used. JAH/TEN

1/03/2012

Plate reading process noted on 11/02/12 to include zoomed images of 
samples on casework plates to cease as normal/routine CE processing of 
plates has commenced 29/02/12. Zooming of images to apply to transposed 
casework plates within this period only, zooming of images does not apply 
to plates processed routinely from 29/02/12.

PAF

1/03/2012 Current contacts at QPS DRMU for incorrect EXH/LKR, Intel letters, advice: 
Gerard Simpfendorfer, Ruben Collopen, Emma Bellamy, Kathryn Lukowski JAH

8/03/2012
Name change: AUSLAB user name for Paula Taylor previously pmtf1 changed to 
Paula Brisotto pmbf1. Email address changed from  
to paula

PMT

12/03/2012
New offline template for Evidentiary Certificates is saved to G:\ForBiol\AAA 
Forensic Reporting & Intel\AAA_Audits-Evidentiary Certificate. This includes 
Appendix v5. 

JAH
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13/03/2012 FBINTL testcode available in live to be used for Intelligence Reports. A scan fo the 
signed copy, and unsigned pdf (from Shift Insert in AUSLAB) to be sent to DRMU. JAH/TEN

26/03/2012 Batch filler macro being used to create maxwell, off deck lysis and microcon 
batches in AUSLAB as a workaround until AUSLAB has been fixed. MLM Analytical

10/04/2012 Batch filler macro no longer being used to create Maxwell, off deck lysis and 
microcon batches. MLM Analytical

16/04/2012 PDF and JPG's have been deleted from P:\ for Casework samples from 2009 and 
2010. MLM All

21/04/2012 INTELL work list used to associate CRISP NO's to FTA Elimination samples. MLG Operational

22/05/2012

ERT - comment added against SOP 17185 "Detection of Azoospermic Semen in 
Casework Samples" mentioning that p30 and PSA are interchangeable terms 
referring to the protein targetted during the p30/PSA testing for the possible 
presence of seminal fluid.

AAP ERT, FRIT

26/05/2012 NCIDD version 6.0.0 released allowing loci other than Profiler Plus to be loaded SMJ Intelligence Team

14/05/2012
Flagging OS samples for case-managers. OS (MPH) samples can be “flagged” as 
possible sources of CE carry-over for subsequent samples processed n in the 
same capillary for the next 12 runs.

ARM Case managers and Reporting Scientists

28/05/2012

QPS have introduced a new FTA envelope for use in the collection of FTA 
reference samples. This envelope does not contain the name or DOB of the 
person. We have advised QPS that two identifiers are needed on the FTA 
envelope, which DNA Analysis uses as part of their quality check. QPS will use the 
SPI number from QPRIME, which transfers to AUSLAB as the UR/Case no. and 
the barcode number as the two identifiers. The QPDNA number will be hand written 
on the envelope's by the QPS, signed and dated. The Operational team will check 
the barcode and QPDNA number against this information in AUSLAB. If the 
numbers do not match, it will be returned to QPS SMU as per standard process. 
The SOP will be updated, and the EVIDS association worklist changed. 

PMB OO, All

4/06/2012 FBLABEL2 and FBLABEL 11 have been swapped, FBLABEL2 is now located at 
the GeneMapper computers and FBLABEL11 inside evidence recovery lab TEN ALL

7/06/2012
Intel Reports (excluding Quality Intel Reports) and other DRMU comms need to be 
emailed to A/Snr/Sgt COLLOPEN and also to Emma BELLAMY and Kathryn 
LUKOWSKI. Reports to be addressed to A/Snr/Sgt COLLOPEN.

JAH Case managers and Reporting Scientists

12/06/2012 Maxwell C and D have been signed off by management and can now be used for 
routine extractions ARM Analytical

13/06/2012
Quality paragraph to be added to statements that have samples amplified with kits 
containing reagent contamination.Paragraph located : G:\ForBiol\AAA Forensic 
Reporting & Intel\Quality System Events\PPlus contamination_2012

JAH

1/07/2012 OQI#32000 - all microcons on hold (except urgents) until resolution of Profiler 
Plus issues. PMB ALL

27/06/2012
Commenced amplifications using new batch on Profiler Plus with lot #1205077 of 
Primer (including microcons on hold) (after using 'affected lot numbers' since early 
May that has 'extraneous peaks')

PMB ALL

28/06/2012

From July 2012, the number of QHFSS environmental samples will be reduced for 
each of the lab areas to no more than 10 samples per month - targeting high risk 
areas. This is to be monitored by the Senior Scientists of each team. If there is a 
rise in the number of profiles seen in the ENVM samples, the number of samples 
taken the following month can be increased for investigation. 

PMB Analytical, Evidence Recovery and Quality.

5/07/2012

For a coronial case - if multiple reference samples are received for the same 
person (determined by DNA number/Name/DOB); only one sample will be routinely 
processed.  Other samples are to be stored and only profiled if required.  FTA cards 
are to be profiled in preference to blood samples

PMB/TEN ALL

18/07/2012

CE daily maintenance: Septa are to be changed on Mondays & Wednesday, 
on Saturdays as well if work is performed over the weekend. On Tuesday, 
Thursday and Fridays: septas will be rinsde trhroughly with Nanop water, air 
dried and returned to use in the reservoir from which they came.

ARM

19/07/2012
QPS Environmental samples will be processed as priority 3, and follow the same 
process as Volume Crime Priority 3 samples for undetermined quant values - report 
as "No DNA Detected" and not progress to amplification.

PMB Evidence Recovery / Analytical

19/07/2012 Current contacts at QPS DRMU for incorrect EXH/LKR, Intel letters, advice: 
Ruben Collopen (A/Sr/Sgt), Emma Bellamy, Megan Lamsam JAH FRIT

19/07/2012 Name change: in Auslab: Tara Neylan is now Tara Prowse and tlnf1 is now tlpf1 CJA ALL

20/07/2012 Name change: in Auslab: Alanna Speirs is now Alanna Darmanin and aksf1 is now 
akdf1 AKD ALL

24/07/2012
As of today plate readers will no longer print hard copies of EPG's and no longer 
need to list out the sample barcodes of the samples that require quality flags in the 
batch audit trail. This will be done by the QFLAG checker.

MLM ALL

24/07/2012 Name change: in Novell: Alanna Speirs is now Alanna Darmanin with the email 
address AKD ALL

1/08/2012 As of today Operational staff will be converting profiles to PDF and JPG. MLM ALL
9/08/2012 FBEVC testcode available in AUSLAB for DNA Evid Certs. JAH/TEN Reporting Scientists

10/08/2012
As of today only single person samples involved in a link that were profiled prior to 
Feb 2005 will be repeated.  Single person samples involved in interstate links will 
not to repeated unless specifically requested.

SMJ Intel team

17/08/2012

Missing person sample and unknown deceased sample matches on NCIDD will be 
reported to QPS DRMU through an LKR. An LKREXT page will be included to 
provide information regarding the NCIDD category. An email will be sent to DRMU 
identifying the LKR as a missing person or Unk Deceased match.

PMB Intel
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4/09/2012

As of today all information related to GMIDX is stored on P:\. Only 10 users can 
access P:\ which has been restricted to certain computers within the DNA Analysis 
Unit. O:\ has been created for use within the DNA Analysis Unit and this stores 
DDS upload and Profile PDFs, no other information is to be stored to this drive. 
Profile PDFs will be regularly archived to P:\.

MLM ALL

7/09/2012 If you need the FBADDE to be a stand alone statement, order the APPVER at the 
same time, and you are able to edit the Appendix field. PMB Reporting Scientists

14/09/2012

Reference samples being repeated for link confirmation will no longer be given 
priority 1, very few samples are now requiring repeat and therefore making small 
batches to accommodate is not very time or cost efficent.  The time delay impact is 
minimal. 

SMJ Intel team, OO's and Analytical

26/09/2012
Powerplex 21 for Reference samples validation report signed off by 
Management. Reference samples (Intel and Evidence samples) commenced 
processing using PowerPlex 21.

PMB All

26/09/2012

PowerPlex 21 for Reference samples will be reported in LKRs as "Full DNA profile 
(PP21)" and "Partial DNA profile (PP21)". Profiler Plus reporting will remain 
unchanged. PMB Intel team

26/09/2012

New AUSLAB batches for FTAs. R21EXT (Reference PP21 Ext Prep),  R21GM 
(Reference PP21 GeneMapper)
R21OSD (Reference PP21 OSD), R21RPT(Reference PP21 RPT)
R21RUN (Reference PP21 RUN)
R21FTA (Reference PP21 FTA), 

TEN All

26/09/2012 New preamble for ref samples profiled with PP21 saved in G:\ForBiol\AAA Forensic 
Reporting & Intel\AAA_Reporting guidelines\Preambles. PMB,EJC Reporting Scientists

28/09/2012

For samples that have the 20/20.1 issue at D3, plate readers will be adding the 
comment "ReGS OLA@D3[20.1]" when plate reading. From Project#54, it was 
established that the 20.1 was running just off bin, and should be a 20 designation. 
The 400HD Rox was the recommended rework strategy for these samples. When 
case managing these results, we need to order a ReCE using the 400 HD Rox. 
There is no test code available for this, so please email Allan requesting this rework 
strategy. This process will be implemented for Profiler Plus. PP21 does not appear 
to have this issue at D3.

PMB Case managers and Reporting Scientists

13/11/2012

Update to DRMU contacts to go to: - 
- 
- 
- 

JAH Case managers and Reporting Scientists

19/11/2012 Plate readers to accept as complete on first run partial DNA profiles for FTA intel 
samples only with 34 alleles in PP21 (including full P+ loci). PMB Plate readers, Intel team and case 

managers

23/11/2012
Plate readers to accept as complete on first run  DNA profiles containing one Allelic 
imbalance for FTA intel samples only on the condition that there is no indication 
within the DNA profile of more than one contributor. On the second run, a profile 
with more than one AI may be accepted in consultation with a Senior Scientist.

PMB Plate readers, Intel team and case 
managers

3/12/2012 ER ordering PP21 amps. STRmix for interp of PP21 profiles. TEN/MM
10/12/2012 Manual H&E staining of slides commenced today JSM ER and reporters

11/12/2012 From now on, the Quality flag checker will be responsible for reviewing the sample 
on the ENVM list. PMB Quality flag checkers, Quality

11/12/2012

New Panel, Bin and Stutter files PowerPlex_21_IDX_V1.1 uploaded to GMIDX. 
New Analysis Methods and Panels created for casework (PowerPlex21_casework 
and PowerPlex_21_IDX_v1.1.1), reference FTA plates (PowerPlex21_reference 
and PowerPlex_21_IDX_v1.2) and reference amp plates (PowerPlex21_ref_amp 
and PowerPlex21 IDX v1.3)

MLM Analytical

19/12/2012 0.01 ng/µL lowered to 0.008 ng/µL for auto-MIC for Priority 1 and 2 samples JAH CMs

19/12/2012 Appendix v6 LIVE in AUSLAB. This is for PP21 and STRmix statements (includes 
FBEVC, FBSOW and FBADDE). JAH Reporting Scientists

20/12/2012
From this date forwards, all Profiler plus CE re-run batches will prepared using Gel 
company ROX labelled size standard rather than the AB ROX labelled size 
standard.

ARM Analytical, all case-managers & reporters

17/12/2012
From this date lookup lines for PP21 in LKR's are available for use however only 
lines for ref samples Full DNA profile PP21, Partial DNA profile PP21 and Interstate 
DNA profile are to be used.

SMJ Intel team

11/01/2013 A complete un-install and re-install of GeneMapper software version 1.1.1 was 
performed. MLM All

14/01/2013

Email group at DRMU until further notice: 
- 
- 
-   

JAH Case managers and Reporting Scientists

4/02/2013 Cease half-vol amp profiling. Report SS, Complex unsuit, No DNA and DNA 
insufficient profiles. Full-volume reactions to be assessed. JAH

6/02/2013
From this date forward, Lai-Wan Chen (LWC) has changed her name to Lai-Wan 
Le (LWL) and her AUSLAB username is now lwlf1. Novell, Groupwise and QIS2 
have all been updated to reflect this change. 

LWL All

12/02/2013 Profiled' added to the comment field on profile page to ensure pages remain 
validated and do not 'unvalidate' after the data is acknowledged by QPS. JAH/TG

13/02/2013

New batch ID's created for full volume PP21. Samples manually extracted will have 
the following batch ID's CW21FVA (amp), CW21FCE (CE) and FCW21GM 
(GMIDX). Samples auto extracted will have the following batch ID's FVA21CW 
(amp), FCE21CW (CE) and FGM21CW (GMIDX)

MLM All

19/02/2013 New batch ID's created for PP21 Re-run CE batches for both full and half volume, 
CWFVRCE (full volume ReCE) and CW21RCE (half volume ReCE). MLM All

22/02/2013 Amplifications at full-vol PP21 started for routine analysis. JAH
13/03/2013 Reporting full-volume PP21 amps for 2 and 3 person mixtures commenced. JAH
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22/03/2013 As of 2:30pm, no longer doing EB checks routinely. They can be performed for 
FGM batches if need be. JAH

28/03/2013 CFLIT Tray relocated from Admin Area to Write Up Area in Evid Recovery WAH All & Property Point Staff

8/04/2013
OS log no longer required to be kept by Analytical Section. If staff need to access 
information regarding instrument and batches, can refer to I:\AAA Electronic 
Workflow Diary.

JAH

30/04/2013 QP identifier no longer required to be written/stamped on each page within a 
casefile as per NATA communication. TEN all

30/04/2013

Current DRMU contact list:Simpfendorfer.GerardM[OSC] - 
 

Hartel.JensO[OSC] -  
Linton.NicoleS[OSC] -  
Bellamy.EmmaJ[OSC] -  
McIntyre.OliviaM[OSC] -  
Nauschutz.MarneyS[OSC] -  
Lamsam.Megan[OSC] -  

JAH

6/05/2013 Volume Crime samples will be processed in Profiler Plus from this date 
forward. CJA All staff

27/05/2013 Case Mgt streamlining strategies (Proposal #126 - includes 4 proposals to QPS) 
implemented into result release. Minor change doc in #126. JAH

4/06/2013

Insp Tony Carstensen advised by phone that any item requiring saliva testing needs 
to be authorised by either: Superintendent of Forensic Services Branch, Inspector 
of Scientific (HQ) or Inspector of DNA before it can be received by Property Point.  
This change is effective immediately.  Property Point have been advised.

CJA All & Property Point Staff

7/06/2013
QP127s are no longer required. If presented, they will be scanned and returned to 
delivery officer. If any instructions are required for examination, they will come 
across into AUSLAB in the clinical notes.

JAH All staff

14/06/2013

Consulted with Gerard Simpfendorfer, samples involved in a link that were initially 
tested in Profiler Plus and have been since tested using PP21 are not required to 
have that information updated in a link unless: 1) The link is no longer valid or 2) the 
sample status changes for a CW sample e.g single source to 2 person mixt or 2 
person mixt to 3 person mixt

SMJ intel

19/06/2013
Re-implementation for the use of 3130xl A for CE of Casework and amplified 
reference samples following laser change - no changes to GMIDX and STRmix 
parameters required

ARM all teams

20/06/2013
Use Australian datasets, applicable Theta value and 1-tail 99% CI for Paternities in 
Kinship until STRmix v2 is released. Two mutations to equal exclusion until formal 
direction from BSAG is received. Minor Process chage doc in #105.

JAH

21/06/2013 Kinship locus sort order has been fixed so that loci sort in the proper PP21 order. TJG Case managers and Reporting Scientists

4/07/2013
Project #91 (Maxwell pre-lysis) is implemented as of today.  Lysates extracted 
using the Maxwell pre-lysis method may be kept at room temperature for up to 120 
hours prior to processing on the Maxwell instruments.

KML Analytical

5/07/2013 In GMIDX - stutter thresholds for panels (1.2 and 1.3) have been updated to two 
decimal places (they are currently only at one decimal place). KML all

8/07/2013 Additional Wash Module (Super 3 wash module) implemented for use with both 
3130xl instruments (refer management team minutes dated 05-07-2013) ARM all

11/07/2013

The Sample Information field for subsamples that have been copied from the 
registration of EXHs have always transferred to QPS, but the visibility has just been 
turned on. This should prevent phonecalls to SSLU for sub-sample description. 
For Case Mgt, this means when creating a barcode for NCIDD upload from STRmix 
mixtures, the sample info field goes to QPS. If the result is from a sub-sample (eg. 
HVS from SAIK), please add more information to the registration of the upload to 
inform QPS what the sub-sample relates to.

Eg. SAIK with upload from HVS:

Sample info field: UKM1 – HVS – 987654321 (SAIK barcode)

NB: For EXHs that we create, we still need to call DRMU with the item information 
(Eg. PM samples, Paternity Results).

CJA

29/07/2013

Current DRMU contact list:  
 

  JAH

5/08/2013 Following variance and baseline checks on 3130xl B using a 5 second injection 
time (see OQI 34817), 3130xl B has been approved by the management team for 
routine processing of casework samples amplified with the PP21 amplification kit.

ARM analytical (all)

26/08/2013
Maxwell 16 instruments can now be used for the extraciton of tissue with the 
exception of paraffin embeded tissue which is not validated for use with the Maxwell 
instrument

ARM all

18/10/2013 Interim CM workflow using STRmix assistance implemented. 1DA list used for 
paperless and FBSI17 used to track casefiles KDR All case managers and reporting scientists 

and STRmix data entry role

1/11/2013 Emails regarding Intel vs Evidence FTA samples are to go to FSS Biology Quality 
for sending to S/Sgt McLaren and/or Insp Carstensen. JAH Case managers and Reporting Scientists

7/11/2013 Change to the sample submission process for semen positive SAIKs.  See Section 
6.1 of QIS document 32106 Examination of Sexual Cases LBR ERT, case managers and reporting 

scientists
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8/11/2013

minor changes to STRMix Report Macro: - rounding when less than LR=10 to 1 sig 
figure (also applies to Hd)
- removed the LR total line so that we only have the HPD LR Total available (which 
is the only one we use anyway).
- added words to explain the figure
- added string of **** to make it clear when favouring non-contribution.

TJG Case managers and Reporting Scientists

14/11/2013

Interim CM workflow using STRmix assistance updated on 7 Nov 2013 and again 
on 14 Nov 2013 - changes relate to Assessor deciding if they STRmix or send it to 
STRmixer and who removes samples from coloured CM lists for both paper and 
paperless processes

KDR All case managers and reporting scientists 
and STRmix data entry role

21/11/2013 Re-implementation for the use of 3130xl B for CE of PP21 Casework samples 
following laser change - no changes to GMIDX and STRmix parameters required BUA all teams

26/11/2013

Change to sample submission process for AP positive fabrics (i.e. QPS AP 
screening).  If the item is tested and is semen negative (i.e. micro and P30 
negative) we will not submit any samples for DNA (previously samples were 
sumbitted for cells).  The screening test results will be reported to QPS.  QPS may 
request samples be submitted for cells for semen negative AP positive fabrics, and 
this will be listed in the Clinical Notes.  QPS may subsequently request further 
testing of a semen negative AP positive fabric.

LBR ER, FRIT

4/12/2013 Stutter macro has been verified for use and is now in QIS.  Plate readers to 
commence using. KML/JAH All

9/12/2013 Only Profiler Plus (Volume priority 3 samples) to be processed on automated 
extraction at this time. This change is for operational convenience ARM Analytical

9/12/2013

Timesheets: Up to the certification of EB7 29th of Feb 2009, all FSS 
employees worked under the Variable Working Hours Arrangements for 
Corporate Office Employees, which mandated sign on and sign off at 15 
minute intervals.  There is no such mandate in the current arrangements for 
both Public Service and District Health employees (HP, AO and OO).  
Therefore from the 9th of Dec 2013, all staff are able to sign on and off when 
they actually start and finish work (ie 8.07am until 5.22pm).  This also means 
that there is no rounding as previously was used (ie started work at 8.07am 
therefore rounded to 8am - this discontinues from this date as well).

CJA All staff

11/12/2013 From 13/12/13, all phone calls to 3000 9629 regarding unplanned absences 
should be made after 8am (rather than after 7.30am). CJA All staff

13/12/2013
All casework plates (PP21 and P+) are to be read using the following core 
comments: NSD, SS, MIX, COMPLEX.  This is to direct samples to the correct 
Case Management Batch Functionality Lists.

KML/JAH Plate readers, Analytical, FRIT

9/01/2014

Current list of DRMU contacts until further notice: 

 
 

JAH

20/02/2014 Thermalcycler F returned to full use after return from service and calibration from 
AB and BTS LBR FRIT, Analytical, ER, Case Managers

21/02/2014 3130xl A returned to full use (i.e. PP21 CW in addition to P+ and PP21 Ref) LBR FRIT, Analytical, ER, Case Managers

6/03/2014

"New" yellow team cases are now paperless, with FMO and examination notes to 
be scanned into AUSLAB on completion of SAIK presumptives. "Old" pink or blue 
FMO notes have a casefile made up as done previously. Scanning to occur on 
SAIK barcode.

JSM/ JAH FRIT, ER, Case Managers

10/03/2014 Plate Readers to convert all P1 samples to PDF at plate reading stage to enable 
timely CM. PAF/JAH Plate Readers, FRIT

13/03/2014
At plate reading, readers can accept partial Amelogenin for Intel samples 
effectively immediately (as NCIDD does not currently match on Amel). Approved at 
management team meeting

KDS Plate readers, FRIT

18/03/2014 Maxwell B has returned to routine use after replacement and subsequent 
verification of the rod assembly BUA Analytical

21/03/2014
Plate reading computers moved to Block 3, in the old Operational Officer hot 
desk area.  Laboratory Assistants moved to Block 6, to the Quality & Plate Reading 
area

KDS & CJA Operational Officers & Plate Readers

24/03/2014 jpgs will cease for PP21 profiles. Zooms for P+ will commence. Pdfs and jpgs will 
continue for P+ and reference samples. JAH Case managers, Operational Officers

31/03/2014

New EXH now available for use:
EXREV: This exhibit had extra information on the back of the crime scene 
sample envelope. Where writing or barcodes are present on the back of a 
CSSE, an extra photograph is taken which must be reviewed during 
examination and prior to final results being released. These extra reviews 
increase the processing time for samples and slow down the release of final 
results. Please ensure all information is limited to one side of the envelope.

AH ERT / All reporters

1/04/2014
QPS staff matching for profiler plates moved from AUSLAB matching to smatch 
matching (5 previous profiler plates with QFLAGS rerun to test MACRO - rerun 
accepted) 

KDS FRIT, Analytical, ER, Case Managers

1/05/2014 Introduction of electronic visitors log (to replace hardcopy sign-in sheet) File is 
stored in: G:\ForBiol\AAA Administration\Visitors Log KDS Forensic DNA Analysis

5/05/2014

Management team have approved GII batch status upload changes:  All batches, 
except for FTA batches,  will no longer have "Completed" batch staus loaded to 
AUSLAB using the GII.  All batches will have a "Started" status loaded, and the next 
status update will be either "Passed, Failed, See batch, <3 alleles in neg ctls". 

MLG FRIT, Analytical, Operational, Case 
Managers
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7/05/2014

Advised by Rhys Skinner and Morgan Pascoe that all emails from QH travel via a 
secure pathway to other government clients (namely the QPS, Justice and the 
Coroner).  Therefore all emails containing case related information is able to be 
sent from a  account to a  securely.  [Detail: 
QH email travels via CITEC before proceeding to QPS, the pathway from QH to 
CITEC and CITEC to QPS is all secure and private].

CJA & Linda 
Morley

Forensic DNA Analysis, SSLU, Forensic 
Property Point

20/05/2014

Given the large amount of Priority 1 cases we have been receiving of late, we 
sought and received approval from Insp Carstensen to introduce some interim 
processes to streamline the reporting of the P1 samples to ensure results are 
reported in the agreed timeframes. This is an interim measure to enable the critical 
results to be reported to the QPS for all of these urgent cases during this peak time. 

 - If we receive a number of P1 samples for the case, and the results are all 
indicative of the same unknown profile, we will select the most suitable and 
probative profile for interpretation and loading to NCIDD, and any matches will be 
reported on this sample within the urgent timeframe We would liaise with the QPS 
to determine if these remaining results can be downgraded to Priority 2 samples. 
This will enable the reporting scientists to allocate their time to interpreting and 
reporting other urgent P1 samples. The allocated scientist will ensure the results for 
all downgraded samples are reported in a timely manner.

- A reference sample from the complainant, for example from a sexual assault, as 
well as ownership of the item is critical for the interpretation of any DNA results 
obtained. Without these, interpretation of the resulting DNA profiles is limited and 
may not provide information that can be loaded to NCIDD. If P1 samples are all 
indicative of the same unknown profile/s  and the reference sample of the 

PMB FRIT

26/05/2014

Use of Item ownership list (mnemonic "ELF") for investigating if items can be 
attributed to certain person. Samples list inserted to the ELF list will be sent by 
SSLU to QPS questioning if ownership of the item the sample has been taken from 
can be determined, or if the owner is unknown. This is to assist with samples where 
conditioning is a reasonable approach to mixture interpretation. The ERT will be list 
inserting samples at registration if the sample is from an item of clothing or has 
been taken from the body (e.g. body swab) and there is no item ownership in 
AUSLAB or on the packaging / paperwork and if there are reference samples 
collected for the case. FRIT will be able to use the list at case management when 
item ownership information is required. SSLU intend on sending the list of samples 
to QPS once a day, responses will be added to the UR notes and e-mails scanned 
into AUSLAB as per current processes.

ARM ERT / FRIT

28/05/2014 Sample barcodes no longer scanned into Maxwells as of Analyitcal Team Meeting 
on 14/04/2014 (see meeting minutes for further info). LBR Analytical/CMs

30/05/2014
LKREXT pages no longer need to be created if there is an evidence sample related 
to multiple cases involved in a link. Only one Case number is to be chosen with to 
put into the LKR line. QPS gave the OK

SMJ Intel/QPS

11/06/2014 NAD reference samples require a rework to confirm the profile. This rework is to be 
ordered by the plate reader when reading ReGs plates KDS All

11/06/2014

As per agreement from all members of management team (raised at 5th of June 
management team meeting) - removed the requirement for ERT staff to initial and 
date tubes containing samples submitted to AT that are labelled with a printed 
AUSLAB barcode / number. Refer e-mail stored in G:\ForBiol\AAA Evidence 
Recovery\Planning and Equipment\Planning and Equipment Archive

ARM ERT

23/06/2014 As of 23/06/2014 Coronial blood FTA submissions will be submitted directly for 
EREF processing (REF21 and R21RUN/R21OSD not required prior to EREF). KDS All

1/07/2014

STRmix v2.0.1 to be used for any new case received today. New macro for 
the report to be used with v2. Also, 32 allele cut-off for SS profiles 
implemented  - no need for LR calcs on these. Any LRs calculated with 
STRmix V2.0.1 to have LRs calculated using all 3 datasets and the most 
conservative LR to be quoted. Factor of N LR to be quoted.

EJC, RGM, RJP, 
TG, JAH Case Mgt

8/07/2014 As per project #136, AP reagent is now to be stored frozen in 2ml and 50ml aliquots 
with an expiry date of six months. AH ERT

9/07/2014

For FNCIDD and all SNCIDD batches - the NCIDD status and date uploaded can 
now be updated using the results file function in the batch. The NCIDD status on the 
SNCIDD page will now also copy back through to the COMIX page for mixture 
samples (once the registration page of the COMIX is resaved). 

LAB FRIT

18/07/2014 Appendix v7 live in AUSLAB. To be used in conjunction with STRmix v2 casefiles. JAH Reporting Scientists

21/07/2014

LKRK (Item No) field on LKR page modified to 16 characters from 14 and DUML 
(Result/Status) field length modified to 56 characters from 58. Thise samples where 
the result/status would be ### due to shorter length were printed and scanned prior 
to modification.

SMJ Intel

6/08/2014

Change to the process for environmental cleaning of the ERT lab. Same cleaning 
protocols in place. The change involves more focus on cleaning of non-work areas 
such as windows / window sills etc. Those work surfaces and utensils that are used 
on regular (daily or close to daily) basis, that are cleaned prior to and after use (e.g. 
exam benches and exam box contents) will not be cleaned as part of the 
environmental clean. Other areas that have previously been included in the clean 
(e.g. outer surface of fridges, non-examination benches and cupboards etc.) will 
continue to be cleaned. FRIT staff no longer required to assist with the clean. 
Increased environmental sampling will be conducted for a short period to monitor 
this change.

ARM ERT / all

25/08/2014 Pre PCR MPIIs not able to be verified at 1uL.  Move to manual amps for all amps 
requiring addition of 1uL volumes. LBR Analytical
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26/08/2014

GMID-X settings export 6 alleles at any one loci for P+ and 12 alleles for PP21 (as 
this includes stutter). The allow for any potential QFLAGs for profiles with more than 
this number of alleles at any of the loci, the following process is to be implemented:                                                                                                                                                                                 
When case managing a P+ case - if your profile is complex unsuitable for 
comparison, then nothing further needs to be done. This would be unsuitable for 
quality flag checking. 

If your profile is able to be interpreted (complex cannot exclude/ complex unable to 
load, or a major/minor), and at any loci has 7 or more alleles, then an assessment 
needs to be made – if the major or “large” peaks are captured within the first 6 
alleles for each loci, then you will know those peaks have undergone quality flag 
checking. If any peaks within the major or ‘large’ peaks fall outside of the first 6 
alleles at more than one loci (as the staff match macro allows for 1 mismatch) then 
a quality flag check can be undertaken for the major/large peaks by the Quality and 
Projects Senior Scientist. This sample can be inserted onto the BQUAL list with a 
speci note “for Quality flag checking”. Kirsten or delegate will then perform the 
quality search on the larger peaks within the profile and add a speci note, inserting 
back onto the case managers comms list.

For quality flag checking, this will really be only a minor impact as well. For those 
profiles where we are comparing the major or ‘large’ peaks  if at one loci the major 

PMB Quality flag checkers, case managers

29/08/2014

Email received from Paula Campbell - Office of State Coroner (via Lisa Farrelly) 
confirming all tissues including DNA samples can be destroyed under the Form 6. 
Refer to scanned emails in G:\ForBiol\QPS Communications\Comms from the 
Coroner

KDS Reporting/Intel/Operational

29/08/2014

Email received from Gerard Simpfendorfer has confirmed that QPS no longer 
require the case information to inform them when a reference sample is an 
evidence sample, in an LRK page.  The link state is still required to be QP or QL but 
the case number is not required.  Reference sample specimen notes for warm links 
involved in LKR's are also no longer required.

SMJ Intel

29/08/2014 7500 A returned to service. See Change Management #156 LBR All

3/09/2014

Change in process for Sampling of FTA cards by ERT team. No requirement for 
creating of examination notes. FBEXAM will be sufficient to record who sampled the 
card, what time and when. See records located in G:\ForBiol\AAA Evidence 
Recovery\Planning and Equipment\2014 - FTA card sampling process change. 
Note: for all other reference samples (e.g. swab, hair etc.) examination notes will 
still be made as per current process.

ARM ERT / reporting

3/09/2014

Change in process for sampling of reference samples by ERT. (discussion carried 
out during meeting held on 02/09/2014 regarding BSD instrument). From now 
onwards, Exam bench 15 will be dedicated to the processing of any reference 
sample designated as a reference sample at the time of examination by ERT. All 
reference samples (regardless of type) will processed on this exam bench.

ARM ERT / reporting

10/09/2014 Model maker results for 3130B for STRmix v2 have been approved by Mgt Team. 
No change to the values generated pre 3130B filter change. LBR,JAH Case mgt, Analytical

11/09/2014

Successfully verified Pre-PCR MPII A & B today at 1ul, 5uL, 10uL and 20uL.  We 
have created an adjusted performance file which was used for the verification.  As 
such we will be returning both Pre-PCR MPIIs to use for 1uL - 20uL pipetting.  Any 
volumes less than 1uL will be sent to a manual pipetting batch.

LBR Analytical

30/09/2014

The Priority look-up table for samples has been changed. We now have 7 priorities, 
starting with 0 – Urgent, 1 – Priority, 2 – High Priority, 3 – Medium Priority…etc 
through to 6 - Cease. Priority “0” will only be used for QPS requested 3 day TAT 
samples (and associated controls). Priority “1” will be used for all other controls and 
urgent rework samples. Samples will sort in the lists according to this priority – “0” 
being at the top, then 1 through to 6. Blanks by default will continue to sort at the 
very top of the list. Batch paperwork with “0” priority samples will be stamped 
“Urgent”. Batches with “1” priority samples will be stamped with “Priority” (this will be 
handwritten in the first instance, until we get a ‘Priority’ stamp). This will clearly 
differentiate them from any other routine batches.

PMB All

1/10/2014 Implement new Workflow Diary to consolidate all pre-existing instrument workflow 
diaries. LBR Analytical

9/10/2014 External swabs to be submitted for cells when SAIK determined to be semen neg. 
The is an update to the findings from project #143. JAH ERT, case managers and reporting 

scientists

13/10/2014 Implement use of STRMIX (STRMIX decon) and STRMIXCM (STRMIX case 
management) worklists in place of 1OHC and 1DA respectively.  JAH FRIT

28/10/2014 Commence use of Semen Quality Control Donor#4 for DLYS batches.  Lab# 
603294808 and FBOT#1179. It is PP21 EXTPS 2 in GMIDX. MLM Analytical

11/11/2014 Model maker results for 3130A for STRmix have been approved by Mgt Team. No 
change to the values. LBR,JAH Case Mgt, Analytical

13/11/2014

The Priority look-up table for samples has been reverted back to 1 – Urgent 2 – 
High Priority, 3 – Medium Priority…etc through to 6 - Cease. Priority “0” has been 
renamed DNU (for Do Not Use) and has been deactivated. To manage the QPS 
versus internal P1 samples, the Analytical Team propose the following:
- Include all Analytical HP4s as a CC on the Urgent authorisation emails
- mark QPS authorised P1s as 3 Day TAT
- Maria (in her HP4 role as the Urgent Monitor) will monitor and communicate to 
team members so they know which samples are QPS approved P1s.  The other 
HP4s and LBR will be a redundancy for this.
- All P1s are visible on the Batch Workflow Table in AUSLAB so sample progress 
will be monitored on this table.
The Analytical_Reporting interface spreadsheet will not longer be used (as this was 
implemented during CE downtime). The GREECM and GTEAM worklist 
implemented to monitor the P0 samples will no longer be used for routine 
processing.

PMB All

27/11/2014 Start using the RFBSDIQ batch type for locked EREF batches.  This is used with 
BRE specimen type for controls KDS Analytical and Operational Teams
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17/12/2014

Refer to OQI 38198 (STRmix miscoding). Data gathered on possible affected 
samples on 16/12/14. Any samples not on data grab that are not affected (as seen 
from STRmix 'green screen') do not require a note that unaffected. Any samples 
affected will need to be on hold until implementation of STRmix v2.0.6

JAH Case managers

5/01/2015
New EXH lines available to use. See G:\ForBiol\AAA Forensic Reporting & 
Intel\EXH spreadsheets for QPS (versioned)\2014\EXH proposals for 
QPS_102014v3_approved for QPS testing.

JAH Case managers

9/01/2015

AUSLAB missing storage audit fault identified.  Fault is retrospective to 10th 
December - reported under problem number 9549.  Refer to Adverse event 33 in 
the Adverse events log for additional details (I:\Adverse Events DNA 
Analysis\adverse Events log)

KDS All

19/01/2015 New case management workflow changes implemented - no longer use Batch 
Functionality to case manage. See I:\AUSLAB\AUSLAB Calls\2014\New CM 2014 PAF, TEN All

29/01/2015

Update to DRMU contacts. Comms (eg 'incorrects') to go to: - 
-          

·         

·         

·         

·         

JAH FRIT, Mgt

30/01/2015

STRmix v2.0.6 installed today.V1.05 deconvolution - run LR in V2.0.6 using 
caucasian dataset only (factor of N will not apply) 
V2.0.1 deconvolution - run LR in V2.0.6 using all 3 datasets (factor of N will be 
reported)
V2.0.6 deconvolution - run LR in V2.0.6 using all 3 datasets (factor of N will be 
reported)
 

RGM, EJC, JAH Case managers

10/02/2015 FTA Intel samples with a profile of NSD on an FTA plate will now be given a 
comment of 'NSD' and will be reworked. MLM Plate readers

12/02/2015

New version of the Forensic DNA ANalysis Workplace Health and Safety SOP QIS 
23945 - "A minimum of two staff members must be present within a laboratory area 
when performing the following tasks: using scalpels and other sharps, naked flame, 
liquid nitrogen, gas, chloroform and instruments with large moveable parts (e.g. 
MPII). It is sufficient for another staff member to be present within the adjoining 
office area when someone in the laboratory is performing other tasks, including but 
not limited to photography, labelling tubes, Maxwell extraction, manual quantification 
or amplification, microscopy, phadebas and in tube samples. If any staff member is 
mopping or entering the cold or freezer room alone, they must ensure that another 
staff member is aware of their location and approximate time of task."

AKD Laboratory areas.

13/02/2015

Update to DRMU contacts. Comms (eg 'incorrects') to go to: - 
-          

·         

·         

·         

·         
          

SMJ FRIT, Mgt

16/02/2015

3500xL in use for direct amp FTA PP21, and config for FTA punching has changed 
to 3500xL platemaps.  Update: Due to 3500 POP4 polymer supply issues, 
implementation of 3500xL for direct amp referenace samples did not occur. FTA 
batch configuration has been returned to 3130 plate configuration. Implementation 
to occur at a later date upon receival of POP4.
Update: POP4 received. Commence use of 3500xL as of 04/03/2015. FTA Batch 
configuration changed to 3500xL.

LBR/BM All areas

27/03/2015 Based on change Mgt #149, a guideline for determining number of contributors is 
implemented from today. JAH/EJC/RGM Case managers

27/03/2015 Destruction of reference samples to include crossing out of the paper version of 
EPG if a paper case file exists SMJ Intel team & Operational team

9/04/2015 No casefiles to be made up for SAIKs. SAIKs with blue or pink sheets that cannot 
be scanned will be tracked to exam filing and then to paperless folders. JAH/JSM ER, FRIT, Admin and Operational teams
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14/04/2015

latest DRMU email list: 

·          (please still send to me even 
though I am away)

·          

·         

·         

·         

·         

·          

JAH all teams

15/05/2015
FBUNK26 and FBUNK27 are complex mixtures. Upon discussion between EJC 
and KDS it was decided that these should be removed from the staff database and 
both staff match macros as they are not suitable for searching against.

EJC All teams

15/05/2015 Created i:/Projects folder to be used as a centralised source of all Forensic DNA 
Analysis project data, mostly via shortcuts. AKD All teams

23/06/2015 Guidelines for Number of Contributors final report signed off. EJC, RGM case managers
29/06/2015 New server for GMIDX setup and GMIDX v1.4 installed. MLM All teams

7/07/2015 3500xl A implemented for analysis of Extracted Reference samples from today LBR All Teams

31/08/2015
STRmix V2.0.1 has been removed from laptop with asset number 10367658. 
STRmix V2.3.06 has now been installed on this laptop. Forensic DNA Analysis no 
longer has a copy of STRmix V2.0.1

EJC Case Managers

14/09/2015 FTA cards to be sealed after punching. Person sealing the envelope to be 
identified. Date of sealing to be included on the sealing label KDS OO Team

21/09/2015 All reference blood samples to be processed in Evidence Recovery and not 
processed on the BSD machine KDS OO and ER team

12/10/2015 Thermal cycling block replaced on Real Time PCR system 7500A. 7500A back in 
use 15/10/2015. HKP All teams

27/10/2015 Carolyn Hoffman (QPS) called and advised that Forensic Analysis does not need to 
fax evidence association sheets to QPS DNA Unit anymore.  Effective immediately KDS OO Team

29/10/2015
Admin will scan examination paperwork into the relevant whole item barcode in 
AUSLAB. Same process as per SAIK examination paperwork. Effective 
immediately.

JAH, ARM, WAH ER, Admin,case managers

4/11/2015 Quantifiler Trio DNA Quantification Kit is now in routine use for casework and 
reference samples. PA/MLM All teams

11/11/2015 Implementation of Mantis for dispensing water and mastermix for reference plate 
processing KDS/MAM All teams

17/12/2015 Change 96 well plates for DNA Amplification and CE setup from Axygen to SSI 
Ultraflux 96 well plate.  See associated Minor Process Change. LBR/MLM Analytical

23/12/2015 Mantis placed out of routine use - for FTA processing (Refer to minor change form) KDS/MAM All teams

6/01/2016

New Y-Intercept ranges have now been calculated and set for SAT, LAT and Y-
Target (calculated from all quant standard curve results since Nov 2015). I:\Change 
Management\Proposal#152 - Validation of Quantifiler Trio and Y-Filer Plus\Quant 
Trio\Implementation\Y-Intercept Monitor

PA Analytical

14/01/2016
New email address for DRMU group:  The 
members of this group list will be managed by QPS. No change to the sending of 
Quality letters to Inspector Carstensen.

JAH All teams

22/01/2016 dd/mm/yyyy date format adopted as per ISO8601 for all teams in Forensic DNA 
Analysis LBR All Teams

22/01/2016 3500xL B verification signed off. Instrument currently being used for validations and 
as a back up instrument to 3500xL A. MLM All teams

11/02/2016 NIST-STRBASE 1036 combined data set added to Kinship population data, 
required for CTS. TJG FRIT

15/02/2016 Quant Trio v1.4 program to be used on the MPII's. MLM Analytical

5/04/2016 Auto Extraction MPII A is no longer in use. All extractions will be performed by 
Maxwell and manual processes. MLM All teams

8/04/2016
GeneMapper Data server changed over. All data relating to GeneMapper ID-X, CE 
and PDF profiles have been moved from I:\, O:\,J:\ and are all now located on 
GMIDX P:\.

MLM All teams

14/04/2016
Intuitive exclusions process stored at G:\ForBiol\AAA Forensic Reporting & 
Intel\AAA_Reporting guidelines\PP21 and STRmix case mgt\Intuitive Exclusions 
can be used as of today. A comment has also been added to the CM SOP.

KDR

10/06/2016 As a result of risk assessment QIS#23352 - gloves are now to be worn by staff 
when handling yellow biohazard bins KDS OO team (and all as applicable)

15/07/2016
The process of P+ CW epgs being jpeg'd and uploaded to AUSLAB is no longer in 
use. Staff need to use pdf finder instead. Comments will be added to the 
appropriate SOPs.

KDR All teams

21/07/2016 Profiler Plus and Powerplex 21 casework amplifications which require a dilution to 
be processed by manual amp and not on the MPII LBR Analytical, Quality, FRIT

19/07/2016 Hannah Pattison comms:1HKP and storage: FBSI77 (HKPF1 intray) KDR all teams
22/07/2016 Cassandra James comms: 1CJF5 and storage: FBSI78 (CJF5 intray) JAH all teams

1/08/2016 WEN size standard is now implemented. All settings are now set for 3130 & 3500, 
Genemeapper and all docs associated are in QIS. HKP All teams

3/08/2016
MPII taken offline for crime scene samples. Reference samples still processed on 
MPII. P1 and P2 samples processed manually. P3 samples on hold (after 
extraction).

PMB All teams
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8/08/2016

Effective from this date:
All items where semen examination is required will be submitted for Differential 
Lysis regardless of microscopy result during Evidence Recovery processing. All 
samples with a negative microscopy result at the time of examination will 
automatically have the slide made from differential lysis extraction examined as a 
matter of routine. For samples with an initial Micro Neg result will simply have a 
"Submitted - results pending" EXH line, and after examination of the diff slide, a 
further EXH line (e.g. "micro neg for sperm" ) will be added depending on the results 
of the microscopy result and any AP / p30 testing conducted during examination

ARM ERT / AT / Reporting

12/08/2016

A re-assessment of pipettes has been completed - they are now determined to be 
non-critical pieces of equipment as several checks (including positive and negative 
controls, original NATA calibration certificates and internal 3 monthly checks with 
traceable ARTEL equipment and reagents) are in place to ensure pipettes are 
within range.  

KML/KDS All teams

29/08/2016
MPII recommenced processing of P3 samples. Manual dilutions for P3 samples (off 
the MPII) will continue. Reference samples still processed on MPII. P1 and P2 
samples remain with manual processing.

PMB all teams

12/09/2016 MPII recommenced processing all samples. Dilutions recommenced on the MPII for 
all samples. PMB all teams

30/09/2016 GMIDX "Zoom PP21 Print Profile" print setting scan range changed from 65bp to 
60bp to make the range the same as PP21 Print Profile setting. KML all teams

25/10/2016

Added new Batch type for Diff Lysis Retain Supernatant - CW Retain Sup. Diff 
Maxwell (CWRSDMAX~SS).
Specimen types for this batch are:
Sperm Lysate                     (SLYS~SS)
Epithelial Lysate                (ELYS~SS)

LBR all teams

25/10/2016 Upgrade MVS software - Nil changes to function of software, change to operating 
system compatibility only KML/KDS Analytical/Operational

4/11/2016 As of today - plates readers to PDF urgent samples and do the zoom as well KML all teams
21/11/2016 QIAsymphony implemented today following final approval of Project# 168 LBR all teams

22/11/2016
Single point checks on thermometers to be conducted at 70 degress (no longer ice 
point) from this date.  FSS purchase of Fluke oil bath has enabled this change. 
Temperatures can now be checked at a range closer to "standard use" 

KDS Analytical/ER/Operational

25/11/2016 Project files (that reach signed project proposal stage) are loaded to FR as a 
backup for network files. Refer to change management SOP KDS All

29/11/2016 QIAsymphony removed from use following liquid residue on exterior of drip catchers LBR All 

13/12/2016

QIAsymphony - new SP extraction protocol received with modifications to waste 
disposal received from QIAGEN. Modification to protocol leaves some waste liquid 
in the used cartridges (previous protocols removed all liquid from the cartridge at 
end of use and dispensed into waste reservoir - QIAGEN suspected this was 
causing bubbles on the end of the tips).  Blank run was processed with new protocol 
and no residue on exterior of drip catchers observed.  Two test runs using 
casework samples were processed on 13/12 and 14/12 during the day so that 
these runs could be observed and no residue on exterior of drip catchers was 
observed. QIAsymphony returned to full use (including overnight runs)

LBR All

16/12/2016

Temporary method of SAIK blood storage and processing (from 15/07/2016 until 
Dec 2017 - final date TBC). When blood sample is removed from SAIK, property 
point add a receipt barcode, track the blood by receipt barcode pending QPS 
registration of the blood sample.  QPS will either register the sample or request its 
return or destruction.  No processing can be completed until the blood sample has 
been registered by QPS.  UR notes are added to the case by property point to 
indicate the sample is received and stored in the fridge (due to no registered 
barcode for blood being available). Property Point will also send an FR task to QPS 
to request registraion

KDS Reporting and OO team

10/01/2017

3130xl B laser changed and baseline calculations perfomed.  LOD 16 RFU and 
LOR 40 RFU retained.  SeeI:\AAA Analytical\Audits and Reviews\AAA 3130-
3500\Baseline Reviews\Review Baseline 3130xl B post laser change January 2017 
for relevant files and calculations.

16/01/2017 Decision Point: Post laser change on 3130xl B, Model Maker was run and the pre-
laser change values were retained. Mgt/EJC/RJP/AAP case managers

17/01/2017 STARlet A implemented for routine use today. LBR All teams

3/02/2017

Second email requesting unknowns to be compared to mixtures that might be 
obtained from P1 items is no longer going to be received from QPS. All Uks in 
cases where P1 items are requested, are to be compared to mixtures (in P1 items 
only).

JAH case managers

9/02/2017
Minor Process Change: troubleshooting added to Section 7 of QIS 19978 for 
situation where CE spectral calibration is failing due to sub threshold dye peaks:  
The amount of 5C Dye added to the dye preparation is increased by 1.5 x

LBR All teams

24/02/2017 Quantifiler Trio Y-Intecept calculcation method and thresholds modified for all 
targets.  See associated Minor Change form. Comment added to SOP LBR all teams

24/03/2017 QIAsymphony has been verified and returned to use following software upgraded to 
HID v1.0  Minor Process Change form has been completed. LBR all teams

10/04/2017

For P2, PP21 samples: 
Unallocated casework (working from MIXCM, SSCM, COMPCM)
- Do not add CS initials if ordering rework
- Add CS initials if no further rework required, ready to CM sample  
 
Allocated casework/operations
- Continue to add CS initials when ordering reworks

When ordering rework, use XPLEX page ‘comments’ to detail reasons 

MOH case managers
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11/04/2017 Test Amp Criteria for Profiler Plus and PP21 modified. See Minor Process Change 
and comemnts against QIS 19994 LBR All Teams

5/06/2017 FBCFF1 and FBPR1 will no longer have physical locations in Block 3 Reporting. 
The only physical locations will be in Admin Block 6. JAH case managers, Admin

15/06/2017 Implementation of Forensic Register for receipt of new cases KDS all teams

30/06/2017

See Minor Change Form: Comparing the use of Sigma Proteinase K and QIAamp 
DNA Investigator Proteinase K for use in QIAsymphony Pre-Lysis.  Sigma Pro K 
can now be used as a substiture for QIAamp DNA Investigator Kit Pro K.  Comment 
added to SOP 33758

LBR all teams

10/07/2017 Reference sample collections removed from SAIK form (QIS31281) as per QPS 
advice KDS ER

10/07/2017 QIAsymphony AS module put into use today (2uL and 18uL verifications have 
passed) LBR All teams

11/07/2017
Oral swabs taken as reference samples (as per GMO notes) and present with 
SAIKs to be noted in examination, and returned to SAIK. Nil action required as a 
reference sample - as per QPS advice

KDS All teams

24/07/2017 STARlet B implemented for Pre-PCR LBR all teams

14/08/2017 Test Quant criteria and program changed to be in line with Test Amp Criteria, as per 
Minor process change. Comments added against QIS 19994. MLM All Teams

19/09/2017
See Minor Change Form: Comparing the time between reagent preparation and 
addition to samples. Reagents can now be prepared first thing in the morning for 
use throughout the day.Comments added to QIA 34044 and 34132.

MLM All Teams

2/11/2017 Current arrangements in DNA Management Section: A/Insp Ewen Taylor, A/Sen 
Sgt Libby Harris; S/Sgt Ruben Collopen (Quality) JAH all teams

7/11/2017 Pre-Lysis storage period extended from 4 days to 8 days - see relevant Minor 
Change Proposal LBR All Teams

7/11/2017
FPP will no longer continue to check exhibits in Auslab. This means all new sample 
submissions will be processed in FR. AUSLAB reworks will continue to be 
processed in AUSLAB until further notice.

PMB All Teams

27/11/2017 AUSLAB Evidence association of FTA Evidence samples (FR submitted) no longer 
required KDS All Teams

29/11/2017 BSD software upgraded from version 4.0.4 to version 4.0.5.0 and in use (on 
Windows 7 PC) KDS OO Team

22/01/2018 Profiler Plus reagents have been exhausted (AB have ceased manufacturing more 
reagents).  All P3 samples now to be processed in PP21 LBR All Teams

12/02/2018 DNA Insufficient for Further Processing EXH line to be used for P1-3 samples in the 
range from LOD<x<0.0088ng/uL. JAH All Teams

20/02/2018 Emails for 'incorrects' are no longer required to be sent from Seniors to DNA 
Management for FR samples. AUSLAB samples still require an email. JAH case managers

23/02/2018 Eyewash station removed from Rm 6110 - no longer required KDS All Teams
3/04/2018 Saftey shower removed from Rm 6110 - no longer required KDS All Teams
5/04/2018 Cease analytical processing in AUSLAB. Further reworks to be done in FR PMB/JAH All Teams

13/04/2018 Project 192 approved and Bone extraction on QIAsymphony implemented.  PCl 
bone extraction ceased.

26/04/2018 HP2 Forensic Technicians to be trained in the manual sampling of Reference Blood 
FTA samples. See minutes of management team meeting (today's date) ARM Evidence Recovery

26/04/2018

Interim workflow for P3 Single source profiles. If profile appears affected by amp 
issues, copy down designations without STRmix and load to NCIDD thosees 
profiles where there is one peak for a locus (allele, 0). INTER1 result line to be 
used.

JAH case managers

27/04/2018
Unchecking the RPT boxes and QAF boxes for link lines not to be reported 
because they were warm links are now going to be reported as for normal cold 
links.

SMJ Intel

23/04/2018 QIAsymphony B implemented following verification approval (Project 194) LBR All teams

30/04/2018
All fridges and freezers in Forensic DNA Analysis deemed non-critical (for 
temperature monitoring) as per Project #195. Calibration on Fridges and Freezers 
not required

KDS/KML All teams

4/05/2018
Archiving of PP21smatch as at 12/04/2018. Archiving Staffdatabase key as at 
04/05/2018. No longer required as all data secure in FR (access to Quality and 
Managing Scientist only)

KDS All teams

9/05/2018

Admin will use Unallocated Statement worklist in FR to see what casefiles require 
creation. A note will be added to the statement request when casefile is created. 
Admin can be emailed for non-statement cases that are requested to have 
casefiles created.

JAH Reporting Scientists

11/05/2018

As at 11/05/2018 any reference samples with Category=Reference that do not 
require processing (eg. Coronial blood tubes),  can be finalised with an appropriate 
result line eg. IPNE - Items prioritised not examined at this time. This will enable to 
sample to complete and remove from the 28-Audit reference list

KDS/KML all teams

11/05/2018 Please note that SSLU will now only use the FR for court notifications; all comms 
and notices will be located in the one spot. JAH/Andrea Reporting Scientists

28/05/2018
Admin Generic Email Account has changed from 

 to 
 as of today

Wendy all teams

13/06/2018
Project #188 approved - Retain Supernatant on Maxwell 16 for Differential Lysis 
and samples which do not require differential lysis extraction (routine retain 
supernatant) has been validated and implemented.

14/06/2018 As at 14/06/2018 eye wash stations to be flushed monthly (no longer weekly) as per 
risk assessment 26268 SAB/KDS all teams

24/07/2018

See relevant Minor Process Change - Quant transition auto dilution threshold has 
been reduced from >10ng/uL for P2 and >20ng/uL for P3 samples to greater than 
or equal to 5ng/uL for P1, P2 and P3 samples.VSTS job 974 has been completed 
to update this threshold in Quant Transition.

LBR all teams

19/07/2018
Case File Identifier on each page of case file - whether case file has a statement or 
not.  Standard 4.13.2.1 refers ……. System to uniquely identify, or link all records in 
or pertaining to the case record ….. 

Wendy all teams

30/08/2018 4p mixture interps implemented as a service, subject to approval from senior 
scientists Emma FRIT
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31/08/2018

Email from S/Sgt Simpfendorfer, QPS DRMU: Hi Kirsten,

Can I request that Intel letters be sent to our business account in the future so that 
either the Inspector, Snr Sgt Collopen or myself can action them.

The business account email is  

If you have any questions please feel free to contact me.

Kind regards
 
Gerard
 
Gerard Simpfendorfer
Senior Sergeant 4009415
Officer in Charge, DNA Results and Sample Management Units
DNA Management Section, Forensic Services Group
Operations Support Command, Queensland Police Service

PMB All

Aug-18 Insp Neville advised Forensic Officers to only submit 1 trace DNA sample in 
Volume Crime Cases

CJA (added 
retrospectively)

4/09/2018

Email from Insp David Keatinge, QPS Quality Management Section, advising 
change in process for QPS labelling of items, as follows:                                                                                                              
Good morning Cathie

FSG has changed policy with respect to the  labelling of DNA subsamples in crime 
scene envelopes.  The inclusion of any details in the ‘Exhibit Description’ field is 
now optional.  For your information. 

Regards
Dave
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
QPS direction regarding change in procedure for exhibit descriptions acknowledged 
by CJA 04/09/2018.

PMB/CJA ER, Reporting

5/09/2018 NCIDD-IFA (NIFA/Bonaparte) is now live for all jurisdictions. Implementation to 
follow. JAH, SMJ FRIT

12/09/2018

NWQPS samples: FRIT to validate finalised and PDA worklist samples only. Lab 
staff are to validate all those still in active analytical processing. In-tube samples not 
yet extracted will be repackaged and returned to QPS (by HP2 staff). Other 
samples (non-intube) not yet extracted will be stored to "No Further Work" boxes. 
Once processing has been intiated samples will be stored to permanent storage 
boxes

KDS/ARM/LBR All

19/09/2018
NCIDD delete samples are now able to be ordered on barcodes that are not 
identical.  E.g <9digit ref samples reworked for confirmation can be deleted by 
ordering the NCIDD delete in the exhibit testing of the new confirmed barcode

SMJ FRIT & Quality

24/09/2018 CEQ checkers will be leaving -1 repeat stutter peaks on casework positive controls. 
PDFs will now show the stutter peaks on the positive controls MLM All

24/10/2018 FR Downtime occurred 24/10/2018. KDS All
3/01/2019 LR's no longer reported for intel links SMJ Intel

16/01/2019 STRmix v2.6.0 implemented in this month, no earlier than 16 Jan. EJC, ARM, JAH Case managers

4/02/2019 Sen.Scientist Quality and Projects to meet with project teams regularly (Refer to 
minor change document) KDS All

4/02/2019 QIAsymphony A and B re-implemented today following approval of Project #201 LBR All Teams

15/02/2019 QS5 implemented today (7500 removed from use) LBR All Teams

28/02/2019

I have chased up with QPS on current contact points:

- Contacting for ownership information in the absence of a Forensic Officer: Sgt Ken 
Gee Kee
- Contacting for information on likelihood of obtaining reference samples: Sgt 
Carolyn Hoffman
- Contacting for information on statement timeframes, or further items being 
received, notification of DPP-initiated statements: Sgt Ken Gee Kee 
- Urgent release of results so a statement can be released: S/Sgt Ruben Collopen.

JAH FRIT

1/04/2019 FR Workflow Diary for Analytical and Operational staff implemented. MLM Analytical and Operational Teams

10/04/2019 The D12[16.3] allele has been included as a virtual bin in the PP21 allelic ladder.   
See relevant Minor Change form. LMF/LBR All

20/05/2019 STARlet C implemented for CE prep today LBR All 

22/05/2019 Stratification of Paternity, paired kinship and missing person calculations 
implemented. Use of QIS 35100 calculator to accompany Kinship calcs. JAH Paternity Reporting staff

30/05/2019

As at 30/05/2019 for casework and reference sample RE-CE results as a first/only 
result can be accepted without rework.  This change has been made with the 
implementation of the STARlet in CE; As plates are now scanned by the instrument 
(to confirm correct batch/plate selection using the barcode label), and the pipetting 
positions are file determined (no manual selection which can be susceptible to 
human error).

KDS All

6/06/2019 See Minor Process Change "Updated CE STARlet Whole Plate Transfer Program" 
regarding change to order of CE plates being prepared on the STARlet C.  LBR All

21/06/2019 Start STRmix v2.6.2 upgrades - HP2 PCs upgraded, routine use of STRmix v2.6.2 
by HP2 staff start 24/06/2019 ARM / JAH All staff with STRmix v2.6.0 installed on PC

1/07/2019
See Minor Change document "Additional virtual bins added to ladder at D6 
[18.3,20.2], D21 [29.2] and D12[16.3] for reference samples" regarding addition of 
virtual bins as per document title.

LMF/LBR All Staff
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5/07/2019

Change in bone processing equipment cleaning protocol:
Cleaning of the bone crushing equipment using the dishwasher as per Proposal 
#148; Use bleach and / or Trigene followed by 70% ethanol (as appropriate) to 
clean the remaining equipment in line with other Evidence Recovery and Analytical 
laboratory equipment protocols

ARM ER

11/07/2019 Finalisation of STRmix v2.6.2 upgrades - all required PCs now have had this 
version installed and challenge plates run with results checked. ARM / JAH All staff with STRmix v2.6.0 installed on PC

24/07/2019 First use of destruction functionality in FR live KDS All teams

30/07/2019 See Minor Change form regarding addition of Penta E [26] virtual bin for casework 
and reference LBR /LMF All teams

19/08/2019 Implement QIAGEN Pro K for routine maxwell and differential lysis batches. SCN/LBR Analytical 
23/08/2019 First Intelligence Report using NIFA released to QPS SMJ Reporting

29/08/2019 Default setting for deconvolutions is 2x iterations: 200 000burn in, 100000 post burn 
in. JAH/HKP All staff with STRmix v2.6.2 installed on PC

13/01/2020 GM v1.6 implemented from today LBR all areas
16/01/2020 Cotton swabs now used for positive blood and diff controls JSM ER/ Analytical

3/02/2020

Baseline reviewed on 3500xL A following laser change.  Previously implemented 
LOD and LOR thresholds maintained.  See report I:\AAA Analytical\Audits and 
Reviews\AAA 3130-3500\Baseline Reviews\Review 3500A baseline post laser 
change 20191105\Final Report

LBR All Teams

10/02/2020 STRmix v2.7 implementated on some PCs, to be rolled out from this date. Some 
deconvolutions from this date will be in v2.7. JAH All staff with STRmix installed on PC

8/05/2020

Chewing gum samples to be processed on Maxwells from today given.  
Background: some chewing gum brands partially dissolve during the pre-lysis step 
of extraction, producing a viscous lysate.  The QIAsymphony has difficulty pipetting 
these lysates.  When processed on the Maxwell, these lysates are added manually 
by the operator to the cartridge and therefore this is less of an issue.

LBR ERQ

19/06/2020 Maxwell FSC implemented LBR All Areas
26/06/2020 Equipment list (I:Drive) archived, no longer required all equipment within FR KDS ERQ

14/07/2020
Refer to Minor Process Change document - Use of Automatic Baseline Function 
when Analysing Quantification Results on the QuantStudio®5.  Baseline function 
changed to automatic from Monday 20/07/2020

LBR All areas

11/08/2020

Any new samples for cases previously processed with STRmix v1.05, v2.0.6 and 
v2.5.11 are to be run with STRmix v2.7. If references are received for these old 
cases, strategy to be discussed with Senior Sceintist. I:\Change Management\Minor 
Change Forms - completed\STRmix versions and retention

JAH, KDR, SMJ Case Managers

25/08/2020 To contact DNA Mgt by phone, to use 3364 6916 as the best number. Contact via 
email continue to use generic DNA Mgt email address. JAH Case managers

25/08/2020
The incoming mask for QPSFREG (QPS Forensic Register) GSI Interface has been 
updated to prevent EXH (Exhibit Reports) requests being registered in AUSLAB 
when received via QPRIME interface

PMB/TEN All areas

9/09/2020
The incoming mask for POLARIS GSI interface has been updated to prevent 
registration of new FTA samples, destructions and withdrawals continue to be 
registered in AUSLAB (change request LC-1730 )

PMB/TEN all areas

20/10/2020 Teeth Extraction using QIAsymphony approved and implemented. LBR/MJC All Teams

16/11/2020 Replacement of BSD 600 Series II with BSD Ascent instrument for FTA processing KDS/CKS All Teams

30/11/2020 Implementation of new approach to examination for semen / spermatozoa based on 
outcomes of Project #181 ARM All teams

6/01/2021 Implementation of the INT (Item has been examined/subsampled) to be used for all 
parent items that will not have a final result line issued (eg SAIK parent barcode). CJA All Teams

11/02/2021
Minor change completed: AI and homozygous thresholds for controls and ENVM 
recorded (see minor change form) for application on CW 3500xL implementation on 
15/02/2021

LBR All Teams

11/02/2021
Separate authorisation from the state coroner is not required if QPS request testing 
on tissue wax blocks. See G:\ForBiol\QPS Communications\Comms from the 
Coroner

JAH ER and reporters

15/02/2021 3130xl  removed from use.  3500xL implemented for all casework PP21 processing LBR all teams

4/03/2021 Missing person module of NIFA released today.  This function allows for restricted 
searching of pedigree or individual against only Unknown deceased samples SMJ Reporting

16/03/2021 Removal of "Hair examination" from NATA scope of accrediation as at 16/03/2021 
refer to (I:\Quality & Projects\NATA\Reduction in scope 2021) KDS All teams

14/04/2021
Communication to staff commenced as a result of removal of NATA hair 
examination accreditation. Refer to I:\Change Management\Communications. 
Implementation as of 19 April.

KDS/JAH All teams

4/05/2021 Implemented Minor Change - Mastermix Position change from today LBR/AKD Analytical

13/05/2021 Implemented STRmix v2.8 for casework from this date. At this stage by exception, 
routine will follow when suite of licences are received, installed and tested.

JAH, ADA, ARM, 
CLJ, EJC

21/06/2021 Implemented Data Collection Software v4 on 3500xL A LBR All Teams

14/07/2021

Action from OQI 54954 - Kinship program no longer has the dataset STRBASE ALL 
(1036) visible for selection. The only datasets visible for selection are three PP21 
datasets, and three STRBASE datasets for paternity CTS cases. At the same time 
as making this minor change, the default datasets in Kinship are now marked to be 
the three PP21 datasets, with the three QLD datasets no longer visible for 
selection. If these datasets are required at some stage, a user with a higher level of 
access (eg Team Leader) can reinstate from the Administration tab.

JAH Reporting

19/07/2021
SS with high stutter guidelines distributed today. Comment added to SOP 17117. 
Email sent to all Cmers. See also G:\ForBiol\AAA Forensic Reporting & Intel\AAA 
Reporting guidelines\Proposed SS guidelines.

KDR Case Managers

28/07/2021 HP2 Forensic Technicians to sample blood cloth samples in line with exisiting 
competency for the sampling of FTA cards and Guthrie cards ARM Evidence Recovery
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20/09/2021
Admin team to no longer create casefiles for Category 1 and 2 cases with 
statement requests unless they are Sexual Assaults. Comments added to SOPs 
17117 and 34248. Email to be sent to all Reporting Scientists and to Admin.

AKL Reporting Scientists, Admin

19/10/2021 Minor Process Change: Promega change of PP21 QC detection from 3130 series 
to 3500 series instruments. LBR Analytical

12/11/2021

Minor change to process - Any manual reference samples that are received e.g. 
hair and other non-FTA samples should be assessed by Evidence Recovery and 
the category type checked. If the category type is anything other than “reference” it 
should be referred to the Quality team to have the category changed to “reference”. 
A notation will be added to the sample to state the reason for changing the category 
type, for example “Category manually changed from "Hair" to “Reference” by 
Quality team to ensure correct reference processing”.

Quality Evidence Recovery

10/01/2022 Implemetation of AB Proflex thermal cyclers to replace AB 9700s- Project# 199 LBR/MLM Analytical

2/03/2022 Effective immediately blood positive controls will now be labelled orange, to 
differentitate them from semen controls that will continue to be labelled white SMCK/KDS ER&Q

25/03/2022
POVA checks and STARlet checks now done at 3 volumes (nominally 10%, 50% 
and 100% of POVA volume). This is the addition of the 50% volume, previously 
only 2 volumes 10% and 100%

KDS ER&Q

13/04/2022 Data Collection Software (DCS) version 4 implemented on 3500xL B LBR All
20/04/2022 Custom protocol added to QIA-AS A and B instruments to verify at 10uL. LBR All

21/04/2022

For all results provided to clients via email - will need to provide the results as a 
PDF in addition to any other formats and this statement must be included in the 
email: 
"The pdf document in this email is the report issued by Forensic and Scientific 
Services.  Any other attachments or information provided is not considered to be 
the issued report."

Quality All

3/05/2022 New version of Foresic Register (FR) has gone live at this date PMB/KDS All

17/05/2022 New Model Maker settings applied from 17 May to PCs with STRmix. Settings 
based on findings from Proposal #199 JAH Case managers

19/05/2022

Additional line added to Appendix: The signed Statement is the report issued by 
Forensic and Scientific Services. Any other attachments or information provided is 
not considered to be the issued report.  To be used for any new SoW from this 
date.

JAH Reporting Scientists

19/05/2022

QS5-A was overloaded with .eds files stored on the instrument and ceased 
processing new batches. These files are the quantification experiment files that are 
used to re-open a previously processed batch. They are initially saved to the 
instrument computer D drive and are then manually transferred to I drive each 
month. Emma Campbell (ThermoFisher) deleted all .eds files from the years 2018 - 
2020 from the instrument and it is now functioning again. 

AKD Analytical

6/06/2022 As per Premier's request we have commenced amplifying all samples in the 
previous DNA Insufficient range 0.001 – 0.0088 ng/µL. LBR All

23/06/2022 National Policy - Cross Jurisdictional Familial DNA searching for the Investigation of 
Crime in Australia 2022 approved by ANZPAA Board for release. JAH NIFA staff

27/06/2022
Cig butt standard wording - description changed from -"Approximately 5 x 5 mm of 
filter paper was sampled for further analysis" to “A portion of filter paper was 
sampled for further analysis” 

JSM ER and Reporting Scientists

13/07/2022

Change to the Quant trio SOP implemented on 12/07/2022:  "Quant Trio user guide 
recommends centrifuging at 3000 rpm to remove bubbles from the quant plate. 
Current SOP lists speed as 2000 rpm. Update to 3000 rpm as this is more effective 
to remove bubbles." The PP21 User guide and this SOP is silent on centrifuge 
speed to remove bubbles.  Previously 2000 rpm was used for PP21 for full 
volume/EREF and FTA.  3000 rpm is used for consistency for Quant and all PP21 
amp types.

LBR Analytical - Laboratory Assistants.

5/08/2022

A/DG Memorandum received requiring an immediate change to wording in 
Statements of Witness, effective from the next statement in draft. Wording to be 
added to body of statements and for results reported as DIFP - DNA Insufficient for 
Further Processing result line.Low levels of DNA were detected in this sample and 
it was not submitted for further DNA
profiling.
The sample may have insufficient DNA to result in a DNA profile suitable for 
interpretation.
It is possible that further testing may result in an interpretable DNA profile in some 
cases.

A/DG David 
Rosengren via 

A/EDFSS Helen 
Gregg

Reporting Scientists

12/08/2022
Pre-PCR STARlet computers upgraded to WIN10 with Venus 4 software. STARlet 
B verified and implemented on 15/08/2022. STARlet A verified and implemented on 
18/08/2022.

AKD/LBR Analytical Scientists

19/08/2022

As per A/DG Memo 19/08/2022 - all P1 and P2 samples in quant range 0.001-
0.0088ng/uL will undergo an automatic microcon to 35uL, and then an amplification. 
If the scientist considers it potentially beneficial to perform a second amplification 
post-microcon, this will need QPS approval due to the exhaustion of the DNA 
extract. Follows that any sample that might be exhausted (eg consideration of 
microcon to full) will need QPS aproval.

A/DG David 
Rosengren via 

A/EDFSS Helen 
Gregg

Analytical and Reporting Scientists

12/09/2022 As per crown law advice (Email CJA 12.09.2022) Statements signed and produced 
from the 9th of September 2022 onwards should refer to Rex, rather than Regina. CJA Admin and reporting scientists

14/09/2022
3500 xl B has a new computer connected. All PP21 protocols have been 
transferred from 3500 xl A to B. Plate ran on 14/09/2022 and passed. 3500 xL B 
back in use. 

SCN/BUA/PMB Analytical Scientists

23/09/2022 CE STARlet computer upgraded to WIN10 with Venus 4 software. AKD Analytical Scientists
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Date 
Raised 

Item added 
by Define Issue

Has it been seen 
before?

 (if Yes - Where?)

Who can made the 
decision on what 
needs to happen?

Teams 
Affected Assessment of Issue Actions

Details of communications that 
have occurred (to who, when and 

how)
Other notes for consideration

1/01/2021 John Smith

Apparent artefact at D18S51. Artefact shifts 
between labelling as a 17.1 or 17.2 variant 
allele. No stutter is observed for this artefact. 
Only observed in samples from peri-anal, 
rectal or penile areas

Yes 
(in Case XXXXXXXxXX) John Smith Reporting

Adds contributor to otherwise single 
source assumed known contributor, 
height of artefact not consistent with 
another contribution dropping out.
No expenditure of money, time or 
resources required. 

Removed artefact from FR GeneMapper table.

Annotated epgs and re-loaded to Forensic 
Register

Notations added to case in Forensic Register.

Added to odd profile register
All reporters via Microsoft Teams on 
02/02/2021 EXEMPLAR ONLY
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